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EN years ago the present owners of this journal purchased it, with the hope and in-

tention of infusing new lite and vigor into the oldest agricultural journal published in

the country, and of making it a vital force in the uplifting of Southern agriculture.

To effect this purpose, the first step taken was the enlargement of the journal from a small

octavo to a folio size, thus enabling them to present about twice as much matter in each issue

in a more convenient form. Coincidently with this enlargement, the price was reduced from

S1.50 per year to $1.00.

The editorial work was placed in the hands of the present editor, a gentleman who

combines a twenty-five years' experience on the farm with a knowledge of the science and

theory of agriculture as taught by the greatest students of this, the mother of all the sciences.

It was hoped that the result of these changes would be a very large addition to the list of

subscribers, and that the effect would be seen in a steady improvement, year by year, in the

agricultural progress of the Southern States. That these results have been fully achieved it

would be folly to assert, but that a very measurable improvement has been accomplished is

patent to every one who will examine the statistics and travel over the South. Whilst our
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subscription list lias Ken largely added to, it does not yet comprise a tithe of the names of those who

ought to read THE PLANTER, and many of whom read no agricultural journal whatever.

In order to make a further effort to reach these people and help them in their life-

work, the owners of THE PLANTER have now decided to still further reduce the price

of the journal, so that no man, however poor, can reasonably say that he cannot

Reduction
in Price.

afford to take it.

From ist January, 1899, the price of THE PLANTER will

be 50 Cents per year, payable strictly in uT in rr ,^ra

High Standard of Journal
to be Maintained.

The owners desire to emphasize the point that although the

cost will be reduced this will not in the slightest degree affect

the quality or get up of THE PLANTER. This will be main-

tained at its present high standard. For nearly sixty years THE SOUTHERN PLANTER has occupied a

front place in the ranks of the agricultural publications of the country. It is too old now to step into a

lower place, rather will it aim to step in front of the best. Those who have taken THE PLANTER in the

past know that in our contributors we have a staff of correspondents who rank amongst the highest

authorities in their particular specialties in this country. These we shall retain, whilst adding to them

as the occasion offers. The Director of the Virginia Experiment Station has promised the cordial help

and assistance of himself and staff. With such a programme, and at such a price, the publishers appeal

to the farmers of the South to give them their support.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER PUBLISHING CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.

If any one desires to take a newspaper or magazine with THE PLANTER, refer to the clubbing rates

published in each issue. We can save you more than THE PLANTER costs on two or three papers or

magazines.

iLJbLJ'.
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The Southern Planter.
DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.

Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts.--XENOPHON.
Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State.--SULLY.

60th Year. Richmond, January, 1899. No. I.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE HONTH.

In our opening article in this Department of The

Planter, a year ago, we ventured to predict that the

nation was on the eve of a season of great prosperity,

and that farmers were likely to participate largely in

this feast of good things. The results have not belied

our predictions. Iu no year of the past decade has

the country made such rapid strides of progress as in

the one just closed, and in no year during that period

have farmers so largely benefitted from the im
proved conditions. They have had large crops to

dispose of, and the demand for them has been and

still is enormous at good prices. The only exception

has been the cotton crop, and this, from excessive pro

duction for two years in succession, has been and still

is low in price. The effect of this good demand for

all the products of the farm at good prices has been

an enormous reduction in the indebtedness of farmers

and their relief from heavy burdens. Coincidently

with this there has been, especially on the part of the

farmers and planters of the South, a return to more
sound principles of conduct in their business. Instead

of merely growing staple crops for sale, they have

turned their attention to the production of the home
requirements and largely diversified their crops, at

the same time converting the surplus products thus

produced into beef, mutton, pork, butter, etc. In

this way they have not only made money, but they

have saved money. The man who has his corn crib

and meat house well filled with home products instead

of with products from the West is not only actually

richer in pocket but materially richer in all that con-

duces to a happy, contented home. This is largely the

condition of our Southern farmers at the present time.

They are to day better off than at any time since the
war, and pr bably as a whole better off thau at any
time in the history of the South.

The outlook for the new year is an assuring one.

The business of the country is growing rapidly, both
home consumption and export demands are greater

than for years past ; labor is well employed and bids

fair to continue so. This means a larger demand for

the products of the farm, and, at the least, stable and
possibly slightly advancing prices. We do not, how-
ever, look to seeing high prices for any products. The
production of staples has so largely increased and the

means for distributing the same all over the world al-

most as quickly as they are called for, are so perfected

that unless there should be almost a universal fail-

ure of crops we do not again expect to see fam-

ine prices or even generally high prices prevailing.

A.S Governor Hoard well pointed out at the recent

Farmers' Congress in Texas, the aim of the farmer who
means to make a success in his calling must be to re-

duce the cost of production and to become himself a

manufacturer of the product which he raises. Im-
proved implements and machines will enable him to

reduce the cost of preparing the land for the crop and of

harvesting the products, whilst a knowledge of the
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laws governing the production of crops and of the

till fertilization of land, will enable him to

secure greater yields. These he must, by the aid of

better bred stock, convert or manufacture into beef,

mutton, pork, butter or cheese, and thus sell in a con-

centrated form at a much higher price per ton than the

original products will command. In this way, by

doubling the yield per acre, the cost of production can

be reduced much more than one half, and by feeding

to animals specially adapted to the purpose in view,

the price realized per bushel or per ton can be more

than doubled over the current maiket value of the

Staples raised, besides leaving on the farm the means

to maintaiu and increase its fertility.

In the hope of being able to do something towards

bringing about the profitable management of the farm,

we propose to continue through the year our long

standing rule of a special article on "Work for the

Month.'' This article has in the past received such a

hearty welcome from our readers, and has been so em-

phasized in numerous letters which we have received

sa a most valuable feature in the journal, that we offer

no apology for its continuance. Probably the most

distinguishing characteristic of the farmer all over the

world is procrastination; and especially is this so in

the South, where practically he has all the year in

which to work in his laud. He puts off, from day to

day. work which ought to be undertaken, until in the

end he has to rush and half do the work. We aim to

help him to avoid this practice by bringing promi-

nently before him each month that particular work

which out to be progressing, and the advantages

which lie max expect to secure from then taking it in

hand in the manner we suggest. We realize that it is

a difficult task for any oue to say that a particular time

is the best for doing a certain work over so large a sec-

tion of the country as this journal covers ; but we seek

to overcome this by beiug a little ahead of time with

our suggestions. Having the subject brought to atten

tion, the practical farmer can himself then decide

whether for himself, under conditions of weather and

land, that particular work advised may best then be

done, or should wait more favorable conditions.

The actual work that can be done on the farm in the

month of January is usually very little. Labor is apt

to lie disorganized during the early part of the month.

;ind conditions of weather and laud do not, as a rule,

promise advantage in carrying on plowing or cultiva

tion. Sometimes a dry season will allow of progress

being made in the preparation of land for seeding with

oats, bul care should be taken not to plow land unless

it is dry enough to work off the plow cleanly, and so

that the horses shall not tread the bottom of the fur-

row into an impermeable water trough. Farm-yard

manure may often be got out onto the land when other

work cannot be undertaken. When the surface is

frozen sufficiently to carry the wagons or carts, this

work can be done. We do not, however, advise the

top-dressing of wheat or oats with manuie when the

land is frozen, as the manure has the effect of keeping

the frost in the land and thus hindering the growth.

This work of top-dressing wheat and oats is one that

it is very desirable to have done as soon as possible

but it requires the land to be in a dry condition for it

to be done advantageously. Manuie may be got out

as made onto land intended for the corn crop, and

this is the most economical way in which to handle it.

The corn crop can make good use of farm-yard ma-

nure in a coarse, unfermented condition which would

be detrimental to the best growth of roots, small grain

or grass crops. For these purposes the manure is

better when partially decomposed, and it may with

advantage be stored in the barn-yard or under a ma-

nure shed for a few weeks. When this course is

taken with it, care should be exercised to carefully

mix the manure from the different animals, as in this

way overheating and fire-fanging can be largely pre-

vented. It should also be closely compacted together

to exclude the air. Let the manure-heap be on ground

having a clay surface, and let this surface slope to-

wards the centre of the heap so as to conserve all the

liquid portiou of the manure, as that is the most valu-

able. If a manure heap becomes overheated and sends

off large volumes of steam, wet it down well with

water, or much of its value will be lost. Do not, how-

ever, make the heap where the water from the roofs

of the buildings will fall on it. Acid phosphate aud

kainit or muriate of potash may be added to the ma-

nure heap with advantage as it is piled together.

Farm-yard manure is most lacking in these two con-

stituents of plant food, and they may be added when
throwing up a heap without fear of being lost by
leaching. However you handle your farm-yaid ma-
nure, be sure that you take good care of it, and see

that it is not wasted. It is one of the best banks in

which a farmer can put his money, aud will pay a

high interest on the investment when properly used.

The better you teed your stock the richer and better

will be the manure made. After the stock have taken

out of the food all they can utilize, there is a large

residue of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash left

when rich food is fed, which will make crops grow
luxuriantly.

The comparative leisure of this month affords a most
convenient opportunity for reviewing the work done
on the farm during the past year. Examine carefully

both successes and failures. Often the best lessons

Library
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may be learned from the failures when these are

closely investigated. These lessons are apt to be more

deeply engraven on the mind from having touched the

pocket nerve. Whilst it is impossible always to avoid

failures with crops from climatic conditions, yet apart

from these, agriculture is now becoming so nearly an

exact science Jhat there is less excuse for failures than

was the case years ago. The food requirements of crops

are now better known than ever before, and the sources

from which these requirements can be most economi-

cally met, and the means of rendering these require-

ments available, are now so well known to all who will

read, that only those who persistently refuse to avail

themselves of knowledge ought to make repeated fail

ures in their work. Do not be amongst this class. The
world is very ungenerous, and rightly so, to the man
who refuses to learn. There is no effect without a

cause, and this is the time to examine the cause of

such failures as have been made, and to take the ne-

cessary steps for avoiding them in the coming crop

year. Lay out a good system of rotation of crops and
following it up in practice. The one-crop farmer is a

failure, and will yearly become a greater failure. Un-
der a proper system of rotation, there is no necessity

for "turning out" land to recuperate. It can be

made to improve, and yet produce crops every year.

Read the article in this issue,
'

' How to Restore Fer-

tility," and also the one on the "Virginia Marls,"

and you will see how easy it is to recuperate your
land, and by the use of the means at hand to make it

profitable. Whatever else you do, plan to make all

the supplies you need at home first, and let any spare

time after this is done be devoted to making surplus

crops for sale. The man who lives at home from the

products of his own land is an independent man, and
can afford to watch the fluctuations of the markets

with complacency. Much of the depression in prices

of products of which all complain is caused by the

compulsory selling of products to meet the daily needs

of farmers and their families in products which ought

to have been made at home.

See that the hogs are slaughtered whilst the weather

is cold, so that there may be no loss of meat in curing.

Take care that all animal heat is out of the carcase be-

fore being salted. A neglect of this precaution is the

cause of most of the failures to cure meat successfully.

See that your ice-house is filled at the first opportu-

nity.

end whether you have conducted your business profit-

ably or not. It is also a wise course to keep an ac-

count with each crop grown, and with the different

kinds of stock kept, in order that it may be seen what
is the actual cost of production. Without a know-
ledge of this fact the price at which any product can
afford to be sold is mere guess-work. May the New
Year be a happy and prosperous one to all our readers.

Start the year by making an inventory and valua-

tion of all you have on the farm, and then keep a strict

account of all payments and receipts during the year.

In this way you will be able to know at the year's

VIRGINIA MARLS.
Editor Southern Planter :

A thorough study of marls and their use as a ferti-

lizer has been neglected to a great extent by scientists

and by the agriculturists of Virginia. Not since the
extensive investigations of Edinuud Ruffin, beginning
in February, 1818, has any work of consequence been
done along this line. Although there are several in-

stances up to this time of the earlier use of marls in

America, in no case had marl or lime been used with a

definite object in view, or with no purpose other than

the general improvement of the land.

In February, ISIS, Mr. Ruffin excavated a large

amount of the mineral, and applied it at the rate of 150

to 200 bushels an acre, to a tract of laud that had been
recently iu forest growth. He obtained an increase of

40 per cent, over similar land untreated. Encouraged
by this result, he planned more extensive experiments

for future years, and the results were unquestionably

in favor of the use of marls. In some cases the yield

was twice as great on some fields after using marl than

before.

Mr. Ruffin's object seems to have been to bring the

soil into such a condition as would make it respond to

an application of manures, which had been found to

be of little value on land in its ordinary condition,

rather than to advocate the use of marl alone with the

expectation of building up the fertility of the soil. He
used vegetable manures, to a great extent, and as

much organic matter as possible was added to the soil

on his farm.

These experiments were continued for a long series

of years, and accurate records were kept of the history

of each plat of ground, frequent comparisons being

made between the measured yields of marled and un-

ruarled fields. The greater the number of experi-

ments made, the greater proof was given that a marked
advantage was derived from the use of marl. He col-

lected information as to the character and extent of

deposits of calcareous substances in his native State

(Virginia), aud figured carefully the cost of applying

the marl, and also estimated the fiuaucial returns from

its use. Mr. Ruffin, while perhaps the most thorough

investigator of his time along this line, failed to recog-

nize phosphoric acid and potash as being of any value
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as constituents of marls, basing his opinion of the

value of marls entirely on the amount of calcium car-

bonate limestone) present.

It is the purpose of this bulletin to record in con-

venient form the analyses of some of the different

marls in Virginia, representing the various locali

ties which have been investigated within the last year,

together with such information as will be useful in

their selection and use for agricultural purposes.

Marl is the name which is applied to a variety of

earthy deposits of varying composition, containing a

considerable per cent, of carbonate of lime. It forms

a very valuable addition to our list of natural fertili-

zers. While its fertilizing value is increased very

largely by the percentage < f phosphate of lime and of

potash, its chief constituent is carbonate of lime,

which gives to it its main value. When applied to the

soil, lime affects it in differeut ways, and there are

several points to be considered in its use. It may be

regarded somewhat as a direct plant food, as well as a

chemical agent acting upon the organic matter of the

soil and various mineral constituents of which the soil

is composed. Another important property is the me
chanical action which it exerts upon the soil. If ap-

plied to a light, sandy soil, it makes it less porous and

less inclined to part with its moisture, while on the

other hand, when applied to a wet, clayey soil, it

tends to make it more porous and more easily worked.

Notwithstanding the fact that large quantities of lime

are consumed by plants, it is not usually regarded as

a fertilizer to be added to the soil, for the reason that

the soil is usually abundantly supplied with it. It

however has the power of making available the com-

pounds of potash and soda from their insoluble com
binatdons.

The former of these substances is certainly of great

importance in the growth of plants. Lime also de-

composes organic matter in the soil, and renders it

available for plant food. Organic acids, such as humic,

etc., tend to be formed in lauds which are very rich in

vegetable matter, and these acids, in concentrated

form, are poisonous to the growth of plants. The ap-

plication of lime to such a soil not only corrects this

acidity, but liberates a larger amount of plant food.

By lime is usually meant the burnt limestone. Lime-

stone, or marl, contains calcium carbonate, which is

easily changed by burning to quick lime, or calcium

oxide, by the loss of carbon dioxide gas. It is, how-

ever, not always best to do this for agricultural pur-

poses, as much labor and expense are involved in the

process.

For heavy clay soils, and those rich in organic mat
ter, generally speaking, the burnt lime is best ; but

for light soils and those containing comparatively lit-

tle organic matter, the carbonate of lime (Ca CO s ) is

best. Considerable care should be exercised in the

use of lime as a fertilizer, owing to its strong action

when applied to soils. As has been stated, soils rich

in organic matter require more lime thau those desti-

tute of it. One hundred to two hundred bushels is

about an average amount to apply, but owing to the

great variety of soils, and the variable composition of

marl, no definite rule can be laid down as to amounts

to be used.

According to Professor Ansted, a good soil should

be composed of nearly equal parts of the three earths

—sand, clay, and lime ; it should contain a certain

quantity of decomposing vegetable and animal matter
;

it should take up moisture and give it back to the air

without much difficulty ; it should have depth suffi-

cient to permit the roots of the plant to sink and ex-

tend without coming to rock, to water, or to some in-

jurious earth ; the subsoil should be moderately

porous, but not too much so ; and in case of need, the

subsoil should be able to improve the soil by admix-

ture with it.

Professor Cook thinks that the most valuable marls,

and those which will best pay the cost of long trans-

portation, are those which contain the largest per cent,

of phosphoric acid ; that the most durable marls are

those which contain the most carbonate of lime (Ca

CO a ) ; that green sands containing but little of either

phosphoric acid or carbonate of lime, become active

fertilizers when composted with quick lime ; that marls

which are acid, and burning from containing sulphate

of iron, cau be rendered mild and useful as fertilizers

by composting with lime ; that forage crops—clovers,

grasses, etc.,—are particularly improved by the use of

marls. Lime, which has been called the "basis of all

good husbandry," is probably one of the most valu-

able and most extensively used mineral manures.

The value of lime and other mineral manures as ferti-

lizers, depends much upon their composition, and in

this the agriculturist must seek the aid of the chemist.

When we begun this work on the marls of Virginia,

we tried to get samples from every county in the State

where marls occur. We wrote to the county clerks

and sheriffs for the uames of farmers upon whose lands

marl3 had been found. We also addressed a circular

letter to the farmers, giving the instructions for tak-

ing and shipping the samples. We were only able to

secure thirty-one samples in time for analyses.

Iu the following table (No. 1), the chemical compo-
sition of the marl is given, according to the order in

which the samples were received. The table, as well,

includes the results of analysis of three samples of Vir-

ginia marls, examined at the Maryland Experiment
Station. These are marked by asterisks.
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Table No. I.

—

Percentage composition of the Air-Dried Samales of Marls.

Insol.

Res.

E F. Young, Rives, Prince George county, Va
Allie Dillard, Old Church, Hanover county, Va
W. J. Delano, Warsaw, Richmond county, Va
Thomas N. Lupton, AYinchester, Frederick county, Va
W. W. Blow, Lumberton, Sussex county, Va
E. F. Godwin, Chuckatuck, Nansemond county, Va
Capt G W. Gerow, Midvale, Rockbridge county, Va
No. 1, Geo. W. Clark, Fort Lee, Henrico county. Va
No. 2, Geo. W. Clark, Fort Lee, Henrico county, Va
No. 1, M F. Van Pelt. City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 2, M. F. Van Pelt, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 3, M. F. Van Pelt, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 4, M. F. Van Pelt, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 5. M. F. Van Pelt, City Point, Prince George county, Va
Jacob McElroy, Claremont, Surry Co., Va "

No. 1, H. L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 2, H. L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 3, H. L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 4, H. L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 5, H. L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 6, H. L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 7, H. L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
A. O. Mauck, Yorktown, York countv, Va
P. E. Gill, Roxbury, Charles City county, Va
J. F. Tompkins, Natural Bridge, Rockbridge county, Va
S. K. Lemon, Iron Gate, Alleghany county, Va
H. D. Ribble, Blacksburg, Montgomery county, Va
S. L. Lupton, Winchester, Frederick county, Va
S. H. Parsons, Louisa C. H , Louisa county, Va
B. W. L. Holt, Waverly, Sussex county, Va
B. B. Dumbville, Suffolk, Nansemond county, Va
S. H. Parsons, Louisa C. H., Louisa county, Va
Blackstone Guano Company, Blackstone, Va
Hammond Hunter, Martinsburg, W. Va.; Mathias Point, Va.*...

Hammond Hunter, Martinsburg, W. Va.; Potomac Creek, Va.*..

Hammond Hunter. Martinsburg, W. Va.; Potomac Creek, Va.*..

Lime.

12.88

2i.;:;

9.83

52.62

23 90
40.97

88.79

26.79

35.74

20.41

12.75

1.36

5.05

38.15

45.S3
1.52

160
11.22

27.40

6.97

24.44

27.96

24.77

35.54
47.S7

50.58

.16

52.19

1.76

24.38
K.24

2 33
1.84

Trace.
.85

17.30

Magnesia.

.46

1.10

.36

.43

.06

.2.",

.69

.45

.66

.35

.09

2.19

1.87

.42

.53

.37

.88

.58-

.06

Trace.
.48

.84

None.
Trace.

3.24

.86

None.
.44

1.80

6.22

.54

1.17

1.46

Phos.
Acid.

.07

.16

.47

.(Hi

.18

5.36

.10

.03

.77

.33

.17

.47

.23

.29

.13

.05

.03

.03

.38

.42

1 .50

.13

.03

1.24

.80

.23

.SI

.36

1.00

1.80

Trace.
.69

.60

Trace.

.08

Trace.

.63

.45

1.32

.58

.4:;

.26

.26

.25

.65

.41

.34

3.65

1.72

.50

.35

3.15

1.62

1 .22

.26

.47

.27

1.02

.71

.20

,31

.28

.40

.23

4.73

.13

2.16

.46

1.81

1.04

.33

From a study of the above results we have classified these marls iuto three groups,

based ou the relative percentage of lime, potash, and phosphoric acid.

Table II.

—

Marls Containing Upwards of 20 Per Cent, of Lime.

The classification is

Allie Dillard, Old Church, Hanover county, Va
Thos. W. Lupton, Winchester, Frederick county, Va
W. W. Blow, Lumberton, Sussex county, Va
E. F. Godwin, Chuckatuck, Nansemond county, Va
Capt. J. W. Gerow, Midvale, Rockbridge county, Va
George W. Clark, Fort Lee, Henrico county, Va
George W. Clark, Fort Lee, Henrico county, Va
M. F. Van Pelt, No. 1, City Point, Prince George county, Va..

M. F. Van Pelt, No. 5, City Point, Prince George county, Va..
Jacob McElroy, Claremont, Surry Co., Va
H. L. Smith, No. 4, City Point, Prince George county, Va
H. L. Smith, No. 6, City Point, Prince George county, Va
H. L. Smith, No. 7, City Point, Prince George county, Va
A. O. Mauck, Yorktown, York county, Va
P. E. Gill, Roxbury, Charles City county, Va
J. F. Tompkins. Natural Bridge, Rockbridge county, Va
S. I.. Lupton, Winchester, Frederick countv, Va "

B. W. L. Holt, Waverly, Sussex county, Va
S. K. Lemon, Iron Gate, Alleghany county, Va

Insol.

Res.

45.68

2 61
49.09

13.70
1.24

15 80
2S23
67.39
2S.07

8.38

41.71

47.26

39.05

47.45
L'7.C1

4.34

3.65

45.20

5.81

21.73

52.62

25.90

40.97

88.79
26.79
3574
20.41

38.15

45.13

27.40

24.44
27.!H>

24.77

:;.v>4

47.87
52.19

24.36

50.58

1.10

.43

.06

.23

.69

.45

.66

.35

.42

.53

.06

.48

.84

None.
Trace.
3.24

.44

5.22

.86

Phos.
Acid.

.16

.06

.1

5.36

.10

.03

.77

.33

.29

.13

.38

1.50

.13

.03

1.24

.80

.36

1.80
.23

.45

.58

.43

.26

.26

.25

.65

.41

.50

.35

.26

.27

1.02

.71

,20

31
.23

4.73

.28

TheThe marls of this group are calcareous, and owe their fertilizing value mainly to the lime content.

Gerow marl from Rockbridge county, shows much the highest percentage of lime.

As far as these results are concerned, it is worthy of note, that the higher the percentage of lime, the

smaller is the percentage of potash.
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Table III.—Showing Samples that have Over 1 Per Cent. PoTAsn (K,0.)

W.J. Delano, Warsaw, Richmond county, Va
I. !'. Van Pelt, City Point, Prince George county, Va..
W. I-'. Van Pelt, City Point, Prince George county, Va..

No. I. II. 1. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 2, II. I.. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No. 3, II. I.. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
No 7. II. I,. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va
s. II. Parsons, Louisa C. II., Louisa county, Va .'

H. \\
.

I,. Holt, Waverlv, Sussex county. Va
s. II. Parsons, Louisa (

'. II., Louisa county, Va
Hammond Hunter, Mathiaa Point, Va.*..."
Ilai. a. i,, M.

I Hunter, Potomac Creek, Va.*

Insol.

68.57

61.15

63.62

56.03
24.72

59.82

39.05

48.40

45.20

85.78

78.66

84.52

Lime.

9.83

1.36

5 05
1.52

1.60

11.22

27.96

1.76

24.38

2.33

Trace.
.85

.36

2.19

1.87

.37

.88

.58

.84

1.80

5.22

1.17

Pllns.

Acid.

.05

.03

.03

.13

1.00

1.80

.69

Trace.

PoTAsn.

1.32

3.85

1.72

3.15

1 .62

1.22

1.02

6.03

4.73

2.16

1.81

1.04

It iiny be noticed, that with two exceptions, these samples contain smill percentages of lime. They
owe their value as fertilizing material to potash.

Two <>i the samples included in the above list (that received from S. H. Parsons, of Louisa, C. H., and
that from B. \V. L. Holt, of Sussex county), in potash content, compare favorably with the celebrated green
sand marl of New Jersey.

Table IV.

—

Showing Samples that have Over 1 Per Cent. Phosphoric Acid.

E. P. Godwin, Chuckatuck, Nansemond county, Va
N> " 6, 'I- L. Smith, City Point, Prince George county, Va..
P. E. Gill, Roxhi City county, Va
S. It Pardons, Louisa ('. II., Louisa county, Va
B. \V. L. IIi.lt, Wavcrly, Sussex county, Va

Insol.
Res.

13.70

47.26

27.71

48.40

45.20

40.97

24 00
35.54

1.76

24 38

Trace.

1.80

5.22

Phos.
Acid.

5.36

1.50

1 24

1.03

1.80

Potash.

.26

.27

.20

6.03

4.73

The marls of this group owe their fertilizing value
to phosphoric acid. Since the phosphoric acid con
tained in mails is in a more readily available condi-
tion for plant food than the potash, it may be stated
that marls, rich in phosphoric acid, are of more im-
mediate value to the farmer than those containing an
equivalent quantity of potash. It will be noticed that
the Parsons and Holt marls are included in both Ta-
bles III. and IV. The Nansemond marl is remark-
ably rich in phosphoric acid.

In addition to what has been said above concerning
the use of marls as fertilizing materials, when applied
as -ueh to the soil, we would note their value in the
preparation of fertilizers on a scale practiced by the
farmer himself in composting.

The analyses make it clear that there are marls of
high fertilizing value to he found in some sections of

the Mate W. p.. Bluest,

A. T. ESKEKIDGE,
Assistant Cheminh.

Experiment Station, Blacktburg, Va.

Mr. Wm. Rison. Pittsylvania Co., Va., writes:
" Forty years ago I was a subscriber to the Southern
Planter, and now. in my 86th year, I read it with more
pleasure and pjofit than I did then."

LIME AS AN IHPROVER OF LAND.

The several articles which we have written on this

question seems to have aroused very considerable in-

terest throughout the South, as evidenced by the

numerous letters and enquiries we have had upou the

subject of when and how best to apply the lime. This

also seems to have been the case at the Rhode Island

Experiment Station, where the most complete series of

experiments with lime have been made. During the

last few days we have received from that station a

bulletin giving the results of further experiments

made not only in Rhode Island, but in other States,

with lime. In this bulletin, a letter from a Mr. Smith,

of Oilaudo, N. Y., is quoted, in which he says :

" I wish to tell yon that so far I have received great
benefit in the last three years from lime. Three years
ago I used thirty tons, two years ago sixteen tons, this
year nine tons, and shall use more this fall and next
spring. Last year I cut two heavy crops of clover and
timothy off some six acres that had formerly failed
entirely to grow clover. This year I have cut another
heavy crop, and the second crop will be cut and fed
green. I am now mowing some four acres of second
growth clover and feeding it direct to my dairy cows.
The first cutting I put into the silo."

A Mr. E. W, Phillips, of Asquepang, R. I., says:

"In the fall of 1S97, I limed and seeded two acres
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of sandy loam, lime being applied at the rate of 2,500

pounds per acre. This cost $8.50 per ton in the field.

It was distributed in heaps, and, after being allowed

to slack, was spread and thoroughly incorporated
with the soil. The seeding was as follows, per acre :

Timothy twenty-two pounds and red top five pounds.
In order to ascertain, if possible, the benefit derived
from liming, a strip was left at one end of the field

upon which no lime was applied. The seed upon this

strip germinated nearly as well as in any other part of

the field, but the young grass soon presented au un-

healthy appearance and failed to grow well, and in the

spring much of it was dead. In May, 1898, the entire

area received a dressing of 500 pounds per acre of high
grade complete commercial fertilizer. When the grass

was cut, the portion which was not limed yielded about
500 pounds of hay per acre. This was almost wholly
red top, with little or no timothy. The limed portion
produced about one and a half tons of hay per acre,

which consisted chiefly of timothy. At this date

—

October 25th—the portion of the field which was
limed has a fine sod, while the other has a thin bunchy
sod, with many weeds."

The question having been frequently asked the Direc-

tor of the Rhode Island Station, whether the results

would not be just as good from top dressing grass land

with lime as from harrowing it into the soil before

seeding, it was decided to test the question in a prac

tical way by treating three plots of land which had

been manured with a complete fertilizer exactly alike,

in the following manner

:

The three plots were plowed, manured and seeded
with timothy in September, 1S97. Lime was applied
to plots 2 and 3 at the rate of 2,000 pounds per acre.

In the case of plot 2, the lime was not applied until

March, 1898. On plot 3 the lime was applied to the
surface after plowing, and thoroughly worked into

the soil. Plot 1 had no lime applied at any time.

During the fall of 1897, the grass upon the plot where
the lime was worked into the soil appeared green and
vigorous, while little or no grass was to be seen on
either of the other sections. With the advance of the
spring of 1S98, it was observable that a little grass
was present upon the plot which was top dressed with
lime, whilst the plot where no lime was applied seemed
almost free from grass. Where the limy was worked
into the soil the preceding fall, however, the young
grass looked vigorous and made a reasonable growth.
On July 29th, the grass was cut. Upon the plot where
the lime was worked into the soil before seeding,
fifteen pounds of undried material was cut. This con-

sisted alnjos f entirely of timothy, and contained very
few weeds. Where the lime was applied as a top dress-

ing in the spring, seventeen pounds of material were
cut, consisting almost wholly of weeds, in which, how
ever, a little timothy was discernible. Upon the plot
which was not limed, it was practically impossible to

observe any timothy, only seven plants having been
found upon the entire plot. In this case, the weeds
weighed but three pounds. So that comparing this

with the top dressed plot, it was evident that where
lime had been applied to the surface the growth of
weeds was much increased. Where lime was w( rked
into the soil at the proper time, the grass obtained

2

such a foothold that it pushed ahead of the weeds in

the early spring, and thus practically kept them from
appearing, even though lime under other circum-
stances is beneficial to them.

From these results, it seems that the recommenda-

tion to lime land, before seeding, is one that should be

adhered to, and that the lime should be worked into

the soil if the best results are to be obtained. This ex-

periment confirms the opinion we gave in our last

issue in favor of working lime into the soil. We again

reiterate our opinion, that lime will be found to be

most beneficial to nearly all the land of the South At-

lantic States, and that it will pay to use it in prefer-

ence to fertilizers at least once in each rotation of

crops. This is the time when it should be applied,

and we urge attention to the subject.

INTENSIVE FARMING IN NORTH CAROLINA.

Mr. W. L. Kivett, of Liberty, N. C, writes us

with the following report of an experiment made by
him last year in producing three crops on one piece of

land in one year

:

"On the first of March, the land (three-fourths
of an acre) was planted in early Irish potatoes.
The cost of seed, labor and fertilizer was $35.90.

On June 6th, the crop was dug, and $74.70 worth
of potatoes were sold. The land then laid idle

for ten days on account of press of work. On June
15th, it was seeded with German millet and peas at a
cost of $6. On the 8th August, this crop was har-

vested, and produced $12 worth of forage. The crop
was fully three feet high over the whole field. The
laud then laid idle for 16 days on account of excessive
rain. Ou August 24th, it was planted again in Irish

potatoes, the seed being part of that raised on the first

crop. The cost of planting was $20.60. On the 9th
November, this crop was dug, and produced $105
worth of potatoes. The total cost of producing the
three crops was $62.50. The value of the products
raised was $191.70—thus leaving a net profit of
$129.20 from the three quarters of an acre in one year.

Leaving out of the calculation the 26 days the land
laid idle, the three crops were produced in 7 months
and 13 days. Thorough cultivation was the secret of

the quick growth of the crops. In February, the
land was pulverized finely to the depth of five inches
with the Cutaway and Acme harrows. It was then
plowed with a two horse plow 14 inches deep, with a
subsoil plow following. It was then harrowed again
even finer than before, and the potatoes planted. It

will be observed that these crops were actually grown
in succession, and not, as is often the case, when a
number of crops are grown in one year with two crops
on the ground at one time, by planting between the
rows."

Mr. Kivett remarks that in the South we have

a great advantage in the length of our season over

the Northern and Western farmers, of which we ought

to take advantage. He says that he gets two crops of
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Warren's extra early peas matured in one season,

planting the second crop from seed grown in the first

crop. After every crop harvested not later than July

another crop can successfully be grown ; certainly a

crop of one of the legumes ought always to be grown

for the improvement of the soil.

We commend this report to the notice of our read-

ers as an example of what an intelligent and progres

sive farmer can do in the South.

CORN EXPERIMENTS IN i898 IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I promised to make some experiments with the corn

crop this season, and report the result to you. I

know, when I tell you that I failed to make the ex

periments, and give my reasons for failing to do so,

you will pardon me. My failure to carry out my
promise was caused by a long, continuous wet season

in the spring, which extended into the month of June.

We began to plant corn in June, and finished the 17th

of that month. This late planting necessitated me to

do away with the planting of " Cocke's Prolific" almost

entirely, as I feared the time required for the ma
turing of that variety (four months) could not be relied

on at that time. Nearly my entire crop was, therefore,

planted with a high land type of corn which matured

in ninety days. The corn planted produced a large

ear, but only one to the stalk. Now, I wish to call

your attention and that of your readers to this type of

seed corn as compared with the yield of " Cocke's Pro
lific" last season on the same five acres of land under

identical cultivation. I reported to you last season

the harvesting of ninety-seven (97) barrels (485 bush-

els) of good corn from these five acres, planted in

April, in " Cocke's Prolific." This season I harvested

fifty barrels (250 bushels) and a fraction, a decrease

of forty-seven (47) barrels (235 bushels) on the same
acres, with precisely the same cultivation. The corn

this season was planted on the 17th of June ; came up
well ; was well cultivated ; matured well, but only

yielded about one half what "Cocke's Prolific" did

last season.

I will give you and your readers another interest-

ing example of what I saw done this season with
" Cocke' 8 Prolific" corn experimented with by the

side of what was supposed to be a superior type of

high land corn. I reported to you last season that I

had harvested one hundred (100) barrels (500 bushels)

of ''Cocke's Prolific" corn from four acres of land.

Mr. Thomas Loving, a neighbor of mine, cultivated

these same four acres this season. He planted the

four acres in " Cocke's Prolific," except that through

the centre of the land (the best of it) be planted

sixteen rows of this superior high-land corn. Mr.

Loving paid twenty five (25) cents per pint for this

seed. Mr. Loving invited me to see the same gath-

ered and measured with the following result : Eight

rows of "Cocke's Prolific" corn were gathered, which

measured eight flour barrels and a fraction ; eight

rows of the superior high-land corn was gathered,

which measured three flour barrels and a fraction. In

other words, the same numbers of rows of the Prolific

made nearly three barrels (15 bushels), while the high-

land corn, same number of rows, with precisely the

same cultivation, made about one barrel (5 bushels),

the Prolific yielding about three times as much under

the same conditions. The high land corn produced

one ear to the stalk—a large one. The Prolific from

two to five smaller ones.

Now, the lesson to be learned from these experi-

ments with the four and five acre plots is this, that no

one eared stalk of corn will yield much more per acre

on our richest river land than it will yield on fair high-

land, except that it might possibly be planted with

less distance between the rows on the bottom land.

A one-eared stalk of corn will do so much and no more.

I do not think the best variety of one eared high-land

corn in this State will produce any more per acre on

the most fertile river land than it would produce on

good high-land uuder the same conditions.

I thauk Professor Massey for his suggestion as to the

care and selection of seed -coin. His idea of selecting

from the under-ears on the stalk to lessen the height

of it no doubt is judicious, as we who read The Planter

here look upon him as a depository of knowledge on

agricultural topics. We accept his suggestion as cor

rect, without having tried it On our river lands,

though, we endeavor to get as much height and

strength to the stalk as possible. We want the height

to get the ears of corn as far from the overflow of the

river as possible. For example, the water here at a

common flow is usually seven or eight feet from

the surface of our land under cultivation. When
there is an overflow there will have to be seven or

eight feet of flood rise in the river before it gets on the

land. The ears on " Cocke's Prolific" corn will grow
from seven to ten feet from the ground, so you see it

will take fifteen to sixteen feet of an overflow to injure

the corn on the stalk of corn so tall. If the corn grown
eared two or three feet from the ground a much less

overflow would damage and perhaps destroy the corn

entirely, as I saw done this season. I saw acres of

corn, ears growing close to the ground, entirely de-

stroyed by having been submerged, while corn on a
tall stalk, with ears not touched by the water, was
uninjured. We want the stalks strong and sturdy to

withstand the action of the high waters. I shall try

selecting seed from the under-ears, as Professor Massey
suggests, to test its prolific tendency, however.
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Our corn crop has been very unsatisfactory tbis sea

son throughout this section. I suppose too much wet

weather for our bottom lands. Our best yield was

about twenty (20) barrels (100 bushels) to the acre of

"Cocke's Prolific." This, however, did not mature

well, and was injured somewhat by too much rainfall

and overflow of the river. While I have no great

yield of corn per acre to report this season, I think the

two plots (four and five acres) reported on showing

the marked difference between the two varieties of

corn tested is of some value to corn-growers, showing

clearly that there are certain types of corn which will

produce more on some characters of soil than others.

Another important item to be considered is the early

planting, if possible, of the corn, in this section from

the 1st of April to the 1st of May, if possible. Nearly

all of the land under cultivation this season I had
under cultivation last in corn, which yielded me
nearly twenty-one barrels (100 bushels) per acre,

planted early and with "Cocke's Prolific." This sea-

son the corn was planted late and with a high-land

corn, and the yield was not more than half that of last

season.

Fluvanna Co., Va. H. E. Wood

HOW TO RESTORE FERTILITY.

Editor Southern Planter :

The most important matter in farm management, it

seems to me, is the conservation and increase of the

fertility of the farm while annually getting it to pro

duce better crops. The production of better crops is

not, as some seem to think, simply a matter of putting

fertilizers in the soil to increase the store of plant food,

but of better tillage to make available what we already

have. Getting at the unavailable assets in the soil,

and making them available to crops, is just as impor

tant as the placing there in an already available state

purchased plant food. Mr. Garwood well said in

your December number, that "No farm can be main-

tained in normal condition by the sole use of the

manures made by feeding the roughage, as in such

cases more plant food is taken from the soil each year

than is returned. As a result, chemical fertilizers

must be used sooner or later, and it is a wise farmer

who does not wait until his soil is nearly exhausted

before making use of them." This is just about what
I have for years past been trying to impress upon
our farmers. That we must inevitably be reducing

the amount of plant food in the soil, and that while we
can get nitrogen from the air, we cannot get the min-

eral elements of plant food, and these must be sup-

plied artificially. Now it depends upon the situation

of the farm and the purposes for which it is used as to

whether it is always essential to use commercial ferti-

lizers. There are many farmers, dairymen near large
cities, for instance, who can make a profit on pur-
chased grain grown elsewhere. For these it is per-

fectly feasible to keep up the fertility of the soil with
the manures made on it if properly saved and applied.

But there is no doubt that on the majority of farms
the purchase of plant food for the soil direct is the
cheapest mode for enhancing the productiveness of

the soil. But the most important point, in my estima-

tion, in the management of the farm to increase its

fertility is the place where the commercial fertilizers

should be used and give the greatest profit in the de-

velopment of the fertility of the land. Used as they
have been in the South, commercial fertilizers have
been a curse to the farmer and the land alike. The
wasted and washed acres abandoned to broomsedge
and pines attest the erroneous management of the

past, and the large areas still under continuous cul-

ture in hoed crops, helped out by a little fertilizer, are

growing poorer and poorer under the system, or rather

the absence of system, that prevails. The use of fer-

tilizers, complete and high-priced fertilizers, merely
for the purpose of getting sale crops at once, is, as we
have often said, merely a form of gambling, and like

all other forms of gambling, the man who holds the
bank—the fertilizer manufacturer—gets the big end
of the profits, and while a gambler here and there

makes a prize on a crop, the great mass of the cultiva-

tors who practice the plan of growing farm crops on
the same land year after year by the use of commer-
cial fertilizers are losers, not only in the returns they
ought to get from crops properly managed, but worse
losers in the deposit of fertility in their bank—the

soil. A little modicum of plant food is placed in the

soil, and all is exhausted by the crop, while more of

the fertility is washed away in the winter's leaching,

and the soil is poorer after the crop has been taken
than it was before, and it takes a larger amount of the

bought fertility every year to keep up crops, until

the limit is reached where the gambling will no longer

return a profit and the land goes back to the care of

nature. Then begins the process of restoration, which
the farmer can easily imitate in a more rapid way.

Nature restores by getting the broomsedge to cover

the laud and stop the leaching of nitrogen. She then

sends down into the unused and unexhausted sub-soil

her sub soiler, the long tap roots of the pine trees, and
year after year brings up and scatters over the surface

the fertility brought from deep down in the soil and
gathered from the air. In this way she year after

year restores the fertilizing humus to the surface from
which improvident man has wasted it. till finally some
man, who has not taken to heart the lesson of the

pines, clears the land again and goes to work again to

rob the soil of the fertility accumulated while he let
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the land alone. Of course, we cannot afford to wait

for this slow recuperation of nature, but by a wise

management we can imitate the process in a more

rapid way. We can go to farming as a business, and

stop the wastefulness of the old plan. We can get

profit for ourselves while the land is getting richer, if

we but use brains more in the management of the soil

To do this we should make ourselves acquainted with

what our soils need. The needs of soils on different

formations are very different indeed. In some soils,

notably the sandy lands near the coast, there is natur-

ally a deficiency of potash, and there potash will be a

profitable application. On the other hand, there are

millions of acres all along our eastern side of the Blue

Ridge on which an application of potash will never

pay, because the land is already supplied with this

form of plant food in an ijexhaustible supply, and

only needs an occasional reagent, like lime and plaster,

to bring it into use. The greatest lack, which must

be artificially supplied to the soil, is phosphoric acid.

This is the form of plant food more generally lacking

than any other in our worn lands. Fortunately, the

southern farmer is near the cheapest source of supply,

for this. Nitrogen is of course an essential element of

plant food, and the most costly to buy in a mixed fer-

tilizer. It is the form of plant food for which the

southern cotton farmer has wasted untold millions of

dollars, while he might have had all that he bought

and a great deal more, not only without cost, but with

a profit made in the getting of it. Our readers of

years past are well aware that I am no enemy to arti-

ficial fertilizers, and I know that through their judi

cious use we can more rapidly improve the condition

of our worn lands than in any other manner. But we

need to get away from the old slavery to the fertilizer

mixer, and buy just what our land needs, and buy

this in a more liberal manner thau we have been buy

ing the little dose of complete fertilizer for the sale

crops. I have written in these pages time and again

that I fully believe, and have proved in my own prac-

tice and in the practice of others who have been pre

vailed upon to adopt the plan, that there is never any

need in the cultivation of a grain and cotton farm for

the purchase of an ounce of nitrogen or ammonia, as the

fertilizer men love to put it, and that every cent spent

in the purchase of nitrogen on such a farm for the

ordinary crops is that much wasted money that could

have been saved, and a further profit made in the sav

ing. I have satisfied myself, and have satisfied many
others, that on a cotton farm managed on a proper

short rotation there is never any need for the purchase

of an ounce of fertilizer of any kind for the cotton

crop direct if the fertilizer we do buy is used in the

proper place. All admit that the great lack of the

old lands, so long worked in cotton, is humus or de-

cayed organic matter, which not only holds fertility

in itself, but conserves the moisture and renders the

fertilizers more effective by being better dissolved.

To restore the humus, of which clean culture for gen-

erations has robbed the soil, is then the first step in

the improvement of the land. We can, to some ex-

tent, do this by simply growing and plowing under

the pea vines that grow so readily in the poorest soil.

But this only adds a little more organic matter from

the air and nitrogen from the same source. The lack

of mineral matter still remains, and will never be re-

stored till we either get at what is in the untouched

sub soil or apply it artificially, or both. Now, what

I have all this time been trying to come at is this:

The pea is certainly the great restorer of humus in

our soil, the source for the nitrogen and the food for

the cattle that should crowd our hills. Therefore,

whatever promotes the increased production of the

pea, not only increases the food supply on the farm,

and hence its capacity for making mauure, but it in-

creases the capacity of the pea for the collection of

the costly nitrogen in larger amount. Therefore, if

we are to get to the point where we will dispense en-

tirely with the purchase of nitrogen, we must do it by

promoting the growth of the pea crop. And this

brings me to the point The pea crop is the one and

only crop in a farm rotation on which I would use

commercial fertilizers. They need no nitrogen, and

hence a complete fertilizer is not needed. But they

are greedy consumers of lime, phosphoric acid,

aud potash, and if well supplied with these the pea

will do the rest. The pea will, if well cured, feed

your cattle and enable you to make a profit in feed-

ing them. It will feed the land with nitrogen for

the succeeding crop. It will, if you run the subsoiler

down deep for it, send its roots far down, and bring to

the surface the unexhausted fertility that you have

been scratching over all your life. It will leave the

soil in a better condition to grow a crop of cotton than

if the same amount of fertilizer had been applied to

the cotton direct, without the peas. It will start your

land on the upgrade, and if instead of swapping your

cotton seed with the eil mill, you bury them in a deep

furrow between the rows, the plants will find the food

when the cotton is making, aud will fruit all the bet-

ter for it. You will soon get food enough on your

farm to feed cattle enough not only to make a profit

from the feeding, but will secure, if cared for rightly,

manure enough to cover your corn field broadcast.

When this is done, the crop of wheat 01 oats following

the corn will be increased by this manure, and after

the small grain is off, you can use the acid phosphate
and potash again for a bigger crop of peas, and to be

followed by a bigger crop of cotton. And as every

three years of the rotation passes, you will find that
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your laud is getting more and more productive, and

the crops you now look upon merely in the light of

"supplies," will become important money crops, anl

your cotton will all be yours, and more of it than you

now get, without a fertilizer bill to come out of it. I

have been harping on this string many years, and I

propose to keep at it so long as I see the effects of

my advice in the vast increase of the pea fields all

over the South. One of my correspondents writes

that I have run everybody there "pea crazy." I

hope the mania will spread till the clover of the South

is recognized by all as the redemption of our fields.

W. F. Massey.

ARTICHOKES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Reading your remarks in the December Planter oh

the value of artichokes, I am actuated to add further

testimony in their favor, though it is with a know-

ledge that many farmers have a prejudice against

them, mostly, I believe, from an idea that in once

planting them, they will be troubled thereafter with

an ineradicable weed. This fear stood in my way for

years. With onions, wild carrots, wire grass, rag-

weed, docks, etc., to contend with, I did not feel like

introducing something else which might prove worse

than all ; but from frequent items in the papers com-

mending artichokes as a hog food, I was persuaded to

plant a small quantity. That was in 1896. With
crimson clover, red clover, and the common grasses,

cow peas and soja beans, in their respective seasons,

one is enabled to keep hogs from spring till he wauts

to finish them off with corn, at small cost. But some
healthful, nutritious food, and at the same time a food

that could be produced cheaply, was desired to form

the bulk of the food for the brood sows and pigs that had
to be kept from November to April. This desiderata

artichokes seemed to offer, so a half bushel was planted

on sandy laud of medium fertility, in rows two feet

apart. It proved too close, still there were nearly

thirty bushels dug—enough to show that not only

hogs, but cows, hens, turkeys, etc., were exceedingly

fond of them. When spring came it was plain to be

seen I had not dug them all. Their persistent charac-

ter was surely asserting itself, nevertheless two acres

more were planted in 1897. As every one iu Virginia

knows, the summer was extremely dry. It looked al

times as though the artichokes, with all their vigor

and hardiness, could not possibly produce a crop, yet

there was a very good yield of tubers, and on a part of

the plot that was rich enough to give somewhere about
forty bushels of corn to the acre, in a favorable sea-

son, the artichokes turned out at the rate of four hun-

dred bushels to the acre. This quantity gave a good

opportunity to find out if they were really worth
growing. When fed to milch cows it was found that
only half as many artichokes as of turnips were needed
to produce the same results. They made a fine vege-
table ration for the fowls, and as a winter food for

sows and pigs it was seen that they were unquestion-
ably a good thing.

When the land was in a suitable condition the pigs
were allowed to dig their own food, but a quantity
were taken up to feed them on when the land was
frozen or too wet. A little corn was fed as well, but
the saving in corn was considerable, and the animals
kept in perfect health.

Roots and tubers, compared with other kinds of
stock food, do not analyze very high in the food ele-

ments, but they contain virtues that the chemist does
not find, and artichokes do not appear to be inferior to
the rest. An advantage they have over sweet pota-
toes, mangles, and even turnips, is that frost does not
injure them if in the ground. They can be left there
till April. After that they will keep sound when dug
for a month.

So satisfactory was my experience in 1897, thai last

April I planted ten acres on land of a sandy charac-
ter. A thirty bushel crop of corn would \,e a good
yield for such land. The artichokes are being turned
out now, and will average over four hundred bushels
per acre. Any one sufficiently interested is perfectly

welcome to come and examine the crop. The land
was plowed in the fall, harrowed early in April, and
furrows were run with a small plow five or six inches
deep and three and one-half feet apart. The arti-

chokes were cut iu pieces with one or two sprouting
points on each piece, planted eighteen inches apart in

the row, and covered with the plow. When the plants
were up nicely, the field was harrowed first length-

wise then across the rows. Very few pulled out.

Later, when a foot high, they were again harrowed.
The harrow covered nearly eight feet at a time, so the
work was quickly done. One subsequent working
with a cultivator, and they were left to take care of
themselves.

But what about eradicating the artichokes where
they grew in 1896 and 1897 ?

The plot of 1896 was planted the uext year with
cabbage and Irish potatoes, and while extraordinary
measures were planned to conquer the artichokes, it

was found that ordinary cultivation and hoeing suf-

ficed. The two acres of 1897 were planted this yeaf
with corn and garden vegetables. Plenty of arti-

chokes came up, but readily succumbed to the usual
methods of cultivation. A few that grew in the corn
rows and that the cultivator missed were pulled by
hand when two or three feet high. That was the last

of them.
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It is easy to see how artichokes would propagate

their kiud indefinitely if they obtained a root hold

among bushes, in fence corners, or other out of the

way places, but no one need be deterred from growing

them in au open field from fear of their becoming a

nuisauce. I only wish that bind weed, horse nettle.

cockle burrs, and a score of other noxious weeds of

this section could l>e as easily annihilated.

Albert R. Bellwood.
Chesterfield county.

APPLYING LIME.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Mr. Massey seems to have the result of practical

experience to support his theory of surface applica-

tion, and Mr. Editors contention in favor of iucorpo

rating the lime with the soil by harrowing, because of

the action of rain-water •setting the mortar." and

preventing the assimilation of the lime by the soil,

unless previously incorporated, is also logical. But

the greatest necessity for harrowing, or some method

of lightly mixing the lime with the soil, is that of its

tea distribution for availability to the plants feeding

upon it.

Now, if lumps of plant-food are placed upon one

side of a plant, and none on the opposite side, the

plant will develop unequally or in a one sided form.

Therefore, plant-food should be evenly distributed all

around a plant to furnish its fullest effect upon the

growth, and the objection of sinking the lime by bar

rowing is compensated by the effect of even distribution.

To illustrate : A tulip tree was planted upon the bor

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

X. C., not later than the loth of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Lime on Clover.

Can I afford to use lime on young clover, as you ad-

vise, at a cost of 66 cents per barrel in bulk, and haul
six miles? If not. what is the best substitute! If I

use it, how shall I slack it, and at what time apply!

Prince Edward County, Ta F. H. T.

The price is rather steep for lime to use for agricul-

tural purposes. I feel sure that if you write to the

Carson Lime Co.. Riverton, Ta.. you can get their

lump lime delivered at your railroad station at much
lower rates by giving a guarantee that it is to be used

for agricultural purposes, and the railroad formerly

gave a reduction on the freight on a similar guarantee.

It will depend largely on the character of your land

as to whether it will pay you to use the lime at that

price. If the land is high red clay upland, it is prob-

able that plaster would have a good effect on the

clover. If the soil abounds largely in vegetable mat-

ter, then the lime is the thing needed. It is always

problematic as to whether plaster will have any effect

on a given soil, and it usually can only be determined

by actual test. It may pay you to use the lime at 65

the matter by an experiment on an average piece of the

clover and note the difference in the yield over that

uulimed. W*. F. Massey.

der of a garden. The garden was well fertilized ; the cents per barrel if unslaked, and you can easily test

ground outside was uot fertilized at all. The tree

grew luxuriantly, but its development was all one

sided, or in the direction of the garden. On that side

the branches grew long and spread widely. Ou the

opposite side, where the roots found little plant food,

the tree presented a case of " arrested development.''

To balance this growth tendeucy, a hog pen was built I have an opportunity to purchase ashes made from
under the tree upon the barren side, and two hogs green hickory at 10 cents per bushel, one and a half

were placed in the pen. In a few months, the result miles from my farm. Do you consider them worth
was perceptible, aud iu a year or more the growth of that price! My idea is to grow peas and clover for

the tree was balanced and its development uniform, nitrog n. and buy phosphoric acid and potash. Are
The same result is seen where any tree grows near the ashes a good source for the potash ! Can I sprinkle

Wood Ashes.

other trees. The side of the tree next to the other is

arrested in its growth, and the side of the tree oppo-

site grows the most rapidly. It is generally reasoned

ashes (for potish^ and acid phosphate under horses'

feet, with their bedding, to improve the stable manure

!

I have ten acres of growing clover. Can I profita-

that it is because of the exclusion of sun and air upon
, bly use ashes on it ; if so, when—now. or spring!

the sheltered side. In fact, it is because the roots of
j

I am breaking broom-sedge, old field, for oats in

a plant feed the branches chiefly upon their own side February. Should I use ashes on this land ! If so,

of the plant, and on the sheltered side the food was before or after turning!
exhausted. Plant-food, when taken up by the roots I I expect to follow oats with peas. Should I use acid
of a tree, is carried up to the branches, which are. so phosphate with the ashes!

tp speak, the extension of the roots which absorb it. I have some fairly good bottom land (creek bot-

and not to the whole tree equally. At any rate, this tonis) that has been cropped in corn for years. I want
theory would seem correct, from the experiment of to put it in corn again, sow peas in the corn, cut corn
balancing the tulip tree by fertilizing the weak side. aud peas off. and sow to grass next fall. Should I use
However this may be, we will all agree that lime is ashes on this land, and when !

of the utmost benefit in Tidewater Virginia, and its I have recently bought this place, which is an old
application should be as near the surface as may be run down former fine farm, and I want to build it up,
consistent with iU assimilation. and make cattle and hogs my main money crop.

Essex County, Va. P. 8. H.
|

Halifax County, Ya. C. C. Beaters.
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If the ashes have been kept dry, it will pay you

very well to buy them at that price, and you will find

them a cheap source of potash, as well as supplying a

large percentage of lime and some phosphoric acid.

But you cannot safely use them in your manure, nor

under your horses' feet, for, aside from their caustic

effect on the feet of the animals, the large percentage

of lime carbonate they contain will carbonate the am-

monia and cause loss in the manure. On the clover,

you can profitably use the ashes at the rate of one-

fourth to one half a ton per acre, and you will proba-

bly find excellent results from such use. Apply the

ashes to the clover as fast as you haul them, either

during the winter or early spring, as suits your con-

venience. You can use acid phosphate with the ashes

for the oats, but it will be better not to mix them
together, but apply them separately, for, if mixed, the

lime may cause the phosphoric acid to revert to an iu-

soluble state. Apply the ashes to the land for oats

after it is plowed, and harrow them in. Then apply

the acid phosphate when drilling the oats. Good, hard

wood ashes will pay on almost any land or crop.

W. F. Massey.

Fertilizer for Corn.

Land for corn next year is a pea fallow plowed two
months since. I have no manure for it. Shall I use
acid phosphate or bone * Will it be advisable to sow
on whichever is used at once, or wait until planting
time? T.

Prince Edward County, Va.

The application of commercial fertilizers for the

production of the corn crop has, as we have repeat-

edly stated in past years, rarely proved a profitable

undertaking. This is the case not only in this State,

but in nearly every corn-growing State in the country

In some cases, the application of a complete fertilizer

has increased the yield of corn, but very rarely suffi-

ciently so to pay for the cost of the fertilizer. The
plowing dowu of a crop of peas has almost invariably

proved of more value to the corn crop than any fer-

tilizer which has been used. A single crop of peas

will furnish to the soil more nitrogen than a crop of

corn calls for, and the nitrogen seems to be the ele

ment most strongly controlling the yield of the crop.

In all our heavy red lands, there would seem to be a

sufficient supply of potash and phosphoric acid for

the needs of the corn crop, if the same is rendered

available by early plowing in the fall or winter, and
frequent deep cultivation afterwar.ls previous to the

planting of the corn. Iu an experiment made in

Arkansas in 1S96, in growing corn with seven differ-

ent systems of fertilization—viz., nitrate of soda, mu-
riate of potash, acid phosphate, gypsum, cotton seed

meal, kaiuit, and barn-yard manure—the only ferti-

lizers which produced a greater yield than on the non-

fertilized plat were nitrate of soda, cotton-seed meal

and barn yard manure. A consideration of these

facts would seem, therefore, to give little encourage-

ment for the application of either acid phosphate or

bone to the land in question. Of course, if the object

is not so much an increase in the yield of the corn crop

as a permanent improvement of the land, then either

the bone or the phosphate could be applied with ad-

vantage, as neither will be permanently lost to the ex-

tent not appropriated by the corn crop. They will re-

main to add to the permanent fertility of the land. In

such a case we would apply bone, as it is more lasting

in its effect than the acid phosphate, and would make
the application a short time before planting the corn,

so that the crop may get the benefit of the small per-

centage of nitrogen which is present in bone and

which is soon available and will help the corn to make

a good start. The proper place in which to apply

phosphoric acid in the form of ac'd phosphate to ben-

efit a corn crop, is on the pea fallow, so as to induce a

heavy growth of peas.

—

Ed.

SILOS AND SILAQE.
Editor Southern Planter

:

Having this year built and filled two round stave

silos, and being now fully satisfied with the success

attained, I desire to give my experience for the bene-

fit of others. The first one I built was ten feet in

diameter and twelve feet deep. The lumber used was

sixty pieces of 2 x 6, twelve feet long. The hoops,

four in number, were of iron bar, thirty feet long,

drawn tight around the staves, with nuts and bolts

passing through the ends, which were turned into lugs

to receive the bolts. The second silo built was ten

feet in diameter and sixteen feet deep. For this the

lumber used was sixty pieces of 2 x 6, sixteen feet

long. The hoops for this were five iu number. The
lumber used was pine. Two men built the silos, fin-

ishing each silo in one day. The silos were built in

the barn-yard on the level, and after being completed
six inches of soil was filled into the bottom and
tramped solid. They were at once filled with corn

cut into half inch lengths. A man was kept inside

the silo whilst filling, who tramped the corn solid and
especially took care to keep the sides well filled and
tightly packed. When nearly full the silage was cov-

ered with about eighteen inches of chaff and straw
made very wet and packed tight down into the silo.

On the 1st of November the first silo was opened to

commence feeding, and the silage was found to be in

excellent condition, and was, and is now, being eaten

by the cows in preference to other feed. Tf farmers
would build these cheap silos, which answer every
purpose of a silo in the mild climate of the South, they
could easily keep and feed many times the number of

cattle which they now do, and this at the very lowest
cost. T estimate the cost of my silage put into the

silo and ready for use at from fifty to sixty cents per
ton.

Nottoway Co., Va. T. O. Sandy.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
Whilst it is yet too early to make much progress in

advancing the work of preparing the truck land and

gardens for even the earliest crops in this section of

the South, yet in th-' far South it is not too early to be

taking the work in hand if the land be dry enough
to work freely. Let the plow be got to work in land

of this character, and the manure and mineral ferti-

lizers he applied for the English pea and early Irish

potato crops. See that the land is well and deeply

broken and the manure and fertilizers thoroughly

mixed in the soil. This complete working of the land

lias much to do with the future success of the crop. It

aerates and permits of the soil becoming warmed.

fact that commercial fertilizers can be used to greater

advantage on the Irish potato crop than can barn-yard

manure. The use of barn-yard manure, especially

freshly made manure, almost invariably produces a

scabby crop of tubers. There are on the market spe-

cially prepared Irish potato fertilizers which usually

give good results when used with a liberal hand, say

from 500 to 1,000 pounds to the acre. If such a fer-

tilizer cannot be had, then use a fertilizer made up of

300 pounds of nitrate of soda.

600 pounds of cotton seed meal.

800 pounds of acid phosphate.

300 pounds of muriate of potash.

The English pea crop is the first crop that can be

planted, as it is not injured by a light frost. Even in

Tidewater Virginia this crop may be planted in Jauu-

ary. if the month be a mild, dry one. The land for

peas should he light, loamy and warm, and full of

vegetable matter. Freshly made barn-yard manure
is m>t a good fertilizer to use on this crop, as it has a

tendency to make the crop run to vines alone. Well

fermented manure, which has been composted and to

which acid phosphate and muriate of potash or kainit

ha-- been added, will be found well adapted to produc-

ing a heavily podded crop. In the absence of this,

use a fertilizer, composed of acid phosphate and pot-

ash, at the rate of 300 to 500 pounds to the acre. After

the crop has commenced to grow, a dressing of nitrate

of soda, at the rate of 75 to 100 pounds to the acre,

will help it. The pea gathers nitrogen from the atmos-

phere, and therefore does not need to have it applied

in the fertilizers, except just to start thegrowth. After

the land has been well worked, so as to incorporate the

fertilizer or manure thoroughly, then throw out a deep

furrow every four feet and sow the seed in the bottom

of this. Peas require deep sowing or they suffer easily

fioni even a slight drouth. Cover with the plow, and

if (he land is dry enough, run over the rows with a

roller to compact the soil around the seed.

2,000 pounds.

If more than 500 pounds to the acre is applied, let

it be spread broadcast over the field, and be harrowed

in. Five hundred pounds or less may be applied in

the rows, and should be well mixed with the soil by

running a cultivator through the row before planting.

The land for the early Irish potato crop may be got

ready for planting, but we do not think any advantage

is gained by setting out the crop until the soil has

been warmed. The end of January or the beginning

of February is early enough to commence planting in

this latitude, even in the genial climate of Tidewater

Virginia. Further away from the sea the crop should

not lie planted until a month later. The soil best

suited to the crop is a light loam, full of vegetable

matter. It usually succeeds well on a clover fallow.

Experiment has pretty conclusively established the

Strawberries may be set out during the latter part

of the month, if the land is dry and not likely to heave

with frost. Barn-yard manure, applied with a liberal

hand broadcast over the field, will be found an excel

lent fertilizer for this crop, and it may be supple

mented with hard wood ashes (50 bushels to the acre)

or kainit, or muriate of potash, and acid phosphate,

or, in the absence of the barn-yard manure, these fer-

tilizers may be used alone, or be supplemented with

cotton seed meal. Apply 500 pounds of kainit, or 100

pounds of muriate of potash, 400 pounds of acid phos-

phate, and 500 pounds of cotton-seed meal. Mix well

with the soil.

Well hardened cabbage plants may be set out in the

rows, and seed be sown in cold frames to provide

plants for later setting out.

Orchard planting may be continued as the weather

offers opportunity.

PEAR BLIGHT.
Pear blight is the inveterate foe of the Southern

pear grower. If this could be successfully combatted

the South would produce pears which would excel in

quality and quantity the pear products of every other

section of the country. The uncertainty attending

their production, and the constant loss of the trees

just when they have begun to bear, causes hesitancy

to plant and oftentimes carelessness in the care of pear

orchards even when planted. The investigations

made by the Department of Agriculture have conclu-
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sively established the fact that the blight is a spore

disease, which first attacks the tips of the ucw wood,

and from theuce spreads down the branch into the

tree, and kills every part that it attacks. So far no

remedy has been discovered for the disease. The only

specific is the vigorous use of the knife in cutting

away at once every twig or branch affected and the

burning of the same. Discussing this question a few

days ago with Mr. J. B. Watkins, of Chesterfield, a

nurseryman of long experience, he said that he had

had considerable success in avoiding the disease by a

system of cultivating bis large pear orchard, and that

he believed this to be the only practicable means of

making pear growing successful in the South. Ex-

perience had convinced him that the trees first at-

tacked were those growing most vigorously, and that

they were always first attacked when the new wood
was in its tenderest and most rapid growth. This set

him to devising some means to check this rapid growth.

Instead of encouraging growth in the spring, by fre

queut cultivation and fertilizing of the orchard with

nitrogenous fertilizers, he decided to pursue the policy

of not cultivating the ground between the pears at all

until after growth had ceased in the late summer, and

not to use peas or clover as a renovating crop in the

summer and fall until it was seen that the growth ab-

solutely called for nitrogenous matter. He hoped in

this way to secure a short, stout, hardy growth of new
wood each year sufficiently vigorous to repel the at

tack of blight. For several years he has followed up
this idea, and the result has been most satisfactory.

The varieties like the Keiffer, which are most blight

resistant, have practically ceased to blight at all,

whilst the more susceptible varieties, like the Bartlett,

have almost escaped attack and have fruited well.

He never puts either plow or cultivator into his pear

orchard until late in the summer when the new wood
has been made and is ripening. Unless the early fall

is a wet one no new growth is then made. This is a

remedy for blight within the reach of every one, and

we commend it attention. Where the laud is in need

of fertilization we would advise the use of muriate of

potash and acid phosphate applied in the fall after

plowing, and worked in with the harrow or cultivator.

Use, say, 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 50 pounds

of muriate of potash to the acre. Possibly every four

or five years it may be necessary to seed cow peas or

German clover to supply nitrogen, in which case the

crop should be allowed to die down on the land and

thus act as a mulch.

Mr. S. B. Rice, Otsego Co., N. Y., writes :

reading the Southern Planter very much
I enjoy

Mr. R. A. Sutherland, Albemarle Co., Va., writes

I cannot do without the Southern Planter."

3

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS AT THE ANNUAL
HEETING OF THE VIRGINIA STATE HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

The third annual meeting of the Virginia State Hor-

ticultural Society was called to order by President

Woods in the Masonic Hall, at Charlottesville. Va., at

12:30 o'clock, December 6, with a representative body

of fruit growers and nurserymen in attendance.

A cordial welcome was extended by Mayor McCue

in behalf of the city, who was replied to by Prof. Wm.
B. Alwood in behalf of the Society.

The reports of standing committees being in order,

Mr. Walter Whately, of Crozet, Va., chairman of Com-

mittee on Transportation, rendered a statement of his

work for the year, showing the Society had been able

to accomplish results, through concessions of the trans-

portation companies of the State, where local organ-

izations and individual efforts, after repeated attempts,

had been able to accomplish nothing, proving com In

sively that only by united and intelligent effort, in

placing before such corporations business proposi-

tions showing quantities desired to be hauled, rates

necessary to the handling of such products, so as to leave

a profit for the grower, aud the stimulus upon future

output that such rates would exert, that necessary re-

ductions can be secured, and that in this one item

alone the results obtained are so far-reaching that

shippers of fruit in any quantity will save on a small

consignment the annual membership fee of one dollar
;

and, even if not interested in the horticultural welfare

of the State from mercenary motives cannot afford to

withhold their support from this organization.

The Committee on New Fruits was next called, and

reported through its chairman, Geo. E Murrell, Cole

man's Falls, Va., who in apples called special atten-

tion to Staymau's Winesap as a promising new apple.

Reported favorable results with the Japanese plum,

naming Red June, Abuudance, Burbank, and Wickson

as among the best. That White Kelsey and Mikado

are found to be identical, and are probably the same

as Normand, aud can be recommended as a good yel-

low plum. Among peaches, General Lee, as an early

family sort, and Bishop's early, as a valuable all-

round variety, were especially mentioned.

Further report on this subject was then passed, to

give place to the first speaker on the programme, Col.

G. B. Brackett, U. S. Pomologist, on some of the newer

apples of promise, illustrated by models. Col. Brack-

ett dealt largely with some of the new Arkansas seed-

lings, and some few of the older varieties, whose merits

have not been fully recognized by the general public.

He stated it as the duty of horticulturists to study and

keep abreast with the times, and this necessitated the

constant trials of new varieties, but that commercial

planters had best thoroughly test the merits before

accepting a new variety in place of standard sorts.
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Oq the further call of reports of standing commit

tees, Mr. J. B. Watkins, Hallsboro, Va., chairman of

Committee on Small Fruits, gave his experience with

these fruits in his section, and in the discussion which

followed it was demonstrated that while some varieties

had greater adaptability than others, yel the soils and
other conditions so influenced them that each section

moal decide its own Deeds from local experience.

Committee on Orchards, through its chairman, Mr.
\V. II. Boaz, Covesville, Va., reported, and was con

tinned.

Prof Wm. B. Alwood, of State Experiment Station,

as chairman of Committee on Entomology, reported

insect status in State and dealing at length with the

Ran Jnse scale, showed that while it had been widely

disseminated, yet that but few eases told of recent in-

troduction; and in view of res.ilts of recent experi

meiits that lie felt safe in saying that this iusect can be

thoroughly controlled l>y the careful fruit grower. He
further assured the Society that it was largely through
the official support of this organization that the re

quisite means for the prosecution of this work had
been secured.

Report of the Secretary -Treasurer for 1897 was as

follows :

Received. Paid out.

Membership fees.. $4S 00 Printing $1 50
By gift 10 00 " 2 75
" " 2 25 Stenographer 25 00
" " 2 25 Speaker's expenses. 18 00

" "
. 7 80

$62 50 Stamps and statiou'y 7 45

$62 50
Report was audited and approved.
The Secretary reported various means by which he

had attempted to procure necessary funds for publica
tion of the Society's annual report.

On motion, a Committee on Publication was ap
pointed to take this matter under advisement and re

port at next morning's session.

After some further discussion, the meeting adjourned
until the following morning.
Upon opening at 10 o'clock next morning, reports of

eominittees was continued, and Dr. Ashman, chairman
of Committee on Publication, reported in favor of pub
lishing a report containing proceedings of this and the
previous meetings, and that, as a means to secure
this end, its pages be thrown open to advertisements
to an extent Sufficient to defray expense of publica
tion

; and farther, that the action of this Society at its

last session, in ask ng that the General Assembly ap
propriate a ceitaiu sum for the furtherance of this

work, is endorsed.
Report was adopted.
As a part of this report, it was decided to compile a

catalogue of fruits, showing the adaptability of certain
varieties to the different localities of the State, with a
map showing orchard areas.

To farther the collection of the necessary statistics

for this catalogi e, a committee of one nurseryman and
one liuii grower from each section of the State was ap-
pointed.

Dr. Paul Scherer, as representative of the Norfolk
and Western railroad, stated that the work under (lis

enssion was one in which they, too, were interested,

since they had constant enquiry for information of this

character from prospective settlers, and they would be
glad to aid as far as was in their power towards its at-

tainment. He stated that he had listened with interest

to the discussion regarding transportation ; that he
felt he could speak authoritatively as representing the

sentiment of the other railroads of the State when he
said that it was their business to haul freight, and they
were seekers after it, and that the Society would ever

find them ready listeners to their mutual interest; but
that they had to have certain methods of business, and
it was manifestly impossible that they could accede
to a hundred propositions from as many different men
in different parts of the State regarding rates, whereas
if these men would unite upon one specific idea and
present it in a business way, they would gladly aid
them as far as in their power, and, as a means of set-

tling this much misunderstood question, they gladly
welcomed the power of consolidation and education
represented by this association.

An article on the Strawberry, from the pen of Mr.
O. W. Blacknall, strawberry specialist, of Kittrell,

N. C, was then read by the secretary. Mr. Blacknall
prefaced his remarks by showing how thoroughly the

strawberry is distributed throughout the world, and
that in this country its product, amounting to millions

of dollars, stood second only to the apple in impor-
tance. He then took up yields, showing how far

short, growers stopped in possible production per acre,

and closed his most excellent article by giving his ex-

perience as to the amount and proportion of chemicals
best adapted to the fertilizing of this fruit, and naming
a few varieties that appeared most valuable of the

many hundreds he had tried.

Mr. J. W. Porter, of Charlottesville, read a very
practical article on improved chestnut culture, which
article was supplemented by a few remarks on varie-

ties and their adaptability to Virginia, by Mr. Mar-
rell.

Prof. Alwood gave an illustrated address on the

pruning and setting of fruit-trees, the forceful needs

of which rendered it a matter of univeisal regret that

from lack of time he had to greatly curtail this impor-
tant subject to take up that of spraying machinery and
working methods. The Professor showed the me-
chanical construction of a number of different spray-

ing machines, prominent among which was a pump,
with coal-oil attachment, manufactured by the Dem
ing Co., of Salem, Ohio ; and one made by Morrell &
Morley, of Benton Harbor, Michigau ; one of the sa-

lient points of the latter being a light reed lance, lined

with copper, and equipped with double nozzles.

The Committee on Organization recommended the

re-election of the existing officers ; which report was
adopted.
A letter from the secretary of the American Porno

logical Society, requesting the appointment of dele

gates to the hi annual session of that society, was read,

and, on motion delegates were appointed.
A motion was offered and adopted that a purchasing

agent be elected for the Society.
The Secretary's books being opened, between twenty

and thirty new members were enrolled.
After a most interesting and profitable meeting,

with an out-door illustration of spraying machinery in

actual work, the Society adjourned sine die.

George E. Mureell, Seci-etary.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

HOG RAISING.

How World Beaters Were Produced.

Oue of the phenomenally successful exhibitors of

Poland Chinas at the Columbian Exposition was R. S
Cook, of Kansas, among whose winnings were five

prizes on four animals of a single fall litter. Secre-

tary Coburn, of the Kansas Board of Agriculture, has

persuaded Mr. Cook to write out for the first time an

accouut of the methods used in producing these prize-

winners, and this is what he says :

Having decided to exhibit a few Poland China pigs

at the World's Fair in 1893, I carefully selected a boar

and sows having strong, vigorous constitutions as well

as good feeding qualities, and mated them so as to

farrow at the desired time. After mating, the sows

were given plenty of food, consisting largely of pro

tein, along with an abundance of green pasture ("which

I always aim to have) of rye and wheat during the

late fall and winter months, with alfalfa the other

eight months of the year. My fall litter, intended to

be shown as over six and under twelve months old,

was farrowed October 5th, and allowed the range of

the farm, thereby affording them plenty of exercise

and a variety of food. I consider exercise essential to

the production of strong, vigorous animals, and it also

strengthens their limbs, enabling them to sustain a

great weight later on. These pigs were fed slop made
of ship stuff and sweet skim milk until they were

weaned, at which time I began feeding a small quan

tity of soaked wheat, but that not proving satisfac-

tory, I tried wheat ground tine with a small quantity

of oats, soaked twelve to twenty-four hours, and then

mixed with sour skim milk. At no time did I use

new milk direct from the cow.

As the pigs were not weighed, I cannot give exact

figures during tr;e feeding period. They were not

confined in a yard or feed lot until winter, but at all

times had a clean, warm house with floor, and plenty

of dry bedding to sleep in. Owing to a loss of one in

this lot, I substituted about May 1st, another one of

the same litter that had received no particular feed or

attention, and had not been intended for a show ani

mal. She had, however, a well developed frame, and

was prepared to, aud did, take on flesh rapidly. At
time of shipping for Chicago, September 20th, she

was the largest, aud proved to be one of the best show
animals ever raised in the West, winning firs' in her

just enough corn to keep up animal heat, and about

March 1st, its use was discontinued altogether, as I

think too much corn detrimental to stock intended for

either show or breeding purposes.

After being whipped about in the World's Fair

grounds and the show ring from September 12th to

October 18th, the pigs were returned home, and the

same rations continued as before, but decreased grad-

ually, and a larger proportion of bran used. A great

many breeders thought my hogs too fat. and that they

would not breed ; but as their breeding qualities were

not burnt out by a strong corn diet, I did not appre-

hend any trouble in that respect. About November

1st, I began to mate them, the largest and heaviest

beiug mated only once, and producing an extra-fine

litter, raising them all. These pigs, like their dam,

proved to be show animals. The other sow was mated

the second time, and she also produced an especially

fiue litter. • These sows were both winners in class as

well as in the herd at the World's Fair, which goes to

prove that animals properly fed and cared for can be

prepared for the show-ring without injury. I have a

few animals of this first litter in my herd at the pres-

ent time, and they are raising excellent pigs. After

building up the frames of the show animals, the last

ninety days I added to the oats aud wheat ration an

ingredient that was somewhat more fattening, and in-

creased the quantity gradually up to the time of start-

ing to the fairs.

The spring litter was farrowed April 22d, to be

shown as under six months, their dam being given the

same sort of care as those mentioned above, except

that there was now plenty of good alfalfa pasture and

ship stuff all the time, but not much corn. After four

weeks old, the pigs were shut by themselves aud fed

a mixture of ship stuff and sweet skim milk, all they

would eat up clean. They were not given any corn,

but had plenty of exercise and alfalfa pasture. At
the age of five months, after attending one Fair and

before starting for the Columbian, their average

weight was over 200 pounds each. These pigs were

quite successful in the show ring abroad as well as iu

Kansas, and were excellent breeders. In the fitting

of these pigs, a small quantity of flaxseed meal was

fed to assist in giving a gloss to their coats, but no su-

gar or molasses were used at any time.

It certain y is unprofitable for any swine raiser to

stint his animals, as they should be made to grow
class, besides beiug concerned in various other prizes, [every day. After ten days or two weeks, pigs should

Four pigs from this oue litter were winners of five be fed generously through their dams, and at three or

Columbian prizes. The litter of five averaged 528 four weeks provided with a place where they can ob-

pouuds each. Duringthe winter these pigs were given tain, unmolested, a little feed of slop and soaked shelled
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corn. Keep them growing every day, and at an early

age they will be ready for the market at a profit to

the raiser. If pigs are allowed to stop growing and

become stunted, it is very hard to start them anew,

not to mention the loss of feed, time, and labor. Pigs

inclosed in a dry lot or >ard, and given only dry, hard

corn and hard water, seldom yield a handsome profit.

They need a variety of food, such as will expand the

stomach, and at the same time be cooling to the sys-

tem. Corn, alone, is too heating.

SOME GOOD P1Q-FEEDINQ.

W. E. Gresham, of Kansas, who exhibited prize-

winning Poland Chiuas under one year old at the Co-

lumbian Exposition, relates their history in the follow

iug, written to Secretary F. D. Coburn, of the Kansas

Board of Agriculture :

In accordance with the intention of exhibiting only

in two classes, viz : for animals under six months old,

and over six months and under one year, such dams

were selected in May and June, 1892, as were known

to be good feeders, good producers, and good nurses,

and mated to farrow in October for the class over six

months, and again mated in December for the class

under six months. These sows were carefully fed on

a similar ration from mating to farrowing, and while

nursing their pigs. The first of these pigs were far

rowed on October 15, 1892, and, with their dam, were

carefully housed, cleanliness and general sanitary

rules being closely observed, providing them abun

dantly with a mixture of salt, charcoal, and wood
ashes, at all times. They were allowed the run of a

fifteen acre pasture, part in timber and orchard. The

sows were given light feeds, consisting of ship stuff,

skim milk, and very little com. At time of feeding,

the pigs remained with their dams, and learned to eat

in a small pen arranged so the sows could not enter

the pen or molest them. At about three months of

age they were shut by themselves in a small house,

with Hour and plenty of bedding, and fed a ration of

one part oats and two parts wheat finely ground to

gether and mixed in skim milk, only giving each time

just what they would eat up clean.

On the 31st of January, L893, theyT were carefully

weighed, being then 108 days old, and February 28th

they were again weighed, with results as follows:

Jan. 31—No. 1, female, weighed 118 pounds.
Feb. 28—No. 1, female, weighed 153 "

Gain in 28 days—No. 1, female 35 pounds.

Jan. 31—No. 2, male, weighed 98 pounds.
Fei». 28—No. 2, male, weighed 136 "

Gain in 28 days—No. 2, male 38 pounds.

Jan. 31—No. 3, male, weighed. .

Feb. 28—No. 3, male, w. ighed ...

92 pounds.
130 "

Gain in 28 days—No. 3, male 38 pounds.

As will be noticed, the three gained for the 28 days

of February 111 pounds, consuming 4 pounds of food

each per day, at a cost of 1 cent per pound.

Total cost of feed, 2S days, 3 pigs $3 36

Market value at that time, 55 cents (111 pounds
gain) 6 10

Cost per pound to produce, 3^ cents.

These pigs were now fed and weighed carefully for

the next 100 days, from March 1 to June 10, a fraction

less than six pounds of feed per day per head being

consumed. Their individual "ains in the 100 days

were as follows

:

March 1—No. 1, female, weighed 187 pouuds.
June 10—No. 1, female, weighed .340 "
March 1—No. 2, male, weighed. 192 "

June 10—No. 2, male, weighed 328 "

March 1—No. 3, male, weighed 178 "
June 10—No. 3, male, weighed ... 308 "

Gain for 100 days, 3 pigs 557 pounds.
Average gain 185j "

Market value per pound, 55 cents

Cost per pound of production, adding estimate of

pasture, about 3i cents.

The test shows conclusively that the first 100 pounds

are produced at a very low cost, largely because the lit-

ter is yet nursing, consequently consuming but a small

quantity of other feed to the proportion of gain. The
cost of the second hundred pounds was 30 per cent,

higher, and the third nearly double the cost of the

first. These animals continued this strong gain of one

and three-fourths to a fraction over two pounds each

per day until shipped to the Fair, September 10 to

12. All this clearly demonstrates the advisability of

the farmer marketing his swine at an early age. The
low cost of the first and second hundred pouuds, com-

pared with the third, places a premium on early mar-

keting. Keep the porker growing steadily from far

rowing until disposed of.

The dams which produced the pigs exhibited as un-

der six mouths old were also fed as above described,

and the ration not changed during the period of suck-

ling. They had abundant range and pasture, such as

rye, wheat, oats, and weeds, but no clorer, blue-grass,

or alfalfa. These pigs were farrowed in March and
April, and, by careful attention, at the age of five

weeks they were eating freely of the same feed giveu

the dams, a corner of the pen being so arranged as to

admit only the pigs, thereby insuring them a fair pro-

portion of feed. The trough, slop tubs, and barrels,

were looked after each day, so nothing would become
sour, all food being used fresh and sweet. As weaning
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and at the first only a very small quantity was fed.

The other adjuncts daring the first year were hay,

green food and corn, ensilage when iu season, and
mangels iu the winter. The first summer the steers

were not pastured, as the facilities for pasturing them
wire not at hand

The food tin- second winter was much the same as

the first winter, only more grain was fed aud, of

course, no milk was given : oil cake also was withheld.

The average amount of meal led per day the second

year was a little more than five pounds, an amount
that was, perhaps, higher than was necessary. The
average amount of mangels fed during the second
winter was about fourteen pouuds.

The second summer the steers were kept on grass

for about three months. They were not given grain

while on the grass but for a short time after they

were first turned out. They made very lttle pro
gress while on the grass, although it was plentiful.

The reasons are not ciearly apparent. It may be that

animals osed to a grain ration from birth should have
it continued, to some extent at least, even when they

are out on grass. This question will have to be fur-

ther studied.

The fiuishiug period began early in October, 1897,

when the steers were about twenty four to twenty-six
months old, aud it ended on January 31, 1898. Sub-
stantially the meal fed during the finishing period
consisted of wheat, bran, barley, corn and oil cake
fed in the proportions by weight of 3, 3, 3 and 1 parts

respectively. Later, the bran was reduced aud the

oil eake increased. Although they were given prac-

tically all the meal they would eat up clean, at no
time could Jack be made to consume more than fifteen

pounds per day, and Prince more than thirteen
pounds. This fact is significant when we remember
that many feeders give from twenty-five to thirty

pounds of cor a to a cattle beast, per day while they
are feeding the same.
The cost of the food the first year was $15.23 for

Jack, and $14.81 for Prime The weight of the first

was 070 pounds, and of the second, 1593 pounds. The
daily increase was 1.84 pounds and 1.90 pounds re-

spectively. The cost of the food the second year was
916 Li for Jack and $14.84 for Prince. The total gain
was 100 pounds for the former and 402 pouuds for the
latter. These gains were very low, amounting to only
1.09 and 1.1 pouuds per day respectively, and they
were caused chiefly by the peculiar behavior of the
steers while on grass. During the finishing period
the cost of the food was $13.51 for Jack and $10.5(5 for

Prince. The gains were 365 and '228 pounds respec
tively, or 2.03 and 1.81 pounds per day.
The steers were sold to the supply department of

the School of Agriculture, aud were slaughtered for

the same by Mr. Andrew Boss the instructor in dress-
ing meats, that their carcasses could be compared
in the dead form. Before being slaughtered they
were valued by two experts from the St. Paul Stock
yards, one ol these. Mr. C. Bngemoen, the livestock
salesman of E M Prouty & Co., and the other. Mr.
J. C. Cosby, livestock buyer for Swift & Co. They
were requested to put the value on them which they
would be willing to pay. They valued Jack at $1.75
per 100 pounds and Prince al $4.40. These values
were certainly not high, aud they were of course made
the basis of the financial computation. The total cost

of food fed in growing Jack was $45.17, and in grow-
ing Prince, $40.21. The shrunk weights, with a
shrinkage of three per cent., were 1392 and 1280
pounds respectively when the steers were slaughtered
early in February. The value of the first, therefore,

was $66.12 and of the second, $56.32. The net profit

on the first was $20.95, and on the second, $16.11.

The manure made is supposed to offset the cost of
labor aud of bedding, and also the interest on the cap-
ital invested. Such a value put upon the manure
may seem high to a western farmer, but it will seem
low to a farmer in the eastern states. Aud the fact

should not be lost sight of that the food was char ed
at average market values. The market value of food
is nearly always higher thau the cost of growing the
same. Now the cost of growing food would be the
proper basis at which to charge it. But since it is

almost impossible to estimate exactly the correct
cost of growing food, couditions vary so, it has been
thought best to take the market value as the basis of
computation iu all these experiments. But- iu doing
so it represents the gain as being less than it really is.

From the results obtained iu this experiment it is

patent that the farmer need not be much concerned
about range competition. If he cau make $16 to $21
profit on a twenty-eight or thirty months steer which
he has grown, he is in a good business. There is but
little doubt iu the mind of the writer but that the best
way to grow steers for beef is to keep them growing
right along from birth without any periods of stagna-
tion, aud to market them when not more than thirty
mouths old. Steers thus grown, if they have been
properly bred, make the very best class of beef, and
if properly finished will bring top prices.

The dressed carcasses of the steers were cut up in

the usual way at the request of Col. Liggett, the direc-

tor of the station, and certain portions of the carcass
were carefully compared. Photographs were taken
of some of those which appear in the bulletin. The
meat in the loin, and iudeed iu other parts, was beau-
tifully flecked. The flecks of fat iutermiugled with
the lean were small and numerous, hence the meat was
juicy and tender whether eaten in the warm or the
cold form. Such meat is so entirely different from
the common meat that is grown by the ordinary slow
methods that oue can hardly imagine that such a con-
trast could exist without having sampled both.
Many particulars are given in the bulletin which

cannot be referred to in a paper of this character.
But enough has been said to show7 what an immense
field lies before the Minnesota farmer in the growiug
of beef. And it is a field that is likely to continue
large through all time. The ranges are now pretty
well filled up and our population is growing apace.
The demand for beef, therefore, is likely to be more
rather than less with the passing of the years.

Minn. Univ. Experiment Farm. Thos. Shaw.

[There is matter of much interest iu this article for

farmers of the South. If it be possible to compete
successfully with range cattle in Minnesota, how much
more successfully may uot farmers iu the South com-
pete, seeing that we cau grow beef stock here at so

much less cost from the length and mildness of our
climate and our ability to grow forage crops almost

throughout the whole year.

—

Ed.]
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CATTLE-RAISING IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC
AND GULF STATES.

Editor Southern Planter:

Sometimes our very nearness to a problem makes it

more difficult of solution. We planters of the South,

having produced the biggest cotton crop on record, and

having received for the bulk of it the lowest price in the

history of its cultivation, and also having suffered

from the effects of bad seasons ou other general (arm

crops, are almost blinded by the magnitude of our

disasters, and scarcely know where to turn for relief

from our pressing burdens. We have so long looked

upon our favored land as a cotton producing country,

that any effort in other lines of agriculture seems beset

by almost insuperable obstacles. The starvation price

of cotton, with all its concomitant evils, the continued

rains which have so seriously interfered with the

seeding of the small grain crops, I esides materially

reducing the yield of corn and fodder, the low price

of all farm products, wheat excepted, make our case

seem desperate indeed. It is becoming every day
more apparent that, in order to pull through the coming
year, the most rigid economy, as well as the most care-

ful and energetic farm management, must be practiced.

In studyiug the situation and carefully calculating our
chances for weathering the storm, each item should be
critically examined. Cotton is a drug. The recent

advance may stimulate a larger crop, or our bitter ex
perience may keep it in reasonable bounds. No man
can say ; but, be that as it may, it is safe to set it down
as barely paying the cost of production. The unusual
area promised in wheat, and which doubtless would
have been planted, has been much reduced by the

almost unprecedented bad weather, largely preventing
the preparation and seeding of the land. The fall oat

crop is one bright spot in the dark picture. Over a
considerable section of country this crop was plowed
in before the rains set in, and if not winter-killed will

go very far towards bridging over the hiatus between
the early spring and the coming in of the crops of '99.

Doubtless a heavy spring oat crop will be seeded, to

take its usual precarious chances. This summarises
the present situation.

The fact that Georgia alone has shipped 50,000 head
of cattle the past year comes as a surprise to many,
and to none with greater force than to her own citi-

zens. There has been no combined effort to foster the
meat industry ; this large number was gathered at

random throughout a limited section of the State.

Thoughtful people are beginning to enquire what
would be the result under a thoroughly organized and
concerted movement for the raising of live stock for

exportation to other countries T Under present con
ditions, this question is fraught with utmost interest

to the large class of farmers who are casting about for

some means to supplement the meagre income derived
from their farms. Is there any feasible ground for

believing that the raising of cattle may become a
source of steady and remunerative income to the
South ? Is there a certain market 1 Are the condi-
tions surrounding us at home such as to encourage
such an industry 1 As to markets : One effect of the

Spanish-American War will be to increase the trade
expansion of the United States, aud the South should

not lag behind in claiming and holding her legitimate

share. It is known that in our recently acquired

West Indian dependencies the supply of live stock

is far short of the demand. They do not raise their

meat supplies. It is also a fact that iced meats cannot

be profitably introduced into these islands ;
cattle on

foot have to be imported. There exists no reason why
we should allow the countries south of Cuba to take

this trade from us. We are as close, if not closer, to

these islands than they are, and are well prepared by
natural advantages and by easy meaus of communica-
tion to engage in the business of supplying these West
Indian countries, which are now open to us. Vene-
zuela is already shipping in beeves, and the future

demand will be steady. Can we compete with these

South American States in supplying this demaud ?

Perhaps the following figures may help us to under-

stand the possibilities of our Southern country in the

production of such crops as are adapted to the live

stock trade. These are taken from the records in

Georgia, but apply with equal force to many of her

sister States, and prove that they are well adapted to

this business. These figures do not touch on the pos-

sibilities of the great ''wire grass" region, where thou-

sands of cattle run at will, requiring no shelter and no

care beyond the yearly branding. Many of the cattle-

owners in this region never see their cattle except at

this annual gathering. Here the wild grass is luxuri-

ant and abundant ; water is plentiful, and nature seems

to have especially fitted this as a cattle section. The
following yields, on record in the Agricultural De-

partment, are taken from all sections of the State,

from the Florida line to the mountains. They are, of

course, far above the average, but speak in no uncer-

tain tones of the capabilities of onr soils under judi-

cious management and high manuring. Corn—137

bushels per acre in Spaldine ; 125 in Cobb ; 123 in

Wilkes ; 119 iu Thomas ; 115 in Crawford ; 104 in

Cherokee. Oats—137 bushels in Wilkes ; 131 in De
Kalb ; 121 iu Floyd ; 115 in Coweta ; 100 in Schley

;

75 in Brooks. Wheat—65 bushels in De Kalb ; 40

in Carroll and 28 in Cherokee, Milton and Walker.
Sweet potatoes from 400 to 800 bushels per acre ; Irish

potatoes from 109 to 420 bushels per acre. We will

also add cane syrup, from 4S0 to 700 gallons per acre.

But it is to the yield >n hays aud grasses that we wish

to call especial attention. De Kalb county has pro-

duced to the acre 16,000 pounds of clover hay ; Greene,

10,000; Cobb, 6,575. Spalding has on record 10 000
pounds per acre of pea vine hay ; Greene, 13,953

pounds Bermuda hay ; Gordon. 9,400 pounds Lucerne ;

Bibb, 8,046 pouuds crab grass hay. Besides these

we have our never- failing cotton seed hulls and meal

—

once a by-product, now heading the list among feed-

ing stuffs—and also the shredded cornstalk fodder,

just beginning to come into general favor, while sor-

ghum, peavines, and a great variety of green crops

furnish material for summer feeding and for the win
ter silo. In following articles we hope to show how
these different crops may be managed, and also their

adaptability for produeiug the best quality of beef,

butter, milk and manure, and to prove that while we
may secure a present steady trade iu live stock, we
wil( also lay up stores of fertility for future crops in

the best of all fertilizers applied to our long suffering

lands.

Georgia. R. T. Nesbitt.
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The Poultry Yard.

RAISING BRONZE TURKEYS.

Editor Southern "Planter

:

.Mv father told me last spring that if I would take

oare of hie turkeys, all of which were pure bred brouze,

he would give me a share of them. As I met with

BOme success. I thought by writing you I could help

others. I had thirteen hens and two gobblers. First,

I made them roost in a house and turned them out

about half past two in the evening and watched those

that did not lay in the house to their nests, and thus got

all their eggs. I put a chicken egg in the nest so they

would not leave it. I took the eggs and turned them
over every other day. We sold them at $2.50 for nine.

When the hens took to setting, I took them to the

house and made them good nests iu barrels, setting

from twenty to thirty eggs under each hen according

to the size of the hen.

I kept them stopped up in the barrels and turned

them out every other day aud fed them. I had three

or four hens sittiug, which hatched at the same time

They hatched sixty-eight turkeys. I chose two of the

oldest hens and put the young turkeys with them
;

then put the other hens up in a coop and fed them
well for two or three days ; then turned them out, and
in two weeks they were laying again.

.Most people think turkeys are sickly and hard to

raise, but I find it is not true, if the turkeys are cared

for well. Out of the sixty-eight I raised sixty four
;

there was never a sick turkey in the flock ; those that

I lo>t were kilied by accident.

The most important thing is not to keep young tur-

keys up too much. The wet weather does not hurt
them like cooping them. Mine ran out all the time,

and we had many rail 18 last spring. But when heavy
thunderstorms came, I had to run to drive them un
der shelter to keep them from being drowned. I got

many a ducking last summer. As soon as the rain

was over, I let them go again. Wet grass does not

hurt them
;
the old hens are easy with them, and do

not rush them around and drag them about like

ohicken hens. I kept them at night on newly plowed
ground in a box open to the ground, around which I

made a trench to keep it dry. I moved the boxes
every day, never letting them stay in the same place

two nights
;
thus my tnrkeys were on fresh ground each

night When they were first hatched I built a rail

pen, putting the hens in it and letting the little ones
run out through the cracks. In two or three days,
when they grew Btrouger, I let the old hens and little

ones run out all day.

A very important thing about raising turkeys is

feeding Ihem. When very young, they should be fed

ten or twelve times a day, as they do not eat much at

a time ; but as they grow older, it is not necessary to

feed them so often, but they should be fed often even
then. If you could have seeu my flock of sixty four

line up and cross the pasture field, taking every grass-

hopper, butterfly and beetle on the way, you wou'd
have said it was something to remember. Now all the

flocks have come together, and for the most part live

in peace. The pure bred Mammoth Bronze are the

healthiest and largest of all the different sorts of tur-

keys, I believe. We have shipped old gobblers weigh-

ing forty -five pounds and hens twenty-eight pounds.

Two months ago, I traded my share of the flock to my
father for a new Winchester repeating shotgun, 1897

model. Next season I am going to take them in hand
again. Samuel B. Woods, Je.

Charlottesville, Va.

[We congratulate our young friend (only 12 years
old) on his very readable article aud on his success in
raising the turkeys. We would like him to tell our
readers upon what he fed the young turkeys.

—

Ed.]

POULTRY POINTERS.

Editor Southern Planter :

To introduce standard bred poultry among our farm-

ers is a more difficult task than many would suppose.

There are reasons for this which are in some instances

well grounded. That a neighbor ordered fine stock

aud was fleeced, is often heard. This is, in a few in-

stances, true, for the poultry business has unscrupu-

lous men engaged iu it, as has every other. More
often the neighbor is to blame. He has perhaps given

his fowls, after purchase, no care, and, of course, has

not succeeded. Or, he may have turned a fine cock

among dung-hill fowls and then claimed the progeny

as thoroughbred, thus despoiling his neighbor. The
poultry industry has, however, come to stay, and

despite the frauds that are sometimes practiced on the

unwary, the thoroughbred bird has the winning card.

There is a wide field in the rearing of capons-—the

capon holds the same relation to the cock that the bar-

row does to the boar. The demand for this fowl, in

the Noithern markets, is far above the supply. There

is already a call for them by our best hotels, and this

call will be supplied, if not by us, then by those more
distant. The art of caponizing is not a difficult one,

nor are the tools expensive. Learn it, and receive

from twice to three times as much for your cockerels as

you do now. Fancy prices for fine specimens of the

various breeds are readily obtained when judicious

advertising has been done, and the birds sent out are

Library
W. H State College
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up to standard. An entire neighborhood rnight'enter

the business—each keeping his favorite fowl and all

the breeds advertised by one from among them, who
performs the duty of secretary and general manager.

For the farmer, I would advocate the keeping of

only one breed. Let him make choice of that which

will most nearly meet his requirements and having

chosen it, study its characteristics and bring it to its

highest state of perfection. Don't expect the fowls to

do well when the trees are their roosting place and

brush-heaps their nests. Give them proper shelter

and an egg producing ration and await results.

The incubator should be ready to turn out its first

lot of early broilers now. Keep it.running from now
until June. It will hatch as large a per cent, of fer-

lile eggs as the "biddy," and is always ready for

business. J. H. Sledd.
Powhatan Comity. Va.

SKIM MILK FOR YOUNG CHICKENS.

Skim milk is a farm product whose food value is

not fully appreciated. It is not generally realized
that milk loses little in actual food value by skimming.
It is true that most of the fat is removed in the cream,
but the most valuable food constituents

—

i. e., the ni

trogeuous substances—are left behind in the skim
milk. Skim milk not only contains much nutritive
material, but this material is in a form which is, as a
rule, easily digested. It is not only healthful, nutri

tious food for man, but it may be fed to calves, pigs,

and chickens, with excellent results. Its composition
is such that it may be substituted for part of the grain
food, especially corn, of these animals with benefit and
profit.

The Indiana Station has recently made some inter

estiu^ experiments on the use of skim milk for young
chickens. Two uniform lots (1 to 6 weeks old) of 10
chickens each (5 Plymouth Rocks and 5 Houdans),
were fed from July 11 to September 5, under identical

conditions except that one lot received, in addition to

the food given the other, all the skim milk they would
drink. " Both lots were given all they would eat of a
mixed food, consisting of two parts crushed corn, one
part bran, and one part ground oats. They were fed

three times a day, except on Sundays, when an iu

creased amount of food was given at the morning and
evening meal. * * * Both lots were also given all

they would consume of cracked bone, cabbage, let-

tuce, and water, of which no record was kept.'"
It was louud that the lot receiving skim milk ate

more of the mixed food, and made a more rapid and
satisfactory gain, than the lot which did not receive
skim milk. Milk fed chickens made an average
weekly gain of 1.46 ounces—those receiving no milk
2.62 ounces. The most rapid increase in weight oc
enrred at those periods when the largest amouuts of
skim milk were consumed. The skim milk is cousid
ered " especially valuable as •>. food for young chick
ens during the hot dry weather, and becomes^of less

importance as the chickens grow older and the weather
becomes cooler."
The vessels in which the skim milk is fed should be

scalded frequently to keep them clean and wholesome.

ROUP.

Editor Southern Planter :

I have read the article on "Roup," in your Decem-
ber number. I heartily endorse thai part of it on the

prevention of the disease, and I do not question the

curative methods advised, but. many of the medicines

used are not easily obtained, especially in country

homes. I have had some experience with this chicken

disease, and for the benefit of your readers will give

it, as it is very simple.

When the disease is first detected in the flock, con-

fine the sick birds in coops. It affects their heads,

mouths, and throats ; hence they cannot eat. There
will be a cheese like matter formed in the mouth and

throat. This should be scraped off—the mouth then

will be raw and bleeding. Take pulverized sulphur

and dust on the sores in the mouth thoroughly twice a

day for three or four days, after which time they will

commonly go to eating. This method has never failed

to cure permanently for me.

North Carolina. W. L. Kivett.

PLACE FOR THE INCUBATOR.

A cellar is an excellent place for an incubator, be-

cause it is usually of an even temperature, especially
if the cellar is one that will preserve roots and fruits

;

but the atmosphere shoul t be pure, which will be the
case in winter. Auy place will answer for theMncu-
bator that is of an even and regular temperature. If

the incubator is in a room where the temperature
changes no harm will result, provided the operator
watches the lamp flame and does not allow too much
heat to accumulate. The hot water incubator (no
lamp) must be operated in a warm place, if possible,

in order to avoid loss of heat at night.

—

Poultry Keeper.

One of the surest signs of the large head lice on
chicks is sleepiness. If a chick is droopy, and seems
to hang its head sleepily, lice of some kind are at work.
Sometimes both adults and chicks will give evidence
of the presence of lice by giping, as though choking,
and in such cases the birds are tortured 'so that they
cannot rest day or night, finally dying from exhaus-
tion. The remedy is to anoint heads and throats with
melted lard and dust the bodies well with Persian in-

sect powder.

—

Poultry Keeper.

It is important that the eggs for hatching receive
consideration from now on. Every male that is not
active and full of life should be sacrificed for one that

is better. Be careful in feeding the hens, as eggs from
very fat hens seldom hatch, and if they produce chicks
at all the chicks will be weak and puny. Much time-

can be saved in selecting only strong and healthy hens
lor producing eggs for hatching.

—

Poultry Keeper.
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The Horse.

NOTES.
The trotting stud at Snowdon Farm, near Frede

ricksburg, owued l>y Mr. A. K. Ware, lias recently

been BtreDgthened by several important additions of

both Btalliona and brood mares. Since its purchase by
Mr. Ware, in the fall of 1S97, Snowden has rapidly

gained prominence, and the farm now ranks at the

head of Virginia breeding establishments, or rather

those devoted to rearing the trotting bred light harness

horse. Alcantara, 2:23, is the principal stallion owned
by Mr. Ware. That son of George Wilkes and famous
old Alma Mater was purchased during the early part

of 1897 and brought to Snowdon, where he served a

few choice mares, and was then sent to Illinois. First

kept at Peoria, and then at Monmouth, many of the

choicest matrons in Illinois were bred to him, so that

the brown stallion proved a good investment. Alcan-
tara ranks among the greatest of trotting sires, having
considerably more than a hundred of his get in the

list of standard speed ;
but as a sire of 2:15 perform

ers, he leads all others, having 22 to his credit, while
Red Wilkes follows with 19 and Onward with 18.

At the Fasig sale in New York last mouth, the

brown stallion Bonnie Kirkland, by Allerton, ont of

Gallita, by Adirondack, and the bay pacing mare Emo,
by Idolater, out of Ardanella, by Melton, were dis-

posed of, while the stallions Sidmont and Barolite were
purchased and brought to the farm, as was the bay
mare Alcora, by Alcantara, out of Coraline, by Elec-
tioneer. Sidmont paced to a record of 2:101 as a
three year-old, and is a bay horse of commanding
form and size. By Sidney, 2:191, out of the great
brood mare Fernleaf, dam of Shamrock (2), 2:25, and
four others in the list, Sidmont should sire speed with
uniformity. Thoroughly tractable and kind, there
are few finer roadsters, and, hooked to wagon, the bay
stallion can pull two men at a 2:30 gait, trotting ; bnt
urged to go faster, he shifts to the pace, and at that
gait can fairly fly. Barolite trotted to a record of
2:21}, and is a full brother to Baronet, 2:1U, by Baron
Wilkes, out of Lamberta, dam of three in the list, by
Daniel Lambert. Barolite is a grand road horse, and
hooked double with Alcora, who has trotted a trial in

2:22, the pair make a very speedy pole team, one pos-
sessing plenty of style and good looks. The big bay
stallion Wilkesoneer, 2:30, son of Norval and Milly,
by Onward, who was kept for service at Snowdon
during 1898, is a clever road horse, and, notwithstand-
ing his size, is very handy. While in training, he
could show ;i 2:12 gait at the trot. Sidmont and
Wilkesoneer will be sent to Monmouth, Illinois, and
placed in the stud along with Alcantara, and Barolite
will be kepi for service at Snowdon.
Of the brood mares at the farm. Allie Medium, 2:171,

a grand looking and very speedy bay mare, by Conn-
try Medium, dam by Alrov. is in foal to Alcantara, as
are Fannie Salisbury, by Jndge Salisbury, oat of San
Waw, dam of Dictionary, 2:30, by Administrator, and
the black filly, three years old, formerly known as
Lady Kirkland but now registered as Virginia Snow-
don. The latter is by the great race horse and sire,

Director, out of Lidv Arundel, by Guy Wilkes. 2:15},
and is very highly prized.

In the death of Lona Wilton, 2:23, trial 2:14. by
Wilton, out of Lona Griffin, 2:23. by Blue Bull, last

summer at Peoria, Illiuois. which was dne to an attack

of acnte indigestion, Mr. Ware sustained a severe loss.

After the season's campaign, she was to have been re-

tired to the stud, having been bred to Alcantara.

Among other brood mares at the farm are Red
Beauty, by Red Wilkes, out of Maxim Beauty, by
Maxim, in foal to Red Leo, 2:261 ; while Ardanella,

by Melton, dam Mendota, by Frank Noble; Lady
Watling, by Watling, dam by Ellwood ; Flygold, by
Nntgold, dam Lucy Nutwood, by Nutwood Chief, and
Viola M., by Monocacy, dam by Bashaw, Jr., 2:241,

are in foal to Wilkesoneer.

The well known trotting horse trainer and driver,

William L. Bass, the lessee for several seasons past of

Glenlea Farm, has given that place up and returned
to Acca Farm, where he was located for a number of

years, first with Mr. Preston Belvin and then for him-
self, and broke to harness and brought out a number
of good horses, among them being Miss Nelson, 2:111,

by Norfolk ; Hulman, 2:20, by Quartermaster ; Branch-
wood, 2:22$, pacing, by Woodhurn Hambletouian

;

Lila, 2:24i, by Egwood ; Gordon Smith, 2:25}, by
Willis; Zilla B., 2:30, by Woodhurn Hambletouian,
and others.

Bass had out some pretty fair horses during last

season, Roster, 2:21}, John Addington, 2:22, paciug,

and others being in his string. He is wintering about
a dozen head of trotters and pacers at >Acca, and his

stable includes Branchwood, 2:22:5; Red Light, 2:22},

chestnut mare, by Red Wilkes, Jr., dam Moonlight,

by Twilight; Marie, bay mare, by Jolly Friar, dam
Parker Holland, by Sam Purdy ; Joyful Maiden, bay
mare, by King Nutwood, dam by Pestoskey ; David
C, pacer, chestnut gelding, by J. J. C, (lam Rosa
Clay, dam of David B., 2:09}, by American Clay, and
some promising yearlings and two-year olds by well-

known sires of speed.

At Smyth Brothers' sale of thoroughbred and trot-

ting stock at the Southern Horse Bazaar on December
13th, two car loads of which were consigned by Shelby
T. Harbison, of Lexington, Ky., fair prices ruled, and
in most instances the bidding was quite brisk. The
sale began at 8 P. M. ; the whole of the spacious lower
floor of the bazaar was brilliantly lighted by electri-

city, and a crowd of two or three hundred gathered

around the stand when Auctioneer A. H. Turner en-

tered the box to cry the bids.

The Messrs. Smythe, who are twin brothers and al-

most exact counterparts of each other—in fact, it is

difficult to distinguish them apart—are veritable

hustlers in a sale ring, while in additiou they are well

known ami generally popular.
Among those who attended were Messrs. J. N.

Wylie, P. II. Boisseau, O. Wimple, F. M. Parker, Jr.,

R L. Smith, Major T. L. Emry, George B. Gaines,

F. T. Glasgow. Jr., B. W. Ford, Dr. R. L. Trittou,

Williamson Talley, Dr. W. V. Croxton, Dr. Chas. L.

Siegel, R. C. Broaddus, L. C. Younger, H. C. Beattie,

Gary Ruffin, W. H. Osborne, C. D. Larus, H. E. Kline,
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W. R. McCouib, Col. G. Percy Hawes, Joseph and
F. T. Mills.

The thoroughbreds brought better prices thau the
saddle and harness horses, and the bidding was more
spirited. Dr. R. L. Tritton paid the highest price of

the sale for the chestnut filly Red Silk, who should
make a grand cross country horse and weight carrying
hunter. She was bred to Linden last spriug, and will

be taken up and handled in the fall. Maj. Emry was
the largest buyer at the sale, and he secured some
well-bred fillies, some of which will be trained and
raced and then retired to the stud. The harness and
saddle horses offered were not of a high class, and only
a few of the lot sold for §100 or over.

The chestnut stallion Highland Red, 8C81, was so

severely injured recently by a kick on the hock from
a vicious mare that he was destroyed. Highland Red
was by Red Wilkes, out of Lizzie M., dam of three in

the list, by Harrodsburn Boy, and owned by C. S.

McCullough, of Darlington, S. C. He was a horse of
commanding size and appearance, and one of the best
known trotting sires in the State, having been fre-

quently exhibited at the State Fair, where he carried
off a number of premiums, capturing blue ribbons in

the stallion classes, and on several occasions taking
the coveted prize for best stallion and not less than
four of his get.

Mr. J. S. Curtis, the South African millionaire, who
has figured prominently as a buyer of high class thor-

oughbreds for a couple of seasons past, has four lichly
bred stallions in the Mayfield stud, owned by him at
Leesourg, Va. Imported Saville is at the head of the
stud, and at a fee of $250 his book for 1899 has already
filled. This son of Hampton and Lillian, by Wingrave,
won the Greenwood cup and other important events
while on the turf in England. Imported Saville's

stud companions at Mayfield are imported Contract,
winner of the Prince of Wales stakes by Isonomy, out
of Wedding Ring, by Hampton ; imported Benvenuto,
winner of Epsom Grand prize, by Galopin, out of
Queen of Diamonds, by King of Trumps, and imported
Oakwood, a sou of S .;een and Rosewood by Silvester,

who won the Gold Fields' Handicap.

The Virginia bred horse, St. Saviour, a product of
the Ellerslie Farm, is now in the stud at Versailles,

Ky., where he is well thought of by breeders in that
State, and some of the choicest mares in the I'.luegrass

region have been mated with the good looking son of
Eolus and War Song, who has sired such good race-

horses as Gilead. Cabrillo, DeBracy, aud others. St.

Saviour was a high class performer when on the turf,

aud a credit to his great brothers, Eole and Eon. The
bay stallion is the property of Frederick Gebhardt,
who owned Eole, the older brother of St Saviour,
that met with a tragic death in a railroad accident
while en route for California some yars since.

Mr. S. B. Forsythe, a big sugar dealer of New Or
leans, has at Esmont, near Scottsville, the finest estate
in Virginia, and the equal of any in the whole South,
excepting Biltmore, the home of Geo. W. Vanderbilt,
Asheville, N. C. Mr. Forsythe's residence at Esmont,
cost $125,000, and his private stables shelter a number
of fine road, carriage aud saddle horses.

Mr. Charles H. Hurkamp, of Fredericksburg, Va.,
has sold to R. C. Hooper, of Boston, the well known
steeplechaser, White Carter, a gray mare, by imported
Rigoletto, out of Vesta, by Katesby, second dam
Stella, by Vauxhall, and third dam imported Gray
Star, by Kingston. Although owned by Mr. Robert
Neville, White Garter was trained and raced all last

season by Mr. Hurkamp, for whom she won nearly all

of her races. The snug sum of $2,000 was paid for
White Garter, which is the highest price ever obtained
for a jumper sold from Virginia. Last fall Mr. Hur-
kamp sold to Northern parties the champion high
jumper, King Pin, for $1,000, and this horse, like
White Garter, was trained and ridden by him, which
reflects credit on his ability as a gentleman jockey and
handler of high-class cross country horses and jumpers.

Mr. John S. Martin, of the Fairview Farm, Scotts-
ville, Va., who is a younger brother of United States
Senator Thomas S. Martin, has quite a good prospect
for a winner in the four-year-old chestnut gelding,
Castiver, by Castaway II, out of Wishimay. Over a
slow track, this gelding has worked three-quarters of
a mile in 1:20 last season, finishing strong. Mr. Mar-
tin also owns Wishimay, the dam of Castover, a brown
mare foaled 1880, by Helmbold, out of imported
Sweetbread, by Dunaway, and a two-year-old chest-
nut filly out of her, the latter a full sister to Castover.

John W. Sale, Jr., trainer and driver of the well-
known gray stallion, Iron Bar, 2:llf, of Cleveland,
Ohio, spent the Christmas holiday here as the guest of
his sister, Mrs. John L. Lindsay, who owns that noted
son of Temple Bar, 2:17i. The latter, a son of Egbert,
from the noted broodmare, Nettie Time, is owned by
Dr. M. S. Sale, of Lexington, Ky., who is also a brother
of Mrs. Lindsay.

Among the trotters that are owned and being win-
tered by Mr. Joseph Lasitter, of this city, are the fast
bay gelding Firewood, 2:22i, by King Nutwood, out
of Mediua, sister to Mogul, 2:19, by Middleton, Robt.
Rausom, 2:29}, brown horse, by Gambetta, dam Black
Maria, by C. M. Clay. Jr.; Egwood, 2:1S^, bay horse,
by Egbert, dam Lucille Blackwood, dam of Eggnogg,
2:25, and Wyoming, 2:25£, by Blackwood, Jr.; brown
mare, 5, by Simmons, dam Miss Sontag, 2:2S, by Vic-
tor Mohawk, and Lady May, 2:291 ; roan mare, by
John W. Daniel.

The speedy bay pacing gelding Oakley B., 2:24i, by
Hannibal, dam by Kent, is owned and used as a road-
horse by Mr. D. R. Midyette, of this city. While in
training, Oakley B. could pace a half close to 1:05
pretty much any time he was extended.

W. J. Carter, of this city, has sold to W. J. Pol-
lard, of Greenville, N. C, who will drive her on the
road aud brted her in the spring, the fast bay, Lucy
Ashby, 2:2H, by Jolly Friar, dam Maud Amyette, by
Mambrino Boy. While owned by Mr. A. B. Gwath-
mey, of New York city, and used for pleasure pur-
poses, that gentleman drove Lucy Ashby a half to a
wagon over the Fleetwood Park track in 1:07}.

Broad Rock.
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Hiscellaneous.

THE HON. GEO. W. KOINER.

The New Commissioner of Agriculture for Virginia.

business until about a year ago. He hart a fine farm

in the county of Augusta, Va., and is thoroughly and

practically acquainted with agriculture and stock-

raising in all its phases. He represented the comity

of Augusta in the State Legislature for two terms, and

is an active, energetic and progressive man—deeply

interested in the welfare of the State, and especially

of its agricultural interests. He promises to throw

himself into the work of his new office with all the

energy of his nature, and will strive to make the De-

partment over which he is to preside of the greatest

possible service to every farmer, stock -raiser, and

trucker in the State. We trust that in his appoint-

ment the action of the Governor in appointing a far-

mer to this office will be fully justified.

On the 2nd January, 1899, the Hon. G. W. Koiner,

lately of Angnsta county, Va., will enter upon the

duties of Commissioner of Agriculture and ex officio

Secretary of the State Boird of Agriculture of Vir-

ginia, to which office he has been commissioned by

Governor Tyler. He succeeds Col. Thos. Whitehead,

who has been Commissioner for 11 years and ex-officio

Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture since its

formation. MrJKoiner is one of a well-known family

in the Valley of Virginia, most of the members of

which have been highly successful farmers in that sec

tion of the State for the past 50 years or more. Seve-

ral members of the family have also filled responsible

and honorable offices in the State, among these being

the Hon. Absalom Koiner, the uncle of the new Com-
missioner, long the Senator for Augusta county, and
the first President of the Slate Board of Agriculture.

Mr. <i. W. Koiner is J.", years "I age, and an alumnus
of Roanoke College, Va., of which he is an A. M. He
was raised on the farm, and followed farming as his

THE FENCE-LAW CASE.

Editor Southern Planter:

For the information of the public we beg leave to

say through the medium of your columns that the test

fence-law case, to have an adjudication upon the vexed

question whether a man has a right to allow his cattle

and other stock to trespass on his neighbor aud de-

stroy his crops, unless the latter has a lawful fence,

was made in equity in the Circuit Court of Louisa,

the style of the case being May against Poindexter.

The facts, as far as it is necessary to recite them here,

as charged iu the bill, were that the defendant turned

his cattle upon the plaintiff's laud and into a field ad-

joining the plaintiffs land, which were uuiuclosed by
a lawful fence, whence they strayed upon the plain-

tiff's laud, and injured and destroyed his young fruit

trees, etc. ; and the plaintiff prayed the court to en-

join and restrain the defendant from permitting, al-

lowing and suffering his cattle to trespass upon the

plaintiffs land, etc. The court granted a preliminary

injunction forbidding the defendant from permitting,

allowing or suffering his cattle to trespass upon the

plaintiffs land, as prayed for in the bill. The de-

fendant answered, admitting the facts as charged in

the bill, but alleging, in justification of his acts, that

the plaintiff had no lawful fence around his premises
;

that it was the duty of the plaintiff to fence- his lands

against defendant's stock, and that defendant was not

bound to restrain his cattle and horses from running

upon the plaintiffs land, since the latter were not en-

closed by a lawful fence.

The court, Judge Mason, upon the hearing, in a

written opinion held that the common law rule re-

quiring the owner of stock to restrain them from run

ning at large and trespassing upon the lands of others
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bad been altered by statute, and that the plaintiff,

having no lawful fence, it was not the duty of the de-

fendant to restrain his stock from trespassing upon

plaintiff's laud ; but inasmuch as it appeared that the

trespass in this case was willful, therefore the injunc-

tion must be modified and made perpetual to the ex-

tent of enjoining and restraining the defendant from

willfully permitting his stock to trespass upou the

plaintiff's land. It will be thus seen that the court

makes this narrow distinction, to-wit : that if the de-

fendant intentionally drove his cattle upon the plain-

tiff's unenclosed laud, or turned them into a field ad-

joining, or road leading to, the plaiutiff 's laud, know-

ing that they would go upon the plaintiff's land, then

he, the owner, would commit an unlawful trespass
;

but if he simply permitted them to stray upon the

plaintiff's land, he would not be guilty of a trespass.

The case will be carried to the Supreme Court of

Appeals.

It is our opinion, which cau only be changed by a

decisiou of the Supreme Court of Appeals, that the

common law rule which requires a man to restrain his

stock from trespassing upon his neighbor is now in

force in Virginia.

Goochland, Va., Dec. 15. A. K. & D. H. Leake.

A LABOR-SAVING INSTRUMENT.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The above drawing represents a very excellent tool

for drawing ice out of a pond when cut in convenient

size for handling. I am the inventor, and have been

using it for 15 years on my pond. Once used, it will

be greatly appreciated as a labor saving instrument.

I keep two pairs. With two hands, a piece of ice

from 2 to 6 inches thick, weighing 500 pounds, can be

drawn up a stiff incline. I have endeavored to draw
it so that any blacksmith may at sight make the metal

part. The iron is made flat where it is attached to the

wooil. It should be made strong, but not heavy. I

use a five eighths iron rod. The top circle is essen

tial, as it furnishes space for thick ice. When once

the ice is caught, it never breaks away unless the ice

is very rotten. Your readers who are ice gatherers

will be greatly benefitted by its use. There is no

patent on it, hence all may adopt its use.

Franklin, Va. Geo. B. Hale.

riUTUAL FARflERS' CLUB OF FREDERICK CO.

iiEPOET OF MEETING.

By invitation of H. S. Lupton, the Mutual Farm-
ers' Club met at his residence December 10th. The
Club was called to order at 10 o'clock. After rjll call

and reading of the minutes of last meering, the presi-

dent read the criticism on Dr. T. Y. Brown's place.

Owing to the absence of the editor we were not

favored with an issue of the Club Advertiser. By a mo-
tion of the Club the secretary was instructed to offer

for publication the essay on " Bridging the Opequon,"
by Lewis Pigeon, read at last meeting.

Under the head of unfinished business, the commit-
tee appointed to confer with West Virginia Experi-

ment Station in regard to the life history of grasshop-

pers and cutworms, read a communication from the

entomologist of the West Virginia Experiment, Sta-

tion, in which he said that the cutworm was the larva

of a moth and not the larva of the grasshopper, as was
reported in some of the newspapers. The young
grasshopper hatches from the egg, and at once begins

to hop, hence "once a grasshopper always a grasshop-

per."

The referred question : "Tell us how to rick wheat,

and whether it is best to cover it with hay?" was
most ably answered by Sam'l L. Pigeon, and from his

paper and the discussion which followed, the Club
learned many lessons in ricking wheat.

Dinner was then announced. After dining and
viewing the premises, the Club entered upon the after-

noon session.

Mr. H. S. Lupton read an essay on the following

subject referred to him: "State what would be the
gain or loss to our farming community if the county
of Frederick, jointly with the city, built a commodi-
ous market house in Winchester." Mr. Lupton dis-

cussed both sides of the subject, and concluded that a
market-honse, conducted in a modern way, would be
beneficial to county and citj . The sentiment of the
majority of the Club seemed to be in favor of a market
house.

Mr. N. W. Sohnberger then read a paper on
"What is a proper share for a landlord to receive

when renting laud ? " He thought it greatly depended
on the location, quality, and condition of the land.

But as a general rule he advocated two fifths of grain
and hay on low-priced land, and one-half on high-

priced land
;
each party to find his proportion of fer-

tilizer and seed.

The committee appointed to consider questions for

discussion, reported the following for next meeting :

1. How can a person get rid of grub-worms in a
garden badly infected with them ? Referred to D. W.
Branson.
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2. What, in your judgment, is the outlook for better

prices for wheat 1 Referred to H. S. Lupton.

3. As a rule, do you believe in early or late sowing

of wheat T Referred to Dr. T. Y. Brown.

Mr. Norton, editor of the *ewa Item, addressed the

uniting on the subject of the need of, and the benefits

to be derived from a canning factory in Winchester.

He pointed out the benefits to be gained, not only by

the formers, but by the cotnmuuity as a whole, and

that all win. an- interested iu the prosperity of the

city aud county should encourage this industry. The

Club unanimously passed the following resolution :

"It is the seuse of the Mutual Farmers' Club that a

canning factory in Winchester is a thing greatly to be

desired, and that they stand ready to aid in whatever

way they can in the establishment of such a plant."

The Club then adjourned to meet at the residence of

Chas. E. Clevenger January 7, 1809.

Lewis Pigeon, President.

Carroll C. Clevenger, Secretary.

NORTH GARDEN FARHERS' CLUB.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The twelfth annual meeting of this Club was held at

the hospitable home of Mr. H. Y. Sutherland. The

election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as fol-

lows : President, J. G. White ;
Vice-President, A. W.

Rothmell ; Secretary, J. O. Barksdale ;
Corresponding

Secretary, J. N. Fans.

In the competition promoted by the Club for the

best crop of corn, Mr. S. B. Woods was awarded the

prize, he having grown 32 i barrels (103 bushels) on

one acre of land—Albemarle Prolific being the variety

grown by him.

All the members present reported fine crops of corn.

The inspection committee found everything in good

shape on Mr. Sutherland's farm. He had produced

700 bus. of wheat, 500 bbls. (2,500 bus.) of corn, 50 or

more tons of hay, and about 200 bushels of Irish pota

toes. He was awarded the first premium on potatoes.

He had 30 head of joung cattle in good condition.

Horses, mules, and cows were iu fine condition.

This Club is prosperous and active, and its members

<ro into the new year full of hope
6

J. N. Faris,

Corresponding Secretary.

BOOK-KEEPING ON THE FARM.

Editor Southern Planter:

It seems to me that keeping farm accounts is rather

a neglected part of the business. That this failure is a

great drawback to the best results of farming, no one

who gives the matter his earnest consideration will

doubt. I know of a few who make fairly good livings

on their farms, and who do not keep books, but they

always make mental calculations as to the losses or

gains, and are, therefore, able to determine whether a

certain branch of farming will pay. If these persons

would reduce their accounts to a regular system, they

could always arrive at the results much more defi-

nitely. But it is a deplorable fact that most of our

farmers never think much as to whether the farming

pays or not; they merely trust to luck, and if they

come out at the end of the year with a little surplus,

of their farm products, they are satisfied ; but if they

should have nothing, why, it cannot be helped, and

they go at it blindly again the next year.

Procure a small blank book, aud if you have never

tried keeping farm accounts, start in with a page thus :

Field Account.

1889.
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the advanced spinach will go north in January and

February.

Eggs, twenty-five cents per dozen. Turkeys and
chickens twelve cents per pound. Butter, twenty-

eight to thirty cents.

We had no severe frost until November 24th. I

saw fine potatoes dug from 1st to 4th of December.
No snow yet. A. Jeffers.

Norfolk, Va.

THE USE OF DYNAHITE FOR REMOVING
STUflPS.

Editor Southern Planter :

In blasting out stumps with dynamite one unfa-

miliar with its use will most likely be disappointed

with the result of his first attempts. It takes some
practice to know what quantity to use and where to

place the charge that it may be most effective. With
this knowledge, dynamite can be employed to great

advantage in disposing of large stumps. From half a

pound to two pounds of dynamite will tear the heart

out of au oak stump ten to twenty inches in diameter

and split the remainder into several sections. Some-

times they are ripped out of the ground and torn into

fragments, but if only split open, which is generally

the case, they are much easier to take out, and the

pieces are light to handle.

I recently cleared a tract of land on which there

were several green pine stumps over two feet in diam-

eter, about two hundred oak stumps from ten to

twenty inches, that had been cut three years, and hun
dreds of smaller ones.

A stump-puller of twenty tons lifting power was
used advantageously on the small stumps, but would

not take out the oak of the sizes given above with-

out a deal of digging and chopping—some of them
taking two men with the machine half a day to ex-

tract, then the main body of the stump, being intact,

was very heavy to move. The greater part of the

large stumps were therefore dynamited. At first, a

hole was driven under them with a bar and the charge

placed as nearly under the middle as possible, two

cartridges or one pound being the average used. In

some instances it split the stump and threw it clean

out of the ground ; but where the ground was not firm

underneath it yielded first and the expansive force of

the gases was lost to such an extent that the stump
was only well shaken. I found it best in most cases

to bore a hole into the stump. The effectiveness of

the explosion is governed largely by the resistance

offered. This should be about equal on all sides, and

the greater it is on a stump of a given size, the more
destructive the explosion. Therefore, the best place

for the hole is near the ground and between two of the

main roots. Use a ship auger or ordinary auger with

the shank lengthened to about three feet. The hole

should be one eighth of an inch larger than the

cartridge, that the latter may go in without forcing.

Bore far enough that the charge will be in the centre.

One cartridge ordinarily, or two for the most obstinate

oak stumps, one or more years cut off, will, if well

placed, burst them open in such a manner that it is

comparatively easy to remove the parts. Some will

be blown to pieces and thrown altogether out of the

ground. A hole more than two feet deep was bored

into the green pine stumps and three cartridges used

on the largest. It did not throw them out, but it

shattered them so and tore such a great hole under

them, that when the pieces of the oak stumps were

piled around them and fired they burned up com-

pletely.

When twenty cents worth of dynamite will so rip

open a piue stump of nearly thirty inches across, that

it will burn out when a few chunks are piled around

it, there is no good reason why a farmer should loose

the land it occupies and plow and run his machiuery

around it for twenty or thirty years. When ready to

place the charge, open the paper at one end of the

cartridge, make a hole in the composition with a small

sharpened stick, an inch deep, and insert the explod-

ing cap. Into this push one end of the fuse, then press

the paper around the fuse. If more cartridges are to

be used than the one to which the fuse is attached, put

them in first.

The efficiency of the explosion depends a good deal

on the way the hole is tamped. Push in some dry

earth, and press gently against the charge with a

round stick, then fill in a little at a time, and press

each successive addition more firmly. When the hole

is under the stump, put several shovels of earth over

the hole, and tramp until solid. The fuse should be at

least a foot long; bei ter longer. When it begi ns to smoke,

after applying the match, it is time to leave. Dyna-

miteof 40 per cent, nitroglycerine is stroug enough

for blasting out stumps. Though fear is generally as-

sociated with its name, it is one of the safest of explo-

sives. An ordinary shock will not explode it, and it

is said that even a spark will not. To test it, I applied

fire to a pound of it lying on the ground, but it only

burned slowly with a bright flame. Still, one feels

like handling it carefully, after seeing the enormous

energy the small, harmless-looking roll suddenly dis-

plays. There is more danger in the exploding cap

than in the dynamite until the two are brought to-

gether. A scratch on the fulminate in the bottom of

the cap with a pointed instrument may explode it, and

though so very small, has plenty of power to tear off a

finger or otherwise mutilate.

Usually seventy-five yards is far enough from the
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blast to escape flying splinters, but occasionally a good -

sized section of a stump is hurled twice that distance.

I would advise any one to keep away from a charge

that has not gone off as expected. Give it plenty of

time and never attempt to dig it out again. Bore

another hole in a different place. The first charge

will explode from the concussion of the second.

When frozen, dynamite is useless. To thaw out, I

place in one vessel, and stand that in another contain

ing hot water.

Albekt It. Bellwood.
Chesterfield County.

VARIETIES OF OATS.

The comparison of new and standard varieties of

oats begun by the Pennsylvania Slate College Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, in 1SS7, has been con-

tinued through the present season. The five varieties

giving the highest yield were :

Baltic White 55.75 bushels.

Virginia Winter Oats 52.08 "
Liberty 51.62 "

HaggetfB White 51.17 "

Japan 50.46 "

Twenty one varieties were tested, the average yield

being I4.'_'7 bushels, and the poorest variety gelding
36.61 bushels. The best yield of straw was 3693 lbs.

by the " Early Russian" variety, and the lowest was
1S52 lbs. by the " Mortgage Lifter." The highest
weight per bnshel was 41 13 lbs. for the "Virginia
Winter Oits," and the lowest was 33. S2 lbs. for

"German."
Enos H. Hess.

VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Third Annual Meeting of the Virginia State
Horticultural Society held at Charlottesville, Va.,
brought together an earnest and representative body
of men. The discussions were practical and benefi-

cial, and much useful information was imparted.
The association was very fortunate in having Col.

Brackett, the United States Pomologist of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, in attendance, and his paper on

the new varieties of apples for Virginia was especially
valuable. One member Of the association was about
to purchase largely of two apples now being reported
as new varieties, and was saved front future disap
pointmenl by Col. Brackett's advising that they were
new in name only, and were unsuitable to this sec-

tion.

The report of the Committee on Transportation
showed that some good work had already been done in

securing lower rates, and from the work mapped out
the results from the coming year's efforts will doubt-
less be of increased value to fruit shippers. Prof.

Alwood's lectures mi tree pruning and on spraying
machines weie also most highly appreciated. A
large number of new members joined. The editor of

the Southern Planter was most cordially welcomed,

and much regret was expressed that the association did

not have the pleasure of hearing from him.
S. B. Woods.

[We were unfortunately suffering from the effects of

a severe cold, and therefore, not at all in a condition

to address a meeting. We hope, however, to have

the pleasure of doing so at some future gathering. We
appreciate the kindly feeling expressed towards us,

and are at the command of the association to help it

in any way in our power.

—

Ed.]

CATTLE OUARANTINE IN VIRGINIA.

The policy adopted by the Department of Agricul-

ture is for the future to establish a permanent quaran-

tine against all cattle coming from within the portion

of the Southern States formerly placed in quarantine

for a limited period each year. To escape from this

quarantine, all cattle coming from the South will be

required to be dipped in the solution mentioned in

our last issue iu tanks under Government supervision,

and they will then be allowed to go North or to any

markets at any season of the year without further

supervision. It is intended to have dipping tanks

located at couvenieut points in all the States. The
local quarantine authorities will select the places for

the tanks. The Virginia Board proposes to have

tauks located at the Union Stock yards, Richmond, if

these stock-yards are sufficiently completed by Febru-

ary 15th to afford accommodation for thirty car loads of

quarantiue cattle and sixty car loads of nou-quaran-
tine cattle. Tanks will also be located at Norfolk

and Richmoud. By arrangement with Dr. Salmon, of

the Bureau of Animal Industry, the permanent quar-

antine in Virginia will not go into effect until Ft bin

ary 15th, this year. It is already in force in other

Southern States. The quarantine line in Virginia

will be the same as that established last year, with the

exception that Gloucester county is released.

THE ENGLISH WHEAT CROP.
A statement just issued by the English Board of

Agriculture places the average yield of wheat for the
year 1898 at 34.76 bushels—that is to say, neatly .'(.">

bushels to the acre. The average yield for ten years
last past was 29.19 bushels. In Scotland, the average
yield for 1898 was 42» bushels per acre. Such yields
as these compare most forcibly with the yield in this
country of atiout 15 bushels to the acre, with an aver-
age for the last ten years of 13 bushels. The English
yield shews what can be accomplished by intensive
farming and a proper system of rotation.

WORMS IN HORSES.
A subscriber tells us that he always uses powdered

red oak bark as a remedy for worms iu horses, and
finds it most effective. He gives a handful with the
feed twice a day for a few weeks.
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The Big 4
IThe Starved Rooster, who

couldn't fatten up, because
he followed an Aultman &
Taylor Thrasher.

2$£i^iW*S GRAIN THRASHER,
grain saver and clean
er in the world, and verily the farmers* friend.

3 saves "more seed CLOVER HULLjEB
than any other ma- ="

chine and cleans it to perfection.

aWe°in
C
the world. EnglnE <S^ ®s <Sk

Largest & most com- fc,,D'""
plete line of thrashing Machinery and Saw Mills

MANUFACTURED BY

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.

MANSFIELD, OHIO.
Send lor fr.a Ulmtrated. catalogue.

lj 1^ |% Kin VlWr ^# low land depends on

proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would

like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile
gsJrfe Powhatan Clay Mfg. Co,, Richmond, Va,

Artisti-:

Front Bricks.

PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

Notice to Subscribers.

We shall esteem it a favor if

subscribers will send in their re-

newals and new subscriptions as

early as possible. We have always

an enormous number of changes to

make in our mailing lists at this

season of the year, and unless re-

newals and subscriptions are sent

in early in the month, we cannot

undertake that the necessary correc-

tions and additions shall be made
in order to secure the correct mark-

ing and mailing of the February

issue. When remitting, be careful

to give the name of the post office

at which the Journal is to be deliv-

ered, and where a change is desired

from one office to another, give the

names of both the old office and the

new one. In consequence of the

reduction in price, we expect to

have a very great addition to our

list, and this will involve us in so

much work that we cannot under-

take to send receipts for remit-

tances. In the case of all new sub-

scribers we will send a copy of the

issue of the current month as soon

after the receipt of the subscription

as possible. This we ask to be ta-

ken as an acknowledgment that we
have received the subscription.

The February issue will show on

the label the date up to which pay-

ment has been made by both old

and new subscribers. Wait until

receipt of this issue before com-

plaining, but if the label on that

issue is not marked correctly, com-

plain at once, so that we may look

into the matter and correct.

We are looking to our old sub-

X
Tested

and True.

Wood's Seeds
The Best for the South.

Twenty years' experience enables

us to offer the best of everything

in seeds for the Southern Farm-

er and Gardener.

Vegetable Flower Seeds,

Grass and Clover Seeds,

Seed Potatoes, Seed Grain,

And all Garden and Farm Seeds.

Wood's Seed Book, giving the

most successful ways of growing

all crops, and full information

about Seeds, mailed free upon

request. Write for it.

T.W.Wood& Sons,
SEEDSMEN, Richmond, Va.

The Largest Seed

House in tbe

South.

*

SA1T JOSE SCALE traUelbyW
...WHALE-OIL SOAP...

One to two ounces to a gallon of water will

be found sufficient for Summer Spraying.
Endorsed by Experiment Stations. TheSoap
contains Organic Potash, and lias a distinct
value as a Fertilizer as well as an Insecticide.
Destroys many forms of insects. 50-lb Keg.

f.o. b. cars at Philadelphia, tor $' 60 Send
for information. JAM KS Hi WD, 514-513 Ran-
dolph Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

<§6§f
KRAUSERS' LIQUID EXTRACT OF SMOKE.
Made from hickory wood. Cheaper, cleaner,
sweeter, and Barer than the old way. Bend fcr

, circular. K. kKAl>KU 4t li i:».. MIUu.., 1'a.
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure Deafness,
and that is by constitutional remedies-
Deafness is caused by an inflamed condi-
tion "f the inn. ..'.is lining of the Eusta-
chian Tube. When this tube .

flamed you have a rumbling sound or
imperfect bearing, and when it is entirely

.. result, and unless
the inflammation can be taken out and
thistnl nal condition,
hearing will l>e destroyed forever: nine

it of ten are catarrh,
which is nothing hut an inflamed condi-
tion of the mocoos surfaces.
We will give t me Hundred Dollars for

any ca- 1 bv catarrh)
that cannot 1«? euro! by Hall's Catarrh
Cure - :lars. free.

F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
a®*Sold by 1

•

soril>ers to show their appreciation

of the redaction in price by send-

ing us in the names of new sub-

scribers. Do not disappoint us.

Every farmer can afford .">0 cents

for an agricultural paper.

MAGAZINES.
The Xew Year's issue of Ha:

ally valuahle by reason of note-
worthy contributions to political criti-

cism, important estimates of contempo-
rary men and events, and interesting de-

DS of the world that
have lately been brought into prominent

iirominent fea-
. i-marck. the Man and the

- ian," a personal estimate of the
Iron Chancellor, by Charlton T. Lewis;
"The Sultan at Home," bv Sidney Whit-
man, F. K. Q. 6., illustrated by" Harry
Fenn ; and "A <;iimj.-e at Nuiiia, mis-
called the Soudan," by Captain T. C. 8.

from the author's
photographs, by R. Caton Woodville.
The number opens with an accurate and
interesting account of "The Naval Catn-

Eaign of 1898 in the West Indies," by
ieut 3 : . V. B. N., illustrated

by Carlton T. Chapman. Henrv Loomis
. contributes a timelv an'i instruc-

tive criticism entitle.] "Tl •

the Executive I'ower in a Democracy,"
as illustrated in our late war. Other ar-

.f great value and contemporary
interest are "Brother Jonathan's Colo-
nies." by Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart, and
" Fifty Years of Francis J<

ney Brooks.

Harr
1 Weekly still main-

tains its pre-eminence as the beet illus-
Weeklv published. The articles

are always well worthy of peni=al, full
of sound teaching ami vivid description,
whilst the illustrations leave nothing to

red. The beet artists give of their
best, and the reproductions of their works
are finely executed and printed.

Harper's Bazaar is the finest ladies' pa-
per issued in the country. It treats of
all subjects in which ladies are interested,

and its fashion plates are got up and
printed in the best manner.

The Century.—Miss Cecilia Beaux, eas-

ily first among American women artists,

and one of the strongest portrait painters

of the day, has made a striking head of
Admiral Sampson, from life, which ap-

pears as the frontispiece of the January
number of The Century. This is apropos
of the second instalment of Lieut. Bob-

Merrimac" papers, in which the
sinking of the collier, as directed by the
Admiral, is vividly but modestly de-

scribed by the hand that did it. The
account is of absorbing interest, and of
itself would make this number of the

ne remarkable. Capt. Sigsbee, of
the " Maine " continues his personal
account of the episode that precipitated
the conflict with Spain : and Mr. Edmond
Kelly describes the experiences of "An
American in Madrid During the War."
But the interest of the magazine is by no
means exclusively military, despite these
three articles and the continuation of
Prof Wheeler's "Alexandei the Great"
There is much that breathes of peace.
" The Carlyles in Scotland " is an inti-

mately personal paper; and equally read-
able in another way is Miss Florence
Hotchkiss's " Carlyle's Dramatic Por-
trayal of Character "—the prize essay in
The Century's College Competition. "Mr.
F. Marion Crawford, in "' Via I

continues his fascinating romance of the
Middle Ages; and Mr. Paul L. Ford's
"Many Si. led Franklin" is devoted this
month to the great man's schooling and
self culture, his services to education, and
his library. Capt. t rowninshiel.l. C. S.

N.. Chief of the Bureau of Navigation,
makes an effective presentation of the
"Advantages of the Nicaragua Canal." in
an article so entitled. In fiction, we have
one of Mrs. Stuart's sympathetic delinea-
tions of negro character, " Uncle Still's

Famous Weather Prediction;" "The
Limerick Tigers," by Mr. Harrv Stillwell
Edwards, author of "The Two Runa-
ways;'' and "His Wife," bv Mrs. Poult-
ney Bigelow, wife of the well known au-
thor and War correspondent. Poetry is

contributed by Mr. C. G. D. Roberts, the
Canadian, whose "Jonathan and John,"

by Dr
W. ,r Mitchell, Miss Thomas! Mr." Che-
ney, etc.; and the editorial and other de-
partments are, if anything, richer in in-
terest than usual. Mr. Herford's " Child's
Primer of Natural History," the third in-
ttalment of which appears this month,
bids fair to become a classic in its kind.

- out upon the new
year with drums beating and colors fly-

ugh it is wholly innocent of re'f-

- to the war. Its nearest a
to the subject i- the o|>ening article—
"Three Little Spanish Prince---
Isabel McDougall, with three f

reproductions of paintings by the
ish portrait paint.

It is a far cry from these grave little
Spanish ladies, buried long ago, to
"Mark Twain's Pete," "the pre!-
daintiest mousers that ever basked in an
atmosphere of fame." "The Pillow Fai-
ries," in Miss Annie Willis McCullough's
poem, do just the things that pillow fai-
ries do in real life. We have had Mr.

Your friends may smile

But that tired feeling'

Means danger. It

Indicates impoverished

And impure blood.

This condition may
Lead to serious illness.

It should be promptly

Overcome by taking

Hood's Sarsaparilla,

Which purifies and

Enriches the blood,

Strengthens the nerves,

Tones the stomach,

Creates an appetite,

And builds up,

Energizes and vitalizes

The whole system.

Be sure to get

Only Hood's.

-3511 r-»x*rvi-.C7 terneld county. Va.,
for sale. Adapted tofruit. sbecpand

grazing. One mile from F. A P. R. R. ; one
and one-quarter miles from Soutbern Railway
and on two public roads. Thirty acres cleared;
old-fashioned dwelling: 1.000 cords of wood,
convenient to Southern Railway. As I hare
more land than I want, I will sell cheap.

T. A. J., care Southern Planter.

VIRGINIA -FARMS
For S3.0O an ACRE

and upward, in yearly payments- Interest
6 per cent. Some to exchange, Northern
settlement. List free.

GEO E. CRAWFORD S CO., Richmond, Ya

< FOR SALE \>

A Nice Little Farm of 75 Acres.
Eighteen miles south of Norfolk, Va..
on the Norfolk and southern Railroad,
about 310 yards from station, mill, post-
office, school, and Hi r- st >rea About
ten acres in woods, and sixtv-nve In
cultivation. Will sell for SSOO.'

Apply to \\". H. W., care Southern Planter.

...CHEAP FARM
Of 10-3 acres, all open. One mile from Peters-
burg, Va., Chesterfield county. Good build-

k: fine orchard: vineyard; good
dairy and slock farm. S".'.S00: cost £4.300.

Address I.. II. c. Southern Planter.

A
GRICULTIililHIIIE

$1.00 PER TON.
Fellsworth lime works,

REEVES CATT, Agt., StauxtoS, Va-
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DO YOU GET UP WITH A LAME BACK?

Do You Have Rheumatism or Neuralgia?

Are You Sleepless, Nervous, Irritable?

Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable.

SWAMP-ROOT Is the Creat Remedy for Kidney, Bladder
and Uric Acid Troubles—To Prove Its Wonderful Merits
You May Have a Sample Bottle Sent Free by Mail.

Well people have healthy kidneys.

You are in no danger of being sick if

you keep your kidneys well.

They filter your blood, keep it pure
and free from disease breeding germs.

Your other organs may need care, but
your kidneys most, because they do most.

If you are sick, begin with your kid-

neys, because as soon as they are well

they will help all the other organs to

health.
The treatment of some diseases may

be delayed without danger, not so with
kidney disease.

Swamp- Root is the great discovery of

Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney and
bladder specialist, and is a genuine
specific with wonderful healing action on
the kidneys.

It will be found by both men and
women just what is needed in all cases
of kidney and bladder disorders, lame
back, dull pain or ache in the back, gravel
catarrh of the bladder, rheumatism,
sciatica, neuralgia, uric acid troubles and
Bright's disease, which is the worst form
of neglected kidney trouble.

Swamp Root corrects inability to hold
water and promptly overcomes that un-
pleasant necessity of being compelled to

go often during the day and to get up
many times during the night.

The way to be well is to pay attention
to your kidneys.

To take Swamp-Root when you are
suffering from clogged kidneys.
This prompt, mild and wonderful

remedy is easy to get at the drug stores.
To prove its merits you may have a

sample bottle, and a book telling more
about it, both sent absolutely free by mail.
The great discovery, Swamp Root is

so remarkably successful that our readers
are advised to write for a free sample
bottle, and to kindly mention the South-
ern Planter when seuding their addresses
to Dr. Kilmer & Co , Binghampton, N. Y.

Herford's amusing rhymes about " The
Bashful Earthquake," and now comes
Helen A. Hawley's "Harmless Earth-
quake,' that alarmed the occupants of a
New York tenement-house when the new
year was bom. A brave array of family
portraits attests the historical accuracy of
"The Raid of the Raffertys," by R. W.
Raymond—the rollicking, rhyming le-

gend of Miss Martha Lucretia Frisbie
Todd, who was very rich and very odd,
and lived in a dreary dream apart, till

her poor relations woke her heart, Mr.
E. H. House continues to turn the
" Bright Side of History" toward the
readers of St. Nicholas, puns and repar-
tee, and statues worth their weight in
gold, being his themes this month.
Christmas and New Year's and other
stories and poems abound, over Mich
popular names as Geo. A. Henty, (ielett

Burgess, Albert Bigelow Paine, and Car-
olyn Wells, and " Intercollegiate Basket-
ball for Women," teems with pictures of
girls dressed, for all the world, like so
many football players. The magazine is

rich in illustrations.

The American Monthly Review of Re-
views begins its new volume with a s-trong
issue and a largely increased circulation^
The two important and timely subjects of
American diplomacy and territorial ex-
pansion figure prominently in the Janu-
ary number. The editor reviews the his-
toric year 189S from the international
view-point, and discusses pending na-
tional problems ; Mr. Henry Macfarland,
the Washington correspondent, contrib-
utes a study, based on intimate knowl-
edge of the diplomacy of the war, and
Prof. Harry Pratt Judson, of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, writes an exhaustive pa-
per on "Our Federal Constitution and
the Government of Tropical Territories."
Mr. W. T. Stead gives an interesting esti-

mate of the young Russian Czar; Miss
Laura Carroll Dennis describes the career
and work of the rising American sculp-
tor, George Grey Barnard, and a sketch
of the late General Garcia, the Cuban
patriot, is contributed by Mr. Geo. Reno.
Margherita Arlina Hamm givesa succinct
account of the Red Cross movement and
the work of that organization in the late

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly
has an article in continuation of the very
valuable series of papers by the late Hon.
David A. Wells on Taxation. The re-
maining articles required to complete the
discussion of the question of Taxation
were found in MS .after Mr. Wells' death.
The whole series are shortly to be pub-
lished in book form, and should be read
by every one interested in the remodel-
ing of our present most inequitable sys-
tem. The other articles in the number
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GRAIN CAINS
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Siren Age Work!
m '.Id

I too use. Tnem
Hill nml Drill Hl __

i
perfect work tw a hill drop;
-row drill, and can

Dged instantly—easily.
Feeds ettrp!y;sows aeeu

I rateiy. Ligbt and simple.
Holds 4 quarts. Spacing/

.•'
; | .. rimplfl
J/

TronAgo/O

«#£ MANURE
Only, is available as Plant Food.

I
,t.-ruanieal condition

It should be thoroaghly fined and evenly

produce the best results.

£

m

...KEMP'S...
Manure Spreader

l-»thc only imt.hii.e known 1 ibothand
do Ittx-tti-ramleiieafirr than it ea],

His Sfooi/ </ie Tea* o^ fS Tears
and dailv kTi.vv> m pepular .

and "Trrullx- on Munure." TREE to

KEMP « BURPEE MFG. CO.,
Bmx '£1 Syracuse, M. Y,

THE RUSSELL STAPLE PULLER

I est Combination Steel Tool on Earth.
Staple I'tiller, Wire Splicer and Tinlitener,

Pltora, Ploohen, Hammer and Wrench.
Liids upon thousands sold. Farmers1

delight and necessity—a household article.

Price, $1.25, Delivered.

Ask your dealer f"r them. If don't keep,
write at once to—

RUSSELL HDW. & 1HP MFG. CO.
1820 Grand Ave.. Kansas City. Mo.

turner. Ouly those meaning
pply

.

i.Il'K & BAILEY, Lisbon, Ohio.

are of special interest to students of evo-

lution, psychology and education.

Lippincott's Complete Novel in the

January issue is " The Mystery of Mr.

Cain " by Mis? I-afavette McLaws. the

scene is laid in Georgia. There are seve-

ral abort stories and other articles of in-

terest in the number.

Tlic Cosmopolitan is one of the best

illustrated magazines which comes to our

table, and the articles are always jnter-

The illustrations are works of

art.

The Ladies' Home Journal gives assu-

rance of a purpose to make the magazine

more useful and helpful than ever before.

This will he difficult, as it is already one

of the verv best journals for ladies. In

the January issue, the articles on "The
Most Aristocratic Social Event in Ameri-

ca," " The Rush of American Women,"
are verv interesting. The first of a series

of articles on "The House Practical," is

published, giving details of how to fur-

nish and decorate the hall and staircase.

Mrs. Borer tells how to carve and serve

meats and game.

The Youth's Companion is one of the

best journals issued for boys and young
men, and also one of the cheapest. The
writers on the staff are men of world-

known prominence.

BOOKS.

Biggie Swine Book.—This is one of the

series of small hand-books published by

Wilmer Atkinson Co. of Philadelphia,

dealing with subjects of daily interest to

farmers. This one will be found to con
tain much that is useful in reference to

hogs. The different breeds are described

and shown in illustrations made from
photographs, and the various systems of

j are discussed in a practical way.

The diseases of swine are also treated on.

The price of the book is 50 cents.

The American Bible Society, Bible
House, Xew York (4th Avenue), asks us

to give prominence to their appeal for aid

in tarrying on the work of disseminating

the Bible over the world. We gladly

draw attention to the subject. The Soci-

ety has done a great work, and deserves

the help of the people. "The Bible is

ret of England's greatness," said

Qneen Victoria when presenting a copy
of the good book to an African Chief.

It is also the secret of America's great-

ness.

We have pleasure in commending the
spirit and enterprise of the publishers of

the Farmers' Advocate of London, Can.,

in bringing out so splendidly illustrated

an edition of Canada's best agricultural

paper. The regular issues of this journal
are always worthy of careful study, and
every Canadian and very many Northern

- in the 1'nited States ought to

take it. The Christmas edition is a
graphic revelation of the agricultural

progress of Canada in the past 5(1 years.

The Horse Review, Chicago, has issued

a fine special number for Christmas, full

IT PAYS
to do your own grind-
ing if yon have a mill

that does not take the

Srotit lor repairs. A
'rencli Bnlir Tlill

is theonlymill touseon
the farm for all kinds of gnnd
la>t. Do fine work

INDIAN
CHIEF

Corn Shelter.

Made from mal-
leable iron. The
most durable.
Will shell 1 bus.
in 4 mln. Price
reduced from S3
to $2. Do not
class the Indian
Chief with95cent
shellers. All re-

pairs furnished
free. Write
EXCEL MFG.
COMfY.

Pottersville,
N.J.

BOWSHER
FEED
MILLS.
{Sold with or without Eleva

Will Crush ear corn i wl
without -hii< L- MM
any kind of >

Lightest Running

and Handiest to Operate.
SIX 812X8—a to 85 horse power. One style
for windwheel use. One style for cotton seed.

(Also make Sweep Feed Grinders.)

R. N. P. BOWSHER CO.
South Bend, Ind.

CLEANERS

And One and Two-horse Threshing outfits.

Level Tread Pat. Governor. Feed and Ensilage
CUTTERS. Circular Free.

PEA-NUT THRESHER AND CLEANER
THREE SIZES.

The Keystone Pea-Nut Thresher and Cleaner
made a lasting impression on all who saw It

work last season by the superior manner in
which it removed the nuts from the vine,
separated the broken nuts from the whole
ones and deposited each in separate vessels.

No grower of pea-nuts can afford to be with-
out one. Applv to Ashton Starke. Richmond,
Va.; Geo. C. Burgess. Burgess. Va.; Harris-
Dlllard Hardware Co., Blackstoue, Va.--Afts.

ELLIS KEYSTONE AGR'L WORKS,
Pottstown, Pa.
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NONE BETTER!
Eight-foot all Galvanized Steel WIND-

PUMPING MILLS with Tower, 833.00.

Wind Mills .for running MACHINERY a
specially.

Wanted AGENTS to sell an hourly required
high-grade specialty.

FARM SUPPLY CO., Staunton, Va.

Latest Improved Triple
Geared Cob and Grain Grinder.
A Powerful Two Horse Machine,
Grinding Rings go four times
around to one turn of team; grinds

at a rapid rate Has been thor-

oughly tested and proves to have
no equal in any respect.

Sold direct to farmer.

T. L. PHILLIPS, MFR.
AURORA, ILL.

A CORD An HOURSS"SS-

I both ways-
Agents Wanted. Ask for Catalogue R

FAMOUS MFC. CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THIS MILL
able nilll of lurge powe
Crushes and grinds corn an
cob, ami all grain-*, single

mixed. Will prind npto60bojl
pet hour. Intended for 8 h.

en^ne ui>. Circulars of Steam ai

Sweep Milk free. Writ* atom

STAR MFC. CO.
SODepot St. New Lexington,

'

Thp EXCEL GRINDING MILL
For grinding corn, corn
ears, oats, millet, and
any food substances.
y,uit paying tollandbuy
the best mill made. Try
it in competition with
any other mill made.
Testimonials and all

about it free. Address

EXCEL MFG. CO.,

Potters ville, N. J.

Corn Splitting Machines.

On lit pnrn The best feed on earth to fatten cattle,

uPlll Uulll oldoryoung. Write for free circular.

POINOEXTER MANUF. CO., Indianapolis. Ind.

Please mention this paper when writing.

of matter of permanent interest to horse-

men and splendidly illustrated. This is

one of the best horse papers published.
The price of the Review is $2 per year.

The price of the Christmas number is 25

cents.

The Christmas number of the Breed-
ers' Gazette, Chicago, is one of the finest

issues ever made by that best of all stock

breeders' journals. The illustrations are
works of art, and well worthy of being
preserved in frames. They are object
lessons in live stock breeding. Every
farmer would do well to take this jour-

nal, and thus keep himself posted on all

phases of live stock breeding, manage-
ment and selling. The price is $2 per
year. We can supply it in club with the
Planter for $2, thus securing the two pa-
pers for the price of one.

CATALOGUES.

T. W. Wood & Sons, Richmond, Va.,
Seed- Growers and Merchants. Descrip-
tive Catalogue of AVood's High-Grade
Seeds and Guide for the Farm and Gar-
den. This most excellent annual publi-

cation comes to our table this year in a
newly-designed cover, in excellent taste,

and the contents are in no way behind
the cover. It contains a large quantity
of valuable information for both farmer
and trucker, compiled in succinct form,
and easy of reference, and should be in

the hands of all Southern farmers. Copy
will be sent free on application.

The Iron Age Annual Catalogue (1899)

of Farm and Garden Implements. Bate
man Manufacturing Co., Grenloch, N. J.

This catalogue gives detailed information
of the well known Iron Age Implements
which have been found so useful in cul-

tivating crops.

The Famous Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago, 111., makers of the Improved Cham-
pion One-Man Sawing Machine. This
saw is highly spoken of by those who
have used it.

F. B. Mills, Rose Hill, N. Y. Seed Cat-

alogue, 1899. This is a nicely gotup
catalogue, with much information of use

to farmers and truckers.

YOU SHOULD KNOW
What Hood's Sartaparilla has power to

do for those who have impure and im-
poverished blood. It makes the blood
rich and pure, and cures scrofula, salt

rheum, dyspepsia, catarrh, rheumatism,
nervousness. If you are troubled with
any ailment caused or promoted by im-
pure blood, take Hood's Sarsaparilla at

once.
Hood's Pills are prompt and efficient,

easy to take, easy to operate.

Tne Piedmont Section is

the greatest in the State

.. for fruit, stock and grain.

Climate, by Government statistics, in the

best belt in the United States. Pure water
abundant everywhere. Near the great

markets. Educational and railroad facili-

ties unsurpassed. For further informa-
tion, address, Sam'l B. Woods,

Charlottesville, Va.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

-ok BOSS FEED MILL
needs no praise—speaks
for itself. Will grind

ALL KINDS of GRAIN

than any other mill
manufactured. Sales doubled every year for
the past eight years. Catalogue free. Prices
reasonable. Every mill guaranteed.

WOODCOCK FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS,
CH/LLfCOTHE, OHIO.

WILDER'S SWING STANCHION.
Steel latch; Auto-

matic lock. Adjusts it-

self when open, so ani-
mal cannot turn it in
backing out. Safest
and Quickest Fasten-
ing made. Send for tes-
timonials & catalogue
of Feed Mills, Feed Cut-
ters, Feed Shredders,
Horse Powers, Steel
Laud Rollers, <fcc.

THE CHAIN HANGING

CATTLE STANCHION.
The most practical and humane Fastener ever in-
vented. Gives perfect freedom of the head, Illus-

trated Circular and price free on application.
Manufactured by O. H. ROBERTSON,

Forestville, Conn.

mi. i Vwwt

a

Liberty J19.S7

Write for testimonial*. f.-(Vn ,ir. s- and free catalogue.

DAVIS MACHINE CO., 1>EI'T. 42.C1IICAGO.ILL.

TMli lJilJKOVEB
ViGTOR Incubator
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It Cuts All Around the Horn

-!^
<° Dehorning
2;Chppei

HOOK ON-CUT OFF

IMPROVED
HMVEX^DEHORNER

rn nor palls it apart. Made
t principle. (alalogue fiw.'m;.ih: a i>n k

The "JUST RIGHT" Ear Mark
STOCK. Just laxge enough

fa
light and simple; it don't pull
oreomeont WO Ear Marks. with

I
-ter Book, only

$.;; wlili numbers. S3.50. Send/or
Samples and be satisfied. Address

H. C. STOLL. Beatrice. Nebraska.

You Send Ho Money
I'ntil Goods Arrive.

A II Steel and Iron but the
pole. Easily handled by
I.wo horses. Send for de-
livery prices on all sizes.

Disc Harrows, Lever
11-foot Serders.

EMPIRE MFG. CO .. 10 River Street. Sterling III.

For POULTRYMEN
The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS

The Best In the World.

'Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill. Farm Feed

Mills. Power Mills.

tend for Circular and Testimonials.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.

fliQ Purchaso of our.

FEED COOKER
will pay theFarmer, StockRaiser
aml Dairyman more profit ou
the Invest menu nan any article
on the farm. Bend for circu-
lar and prices of tin- i

-

HENION & HUBBELL,
6l-6» V JrIrr...SI., I hlrac", III.

ELLIOT'S

Parchment

BUTTER

PIPER

To Dairymen UAI r A
or others we " , *» ,- r »*
will send half REAM
8 ream. 8x11,
free. Ifthey
forward

taee
Try the BEST

FREE
lint void

A. G. Elliot*. Co.
Manufacturers, Philadelphia, Pa. I

REPORTS.

LT. B. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. Report of the .Secre-

tary of Agriculture, 189S. Report of
Chief of Division of Publications,

1898. Fourteenth Annual Report of
the Bureau of Animal Industry.

Division of Agrostology. Circular 7.

i riaui Chick I'ea or Idaho Pea.
Division of Entomology. Bulletin 17.

Proceedings of the Tenth Annual
Meeting of the Association of Eco-
nomic Entomologists.

Division of Forestry. Bulletin 20.

Measuring the Forest Crop.
Division of Forestry. Bulletin 21. Sys-
temic Plant Introduction. Its Pur-
poses and Methods.

Farmers' Bulletin 84. Experiment Sta-

tion Work. VII.

Farmers' Bulletin 85. Fish as Food.
Farmers' Bulletin 24. (Reprint 1

. Hog
Cholera and Swine Plague.

Office of Experiment Stations. Circu-
lar 39. Third Report of Committee
on Methods of Teaching Agriculture.

Division of Statistics. Circular 9. The
Cotton Crop of 1897-'98.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N. Y.
Bulletin 154. Tables for Computing
Rations for Farm Animals.

Bulletin 155. Second Report on the
San Jose Scale.

Kentucky Experiment Station, Lexing-
ton, Ky. Bulletin 78. Ginseng, its

Nature and Culture.

Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 53. Grasses,
Clover, Forage, and Economic Crops.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
Bulletin 46. Ornamental Plants for
Maine.

Maryland Agricultural College, College
"Park, Md. The College Quarterly,
November, 1898. Nature Studies.
Natural Plant Food.

New Hampshire Experiment Station,
Durham, N. H. Bulletin 55. The
Feeding Habits of the Chipping
Sparrow.

Bulletin 56. Poisonous Properties of
Wild Cherry Leaves.

New Mexico Experiment Station, Mesilla
Park,N. M. Bulletin 27. Report on
Plums.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva,
N Y. Bulletin 154. Report of Ana
lyses of Fertilizers, 1898.

North Carolina Experiment Station, Ra-
leigh, N. C. Bulletin 152. Poultry
Notes.

Bulletin 153. Yinegar Adulteration.
Rhode Island Experiment Station. King-

ston, R. I. Bulletin 49. Liming in
Rhode Island. Legumes.

Virginia Weather Bureau, Richmond, Va.
Report for November, 1898.

WHO'S SHELLABERGER ?
He's the Win- Fence Man. of Atlanta. Ga.. and
sells the best and cheapest fencing in existence
for all purposes. Freight paid. Catalogue free.
\\ rite for It.

K. L. SHBLLABERGER, 37 F St , Atlanta, da.

The best way to avoid sickness is to
keep yourself healthy bv taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla, the great blood purifier.

Potash.
T7 NOUGH of it must be

contained in fertilizers,

otherwise failure will surely

result. See that it is there.

Our books tell all about

fertilizers. They are sent

free to all farmers applying

for them.

GERMAN KALI WORKS,

93 Nassau St., New York.

STOP! BUY THE

American Fence,
because it hasn't but one good point—it has all the good points a perfect
fence has— there's but one perfect
fence and that is, the AMERICAN FENCE.
Ask your dealer to give yon some idea of

the Showing[locking of

fence
TENSION CURVE, manu-

factur-

dby
he main strands

AMERICAN SIEEL & WIRE CO.. PITTSBURGH. PA.

*JtHhs2

ALPHONSO AND DON CARLOS

Fix the liue. we'll fix the fence.
PASK trOVEHWIXBFEHCK <

'<•.. .UiltltX. Ill II.

.READ THESE PRICES
. wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25

" 150" " 3 00
" ISO S75

Other widths in proportion.
NETTINGm\=» Dow Wire WorksCo., Louisville, Ky.

A Neat BINDER for your hack num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.
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SEED PtlE Bill FREE
rlsome catalogue

Cur lM!t!t, lithographed anJ beautifully ill

Vue Bill, good for 10c worth of seeds for mai
free, it is full of bargains. All th- Be*t Seeds, Bulb
Plants, Koses, new Fruits, Farm Seeds, Potutoe
etc.. at lowest prices. Ten Great \o\f"Hk-» <:-rierr.i with..

L I vdll pay $50. FOR A NAME for each. Don't bi

your stock
in colors. Great inducements for orders th

irised at my bargain offers. SeDdyouranrpi
Tell your friends

F. B. HILLS, Seed

ralva
r. Von will be

'ostaJ to-4ay.
reive a copy.

, Box 186, Rose 11111, IS.Y

VIRGINIA.

TOBACCO SEED
is noted the world over. Seed grown here

produces the finest types of Tobacco grown.
Our Catalogue gives full descriptions^ kinds
best adapted to different soils, and much
other valuable information for Tobacco
growers everywhere. Catalogue mailed on
request. Write for it.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
SEEDSriEN, - RICHHOND, VA.

FRAZERl
1 Axle Grease
m Its wearing qualities are

tually outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand

Best
the world. A
rpassed, ae- £

9 Not affected by heat. «S"Get the Genuine. W
4y%, FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. .%^A

j(F' IR E ^ MARJNE

^

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS, $750,000.

directors :

Wm. H. Palmer, D. O. Davis,
E. B. Addison, E J. Willis,
Thomas Potts, Wm. Josiah Leake,

W. Otto Nolting.

WM. H. PALMER,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

President.

Secretary.

Go South,
YOUNG
MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un-
equalled by any other portion of the
United States.

The James River Valley Colonization
and Improvement Co. offers superior ad-

vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A.PABSONS.Vinita.Va.

SOUTHERN R. R. ENTERPRISE.
THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY EXHIBIT IN CHI-

CAGO—THERE THE NORTHENER CAN LEARN
ABOUT OUR GREAT RESOURCES.

The Southern Railway is ever active in

its efforts to call attention to the un-

bounded resources of the States traversed

by its great length of mileage. The Land
and Industrial Department of that great

system has just opened in Chicago a
splendid exhibit at 191 South Clark street.

It is located in a spacious store-room on
one of the principal business streets.

The display covers every kind of indus-

try, including the cotton, tobacco, furni-

ture, iron and steel manufacture ; coal,

gold, copper, kaolin, and clays, and other
lines of mining ; marble, building stones,

and slate quarrying and general manu-
facturing industries. There is a splendid
exhibit of general farming, dairy farm-

ing, truck farming, and horticultural

farming. There are displayed the grasses

and grains tastefully arranged in sheaves,

fruits in large glass vessels, all kinds of
vegetables, Southern herbs and medici-
nal plants, cotton bolls and plants, and a
most excellent collection of tobaccos from
Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and
Kentucky. A sample of tea grown in

North Carolina is shown. The products

of the cotton mills are there, so that the

visitor can form an idea of the phenome-
nal development in that line in the South.
The timber exhibit cannot be surpassed.

The forest wealth of the South is dis-

played in large classic columns in natural

grain, and in cabinets on which rests slabs

of more than a hundred specimens of
Southern woods. These are beautifully

polished and are very attractive. Among
the woods are black cherry, long leaf

pine, black and white walnut, short-leaf

pine, cow oak, red oak, white oak, hick-

ory, curly poplar, curly pine, beech, ma-
ple, red birch, ash, black gum, sycamore,
and many other woods. Southern art is

not forgotten, for there are seventeen
large colored photographs of Southern
scenes displayed on easels, while revolv-

ing cases are filled with photographs il-

lustrating the picturesque Southland and
its educational, domestic, manufacturing,
agricultural and horticultural features.

The Kansas City Hay Press Co., of
Kansas City, Mo., having found their

Branch Office at No. 471 N. Market Place,

Columbus, O., to be conveniently located

to handle their Eastern trade, have con-
cluded to enlarge their business, and in

addition to their own well known line of
Lightning Hay Presses, Wagon and Plat-

form Scales and Stump Pullers, have se-

cured the agency for the State of Ohio on
many well-known lines, among which are

the Lansing Wagon and Standard Mower
wide cut. This company is one of the
well-known manufacturers of Agricultu-

ral Machinery, and it is our pleasure to

recommend them to our readers.

The Russell Hardware and Implement
Company advertise in this issue a very
useful Tool for all who have work to do
on Wire Fences of any kind. We have
used the tool and find it most handy. As
a staple-puller, vise, wire-cutter and wire-

splicer, it is excellent. The price is also

very reasonable.

; Most of Eve's;
Fair Daughters 3

love flowers, and look to us each year to sup-
plytheirgarden wants. Our 1899 Catalogue
of

Everything fo
the Garden

is a 199-page book, 9x11 inches, containing over
709 engravings and 6 superb colored plates

of Seeds and Plants. And as all are drawn
from nature, we show, as in a looking-glass,
the best of the old and the latest of the new.
To trace advertising, and give our Cata-

logue the largest possible distribution, we
nake the following unusually liberal offer:

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash.

To every one who will state where this ad-
vertisement was seen, and who encloses us
19 cents (in stamps), we will mail the Cata-
logue,andalsosend, free of charge.our famous
50-cent "Empire State" Collection of Seeds,
containing one packet each of New Large-
flowering Sweet Peas, New Butterfly

Pansy, New Jubilee Asters, New Golden
Rose Celery, New York Lettuce, and
Ponderosa Tomato, in a red envelope,
which, when emptied and returned, will be
accepted as a 25-cent cash payment on any
order of goods selected from Catalogue to

the amount of $1.00 and upward.

IH PETER HENDERSON & CO.H
-' ".-1

::.-, a :'.T <ni,:i .'.••-
1.. -,; v, viikk. C+rfc

riLSTON FARM
1 JERSEY HERD.

(OVER 300 IN NUMBER)

Will sell these fine calves at low prices
They are bred and selected to head

Milking- Jersey Herds.

No. 88 . . .

Dropped Jul.7 4th. Almost pure St. Lam-
bert. Dam is " Exile's Bogota."

No. 93 . .

.

Dropped August 29th. By a son of "Pedro,"
out of a daughter of Matilda's Stoke Pogis.

No. 94 . . .

Dropped Sept. 14th. By " Peter A." A St.
Lambert bull never beaten in show ring.
The dam has twice been prizewinner. This
is her second calf: with first she made
8125 lbs. Now milking over 40 lbs. daily.
Calf has some white.

We also have BERKSBCIRES . .

.

Of the best type of large English hog.

For Prices and Pedigrees, address

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Treas.and Mgr,

GLENCOE, BALT. CO., MD.

FOR SALE——
One Holstein Bull, One Holstein

Cow, One Holstein Heifer.

Thoroughbred and finest blood in the

country. Cow due to calve on January 21st.

Pedigree furnished. 8100 for the three.

S. SIDNEY SMITH, Williamsburg, Va.
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WOOD'S

SEEDS.

Wood's flaine-Grown

Seed Potatoes
are unquestionably the best Seed Pota-
toes for Southern planting. Our Pota-
toes are grown especially for seed pur-
poses In the best potato district in
Maine, and are noted for their easi-
ness, uniformity and large yields pro-
duced. The largest potato growers In
the South are planting our Seed Pota-
toes, with the best and most profitable
results. We also offer

VA. SECOND CROP POTATOES
grown from Maine seed. These give
F-plendid crop results and are popular
with truckers everywhere.

Wood's Descriptive Seed Catalogue,
giving full information, mailed free.
Pllott quoted upon request.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
SEEDSMEN, Richmond, Va.

The Largest Seed
House in the

o« grove herd OF
BERKSHIRES

Headed by Barker's Choice 1301—thegrcatest
show and breeding boar south of the Oblo
river. Ably assisted by Imported Patriot 8868.
Our sows are prize winners, and of the hest
Mood and Individuality. We have no $5.00fni.- cheapest, conslder-
ng quality of stock. We also breed best si rain

1RTH1 IRN C \ TTI.K. Prize Winning
WHITE and I'.AItKKI) PLYMOUTH ROCK,
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS* PEKIN
DUCKS. We record all ho^s and cattle free,
and guarantee everything to be as repre-
sented. Write as lor catalogue and prices.

L. N. JORDAN * SONS,
p. o. box 7. Oakland. Kv.

Mention Southern Planter.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

jfcJLkW«9l'

THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY HEIFERS

and BULLS.
FOB BALE AT HARD l'AN PRICES.

Blood of the famous Stoke Pogis, St.

Lambert and Coomassle blended. Paying
attention to breeding my cattli

i"i surpassed

by any lard in the state, poi.ami-ciii.na
Pigsalwayson hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

PAINT TALKS—XII.

CACSra OF THE DESTRUCTION OF PAINTS.

There is no paint that does not look

well when it is new. The poorest mix-

ture produced looks bright, glossy and
clean when it is fresh from the brush.

But rain and snow, wind and sun, quickly

test the quality of paints. The best

paints will still look quite respectable at

the end of five or eight years; the poor-

est begin to look shabby at the end of as

many months. What is the cause of this

difference?
Briefly stated, with very few excep-

tions, the lasting paints are compounded
with pure linseed oil and contain a good-

ly percentage of zinc white, while the

fading, crumbling, discoloring paints con-

tain materials which destroy the oil and
are based on pigments, which are them-
selves not permanent.

If a paint darkens, loses its gloss, and
begins to grow " chalky " after a short

time, it is probably a pure white lead

paint ; if its colors fade or change in the

sunlight, it is either colored with aniline

dyes, or it is a white lead paint tinted

with one of the many colors that are de-

stroyed by lead ; if it " deadens " or " flat-

tens," and begins to peel or chip off, it

probably contains an alkali which has
destroyed the linseed oil, or a mineral oil

which' has evaporated ; if it shows cracks
like the lines on a checker-board, the
painter has probably been at fault in not
allowing sufficient time for the under
coat to dry before applying the next;
and if it shows blisters, one or more of
the coats have probably been applied in

damp weather, or at a time when the air

was saturated with moisture.

But there is another cause for the de-
struction of paints which, though seldom
taken into account, is very important,
and that is the action of the dust, sand,

etc., carried by the wind. If we have
two paints, one of which retains its glossy

surface, while the other becomes dull and
powdery, we shall find that the latter

collects and retains dust, while the other
remains comparatively clean, and that of
the two the dull surface will be worn
away much more rapidly than the glossy
coating. The reason for this is that the
glossy surface is elastic, while the dull

surface is brittle; the wind-borne dust
acts like a sand blast, and cuts away the
brittle surface, while upon the elastic

surface it makes no impression. Re-
membering that pure white lead paints
always lose their gloss and become dry
and powdery in a very short time, while
paints containing zinc retain their gloss

indefinitely, it is easy to understand one
of the reasons why a combination paint
based on zinc is more durable than other
paints. The additional reasons are the
greater stability of zinc white itself, and
its superior oil-carrying capacity ; for it

should never be forgotten that so long as
the oil endures the paint will remain
good and sound, but when the oil is gone
the paint crumbles and washes away.
The most lasting paint is the most eco-

nomical The combination paints usu-
ally cost less and cover more surface per
pound than the so-called " strictly- pure"
paints, and they last fully fifty per cent,

longer ; therefore the paint consumer
[continued on next page.]

FOR SALE!
Fine Saddle and Harness Horses. Young

Holstein Friesian Bulls and Pekin
Ducks. All of the finest blood.

C. T. SMITH, Croxton, Va.

TWENTY SOWS WANTED!
I wish to buy twenty sows that will have

pigs between now and March 1, lS'.W, for which
I will (jive six cents per lb. gross, delivered all

right, live and iu strong order, at News Ferry,
Va., not to weigh more than two hundred and
fifty pounds each.
FOR SALE.-Two Subsoil Plows.

C. T. BETHELL, News Ferry, Va.

BIRD'S NEST HERD

Nice lot of spring pigs ofj
both soxesandgills, bred? . _

to a son of Chief Tecumseh 2d. Correspond-
ence and inspection invited.

G. C. BIRD, Cropper, Ky.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old, $6; Pair. $10.

Wm. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

ELLERSLIE FAKM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHOEN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

For Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Overton, Alhemarle Co. , Va.

Jersey Cattle, Berkshire

Hogs, Light Brahma Chickens.

STOCK FOR SALE.

A. H- WHITE, Breeder, Rock Hill. S. C.

FOR. SALE!
A Fine Lot of 1'IOS sired by a son of J. H.
Sanders, also by a son of "LOOK ME OVER."
Pigs not akin can be furnished. A splendid
lot. of Sows, elegantly bred, daughters of
Klever's Model, Chief Tecumseh 2d. and
Zenith Chief. Every breeder of Poland-Chinas
knows that the live hogs named have sold for
thousands of dollars. You can buy now for
one-third of western prices. Also a few regis-

tered Shropshire Bucks.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM, Charlottesville, Va.

Sam'l B. Woods, Proprietor.

ST. OMER HERD
(A. J. C. C.)

Exile of St. Lambert, the greatest

bull that ever lived. Can give you
50 to62J0 of his blood, coupled with

that of Stoke Pogis 5th, St. Helior,

Lord Harry, and other good ones.

Bulls now ready for service.

J. T. HOOPES, BYNUM, Mo
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PAINT TALKS—Continued.
will see that it will profit him to insist

that the paint used on his buildings
shall be based on zinc white, and that it

shall be mixed only with pure linseed
oil and the necessary driers—the less of
the latter the better for the paint.

Stanton Dudley.

AGRICULTURE AT A. & M. COL-
LEGE, WEST RALEIGH, N. C.

The officers of the College have thought
there were too few young men of the
State taking advantage of the fine oppor-
tunities there offered for bettering them-
selves in farming. This has been thought
to be due to the length of time required
and the expense of a four-years' course.
To meet these conditions the agricultu-

ral department of the College announces
a short course of ten weeks, which need
not cost over forty dollars ($40.00) for the
whole term, to include books and sta-
tionery, with board and all college
charges.
The announcement gives a choice of

two courses, and any one taking one of
these might go back next winter and
take the other.
Ten profitable weeks may be spent in

this work by any young or middle-aged
farmer in the State, and there will be
dairy practice for any one who chooses
to come and take it.

This open door at the A. & M. is worth
a thousand times as much to our home
people as that 60 much talked about in
the recently-acquired possessions ol the
United States.

For particulars relating to this course
of study, if you wish to take it, or to send
a representative, you are invited to ad-
dress President Alex. Q. Holladav, "West
Raleigh. X. C.
This move puts some of the best work

the A. & II. College can do for the farm-
ers of the State within the grasp of a
larger number than it has ever reached
before.

There are few who would care to go
away from home two or three months
who cannot find instruction in the list of
subjects offered profitable. The forty
dollars may not be so easily found, but
you will have about sixty days of bright-
ening up to help make the dollars back
with usury later. We predict that no
one who tries this course will ever regret
it, or miss the cost after the first few
months, while manv will make enough
extra on account of it to pay them to go
back again.

[We are glad to note and help forward

this movement. It is one in the right

direction. We want to see more and bet

ter farmers made and fewer professional

men. There is plenty of room for the

one class and none for the other.

—

Ed.]

HE KNEW.
" Willie Jones," said Mr. Grimface, the

schoolmaster, sternly, "I am very much
afraid, from your behavior, you wish me
to chastise you. Do you remember the
old precept beginning ' Spare the rod ?' "

" Yes, sir," said Willie. " Spare the
rod and lose the fish."

—

Harper's Bazar.

Biltmore Farms
ATTENTION, DAIRYMEN I

YOU KNOW • • •

There is no better investment than a

young bull that is choicely bred and a

good individual.

WE SAY • • •

That we can supplyyou with the very best

A. J, 0. C. Jerseys that you can get, and
at a reasonable price.

Berkshires, Southdowns and Standard Poultry.

Apply to Q. F. WESTON, Superintendent,

biltmore, n. c.

As our Mr. M B. Howe (Capt. Co. K, 3d Va. Inft ), is home again, his regiment having-
been mustered out of the service of the U. S. on November 7th, we are prepared

to fill orders with our old-time promptness for

JERSEY AND GUERNSEY CATTLE
Berkshire Hoes.

A fine lot of Young Boars, 100 lbs. and over, large enough for any service, $10 each. Young
Sows, same size, 810 each. Pigs, $10 per pair.

Light Brahma and Plymouth Rock Fowls at low prices, according to
quality. Pekin Ducks, $1 each. Bronze Turkeys—single, $3; pair, $5;
trio, $7. P x Terrier Puppies, great ratters, $5 each, either sex.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

GHSTON STOCK F=MR7VT.

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JMO. U. DETRICE, Somerset, Va.

WE SAVE FARMERS 40 PER CENT, fertilizers.
We sell you direct—actually pay you saleman's expenses and agent's profit. Write for
tree samples and boofc. The Scientific Fertilizer Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
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SOME NICE OYSTER RECEIPTS.

MM. M. W. KAKLY.

PICKLED OYSTERS (a OAI.I.on).

Pick them o\it from the juice with a

fork. Sprinkle over them onetablee] n-

ful of salt. One tablespoon ful black pep-

per in the grain. One dessert spoonful

of allspice. Six blades of mace Waeb

the spices, bo as to free them from dust

and trash. Add a small piece of Cayenne

pepper. Stew until well done. Then lay

them out on disbej until perfectly cold.

Then put equal quantities of vinegar and

oyster liquor, and let the oysters stand

two day*.

SCOLLOPED OYSTERS.

Put a layer of oysters, and then a layer

of butter, with stale bread grated, and a

little salt and pepper. Put these layers

alternately till the dish is full, then pour

a little oyster liquor over it, and bake it

a nice, light brown.

FRIED OYSTERS.

Pick out the oysters from the liquor.

Lay them in a flat dish, covered with

sifted meal, to which a teaspoonful of salt

has been added. Turn them over in the

meal, and then fry them a nice light

liruwn, in hot lard.

EXCELLENT RECEIPT FOR CORNED BEEF.

Six gallons of water. Nine pounds

of salt. Three pounds of brown su-

gar. One quart of molasses. Three ounces

of saltpetre. One ounce of pearl ash

or soda. Mix and boil the whole
well, taking care to skim off impurities.

The beef should be slightly rubbed with

fine salt, and suffered to lie a day or two,

th;it thesaltmay extract the blood. Pack
tightly in a cask, and when the brine is

cold, pour it in. Have a top to fit inside

of the cask, and weight it down well. In

the spring, take off the brine, reboil and
skim it, add more molasses, and put back

in the cask when cold.

STUFFED STEAK.

Make a rich stuffing, as for turkey, with

bread crumbs, salt, pepper, butter, and a

little minced onion. Place a round steak

in the pan, covered half an inch or more
with dressing and a pint of water, or

more, if needed. Bake as quickly as you
can, without burning, and taste it several

times.

"The virtue of soda in healing burns

ought to be more widely known," said a

man who was walking down Granby
street Tuesday with his right hand
swathed in bandages.
"An oil stove caught fire in my house

last night, and in putting it out I burned
my hand quite badly. The pain was
really intense, but my wife mixed some
common cooking soda and cold water to a

paste and applied it thickly to the burned
portions. In a half hour the acute pain

was gone, only a dull ache remaining,

and this morning there is no pain w hat-

ever. It's a great thing, beats all the

Pond's Extract, lime water and oil, Ac.,

that I ever tried. And it is so handy,

too, for there's always some cooking soda
in every kitchen.

When you write to an advertiser,

mention The Socthbbn Planter.

BOWMONT FARMS, salem. va.

Offer several choice St. Lambert Jersey Bulls and Heifers, whose

dams, g. dams, and g. g. dams have butter records of 16 to 23 lbs. in 7 days. Also

Indian Game, Barred P. Bock, White Wyandotte, and White

Leghorn Fowls. Write and state wants.

to Cet My Prices Before
You Purchase,It Will Pay You

POLAND-CHINAS
My herd contains the blood of the best strains and

prize winners. My herd is a healthy one. Young pigs

and older ones are as fine specimens as the breed produces.

Order at once. Satisfaction guaranteed.

S. SYDNEY BRADFORD,
Oak Crove Stock Farm. Fredericksburg:, Va.

Sheep, Cuttle, Hogs bnd Poultry
• • FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS • •

I will offer for sale 35 choice Poland-China Pigs;

28 choice EDglish Berkshire Pigs ; 39 Todd Im-
ported Chester-White Pigs. (Hogs kept on
separate farms.)

A top lot of Jersey Heifers, all ages and
sizes; 35 Shropshire Ewes; 10 Shropshire
Rams; 20 extra-nice White Holland Turkeys;

100 Pekiu Ducks; 200 Silver Wyandotte Chick-

ens; 200 Barred Plymouth Rock Chickens

(Hawkins and Thompson strain.)

Write and describe your wants.

Highlands stock and poultry Farm,
E. B. WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. FANCY HILL, Va.

*NOM OFFERS f=OR SHLE«
Pure-bred Holsteiu Calves, six months old, for $20.00. Shropshire
L,aiuhs—delivered by Juty 1st, Bucks for $7. 00; Ewes.$6.00. Also Shropshire
Bucks, one year old, 812.00. Poland-China Pigs, six weeks old, $5.00;

three months old. $7.00, and five months old, $10.00.

All the above-described stock entitled to registration.

I have also Colte of William L., Jr., 21068, one and two years old, for sale at

reasonable prices.

Orders for Brouze Turkeys now taken—$7.00 per pair ; $10.00 per trio.
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INDUCEMENTS TO LOCATE.
" ' The railroads offer me a free ride to

the West or Southwest to look for land.

Why can't I get a free ride to Virginia?'
We are met with this inquiry at every
turn. Now let us see how tins works.

The railroad that will carry you in for

nothing will not fdruet to charge you two

or three prices to take you out. They will

not forget to charge you enough on your
farm products. The inducement of a ' free

trip' is simply a stimulant. Its effects

are soon gone; then you have to come
down to business and face the music.

The railroads leading to Virginia will

carry you there at a very reasonable rate of

fare. They will al-o transport your pro-

ducts at a low rate. The saving in freight

alone, between the farm here and the
markets, will, in a few years, wipe out
the higher price of our lands and offset

all the 'inducements' offered by other
sections of country. The 'inducements'
we offer are solid, substantial, and oper-

ate for all time. We can't hire people to

come here, but we offer such numerous
and substantial 'inducements' after they
get here that they are wonderfully well

pleased. Our ' inducements' are all of a
permanent, lasting character. It is live

men <ve want—not ' deadheads ' We
don't blame a man for getting a free ri le

when he can, but a man who selects a
home simply because he gets a free ride

to it, is not likely to remain long, or be
successful."

The route of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
the trunk line of Virginia, lies through
one of the most picturesque portions of
the United States. From where it enters
the mountains in the southwestern cor-

ner of West Virginia to the eastern slope
of the Blue Ridge, its course is by the
side of a number of the most beautiful
streams that rind their way from the
mountains to the sea. The Kanawha,
the Gauley, the New River, and the
Greenbrier are among the most famous
of these water courses.
The F. F. V. Limited is one of the finest

trains hauled over any railway track in
America. It runs solid between Cincin-
nati and New York, the route from Wash-
ington being over the Pennsylvania sys-
tem. It has every modern convenience
and appliance, and the dining-car service
has no superior if it has an equal. The
road-bed is literally hewed out of the
eternal rock? ; it is ballasted with stone
from one end to the other; the greater
portion is laid with one-hundred-pound
steel rails, and although curves are nu-
merous in the mountain section, the ride
is as smooth as over a western prairie.

HOME-MADE GINGER ALE.

A simple way of making plain ginger
ale is to boil fresh ginger-root in water,
an ounce of the root to each gallon of
water. Just as you take it from the fire,

and after it is quite spicy, add the grated
yellow and rind of halfa lemon. When
cold, strain

; add to each gallon a pound
of sugar and the juice of two lemons.
Dissolve half a yeast cake, add it to the
mixture, and let it ferment about three
hours. Bottle, cork, and tie down the
corks.— January Ladies' Home Journal.

MILKING STRAIN SHORTHORN BULL FOR SALE
The North Carolina Experiment Station has one Shorthorn Bull for sale—registered.

Dam yielded over 5,000 lbs. milk, equivalent to 225 lbs. butter, as a two-year old, and
withstood iourney and change of climate from New York to North Carolina during this

period. Giandam, Maid of i ixford, bv Wild Flower's Airdrie, at fourteen years' of age
had averaged 10,000 lbs. milk per year since three years' old. Average test, 3.5fi to 4$.

Cnt~i & FOR SETTI «; at popular prices, from Barred and White Plymouth Rock,
E.VJVJ.J Silver and White Wvandotte, S. C. Brown Leghorn, Black Langshan, Black
Minorca, Buff Cochin, Brahma and Pekiu Ducks. Address—

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, RALEIGH, N. C.

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, ft
ALSO -

t^ , a , 250 Muscovy Ducks
Dorset Sheep,

ijj $150 Per /air.

Berkshire HogS, $ Satisfaction or no pay.

E. M. GILXET, Verona, Baltimore Co., Md.

Pigs
high-bred ENGLISH™

E BERKSHIRE
These pigs are sired by Sir John Bull, of N. Benjafield's

herd, of Motcombe, England, who is patrouized by—

Her Majesty the Queen :

His Roval Highness Duke of Connaught;
His Roval Highness Duke of York ;

His Royal Highness Prince Christian, etc.

Imported by me last November. Dams of the purest

and most aristocratic families of English blood. Pedi-

grees furnished with every pig. A rare chance for

entirely foreign and new blood for your herds.

41 Pigs now on hand at one-third

Western Prices

Address THOS. S. "WHITE, Lexington, Va.

SHORT-HORNS
YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE!

5J(

39i

Champion Cup, 121743, the great son of the famous Cup Bearer, 52692,

and Warrior Brave, 121517, by Knight of the Thistle, 108656, at the head of

our herds.

Our cattle are of the purest strains ; including Pure Scotch and Scotch

Topped Bates, representing such noted families as the famous Duchess, Rose

of Sharon, Young Mary, Josephine, Illustrious, Moss Rose, and the great

Cruickshank Gwendolines and Secrets.

15 TO 20 BTLI. CAEYES -—— *•

from 3 to 6 months, sired by the above named sires Also 3 yearling

Bulls.

Correspondence solicited. Satisfaction guaranteed.

For further particulars and prices, call on or address—

W. W BENTLEY,
Pulaski City, Va

JNO. T. COWAN,
Cowan's Mills, Va.
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REPORT OF Till'. SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE TOR THE VKAK

ENDING JUNE
We hare received a copy of the report

of Mr. Secretary Wilson. presented to

Congress. After a resume Of tin- work
done in the several Bureaus of hi- de-

partment, the secretary presents some
lerations relating to the general

v..rk of the department, which Berye a>

the basis for Bpecial recommendations,
and explain more fullv the estimates

presented for the ensuing fiscal year.

II. paints out that it has been demon-
strated that dairy products may he ex-

ported to Europe in much greater c|uan-

tity. and also that he expect." to open out
markets in Japan and China for these

products. He recommends the inspec-

tion and certification of butter and cheese

intended for export. lie strongly com-
mends the need of nature-teaching in the

common schools. He says, and says truly,

that nothing is being done in most of the
common schools of the States to culti-

vate a taste and lead the mind to inquire

into and store up facts regarding nature,

bo that the young farmer may lie directed
into the path that leads to education in

his future life work. He further sug-

iat the Department of Agriculture
at Washington might be utilized to a
considerable extent in providing a place
for the higher study of subjects pertain-

ing to agriculture. We hope to see this

Bnsgestion acted upon.
In conclusion Secretary Wilson ex-

presses the opinion that a review of this

work for the past year shows it to have
been one of satisfactory growth and devel-

opment, and he refers to the many mani-
festation- of a widespread interest in the
work and to the constantly growing de-
mand upon his Department for informa-
tion concerning the greatest variety of
agricultural problems, and which the
farmer can obtain through no other
agency.

TiENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL CONVEN-
TION.

The January Convention of the Ten-
nessee Industrial League will be the

mblage of the kind ever held
in the South, if not in the country, as
from four to six thousand are expected.
The delegates will represent the various
counties in the State, the cities, the

ill organized commercial and in-

dustrial bodies, the farming cla^s. bnsi
- generally, and all manufac-

turing and industrial enterprises of the
suite. Every member of the League is a
member of the Convention, whether
otherwise appointed or not, if lie has
paid his dues. All who wish to join can
do so by sending one dollar as dues for

ming twelve month". The Con-
vention, which will be held January is,

while the Legislature is busy with im-
portant elections, has been endorsed bv
the Nashville Chamber of Oommei
that body will assist in the entertain-
ment of the delegates. They have sent
out invitation^ to all the commercial

State to cooperate in the
movement. New members will h

all the publications of the League
until 'the "supply is exhau-i

w\ I I f\ i I Offer a few.

Poland-Chinas. »™-as» ci,ts-

Also 25 (60 head to select from) late Summer and Fall Pigs. My herd is from the

Miami Valley, Ohio, and is a tine one in every respect. Write for prices.

B. B. BFCHAXAX, Brownsbnrg, Va.

Registered Berkshires^" MAYOR OF BILTMORE" at Head of Hy Herd.

Write for my prices on pigs before purchas-

ing elsewhere I can furnish you the finest

stock at reasonable prices.

I also offer Holstein-Friesians i Nether-

lands, Pietertje8 and Clothilde), all rich, heavy

milkers. All of my cattle are magnificent

specimens of the breed.

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorns and Plymouth Rock Chickens.

Correspondence solicited.

T. O. SA\DY. BnrkcTille. Va.nrs.

ADMIRAL, VOL. XX.

POLAND-
CHINAS...

A CHOICE SELECTION OF SOWS IN PIC . . .

To my fine young Boars, "Admiral" and "Commodore."
"Admiral" was bred by Ed. Klever, and "Commodore" is of my own breeding. The
two best strains of living Hogs represented in this herd Sows in pig. and Young
Boars and Sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get the best from the oldest
and largest herd of Poland- Chinas in the State, at hard time prices.

Address, J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg:, Va.

Barred

White and Buff PLYMOUTH ROCKS
OLD AND YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE

AT REASONABLE PEICES.

My stock is exceptionally fine this season. Write for what you want.

Lock Box 42. J. H. (.UIVI, Salem, Va.

Cornish Indian Games
BREEDING
STOCK

Low Prices
to

Make Room

EGGS in season from Barred White and Buff Rocks, Silver

and White Wyandottes, White and Brown S. C Leghorns,

In lian t iames and Black Minorcas.

Greatly improved stock. Egga at low prices to establish

trade and reputation.

C1IAS. P. WIXSTOX, Amelia, Va.
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POISON IN TIN.

Open a can of peaches, apricots, cher-
ries or other fruit -for all fruit is acidu-
lous—let it stand for some time, and the
fruit acids and the tin are ready to do
their work of poisoning. A chemical
knowledge that tells just how the dan-
gerous compound is created is unneces-
sary to an avoidance of the peril. The
rule to follow is never to make lemonade
or other acidulated drinks in a tin

bucket, nor allow them to stand in a
vessel of tin ; and in the case of canned
fruits or fish, immediately upon opening
the can, turn the contents out upon an
earthenware plate, or into a dish that is

made of earthenware or glass. Fruits
in hermetically sealed cans, if properly
prepared, generate no poison. As soon
as open, the action of the acid in the tin,

with the aid of the atmosphere, begins,
and in a short time the result is a deadly
poison. This brief treatment of the ques-
tion should be remembered by every
one, and its instructions followed. The
general press, also, should aid in dis-

seminating this simple knowledge.—Pop-
ular Science News.

Every individual who lives to grow up
has, in all probability, asked at some time
in his life what becomes of all the pins
that are manufactured and lost. An old
gentleman in London, according to Har-
per's Bazar, has prepared himself to an-
swer the question. By a series of exper-
iments conducted in his back garden he
has discovered that they go the way of
all flesh, and are resolved into dust.
Hair-pins, which he watched for one
hundred and fifty-four days, disappeared
at the end of that time, having been re-

solved into a ferrous oxide, a brownish
rust, which was blown away by the wind
as it formed : bright pins took nearly
eighteen months to disappear; polished
steel needles nearly two years and a half;
brass pins had but little endurance ; steel
pens, at the end of fifteen months, had
nearly gone, while their wooden holders
were still intact. Pencils, with which
he also experimented, suffered little by
exposure ; the lead was unharmed, and
the cedar almost as good as new ; but
then nobody has ever asked the question
about pencils, and he might have spared
himself his pains.

I remember hearing of a law-court case,
where a man had entered an action
against a railway company for an injury
to his arm in an accident. Said the
opposing lawyer

:

" I understand that you have lost the
use of your arm entirely through this
accident.

"Yes," said the plaintiff.

Lawyer—How high can you lift your
arm now?

Plaintiff with great difficulty moves it

about an inch.
" How far could you lift it before the

accident ?
"

" Right up there !

"—at the same time
shooting it right over his head.—Phila-
delphia Saturday Evening Post.

Mention The Southern- Planter when
writing advertisers.

HENS b
f
r
o
e
b
d LAYING

Instead of Introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a great strain of

laying BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to our noted show birds of this

breed. EGGS, $1.00 per setting; larger quantities much cheaper. STOCK, $1.00 up. Improve
your flock and make it pay. Best of references.

GEO. HARRISON MORRIS, Ashland, Va.

ATTENTION, FARMERS and POULTRY-MEN

!

500 Mammoth Pckin Ducks at 75c. Each.
This offer to hold good only ten days. The Pekin is truly said to be the Farmers' Fowl

for profit. This is a rare chance to obtain strictly first-class stock at a low price. These
birds were selected from thousands of early-hatched market stock, by our expert, as breed-
ers for our own use. Improve your stock by buying drakes or ducks direct from our ranch.
This offer is for lots of three and over.

Satisfaction to all our patrons, or their money cheerfully refunded.

William C. BURRUSS,.Prop'r. HAMPTON ROADS DUCK RANCH, Norfolk, Va.

BERRY PLANTS
That grow. Guaranteed true to name;
by the doz. or 100,000. We have all the
best new and old varieties, fresh dug,

free from all disease and strong, well-rooted strawberries. Black Rasp-
berries, Asparagus Roots. HEADQUARTERS for Pedigree Second-
Crop Seed Potatoes; best seed grown. My free catalogue tells how such
choice stock can be bought so cheap. 'j. W. HALL, Mario. i Station, Md.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class WholeS
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.

% APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES.

QUINCES, CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-^A-/^ BERRIES. STRAWBERRIES. ETC.. EVERGREENS.
v^^WV' ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.

t*x ^^POLAND CHINA PIGS.'*-'*'
Iffift&'ft ^«J«$BRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN AND.,
ffiKtg 9H PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

** WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
V^'wfip J. B. WATKINS & BRO.,

>l&|is*' HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &.c.

Grapevines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

ALL, THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.

The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write u»

if you contemplate planting. Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOB TERMS.

W. 7. HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY, RICHMOND, VA
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REVISED

The following li-t Of papers and periodicals

arc the most popular one* In this section,

We can SAVE TOTJ HONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

Dibble's Seed Potatoes
Grown in the cold North, produce larger and better crops than those

from any other source. All the new and standard sorts at lowest

prices for besl poSBible stock. Sales lust season, over 118,000 bushels.

Over 1,000 acres in actual cultivation. Crops this year line; quality

the best.

EDWARD F. DIBBLE, Wholesale Seed Grower, Honeoye Falls, N. Y.

Seed House of the South.
DAD ^ p^<

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 5-") 00 $5 25

The Tl in- -.
" " 5 00 5 00

The EVsrt, Washington, I). 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va l oo l 25

The Times, " " 1 "0 1 25

The World ithriei-a-\vcck), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00 4 00

Hound Table 1 00 1 35

Bazaar 4 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun l oo l 83

The Washington Post "5 105
He 2 00 2 00

Hoard's Dairyman l oo 185
country Qentleman 2 00 2 25

. Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 oo 2 25

Southern Churchman, " "...200 225
terian, " " ... 2 00 2 so

Christian Advocate, " "...2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman 8 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas •• 3 00 3 25

Lipplnoott's " 2 50 2 75

Harpers' " 4 00 4 00

Forum "
.S 00 3 25

Scribner's "
:s 00 3 25

Cosmopolitan " too 135
Mnnaej "

l oo l 35

St,and •' 1 25 2 00

Hectare's " 100 135
Porttan, " l 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Whin- you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 60

in "our price with the Planter." II

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions nol listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage 01 our club

m have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't i rite us for any Informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish un tampU ooptesofother periodi-
cals.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 26 eentH. Address
our Business Oflice.

CLOVER.

TIMOTHT

RICHWHEAT
OATS uiul

CAKE Nl'.K.K.

" Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIEI.W A]VD GARDEN SEEDS ol

every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in wliicli

are RAGLAXD'S PEDIGREE TORACC'O SEEDS.

-We ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Tirginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURC, VA.

DIRECT SALES TO FARN
Out Entire Production goes Dl

Analysis. l'hos Acid.
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Planet jr." chapters.-i. The Mortgage Lifters atWork
The New " Planet Jr." Catalogue
photographic views, showing these

California orange-groves, in Jersey

farms, in French vineyards. They
where at work making money

—

is a regular gallery of fine

wonderful tools at work in

truck-patches, on Manitoba
show live farmers every-

taken in the act.

> Are you making monev ? This Catalogue will show you how to make more. The pictures are intensely

> interesting—but the tools are still more so. The Catalogue is sent free if you write to

5 Watch for Chapter II. about onion-growing in Rhode
£ Wand, with the Hill- Dropping Drill.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Box 1107 X Philadelphia.

THE KEYSTONE DRILLER
is the
sum of
a 1 1 ex-

cellence as a well-maker ; made in all sizes. Drills water

|tlR) wells any size and depth, oil or gas wells, tests wells for

lead, zine, gold and coal; made either with or without

\\ traction, or to run with a threshing engine. Top quality,

bottom prices. All kinds of drilling tools.

KEYSTONE DRILLER CO., Beaver Palls, Pa.

Our illustration of one style

of the well known Bowsher
Feed Mills suggests a very sea-

sonable subject for considera-

tion, and one of wide interest,

as the grinding of grain is now
universally recognized as a pait

of economical feeding.

The Bowsher Mills have al

ways been kept in the front

rank. For nine years the trade

has grown steadily, and the
Bowsher Company write us that

they now have machines for

every variety of work, and for

use with all kinds of power.
We cannot enter here into the

details of the construction of

these mills, but the manufac-
turers claim that their mills are

the lightest running, and are

the most convenient to operate,

and have many novel features

of great practical value in actual

service. They use a conical-

shaped grinding surface, which
is different from all others, and
has the advantage of not wear-

ing the grinders if the mill runs

empty, and are known to do
more work with same power
than any other mill. In every

respect, the Bowsher Mills are

calculated to please practical

llBaSm Wf&^ IB men wno want a substantial

mill for business purposes.

We notice in the circular a

lot of letters from users in all

parts of the country. It must
do a firm good to receive such

letters. One man says :
" Have

used your mill for seven yeurs.

spit is always ready for business."

"Another says: "Have ground
26,000 bushels of ear com in six

months, and it will grind more
to-day than when it was new."

ground 1,000 bushels per day last winter." Another: "Have run

ill three years without repairs." Another says: "Can run the mill and fire

the engine '>oth myself, and bag the feed." Another says :
" I tried three mills be-

fore I got the Bowsher. It runs without trouble."

At no other time in the year is the information in the Bowsher catalogue so inter-

esting and valuable to our readers as now. It is " boiled clown " for busy people, and

will be mailed free on request to The E. N. P. Bowsher Co., South Bend, Ind. We
know the firm, and they are reliable in every way, and we advise all interested to

send for circulars at once.

Another savs

)JETTING and PUMPING
nDII I Q F°r well boring and mineral pros-
UnlLLu pecting—any size. Write for circular

size wanted. CHAS. E.
arg, Ind,

LIGMINGVIELLMAGHYf,
IS THE STA NDA.RD;

j

STfAMPUMPS AIRLIFTS.^ f
GKS&tiNE ENGINES f#||^
WRITEFOR CIRCULAR IESJ5M&.

1

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS €ST"^i
AURORA. ILL;- CHICAGO- DALi.AS,TEX.

FARMERS' CANVAS COVERS
OF WATERPROOF OR PLAIN DUCK

Stack, Wa^ron, Agricultural Implement, Ac.
Covers for all purposes. HORSE COVERS,
Waterproof or Plain Duck. TENTS for Fairs,
Shows, &c. Sportsmen's Canvas Goods. Cir-
culars, Samples, &c. HENRY DERBY.

124 Chambers St., New York.

FINELY-BRED

JACKS and
ENNETS

FOR SALE BY

W. E KNIGHT&CO.,

45 VARIETIES OF POULTRY,
PIGEONS AND PET STOCK

lar free.Four cents for fine catalogue.
EGOS-91.00 for 15 : 83.00 for fiO.

J. D. SOUDER, Telford, Pa

White Wyandottes.

B. P. Rocks.

Stock Bred for Utility Purposes.

Have a few vigorous farm-raised

..COCKERELS..
left. Also a few

BUFF WYANDOTTES.

WALTER WATSON, Salem, Va.
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PRAISE FOR TIIK BISHOP.

The Bishop of—never mind where

—

being a newcomer and somewhat troubled

with neglected diocese, thought to in-

spire hie clergy tn take occasional services

during the week by periodically visiting

out-of-the-way parishes and taking one

himself. On one of these occasions, hav-

ing found quite a good congregation, and
having been moved to much elo

in his sermon, he felt a little not nnnata
nil desire to know if be had made an im-

pression on the usually unimpressionable

yokels, and put some leading questions

to the old clerk, who was helping him to

unrobe in the vestry. "Well, I hope

they've been pleased with yer," said the

old man, patronizingly, "and I'm sure we
took it werry kind o' yer worship tOCOme
down and preach to us; but. yer knaw, a

worser one would ha' done for the likes

o' we, if so lie," he added, with becoming
humility, "one could have bin found."

—

Liring Church.

"How much." said the clerk tothedrug-
gist, "shall I add to the price of Pellet's

pills on account of the new war tax?"
"What is the value of the stamps re-

quired '.'"

"i Ine and live eighths cent."

"I guess a dime will be about the proper

advance."

flraesuccESS or. failure
. Hi* i.u> Reliable Incubators and Brooders.

l«i .. - RELIABLE INCLbAIUR&'BiwobtKCO.VBoiB 'ill Quincy, 111.

FRENCH BUHR STONE MILLS
! kind of ( r teparate forFnrL'rlnillic-.Tii hi

graham flour for £

THE BEST MILL FOR ALL FARM USES.
The most durable. I/ir^-st i-;ip:i<-itv. Lepe power. FiDest erindins:. No expense.
Easiest handled and kepi In order. .Make no mistake, pet a Bulir Mm. it will pay
best, our ,

"tit stylM nowreodff. Sendforit.

IOBJ>TD*KaRHM 10., Flour Hill Bollders, 305 Daj SI, Indianapolis ltd.

THE FARMER
clothing, shoeing.

Feeds his stock and sends it to market.

Slaughters and
over the world.

Takes back in the shape of ANIMAL FERTI-
LIZER that portion not used in feeding,
harnessing, glueing, soaping, freezing and

healing ; nothing is wasted.

A R frl t U R ' S fiNIMAL FERTILIZERS are scientifically prepared; their use insures

large yields of cereals and grass. The Raw Material of which they are made
IS GROWN BV TIIF. AMERICAN FARMER AND IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Send for TJSE THESE FERTILIZERS ON YOTJR WHEAT.
Armour's Farmers Almanac for 1899, THE ARMOUR FERTILIZER WORKS,
to our Eastern Office, 335 W. Pratt St., Balto., Md. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.

JOHN P. BRANCH, President.

CAPITAL, $200,000.

JOHN KERR BRANCH, Vice-President.

SURPLUS, $240,000.

United States, City and State Depository.

JOHN F. GLENN, Cashier.

UNDIVIDED PROFITS, $46,000.

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK,w«!S2NB^
COMPARATIVE STATEJIEXT FOR THE FOLLOWING YEARS:

Condensed from Reports to the Comptroller of the Currency.

ASSETS.
CLOSE OF BUSINESS OX
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Mr. MURRAY BOOCOCK begs to announce-

a SPECIAL OFFERING of

Registered Hereford Bulls
At His Farm CASTALIA -For the Month of JANUARY.

JThese bulls are from 6 months to 3 years' old. Under the skillful handling of Mr. F. C. Cross,

Their ancestry represents the best blood in America W herd manager, their best possible breeding condition
and England to-day. Their individual merit is ^ is assured to buyers. Pedigrees, weights, ages and
equal to any. full description on application.

The only breed which stamps its individual merit on every calf, both pure-bred and grade.

ALSO FOR SALE—BREEDING COWS AND HEIFERS.

Address— MANAGER CASTALIA HEREFORDS,
Keswick, A Ibeuiarle Co., Va.

THE COMBINED FEED MILL AND HORSE POWER
Every farmer needs it. None can afford to be without it. As a Mill it grinds table

meal, ear corn, shelled corn or wheat for feed. As a Power it will run a Corn Sheller,
Feed Cutter, Wood Saw or Threshing Machine.

Are in every respect the best in the world. Made in five

frizes, and range in capacity to meet the wants of every
one. All have the upward cut, patent Rocking Feed

Rollers, and on power machines Safety Balance Wheels.

THE BOWSHER COMBINATION MILL for corn and cob,

all kinds of email grain, cotton seed Crushes corn with
shucks. Sizes, 2 to 12 horse power.

BALING PRESSES—Minnich Hand Presses, Whitman All-Steel Full Circle Horse and Steam Power Presses.

PLOWS of all kinds. HARROWS—Latest improved styles of Disc, Cutaway, Spading, Drag and Smoolhing. CORN
SHELLERS for hand or power.

Engines, Saw Mills, Corn and Wheat Mills, Wood and Drag Saws, Churns, Fence Material of all kinds, Barb and Baling Wire,
Bale Ties.

VEHICLES*™ HARNESS.
We make this Department one of Our Leading Specialties.

IF YOU WANT a Buggy, Family Carriage,

Farmers' Wagon, Surrey, Dayton, Road
Cart, Market Wagons, Farm Wagons,

for one or two horses,

Don't Bay Until Yon See What We Have.

Implement and Vehicle Catalogue sent to any address.

WA I rLOW UU. 1518-20 Franklin St.,

a

RICHMOND, VA.

When you write to an Advertiser, always say you saw the Advertisment in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER
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THE FARMERS' SUPPLY CO.'S
New Store, No. 1433 E. Main Street, RICHM0N0, VA.

Is now open and stocked with a full line

of FARM IMPLEMENTS at right prices.

HEADQTJABTERS for the
CELEBBATED

MILBURN WAGON

The best on the market.

A CAR-LOAD OF

Tornado Ensilage Cutters,
The best feed cutter in the world,

JEST RECEIVED.

Write for prices and testimonials.

Correspondence solicited.

r~} |"T h/l /*~ h/l /""
> H~ /-"> We Sell Every Implement Used on a Farm.

#\ CZ. IVI CZ IVI LDlZ. f\ Our New Number, One Square West of Old Stand.

mm

Pedigrees

Traced and

Tabulated

Catalogues

Compiled and

Circulars

Prepared

. . . FINE . . .

ROAD,
TROTTING and

SADDLE
FOR SALE BY.. ..

Horses

W. J. CARTER, General Turf Correspondent,

p o. box 929. RICHMOND, VA.
Broad Rock

RKFCRFSCES-L. BANKS HOLT (former owner John R. Gentry. IMOJO, Graham,
N. i'.: o.i.. J. S. CARR. Durham. N. C. : M.u. P. P. JOHNSTON [President National
Trottil - Lexington. Ky; Coi.. 15. CAMERON. Fairntosb Stud. Stagville,
N.C.; JOS BRYAN and H. C. CHAMBLIN. Richmond. Va.: A. B. GWATHMEY N. Y.
Cotton Exchange!. New York.; Capt B. P.WILLIAMSON, Raleigh. N. C. : J. F. JACK-

litor Southern Planter), Richmond, Va.; H. A. Buck (Editor Spirit of the Timet),
New York.

V 'ra..jLa*-jL-i:
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' "They say the jury has acquitted that

Spaniard who murdered his employer."
"Yes. He must have been innocent.

He shot him, you know."
"What does that prove?"
"Why, the fact that he hit him shows

it was accidental."

—

Harpers' Bazar.

A lawyer noted for his laconic style of
expression, sent the following terse and
witty note to a refractory client, who
paid no attention to reiterated demands
for the payment of his bill : "Sir,—If

you pay the enclosed bill, you will oblige

me. If you don't, I shall oblige you."

Freddy. " Why does Cholly look so

Bad lately? Is he in love?"
Teddy. " Yes, and the girl he loves

isn't."—Harper's Bazar.

We Bind...
Your Magazines, Southern..

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.

Satisfactory work guaranteed.

Job Printing Neatly Executed.

S, B, ADKINS & CO,
RICHMOND, VA,

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS^-^
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima,
and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT ^o^r.Ee^S™ ROUTE
To STAUNTON, LYNCHBURG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,

RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

Catalogue, with list of farms for sale, may be secured by applying to the following agents

:

C. B. RYAN, A. G. P. A., C. & O. Ry., Cincinnati, O. ; E. B. POPE, Western P. A., C. & O. Ry.,
corner Broad and Chestnut Sts., St. Louis; K. E. PARSONS, Ticket Agent, 253 Fourth Ave.,
Louisville, Ky. ; J. C. TUCKER, General Northern P. A., Big Four Route, 234 Clark Street,

Chicago, 111,; H. M. BRONSON, Asst. General Passenger Agent, Big Four Route, Indian-
apolis, Ind. ; E. O. MCCORMICK, Passenger Traffic Manager, Big Four Route, Cincinnati,
Ohio; D. G. EDWARDS, General Passenger Agent, C. H. & D. Ry., Cincinnati, Ohio;
MOULTON HOUK, General Passenger Agent Ohio Central Lines, Toledo, Ohio ; or to

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & 0. Ry., Washington, D. C.

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

V SPECIAL y

COMBINATIONS
WE WILL SEND THE PAPERS BELOW FOR PRICES NAMED:

Southern Planter,

Semi-Weekly Dispatch,
L.25

Southern Planter, ) *
1 9 -

Semi-Weekly Times, {
*XUb

Washington Post (Weekly), }
$1 '00

Southern Planter,

Semi-Weekly News and Courier,

Southern Planter

ton P<

$1.00
Southern Planter,

Atlanta Constitution (Weekly),
$1.25

Southern Planter,

ler (I

SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va.

Evening Leader (Daily, except Sunday), /
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We are the

Harrow People.

DISC HARROWS.

SPIKE-TOOTH HARROWS.

SPRING-TOOTH HARROWS.

Our Harrows have no equals

in construction or in price.

Send for special catalogue.

X

pq

Ashton Starke

Implement House,
RICHMOND, VA.

Business covers Virginia,

Carolinas and Georgia.

^ to

£ CO

We furnish it with Cut Discs, as shown, or with Plain Discs.

FHNCY POULTRY.
Purchase your Breeding Pens now and hook your orders for Eggs heforc the rush comes.

Eggs of all varieties, except Turkeys, $1.00 per setting, or three settings lor $3.50. Turkey
Eggs ."»( cents each, or $5.00 per dozen.

B. B. RED EXHIBITION GAMES.
These are"Dandles," long iimi>s, hi^ii heads,

perfect pictures l Breeding pen consists of%-
polnt cock and hens sooring 95 and 99 points.

PEKIN DUCKS.
Large, handsome birds, and very prolific

layers, and conceded to be the best ducks
for profit.

LICHT BRAHMAS.
Are very large and have many friends. Noted as winter

layers. Chicks are ready for broilers (arller than any other
variety.

SEE NEXT PAGE. W

mammoth bronze turkeys.

Immense size and great layers. Am breed-

ing from a 45-lb. torn and hens weighing from
22 to 28 lbs. Also Mammoth White Holland
Turkeys.

WHITE GUINEAS.
Very pretty, and lav more eggs and easier to raise than

others.



Guaranteed VEHICLES and IMPLEMENTS.

THESE ARE THE BEST ON EARTH.

The new Feed Table which extends eight

feet is a splendid improvement. The Feed
Tablets supplied with a continuous traveling

<;hain belt or apron, which converts the ma-
chine Into a self-feeder.

WE EXHIBIT
In Our Showrooms, which are

the Largest in the State,
all kinds of

iriPROVED
AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEflENTS The CAPITAL Wagon is the Best in the

World. Has 33 Improvements.

Horse Powers, Corn Shelters, Corn Mills, Fanning Mills,

Well_Fixtures, Harness all kinds.

and is exchangeable with the cutter head.

Special catalogues on application.

SMITH HAND FEED CUTTERS,
BLADES AND BOLTS.

WOOD'S PATENT SWING* CHCRN is

not a step, but a leap in advance of all others.

B®*Catalogues sent on application. Correspond-

ence cheerfully answered.

THE IMPLEMENT CO.
Office and Store, 1526 E. Main St.,

Warehouse and Factory,
1525-1533 E. Franklin St.,

We are appointed General

Agents for the celebrated

IMPERIAL Plows
WT

hich are acknowledged to

be the best in the country.

Plows and Repairs of All

Kinds on Hand.

H. M. SMITH & CO.'S Old Factory. RICHMOND. VA.

S. S. HAMBURCS.
These are perfect pictures and great egg producers.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
For a thrifty, healthy and thoroughly satisfactory fowl,

these have never had their equal, and, as layers, when eggs
are worth the most money, they are the ideal egg-producers.

BELCIAN HARES.
Young, $1.00 per pair. Try them. They are prolific and

sell.readily. Bucks weigh from 9 to 14 lbs. Does, 7 to 8 lbs.

Black Minorcas, White Minorcas, Blue Andalusians and W. F. Black Spanish.
These fowls have all the good qualities of the Leghorns, andjare larger and handsomer birds.

BLACK LANCSHANS.
An old and popular variety for winter layers.

INDIAN CAMES.
Large, Handsome and Compact. Beautiful Glossy-Laced

Plumage. Cocks weigh up to 13 lbs. ; Hens up to 9 lbs.

Guaranteed as good as can be had anywhere.

B. B. R. CAME BANTAMS.
Genuine Little Beauties. Score way up in the nineties.

Nothing nicer for pets. Weigh one pound at maturity.

PIT CAMES.

All correspondence cheerfully

answered. Let me know your
wants and give you prices that

will surprise you.

SilTer-taeed Wyandottes.
An old and popular breed, and noted as

vrlnt«r layers. Good size and fine for
tabic purposes. Also White Wyandottes.

200 White Fantail Pigeons
at $1.50 per pair.

500 Cockerels, all kinds, $1.00 each.

GUINEA PIGS,
BEAGLE HOUNDS,
POLAND-CHINA PIGS.

Brown and White Leghorns.
Will lay more eggs than any other variety.

P. O. Box 1 . CEO. T. KING, Jr., Richmond, Va.
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Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company,
BY A POLICY-HOLDER.

Chesapeake ash Ohio Rah n

Traffic Department,
E-

D
-
" RICHMOND, Va.. December 15. 1898.

MR. T. A. OAKY, 0cm " Mutual Life Insurance Co., Richmond, Va.:

pEA K -sih -
1 times three policies la your Company, two of them with annual dividends which have

iv tontine period, which hasjust matured with the following results or options:

1 lmvi
i

'. or a total of 81,153.85.
,

1 can now withdraw In cash 11,181.48, after having had fifteen years' insurance for S3 000, at ordinary life rate

a continue the policy al the original rate of premium, less dividends annually, and withdraw the fifteen-year dividend

in c-a>h. amounting to luEsi, orjust about 50 per cent, ofmy premium payments
Or, in I b dividend, lean take a full-paid dividend addition ot 31,191.00..

I will continue this policy upon which the result has been so eminently satisfactory. My satisfaction with the Northwestern
Is siuh thai I carry all of m'v Insurance with it, and recommend it to any of my friends who may be contemplating taking out
insun. Yours truly, E. D. HOTCHKISS.

Send" for rates and plans, etc., or let me furnish you an estimate of what it will cost you to insure in this Company.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, ssfs^.^..
General Agent for Virginia and North Carolina. 1301 Main Street, RICHMOXD, YA.

R1

1

vfk 1 Vegetable Growing in the South for Northern Markets.
Urd.1 • • • • • By Prof. Rolfs. 255 pp. Illustrated. Paper, $1.00; cloth,

ROOW^ FERTILITY OF THE LAND.
' I-FV'V'rV£' By Prof. Roberts. 415 pp. Cloth, SI.25.

$1.26.

FEEDS A\D FEEDING. THE TOBACCO LEAF.
By Prof. Henry. 057 pp. Cloth, $2.00. By Killebrew &. Myrick. 506 pp. Cloth, $2.00.

PRINCIPLES OF PLANT CULTURE. By Prof. Goff. 285 pp. Cloth, $1.50.

THE DOMESTIC SHEEP. By Stewart. 371 pp. Cloth, $1.50.

The above books are among the best written dealing with their respective subjects. Every farmer in the

South shonld read them. Address

—

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va.

FARMERSTJFERTILIZERS
TO SUCCEED.

ForTOBACCO use"NATIONAL"
ForCORNuseKHAMPIONCORNGROWER',
m* For GRASS and CLOVER use "0RCHILLA GUANO"

ForANY CROP use"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand
Our Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for

the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,
5000 Tons acid phosphate for Sale. Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

I®* Mention Southern Planter when you write. "Tg|
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CaSTBEEiShAvCpME Mich;

„ NORFOLK, VA."—Near Hie Sea.

There are cheap and beautiful homes in

the " Sunny South," Dear the sea, a»d
oear that thriving seaport city, Norfolk,
Va., for thousands of people who want
happy homes in a mild, healthful, and de-

lightful climate, a kind and productive soil,

the very best markets in the world, the

err lowest freight rates, good social, edu-

cational, and religious privileges, and the

greatest number of other both natural and
acquired advantages, to be found in any
other one section of the Union.

.The '•Corncoopu " tells you all about
the beautiful section of country around
Norfolk, Va. Send for (free) sample copies.

Address "Cornucopia," 212 Main S .,

Norfolk, Va.

LEE'S PREPARED AGRICDLTDRAL LIME....
As we have had so seasonable a simmer, there is a heavy growth of

VEGETATION. \ou is your time to use our Prepared Lime.
On acconot of the war acid phosphate has materially advanced in price,

while we are selling at the same as last season.

We made a small quantity of

SPECIAL WHEAT FERTILIZER
Last fall as a trial on corn land. All who tried it say they had better wheat on

their corn land than they had on tobacco land, on which they used 7t0 or S00 lbs.

of standard fertilizers to the acre. Write for circulars to

—

A. S. LEE & SON, Richmond, Va.

.CHARTERED t370.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore

and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, $200,000

Surplus and Profit*, $300,00*

JNO. P. BRANCH,
President.

JNO. K. BRANCH.
Vice-President.

JOHN F. GLENN,
Cashier.

Directors.—John P. Branch, Thos. Potts, Chas. 8. 8tringfellow, B. W. Branch, Fred. W. Scott,

Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. S. Buford, R. C. Morton. Andrew Plzzlnl. Jr.

^ TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION A
Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Discretion to use the Famous

Star Brand hb Anchor Brand
{SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands have been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco have resulted

from their we. When Rich' Flavor, Silkiness, Fine Texture and G >od Prices are desired, these celebrated brands are unsur-

passed. Din't experiment with nevv branls when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your

plans to use these brands on your '99 crop.

NOT HOW CHEAP. BUT HOW GOOD.
THIS IS H2 IDEA ON WHlCHjrHESE CELEBRATED 1BRAXDS AREIMADE.

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every^brand Unit Liaa oecfl

brought in competition with them, and they stand to-day unrivaled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come an 1 ^ me, an 1 will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood

the test with increasing reputation. S^PFor Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, address

Allison <& Addison.
ranch VitaiNiA-CAnoLiM* Chcmioal Co..

1322 Cary St., RICHMOND, VA.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE flONTH.

The opening month of the year has been character-

ized by an abnormal rainfall all through the South,

and the result has been the almost complete cessation

of work on the land. It is still generally so wet as to

be in no condition for plowing, except in the sandy

lands near the coast, where some progress is being

made in preparing it for early truck crops. Unless

we have now a period of dry weather spring work is

likely to be delayed. However this may be, we
strongly urge that no attempt be made to plow until

the land is dry enough to leave the mould-board of the

plow clean. Land, when plowed wet, is very difficult

to get into condition to make a good seed-bed; in-

deed, however fine the season may be later, it rarely

produces a good yield. Professor Roberts, in discuss-

ing this question, says: "Land should not be plowed

when in a bad physical condition, even though the

surface soil contains more plant nourishment than

the subsurface does, for good physical conditions are

quite as necessary, perhaps more necessary, than an

abundance of unavailable plant food." The great

object to be attained in plowing is not merely turning

over the land and burying plants and trash, but the

breaking of the land by the action of the mould-board.

As Professor Roberts well says, "one of the chief

objects of plowing is to pulverize the soil. The plow

may invert in the most perfect manner and bury sur-

face vegetation, but if it fails to do the greater part of

the fining of the soil as well, and leaves it in such a

condition that the harrow and cultivator cannot com-
plete the work in the cheapest and best manner, it is

seriously defective. * * * The surface tillage

which may be necessary to finish fitting the land

should be kept promiuently in view when plowing.

The manner of plowing sandy and friable lands mat-

ters little, so far as the total cost of the whole season's

tillage is concerned, Dut on tenacious soils the plowing

often represents not more than one third to one fifth

of the cost of suitably prepariug the first eight inches

of the surface for some kinds of plants. If a tenacious

soil covered with a tough sod be plowed with the help

of a coulter attachment, and the furrow slice be laid

nearly flat, it is nearly impossible to fit the land well

until the sod has rotted and the land has been re-

plowed. * * * Plowing is poor that fails to do the

greater part of the rough pulverizing and to leave the

surface in the best possible condition for the effective

use of the implements which are to follow. This can

certainly be done without sacrificing any of the other

benefits which should be secured by plowing." Too
often the specific purposes for which plowing ought to

be done are almost wholly lost sight of in the haste to get

the land turned over. The purposes ought to be— first,

to assist the downward passage of rain-water falling

on the land ; next, to promote the storage capacity of

moisture in the land ; then the drying, aeration and

warming of it ; and, lastly, the nitrification of the

soil. The two first of these purposes are especially im-

portant in the South, where t be heat of the summer cu lis
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for all the moisture that can be secured, in order that

the continuous growth of the crops can be maintained

In our warm climate the drying and aeration of the

land, after plowing has l>een properly done, proceed

often too quickly, unless care is taken to keep the

surface mulched with fine soil, whilst nitrification pro-

ceeds rapidiv wherever the soil is finely broken after

the commencement of warm weather : these latter pur-

herefore are here of less importance than in a

colder climate, but still they require to be borne in

mind. None, however, of these purposes can be sub

served if plowing is done when the physical condition

of the land is unfit for the work, as when saturated

with water. "Make haste slowly.*' therefore, in

taking up the work of plowing after this long wet sea

son. If proper judgment, however, is exercised in

starting the work, care in the doing of it. and the cul

tivator or harrow is used in time and with sufficient

frequency, it may fairly be presumed that we shall not

be likely to see crops suffer from lack of moisture this

year, unless it should be a very exceptionally dry one.

Where land is covered with a growth of weeds or

stalks, these should be broken down before plowing.

- then so much more easy to bury them. Run
over the field with a heavy drag harrow or roller on a

frv-ty morning, and the weeds will break down and

crumble. If there are corn-stalks on the laud, these

should either be cut down with a knife or. better,

with a corn stalk cutter. If cut down with a knife,

they are better taken off the land, as they are very apt

to be a nuisance in the subsequent cultivation it

buried in the furrows.

this State, have ever been secured except after deep

plowing and subsequent deep and frequent cultivation

of the land before planting. The use of the harrow,

cultivator and roller are of vital importance in secur-

ing a perfect seed bed. and the old adage is as true

today as ever, that 'a crop well planted is a crop

half grown."' Professor Roberts says, and no doubt

says truly, that •Si:;eethe soil and the subsoil con-

tain such stores of potential fertility, as analysis has

abundantly demonstrated, and since tap rooted legu-

minous plants bring to the surface abundant quanti-

ties of nitrogen with some mineral matter, and since

many fields receive applications of farm manure from

time to time, some far-reaching cause or causes

must be present ever tending to seriously restrict

production. It will be found that in this country the

principal causes of low yields of farm crops are im-

perfect preparation of the land, poor tillage, and

hence a lack of available plant food and insufficient

moisture during some portion of the plant's life."

After good plowing of the land, we waut thus early

in the season to impress upon our readers the im
portance of good cultivation previous to planting.

We are strongly of opinion, as the result of experience

and observation, that our small yields of crops are

more to be attributed to inefficient and insufficient

cultivation of the land previous to plauting than to

any lack of plant food in the soil. This is largeh

borne out by the experiment made at the Cornell Sta

tion in produciug Irish potatoes without fertilizers, a

report of which experiment appears in this issue. A
far higher degree of preparation of the soil before

planting is always inflated upon in England and
Scotland than is common here, and the result

in much heavier yields. Last year, as much m
ty-two bushels of wheat per acre was grown ou large

areas in England, and that without more than normal

applications of manure or fertilizers. Deep and fre-

quent cultivation of the land before planting is the

secret of the success there made, and it has been found

to be equally as efficient here. None of the heavj
yields of corn which we have reported as produced in

The oat crop is the only one which can be seeded

in this month with any advantage, except in the far

South, save the early Irish potato crop and the Eng-

lish pea crop in the trucking sections. The wet fall of

last year no doubt largely reduced the area seeded in

winter oats, and there will, therefore, be a larger area

seeded this spring. We would strongly urge that no

attempt be made to grow spring varieties of oats in

the South, except in the mountains of the western

parts of the States They are not adapted to our

climatic conditions, and almost invariably fail to make
satisfactory yields. The Virginia grey winter oats and

Rust proof oats are the varieties best adapted to meet

our conditions : and of these two. the Virginia winter

oats should not be seeded unless they can be got in

during this month, and the Rust proof should not be

seeded later than the middle of March. Whilst oats

will make a crop on land which will not produce a

crop of wheat from their greater power of abstracting

food from the land, yet it is poor policy to seek to

pioduce even an oat crop on land lacking in fertility

andgood preparation. The oat crop will respond to

good treatment as well as any crop grown, and will

pay as well for if. If the land lacks fertility, give it

250 or 300 pounds to the acre of acid phosphate and a

like quantity of cotton-seed meal, and harrow this

well into the soil. Then seed either broadcast or with

the drill not less than two bushels of seed—two and a

half bushels would be better—to the acre, and rehar-

row to effectually cover the seed.

If a crop for forage only is desired, we would advise

the see : _ inadian peas with the oats. This

makes a fiue feeding crop, eitherjgreen or cured for
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hay. The peas, at the rate of 1 to 1; bushels to the

acre, should be seeded first and be plowed down, and

the oats be then sown broadcast, at the rate of 1 bushel

to the acre, and harrowed in. The crop should be

cut when the peas are just hardening in the pods, and

the oats in the milk state, or a little beyond this.

Land intended to be seeded in grass should be

plowed and workel fine during this month, so that

the seeds may be sown as early in the next month as

possible. Whilst fall seeding of grass seeds in the

South is always to be preferred, yet, when one fails

to get in the crop at that season or the stand fails for

some cause, the seeds may be sown in spring with a

fair prospect of success, unless the spring be very dry

and hot. Clover seed not sown in the fall should

be sown as soon as the land is in a fit condition. Where
the surface is baked, whether already seeded in wheat

or oats, or unseeded, it should be harrowed before sow-

ing the clover seed, and lightly re harrowed after seed-

ing. This will help the wheat aud oat crop as well as

, make a good seed-bed for the clover. The best grass

seeds to seed on uplands are Tall Meadow oat grass,

Orchard grass, Herds grass or Red Top, English blue

grass, and Perennial rye grass, with some of the Fescue

grasses. For lowlands, Timothy and Red Top or

Herds grass are the best.

Tobacco plant beds should be burned and the seed

be sown as early as possible. A good dressing of a

highly nitrogenous fertilizer should be applied to

push forward the plants. Cover with plant-bed mus-

lin, to keep off the flies.

See to it that you carefully save and put on to the

land all the farm-yard manure you can possibly make.

If the land is too wet to haul on, compost the manure

as made, carefully mixing that from the different kinds

of stock to prevent overheating. Acid phosphate and

potash may with advantage be mixed in the heap as

it is made.

Select and order your seeds and fertilizer, and do

not have to wait for them when the land is ready for

planting.

PLANT FOOD.

who have been readers of the journal in the past have,

if diligent students of is pages, long ere this acquired

a pretty general knowledge of the subject, as it has

been constantly kept before them in one form or an-

other, but even to these further information will, we
are sure, not come amiss.

Plants of all kinds require for their successful

growth that the soil should contain a sufficient

amount of potash, soda, lime, iron, and a few other

minerals, phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and organic mat-

ter. With the exception of phosphoric acid, potash,

nitrogen, and organic matter, most soils contain suffi-

cient of the other ingredients of plant food. Of pot-

ash and phosphoric acid, many, if not most soils, also

contain ample supplies, but, unfortunately, they are

rarely in a form capable of being utilized by the

plants in sufficient quantity for the needs of profita-

ble growth, and therefore require to be supplemented

by manure, fertilizers, lime, organic matter, and til-

lage, which each help to make available these sources

of food. Plants can only utilize the food in the soil

after it is dissolved, and this fact emphasizes the im-

portance of securing an abundant supply of moisture

in the soil throughout the whole growing period of a

crop. The only way in which this can be secured is

by perfect deep cultivation of the land previous to

the planting of the crop, and by subsequent shallow

cultivation of the surface, so as by the first means to

make the soil capable of holding the rain which falls

upon it, and by the latter means to prevent the evap-

oration of this moisture. Probably the greatest need

of all our Southern soils is organic matter—that is to

say, the product of the decomposition of animal and
vegetable refuse. By long continued clean cultivation

of cotton, corn aud tobacco crops, nearly the whole of

the organic matter originally contained in our soils

has been consumed in the production of these crops.

The absence of this matter or humus is disclosed by
the baking of the soils, and by their inability to re-

tain moisture. The first step which should be taken

with all infertile soils should be their deep breaking

and the addition of organic matter, either in the form

of farmyard manure or the plowing down of vegeta-

ble growths. Until this has been done, it is impossi-

ble to say how far it may be necessary to apply nitro-

gen, phosphoric acid, and potash, in order to secure

profitable crops. The part which humus or organic

matter plays in promoting fertility is a most impor-

tant one. It is the great resort of the bacterial forms

of life which, by their constant working, make availa-

ble the organic matter in the soil. These bacteria

break down the tissues of all animal and vegetable

refuse, and form the acids needed to complete the

assimila-

The importance of a correct knowledge of what is

required by plants in order to their successful growth

is so great, and upon the application of this knowl-

edge so largely depends the profitable management of

the farm, that we make no apology for taking up the

subject for consideration at this season of the year.

Especially do we feel called on to deal with the ques-

tion because of the fact that so many new readers of solution of unavailable matter into readily

The Planter are now coming upon our books. Those ble plant food. The nitrogen required for the food of
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plants can be supplied from organic or inorganic

sources, and from the atmosphere. The cheapest

source is the atmosphere, of which nitrogen forms

four fifths. To obtain it from this source, leguminous

plants must be grown. Upon the roots of plants of

this tamily. bacteria form nodules, which store the

nitrogen, and, as these decay, this nitrogen becomes

available for the support of other plant life. In the

destruction of animal and vegetable refuse by other

bacteria, nitrogen is liberated and becomes available

for the crops. Cotton seed meal is also a very easily ob

taiued form of nitrogenous fertilizer in the South. In

the inorganic form of nitrate of soda and sulphate of

ammonia, nitrogen is also supplied to the soil, and

becomes available after being dissolved by moisture.

Phosphoric acid is generally most cheaply supplied

in the form of acid phosphate. The reason for this is

that we have here iu the South large beds of phos-

phate rock, which, when finely ground and treated

with sulphuric acid, which is made from pyrites

rock, also found in abundance iu the South, makes a

quickly available form of phosphoric acid. Bone is

aNo another form in which phosphoric acid can be

readily supplied to the land, but it is more costly

than phosphate made from rock on account of the

fact that bones are not so abundant as is the rock.

Bone also carries with it from 4 to 5 per cent, of nitro-

gen, and this enhances its cost. The phosphoric acid

obtained from the rock is just as valuable as that ob-

tained from bone as a plant food. Potash is most

generally supplied to the soil in the form of the Ger-

man potash salts, muriate of potash, sulphate of pot

ash, and kaiuit. The muriate and sulphate carry

generally about 50 per cent, of potash, whilst kainit

only carries about 12 per cent It is, therefore, gene-

rally cheaper to use the muriate or sulphate than kai

nit. as there is BO much less material to freight to ob

tain the same quantity of potash. Hani wood ashes

are also a source of potash, but they are not easily

obtained in quantity in the South except at a cost too

great for their actual value as a source of potash.

We have, as yet, said nothing as to the value of

barnyard manure as a plant food. In our opinion,

this is. perhaps, the most important of all foods for

plants— Bret, because it is in the power of every far-

mer to have it. and to have it in a much larger quan-

tity than the majority now have it. a' only the cost of

care and labor ; and, secondly, because it is a product

having all the elements required in plant food—nitro

gen. phosphoric acid, and potash; and, third, because

it has also that other most important content, humus
making matter which our soils most lack. It is true

that it lacks phosphoric acid and potash iu sufficient

quantity to make it absolutely a complete fertilizer,

but these are easily and cheaply added in the form of

acid phosphate and kainit or muriate of potash, and

this done, the product can never be used without ad-

vantage to the soil and crop. Even without these

additions, it is of the highest value, and should never

be wasted.

In what proportions the several plant foods we have

mentioned should be used depends largely on the con-

dition of the soil and the crop to be produced. We
do know what proportion of these plant foods are

taken from the soil by the different crops, but only

actual experiment with the land can determine which,

and how much of which, it is necessary to supply in

order to secure a maximum yield. The absence of

previous experience with the particular soil is the

cause of most of the complaints of the failures of fer-

tilizers to give the returns expected. No one can de-

termine this but the farmer himself.

THE USE OF LIHE IN MARYLAND.
A subscriber from Montgomery county, Maryland,

writes us that the rich farms of that section have been

made by the application of lime. At intervals of five

to seven years, when the land is prepared for corn, it

is the custom to apply about 30 bushels of lime to the

acre, either before or just after corn planting. Boxes

holding a half bushel each are made, and 60 of these

b xes full are dropped per acre. The lime is slacked

by the first rain, and is then evenly scattered with

shovels.

COCKE'S PROLIFIC CORN.
Editor Southern Planter

:

I notice what is said by your correspondent about
the experiments with Cocke's Prolific Corn and an-

other fine variety of high-land corn, which shows the

Cocke's Prolific superior. I have been planting

Cocke's Prolific Corn for four years or more. I pre-

fer it to any corn I ever planted. I plant on low-

grouuds, high lands—poor and rich. It does better

for me on all sorts of laud than any I ever planted. I

plant from the 1st of April to 1st of June, but prefer

planting iu April, and would not plant any other if I

could get it planted by the 1st of June. It grows very
tall and makes more stalk and fodder than any corn
I ever planted. Stephen Tillmax.

Brunswick County, Va.

BARBED WIRE FENCES.
Editor Southern Planter :

My twelve years' experience with barded wire
fencing has been most satisfactory in the main. So
long as I temporized with buckthorn and other forms
of mild wire, I had injury to my horses ; but after the
adoption of " hog wire." with barbs three inches apart
and sharp as a knife, not an animal has been hurt.

A blooded mare—a taught jumper—has been for years
permitted to run at will iu my house grounds and pas-
ture and grass fields, but as yet without the slightest

injury. She was simply taught by pnting her nose
aud rump against the wire on all sides of the fields.

What is the experience of others t

District of Columbia. R. S. Lacey.
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IRISH POTATO-GROW I NO.

We have for years been urging upon farmers the

importance of better preparation of the land before

planting a crop, and more frequent cultivation after

plantiug ; in short, the gospel of "tillage" being fer-

tility. No more convincing proof of the soundness of

the position thus taken has ever come before our eyes

than is afforded by the following report of a series of

experiments made in New York by the Cornell Ex-

periment Station in growing Irish potatoes. The Irish

potato is usually believed to be a crop which it is im-

possible to produce successfully, except by heavy fer-

tilization, aud yet at the Cornell Station they have

succeeded in produciug heavy crops of this tuber

twice in four years on land of ordinary fertility which,

in the intermediate years, has also produced good

crops of corn and oats without the application of any

fertilizer whatever ; that is to say, that the potato

crop grown in 1898 was the fifth crop taken from the

land in succession without the use of any fertilizer or

any restorative crop, except crimson clover, or rye, or

wheat, which was allowed to serve as a cover crop

during the winter, and was plowed under in the

spring. Thus the land has been plowed thoroughly

from two to three times each ;>ear. The soil was

gravelly aud porous, and especially subject to injuri-

ous effects from drouths, and is now beginning to show

the want of humus, owing to the slight returns of or-

ganic matter. The following is the record of the po

tato crop of 1898 :

In the spring, as early as the conditions of the soil

would permit, the land was plowed to a depth of about
ten inches. Shortly before the time for planting, the
land was re plowed with the gang plow, the furrow
being turned to a depth of about four inches. The
harrow was then used and the surface thoroughly pul-

verized and fined. Rows were marked off at a dis-

tance of 40 inches apart and the furrows for the pota-

toes were opened with a common shovel plow to a
depth of about five inches.

The "seed" was from first-class stock, only large,

marketable potatoes being used. These were cut into

pieces containing from one to three eyes, about two
strong eyes to the piece being what was desired. The
pieces were dropped in the furrows directly after the
furrows had been opened, one piece being put in a
place and at distances fourteen inches apart in the row.
The shovel plow was again used and a furrow was
opened in the middle of the space left when the
first furrows were opened. This secoud use of the
shovel plow served to cover the potatoes, the earth

being ridged up directly over the potato row. The
planting was done on May 10. The soil was then left

nndisturbed until May 28. The ridges which were
left over the seed potatoes covered them to a depth of

about eight inches. By May 28 the weed seeds which
were in the surface soil had germinated and the whole
surface was covered with tiuy weeds. A spike tooth

harrow was fitted with a piece of 2x4 scantling placed
diagonally across underneath the frame and held in

place by the harrow teeth. The harrow thus rigged
was used upon the potato plats, being first run Length-

wise of the rows and then crosswise. The weight of
the driver upon the harrow was necessary in order to

make it do the leveling as required. The benefit de-
rived from this treatment was very marked. All
weeds were destroyed, the surface crust was broken,
all clods and stones were removed from above the row
and deposited in the centre of the space between rows,
the surface was leveled, and iD every way the condi-
tions were made favorable for the rapid growth of the
potatoes, and they appeared above ground in three or
four days.

The treatment which the various plats received dur-
ing the season and the yield from each plat is showu
by the following tabular statement

:

op 00 CO lO lO CD 00 CO H o
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wiili lioideaux mixture and Paris green to protect t lit*

foliage from blight and beetles.

5. Success with potatoes depends largely upon the

preparation given the soil before the potatoes are

planted. Plowing should be deep, and at the time of

planting, soil should be mellow and loose.

6. On soils which are likely to be affected seriously

by droughts, it is especially iiuportaut that the pota-

toes be planted early and deep, and the tillage should

be frequent and level.

7. On soils which are Dot well drained, either uatu

rally or artificially, and on clay or clay loam soils,

potatoes may be planted somewhat shallow, and slight

hilling may be practiced with benefit.

8. J I irrowiug the land after the potatoes were planted

and before the plants appeared produced marked
baueficial results.

9. From six to seven cultivations have given best

yields.

INTENSIVE AND DIVERSIFIED FARMING.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Intensive and diversified farming are two favorite

themes of the Planter, aud until the Southern agri

culturist not only stops the importation of the com-

mon farm products from the Northern and West-

ern States, but fully supplies our own cities and sends

a surplus to other markets, the Planter need offer no

apology for keeping these subjects before us. We
have the exclusive monopoly on many important pro

ductions which the North and West must have, and,

owing to our mild winters and early springs, can send

most acceptable vegetables and fruits to the populous

North at a season when climatic conditions there for-

bid competition. Besides these peculiar advantages

which must always remain ours, the South can pro-

duce in adequate abundance for its needs and to spare,

nearly every foremost faim product grown in any

other part of the United States. This can be unhesi-

tatingly said of meats and animal products. But what

are the facts! In the city of Richmond, which may
be regarded as a fair criterion of the conditions over

a large part of the South, we find dressed and cured

beef and pork, with the incident products, from Chi-

cago and other far-off points in the West, and butter

from New York and elsewhere, aud these not in insig-

nificant quantities, but comprising from 50 to 75 per

cent, of the whole quantity consumed. Live hogs

also come here by several car loads at a time from In

diana and ott er States as far away. If we had not been

so slow to take advantage of our opportunities here,

the influx of Northern and Western products would

not have become so great ; but it is not yet too late to

check the tide, and save to ourselves millions ever}'

year that are now going to onr more energetic though

less favored neighbors. But to do this, we must diver-

sify our crops and so rotate them that every acre cul-

tivated will be brought to a much higher poiut of pro

duction. This reasoning applies to live stock as well

as to other things. In fact, without cattle, sheep and

hogs, our lands cannot be brought to and maintained

at their greatest productive capacity, or can be

made to return a good profit. Where soil and mar-

kets or shipping facilities favor trucking, perhaps live

stock would not in any way make this brauch of farm-

ing more profitable. But over, by far, the larger part of

the country diversified and intensive farming cannot

be worked to its greatest perfection, or farming can

hardly reach that point where it can be so termed,

without making stock and their products of first con-

sideration, for the reason that most of the catch crops,

intercrops, as well as many other valuable crops that

must be grown to make this style of farming possible,

are not at all salable in their crude state. Then, these

crops are generally less exhaustive to the land, require

no extra machinery to handle them ; in fact, are often

best consumed by the stock in the field where they

grow, and can frequently be grown to advantage in

preparing the land for the crops that are to be sold

direct.

Take cow peas, for example. They have plenty of

time to come to the proper stage for making into hay

before it is time to sow winter oats or wheat, and the

grain crops will be better for having the peas precede

them. Or, the peas can be sown after the oats and

wheat are harvested. Besides keeping down the weeds,

they will yield a growth of hay that is quite as valua-

ble as the grain crops. Sown at intervals, from May
to July, peas will be found to give excellent pasturage

from about the last of July till frost comes. Soy beans

also will be ready to cut for fodder before time to

sow wheat, and make fine feeding for hogs and sheep

when they are ripe. They can be turned into the field,

but should not be allowed to eat too many at first un-

til they get used to them. Sand vetch is well adapted

to the soils and climate here, and is almost certain to

make a good stand. Sown in September or October,

it makes very early grazing. The vetch will be out of

the way in time for corn, or cow peas can follow, then

wheat. Crimson clover, though not always to be re-

lied on, as it is sometimes killed by a late summer
drought, gives pasture unexcelled, and is greedily

eaten by all kinds of stock—by hogs no less than by
others. Rape is another plant that affords pasturage

late in the fall and again early in the spring. It can

be sown by itself or with crimson clover. With stock,

ensilage, the most cheaply produced of all fodder

crops, and certainly most valuable food for winter

use, at once becomes available. Corn for the main
balk and Soy beans make a fine combination for ensi-

lage. Pumpkins can often be grown iu large enough
quantities in the corn-fields to form a useful auxiliary
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to the late fall and early winter Tations for cattle and

hogs. Artichokes, mangles and turnips are valuable

in their place, and tend to keep the animals eating

them in a thrifty condition.

The crops mentioned above do not by any means ex

haust the list that might be grown by the farmer here,

and from which he can choose the kinds that suit his

particular needs or conditions. Any one can see that

few of the crops named are readily salable in them-

selves ; but, if properly handled at home, they will

return just as large a per cent, of gain over their cost

as most of the salable crops do. Besides, one is not

only adding nitrogen to his soil while most of them

are growing, but is enabled, by feeding them, to return

to his land about 80 per cent, of the plant food they

took out, and that in a more assimilable shape than it

would be in the form of commercial fertilizers.

If, by keeping stock and running the farm with the

constant aim of growing the best and most food for

them, farming cannot be made to pay, there is little

hope for a good many farmers, particularly those liv

ing away from the markets. We are close enough to

the city to be able to deliver anything that is market-

able at slight expense
;
yet, we find that in growing

the unsalable crops before referred to, and converting

them into beef, pork, mutton, wool and butter, we can

obtain more actual cash than if the same efforts were

expended in producing the cereals or hay for the mar-

ket. But, as the growing of the former does not

stand in the way of the production of the latter, but

rather fosters it, some wheat, corn and hay are sold, too.

It is true that to select and arrange the crops so that

they can be sown and harvested without interfering

with the staple crops, or with one another, and so that

those that are to be fed in the fields shall come in

proper succession to give the animals abundant feed

without intermission, demands the exercise of fore-

sight and judgment. But when one sees money in it,

he will generally rise to the occasion. If we are to

practice mixed husbandry so as to get the most out of

it, we must read the agricultural papers. In them, we
are sure to find many a valuable idea that might never

be revealed to us in our own experience. In fact,

there are so many complex problems in farming to

master, if we would be successful, that we must make
use of the experience of others. Since coming to this

State from Canada, ten years ago, we have found that

we had many things to unlearn and a great many more
to learn. We soon began to see the superior natural

advantages of Virginia, and have been greatly helped

to profit by them from experiences, suggestions and
advice given in the Southern Planter.

I know it would be of great gain to many Southern

farmers if ttoey would take to themselves an> I use some
of the tried and approved methods the Southern Plan-

ter and other agricultural papers are urging upon us,

especially those relating to stock raising and feeding.

Try them, even though you cannot see that they can

be of any aid in helping you to greater success. They
may work differently from what you think. For some

time we did not, or may be would not see, wherein

cows peas could be of benefit to us, but from frequent

mention as to their value in the farm papers, we were

induced to try them. Now we feel that if taken from

us, we would be deprived of the most valuable crop,

considering all its qualities, that we grow.

Albert R. Bellwood.
Chesterfield Co., Va.

NOTES ON COTTON AND TOBACCO.

Editor Southern Planter

:

A correspondent at Port Barnwell, N. C. writes as

follows

:

"The price of cotton is below the cost of produc-
tion. I am resolved to make no more cotton, but am
at a loss for something to take the place of cotton.

Would you advise the planting of tobacco? If so, can
you give me any information that would help me in

the general management of the crop? I have con-

versed with a good many tobacco men, but I find that

no two agree on a single point, which leaves me very
much puzzled. If yon can enlighten me in the matter,

or give me any references where I may get reliable in-

formation, I will feel much obliged."

This is a fair sample of many letters which reach me
daily from dissatisfied cotton growers all over the

South.

My answer to all these writers is, that they really

do not need anything in the place of cotton, but in all

of our Southern agriculture heretofore, the cotton

crop has occupied too large a place. Nor should they

think of abandoning cotton. Our correspondent is

in Craven county, in Eastern North Carolina, a sec-

tion well adapted to the perfection of the cotton crop,

and where the continuous culture of cotton year after

year on the same land, with the aid of a little dribble of

fertilizer of a complete character, has resulted in the

deterioration of the land, and in smaller crops ; and

the continuous dependence on the cotton crop for the

paying of everything else has brought about the natu-

ral result when the price has gone down below what

this system makes it cost to produce it.

What we need is not an abandonment of cotton, but

the growing of cotton on a smaller area with greater

crops per acre and at a lower cost than the old system

is capable of. You know, in a general way, how to

cultivate and save the cotton crop, and you would

abandon a crop which you can cultivate for another

of which >ou know nothing, not even knowing

whether or not your soil is adapted to the new crop.

You are willing to take the risk of utter failure be-
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canse under your present system the cotton costs more

than you can get for it. The chances are that you

would make a still worse failure with the tobacco.

My advice is that you do not abandon cotton, but

that you resolve to farm with cotton as the main crop

and so cultivate your land that you will be able to

make the cotton a real surplus money crop, after hav

ing paid all expenses out of other crops. Our farm

era have for generations looked upon cotton as the

only money crop, and have regarded corn and oats

ki in ply as ••supplies." Suppose you get your land to

growing fifty to seventy-five bushels of corn, and

\ ti\c bushels of winter oats per acre ; would

they not then assume the proportions of money crops?

And in your section this cau be done by proper farui-

ing Hi the land and the feeding of stock. I will war

rant that the market of Newberne and Wilmington is

not half supplied with good beef, and that in both

cities there is a large sale of Chicago beef, for thesiin

pie reason that no good homegrown beef can be had.

Now, in your section of the State, there is nothing

more easy to grow than forage for cattle from corn,

cow-peas, hay and other food ; and when a fanner

grows an abundance of the best cattle food and feeds

it to good stock on the place, he not only can make a

profitable business Iroin the feediug, but if he is a

careful man, he can save the manure and have plenty

6 to cover his entire corn field broadcast.

Xot that a farm cau be resored and made rich from

its own products alone, for iu everything sold off the

place some of the mineral elements are carried away,

ami your land is particularly deficient iu these. But
when you put the farm into a regular system, say a

ear rotation, iu which the corn is cut off the

1 md when glazed, aud cured in the shock, and the land

then .-own early in winter oats, then the oats can be
cut and cured and the land immediately given a good

dressing of arid phosphate and potash (say 300 pounds
of acid phosphate to fifty pounds muriate of potash),

and then sown in peas after this dressing has been

well harrowed in. This will give you a very heavy
Crop of peas. Now, cut these when the first pods are

well filled, and cure in the shock for two or three

days, turning them daily, and then store in the barn
while still limp, so as to save the leaves. Then shut

them up and let them alone while they are heating, as

tiny will, and you will have the finest of pea hay with

little trouble

Now. when the time comes to prepare the land for

the coi ton crop, plow deep furrows in the middles,

and iu these bury all the seed from last year's crop.

Buried in the middles, the plants will reach the rotten

seed just when they will do them the most good—at

fruiting time, and the result will be a crop of cotton

with no fertilizer bill attached. You will soon find

that in every round of this rotation, if you are liberal

with the acid phosphate and potash ou the peas, your

land will be increasing in fertility while you will be

getting larger crops at less expense.

Then, if you want to try tobacco, you can plant a

small part of the corn land iu tobacco, and gradually

learn how to treat it, and you will not have all your

eggs in one basket. Tou will find that on the tobacco

you will have to be particularly liberal iu the matter

of fertilizers, and that you will have to use different

kiuds from that applied to other crops.

As a source of ammonia for tobacco, you will find

that dried blood is the best, when aided by a little

nitrate of soda for early effect, and that the percentage

of acid phosphate should be lessened, and that the

potash should be always in the form of high-grade

sulphate and not as muriate. A good mixture for

tobacco will be 900 pounds acid phosphate, 600 pounds

dried blood, 100 pounds nitrate of soda, and 400 pounds

sulphate of potash. This will make a ton. and one of

the best tobacco-growers in Granville county uses a

ton per acre. But in your section of the State, I do

not believe your soil will grow the same kiud of

tobacco as Granville, and hence you should adopt a

different plan. You should manure heavily, and try

for a different class.

I believe that the time is not far distant when East-

ern North Carolina will find that she has been making

a great mistake in trying to grow bright tobacco, and

that the farmers there whose interest is in tobacco,

will find that their lands are better adapted to the

culture of cigar leaf from the Cuban or Sumatra seed,

and when they learn the methods of handling this

kind of tobacco, aud abandon the bright tobacco to

the upper section of the State, they will reap large

profits from tobacco. But we do not advise you, or

any one, to at once abandon a crop with which you

are familiar, and place your dependence on a crop of

which you know nothing.

Change gradually, and farm better, so that the cot-

ton you grow will be grown at less cost.

W. F. Massey

MOW A CROP OF i63 BUSHELS OF CORN TO
THE ACRE WAS GROWN.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Your favor asking for an account of my corn crop,

methods of cultivation, etc., has been received.

The Planter for last April quite fully reported the

preparation of the soil for this crop. I broke the

land in the spring, about 22 inches, with a three-

horse plow, followed by a two horse subsoil plow.

The land -vas put into thorough order ; fresh stable

manure was applied with a Kemp Spreader, set for

the thinnest application. This was at once harrowed
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in lightly and nearly a bag of South Carolina phos-

phate was drilled in with a wheat drill. I planted

about May 20th Albemarle Prolific seed, rows 2-V feet

apart, stalks single and 12 inches apart in the rows.

After the corn was up I ran a " weeder" over it, and

after that twice gave it a light cultivation as shallow

as possible. The corn averaged about 18 feet in height

and eared well. In one spot the wind laid it low at a

critical time. I topped the fallen corn and some of

it got up again, but there was considerable loss. In

shocking this corn posts and rails were set to hold

each shock, and the men had to use step ladders iu

tying it up. For the latter purpose old grape vines

were used. This acre, accurately surveyed and meas-

ured, shucked 163J bushels (shelled) ; the same acre

last season yielded 136.2-3 bushels. My entire crop

averaged about 23 barrels (115 bushels), the number

of acies in crop being estimated. It had the same

preparation, except that 300 lbs. of a prepared corn

fertilizer was used, costing $18.00 per ton, instead of

manure, and was not so thick on the ground. It was

not worked as the prize acre ; the wet weather pre-

vented some of it from being worked but once.

There are three phases of corn cultivation that need

study—first, the preparation ; second, the seed, which

includes planting, and third, after cultivation. Most

farmers seem to neglect the first two and rely princi

pally upon the last, which is least important.

In preparing the soil it seems to be true that corn

can be worked better before planting than afterwards.

Clods left to be reduced when working the corn will

mostly stay by you during the season. The land

should be broken deep, subsoiled, and rolled or har-

rowed enough to crush all the clods above and below

the surface. Then apply manure or fertilizer, if desired

to do so at all. Every one who has much manure
should have a spreader, as it makes the manure go

about as far again, and every bit of it is available for

the immediate crop. It leaves no cakes to harden

into a dry shell and burn and kill the roots that grow
through them, but beats the manure as fine as dust

and lays it as evenly as a carpet. No manure is ever

thrown out of my stable except into the spreader to

go straight to the field. If the stables hare to be

cleaned when it is too wet, it is sometimes dumped
iuto the field and spread as quickly as possible after

wards. If fertilizer is used, it should never be put on

by a fertilizer attachment to a corn planter. I learnt

this from Mr. Rhodes, a very successful farmer of this

county, many years ago. It should either be drilled

in or sown broadcast and harrowed in. Then when
the plant is feeding the ear and the little roots are

out in the middle of the row they are being fed. Put-

ting it on the hill starts the young plant well, but

when the fertilizer is most needed it is worthless.

2

When the weather is dry then it burns the best of the

stalk and becomes really harmful.

In the selection of seed there is every chance for

success or failure. The Albemarle Prolific, which I

use exclusively,' is good only for rich ground. It

should not be grown in orchards, for it shades the trees

too much. If land is light and poor, it should be

plauted with seed of a variety growing little fodder

and giving a good ear. A very general mistake in

selecting seed is to take the middle grain of the ear,

breaking off the butt and the tip. Experience has

demonstrated the fact that the very best seed on the

ear is the small grain on the tip, and the next best on

the butt, and the least desirable is the large center

grains. The others have the advantage over the lat-

ter both in germination and producing most grain

—

our farmers have for years been planting from the

whole, and onr crops have steadily increased. As to

the planting, if you want a big crop you must put the

seed in the ground. No 30 or 40 or 50 barrel crop

was ever made by ordinary planting. My theory is,

that if you are going to undergo the expense of a crop

you want to get the biggest crop possible and make

the biggest profit you can. Don't be afraid of hurt-

ing your land. If you will do your duty in cultiva-

ting and manuring, the land will improve under the

treatment. Plant as early as possible, but don't plant

before the land is thoroughly in order. I have always

been a little late following this rule, and it looks now

as if I would be late again this year. I have for two

years past been selling my corn crop for seed, and

the reports, with a very few exceptions, have been

highly gratifying. The largest crop ever raised in

Clarke county has been raised from my seed. One

hundred bushels have been reported from Culpeper,

the Valley, and many other points in this State ; it

has also succeeded remarkably well at different points

in South Carolina, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio and

Illinois.

Mr. Borden, one of the great cattle dealers and im

porters of the latter State, writes me that the 35 acres

he planted with Albemarle Prolific was unsurpassed

in his section.

These reports come from those using this seed and

adopting the above method of cultivating.

After cultivation should be shallow, no great crop

of corn was ever raised by root pruning that I have

been able to hear of.

Albemarle Co., Va. Samuel B. Woods.

Mr. J. H. Steele, Russell Co., Ya., writes: "I would

not be without the Planter for many times its cost."

Mr. Wm. Exton, Dana Ana Co., New Mex.. writes;

"I like the Planter very much. It is ably edited."
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BARNYARD MANURE.

Editor Southern Planter:

There has been so much written on the subject of

barnyard manure that to many the matter would seem

exhausted, but I still think there is much to be

learned upon it. One advocates making a heap aud

covering with plank to keep off the rain; another

Bays the best results can be obtained by hauling from

the barn every day and spreading on grass. The most

common method practiced by farmers is to haul the

manure direct from the barn and spre >d upon the sur-

- 'ine sis or eight weeks before plowing.

None of the above methods are, in my opinion, the

best. When we pile manure in a dry place, it is sub

ject to "fire-fang," and in that case loses over one

half of its original value. If the manure is spread on

the surface and lefr to lie for weeks uncovered, it loses

a good deal of its value both from exposure to the sun

and the washing of the rains.

I am convinced that manure is most profitably used

when plowed under immediately after spreading.

If the barn is so built that the stalls have to be

cleaned ont every day, it is better to pile the manure

in a large heap, and put kainit on each day as the

manure is taken from the stalls. By this method, it

can be kept from "fire-fanging." Where barns have

stalls about two feet deep, it pays better to let the

manure accumulate until the stalls are full ; then haul

to the field upon which it is to be spread, and make a

heap, say five by fourteen yards; over this space,

spread one load (50 bushels\ and apply about ninety

pounds of acid phosphate and forty pounds of kainit.

Continue this process applying the acid and kainit

on each load until the heap is as high as you wish to

have it. The heap should he made at least six week*

before use. The more it rains upon it the better the

manure will be. When the heap is ready for use. it

should be dug down with a sharp hoe. and made fine

by forking over before spreading. It is better if. in

the construction of such a heap, cow manure is mixed
with the horse manure ; by putting on first a load of

one and then a load of the other, there is then no

danger of the heap being hurt from overheat ng. The
main thing is to use kainit on the manure, as it con

tains 33 per cent, of salt, which preserves moisture,

besides having 12 per cent, of potash, which of course

adds greatly to the value of the manure. Some farm

ers do not like the idea of composting the manure,

and think it is too much trouble, but I contend it is

f:ir more economical to make a large heap, and use

kainit and acid phosphate, than to haul strawy, lumpy
manure from the barn and spread on the field, thereby

letting a large percentage of ammonia escape in the

air.

Hog manure is the most valuable manure we have

when managed properly. If this manure once heats,

it i> not worth hauling to the field.

If cotton was as difficult to raise as wheat in the

cotton States, it would always command a good price:

bat so long as there is soil enough to mix with a little

commercial fertilizer, the poorest farmer can make a

good deal of cotton. Wheat growing in these States

is a failure unless the land is well prepared and barn-

yard manure is applied liberally.

North Carolina. P. H. MlUfGUM, Je.

COW-PEA HAY.
Editor Southern Planter:

I send a little package containing some cow-pea hay

cured by my barn method. It has been run through

a cutter ready for feeding. Ton can see that this is a

fine quality of food and that all the leaves are saved

in good condition, aud as green in color as when cut.

This hay was grown and cured in the sand hill coun-

try near Southern Pines, where every one has been buy-

ing northern hay for feeding everything, assuming

that no forage can be grown in that soil ; but Mr.

Lindley, who has a large peach orchard there and

keeps a large force of mules, finds that he can grow a

ton of this hay per acre on that sand, and as he mixes

a little corn with the peas in sowing, he gets a fairly

good hay for mules, and no longer buys the northern

hay by the car load as he did. At his home place,

near Greensboro. Mr. Lindley cured in the same way
the peas from 90 acres of land. He had the first load

at the barn on a wagon when I drove up to the place

last fall, and was in doubt what to do with it. I told

him to go ahead and pack it into the barn. He took

me at my word, and a few days ago he told me that

he never saw finer hay, and that the question of forage

is settled for him both at home and at Southern Pines.

I am getting word almost daily from all sections of

the South that the barn curing of pea vines is a per-

fect success, and the chief difficulty in making this

hay is removed as people find how easy it is cured,

while they have always been taught that it was diffi-

cult to cure, aud that one must make scaffolds, and all

sorts of contrivances, that always resulted in an infe-

rior quality, with the leaves all gone.

W. F. Massey.
[The sample of cow-pea hay is l>eantiful feed. It

looks almost like newly cut pea fodder just dried suffi

ciently to take out the moisture. It is more like a
sample of English meadow hay in color than anything
we have seen in this country. Such hay as is sold on
the markets here would be almost unsaleable in the
English market. There hay is stacked like the pea
hay was housed, with the natural juices not all dried
out. and the result is a fine, sweet smelling, green col-

ored^hav. which stock eat greedily and thrive upon.
—Ed.]
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A LIGHT, PORTABLE FENCE.

The above drawing represents a cheap, handy, light

and portable fence—25 feet of inch-boards, 5 inches

wide, equips the lumber bill. Wire and stobs for each

panel, after the first, will not cost more than 2 cents.

A very few minutes work completes a panel. It re-

quires no posts, and when not in use cau be quickly

packed away for future service. A panel can be re-

moved at any place in line of fence for passing in and

out without damage to any of the material or impair

ing the general effectiveness of the remaining line of

fence.

I find it very useful in dividing pasture lands in

small areas. Cattle destroy by tramping and littering

while grazing more than they cousume ; hence, where

grazing land is limited, it is strictly a saving to re-

strain the animal in its perambulations. My corn-

patch iu the garden, after the ears are consumed, cau

be quickly isolated from other vegetables, and my
milch cow turned in on the most succulent of all graz

ing esculents ; while mauy small areas of green pas

turage will be surely utilized which, when not cheaply

insulated, would go to naught.

Poultry yards should be frequently changed for hy-

gienic reasons, if no other ; hence poultry iuclosures

must be made strictly portable. This fence design is

especially good for this purpose. Attach wire netting

to light frames, in panels of 12 feet ; couple together

by the extended top slab, aud stay with wire for braces

as often as necessary.

Observe that the top railing is 6 inches longer than

the under ones ; this is to lap to next panel, which

may be done by bolts or one wire nail (No. 8j, which

slightly clinch.

Bill for each panel (cattle purposes), 4 pieces 5xix

12, one piece 10 feet long, 5x J, two stobs, and 12 feet

of No. 14 wire.

In putting up panels, drive the uprights in ground

1 to 2 inches to prevent lateral movement. The

brace wire should be inserted in saw cut about an

inch in depth in top rail, and the ends of each wire ex-

change sides, and be attached to stobs driven in the

ground about 2 feet from the line of fence.

The whole cost of each panel in this section, where

lumber sells at $8 per M, including making of panel,

does not exceed 25 cents. By cutting upright 4 feet,

instead of 5 feet in length, you can drive 6 foot stakes

on either side at the same angle as the wire, causing

cross lap above top of fence, upon which place long

poles. This not only raises the height of the fence,

but guards the wire from contact with stock.

Wire can be bought by wholesale very cheap. The
"House Wrecking Co.," Chicago, advertise wire, per

roll of 100 lbs., at $1.15 per roll. Apropos ! I find

wire very useful for garden purposes. It beats rope

"all hollow" as a line for vegetable planting, aud is

ten times cheaper and more lasting, besides it is not

so stealable. I also use it for supporting raspberries,

grape vines, tomatoes, and early peas.

Rocky ML, Va. G. W. B. Hale.

CROPS FOR PIGS,

Experiments at the Kansas Agricultural College

show that Kaffir corn is similar to Indian corn in fat-

tening qualities, but not equal to it. If a small quan-

tity of feed rich iu protein, as alfalfa, soy beans or

skim milk, is added to the ration of Kaffir corn, good

results are obtained. Kaffir corn has advantages over

Indian corn for many parts of the State as a crop to

raise for fattening pigs. On the college farm for the

last nine years, the average yield per acre per year for

Kaffir corn has been 45.9 bushels, and for Indian corn

34.2. Averaging the results obtained from fattening

pigs six months of age and older, we have for the col-

lege farm an average per year per acre of 454 pounds

of pork from Kaffir corn, and 402 pounds of pork from

Tndian corn. In the western half of Kansas, the dif-

ference in favor of Kaffir corn is much greater, as in

1897, in fields where Indian corn yielded 1 to 5 bushels

per acre, the yield of the Kaffir corn was 25 bushels.

The soy beau is one of the best drouth resisting crops,

and if farmers will raise this crop as well as Kaffir

corn or Indian corn, pigs can be fattened profitably in

every part of the State.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.
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ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

l'rof. \V. F. Massey will reply to questions cm Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruitgrowing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than the L5th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Pla

Sources of Phosphoric Acid and Potash.

Please pardou me for trespassing on your valuable

time. I see iu your article iu The .Southern Planter,

How to Restore Fertility," that you advocate farm

ers buying the chemical ingredients they need, and

mixing for themselves. 1 plant and sow cow peas

largely. This year my cultivated crops will be after

„ ;l t stubble. I make on an average one year with an

other 1,000 pounds of seed cotton per acre, and an av

ei age of liO bushels of corn. The character of my land

is variable—some dark sandy, some stiff red, some

stiff daik, etc. I write the above to give you an idea

of the nature of the soil, so that you can inform me
what ingredients to use, and when to purchase them.

My observation is, that potash and phosphoric acid

are the ingredients needed, aud I have used kainit and

S. C. phosphates to obtain them, but think I have to

pay too much to obtain what i want in that way
;
in

other words, I have to buy a big amount that I don't

want, to get a small amount that I do want, and the

result is, that there is an unnecessary outlay of money.

I plauted one acre in velvet beans last yer. They
put on an immense crop of leaves, but the early frost

killed them. I will plant more this year, as I am sat

isfied they are a great source from which to obtain

humus, aud it is claimed they produce as much nitro

gen in the land as peas. I will plant corn this year

where I had velvet beans last.

Laurens Co., 8. G. Eobert C. Davis.

I know of no form in which you can get your phos

phoric acid as cheap as in a high grade acid phosphate

made from the phosphate rock. But to get potash,

you are freighting iu the kainit a large amount of per

tectly useless chloride of sodium, and your potash in

this form, when freighted to your interior town, will

cost more than in the form of a muriate. Kainit

rarely averages over 12 per ceLt. actual potash, while

the muriate has from 50 to 52 per cent, actual potash.

Hence, iu buying the muriate you will have to freight

less than one fourth as much to get the potash you

want. I note what you say in regard to the velvet

beau. From our own test here we are not enthusias-

tic over the plant, thongh it will .stand a better chance

for maturing here than in your elevated section. We
found that it makes such a mass that the under part

decays nest the ground, and we believe we can do bet-

ter with the Wonderful variety of the cow-pea. Still

we expect to experiment further with the velvet bean,

for part of ours would certainly have matured had not

the cattle gotten at them and devoured the whole in a

single night.

W. P. Massey.

Burning Off Grass—nixing Fertilizers.

1. Will you please state in the February No. of
Southern Planter whether it is best to burn land over
that is intended for mowing next summer ; and if so,

at what time?

2. Also, how would you proportion lime, phosphoric
acid and potash for peas per acre ?

I notice you recommend this for peas.

Charlotte Co., Va. N. E. Hates.

1. By no means. It can do no good and may do a

great deal of harm. The best plan I have ever tried

to clean the land before hay making is to go over the

field with the horse-rake just as growth begins in the

spring, and thus gather up all the dead trash that

would otherwise go into the hay. You will be sur-

prised, if you have never tried it, to see what a quan-

tity will be gathered. And I would not even burn

this, but use it on any red gall or gulley that you may
be unfortunate enough to have. It is, as a rule, al-

ways better to allow vegetable matter to rot on the

land rather than burn it off, and thus deprive the soil

of the humus the decay would have formed.

2. I would not mix lime and acid phosphate, as the

tendency of the carbonate of lime would be to revert

the phosphoric acid aud reuder it less soluble. Acid
phosphate, or the plain superphosphate from dissolved

phosphatic rock, contains about -40 per cent, of lime

sulphate already. For peas we would in localities

near the port of entry, mix acid phosphate and kainit

iu equal portions and apply 300 to 400 pounds per

acre for the peas. In places further from the coast, it

will pay better to buy the more concentrated muriate

of potash, and use only about one fourth as much in

connection with the phosphate. Kainit contains about

12 per cent, of potash, while the muriate has from 50

to 52 per cent, of potash. Therefore, when we freight

the kainit far inland the cost of the potash rapidly

increases above that of the muriate, from having to

freight so large a portion of useless salt. Hence, I

would prefer a mixture of 200 pounds acid phosphate

and 50 pounds of muriate of potash to one of 200

pounds each of acid phosphate and kainit. This

should always be applied to the land and be well har-

rowed in some time before sowing the peas, so that

the caustic effect of the muriate may be neutralized to

some extent, for we have found that iu direct contact

with the seed the muriate injures germination.

W. F. Massey.

Rotation of Crops.

I have read with much interest your articles on im-
proving poor laud, which have been published in the
Southern Planter, and they have impressed me as being
sound and practical, so that I have tried to follow the
system of farming as outlined in them, so far as appli-
cable to my conditions here. I have adopted the fol-
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lowing five-field rotation, and would like your opinion
of it

:

First Field—Com, with peas sown at last working,
and hand-picked.

Second Field—Trucks, such as sweet potatoes, mel-
ons, sorghum, &c, and balance peas cut for hay.

Third Field—Wheat and oats, with clover sown in

spring.

Fourth Field—Clover, cut twice.

Fifth Field—Clover, cut once and second cut grazed
or fall on laud.

I have a very good standing pastuie, marsh land
too wet for cultivation without draining. Would a
shorter rotation be better 1

? Drop which? clover or
peas? or would it be better to sow grass with clover
and make it longer ? When and where shall I apply
farm manure? when and where lime? I use acid
phosphate on peas and clover. Have used kaiuit and
muriate potash, but saw no benefit, though it is gene-
rally claimed our Tidewater Virginia lands need
potash.

My land is not very fertile ; think it needs humus
;

some of it sandy loam—fine for peas, but clover will

not stand through summer; some stiff, white-oak
laud—good for peas and clover, very poor for corn.

What is best oats and when best time to sow to cut
this summer (I usually sow Virginia winter oats in

fall, but this last year did not)? better to plow the
oats in or harrow? Laud already plowed. Land is

sandy loam.

C. C. Warner.
Ess x County, Vj.

Your rotaton is fairly good, but we believe that on

your land you can improve it by cutting clover but

once and th^n pasturing to keep it down a little and
fallowing for wheat again. After wheat is cut give

the stubble a dressing of acid phosphate and potash

and sow in peas to be cut for hay, and we think you
will get more forage than by leaving the clover another

year, and the land will be left in fine condition for the

corn crop. We are not surprised that you found no

good results from the use of potash alone. We would
never use it except in connection with a good percent-

age of phosphoric acid. If, after a fair trial, you find

that the potash adds nothing on your land, then you
will be justified in concluding that it does not need

potash. We feel sure that your sandy land does

need it. There are vast areas, however, of red clay

soil in Virginia that I would never think of buying
potash for, unless it were to get an extra supply for a

tobacco crop. But ordinarily most of the Upper Pied

mont country has an inexhaustible supply of potash

that lime will help to get out if judiciously nsed.

Even for sowing at this time of year we would prefer

the Virginia winter oats to auy spring oats whatever.

Harrow them in well, and sow not less than two bush-

els per acre.

W. F. Masset.

The Money Value of Marl.

I have read a lengthy and interesting article in Jan-
uary uumber of Planter on "Virginia Marls. Aud it

will be some satisfaction to au old farmer to know
from our Blacksburg chemist what mouey estimate
conld be safely made on the Rockbridge county marls,
taking lime and the comparative estimates of S. C.
bone and some standard brands of fertilizers.

Would our marls produce better results ground or
burnt as lime?
Taking the analysis of the "Natural Bridge Marl"

—

viz : Insol. matter, 4.34
; lime, 47.87 ; magnesia, 3.24

;

phos. acid, .80; pot. .31—I would ask if better iesults
could be looked for in a ground condition, or burnt,
than might be expected from our lime?
Would the small amount of phosphoric acid, mag-

nesia aud potash contained in marl give it a prefer-
ence over lime ?

This is an interesting subject to farmers, especially
to those living near marl beds ; as I do not, and there
fore am not interested in selling marl. I have often
noticed large deposits of marl near the bridge and
have wondered if it could not be profitably employed
as a fertilizer. W. B. Leech.

Replying to Mr. Leech's questiou as to the money
value of the Rockbridge Couuty marl iu comparison
with S. C. Bone, I would say that there is no compari-

son.

The content of phosphoric acid in the marl is only

0.80 per cent., and at the present value of phosphoric

acid a ton of this marl would be worth about five

cents. The quantity of potash which it contains is so

small that it is not worth considering, especially when
it is known that potash as it occurs in marl is not avail-

able to plants, and only becomes so by the continued

action of air and moisture and the roots of growing
plants.

This sample of Rockbridge County marl has very

little value, and would not pay for hauling any dis-

tance. It would perhaps be of some value to the land

immediately around it.

Marls should always be applied in a finely-divided

condition. This condition can generally be obtained

by depositing in piles in the field and leaving it there

for some time, until it weathers and crumbles.

They should rarely ever be burnt, but applied in

their natural state.

A soil which requires an application of lime would

be very much benefited by an application of mail, and
if marl occurs nearby it would pay to apply it instead

of lime, otherwise it would be better to use the lime.

The benefits to be derived from marl will not admit of

long transportation ; especially is this so when the

marl contains only small quantities of pho-tphoric acid

and potash.

Marl can be used to great advantage as a filler in

the making up of fertilizers. R. J. Davidson,

Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va.
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Will Cow Peas and Rye Seeded Together Succeed ?

Along with my herd of registered Jerseys I find I

can raise pigs, and also rye rather than wheat. I oan

sow it any time from August to December.

Tie worst piece of land on my place is a lot of thirty

acres, which was in corn last Bummer, and which is

now sown to rye. On an idea for my next summ rs'

treatment of this lot. I ask practical advice. Theoreti-

cally it is beautiful. My plan is to plow the rye stub

ble as soon after harvest ;is possible, prepare the land

immediately, and by August 1st. say, resow to rye.

using 400 lbs. of fertilizer per acre, mixed in the fol-

lowing proportions: 1,720 lbs. S C. rock and 280 lbs.

muriate of potash. At the same time—a day or two

earlier or later— I will sow three pecks to one bushel

of cow peas to the acre, either broadcast or drilled in

grain drill, every other grain tube stopped), and also

apply from nine to twelve bushels of ground uuslacked

lime per acre.

Now, I think the rye will make a three-inch growth,

anyhow before the peas overtake it and down it, and

being so hardy will remain stationary until later in

the fall it again sees daylight.

By the middle of September, or perhaps a little

later, I thought to turn in my pigs or cattle, or both,

and with a little corn to keep the pigs there until three

weeks of killing time, when they would be penned;

the cattle to be pastured until, say Novembei 1st,

leaving a heavy mulch of pea vines on ground.

The rye, I think, would be making some growth

after three weeks of pasture. (I should state that I

keep about 35 head of cattle and 70 to 80 pigs—will

be April pigs), all of which will be kept off field in

wet weather. Clover, as usual, will be sown in Feb
ruary.

1. Will the peas sown at this time, and as I suggest,

mature sufficiently to pasture either the cows or pigs,

or both !

2. Will the yield of rye be better or worse ou

account of the peas

!

3. Will its harvesting be more difficult on account

of the peas haulm!
4. Will the clover seeding be in any way affected!

5. Will the lot be improved by this treatment—land

is red clay, with some sand! Similar land adjoining

this yields eight to fourteen barrels of corn—will

average ten barrels—aud twenty four bushels of wheat

per acre. This particular lot averaged last season

seven and a half barrels of corn, but the laud looks

thin. F. C. H.

Montgomery County, Md.

1. On land capable of producing the quantity of

corn you name, aud with the assistance of 400 lbs. of

fertilizer of the quality you state, we do not doubt that

the peas would make good grazing for pigs and cattle,

though it is very doubtful whether they would fully

mature the seed.

2. We should doubt very much whether the rye

would make a crop. Whilst it is a very hardy cereal,

we question much whether it could survive smother

ing with such a pea crop as would be likely to be pro-

duced for so long a period. We think the safer course

would be cut up the pea stubble with an Acme or

spading harrow when the cattle were taken off No-

vember 1st, and seed then to rye. This would make

a crop without any risk of failure.

3. If the rye should survive the smothering of the

peas, we should anticipate some difficulty in harvest-

ing it from the presence of the peas haulm, if not very

closely eaten up by the pigs and cattle.

4. We do not think the clover seeding would be at

all injured, but rather improved.

5. If the experiment succeeded no doubt the field

would be much improved by the addition of the

humus from the stubbles of the crops and from the

nitrogen gathered by the peas and the droppings of

the stock.

We would like to hear from some of our readers on

the questions propounded.

—

Ed.

Cow Peas for Hens—Canteloupes, Peaches, Plums,

for Market Crops.

1. I notice that all writers on poultry advise that

wheat, oats and corn be fed either alternating or com-
bined to laying hens. How is it that they never men
tiou the Southern cow pea! Are they not better for

laying hens than either of the above grains! With
many Southerners peas are the cheapest grain per lb.

we can get, and if I am not greatly mistaken you can
benefit the Southern poultry raisers as much by a few
dissertations on the cow pea as an egg producer as you
have done by your discourses on the cow pea as a nitrogen

gatherer.

Please give us an ideal ration of grain for an even-

ing feed, and also give us an analysis of corn, oats,

wheat and peas. It seems to me that peas, being more
nitrogenous, come nearer filling the bill for a night

ration than either of the grains.

2. Is there a paying market for canteloupes from
July 10th to 30th ! We can raise quantities of them,
but as we are so far from the coast we can't get many
earlier than July 10th, and then I expect Wilmington
and Norfolk would crowd us out.

What variety is best for shipping! Do you know
of a responsible firm that would like to engage the
crop of five to twenty five acres, or more! I have
been growing Wood's Perfection, but while it is a tine

melon, it is not early enough.
Our lands are worth from $50 to $100 per acre and

hands cost 40 cents per day, and being near several

lines of railroad, I think we ought to be able to com-
pete with other points if we are early enough for the
Northern markets.

3. Is there auy good market for green onions in May
and June! I can raise an abundance of them if I

COuld dispose of them to any advantage. Our local

market pays one fourth of a cent apiece for them, or

two and a half cents for a bunch of ten. This pays us

well, but we can't sell enough at that price. If I un-

derstand the Northern quotations, shipped onions sell

for much less than that North. We plant sets in Octo-
ber or February.

4. What market variety of peaches is most resistant

to spring frosts ! I notice that Cr03by and Elberta are

more resistant than any others which I have.
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5. What varieties of plums are most resistant ? Are
not Red June, Abundance, Burbank, Wickson and Excel-

sior more resistant than most peaches f I have found
Excelsior a very fine family plum.

I wish to largely increase my peach and plum
orchards, but am greatly afraid of plum rot, curculio

and spring frosts. L. B. Folk.
Richland Co., S. C.

1. There is no doubt but that cow peas would make
an excellent feed for laying hens. They are richer in

protein than either of the other grains named ; whilst

not being so rich in carbohydrates, are less likely to

make the hens too fat to be good layers. The reason

they have not been more frequently advised as feed is

no doubt their not being easily obtained out of the

South, and their price, which is generally much more
per bushel than the other grains. As an ideal ration

for the evening meal we would say mix peas, wheat
and corn in about equal parts. The following is the

aualysis of the grains named :

Protein. Carbo-hydrates. Fat.

Corn 10.5 69.6 5 4
Cuts 11.8 59.7 5.0
Wheac 11.8 72.0 2.1

Cow peas 20.8 55.7 1.4

2. The Northern markets pay good prices for good
canteloupes in July, but no doubt you would have con

siderable competition from places nearer the coast,

and therefore more easy of access to those markets.

Write Somers Bros & Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., on this

subject. They are a reliable house, and will advise

you as to the markets better than we can. In this

issue you will find two new canteloupes mentioned as

being likely to meet the requirements of the markets.

3. You are too far away to ship green onions to

Northern markets with profit, we should presume.

Ask Somers Bros & Co. as to this.

4. We cannot advise you as to this. All the peaches

and plums are easily injured by even slight frosts

when in bloom. They should be planted on a north-

ern exposure to keep back the blooming period as

long as possible.

—

Ed.

of uncooked meal or grain were required for 100

pounds of gain with pigs, while after it was cooked

505 pounds were required. This shows a loss of 6 per

cent, of the feeding value of these substances through

cooking. In a series of experiments made at Wiscon-

sin by Professor Henry himself in feeding cooked

potatoes and uncooked corn meal, he found that 786

pounds of cooked potatoes when fed with corn meal

effected a saving of 178 pounds of corn meal ; to save

100 pounds of corn meal would therefore require 411

pounds of potatoes. He says " in general we may say

that a bushel of corn is worth four and a half bushels

of potatoes for fattening purposes when cooked and

fed with corn meal." There is no feeding advantage

gained by steaming potatoes over boiling them in a

kettle. The system of steaming, however, has the

advantage of being adapted to cooking or improving

the palatability of cut fodders of various kinds, for

which boiling in a kettle is inapplicable.

—

Ed.

Cooking Food for Hogs.

Will you, in your next issue, give some information
on the value of cooking food for stock (especially
hogs\ and tell whether the boiler which is advertised
to make steam and send it in a barrel to do the cook-
ing can be used with any more advantage than a big
caldron or kettle? Sajiuel Griffin, Jr.
Bedford County, Va.

Professor Henry, in his standard work on "Feeds
and Feeding," says, after reviewing the experiments

made with cooked corn or meal, that, "including all

the trials so far as known that have been favorable to

cooking feed, and omitting many that are unfavorable

to that operation, the average shows that 476 pounds

Improving Growth of Thorn Hedge.

I have a thorn hedge that is about three years old,

in a light soil and not very rich. The hedge has not
grown in proportion with its age. I want to put
something on the land that will make the hedge grow.

Will you kindly tell me what to use, and when and
how to use it? R. L. White.

Gloucester County, Va.

Cut the hedge hack at once with a bill hook to about

six or eight inches of the ground. Then clean out the

weeds and grass from between the plants and apply a

dressing of farm yard manure, extending half a yard

on each side of the hedgerow. Let this lay on the top

as a mulch. In the late summer, after the thorns

have made a good growth, which they should do with

this assistance, cut the new growth back again to

within six or eight inches of the old wood. This sys-

tem will make the hedge thick and impenetrable to

stock if followed every year until the fence has attained

the height desired. Then keep it closely cut in to that

height every year.

—

Ed.

Fertilizer for Tomatoes.

Will you please tell us what is the best fertilizer for

tomatoes? We expect to plant about 100 acres this

year, and would like to use the cheapest fertilizer that

will answer the purpose. We cau make lime very
cheaply, and would like to use it in connection with
other fertilizers. Huff Bros.

Washington County, Va.

A large grower of tomatoes in this section says that

he finds well rotted barnyard manure, applied at the

rate of two or three forkfulls to the hill, and bone,

either raw or dissolved, the most effective. For the

early crop he uses dissolved bone and for the late crop

raw bone. From experiments made in other States it
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has been found that barnyard manure, supplemented

with 600 pounds of acid phosphate and 200 pounds of

mini ite of potash, well worked into the laud a month

previous to planting the crop, and then at planting

time the application of 100 pounds to the acre of

nitrate of soda, is effective in securing good results.

Nitrate of soda alone on land already well supplied with

phosphoric acid and potash has been found effective

when applied at the rate of 320 pounds to the acre in

three applications—say one third at planting aud the

other two thirdl in two applications at the second aud

third working of the crop. The use of lime will not

be found of advantage to the crop at this season of the

yar. ft miylit have been found useful if applied in

tin- fill, as it would theu have had time to become

assimilated with the soil, aud would have liberated

the inerl potash, which would have thus become avail-

able as plant food for the crop.—Ed.

Fertilizers for English Peas and Irish Potatoes

—

Steaming Clover Hay.

1. 1 see you recommend using nitrate of soda under
potatoes at planting time, aud apply the same to peas
alter they start to grow. It appears to me if it is

profitable to use it under potatoes wheu they are
planted, it would also be advisable to use it uuder the

op to give it a vigorous start. I have applied
nitrate of soda to peas and never saw any benefit ; be-

sides, it the soda gets on the tops wheu they are wet,

it will kill them.
2. Plei-e give us a good formula for Irish potatoes,

using fish guano in the place of cotton seed meal.
.:. I see many writers recommend cut clover hay

steamed lor bogs and poultry, What kind of a struc-

tuie would you advise for one not able to get a steam
boiler 1 Don't you think a fiat sheet iron pan, built

over a brick arch, would be better than a large iron
kettle, us ir would take less wood and time to heat
than the kettle.

4. Do yon recommend destroying the germ of the
horns on calves with caustic potash and the method.

Constant Reader.
Northumberland County, Va.

1 The amount of nitrate of soda advised to be used

in the potato fertilizer at planting is not large. Prob-

ably even th it amount would be better applied after

the plants have appeared above ground, as advised in

the case of the pea crop. This would certainly be so

if the season at planting was a wet one. Nitrate of

soda is bo quickly soluble that much of its value is al-

ways losl unless the crop to which it is applied is in a

growing condition and capable at once of absorbing

the nitrogen.

2. Dried fish may be used iu the place of the cotton

seed meal in the potato fertilizer. The content of ni-

trogen is about the same in dried fish as iu cotton seed

meal. The fish is richer in phosphoric acid than the

cotton seed meal, and therefore, if used iu the fertili-

zer, the acid phosphate may be somewhat reduced.

3. We think the flat sheet iron pan would be found

a good substitute for an iron kettle.

4. In this issue will be found an article on dehoru

ing, giving full advice on the use of caustic potash on

calves.

—

Ed.

Virginia Weather Bureau—Snap Beans.

1. Has Virginia a weather bureau?
2. How does it serve the farmers?
3. At what temperature will snap beans germinate

and grow?

Chesterfield, Va. J. Volkert.

1 and 2. Virginia has a finely equipped weather bu-

reau, under the control of the National Department of

Agriculture. The head office is in the city of Rich-

mond. It serves the farmers by issuin" weather warn-

ings, which are distributed over the State by the ra 1-

roads, and at the different sub stations, and by publi-

cation in the daily press, and by reports sent direct to

enquirers. It also sends out crop bulletius during the

growing season. Write the Chief Observer at the head

office in Richmond.

3. Snap beans will not germiuate or grow until the

soil has become warm, nor should they be planted un-

til all danger of frost is past, as they are cut down with

a slight freeze.

—

Ed.

Soja Beans.

1st. How long does it require soja beans to mature
from the time they are planted?

2d. What will cure a cough in young pigs. I have
a fine Berkshire three months old, which sleeps with
three pigs ; noue affected but him. House is free from
dust.

North Carolina. A Reader.

1. Soja beans will mature in about the same time as

corn, but they have a habit of continuing growth as

long as the weather is warm, and then ripen up quick-

ly just as soon as the cold weather sets in. This has

led many farmers to fear they would uot mature be-

fore frost, but they almost invariably do so when
planted in May, or not later than the first week in

June.

2. It is very difficult to administer medicine of any
kind to hogs except such as they will take in their

food. We would give a piut of linseed oil in the food

once or twice a week, so as to keep the bowels open,

and also add a tablespoonful of spirits of nitre to

the food every other day. Keep warm and feed

lightly.

—

Ed.

Mention the Plauter to your friends.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
Whilst it is yet too early for much to be done in the

farmer's garden beyond breaking the laud and making
it fit for the planting of crops, and getting manure and

fertilizers on to it, it is not too early for the truck

farmers of the eastern coast lands to be preparing the

land for and planting the early Irish potato and Eng-

lish pea crops, and fittiug the laud for the planting of

the other vegetable crops, which form so important a

feature in the agriculture of those sections of all the

Atlantic Coast States from Florida to New Jersey.

The fact that the earliest crops are those that bring the

highest prices, makes it worth the while of these

truckers to incur some risk of loss from damage by
frost in order to be first on the Northern markets with

their produce. They can afford to take these risks,

whilst the farmer in other parts of the State cannot

do so because he produces garden crops only for home
consumption. In our last issue we gave information

as to the planting of the English pea and Irish potato

crop, and as to the fertilizer proper to use. We men-

tioned cotton-seed meal as a good source of nitrogen

for this crop. A trucker writes us, asking whether

he cannot use fish scrap in the place of cotton seed

meal. In reply, we would say, Yes. Fish scrap and
cotton seed meal contain approximately the same per

centage of nitrogen, and both supply this to the plant

slowly during the whole period of growth. Nitrate

of soda exercises its influence quickly, and should be

used to start the growth, aud to force it rapidly when
growth has started. Fish scrap has also four or five per

cent, of phosphoric acid, and therefore, where it is used

in the place of cotton-seed meal, the amount of acid

phosphate advised may be reduced. We would in-

vite the attention of truckers to the article in this issue

on Irish potato growing, giving the results attained in

New York State by frequent plowing and cultivation

of the land without the use of fertilizers. It may re-

sult, if followed, in the production of a better crop,

with even less than the average quantity of fertilizer

used. We of course realize that truckers cannot

afford to be niggardly in the use of fertilizers, either

on Irish potatoes or any other crop. Their success

depends on the early and quick production of their

crops, and only by the use of high grade fertilizers in

abundant quantity can this be leached. It will never

pay to stint the fertilizer to produce truck crops. A
week's time gained in the time when a crop can be

put on the market often makes the difference between

a profit and a loss. The great point which truckers

ought to have in mind is to find out exactly what fer-

tilizer their laud requires in order to make it produce

a maximum crop of the particular kind required, and
then to apply it liberally. The only way to get this

information is to experiment every year on plots of

land with different fertilizers. We make it a point to

give every month for some one or more crops the
amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash taken
from the soil by the crops, but this is only an indica-

tion of the requirements of the crop. It does not
positively determine that the application of that quan-
tity of fertilizer will produce a maximum crop. It

may be that some one or more of the elements may
already be present in the land in sufficient quantity, and
that the cost of this ingredient may be saved, whilst,

on the other hand, it may be necessary, and almost
always is necessaiy, to supply more of some ingredient

than our figures would indicate as necessary, from the
fact that it is impossible for any crop to avail itself of
all that is supplied in the fertilizer. These points

should all be considered.

One point very necessary to successful trucking is

the early production of plants, such as tomatoes,

egg-plants, melons, peppers, &c. To insure this, glass-

covered frames and hot beds should now be got ready
for the seed. A greenhouse, heated either with steam
or flues, would in most cases soon pay for itself by
enablii g plants to be ready for setting out at the very
earliest time, and to have a reserve of plants for set-

ting out in the event of a freeze doing injury to those

already planted. We would urge attention to these

matters at once.

Cabbage, cauliflower, tomato, beet, onion, lettuce

and radish seeds may be sown in frames and hot-beds

for early planting, and towards the end of the month,
spring kale. Beets, spinach and carrots may be sown
in the open ground. Onion sets and well-hardened

lettuce plants may also then be set out.

SALSIFY.

A subscriber asks us for information as to the grow-
ing of this vegetable, for which there is now a very
largely increasing demand for winter use at a time
when other vegetables are scarce. The land best

suited to produce the crop is a rich, deep sandy loam.

Previous to sowing the seed, the land should be deeply
plowed, and worked as fine as possible throughout the

whole depth plowed. This is absolutely necessary in

order to secure long, straight, clean grown roots, which
alone command the best price. The land should be
made rich with well rotted farm -yard manure, which
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should be worked into the soil so as to be thoroughly

incorporated with it. If commercial fertilizer is used

it should be rich in potash. A mixture made of 100

lbs. nitrate of soda, 400 lbs. cottonseed meal, 1.200

lbs. of acid phosphate (11 per cent.), and 300 lt>s. of

muriate of potash will best meet the needs of the crop.

If a mixed fertilizer is used use one analysing 4 per

cent, ammonia, !) per cent, phosphoric acid, and 8 per

cent, potash. The seed should be sown in rows 18

inches apart, aud the plants be thinned out so as to

stand about 4 inches apart in the rows. Sow in March

or April, and keep cleanly cultivated.

TWO NEW CANTELOUPES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

To those who may desire to grow excellent cante-

loupes for table use or for market, these few no'es on

two new varieties may be of interest. Whatever of a

personal nature may appear in these notes has no pe-

cuniary motive, since the melons passed entirely out

of my hands last year, and are now being introduced

by a Virginia seedsman The canteloupes referred to

are' Ideal" aud "Jewel." They are crosses between

Eirly Netted Gem, which is the standard of excellent

table quality, and the Cannon Ball, which is the stand-

ard of shipping quality. The Netted Gem is white-

fleshed and about the earliest canteloupe I know of,

but it is quite small, averaging about one aud a half

pounds.

The Cannon Bill is the thickest fleshed melon I

kuow of, and averages about live pounds, but is a

medium early variety. It has red 11 sh.

The Ideal and Jewel combine the good qualities

of both, the former taking its color of nVsh after the

Cannon Ball, and the latter taking its color of Hesh

afier the Netted Gem. Both are early, of excellent

flavor, very prolific, and have fine shipping qualities.

They will average about two and a half pounds. After

testing 85 varieties hereon our grounds, I concluded

that all could be dispensed with except these two

which we originated.

To my Virginia friends who may desire to grow
something in their gardens most excellent for the

breakfast table, or for shipping long distances, these

two new creations in the melon world offer special in-

ducements for trial.

R. H. Price,

Texas Experiment Station, College Station, Texas.

When you write to advertisers, always mention the

Southern Planter.

ASPARAGU5-GR0WING.

The demand for asparagus is one that grows every

year, aud is likely to continue to do so. There is,

therefore, every reason why more people should learn

how to grow it. The plants can either be raised from

seed or bought of seedsmen. If a large bed is wanted,

the best course is to sow a pound of seed, which will

produce about 3,000 plants. Sow the seed in rows, not

too thickly, on good, fertile land. The plants will be

ready to set out in the permanent beds in 12 months.

The very best soil that can be selected for asparagus is

a light sandy loam with sufficient slope to carry off all

surplus water ; asparagus r^ ots will not thrive in mud.

After selecting the site, break and drag the land thor-

oughly, and with a one-horse plow mark off straight

rows, six feet apart, running north and south. After

all the rows are marked off, take a two hoi se plow, if

you have one, and throw the row out both ways, run-

ning three or four times in the same row, taking care

to keep the row perlectly straight. After you have

done all you can with the plow, take a long-handled

shovel and clean out the trench fifteen to eighteen

inches deep, according to the depth of the soil (I have

my trenches eighteen inches deep by measure) ; throw

all the top-soil on one side of the trench, to be gradu-

ally worked back into it, after planting, and all of the

bottom soil, or clay, on the opposite side of the trench

to be scattered broadcast over the surface. After the

trenches have been cleaned out, say, eighteen inches

deep, twelve inches wide at the bottom, aud perfectly

straight, then, with the hand or shovel, pull into the

tiench layer of the richest top soil, three inches deep,

aud spread it evenly over the bottom of the trench,

using a fork hoe for this purpose; the trenches are

now ready for planting. With a long sharp spade

take up the plants ; avoid breaking the roots as much
as possible ; aud if the weather is dry and w:ndy, pull

the plants apart aud drop them iu a tub or bucket of

water as fast as they are taken up. Never take up
any more plants than you will set out during the day,

and never allow the plants to get dry before they are
plant, d out. Get in the trench and plant backwards,
placing the plants eighteen inches apart, taking care

to spread out the roots aud cover up the plants as you
go, by pulling iu the top soil with jour hand to the
depth of two or three inches, aud press it down firmly

on the plants.

The cultivation the first year consists in ke ping the
trench clean, taking care not to allow more than three
inches of additional soil iu the trench by the eud of

the fiist year.

During the following winter, scatter good farmyard
manure iu these trenches on top of the plants to the

depth of three or four inches ; the second year, culti-

vate in the same manner as during the first jear, and
manure the trenches heavily with farmyaid manure
during the second winter. By this time the trenches
will have beeu filled up entirely. The third year the
crop will be ready to cut.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

THE DUAL PURPOSE COW.
As confirming our statement that the Shorthorn

cow is the ideal dual purpose cow, and that such an

animal is the cow that a very large number of farmers

ought to keep, Major Beutley, of Pulaski county, Va.,

who has had a very long experience with the finest

bred Shorthorns, writes us as follows: "The milk-

ing quality of this breed does not interfere with the

beefing quality. I know that the highest beefing

qualities are combiued with great milk and butter

production. The dam of a 2,200 lbs. three years old

bull which I have in my pasture, and now fourteen

years old, has given plenty of milk for her calf and

made one pound of butter per day without any feed

other than grass. I have others that I think will do

even better than this, and they are pure bred Short

horns, with the fiuest and most desirable pedigrees "

Another breeder of registered Shorthorns has just

made up his statement of the butter produced by his

herd in 1S98. His seventeen cows, four of which were

heifers with first calves, made 4.S14 lbs. of butter, or

an average of nearly 281 lhs. per head. Not a bad

record this for a cow that is also a beef- making ani

mal. Major R. J. Hancock, of Albemarle couuty.

Va.. also writes us ou this subject. He says: '' I was

much gratified to read your several articles on Short-

horn cattle. You are entirely right. I have tried

them twenty six years, and I know that they and their

crosses are the best catt'e for Virginia and Virginians.

They are not only good milkers and butter-makers,

but they are good work oxen as well, and excel all

others for beef. My son sold a steer last year, or the

year before, to a dealer for .$70, which was thirteen

or fourteen years old, and out of which we had gotten

ten years' hard work under the yoke. Where is there

any other animal that will do as well ? We now work

six thoroughbred Shoruhorn steers for a team, and

nobody can beat them. We expect to keep this team

up indefinitely by castrating such yearling bulls as we

do not care to send out for breeders."

Without disparaging any other breed, for nearly

each breed has its special fitness for some particular

object or locality, and after personal experience with

many of the breeds, we have no hesitation in saying

that the Shorthorn is the best general or dual purpose

cow, and that whatever specialists may say to the <ou

trary, that there is a place, and a very large place, for

such a cow amongst the farmers of every country in

the world.

Always mention the Planter when you write to

any of our advertisers.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY IN THE SOUTH.

(The following letter was addressed by the Editor of

this journal to the Hon. El ward Atkinson, of Boston,

Mass , in answer to an enquiry by him as to the pos-

sibility of making sheep keeping profitable in the cot-

ton States. The letter has been published by the Ten-

nessee Industrial League as part of a pamphlet issued

by that League, containing an address by Mr. Atkin-

son on the subject upon which it bears :)

I avail myself of the first opportunity to write you
more fully in reply to yours of the 18th of April, on
the snhject of sheep husbandry in the South, and par-

ticularly as to the possibility of using the turnip crop
as a means here of advancing this branch of industry.

Allow me, at the outset, to say that we have one great

d faculty to overcome before we can hope to make
sheep husbandry a success in the South, and that is

the plague of dogs, with which the whole country is

infested. Every poor white in in and negro keeps two
or three dotrs, and the very poorest keep three or four

at, least. For twelve years I liave been trying in this

State to get. legislation to aid in pnttingdown thedogs
by imposing taxation upon them, but with very little

success. Every member who votes for a dog1 tax is

defeated when he comes up for re election. There is

is not amongst the people a sufficient appreciation of

the value of sheep as improvers of land, and in them-
selves profitable, to create a public opinion sufficiently

strong to put down the dogs Too many of our larm-

ers are like the celebrated John Randolph, of Roan-
oke, of whom it is said that he declared he would
willingly go two miles to kick a sheep to death. Dogs
and sheep are incompatible in any country. The mere
prowling about of dogs, even when they do not worry
the sheep, is sufficient to cause a flock to cease to be-

come profitable. We have in this S^ate several farm-

ers who have come from England and from Cinada,
determined to make sheep husbandry a leading fea-

ture. They have, one and all, been compelled to

abandon it afrer suffering serious losses from the dogs.

Apart from this difficulty, there is no reason whatever
why sheep husbandry should not be a most profitable

business in the South. It is, however, very question-

able whether the turnip crop can be made to play here
the same important part in the business which it has
do; e in England. Not because, as you suggest, of the

need of phosphate in the land. This difficulty can be
easily overcome by the use of the cheap acid phos-

phate, which now only costs about $10 per ton, and
by the adoption of a systematic rotation of legumin-
ous crops, but on account of climatic conditions. The
turnip requires a cool, moist climate for its successful

growth. Ours is hot and dry. In England, turnips
are sowed in May, and make a continuous growth up
to November. I have raised forty tons, of 2,210
pounds each, to the acre, within those mouths. Here,
if sowed in May, they grow for one or two mouths,
and then run to seed, and are valueless for stock. We
sow them here in August, and they continue their

growth to November. By this time, if they make a
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crop of twenty tons to the acre, of 2 000 pounds each,

they are considered to have done very well. Often,

they do not make half this quantity. Until the

weather becomas cool and moist in the fall, they make
but little growth, and then the season is too short to

permit of their making the weight required to make
the crop as profira le as it ought to be. Notwith-

standing thisdrawback, I have strongly advocated the

growth of the crop here, as it can be made a second

crop, say, to follow wheat or oats, and thus be a means

of making the laud more profitable, and, at the same,

be a means of clearing it of weeds, which are one of

our pests, and also of improving its condition. I also

think it of so great value as a food for stock of all

kinds that even if not so profitable to grow as some
other crops, it ought to be raised. Its value as a food

arises not so much from its nutritive value, which, as

you know, is low, as from its cool and appetizing na

tare, which enables the stock to eat other dry foods

with relish, and to assimilate them better. All laud

here, except the heaviest clay land, will, when in good
tilth and of average fertility, produce such turnip

crops as I have described, and if these were grown
and fed to sheep in the manner we feed them in Eug
land—that is, by herding the flock on the field in

small sections at a time, would result in great advan-

tage to the land and profit to the sheep, but to carry

such flocks, per acre, as we carry in England, would
require the feeding of much other food. In England,

we supplement the turnips with oil cake and some
hay. Here oil cake is not to be had, except at a high

price, and hay is a scarce article on far too many
farms. There are, however, other foods which could

be substituted for these for winter feed, which have
b^en found most admirably adapted for the purpose.
Ensilage made from the corn crop has been used most
successfully as a succulent winter food for sheep, and
cow pea and soja bean hay are most excellent feeds

for sheep, and can be produced here most successfully.

A Canadian friend of mine, who has a farm in

Southside Virginia, last winter fed a flock of several

hundred sheep into fat mutton with ensilage, cow peas
and soja bean hay, and cow peas and soja beans as the
grain ration. He said he never had sheep to do bet
ter on any feed. If attention is given to sowing crops,

specially for sheep feed, we can here practically give
them green feed nearly all the year round. This is

most desirable for successful sheep keeping. They
never do well when confined to dry feed, however fed.

Winter oats, rye, vetches and German clover, will

provide good, green grazing from October to May,
unless the winter be an unusually severe one. Fre-
quently, during December and January, we have pe
nods of hard weather, when sheep requite shelter and
feed providing, but these are of short duration. From
May to October, there is an abundance of green feed
of various kinds to be had for the trouble of sowing
the crops at regular intervals, even where good grass
is scarce. But wherever sheep are sept, grass will

soon become plentiful, unless wilfully killed out by
cultivation. Referring to your remark as to using
sweet potatoes, artichokes, or some leguminous crop,
in the place of the turnip, I do not think this would
be profitable, except as to such a use of the legumin
ous crops as I have mentioned. The harvesting of
sweet potatoes and aitichokes, and the care required
to keep them during winter, would be too great a cost

aud task. These crops are better adapted for hogs, as

they harvest them themselves aud the ground pre-

serves them, except in very severe weather. If farm-

ers will sow dwarf Essex rape in August, they will

have good, green feed for sheep until December. This
can be supplemented by winter oats seeded in Septem-
ber. German or crimson clover seeded in August and
September will give grazing from November to May.
Vetches seeded in September will do the same. Rye
seeded in October gives grazing to April. Red clover
and the grasses seeded in August and September give
grazing and hay from April to the fall. Cow peas
and soja beans seeded in May and June will give green
feed and hay in the summer and fall. These may be
supplemented by corn and sorghum all through the
summer and fall months, and the ensilage made from
these crops will during the winter months supplement
the green crops I have mentioned as then available.

How far cotton seed or cotton seed meal could be
safely used to supplement the winter feeding of ensi-

lage and cow peas and soja beans, I am not prepared
to say. I think, however, it might be used to a lim-

ited extent. Fed carefully to cows, it is a success,

and I think it would be if so fed to sheep, but it is a
food which requires careful feeding. I have had cows
to which I could not feed it without danger, whilst
others would eat two or three pounds per day with
advantage. Very probably the same would be found
true with sheep. Cow peas, soja beans and oats are,

however, an ample grain ration for sheep, with ensi-

lage, in winter. I think now I have covered the
grouud of your enquiries except as to the time of the
introduction of the turnip as a staple crop in England.
This I am unable to answer, except to say that as far

back as 1742 I find it mentioned as a crop largely
rowu, in the midland and eastern counties, as a food

for cows. Its growth, however, was largely increased
all through the latter years of the last century, and
the earlier half of the present one, when it became a
regular rotation crop through a great part of England
and Scotland. This was largely stimulated by the im-
provement effected by Bakewell and Coke, in the
breed of sheep kept in Lincolnshire, Norfolk aud the
midland counties. These sheep, within that time, be-

came the now well-known Leicester and Lincoln sheep
—large, heavy, mutton sheep, with heavy fleeces.

These sheep became great consumers of turnips and
improvers of land. The roots are fed on the fields

with grain and oil cake and the land is then seeded
to barley in the spring. We could not follow this

rotation, as barley is here (where grown, and that

is rarely, ) a winter or fall seeded crop. Barley is a
very profitable crop in England, and of a much higher
quality than we can grow here in the South. The ro-

tation here after turnips would have to be corn, and it

would, no doubt, be a successful one.

One word as to the breed of sheep best adapted for

the South. From my experience here, I am satisfied

that until long contiuued, careful selection and cross-

ing shall have established a type of sheep especially
adapted to our climatic and feed conditions, which I

believe to be just as possible here as has been the case
in the different localities in England, where so many
different types are to be found, each especially adapted
to a particular locality, that the best type to keep here
is one of the Down breeds, or, perhaps, at first a cross
of one of the Down breeds on the grade Merino ewes
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of the South. Of the Down breeds, I believe the

Shropshire or Southdowns are the best, and for choice

I would take the Shropshires, as, in my experience,

they have best adapted themselves to their environ-

ments here without deterioration. All the heavy
long wooled sheep rapidly deteriorate here. The heat

and the heavy tropical summer rains are too much for

them. J. P. Jackson.

SHEEP NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I have had some experience in sheep raising, and

my conclusion is that flocks will thrive much better if

they can have the range of woodlands. There seems

to be something indigenous to the forests that is neces

sary to their growth and a healthy condition. If they

are kept inside fenced enclosures, they nearly always

become diseased, look badly, and a decrease in their

number is the ultimate result. If they can run at

large, they are out on the "commons," and they will

find every nook and corner ; but this is not generally

practicable in most sections of the country now. If

possible, the fenced enclosures in which they are kept

should have some wooded strips. You may notice

that when flocks are confined they will always seek

the higher grounds for repose, and this they are led to

do by instinct, which proves that they should not be

too closely confined, as they always seek the ground

adapted to their health and convenience.

If sheep must be confined inside of fenced en

closures, they should be changed from one point to

another as frequently as possible.

Frank Monroe Beverly.
Dickenson Co., Va.

CATTLE QUARANTINE ORDERS.

Richmond, Va., January 14, 1899.

To Transportation Companies, Stockmen and Others :

By special arrangement with the Bureau of Animal
Industry, the quarantine rules and regulations for Vir-

ginia were suspended until February 15th, with the

understanding that cattle originating below the quar
antine line in Virginia would not be sent to quaran
tine yards. This arrangement is, however, superseded

by a recent order of the Bureau of Animal Industry
requiring all cattle originating below the quarantine
linp, whether in Virginia or not, to go to quarantine
yards. Cattle to be reshipped to Virginia points will,

however, be released from quarantine restrictions at

said quarantine yards until February 15, 1899.

E. P. Niles,
Veterinarian for the Board of Control.

Always mention the Planter when you write to

advertisers.

DEHORNING.

In the United States, dehorning of cattle came into

practice about 1885, beginning first in Illinois, and

from there rapidly extending West. In recent years,

it has become quite common in the East and South. A
great deal has been written on the subject in the news

and agricultural papers. Some writers have con-

demned the practice, while the majority have favored

it. Many law suits have also resulted therefrom un-

der the plea of cruelty to animals, but so far as we

know, no one has been convicted in the higher courts.

In European countries, the practice was pursued for

years before it was begun in this country Many
theories have been advanced in support of dehorning.

Some of these theories have not been supported by

results ; others have.

One theory advanced when the practice first began

in the West, was that after a few generations were

dehorned, such animals would breed hornless cattle.

Such a happy result has not yet been realized, and

probably never will be. One European farmer is re-

corded in Chauveau's "Comparative Abatomy of Do-

mestic Animals," as having practiced dehorning on

his cattle for twenty-three years
;
yet, the horns con-

tinued to appear on his calves unless artificially de-

stroyed. The theories which have been realized, how-

ever, are, that the animals become much more docile,

and can be shedded and fed in a much smaller space.

Injuries to other animals, man included, are pre-

vented. With vicious bulls, dehorning completely

cows them and renders them quite safe in handling.

Dehorning is practiced at various ages—from the

young calf to the adult. And various methods are

adopted. These methods will be discussed later on.

Before taking up the subject in detail, it may not be

out of place to note the anatomy of the parts involved.

The head is composed of a number of irregular ly-

shaped flat bones, so arrauged as to form two divis-

ions—the craneum and the face. The craneum con-

tains the brain. In dehorning, the bones of the face

are the only ones involved, and in this region, but one

bone is mechanically interfered with. This is the

frontal bone. In the ox, sheep and goat, this boue is

extremely developed, and in the ox, occupies nearly

one half of the anterior surface of the head, begin

ning at a point one third the distance below the eyes

and covering the eutire front of the head to its upper-

most portion, and in horned animals, sends out a pro-

cess on either side at its upper portion to form the

"core" of the horn. It is distinguished, therefore,

first, by its great thickness, and second, by its conical

processes which support the horns ; these processes

being in shape like those of the horns which they sup

port. Fig. 1 illustrates the skull of the ox, showing

the frontal bone andprocesses which suppor t the horn.
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Skull of Horned Ox, after Chauveau.

In the hornless ox. the frontal bone bears the same
general characters, but is more convex in its upper

margin. The pro

cesses are also absent.

Fig. 2 shows the skull

of a hornl ss ox. The
appearance of the
skull of an ox which

has been dehorned

^ while a calf, will pre

sent the same appear-

ance.

Bone is developed

in the young from va-

rious points, known
as centres of ossifica

tion, the whole being

covered with a dense

fibrous like mem-
brane termed the pe
riosteum. New bone

cells are deposited

within these centres,

'*$• *- • and on their surface

Skull of Hornless Ox, after Chauveau.

by the periosteum covering them ; hence the growth
of bone from these centres, and hence the expla-

nation of the growth of the horn core after the birth

of the animal—the horn core being developed from
a separate centre of ossification. The horn proper

is an appendage of the skin resulting from a trans-

formation of the epithelial cells covering the skin

and corresponding in structure to the hoof, or the

finger nail of man. It grows from that portion of

the skin covering the base of the horn core, the

horn matrix. If, then, the centre of ossification

and the horn matrix be destroyed while the ani-

mal is young, no horn will develop, as neither are

capable of being reproduced when once destroyed.

We shall point out the methods of destroying these

substances later on in this article.

Within the frontal bone is found a cavity termed

the frontal sinus. This cavity, or sinus, one on either

side, communicates with the nasal passages, aud also

extends into the core of the horn. It is lined with a

mucous meiubraue which is also continuous with the

nasal passages and the core of the horn. The horn

core is, therefore, always hollow in adult animals.

This is not one straight opening from the horn to the

nose, as might be supposed. On the other hand, the

passage way is an irregular one; the sinus being

divided into many chambers by imperfect partitions.

Fig. 3 shows the connection the horn has with the

nasal passages.

F/g. 5.

From a specimen prepared by the author.

Methods of Dehorxixg.

The first method, and that which is still in quite

common practice, adopted in this country, was a

small saw somewhat on the order of a meat saw, some
using even an ordinary carpenter's saw. A dehorning

outfit in the early practice of the operation in the West,

consisted of a saw, ropes, a nose ring and a portable

stanchion. It required but little capital to possess

one of these outfits, and individuals who, as a rule,
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had made a failure of everything else, started oat as

expert dehorners —traveling in all par s of the country

looking for cattle to dehorn at ten cents per head. If

they accidentally sawed the horn off at the right place,

the head looked very decently when healed ; but in

many instances the result was a mutilated head, as in-

dicated in Fig. 6.

Later on, the dehorning clippers were invented, but

these were deficient for two reasons: First, the opera

tor did not have power enough to clip off the horns of

a large animal without calling in too many assistants
;

second, they frequently crushed the horn core, thus

leaving an ugly wound, which required a long time

to heal. These clippers have, however, been some
wha' improved in recent years, so that the crushing of

the bone is avoided ; but even with the modern clip-

pers, it sometimes requires as many as three strong

men hold of them to clip off a large horn. With the

use of the clipper, the blood vessels supplying the

horn are cut smooth, and occasionally an animal

bleeds to death. This accident may, however, occur

when the saw is used.

In either of the above methods the frontal sinus is

opened at the horn co<-e, and the mucous membrane
lining is exposed to the action of atmospheric germs.

If the operation is performed in cold weather, the cold

air drawn into the sinus at each inspiration is likely

to set up a catarrhal condition and eventually give

rise to serious trouble. Again, the mucous membrane
frequently becomes infected with pus forming organ-

isms which occasionally cause the death of the animal.

If the operation is performed in fly time, the parts fre-

quently become fly blown and the sinus becomes filled

with a seething mass of maggots. The writer has ofte i

seen such results. Imagine, if possible, the agony

caused the poor animal so affected.

It will be noticed by referring back to Figures 1 and

2 that the upper portion of the frontal bone of an ani

mal whose horns have been allowed to grow is much
less convex than one whose horns have been destroyed

while youug, or which naturally has no horns. In de

horning the adult, one of the above methods must be

used ; either the saw or the clipper. The result is that

the upper part of the head has a certain square ap

pearance, which is well illustrated in Fig. 5, repre-

sents a thoroughbred Holstein cow belonging to the

College Farm, which, on account of her propensity

for opening gates, was dehorned by means of a saw at

the age of — . It will be noticed that the head is ex

ceedingly square, giving her a very unnatural appear

ance.

The dehorning of cattle while young is accompanied

with much less pain and practically no complications.

Besides, we consider it a much less cruel operation.

Even at this age various methods have been pursued.

Fig. 4.— Holstein Cow Dehorned with Saw at — Years Old.
Drawn from Nature.

It will be remembered that the core of the horn starts

from a single center of ossification. This center does
not become ossified (attached) to the other portion of

the frontal bone for several months, and hence may
be removed without the aid of the saw or clippers.

One of the first methods adopted was the removal of

the small horn and the center of ossification by means
of an ordinary wad cutter. Then a gouge was brought
forward for this purpose. Neither of these instru-

ments, however, have proven satisfactory, and both
are practically discarded. In the young, the horn may
also be dissected out with an ordinary sharp knife.

The most satisfactory way, however, to dehorn
young cattle is by means of caustic potash, the appli-

cation of which causes but little pain and is of but lit-

tle trouble. It should be applied before the horn
starts to grow

;
yet it may be effectually used after

the horn is one or two inches long. Caustic potash is

an alkaline caustic, and for dehorning purposes should
be gotten in the form of sticks. While not in use
these sticks must be kept in a closely stoppered bottle

or they will soon go into solution, as caustic potash
absorbs moisture from the air very rapidly.

The application is easy and can be made by any
one. It is best applied when the calf is only a few
days old. With a pair of scissors clip the hair from
over the young horn in order that the potash may
come in direct contact with the parts to be destroyed.

It has been recommended that the oily secretions of

the skin be first removed with a little soap suds. This
is, however, unnecessary, as the potash will quickly
saponify the oil on the skin. After clipping the hair
slightly, moisten the parts to be treated. Wrap the
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stick of caustic potash iu paper to protect the:fingers,

leaving oue end of the stick exposed. Then apply the

exposed end of the potash to the moistened parts to be

; for a few seconds. If the application is thor-

ough, one treatment is sufficient, care havi Dg been

taken to .'over the entire young horn and its matrix.

Wh.-u- the horn has started to grow, a thorough appli-

cation at the matrix, base of the horn, will be neces

BBiy. The writer has successfully dehorned calves

with caustic potash when the horns were at least two

inches in length.

should be taken not to apply the caustic for

too great a time or it will run down on the side of the

face aud make an unnecessary sore, or may even enter

the eye.

Caustic potash has been used for this purpose for a

number of years, aud has always given good results

when used iu a proper manner. Caustic soda may

also be used for the same purpose and in the same

manner with like results.

Many solutions have been placed on the market for

the destruction of the horns of young calves. These

solutions were sold at exhorbitant prices, and were no

more effectual than the caustic potash or soda ;
all

probably having one or the other of these agents as

their base. The majority of these preparations were

sold at one dollar per four-ounce bottle, the cost to the

manufacturer not being to exceed five cents per bottle.

Cattle dehorned with caustic potash while young

have a much neater, smoother appearing head than

those dehorned in after life. Fig. 5 illustrates a Jer

sey calf belonging to the College Farm, which was de-

horned by this method during the past summer.

-Jersey Calf Dehorned with Caustic Potash. Prawn
from the Author's Photograph.

It will be noticed that the top of the head is convex,

giving it a natural polled appearance. The applica-

Rg.i,

tion of the caustic potash is comparatively painless,

producing only a slight smarting sensation.

Each method of dehorning has. however, its objec-

tions and advantages aud its advocates The objec-

tions to dehorning with the saw and the clippers are :

First. The great pain produced. Second. The length

of time required for the wound to heal. Third. The
opening of the frontal sinus, with danger of infection

with pus forming organisms and invasion by maggots.

Fourth. If fat cattle, the loss of flesh incurred either

by actual loss or failure to take on flesh. Fifth. If

milch cows, the diminished flow of milk resulting

thereby. Sixth. The danger of the loss of one or

more animals. Seventh. The amount of labor re-

quired in the operation. Eighth. Ill appearing head,

as shown in Fig. 4. Ninth. If the horn is not re-

moved beneath the surface of the skin, an ugly look-

ing stub will grow out. as illustrated iu Fig. 6.

The advantages are :

First. Animals are ren-

dered more docile, on

account of which they

may be fed and shedded

in a much smaller space.

Second. Lessened dan-

ger of injury to other

animals by hooking.

Third. It thoroughly

cows the animal.

The objections to de-

horning with caustic pot-

ash are : First. It must

be used while the ani-

mal is young ; therefore,

must be used universal-

ly by stock raisers if

Jersey cow, showing a bad case whole lots of hornless

of dehorning with the saw, diawn feeders are to begotten.
from the author's photograph. , ™, . , ,* t Second. The animal does

not know that its natural weapons have been re-

moved : therefore, uses its head for butting purposes.

The advantages are : First. Practically painless op

eration. Second. Quickness of operation. Third.

Avoidance of opening frontal sinus : therefore, no

danger of infection by pus forming or invasion by

maggots. Fourth. No loss of flesh, or failure to take

on flesh, as result of operation. Fifth. It is done be-

fore the period of lactation ; therefore, cannot inter-

fere with the flow of milk in milch cattle. Sixth.

There is no danger of the loss of a single animal from

the operation. Seventh. But one assistant is required.

Eighth. It leaves a much better shaped head. See

Fig. 5.

The wad-cutter and gouge mentioned above have

practically been discarded ; therefore, need no further

^iSKi/
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discussion. Neither is it necessary to dissect out the

horn with the knil'e, since caustic potash is so cheap

and can be gotten at all drugstores.

It will be seen from the above that the advantages

of dehorning with the saw and clippers are exceed

ingly few, while the disadvantages are niany. On the

other hand, the advantages of dehorning with caustic

potash are many, while the disadvantages are few and

not offset by the advantages of the former method.

The writer is a thorough believer in dehorning, but

would advise that the method of dehorning by the

use of caustic potash be more generally used, thus

avoiding the painful operation of sawing or clipping

off the horns of adults.

If, however, hornless animals are wanted, and must

be had, and we do not care to take the trouble to de-

horn each animal while young, why not breed them
off? The Aberdeen Angus and Red Polled cattle are

good beef animals, and it is a notable fact that the

first cross on native stock is almost invariably without

horns.

In conclusion, I acknowledge with pleasure the val-

uable services of Miss L. C. Moucure iu making the

drawings used in illustrating this article.

E. P. Niles.

Exp. Station, Blacksburg, Va. Veterinarian.

POINTS IN CATTLE FEEDING.

The Ontario Experiment Station, after careful in-

vestigation, considers the following points well estab-
lished in reference to cattle feeding:

Calves fed on skim milk make much cheaper beef
than those fed on whole milk, even when carried to

maturity before slaughtering. A good substitute for

whole milk is skim milk and linseed meal, and calves
fed on this ration will equal in weight at one year old
those fed on whole milk. Young cattle need a bulky
food that is easily digested.

Calves fed on forcing rations the first year give sat
isfactory results the second year. The daily gain iu

weight grows less as cattle grow older. Steers matured
and marketed at two years old give 30 per cent, more
profit than if kept till three years.

Heifers constantly confined in box stalls from birth
did not breed at so early an age as those running at
large.

Cattle make an average of 5J tons of solid and
liquid manure the first year, 81 the second, aud 9 the
third year. Rating the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and
potash iu this manure at the same price these ingre
dieuts cost in commercial fertilizer, the manure pro
duced by a three year-old steer during his life is worth
$109.

A 1000-pound steer requires an average of 11 pounds
of feed to make one pouud of gaiu. A steady, frosty
winter gives more satisfactory results for feeding than
an open winter, aud the warmer the winter and the
drier the feed, the more water will the animal consume.
A two-year-old steer will eat its own weight of feed

4

every two weeks, and gain an average of If pounds
per da\

.

Generally there is less money in raising steers than
in fattening them, and less return of fertility to the
farm.

Stall fed steers, averaging 1200 pounds or more will
shrink 40 pounds if fasted 12 hours in the stall,' and
considerably more if driven or running at large.
Corn silage is of great value in a ration for fatten-

ing steers, but a ration of silage and corn meal alone
is not safe. A mixture of straw or chaff with the
silage and meal renders it safe—one pound of straw to
every three pounds of silage.

A mixture of three tablespoon fuls of carbolic acid
and a gallon of seal oil kept off the horn fly when the
cattle were rubbed or painted once a week.

SILAGE VS. TIMOTHY HAY.

Mr. C. L. Peck, who is an enthusiastic dairyman, as
well as a lawyer, tells the farmers of his section that
silage is a more economical feed foi cows than hay at
five cents a ton. He says that he would not take the
hay as a gift if compelled to use it in the place of
silage. He says that his silage has never yet cost him
one dollar a ton in his silo. He places an average
yield from his soil at fourteen tons per acre, and can
raise an acre of corn and put it into the silo for less
than fourteen dollars. He has an average production
of butter per cow of three hundred pounds per year
and estimates the feed per cow at twenty-five dollars'.
Of this amount four dollars are for silage, five for hay'
six for pasturage and ten dollars for grain.—Alva Agee
in National Stockman.

England pays Denmark more than $20,000,000 an-
nually for butter. Having educated her people to v

become expert butter-makers through her experiment \
station and dairy school, Denmark next undertook
experiments in feeding pigs and the curing of bacon
and other pork products. Since 1S80, more than $50 -

000 was expended in this one line of effort, and the
i>est scientific talent of the country was employed.
Until Professor Henry's work ou "Feeds and Feed-
ing" appeared, these extensive and invaluable experi-
ments were not available to our people, because they
were printed in the Danish language. In his book on
" Feeds and Feeding" Professor Henry has devoted a
whole chapter to the Danish pig feeding experiments.

Prime, well finished beeves continue scarce in lead-
ing markets and command highly remunerative prices
Many farmers seem disposed to sell half fat cattle and
hold their corn. It would seem a far better policy to
keep their cattle and feed the corn. There is a great
dearth of choice bullocks, and values for all such
promise to hold firm at prevailing quotations. Well-
bred and well- ted means well sold in these days.

Mention The Planter to your friends.
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The Poultry Yard.

POULTRY POINTERS.

Editor Southern Floater

:

Poultry, like other stock, is very liable to disease.

and often an entire flock is lost by carelessness in in-

troducing •' new blood." by improper care, or no care

at all. but chiefly by poor housing. There are a few-

precautions that should always le taken when new

fowls are bought. They should certainly be bought

from a reliable dealer—one careful to maintain his

reputation for honesty aud pure blood. They should

never be turned with the home flock until, having

been kept apart for a few days or weeks, they are

seen to be free from disease and in perfect health.

Improper care is a most fruitful source of loss to the

poultryman, and the great mass of those who fail to

receive any profit from their poultry are those who

neglect it. If they were rearing cows or hogs of certain

breeds, they would provide them with proper accom-

modations and a ration so balanced as to give the best

results. Not so with the chicks—they can look out

for themselves, and when they fail to pay for the in-

vestment, those who claim that •' poultry pays" are

put down either as frauds or fools. Try the same plan

with your thoroughbred cattle or hogs that you pur-

sue with your poultry, aud note how soou they cease

to return a profit. I do not propose to say that there

is a fortune in poultry, or even a competency when run

alone, but I do claim that as an adjunct it will add

many dollars to the income.

Failure comes no less often to the beginner in breed-

ing poultry than to the beginner in other enterprises

that require skill and pluck and push. To succeed

there must be grit and grace—a determination to

study the entire make up of a chick from its embry-

onic state to maturity, with a resolve to keep at it

until every detail is mastered, aud success will be as-

sured. In these days of strong competition in all lines

of business, ouly those of tenacious purpose should

enter the field of the breeder of thoroughbred chicks,

for the competition is strong and the details to be mas-

tered are many. Failure is often, since many enter

the business who have failed at everything else and

have been led to believe by unscrupulous poultry

journals that if they would only enter the poultry

business aud start a chicken plant with a certain

breed, they would not have, to be sure, '"the goose

that laid the golden egg." but they would have some-

thing that was away ahead of the Comstock lode or

their wildest dreams of the Kloudike. A failure in

other lines of business is more than apt to be a failure

in the poultry world.

Should yon be intent on the business, don't start in

with your eyes shut. The reasoning is soinew hat after

this order : "One hen will produce a clear profit of

>1 25 : ten hens, $12. 50 : one hundred hens. *125 ; one

thousand hens. $1,250. That's making money fast.

No labor attached to it—only scatter a little grain

around for them and just let them go!" Such rea-

soning is worse than fallacious. You may succeed

with ten or a dozen fowls, but until you learn all the

intricate details of the business yon had best let the

larger number alone. Begin low and go slow.

With all that I have written before. I still say,

"Poultry is Profitable." J. H. Sledd.

Powhatan County, Va.

TURKEY RAISING.

Editor Southern Planter :

A very interesting article on the above subject ap

peared in your last issue, and quite a number of points

brought out that I had not before known. It is gene-

rally conceded that to raise turkeys is a hard task, so

few succeed with them, and a good profitable business

is thus shunned by many who might make it pay.

I have found, in the business of turkey raising, as

well as in any other, that one must begin right, aud

keep on going that way. to make it profitable. First

of all, there must be good pure-bred stock, the Bronze

being my choice, and either old hens and yonng gob-

bler, or old gobblers and yonng hens, to produce good

stroug young ones—seven hens and a gobbler being a

good number to start with.

It is well to have them gentle, and to have them so,

I find it best to feed and care for them myself, so that

they never get wild or inclined to roam. In order to

have early hatches, it is necessary to have early eggs

—so corn must be sparingly fed before the eggs are

due, corn meal and bran, oats or wheat being far bet-

ter for the production of eggs—and not too much to

eat at any time, as turkeys do better gathering their

own food wheu the weather is favorable.

Turkeys take great pleasure in hiding their nests,

and unless great care is taken at this time, the greatest

profit is lost.

I have, after several years' experience with them,

decided that the best plan is to house them very early

each morning, when you are expecting them to lay,

and induce them to select a box. or barrel, or straw

pile, yon must prepare for them in their house.

If all intruders are kept out of this place for several

days, egg-gathering will be an easy matter, as the hens
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will accustom themselves to this order of things, and

when they finish laying, will sit and hatch where you

put them.

The best hatch I ever had came from nests right on

the ground. I had a little shed built behind the hen-

house, large enough for two hens to have nests ; these

were dug out holes in the ground, about four inches

deep, shaped of course like nests and lined with what

is known here as hen grass—a soft grass, unfit for any

thing else that I know of. A partition was put up

between the hens, and a door enclosed them, so they

only got sight of each other when I took them off to

get food and drink—every other day as a rule.

Every egg was hatchrd by these two hens, and I,

think the moisture from the ground had much to do

with it ; then, too, they were free from intrusion, and

had nothing to make them uneasy, as is the case where

several sit close together and in sight of each other.

Little turkeys are helpless little things for the first

day or two, but get active and strong in a very short

time with proper treatment. The first day you see the

eggs pipping, leave them entirely alone, and next day,

when you go to see about them, take a handful of

pepper grains, and a hard-boiled egg chopped up fine

with a pinch of meal sprinkled over it. Carefully lift

the hen, and if all are hatched, not otherwise, take

each little turkey and give it a grain of pepper as a

first feed. Return them to the nest, and leave the

plate of egg, &c, near them. Close the door, and do

not bother them again for several hours. They do

not require much food for two days. Throw in some

corn or bread for the mother, and set a very shallow

pan of water near them once a day. Dampness is fa-

tal to very young turkeys.

Many people insist upon enclosing turkeys three

weeks in a pen and feeding them until they get strong

enough to follow their mother wherever she may go.

I do not agree with them, but let my young turkeys

out with the mother (always a turkey) after three days

if the weather is fair and dry. I find they grow much
more rapidly, and get stronger in a few days, than if

kept up.

At night I keep them in a good roomy house, with

floor of plank covered with straw or grass—in which

they stay up all day without harm if it is rainy or

wet. The boiled egg diet, I should not neglect to say,

is kept up every morning for three weeks, and the

other two feeds given consist of corn bread, slightly

shortened, or stale bread soaked in sweet milk. A
neighbor tells of raising every turkey hatched by feed-

ing corn dough with a little sand mixed in each feed,

but this I have not yet tried, so cannot give it as ex-

perience. The first three weeks I regard as the danger

period. Should all live through that time, they can

be raised to maturity with but little trouble ; only keep

them out of very hard storms for a month or two, and

do not let them go too long without food. I do not

feed corn until new corn is being housed—that is, to

begin fattening them.

A pretty flock of Bronze turkeys is a credit to the

farm, and always more than pays its way.

Mes. John F. Payne.

Albemarle County, Va.

FEEDING YOUNG TURKEYS.

Editor Southern Planter:

I did not give the turkeys mentioned in my last

article auything to eat for twenty four hours after be-

ing hatched ; then I gave them the yolks of hard-

boiled eggs for two or three days and skimmed milk

to drink. I also gave them rolled oats and some corn-

meal dough mixed up as dry as possible and cooked,

once a day. I used to take water or milk to them in

the field while they were small. I put red pepper

in the dough now and then, especially when it was

rainy; sometimes I would get too much iu it, and

then they would flap their wings and jump about.

When they were large enough to eat wheat, I began

feeding that, and stuck to it until they were about

grown. I then began giving them corn as well. Wheat

is splendid for young poultry of all sorts. I believe,

though, that the bugs, worms and insects they get in

the grass and stubble fields is better for young turkeys

than anything we can give them.

Samuel B. Woods, Je.

Charlottesville, Va.

p. § —Sometimes I mixed sulphur in the dough
;

this keeps them free from vermin. S. B. W. Je.

POULTRY IN NEW YORK.

A great deal of figuring has been done to show the

part the hen plays in our national trade, resulting in

an array of statistics that is truly bewildering. Let

us, therefore, confine this item to a single city for a

single vear. List vear New York city received poul-

try ap.d eggs to the value of $23,480,906. This em-

braced over 88 million dozens of eggs, 2,098 cars of

live poultry, and 428,291 package- of dressed poultry,

the total weight of poultry being nearly 120 million of

pounds. A very large proportion of the whole came
from the West. No less than 1,621 cars of live poul-

try are so classed, while New York State contributed

only one car. Western poultry, like Western cattle

and hogs, supplies the bulk of that eaten by Eastern

consumers, though the South furnishes a fair propor-

tion. Modern shipping facilities enable Western

poultry to reach the consumer in good condition.

—

National Stockman.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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The Horse.

THE HORSE TO BREED IN VIRGINIA.

Oar well known friend, Mr. R. J. Hancock, of El-

Albemarle county, Va., whose reputation as a

breeder of thoroughbred horses is world wide, after

reading our articles on the general or dual purpose

cow, writes us that he would like us to take up the

question of a general purpose horse, which can be sue

cessfullv bred by Virginia fanners, with the stock

already in the State. We have asked him to give us

permission to publish his views on the subject, as we

arc satisfied they will have more weight with our read-

ers than anything we can say, and he has assented.

He says

:

There never was an animal so thoroughly misunder

stood by farmers as the thoroughbred horse and his

crosses. I do know, from actual experience of many
that the best general purpose horse is the large

half bred horse. I am now working every day sons

of Bolus and Mont d'Or (the latter a son of Miss Mor-

timer and Carrie Atherton by Lexington). Our land

is stiff red clay, and I defy any man to produce a

three horse team that are truer pullers, or that will do

more plowing than one of these teams. The half bred

is not only a good farm animal, but a breeder cannot

go wrong in raising them, as they make the very best

saddle and harness horses. They are easily kept fat,

and always show when a currycomb has touched one

of them. It is a mistaken idea to suppose that a

negro can't work them. They work mine, and they

are generally in excellent condition.

I was born in Limestone county, Ala., within ten

miles of where old Traveler, the aucestor of Star

Pointer, was foaled. Fifty years ago that country

was full of thoroughbred horses. They were gotten

by sons of imported Glencoe, Leviathan, Lapdog, Con-

sol and St Giles, who were domiciled at Florence and
Hnntsville, Ala., and their sons were sent o it into the

Bnrronnding counties and stood at moderate fees. The
Bire of old Traveler was Stumpthe- Dealer, a thorough-

bred horse. Traveler founded the Tom Hal family of

pacers.

If you would take up this subject you would not

only benefit the farmers greatly, but will improve the

horse Stock of Virginia more than a hundred percent,

iu a short time. And now is the time to do it, as

thoroughbred horses are lower than they will perhaps
ever be again in this country. I would suggest and
recommend the breeding of thoroughbred stallions on

large native mares, and mating the best native stal-

lions on thoroughbred mares. You may rely upon it,

they will beat the trotter and the mule.

Such a horse as Mr. Hancock advises to be bred

should weigh from 1,200 to 1,300 pounds, and may be

raised almost certainly by bleeding our largest 1,200

to L,300-ponnda native (Valley) mares to thorough

bred stallions like Eon or Ileimdall or Wilful or King

Bolt. We are inclined very much to agree with Mr.

Haucock in his views on this question as to the neces-

sity for a general purpose horse. Whilst there is a

place for every special breed of horses, yet it is not

within the province of every farmer to successfully

breed aud fit these special breeds on his farm profit

ably, nor can he even use profitably many of the

special breeds, but he can breed, and should breed, a

horse which can be used profitably on the farm, and

yet find a market for other than farming purposes.

On the question of how to breed this general purpose

horse, Mr. Haucock is a much better authority than

we can pretend to be. Of one thing, however, we are

certain : that if the cross advised by Mr. Hancock re-

sults in giving to the progeny the spirit and pluck of

the thoroughbred, the farmer breeding and using the

cross bred will never have to complain of a horse

wauting stamiua. No other horse ever bred has the

gameuess of a thoroughbred. He responds to the call

even to death.

NOTES.

The array of speedy tro'ters and pacers owned in

Richmond and vicinity is uow quite an imposing one
;

certainly when records are considered, the list makes
quite a creditable display.

First comes Mosul, 2:09}, the bay gelding by Sultau,

2:24, out of Virginia Maid, dam of Nutwith, 2:29 J, by
Sam Purely, 2:20'>. He is owned by James C. Smith,
the veteran horseman, of this city, and is a mastodon in

size stauding seventeen hands in height and weighing
close to 1.200 pounds. While one of the largest horses

that ever entered the 2:10 list, he was also one of the
speediest, aud when he trotted to his record of 2:09',

in 1897. the feat constituted a championship perform-
ance, aud he then stood at the head of five year old

geldings. While technically not Virginia bred, Mosul
conies very near it, as his breeder, William Ellison, is

a Richmond man, who bred his dam, Virginia Maid,
sent her to Kentucky to be mated with Sultan, and
who also bred the grand dam. Peach Blossom, by
Orange Blossom, and owned the great grand dam,
Nelly Buck, said to be a daughter of Wild Waggouer.
After Mosul, comes such speedy performers as the
chestnut mare Piiucess Eulalie, 2:174. pacing, bred by
J. H. Scales, Bvrdville, Va.. and sired by Prince
Belmont, dam Sea Gift, bv Red Jacket. Princess

Eulalie is owned by Phil G. Kelly ; Hulmau, 2:20,

brown gelding, by Quartermaster, out of Winnie D.,

by 1 Iannis, bred by A. E. Donuan aud owned by Win.
H. Brauer, County Treasurer of Henrico : Roster,

2:21 ',. bay gelding, by Alamedo. dam Red Rose, by
Red Wilkes; then that quartette of fast ones owned
by Joseph Lisitter, of the Richmond Bazaar— viz.:

Egwood, 2:l8J, bay horse, by Egbert, out of Lucille

Blackwood, dam of Eggnog, 2:25. and Wyoming,
2:25}, by Blackwood ; Firewood. 2:2.'] bay gelding, by
King Nutwood, dam Medina, sister to Mogul, 2:19. by
Middletown : Lady May, 2:29}, roan mare, by John
W. Daniel, son of Walker Morrill, and Robert Ran-
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sod, 2:29?, brown stallion, by Gambetta, dam by C. M.
Clay, Jr ; Havelok, Jr., 2:23}, pacing, bay gelding,

by Havelok, dam Baroness, by Rothschild, owned by
Dr. H. R. Scott ; McZeus, record 2:13 at four years

old, the handsome California bred stallion owned by
W. K. Mathews ; Little Betz, 2:231, the erratic but

very speedy little roan daughter of John W. Daniel,

who has gone halves in 1:05 and 1:06, owned by
Thomas Anderson ; Red Light, 2:32}, chestnut mare,

by Red Wilkes, Jr., dam Moonlight, by Twilight, and
Marie, bay mare, by Jolly Friar, dam Parker Holland,

by Sam Partly, both of whom are owned by S. G. Ad-
kins, of the big grocery firm of Davis & Adkins, who
drives them on the road, and for style and finish they
are hard to beat ; Foxie Lambert, 2:31}, bay mare, by
Alsatian, dam by Daniel Lambert, owned by Fred.

Torrence; Chas. Auderson. 2:22*, the chestnut geld-

ing, by Wilkes Chief, who is driven on the road by
E. II. Carter, and has shown a mile in 2:17} and
quarters in 32 secouds ; Doubtful, the black pacing
gelding, by Yellow Jacket, dam by Bald Chief, who
has shown halves in 1:05, and is owned and driven on

the road by Stanhope Boiling; Venturita, the sister

of Cnrrito, 2:171, by Idol Gift, owned and driven by
Thomas D. Stokes ; Filligree, the very handsome and
highly finished chestnut mare, by Mambrino Dudley,
2:19 ;,' out of Electa, by Electioneer, that W. S. Forbes
has owned and driven on the road for years ; Rustler,

the big bay gelding by Hustler Russell, dam by Mam-
brino Pilot, owned by James Hart, and a number of

others, including Loudoun, brown stallion, by Norfolk,

dam Gippy Patterson, by Messenger Duroc, that has
fiuished close up in heats trotted in 2:20 and bet
ter quite a number of times in races, and who is owned
by W. C. Saunders, the Brook Avenue druggist

;

Guy Fly, chestnut stallion, by Lord Guy, out of Vir-

ginia Maid, dam of Mosul, 2:091, owned by James C.

Smith. In addition to those named who always own
ami drive fast road horses, both trotters and pacers,

are Laughorne Putuev, former owner of Miss Nelson,

2:11}; Whitby, 2:18}, pacing, aud other fast ones;
John K. Branch, of the banking-house of Thomas
Branch & Sons, who owns several fast roadsters,

among them full sisters to Miss Nelson, 2:11}, and
Janie S., by Egwood. Among the well known horses
which weie until recently owned here, may be men-
tioned Miss Nelson, 2:11}, daughter of Norfolk, and
Miss Lassiter, whose record plaees her at the head of

Virginia bred trotters; Lucy Ashby, 2:21}, by Jolly

Friar, out of Maud Amyette, by Mambrino Boy, and
Prince Albert, 2:21}, by Greenwich, son of Princeps.

At the mile track of the Driving Park, Reidsville,

N. C, which is leased by Mr. Samuel Walton, the big

railroad contractor, and owner of Walton Farm, Falls

Mills, Va., the former home of Catherine Leyburn,
2:14; Skilful, 2:17}, and other Grand Circuit per-

formers, the well known trainer and driver, Tom Can-
non, is wintering a stable of trotters. Among the

Walton Farm horses being wintered there, and which
will be campaigned by Cannon during the coming
season, are some good prospects for speed and race

horse capacity—the list including Lutie Dawson, 2:30,

bay mare, 7. by Jack Dawson, 2:16}, dam Lucy S., by
Young Jim ; Maggie Carrell, 2:201, bay mare, 6, full

sister to Lutie Dawson ; Ella Leo, 2:30, bay mare, 5,

by Red Leo, dam Lucy S., and Nannie Sudduth, bay

filly, 3, full sister to Ella Leo. Of the lot, Maggie

Carrell is the fastest, and was one of the most consist-

ent campaigners of 189S, starting in nine races, win-

ning six of them, getting second money iu two others

and'beiug unplaced in the remaining, which was due

to lameness caused by being pricked by a nail in shoe-

ing. Small, but blood like aud of exquisite quality,

is this daughter of Jack Dawson, aud if she keeps

right, Mr. Walton looks for her to trot in 2:12 during

the coining season. In addition. Cannon's stable also

includes the black mare Hilpa, 5, by Wilkes Boy, dam

by Blackwood, aud the bay mare Mi Ada, 2:20t,

Mimic, dam by Denver Wilkes. Mi Ada was iu Cau-

nou's hands, and proved a remarkably consistent per-

former during 1895 and 1896. but after winning a few

races during the forepart of 1897, was bred and turned

out at Walton Farm, where she dropped a bay filly

last summer bv the pacer E. H. 8., 2:211. She appears

to be going sound now, aud if she keeps right, should

win some good races and lower her lecord during the

coming season. During 1S98, Cannon drove in forty

races, winning seventeen, finishing second in twelve,

third in seven, and fourth in four, and behind the

money five times.

Messrs. Marshall & Thompson, editors aud proprie-

tors of the Virginian at Warrenton, the county seat

of Fauquier, who are among the best known owners

and breeders of thoroughbreds, trotters and saddle

horses in that section of Virginia, have recently dis

posed of a number of high class horses to Northern

parties—the latest sale being that of the very hand

some bay horse Virginian, a son of Hellespont and Liz

zie May, bv Red Wilkes, to a gentleman iu New York

city, who will drive him on the road. They have also

sold to Mr. Chas. P. Coates the chostuut mare Mystic,

thoroughbred daughter of Falconer aud Mist, by Ven-

tilator bred in 189S to His Grace, aud to Fleet Gal-

lowav ; the bay maie La Touraine, also thoioughbred,

and four years old, by Yucatan, out of Margeret, by

Sanford. Margeret is the dam of Virginia Dare, winner

of some good steeplechases in 1S9S. Maigeret died in

1898, after giving binta to twins by His Grace. In ad-

dition to Virginia Dare and La Touraine, she produced

Di Vernon, the latter three years old, and owned by

Marshall & Thompson, which are all of her living foals.

At the head of their stud, these gentlemen have the

elegant chestnut stallion His Grace, a horse, of grand

size, and one who combines symmetry of form with

high finish. He was sired by Eolus, out of Lady Grace,

by Romney, second dam Grace Darling, dam of Diablo,

by Jonesbbro. third dam Ninette, sister to Planet, by

Revenue, and fourth dam the famous Nina, by Boston.

As the stud companion of His Grace, the owners of

that son of Eolus have recently purchased the four

year old brown stallion Loch Glynn, bred in the Brook-

dale Stud, and sired by Kinglike, out of Invermore,

bv Lexington, second dam imported Iuvecauld. Loch

Glynn is over sixteen hands high, handsome and well

formed, and like His Grace, should not only sire race

horses, but hunters and saddle horses of the highest

class. Marshall & Thompson also own the trotting

bred stallion The Jug, six years old, a black son of

Director's Jug, 2:291, and Miss Staudford, by Gov-

ernor Stanford, and will give him a chance in the stud.
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niscellaneous.

THE ROADS OF VIRGINIA.

Were it Dot that, from long familiarity with the

views of Virginians towards the question of providing

good roads for the State, we are so fully conscious of

the absolute impossibility of iuducing the people,

both of the country and cities, to make a uew start iu

the method of providing the means for building and

repairing the so called roads of the State, we should

deem this a most opportune time to write fully on the

qoestioD and reiterate some of the views we have so

often given expression to in these columns. Day by
day we have farmers calling on us complaining that

da in the country are practically impassable for

anything bat a saddle horse, and that it is impossible)

to haul produce to the market. Letters to the same
effect reach us by every mail. The remedy for this is

simple, but will never be applied iu this State until

the citizens, both of town and country, realize that

good roads are absolutely essential to the prosperity of

a country, and are more than worth what it will cost

to m,ike them. Being as great an essential to the

prosperity of the cities as to the prosperity of the coun
ties, ir is unjust to impose the co>t of providing them
upon the counties alone. The iuitial cost of building
the roads should be a common charge on the property
of both cities and counties, and should be provided by I

bonds having the guarantee of the State, or bet-

ter .-till, of the Nation, but chargeable in certain de-

fined proportions upon the cities and counties. Money
raised in this way, would be raised at the lowest cost,

and hence the burden would be lightened for all. and
would probably not amount to more than is now an-
nually wasted in so called road working, which more
properly should be described as road destroying.
Good roads once made would cost little for main-
tenance for many years, and this cost should, for main
roads, be also apportioned on the cities and counties
in certain defined proportions. Until these priori
plea are admitted as sound, we see no prospect of
having good roads in the State.

VIRGIN! \ STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
The Governor of Virginia has appointed the follow

iug gentlemen members of the State Board of Agricul-
ture: .1. II. ('. Beverley, from the First district : Ju-
lian Baffin, from the Third district; J. M. Barker,
from the Fifth district : C. W. Heater, from the Sev-
enth district, and Samuel H. Newberry from the
Ninth district. The terms of office of these gentlemen
will expiie March 5th, 1902. The Governor has also

J. T Cowan, of Montjjomerv. to suc-
ceed Mr. W. W. Brand from the Sixth district, he
having resigned. Maior Cowan's term will expire in
1S>00.

THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AND ITS DUTY TO THE FARHERS.

Our old and valued correspondent, Col. S. S. Brad

ford, of Culpeper, Va., oue of the best and most pro

gressive farmers in the State, recently wrote us on the

snhject of the appointment of the new Commissioner

of Agriculture and his duty, and that of the State

Department of Agriculture to the farmers. His let-

ter contains so much of interest to every firmer that

we asked his permission to publish it, and he asented.

He says, after noting the appointment of Mr. Koiner :

"There are very few men who are, by education
and practice, rightly equipped to be the Commissioner
of Agriculture, and these very few are not known as

such to politicians. Nor could they be secured at a
salary of $1,200, the amount now paid. Nor can the
Department of Agriculture be made of appreciable, if

auy, beuefit to the farmers or remunerative to the Slate

with the utterly inadequate provision made for its

support. If nothing better will certain'y be done
with it, it were probably as well to abolish it. Should
the Legislature appreciate the importance of our agri-

culture, and have wisdom and patriotism to urovide
for the Department 130.000 annually, with a Commis-
sioner's salary of .$4,000, and Chemist's of 83,000, per
year, with right men, not subject to political inter

fereuce. it would soon become a source of information
of incalculable value to the farmers, and of largely

increased revenues to the State

•'Our legislation for protection of farmers against

fraud in commercial fertilizers is so imperfect as lo be

of but very little ben fit. The manufacturer is re-

quired to stamp on sack the guaranteed percentages of

the manurial elements of his fertilizer. The same
may be complied with, yet the farmer greatly de-

frauded. The value of the essential elements depends
as much upon their sources, their forms and rate of

solubility as upon their quantities, aud their sources

should be guaranteed and stamped on the sacks also,

and this no fair-minded manufacturer could object to.

"The farmer, to test the integrity of his fertilizer, is

authorized, iu the presence of the manufacturer or
his agent, to take a sample, seal and mail it to agri-

cultural commissioner for analysis. It is so rarely

convenient or even practicable for farmer and manufac-
turer to get together to do this, that it is not done
in one case in a thousand, and is of little restraint

upon the manufacturer. The farmer should be au-
thorized to take a sample at his depot, aud seal aud
mail, in presence of oue or two disinterested and
perfectly reliable persons. Even this would not be
frequently done, but the facility for doiug it would
be deterrant to unscrupulous manufacturers.
"There is no subject in relation to agriculture of

more importance or less understood by farmers gen-
erally than the character, value and proper use of
commercial^fertilizers ; and their lack of this knowl-
edge, which is easily obtainable, but which they seem
not to try or care to obtain, is attended with im-
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mense loss to them annually in the unnecessary cost

of their fertilizers in excess of their actual relative

commercial value ; and they have to an extent been
misled by the prevailing exaggeration of relative com-
mercial manurial values by agricultural bulletins, is-

sued professedly and at the expense of farmers, for their

information and protection. I hope that our new
commissioner has ability, independence and courage
to make his official bulletins vehicles of useful practi-

cal information to farmers, and of correct retail and
wholesale values of elementary manurial substances,

and of the true relative values of compound manures.
" The average difference between the retail commer-

cial values of the raw materials and their cost to the
farmer, ''regular mixed," is from $6 to $8 per ton.

I have not bought a regular mixed fertilizer for some
years. I buy for myself and some farmer friends sev-

eral hundred tons of the richest and best of such ma-
terials as we want, and mix or have them reliably

mixed in such proportions as we deem best to meet
the requirements of our crops and the chemical status

of our soils, and at a cost of $5 to $8 less than identi-

cally the same would cost us under regular brands.
"These things the agricultural commissioner should

thoroughly understand and faithfully teach to the
farmers."

THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE ON
FARniNG AND FRUIT-GROWING IN VA.

Editor Southern Planter :

I beg to thank you for the offer of your columns to

communicate with the farmers of Virginia. I feel a deep

interest in the welfare of the farmers and the success of

their business in every branch, and from having spent

my life on the farm, I can, and do, sympathize with the

farmers in all their trials, and I desire to heartily co-

operate with them in every effort to advance agricul-

ture to a higher, more profitable and more enjoyable

condition.

Many of the professions are dividing up into

branches, each dealing with specialties ; and so it is

in agriculture. The great diversity in soil, location,

climate and markets makes it important that the

farmers should closely examine all these conditions.

I hope to be able to aid in discussing these different

conditions through the columns of the Planter from

time to time.

Iu Governor Tyler the farmers of the State have an
able, efficient and sympathetic Governor, who is him-

self a practical and very successful farmer. He is

now engaged in the selection of an efficient Board of

Agriculture, and every effort will be made by him to

heli> 'be farmers of the State in every way possible

through the medium of the State Department of Agri-

culture.

Representing this department, I attended the last

meeting of the Horticultural Society of North Caro-

lina, held at Southern Pines on January 6th. The

meeting was very interesting. Its president, Mr. Van
Lindley, is a large fruit grower, and its secretary, Pro-
fessor Brown, one of the most successful horticulturists

and truckers in the country. Professor Massey, the
distinguished horticulturist of the State Experiment
Station, was present. Southern Pines is situated

about seventy-five miles south of Raleigh, X. C. The
soil there is almost pure sand. The natural products
of that locality are pine trees and bushes. The Hor-
ticultural Society has an experiment station there, and
from the results of manj experiments, the fruits suit

able to that soil have been ascertained, and now many
car loads of grapes and peaches and large >-hipmeuts
of other kinds of fruit are annually sent from there
to Northern markets, bringing profitable returns.

One grower stated that out of fifty varieties of
grapes tested he found the Delaware aud Niagara the
most profitable for that sandy soil. He uses oyster-

shell lime to effectively prevent rot.

Of peaches, the Early Huston Michigan peach, the
Elberta and the Emma are the most popular. The
Emma is a new peach, and bids fair to rival the El-

berta. One grower in Georgia last season realized

$1,253 net from one car load of this variety.

I visited an orchard of 350 acres of peach aud plum
trees growing in that pure sand. The trees are fer-

tilized around the roots with commercial fertilizer, and
cow peas are sown in the middle of the rows to supply
the nitrogen. From this orchard larj-e shipments are
made every year. I saw splendid specimens of winter

apples grown there. These specimens were in good
condition, and of good flavor. The Shoekleys and
Mattamuskeet winter apple bears well there, aud keeps
well. Of plums, the best for that section are Red
June an l Abundance. The Chinese Mammoth Quince
is a good money maker. These quinces grow to one
and a half pounds, and hang on the trees until after

frost. Mr. Blacknall, the strawberry king of North
Carolina, pronounced the Clyde the best variety, and
the Excelsior a good early berry.

The Scuppernong grape is a native of Western North
Carolina. Its chief value is as a wine grape. One
vine is said to have produced five barrels of wine.

This vine is a hardy and vigorous grower, and being
never pruned makes a good shade in backyards and
poultry runs. The vine referred to above is said to

cover half an acre of laud.

I mention these facts to show our farmers in Vir-

ginia what has been done, and is being done, in our
nearest State iu tne way of fruit growing, and to en-

courage them to renewed effort to raise fruit in those

sections where many people think fruit cannot be
profitably grown. I have taken pains to meution the

leading varieties that have proven the most profitable,

considering soil and cost of production, iu like sec-
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tiouB in North Carolina. There are many other va

rietiee however, that "»ay prove very successful.

I have a letter from a gentleman who owns a farm

in Tidewater Virginia, who has an orchard of six

acres ten years old, from which he makes more profit

than ,,,„„• any fifty acres on his farm. He grows

apples, peaches, pears, qninces, &c., and his fruits are

of the hue., quality, and compete successfully in the

Northern markets with Units from any other State

Why shouldn't they: The lands of Maryland and

Delaware-the greatest peach sections of the world-

are similar in every respect to Tidewater Virginia.

We are 200 miles nearer market than our southern

neighboring State. This nearness to market will save

the shipper from *75 to $100 per car in the cost of

ice alone Virginia is losing hundreds of thousands

of dollars every year by not producing more fruit.

There are thousands of acres of land now idle that

oonld be made profitable in orchards and vineyards.

I tike this opportunity to express my thanks to nu

merons friends and farmers over the State for their

kind congratulations, and invite all to call at the De-

partment of Agriculture when in the city, and trust

every farmer will feel free to write to me for any in-

formation I may be able to give. Let us all pull to

eether and put Virginia where she ought to be-right

io front.
G

-
W

-
KoiNEK

'

Corner of Agriculture of Va.

Richmond, Va.

MUTUAL FARHERS' CLUB, OF FREDERICK

COUNTY, VA.

Report of the fleeting.

The Mutual Farmers' Club met at "Sunnyside,"

the residence of Chas. E. Clevenger, January 7.

The meeting was called to order by the President.

At roll call, nearly all the members and several vis-

itors were present.

After the reading and adoption of the minutes of

last meeting, an interesting and complimentary criti-

cism on H. S. Lupton's farm was read by the President.

The Club Aden User was then read. It contained a

very instructive article on "Latent Fertility in the

Soil," showing that there is enough latent fertility in

the soil to mature crops for centuries, if by cultivation

or otherwise it could be made available for the plant's

use.

John L. Bond gave an interesting talk in reply to

the question, " Is it wise to sow wheat in a young

orchard 1 " He recommended that wheat should never

be sown in an orchard. While the immediate results

may be profitable, there would be quite a loss in the

long run, because of the decreased vitality of the trees

and poorer quality of fruit. Wheat, rye, or clover may
be sown for a cover crop, but should be plowed under

early in the spring.

The meeting then adjourned for dinner.

After viewing the live stock, machinery, etc., the

Club resumed business.

The question, " As a rule, do you believe in early or

late sowing of wheat?" was answered by Dr. T. Y.

Brown. He advocated neither early nor late sowing,

because of the former being liable to the attack of the

Hessian fly, and the latter causing the wheat to be too

young and tender to enter the winter, but he was "in

full accord with a happy medium."

The following is the program for the next meeting :

1. Give the comparative advantages between raising

sheep and hogs. Referred to L. M. Boyer.

2. State what you think of the extension of our Re-

public, and to what is the greatness of our country

due? Referred to Dr. T. V. Brown.

3. What is the most profitable use to make of ani-

mal bones which accumulate upon the farm ? Refer-

red to David Lupton.

4. Will the establishment of diversified industries

at Winchester benefit our farming community finan-

cially, and how ? Referred to Edward L. Irish.

Under the head of Miscellaneous, Mr. Norton, editor

and proprietor of the Winchester News Item, made

some remarks on the Market House Square contro-

versy. He deplored the fact that the matter had got-

ten into the courts, and thought it would have been

much better for both county and city to have agreed

upon its settlement in a fair and equitable manner.

Mr. Spangler, of Winchester, another visitor intro-

duced to the Club, spoke in advocacy of the proposed

canning establishment at Winchester. He gave a de-

tailed description of the operations of a canning fac-

tory. He has been in communication with au Ohio

firm, who contemplate visiting Winchester in the near

future with a view to establishing a canning factory

there.

The matter of holding a Farmers' Institute in Win-
chester was favorably considered by the Club, and a
committee was appointed to make the necessary ar-

rangements.
The Club then adjourned to meet at the residence of

Daniel T. Woods.
Lewis Pidgeon, President.

Carroll C. Clevenger, Secretary.

POSSIBLE CHEAP TWINE.

An Ohio inventor announces that he has completed

a machine that will effectively and cheaply extract

the fibre of ramie. If this is true, American farmers

will profit greatly by it. A practical machine for

securing the ramie fibre would greatly iucrease the

growing of this plant iu the southern and southwest-

ern sections of the country.
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The Big 4
1 The Starved Rooster, who
A couldn't fatten up, because
he followed an A ultman &
Taylor Thrasher.

2 Tavlor
Q
t newest GRAIN THRAoHlPj

er In the world, and verily the farmers' friend.

chine and cleans it to perfection

4^10^^ Farm and Traction
economical and dnr- p • _ ._ ,_ ,_
able in the world. rllF (Ifi w <ak <Su
Largest 4; most com- »- ,,C ,,,u

plete line of thrashing Machinery and Saw Mills

MANUFACTURED BY

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.

MANSFIELD, OHIO.
Sand for frM Ulmtrated catalogn*.

SURE CROPS depend on rich, mel-
low land. Rich, mel-
low land depends on

proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would
like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile
Sff& Powhatan Clay Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va. F«£ffib.

Wood's "Trade Mark Brand" of

GRASS*CLOVER SEEDS
ARE the very best that can be obtained,
and customers ordering same can always
depend on securing as pure seeds and of

as high a germinative percentage as it is

possible to produce. This brand is only
sent out under seal, and with a red label

or tag on same.

Full information in our Descriptive Catalogue of Garden and Farm Seeds, which will

be mailed free on application. Write for it and prices of any Seeds required

T. W. WOOD & SONS, Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.
THE LARGEST SEED HOUSE IN THE SOUTH.

SAVE $8 ON A HARNESS!
We are the largest manufacturers ofharness and.

carriages in the world selling to the

WE HAVE NO AGENTS, DEALERS OR MIDDLEMEN.
We sell you direct from the factory at wholesale prices and save you all
additional expense. We ship anywhere for examination. We guarantee
and warrant everything.

This Elegant Team and Farm Harness for $19.50
Many customers who have bought it report that thev have saved from $8
to $10 in buying this harness from us. For full description of this and 60
other styles cf harness and 126 styles of vehicles see our new Illustrated
Catalogue. Your name on a postal card will get it.

ELKHART, INDIANA.
. PRATT,

PUBLISHERS NOTES.

To Our Readers.

The policy which we initiated in

our January issue of sending the

Planter out at the price of only 50

cents for the year has alrpady been

vindicated by an unprecedented in-

crease in the number of our sub-

scribers. "When the fact becomes

more widely known, we do not

loubt but that the farmer of the

South who does not take the Plan-

ter will be the exception and not the

rule. We intend to adhere to our

orogramme of keeping the journal

ttrictly a farm journal for the South

Atlantic State*. The area of these

States is sufficiently large, and the

agricultural interests sufficiently

varied, to call for at least one jour-

nal specially devoted to their ad-

vancement. In return, we ask for

the undivided support of the farm-

ers and planters of these States,

and ask, as a speci il favor, that

each one who reads the Planter will

call the attention of his neighbor

to it, and urge him to subscribe to

it. The farmers of the South have

a great future before them, but to

realize it, require to adapt them-

selves to modern methods of farm-

ing and haudling their crops. In

a word, they must cease to be plan-

ters and become farmers. Thisjour-
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo, 1 m
Lucas County, f

Frank J. Ciiknky makes oath that he

is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.

Cheney & Co., doing business in the city

of Toledo, county and state aforesaid,

and that said firm will pay the sum of

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each

and every case of Catarrh that cannot

be cared by the use of Hall's Catarrh

Com. ' FRANK .1. CIIKNEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in

my presence this 6th day of December,
,',—*—», A. D. 1886.

, seal. \ A. W. GLEASON,
I _ „ -. I Notary Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,

and acts directly on the blood and mu-

cous surfaces of the system. Send for

testimonials, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.

4®-Sold by druggists, 75c.

nal is specially devoted to bringing

about this chaDge, which we know

will result in the material improve-

ment of the condition, both of the

farms and the farmers. Give us

your support and your influence,

and we will answer for it that we

shall not be found wanting in care-

fully safeguarding and advancing

those interests. We have no axe to

grind, either for ourselves or for

any other person. We are solely

devoted to the interests of South-

ern farmers.

A FREE PICTURE GALLERY.
We have just received the new cata-

logue of " Planet Jr." farm and garden
tools." which is certainly a novelty in

catalogues. Ordinarily, the word "cata-
logue" gives an idea of a dry affair, made
up of tedious and technical details. The
" Panet Jr." catalogue, on theoiher hand,
will probably he more interesting than
any other book in the house; for it is full

of the most interesting pictures to a far-

mer that could be imagined,— pictures of
field scenes in the vineyards of France,
in the orange groves of California, and on
the farms of Australia, New Zealand, New
Jersey, and other foreign countries, as
well as in the United States. To be sure,

the catalogue "means business," for all

these view- show the " Planet Jr." ma-
chines at work. But that fact does not
make them any less interesting; indeed,
there are many valuable suggestions to be
had from its pases.

And what a "raft" of implements the
" Planet Jr." family has grown to be!
yon can't appreciate their immense range
until you see this picture gallery. Hand-
to .N, one horse tools, two- horse tools,

from wheel hoes up to beet cultivators
that work four rows at once.

The farmer who gets a copy of this
catalogue will have to look out for it, or
his boy will capture it, and paper the
walls of his room with the pictures.

It is sent us by S. L. Allen & Co., the

manufacturers of the "Planet Jr.' goods,

1107 Market St., Philadelphia. They are

sent free to any one asking.

T. W. WOOD & SONS' Descriptive Cat-

alogue for 1899 is unquestionably the most

valuable Seed Book published. A new
feature this year is insect remedies for

various crops, telling how to prevent or

rid crops of injurious insects. The cal

endar telling what to plant each month

in the year is a most useful feature, while

the cultural directions given, both for

Vegetables and Flowers will prove of the

greatest help to all gardeners. The infor.

mation about Grass, Clover, and all farm

seeds, is particularly full and complete,

and the recommendations as to grasses,

adapted to different soils and situations,

will be found very helpful to any one in-

terested in grass culture.

Tobacco, the types and kinds best

adapted for different soils, and other

matters of interest about this crop, will

be particularly appreciated by tobacco-

growers everywhere. Altogether, with the

fine illustrations, beautiful clear print,

and handsomely lithographed covets,

make Wood's Descriptive Catalogue the

peer of American Seed Catalogues. It

will be mailed free upon request to T. W.
Wood & Sons, at Richmond, Va., provided

you mention the Southern Planter when
writing for it.

THE ACME ENGINE,

Advertised in another column, receives

voluntarily the following strong endorse-

ment:
Marlboro, N. H., Dec. 29, 1898.

Rochester Machine Tool Works:

Dear Sirs,—I have lost my little wire
needles for cleaning out my atomizer,

and would like to have you send me 25

cents worth by return mail. I am saw-
ing wood with my 3 H. P. engine, which
I purchased of you last February, and it

works completely. I can saw two cords

of wood per hour if necessary, and it does
not take all the power that there is in it.

either. I have cut ensilage with it,usini>

a No. 44 A Baldwin cutter, with a 24 foot

carrier, and find there is plenty of power
to do more than that if required. I

think they are the best engines for all

kinds of work to which they are adapted
that there is on the market.

I might say much more in praise of
them, but it is needless.

Hastily yours,
(Signed)

Geo. L. Capron.

Our readers ave invited to inquire for

catalogue and prices of this valuable en-

gine. See advertisement.

BACK NUMBERS
Of the Southern Hunter for last May

and August are wanted by us. Address
our Business office.

CHOICE POULTRY.
Mr. Walter Watson, Salem, Va., offers,

in another column, some extra fine thor-

oughbreds.

Virginia Woman
Tells People How to Look Young

When They Are Old

All Weak and Nervous Women May
Follow Her Example.

"I was very nervous and weak, had

bronchitis and a cough and was afflicted

with female difficulties. Sometimes X was

almost crazy. I took medicines with

scarcely any benefit. A friend who had

been greartly helped by Hood's Sarsapa-

rilla advised me to try it. I did bo and

also used Hood's Pills and I am now feel-

ing better than I have felt for years.

When people ask me what makes me feel

so well I tell tbem to take Hood's Sarsa-

parilla if they wish to feel well and look

young when they are old." Mrs. J. W.
Btinson, 415 4th Ave., N. E., Roanoke, Va.

7e Sarsa-
9 parilla

Is the best—tn fact the One True Blood Purifier.

All druggists. $1; six for $5. Get only Hood's.

H r\H'c Dtllc are sure
'
m"d. effective.

ilOOU S K1IIS All druggists. 25cents.

VIRGINIA -FARMS
For S3. CO an ACRE

and upward, in yearly payments. Interest
ti per cent. Some to exchange, Northern
settlement. List free.

r,E0 E. CRAW FORD ACQ, Richmond, Ya

-» ^r\ AfDPC Of good land fu Ches-
-JSII n>^KCJ terrield county, Va.,

*-^ for sale. Adapted lofruli, sheep and
grazing. One mile from F. & P. R. R. ; one
and one-quarter miles from Southern Hallway
and on two public roads. Thirty acrescleared;
old-fashioned dwelling: 1 0<~0 cords of wood,
convenient to Southern Railway. As I have
more land than I want, I will sell cheap.

T. A. J., care Southern Planter.

...CHEAP FARM
Of 105 acres, all oppn. One mile from Peters-
burg, Va.. Chesterfield county. Good build-
ings, brick; fine orchard; vineyard; good
dairy and stork farm. 82,800; cost $4,300.

Address L. H. C., Southern /'tauter.

CAN'T CLOG
No time is lost "cleaning

up" when you work with
our Improved '* Pennsylva-
nia" Harrow. Each tooth
is protected hy a shoe at the
iframe; cacn tooth works
.free from the Irome, thus

1 void ins: dopcing betwer n
he frame ami the tooth.

The Friction ri.imp Tooth Ho rtcr bikes the lead
for strength and simplicity. The '

1 liJSSYlVAMl"

s,eKrHARROW
ishy far the most complete sprlner tooth harrow
ever Invented. The teeth ar-' etisily adjusted t.v

simply loosening one nut Teeth wear from is to
1U inches. Send for prices. Illustrated cata-
logue free.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO.. Ltd.. York. Pa.
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THE HAHILTON
DISC HARROW

Is light draft; weight of driver balances

pole; cannot bnckle in center.

It makes a clean cut and don't leave an
uncut ridge in center. All steel frame, or

wood frame, as you like. We likewise

manufacture Corn Planters. Cul'ivators,

Garden Plows Hay Hakes, Drag Harrows,
Field Rollers, etc , and will take pleasure

in sending you catalogue.

THE N. P. DEUSGHER CO., Hamilton, Ohio.

Your Troubles

all of trash. Get the

;
IMPROVED LOW DOWN PENNSYLVANIA

! Force Feed Fertilizer
Grain Drill

! Cannot cloK and will not bnnch. Force ffed In
, fact as well as in name. Simplest, most accurate
land lightest runnins. Drill sows all kinds of
i grain, corn and peas with absolute regularity.
t Send for eomplcte llliftrnted cutuloeue of
I form implement., nnil machinery.

! A. B. FAHQUHAIt CO., Ltcl., York, Pa.

DON'TWASTE Brain

CAHOON
Broadcast

SEED SOWER

de. Acknowledged
standard of the world
for past thirty years.

"Get the Best."

t smoked in a few hours with _„-«—
KRAUSERS' LIQUID EXTRACT OF SMOKE.
Made from hickory wood. Cheaper, cleaner,

eeter and surer than the old way. Send for

circular. K. KKAC5EK i I5UO., Milton, Vm.

!|j
-^- MAGAZINES.X^I!

rin'.'Harper's Magazine for February,

Senator Henry Cabot Lodge begins a his-

tory of the Spanish-Ameiican War, illus-

trated by Carltcn T. Chapman and from
portraits. Dr. John A. Wyelh contrib-

utes an article on a famous incident of

the Civil War, " Lieutenant-Colonel For-

rest at Fort Donelson," profusely illustra-

ted by T. de Thulstrup, A. C. Redwood,
Max F. Klepper, and W. A. Rogers.

Among other features are "A Trekking

Trip in South Africa," by A. C. Humbert,
illustrated with views of South-African

life and sport; "Anglo Saxon Affinities,"

by Julian Ralph, and "The United States

as a World Power," a chapter of national

experience, by Professor Albert Bushnell

Hart. Piofessor C. A. Young discusses
" The Astronomical Outlook," and C. A.

Abbott contributes a beautiful nature

study under the title, " Facing the North

Star "

The number is also prolific in short sto-

ries, and has also several continued tales

of great interest.

Harper's Illustrated Weekly maintains

its reputation as the best illustrated jour-

nal issued in this country. The reading

matter is always deeply interesting, and
on a high plane, whilst the illustrations

are really works of art.

Harper's Bazaar is the Ladies' paper,

which never disappoints its readers by
failing to give the latest styles and fash-

ions, with beautiful illustrations and in-

teresting reading matter and gossip.

Lippincott's complete novel in the Feb-

ruary issue is " For the French Lilies,"

by Isobel Nixon Whiteley. Warden Al-

lan Curtis tells " The Tale of the D jubtful

Grandfather," and a most extraordinary

tale it is. There are other tales and arti-

cles of interest in the number.

The Ladies' Home Journal for Februa-

ry is an excellent number. The illustra

tions of " The Outsides of Houses and the

Insides of Gardens," are very finely got-

ten up, whilst the reading matter is full of

points of interest and instruction. This

is an excellent journal for ladies in the

country ; indeed, we know of nothing

better.

In the February number of the "Amer-

ican Monthly Review of Reviews," the

editor seeks to apply the lessons of our

national failures in the South during the

reconstruction period following the Civil

War to the present t rohlems of a similar

nature in Cuba, Porto Rico and the Phil-

ippine?. His deductions are interesting

anil instructive. He s«ys: "The true

way to restore the South to the Union

after the war was to restore the South to

its own people." The same principle

applies to day in the new territories just

coming under our control. The editor

warns us against a new type of "carpet-

bagger" who is threatening to invade

Cuba - namelv, the franchise-grabber. A
large proportion of space in this number

of the " Review" is given up to editorial

and contributed articles on the manage-

ment of foreign dependencies. Sylvester

Baxter contributes an interesting study

little while wit
en wheels. Stopallthi!
expense for a"
by bu} ing a. se

ELECTRIC
Steel Wheels
They are marie with direct or ptugiji red a\ ul

»i>. ,,.,», broud tire-, any height, aid to lit

liny wagon. They can't rot. go to apokesand
need no tire del tine-last indefinitely. There
is only one thing better, and that is an

ELEGTMG HANDY WAGON.
Our tree illustrated cataloTiie tella all about
both and gives prices. Send tor it.

ELECTKIC WHEEL CO. Box H6, Quincy, 111.

BOWSHER
FEED
MILLS.
(Sold with or without Elevator.)

Will Crush ear corn (with or
without shucks) and grind
any kind of small grain at the
same time; inl\lng in nuy pro-
portion. Have conical shaped
grinders. Different from all

others.

Lightest RunninL

and Handiest to Operate.
SIX SIZES—2 to 25 horse power. One style
for windwheel use. One style for cotton seed.

(Also make Sweep Feed Grinders.)

R. N. P. BOWSHER CO.
South Bend, Ind,

SOLD ON TRIAL.

Plainly deS'-ribed in c rcular. Sent FREE.
Farmers may try it before buying.

PETEKSON MANUF'G CO., KENT, O.

pRIAL*«HANDi|

oNE HALP PRICE.
Write at once for our Free Illustrated

Catalogues for anything- required for the

Home, Farm or Factory

Chicago House Wrecking Co.,
West 35th & Iron Sts., CHICAGO.

$160 Sw Mill
For Farmers. Also best modern Improved Mill

for Lumb, nneu; also Planers and Matchers.
Manufact'd by s*Lfclrl IRON WUKKS, Saiem, N.C.
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Lightest Draff
By using the best Heel in the frame,

reateetstrengtb
wth Hie I a~t weight; by tbe use of
wheels behind mitl a pivoted shoe In
front :i beantifnl ease of working is

attained in the Improved

"Pennsylvania"

and L
h
e
e
ver'Harrow

SoeonKtrneted as to clear Itftelfoftrash
May be used in one, two, three

or more sections
tor puces. Illustrated

catalogue free.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd.

YORK, PA.

INDIAN
CHIEF

Corn Shsler.

Made from mal-
leable Iron. The
most durable.
Will shell 1 bus.
In 4 mm. Price
reduced from ?!
to $2. Do not
class the Indian
Chief wltbBooenl
shelters. All re-

pairs furnished
free. Write
EXCEL U FG.
OOM 'V.

Pottersvllle,
N.J.

THE RUSSELL STAPLE PULLER

} est C-mbination Steel Tool on iiarth.
Staple Puller, Win- Splicer and Tightener,

Pliers Pinchers, Hammer and Wrench.
Thousands upon thousands sold. Farmers'
delight and necessity—a household article.

Price, $1.25, Delivered.
A^k your thaler for them. If don't keep,

writ.- at once to— r

RUSSELL HDW. & IHP MFQ. CO.
1820 Grand Ave.. Kansas City, Mo.

•THE-
EDGAR FANNING
WEEOER
ATTACHMENT

to the sulky i 'uii r ator
eci easescosi <! produc-

ii n No Clogging, Will
luo-lion cultivator. Weeding doue

while cullliallng. No extra labor. Agents
wanted. Becure your territory. Write lor de-
scriptiou and prices to

EDGAK FANNING WEEDER CO.,
B. E. Goodale, Mgr., Baiting Hollow, N. Y.

of the DutWi rule in Java^and Dr. Daniel
Dorchester makes a statistical exhibit of

the recent drift toward colonial and pro-

tectorate governments.

CATALUGUKS.
Peter Henderson & Co., Curtlaudt street,

New York, Manual of Everything for the

Garden. This is a beautiful Catalogue,

and full of information valuable to every
gardener. See advertisement in this issue.

S. L. Allen & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Catalogue of the celebrated Planet Jr.

Garden Implements, which every gar-

dener and trucker ought to use. TheCata-
logue is beautifully illustrated. See ad-
vertisement in this issue.

Aspinwall Manufacturing Co., Jackson,
Mich. Catalogue of Potato Machinery,
Churns, Steel Weeders, Swings, &c. The
potato planters made by this firm have a
high reputation, which we believe to be
well deserved.

R. L. Ragland Seed Co., South Boston,
Va. Catalogue of Reliable Tobacco Seeds.
This Catalogue is issued by the pioneer
tobacco seed farm of the world, and the
originators of many of the beet varieties

of tobacco.

The Mapes' Formula and Peruvian
Guano Co , 143 Liberty street, N. Y. List
of Fertilizers adapted for Farm Crops,
Truck, Fruit, &c, under varied condi-
tions. This well-known firm of fer-

tilizer makers make a specialty of goods
for Irish potato and tobacco growing,
and some marvellous crops have been
raised with their fertilizers.

Luther Burbank, Santa Rosa, Cal. New
Creations in Fruits and Flowers. Mr.
Burbank is the most successful originator
of new fruits and plants in the world,
and his Catalogues are always deserving
of study.

D. Hill, Evergreen Specialist, Dundee,
111.

Iowa Seed Co., Des Moines, la. Cata-
logue of Vegetable, Farm and Flower
Seeds.

Premium List of the East Carolina
Fish, 0_\ster, Game and Industrial Asso-
ciation. Twelfth Annual Exhibition, to
be held at New Berne, N. C, February
20th to 25th, 1899.

Pasteur Vaccine Co., Ld., 56 Fifth
Avenue, Chicago, 111. Black Seg Vaccine.

The March- Brownback Stove Company,
Pbttstown, Pa. Makers of the Madera
Cooking Range, Prize Globe Range, &c,
which are highly spoken of.

FENCING
For Poultry, half cost of
Netting. Also best Farm
Yard, Cemetery Fences,
Iron Posts, Gates, etc. I

can save you money. Frei(;htpaid.Cataloguefree
K. L. SHfcLLABAfcGER, 37 F. St., Atlanta, Ga.

To be entirely relieved of the aches
ami pains of rheumatism means a great
deal, and Hood's Sarsaparilla does it.

{iron Age Workj
m is work well done.whatevcr IronAge />T) y£L.\I tiMi|vunu>P. Tiicn -m Ii-«n AfP // JAr^J

, perfect work as i

row drill. i__
nged instantly—easily.

= * „„ds surely; sows accu-
rately. Light and simple.X Holds 4 quarts. Spacing

Q adjusted by - -

While thousands are
enjoying a good thin;
you ought to be inter-
ested.

A COMPOST DRILL
That will pulverize
and distribute com*
ost and cotton seed

on six acr s per day-
one bouse & one hand.

J. M. LINDSEY,
Manuf'r & Patentee,
Cr\ stal Springs, Ga.

IT IS ECONOMY

stock feed and famll;

Sand
especially one that does _ c/??pjN

not continually require ex- if*
,!#^'

pense for new grind in™ '

plates and small part?. O
French Buhr Mills a
durable, economical, efliclent and practical.
Just the mill for farm uses. Easiest kept in
order and no expense.

Send for new book on Mills and sample meal.

NORDYKE <fc M.liniOV CO.,
Flour Mill Builders,

305 Day St.. - - I-ullnnnpollrt, Ind.

POTATO
How to Handle it. Write for TREATISE.

ASPINWALL MFG CO.
12 S.BIN Sheet, JACKSON, MICH.

ACORDjAN HQUK
N0 WEr KNEES

! NO BACK ACHE.
weigh) 'I

Fastest
pest and best

i he world. Cuts l

1 :. ,,V.«ii*i both ways.
Agents Wanted. Ask for Catalogue R

FAMOUS MFC. CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

BOSS FEED MILL
needs no pmlne—«peakfl
for itself. Will grind

X ALL KINDS of GRAIN
brae, wet

f'\

than any other mill
manufactured. Sales doubled every year for
the past eight years. Catalogue free. Prices
reasonable. Every null guaranteed.

WOODCOCK FOUNDRY A MACHINE WORKS,
CHILLICOTHE, OHIO.
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You Send Ho Money
Until Goods Arrive,

i All Steel and Iron but the
pole. Easily handled by
two hor>es. Send fur de-
livery prices on all sizes.

I)isc Harrows, Lever
Harrows, 11-foot Senders.

EMPIRE MFG. CO . to River Street. Sterling III.

THIS MILL
Mill. It m*ets the demuida
those who wish a Atronic, du
able mill of large pout

lised. Will £rin<i up
per hour. Intended for 8 h. p.

engine no. Cir, nlars ..f <uuiu ami

Sweep Mills free. Write at once.

STAR MFC. CO.
80D«pot St. Sin Lexington, 0.

Th° ^XCEL CRINDINC MILL
For grinding corn, corn
ears, oats, millet, and
any food substances.
Quit paying tolland buy
the best mill made. Try
it in con petition with
any othei mill made.
Testimonials and all

about it free. Address

EXCEL MFG. CO.,

Pottersvllle, N.J.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 1 7 Frank St., Rochester. N. 1

Planting is
Pleasant

when you watch the corn drop in the
Keystone Corn Planter. Its beautiful work,
covering ten or twelve acres a day, is a constant
pleasure to farmers who enjov seeiriLj work
well done. The phosphate attachment is a
perfect piece of mechanism od the

FARQUHAR KEYSTONE

Corn Planter
It sows any kind of pulverized fertilizer. Tbe
planter drops kernels in drills or hills witn any
desired spacing; works well even in rocky land.
Plants ensllaee. beans, peas. etc. Send for

:""
Inrae illustrated catalogue.
A.B.FAKQIIIAIt CO., Ltd.. York. Pn.

REPORTS.

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. Annual Report of the
Department of Agriculture for year
ending June, 1898.

Division of Entomology. Bulletin 16.

The Hessian Fly in the United States.

Some mi-cellaneous results of the
work of the Division of Entomology.

Farmers' Bulletin SB. Thirty poison
ons plants of the United States.

Report of the Chief of the Section of
Foreign Markets, 1898.

Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn,
Ala. Bulletin 98. Orchard Notes.

Bulletin 99. Cotton Rust.

Cornell Experiment Station. Ithaca, N. Y.
Bulletin 156. Third Report on Po-
tato Culture.

Bulletin 157. The Grape Vine Flea
Beetle.

Bulletin 158. An inquiry concerning
the source of gas and taint-producing
bacteria in cheese curd.

Bulletin 159. An effort to help the
farmer.

Georgia Experiment Station, Experiment,
Ga. Bulletin 40. The Stringfellow
Root pruning theory.

Kansas State Board of Agriculture, To-
peka, Kan. The Eleventh Biennial
Report of the State Board of Agricul-
ture. This is a large octavo volume
of 833 pages, full of the most valua-
ble information not alone for farmers
of Kansas, but for farmers every-
where. It reflects the greatest credit
on the Board and its efficient Secre-
tary, Mr. Coburn. This shows what
a Board of Agriculture, properly or
ganized and officered, can do for a
State.

Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 54. Analyses of
Commercial fertilizers and Paris
green.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
Bulletin 47. Wheat offals sold in
Maine in 1898.

Bulletin 48. Feeding stuff inspection.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva,
N. Y. Analysis of sugar beets.

North Carolina Experiment Station, Ra-
leigh, N. C Bulletin 154. The adul-
teration of coffee and tea for sale in
North Carolina.

Bulletin 155. Baking powders on sale

in North Carolina.
Texas Experiment Station, College Sta

tion, Tex. Bulletin 47. The effect

of food on economic dairy produc-
tion. This is a valuable Bulletin for

every dairyman.
Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,

Va. Bulletin 77. Tests of fertilizers

on wheat.
Bulletin 78. Virginia marls.

Virginia State Weather Service, Rich-
mond, Va. Re port for December, 1 S98.

Wisconsin Experiment Station. Madison,
Wis. Fifteenth Annual Report of
the Station in June, 1898. This report
contains some very valuable papers
for dairymen and stockmen.

Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie,
Wyo. Bulletin 38. Cultivated shade
and forest trees.

Bulletin 39. Alkali studies.

COLOR and flavor of fruits,

size, quality and ap-

pearance of vegetables,

weight and plumpness of grain,

are all produced by Potash.

Potash,
properly combined with Phos-

phoric Acid and Nitrogen, and
liberally applied, will improve

every soil and increase yield

and quality of any crop.

Write and get Free our pamphlets, which
tell how to buy and use fertilizers with
greatest economy and profit.

GERHAN KALI WORKS,
93 Nassau St., New York.

f_ For POULTRYMEN !

The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best in the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill. Farm Feed

Hills, Power Mills.
[Send for Circular and Testimonial*.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.

HOOK ON-GUT OFF

nd handiest dehorner

^ IMPROVED
CONVEX^DEHORIMER

It Cuts All Around the Horn

THE CHAIN HANGING

CATTLE STANCHION.
The most practical and humane Fastener ever in-
vented. Gives perfect freedom of tile head, Illus-
trated Circular and price free on application.

Manufactured by O. II. KOBERTSSON,
Foresrville, Conn.

ELLIOT'S

Parchment

BUTTEft

PIPED

To Dairymen HALF A
or others we "***-r M
will send half REAM
a ream, 8x11,
free, ifthey will
forward 30c. to
pay postage.
Try the BEST

FREE

A. G. ELLIOT & Co.
Manufacturers, Philadelphia. Pa.
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-pLANET JR." CHAPTERS.—II.

HOW THEY GROW ONIONS
IN RHODE ISLAND.

One of the most striking pictures in our new 1899 Catalogue is a long proces-

sion of men sowing onion seed with the "Planet Jr." Hill-dropping Seeder, one of the greatest labor-savers

in the whole list. It shows how live Yankee onion growers are making money with the " Planet Jr." tools.

This catalogue will interest your whole family. It not only describes the Seeders. Wheel-hoes, and combined hand tools, the Horse-
hoes, the Pivot-wheel 1 Cultivators, the wonderful Beet Cultivator that works four rows at once, and all the other horse tools, but it includes

also SIXTEEN FULL PAGES of fine photographic views—interesting field-scenes in France, California, New Zealand, Manitoba, etc., show-
ing the different crops and methods of cultivation, and the " PLANET JR." tools at work.

S. L. ALLEN & CO.,
Box 1107 X, Philadelphia.

h tells 0/ the prize
'tjf ManitobagirU.

tools at work.

Write us for a copy ; it's sent free.

AMERICAN TAMWORTH SWINE
RECORD ASSOCIATION.

The third annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Tam worth Swine Record Associa-

tion will be held at the "Mire of the Sec-

retary, Wolverine Citizen Building, Flint,

Mich., at 10 o'clock A. M. Monday, Feb

ruary 20, 1899. A Hoard of Directors will

be elected at this time. The increase in

popularity and great demand for this, the

largest and most prolific of the bacon
breed", indicates a most encouraging out-

look for the Tamworth and the Associa-

tion in the future. It is hoped that every

stockholder, as well as all breeders and
admirers of the Tamworth, will be pres-

ent. Edwin 0. Wood, Sec'y.

Flint, Mich., Dec. 19, 1S98.

DELICIOUS BROILED OYSTERS.
Dry and season the oysters as for fry-

ing. Have ready a wire broiler and a

good clear fire ; arrange the oysters, broil

a minute on one side; turn, and broil on
the other. Put them into a hot dish ; add
a tablespoonful of butter, a tablespoon ful

of lemon juice, and a dusting of salt and
red pepper to each twenty-five oysters.

—

February Ladies' Home Journal..

TO ADVERTISERS.
Mr. E. M. Gillet, of Verona, Md., whose

advertisement of Hereford Cattle, Dorset
Horned Sheep, and Berkshire Hogs, ap-

pears regularly in our columns, writes us

on January 1st: "Now let me mention
again that if I had time to give the
amount of sale money that I have re-

ceived through mj advertisement in the
Southern Planter, it would more than sur-

prise you. I closed up the old year with
one of the plea-antest sales I ever made—
viz: to Prof. W.C.Stubba (a reader of the
Planter), who kindly gave me his third

order and bought two Hereford's for the
North Louisiana Experiment Station, and
two Herefords and two Dorset ewes for

his farm in Gloucester county, Va." Mr.
Gillet handles only the best stock, and
makes it a point always to satisfy his cus-

tomers, if possible. As a result, he says,
" My business increases monthly."

Mr. Murray Boocock, of Castalia, Kes-
wick, Va., whose advertisement of Here-
ford Cattle appears regularly in our col-

umns, and who owns some 6f the finest

stock in America—amongst others, the
celebrated imported bull Salisbury, which
cost $3.000— writes us that be is in receipt

of orders for stock from Maine to Texas.
Those wanting II erelords cannot go wrong
when they buy from Mr. Boocock.

THE FENCE THAT FENCES.

MERICANs^WOVEN WIRE FENCEA*Jf Large, strong wires, heavily galvanized. Tension Curve at every inter-

fnn section of main strands and stay wires, provides tor expansion and contrac-
f M tion. The ''American" Fence is made of Best Bessemer Steel Wires, on most

advanced principles. Its thorough efficiency «i"™

is proven under all circumstances as a safe and sure
fence to turn cattle, horses, hogs and pigs.

EVERY ROD GUARANTEED.

INVESTIGATE the merits of the

AMERICAN FENCE
at our agency in

your nearest town.
If you can't find

such an agency,
write us for com-
plete catalogue and
we win see you are ik^iifuvMji^^iWi^w.iw
supplied. AMERICAN FIELD FENCE, Regular Style, stays 12 or 6 ins. apart

Amer.can Steel & Wire Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
is the
sum of
a 1 1 ex-

THE KEYSTONE DRILLER
cellence as a well maker ; made in all sizes. Drills water
wells any size and depth, oil or gas wells, tests wells for

lead, zinc, gold and coal; made either with or without
traction, or to run with a threshing engine. Top quality,

bottom prices. All kinds of drilling tools.

KEYSTONE DRILLER CO., Beaver Falls, Pa.

! liiui a favor. UHABLIE STRONG.
PACK IVOVIN WlltK I'KNrl: CO . ( III! I A \. II KM.

YOU CAN USE
Coiled Spring. Cable, Barbed
or Smooth Wire in our

$10 MACHETE
And Build the BEST Wire Fence at

16 to 24 Cents per Rod.
Agents Wanted. Write for Catalog

B0WEN CABLE SW FENCE CO.
Box 23, Norwalk. 0., U S. A.

LIGHTNING WELL MACHYf
is The stan dar d;
ST£AMPUMPS, AIRLIFTS,^ //
GASOLINE ENGINES ^MZ,
WlTCrOfi CIRCULARlHE$&*&*
THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS <fer^©
.AURORA, ILL:-*CHICAG0- DALLAS,TEX

LS:

WYJ1AN, Mar

) JETTING and PUMPING
md mineral pros-
Write for circular

anted. (JHAS. E.

FRAZER
NETTING

READ THESE PRICES
ili in. wide, ISO ft. long, roll, $2 26
48" " ISO -3 00
60" " 150" " " 8 75

Other widths in proportion.

Dow Wire Works Co,, Louisville, Ky.

1 Axle Crease u™,V ;
Itswearin;; qualitiesare unsurpassed, ac- a)

\ timllvoutliistliiK 3 bxs. any other brand. ^W Not affected by heat. **-Get the Genuine. T
A/%. FOR SALE BY AM. DEALERS. "%/^J
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WOOD'S

SEEDS.

Wood's flaine-Grown

Seed Potatoes
are unquestionably the best seed Pota-
toes for Southern planting. Our Pota-
toes are grown especially for seed pur-
poses in the best potato district in
Maine, and are noted for their earli-
ness, uniformity and large yields pro-
duced. The largest potato growers In
the South are planting our Seed Pota-
toes, with the best and most profitable
results. We also offer

VA. SECOND CROP POTATOES
grown from Maine seed. These give
splendid crop results and are popular
with truckers everywhere.
Wood's Descriptive Seed Catalogue,

giving full information, mailed free.
Prices quoted upon request.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
SEEDSMEN, Richmond, Va.

The Largest Seed
House in the

South.

Anything you need for the farm and gRr-
I den—seed, implements, fertilizers, dairy and

I

poultry supplies—you can buy safely and
silyfrom our 100-page catalogue, with over

|

i'.'.ustrationa: We have built up an im-
ense business by deserving the confidence
larmers, and our customers know they
n order by mail and be as sure of fair treat-

|

ment as though they paid us a call. £end
")r the catalogue and pet acquainted. It
rill be for your profit as well as ours.

^GRIFFITH ^TURNER CO.,SectionG.

20J-21J Paca St., Baltimore, ;.ld.

piows

Strawberry * Plants
BY THE DOZEN OR MILLION.

Keid's Prolific, S aford, Delaware, and 60

Other var eties, from SI.no per 1,000 up. Cabbage
Plints, Shade and Ornamental Trees. Cata-
logue free.

A. J. Mc McJIATH, Onley, Va.

PAINT TALKS—XIII.

PAINT AS AN INVESTMENT.

In the whole field of domestic economy
there is nothing that yields better returns
to the property owner than paint. Paint
costs less than repairs, and paint avoids
the necessity of making repairs.

All of the wood- work of the house, in

eluding the roof, should be protected by
paint, obviating the necessity of constant
repairs and making the material covered
practically indestructible by the ordinary
action of the elements, while increasing
the renting or selling value of the house
by making it attractive.

The sanitary value of good paint is also

very great, as it preserves a smooth and
impervious surface on which disease-

breeding microbes can find no lodgment.
This is an important reason why the
walls of living and sleeping rooms should
he covered with paint instead of paper.

Besides, a painted surface remains cleaner

and more wholesome than paper, as it

can be washed and disinfected without
injuring it.

Paint, and plenty of it, is always a
profitable investment, particularly if the
paint be a durable one. The combina-
tion paints hased on zinc-white are the
most durable, and as they usually con-
tain a larger bulk of paint and cost less

per pound than pure white lead paints,

there is double economy in their use. A
properly compounded zinc combination
containing only pu>e linseed oil and the
necessary driers, will usually stand in ex-
cellent condition for eight to twelve
years without requiring renewal, and one
coat at the end of that time will put it in

its original condition. A pure lead and oil

paint will have deteriorated after stand-
ing a year; it will need renewal within
three years, and if let stand five or eight
years without renewal, will require two
coats to put it in good condition.

The addition of twenty per cent, of
zinc to the last coat of the original work
will retard this deterioration to some ex-
tent; but a good combination paint con-

taining a fair proportion of zinc-white
thoroughly incorporated with lead or
barytes, or both, in pure linseed oil is

preferable, and will prove the best in-

vestment the owner can put into his

property. Stanton Dudley.

The Retort: " Nellie, you're as full of
airs as a barrel organ." " Well, if I am,
1 don't go with a crank. Good bye."

Governess :
" Now, Linsley, you must'nt

have any more plum pudding It'll make
vou ill !" Linsley :

" Never mind, it's worf
it."

Cab Tout: "I say, Bill, lend me six-

pence." Cabby :
" I can t ; but I can lend

vou fourpence." Cab Tout: "All right.

Then you'll owe me twopence."

J>U£ Bill FREE
T"

1

-:-' 1 "

i„i„

1>UC Bill, goo<Tfof !0c. worth of seeds for trial, abaolul
free. It to full of bargains. All the Best St'cJo, Bulbs,
Plants, !!«», new Fruits, Form Seeds. 1'otiUoes,
etc., at lowest prices. Ten Greut Noveltli'* offered " ithoul

names. I will y.ay g50. FOR A NAME f<" each. Don't buy
your Stock until vou see this u c vv catalogue. Several varieties show o

In colors. Great inducements for orders this year. You will be
surprised atmy bargain offers. Send vour address on Postal tceday.

Tell your friends to send too. Old customers will receive a copv.

F. B. MILLS, Seedsman, Box 186, Base Hill, .N.Y

WE NO LONGER SUPPLY
SFEDS TO DEALERS.
PURCHASE FROM US DIRECT.

Everything The Garden
"Everything for the Garden " is the title

of our Catalogue for 1S99, and it really is

a 190-page book, 9x11 inches, containing over
700 engravings and 6 superb colored plates

of Seeds and Plants. And as all are drawn
from nature,\ve show, as in a looking-glass,
the best of the old and the latest of the new.
To trace advertising, and give our Cata-

logue the largest possible distribution, we
make the following unusually liberal offer:

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash.

To every one who will state where this ad-
vertisem-nt was seen, and who encloses us
10 cents (in stampsi, we will mail the Cata-
logue, andalsosend, free of charge, our famous
50-cent " Empire State" Collection of Seeds,
containing one packet each of New Large-
flowering Sweet Peas, New Butterfly
Pansy. New Jubilee Asters, New Golden
Rose Celery, New York Lettuce, and
Ponderosa Tomato, in a red envelope,

which, when emptied and returned, will be
accepted as a 25-cent cash payment on any
irder of goods selected from Catalogue to

the amount of Ji.oo •md upward.

Ilbemarle Prolific Seed Corn.
Has this year yielded some of the largest

com crop« ever grow in V rginia.
In ISO*;, 2fi^., bhls. In 1897. T,V„ bbls.

In 1898. :is?4 b..K.-HW< 4 bus. t.f soeTleri grain.
It asgiven wonderful results in otherStates
Writ fo circulars, which give infor.. ation

as to how the e c ops are grown.
ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,

Sam'l B. Woods. Prop. Charlottesville. Va.

STRAWBERRY^
Largest ct choicest

nek in Hie world (50.000.-

00(1; 100 v rieiies). Lowest
prices. Safel and cheaply delivered anywhere
on continent Catalog free. CONTINENTAL
PLANT CO. Si ra wherry Specialists, 41 South
Street, Kittrell, N. C.

HEADQUARTERS
for SHARPLKPS and GANDY PRIZE

S1EAWBEBKY PLANTS.
For price? apply to- A. K. IiAPVEY.

School P. 0-, V».
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EMBOEN GEESE
I offer several trios of this breed.

Heavy weights ; fine layers. Best

breed to raise early market goslings.

A. R. BELLWOOD. • Drewrv's Blnff. Va.

JOHNSON & GOODE,
BOYDTON, VA.

Poland-China Hogs, Coach and
Collie Dog-s. White Leghorn* and
Black Minorcas, Barred P. Bocks,
Pekin Ducks. EGGS. $1.00 per 13.

..Incubator Eggs..
P. Rock. Cochis Cross—fresh and

fertile—$3 00 per hundred
Purebred W P. Rock and S. C B.

Leghorn Eggs. $1 00 per sitting.

C H BEXXETT. McDonald's Mills. Va.

BRONZE TURKEYS. LIGHT BflAHM.i,

Barred Plymouth Rocks, Pekin Ducks.
Also Eggs from these pur -bred fowls.

The very best Polaad-C ina Pigs at farmers'
prices : a few good Shropshire Sheep.
Write for prices.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM.
Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlotiesville, Va.

S. C.BROWV LKGHORNS
Eggs for setting. S1.00 per 15.

PEELS' nt'CKS—Bbrs for Retting. $1.00 for 11.
S. . . BROWN LEGHORNS. $1.00 each-

Roosters or Pulle s.

The above are of the bet strains nd guar-
anteed pure in breed.

G. W. GRAVES, Highland Springs. V i.

Bronze Gobblers
FOR ..

SALE!
Ten (10) large, extra-fine yo ng bird*; bred

from a 40 lb tom. at $2.50 to $3.00 each.
H. M. TUFXELL, C.viversitt P. O., Va

%"»- FOR SALE. -%-».
EGGS from Silver Wyan otte, B. P.

Bocks. S. C. B. Leg-horns.
Also Bronze Turkei s.

Mrs. JNO. F. PAYNE, University of Va

Black Langshans..

M. A. OLXEV, Coleman's Falls. Va

DON'T SWEAR i I latf

•iini

and slaj richl bnj the

Reliable Incubator
•mi* iuHIiI

tie ML \V. «9
fer Ifi In ,:.

A HOIAXE DEHORXER.

Dr. Leavitt's Double-Power Clipper.

How to dehorn
ca'tle is well un-
derstood by all

users of the Clip-

per with V shaped
blade, patented by
the veterinarian
Dr. Leavitt, of
Hammond, Illinois,

who claims to have
patent* d every
other part of worth
in the Clipper
many years ago.
Extensive use of
this Clipper has
made the superior-
ity outstanding. As
to power, it is very
strong, the handles
moving, it is claim-
ed, but half as far

to clip a horn as in

most other clippers. The flattering for-

eign trade is a strong endorsement. The
inventor is ready to defend any agent or
us r of this Clipper against any possible
claims of other pretenders. Parties de-
siring full particulars as to merits of this

instrument, or matters pertaining to de-
horning, should consult the skillful oper-
ator, whose instrument, he claims, clip-

ped 404 heads of their horns in 270 min-
utes, a feat supported by affidavit.

CLOVER FOR BEES.
Xow comes the time for sowing clover,

and white clover does well on almo-t
every farm where the soil is a little

moist. Sow it along your fences where
the team turns ; it is* better than that
trash and rubbish that ought to get its

moving orders now. Round the huuse,
white clover is very useful as a lawn ard
pasture-maker. The little calf will do
well on that grass and clover-mixture if

you allow him to do so.

There is no need of an extra fence.
Two sticks in the ground with a piece of
smooth wire stretched between on which
a ting runs is preferable to the old way of
picketing. Tie the calf to the ring: it

saves you time and trouble. If you don't
keep calves, keen a swarm or two of
"susar flies," as the Chinaman calls

them. One pound of white clover seed
will cost you 20 cents, hut the bees will
give you two dollar;' worth of honev
from it almost for nothing, and white
clover honey is a fine article. Just try it.

Chesterfield Co.. Va. J. Volkert.

CAUSE FOR GRATITUDE.
" I cannot speak too highly of Hood's

Rarsapanlla. It has cured me of a had
cough an<l given me a good appetite. Mv
little girl had a stomach trouble and did
not see a well day up to the time she be-
gan taking Hood's Sarsaparilla. The
medicine cured her." Mm T. H. Sutler,
Stephen's City, Va.
Hood's Pills cure all liver ill*. Mailed

for 25c. by C I Hood & Co., Lowell,
Mam

b

White Wyandottes.

B. P. Rocks.

|

Stock Bred for Utility Purposes.

Have a few vigorous farm -raised

..COCKERELS..
left. Also a few

BUFF WYANDOTTES.

WALTER WATSON, Salem, Va.

45 VARIETIES OP POULTRY,
PIGEONS AND PET STOCK

Four cent* for fine catalogue. Circular free.
EGGS-$1.00 for 15: $3.iOforH>.

J. D. SOLDER. Telford, Pa.

earth, direct from
f.irtory, to consumer. Only those meaning
business need applv.

LIPE c£ BAILEY. Lisbon, Ohio.

Wanted Posit on on a Farm
as Foreman.

Thoroughly understands all branches of

farming, tock raising, rucking and handling
help. Highest references. Sixteen years la-t

place. State what w ges you are willing to

pay.
W. A. DEANE. Schenectady >". Y.

WANTED
At my house in this county, a whit*
womanascook A w.dow,wih daugh-
ter, 12 to 14 years old, acceptable.

City hous- hold conveniences. Address, giving
ref rence and stating wages wanted.

WALTER RANDOLPH CRABBE.
Hagne P. O., Westmorel nd. Co.. Va.

trolled by my
... WHAL^-OIL SOAP...

One to two ounces to a gallon of water will
be found sufficient for Summer Spra\ing.
Endorsed bv Experiment Stations. Thes<*p
contains Organic Potash, and has a distinct
value as a Fenilizeras well as an Insecticide.
Destroys many forms of insects. 60-ID Keg.
f. ii. b. cars at Philadelphia, for $ ' 60 Send
for inlormation. JAM K.S G( >OD, 514—51 S Ran-
dolph Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

FARMERS' CANVAS COVERS
OF WATERPROOF OR PL4IN DUCK

Stack. Wagon. Agricultural Implement. Ac.
Covers for all purposes. HORSE COVERS,
Waterproof or Plain Duck. TENTS for Fairs,
shows. Ac. Sportsmen's Canvas Goods. Cir-
culars, Samples. *e. HENRY DERBY.

IM Chambers St.. New York.

A
GBIC0LT0RAL-L1ME

$1.00 PER TON.
fellcworth Lime Works,

SESVtt CA.IT. Xjt., 8ta5*t»k, Vi,
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SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

^H
THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY HEIFERS

and BULLS.
FOR SALE AT HARD PAN PRICES.

Blood of the famous Stoke Pogis, St.

Lambert and Coomassie blended. Paying
special attention to breeding my cattle, I have
reached a degree of excellence not surpassed

by any herd in the State. POLAND-CHINA
Pigs always on hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

FOR SALE!
A HERD OF

JERSEY CATTLE
NEAR NORFOLK, VA.

Some are fresh; others due to calve soon, and
a nurabe of heifers u served.

Also two- ear-old DEVON BULL and two-

year-old 1 iEVON HEIFER, clue to calve soon.

Also a few nice Bar ed Plymou h R ck and
Light B ahma Fowls at low prices.

The above must be ^ld at once. Prompt
attention to inquiries.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

ST. OMER HERD
(A. J. C. C.)

Exile of St. Lambert, the greatest

bull that ever lived. Can give you
50 to

62J$<
of his blood, coupled with

that of Stoke Pogis 5th, St. Helior,

Lord Harry, and other good ones.

Bulls now ready for service.

J. T. HOOPES, BYNUM, MD

ELLERSLIE FARM_^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

For Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Overton, Albemarle Co. , Va.

Jersey Cattle, Berkshire

Hogs, Light Brahma Chickens.

STOCK FOR SALE.
A. H- WHITE, Breeder, Rock Hill, S. C.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old. $f: Pair. $10.

Wm. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

FREE TO MILLIONS OF SUFFERERS.

The New Cure for Kidney, Bladder and
Uric Acid Troubles.

Almost everybody who reads the news
papers is sure to know of Swamp Root.

It is the great medical triumph of the
nineteenth century, discovered after years
of untiring scientific! research by the emi-
nent kidney and bladder specialist, Dr.
Kilmer, and has truly wonderful powers
in curing kidney, liver, bladder and uric
acid diseases.

Kidney trouble is responsible for more
eicknees and sudden deaths than any other
disease, and is so deceptive that thousands
have it without knowing it.

Your kidneys filter your blood and
keep it pure. That's what they are there
for. You are well when your kidneys are
well
Thousands owe their health, and even

life, to Swamp Root, an I thousands more
can be made well who to-day think
themselves beyond help if they will take
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp- Root.
To prove for your.-elf the wonderful

and prompt curative powers of this great
discovery, every reader will be sent, by
mail, prepaid, a free sample bottle, and
wi h it a book telling more about Swamp
Root and containing some of the thous-
ands upon thousands of testimonial letters

received from sufferers cured.
Please mention that you read this gen-

erous offer in the Southern Planter, and
send your address to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghampton, N. Y.

If you are already convinced that
Swamp-Root is what you need, you can
get the regular fifty cent and one dollar
sizes at the drugstores or of medicine
dealers. Make a note of the name

—

Swamp-Root— Dr. Kilmer's Swamp- Root,
and remember it is prepared onlv by Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghampton, N. Y.

BEE-KEEPING.
We waste so many opportunities to add

to our income because we are too busy to
trifle with little things, such as hens or
bees, fruits and berries (Southern Planter,
Feb. 9 F.

)

The Southern Planter will add many
thousands of dollars to the income of its

readers if it gets them interested in ra-
tional bee-keeping. In the South, nature
showers her purest, richest sweets only to
be lost through want of bees. If the far-

mer would get all his just dues, his life

would be the most favored on God's
earth. Honey is one of tluse just dues

;

pure honey from the nectar laden blos-
soms in field and garden. Why not have
it? In want of bees. Let us keep bees.
There is no farm too large or too small
but that a few hives may find place. The
Biltmore farms in North Carolina have a
large apiary attached. Don't think your
place is too small for bee-keeping. There
is hardly a place so poor that bees can-
not be kept with profit. There are about
5,000 bees in a pound; most of them in-

dustrious workers; they charge you noth-
ing and give you all they can spate; that
is, honey enough for yourself and your
family all the year round. Try it. Keep
bees.

Chesterfield Co., Va J. VoLkert.

FILSTON FARM
* JERSEY HERD.

(OVER 300 IN NUMBER)
Will sell these fine calves at low prices.
They are bred and selected to head

Milking Jersey Herds.

No. 88 . .

.

Dropped July 4th. Almost pure St. Lam-
bert. Dam is "Exile's Bogota."

No. 93 ...
Dropped August 29th. By a son of "Pedro "
out of a daughter of Matilda's Stoke Pogis.

fio. 94 . .

.

Dropped Sept. Nth. By "Peter A." A StLambert bull never beaten in show ring'Thedam has twice been prizewinner This
is her second calf: with first she made
8125 lbs. Now milking over to lbs. daily
Call has some white.

We also have BERKSHIRES
Of the best type of large English hog.

For Prices and Pedigrees, address

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Treas. and Mgr,
OLENCOE, BALT. CO., MD.

STEERS FOR SALE
I offer about 30 head of yearlings

past, All dehorned
; grade stock.

About 6 of the youngest not trimmed.

JNO. MATTHEWS, East Richmond, Va.

BIRD'S NEST HERD

Nice lot of spring pigs of.
both sexesand gilts, bred1--ea
to a son of Chief Tecumseh 2d. Correspond-
ence and inspection Invited.

G. C. BIRD, Cropper, Ky.

JC3

FINELY-BRED

JACKS and
ENNETS

FOR S*LE BY

W. E. KNIGHT iCO.,
Nashville. Tenn.

FOR SALE!
Fine Saddle and Harness Horses. Young-

Holstein Friesian Bulls and Pekin
Ducks. All of the finest blood.

C. T. SMITH, Croxton, Va.

Can do more and bet-
ter work with this
Hand Cultivator
than three men with
common hoes. If you

S&fSJS HAND CULTIVATOR
send $1.25 for sample, delivered.

ULRICH MFG. CO., No 1 2 River St.. Rock Falls. III.

I Hi HIE
Age 30 single. Several years experience
North and South. Wants a position in the
Line Ridge country, where he intends to settle
later. Good references.

ROBT. V. ROGERS,
58 Frost Ave.. Rochester, N y.
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MONKEYS AS COTTON PICKERS.

SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT BY A MISSISSIPPI

COTTON PLANTER.

Two vears ago. at the Vicksburg Fair,

in the fall of 1890, as Prof. S. M. Tracey

and Mr. W. W. Uangam were watching

some trained monkeys perform their va-

rious trick?, Professor Tracey said to Mr.

Mangum:
"As sure as you are alive, Mangum,

those monkeys can be taught to pick cot-

ton better and more cheaply than our

negroes do, and perpetual fame will be

the i>.irtof the man who first tries the

experiment."
At first Mr. Mangum was inclined to

laugh at the idea, but the more he thought

over the matter, and the more he watched

the monkeys at their various tricks, the

more he became convinced that there

was something in it, and the next day,

as he left the Professor at the Carroll Ho-
tel, he said

:

" Well, Professor, I have been thinking

over your suggestion of teaching mon-
keys to pick cotton, and I am determined

to try the thing and see if it will work.

They have been taught to do much more
difficult things than that, and I am al-

most sure they can be taught to pick cot-

ton. We can't rely on the niggers much
longer, and next fall I am going to buy
me a dozen monkeys and see what can be

done."
The next fall—that is, in September of

J 897—Mr. Mangum hunted up the owner
and trainer of ten trained monkeys in

New York city, and made arrangements

both to buy the monkeys and to get the

services of their trainer, who understood

the business, and assured Mr. Mangum
that it would be the simplest thing im-

aginable to teach the monkeys to pick

cotton.
These were placed upon one of Mr.

Mangum's Mississippi plantations about
the middle of September of that year,

and the training began. The monkeys
1 lelonged to the race known to scientists as

HphagtaUt Vulgaris, and the maleB weigh
about 110 pounds and the females about
90 pounds each. Bags were made for each
monkey, which would hold about 25
pounds of seed cotton, and a bag placed
over the shoulder of each. It is surpris-

ing how rapidlv the trainer taught the
inonkevs to pick the cotton Baskets to

hold the cotton were placed at the end
of the rows, and one man, over and above
the trainer, was necessary to take cotton
out of the sacks and put it in the baskets.

The females proved much better pickers
than the males, for they not only picked
cleaner cotton, but they would also pick
more of it in a day. In less than a month
after the monkeys were started at the
work they could pick on an average of
150 pounds a day. They picked in wea-
ther in which negroes would not pick,

and picked cleaner cotton. The cost of
nicking was much less, and in every way
they made much better pickers than the
avenge negro.

This first experiment although on a
small scale, proved to Mr. Mangum that
monkeys could be used with great success

as cotton pickers, so in June of L898 he
made an order for 300 monkeys of the
.same breed, on an exporter of monkeys

BOWMONT FARMS, salem.va.
Offer several choice St. Lambert Jersey Bulls and Heifers, whose

dams, g. dams, and g. g dams have butter records of 16 to 23 lbs. in 7 days. Also

Indian Game, Barred P. Rock. While Wyandotte, and. White
Leghorn Fowls. Write and state wants.

GHSTON STOCK FHRM,

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and

JERSEYS of either sex.

I NO. I . DETRICK, Somerset, Va.

As our Mr. M. B. Rowe (Capt. Co. K, 3d Va. Inft ), is home again, his regiment having
been mustered out of the service of the TJ. S. on November 7th, we are prepared

to fill orders with our old-time promptness for

JERSEY AN0 GUERNSEY CATTLE
Berkshire Hoes.

A One lot of Young Boars, 100 lbs. and over, large enough for any service, S10 each. Young
Sows, same size, ?10 each. Pigs, $10 per pair.

Light Brahma and Plymouth Bock Fowls at low prices, according to

duality. Pekin Ducks, $1 each. Bronze Turkeys—single, 83; pair, $5;
trio, $7. Fox Terrier Puppies, great ratters, $5 each, either sex.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

* NOl/tf OFFERS F0RSALEK
Pure-bred Holstein Calves, six months old, for 820.00. Shropshire
Lambs-delivered by July 1st, Bucks for$7 00; Ewes. $5.00. Also Shropshire
Bueks, one year old, $12.00. Poland-China Pigs, six weeks old, $5.00;

three months old. $7.00, and five months old, $10.00.

All the above-described stock entitled to registration.

I have also Colts of William L., Jr., 21058, one and two years old, for sale at

reasonable prices.

Orders for Bronze Turkeys now taken—$7 00 per pair ; $10.00 per trio.
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from Africa, with the understanding that

most of them were to be females. About
the 1st of September of this year the new
batch of monkeys arrived, and the ser-

vices of the old trainer were engaged to

train this new lot.

But this was not such any easy matter
as was at first thought, for many of

the new monkeys were still wild. But
the trainer thoroughly understood his

business, having served for a long time
under Barnum as trainer of monkeys.
Finally, with the aid of the ten old mon-
keys, who were of great assistance, and a
great deal of punishment and rewarding,
the new gang were pretty well trained by
the middle of October.

I have watched this experiment with
greater interest than I have watched any
new thing in years. I have kept in con-
stant correspondence with Mr. Mangum
about this matter, and about the middle
of November I visited his plantation near
Smedes to see the monkeys at their work.
I must admit that it was a glorious sight

to see, and one that did my heart great
good. The rows were filled with mon-
keys, each one with her little cotton sack
around her neck, picking away quietly

and orderly, and without any rush or
confusion. When they got their sacks
full they would run to the end of the
row, where a man was stationed to empty
them into the cotton basket, when they
would hurry back to their work. The
monkeys seemed actually to enjoy jncking.

That night I stayed all night with Mr.
Mangum, and we had a long talk about
this matter. I asked him to give me the
plain facts about the case so I could give
them, in the Cotton Planters' Journal, to

the cotton growers of the South. Mr.
Mangum said in substance

:

"I consider the day that Professor
Tracey suggested to me the training of
monkeys as cotton pickers as the most
fortunate day the South has seen in many
years. It means more to the South than
a cotton-picking machine, for the mon-
keys are a success as pickers, while the
machines have been failures. The mon
keys are in every way superior to negroes
as cotton pickers. In the first place, the
cost of picking is only about one-third.
Then they are more careful than negroes,
and pick a cleaner grade of cotton. Even
in this rainy fall,when all other cotton was
of a low grade, that picked by the mon-
keys was all middling, and sold for at

least one-half cent more than that picked
by the negroes. Then they will pick in

weather in which you can't get a nigger
in the field. In fact, I believe that it is

the greatest discovery that has been
made for the cotton planter since AVhit-

ney discovered the cotton gin. People
laughed at me at first when I tried this

thing, as they always do when a man tries

anything new, but now that it has proved
a success, all my neighbors are wild about
it. The negroes have made repeated
threats to kill the monkeys, but as yet

they have not done so, anil I apprehend
no very great danger in this direction."

In closing, Mr. Mangum said :
" You

may say to the cotton planters of the

South that it is a grand success, and that

next June I shall make a large importa
tion of monkeys from Africa, and that I

[Continued on page 98.]

SHORT-HORNS
YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE!

Champion Cup, 121743, the great son of the famous Cup Bearer, 62692,

and Warrior Brave, 121517, by Knight of the Thistle, 108656, at the head of

our herds.

Our cattle are of the purest strains ; including Pure Scotch and Scotch

Topped Bates, representing such noted families as the famous Duchess, Rose

of Sharon, Young Mary, Josephine, Illustrious, Moss Rose, and the great

Cruickshank Gwendolines and Secrets.

15 TO 20 BUM, CAIiVES ——

-

from 3 to 6 months, sired by the above-named sires.

Bulls.

Also 3 yearling

Correspondence solicited. Satisfaction guaranteed.

For further particulars and prices, call on or address

—

W. W. BENTLEr,
Pulaski City, Va.

JNO. T. COWAN,
Cowan's Mills, Va.

Pigs
HIOH-BRED ENGLISH

SSm BERKSHIRE
These pigs are si red by Sir John Bui I, of N. Benjafleld's

herd, of Motcombe, England, who is patronized by—

Her Majesty the Queen :

His Royal Highness Duke of Connaught;
His Royal Highness Duke of York;
His Royal Highness Prince Christian, etc.

' Imported by me last November. Dams of the purest

and most aristocratic families of English blood. Pedi-

grees furnished with every pig. A rare chance for

entirely foreign and new blood for your herds.

41 Pigs now on hand at one-third

Western Prices

Address THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, * ALSO -
t>> 4. ou~~~ In 250 Muscovy Ducks
Dorset Sheep, $1 50 Per *^
Berkshire HogS, ')' Satisfaction or no pay.

E. M. GILXET, Verona, Baltimore Co., Md.

.MILKING STRAIN SHORTHORN BULL FOR SALE
The North Carolina Experiment Station has one Bhorthorn Bull for sale—registered.

Dam yielded over 5,000 Ins. milk, equivalent to 225 lbs. butter, as a two-year old, and
withstood Journey and change of climate from New York to North Carolina during this

period Orandam. Maid of Oxford, by Wild Flower's Alrdrie, at fourteen years' of age
had averaged 10,000 lbs. milk per year since three years' old. Average test, 3.5* to 4jfc

rma G. FOR SETTING at popular prices, from Barred and White Plymouth Rock,
Gl.HJ.5 Silver and White Wyandotte, 8. C. Brown Leghorn, Black Langshan, Black
Minorca Buff Coohin, Brahma and Pekln Ducks. Address—Minorca, uu wu

AGRICULTURAL, BXPHRIMHHT STATION, Raleigh, N. C.
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Announcement to Dairymen and Breeders
OF H1QH-CLASS i^

Jerseys, Berkshires and Standard Poultry.

Adjoining the popular health resort of Asheville N. C., are the B1LTMORE FARMS, which, now

for nearly ten years, have been rapidly developed as a centre from which all farmers and breeders

can secure either foundation stock or fresh blood. A temperate and salubrious climate, well-watered

pastures and rich alluvial bottom lands, have made this an ideal spot for the production of well-

developed animals with great constitutional vigor. In addition, there has been, of course, unlimited

capital to start with the best, and this has been followed up with a carefully-organized system of

breeding, management and feeding, with the placing of experts in their several lines in charge of each

breed. In common with all large herds, breeding lines have had to be worked out and tried, and

everything not up to the standard severely culled. This has annually amounted to about 20 per cent.,

and some promising individuals have been imported to the amount of several thousand dollars worth

every year.

This era of formation and construction is now a thing of the past, and we commenced the new

year with a large surplus on hand of our own breeding, which we confidently offer to send out as

worthy representatives of our establishment.

BILTMORE JERSEYS.
The herd is too large to make it possible to go into details. We will simply say that all the

breeders who visit it comment most favorably upon its large robust character, its trueness to type, the

storage capacity for food of the individuals, and the particular attention which has been paid to sym-

metrical udders with large, well-placed teats. While we have paid more attention to individual merit

than pedigrees, an examination of the herd books will show very rich breeding—hardly an animal

having an ancestor for several generations back that is not noted for production or as a great sire.

Some of the bulls in service are as follows :

Imp. GOLDEN BLAZE.
By Golden Hero, a grandson of Golden Lad, winner

over the aland In 1898 and 1894, and wlnnerover England
1895. His dam, Stylish Lady, was the winner of 19

1 rizes and championships on the Island and In Engl nd.

Imp. GOLDEN LOVE.
By Golden Lad and out of True Love ; an Island Prize

GOLDEN LAD II.

A double grandson of Golden Lad, by Great Scott, and
out of Golde ii Ora, a daughter of Golden Lad.

TREVARTH.
By Warren's Prince, out of Xarama, a grandaughter of

Tormentor, with a test of 17 lbs., 7% oz. of butter in

seven days, and 45 lbs., 10% oz. for thirty days.

LAIRD OF ST. LAHBERT.
A pure St. Lambert bull by Exile of St. L mbert (si re of

64 te.-ted daughters), and out of Lily Niobe, 21 lbs., 6% oz.

TORHELLOONAN.
Double grandson of Oonan's Tormentor, and out of

Tornella—15 lbs., 12 oz., as a heifer.

In addition to the above bulls we are using TORMENTOR'S HARRY, 75 per cent, the blood of

Oonan of Riverside (34 lbs. of butter in one week). GENERAL MARIGOLD, by Major Polo and

out of Mary Idagold—23 lbs., 9 oz., at three years old. WARREN'S JERSEY KING, half brother

to Trevarth and out of a grandaughter of Farmer's Glory—both great individuals with large bntter

records behind them.

all Jersey Stock has been Tuberculin Tested each Year, and is under the
Care of A Qualified Veterinarian.
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BILTMORE BERKSHIRES.
It is enough to simply state that the herd, as a whole, averages 48.1 per cent, of the blood of old

LONGFELLOW—the greatest of Berkshire boars—and this through his best descendents ; such as

Model Duke, Lady Lee VII, King Longfellow, King Lee II, King Lee VII, etc. With this greatest of

American families of Berkshires we have combined fresh imported blood through prize winners and

from typical Berkshires with plenty of constitution, early maturity and finish, and standing on good

feet and legs. Recent additions to this herd have been Nora C. LXV1, the champion Berkshire sow

of the world, and winner at all the great shows for the last two years—such as Omaha Tran-Missis-

sippi Exposition, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio and Kentucky State Fairs, besides many others

too numerous to mention. Another addition has been Virginia Watkins, the dam of the winning litter

at Omaha, and safely in pig to Elmwood Chief, the sire of this winning litter. At the closing-out sale

of the Elmwood Herd, which has been the champion Berkshire herd of America for the past two years,

we purchased eight others, the cream of the herd.

BOARS IN SERVICE.
Imp. COMMANDER, winner in his class at the English Royal, 1897, and of the Gold Medal at

the North Carolina State Fair, 1898.

HIGHCLERC'S KING, by Imported Wantage King, and out of Imported Highclerc XV. Full of

the blood of the English champions and a great individual.

PHILIP ERR1NGTON, a son of the #1.250.00 Columbia's Duke, and stated by the breeder to

be the best boar ever bred by the Elmwood herd.

BILTMORE POULTRY YARDS.
The Biltmore Poultry Yards comprise one of the most complete outfits of buildings and breeding

pens in the world. No expense has been spared to secure stock of the greatest excellence and breeding

and vigor. Our foundation stock comprised the winning pens of nearly every first-class show on the

continent. We have limited the variety to those breeds which have proved best adapted to this

section, believing that a higher standard can be thus maintained than where an attempt is made to

breed a very large variety. Prices cheap, considering the quality of the stock, and satisfaction

guaranteed.

At the great National Poultry Show held in Washington, D. C, December 7th to nth, 1897,

2,000 birds competing, we made 33 entries and received 30 prizes, including special best Black

Minorca Male, best White Leghorn Male, and best Turkey Tom.

At the North Carolina State Fair, held in Raleigh, October, 1897, our birds won 67 prizes.

Extra-fine Show Birds, a Matter of Correspondence. Breeding stock and eggs for sale.

Monthly price lists of all offerings mailed upon application. Correct representation and descrip-

tion guaranteed. Prices reasonable and the same to every one.

BILTMORE
GEO. F. WESTON, Superintendent.

FARMS,
BILTMORE, N. C.
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would like to have other planters join

me My address is 8medee, Miss., and I

would be pleased to correspond with any

one interested in thie matter.

I believe thai Mr.Mangum isai

benefactor to the cotton planter than Eli

Whitney. I have jusl given him an or

der to import me 200 monkeys next sum-

mer, and I feel eore that we will soonbe

independent of the negro so far as cotton

picking is concerned.— Torn <,. Imm, m
Cotton tlantertf Journal.

BEEDS, TOOLS, AND SUPPLIES.

Farmers Can Buy Almost Anything

They Nebo Undue One Koop.

The best of standard seed for the farm

iraen and a score of varieties found

Ln no* other establishment are described

in the now 160 page catalogue of the Ont-

titli & Turner Company, 205-^13 Paca

Street Baltimore. Among others, the fa-

mous (S. & T. Co.'s World's Fair Tomato,

I ,, i Early l'eas, Baltimore Cabbage
:

Let-

tuce Boss" Flat Dutch Cabbage, and Sa-

voy Spinach, are seeds which no grower

can afford to be in ignorance of. These

varieties have met with such decided

success in the markets that those who

have grown them in the past report

highly satisfactory profits. This catalogue

is one' of the most complete ever gotten

up It describes and illustrates not only

seeds, but also farm and garden imple-

ments and machinery, supplies for the

dairy and poultry yard, vehicles, harness,

etc
'

Griffith & Turner Company have

mds of regular patrons who find it

an advantage to buy all their supplies

from the one establishment, avoiding

any chance of disappointment or unfair

treatment, and saving time, trouble, and

expense in the shipment of goods. The

catalogue will be furnished free to any

one writing for it.

A CALENDAR THAT STAYS.

The calendar crop is never short, as the

post-office people will testify. We always

get our share, and begin the new year

with a great assortment, but the one we

select ""for keeps " is that of N. W. Ayer &

Son, the keeping everlastingly at it ad-

vertising men of Philadelphia. This one

spends the whole vear in our company.

h is a piece of fine printing, but its good

looks do not constitute itssole charm. It

is clear and plain. Utility has been put

lirst. Be whoseeksthe date can find; he

who writes may read. The matter on it

interests more people every year, but the

edition is limited. While they last a copy

can be obtained postpaid by sending 25

cents to the publishers.

"By Jove, Mr. Billion's will has been

probated and he's left every penny of

his money to the orphans," said Jones.
" What? And left these three chil-

dren of his penniless?" cried Mrs. Jones.
'• No, my dear, of course not. They are

the orphans," Jones replied. — Harper's

Bazar.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-

bers can be had for 25 cents. Address

the Business Office.

FOR SALE!
Five or Six THOROUGHBRED
MARES of the Purest and Best• » Blood. Sound and all right.

Believed to be in foal to Imported Charaxus and Eon. Sold for no fault. I have

more than I want to keep. Also a few SHORTHORNS and SOUTH DOWNS.

R. J. IIAXCOCK, Overton, Albemarle Co.. Va.

Offer a few.m ai I otter a tew —i .

Poland-Chinas. *«•-«!»!?• cnts'

Also 25 (00 head to select from) late Summer and Fall Pigs. My herd is from the

Miami Valley, Ohio, and is a fine one in every respect. Write for prices.

B. It. HIJC IIAX A X, Brownsbtirg, Ta.

Registered Berkshires
^^" MAYOR OF BILTMORE" at Head of Hy Herd.

Write for my prices on pigs before purchas-

ing elsewhere. I can furnish you the finest

stock at reasonable prices.

I also offerHolsteiii-Friesians {Nether-

lands, Pietertjes and Clothilde), all rich, heavy

milkers. All of my cattle are magnificent

specimens of the breed.

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorns and Plymouth Rock Chickens.

Correspondence solicited.

T7hebn) BY3 T. O. SANDY, Burkeville, Ta.

ssHPWW*'
1

ADMIRAL, VOL. XX.

POLAND-
CHINAS...

A CHOICE SELECTION OF SOWS IN PIC . . .

To my fine young Boars, "Admiral" and "Commodore."
"Admiral" was bred by Ed. Klever, and "Commodore" is of my own breeding. The
two best strains of living Hogs represented in this herd Sows in pig. and Young
Boars and Sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get the best from the oldest

and largest herd of Poland- Chinas in the State, at hard time prices.

Addresn, J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Va.

WANTED.
FARMERS and BREEDERS to Know

That they can buy the best Thoroughbred

CATTLE, SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
POLAND-CHINA, BERKSHIRE
and CHESTER HOGS and PIGS at

Living Prices.

rppo from White Holland Turkeys, Baned
LUUO Plymouth Rock and S lver Wyan-
dotte Chickens, P kin Ducks and White
Guineas. Sold In small lots, or ;it greatly re-

duced prices in lots of 100 more.
If you mean bu lness, describe your wants.

Highlands Stock and Poultry farm,
E. B.WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. Fancy HILL. VA.
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WHERE BEDS CAME HIGH.
A returned Cleveland volunteer tells a

good story of a comrade, a wealthy Ger-
man from Wisconsin, who, in a fine spirit

of patriotism, had enlisted as a private
soldier. He proved a good one, but the
exacting duties of camp-life soon grew
irksome. One night he was detailed to
stand guard over an ammunition wagon.
It was a chilly night, and the rain waa
falling. To and fro he plodded until his
patience was exhausted :

" Corporal of
der guard !" he roared. No attention was
paid to him, and he called again. Th«n
the corporal approached him. "Dake
my gun," he said, "and watch dese vag-
gin a leetle vile. I want to go und speak
mit der colonel." The corporal demurred,
but the German insisted, and finally the
good natnred " non-comish " took his
place. Up to the colonel's tent the Ger-
man hastened. The colonel was there.
The private saluted. " Colonel," he ab-
ruptly inquired, " vat's dot vaggin of
ammynition down by der end of der
camp worth?" The colonel knew the
German intimately. In fact, Louis, as
everybody called him, was a general fa-
vorite, and highly regarded by all who
knew the story of his pergonal sacrifice.
" What's it worth?" repeated the smiling
officer. " Yes, vot's it worth ? Is it

worth five hundred dollars?" "More
than that, I guess," said the colonel. "Is
it worth a thousand dollars?" "Yes,"
said the colonel, " I should say its value
was just about that amount." " Den,"
said the German, " I'll gif you my check
for a thousand dollars, und you let me go
back to mien tent und go to bed." The
colonel gasped at this astonishing offer

—

then he roared. The German had to go
back to his guard duty, but the colonel
soon relieved him.— Cleveland Plain Dealer

PRIZE FOR A VIRGINIA BREEDER.
At the National Poultry Exhibition,

held last week in Washington, a prize
was won by a Virginia breeder of fancy
fowls.

Mr. George Harrison Morris, who raises
Plymouth Rocks, at his poultry farm,
near Ashland, captured the prize with
his fine specimen, " Hanover 2d," being
second only to Mr. Bright, of Boston, the
most noted Plymouth Rock breeder in
America.
This is the best, but by no means the

first, winner Mr. Morris has produced..
Mr. Morris ofiers some of his choice

stock and eggs in another column.

THE SECRET OF HEALTH.
The true secret of health and long life

lies in very simple things

:

Don't worry. Don't hurry. Don't over-
eat. Don't starve. Fresh air day and
night. Sleep and rest abundantly. Spend
less nervous energy each day than you
make. Be cheerful. "Work like a man,
but don't be worked to death." Avoid
passion and excitement. Associate with
healthy people; health is contagious as
well as disease. Don't carry the whole
world on your shoulders, far less the uni-
verse. Trust the Eternal. Never despair;
"lost hone is a fatal disease."

—

Chicago
Medical Times.

iRE HUMANE
Fully Warranted. Descrtpti

and remove the A^ the keystoneSs
an

£

d sf)£HORMiWO
neighbor's herd by xrsinvo- Jf hwe-
n all sides, does not crush. One clip and the hornsareoff.
arsFREE. A. C. BROSIUS, Coch ra n vi

I

le, Pa.

Of the Purest Strains. Bred for Utility.

Barred White and Buff Plymouth Rocks, White and Silver Wyand ttes, S. C. Brown

Leghorns and B ack Mino cas. Prices less than one-half charged by No thern breeders, from

whom stock was derived. Satisfaction guarantee '.

CHAS. P. WIXSTOX, Amelia, Va.

HENS b
f
r
o
e
b
d LAYING

Instead of Introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a great strain of

laying BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to our noted show birds of this

breed. EGGS, 81.00 per setting; larger quantities much cheaper. STOCK, 81.00 up. Improve
your flock and make It pay. Best of references.

GEO. HARRISON MORRIS, Ashland, Va.

DIRECT SALES TO FARMERS JSYSifSs.
Our Entire Production goes Direct from Factory to Farm.

Analysis. PhosAcid. Ammonia. Actual Potash.

Pure Raw Bone Meal 22to25;» 4 to5 $ $ $24-00 per ton.

Four Fold Fertilizer 9 to 10" 2 to 3 " 2 to 3" 16.00 "
Big; Bonanza " 9 to 10" 2J^to3H" * to 5" 20.00 "
Potato Special " 9tol0" 3>ito4y5 " 6 to 7" 23.00 "
Grain King " 9 to 10" 1 to 2 " 4 to 5" 1S.00 "
Acidulated Bone, Meat &
Blood with Potash 9to10" 4 to 5 " 8 to 9" 25.00 "

Writefor sample and book. WALKER, STRATMAN & CO., Herr's Island, Pittsburg, Pa.

ARMOUR

THE FARMER

I lit rAnlfltn Feeds his stock and sends it to market.

S'aughters and distributes the product all

over the world.

Tak^s back in the shape of ANIMAL FERTI-
LIZER that portion Dot U9ed in feeding,

clothing, shoeing, harnessing, glueing, soaping, freezing and
healing ; nothing is wasted.

ARMOUR'S ANIMAL FERTILIZERS are scientifically prepared; their use insures

large yields of cereals and grass. The Raw Material of which they are made
IS GROWN BY THE AMERIC \N FARMER AND IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Send for USE THESE FERTILIZERS ON ALL CROP 5.

Armour's Farmers Almanac for 1809, THE ARMOUR FERTILIZER WORKS,
to our Eastern Office, 335 W. Pratt St., Balto., Md. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

It Will Pay You to Cet My Prices Before
You Purchase^

POLAND-CHINAS
My herd contains the blood of the best strains and

prize winners. My herd is a healthy one. Young pigs

and older ones are as fine specimens as the breed produces.

Order at once. Satisfaction guaranteed.

S. SYDNEY BRADFORD,
Oak Grove Stock Farm. Fredericksburg, Va.
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THE CONTENTED MAN.

Happy the man wlinse wish ami care

A few paternal aires bound,
Content to breathe his native air

In his own ground.

Whose herds with milk, whose fields with
bread,

Whose lloeks supply him with attire;

Whose lire- in Summer yield him shade,

In Winter, lire.

Blest, »!»> can unconcerh'dlv find

I [ours, days, and years slide soft away
In health of body, peace of mind,
Quiet by day.

Sound Bleep by night; study and ease
Together mixed

; sweet recreation,

And innocence, which most does please
With meditation.

Thus let me live, unseen, unknown;
Thus unlamented, let me die

;

Steal from the world, and not a stone
Tell where I lie.

-Alexander Pope.

The dry humor of the Scotch is well
exemplified in the following story about
a Presbyterian divine, the Rev. David
Caw. lie was very diminutive, standing
only about five feet two inches. He led
to the altar a strapping, handsome lass

s e five or six inches taller than he,
ami her name was Grace Wilson. The
Sunday after the wedding he got a neigh-
boring minister to preach for him, so that,

he could sit with Ids bride on the first

Sunday. The minister was a good deal
of a wag, so Mr. Caw made him promise
faithfully that he would not allude in
lii- sermon to himself, his bride, or the
fait of the marriage. So he promised
that in his sermon he would make no al-

lusion of that kind whatever; but Mr
Caw nearly sunk through the floor when
the text was given out, Ephesians iii, 8:
" Unto me, who am less than the least of
all saints, is this grace given."

KouSEVELT TO YOUNG MEN.
" If inn could speak commandingly to

the young men of our city," I asked him
one day, " what would you say to them?"
" I'd order them to work," said he; "I'd
try to develop and work out an ideal of
mine -the theory of the duty of the
leisure rlass to I he community. I have
tried to do it by example, and it is what
I have preached; first and foremost, to
be American, heart and soul, and to go
in with any person, heedless of anything
but that person's qualifications. For my

-

sell, I'd work as quick heside Pat Dngan
as with the last descendant of a patroon

;

it literally makes no difference to me so
long as the work is good and the man is
thoroughly in earnest.

"< >' ther thing I'd I ke to teach the
young men of wealih—that he who has
not got wealth owes his first duty to his
family, but he who has means owes his
first duty to the State It is ignoble to
try to heap money on money. I would
preach the doctrine of work to all, and
to the men of wealth the doctrine of un-
remuncrative work."—From a character
sketch of Theodore Roosevelt, hv Julian
Kalph.

BERRY PLANTS
That grow. Guaranteed true to name

;

by the doz. or 100,000. We have all the
best new and old varieties, fresh dug,

free from all disease and strong, well-rooted Strawberries. Black Rasp-
berries, Asparagus Roots. HEADQUARTERS for Pedigree Second-
Ciop Seed Potatoes ; best seed grown. My free catalogue tells how such
choice stock can be bought so cheap. J. W. HALL, Marion Station. Md.

Elmwood Nurseries.
fe

We offer a splendid assortment of first-class WholefeflV
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties. }r^J

!>'' APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

QUINCES. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES. RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
" \s/*rf BERRIES. STRAWBERRIES. ETC.. EVERGREENS.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUB8.
^"•-POLAND CHINA PIGS/*-**-

BRONZE TURKEYS. BROWN LEGHORN AND
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
J. B. WATKINS & BRO..

HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

A.L.L, THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Reliable Variety Ever drown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write u*
if you contemplate planting-. Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T- HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY, RICHMOND, VA

A NEW TREATISE ON MANURE
which tells all about the best and most economical
ways of making, handling and applying farm yard
manure and Incidentally about

ThC KemUmmmmm
Manure Spreader

It spreads all kinds of manure cheaper and better
than can be dune by hand. Has Stoodthe test
IByearx, The machine Is greatly improved
icr 1898m we send the book FREE on application.

KEMP & BURPEE MFG. GO.
Box «* Syracuse, N. Y.

HAWKEYE GRUB AND STUMP MACHINE
Works on either Standing Tlmbe

Makes a Clean Sweep
of Two Acres at a Sitting.
A man, buy and r horsu •m
operate it. No heavy chain:
or roda to handle. You can
not longer afford to pay tax

(productive timbi

Pulls an Ordinary Grub In t ' Minutes. ft- and testimonials. Also full £
information retfardintr our k

I. X. L. GRUBBER, \

IRON QlANT GRUB & b

STUMP MACHINE, ft

^JL |2-HORSE HAWKEYE
land.MH— l.'un-.i catalog / __ £j -rt „J~7 ^Jfee' i*

" « nd -ther npplianees tor r

Froe, k-i v 1 1 1 tr prii »*, twiiii. J—

^

^(Rt iU:2^^^^Ia^|fl|k-'--=-^ 1-ltArink' timber land. ft

MILSK MFG. CO., 834 Sth St., Montnnuth, III. Address Milne Bros. fnrSHETLAND PONYcaralojru*. ft
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REVISED

The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever
Journal you wish.

DAILIES. '"'« """

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 85 00 85 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, " " 100 125
The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00 4 00

Round Table 100 135
Bazaar i 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

The Washington Post 75 1 05

Breeders' Gazette 2 00 2 00

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 2 00 2 25

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00 2 25

Southern Churchman, " "... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Lippincott's " 2 50 2 75

Harpers' " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scribner's " 3 00 3 25

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " 1 00 1 35

Strand " 1 25 2 00

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan, " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage ol our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.
We furnish no sample oopietot other periodi-

cals.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
our Business Office.

Seed House of the South.

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIE£,0 AND GARDEN SEEDS of
every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in which

are RAOLAND'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

—W£ ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

TEA SET

d & most artis

FREE
i for family use, beauti-
e chance. You can Ret

_._ _T plated tea spoons for
jsayJS will piv<_' this beautiful tea

hx'luti'ly free if you comply with the extraordinary offer we send
very person taking advantage of this advertisement. To quickly

constipation. Indigestion & torpid liver, if you agree to sell only six
>x write to-day and we send Pills bv mail, when sold send us the money & we send yon
;poons together with onrofferof a 56 p eee china tea set samedaymoney Is received. This
,-erv lady in the land and all who received the spoons and tea set for Felling our Pills are

delighted. AMEUH'AN MEDICINE COMPANY, l>ept. S, 30 WEST 13th St., NEW YOKE CITY.

Mention Southern Planter when you write.

is a liberal inducement

ON THEIR

FERTILIZERS.
We sell you direct—actually pay you saleman's expenses and agent's profit. Write for
free samples and boot. The Scientific Fertilizer Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

WE SAVE FARMERS 40 PER CENT.

Mention the Southern Planter when you write.
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HEREFORDS
Brought between 25% and 50% more
at the public sales of 1898 than any
other breed of cattle in America.

At the request <>f several Breeders and Stockmeu, on account of the
inclemency of the weather and the bad condition of the roads, the

Special Offering of Registered Hereford Bulls,
Which met with so much success during January, will be continued until May 1st, to which is now added an

Ottering oi Registered Cows (with calf at foot or in calf), Heifers and Calves.

All at prices below the prevailing market value, to introduce the Hereford breed throughout the South

Once Introduced, the Hereford* will Always Remain.

Every animal now offered is sired by or traces directly to the most famous sires and prize-winners of present and

former days. The demand is increasing; inquiries extend from Maine to Florida.

BUY NOW, and take advantage of this offering. If you wait, the very animals you want will be sold.

MURRAY BOOCOCK,
Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

VISITORS MET AT STATION.

FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager.

The Hancock Rotary Disc Plow
IS THE GREATEST PLOW ON EARTH.

For red clay or light soils For turning under corn s alks, oat or wheat stubble, weeds or pea vines, there is no implemen
manufactured which will equal it. It cuts from 12 to 14 inches wide and from to 10-inches deep, at the will of the user. I

will break up iwo to three acres per day, and will do it with lighter draft and pulverize the ground better than any othe
plow manufactured

Every plow guaranteed, and any part broken within twelve
months of date of purchase replaced free.

The Continental Disc Harrow.
Most Desirable of all Harrows. Solid Steel Weight

Boxes. Centre Cut Attachment and Roller Bearings Our
patent Bumpers relieve the end pressure, and our Roller
Bearings decrease the draft Ball bearings are used on har-

rows to counteract the end pressure, but do not decrease the
draft. Solid or cut out discs, 16 to 20 inches.

All-Steel Lever Spike-Tooth Harrow.
Tubular Steel Bars and Steel Frame. Changed instantly,

without stopping team, from a Straight Tooth to a Smoothing
Harrow.

COB CRUSHERS combined with Horse Powers.

BALING PRESSES—Minnich Hand Presses, Whitman All-Steel Full Circle Horse and Steam Power Presses
PLOWS of all kinds. HARROWS—Latest improved styles of Disc, Cutaway, Spading, Drag and Smoothing. CORN

8HELLERS for hand or power. CORN PLANTERS, Single and Double.
Engines, Saw Mill*, ('urn and Wheat Mills, Wood and Drag Saws, Churns, Fence Material of all kinds, Barb and Baling Wire,

Bale Ties

VEHICLES^HARNESS.
We make this Department one of Our Leading Specialties.

IK YOU WANT a Buggy, Family Carriage,

Farmers' Wagon, Surrey, Dayton, Road
Cart, Market Wagons, Farm Wagons,

for one or two horses,

Don't Buy Until You See What We Hdve.
Implement and Vehicle Catalogue sent to any address.

WA 1 1 rLUW U(J. 1518-20 Prankli^St.,
* MOHMOND, VA.
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Hi WSk flflJHJU-fili §K§iiSim
How Do You Cultivate?

By the old methods or the new—the Hallock Success Anti-clog Weeder method—the method that is bringing In-
creased crops with less work, saving time and money for hundreds of farmers, strawberry and col ton growers,
all over the land? If you haven't investigated the Success method, we want to tell you about It. Write us to-day.
The experience of hundreds of farmers is at your service for the asking—and a reward i i flOO if you lind one
letter or testimonial false. Wa want to prove to every farmer in the land that

Hallock's Success ci.s Weeder
AND CULTIVATOR

Is the greatest labor, time and money saving farm implement of the century. Hundreds of farmers used nothing
else on their fields last year but the Success Weeder, and never had such clean tields and large crops. We sold
more Weeders last year than all other weeder manufacturers combined. It isn't hard to lind the reason. The
Success Weeder does more work than any other weeder, because it is the only weeder built uu the new flat tooth
principle. Let us explain why. Write us at once. Whatever increases the
yield of crops and decreases the cost of cultivating should interest you.

CDrPMI DDIPC on the first order Irom every district where
AKPl-llll Knll.P we have no agencv. And the agency goesVI UUIMU MIUL with the first order if you want it.

I

CAUTION : This Weeder is protected by our patent No. 600.782, dated March 15,
1898. The public is notified and warned that any infringement on cur flat tooth Weeder.
whether manufacturing or dealing in the same, will be promptly prosecuted. Agents hand-
ling our Weeders are requested to send us names of persons thus infringing on our patents.

D. Y. HALLOCK & SONS, Box 832, YORK, PA.

HiHBH8 .Hi && £& Ml IB) Ml

Bargains in Agricultural Implements.

We offer the following Implements and requisites for the farm at greatly reduced

prices to clear, as we do not intend in future to manufacture or carry same in stock:

ONE CHAMPION SELF-BINDER AND MOWER.
A Number of Champion Iron Pumps. Wood Axles in Assorted Sizes.

Double and Triple Bars and Singletrees. Parts for Dump Carts.

Smith Steel-Tooth Cleaners. One 8-Horse Contractors' Plow.

We also offer our standard makes of Corn Planters :

The CARDWELL,
With or Without Fertilizer Attachment.

The EUREKA. ^ ^
AND THE

The CENTENNIAL
>---

m
The CAROWELL MACHINE CO.,

"ineteenth and Cary Sts..

. . . RICHMOND, VA.
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THE FARMERS' SUPPLY CO.'S
New Store, No. 1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

Is now open and stocked with a full line

of FARM IMPLEMENTS at right prices.

HEADQUARTEBS for tb
CELEBRATED

MIlBUfM WAGON

The best on the market.

A CAR.LOAD OF..

Tornado Ensilage Cutters,
The best feed cutter in the world,

JIST RECEIVED.

REMEMBER
Write for prices and testimonials.

Correspondence solicited.

We Sell Every Implement Used on a Farm.
Our New Number, One Square West of Old Stand.

R. A. COOK.
Forn erly of Lathrop, Mo.

Messrs..

R. B. PENDLETON,
Late of Pendleton Bros., Norfolk, Va.

Cook & Pendleton,
Managers for the GTJYTON & HARRINGTON

MULE COMPANY, of St. Louis, Mo
,

Beg to announce that they have secured the

big sales stables, formerly known as Davis'

Bazaar, 1436 East Franklin Street, Richmond,
Va., and are prepared to offer

jVlUliES OF fllili GRADES

To dealers, farmers and others. From 100 to

1 50 head on hand to select from at all times,

among them mules weighing from 1,200 to

1,300 lbs., for sale at prices to suit the times.

In addition to our stock of mules, we are also

prepared to supply the demand for horses of all

grades, at wholesale and retail.

Pedigrees Traced and Tabulated.
Catalogues Compiled and Circulars Prepared.

PINE

ROAD, TROTTING
and SADDLE....

HORSES
For Sale by . .

.

W. J. CARTER, (Broad Rock)

Ceneral Turf Correspondent,

p.o. Box 929, RICHMOND, VA.

REFF.REN t'ES-L BANKS HOLT (former owner John R. Gentry,
2:00%). Graham, N. C. ; Col. J. S. CARR, Durham, N. C; Maj. P. P.
JOHNSTON (President National Trotting Association), Lexington,
Ky; COL. B. CAMERON, Fairntosh Stud, Stagville, N. C. ; JOS.
BRYAN and H. C. CHAMBLIN, Richmond, Va. ; A. B. GWATH-
MKY (X. Y. Cotton Exchange), New York.; Capt. B.P. WILLIAM-
SON, Raleigh, N. C. ; J. F. JACKSON (Editor Southern Planter),
Richmond, Va.; H. A. Buck (Editor Spirit of the Times), New York.
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Willie—"I think old Moneybags is the
meanest man I ever knew."

Millie
—"What has he done?"

Willie—"Bought for his daughter a
musical parlor clock which plays 'Home,
Sweet Home,' at 10 o'clock, 'Tramp,
Tramp,' at 10.15, and 'Johnny, Get Your
Gun' at 10.30."—Jeweler's Weekly.

ftFIRE SMARINEJ

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS, $750,000.

DIRECTORS

:

Wm. H Palmer, D. O. Davis,
E. B. Addison, E J. Willis,
Thomas Potts, Wm. Josiah Leake,

W. Otto Nolting.

WM. H. PALMER,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

President.

Secretary.

PERSEVERANCE CONQUERS ALL.

Genius, that power which dazzles mortal
eyes,

Is oft but perseverance in disguise.
Continuous effort, of itself, implies,
In spite of countless falls, the power to

rise.

'Twixt failure and success, the point's so
fine

Men sometimes know not when they
touch the line.

Just when the pearl was waiting one
more plunge,

How many astruggler has thrown up the
sponge

!

As the tide goes clear out, it comes clear in;

In business, 'tis at turns the wisest win.
And oh ! how true, when shades of doubt

dismay,
" 'Tis often darkest just before the day."
A little more persistence, courage, vim !

Success will dawn o'er fortune's cloudy
rim.

Then take this honey for the bitterest

cup:—
" There is no failure, save in giving up,
No real fall as long as one still tries,

For seeming setbacks make the strong
man wise.

There's no defeat, in truth, save from
within

;

Unless you're beaten there, you're bound
to win." —Henry Austin.

" Waiter, my soup is too hot," said

Jinks.
"I'm very sorry, sir. Why don't you

blow it, instead of me?"

—

Harper's Bazar.

" Bridget, 5'ou've broken as much china
this month as your wages amount to.

Now, how can we prevent this occurring
again ?"

"I don't know, mum, unless yez raise

me wages.—Rochester Democrat.

Go South,
YOUNG
MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un-
equalled by any other portion of the
United States.

The James River Valley Colonization
and Improvement Co. offers superior ad-

vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A. PARSONS, Vinita. Va.

We Bind...
Your Magazines, Southern..

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.

Satisfactory work guaranteed.

i Job Printing Neatly Executed.

S, B. ADKINS & CO,,

RICHMOND, VA.

P"*^
\J v SPECIAL y

COMBINATIONS
WE WILL SEND THE PAPERS BELOW FOR PRICES NAMED:

Southern Planter,

Semi-Weekly Dispatch,

Southern Planter, 1 «i -m
Semi-Weekly Times, /

* i -LU

Southern Planter,
$1.00

Southern Planter, \ *..
qq

Semi-Weekly News and Courier, J
*

Washington Post (Weekly),
J

Southern Planter,
$1.25

Atlanta Constitution (Weekly),

ay))
}$3.00

SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va

Southern Planter,

Evening Leader (Daily, except Sund
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FHNCY POULTRY.
Purchase your Breeding Pons now and book jour orders lor Eggs before the rush conies.

Eggs of all varieties, except Turkey*. SSl.OO per setting, or tbree settings lor si. .">»». Turkey
Eggs 50 cents each, or sr> (in per dozen. A few Bronze Gobblers, ranging in weight lroin 1$
to 40 lbs. (according to age), tor sale at 30c. per lb., lire weight.

I RED EXHIBITION GAMES.

Thesoare"I>;indies," long limbs, high beads,

perfect pictures! Breedingpen consists of 96-

point cock and hens scoring 95 and 9C points.

PEKIN DUCKS
Large, handsome birds

layers, and conceded to

for profit.

, and very prolific

be the best ducks

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS.

Immense size and great layers. Am breed-

ing from a 45-lb. torn and hens weighing from
22 to 28 lbs. Also Mammoth White Holland
Turkeys.

LICHT BRAHMAS.
Are very large and have many friends. Noted as winter

layers. Chicks are ready for broilers earlier than any other

variety.

INDIAN CAMES.
Large, Handsome and Compact. Beautiful Glossy-Laced

Plumage. Cocks weigh up to 13 lbs.; Hens up to 9 lbs.

Guaranteed as good as can be had anywhere.

B. B. R. CAME BANTAMS.
Genuine Little Beauties. Score way up in the nineties.

Nothing nicer for pets. Weigh one pound at maturity.

PIT CAMES.

WHITE CUINEAS.
Very pretty, and lav more eggs and easier to raise than

others.

S. S. HAMBURCS.
These are perfect pictures and great egg producers.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
For a thrifty, healthy and thoroughly satisfactory fowl,

these have never had their equal, and. as layers, wben eggs

are worth the most money, they are the ideal egg-producers.

BLACK LANCSHANS.
An old and popular variety for winter layers.

Black Minorcas, White Minorcas, Blue Andalusians and W. F. Black Spanish.
These fowls have all the good qualities of the Leghorns, and are larger and handsomer birds.

The public are invited to visit

my Poultry Yards, where they

can see the finest stock in the

South.

All correspondence cheerfully

answered. Let me know your
wants and give you prices that

will surprise you.

Silver-I.uecd Wyandot tes.
An old and popular breed, and noted as

wlnui layers. <; 1 size and flnf for
table purposes. Also White Wyandotte*.

200 White Fantail Pigeons
at SI. 50 per pair.

500 Cockerels, all kinds, $1.00 each.

BEAGLE HOUNDS,
POLAND CHINA PiGS.

ISrown and White Leghorns.
Will lay more eggs than any other variety.

P. O. Box 1. GEO. T. KING. Jr., Richmond, Va.
TELEPHONE 2360.





.STRONG ENDORSEMENT °^ ™*

i, ^ivii-A./ estern Mutual Life Insurance Company,
BY A POLICY-HOLDER.

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co.,
Traffic Department,

E. D. Hotchkiss, General Knight Aeent,
Richmond, \ a., December lo, 1898.

Mb, T. A. CARY, General Agent Sorthue.itern Mutual Life Insurance Co., Richmond, Va.:

Dear Sir— I have taken at different times three policies in your Company, two of them with annual dividends which have
Increased each vear. and one Willi a ilfieen-vear tontine period, which has just matured with the following results or options

:

I have paid Hfieen premiums of f7n.8». ora total of Sl.liVW.
1 can now withdraw In Cava 11,181.48, after having had fifteen years' insurance for S3.000. at ordinary life rate.

Orl can ciin il ime the polloy at tin- original rate of premium, less dividends annually, and withdraw the HOeen-year dividend

In casli. amounting to £'ii- :;i. or lust about 50 percent, of my premium payments.
Or, In lieu of this cash dividend, 1 can lake a full-paid dividend addition of $1,191.00. ~ ___.
I will continue tuli polio;, upon which the result has been so eminently satisfactory. My satisfaction with the Northwestern

Is such that 1 carry all of my insurance with it, and recommend it to any of my friends who may be contemplating taking out
Insurance. Yours truly. E. D. HOTCHKI**.

Send for rates and plans, etc., or let me furnish you an estimate of what it will cost you to insure in this Company.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, 2?rz?*L.
General Agent for Virginia and Nor+h Carolina. 1201 Main Street. RIC1IMOXD. VA.

SOFTHERX PLANTER 9 .50

FERTILITY OF THE LAND 1.25
By Prof. Roberts 415 pp. Cloth.

FEEDS AXD FEEDING 2.O0
By Prof. Henry. 657 pp. Cloth.

DOMESTIC" SHEEP 1.50
By Stewart. 371 pp. Cloth.

FOOD FOR PLANTS. By Hakbis 10

TOBACCO: HOW TO RAISE IT .25

—
- <^ *n For All. ^°

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va.

FARMERSTSE
T

FERTILIZERS
TO SUCCEED.

LIBRARY

ForTOBACCO use"NATIONAL"
ForCORNuse'CHAMPIONCORNGROWER',
m. For GRASS and CLOVER use "ORCHILLA GUANO"

ForANY CROP use"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand
Our Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for

the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,
5000 Tons acid phosphate for Sale. Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

I&" Mention Southern Planter when you write. 'TBI
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There are cheap and beautiful homes in

the " Sunny South," Dear the sea, and
near that thriving seaport city, Norfolk,
Va., for thousands of people who want
happy homes in a mild, healthful, and de-

lightful climate, a kind and productive soil,

the very best markets in the world, the

very lowest freight rates, good social, edu-
cational, and religious privileges, and the

greatest number of other both natural and
acquired advantages, to be found in any
other one section of the Union.

The "Cornucopia " tells yon all aoout
the beautiful section of country around
Norfolk, Va. Send for (free) sample copies.

Address "Cornucopia," 212 Main 8..,

Norfolk, Va.

LEE'S PREPARED AGRICULTURAL LIME.,..
As we have had so seasonable a summer, there is a heavy growth of

VEGETATION. Now is yottr lime to use our Prepared Lime.
On account of the war acid phosphate has materially advanced in price,

while we are selling at the same as last season.

We made a small quantity of

SPECIAL WHEAT FERTILIZER
Last fall as a trial on corn land. All who tried it say they had better wheat on
their corn land than they had on tobacco land, on which they used 7' or 800 lbs.

of standard fertilizers to the acre. Write for circulars to

—

A. S. LEE & SON, Richmond, Va.

.CHARTERED 1B7Q.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore

and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, $200,000

Surplus and Profit*, $300,00*

JNO. P. BRANCH,
President.

JNO. K. BRANCH,
Vice-President.

JOHN F. GLENN,
Cashier.

Directors.—John P. Branch, Thos. Potts, Chas. S. Stringfellow, B. W. Branch, Fred. W. Scott,

Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. S. Buford, R. C. Morton. Andrew Pizzini, Jr.

<&..
TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION

Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Discretion to use the Famous

Star Brand k Anchor Brand
(SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands have been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco have resulted

from their use. When Rich Flavor, Silkiness, Fine Texture and Good Prices are desired, these celebrated brands are unsur-

passed. Djn't experiment with new brands when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your

plans to use these brands on your '99 crop.

NOT HOW OHEAR. BUT HOW GOOD.
THIS IS THE IDEA OX WHICH THESE CELEBRATED BRANDS ARE MADE. .

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every brand that has been

brought in competition with them, and they stand to-day unrivaled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come and gone, and will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood

the teet with increasing reputation. S^For Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, address

All/son <& Add/son,
1322 Cary St., RICHMOND, VA.
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Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts.--XENOPHON.
Tillage and pasturage are the. two breasts of the State.—SULLY.

60th Year. Richmond, March, 1899. No. 3.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE flONTH.

Since we wrote our article on "Work for the

Month" for the February issue, and in which we re-

marked upon the abnormally wet character of the

month of January, and hoped for a drier season dur-

ing February, or the effect would be serious in causing

delay in preparing for spring crops, we have had a

most extraordinary spell of winter weather, certainly

the most severe through which the South has passed

for more than 40 years, and probably the most severe

through which it has ever passed. "The great snow of

January," 1857, has be^n, up to this storm, the record

upon which the oldest inhabitant has banked his

reputation as a seer of severe weather in the South.

Compared with that storm the one of February, 1899,

has been in every way much more severe. The aver-

age depth of the snow has been greater, the intensity

of the cold much greater, and the continuance of the

storm longer. In 1857, the average depth of the snow

(we quote from Lieut. M. F. Maury's official report

on that storm) in Virginia was 13 inches, the greatest

depth reported was 18 inches at Bowling Green. Dur-

ing the last storm there was certainly an average depth

of snow all over the State, so far as we have heard, of

from 20 to 27 inehes, and very large areas covered

with 30 inches of snow. In 1857, the lowest tempera-

ture recorded in the State, so far as given in Lieut.

Maury's report, was 4° above zero at Leesburg, whilst

in February we had reports of the thermometer being

15° below zero at many places, and as low as 20° be

low at some. Here, in Richmond, the temperature

went to 4° below zero. This severe and trying cold

continued for nearly a week, and was the cause of

great suffering and no doubt of some damage, even in

this and the adjoining States, though, fortunately, our

early sown vegetable crops were not above ground,

and we do not think the fruit-buds anywhere were so

advanced as to be hurt. In North Carolina, Louisiana

and Florida, where record breaking low temperatures

were prevalent, even as low as zero in North Carolina

and Louisiana, much damage was done and great loss

sustained. All the early vegetable and truck crops

as far South as Florida have been destroyed, and it is

very probable that fruit has been greatly injured.

The breaking up of the storm in the last week of the

month has been attended with considerable flooding

of the land from the melting of the large snowfall, but

fortunately this was not attended with any heavy rain-

fall or the consequences would have been disastrous,

as the land is now so saturated with water from the

long-continued rains that no more can be absorbed.

It is the lirst time for five years that this condition of

the land can be said to have universally prevailed in

the Southern States. Though in several of those

years considerable parts of these States have had a

sufficiency of rainfall to enable good crops to be made
and in few places has the dry condition of the land

been such as to make crops a failure, yet, speaking

generally, for the last five years the land (the subsoil)

has been dry. Now we have an abundant supply every
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where, and with tbe observance of only ordinary care

in the conservation of this moisture crops should not

want this year, even though it should be a dry one.

It would almost seem to be a work of supereroga

tiim to prescribe work for this month, when one well

knows th;ir a* the result of the weather we have had

during February not a stroke of that advised to be

done in that month had been done, and yet we feel

called upon to say something upon the subject, as

should the weather become seasonable, the land will

qoickly become dry enough to plow and seed, and the

lateness of the season will compel the rushing of work.

Let the sowing of the oat crop have hist attention,

but do not be tempted to plow or sow until the laud

is dry enough to work freely. We refer our readers

to what we said on this subject of oat seeding in. our

last month's issue. Canadian peas and oats for green

forage or hay should be seeded as soon as ever the laud

is tit. In this issue will be found an article upon the

subject, giving practical experience with the crop in

Southside Virginia. We can strongly endorse it from

personal experience as a valuable green fodder and hay

crop, and one that, if sown early euough, can be re

lied upon even in the warm South. The Canada pea,

however, cannot withstand hot weather, and the crop

should therefore be planted so as to mature before that

sets in.

Grass seeds not sown in the fall, or which, when so

seeded, have failed to come well or have been injured

by the winter, should now be seeded or re seeded as

soon as the land can be got into good condition. It is.

however, perfectly useless to sow these seeds on land

that is not worked fine and in a good state of fertil-

ity. We prefer to seed grass seed alone, and thus to

give it every opportunity to succeed. When seeded

with wheat or outs, the grasses and clover are robbed of

much of the food they need, and are drawn and be

come weak aud spindling by the grain crop, and too

often, when that crop is cut off in June or July, the hot

weather at once kills out the grass and clover. If

sown alone and a good stand is secured, it will re

quire to be very hot aud drouthy to be seriously

injurious to it. If land is not full of fertility and
humus, it is not advisable to seed to grass or clover.

as it is very doubtful whether a stand worth keep

ing can be had. Better far to postpone the seed-

ing a year and sow cow peas well fertilized with

acid phosphate and potash, and plowed dowu when
dead or cut for hay and a long stubble left to plow

down. If, however, it is decided to seed grass and

clover on thin land, give it at least 400 or 500 lbs. of

ground bone and 50 lbs. of muriate of potash to the

acre ; and later, after the grass has got a good stand

and is growing vigorously, give a top dressing of ni-

trate of soda 100 lbs. to the acre. Treated in this way,

if the summer should be not too dry, a fair crop of

hay may be cut in the early fall, and the grass should

then be top dressed with farm-yard manure before

wiuter becomes severe. When seeding do not be afraid

to seed heavily. Most of the failures to secure good

stands of grass arise from the fact that too little seed

is sown. The percentage of germinable seed in even

the best and most carefully selected grass seeds is often

low, but even when high, the amounts advised to be

sown are, in our opinion, much too small. There is

great force in what our correspondent, Mr. S. B.

Woods, says in his article on "Seed Corn" in this

issue as to light seeding. We never sowed less than

two bushels of grass seed, and often three to the acre,

except of timothy, which, being a large seed, and

more like a grain than a grass, can be relied upon to

he really viable seed, and not merely hulls with an im-

perfect germ. Of timothy a peck or a peck and a-half

will be sufficient seed for an acre. When seeding

clover with timothy it is well not to sow red clover,

but sapling or alsike clover ; these mature at the same

time as the timothy, whilst red clover is two or three

weeks later. Red clover may be seeded with orchard

grass. For high land, orchard grass, oat grass and

meadow fescue or English blue grass makes an excel-

lent mixture for hay and pasture, and should have 7

to 10 lbs of red clover sown with it. Herds grass or

red top may be sown alone or with timothy on low

damp land.

Grass land intended to be mown for hay should

have all stones and trash gathered off. It is a good

plan to run a bush harrow and then a horse rake

over such land, and thus clean up all the trash which

otherwise gets mixed in the hay and spoils the sample.

After cleauing off the trash, roll with a heavy roller.

In the cotton sections, preparation should commence
as soon as possible fitting the land for the crop. This

is a work much neglected, aud too often the only

preparation given is to break the seed furrow and
plant, leaving subsequent work to be done when cul-

tivating the crop. Such a system can never result in

satisfactory crops, and is the cause of the miserable

poor yields which are disclosed by the recent Govern-

ment investigation. The average yield on 3,375 plan-

tations is only 255 lbs. of Hut cottou to the acre, aud
10 bushels of seed. The total mouey return from such

a crop, with cotton at til cents per pound, and seed at

1

1

cents per bushel, is only $19.00, whilst the average

cost is $15.42, the net profit being $3.61 per acre. No
wonder that with such a return cotton planters are
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discouraged. If, however, they would cultivate less

land iu cotton, and give it better preparation and bet

ter fertilization, not so much on the cotton crop itself

as on the cow-pea crop, which should precede the cot-

ton, a bale or more to the acre can easily be produced

at a cost of less than 3 cents per pound. There are

many planters doing this, and some are making two

bales to the acre. Good preparation of the land pre-

vious to planting lies at the root of successful cotton

production. Without it all the fertilizer in the world

will not make a good crop. Resolve to give this good

preparation, and to grow cotton only on good land,

and put the poor land into cow peas to fit it for a crop

another year. We notice in the Government return

th;it the average cost of fertilizer used on the cotton

crop was only $1.30 per acre. Such an outlay might

well have been spared. It can have resulted iu no

appreciable increase of the crop. If fertilizer is used

at all it should be used with a much more liberal

hand than this, and then may be expected to make a

return, but fertilizer is far better and more profitably

used on the pea crop preceding the cotton, and only

cotton seed used in the middles between the cotton.

If no pea-crop has been grown previously, apply al

least 300 lbs. of acid phosphate and 100 lbs. of kainit

to the acre, and either 150 lbs. of cotton seed meal

with the phosphate or 250 lbs. of cotton seed in the mid-

dles. This quantity of fertilizer may be doubled with

advantage on land in a good state of tillage and bav
ing sufficient humus in it to prevent baking.

FEEDING CROPS.

In our last issue we wrote an article on the subject

of plant food, in which we endeavored to make plain

what is meant by " plant food ;" that is to say, what
are the requisites for securing the successful growth ol

all plants ; and we pointed out some of the sources

from which these requisites could be obtained. Now,
whilst all plants and crops require these foods to make
their growth, yet, they do not all require them in the

same proportions, nor can they all make a profitable

return for their use, even assuming all the soil and
moisture conditions to be in the most favorable state

for a complete utilization of the plant food. This re-

sults from the fact that different kinds of crops are de

veloped for different purposes, and have market
values based upon conditions of user widely differing

from each other. It is largely from a neglect of con-

sideration of these facts that one so often hears the

complaint that "Fertilizeis do not pay." Where the

ciop to be produced is one of which the relative sell-

ing price, as compared with the normal cost of pro-

duction, is high, then plant food in the form of ferti-

lizers can be used with a liberal hand and yet with

profit ; whilst, when the selling price of the crop, as

compared with the normal cost of production, is low,

plant food in the form of fertilizers can rarely be used
with any profit at all. This is well illustrated by the dif-

ferent returns obtained by truckers from the production
of their crops, and the producers of staple crops, like

corn, wheat and cotton. If the grower of truck crops
can only secure,a heavy early yield from his crops, he
almost invariably secures a high and a profitable price

for his products. To secure this end, he can afford to

feed the crop not merely with just sufficient fertilizer

to make the crop grow, but with such a superabund-
ance of plant food as to force the growth abnormally
and yet make a profit on the outlay. On the other
hand, the grower of staple crops has to compete in the
market with the producers of like staples all the world
over, and the products are, by force of competition
compelled to be sold at prices little more than those of

cost of production under normal conditions. In such
cases, it is rare that the use of commercial fertilizers

can be made directly profitable. As Prof. Voorhees
well says, in addition to a knowledge of the facts con-

cerning fertilizers themselves, the user must, if he is

to use them profitably, possess more or less definite

information on four points : 1. The character of the
crop and its method and time of growth. 2. The
character of the soil. 3. The previous treatment of

the soil. 4. The actual needs of the plant iu reference

to plant food. It may be accepted as an axiom that in

the production of all truck crops, it will pay to sup-

ply them with an abundance of plant food in the most
quickly available form. They must not lack for food

during any period of their growth. If they will not
pay for production under such conditions, they will

not pay at all. It is very different, however, with the

staple crops, which make their growth over a long
season, and which have not a relative high sale value.

These crops, whilst needing an ample supply of plant

food, can almost invariably secure a large part of it

from the soil constituents, if only the soil and mois-

ture conditions are what they ou^ht to be. They make
their growth during the season of the year when nitri-

fication is most active, and under the most favorable

weather conditions, and have abundance of time
within which to perfect themselves, and usually a
wide root system enabling them to forage for food
and under such conditions, the profitable use of ferti-

lizers is rarely possible. Indeed, the Ohio Experiment
Station goes so far as to say that the only profitable

fertilizer to use on such crops is farm yard manure
and clover (for the South, the cow pea will take the
place of clover). Our own experience and that of
scores of the best farmers, corroborates this view.
Holding, then, these premises to be conclusive, it may
be asked, Do we not then advise the application of
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fertilizers other than farm yard manure, clover, cow

peas and the other leguminous crops for the produc

tiou of staple crops! (We do not include tobacco in

the staple crops here being considered, as it is not a

staple except in certain sections of the South.) In re-

ply, we would say that we do advise the use of fer

tilizers other than those mentioned. The condition of

the soil of nearly the whole of the Southern States is

so lacking in the normal constituents of a fertile soil,

through bad farming aud management in the past,

that we recognize it as an absolute necessity to use the

mineral fertilizers supplying phosphoric acid and

potash, in order to start once more a profitable pro

duotion of the staple crops We do not advise this in

the expectation that such use will be directly profita

ble on the crops to which applied. We believe this

will be rarely found to be the case. But we do believe,

and experience has justified us in this belief, that in-

directly the use will be profitable. If we can once

succeed in making the laud produce heavy crops of

cow peas, crimson clover, soja beans, red clover and

grasses (and only by the use of the mineral fertilizers,

lime and good tillage can this end be accomplished),

we can then, under a rational system of farming, soon

make it produce the heaviest yields of the staple crops

which will then be profitable. To secure this end,

these crops for which we advise the use of the mineral

fertilizers, should be largely fed to stock, and the ma-

nure so made be applied to the land. To use fertilizers

simply for the purpose of endeavoring to force from

an impoverished soil a few more bushels of corn or

wheat, or a few more pounds of cotton to the acre,

without any regard to the final permanent improve-

ment of the land, is a use which we cannot and will

not advise. The last end of the farmer who so uses

them will be worse than the first. The South Atlantic

States have in their phosphate beds ami the cotton

seed, a by-product of the cotton crop, the cheapest and

best means of restoring aud maintaining the fertility

of their lauds of any place iu the world, if only these

two fertilizers are used in their proper places and in

a proper way. (The natural supply of potash in the

soil of the land east of the Blue Ridge is large It

merely requires to be made available by good tillage

aud the application of lime.) There is an annual pro

duction of over 4,000,000 tons of cotton seed in the

South. This seed contains 125,000 tons of nitrogen,

worth, for enrichiug the soil, $.'57,500,000. It also con-

tains 50,800 tons of phosphoric acid, worth, for en-

richiug the soil, $7,112,000, and 4G,b00 tons of potash,

worth to the soil, $3,744,000. With such a resource as

this, added to the almost illimitable phosphate beds, to

maintain the fertility of our lands, why should they

be poor? If only Southern farmers would feed the

meal from this seed to stock, and take from it the

$24,000,000 worth of fattening matter which it would

yield them, and then add its fertilizing value to their

soils aud supplement it with acid phosphate, there

would neither be poor farms nor poor farmers in the

South.

LEQUHINOUS CROPS AS RENOVATORS OF THE
SOIL.

We take the following valuable information from a

Bulletin recently prepared by the Louisiana Experi

meut Station, and kindly sent us by Dr. W. C. Stubbs :

"A careful investigation of the uplands of the South-
ern States will show that the constant culture of cotton
and other hoed crops has almost depleted the store of
humus originally present in these soils, and with it

has disappeared the original supply of nitrogen. With-
out an abundance of nitrogen no soils will grow grasses

successfully, and without a supply of humus in a soil

all crops, especially the grasses, will be more or less

affected by a drouth even of short duration. Since
the entire South is turning its attention to the grow-
ing of stock, the raising of beef, mutton, pork, etc.,

for the markets, the old adage, " More grass, more cat-

tle ; more cattle, more manure, and more manure,
more grass," seems to be an appropriate shiboleth of
every Southern farmer at this particular crisis in our
agricultural history, when our staple crops have fallen

in value below the actual cost of producing them, even
upon our best soils.

It is impossible to make successful pasturages or
grow large grass crops upon our poor uplands, until

their fertility shall have been restored. Nitrogen, the
chief ingredient required by alt grass crops, is the
costly constituent of all commercial fertilizers, and
is the valuable element in stable and home made ma-
nures, including our cotton seed and cotton seed meal,
and, as before stated, is wanting generally in all of
the uplands of this State. It is worth, according to

the tariff of prices now adopted in this State, fifteen

cents per pound in commercial fertilizers. At this

price it is almost prohibitory to most of our farmers.
But fortunately nature has provided for us a way by
which we can store up this element in our soils in large
quantities at a mere nominal cost. Leguminous crops
have been used from time immemorial as renovators
of soils and for furnishing valuable food material for

civilized man and domestic animals. Even the wild
deer of our forest finds the larger part of his support
in the wild legumes of our woods and swamps—beggar
lice, wild pea, etc.

This family of plants is a very large one, and every
civilized country has adopted one or more of them for

feed and fertilizing purposes. They all have nodules
on their roots, filled with microbes, which, while they
draw much of their support from the plants upon
which they live, yet supply themselves in a manner .

not yet clearly understood, with nitrogen drawn di-

rectly from the air. Having only an ephemeral ex-

istence they are rapidly absorbed at death by the host
plant, which utilizes not only the plant food which
these microbes have taken from the plant during their
short existence, but also the nitrogen which they have
directly appropriated from the air. In this wayalegu-
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minous crop, through the microbes on its roots, will

gather during the season of its growth an almost in-

credible amount of nitrogen per acre. The microbes
are simply purveyors for their hosts, of nitrogen, tak

ing it from the great reservoir of nature, the air,

(which contains four-fifths of its volume of free nitro

gen) and ultimately transferring it to the plant with
which it lives in symbiotic union. The agriculturist

of today, even the most advanced in theory and prac-

tice, fails to appreciate, in its fullest measure, this won-
derful providence of nature and a clear discrimination
of its use, as is demonstrated daily by the investiga

tions of science, in the selection of plants best adapted
to his environments.
Only by the practice of planting leguminous crops

can we hope to economically and profitably restore the
nitrogenous matter to our soils, and only by the study
of the composition, individuality and adaptability to

our surrouudings of the various leguminous crops can
we select one or more which will accomplish the
above results in the shortest time. Fortunately, we
have at the South several excellent crops of the legu-

minous family to select from, and to show the com
parative merits of a few of our best is the object of
this bulletin.

It should be remembered, however, in the cultiva-

tion of these crops that only nitrogen is gathered from
sources exterior to the soil. Whatever of phosphoric
acid, potash, or lime, is needed by these plants must
be obtained from the soil. If the latter be deficient in

any of these ingredients they must be supplied before
large crops can be produced. It is true that the
usually loug tap roots of this family of plants, pene-
trating to deeper depths, will draw upon the subsoil

for supplies unavailable to ordinary crops with fibrous

surface roots, and these apparently, at first, show no
want of mineral fertilizers ; but the safest and best

procedure, demonstrated by abundant experience, is

to apply, liberally, mineral manures (especially acid
phosphate; to the leguminous crop before planting.
By so doing you place within easy reach of the grow-
ing plant every element in abundance, save nitrogen,
and this, under such favorable conditions, it will get
in largest possible quantities from the air.

Leguminous crops must be the foundation stones
upon which the future prosperous agriculture of the
uplands of the South must be built.

Alfalfa, Crimson and Red clover, Lespedeza, Hairy
vetch, Spanish peanuts, Cow peas, Velvet beans, etc.,

all are valuable crops, adaptable to different port'ons
of the South.
Other things being equal, that crop which will pro-

duce the largest amount of nitrogen, obtained from
the air in a given time, is the best crop to grow for

fertilizing pui poses. Usually, too, that crop contain-
ing the largest amount of nitrogen is best for feeding
purpi ses, and it is always advisable, wherever there
are stock to be fed, to utilize the crop as stock feed,

rathei than to turn it under as green manure. But,
when fed, the manure from the animals should b° care
fully preserved, and scrupulously and intelligently re

turned to the soil. By intelligently growing the proper
crops, and feeding them in proper combinations to live

stock, it is possible to improve, gradually, a farm,
and, at the same time, profitably grow a large number
of stock. Only by such action can the worn lands of

the South be restored and made adaptable to profita-
ble stock-raising."

Amongst the best of the leguminous crops for pro-

duction in the South are alfalfa, the Velvet bean,

Spanish peanuts and cow peas. A comparison of the

value of these crops as improvers of the soil is given
in the Bulletin. The tables giving the complete anal

yses are too lengthy for insertion in our columns in

detail, but we abstract from them the following sum-
mary :

An acre will give the following of each :

Spanish Peanuts, with
pods

Spanish Peanuts, with-
out pods

Unknown Peas
Velvet Beans
Velvet P>eans, with pods

189.69

42.47

10S.50
154.19

191.57

Phosphoric

Acid.
Pounds.
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the vines of Velvet beans are by far the richer in the

most valuable nutritive ingredients, approaching

closely the value of alfalfa.

An examination of the vines of the Velvet beans,

revealing the number and size of the leaves, and the

comparatively small stems, would corroborate the

above analysis, since the feeding value of all forage

crops is mainly found iu the leaves. The large quan-

tity nt dry leaves King on fchegronnd uuderthe grow-

ing vines iu the Velvet beans, aud their composition,

is noted.

The small quantity of roots of the velvet bean and

Spanish peanut, compared with that obtained from

cow peas, is probably explained by the manner of

planting, the last being drilled in the row, while the

others were dropped at stated intervals. It is clearly

proven, from the above experiments, that Velvet beans,

whether desired as a forage, or as a fertilizer crop, are

fully the equal, if not the superior, of cow peas, and

if the season will permit of its maturing, its fruit will,

perhaps, give superior results to the Spanish goober.

It is, therefore, to be recommended, especially upon

the light, sandy lands of North Louisiana, either as a

forage crop of highest merit, or to be turned under as

green manure for the improvement of the soil
;
the

Tatter course only to be followed when there are no

stuck to consume it. From an extensive study of this

plant in the field, at all three stations, aud a chemical

investigation of its properties in the laboratory, we

are forced to the conclusion that it is a valuable ad-

junct to any farm where the climate will permit of its

growth."

We would remark that last year the Velvet bean

was grown experimentally in this State and North Car-

olina at several places. It made at each place, even as far

North as Richmond, a most luxuriant growth of vines.

We had vines 25 feet in length. The season, however, is

too short for it to mature seed iu this latitude. Prob-

ably, however, this may yet be overcome by gradually

bringing the seed a little further North each year from

vines grown as far North as the seed will at present

mature. Asa producer of vines for forage and for

turning under it is no doubt a most valuable acquisi-

tion even though it should not eventually mature

seed iu this latitude.

SEED CORN.

Editor Southern Planter:

There are many questions of interest that have arisen

in studying and experimenting with seed corn. In our

climate corn ripens to perfection, and it is not neces

sary to kiln dry seed as is generally done in the West.

Our seed, air dried, is strong in germination aud grows

a stalwart plant.

It is worthy of notice that all graius on an ear do

not germinate or produce alike. It used to be univer-

sal with farmers to " nub" their seed corn, break off

the tips and butts of ears and keep only the center of

the ear. Experience has demonstrated this to be a

mistake. The New York Experiment Station for four

years tested the relative productiveness of the d fferent

grains with the result slightly in favor of the tip ker-

nels ; the Kansas Station reached the same result ; the

Ohio Station found that the tips produced two bushels

to the acre more than the central grains. The butt

grains in the Kansas aud Ohio experiments surpassed

the central grains ; in the New York experiment the

central grains out-yielded the butt grains one bushel

to the acre. The tip grains are stronger and more re-

liable iu germinating. Experiments I have been mak-

ing result as did the Ohio and Kansas experiments.

Why this is so I have not been able to discover. One
learned professor to whom I applied for a reason sug-

gested that the central grains were the fat grains of

the ear, having so much more starch than the tips

;

and that as it was a rule of nature that overfat ani-

mals did not reproduce well, so the central grains of

the ear might be too fat. Another agricultural pro-

fessor told me that it seemed to be a law of nature for

which no reason could be giveu. He said it was true

not only of the tip end grains of the ear of corn, but

also of the eyes of potatoes, the end sprouts were

stronger and earlier than those from the center of the

potato ; and also the tip buds on the end of the twig

were stronger than the lower buds. So, in taking only

the central graius, the careful farmer has been grading

down instead of grading up.

There is this to be said about taking the whole ear

if you are selling seed. The smaller grains look

trifling and the lack of uniformity in size affects the

appearance of the seed. Most people are largely gov-

erned by appearances. I received some time since a

letter from a promineut seedsman who wanted to buy
Albermarle prolific seed from me, who said that no

matter whether the small grains were better for seed or

not, he wanted the ears nuhbed in the old way, as it

gave the seed a much better appearance, and this alone

would satisfy his customers. He knew what he was

talking about, too.

The depth at which seed is planted is important. It

is a disadvantage to plant too deep, the seed is slow iu

germinating, and being too long kept from sun and

air, often produces a weak plant which never entirely

recovers. Yet I like to have my corn deep in the

ground, and in order to do this and to avoid the bad

results of planting the seed too deep, a one-horse plow

opens a furrow, and then in this the planter is run.

The seed is planted about two inches deep, aud as cul-

tivated the earth is drawn to the growing plaut. At
the Wisconsin Experiment Station plants were washed

out at different stages of growth, in order to determine

the root growth. The roots of plants IS inches high,

met aud passed each other in the center of rows 42

inches apart. At tasselling the roots fully occupied
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the upper 3 feet of soil in the entire field, and at ma
turity the roots grew to a depth of over 4 feet. This

demonstrates the advantage of having land broken

deeply before plant ng.

The amount of seed to the acre is an important fac-

tor. I am satisfied that the great mistake we make in

Virginia in all our crops is that we put too little seed in the

ground. This is true of com, wheat, oats, clover and

grass. The large yields of the West and of England

and Scotland are gotten with seedings from 2 to 3 times

as heavy as ours. I plant about twice as much corn

to the acre as most farmers, give thorough cultivation,

and the returns show that it is right. A Valley farmer

saw my prize acre and advised me that unless I thinned

it I would get no corn. I did not thin it, and got over

163 bushels on that acre. Authorities agree that there

is practically no difference in the results obtained by
planting in hills and in rows. I prefer the latter, as

the corn is more evenly distributed on the ground. I

also make it a rule to plant seed enough to insure a

stand without replanting. I have never had replanted

corn to do anything more than make fodder
; the first

planted gets too much start and shades it too much.

Samuel B. Woods.
Albemarle Co., Va.

TOBACCO GROWING.
Editor Southern Planter :

The United States grows annually about 695,000

acres of tobacco. The crop is commercially classified

as heavy or seed leaf varieties, and light or wrapper
and smoker varieties. The seed leaf varieties are grown
exclusively in the Northern States, Connecticut, Mas
sachusetts and Pennsylvania producing the best qual

ity. The bright smoking tobaccos are nearly all

grown in North Carolina and Virginia. The Con
necticut and other best seed leaf yields about 1,400

pounds per acre, worth about 14 cents per pound.
Toe Southern bright leaf yields about 400 pounds per

acre, worth from 12 to 40 cents per pound.

Tobacco growing is the most difficult branch of

staple farming. The crop requires very great care,

and the skill to apply the care where and when it will

do the most good. The different varieties and sub-

varieties require very different soil and treatment

;

but all varieties produce the highest grade only upon
a rather dry sandy or loamy soil, well supplied with

humus and easily assimilated fertilizer, of which the

most consumed elements are potash and nitrogen.

The drier and sandier the soil, the finer and silkier

the leaf, but the quantity is proportionally less. As
a general rule, the medium loamy soils, well enriched,

producing 900 to 1,000 pounds of merchantable to-

bacco per acre, are the most profitable.

Tobacco is a most voracious feeder, and unless the

crop is heavily fed, the soil soon becomes impover-

ished to such an extent that it will no longer produce

tobacco or any other crop, or even weeds.

Typical tobacco soil—light sandy loam—is naturally

poor in organic matter. The first thing to do with

such a soil is to increase its organic matter by heavy

applications of stable manure, or plowing under a

green leguminous crop. As the tobacco plant is very

tender and requires the hottest kind of weather, the

plants are always grown in protected beds, and when

out of the first leaf, are transplanted to the field. The

best fertilizing plants for this crop are Crimson clover,

south of the Potomac and Ohio rivers, and Canada

pea or Winter vetch north of those rivers. The

leguminous crops are planted in the fall, after the to-

bacco is harvested, and are ready to be turned under

in the spring, before the next crop of tobacco is set

out. By growing a leguminous crop and a tobacco

crop on the same land each year, and feeding the to-

bacco or both crops well, there is no reason why. good

tobacco crops cannot be grown year after year on the

same land.

The fertilizer left in the soil, after the tobacco, will,

as a rule, be sufficient to grow a good leguminous

crop, but, to be safe, it will be well to top dress the

legnmine, as soon as above ground, with potash and

phosphate.

Of potash, only the sulphate should be used for

tobacco.

Superphosphate, or finely-ground raw bone meal,

should be used to supply the phosphate. A good

formula for one ton is as follows :

Sulphate of potash 600 pounds.

Raw bone meal 1,400 "

Apply 400 to 800 pounds per acre.

In preparing the land in the spring, the green crop

should be turned under early, so that it will have had

time to decompose and the ground to settle. It will

be profitable to harrow in 1,000 pounds of air- or

water slaked lime per acre as soon as the green pea

crop is turned under.

Just before the tobacco plants are set. out, or very

soon after, the land must be again fertilized with spe-

cial reference to the needs of the tobacco crop. As

this crop grows during the hottest weather, and has a

comparatively short season, its food must be in easily

assimilable condition, and there must be plenty of it,

to keep the plant growing at full speed. Where a

green leguminous crop has been turned under, some

good formulas are the following, per ton :

No. 1—Sulphate of potash 480 pounds.

Acid phosphate 1,200 "
Nitrate of soda 320

Apply per acre.500 to 1,000 pounds.
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No. 2—Sulphate of potash 400 pounds.
Acid phosphate 1,000 "
Dried fish, cotton seed

meal, or castor pomace
meal 600

•'M'l'ly Per acre 600 to L.200 pounds.

No. 3—Sulphate of potash 200 pounds.
Acid phosphate 600
Stable manure 1.000 "
Nitrate of soda 200 "

Apply per acre 2,000 pounds.

No. 3 is adapted for land which has had little or no
green manure.

Gerald McCarthy.

ARTICHOKES.

Editor Southern Planter:

In jour valuable January number, I read with
much interest the article on artichokes, and will give

you my experience with them. Three years ago, I

plauted three acres of fair meadow land, planting

and cultivating as you would white (Irish! potatoes.

In the fall (November), I dug and fed to fattening

hogs eight bushels a day for thirty-six days. I dug
about one acre, and on the two remaining acres kept
twenty shoats the entire winter until April in fine

condition with a very small allowance of corn once a

day. In May, they came up moderately thick over
the entire field, but with no regularity, so I had to

plow up the lot and replant as before. Last year, I

put the same ground in artichokes, and dug at least

four hundred bu-hels, and now have thirty head of
hogs on the patch, and all are in good condition. I

now have fifteen bushels in a kiln with which to re-

seed the land. My experience has taught me this :

1st. That they are a wholesome, cheap and fattening
food for hogs.

2d. That they must be replanted every year in order
to cultivate them, as they will not yield without it.

All articles that I have seen advise planting iu

sandy land, but I fiud I get a much better yield in

h.avv meadow land. Part of my land is sandy and
part heavy, stiff soil, and the yield was especially
good where the road was made across the field and
the soil packed as hard as a pavement from coustant
lnavy hauling. I have given artichokes to cows and
horses, and both seem to relish them, though I have
iidI ted them in sufficient quantities to test their value
as a food. At the Maryland Agricultural College, I

saw a tield of artichokes which I believe yielded at
the rate of from 800 to 1,000 bushels per acre, though
I do not know that they were measured. On my land
I have used no fertilizer of any kind.

H. M. BOWEN, M. 1).

Prina George County, Mil.

COCKE'S PROLIFIC CORN.
Editor Southern Planter :

Like Messrs. Wood and Tillman, I was at one time

a strong advocate of this corn, but, after four year's

experience, concluded there were other varieties pre-

ferable for me, and now would not grow it, unless I

could discover some cheap process to keep the stalks

from decaying, then I would have a cinch in fence

stakes and hop-poles.

You will notice each of these gentlemen glory in its

great growth of stalk. This, in my eyes, is its greatest

defect. In this section, we work a number of women
hands, but this corn was too much for them. They
could not handle it, it was so strong, tall and top-

heavy (we always cut our corn down), and put the

shocks up as best we could, before a week, half

would be flat on the ground.

The last year we planted this corn, just before cut-

ting time, we had a heavy rain and windstorm. I

never will forget the work we had harvesting that

crop. That was enough.

I will admit it will produce more grain than any

variety I have ever tried. That said, you have all its

merits. Contrary to Mr. Tillman's experience, I have

found it the poorest of fodder producers—the blades

being short, narrow and few.

We then made a main crop of " Dungen's Prolific,"

which we had previously experimented with, and of

the many varieties we have tried before and since,

this was by far the most satisfactory.

It is a low growing, white dent corn, averaging

about eight feet high, with the largest, broadest blades

and largest ears that I have ever seen. It was ex-

ploited as having three and four such ears, but I

found it about equally one and two eared. This corn

was hard to blow down ; could be easily handled by
women. The shocks would stand as put ; didn't get

in a "wind," aud fall like the Cocke's Prolific.

On the same field where "Cocke's Prolific" yielded

an average of eleven barrels (55 bushels), the "Dun-
gen" made ten, and the difference was more than

made up in the cost of harvesting, whilst the third

more and better fodder was clear gain.

I have none of this corn for sale, as, unfortunately,

mine got mixed through pollenization from neighbor's

field adjoining; nor do I know where any pure seed

that has been acclimated can be had. Several years

ago, a Virginia farmer—name forgotten now—had
this variety advertised for sale in the Southern Planter.

I hope he will see this and kindly give us his experi-

ence. H. Mackay.
Hanover Count;/, Va.

[Will some one oblige us by giving further particu-
lars of this Dungeo corn, and state where it can be
had? We do not know the corn, and do not find it

offered by seedsmen.

—

Ed.]
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ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. \V. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than the loth of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Cabbage Rotting.

Can you help us any way about our cabbage crop!
This is the third year the cabbage has rotted in the

ground—the first year slightly, next year a little worse,

last year a total rot. I also sowed some Aberdeen
yellow turnips near them, and they rotted every one.

I also sowed some on another place after Irish pota
toes, and part of them rotted the same way. On my
son's farm, upon the mountain, the cabbage did not

rot much until last year, when they were about as bad
as mine. Tried Red cabbage and Savoys, but they

all went the same way. I was thinking to try lime on
the land this year.

Oravge Co., Va. Sam'l Lockhart.

You do not give information enough about the rot-

ting of the cabbages for me to form an opinion as to

the nature of the disease. From what you say, I sup-

pose that the rot is caused by what is known as club

root or plasmodiophora brassicae, a fungus that attacks

the roots and causes them to rot. None of the ordi-

nary spraying remedies will reach the disease in the

ground, and the only remedy is to treat the land so as

to prevent it. One of the best things is to avoid land

where any of the cabbage family have recently been

grown, such as turnips, kale, etc. But the best thing

I have ever tried is heavy liming of the land. Raise

the plants in fresh new laud away from the old garden

or building, and burn the bed over in the edge of a

wood as tobacco beds are usually burned. An appli-

cation of 50 bushels of freshly slaked lime per acre

will have, in most cases, a happy effect. Get the lime

on the land as soon as possible, and work the soil in

some early crop before setting the cabbages.

W. F. Massey.

Tobacco Fertilizer.

My tobacco crop will be on ground running along

branches, but not really bottom land ; was in corn last

year ; soil red clay.

I shall broadcast fifteen loads of stable manure to

the acre. Adjoining land with this treatment and a

small application of fertilizer in the hill made a very

fair crop of tobacco last year.

The following is an analysis of fertilizer chiefly used

in this locality:

Ammonia 3 to 4 percent.

Available phos. acid S to 10 per cent.

Potash actual 3 to i per cent.

I shall be very much obliged by any suggestions as

2

to quality, quantity, and best mode of application, of

the fertilizer you would recommend.
Amherst Co., Va. T. H.

The fertilizer analysis sent shows no source of the

ammonia nor of the potash. If the potash is in the

form of a muriate, it will be bad for the tobacco. In

any event, it is time for the farmer to stop buying his

fertilizers on the patent medicine plan. The analysis

shows that the mixture is not rich enough in potash

for the tobacco crop. I would recommend the follow-

ing as the result of actual experiment on tobacco, and

we have tried almost all possible sorts of formulas on

tobacco. Acid phosphate, 900 lbs. ; nitrate of soda,

100 lbs. ; dried blood, 600 lbs. ; and high grade sulphate

of potash, 100 lbs.—to make a ton. Use this in a lib-

eral manner. Do not let the dealers put off on you

kainit for sulphate of potash, as one Norfolk firm did

with one of our correspondents. Kainit has potash

in the form of a sulphate, it is true, but it is associa-

ted with so large an amount of the chloride of sodium

that it acts as a chloride or miniate. Buy your mate-

rials, and mix your own fertilizers, and know just

what you are using. You can make a high grade fer-

tilizer for what the manufacturers will charge you for

a low grade one. W. F. Massey.

Soja Beans.

In the last copy of the Planter, you spoke of curing

pea-hay in the mow. I raise a great many soja beans,

and have beeu putting them in the silo, but I find it

difficult to get them through my 14-inch cutter ; and
as I have plenty of mow-room, I think it will take less

time and produce as much milk if I can cure them in

the mow.
In the next copy, will you please give us your idea

on the subject? Will the hay, if cured in the mow,
make as good feed, and produce as much milk, as if

put in the silo? Tell us how to cure the bean hay in

the mow. I want to sow about 50 acres in soja beans
next spring, and would like to know the most econom-
ical way to handle them, and at the same time to get

the best results.

Two years ago, I had enough soja beans to make 50

bushels. When I thought they were cured, I hauled

them to the mow and unloaded with the hay-fork, and
as I had plenty of room, I did not disturb them after

they left the fork. When I threshed them, I found
them all right on the outside, but the middle heated,

and were not good for anything. Since then I have
been stacking them around poles in the mow, and
they cure out all right. I think I will have 100 bush-

els this year for seed. Is 1 bushel to the acre enough
to sow ? I sowed 2 bushels on part of mine last year,

and think it made more hay and had fewer weeds.

Is the soja beau as good an improver of the land as

the pea? I find it makes double the quantity of feed,

and is much easier to save.

Culpeper Co., Va. C. H. Wine.

I think there is no comparison in value between

the soja bean and the cow-pea. The cow-pea is far
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ahead of it in feed value, and the plant makes far

better hay, aud is more easily cured. The hard woody

stem of the soy bean is a great drawback to it, aud

makes it harder to cure. I have given elsewhere

some notes on the curing of the cow-pea, to which I

refer you. There is no trouble whatever in making a

hay from them that is the equal, if not the superior,

of any clover hay made, as the sample I lately sent

to the Editor of the Planter fully shows. I never saw

finer feed in my life. W. F. Massey.

Curing Pea-Vine Hay.

In the last Southern Planter, I was much interested

in au article in which you speak of the barn curing of

pea- vines.

My main crop, except oats, is peas for hay. I plant

largely, and find it requires considerable time in best

weather for curing, aud am anxious to know of an
easy way to secure this hay.
My plan is to mow, and let lie uutil as dry as can

be, with under portion on ground. I rake in small
winrows, let lie as weather permits, put in small
shocks, later open and double up, and when thought
to be cured, open carefully—allow no shaking—and
give part day's sun; if moisture is found, let remaiu
longer in shock ; haul to barn, put in upper loft, salt

lightly, and, for final disposition, let down to lower
floor.

From reading the article, I think you have an easier
and quicker and as sure a way. Will you please give
me your plans?

Augusta, Ga. Jas. L. Fleming.

[See reply to John Giles in this issue.

—

Ed.]

Clover and Pasture Land.

Carleton Gould, Decherd, Tenn., writes: "Sowed
field of wheat in clover last February. Good stand
after harvest. By advice of neighbors, pastured it off.

Rag weeds came up. Mowed them off in bloom. Part
good stand now, part poor and part none. Land ca-

pable of making 40 bushels of corn per acre. Had I

better leave it or plant in corn and put peas in the
corn ? If left, what grass seed had I better sow on it

this spring, and how? Have a field of wheat sowed
with clover last October. Came up thick, but is now
rather thin, but even. Scarcely any clover raised
here on this red clay soil, and what is is poor. Am
told that clover formerly did well here, but not of late

years. Have been here one year from Illinois, and
they told me I would be back in two years, but I do
not feel like it yet. After harvest I broke some stub
ble and sowed in peas. Out the peas and turned hogs
in to gather those scattered. Disced and sowed to
wheat, which is uow looking well. I would like to
hear from you about pastures. Have a pasture that
is sedge grass at one end and bare at the other. On
this end the Japan clover grows in summer wheu it

rains and don't grow when it is dry. So there is only
pasture at times in summer. What would you do with
it ? What do you think of soiling entirely 1

"

Your first error was in taking your neighbor's ad-

vice and pasturing the young clover. This was about

as bad treatment as you could have given the clover.

Mowing the rag weed off was all right, and should

u-ver be neglected. Under the conditions you name
we would break the land after putting on it all the

manure we could spare and put it iu corn. Work the

corn shallow and flat, and just before the last working

sow cow-peas and cultivate them in. They will make
a rank growth in that soil, and should be cut off as

close as possible after the corn is cut down, if you in-

tend to put the land in wheat. Then disc the land

and seed to wheat after making the surface as fine as

possible. If you can give the land a good coat of lime

after getting it ready for the corn, it will increase the

chances for clover catching hereafter. I would apply

about 25 bushels of lime per acre once in five or six

years, aud as a rule would prefer to use it as a top-

dressing on clover the second spring. Give the clover

sown last fall a dressing of plaster at the rate of 300 to

400 lbs. per acre. You are on the right track in

growiug peas, but when you can get good stands of

clover stick to the clover, and be ready at every op-

portunity to get a crop of peas to increase your capa-

city for carrying stock. For the run out pasture, we
would break it and sow in peas with a heavy dressing

of acid phosphate. Cut the peas for hay and seed the

land down to grass in the fall, either alone or with

wheat. For a permanent pasture I had rather seed

the grass alone, making a mixture of orchard grass,

Red Top, red clover, and white clover, and Kentucky

blue grass. Use plenty of seed, for the success of a

permanent pasture depends on gettiu^ a thick sod at

once. Then when it gets started give this, too, an

occasional topdressing of lime, for the blue grass will

not do much unless there is plenty of lime in the soil,

and lime will tend to keep out the worthless broom-

sedge. Soiling comes in handy at times when pas-

tures are short, but keeping cattle by soiling alone

belongs to limited areas and high-priced land with

high-priced products. Some soiling crops come in

handy at times, but pisture lauds are too cheap with

you to make it pay as a system.

W. F. Massey.

Asparagus Growing.

Please state in your next issue if an asparagus bed
foul with weeds aud grass can be burnt without being
injured.

Dinwiddle Co., Va. W. A. Smith.

We do not know that any harm can be done the

bed by burning off the weeds and trash at this season

of the year. They ought not to have been allowed to

grow and seed, but should have been cleared off when
first starting. They have robbed the bed of so much
fertility, which it will now stand in need of. After

burning, cover the bed with well rotted manure and

soil.

—

Ed.
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Cotton Blight.

I have a light gray and black loam upland soil, on
which the cotton grows off beautifully, but about the
middle of July or first of August it blights, throwing
off all the bolls not fully matured, and causing those
matured pretty well to open prematurely. I notice
when I rotate cotton with corn it does not blight so
badly. How can I prevent this blight?

Arkansas. R. J. Wilson.

It is found that in some lands that are inclined to

blight in this way an application of kainit in the fer-

tilizer used is almost a specific. The Alabama Station

has published some bulletins on this matter, and you
can get them, doubtless, on application to the Direc-

tor, at Auburn, Ala.
W. P. Massey.

,
improvement can be made continuous the year round.

Sow cow-peas in May, cut for hay in August, and
then cut up the land with the disc or spading harrow,
and seed with German clover or a mixture of German
clover and hairy vetches, and thus keep the land

covered all the year. This winter crop can either be
plowed down in April or May or be cut for feed, and
be followed with corn or other crops, or with cow peas
again. Use acid phosphate and muriate of potash
liberally on both the cow-peas and clover, and you
cannot fail to soon have rich land.

—

Ed.

Improving Land.

The object of this letter is to ask your opinion and
advice in regard to a matter, which will be explained
below. I wish to increase the fertility of my land as

rapidly as possible, and am willing to make a little

outlay to accomplish this purpose. I have medium
light soil, about between clay and sandy soil, having
a yellow porous subsoil, and pretty well cleaned of

stones and stumps. I have acres that will pay me net

$50 to $75, and I would be very stingy, almost dis-

honest, if I were not willing to give back each year
$10 or $15 per acre in the shape of plant- food of some
kind. Now, you see, the object is to spend this $10 or
$15 in the most economical manner.

I am undecided as to the use of clover or cow-peas
in bringing this fertility.

Peas do very well, especially when we put acid
phosphate and muriate of potash to them, and the re-

sult is, in a great measure, satisfactory.

In reading Mr. T. B. Terry's experience with clover,

in his book, " Oar Farming," one naturally becomes
biased to clover. In a few years he made his farm
very rich by running clover in a three years' rotation,

potatoes, wheat, and clover, mowing the first crop and
turning the second crop of clover. With us it is dif

ferent ; we can grow a reuovating crop after wheat,
potatoes, etc., comes off. But the season is so short in

Mr. Terry's State (Ohio) that one crop alone is all he
can get each year.

Which would you advise, clover or cow- peas, as a
renovating crop to accomplish my purpose ? Peas are

cheap, and it is not hard for me to get a good catch of
clover. We should not be satisfied with mere paying
crops ; they should be maximum crops.

North Carolina. W. L. KlVETT.

It is most gratifying to us to meet with a gentleman

having so sound a conception of his duty to his land

as our enquirer, and also one who at the same time

has the true conception of the end of all good farming,

viz., the obtaining not merely of paying crops, but

maximum yields. We think the cow-pea should in

the South' be made the basis of all improvement of

land, and this without at all disparaging clover as a

renovator. If, in conjunction with cow-peas, German
or Crimson clover and vetches are also used, then the

Curing Cow Pea Hay.

Kindly inform me how you cure cow pea hay. I
mean the " Barn method." J. W. Giles.

Campbell County, Va.

I have time and again given our method of curing

pea vines for hay, but will do so again. Mow them
when the first pods are just filled, but not dry. Toss
them, if practicable, with a tedder after mowing, so

that they will lie lightly, and if the weather is hot,

they can be raked into winrows the same eveuing.

Open them out the next day and dry off, and cock the

same evening. Open the cocks the next day and haul
in as soon as dried off and store in a tight barn mow,
and let them strictly alone while they are heating and
curing. I have always advised keeping the barn
closely shut, but the past season the hay, a sample of

which was noticed in the last Planter, was allowed to

cure on the grouud without cocking, and was hauled
in while still limp and stored in a rather open barn.

The cure was excellent, as the editor of this journal

can and has certified. Another party says that he
saved his by putting in a rail pen and then stacking
scraw over the top to shed the rains. It seems, there-

fore, that the limp peas will of themselves pack down
so tight as to be almost air-tight. At any rate, the
curing must be in a mass, and not by too long air dry-

ing, so that the leaves get brittle and fall off. All
external moisture must be dried off, and the pea vines

wilted so that a handful taken and twisted hard will

not show the sap running to the twist. Mr. Lindley

whose sample I sent, is of the opinion that, they do
better not shocked at all, as they begin to heat in the
cocks and some mould may start when they are moved.
He certainly made the best hay I have ever seen.

W. P. Massey.

Books on Agriculture and Fruit Growing.

Please give me names of the best books on agricul-
ture and fruit growing. Answer through the Southern
Planter, and greatly oblige

North Carolina. John P. Clark.

To give a complete list of books would occupy much
space, but probably the following will be found to

meet the requirements of most farmers : "The Fertil-
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ity of the Land," by Prof. I. P. Boberts ;
"How Crops

Grow," by Prof. S. W. Johnson ;
" How Crops Feed,"

by Prof. S. W. Johnson ;
" Feeds and Feeding," by

Prof. Henry; "The American Fruit Culturist," by

Thomas; "Principles of Fruit Growing," by Prof.

Bailey ; "Vegetable Growing in the South for North-

ern Markets," by Prof. Eolfs.—Ed.

Apple Growing.

I have about 400 apple trees planted in my orchard

—300 planted six years, 50 Wine Saps, 50 Grimes
Golden, planted one year. First planting bore some
fine, large fruit last year. I want to plant 600

this spring for a commercial orchard—200 Grimes
Golden, 150 York Imperial (Johnson's Fine winter),

100 Ben Davis, 75 Borne Beauty, 75 Mammoth Black

Twig.
Would you advise me to engage in fruit growing as

a profitable business? I have the trees growing in a

small nursery of my own grafting.

Can you suggest a better list than the above ?

"Grimes Golden" is beyond a doubt one of the

very best, if not the best, apple in cultivation. If

any of your readers are not acquainted with this va
riety, I will give further information through the

Planter. A Subscriber.

Scott County, Va.

We do not know that we could suggest a better

selection of winter apples for the section than those

named. All the varieties are good, and they are not

too numerous. It is always a mistake to plant too

many varieties in a commercial orchard. We believe

there is a great future for fruit growing in Virginia,

and think this future should be taken advantage of by

every one so situated as to be able to plant a good

orchard. Especially do we think that every farmer

in Piedmont, the Southwest and the Valley of Vir-

ginia should make apple growing a feature in his

work.

—

Ed.

Preparation for Wheat Crop.

I have eighteen acres which I desire to seed to wheat
coming fall ; it was seeded in rye last August, together

with crimson clover. The rye is a promising crop, but
clover almost a failure. Which will pay best to fallow

the rye in spring, sow peas and cut for hay, or let the

rye mature, sow peas as soon as rye is cut and follow

with wheat?
Your advice in the past has been so good I feel

assured of help in this little problem.

Spoltsylvania Co., Va. Lee J. Graves.

We would fallow the rye in spring and sow peas.

This will supply the nitrogen required by the wheat

crop, which the rye will not do. Cut the peas for hay

as soon as ready, and then plow the land at once, and

leave to become compact. If very light, we would

use the roller upon the land to aid in compacting

after plowing down the cow-pea stubble.

—

Ed.

Nitrogen in Cotton-Seed Meal—Cow-Peas or Clover
Liming Land.

What per cent, of nitrogen or ammonia does fresh

cotton seed meal contain ? Is the ammonia or nitro-

gen which it contains as available as the ammonia in

nitrate of soda ?

Which is the best and cheapest method of improving
light soil? By sowing cow-peas or common clover ?

I want to sow clover with spring oats, and wish also

to lime the land. Would it be advisable to put lime
on this spring?

Please answer through March issue of the Southern

Planter.

North Carolina. W. L. Kivett.

Cotton seed meal will average a little over 6 per

cent, actual nitrogen, or near 8 per cent, in the form

of ammonia. The nitrogen in the meal exists as or-

ganic nitrogen, and must pass through a process of

nitrification in the soil before it becomes as available

as the nitrate in the nitrate of soda. Organic matter

in the soil, through the action of bacterial organisms,

is broken down, and its nitrogen is carried by one

form to the shape of ammonia. Another set of organ-

isms takes it up then and forms nitrites, and a third

completes the work by the formation of nitrates of

whatever base is present in the soil. Green plants

use nitrogen in the form of nitrates, and if organic

ammonia, as in cotton seed meal, fish scrap, etc., is

placed in the soil, it must go through this nitrifying

process. But the nitrate of soda is already a nitrate,

and is ready at once to be taken up by plants
;
and if

not taken up at once is apt to be lost, as the nitrates

wash out of the soil very rapidly. Ammonia is sim-

ply hydrated nitrogen. The fertilizer men use the

term ammonia because the figures look larger on the

sacks. You can sow clover with spring oats, and if

the clover fails you still have the chance to sow the

cow-peas after the oats are cut. If your land is thin

and light, the peas will do more for you, and do it in

less than half the time the clover will. I have never

used lime on oats, and if the land is poor and light

and deficient in vegetable matter, I would not apply

lime till I had gotten this changed.

W. F. Massey.

Rotation on Tobacco Farm.

I live in Southern Maryland, where tobacco is our
one money crop. Our lands have been worked down.
The object seems to be to get all that can possibly be
obtained and return nothing. Our rotation is tobacco,
wheat and clover ; the corn being planted on other
land and never on the tobacco land. Wheat, at the
present prices and with the low production, just gives
us the straw clear. How will the following system
work ? Tobacco cut in August, followed by crimson
clover turned under in spring ; this followed by peas,

turned under in August ; then crimson clover, followed
by tobacco in the spring. Now, one question. Will
it injure the quality of the tobacco to use about 25
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bushels of lime under the first clover crop? My im
pression is that the lime will become so disintegrated

by its action on the two clover and one pea crop that

you would not be able to see its bad effect on the to-

bacCo. Lime is undoubtedly what our lands need,

and we have been afraid to use it, fearing to injure

the quality of our leaf. I believe that by this rotation

our lands cau be made to make 1,000 lbs. of tobacco,

instead of 500 lbs., which would readily mean, at the

low price of 6 cents rouud, a gain of $30 per acre.

Prince George Co., Md. H. M. Brown, M. D.

We are of opinion that the suggested rotation would

quickly result in a material improvement in the fer

tility of the land, but whether it would be wise to

make the land so rich iu nitrogen, as would result

from the pea and clover crops, when the object is to

produce tobacco, depends verj much on the type of

tobacco desired to be produced. On the dark, heavy

shipping types, it would not be detrimental but bene-

ficial, whilst on the light types it would undoubtedly

tend to produce coarseness and poor color. We
do not think that the use of lime in the manner

suggested would be injurious to the quality of the

tobacco usually grown iu Maryland. As the result of

experiments made, it has been found that tobacco is

one of the crops benefitted by lime. The effect of the

lime would be to make largely available the inert

plant-food in the land, and especially the potash, and

as tobacco is a potash-loving plant, it would seem rea

sonable to suppose would prove beneficial to the

tobacco. Tobacco is a crop, however, sr> largely de-

pendent for its quality on the character of the land on

which it is grown that it is always difficult to predict

what effect the use of certain fertilizers will have

;

hence the necessity to experiment with caution.

—

Ed.

Will you kindly state in your next Planter the best

way to plant "Cocke's Prolific" corn on ordinary
land, and oblige.

North Carolina. Jos. Ernest Elwtjll.

The largest yield of "Cocke's Prolific" corn (160

bushels to the acre) was made on land deeply plowed

in the fall, and then planted in checks 2J x 21—two

stalks in the hill. The next best yield (125 bushels to

the acre) was planted with the corn-planter, in rows

from 4 to 5 feet apart, the stalks from 14 to 15 inches

apart in the hill.

—

Ed.

R. H. Thompson, Greensville couuty, Va., asks

what is a thoroughbred horse? He says few people

thiuk alike on the subject. The thoroughbred horse

is just as distinctively a special breed of horse as is the

Percheron or Clydesdale, or the Short- Horn cow

among cows, or the Berkshire Hog among hogs. It is

an improper use of the word "Thoroughbred" to de

scribe a pure bred Percheron or Clydesdale as a

"thoroughbred" Percheron or Clydesdale, or a pure-

bred Short Horn cow as a thoroughbred short- horn
cow. A thoroughbred horse is one tracing its descent
to Arabian stock.

—

Ed.

Varieties of Corn for High Land and Low Land-
Sweet Potatoes—Walling Well—Damp Proof

Cellar.

I. What kind of corn would you advise to plant in
this section—a, ou bottom—b, on high laud?

II. Jersey sweet potatoes bring much more on
Northern markets than Virginia's. Can the former
kind not be raised to perfection here?

III. What is the cheapest way for walling up a well
to make it dirt proof and a cellar to make it water-
proof? Especially state composition of mortar.

Chesterfield Co., Va. Subscriber.

1. Hickory King, Improved Southern White Snow-
Flake, Virginia White Dent in white varieties, and
Clark's Mastodon and Golden Dent, among yellow
varieties, for high land ; Cocke's Prolific, Holt's

Strawberry, or Cary's Klondyke, for low grounds.
2. We doubt whether any better sweet potatoes are

grown anywhere than the Virginia ones, and it is

questionable whether the Jersey potatoes would do
well here. Millions of bushels are sent every year
from Virginia to the Northern markets, and always
sell well. The Yellow Nansemond has a great reputa-

tion North, and we should hesitate to endeavor to sup-

plant it.

3. The best way to wall up a well is to do the work
with stones laid without mortar so as to permit of the
water draining through into the well. If stones are

not to be had, use brick, laying without mortar, and
with open joints. The cellar should be plastered with
cement or hydraulic lime. The cement or lime should
be mixed one third cement or lime and two thirds fine

sharp clean sand.

—

Ed.

Subsoiling.

I have a chocolate field with very hard clay subsoil,
I intended subsoiling for corn this year, but it has
been too wet. The snow is now 15 inches deep on it

;

will it be best to subsoil as soon as I can for this year's
crop? Please answer in the next issue of the Southern
Planter.

Hanover Co., Va. Willard Green.

If the land is well-drained, the subsoiling may do
good even at this season. But I would not look for

much benefit from subsoiling a piece of clay land iu

early spring while the land is still wet. In fact, on
flat clay land that needs uuderdrainage, as much of
the land about your neighborhood does, very little

good can come from subsoiling till the underdraining
is done, for the wet clay soil will soon resume its orig-

inal condition. The best time for subsoiling is in the

fall months, before the land gets saturated with the

winter rains. Owing to the very wet winter, I fear
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that you will hardly find that land in good condition

for subsoiling before corn-planting time.

W. F. Masset.

Ticks on Sheep—Sheep Ailing.

I have in charge about 26 sheep which have become
infested with vermin ; they have also a constant run

niug from the nose. Will some one give me a remedy
for the troubles meutioued above?
Bedford <:<>.. Va. J. M. Goodman.

The vermin can be destroyed by dipping the sheep,

using one of the " Dips " advertised. Cooper's Sheep

Dip is a reliable one, or they may be killed with Per

sian Insect powder or tobacco dust sprinkled in the

wool. Give the sheep small doses (say half an ounce)

of turpentine in a gill of linseed oil, two or three

times, at interva s of a few days, and keep out of

storms.

—

Ed.

Corn Smut.

Myself and neighbors are greatly troubled with

what is known here as smut on corn. Some varieties

are more infected than others. It is very injurious to

stock, ofttimes killing them, and causing a very notice-

able shortage in yield. The ears that are infected have
an imperfect cob, with very little corn. This black

looking substance looks like a large chunk of soot,

and, when disturi'ed, flies all about. Would lite your
advice as to a remedy. Have heard something about

the hot water treatment, but do not know how it is

done, neither the kind of thermometer to use, or what
temperature to have water.

Tennessee. C. L. Davis.

We regret to say that there is as yet no remedy

known for smut on corn. The only thing that can be

done is to lessen the spread of the disease by pulling

the diseased ears and burning them. The hot water

treatment is effective in preventing smut on wheat and

oats, but is not applicable to prevent corn smut.

—

Ed.

CANADA PEAS AND OATS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Having recently heard some discussion in regard to

the value of Canada field peas, as an early feed for

hogs, I thought I would give you my experience with

them for the last two years. The preparation of the

land, manner of putting in, and results were practi

cally the same ; so I will eonfine myself to the crop of

'98. I prepared the ground thoroughly by plowing

and harrowing. On the Oth of March I seeded the

peas at the rate of 1 > bushels per acre, and also sowed

g pecks of oats per acre. I then harrowed in both

peas and oats with a disc harrow, the harrow set at

its greatest angle, so as to cover the seed as deeply as

possible. I prefer the disc harrow for covering to

plowing them in. It not only does the work much
quicker, but distributes the seed more evenly. The

oats not only make considerable feed, but are a great

help in holding up the peas. The crop grew off finely,

and never had a check. By the first of June they

were ready for feeding. There was a perfect mat of

vines and oats from 4 to 5 feet high. Before turning

in the hogs, I cut some of the feed and fed for three or

four days to the hogs, to get them accustomed to it.

The first week in June I turned in three sows and

twenty shoats three months old.

There were only lj acres in this lot, and yet it fur-

nished abundant feed for this number of hogs till about

the middle of July. I do not think there was a single

pea lost, and but few of the vines. At any rate, every-

thing disappeared—oats, peas, and vines.

This makes a fine crop to folio w crimson clover for

hogs. I will say also that it makes most excellent

hay, and a large quantity of it. I would advise sow-

ing this crop earlier than I did ; in fact, they should

be seeded just as soon as the ground is in condition to

work—in February, if possible. Frost will not hurt

them at all. Do not sow after March, or you will be

likely to make a failure.

Chesterfield Co., Ya. W. F. Lewis.

FERTILIZERS REQUIRED BY DIFFERENT SOILS.

Regarding classes of soils in a general way, it may be
said that potash is a very essential constituent of ma-
nures for sandy soils, not only because all crops require
potash, but because they require it in relatively large
amounts, and because in sandy soils it is liable to exist
in minimum amounts. On the other hand, in clay
soils, potash is liable to exist in considerable amounts,
and the deficient element is more likely to be phospho-
ric acid, and this applied in abundance may enable the
plant to secure the necessary potash. In limestone
soils, the lime and phosphoric acid, and perhaps the
potash, may be in sufficient abundance to cause a
normal growth of plant, yet the nitrogen be so insuffi-

cient as to prevent a full development. These points
should guide in preparing and adapting our fertilizers

to our conditions, particularly in the absence of speci-
fic experiments touching these points.

—

Peof. Voor-
HEES, in Amer. Agricutturist.

I have mixed red clover with crimson clover. The
red seems to help the other to live through the winter.
Both make a heavy growth. If the crimson doesn't
live, the other will.—A. E. Cheevee, Massachusetts.

Mr. J. B. Newman, Barboursvill^, Va., writes:
"May success continue in your invaluable and ener-
getic enterpr se, for the Planter is the main prop and
pillar of Virginia agriculture."

Dr. W. H. Ruffner, Lexington, Va., writes: 'Ac-
cept for yourself assurances of my appreciation of
the valuable service you are rendering to the agricul-
tural interests of the State by means of the Planter.'1

'
1
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
Whilst it is still too early for many crops to be

planted in the truck patch or garden, it is none too

early for every farmer to set about making his garden

ready for planting ; and if he has not got a good garden,

to set about making one. A good garden is one of the

best investments a farmer can make. It affords the

means of more solid comfort and pleasure in the home
than any other area of equal extent on the farm—that
is to say, when properly cared for. Too often, the time

which it takes to care for a garden is begrudged, and
the manure which it ought to have is denied. This is

altogether wrong, and is a crying injustice done to the

lady of the household. She is expected to provide

appetizing meals for all, but without a garden this is

impossible. With it, she can accomplish wonders at

very little cost. Do not hesitate to make her able to

do this. You will reap a large share of the benefit,

and she will be able to enjoy life somewhat more. If

you have to make a garden, select a piece of good land

near to the house, and let it be rectangular rather

than square, so that the rows may be long and thus

better to work with horse power. Let the gates be

wide enough to admit a cart at each end of the garden.

This will facilitate the application of manure to the

land. See to it that the plot is well fenced in with a

chicken and hog proof fence, and then break it deeply

with the plow as soon as the land is dry enough to

work. Cover thickly with farmyard manure, and
work this well into the soil with a disc or spading

harrow, or a heavy cultivator. It is no use attempting

to make a garden unless you are willing to go to the

trouble of making it as rich as possible. Vegetables

and fruits, to be good, must be grown on rich land,

and be grown quickly. Lay off all beds and rows

lengthwise of the land. This will save much hand
labor and ensure attention to a crop many times when
it would otherwise be neglected. A horse hung to a

cultivator for half an hour before going into the field

will keep the crop growing, when, if it depended on

hand labor with the hoe, it would be left to suffer.

In our last issue will be found an article on asparagus

growing. This is the time when the bed should be

prepared for planting, or if planted a year or more

ago, got ready for the production of the crop. Refer

to the article.

In the trucking sections of North Carolina and Tide-

water Virginia, if the month be a fine one, work will

press for attention. The influence of spring is soon

felt there, and land should be got into order for plant-

ing without delay. Irish potaties and English peas

not already planted, should be got in. We refer our

readers to the notes on these crops in our February

issue.

The growth of fall planted cabbages should be en-

couraged by cultivation, and if necessary, by a top

dressing of nitrate of soda, say, at the rate of 100

pounds to the acre.

Cabbage plants raised in frames or hot beds should

be hardened off and set out, when fit, in rich land.

In this issue will be found an article on cabbage grow-

ing, to which we refer our readers.

Small sowings of radishes, lettuce, beets, spinach,

spring kale, carrots, parsnips, parsley and onions may

be made in sheltered situations, or where they can be

protected if the weather becomes severe. These sow-

ings may be lost, but if they stand, will well repay for

the risk taken.

Make up hot beds for striking sweet potato plants

ami for raising egg plants, peppers, tomatoes and

other delicate plants.

INSPECTION OF FRUIT TREES AND NURSERY
STOCK IN GEORGIA.

The Legislature of Georgia has created a Depart-

ment of Horticulture and Pomology and authorized

the employment of an entomologist, whose duty is to

inspect, prevent, diminish and destroy contagious dis-

eases and destructive insects in orchards, vineyards

and other places. No grower or nurseryman can ship

into the State of Georgia any trees, shrubs, cuttings,

vines, bulbs, or roots without having been previously

inspected by either a State or Experiment Station En

tomologist or government officer within twelve mouths

of the date of shipment, and certificate of inspection

to accompany each box or package. All persons re-

siding in Georgia dealing in or handling trees, etc., is

compelled to have his or their stock inspected annually

on or before 1st November in each year.

FRUIT GROWING IN VIRGINIA

Editor Southern Planter

:

In my article in the January issue of your most

excellent paper, I made special mention of fruit grow-

ing in Middle and Tidewater Virginia, in the hope of

encouraging the farmers in those sections of the State

to greater activity in this important and profitable

business. It is an erroneous idea that fruit cannot be

profitably grown there. While we are yet in the fruit
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planting season, I desire to discuss this subject a little

more before taking up other important industries of

interest to our farmers.

More is known generally as to the gratifying success

in fruit growing in the great Piedmont section of the

State. This sectiou can compete with any part of the
world in fruit raising, especially in growing apples
The fruit from numbers of orchards brings from $5,000

to $15,000 per annum, being more for thesame number
of acres in fruit than in any other State

;
yet there are

thousands of acres in Piedmont Virginia now idle

which can in the near future be made to bring millions
of dollars into the fruit growers' pockets. I believe
fruit raising iu our State is yet in its infancy and capa-
ble of great advancement. A million dollars may
seem to some rather extravagant as to value, but just
look w' at Michigan is doing now. Twenty years ago
slip did not ship an apple ; now she is shipping from
400 to 600 cars per week. Fifteen years ago California
shipped no fruit ; last season she shipped 6 600 cars of
fresh fruite, 11,500 cars of oranges, 100,000 000 lbs. of
raisins, 3,000 cars of dried fruit, and 8,000 cais of
wine and brandy. Virginia is to day shipping more
apples than any State on the Atlantic coast, except
New York, and she equals that State. She grows
nearly as many peaches as Maryland and Delaware
combined. The last census gives Virginia the fifth

place in apple growing among the States.

A good apple orchard is a gold mine to the owner.
It is one of the best insurance policies a farmer can
carry. Many orchards are failures for obvious reasons :

the selection of varieties not suited to the climate and
soil

; the selection of too many varieties, and of too
much fall fruit. The best paying orchard is one
planted with few varieties of th best bearers, best
keepers, and best sellers combined. The reader can no
doubt call to mind orchards in his neighborhood made
practically valueless by the injudicious selection of

varieties and improper attention. After an orchard
is planted, everything grown in it should be grown
solely for the benefit of the trees, and not for the pur
pose of a crop.

The Great Valley and Southwest Virginia are fine

fruit -rowing sections also, and some of the best pay-
ing orchards in the State are growing iu those divisions

of the State. I know an orchard in the Middle Valley
in which are 750 Johnson's Fine winter trees eleven
years old, from which $4,200 in fruit have been sold.

There are trees of this variety in that section thirty-

five years old still heavy bearers in fruit years. I

know an orchard in another section wbich paid, from
last season's crop, $750 per acre. Many others I can
mention of similar profits. Two gentlemen in the

Roanoke valley are planting 450 acres in but two
varieties of apples—Red Limber Twig and Winesap.

Every farmer who has an orchard should encourage

his neighbor to plant fruit trees, because the more

fruit grown in a county the more buyers will be at-

tracted to that section and compete for the fruit ; also,

advantages will accrue in bettei transportation rates.

Many people are not aware of the nearness of Vir-

ginia to Northern markets. Alexandria, Va., in a

direct line, is nearer New York city than Auburn,

N. Y.; Charlottesville is as near New York city as

Buffalo ; Staunton is as near New York as Dunkirk ;

Richmond is nearer New York city than Buffalo, and

West Point is as near New York as Rochester, and

Virginia has two large exporting ports on her own
shore—Norfolk and Newport News. Virginia is 1,000

miles nearer market than the largest competing fruit

growing States. When we consider these advantages

in Virginia's favor, the inducements to our farm-

ers to give more attention to horticulture aud fruit

raising is very important. These advantages are at

trading immigrants to our State in increasing num-

bers. The future of Virginia as a fruit shipping State

is that she is destined to be among the largest in the

country, with results highly satisfactory to our farm-

ers, bringing profit, comfort and pleasure to the home.

But successful horticulture and fruit growing makes

more demand on the intellect than ordinary farming.

The horticulturist and fruit grower must be a thinker

as well as a cultivator. He deals directly with natural

laws which have puzzled the brain of man for ages

past to understand—the slow, delicate extension of

the tiny rootlet, the development of the truuk, the

respiration of the leaf, the formation of the fruit bud.

The field of horticulture and fruit growing is so

wide and varied that I have only time and space to

mention the apple industry. There are many other

varieties of fruits which are just as good money makers
and as well suited for Virginia soil and climate as the

apple, the propagation of which will briug handsome
profits to our farmers. Fruit culture is in the Hue of

intensive farming. Relying upon the old stand by
crops of corn, wheat and tobacco alone will not prove

satisfactory to our farmers any longer. We must
diversify. There are but few farms in Virginia on

which a few acres cannot be found that will yield more
thau double the revenue from fruit than from any
other crop. A few acres can also be found for some
staple vegetable that will prove profitable. What an

acre of ground is capable of producing under the most
favorable circumstances is wonderful. I have never

found any benefit from pursuing the vagaries of a
theorist, but actual facts, practical knowledge, are our

best guides. What one man has done can be done by
another under similar conditions. I have for this rea-

son, and to encourage our farmers, given results from
individual orchards. I will give the results of one
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year's production from 30 acres of land devoted to

vegetables and other crops in an adjoining State in

the Piedmont section of the Blue Ridge. The owner

of this farm sold one year $12,000 worth of produce

from these 30 acres. Of this sum, $6,000 were ex

penses and $6,000 were profits, and all these products

were sold south of Virginia and the greater part sold

in the State in which they were gr >wn. I know the

gentleman to be reliable. These facts should encourage

our farmers to diligently pursue intensive farming,

always keeping an eye on the market and growing

only what people will buy.

G. W. Koiner,
Commissioner of Agriculture Va.

THE CABBAGE CROP.
Editor Southern Planter :

The importance of this crop can only be realized

when we consider that there are over 77,000 acres de

voted to its culture in the United States, and that it

gives to the farmers an annual net return of $118 per

acre. Over 50 per cent, of the cabbage grown is

raised in the vicinity of New York and Philadelphia;

thirteen percent, in the Norfolk trucking section, and.

prominent though this crop seems to those who live in

the vicinity of Baltimore and Washington, this truck-

ing section produces but 5 per cent, of the total crop.

With cabbage, as with all crops, a knowledge of its

composition and the plant foods consumed aid in an

understanding of the needs of the crop and an intelli

gent manuring for the same. In the course of a study

of the chemical composition of the cabbage plant, de-

terminations of the fertilizing elements contained in

the different parts have been made with the following

results :

Fertilizing Materials found in the Different Parts of
Cabbage Plants.

Per rents, in Fresh Materials.

Beads. Refute Leaves. Root.
Per e, nl. Per rent. Per ceht.

Phosphoric acid 0.023 0.080 0.111

Potash 0087 402 0.762
Nitrogen 0.065 0.227 0.352
Lime 0.019 0.441 0.107

An average crop of cabbage will yield, per acre,

4,000 mature heads, weighing 33 lbs. each, or 14,000

lbs ; 4,500 refuse leaves and immature heads, weighing

2 lbs. each, or 9,000 lbs.; and 4,500 roots and root

stalks, weighing 1 lb. each, or 1,125 lbs.

Combining the above figures, we find that each acre

of an average crop of cabbage requites during its

growth the following amounts of plant foods :

Pounds of Fertilizerfound in Cabbage from One Acre.

Heads. Refuse. Roots. Total.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

Phosphoric acid 3.2 7.2 1.2 11.6

Potash 12.2 36.2 8.6 57.0

Nitrogen 9.1 20.4 4.0 33.5

g

This means that the cabbage crop of the United

States requires in its growth at least 450 tons of phos-

phoric acid (P2 5 ), 2,195 tons of potash (K aO), and

1,290 tons of nitrogen (N) ; of these amounts, 123 tons

of phosphoric acid, 470 tons of potash and 350 tons of

nitrogen are sold off the farms in the heads. The

balance is left on the land as refuse, either to be fed to

stock or plowed under for a succeeding crop.

Putting these figures in a different way, we find that

the cabbage grown in the United States takes from the

soil an equivalent of about 16,000 tons of a fertilizer

analyzing 3 per cent, of phosphoric acid, 14 per cent,

of potash, and 8 per cent, of nitrogen, or about 385,000

tons of moderately well rotted stable manure.

How Shall Manure for Cabbage be Applied,
and in What Amounts?

The amount of the various plant foods which shall

be applied for this crop must be modified, as for any
crop, with reference to the conditions, character and
needs of the land. Soils differ in the amounts of

plant food they contain and in the availability of that

food according to the derivation and the culture to

which they have been submitted. Consequently, due
consideration must be given these points in preparing

a fertilizer to be applied. Consideration must be given
not only to furnishing sufficient plant food, but to fur-

nishing it in a form best adapted to the crop to be
grown, so that the crop will have an abundance of

available plant foods at all stages of growth. In order

to grow cabbage to perfection, it should never be
checked in its growth after starting, and should be
grown comparatively quickly.

The methods of fertilization and culture should be.

such as to keep the soil mellow and allow water to cir-

culate freely. This can only be done by having the

soil full of organic matter. The organic matter can

be furnished by means of stable mauure, yet, in most
places this can be supplied more economically by
growing some preparatory green crop, such as peas or

clover (especially crimson clover), and then turning

this under. The additional supply of plant food can

then be supplied cheaper by means of a commercial

fertilizer. The commercial fertilizer should furnish

the plant foods in the most readily available form pos-

sible. The major portion of the supply of potash and
l-hosphoric acid may be applied to the preparatory

crop, if such is grown, and then supplying the balance

at the time of setting the plants. The nitrogen for

the most part can be supplied by means of the stable

manure or the green crop, but it will be well to apply
some very soluble nitrate or ammonia compound at

the time of setting the plants, and in some cases an

additional application at the time the heads are begin-

ning to form will prove profitable.

The amount of fertilizer to apply must be determined
by each grower for himself, depending upon his con-

ditions, but in almost every case it will be found de-

sirable to apply fertilizers containing much more nitro-

gen and potash thau the ordinary cabbage and truck

fertilizers found on the market ; nevertheless there are

but few cases where it would be necessary to have as

large percentages as indicated above.

H. J. Patterson,
Chemist Md. Agrl. Exp. Station.
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Peach Trees affected with 'Yellows" should be destroyed and burned. Fire Blight on Pears or Quinces,
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and Black Knots on Plums or Cherries, should be cut out and burned as soon as discovered.
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Hellebore.

Fresh white hellebore 1 ounce.

Water - gallons.

Apply when thoroughly mixed This poison is not so ener-

getic as the arsenitee, and may be used a short time before the

sprayed portions mature. For insects which chew.

Kerosene Emulsion.

Hard soap I pound.

Boiling water 1 gallon.

Ken -cue 2 gallons.

Dissolve the soap in water, add the Kerosene, and churn with

a pump for 5-10 minutes. Dilute 10 to 25 times before apply

ing. Use strong emulsion for all scale insects. For insects

which suck, as plant lice, mealy bugs, red spider, thrips, bark

scale. Cabbage worms, currant worms, and all insects

which have soft bodies, can also be successfully treated.

Raupenleim.

Raupenleim (caterpillar lime) is a German product which

has prove 1 very successful against many insects. It is a very

sticky black substance, obtained from crude petroleum, and
lias a' strong, tar-like odor. A thick band of it on a trunk of a

tree "ill remain sticky for several weeks, and catches all insects

which attempt to cross or puncture it It can be obtained in

tiii- country of Messrs. Wm. Menzel & Son, (U Bread street.

New York "city, for $3.75 per keg of 25 lbs. One pound will

Dover the whole trunk of a tree 4 or 5 inches in diameter.

STRAWBERRY VARIETY LIST.

The yield of the eight leading varieties this season

stands as follows, each plant the same size :

Sample, .... 461 ounces.

Brandywine, . . . 362 "

Howard No. 14, . . 350 "

Gandy Belle, ... 327 "

Glen Mary, . . . 326 "

Maximus, . . . 309 "
.

Isabella, . . . . 306 "

Clyde, . . . . 299 "

The Clyde did not do as well as it promised on ac

count of wet weather. The Sample we class as medium

in quality and above average in size. This is for

rather heavy soil.

Prof. S. T. Maynard.
Hatch Exp. Station, Amherst, Mass.

LETTUCE GROWING.

Lettuce growers who have held that sandy soils were
the only suitable medium for forcing this salad crop
will doubtless be surprised at results reached in ex-

periments at the New York Agricultural Experiment
Station (Geneva) and announced in Bulletin No. 146.

In a series of tests, continued through four crops of
head lettuce grown in the forcing house upon soils of

different texture, it was found that the best results

were secured upou a soil of rather compact nature (a

clay loam basis) which contained a good proportion of

fine sand, clay and silt, and was moderately lightened
with fairly well rotted horse manure.

In fertilizer tests carried on at the same time, the
same factor, texture of the soil, exerted more of an

influence than did the source of plant food. That is,

upon sandy loam soils the commercial fertilizer plats

did better than the stable manure plats ; while upon
the clay loam plats the lightening of the soil by the
stable manure gave better results upon the manured
plats than upon those tre ted with chemicals. Little

gain came from use of both manure and chemicals;
with one good supply of plant lood it is a waste to

supplement it with another.

POINTS IN ASPARAGUS CULTURE.

There are several points of value in the culture of
asparagus to which no r 'ference is made by your cor-

respondent in a recent issue, and which have not been
noted in any treatise I have seen upou the subject.

They were brought out at one of our county horticul-

tural meetings by my inquiry as to the best method of
dealing with asparagus seedlings. These seedlings are
very abundant in spring, and are detrimental if not
removed. They grow largely from seeds contained in

the little red vessels with which the foliage of the
mature female plants is decorated. If from a uew bed
these female seed bearing roots are eradicated, as soon
as the incipient buds appear on the stalks, or before
any seed matures, there will be little or no trouble
with seedlings; and their removal favors the growth
of the remaining roots. This plan is not feasible in au
old bed where the roots are large and well established.

Cut to the ground, year by year, as they appear, all

seed bearing stalks, allowing no seed to ripen. If not
cut in the early stages of growth, burn the stalks, for

even when cut quite green seed will mature and
scatter.

We commenced cutting all the seed stalks in an old
bed of thirty years' standing, not always as soon as
they appeared, as we should, but before any seed ma-
tured. During a period of three years, the number of
seed stalks and seedlings has grown less each year.

Last year there were comparatively few of either to

remove. Persistent and thorough cutting has weak-
ened the power of the roots to send up seed stalks, and
we believed that in the near future all stalks bearing
the mischievous red berries will disappear; meantime
the bed, with otherwise the same culture, has grown
more prolific with stalks of increased size. A clump
apart from ihe main bed has sent up no seed stalk for

two years. Prior to cutting, they appear yearly. Our
experience warrants the assertion that it roots sending
up seed stalks are promptly removed from new beds,
and seed stalks are cut before seed matures from old
ones, little trouble will arise from the presence of
seedlin s, and, in place of deteriorating the beds, will

increase in value.—Sarah E. Wilcox, in Agricultural
Epitomist.

Hugh Antrim, Richmond, Va., writes :
" I have

subscribed to other agricultural papers, but prefer the
Southern Planter to all others."

Theo. A. Harding, Esq., of Washington, D. C,
writes: "I am well pleased with your publication,
and want my manager to always have the first chance
to read it."
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Live Stock and Dairy.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF ANIMALS.

We have received from Dr. Niles, State Veterina

rian of Virginia, copy of his report to the Governor.

From this we gather that there is still much trouble

from Texas fever in the southern portions of the State,

and that he has to complain of want of co operation

in the work of stamping out the disease on the part of

the local authorities. With vigilant co-operation and

the introduction of a "no fence" law throughout the

State, we have no doubt whatever but that Texas fever

can be diiven out of the State, and thus all the in-

conveniences of quarantine be avoided. Dr. Niles

says : "I desire once more to call attention to the iin

portance of a 'no fence' law, at least in the quaran

tine counties, as a practical means of exterminating

the cattle tick. Several counties having the law have

been released from quarantine. Gloucester county

has been a badly infested county, but since the Board
of Supervisors established a ' no fence ' law, two years

ago, it has become practically free from ticks, and the

Federal authorities have promised to release it from

quarantine in 1899. The same results could be gotten

in all tick-infested counties, with a rigidly enforced

'no fence' law." We trust that farmers and stock

owners will use their influence with Boards of Super-

visors to bring about this most desirable change. The
enforcement by the Federal authorities of quarantine

regulations in the State is the cause of the loss of thou-

sands of dollars to farmers every year, besides beiug

the source of much annoyance and inconvenience.

Black leg among calves was prevalent in the State

last year. This complaint is, however, readily con-

trolled by vaccination, and the operation is a simple

one, capable of being performed by any stock owner.

The State Veterinarian will furnish vaccine to stock-

owners without cost to them.

Glanders has existed amongst horses in the State,

and the Veterinarian cautions buyers against pur-

chasing horses and mules from the Government camps
where the disease has been prevalent.

Hog cholera has been prevalent in many sections,

and caused serious loss. Now that the Bureau of An-
imal Industry at Washington has discovered a serum
which, by the administration of a single dose, will

save an average of 80 per cent, of the hogs in herds

in which cholera or swine plague has appeared, as it

has done in the hands of Dr. McBerney in Page Co.,

la., it should not be long before farmers will cease

to dread the visitations of this plague. We would
strongly urge all who have hogs attacked by cholera

to at once write Dr. Salmon, of the Bureau of Animal
Industry, Department of Agriculture, Washington,

for serum and instructions for its administration. It

would seem probable that by means of vaccination it

may yet become possible to breed hogs which shall be

immune against the disease. Dr. Sayre, of Indiana,

writing to the Breeders' Gazette, says :

" Beginning four years ago with sows that were im-
mune on account of having had cholera, and follow-
ing the plan of inoculating each sow for each litter she
farrowed, I have produced a herd of hoys that have
not only gone through the ordinary dangers, of con-
tracting cholera, but have been tested in a manner
that proves them to be absolutely cholera proof. In
my tests, I have used only sows that were immunized
by my method, and not sows that stood proof on ac-
count of having had cholera.

" I have brought sick hogs in all stages of cholera
into my herd, and left them there to die, and be eaten
by my hogs, aud have bled sick hogs into my swill-

barrel from which I have slopped my sows with young
pigs. I took a sow, with six pigs three and one-half
weeks old, to a herd of 100 hogs, which were nearly
all sick, and allowed them to remain there four weeks,
until the sick herd numbered but eighteen head, when
I took my sow and pigs home healthy, and they re-

mained so. I next took a sow, due to farrow in four
days, two miles from home, aud put her into a four-
acre woods pasture, where there were straw stacks of
four seasons, and where they had had hog cholera
each year for the last three years, and where there
were, at that time, thirty-eight hogs, nearly all sick
with cholera. She farrowed nine healthy pigs, that
remained there twenty-five days, until there were but
six of the sick herd left, and this sow and pigs are yet
healthy.

"These tests prove conclusively that this method is

the surest and safest way to breed hogs extensively
without running the risk of being burmd out with
cholera every little while, aud that it is a very com-
mon-sense method nobody will deny who gives it any
thought. While it is unsafe to vaccinate a susceptible
hog with cholera virus, you can readily see that you
can do no harm to an immune sow, but can render her
litter cholera-proof. If a pig is born with any con-
siderable degree of immunity, it is very reasonable to
believe that it will last him throughout the period of
his natural life as a market hog, aud if his litter sister

is to be retained as a brood sow and my plan is being
followed, her first inoculation would take place dur-
ing her first pregnancy, at an age of from twelve to

eighteen months, thereby perpetuating her own im-
mune condition, and rendering her litter likewise im-
mune. No man need despise the idea of beginning
hog raising in a small way, with one or two cholera-
proof sows, or as many as he can procure, because of
the fact that they multiply so rapidly, and because
he frequently has an opportunity, or is compelled to

start lightly after having been burned out with hog
cholera."

Mention the Ptantsr when you write to advertisers.
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CATTLE QUARANTINE.

We have received from Dr. Niles, the State Vete

rinarian, particulars of the quarantine regulations

which came into force on the 15th February. The

portion of the State of Virginia placed in quarantine

is practically the same as that quarantined last year
;

that is to Bay, all the State south of the James river

and cast of the Blue Ridge, with the addition of

Franklin county and certain counties in Eastern Vir-

ginia and north of the river. Gloucester county, how-

over, is now exempted. In addition to this portion

ol the State, parts of the counties of Amherst, Nelson,

Albemarle and Fluvanna north of the James are also

placed under State quarantine as being infected. This

portion of the State can, however, soon procure re

lease if ouly the authorities there will exert them-

selves to prevent the iutroductiou of infected cattle

from the south side of the river, and quarantine locally

the infected farms, which are ouly few in number.

PREVENTION OF TEXAS FEVER AND HOG
CHOLERA.

One gallon salt.

One quart sulphur.

One gill powdered copperas.

One gill powdered saltpetre.

Mix and keep in covered troughs or boxes, where

stock can have constant access to it, and give no other

salt.

The above has been used successfully by Judge

Coleman, of Cumberland county, Va., for 15 years.

PORK PRODUCTION.

Editor Southern Planter:

On reading the following report from the Kansas

Experiment Station, it just put me to thiukiug

:

Alfalfa May as a Pork Producer.

To the Gazette—Alfalfa hay is worth $17 per ton

when fed with Kaffir corn to fattening hogs, according

to the result of experiments now under way. To ob-

tain further information on Kaffir corn as pig feed,

and ascertain to what extent Alfalfa hay could be

used to balance up the ration of fattening hogs, quite

extensive pig-feeding experiments are under way at

our Experiment Station this winter.

Sixty spring shoats, averaging 125 pounds, were
arranged into six equal lots. From November 24th,

the beginning of the experiment, to December 29th,

a period of live weeks, lot, 1 had eaten 2,334 pounds

of Kaffir corn meal and 216 pounds of Alfalfa hay,

and made a gain of 511 pounds. Lot, 2 had eaten

2,314 ponnds of Kaffir corn meal and 239 pounds of

Alfalfa meal (Alfalfa hay ground). Lot 3 had eaten

2,343 pounds of grain, consisting of four fifths Kaffir

corn- meal and one fifth Soy- bean meal, and made a

gain of 592 pounds. Lot 4 had made a gain of 386
pounds on 2,070 pounds of whole Kaffir corn. Lot 5

made a gain of 385 pounds on 2,170 pounds of dry
Kaffir corn meal. Lot 6 made a gain of 403 pounds
on 2,405 pounds of Kaffir corn meal that was wet with
water as fed. The pounds of pork produced from
each bushel of grain was as follows :

Kaffir corn-meal and 5J pounds of Alfalfa hay 12.28

Kaffir corn-meal and 5| pounds of Alfalfa hay 1239
Kaffir corn meal i, and Soy-bean meal ! 14 35
Whole Kaffir corn 10.44

Kaffir corn meal fed dry 9.92

Kaffir corn-meal, wet when fed 9.36

Considering the gain of lot 1, fed Kaffir corn and
Alfalfa hay, over that of lot 5, fed Kaffir corn-meal
alone, and taking the price of pork at three cents and
Kaffir corn-meal at 50 cents per 100 pounds, the Al-
falfa hay made a saviug which made it worth $17 per
ton. Or, in other words,'by feeding eight and three-

quarter pouuds of Alfalfa hay along with each bushel
of Kaffir corn, seven cents more per bushel was real-

ized from the Kaffir corn. On the same line of figur-

ing, the Soy beau meal was worth $35 per ton. These
figures must be taken with due allowance until repeti-

tions of the experiment give more extensive data to

judge from. It is not to be understood that the value
is in the little Alfalfa added, but it enabled the pig to

utilize i he Kaffir corn to that much better advantage.
The Alfalfa hay fed in our experiment was from the
fourth cutting, and was fine and green aud just the
quality for the purpose. Six pounds are fed night
and morning, and a little over half is eaten. We
charged the pigs with all that was fed. The hay is

fed in a large flat trough, and the meal from a sepa-
rate trough froni the grain, and both are fed dry.
The feeding of Alfalfa hay to shoats and brood sows

is uo new thing to many Kansas farmers, aud many
have reported astonishing results, aud a few have fed

it to fattening hogs, but Kansas has yet to realize its

great value for this purpose, and we hope to fully

bring this out in future experiments. The results

given of the present experiment only cover thirty five

days, and for that time hogs will do fairly well on
corn and water alone, but from now on, their gains
will not be as good, and at the end of another five

weeks the results in favor of the Alfalfa will be still

greater. If shoats weighing 75 pounds had been
used in the experiment, the Alfalfa would have had a
still greater value.

When many farmers state that they are realizing

from $40 to $">0 per acre a year from their Alfalfa,

they are ridiculed by some, but this is not at all im-
possible on a small amount, if it is utilized properly.
This winter thousands of bushels of high priced corn
is being saved from going into low priced hogs by
roughing the hogs through on Alfalfa hay and corn.

F. C Burtis.
Kansas Experiment Station.

If pork can be produced at three ceuts per pound
and leave a profit of $17 per ton for the Alfalfa fed,

and also give a profit on the Kaffir corn used, as I

suppose it did, will it not be finally reduced to two

cents or a little lower ? What then is to become of

the Eastern pork raiser, or what is to become of him
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even at three cents per pound, under our methods of

raising it? The Alfalfa farmer can afford, as auy one

can see, to feed Kaffir corn at a loss, if it enables him

to realize $17 per ton for his Alfalfa.

It is clear our methods will have to be changed to

meet such prices as have prevailed for the past year,

or we must go to the wall on pork raising. I have

had good farmers, who were farmiug on river farms,

tell me they did not care to raise pork if they could

not get 4i cents per pound live weight.

What are we to do? Either produce Alfalfa or

adopt some other plan that may do as well or perhaps

better. Iu the large majority of attempts at Alfalfa

raising in the East, failure has followed. But one in-

stance of success am I acquainted with in this section,

and that was attained by an upper James river lady

farmer, who, by the way, is farming on a large scale,

and has everything done in the best possible manner,

meeting with success in many other things that many
a man has failed at ; and, to still farther digress, there

is another such instance of a successful lady farmer,

on the lower James, of whom the same may be said,

and uo doubt, if she desired, she could win the secret

of Alfalfa raising. Both of these ladies, I believe,

are native Virgiuians, and when trial came, showed

what the Virginia lady is capable of, though reared

in the most delicate refinement, and under circum

stances little calculated to develop such fine business

qualities.

But if it be impracticable for the most of us to raise

Alfalfa, is there some other method or combination of

methods by which we may hope to meet the low prices

for pork that seem inevitable? Can we produce some-

thing cheaper than the "all corn" feed? There is a

method already adopted in this State, and I believe

in all the other Southern States, and which has pre

vailed from time immemorial, which, it is anxiously

aud ardently hoped by the more progressive citizens,

will in a few mouths pass out of existence, by being

rendered impracticable through future decision of our

Court of Appeals. I refer to the method of turning

one's hogs upon one's ueighbors eleven months in the

year, and just before killing, feeding the self made
pork a half barrel of nubbins, and begrudging him
that. Any one following that plan need not trouble

himself to find a cheaper.

My plan for meeting the difficulty I have pointed

out is as yet theory, but I am not afraid to put it into

practice, and am now working along the line which

I will describe.

In a nutshell, it is this : Raise a succession of crops

suitable for hog food, that can be produced cheaply,

and can be in the main fed off by the hogs, and thus

save one of the heaviest items of the cost of a crop

—

that is, harvesting. In your hog lot, plant an orchard

of some of the improved varieties of Mulberry, which

will give feed in July for quite a long period
;
for

May and June, pasture common red clover, using a

small quantity of grain ; for August aud September,

sow in late April or early May Blackeye or Black

peas ; for October, November and December, plant

Jerusalem or any other good variety of artichokes in

March or very early in April, which, if not used up

by January, can be utilized any warm day by the

hogs, as they do not decay from remaining in the

ground during the winter ; or, a part may be dug be-

fore turning hogs on them, aud kilned like Irish pota

toes, and used when ground is frozen. With this

food give a small allowance of grain, which will make

both artichokes aud grain more effective for gain in

weight. For January, February, March and April,

use corn ensilage, made from corn which has been

planted for field cultivation. Planted in that way

there is more grain, and the forage is more nutritious,

than if planted thickly. Iu March and April, use a

small quantity of grain.

For a supplement to the ensilage and artichokes

during October, November, December, January and

February, use common old field Fluvanna persimmons.

Since the Richmond Dispatch has advised farmers to

utilize the persimmon crop, I am not ashamed of our

native fruit, and advise it also, and no oue need poke

fun at me. Plant au orchard of some variety (and

there are many) that yields large crops each year, the

fruit remaining on until late in March. A Richmond

nurseryman has agreed to graft such a variety for me,

the grafting wood furnished by myself. The persimmon

tree has to be planted quite young, or it will not live.

It has little or no lateral roots, and not much more

than a single tap root. It is a well known fact that a

crop of auy kind will grow as well under a persimmon

tree as anywhere else. When persimmons can be thus

utilized, I hope no one will iu future poke fun at Flu

vanna and her persimmons.

If persimmons are eaten in large quantities by horses,

it sometimes results fatally, and I have been told that

they will cause cows to abort, though I have never

had either experience with my stock.

As the wire fence, in some form, is to be the fence

of the future, why not anticipate your needs, and

plant Mulberries? They are quick growers and early

bearers. Plant along the fence rows every 40 feet to

nail wire or woven wire fence to. With good, stout

trees that distance, and a stake iu between, a most ex-

cellent fence can be made ; or put trees every 80 feet

aud two stakes between. Nut bearing trees or other

useful trees might be used.

C. E. Jones.

Fluvanna Co, Va.
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SILAGE FOR HORSES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

In certain portions of the State where cultivated

grasses make bat an indifferent growth, hay substi

totee are eagerly sought and the system of " pulling"

fodder from corn is in vogue. This makes a good

rongfa food for horses, but is too costly to gather, and

the supply is often limited.

Nations fodder plants have, from time to time, been

tried, but not with complete satisfaction ; cow-peas be-

ing difficult to gather and cure, crimson clover unsafe

as a hor^e food 'on account of the rough awn or beard

on the head), etc.; and for these reasons corn silage

has been usee! to a limited extent. We have had mauy
enquiries as to its fitness for such use, all concluding

their questions by stating that they had used it with

bad effect on their animals. While we could state that

silage was often used as horse food, and while we had

used a limited quantity in that manner, yet, as we
wished to make accurate statements of facts, we began

feeding eight work animals (six mules and two horses)

with silage, letting it to a certain extent take the place

of corn.

We used a small amount of silage for these animals

for some weeks previous to the dates mentioned in the

tables, the amount consumed the first week it was

weighed being more than it might be wise to start

with if they were entirely unused to it. By this, we
mean that for some days when beginning to feed silage,

it is of the utmost importance to feed but a very small

amount at first, and increase gradually, as the animals'

appetite and condition of bowels may indicate.

We are inclined to think that the whole trouble of

the parties making enquiries, came from feeding too

freely at first, or possibly, too, from not realizing that

all good silage contains a large amount of corn. If

this is not taken into consideration, and a large ration

of corn is given beside, it might prove dangerous, or

at least give serious bowel trouble The animals we

fed were in good health from first to last, were exam-
ined from time to time by a veterinary surgeon, and
found to be in normal condition.

In the table appended, Nos. 1 and 2 were mates and
mules; Nos. 3 and 1, mates and horses; Nos. 5 and 6,

mites and mules, and the same for Nos. 7 and 8—the

last pair being young, not quite full-grown.

After the preliminary period of feeding, previous

to weeks recorded, the animals given silage were

allowed all they would eat, though this is not as much
as is readily devoured by cattle of same weight.

This is but another indication that horses would eat

(after becoming accustomed to it) no more than they

could easily assimilate.

The weights given at the end of each week simply

show there was no falling off in flesh ; and this,

though all the animals were constantly at work except

during stormy weather. They all made gains in

weight, but those fed silage, corn and hay, and the

others fed corn and hay alone, gained about eqnally
;

BO this fact amounted to nothing except an indication

of good health. As a whole, it would appear that

silage would make a good roughage for horses, when
used in connection with hay or stover and grain, but

that the animal should become accustomed to the food

by degrees, and that this is as important as when

changing from old to new corn, or from hay to grass.

D. O. Nourse, Agriculturist.

Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va.

AMOUNT OF FOOD CONSUMED AND WEIGHT FOR

Week Ending December 24.

z<

Corn.

78

701

90f
100

74;

63

45}

Hay. Silage

116
83}

162
122
1151

98
68
95*

109}

128}

84

"64
J

1,234

1,184

1,482

1,124

1 ,254

1,138
91)2

1.030

Week Ending January 7.

fc<

Hay.
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PROFITABLE HOG RAISING.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I shall be much obliged by suggestions as to the best

and cheapest way to feed some twenty pigs from birth

in April till killing time. What sort of crops to grow
and about how much of each ? I shall have rye to cut

in May. Winter oats in July. They cau have the

run of a large field and woods, a smaller lot, or con
fined to pen, as may be most desirable.

Amherst County, Va. T. H.

When the farmer in Virginia and States South real-

izes the possibilities in pork production by raising

pigs on crops that for the most part they cau gather

themselves, this branch of farming will at once here

rise to be of leading importance. Of all the food

staples, pork should be the last that we import. At

present, Western pork is not only filling our cities and

towns, but a large proportion of the farmers, even, are

buying it ; and as long as we try to raise our pigs on

corn, this state of things will continue. We here

cannot make pork out of corn and place it in our mar

kets as cheaply as the Western farmer can ; but we
can compete with him and make a good profit for our-

selves if we will raise our pigs as grazing animals and

grow crops accordingly.

Tt is a very general impression that to raise pigs

right they must be kept chiefly on grain food, but

such an idea is entirely wrong. The pig's digestive

apparatus enables him to eat and extract the nutri-

ment from green forage quite as well as that of any

other animal. It is true he can do well longer on a

grain diet alone than most other stock, but when the

growing pig is given much grain, he is more likely to

have cholera, thumps, intestinal worms or some other

of a dozen troubles common to his kind. With plenty

of good grazing and only a little grain, his system

will keep in such good order that he will be about

proof against all of those things, and, though his

stomach is small, he will manage to "make a hog of

himself" in more ways than one.

In the question, " What crops to grow " for pigs,

T. H. has struck the key-note to cheap pork raising.

His sows are going to farrow at a good time of the year,

to take advantage of the grazing method. With a

piece of crimson clover and another of red clover,

T. H. would have been in fine shape, for the sows

then could be turned to graze on the crimson clover

very soon after the pigs were farrowed, and it would

furnish excellent forage till the middle of May. That

crimson clover makes a palatable food for pigs, no one

will question who has seen them eat it. A few years

ago I, for the first time, saw pigs in crimson clover.

There were ten large sows and probably eighty pigs.

It was really an interesting sight to see them wading

around in clover away above the little ones' backs

and eating with perfect contentment. That, with

later and very satisfactory experience, has emphasized

the fact that crimson clover is a satisfactory and fine

food for pigs. Red clover will follow the crimson

clover, and carry them nicely for a few weeks, when

the first of the spring sown crops will be ready. A
little bran and shipstuff should be fed to both sows

and pigs, and milk, if it can be had, for the first two

or three months. The troughs for the little pigs ought

to be placed so that the mothers cannot reach them.

If part of the rye and winter oats can be used for

grazing, they will, to some extent, take the place of

the crimson clover and red clover, but it will be neces-

sary to feed considerably more of such nitrogenous

foods, as bran and shipstuff or ground oats, to have

the pigs grow as they ought to.

Canada peas and oats sown together about the first

of March, will be ready by the early part of June, and

will give succulent and nutritious pasturage for five

weeks or more. The Canada pea does not seem to be

much grown in the South, but I can say, without hesi-

tation, that on land in a fairly good state of fertility,

it is a very fine crop to grow for this purpose. The

vines grow two to four feet long, and yield around

twenty bushels of grain to the acre. Oats sown with,

the peas greatly add to the quantity of food, and as they

grow nearly as well as if sown alone, and do not inter-

fere with the proper growth of the peas, but rather

do good by keeping them up, it is better to sow them

together. Pigs should be turned on the peas shortly

after the pods are well formed, at which stage, and un-

til the vines dry up, they eat with avidity every part

of the plant.

Sorghum, or an early variety of sweet corn, such as

Stowell's Evergreen, should next come in, and either

makes food much relished by the pigs. Cow peas

should be ready by the time these crops are eaten. By

sowing some peas early and some late, they can be

made to carry the pigs well on into October. The pigs

not only eat the peas, but the leaves and vines as long

as they are green.

Dwarf soy beans and sorghum (.ripe) make fine fat-

tening food for fall.

Pigs raised in the way above suggested, will be

ready in six to seven months to top off with corn.

Their stomachs will be well expanded and their whole

digestive system perfect, with constitutions that will

stand a solid corn diet for four or five weeks, if neces-

sary ; after which, if of good breed, they ought to

weigh, dressed, from two hundred and twenty five to

two hundred and fifty pounds. It is beneficial to feed

with the corn, all they will eat, of pumpkins, arti-

chokes, or mangles, etc. It is always economy to feed

pigs to their fullest capacity.

Where wood land produces many acorns, it is a

good plan to let the pigs have the benefit of them :
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but, to make pigs hunt and root for a living in a wood
where there is not an abundance of nuts, or roam over

a field where the pasture is short, will never pay. A
pig should be growing all the time. To do it, he

should be kept eating most of the time, and that with

out having to work too hard for his food. If the dif-

ferent kinds of forage have to be carried to the pigs,

it makes little difference whether they are confined in

a large or small field. Either is better thau a pen, for

pigs need earth. But in having to cut and carry the

various crops to them, one of the chief advantages of

this system of raising hogs is lost. The amount of

land for each kind of crop that will be necessary to

properly feed twenty pigs, cannot be definitely given,

as the kind of land and state of fertility make a dif

ference. The area or quantity of food, of course, must

be greater as the pigs grow larger. Half an acre of

good crimson clover would be ample ; an acre of red

clover, two or three acres of Canada peas and oats?

and five or six acres of cow peas, with an acre or two
of sorghum and corn, should suffice. It is better to

have plenty. One cannot always foresee the effects of

weather. Any forage that is left with all the manure
goes back to the land. Pure water should always be

provided, and shelter to protect from storms and sun

Albert R. Bellwood.
Chesterfield County, Va.

Ireland
(Vol. 19;

DaiOaisy, I

74994, T

HEREFORD CATTLE IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter:

One of the pleasantest sales of Herefords I made last

month was that to Mr. W. J. McCandless, of Brandy,
Culpeper county, Va., of the yearling bull,

By The Orphan—60195.
Out of

Miss Joe—54526.
And the heifer,

By Milton Chief—43242.
Out of

Curly La3s—46521.

Both are rich in the blood of famous ancestors, and.
as individuals, they are full of quality. Ireland is of
masculine type throughout, with a good strong head,
wide between the eyes, well set horns, just a little
drooping, and a dished face ; is well sprung in the
ribs, with good top and bottom lines, dark coat, and
has plenty of bone without any coarseness. He traces
back through his sire to the celebrated bulls, Auc-
tioneer. Horace 5th, and Lord Wilton ; and to the
cows, Cinderella, Rosalene, and Pretty. Through his
dam he traces back to the prize bulls Secretary, and
Regulus

;
and to the cows, Duchess, and Milky way.

He cannot fail to be an impressive sire.

Daisy ia BtricUy feminine; has a beautiful head,
with neat curving horns, and small bones throughout

;

shows highest breeding in her Lord Wilton—Beau
Real pedigree.

I trust this selection by Mr. McCandless for the

foundation of his herd of registered Herefords will

prove both useful and profitable, and I am glad they
are to remain in Virginia.

MURRAY BOOCOCK.
Castalia, Albemarle Co., Va.

THE DUAL-PURPOSE COW.
Editor Southern Planter :

I observe what you and Major Bentley and Col. Han-
cock say about the Short Horn being the dual purpose

cow for Virginia and Virginians. But ar'ent you all

making your statement too broad ! The Short horn

will do eminently well in the blue grass portions of

Virginia, but my experience is they will not do for

the south side. I tried them and made a dismal fail-

ure ; their frames are too large. Other breeds will do

well and keep fat on our "short grass." After trying

several I think the Red Polls are the cattle for south

side and perhaps all Eastern Virginia. I have been
breeding them for several years, and am wonderfully
pleased with them. They are of fine size, though not
the largest, a uniform red color, round bodied, easily

keeping fat, fairly good milkers, excellent beef cattle,

and first-class oxen. Turn a purebred bull amongst
a herd of long-horn cattle and he will dehorn
every calf. Out of 30 calves I have only had one to

make any show of horns—only stubs harmlessly hang-
ing behind the ears. They feed together as peaceably
as so many sheep, and never kuock down a fence.

The Red Poll is an excellent substitute for the Short-
Horn.

Geo. B. Finch.
Mecklenburg Co., Va.

HOLSTEIN FRIESIANS AS MILK CATTLE.

Editor Southern Planter :

I send you detailed record of the milk yield of my
two registered Holstein cows, Dreda Reynolds, 42990,

and Clementine Reynolds, 42989, for 30 consecutive

days, beginning January 16 and ending February 14.

The cows were milked three times a day—at 6 A. M.,

1 P. M., and 8 P. M., aud the milk carefully and ac-

curately weighed. The total milk given by Dreda
Reynolds during the thirty clays was 1,531} lbs , or a

daily average of 51 lbs. The average yield of this

cow at the morning milking was 21} lbs.; at the noon
milking, 15} lbs., and at the night milking, 14} lbs.

The total milk given by Clementine Reynolds during
the 30 days was 1,325 lbs., or a daily average of 44J.

lbs. The average yield of this cow at the morning
milking was 16} lbs.; at the noon milking, 14} lbs.,

and at the night milking, 13} lbs. The milk was
tested for butter only through the churn. Clementine
made 1' lbs. of butter from one day's milk, and Dreda
a fraction over 2 lbs from the same milk. The cows
were fed corn ensilage, corn meal, bran, and cotton-
seed meal.

"Nottoway Co., Va. T..O. Sandy.
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The Poultry Yard.

BREED DUCKS AND GEESE.

We would like to see farmers give more attention to

the raising of ducks and geese than has been the cus-

tom iu the past. Our experience is that these birds

can be raised easier and at less cost per pouud than

poultry of any other kind, and will sell for quite as

good a price when put on the market as soon as ready.

Ducks grow much faster than chickens, and at 8 or 10

weeks old will weigh more than twice as much as

chickens of the same age. It is true that they eat

more than chickens in the same time, but they cer-

tainly make a better use of what they eat. There is a

good market for ducks at 8 or 10 weeks old when in a

fat condition, and they should not be kept a day longer

than when fit for the market or they will cease to be

profitable. Pekin ducks are, in our opinion, the most

profitable to keep. Geese will, after the first week or

ten days, almost care for themselves. After they are

a month old they will find their own living in a grass

field until put up to fatten.

SOME POULTRY NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter :

Do not fail to feed your fowls, if you expect any
eggs.

It will be much better for your chickens if they can

be allowed the range of a stretch of woodland, if the

premises are extensive enough to admit of this. They
find lime and gravel there, which is necessary to them.

The exercise also counts for something.

This month (March) is the time to prepare for early

chicks. See to it that biddy has a comfortable place

to set, and that she is well fed and watered when she

comes off the nest for a few minutes' recreation and

exercise.

Do not let the young chicks run in the rain or dew,

or yon may find them decreasing in numbers.

Make arrangements about the premises by which
you can separate the grown up fowls from the chicks,

especially during feeding time.

Ir is always well to take some precaution against
the destruction of your chicks (as well as old fowls)
by minks, weasels, hawks, etc. They are very de
structive sometimes and rather difficult to manage.
I have seen bottles fastened to the ends of poles and
swung in the air to keep hawks away. I believe, too,

with some good results.

I do not think there is so much in the breed of
fowls you raise, as there is in the manner iu which you
raise them. Feed, water, and the proper attention will

insure satisfactory returns from almost any of the va-
rious breeds now offered for sale.

Frank Monroe Beverly.
Dwale, Va.

HOHE-HADE BROODER.
My brooder is home-made, and is perfectly satisfac-

tory in its work. It is two and a half feet wide and
four feet long. This shape enables us to carry it in
and out of doors at will. The bottom is double

; the
lower one is of sheet iron ; the upper is of inch boards
matched, and the space between the two is three
inches. To warm this, we use a lamp with a four-
inch wick—commonly called an oil stove. This is set
under the middle of the brooder so that the top of the
flue comes nearly to the sheet iron bottom. The space
below the bottom is boarded up tight on three sides to
protect the lamp and save its heat. The top of the
brooder is twelve inches high at the back and five at
the front, and in the centre of the top is fitted an ordi-
nary window sash. This sash can be closed down
tight, or raised at either edge, or removed entirely, as
the weather, size of chicks, etc., may require. The
back, also, is double, so that the air, heated by the
lamp burning against the iron bottom, passes up the
back space and comes out over the chicks. A very
little practice will enable any one to adjust the lamp
to give the right temperature.
On the bottom of the brooder we use bran, chaff

and sometimes oats. We usually spread newspapers
on the bottom before putting in the bran, as these
facilitate the cleaning of the brooder, which is done
every day or two. An inclined board, four feet
square, is placed from the front of the brooder to the
floor. As soon as the chicks begin to stir around their
feed is placed on this inclined board, and they readily
learn to run into the brooder for warmth.
When they have learned the range of the room, if

the weather is pleasant, we open the door of the
brooder room, having first built a pen around the
door with wide boards so that the chicks cannot get
far enough away to get lost. After a few more days
the boards are taken away and the chicks allowed to
roam at their pleasure. For feed, we begin with a
couple of hard boiled eggs ; then corn and wheat meal
bread, curded milk and plenty of fresh water always.
Later, we feed whole wheat, and sometimes rice. We
do not make any extra efforts to hatch chickens very
early for market, but use the incubator and brooder
because we have found the artificial way more agree-
able, convenientand more satisfactory.—B. O. Terry
in Practical Farmer.

Cow Peas for Eggs.—When the hens begin to stop
laying and everything else fails, boil cow-peas until
uearly done, and feed these to the hens. The result will
be surprising. Cow-peas are very cheap here, the
majority of farmers now growing them in large quan-
tities. They afford a low cost food which never fails
to keep the hens laying throughout the severest win-
ters.

To prevent vermin in hens' nests while sitting, place
a piece of tarred building paper in the box before
making the nest. The chaff or other material makes
a nest satisfactory to the hen and the evaporating tar
wards off the vermin.
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The Horse.

THE MORSE TO BREED.

Major Hancock, of Ellerslie, writes us that he has

had many letters endorsing his views as to the horse

to breed as suggested by him in the article under that

caption in our last issue. Amongst others, he has re-

ceived one from Dr. Ellzey, of Maryland, who will be

remembered by many old readers of the Planter as a

frequent contributor and co editor of the journal at

one time. Dr. Ellzey says that a horse bred as sug-

gested by Major Hancock is one that is in demand in

the Philadelphia market at all times.

NOTES.

A dearth of news and general inactivity in horse

circles here marked the month of February, occa-

sioned, probably, by a spell of the worst weather ever

seen iu this section. The fall of snow, followed by
rain and sleet on the 7th instant, then the intense cold

and fearful blizzard and snowstorm of the 12th

and 13th instants, while a few days later came the ter

rific ice gorge in the James river, causing an overflow

and total suspension of business in the flooded dis

tricts, resulting in a big loss of property and great in-

convenience as well. After this the mud and slush

under foot was something frightful to contemplate, so

that the stagnation caused no surprise. The well-

known auction concerns and commission dealers,

Smyth Brothers, of the Southern Horse Bazaar, and
Joseph Lasitter, of the Richmond Bazaar, whorsuallv
transact a large amount of business supplying both

the local trade and dealers from the South during the

month were of course disappointed in the results, as

not only were buyers kept at home by the severity of

the weather, but shipments of stock from the West
were greatly delayed, failing to arrive in some in-

stances until several days past the date appointed for

their sale.

However, during the latter end of the month, when
traffic was resumed and Western shippers were able

to place their consignments promptly on the market
here, affairs began to pick up considerably, and the

outlook is exceedingly favorable for a large increase

of business during the present month, while an ad-

vance in price is noted, and horses of finer grades are
much more' difficult to obtain, which is sure to be fol-

lowed by a corresponding increase in values.

Messrs. Sydney Johnson and Thomas F. Goode, Jr.,

the latter a member of the banking firm of Williams
& Goode, Boydton, Va., are breeders of fine saddle
and light harness horses, Jersey cattle and poultry,

and have in their collection probably the best lot of

fancy bred stock in Mecklenburg county. They have
recently purchased of Powell Brothers, Shadeland,
Pennsylvania, the very handsome combiued saddle
and harness stallion Shadeland Denmark, a bay horse
eight years old, sixteen hands high, and of command-
ing form and finish. So kind and tractable is Shade-
land Denmark that he is frequently used under the
saddle as a pleasure horse by Mr. Johnson. These

gentlemen also own the famous show-mare, Highland
Maid, by Highland Denmark, purchased iu 1898 from
Gay Brothers, Pisgah, Kentucky. Blood like in form
and of exquisite quality and finish, this mare has a
remarkable record in the show-ring. Exhibited at the
Kentucky Fairs in 1896 and 1897, she captured fifty-

one blue ribbons, four of them at Bowling Green,
making a clean sweep in all of her classes, while at

the St. Louis Horse Show first premium in the saddle
class fell to her, as it did at Chicago in the Challenge
and Championship classes, the prize for the latter be-

ing a silver cup valued at $200 and given by the Na-
tional Saddle Horse Registry. Highland Maid was
bred in 1»98 to Highland Denmark, and the produce
should, by right of heritage, prove a real equine
Apollo.

Capt. R. J. Hancock, of the Ellerslie Stud, Char-
lottesville, Va., has placed the four year old brown
horse Aurus, by Eolus, out of Sample, Oy imported
Rotherhill, in the stud along with imported Charaxus
aud Eon, and will breed him to some choice mares.
Aurus is a grand specimen of the thoroughbred,
stauding over sixteen hands in height, and weighing
1200 pounds. The brown son of Eolus is bred in the
purple and mated with the choice brood mares at El-
lerslie race horses of stake winning classes should
spring from his loins.

Two of the fastest horses owned in Lynchburg, Va..
are the bay mares Lncena and Almist. The latter has
a pacing record of 2:23}, but can show much faster.

She is owned by Mr. E. Doyle, the harness and car-

riage man, and is highly prized. Lucena is a trotter,

and reduced her record from 2:29} to 2:261 in 1898,

though she could show miles in 2:20 in her work. Lu-
cena is the property of Chas. McLeod, her sire being
Wickliffe, son of George Wilkes, and her dam the fast

mare Happy Princess, dam of Stormcliffe, 2:13},

pacing. Both mares were trained and driven to their

records by W. G. Bryan, of this city.

Mr. A. B. Gwathmey, of New York city, has sus-

tained quite a loss in the recent death, which was sud-
den and probably due to heart trouble, of the Virginia
bred gelding Tide- Water, a bay six years old, by Pha-
lanx, son of Phallas, dam by Harkaway. In the hands
of W. L. Bass, who worked him over the half mile
track at Glenlea Farm, Tide-Water, with ninety days
work in 1898, trotted a trial in 2:21, and could show
quarters at a much faster clip.

C. A. Pusey, of this city, formerly a well known
trainer and driver of trotters, is now serving as special
agent of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, where his practical knowledge of horses
serves him well, aud his work is commended by the
officers of the society and others.

Always mention the Planter when you write to

any of our advertiser*.
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fliscellaneous.

VIRGINIA STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

The State Board of Agriculture met in the office of

Commissioner Koiner on the 1st February. All the

newly appointed members were present except Mr.

Newberry, the representative of the Ninth District,

who, we understand, has declined the appointment.

The Board was called to order by Mr. Commissioner

Koiner, and elected Mr. Julian M. Ruffin, of Hanover,

President of the Board.

Beyond the reception of several reports and the

transaction of some formal business, no other work

was undertaken, as no committees were in existence.

The President undertook to appoint the standing com-

mittees in conference with the Commissioner, and to

communicate the assignments to the different members,

and he urged that members, when assigned, would

give attention to the subjects committed to them, and

come prepared at the next meeting with reports upon

which action could be taken. The several members

expressed themselves as most anxious to vindicate the

Board from the charge of being of no practical use to

the farmers of the State by formulating and working

out some ideas from which practical results would flow.

In connection with the appointment of Mr. Ruffin

to the Presidency, it affords us pleasure to tender him

our congratulation. He is a lifelong farmer of the

most practical kind, and the grandson of the cele-

brated Edmund Ruffin, who may be said to have been

the father of modern scientific agriculture in this

country. He is, therefore, both by descent and by

practical acquaintance with the every day work of the

farm (for he has never followed any other occupation

than that of a farmer), a typical representative of the

great agricultural interests of the State. As a success

ful farmer, he well knows what are the difficulties be-

setting the farmer, and can bring to the elucidation of

all agricultural problems ripe experience and well

matured judgment, and we look to see him enforce

practical ideas upon the attention of the Board and

the Legislature. Outside his work on the farm, he has

never taken any part in public life except as a member
of the Executive Committee of the State Agricultural

Society and as a member of the State Grange and the

Farmers' Alliance. Mr. Ruffin is the son of Julian C.

Ruffiin, who was killed in battle at Drewrv's Bluff,

May, 1864. He has a fine farm, " Marlbourue " on

the Painunkey, in Hanover county. Siuce his Presi

dency of the Board, Mr. Ruffin has written us the

following letter, defining his position and views

:

"I find that the State Boanl is provided with small

funds, and vested with very little authority and power.
"The Commissioner of Agriculture is very poorly

paid, and the ten members of the Board give their

services for nothing
; and yet we find them criticized,

and the question of abolishing the Board has been
considered. Now, speaking for myself, I am willing
to serve the farmers of Virginia free of charge, pro
vided there is a prospect of benefiting them

; but on
their part, they ought to demand of the next Legisla
ture a larger appropriation for the Board and increased
authority. Give the Board an opportunity, and in
case they then prove incapable of beuefit to the agri-
culturists of Virginia, it will be in order to consider
turning them down and putting in more efficient men,
or of abolishiug the Board. Let our people know the
amount of money at the disposal of the boards of other
States, especially our sister State, North Carolina.
"I hope, through your paper, you will constantly

work on this line, and the State Board will, I feel sure,
make an effort to do all it can.

"With wishes for the greater success of the Planter,
" I remain, yours truly,

"Julian M. Ruffin,
"Pres t State Board of Agriculture."

We can assure the President and the Board that it

will afford us pleasure to aid it in every way in our
power, and we will endeavor to supply the iuforma
tion asked for shortly. We have cordially supported

the Board and pleaded for its maintenance and better

support ever since it was created until the last session

of the Legislature, when, as from causes largely be-

) oud its own control, it did not appear to us to be do-

ing more than supervising work of the Commis-
sioner of Agriculture in connection with the fertilizer

inspection, we felt that its maintenance for this ob-

ject alone was not worth its cost, and that it might
well hand over the fertilizer inspection and analysis to

the Board of the Agricultural College, which had the

necessary facilities and staff for analyzing fertilizers

already at hand, and that at a cost to the State much
less than the continuance of the State Board involved

There is much work which the State Board can do for

the farmers, and if it is willing to undertake it and
will ask the Legislature to invest it with full power to

accomplish something and supply it with the needed

appropriation, we see every reason to warrant its con-

tinued existence. The late Board and Commissioner

made it a matter of credit that it saved every >ear

and turned back into the Treasury of the State a large

part of the meagre appropriation of $10,000 made
for its work For such a Board and Commissioner,

we saw no use. Any Board and Commissioner that

cannot find means to spend $10,000 every year wisely

and well in advancing the interests of agriculture in

the State, does not deserve to exist. It stands self-

condemned.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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FIELD ROLLERS-BENEFITS FROM THEIR USE.

Editor Southern Planter:

I might offer as an apology for this article the im-

portunity of the editor of The Planter, and, to me, the

interesting and none the less encouraging fact that the

large number of letters which have come to me rela

tive to an article on sub-soiliug, which was published

some time since, satisfies me that the readers of The

Planter are men, and, I most
add, women, who are giving

their best thoughts to farm

work, and appreciate that

there is a science and a study

in its every detail.

There are improved ways,

advanced methods, underly-

ing principles which must be

regarded, and there are some
old things which many a

farmer to day seems to have
overlooked, all of which must
be brought into play if they

would make the most of their

efforts

It is rather difficult to de
termiue just how to make
up an article on the subject

of field rollers, because it

would seem to reflect upon the intelligence of the

average reader to name things in themselves patent.

The roller is such a self sacrificing, unpretentious ma-
chine. It does not tear up the ground as does the

plow, nor does it mow down the beautiful grass to

wither and die as does the mower. Unlike the wheel-

barrow, when you fall over it no complaint is heard,

neither does it rise up to give you another opportunity.

Every attribute of the roller is to smooth over diffi-

culties, bring about an even condition, and to prepare
the way for those that are to follow.

over which the reaper and mower have to cut, and
these rocks were such as would have caused the break-

age of five blades, that you have saved nearly the cost

of the roller? And, further, that however well the
land may have been harrowed, there will be clods

which resist and escape, and which remain to destroy
the cutting edges of the blade and furnish the greater
portion of the dust which rises up to settle in the

wearing parts of the machine.

Stkkl Roli.kr.

The name Roller suggests at once a smoothing down
of the land, so that clod and rock will be out of sight
when the harvester blade comes along to do its work

;

so that the life of the blade will be lengthened and ex-

pense minimized. Did you ever stop to consider that
if the roller pressed down, say, five rocks in the fields

Wooden Stave Roller.

Rolling presses down the light friable soils, makes
them firm, and in so doing renders the soil much less

liable to insect breeding. It lessens the evaporating
surface and protects the growing crop no little from
drought. What do we mean by evaporating surface?
When the soil is porous, that is, one particle setting
propped up by another particle of soil, there are little

openings all throughout, and through these openings
passes the air which dries out the moisture in the soil.

The roller compresses the soil and closes these open-
ings, so that, to evaporate, the
moisture must rise up through
to the surface or be taken up
by the plant.

When the tender root first

puts out, most naturally it finds

its way where there is the least

resistance, and these openings
afford that way. Along these
little channels or orifices these
tender rootlets bunch or mass
themselves rather than attempt
to penetrate the hard clods.

The resnlt is that, so bunched
together, the roots have a de-

creased area to draw moisture
and nourishment from. Now,
roll the soil, and the same
being made equally compact,
the tendency of the root to

go in any direction is equal, and hence they spread
out independently and we have a general distribution.
Again, when the roots have grown to some extent and
have become detached by frost, the roiler presses down
the uplifted soil close against these roots and shelters
them against dry winds and parching sunshine, and
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sometimes from exceptional late frosts. Rolling in-

creases soil capilarity, and hence evaporation, which
may be overcome by forming a soil mulch with a har-

row after rolling.

Small seed should always be rolled to facilitate an
even distribution of the seed and a uniform depth.

It occurs to me that there are quite a number cf
farmers who have not given the work of the roller suf-

ficient consideration. It occupies, as an implement,
an intermediate position, and its work may frequently
be just that which would have insured a good average
crop when less was realized.

In times past the roller was made of cast iron, too
heavy in itself for some work. Now we have them
made with iron heads covered with sheet steel, so that

while in themselves light enough for any work, they
can at the same time be weighted down for heavier
work. They are made in various lengths, diameters,
etc., aud perhaps the most popular style and size is

the roller made in three sections, entire width six feet,

and diameter of drums and sections 2S inches, with
frame of angle steel. When the diameter of the drum
is less than 28 inches, from the centre of the axle to

outside of the drum is less than 14 inches, so that even
small obstacles offer too much resistance to the travel

of the roller ; and when the roller is small in diameter,
it is liable to leave the land in small ridges. The
larger roller passes over obstacles more easily aud
eaves the laud in better shape.
Another style of roller is one in which the heads are

of iron, covered with wooden staves. Ingenuity some
times finds on the farm some old mower wheels or

the like, and where the farm is provided with a drill

press, such have been brought iuto play and quite a

serviceable roller constructed. Nothing needs be said

of the tree in the forests, whose symmetrical trunk
offers the main feature of a roller ; this occurs at once
to every one. However, the price of the roller is so

greatly reduced to day, comparatively speaking, that
it is a question, when service and efficiency are consid
ered, whether time and labor cannot be put to better

use elsewhere and the roller purchased.
Don't ignore the roller. Its work is rapid, its effect

beneficial.

Ashton Starke.

REPORT OF riEETING OF MUTUAL
FARMERS' CLUB, OF FREDERICK COUNTY, VA.

The Club met in regular session, at the residence of

Daniel T. Wood, January 28th, and was called to order

by the President at 11 o'clock.

Notwithstanding the rough roads, nearly all the

members and several visitors were present at roll call.

The Club editor read a very interesting edition of

the Club Advertiser, treating on current topics in their

relation to agriculture.

Jonah L. Rees, whose application for membership

was received at last meeting, was unanimously elected

to membership in the Club.

H. S. Lupton read a very 'interesting "essay in an-

swer to the question, " What in your judgment is the

outlook; for better prices_,for wheat?" Mr. Luptou

thought that there were so many factors controlling

the prices of wheat that one could not accurately fore-

tell the effect upon the market in even a week's time.

The failure of a crop in one couutry is followed by a

good crop in another, and a good yield is followed by

a poor prospect so closely that even the most experi-

enced are unable to tell what will follow. He advised

the farmer to " exert every effort to fill his wheat bins

with just as many bushels of wheat as laid in his

power, and make his record as a wheat grower, and

not a speculator in prices."

D. W. Branson replied to the questiou, "How can

a person get rid of grubworms in a garden oadly in-

fested with them? " He suggested that an old straw-

berry patch or some other uncultivated patch might

have been the breeding place of the grubworms, and

that this should be plowed early that the grubs might

be exposed to killing frosts. He recommended clean

and thorough cultivation to rid gardens of insect

pests.

L. M. Boyer read au essay on the comparative

profits in raising sheep and hogs. Mr. Boyer thought

that prices for hogs had ruled so low the past year

that there was little or no profit in raising hogs at

present. He declared in favor of sheep for profit, but

thought that some farmers were so situated that they

could make more profit in raising hogs even at the

present low prices.

Dinner was then announced, and the Club ad-

journed.

After dining, aud viewing the live stock, etc., the

Club reconvened.

Dr. T. T. Brown read an interesting and patriotic

essay on the question, "State what you think of the

extension of our Republic, and to what is the great

ness of our country due? " Dr. Brown was earnestly

in favor of retaining the Philipine Islands, since the

exigencies of war had thrown them in our way. He

attributed the unparalleled growth ami greatness of

our country to our great natural resoiuc s, combined

with the great intelligence and energy of our people.

Edward L. Irish read an essay on the question,

"Will the establishment of diversified industries at

Winchester benefit the farming commuuity financially,

and how?" Mr. Irish earnestly advocated the build-

ing up of industries in Winchester. He thought the

growth and prosperity of a city depended upon its in-

dustry, and the growth of the city would benefit the

farmer by bringing capital to our midst and by cre-

ating a home market for our products.

The following is the program for the next meeting :

1. Give your idea of the importance of a man uiak-

ing his will while in health ? Referred to J. W. Bran-

sou.

2. If you ;have_pasture for more stock than your
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own, would you buy cattle, or pasture cattle for others

at .*] per month 1 Referred to John L. Bond.

3. Are .you an advocate of fall or winter plowing*

Referred to S. L. Pidgeon.

The committee appointed to make arrangement for

the Farmers' Institute reported a full program, and

everything in good workiug order for a successful In-

stitute. February 21st and 22d.

An invitation was received to meet at the residence

of N. W. Solenberger, February 25th.

After having enjoyed a most interesting and in-

structive meeting, the Club adjourned.

Lewis Pidgeon, President.

t'vRBOLL C. Clevenger, Secretary.

NORTH GARDEN (VA.) FARMERS' CLUB.

The North Garden Farmers' Club met on the 5th
inst. at the home of Mr. J. H. Lindsay.
The roll beiug called, every member was found in

his place.

An inspecting committee was appointed, consisting
of J. G. Horter, S. A. Carpenter, and J. N. Faris,
who, after carefully inspecting the premises, brought
iu their report, which was highly complimentary to
Mr. Lindsay.

After dinner, the topic for discussion (Cattle, the
best breeds, and the best way to get the highest profits

out of them,) was opened by Mr. Horter, a most
successful farmer, who was followed by M. A. Roth-
well, Mr. S. B. Woods, J. G. White, and others.

Il see med to be the general opinion anions* the mem
hers that it was more profitable to buy calves and keep
them until they were two years old and sell for stock
cattle than to buy old cattle and feed for market.
There was some difference of opinion as to the best

breeds.

S. B. Woods and J. G. White advocated the Red
Poll, and others the Short Horn.
A committee, consisting of S. B. Woods and J. G.

Horter, was appointed to select topics for discussion
for the year, who brought in a partial report, as fol

lows : For March, the sowing of grass ; time ; method
of preparation ; kind to be seeded and fertilizer to
be used.

Discussion to be opened by S. H. Page and S. A.
Carpenter.
Report to be written by J. N. Faris.

J. N. Faris, Corresponding Secretary.

SOWING SEEDS.

Editor Southern Planter :

In this age of invention farm machinery seems to

have received its full share of attention. Iu fact, there

are SO many makes and styles of machines now made
for each of the various kinds of farm work that t>e

farmer is often perplexed to know which to buy. He
cannot always rely on the representations of the seller,

and sometimes finds when he comes to put his newly-

purchased machine into practical operation, that his

own judgment was at fault. But his money is gone,

and he must either worry along with his imperfect

machine or throw it aside and buy a new one. This

trouble and expense could very generally be saved

and a benefit be conferred, if when a farmer has found

a really satisfactory machine, he would tell those of

his calling about it through the agricultural papers.

At the present time I would like to speak of the Ca-

hoon seed sower. It is a little machine that will be need-

ed, or the work that it was made for will have to be done

othei wise by a large number of Planter readers within

the next month, and perhaps by nearly all before eight

months have passed. No one who has not used one

can tell what an advantage it is on a farm where small

field seeds are sown broadcast. It weighs but a few

pounds, and is carried by a strap over the shoulder.

It has a canvas hopper that holds about half a bushel

of seed, which is discharged by turning a crank. The
quantity of seed to be sown is easily regulated by a

slide, and can at the same time be varied to suit the

conditions of fertility, moisture, &c, by the speed at

which the operator walks. It sows red and crimson

clover, timothy, red top (hulled), turnips or rape,

or mixtures of the same ; also, millet, wheat or other

heavy grains. But it is more particularly suited to

small seed, all kinds that are not in the chaff. Orchard

grass, oat grass, &c, do not pass through it readily.

Compared to hand seeding it has two great advantages,

and compared to any of various other seeders we have

used it is much superior. In sowing by hand, as every

one knows, it is almost impossible for even the expe-

rienced to distribute small seeds evenly. If there is

much wind it cannot be done. Almost invariably hand

sowing shows, for each cast, a thick streak alternated

by a thin one. Where only the right quantity of seed

is used per acre, this irregular seeding results in some

places having too much, in others too little. The con-

sequence is that some of the plants are dwarfed and

sickly for want of room and nourishment, while the

spaces they should be occupying are growing up In

weeds. Whether a crop is to be profitable or not is

often decided by the way it is sown. For even work

the Cahoon seeder can be relied on.

Then this machine enables one to get over the

ground so very fast. A man can comfortably cover

four acres an hour. Here is an advantage that must

be apparent to all. for who that has tried to sow tim-

othy, clover or other small seeds by hand, has not had

his plans frustrated by a breeze blowing up, not that a

breeze will not affect the work of this machine, but

with it the chances to get on one's seed when weather

and land are most favorable are greatly increased.

Albert R. Bellwood.
Chesterfield Co., Va.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

The Planter at 50 Cents Per Year.

Two months experience in offer-

ing the Planter at the reduced price

of 50 cents per year has convinced

us that we made no mistake in

making the reduction. Hundreds
of new names of subscribers have
come upon our list, and they are

still pouring in. At this price

there is no farmer so poor that he
cannot afford to take the Planter,

and there is no one who can read

at all who can fail to obtain full

value for his outlay, even though
he should only be able to give a
few hours study to the Journal
each month. Every farmer can find

time for reading every day, if he
has only the inclination. Half an
hour given to reading the Planter

each day will be time so well spent
that at the year's end, if he acts

upon what he has read, he will find

that he has been better paid for

that half hour than any other half
hour in the year. This is not our
opinion only, it is that of hundreds
of subscribers who have written us
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CATARRH CANNOT BE CURED
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they

cannot reach the seat of the disease. Ca-

tarrh is a blood or constitutional disease,

and in order I" cure it you must take in-

ternal reined ies. Hall's Catarrh Cure is

taken internally, and acts directly on the

blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Ca-

tarrh Cure is not a quack medicine. It

was prescribed by one of the best physi-

cians in this country for years, and is a

regular prescription. It is composed of

the best tonics known, combined with

the best blood purifiers, acting directly on
tin- mucOUS surfaces. The perfect combi-
nation of the two ingredients is what

produces such wonderful results in curing

Catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.

F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Props.,

Toledo, 0.

Sold by druggusts, price 75c.

in praise of the Planter. We would

earnestly beg of each one receiving

a copy of this issue that he bring

it to the notice of his neighbors and

ask them to send in their subscrip-

tion or allow him to do so for them.

To make the change profitable to

us we must at least double our cir-

culation. Give us your help and

do not let us have to say at the

year's eud that, whilst the farmers

of the South have gained by the

change in price, we have lost money
by our effort to help them.

To Our Subscribers.

We beg that each reader will

read the advertisements. We ask

this in justice to our advertisers,

every one of whom we believe to

be reliable and deserving of patron-

age. We insert no fake or immoral

advertisements.

To Advertisers.

We ask a perusal of the adver-

tising columns of this issue of the

Planter by all who have anything

to sell to farmers. It will, we feel

sure, convince them that they will

be in good company if they adver-

tise in the Planter. The great ma-
jority of our advertisers have been

with us for years. This speaks for

the value of the Planter as a good
medium—better than anything we
can say. We have testimonials by
the score from our constant patrons,

endorsing the Planter as the best

medium for reaching the best class

of Southern farmers.

MAGAZINES.
Harper's Magazine continues Senator

H. C. Lodge's article on The Spanish-
American War. The article in this issue,

"The Coming of War," is profusely illus-

trated. There is an excellent article on
"English Characteristics," by Julian
Ralph, and one on "The Building of the
Modern City House," by Russell Sturgis.
Both these are fully illustrated. The two
serial stories, " Their Silver Wedding
Journey," and " The Span O Life," are
continued, and there are a number of ex-
cellent short stories.

Harper's Ilustrated Weekly keeps one
fully posted on the scenes of the stirring
events in the Phillippines and Cuba, and
the illustrations are excellent.

Harper's Bazaar cannot fail always to
please the ladies. The latest fashions and
the latest Society gossip are to be found
therein.

The Century.—The most interesting or
important article in a magazine is not al-
ways to be found at the beginning. Some-
times a striking feature is secured when
half the forms are ready for the press,
and room has to be made for it near the
latter end of the magazine. It was so
with Gen. Shafter's "Capture of Manila,"
in the February Century ; it is so again
this month with Major-General Greene's
"Capture of Manila." Gen. Greene is
the author of the standard history of the
last Turco Russian war, and of other mil-
itary works. In writing of the campaign
in the Philippines, he speaks with autho-
rity

;
for he commanded the second ex-

pedition from San Francisco, and took a
conspicuous and important part in the
operations of the army, This is the first
of two articles from his pen. Lieut.
Hobson tells in this number of his expe-
riences in prison in Santiago, and his ob-
servations of the siege; Lieut. J. B. Ber-
nadou, who commanded the torpedo-boat

I

" Winslow," in the action at Cardenas, in
which Ensign Bagley was killed, tells the
story of May 11 ; Lieut. Cameron Wins-
low, who commanded the cable-cutting
exp^ition at "Cienfuegos," on the same
day, describes the hazardous operations
which he directed; and Mr. Arthur
Houghton gives a realistic glimpse of
"Scenes in the Spanish Capital" on the
eve of the late war. A more momentous
war than that of 1898 is the subject of
Prof. Wheeler's papers on Alexander the
Great, the current installment of which
is devoted to the Macedonian victory at
Issus. Though Mr. Crawford's " Via Cru-
cis" is a romance of the Second Crusade,
there is no warfare in the present chap-
ters; and peace, not war, is celebrated
most entertainingly by Gen. Sherman in
the diary of his tour of Europe in 1871-2.
That an American woman has become
> 'Ce-Reine of India gives special interest
to the opening article, "At the Court of
an Indian Prince." written and illustrated
by Mr. R. D. Mackenzie. But nothing in
the March Century is better worth the

Life Saved by Swamp Root

The Great Discovery That Cures
Kidney and Bladder Troubles.

Statistics prove that more people are
brought to the grave by diseases of the
kidneys and bladder than hy any other
disease.

For manj- years medical science has
been trying to discover some remedy that
would positively overcome these danger-
ous troubles.

But not until recently was the discovery
made. Dr. Kilmer, the eminent physi-
cian and scientist, afier years of study
and research, and after test on test that
never varied in the grand result, an-
nounced the discovery of Swamp-Root,
which has proven itself a most wonder-
ful cure for all diseases of the kidneys
and bladder
While Swamp Root has proven such a

remarkable success in curing kidney and
bladder diseases, it has also proved equal-
ly invaluable in the cure of blood dis-
eases, rheumatism, liver and stomach
troubles and in the regulation and cure
of all uric acid troubles.
Swamp- Root has been tested in so

many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to
purchase relief, and has proved so suc-
cessful in every case that a special ar-
rangement has been made by which all

readers of the Southern Planter, who have
not already tried it, may have a sample
bottle sent absolutely free by mail. Also
a book telling more about Swamp Root,
and containing some of the thousands
upon thousands of testimonial letters re-
ceived from men and women .who owe
their good health, in fact, their very lives.

to the wonderful curative properties of
Swamp Root. Be sure and mention the
Southern Planter when sending your ad-
dress to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Ringhamton,
N. Y.
This great modern discovery is for sale

at most drug stores in fifty-cent and one
dollar sizes.

Lightest Draft
By using the best steel in the frame,
rolled so as to give the greatest strength
with the least weight; by the use of
wheels behind and a pivoted shoe In
front a beautiful ease of working is
attuined in the improved

"Pennsylvania"

and Lever"H a.rrow
So constructed us to cleartteelfof trnsh
readily. Way be used in one, two, three
or more sections.
Send for prices. Illustrated

Catnlo£lle tree.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd.,

YORK. PA.
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POTATO
How to Handle it. Write for TREATISE.

ASPINWALL MFG. CO.
12 Sasin Street, JACKSON. MICH.

Ease the Horses
There's a wonderful
saving of draft in
a Heuch &
Dromgold
ridiny

tvalkingc

SPRING ^
TOOTH >.^#s|^V*. B»
wheel HARROW
Write for our new illustrated catalog and find i

oot all about the best barrows, ,: It iv.it,,rs,co
planters, grain drills, etc. Jt : nil;- <1 1'rci'.

HENCH & DROMCOLD, York, Pa.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

Fuel, Kerosene

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 1 7 Frank St., Rochester. N. Y.

THE HAniLTON
DISC HARROW

Is light draft; weight of driver balances

pole ; cannot buckle in center.

It makes a clean cut and don't leave an
uncut ridge in center. All steel frame, or
wood frame, as you like We likewise
manufacture Corn Planters. Cultivators,
Garden Plows Hay Rakes, Drag Harrows,
Field Rollers, etc., and will take pleasure
in sending you catalogue.

THE H. P. DEUSCHER CO., Hamilton, Ohio.

careful consideration of American readers

to-day than "British Experience in the
Government of Colonies, ' by the Eight
Hon. James Bryce, M. P. The frontis-

piece is a reproduction of " The Golden
Galleon," by Ross Turner, engraved on
wood and printed in gold and green.

A very varied table of contents is that
of St. Nicholas for March. An engraving
of Monsieur Ferrier's painting of Little

Red Riding Hood is the frontispiece ; and
the opening article is a story, " In the
Toy Country," by Mrs. Burton Harrison,
whose name is usually associated with
fiction of a much more sophisticated sort.
" How We Helped Uncle Sam to Prepare
for War." by Henry La Motte, U. S. N.,

is a spirited account of the purchase of
torpedo-boats in Germany just before war
was declared last spring. Another paper
bearing on the war is "Apprentices of the
United States Navy," by Joseph Coblentz
Groff. This will interest every boy who
has ever thought of going to sea as a ca-

reer—in other words, pretty nearly every
boy in America. The features we have
mentioned are all of them new ; but the
popular serials are here too—Mr. Henty's
" Sole Survivors," Mr. House's " Bright
Sides of History," and Miss Carolvn
Wells' " Story of Betty,"

Lippincott's complete novel in the
March issue is "The Sport of Circum-
stances," by Clarinda Pendleton Lamar.
It is a tale of modern Southern life. The
other articles in the number are " Cuba,"
"Recollections of a London Lawyer,"
"Imperialism," "Chinese Physicians in

California," and a romantic story, "His
Honor."

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly
has an excellent article on " Politics as a
Form of Civil Government," by Frank-
lin Smith. Mr. Smith is very sharp in

his arraignment of present political ten-

dencies. An article of special timeliness

is one on " The Recent Marvellous In-

crease in the Production of Gold," by A.
E. Outerbridge, Jr., whose father was for

many years Director of the Mint.

The Ladies' Home Journal has a note-
worthy feature in the page showing
" Pope Leo XIII as He Lives in the Vati-

can." An article which will be widely
read is "The American Girls' Chances
of Marriage." As a matter ot course, con-
siderable space is given to Easter hats and
frocks.

CATALOGUES.
Bowmont Farms, Salem Va. Jersey

cattle, Poland- China hogs, Saddle horses,

Plymouth Rock, White Leghorn and In-

dian game chickens.

W. T. Hood & Co., Nurserymen, Rich-
mond, Va. Nursery stock. We can highly
recommend this firm as being thoroughly
reliable and having the greatest expe-
rience in the varieties of fruite best adapt-
ed for the different sections of the South.
They have always a very large selection

of stock of the finest growth, and perfectly
free from disease.

Continental Plant Co., Kittrell, N. C.

Mr. Blacknall, the President and General

BUY THE BEST.
If you want the best low down wagon you

should buy the Electric Handy Wagon. It is

the best because it is made of the best mate-
rial ; the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best
seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood
parts of the best seasoned white oak. The
front and rear hounds are made from the best

angle steel, which is neater, stronger and in
every way better than wood. Well painted in
red and varnished. Extra length of reach
and extra long standards supplied without
additional cost when requested. This wagon
is guaranteed to carry 4.000 pounds any-
where. Write the Electric Wheel Co.. Box 146,
Quincy, Illinois, for their new catalogue,
which fully describes this wagon, their famous
Electric Wheels and Electric Feed Cookers.

(Sold with o:

Will Crush
without shucks) and grind
any kind of Miiall grain at '

portion. Hi
grinders. Different fr

others.

Lightest Running

and Handiest to Operate.

LR
make Sweep Feed Grinders.)

R.N. P. BOWSHERCO.
South Bend, End.

Your Troubles i

yon get the grai
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Planting- is {
'"^ Pleasant 1

.. Its beautiful work,
ooverfng ten ortwelve acresaday, is a constant
pleasure to farmers wbo enjoy seeing work
well done. The phosphate attachment is a
perfect piece of mechanism, on the

FARQUHAR KEYSTONE

Corn Planter
It sows any kind of pulverize.) fertilizer. The
planter drops kernels in drills or hills with any
dt'sin'd sparing; works well even in rocky land.
Plants ensilage, beans, peas. etc. Send for
large Illustrated catalogue.
A. B. FAR QVHAR CO., Ltd.. York, Pa.

THE RUSSELL STAPLE PULLER

Eest Combination Steel Tool on Earth.
Staple Puller, Wire Splicer and Tightener,

Pliers. Pinchers, Hummer and Wrench.
Thousands upon thousands sold. Farmers'
delight and necessity—a household article.

Price, $1.26, Delivered.
Ask your dealer for them. If don't keep,

write at once to

—

RUSSELL HDW. & iriP MFG. CO.
1820 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Keystone

Adjustable

Weeder
Can be a

J
ji sted Irom

Narrowed to 30 in. 30 in. to 1% feet

Thlsnarrowing device permits the use Of this
weeder between the rows, long after other
weeders are set aside.

Depth of cut regulated by wheel In front.
No shafts to hi nder working close to fence.
Positively no clogging.
These are a few of the superior points of the
Keystone "over all other weeders. Writ.' for

prices and territory.

KEYSTONE FARM MACHINE CO., York, Pa.

The Edgar
Fanning
Weeder

Saves more labor; does
better work than any

other Weeder, Wet-ding done while cultiva-
ting, without extra labor, Noclogging. Will
flt any two-horse cultivaior. Al-. nts wanted.
For description and prices, write to

EDGAR FANNING WEEDER CO.,
Baiting Hollow, N. Y.

Manager of this Company, is one of the
most successful strawberry growers in the
South. The strawberry plants of this
firm may be relied on.

Thompsons Sons. Rio Vista, Va., Straw-
berries, Grapes, &c. These people have
introduced some of the best strawberries
known, and are practical, reliable men.

M. Crawford, Cuyahoga Falls, N. Y.,
Strawberries. Every strawberry-grower
has heard of M. Crawford. He is one of
the best known specialists.

Jno. W. Hall, Marion Station, Md.,
Strawberries. An old and reliable grower
of strawberry plants and of second crop
seed potatoes.

Henry Phillips, Seed and Implement
Co., Toledo, 0. A well known and relia-
ble house which has been in business
since 1852.

Geo. Ertel Co., Quincy, 111., Victor In-
cubator and Brooder. This is recognized
as one of the best incubators and brood-
ers on the market.

Benjamin Hammond, Fishkill-on-Hud-
son, N. Y., Maker of Hammond's Slug-
Shot and other Insecticides and Fungi-
cides. These preparations have been be.

|

fore the public for some years and have
I

established a reputation.

Castree & Shaw Co., Owosso, Mich.,
Steel Plows, Rollers, Scrapers, Cultivators,

j

&c. See their ad.

W. T. Leggett & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,
Pure Graphite Paint. One gallon covers
1000 sq. feet. Specially adapted for tin,
iron and steel painting. Also drain tiles.

Hy. Deuscher& Co., Hamilton, O., Disc
Harrows, Cultivators, Corn Planters, Roll-
ers, &c. See their advt.

Edw. W. Walker Carriage Co., Goshen,
Ind. Fine Carriages.

We have received a little handbook of
the Filston Farm Jersey Herd giving in-
formation as to the stock of this farm,
which is celebrated as having one of the
finest records in the country. It will be
sent to anyone who asks for it. Address
Asa B. Gardiner, Jr., Mgr., Glencoe, Md.
See the farm advt. in this issue.

The American Aberdeen Angus Breed-
ers Association, Thos. McFarlane, Secre-
tary and Treasurer, Harvey, 111., sends us
report of the proceedings of the 15th an-
nual meeting, and also a copy of the
charter of the Association and rules gov-
erning entries to the American Aberdeen
Angus Herd Book.

BOOKS.
( )ne of the most attractive books of the

year is " Historic Homes of the South-
west Mountains," by Edwin C. Mead. It
contains descriptions of the homesteads
of many of the oldest families of Virginia
including Jefferson, Randolph, Page,'
Lewis, Gordon, Nelson, Magruder and
others. The book is not only valuable

Iron Age Crops
From seed til

every day
The Iron A

s, plows
lest, stronyi-sl

mplement of us ki

9 wasted. Tbehandsomi
' Ace Hook for

>99descrlbes
Jill Iron Ace
farm and gar
den imple-
ments. Free.

1SATEM.V.\ MF

SOLD ON TRIAL.

Plainly described in c rcular. Sent FREE.
Farmers may try it before buying.
PETERSON MANUF'G CO., Kent, O.

plAUpHANDl
one HALF PRICE.

Write at once for our Free Illustrated
Catalogues for anything- required for the
Home, Farm or Factory —
Chicago House Wrecking Co.,

West 3Sth & Iron Sts., CHICAGO.
The larcenl mall nrnVnln.nt in >,,„M r..r llprrliiinilliie bonirht

While thousands are
njoylng a good thins;
on ought lo be inter-

ested.

A COMPOST DRILL
That will pulverize
tud distribute com-
ost and cotton seed
m six acr s per day-
one horse & one hand.

.1. M. LINDSEY,
Manuf'r & Patentee,
Crystal .Springs, Ga.

DON'T BREAK YOUR BACK
With common hoes
when you can buy

this

Hand Cultivator
& Weeder and make
gardening delightful.
If you can't buy it, of your dealer, send $1.25
for sample, delivered.

ULRICH MFG. CO.. No. 12 River St., Rock Falls, III.

For POULTRYMEN !

The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best In the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill, Farm Feed

Mills, Power Mills.
Send for Circular and Testimonials.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.
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"ALPHA-DE LAVAL"

CREAM SEPARATORS.
De Laval Alpha (tBaby'*
Cream Separators were
first and have ever been
kept best and cheapest.
They are guaranteed su-
periortoall imitations and
infringements. Endorsed
by all authorities. More
than 150,000 in use. Sales
ten to one of all others
combined. All styles and
sizes— $50.- to $225.- Save
$5.- to $10.- per cow per
year over any setting
system, and $3.- to 83-
per cow per year over any
imitating separator.
New and improved ma-

chines for 1899. Send for
new Catalogue containing
a fund of up-to-date dairy
information.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR GO.

Here is the Record

ECLIPSE
SPRAY PUMP.

1892 to 1899 —We
have won first place
in nearly every Gov.
Experiment Station
in United States.

189fi—Won Cana-
dian (4ov't contest.
1898—Won gold med-
al at colonial contest,
Cape Town, South
Africa: also State
fruit growers' con-

test of Colorado and California. We have
beaten every good pump in the world, and
haveneverbeen beaten. This proves our claim
that the Eclipse is the best and cheapest
pump in the world. Send for Catalogue.

MORRILL & MORLEY, Benton Harbor, Mich.

CAN'T CLOG
No time is lost ''cleaning

tip" when you work with
our Improved "Pennsylva-
nia" Harrow. Each tooth
s protected by a shoe at the
rame; each tooth works
ree from the frame, thus
voiding clogging between
he frame and the tooth.

The Friction Clamp Tooth 11 o der ttikes the lead
for strength and simplicity. The "fEllSSIL¥ULA"

-Mr* HARROW
isby far the most complete spring tooth harrow
ever invented. The teeth are easily adjusted by
simply loosening one nut. Teeth wear from 15 to
19 inches. Send for prices. Illustrated cata-
logue free.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd., York, Pa.

ELLIOT'S

Parchment

BUTTER

PIPER

To Dairymen HALF
or others we "
will send half
a ream, 8x II,

free, if they will
forward :30c. to
pay postage.
Try the BEST——

—

Butter Wrapper and avoid
imitations.

A. G. Elliot &. Co.
Manufacturers, Philadelphia, Pi.

A
REAM

FREE

from an historical standpoint, but the

author has made it exceedingly enter-

taining; and its stvle of paper, cover,

typography, etc., make it an ornament to

any library. In fact, it is surpassingly

well "got up," and all residents in Pied-

mont Virginia should have a copy, which
can be obtained from Mr. Mead, Kes-

wick, Va., or from the publishers, J. B.

Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. "Historic

Homes" also commends itself to the

summer residents who mav thus possess

a delightful souvenier of days spent

among the Southwest Mountains.

" Agriculture," by C. C. James, Deputy
Minister of Agriculture for Ontario. This

is a useful elementary work on the science

of agriculture, which would be found
useful to place in the hands of all stu-

dents in public schools, and mav be read

with advantage by farmers. It is pub-
lished by George N. Morang, of Toronto,

Canada. Price 25 cents. We can sup-

ply it at that price.

REPORTS.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. Special Report on the

Market for American Horses in For-

eign Countries.
Section of Foreign Markets. Bulletin

14. Trade of the Phihpine Islands.

Bureau of Animal Industry. Bulletin

23. The Serum Treatment of Swine
Plague and Hog Cholera.

Division of Agrostology. Circular 8.

Experiments in Range Improve-
ments.

Farmers' Bulletin 87. Experiment Sta-

tion Work.
Farmers' Bulletin 88. Alkali Lands.

Experiment Station Record, Vol. X,
No. V.

Arizona Experiment Station, Tuczon,
Ari. Ninth Annual Report.

Arkanzas Experiment Station, Fayette-

ville, Ark. Bulletin 54. Some Ex-
periments on the Fattening Value of

Certain Foods Gathered by Pigs.

Bulletin 55. Orchard Cultivation.

California Experiment Station, Berkeley,

Cal. Bulletin 122. Orchard Fumi-
gation.

Bulletin 123. Olives.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N. Y.
Bulletin 160. Hints on Rural School

Grounds.
Bulletin 161. Annual Flowers.

Bulletin 162. The Period of Gestation

in Cows.
Delaware Experiment Station, Newark,

Del. Bulletin 42. The European
and Japanese Chestnuts in the East-

ern United States.

Florida Experiment Station, Lake City,

Fla. Bullletin 47. Diseases of the

Tomato.
Bulletin 48. Insect Enemies of Tobacco

in Florida.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kas. Bulletin 82. The Potato Stalk

Weevil.
Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.

Bulletin 49. Care of Orchards.

Marvland Experiment Station, College

Park, Md. Bulletin 59. Sweet Po-

tato Insects.

The Potash

Question.

A thorough study of the sub-

ject has proven that crop fail

ures can be prevented by using

fertilizers containing- a large

percentage of Potash
;

no

plant can grow without Potash.

We have a little book on the subject of

Potash, written by authorities, that we
would like to send to every farmer, free of

cost, if he will only write and ask for it.

(JERriAN KALI WORKS,
03 Nassau St., New York.

A MINIE-BALL
won't "sweep an avemi''." hut its screech will call

attention. Tliese little ads. may remind you we
bavelaxgerammunitioB for the asking. \\ rite us.

I'U.K II or Mi UIKKKKiNCKCU.. kllltlAK. .INCH.

you can use
Coiled Spring, Cable, Barbed
or Smooth Wire in our

$10 MACHINE
And Build the BEST Wire Fence at

1 6 to 24 Cents per Rod.

Agents Wanted. Write for Catalog

B0WF" CABLE SW FENCE CO.
Box 25, Norwalk. 0.. U S. A.

READ THESE PRICES
38 in. wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25
48" " 150" " " 3 00
60" " 160" " " 3 75

h»- Other widths in proportion.

NETTINGwS. Dow Wire WorksCo., Louisville, Ky.

LAND DRAIN TILE
Car-load Orders,

SIZES—2, iy„, 3 inch and
up to 15 inch.

WILLIAM T.LEGGETT& CO.

1025 Liberty Avenue, PITTSBURG, PA.

%FRAZER
: Axle Crease ™&i.

4
M Its wearing qualitiesareunsurpassed.ac- S
\ tually outlasting 3 bxs. an v other brand. \
V Not affected by heat. *S~Get the Genuine. W
4/%, FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. -%^
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JETTING and PUMPING
nOII I Q For we" boring :ir"' mineral pros-
UnlLLu pecUng—any size. Writ* for circular
and price, naming size wanted. CHAS. E.
V V.MAN, Martlnsburg, Ind,

LIGHTNING WELL MAGHYp
ISTH E STA N D A_R D

I

ST£AMPUMPS, AIR LIFTS.i^^ /
GASOLINE ENGINES mM§l
write ron cmcuLART^Wm^i
THE AMERICAN WELL WORKSMZ^P§
AUR0RA.ILL:-CH1 GAGO.-DALLAS.TEX

THE CHAIN HANGING

CATTLE STANCHION.
'Iln- most practical and human-' Fastnier ever in-

Qfvee perfect freedom of the head, Illus-

trated CSrcnlar and price free on application.
Manufactured by O. II. ROBERTSON,

l; ori"*i \ i 1 1 «•, Conn.

oked in a few hours with
KRAUSERS* LIQUID EXTRACT OF SMOKE.

om hickory wood. Cheaper, cleaner,
. and snr.-r than the nld way. Send for

, circular. £. KK Vl >1 U A BKO., MIUuii, Pa.

$160 Saw Mill
For Farmers. Also best modern improved Mill
for Luinb. rnien; also Planers and Matchers
Manulact'd by SALEM IRON WORKS, Salem, N.C.

FARMERS' CANVAS COVERS
OF WATERPROOF OR PLAIN DUCK

Stack, Wagon, Agricultural Implement, Ac.
Lovers for all purposes. HORSE COVERS
Waterproof or Plain Duck. TENTS for Fairs
Bbows, ftc. Sportsmen's Canvas Goods. Cir-
culars, Samples, Ac. HENRY DERBY

124 Chambers St., New York.

A
GMCIILTMUHIIE

$1.00 PER TON.
Fellsworth Lime Works,

REEVES CATT, Agt.. Staunton, Va.

SAN JOSE SCALE aMSattJ-JS
Good's Caustic Potash Whale

Oil Soap. IVo 3.
Ii also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-

; - ,s,s
- ''his soap Is a fertilizer as'well

:>•;;"•. -V) lb. ii,«<,s,io
;

i,ki ib. kegs,

i "r , i
j -

'''"' lvls
- V° "«•• "I 3;..c. per lb.

barrels, 42., lbs., at .3;,c. Large quantities

,

!

;',m';'
-
r,'',""~'

-,
1""'"1 ""' ci«-ul«r. JAMES''"" '" <" 518 8. Ra >iph street, Pbila-

oxes (r
askets

PEACH PACKAGES,

GRAPE BASKETS.

„ ,

Fruit and Vegetable
I ackages of every kind. Send for Catalogue.NEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO.New Albany, Ind.

HEADQUARTERS
For SHARPLESS and SANDY PRIZE

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
For price- apply to- A. K. HARVEY,

School P. o., Va.

Michigan Experiment Station, Agricultu-

ral College, Mich. Elementary Sci-

ence. Bulletin 5. Branches of Sugar
Maple and Beech as seen in Winter.

Elementary Science. Bulletin t>. Po-

tatoes, Rnta Bagas and Onions.
Bulletins 164-165. Methods and Re-

sults of Tillage. Draft of Farm Im-
plements.

University of State of New York, State

Library, Albany, Y. Y. Bulletin.

Legislation No. 10. Legislation by
States in 1898.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva,
N. Y. Bulletin 146. Forcing Head
Lettuce. Soils and Fertilizers.

Bulletin 147 (Popular Edition). Some
Good Berries.

Bulletin 148. Report of Analysis of
Commercial Fertilizers.

North Carolina Experiment Station, Ra-
leigh, N. C. Bulletin 156. The Adul-
teration of Flour.

Bulletin, 158. The Fertilizer Control,

1898.

Texas Experiment Station, College Sta-

tion, Tex. Bulletin 47. The effect

of food on economic dairy produc-
tion. This is a valuable Bulletin, and
ought to be in the hands of every
farmer. We hope to publish some of
the facts and conclusions in an early

issue.

Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Va. Bulletin 79. Inspection and
Remedial Treatment of San Jose
Scale.

Bulletin SO. Silage for Horses.
Virginia Weather Service, Richmond,

Va. Report for January, 1898.

BOWSHER FEED MILLS.

We are in receipt of a neat brochure
from the R. N. P. Bowsher Co., South
Bfnd, Indiana, descriptive of their Feed
Mills These Mills received the highest
award at the World's Fair, and a Gold
Medal at the Atlanta Exposition. Send
a postal to-day for the book.

THE EDGAR FANNING WEEDER
Is among the machines that greatly

lessen labor. This little self regulating
machine is fastened to the rear of the
Hiding Cultivator, and weeds the row
while the Cultivator teeth are working
the around between the rows, so that the
work of weeding and cultivating are both
done at the same time. Its good work,
simplicity of construction, and low price,

commend it to all. See new advertise-

ment in this issue.

PREACHER PRACTICED A BIBLE
MAXIM.

A friend of the Rev. Dr. P. S. Henson,
the popular Chicago preacher, not long
ago found the pastor in one of the large
department stores of the Western city.

He was leaning up against a supporting
pillar in a brown study.

" Why. ETenson, what in the world are
you standing there for?" asked the friend.

"Oh," said the witty parson, as a
twinkle came into his eye, "just putting
into practice that verse in the Bible : 'All

the days of my appointed time will I wait
till my change comes.'"—March Ladies'

Home Journal

REST SEED POTATOES StJS.TS*«SS.7°
** a G. ALDRIDGE. Fishers Ontario Co., N. Y.

STRAWBERRY
Plants Largest & choicest
stock in the world (50.000,-

000; 100 varieties). Lowest
prices. Safely and cheaply delivered an v where
on continent Catalog free. CONTINENTAL
PLANT CO. Sirauherrv Specialists, 41 South
Street, Kittreil, N. C.

The New Frost-Proof PEACH
Bears Fv°rywhere
PEACH, PEAR,

PLUM, APPLETrees. New Fruits and Berries
—Specialties. Lowest prices. Cat logue Free.

I. H. LINDSLEY, White House, N. J.

Strawberry * Plants
BY THE DOZEN OR MILLION.

Reld's Prolific, Seaford, Delaware, and 6o
other varieties, from $1.00 per 1,000 up. Cabbage
Plants, Shade and Ornamental Trees. Cata-
logue free.

A. J. Mc McMATH, Onley, Va.

RASPBERRY « STRAWBERRY PLANTS
WELL ROOTED, STRONG and HEALTHY.

20,000 Miller—Bestearly Red Raspberry grown.
_'ii, (k)0 Conrath— Leading early Black Cap.
20.000 Kansas—Be-.t late Black Cap.

500.000Strawberry Plants following varieties
i

Glen Mary, Clyde. Bismarck, Margaret. YVm.
Belt, Teun. Prolific, Imp. Westbrook, Murry's
Extra Early.
Raspberry Plants, per doz., 40c; 100. $1.00;

1,000, $8.00. Strawberry Plants, per doz., 20c.

;

100, .50c. ; 1,000, $3 00.

RIVERSIDE FARM, P. O. Box 42, Salem, Va.

Albemarle Prolific Seed Corn.
Has this year yielded some of the largest

corn crops ever grown in Virginia.
In 1896, 26% bbls. In 1807, X!% bbls.

In 1898. 38% bbl'».-ltH% bus. of shelled grain.
It has given wonderful results iu otherstates
Writ fo circulars, which give inforn ation

as to how these crops are grown.
ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,

Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville. Va.

CABBAGE PLANTS
FOR SALE!

Now ready lor shipment. Wakefield and
Succession, the hardiest, largest, eatliest and
best known varieties. Prices, f . o. b. here. 1,000
to 5,000. SI 50; 5.000 to 10,000, $1.25 ; over 10,000, $1.

They are grown in the open air and will stand
severe cold. Address

—

NORMAN H. BLITCH, Meggett, S. C.

'i

Heaviest yielder of grain and forage.

On bottoms will yield 60 to 150 bus
corn and 22 tons ensilage per acre.

C. E. JONES, Carysbrook, Va.

PIE Bill FREE
&»_,.# To ml new customers to tt.
^a^#» "aiils*^ I will moil my handsome ciituloirut'
for 189!*, lithographed and beautifully Illustrated, and a lOe.
!>ue BUI, Rood for 10c. worth of &?eda f"r trial, absolutely
free. It la full of bargains. All the Be*t Seeds, Bulb*.
Plants, Rosea, new Fruits, Farm Seeds, Potatoes,
etc.. at lowest prices. Ten firer-t Novelties offend without
Damts. I will ;.•>• $50. FOR A NAME ft,r, 3lh . Don't buy
your stock until ynu *er this n* w i :it ;i ( - u . . Several varieties, ahown
in colors. Great inducements for order* this year. You will be
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SPECIAL
(You can make more money, grow}
r better crops, if you go by our cata-

logue. It describes many seeds you
can buy nowhere else. Get a copy
and read about

at. oo.'s r.vMors world's
FAIR TOM

1 r; b i la i pening; free from rot

!!!»!» n.\ i i;; :x u cabbage-hs
bi b, hard, thi k and flat heads. Mo*t profitable

lJALTIMORK<ABBA(;i;Lr 111 < K

. Itde-
upplk

GRIFFITH & TURNER CO., Section G.
205-213 l'aca St., Baltimore, BW.

us
WOOD'S

SEEDS.

Wood's flaine-Grown

Seed Potatoes
are unquestionably the best Seed Pota-
toes for Southern planting. Our Pota-
toes are grown especially for seed pur-
poses in the best potato district in
Maine, and are noted for their earll-
ness, uniformity and large yields pro-
duced. The largest potato growers In
the South are planting our Seed Pota-
toes, with the best and most profitable
results. We also offer

VA. SECOND CROP POTATOES
grown from Maine seed. These give
-plendid crop results and are popular
with truckers everywhere.
Wood's Descriptive Seed Catalogue,

giving full information, mailed free.
Prices quoted upon request.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
SEEDSMEN, Richmond, Va.

The Largest Seed
House in the

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address

the Business Office.

HATCHING MADE EASY.

Fop. Pleasure or Profit, the Ertel Vic-
tor Incubator Brings Success.

Chicken raising by incubator and
brooder is still a fascinating pursuit,
either when carried on for amusement
or strictly for profit, and the fascination
is not at all de Teased by the fact that
incubators have been so much improved
that there is no longer any uncertainty
about hatching out a profitable propor-
tion of eggs. The home market for poul-
try is still crying for more and better-

supplies, and new poultry enterprises are
starting daily, and the older established
yards are considering ways and means of
supplying the constantly increasing de-
mand.

For the poultry man who works for

pleasure or profit, there are many enter-
taining and suggestive facts contained in

the annual catalogue of the George Ertel
Company, of Quincy, 111. Its descrip-
tions and illustrations, backed by the
strongest kind of endorsements from
practical poultry men, are convincing ar-

guments in favor of the Ertel Improved
Victor Incubator and the Improved Vic-

tor Brooder. Both have stood the prac-
tical testof use alongside more expensive
and more complicated inventions, with
all the results in favor of the Victors. In
the Improved Victor Incubator the de-
vices for supplying ventilation, heat and
moisture, are so simple that the machine
practically runs itself, requiring only a
few moment's attention morning and
evening.

Persons who are unfamiliar with the
George Ertel Company, can rest assured
of fair, courteous and honorable treat-

ment in dealing with them. The house
has hadvast experience in this line, and
a reputation based on years of the most
solid kind of success. They will send
their illustrated catalogue to any one who
is interested.

WHO'S SHEUABERGER ?
He's the Wire Fence Man, of Atlanta, Ga., and
sells the best and cheapest fencing in existence
for all purposes. Freight paid. Catalogue free.
Write for ft.

K. L. SHELLABERGER, 37 F St , Atlanta, da.

A RANCH THAT PASTURES 120,000
CATTLE.

The X. I, T. ranch, in the extreme
northwest corner of the Panhandle of
Texas, the largest ranch in the world, has
an area of five thousand square miles.
Its herds of cattle aggregate 120,000 head,
beside 1,500 horses, and the calf crop
branded in 1897 exceeded 31,000. Sur-
prising as it may seem, all the work on
the ranch is done by 125 men, one man
to every 24,000 acres.—February Ladies'
Home Journal.

THE HICHEST GRADE

G RASS SEEPS
IN THE WORLD TO-DAY
^_^ are supplied bv

GRASS SEED for HAY,

_ GRASS SEED for PASTURE,

% GRASS SEED for LIGHT SOILS,

GRASS SEED for HEAVY SOILS,

GRASS SEED for GOLF LINKS,

The "HENDERSON" lAWN GRASS SEED.
Also many NEW FORAGE PLANTS of value.

Our AMERICAN FARMERS' MAMAL for
1899. 32 pages, devoted, nt iri ly tt. Seeds for the Farm.
moiled free mi applieati.m t., those u ho state « here
they saw this advertisement. Correspondence in, ilea.

PETER HENDERSON & CO.
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

of-SATDM4^
i<

F

\R E SMARINE ))

iimKimmm

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS, $750,000.

DIRECTORS

:

Wm. H Palmer,
B. B. Addison,
Thomas Potts.

W. Otto NoltlDg,

WM. H. PALMER,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

D. O. Davis,
E J. Willis,

. Josiah Leake,

President.

Secretary.

Farm Manager...
DESIRES A POSITION.

Understands thoroughly all branches
of farming, stock raising and hand-
ling help Five years at last place.
Satisfactory references.

W. T. G. , care Southern Planter.

WANTED
At my house in this county, a white
woman as cook. A widow,with daugh-
ter, 12 to 14 years old, acceptable.

City household conveniences. Address, givin"
ref rence and stating wages wanted,

WALTER RANDOLPH CRABBE,
Hague P. O., Westmorel .nd, Co., Va.

When you write to an advertiser,

mention The Southern Planter.
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IM Business Hen
WHITE WYANDOTTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
BUFF WYANDOTTES

Bred for Ee;gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

" Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes or
Dorkings."

SECOND ON BROILERS.
•Any breed," at BOSTON SHOW-
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator" Eggs, $5 00 per 100.

Stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

Eggs for Hatching
From the following pure-
bred varieties: White and
Barred Plymouth Rocks,
Brah as, W. Wyandottes,
S. C. B Leghorns, Pekln
Ducks, atSl.OO per sitting;

much cheaper in larger
quantities, M. B. Turkey
and Toulouse Geese eggs,

$2.50 per sitting. Fresh, fer-

tile incubator eggs, 82.50 per
100—P. Rock-Cochin cross.

C. H. BENNETT,
McDonald's Mills, Va.

SUNNY BANK POULTRY and

DUCK RANCH, Mitchell sSta.Va

Barred Plymouth Rock and Imperial Pekln
Ducks exclusively, of the purest strains ex-
tant. My ducks weighing from 9 to 10% lbs. at
seven months' old. I am now booking orders
for eggs for hatching. B. P. Kock, $1.00—15:

imperial Pekln. S1.0O-I3. Carefully packed and
shipped. Breeding stock for sale at all times.

J. MILTON GARNETT.

E. F. SOMMERS^S
SOMERSET, ORANOE CO., VA.

Breeds BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Exclusively. Large, handsome, beau-
tifully barred; 7 years' experience. Best
blood". EGGS, €1.00 per set 15; Bronze
Turkey E^ks, S3.00 per doz. Best refer-

ence, if required.

Rochelle Poultry Yards.
Buff and Barred P. Rocks, Euff

and Brown S. C. Leg-horns, and
Black Langshans. Prize Winners.
Circulars Free. EGGS, $1 00 per

13; BIRD?. $1.00 and up.

G. W. WAYLANL), Prop., Rochelle, Va.

Eggs for Hatching.
Pure-bred B. P. Rock and S. C. Rrown Leg-

horn. Single sitting. M)c. ; two for 81.00.

Mitts B. M. HITER, Ellisville, Va.

SOME MORE CLOVER FOR BEES.

I recommended White clover to be

used in all mixtures for permanent pas-

ture and for lawns, because it forms a

close herbage, remains green throughout
the season, and affords excellent food for

bees. Especially for the latter purpose,

there i8 another member of the clover

family that should be largelv grown.

This is the "Sweet Clover" (Bockhara
Melilot), a rapid-growing white flowered

sort, unequalled Tor bee feed. Sweet
clover is not generally liked by animals,

but they learn to like it because it comes
so early. The second year it yields often

two or three crops of hay. But I would
not plant it as a forage crop, notwith-

standing it is a first-class soil improver;
the fodder is too coarse unless cut early.

Sow one pound (30 cents) on the wayside.

If you like it, you may save your own
seed. See how this plant will grow on
the most barren soil if it contains a little

lime only. The first year it will develop
quite moderately, but the second year it

grows up like alfalfa, 4-7 feet. Take it as

a test-plant. If it will not grow, your soil

needs lime. If it grows, see how it stands

any kind of weather. Of course, the roots

go down 3^1 feet deep. White clover will

stand a good deal ; it will bloom profuse-

ly, and yet yield no honey, because the

season is too dry or too wet for yielding

nectar. Sweet clover is quite different:

it is the surest honey-plant known, and
yields every year a good quantity of fine

honey. I would like to see bees flying,

and sweet clover blooming, on all the

ways the Southern Planter goes, but—

I

have no clover-seed for sale.

J. Volkert.
Chesterfield County, Va.

THE IRRIGATION OF GARDENS.
In our climate, everything is apt to suf-

fer more or less from drought as the
summer advances, especially our gardens
which are generally in a high, dry situa-

tion, adjoining our dwelling houses.

Most persons in the country select a high
hill as the site of their dwelling house,
not only on account of its commanding
view, but because it is drier, more airy,

and better drained than a lower situa-

tion. A highland garden will produce
spring vegetables very well, and those of
the early summer, such as peas, snaps,

cymlings, etc., but it will suffer severely if

a drought sets in later in the summer.
In old times, it was very customary to

have two gardens, a highland one for the
early vegetables, and one on the low-
grounds for tomatoes and other vegeta-

bles that mature in August and Septem-
ber ; but there are two drawbacks to this

Bchems—one of which is that we have
not the command of plenty of messen-
gers to send way off to the lowgrounds
for vegetables, as we could do in slavery
times, and another objection is, that of
late years we have become subject to

great floods in the James river, sweeping
crops, vegetables and everything on the
low grounds, or if not violent enough to

do this, at least, damaging everything
very much.
In view of the almost certainty of our

having a drought in the summer, it is

highly desirable to locate our garden so

WANTED PIGEONS!
For Trap-Shooting;.

Old birds, undipped wings. In lots of
25 or more. Answer regarding price

f. o. b. cars.

Address, M. T.,

Dungeness, Fernandina, Fla.

EMBDEN GEESE
I offer several trios of this breed.

Heavy weights; fine layers. Best

breed to raise early market goslings.

A. R. BELLW00D, - Drewry's Bluff. Va.

JOHNSON & GOODE,
BOYDTON, VA.

Poland-China Hogs, Coach and
Collie Dogs, White Leghorn? and
Black Minorcas, Barred P. Rocks,
Pekin Ducks. EGGS, $1.00 per 13.

BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA,
Barred Plymouth Rocks, Pekin Ducks.
Also Eggs from these pun-bred fowls.

The very best Poland-C ina Pigs at farmers'
prices: a few good Shropshire Sheep.
Write for prices.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,
Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

S. C.BROWN LEGHORNS
Eggs for setting. 81.00 per 15.

PEKIN DUCKS—Eggs for setting, 81.00 for 11.

S. C. BROWN LEGHORNS, 81.00 each-
Roosters or Pulle s.

The above are of the best strains ;.nd guar-
anteed pure In breed.

G. W. GRAVES, Highland Springs, Va.

•».*%- FOR. SALE. -*.-*.

EGGS from Silver Wyandotte, B. P.
Bocks, S. C. B. Leg-horns.

Also Bronze Turkeys.
Mrs. JNO. F. PAYNE, University of Va

Black Langshans..

M. A. OLNEY, Coleman's Falls, Va,

SICZ VARIETIES OF POULTRY,"O PIGEONS AND PET STOCK
Four cents for fine catalogue. Circular free.

EGGS—$1.00 for 15: $3.00 for 60.

J. D. SOUDER, Telford, Pa.

Jersey Cattle, Berkshire

Hogs, Light Brahma Chickens.

STOCK FOR SALE.
H. H- WHITE, Breeder, Rock Hill, S. C.

THE IMPROVED

VICTOR Incubator
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h
? Filston Farm
Jerseys—^-

Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

Glencoe, Md.

The bulls from this farm have been
sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a little "Book of the Herd "

on request.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

JERSEY HEIFERS

and BULLS.
FOR SALE AT HARD PAN PRICES.

Blood of the famous Stoke Pogis, St.

Lambert and Coomassie blended. Paying
special attention to breeding my cattle, I have
reached a degree of excellence not surpassed

by any herd in the State. POLAND-CHINA
Pigs always on hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

ST. OMER HERD
(A. J. C. C.)

Exile of St. Lambert, the greatest

bull that ever lived. Can give you
50 to 62':^ of his blood, coupled with
that of Stoke Pogis 5th, St. Helior,

Lord Harry, and other good ones.

Bulls now ready for service.

J. T. HOOPES, BYNUM, MD

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs. -

For Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Charlottesville, Va.

Berkshire Hogs.
A grandson of Baron Lee
II at bead of herd. Twenty
pigs, both sexes, from
choicest, sows, now for
sale at reasonabe prices.

Correspondence promptly answered. Pigs
eligible to registry.

\\ M. W. WRIGHT, Muse, Augusta Co., Va

it can be irrigated. We might have two
small gardens instead of one large one,
planting our tomatoes and other late

vegetables in a spot capable of being irri-

gated. If we have to locate this late

garden at some distance from the house,
it will not be an unmixed evil, for it will

be preset ved from the depredations of
fowls and young stock which generally
infest the premises around a farm house.
There are few farms that do not con-

tain spots capable of being cheaply irri-

gated. Irrigation may be done in either
a cheap or expensive way, according to

the taste or purse of the individual.

Those who cannot afford iron piping for

this purpose, may carry on irrigation

cheaply by means of wooden troughs,

made of two narrow planks nailed to-

gether, or by means of little trenches dug
with a hoe, leading from the branch into

the patch you intend to irrigate. It was
in this simple and primitive fashion that
the ancient Egyptians performed their

irrigation. If a bold branch or creek
runs anywhere near your home, there is

no better way in which you can utilize

its water than to irrigate your garden.
Irrigation seems to be especially benefi-

cial to tomatoes. A few years ago, in a
great drought, \ gaw a tomato patch irri-

ga'ed simply by little trenches dug with
a hoe, and conducting water from a
spring branch. While other tomato
patches in the neighborhood succumbed
to the drought, and either bore very
sparsely, or not at all. the irrigated

patch was flourishing and luxuriant,
beating tomatoes profusely and of the
finest quality till the last of October.
Speaking of tomatoes, reminds me to sav
that while it may be well to stick and
tie up your early vines, it is far better to

leave the late ones lying on the ground,
as this protects them from frost. By fol-

lowing this plan, the writer is able, every
year, to have fine tomatoes, unblighted
by frost, till November. The tomatoes,
lying flat on the ground and covered
with profuse foliage, are not a mark for

frost, as they would be if trained up.

Wingina, Va. M. W. Early.

M. P. Le Grand, an Alabama farmer,

says that many negroes in the South are

ruined by mules, and he thinks he has

proved it" He owns a great deal of farm
land which he rents to negroes on condi-

tion that they shall do their work with
an ox instead of a mule. As a result, all

his tenants are prosperous, and pay their

rent promptly. The ox, he explains, is

entirely capable in all the requirements
of the cotton patch, but he has his limi-

tations, and his colored master does not

think of mounting him and riding off on
useless errands or pleasure trips. As
the negro cannot ride todistant churches,

cake-walks, or "hoe-downs," and as he
will not walk, he goes to bed and is rest-

ted, and ready for labor in the morning.
So far as the inference from this experi-

ment goes, the negro, plus a mule, is a

shiftless and unreliable citizen, but elim-

inate the mule and substitute an ox, and
he becomes regular in his habits, business

like, and prosperous.

Mention The Soithern Planter when
writing advertisers.

Judge Morrow
Bay Horse—1887—16 bands. By Vagabond by
Vandal. Dam Moonlight by Joe Johnson.

For stout pedigree and high conformation,
this horse cannot be excelled for breeding
hunters and roadsters. Asa racehorse, he has
won over SS0.0O0, in the greatest events and
best company in the United States. His
temper and disposition are kind and docile;
his constitution vigorous and hardy, and his
style and carriage very handsome and
elevated.

TERMS: FIFTEEN 00LLARS.

Address-
Essex County,

P. S. HUNTER,
Lorktto P. O., Va.

Top-Poland-China Pigs
Black U. S. and Wilkes blood. First-

class in every respect. Large and thrifty.

Ready for shipment. Four months' pigs,

$6.00; three months' pigs, $5.00. Pedigree
with each pig

E. T. ROBINSON, Lexington, Va.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old. $6: Pair. $10.

Wm. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

J3
FINELY-BRED

JACKS and
ENNETS

W. E. KNIGHT 4. CO.

FOR. SALE!
Fine Saddle and Harness Horses. Young

Holstein Friesian Bulls and Pekin
Ducks. All of the finest blood.

C. T. SMITH, Croxton, Va.

To Stock-Raisers
and Dealers.

I desire to stock a small place. I have been
in the piano and music business for 35 years,

and would like to exchange entire or in part
pianos or organs for stock required on a farm.
I guarantee honorabled>aling. cash prices and
perfect satisfaction, and expect the same in

return. Address—
F. W. WALTER, Staunton, Va.

VIRGINIA -FARMS
For S3.00 an ACRE

and upward, in yearly payments. Interest

6 per cent. Some to exchange, Northern
settlement. List free.

GEO E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmondja.

FOR SALE—A BARGAIN
Handsome estate on the south side of the

Blue Ridge Mountains, in the heart of the
Piedmont section of Virginia, in apple-pie
order, with fine garden and young orchards.
Finest opening in Virginia tor a gfrls' board-
ing school. Pmce now run as a summer resort

and hotel-paying well. Good reasons for
celling, soon- farms for sale at S3 per acre.
For information, address

A. H. CLEMENT, Appomattox. Va.
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PAINT TALKS—XIV.

Paint for Bleeping Booms.

The modern dwelling is generally fur-

nished as if the chief object were to

gather and conceal dirt With lace cur
tains at the windows, "fuzzy" paper on
the walla and "fuzzy" carpet on the

floors, about everything possible has

been done to encourage dirt. When to

these are added a deleterious crumbling
paint on the wood work, the way not to

do it is perfectly illustrated.

Windows of sleeping rooms should be
protected preferably with fixed blinds.

but lacking these, nothing but good,
easily removable shades on spring rollers

should be tolerated. Wall paper should
be eschewed and the walls should he
painted, in some light, cheerful tint, with
a paint containing no poisonous mate-
rials. For this use the only fit pigment
is zinc-white, the tints being obtained In-

adding ultramarine for blue tones, earth
colors for yellow, brown and ted tints,

lamp black for the grays, and combina-
tions of these pigments for the other de-
sired tints.

The wood work, unless of light-col-

ored wood finished in the natural state
and varnished, should be painted exclu
sively with the same pigments, varnish
being added if an enamel effect is de-
sired. The floor, if too old or too open
for tilling and "waxing," or varnishing,
should be smoothed off, and after putty-
ing all seams, cracks and nail-holes,
should be painted with a good oil paint
containing no lead ; zinc-white or a com-
bination based on zincwhite, colored
witli iron oxides or earth colors (ochre,
sienna, umbers, metallic brown, etc.) be-
ing used exclusively as pigments. Over
this should be laid a temovable rug,
which can he taken up, aired and shaken
at frequent intervals, the floor being well
wiped with a wet cloth while the rug is

up. The painted walls should also be
washed at the periodical "cleaning'
times.

Wall paper, curtains, carpets and dele
terious paints are probably responsible,
either directly or indirectly, for the intro
duction and propagation of many ail

merits, especially in children. White lead,
which is among the least of durable of
pigments, is.'like all lead compounds, an
active poison, and it is notable among
paints for its tendency to crumble off the
painted surface in the form of dust. Fur-
thermore, as it blackens in thepresenceof
gases always found in dwelling houses, it

is undesirable on a sthetic grounds. Zinc-
white, on the other hand, is absolutely
non-poisonous, has a brilliant clear white
color, which produces remarkably pure
and brilliant tints with other colors, and
is the most permanent of pigments, both
a-- regards color and material.

A great deal of attention is usually
paid to the food ami clothing of children,
It would be wise to extend this attention
to the hygienic conditions of their'ordi-
nary surrounding-.

Stanton Dudley.

Let's lind i he sunny si 'e of men
Or be believers in it

-

'A light there is in .-very soul)
That takes the p ms to win it.

MILKING STRAIN SHORTHORN BULL FOR SALE
The North Carolina Experiment station has one Shorthorn Bull for sale—registered.

Dam yielded over 5,000 ins. milk, equivalent to 225 lbs. butter, as a two-year old, and
withal 1 lourney and change of climate from New York to North Carolina during this
period. Gramlam. Maid oi c ixford, by Wild Flower's Airdrie, at fourteen years' of age
badaveraged 10,000 lbs, mils per year since three years' old. Average test, 3.5, to 4j(.

f^CiCi C FOB SKITI \"i
I ai popular prices, from Barred and White Plymouth Rock,

L.VJVJJ3 silver ami White Wyandotte, S. C. Brown Leghorn, Black Langshan, Black
Minorca, Buff Cochin, Brahma and Pekiu Ducks. Address—

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. RALEIGH, N. C.

FOR SALE!
Five or Six THOROUGHBRED
MARES of the Purest and Best
Blood. Sound and all right.

Believed to be in foal to Imported Charaxus and Eon. Sold for no fault. I have

more than I want to keep. Also a few SHORTHORNS and SOUTHDOWNS.
R. J. HAXCOCK, Charlottesville, Va.

HIGH-BRED ENGLISH

BERKSHIRE PigsFOR
SALE
These pigs are sired by Sir John Bui 1, of N. Benjafleld'B

herd, of Motcombe, England, who is patronized by

—

Her Majesty the Queen

:

His Royal Highness Duke of Conuaught;
His Royal Highness Duke of York

;

His Royal Highness Prince Christian, etc.

Imported by me last November. Dams of the purest

and most aristocratic families of English blood. Pedi-

grees furnished with every pig. A rare chance for

entirely foreign and new blood for your herds.

41 Pig-s now on hand at one-third
Western Prices

Address THOS S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

12
15 SHORT-HORNS

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE!

SI
i

Champion Cup, 121713, the great son of the famous Cup Bearer, 52692.

and Warrior Brave, 121517, by Knight of the Thistle, 108656, at the head of

our herds.

Our cattle are of the purest strains; including Pure Scotch and Scotch

Topped Bates, representing such noted families as the famous Duchess, Rose

of Sharon, Young Mary, Josephine, Illustrious, Moss Rose, and the great

Cruickshank Gwendolines and Secrets.

15 TO 20 BULX C.4XVES —— >

from 3 to <> months, sired by the above-named sires. Also 3 yearling

Bulls.

Correspondence solicited. Satisfaction guaranteed.

For further particulars and prices, call on or address

—

W. W. BENTLEY,
Pulaski City, Va.

JNO. T. COWAN,
Cowan's Mills, Va.
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HOW BILL SCRUGGS FARMED.
"What's the use of farming without

money?" cried Bill Scruggs, as he gave
the wet, sobby wood a vigorous kick, as
he sat by the fire one cold, blustering
March day.

" Dod rot it, 'taint no use living no how,
and a poor man had better be dead and
buried."
These were the conclusions of Mr.

Scruggs, after an experience of ten years'
farming. But poor Bill was more to be
pitied than blamed ; he had farmed as
his father had before him ; he had kept
up the strict Old Virginia rule of corn,
wheat and tobacco; had hired negroes
freely, and worked hard himself, but it

was plain and sad to see that Bill was
going down hill, and the farm would soon
be sold for taxes if something was not
done.
Mrs. Scruggs and the five little Scruggses

also held the same sentiuients; some-
thing must be done, but what could they
do, poor things. Bill gave the fire an-
other kick, scratched his head, and walk-
ed out with a savage look, which made
the little Scruggses huddle under the bed,
as from an Ogre. Bill marched off to the
post-office, as was his daily custom, not
so much for the mail, as ne never got
any. but to see what was going on, and
gossip about " Hard times" with his

neighbors. The day passed as usual, and
soon he came stalking back with the
same frown upon his face, and sat silently

down to the scanty meal, which each day
appeared to grow less and less. Bill ate

in silence, and then went forth to feed his

few lank cattle, which were shivering
the barn.

" Dod rot it, I've given.the critters the
last feed of fodder," said.-Bill, as he came
in for the night ; '"an the horses ain't got
but a weeks feeding."

Mrs. Scruggs sighed as she tucked the
little ones in bed ;

'' well, I reckon the
Lord will provide," said the good woman
as she seated herself. "Amen," groaned
Bill, as he drew forth a paper from his

pocket, and squared himself to read.

Mrs. Scruggs peered over his shoulder at

some large illustrations it contained, and
read the heading Southern Planter, which
old Deacon Boggs had handed to Bill at

the post-otfice.
" Taint no use, I ain't got any money

for all these new-fangled things," ex-
claimed Bill as he settled himself to read
in earnest. The silence of the room was
unbroken for an hour or more, save by
Mrs. Scruggs' knitting-needles or the
crackling fire. At last Bill suddenly
jumped up, waved his paper over his

head, and cried out—" I've got it, I've

got it, old lady ; we'll be all right yet

—

hurrah ! hurrah ! ! hurrah ! ! !
" Mrs.

Scruggs looked up in astonishment at her
husband's excited manner, and the little

ones turned restlessly in bed as their slum-
bers were thus disturbed. Bill crammed
the paper in his pocket, said nothing
more, and went silently to bed.
The next morning he was up much ear-

lier than usual, and Mrs. Scruggs watched
him in wonderment as he marched back
and forth over the fields apparently
buried in thought. The breakfast was
eaten in silence, and again he was in the
fields ; the team is now put to hauling

St. Lambert Jerseys

ETHEL'S JOHN BULL NO. 29005/«?n
m
e:

B£££
<l:iin ( nuns el st. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Mary Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces in 7 days.

ADMIRAL ST. LAMBERT NO. mgSfi&StgSZ
a butter record ol iv» His.. ll%ozM in 7 days, and
a daily milk record of 53 lbs., 8 oz.

Several extra-line Hulls and Heifers for sale.

Al.in Indian Game, Barred P. Rock, White
Leghorn and White Wyandotte fowls.

BOWMONT FARMS, Salem, VA.

Registered Berkshires^ " MAYOR OF BILTMORE" at Head of fly Herd.

Write for my prices on pigs before purchas-

ing elsewhere. I can furnish you the finest

stock at reasonable prices.

I also offer Holstein-Friesians (Nether-

lands, Pietertjes and Clothilde), all rich, heavy
milkers. All of my cattle are magnificent

specimens of the breed.

English Beagle Oogs, Brown Leghorns and Plymouth Rock Chickens.

Correspondence solicited.

nHERN} RYS t. O. SANDY, BnrkeTille, Va.

«4flfe WANTED.
•4 FARMERS and BREEDERS to Know
That they can buy the best Thoroughbred

CATTLE, SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
POLAND-CHINA, BERKSHIRE
and CHESTER HOGS^and.PIGS at
Living Prices.

rnno from White HollaDd Turkeys, Barred
LUUO Plymouth Rock and S lver Wyan-
dotte Chickens, P.-kin Ducks and White
Guineas. Sold in small lots, or at greatly re-

duced prices in lots of 100 more.
If you mem bu iness, describe your wants.

Highlands Stock and Poultry Farm,
. WILSON. Owner and Proprietor. FANCY HILL, VA.

YANKEE METHODS OF FARMING.
This picture is a rough sketch taken from one of the full-page photographic views

in the new " Planet Jr." catalogue for 1899. It shows how they raise onions by the
shipload in Yankeeland, and it rather takes one's breath away to think of one onion
grower investing in twenty drills just for sowing the seed.

The " Planet Jr." catalogue for 1899 is full of pictures like these. Farmers and
farmers1 sons and farmers' wives and " their sisters and their cousins and their aunts "

will all want to have a turn at this interesting pamphlet, for it shows views of farm
scenes all over the world, with the different crops and methods of cultivation, and
the oxen, and the horses, and other kinds of motive power. Of course, it's an adver-
tisement; that's what it's made for; but. it's one of the best advertisements that we
have seen, and one of the most interesting that any farmer is likely to yet hold of.

Yon can get a copy free by sending a [ oitd to S. L. Allen & Co., Philadelphia.
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what is left of the broken-down fences to

one spot, and soon a square lot of one
acre is enclosed. Then the scanty supply
of manure from the barn is hauled to the

spot; thicker and thicker it is laid on
until the barn lot is exhausted; next the

pig pen, the hen-house, the wood-pile,

the yard are all searched until no more
could be found, though the little plat of

ground was completely buried with a

black carpet several inches thick.

"What cm earth is Bill Scruggs doing
thai'' said the old deacon, as he rode
by with a neighbor. "Why, they say

that bard times has made him a little

crazy; he imagines he's going to make a
fortune on that acre of ground. 1 '

" Poor fellow," sighed the deacon, " Bill

is a good neighbor, but he's unfortunate."

Bill, however, said nothing to any one,

but kept steady at work from morning
to night plowing, harrowing, raking aud
cleaning thatone acre, until it was smooth
and level as a door, with not a stick or

stone to be seen. At last it was done,

and Bill smiled as he sat upon the fence
and viewed his work.

" And what ar you going to plant thar,

Bill?" enquired a neighbor as he passed
by- ....

" Ing—uns," replied Bill in a gruff tone.

"An' whar is your corn land?" asked
farmer Slow.

" Ain't got none this year."
" Not going to plant any corn!" and

the old man shook his head and walked
off sorrowfully.

• Mr-. Scruggs, how much money have
you got in the house?" enquired Bill, as

he came in late that evening.
" Why, bless your soul, .Mr. Scruggs,

you know we haven't got live dollars, even
with all the children's pennies; and we
want a barrel of flour and more meat,
too, for the last is out this morning," re-

plied Mrs. Scruggs sadly.

Poor Bill again scratched his head and
kicked the tire vigorously, and drawing
forth the well-worn agricultural paper,

began to read earnestly.
" Well, Mis. Scruggs, I want ten dol-

lars, and must have it. I reckon Smith
will trust us a little longer for meat and
bread," said Bill, so the paper was laid

aside. " But wnat on earth do you want
with ten dollars? " asked his wife.

• Well, I want to buy ing—un seed,"

said Bill gruffly.

'Union seed! bless my soul!" ex-
claimed poor Mrs. Scruggs, as she raised
her hands in amazement.

" And what are you going to do with
ten dollars' worth of onion .-

" Why, dod rot it, old lady, I'm going
to sow 'em, an' you and the chicks will

soon have plenty of bread and meat."
Mrs. Scruggs said it was useless to argue

with Bill, so she sadly went to the drawer
and brought forth the little change which
had been so carefully saved for many
weeks.

" Four dollars and a half," said Bill, as
he counted it over. " Well, I reckon i

can borrow the balance; and. so saying,

set forth to the post-office.

"Poor Mrs. Scruggs, what will become
of her and the children when they take
Bill to the asylum ? " said all the neigh-
bors ; and indeed it looked a sad case.

A few days after Bill came from the
office, bearing triumphantly a large pack-

1

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, & ALSO -
t>. . ou m 250 Muscovy Ducks
Dorset Sheep, $1 50 Per /air .

Berkshire HogS, '!' Satisfaction or no pay.

E. H. GIL.L.ET, Verona, Baltimore Co.. Md.

GHSTON STOCK F=HR7V\\

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals"of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

.!><. I . DETRICK, Somerset, Ta.

JGRSGY -up ^
GUeRNSeY CftTTLe

Berkshire Hogs
A fine lot of Young Boars, 100 lbs. and over, large enough for any service, 810 each. Young

Sows, same size, 810 each. Pigs, 810 per pair.

Light Brahma and Plymouth Rock Fowls at low prices, according to quality.

Pekin Ducks, $1 00 each. EGGS, carefully packed, $1.00 per dozen. Fox Terrier

Puppies, great ratters, $5 00 each, either sex.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

A CHEAP, STRONG AND GOOD FENCE.

The Bowen Cable Stay Fence Machine is shown on this page as it rests upon the
wires. The Company claim for their Machine that it builds the cheapest, strongest
and one of the best fences on the market. Within the last three years, they have
placed over 4,000 Machines in the hands of farmers and practical fence-builders in
the United States and Canada, and their goods meet with entire satisfaction wherever
introduced. When writing them for large circular and terms to agents, mention this
paper. Address the Bowen Cable Stay Fence Co., Box 25, Norwalk, Ohio.
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age. Yes, Squire Rich had heard Bill's

hopeful story, and earnest appeal ; and
more from charity and to humor the
poor fellow, had loaned him the desired

amount.
The next morning Bill was up very

early and all the little Scruggses with
him ; the sun was bright, the birds sing-

ing merrily, and all went to work with
spirit to plant the seed ; Mrs. Scruggs
alone looked on tearfully, wondering
Badly at Bill's strange freak.

The land was carefully laid off, while
the little ones dropped the seed ; it was
hard work, though, and all were well

tired out before the acre was finished
;

but at last it was done, and Bill again
mounted the fence, whirled a stick while
he whistled a merry tune, as he saw the
work so well done.
In due time the onions began to put

forth, and then Bill and his little ones
began to hoe and pull out the weeds;
early and late they kept at it for many
days, thinning and hoeing, the onions as

steadily growing, until the little plot was
a lake of green, and then Bill laid by the
hoe, and told the boys to take holiday.

A few more weeks and the dark green
turned to a golden yellow ; the crop was
ripe and the harvest had come. Again
Bill sallied forth with his little gang,
who began with glee to gather the crop.

Pull, pull, pull, all day, and yet not
half the acre was done ; red onions, white
onions, yellow onions were piled in large

heaps on every side, and distended in the
bright sunshine. The next day, and the
next, the pulling goes bravely on, even
good Mrs. Scruggs catches the spirit and
lends a helping hand. Old Deacon Boggs,
too, conies by and exclaims, " What a
glorious crop of onions !

" Farmer Slow
also leaps the fence and begins to pull, as

he exclaims, " What on earth are you
going to do with all these onions, Bill,

my boy ?
"

"Why sell 'em, what else, neighbor?"
"But who will buy so many onions?"
" Well, I reckon I can find a pur.-haser,"

said Bill, as he surveyed the crop with
pride.

Bill Scruggs' great onion crop had now
become the talk of the neighborhood,
and every one began to compliment him,
but Bill kept silent and grum, as he
strolled around buying up all the old

barrels he could find.

He now began to ship his crop, his

fir^t consignment being one hundred
barrels to a New York merchant, and
then he rested from his labors and wait-
ed patiently for returns; his neighbors
were now equally interested to see the
result of Bill's "foolishness." At last a
registered letter comes to the address of
Mr. William Scruggs, which contained a
check for Sl'50, with a note requesting his

entire crop.

The assembled neighbors at the post-

office gave a shout for Bill's success, and
each began 10 be loud in praise of his
" smart farming," hut Bill quietly cram-
med the letter in his pocket and strode
borne ; stalking into the house, he threw
the check into his wife's lap. and said,
" There, old lady, I told you so ; see what
ingmis has done; now buy what you
want, and never think I'm crazy again."

The good woman broke into tears, and

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry
4m%

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

^1

CASTALIA HERD of —

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thrive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably

crossed on the native cows.

For Sale—Bulls, Cows, Heifers and Calves.
See February advertisement, page 102.

MURRAY BOOCOCK,
Keswick, Albemarle Co,, Va.

Visitors met at station.

Frank C. Cross, Herd Manager.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
OF THE PUREST STRAINS. BRED FOR UTILITY.
Barrel, White and Buff Plymouth Rocks, White and Stiver Wyandottes
S. C. Brown Leghorns and Black Minorcas. Prices less than one half

charged by Northern breeders, from whom stock was derived. Satisfaction

guaranteed. CHAS. P. WINSTON, Amelia, Va.

HENS B
F
R
o
E
R
D LAYING

Instead of Introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a great strain of
laying BARBED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to our noted show birds of this
breed. EGGS, $1.00 persetting; larger quantities much cheaper. STOCK, S1.00 up. Improve
your flock and make it pay. Best of references.

GEO. HARBISON MORRIS, lahlnnd. Va.
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throwing her arms around her husband's
neck, wept for joy, while the little ones
danced around their papa, who would
now " pay them up" for their work.

The next morning, Bill visited the
Squire, and returned the amount bor-

rowed, much to that gentlema:

Cri-e : and, after settling up the .

ill, he laid in a generous supply of pro-

visions for the family, and began to be
looked upon as a prosperous man.
>Bill made two more shipments of one
hundred barrels each. His whole crop
yielded him nine hundred bushels— net-

ting him $700—from one acre.

Bill is no more thought crazy, but is

now a thriving farmer. He still plants
onions largely, as well as other vegeta-

bles, and says the corn, wheat and to-

bacco may "slide" for the rest of his life,

as he believes in " Im

WEIGHKD IN" THE BALANCE.
i tor friends and

advertising pat-
rons, the Reliable
Incubator and
Brooder Company,
of Quiccy, 111., are

rejoicing
over a re-

c e n t v i c-

torv. and
take this

means of
apprizing
their many

friends and patrons

of the fact. At the

recent Poultry, Tig-

eon and Pet Stock
Show, given under
the auspices of the
Illinois State Poul-

try. Pigeon and Pet
Stock Association

and the National
Fanciers Association of Chicago, at Tat-

tersall's, in Chicago. January 8 to 14 in-

clusive, the Reliable j>eople carried off

the banner. There were a dozen of the

leading incubators and brooders of the

country in competition, and the cla-- was
hence an unusually strong one. Such
victories as this one are not new to the

manufacturers of the Reliable, as they
have won times almost without number
in this and other countries under almost
all kinds of conditions. We have no
doubt that the hundreds of our readers

who are users of the Reliable incubators
and brooders will rejoice at this new vic-

tory of their favorite.

The lawyer was sitting at his desk ab-

sorbed in the preparation of a brief. So
bent was he on lii< w..rk that he did not

hear the door as it was pushed gently

open, nor see the curly head as it was
thrust into his office A little sob at-

tracted his notii e. and. turning, lie -aw a

lace streaked with recent tear-, and told

plainly that the little one's feeling- bad
been hurt. " Well, my little one, did you
want to see me?" "Are you a lawyer?"
"Yea. What is it you want'.'" " I

want," and there was a resolute ring in

her voice, " I want a divorce from my
papa and mama. I want it real quick,

too."

HF.KF.roKit CATTLE. -Calves, entitled to registration, $50 to To. Calves by "Sir Edward "

grades. M to $30.

SHROPSHIRE KHF.EP Bucks. one year old and over. $12.50 to $20. Ewes. one year to three

years
-

old, S10 to $12. Buck La in bs, delivered July 1 to 15, $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July

1 to 1".. K
POLAMK'HIXl HOGS— Pigs, six weeks' old, $5. Pigs, three months, $6.50. Pigs, Ave

months and over, sy to 115.

BRONZE TIRKEYS.— Pairs. $•;; trios,$8.50. Eggs, per sitting. $2.50.

P1.TJIOITH ROCKS. Pairs. $2.25 ; trios, $3; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

CISCOVY Dl('K«.-Pairs, $1.50: trios, $2225. Eggs, per sitting, $1.50.

WILLIAM L. Jr.. Xo.210.VS. half brother of AxteU, is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for S2.5 the sea-on. Mares boarded at lowest figures. Colts by >> lllinm L, Jr..

le, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

THE FARMER

ARMOUR

THE FARMER

Feeds his stock and sends it to market.

S aughters and distributes the product all

over the world.

Takes back in the shape of ANIMAL FERTI-
LIZER that portion not used in feeding,

clothing, shoeing, harnessing, glueing, soaping, freezing and
healing ; nothing is wasted.

ARMOUR'S ANIMAL FERTILIZERS are scientifically prepared; their use insures

large yields of cereals and grass. The Raw Material of which they are made
IS GROWX BY THE AMERICAN FARMER AND IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Send for USE THESE FERTILIZERS ON ALL CROPS.
Armours Farmers Almanac for 1809, THE ARMOUR FERTILIZER WORKS,

\ . Pratt St., Balto.. Md. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

FARMERS!
I Manufacture the fol

lowing Brands of FERTILIZERS
Pure Ground Animal Bone,
Flesh, Blood and Bone

Flesh and Blood.
Good for all Crops and Permanent Improvers of the Soil

MATERIALS FOR HOME-MIXING in any
quantities at wholesale prices

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF.
23>_, West Broad Street. RICHMOND, VA.

FOR SALE BY-Farmers' Supply Co. MS K. Main St.;
,T. W. Wood A Sods, seedsmen. ISB E. Main St. ; J. A. Ren-
Inolds 4 Bro., 1709 E. Franklin St.

SAVE MONEY! BUY YOUR FERTILIZERS DIRECT.
You get the benefit ofsalesman's expenses and agent's profit. Our entire production
goes from factory to farm. Write for free samples ana txok.

WALKER, STRATMAN & CO., Heir's Island, Pittsburg, Pa.
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The enormous output of McCormick Machines defies the mental grasp of man . If

machines we manufacture were to issue from the gate of our works, (with the largest

output in the world) the spectator would see all ihroughout the working day a

McCormick Machine emerging at full gallop every 40 seconds. The demand of

the farmers in the past season of 1898 was for 189,760 McCormick Machines
This continuing tremendous call of the farmers will result in our manufact-

uring and selling still larger numbers in one season by the end of the

century. What is the cause of this unheard of demand? What is the

reason of the everlasting popularity of McCt
Whv are we toiced to run our Works by night

up to the output of a machine every 40 secon
The cause is plain. The answer is simple. I

is The Building of the Best in the World.
Almost seventy seasons of success have
elapsed since Cyrus H. McCormick
invented the Reaper in 1831. In all that

time the McCormick has been The Best

Built Machine in the World. The McCormick
Machines for 1899 are The Best in the World. Tl

McCormick Right Hand Self-binding Harvester

the New 4 Mower 4J^ and Sft. cut; the Big 4 Mower
6ft. and 7 tt. cut; the One Horse Mower. 3'< and
4 ft. cut: the Folding Daisy; the Corn Harvester; the

Corn Husker and Fodder Shredder and the Hanc
and Self-dump Hav Rakes 8 ft., 10 ft. and 12 ft. ar

The Best in the World. All these eight machines are

McCormick End of the Centurv machines; built with a

brilliance of invention and honor in construction that sets

a noble standard to all other agricultural machines en earth

CAN ANYBODY MATCH THIS?

The Proof of the Pudding.

Blissfield, Mich., Dec. 26, 1898.

Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.

Gentlemen,—I write you in regard to
the great snow and rain storm of a few
days ago and its effect on your Page Rail
road Fence. It rained all day and the
temperature waa juat at the freezing
point, so that the telegraph wires all over
this section of the country had to sustain
about one-half inch of ice, which weight-
ed them very heavily. The next morn-
ing my son came in and told me that all

the telegraph poles between Palmyra
and Blissfield, a distance of four miles,
had fallen outward from the track and
across the Page Fence, and that the fence
must be totally ruined. Of course, I felt
very keenly that this would have a seri-

ous effect upon my business for the com-
ing year, because 1 have sold Page Fence
for several years, and have repeatedly
stated that a tree falling across the fence
would not harm it, and now to have a
heavily weighted telegraph pole fall

across it every 110 feet for four miles, I
thought it muat surely be completely
ruined. I went out and looked it over,
and I found that in some places the sta-
ples were pulled out of the posta, a few
of the posts were broken off, and, alto-
gether, it presented a very sad spectacle;
but when the L. S. & M. S. fence gang
went at it, removed the telegraph poles
and stapled up the fence again, it was
found that not one lateral wire in the
whole four miles of fence was broken
and but a very few cross wires.
Now, gentlemen, I have considerable

competition, and my competitors say that
the Page Fence Company do not use any
better wire than other fence companies
do ; that the coil spring feature is only a
talking point, and that the coiling of wire
is simply nonsense; but I cannot believe
that any other wire fence in the world,

A'

THE FENCE THAT FENCES.

MERIGANs^cWOVEN WIRE FENCE
Large, strong wires, heavily galvanized. Tension Curve at every inter-

section of main strands and stay wires, provides for expansion and contrac-

tion. The 'American" Fence is made of Best Bessemer Steel Wires, on most
advanced principles. Its thorough efficiency

is proven under all circumstances as a safe and sure
fence to turn cattle, horses, hogs and pigs.

EVERY ROD GUARANTEED

INVESTIGATE the merits of the

AMERICAN FENCE
at our agency in

your nearest town.

If you can't find

such an agency,
write us for com-
plete catalogue and
we will see you are

su PP , ' et'- AMERICAN FIELT FENCE, RegWar Style, stays 12 or 6 ins. apart

Amer.can Steel & Wire Co , Pittsburgh, Pa

THE KEMP....
Manure Spreader

Converts the manure pile Into a pile of gold. When
you double your money you think you have made a
Good Investment. This machine will double
the value of your manure. It spreads all kinds of
manure better than it can be done by hand and so dis-

integrates and fines it that ft is more readily avail-

GREATLYIMPROVED I
oblefor plant food.

FOR 1898. Backed by 13 years of successful

manufacture. Send for our catalogue and a book
New Treatise on Manure. FRF." t i all inquirers.

!-'EMP & BURPEEMFG. GO.
Box 21 SYRACUSE, i

RE HUMANE
Fully Warranted.

and remove the fc. the keystone
horns of your llQWRNING

J<3r
an all sides, does not crush. One clip and the hornsare off.

larsFREE. A. C. BROSIUS, Coch ra n vi I le, Pa.

feTHE WHOLE STORY^ ful Ineubfttinor and brood'

Is told Id oar new 228-pa?e cat

nlogue. Full description of the best machines to use forthe purpose. Cute and instruction*

tor riulldine modern, economical poultry boasesi poultry supplies and cuts and prices of

leading varieties of pedlars poultry!, prices on pegs fW fwtCMiaft etc. Full of valuable
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St*"?

£ "PLANET JR." CHAPTERS-m.

A PAIR OF MANITOBA GIRLS.
» /'"yx K of the interesting pictures in the new "Pianet Jk." catalogue fen- 1899sho'« -U the prize fanning operations of two live Manitoba girls. All their cultivating

was done with the "Planet Js." Combined Drill and Wheel Hoe—an "all-

round-tool," whose various attachments will do very nearly all the work in small

£ crops from beginning to cud of the season.

+ This Dew . atalogue is urn iv interestine to a farmer than the latest masazine. It not only <!••

+ scribes all the "I'laxet Jr." horse and hand tools, the Horse hoes, the Pivot-wheel Cultivators, the

new Beet Cultivator that works four rows at once, etc.. but it has also it; full pages of fine phot.-

« . in- views. Held scenes in America, France, New Zealand. Australia, etc., showing the "Plaskt

+ JB. tools at work. Write us for a copy, it's free.

|5 ,- ,t „,,, ,,„ .„ , „„ ••T„„/.„f.,„i-„,,rk."| S. L. ALLEN & CO.,

Box 1107 X, Philadelphia.
HI .; ',> "• r a

-'iVv
,

'/-/-j

HAWKEYE STUMP PULLER... -aqggajjE;
Makes a Clean Sweep of Two Acres at a Sitting.

A man. a boy anil a horse can operate it. No heavy chains or rods to handle. You cannot longer afford

to pay taxes' on unproductive timber land. Illustrated catalogue FREE, giving prices, terms and testi-

monials, also full information concerning our I. X. L. Grubber, Iron Giant Grub and Stump /

nachine, •-'-horse Hawkeye and other appliances for gy—ggjjgggg

Address Milne Bros, for $Jf - ,;-CS
MONMOUTH.ILL. SHETLAND PONY Catalogue ^---^-••*'*v\sp&sr MILNE MFG CO.,

woven or not woven, could have stood
such usage without being totally ruined,

and really our fence was not hurt at all.

In driving along by the side of it you
would not notice that any accident had i

befallen it.

I write thus explicitly because this
j

trial was so unusual, and, furthermore,
it proves conclusively that "Page Wire"
is better than other fence wire, and that
there was enough elasticity supplied by
thi coil to make it possible for the fence
to stand the trial and not be injured by it.

It has given the farmers, myself in-

cluded, more confidence in Page Fence
than we ever had before. If any other
feme has ever withstood such a trial, I

should like to hear about it.

Yours truly, A. J. Harrison.

THE FARMERS GREATEST NEED.
The one thing most needed on every

farm is a practical, light running, easily

operated weed killer and cultivator for

young crops; a machine that will thor-
oughly loosen and pulverize the surface
soil and effectually destroy the weeds
without the great waste of time and labor
that was necessitated by the use of the
old-style cultivator and hand hose.

Every well informed farmer knows
thai each time the soil is stirred, plant
food is set free, while a supply of air and
moisture is admitted to the plant roots. It

follows that constant shallow cultivation,
if it can be done economically, must
promote growth and greatly increase the
yield.

The most effective surface pulverizer,
the surest weed destroyer, and the most
ecomical tool that has yet been intro-
duced for this purpose, is Hallotk's Suc-
cess Anti-CIoe Weedet and Cultivator.
This machine, with its simple, light,

yet perfect const ruction and its Mat pliant

(so arranged that they cannot be
clogged), enables the farmer to success-
fully cultivate all crops, from grain to
strawberries. By its frequent use through-
out the season, the yield will be doubled,

BERRY PLANTS
That grow. Guaranteed true to name:
by the doz. or 100,000. We hare all the
best new and old varieties, fresh dug,

free from all disease and strong, well-rooted Strawberries. Black Rasp-
berries, Asparagus Roots. HEADQUARTERS for Pedigree Second-
Crop Seed Potatoes ; best seed grown. My free catalogue tells how such
choice stock can be bought so cheap J. W. HULL. Mario.i Station. Md

Eimwood Nurseries.
w

We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole!.-.-

,

Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties. y~gj

f APPLES. PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

QUINCES, CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES, BLACK-
BERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, ETC., EVERGREENS,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.
^•^POLAND CHINA PIGS.**^

(BRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN AND.
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITS FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
J. B. WATKINS & BRO.,

HALLSBORO*. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c-
ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Host Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fiity acres under cultivation. Write n>
if you contemplate planting. Catalogues tree.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <9c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA
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and at the same time the cost of cultiva-

tion will be reduced from one-half to two-
thirds.

The universal recognition and appre-
ciation of this fact by the farmers of this

country is evidenced by the enormous
sales of the Success Weeder in 189S.

Over eighteen thousand were fold last

year, and the weeders were given thor
ough tests on all kinds of crops and Pvery
sort of soil in all sections of the country.
In all instances the results obtained

were so satisfactory, that Messrs. Hallock
were nearly overwhelmed by letters from
enthusiastic users of the weeders, prais
ing in the highest terms the wonderful
work so cheaply accomplished by it.

Below we give an extract from a typical
letter

:

" I have tried the Success Anti-Clog
Weeder on oats four inches high ; on
peas from one to six inches high ; on
potatoes just coming out of the ground,
and until they were ten inches high; on
feed and field corn lengthwise and cross-

wise; always with the very best results.

Beats any farming tool ever known here
for pulverizing the soil and destroying
weeds. I have tried the weeder where a
lever harrow would not work, ground
being too hard and baked from rain.

Never before saw such work. It looked
like a garden patch woiked with a garden
rake. I also tried it on plowed ground
just before planting. Woiked to perfec-
tion, smoothing, pulverizing and leveling
the soil like a house floor. The weeder
is a wonder to all who tee it work. After
the tool gets to be known, not a single
fanner will be without it. It isthegreat-
est labor-saving tool ever introduced to
the farmers of this country. The weeders
I have sold in my territory will sell one
hundred next season. I have put the
Success Anti Clog Weeder through all

kinds of trials on different crops, and it

has not failed in a single instance. Every-
body says :

' Next year I want one.'
" Henry Walter.

" Shermerville, III."

Every reader of the Southern Planter
should send for sheets of extracts from
hundreds of letters like the above, which
give the practical experience of pro-
gressive men, and which contain many
helpful suggestions on cultivation. These
niav be obtained upon request to D. Y.
Hallock & Sons, Box S32, York, Pa.

A man will manage a farm better for
having tilled a garden.

Seed House of the South.

CRIMSON
CI.OVER,

LUCERNE
CLOVER,

BOKHARA
CLOVER,

dSiP?
RANDALL

tiKASS,

JOHNSON
GRASS,

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell striclly reliable FIEL.D AXD GARDEN SEEDS ot
every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in which

are RAGLAND'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

-WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, 1016 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

TEA SET

set absolutely free i i

5 to every person takinpau
* const ip:it iim. imlierestinn <*

>-d-iyand we Fend Pills hv r '

jethprvithonrofTerofaSe.
lady in the land mid ni who received the 8

FREE
Full size for family use»beauti-

-« chance. Yuucanjret
r plated tea spoons for
[pivethis beauiilul tea
aordinary offer we send

advertisement. To quickly
f you atrree to Fell only nix
the money & we send you
d;.ymonevis received. This

" selling c

delighted. AAlEUlCAN U£1>1C1M£ COUPAN V, liept. it 30 WE&T I3ih bt.NLW YOUK CITY.

THE BEST FARM MILL
Is a Frenrh Buhr stone Mill. Lasts a life time. Larir.

capacity. Less po*ver. Griods any kind of grrainfor feed, also table corn meal, buck
wheat, rye and graham flour. Easiest kept in order and no expense. It pays to own one.

Send for new book on Mills and sample meal.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.. Flour Mill Builders, 305 Day St., Indianapolis, Ind
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No matter what you grow—corn, potatoes, grain, anything from straw-

berries to peauuts—you can have bigger crops this year than you ever had
before. How? By cultivating in the best way (the easiest way) with

f HALLOCKS SUCCESS

More
Acre

ANTI-

CLOG Weeder and Cultivator

Anti-Clos Weeder a thorough trial on the following crops—
8. I have four times as many strawberry plant? as my neigh-
ch worli «s they did, and had only one-foarth as many weeds.

A- For my potato crop, I did le>s work
(
had fewer weeds (in the niDieet sou son we ever had) t hi

I have given Hallock's Sncc
rD, u.i:-, and pota

i [did oulyc

had'before. Not a hoe was u-ed in the patch. 1 had the he.-t field I ever had, an average of
176 hu.-hels of good potatoes to the acre My oeighl or- cultivated in the old way and hoeil their
crops, and they got, on an average, about luubu^heU per acre." A. O. Downing, Lexington, Ky.

"I consider that Hallock's Sucre** Anti-Clog Weeder has paid fo»" itself this season. I osed it

on grain, com, beans, p--a-, potatoes, and in my large or.-h.ir 1, and it has worked snccessfully every-
u i, r - we wei botht red n irh cut-worm* I began to u~e the Weeder when the corn was one
inch high, and had hardly a hill destroyed Ly cut-worm.-, while my neiehl ors had to replant two or
thr,-e times." Chas. Timerman, Holland, Mich.

" For field corn, potatoes sowed corn, strawberries, in fact, whatever it has been nsed on, Hal-
' - -

; --s Anti-i loir Weeder has given perfect satisfaction. For working in er i-s seed it i- well
worth its cost if it could not be used for any other purpose." Kirk E.Gardner, Hancock. Mftsa

"A boy and one horse with Hallock's Success Anti-Cine Weeder saved me the expense of two
men, two cultivators and four homes in tending my one hundred acres of corn, and kept it much
cleaner than the ordinary cultivator could have done. I shall need one ni two more of your
weeders for next season." H. M Estt, Creston, Ind.

Send us vonr name and address on a postal and we'll mail yon sheets of testimonials (we will forfeit $:> > if a single testimonial (4

found to be /alst 1 together wltb full information about the Success Anti-Clog Weeder. Write al once and take advantage of this otfer :

orjp/>|/|| DDII^F on tne ^rst order from every district where we have no agency.
OrLvl/iL rlvlv'L And the Agency goes with the first order if you want it.

ThU Weeder i- protected bvCAUTION: ^w««.*«,
the •ume, will be promptly pro-eeuted. Agent* hnndling t

nt No. 60A.78S, dated March 15. 1898. The public I* notified
1 our tint tooth Weeder. whether manufacturing or dealing in
*ted to wend u- nam e- of person-. thu* Infringing on our potent*.^^1D. Y. HALLOCK & SONS, Box 832, York, Pa.

BBaaaoaaaoaaaeeeoaa -m asw b - ^;o:oov>i^^o^Dco^^Go<jOs>30ocoo;C'^o303c»'30Qooooooooooo©

Bargains in Agricultural Implements.

We offer the following Implements and requisites for the farm at greatly reduced

prices to clear, as we do not intend in future to manufacture or carry same in stock :

ONE CHAMPION SELF-BINDER AND MOWER.
A Number of Champion Iron Pumps. Wood Axles in Assorted Sizes.

Double and Triple Barsand Singletrees. Parts for Dump Carts.

Smith Steel-Tooth Cleaners. One 8-Horse Contractors' Plow.

We also offer our standard makes of Corn Planters

The CARDWELL,
With or Without Fertilizer Attachment.

^ The EUREKA ^ <*

fec»! AND THE

The CENTENNIAL

The CARDWELL MACHINE CO., ".

ineteenth and Gary Sts.

. . RICHMOND, VA.
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Pedigrees Traced and Tabulated.
Catalogues Compiled and Circulars Prepared.

FINE

ROAD, TROTTING
and SADDLE...

HORSES
For Sale by . . .

W.J.CARTER,— k

Ceneral Turf Correspondent,
p.o. Box 929, RICHMOND, VA.

REFERENCES-L.BANKS HOLT (former owner John R. Gentry,
2:00^1. Graham. N.C.; Col. J. S. CARK, Durham. N. C; Maj. p. P.
JOHNSTON (President National Trotting Association), Lexington,
Ky; Col. B. CAMERON. Fairntosh stnd, Stagville, N. C. : JOS.
BRYAN and H. C. CHAMBLIN. Richmond. Va. : A. B. GWATH-
MRY(N.Y. Cotton TCxehange). New York.: Capt B.P.WILLIAM-
SON, Raleigh, N. C; J. F. JACKSON (Editor Southern Planter),
Richmond, Va. ; H. A. Buck (Ediior Spirit or the Times), New York.

Shadeland Denmark.
KING OF SADDLE STALLIONS.

" Goes the gaits so smoothly one can almost write with pen

and ink while on his back.''

1st. He is a great individual.
2d. He comes from a long line of great ancestors (see pedigree).
3d. He has proved himself a grand success as a sire.

4th. His disposition is perfect—never saw him offer to bite or kick.
5th. These horses are selling for fancy prices to-day: SHOD was re-

fused for shadeland Denmark when three years old; $:j.ilOi) has been
refused for his sire; two of his half brothers sold for SI,nun and $1,600;
two half-sisters ror $1,300 each; several two-year-old half-brothers at
$500 each; a three-year old half-sister for $5)0; two uncles for $1,000 and
$2,000 ; an aunt for $1 500, aud a cousin for a $1,000.

•' Like begets like or the likeness of some of its ancestors."

A glance at Shadeland Denmark will convince you that he possesses
the fire and dash of Hie thoroughbred, which he inherits through both
sire and dam. tracing through both lo the great thoroughbred four-
mile race horse Denmark, and through his dam lo Imported Diomed,
brought to this country in 179S, a century ago.

SHADKLAND DENMARK ivill make the cominq sea-ion at Boyd-
ton, Va., at $15, with return privileges if mare proves not in foal.

Write for pedigree.

JOHNSON & GOODE, Boydton, Va.
P. S—We are also Breeders of Hogs, Dogs, Poultry, Ducks, etc.

The Hancock Rotary Disc Plow
IS THE GREATEST PLOW ON EARTH.

For red clay or light soils. For turning under corn s'alks, oat or wheat stubble, weeds or pea vines, there is no implement
manufactured which will equal it. It cuts from 12 to 14 inches wide and from li to 10 inches deep, at the will of the user. It
will break up two to three acres per day, and will do it with lighter draft and pulverize the ground better than any other
plow manufactured.

Every plow guaranteed, and any part broken within twelve
months of date of purchase replaced free.

The Continental Disc Harrow.
Most Desirable of all Harrows. Solid Steel Weight

Boxes. Centre Cut Attachment and Roller Bearings Our
patent Bumpers relieve the end pressure, and our Boiler
Bearings decrease the draft. Ball bearings are used on har-
rows to counteract the end pressure, but do not decrease the
draft. Solid or cut out discs, 16 to 20 inches.

All-Steel Lever Spike-Tooth Harrow.
Tubular Steel Bars and Steel Hrame. Changed instantly, with-

out stopping team, from a Straight Tooth to a Smoothing Harrow

The Spangler Corn Planter.
With or Without Fertilizer Attachment.

The Best of all Planters.
Plants Corn, Peas, Beans and Sorghum Seed in drills

or in hills, from 10 to 24 inches apart No change of gear
to plant different distances. Seed drops in full view of
operator.

The EUREKA PLANTER ; also DOUBLE ROW PLANTERS.

Plows of all kinds, Threshers, Engines, Saw Mills, Corn

and Peed Mills, Wood and Drag Saws, Churns.

Cultivators of all kinds.

IMPLEMENTS and VEHICLES for all purposes.

\ A f J\
' I" I" DT r\\hf PH Office and Warerooms :

VVH1 rLUVV UU. 1518-20 Franklin St., RICHMOND, VA.
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Seasonable Goods Ready for 1899
AT LOW PRICES. ALL GOODS GUARANTEED.

THE BEST IN THE COUNTRY!

TIGER All-Steel Hay Rakes.
For 1 and 2 Horses.

Beinent and "Continental" Disc Culti-

vator anil Combined Disc Harrow,

also Stalk Cotter Attachment.

Double-Row P. P. and TIGER Planters

at Bottom Prices.

HARROWS of all kinds.

Write for 1899 Catalogues.

"F. F." CORN DRILL, with and without
Fertilizer Attachment.

SMITH'S EUREKA CORN PLANTER.

CHAMPION and WHITELY Steel Mowers,

Reapers and Binders.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN Farm Wagons,

Carts and Buggies.

The TIGER All Metal DISC HARROW -
Automatic Lever.

ROSS
Fodder and Ensilage

Cutters, Shredders,

and Ssvivel Carriers.

IDEAL FEED MILL AND HORSE POWER.
Two machines in one, at about the same price of either separale. Is adapted for either

twoor four horses. Will grind feed, run a feed cutter, sheiler or wood saw at the same
time. A valuable machine for every farmer.

EAR CORN GRINDING.
By the use of a special head, made for the purpose, ear corn can be ground as readily as

shelled grain. The burrs are cone-shaped, and made wilh special reference to grinding

ear corn in the largest possible quantity with the least expenditure of power. It is in-

terchangeable with the shelled grain head.

Ross Peed Cutters, Powers and Corn and Cob Mills, and Combined Power and Feed

Mills always on hand. Genuine Oliver Chilled Plows and Repairs.

Genuine Brown Single and Double Shovel Plows and Steels.

CHAS. E. HUNTER,
1526 EAST MAIN STREET,
RICHMOND.VA.

JAMES G. HENING, of Powhatan Co., Va., Gen'l Manager. HOWARD .1. NUCKOLS, of Henrico Co., Va., Salesman.
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•j^ll fl*""Kl^<2 terfleld county, Va.,*^ for sale. Adapted to fruit, sheep and
grazing. One mile from F. & P. R. R. ; one
and one-quarter miles from Southern Railway
and on two public roads. Thirty acres cleared;
old-fashioned dwelling; 1,000 cords of wood,
convenient to Southern Railway. As I have
more land than I want, I will sell cheap.

T. A. J., care Southern Planter.

Go South,
YOUNG
MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un
equalled by any other portion of the
United States.

The James River Valley Colonization
aud Improvement Co. offers superior ad
vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A. PAESONS. Vinita, Va.

We Bind...
Your Magazines, Southern..

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.

Satisfactory work guaranteed.

Job Printing Neatly Executed

S, B, ADKINS & CO,
RICHMOND, VA.

OUR CLUB LIST
Omitted from this issue. Postal

us for it, or refer to previous

issues. Low rates with almost

every publication in America.

Save your money by subscribing

through us.

SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOU'
o
8

BROWN
STEEL
LEVER

Q Made in 1, 2 and 3 sections.

Q Smallest number of teeth 25;

O greatest number of teeth 105.

O Smallest—5'idth of cut 4 feet;

the modern adjusts
Ti...th Stc-fl Harrow. With the aid

(

levers the teeth can readily be set
\

at any desired anjrle. To slant the
^

teeth forward makes it run ,

deep. To slant teeth .

O WOOD FRAME HARROW in A-K^^^^^^^b^^r^^^^Joverobstt <

O '• ;; •,nd " s '
,|

' lll,lls v :il ' a^^&#*!-S3RiSj*^—SSaSffiSfsTT'-h '«• W '» ""' Bather (

O* full hue Of Killing, 1 —j ^-i™ , J 'M^Tag!5~r";jg^' "
i'WT i

rubbish. ITsed in this '

O Walking and Tongue- «— u «_ »_ iXz^^^^^J^^fSS, form corn and pota

O less Cultivators. Etc, ^ U C^ toes may be cultivated I

Q tSTully described in our Free Catalogued | until they attain a height of 8 inches, i

g BROWN MFC. CO., ZANESVILLE, OHIO.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc

THE FARMERS' SUPPLY GO.'S
New Store, No. 1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

Is now open and stocked with a full line

of FARM IMPLEMENTS at right prices.

HEADQUARTERS for th
CELEBRATED

MILBURN WAGON

The best on the market.

A CAR-LOAD OF

.

Tornado Ensilage Cutters,
The best feed cutter in the world,

JUST RECEIVED.

Write for prices and testimonials.

Correspondence solicited.

|—> r*' A Jl l~~ A if f*7l r~ f* We Sell Every Implement Used on a Farm.
I\ CZ. IVIC IVI EjEZ. IX Our New Number, One Square West of Old Stand.
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THOROUGHBRED POULTRY
My stock is from the best to be had at any price.

It is an object to dispose of the product of 1,000

head, at a reasonable price, hence I sell eggs for

hatching at $i oo per setting; three settings, $2.50,

or $500 per 100, of every variety mentioned, ex-

cept Bronze and White Holland Turkeys, and those

are 50 cents each or $5.00 per dozen. Last season

I sold birds in twenty-two different States. I will

promptly give any information, when the inquiry is

accompanied by a stamp for reply, and guarantee

I everything as represented, and to please every

customer.

BLACK SPANISH, WHITE WYANDOTTES, LIGHT BRAHMAS,
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES, B. B. R. EXHIBITION GAMES,
SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGS, B. B. R. GAME BANTAMS,

BARRED PLY. ROCKS,
PIT GAMES.
BLUE ANDALUSIANS,
BLACK LANGSHANS,
WHITE GUINEAS,
WHITE LEGHORNS,
BROWN LEGHORNS,
BLACK MINORCAS,
WHITE MINORCAS,
PEKIN DUCKS.

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs, from toms weighing over 45 pounds; hens, 22 to 28 pounds.
Also Mammoth White Holland Turkeys, Belgian Hares—young, $1 00 per pair.

STOCK .
SuRPLUS—Any variety. Cocks and Cockerels, $ 1 .00 each. Hens and Pullets

*

P-5° each - The very finest Beagle Hounds and Poland-China pi?s.

Geo. T. King, Jr.,

RICHMOND, YA.

Telephone 2360. P.O. Boil.

Public invited to visit my Poultry

Yards, where they can see the finest

stock in the South.



^ ENGINES, SAW MILLS, THRESHERS, HORSE POWERS
|

^
We have a splendid line of above and will make prices and terms to suit.

We are appointed General Agents for the Celebrated

IMPERIAL PLOWS and GENUINE BISSELL PLOWS.
We sell likewise the OLIVER PATTERN CHILLED PLOWS and Repairs at a low

price. These plows are equal to any Oliver Plows in the country. STARKE'S
DIXIE, FARMERS' FRIEND, and all Repairs and Castings.

We are likewise Agents for the CAPITAL WAGONS, which have no equal in this State.

BUGGIES and CARRIAGES in all styles.

HARNESS of all kinds.

CORN ^ FEED MILLS.

CORN PLANTERS.
GRAIN DRILLS.

CULTIVATORS.

V-CRIMP and CORRU-
GATED ROOFING.

BARB WIRE.

FENCING, all kinds.

WOOD'S PATENT
SWING CHURN.

PUMPS AND WELL
FIXTURES.

Catalogues sent on
application.

THE IMPLEMENT CO.,
Office and Store, 1526 E. Main St.,

H. M. Smith & Co.'s Old Factory.

Warehouse and Factory, 1525-1533 E. Franklin St.,

RICHMOND, VA.
The finest line of DISC and SPIKE-
TOOTH HARROWS to be found.

The "STAR" Corn Planter
IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1899.

Round, Metal Grain Hopper placed

behind Fertilizer box that every grain

can be seen as it falls.

With Runner Opener

when preferred.

i.\i. -^wA-aNVjwi..,^

With or without

Fertilizer Box.

Drills or drops

CORN, PEAS,
BEANS, &c,

any number of

grains and any
distance apart.



NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
ORGANIZED 1857. PURELY MUTUAL.

ASSETS (January i, 1899). . over One Hundred and Fifteen Millions.

LIABILITIES (January 1, 1899) Ninety Millions.

SURPLUS (held as Liability) to meet Tontine Contracts, . Nineteen Millions

GENERAL SURPLUS over Six Millions.

It will te to Your Interest to See what we can do for Yon Before Placing Your Life Insurance

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, General Agent, - 1201 Main Street, Richmond, Va.

SOUTHERN PLANTER 9 .50

FERTILITY OF THE LAND 1.85
By Prof. Roberts. 415 pp. Cloth.

FEEDS AND FEEDING 8.00
By Prof. Henry. 667 pp. Cloth.

DOMESTIC SHEEP 1.50
By Stewart. 371pp. Cloth.

[kUAU I ^ FOOD FOR PLANTS. By Hai.ris 10

|||j jj H TOBACCO: HOW TO RAISE IT 35

* ^^.S450 For All. •"»

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va.

FARMERSTFERTILIZERS
TO SUCCEED,

ForTOBACCO use"NATIONAL"
ForCORNuse'CHAMPION CORN GROWER',

m For GRASS and CLOVER use "0RCH1LLA GUANO"
For ANY CROP use"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand

Our Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for
the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

5000 Tons ACID PHOSPHATE for Sale.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,
Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

Mention Southern Planter when yon write.
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„ NORFOLK, VA."—Near tie Sea.

There are cheap and beautiful homes in

the " Sunny South," near the sea, and
near that thriving seaport city, Norfolk,
Va., for thousands of people who want
happy homes in a mild, healthful, and de-

lightful climate, a kind and productive soil,

the very best markets in the world, the

very lowest freight rates, good social, edu-

cational, and religions privileges, and the

greatest number of other both natural and
acquired advantages, to be found in any
other one section of the Union.

The "Cobnt/oopu " tells yon all about
the beautiful section of country aroand
Norfolk, Va. Send for (free) sample copies.

Address "Cornucopia," 212 Main Si.,

Norfolk, Va,

LEE'S PREPARED AGRICULTURAL LIME....
As we have had so seasonable a summer, there is a heavy growth of

VEGETATION. Xow is your time to use our Prepared Lime.
On account of the war acid phosphate has materially advanced in price,

while we are selling at the same as last season.

We made a small quantity of

SPECIAL WHEAT FERTILIZER
Last fall as a trial on corn land. All who tried it say they had better wheat on
their corn land than they had on tobacco land, on which they used 700 or 800 lbs.

of standard fertilizers to the acre. Write for circulars to

—

A. S. LEE & SON, Richmond, Va.

.CHARTERED 1870.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore

and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

JNO. P. BRANCH,
President.

JNO. K. BRANCH,
Vice-President.

Capital Stock, $200,0

Surplus and Profit*, $320,0

JOHN F. GLENN,
Cashier.

Dibectobs.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chas. 8. Strtngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W. Scoti, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. 8. Buford, R. C. Morton. Andrew
Pizzinl. Jr., J. P. George.

A TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION A
Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Discretion to use the Famous

Star Brand h Anchor Brand
(SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands have been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco have resulted

from their use. AVhen Rich Flavor, Silkiness, Fine Texture and Good Prices are desired, these celebrated brands are unsur-

passed. Djn't experiment with new brands when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your

plans to use these brands on your '99 crop.

NOT HOW CHEAP BUT HOW GOOD.
THIS IS THE IDEA ON WHICH THESE CELEBRATED BRANDS ARE MADE.

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every brand that has been

brought in competition with them, and they stand to-day unrivaled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come and gone, and will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood

the test with increasing reputation. 8©~For Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, address

Allison <£ Addison,
1322 Cary St., RICHMOND, VA.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE HONTH.

Since writing our article on Work for the Month for

March, we have had another month of almost contin-

uous rain, and all work on the land has been at a

standstill. The land, both high and low, is so satura-

ted with water that it is impossible to go upon it with

teams, and this, we are afraid, will continue to be the

case for some time, unless we have a change to the

drying winds, f<*r which March is proverbial, but

which have failed us thus far. It is true that with

the power which the sun has now attained, and good,

brisk winds, a few days can do much in drying out the

land, but with work so much in arrear, as is the case,

this kind of weather may soon be the cause of another

trouble. The land has been so beaten down and con

solidated that the hot sun and drying winds will bake

the surface and render it almost impossible to make a

good seed-bed. The only way to prevent this will be

to harrow the surface, and thus cover it with a mulch

of soil. This means interruption in the work of plow-

ing, but only in this way, we fear, can much land be

kept in a condition to fit it for plowing and planting

this year. This also means the curtailment of the area

which can be cropped. Whilst we do not regard this

curtailment as an unmixed evil, for it is undoubtedly

true that Southern farmers are much too prone to

plant too much land without regard to their ability to

do justice to it in the matter of fertilization and sub-

sequent cultivation, yet when taken into account with

the curtailed area of wheat and winter oats sowed last

fall, on account of the bad weather, we fear that the

area of crops in the South this year is likely to be

much less than that of last year. A consciousness of

this probability should inspire in each farmer a deter-

mination to do better work on the reduced area, and

make an effort to increase the yield per acre. There

is ample room for this to be done, as the average yields

of all the staple crops in the South are much below

what good farming calls for, and are capable of being

produced. The average yield of corn per acre last year

in Virginia was only 22 bushels per acre. In North

Carolina, the yield was only 14 bushels per acre, and

in South Carolina the yield was only 10 bushels to the

acre. When such yields as these are compared with

those produced by good farmers like Mr. Wood, of

Fluvanna, who made two years ago 160 bushels to the

acre, and with that of Mr. S. B. Woods, of Albemarle,

who made last year 163} bushels to the acre, it must

be realized that there is a wide margin for better farm-

ing amongst the great majority of our Southern farm-

ers. Again, take cotton as an example. The average

yield per acre of lint in Virginia was, last year, 144

lbs., or little more than a fourth of a bale. In North

Carolina, the yield was 227- lbs. of lint to the acre, or

nearly half a bale. In South Carolina, the yield was

245 lbs. of lint to the acre, or about half a bale. Not
less than 1 bale to the acre ought to be grown in any

of these States, and we know that it is quite possible

with good farming, to grow 3 and 4 bales to the acre.

What possible profit can there be producing 22 bush
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els of corn, or 2."»0 lbs. of lint cotton to the acre at cur

rent prices for these staples! Many, we know, will

say that these wretched yields are the fault of the land

and not of the farmer. This is the old story repeated

of the bad workman quarreling with his tools. We
are not inclined to agree with this excuse. In the case

of every large yield of corn or cottou with which we
are acquainted, it has been brought about by better

preparation of the land in the way of plowiug, rota

tion of crops, and cultivation, than has been the prac

tice before. A less area has been worked and better

justice done to the laud. This is the true remedy to

apply, and we strongly urge it upon the attention of

our readers, and. we hope, with more prospect of at

tention this year, when the lateness of the season will

make it practically impossible to plant large areas

unless with an addition of much more team and labor

than usual. The successful farmers of this day are

those who make relatively small areas produce maxi-

mum yields, and convert these yields into a higher

priced product on the farm. These men make farm-

ing pay. They do not rely on "brawn" alone, but

use brawn with "brains" as the most potent fertilizer.

After the oat crop has been seeded (aud we would
urge that uot too much time should be given to this

crop, which, after all in the South, is only or mainly

a forage crop, and can well be supplemented or even
supplanted by other forage crops, which can be planted

later, after the corn, tobacco, and cotton crops have
been planted), attention should be at once given to the

preparation of the land for the corn crop. The secret

of success in growing corn, whether on high land or

low laud, is thorough preparation of the laud before

planting. This is of infinitely more importance than

the quantity or quality of the fertilizer used. With-
out deep and perfect preparation of the land before

planting, no system of fertilization will make a profit-

able crop. This has been abundantly proved in every
experiment made. Mr. Bagley, who made 136 bushels

of corn to the acre on high land in Lunenburg county.

Va., several years ago. broke his land thoroughly to

the depth of two feet, by the rule. Mr. S. B. Woods,
who made 163 bushels to the acre in Albemarle county.

Va., last year, broke the land to the depth of twenty-

two inches with a three horse plow followed by a

two-horse subsoil plow. After plowing, the land

should be harrowed, rolled, and reharrowed so as to

thoroughly pulverize and break fine every clod, both
upon and below the surface to the depth plowed. The
root growth of a vigorous and healthy corn crop is

enormous, both in area and in depth, if only given the
opportunity to assert itself. It canuot do this down-
wards unless the soil is deeply broken, nor can it avail

itself of the plant food in the soil, to the fullest extent,

unless this soil is in a finely comminuted state. Sub-

set) uent cultivation of the crop after planted cau

never make amends for negligent preparation of the

soil before planting, but with this perfect preparation

of the seed bed, subsequent cultivation may, if the

season or other cause compels, be much neglected,

and yet a good crop be made. On land prepared for

planting as described, Mr. S. B. Woods last year

grew an average of 115 bushels of corn to the acre, al-

though some of it, on account of the wet weather, was
only worked once. It may with confidence be laid

down as an axiom in corn growing, that perfect pre-

paration of the land before planting is the greatest

factor in securing a successful crop. At this season of

the year we are almost daily in receipt of enquiries as

to the best fertilizer to use in order to make a good

crop of corn. This is a question to which it is very

difficult for us to reply. We know of no commercial

fertilizer which can be applied to the corn crop with

reasonable probability of so increasing the yield as to

make its use profitable. This fact has been demon-

strated in experiments made in every section of the

corn belt. The only fertilizers which have been demon-

strated to be always profitably successful on corn are

pea aud other leguminous crops and farm-yard ma-

nure. On laud which has produced a good crop of

peas, clover, or other legume, no other fertilizer is

needed to secure a good crop of corn, though, even

then, an application of barn -yard manure will likely

prove a profitable outlay. The abundant reserve of

nitrogen furnished to the soil by leguminous crops

supplies a large part of that needed by the corn crop,

and in addition to this, the forage crop makes avail-

able a large amount of plant food in the soil which

could not be reached directly by the corn roots. The
humus left in the soil by a forage crop is as valuable in

its effects as the increased supply of food. Humus is

the great regulator of the supply of moisture, and has

a powerful solvent effect on the phosphoric acid and

potash in the soil. Where it is not practicable to

plant corn on a clover sod, or pea fallow, then barn-

yard manure is next in value for supplying the neces-

sary nitrogen and humus. This should be spread

broadcast and be well worked into the soil. It will

sometimes and on some lauds prove of advantage to

mis 200 or 300 lbs. to the acre of acid phosphate with

the barn yard manure when applied. Where neither

a clover, or pea fallow, nor barn-yard manure are avail-

able, and it is yet desired to use some fertilizer to

help the crop without regard to its absolutely profit-

aide use directly on the crop, then a mixture of 100

lbs. of acid phosphate, 200 lbs. of kainit. or 50 lbs.

of muriate of potash, and 1,000 lbs. of cotton seed

meal, or 2,000 lbs. of cotton seed will probably make
as good a fertilizer as any that can be used. This
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should be applied at the rate of from 300 to 500

lbs. to the acre. This we would apply broad-

cast if used in greater quantity than 250 lbs. to

the acre. If less than that quantity be used apply in

row before planting and mix with the soil, by running

a cultivator through it before dropping the seed. The
time of planting should be regulated by considera-

tions of locality and weather Too early planting is

of no advantage. The best crop is one that grows

continuously from start to finish without check or

hindrance, and this can only happen when the seed is

planted in soil warm enough to germinate it at once,

and with the weather warm enough to permit of

growth so soon as the plant is above ground. From
the middle of April to the middle of May may be

taken to be the best corn-planting time. Do not bury

the seed too deeply. A covering of 2 or 3 inches is

about the best. Keep the land level so that the crop

may be cultivated with the harrow for the first two or

three workings, and afterwards with the cultivator.

A plow has no place in the cornfield after the land

has been planted. We say little as to the variety to

plant, as this largely depends on the locality. On
good, rich, low ground Cocke's Prolific, Cary's Klon-

dike, and Holt's Strawberry are excellent varieties,

and the two latter varieties will do well on rich,

high land. Albemarle Prolific, Giant Broad Grain,

Blount's Prolific, and Virginia Gourd Seed are good

varieties for good high land, whilst if yellow corn is

desired no more prolific variety, we believe, can be

grown on high land than Clark's Mastodon.

The best distance between the rows and the distance

between the plants in the row is a question largely

depending on the fertility of the land. As the re-

sult of numerous experiments made we are strongly

of the opinion that much land is wasted in the South

by too wide planting. Southern corn being tall grow

ing and strong in the stalk, no doubt, calls for more

space than the smaller Northern varieties, but we have

never yet seen the necessity for allowing 4 feet between

the rows, and 3 feet 6 inches between the plants.

Land which will not produce and mature more fruitful

stalks than that distance allows to the acre ought

not to go into corn. The distance between the rows

may well be reduced to 3 feet, and if the land is

of good fertility to 2 feet between the plants, widen

ing between the plants to 3 feet as the land becomes

less fertile. We will discuss the question of cultiva-

tion next month.

Where cotton is a staple crop, this month should be

a very busy one, and especially so after the long, wet

season. We do not intend to follow the lead of many
of our exchanges, and enter into a long argument to

prove that the cotton planter should curtail the area

to be planted. If his experience during the past two
years has not convinced him of the folly of planting

all the land he can possibly plant in cotton to the ex-

clusion of making his own home supplies and then
selling his cotton for 5 cents per lb., then nothing we
can say can possibly have any effect. What we will

say to him is that instead of planting a large area in

cotton and making upon it half a bale or less to the
acre he should plant half the area and seek to pro-

duce upon it at least a bale to the acre. Even at pres-

ent low prices a bale to the acre can be made to yield

some profit ; a half bale can never be made to do this.

What the cotton planter most needs to do is to get his

land under a proper system of rotation, and especially

to get it filled with humus by the production of pea
crops for forage, and to be turned under. At least

a three course rotation should be planned, and we
would suggest oats followed by cow peas the same
year, the second year cotton, the third year corn with
cow peas sown at the last working. The oats and cow
peas should be liberally fertilized with acid phosphate
and the cotton crop with cotton seed. In this way at
little cost the laud will soon so improve in fertility as
to make a bale of cotton to the acre without any other
fertilizer than the seed, and be profitable, even at a
low price per pound. If this year it is not practicable

to plant the cotton after a pea crop, then it will un-
doubtedly be necessary to use some fertilizer on the
crop, but do not neglect to make preparation for a
change in the system for next year. Plant peas in the
corn and follow the oat crop with peas. Let the land
to be planted be well and deeply broken, but do not
bring to the surface more than a small portion of the
subsoil. It is too late now for this subsoil to be suffi-

ciently aerated to become of service to this year's crop.

Break the subsoil by running a single tooth cultivator

or bull tongue cultivator in the bottom of each furrow.

After plowing the land let it be well harrowed and
brought into as fine a state as possible before planting.

As a fertilizer for the crop we recommend that the
formula, which, after nine years experiment in
Georgia has been found the best, be tried. This
calls for 1,000 lbs. of acid Phosphate (11 per cent.) 75
lbs. of muriate of potash, or 300 lbs. of kaiuit and 700
lbs. of cotton seed meal. If cotton seed is used in-

stead of meal, 1,750 lbs. of the seed should be taken.
Apply from 300 to 600 lbs. to the acre, mixing it well
in the planting furrow by running a cultivator through.
Throw a furrow onto this and plant in rows 3 feet

apart, and drop so as to leave one plant every 2 feet.

If a mixed fertilizer is bought for the cotton crop, buy
one having as near the following analysis as possible :

Available phosphoric acid 9 per cent., potash 3 per
cent., and nitrogen or ammonia 3 per cent.
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The good price for which tobacco has sold during

the past two years, and the probability of a continu

ence of fair prices for a good article, from the fact that

the markets are bare of supplies, has revived interest

in the crop, and we expect to see a good deal planted

if only plants can be had. The wet, cold spring has

caused much delay in making plant beds, and we are

afraid plants will not be either so plentiful or so well

grown at planting time as we would like. It will be

advisable to help the beds with a good, rich, nitro-

genous fertilizer to induce vigorous growth. The land

intended to be planted should be deeply plowed and

well worked during this month, and if not breaking

down fine, should be replowed and reharrwed until in

fine condition, so that no delay may occur when a nice

season comes for planting in May. Now that so much

more attention is being given to the keeping of live

stock, we expect to see better dark, heavy, shipping

tobacco made than in the past, as the use of barnyard

manure will be found to help this class of tobacco very

much. In Bradford county, Penn., where much to-

bacco is made and large quantities of stock kept, these

two branches have been found to help each other very

much. A Mr. Piollet, who keeps seventy cows, finds

fifteen or twenty acres of tobacco add much to the

farm income. The manure from the cows is drawn

direct to the field during the winter, and a liberal

dressing given. This furnishes all the nitrogen needed

by the crop, and fills the land with humus. Some

phosphoric acid and potash is added previous to

planting, say, a fertilizer giving 4 per cent, of avail-

able phosphoric acid and 6 per cent, of potash, and a

good crop is made. They make as high as 1,800 lbs.

to the acre. We recommend this system to the atten-

tion of dark tobacco growers. For bright tobacco the

farmyard manure is not suitable.

In our Enquirers Column last month and this will

be found replies as to the best fertilizers to use on

tobacco. We will only add to these by emphasizing

the fact that for producing bright leaf on the thin

land suitable for its growth heavy applications of fer-

tilizer, especially rich in nitrogen and potash, and

with only a relatively small percentage of phosphoric

acid are called for, and that the nitrogen should have

nitrate of soda for its source, and the potash be in the

form of sulphate of potash. For dark, heavy leaf, we
do not think any fertilizer will be found to be more

suitable than the one recommended by the late Major

Ragland, and from which he got the best results in a

series of experiments. He used per acre 160 lbs. of

dried blood as the source of the nitrogen, 120 lbs. of

sulphate of potash as the source of the potash, and

114 lbs. of acid phosphate as the source of the phos

phoric acid. This fertilizer cost him $8.25 per acre,

and produced a tobacco crop which »old for $146.60

per acre. Of course, if farm-yard manure is also

used the proportion of dried blood may be reduced,

and thus still farther cheapen the fertilizer. If a

mixed fertilizer is bought, buy one having as near the

following analysis as possible : Ammonia, 6 per cent.;

potash, 8 per. cent.
;
phosphoric acid, 4 per cent.

Whilst laying out the land for the different crops,

do not neglect to set apart land upon which to raise

forage crops, such as sorghum, soja beans, and cow-

peas, nor fail to leave a place for sweet potatoes, late

Irish potatoes, melons, and canteloupes. All these

crops contribute much to the comfort, and well-doing

of the live stock and of the household, and should not

be neglected after the staple crops have been provided

for and planted.

REHEDY FOR CUT-WORHS.
Do not delay to make provision for destroying cut-

worms on any land which you know to be infested with

them. If you wait to commence war against them un-

til the crop is planted and coming up, you will stand

a good chance of having much replanting to do, as the

worms prefer tender young plants to anything you can

give them. Mix 50 lbs. of bran and one lb. of Paris

green, and add water sufficient to make it stick to-

gether when squeezed into balls, make this into small

balls and drop these at frequent intervals over the land

infested. The worms finding nothing else to eat, will

eat these balls and die. A good many worms will be

killed by this mixture even if not used until after the

crop has germinated and commenced to grow, but it is

best to use it earlier.

WASTE VEGETABLE MATTER.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The time has come when, from near at hand to every

point on the horizon, we can see the smoke of burning

vegetation, and that from fires that have been inten-

tionally lighted by the owners of the properties over

which they rage. Every spring iu many counties of

this State thousands of tons of vegetable matter in the

form of broom-grass, cornstalks, stubble, and garden

refuse, are dispersed to the winds through the agency

of this destructive element. As last season was most

favorable to the growth of this vegetation, we may ex-

pect that the quantity consumed this spring by fire

will be very great. Already some farmers have their

cornstalks gathered in piles ready for the torch as soon

as they are dry enough to burn, and others, I know,

have planned to clear their fields of broom grass, or

sweep off the growth of dead crab grass, ragweed, etc.

,

by the simple touch of a match.
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But, does the farmer who makes use of this means

to clear off his fields ever think what else he is doing?

Does he know that to this reckless destruction of vege-

table matter is partly due the impoverished condition

of much of our lands? Many, no doubt, wonder why
the fertilizers they applied gave no beneficial re-

sults, or have been puzzled to know the reason for

their land becoming so compact and dry. More than

likely the trouble lies in the farmer's ungenerous treat-

ment of his land by not only taking all out of it he

can sell, but by doing his best to destroy that which

he cannot sell.

It has been stated on unquestionable authority that

one fire over a prairie removes more nitrogen than five

crops of wheat. We need not presume that our lands

here suffer to the same extent, from a fire over them,

to realize that the harm done in the loss of nitrogen is

quite worthy of our attention. The occasional fires

through the woods with the frequent burning of part

or all of the annual growth for generations after the

land is cleared, must have, in the aggregate, driven

away a large amount of this element, so essential to

plant growth.

In justification of the practice of running fire over

the fields previous to plowing them or of burning corn-

stalks, etc., to get them out of the way, it is argued

that nothing to speak of is lost, as there is little nitro-

gen in such material, and all the mineral constituents

go back to the land. This may be true, though when
put in piles, as is necessary with cornstalks, potato

vines, and many other things, to have them burn, the

remaining plant food is in little spots here and there

over the field or garden, which makes it practically

lost.

But all such dead vegetable matter, when plowed un-

der and mixed with the soil, produces effects far more

beneficial to the land than results from merely restoring

the incombustible elements in it. Do not suppose that

a just estimate of the value of such material is to be

had from a knowledge of the potash and phosphoric

acid it contains. Whilst these minerals are easier of

assimilation from the vegetable matter having been

burnt, a more important function is performed by the

carbon or fibrous woody parts that disappear when
burnt. The reason for very much of the land in this

part of the South not yielding paying crops is the lack

of these materials that so often go up in smoke. Be-

cause a soil is unproductive it does not indicate by any

means that it is exhausted of its plant food. There is

generally enough of this within the reach of ordinary

crops in our " worn out " soils for maximum yields for

a generation or more, if it onlv could be disengaged

from its combinations with other substances.

The chemists say that in the decomposition of car-

bon, oxygen unites with it, forming the compound car-

bonic acid. This is soluble in water and gives it the

power of dissolving mineral combinations of which pot-

ash and phosphoric acid are a part. If there were no

other ground for believing the chemist to be right our

ten years' experience here in Virginia has given us

abundant reason for concluding that he is. During

this time we have not used any commercial fertilizers,

yet on all the grades of soil, which include river bot-

toms, chocolate soil, red clay, gray clay, gray loam,

and sand, we are getting more satisfactory crops every

year, though much of the grain and hay have been

sold all the time, which, of course, takes away some
of the fertility. If land improves when nothing is re-

turned to it except what grows there, and not all of

that, it surely indicates that the treatment under

which it improves is bringing about some change in

the arrangements of the components of the soil. We
believe that deep plowing and good tillage greatly

help in liberating plant food, but rely more on getting

such vegetable matter in the land as stable manure,

cornstalks, stubble of grass, clover and peas and sod,

or any other organic material necessarily produced in

growing a variety of crops, to unlock the inert phos-

phoric acid and potash in the soil. This organic ma-

terial also fills other important offices. A soil rich in

humus is warmer, more friable and easier to work
than one deficient in it. Humus also enables the soil

to absorb more water than it can without its presence,

and to a great degree prevents its evaporation through

times of drought.

Out of many instances that could be cited to show
the advantage of additional humus in the soil, I will

give but two, in which it seems to me a considerable

amount of potash and phosphoric acid must have been

made available by the turning under of vegetable mat-

ter, which in itself could not have contained a suffi-

cient quantity for the results secured. In 1895, twelve

acres of heavy broom grass sod, on upland, were

plowed. The broom-grass was plowed under, not

burnt off. The field was sown in the fall with oats

and given a moderate application of stable manure.

The oats made a good crop. They were followed by
corn, for ensilage, which was very fine. Then wheat
which yielded twenty eight bushels per acre, and a

thick mat of red clover and oat grass now covers the

ground. The clover was large enough last summer to

afford splendid pasture for cattle for over two months,

and bids fair to make a very heavy growth the coming

season. The clover received no benefit from the three

crops that preceded it, except from the stubble, as

they were taken away and nothing put in their places.

It is well known that for clover to flourish it must
have large supplies of potash. If the vegetable mat-

ter that was plowed under did not by its chemical

action release much potash and phosphoric acid from
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the various combinations in which they exist in the

soil, where did they come from?

I should have said that this land, which is a light-

clay loam, was exhausted to the point at which it was

no longer profitable to crop it. At least it was so re

garded.

A fifteen acre field on the bottom lands had been

yielding about fifty bushels of corn to the acre. We
seeded it to timothy, cut three crops in three success-

ive years, plowed under the thick sod which had

formed, planted to corn and with the usual after culti-

vation it gave sixty bushels of corn to the acre. The

next year when the sod had fully rotted and the car

bon had had ample time to act chemically on the min-

erals of the soil, the corn yielded eighty bushels to the

acre.

This course has so often given like or nearly like re-

sults that we feel it can be relied on. I do not mean to

imply that the fertility of our lands is assured by util-

izing the unsalable vegetable growth, or sod, as here

advised ; but it is quite certain that if we burnt less

and plowed under more, even to making a special

point of growing crops for this purpose, we would find

abundant plant food in much of our lands that long

ago were considered exhausted.

Tou have not been plowing under the waste stuff

mentioned because it gave so much trouble. If you

do not want to, or cannot plow it down, and go to the

trouble of gathering it in piles, give just a little more

work to it and draw to aud spread over some bare

knoll, or on a clay gall. If so fortunate as not to have

any of these, scatter on the sod land to be plowed up

next year. You will be well paid for your work in the

crops that follow. If your plow is rigged with a sharp

disc coulter and heavy chain, and run seven or eight

inches deep, it will be a heavy crop that it cannot

handle. With a two-horse Oliver plow, having on

these attachments, we have put under crops of weeds,

cornstalks, etc., that looked too formidable for any

plow to bury.

Chesterfield County. Albert R. Bellwood.

BUILDING UP THE SOIL—THE QUICKEST AND
CHEAPEST WAY.

Editor Southern Planter

:

My articles in the agricultural press upon soil im-

provement bring me many letters asking questions

suited to the season of the year during which they

reach us. I like to receive these letters, as they keep

me in touch with the needs and wants of farmers, but

when you write, do not forget the stamp for a reply.

At this date I have no small number of such letters,

requesting special information about soy beaus and

cow peas as soil improvers, as grain feeds and for hay
;

what is the relative value compared with red clover
;

the surety of a crop, etc., etc. I give the desired in-

formation through the columns of this journal for its

readers.

Many farmers ask, "What do you mean by the

feeding value? " The feeding value of any farm pro-

duct is based upon the number of pounds of animal

gain multiplied by two ; in other words, animal

growth estimated at two cents per pound. It has no
reference to the price of feed, or the market price of

stock. It is not always the total of the food constitu-

ents upon which the value of feed is estimated in fig-

uring up a balanced ration, but the digestible elements

in the feed. Much of some kinds of feed passes

through our animals undigested.

Clover failures and chinch bugs are responsible for

thousands of scrawny cows and poor horses. It is not

strange that thoughtful farmers are asking, "Where
am I at? " If many farmers will allow me to answer,

I will say that unless you change your present meth-

ods you are about "at the end of your rope."

I present the information in the form of tables, giv-

ing soy beans, cow peas, and other common farm crops

of the same class. They can be compared at a glance.

I suggest that farmers cut out all such tables and put

them away for future study.

Table No. 1 shows the average yield of soy or soja

beans, cow peas, red clover, and timothy hay :

IB*

Per cent, of Carbo-Hy-
drates (beat producing
foods).

Total feeding
value per acre.

2 16.6
j

Cow Peas 42.0; 1.5
|

$25.20
3 15.4 Sov or Soja beans.. .38.6 I 1.5

' 38.80

U 5.9 Timothv 45.0 1.4 15.72

2 I 12.3 I Red Clover 38.1 I 3.3 I 22.40

Table No. 2 shows the feeding value of grain or

seed of cow peas, soy or soja beans, oats, corn, etc.,

with number of bushels of each in one ton :

-i
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Take cow peas, oats, and corn. You will see they

are very nearly the same in figures ; but feed them

separately to young stock, and you will find the cow

pea is the best, oats next, corn last. For work stock,

corn is the standard. Take soy or soja beans, cotton

seed meal, oil cake, and cow peas. Note how much
richer they are in the protein element of feeding stuff

than corn or oats. You will note that the soy bean

has more than three times as much protein as corn or

oats ; three times as much fat as corn or oats

;

less than cotton seed meal, but the bean is more
digestible. The soy bean having nearly seventeen

pounds of fat or oily matter, gives it a special value as

a lubricant for the bowels. It is this easy digestion

and fat that makes the soy bean the greatest feed for

the dairy cow, the brood sow, the breeding ewe, or

winter egg-food we can grow on the farm. A.11 stock-

men know that timothy hay in winter produces con-

stipation of the bowels, and that clover hay keeps

them in an ideal coudition. Soy beans and cow peas

have exactly the same effect upon the bowels as red

clover.

After growing and feeding soy beans and cow peas

for six years, watching carefully their effects as feed

in the way of grain or hay, and the effect upon the

soil, I predict that in the near future soy beans will

supplant cotton seed meal and oil cake in any latitude

where they will mature. The reason is, that farmers

can raise a ton of soy beans worth (counting the

thrashed straw) three times as much as a ton of corn,

and for less cost than a ton of corn. And this addi

tional reason : While he is raising this ton of highly

concentrated feed, he is at the same time adding a fer-

tilizing quality to his soil worth nearly as much as the

feed value.

Table No. 3. I give the value of soy beans, cow

peas, and red clover seeds—tops and roots as fertili

zers. That is to say, if the crops estimated are plowed

under at the proper stage, they will add the several

values to the top soil, getting the nitrogen from the

air, the phosphate and potash from the subsoil below

where the roots of our common farm crops reach.

The estimate and yield is based upon the crops grown

upon good clover soil

:
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CULTIVATORS AND CULTIVATING.

What the Experience of the Farmer and Inventive-
ness of the Mechanic Have Been Doing With
Them.

Editor Southern Planter:

I wonder if every one who may read this article

knows j ust why we use the cultivator after the plow, and
whether a few intimations along this line will be con-

sidered superfluous t I will take it for granted that

every farmer knows all about it, because I happen to

meet so few comparatively, who are not pretty hard to

convince, that there may be some few fundamental

things in farming which, perhaps, they have not di-

gested as thoroughly as they might ; or perhaps I had
better say, so few suggestions which cause them to stop

right still and say to themselves, "This is a thing

which I would do well to investigate and weigh

thoroughly."

Nevertheless, what I shall write along this line may
be read by some fellow away back in a corner some-

where (and I am surprised to find what corners of the

earth the Planter does get into*, and he may catch

an idea. If the State Board of Agriculture sues me
for libel for the foregoing, I can't help it.

We are supposed to have done the plowing, and
done it properly ; the seed has been planted, the crop

is " up," and we propose to cultivate it.

What for? That is the question before us.

Perhaps I cannot answer the question better than to

quote Mr. Milton Whitney, whom I take it for granted

every farmer knows by reputation at least

:

"The principal objects of cultivation after plowing,
etc., are: (1). To prevent loss of water by weeds and
grass which use up great quantities

; (2), to keep the
surface covered with a loose dry mulch in order to
prevent, so far as possible, loss of water by evapo
ration.

Water not only forms by far the largest proportion
of all fresh vegetable substance, but, on account of
loss through evaporation from leaves of growing plants
and the necessity of replaciug this loss, thirty to forty
times more water is needed during the growing period
of a crop than is contained in the crop when harvested.
If the evaporation from the plant greatly exceeds the
amount taken in through the roots, the leaves wilt and
the plant suffers. A soil with a compact surface
quickly dries out, and the water supply fluctuates rap-
idly and excessively, to the detriment of most crops
during their growing period. Weeds and grass are
generally to be excluded from the crop, because they
remove from the land great quantities of water which
woald otherwise have been at the disposal of the crop.
Weeds, however, occasionally are of advantage,

especially during the ripening period, because they
help to dry out the soil and thus hasten the maturity
of the crop."

Some crops, like wheat, oats, etc., do not require

cultivation, because they shade the ground and thus

hinder evaporation and prevent grass and weeds from

springing up and diminishing the supply of water,

and others because they are deeply rooted and can

bring water up from considerable depths. There are

other crops which cannot protect their water supply

in this way. and it must be artificially controlled by

methods of cultivation.

In considering the cultivation of crops with an eye

set upon the fact that it is the water supply primarily

that is desired, it is to be remembered that "light

sandy soils maintain comparatively little moisture, be-

cause the spaces between the grains of soil are compara-

tively large, and there is relatively but little resistance

to the flow of water. Strong clay soils, on the other

hand, have very minute spaces for the water to move
through, and consequently offer a greater resistance to

the percolation of the rain."

Cultivation does not add water to the soil to an ap-

preciable degree, as some claim ; it simply prevents

excessive loss. Hence, as a rule, cultivation should be

shallow for the reasons : (1), of avoiding a disturbing

of the roots ot the growing plant ; and (2), to avoid

losing any more of the soil moisture than possible.

"Few of our agricultural crops require cultivation

after they have attained their vegetative growth, and

a crop is frequently injured when cultivation is con-

tinued too long, because the soil is thus kept too wet,

and the plant is not inclined to ripen as early as it

should. Most of our grain crops will mature more

seed if the ground is moderately dry during the ripen-

ing period. During the growing period, the surface

must be kept loose and dry, so that the moisture will

be drawn up from below. A single cultivation is

not necessarily sufficient, especially if a dry season

is expected."

If, then, the propositions laid down are sound, we
are brought to ask ourselves the question, How far

have we been proceeding in the matter of cultivation

intelligently 1 and would it not appear as desirable to

cultivate in this section and on the majority of lands

as frequently as possible during the growing period,

and at the same time to cultivate shallow ?

Some one will say, " My land has so much water in

it that I must follow ridge cultivation." Then his land

needs to be under drained.

Another will say, "I must bury the wire grass" to

smother it. This might do if every vestige of it could

be buried for once so that no joint will be left near

enough to the surface to sprout again, which is im-

practicable, and if this burying process did not tear

up the roots of the growing plant.

Now, then, if shallow and repeated cultivation is

the surest means to the end, then level cultivation is a

prerequisite, so that implements covering the greatest

space can be employed. Corn roots, for instance,
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grow near the surface ; what good reason can be given

for disturbing them after they have put forth

!

Mr. Terry, in the Practical Farmer, states that at a

Farmers' Institute he was asked, " How will you cover

up the weeds if you do not plow your corn deeply!"

He answered that " He did not have many weeds. He
systematically prevents their going to seed aud then

he harrows and cultivates in time so that they are not

allowed to get started any way. He thinks the best

time to kill a weed is before the seed leaf has reached

daylight—the slightest stirring of the soil then de-

stroys it. On very rich land, you may get a very full

crop with root pruning or tearing, but the crop is

gotten in spite of your mistake."

Mr. Terry, with thousands of other ad-

vanced corn-raisers to-day, holds that cul-

tivating should not be done to a depth of

more than one and a half inches.

Having written so much as to the princi-

ple of cultivation, a few references to some
of the cultivators employed, and I leave

the matter to the individual reader to adopt

that which seems to him best, all things

considered.

It is hardly necessary to refer to the one-

horse implement locally known as the "Iron

Age" or "Planet Jr.," and generally

known as the five-tooth cultivator. These
little tools are used by the thousands in

this eastern section of our country, while

in "the West," they are rarely seen outside of the

"house garden." The great cornfields of the West
deem it beneath their dignity to allow themselves to

be even lidded by so insignificant an instrument.

I think shallow cultivation, in a measure, is really

the secret of their popularity, though their users may
not have considered it in this light. Where the land

is cultivated in ridges or roughly, the teeth of this cul-

tivator do not go in more than an average of two inches;

and if this is the secret, then why not cultivate level

and use a tool that will cover so much more land and

do the same character of work ? And, further, if it is

shallow cultivation, why not make it as shallow as

possible to produce the result aimed at by using other

tools and not use a tool which is only partially shallow

in its operation 1

A few years back, the wheel cultivator came in

and enjoyed a large sale. At first it had four shovels,

but to-day we find the " most improved " of this fam-

The New (Pivot Wheel) Disc Cultivator.

Five-Tooth Cultivator.

ily of cultivators have in place of the shovels, narrow

teeth or claws, here again drifting towards shallow or

scarifying cultivation.

Then came the disc cultivator, with the double pur-

pose of shallow cultivation and non choking feature

—

i. e., avoiding dragging trash, and tear-

ing the roots of the plants.

The walking, wheel and disc cultivators

have been more readily operated to do

good work than the similar riding tools

in the hands of unskilled labor, because

their course has been more easily con-

trolled, but they are harder upon the

operator than those upon which the

operator rides. The trouble has been

that where the operator rides he has to

govern the direction by a pressure of the

foot. When the teeth, shovels or discs

are cutting down into the soil, and he

has such short notice as to when to dodge

an obstacle, or plant out of line, it is

most difficult to do so successfully with

the foot pressure. While giving atten-

tion to one gang on one side he will lose

sight of the other gang on the other side;
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besides, it is no easy matter to press the gangs out of

their direct course against the soil into which they

are catting.

Eecently, the disc cultivator has largely overcome

the trouble a* regards controlling the course of the

disc gangs, by the introduction of what is known as

the pivot wheel disc cultivator. In this cultivator,

the direction is governed by steering the two large

wheels which run, of course, on top of the ground,

and not by attempting to shove the disc gangs to

either side. The gentlest pressure of the foot will

turn either of the large wheels, and the slightest turn-

ing of them from their direct course will control the

direction of the disc gangs. This is thought to be a

great improvement, and guarantees a large use of the

disc cultivator so rigged. The disc cultivator is

adapted to ridge or level cultivation at pleasure, and

can be set so that smaller or larger furrows will be

turned in or out by the discs. It is easily one of the

most popular improvements of the day, when rigged

with the pivot wheel.

statement: "Frequent and shallow cultivation has

been demonstrated to be a success ;" and they claim

Keystone Weeder.

The latest cultivator brought out, perhaps, is what
is called the "Weeder." The illustration at once gives

a general idea of the construction and work of this

implement. It is first and last strictly a shallow cul-

tivator for level cultivation. If the testimonials of an
unlimited number of Northern and Western farmers

are to be considered, it is certainly a thing of merit.

I have selected what seems to me the most attractive

make of this "weeder " as an illustration. The wedge
or A shape causes it to run steadier and to take the

ground more easily as against those of the weeders
which present a straight line of teeth to the front, and
hence will jump and skip in passing over uneven
ground. The \ shaped weeder also has the advantage
of being expanded or drawn in, to adapt it to different

widths of rows. It is adjustable from thirty inches to

seven and a half feet. This weeder has no shafts that

will hinder working up as close as a plow or five tooth

cultivator. The teeth are long and curved to relieve

it of clogging. The manufacturers start out with the

Keystone Weeder Expanded.

that "twelve to fifteen acres can be covered in a day

with one horse and a boy." In discussing this imple

ment with a northern farmer who had used it, the

writer put the question to him as to what he thought

it would do in "wire grass." He replied, that know-

ing the Virginia wire grass well, he candidly believed

that, " if taken in time with level cultivation and run

over the land as often as possible from the time the

grass first begins to show itself, that this cultivator

would prove a quicker and greater eradicator than

the system of attempting to smother the grass out by

deep cultivation."

I have now, Mr. Editor, finished my task, or rather

promise, to give you an article on "Disc Plows," "Sub-

soil Plows," "Rollers" and "Cultivators." I do not

know that they have given your readers any pleasure

or instruction in the reading. I could only wish that

the subjects had been in abler hands, and hope now
that some one else will take "up either these or some

other of the many farm tools and reciprocate a little by

allowing me to learn of them. Ashton Starke.

BETTER FARHINQ PAYS.

Keeping Stock Necessary to Successful Farming.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The general principles of farming are everywhere

the same. The ouly difference to be noted between

the farming in Virgnia and Pennsylvania, or to be

taken into account, is that in the former the season

opens earlier and closes later, permitting early crops

to be put into the ground earlier, and late crops

grown later without daDger of injury by frosts.

In every place in the world, and in every variety of

soil, successful farming demands that there shall be a

mellow seed bed for the seed, and frequent tillage of

plants that are grown far enough apart to permit it.

This was the hobby of Jethro Tull, one of the greatest
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agricultural reformers the world has ever produced.

He showed the farmers of England that better farm-

ing paid big dividends ; and especially he taught that

growing plants needed the ground stirred about them
often, in order to obtain the best crops.

Of course, he was mistaken when he declared that

tillage was manure. It is not likely that he believed

it himself. What he meant to impress on the minds
of his brother farmers was that a large amount of

latent fertility was stored up in the soil, and that fre-

quent tillage made it available.

The experiment of Lawes and Gilbert in raising

wheat on the same ground for fifty years in succession

without any fertilization whatever, and obtaining an

average production of thirteen bushels per acre to the

last, does not prove that tillage is manure, or that

farming without manure is advisable ; but it does show
that there is naturally enough fertility in a good soil

to produce crops for a long time if given excellent cul-

tivation. Thirteen bushels of wheat per acre should

not satisfy us when, by a little more labor or expense,

we can obtain thirty or more, as Lawes and Gilbert

did, on fields where they used manure and chemical

fertilizers.

There is no question that the continued cropping of

land without manure of any kind, tends to impoverish

ment of the land and also the owner. The impoverish-

ment of the land may be slow, but is sure to come, and

when it has arrived, the condition of that land is sad

indeed. " I know of no means," said Sir J. B. Lawes,
" by which an impoverished farm can ever be restored

from its own resources." The difficulty is that reno-

vating crops, like clover and cow peas, do not relish

an impoverished soil much better than corn and cot

ton. Clover, if it grows at all, makes but a feeble

growth, and supplies only a little matter to turn un-

der. Where clover flourishes ever so well, it fur-

nishes (with the exception of humus) only one of the

elements of fertility— nitrogen ; the others must be

added in some kind of manure.

It is true that the agencies of nature, which first

crumbled the rocks into atoms, and covered the con

tinents with fertile soil, are still at work, but these

agencies require long periods of time to complete their

operations.

"The mills of the gods grind slow." Man, and not

nature, must now be depended upon to keep the earth

from becoming barren. The Garden of Eden itself

would have become a desert without the gardener
" to dress it and keep it." That the dung of domestic

animals, when applied to the soil, increases its fertil

ity and capacity for producing larger crops of grain

and grass, has been known to farmers since ancient

times, and only one man, as far as I know, ever dis-

puted the propriety of its application. Dr. Julius

Hensel, of Germany, has declared that land manured
with the dung of animals is poisoned thereby, and
that the grain and grass grown on such ground after

being so manured, are poisonous, and unfit for the

food of men or animals. If not a crank, he is proba-
bly interested in the manufacture of mineral fertilizers.

Mineral, or natural manures, such as lime, gypsum,
marl, kainit, and South Carolina rock, where they
can be cheaply obtained, are valuable fertilizers on
most soils, but show the greatest benefit when used in

connection with stable manure, which must always be
the farmer's main dependence. An old English writer

says: "Dung furnishes the great standing article of

manure throughout the kingdom."

The dung of animals contains all the materials for

plant growth in the most available form, and in about
the right proportions. Wherever farmers can raise

stock with profit, or even without loss, they should
certainly do so, for the benefit of their land.

Cattle are as necessary to the farm as the farm is to

the cattle. They are mutually dependent on each
other. The cattle feed the farm and the farm feeds

the cattle, and together they feed the farmer and his

family.

Chemical fertilizers, or commercial manures, gener-

ally give good results, but are necessarily expensive,

furnish no humus to keep the soil warm, moist and
mellow, and their effect is not lasting. Like the min-
eral fertilizers, they show their best effects when used
in connection with stable manure.

Cattle raising in the Atlantic States is not so profita-

ble as it once was. The ranching business in Texas
and the far West, and the advent of the Chicago
dressed beef and canned meats, have injured our mar-
kets for home grown cattle, but from my own expe-

rience, I think thoroughbred stock can still be raised

in the East without loss ; and if so, it should be done.

Notwithstanding the great number of cattle and car-

goes of meats which are shipped into Great Britain

the farmers there still raise cattle. They do not ex-

pect to make a penny of profit, and think themselves

fortunate in having so much as the manure left to

compensate them for the trouble of raising.

If the farmers there, with their high rents and high
taxes, can raise stock without actual loss, and have
the benefit of the manure, then we ought to be able to

do the same here, provided we keep the improved
stock and practice the same economy.

Bradford County, Pa. J. W. Ingham.

There is nothiug better than a field of sorghum to
help out pastures in the fall, until you want to put
your stock into winter quarters. The seed makes one
of the very best feeds for poultry.
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TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.

Editor Southern Planter:

As usual, I have just read the Planter "all the way

through," and find many items of interest. I am
struck with the answer of Professor Massey to "T. H."

Your Journal could not do a better thing than try to

impress on the farmers the value of knowing the

source of their ammonia and potash for tobacco. As

experiments proved (conducted by the late Major

Ragland), blood was the best source from which to de-

rive ammonia. I am now inclined to the opinion that

a very small percentage of fish is no disadvantage,

but had better be left out than be used in large quan-

tity, as it is taken up entirely too quickly. All you

need for tobacco is just enough to give the plants a

good, vigorous start, and then let the other ingredients

take up the work. Kainit I consider worse than

nothing for tobacco, and it should be carefully

guarded against. In growing the plants with kainit,

a farmer will find they grow big and bony, inclined to

stay green, and impossible almost to ever get the

green out. It makes a rank tobacco, bitter, and with

poor burning quality. Now I know from observation

that the average farmer drives to the fertilizer agent

and asks him what his fertilizer is worth. Perhaps he

has a good one, and says $22.50 per ton. Oh, says

the farmer, that's too high ! Jones sells his for $19,

so off he goes and buys Jones' goods. Now, perhaps

the agent is too high, but he is cheaper than Jones

if he has a fertilizer made of ammonia derived from

blood and potash from a pure, high-grade sulphate.

As I have heard Maj. R. L. Ragland say time and

time again: "Don't give fertilizers to tobacco in

homoeopathic doses, but liberally, like the old doctors

used to give calomel." Try to let the farmer know
that he can make better tobacco, and a crop that will

bring more money, if he will apply what fertilizer he

is able to buy in a liberal manner, and stop when it

gives out. There is no profit in trying to put in the

whole face of the earth, work it in the hot summer
days, and reap a poor, bony, chaffy crop, that will

bring from one to three cents per pound.

You have certainly done well your part to get we
Southern farmers to do intensive instead of extensive

farming, yet it is hard to break us up from it.

Every year I see our small farmers work three acres,

where they could make more to put their entire ma-

nure and energy on one acre. I have no doubt Pro

fessor Massey is correct about mixing his fertilizer at

home, but, for the average small farmer, who has to

buy his fertilizer on time, or only buys in small lots, it

is hardly practical. It's true they might join in to-

gether and get these articles, but a "combine" of

farmers is hard to bring about. You will find one ad-

vocating one principle, and one another, and finally

the " combination is busted" and no good accomplished.

I am getting too lengthy, but hope you may put these

thoughts into a piece of advice for our farmers who

are trying to make $40 tobacco. Ask them to see to

it that they get what they pay for, and, in order to do

this, ask the question of the agent from whom they

buy their fertilizers as to the source of the ammonia

and potash, and if he does not know, to go elsewhere

and buy. There is not enough fertilizer tested either.

I think every section should have several samples of

the brands used analysed.

W. C. Slate,

Halifax Co., Va. Pres. B. L. Ragland Seed Go.

THE CULTIVATION OF COTTON,

Editor Southern Planter :

Many farmers seem to think that the deeper they

cultivate a crop the better the result. This is a mis-

take, and especially so with cotton. When the ground

is prepared, it should be broken as deep as the soil

will allow. Where the ground is rich, and the soil

deep, better results can be had by using the two-horse

plow; first, because the work can be done better, and

second, because the crop will then stand drouth and

wet better.

At the present low price of cotton, we cannot afford

to do much hoe labor. The farmer who hoes his cot-

ton three and four times cannot make anything .it

present prices. The plow must do most of the work,

and the plowman must do his work thoroughly.

To make the cotton crop pay, we should first pre

pare the land well ; then use barnyard manure, with

potash and phosphoric acid
;
plant very few seeds to

the acre ; not chop until the cotton takes good root,

leaving one stalk at a place, and make the plow and

the sweep do the rest.

The best tool known to cultivate cotton with is the

old-fashioned shop- made sweep. I have seen all kinds

of cultivators and plows at work, but nothing excels

the old shop sweep when made right. I have them

made 24 to 27 inches wide, and by covering two feet

of soil at once, a good deal of land can be cultivated

in one day.

Cotton should not be cultivated more than 2 inches

deep, for whenever a root is broken, it is that much
damage done to the plant.

Wake Co., N. C P. H. Mangum, Je.

I have been raising sorghum for a number of years,

and I believe I can get as much feed from one acre as

I can from two acres of the best corn.
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JAPANESE BARNYARD HILLET (Panicum Crus

Galli.)

This variety of millet was brought from Japan by

W. P. Brooks in 1889. It is erect in growth. Many
of the others are more or less procumbent, as is the

common barn-yard grass. The Japanese millet is

very leafy, and the stalks are tender and succulent,

even when mature, while the other varieties are less

leafy and much tougher and woody. The Japanese

millet stools very freely on good soil if not sown too

thick. It makes a valuable fodder crop when grown

under favorable conditions, and needs for the best re

suits a moderately moist, rich soil. It is not likely to

lodge even on such soil, standing up even throu

heavy rains remarkably well for such a rank growing

plant. It is a millet for high farming rather than for

poor farmers. Under the conditions above stated,

this millet returns an abundant harvest, and well re-

pays cultivation, whether for seed or for fodder. If

cut early—that is, any time up to the period when the

seed is in the milk—it will produce a considerable sec

ond crop. But I do not regard this as of much im

portance, as the second crop is always much smaller
than the first, and not large enough to make it worth
while to allow the land to remain unplowed. I do not,

however, recommend this millet for hay. Its rank
growth and extreme succulence make it difficult to

cure, and I regard it as more valuable as a fodder
crop for feeding green or putting into silo. The green
fodder is very similar in composition to well cured
corn fodder, but is much more greedily eaten than
corn fodder, and produces a larger yield of milk. To
produce the largest crops this millet should be sown
from about the middle to the last of May, and must
not be sown too thick, as it stools abundantly on good
soil when sown early. I use from ten to twelve quarts
of seed to the acre. If the soil be poor, or the time of
sowing later, the quantity of seed should be greater.

This millet is also a valuable plant for seed produc-
tion. The seeds are highly relished by birds of all

kinds, and if known would doubtless be in demand as

a bird seed. It is also excellent to scatter in straw for

the purpose of keeping laying hens at work. The
seeds have about the same composition as oats, and if

ground, might undoubtedly be fed to cattle and sheep
with profit.

I mix the seed and some good feitilizer together
(not using a strong acid fertilizer,), and sow with
a wheat drill.

I also have another Japanese millet that has a small
resemblance to German millet, only it has larger
blades and more of them than the German has. The
stalk is shorter, and it makes a fine hay crop.

Simpson Co., Ky. S. A. Halcomb.

[At the Hatch Experiment Station, Mass., the above
mentioned millet produced a crop averaging 7 feet in

height. The yield was at the rate of 11,207 pounds of

straw per acre and 66 bushels of seed. When sown
for silage or soiling at the rate of one peck per acre,

the yield was at the rate of 15 to 18 tons per acre.

—

Ed.}

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture,
Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries
should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,
N. C, not later than the 15th of the month, for replies to ap-
pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Sowing Clover Seed—Tuberculosis—Ensilage—Red
Polled Cattle.

Will you please answer the following questions
through your valuable columns :

1. How and when to sow clover seed in wheat

;

should I sow in fall or spring ; and should land be
dragged and then rolled after seeding, or should seed
be sown and then dragged only?

2. Is a herd of cattle likely to become infested from
one tuberculous cow! If so, how long before they show
symptoms of the disease?

3. Is it practical to keep ensilage made of corn in a
silo without cutting it up? If so, how should it be
done?

4. Are Bed polled cattle good all round cattle? How
do they stand as milkers and workers!

H. Morton Bowbn.
Prince George County, Md.

1. We are strongly in favor of seeding clover in the
early fall when wheat is sown, but if not then seeded,
or if winter killed, it may be seeded in the spring, the
earlier the better. When seeding on wheat in the
spring, we always harrowed the wheat first, and then
sowed the seed. As soon as dry enough to roll, we
then rolled, and thus covered the seed. If not dry
enough to roll, the seed may be covered by reharrow-
ing with a light harrow or a bush harrow, or, what is

better still, with a chain-harrow. This chain-harrow
is, however, difficult to get in the South, If covered
with a harrow, the wheat should be rolled later to con-
solidate the soil.

2. Tuberculosis is no doubt infectious, but it does
not necessarily follow that every cow will take the in-

fection. The susceptibility of cattle to the disease

seems to be very much the same as in the case of hu-
man beings. A tuberculous cow should be removed
from the herd as soon as discovered, and be isolated.

The period within which the disease may proclaim itself

is quite uncertain. Even the tuberculin test is not, in

our opinion, an absolute one, as some cows re-act at
one period and refuse to do so at a later date. Where
however, the disease is well established, the tuberculin
test is no doubt a reliable one.

3. Yes; but we do not advise the practice. The en-

silage never keeps so well, as the air is not so perfect-

ly excluded. The difficulty also of removing the ensi-

lage from the silo is greatly increased when uncut corn
is siloed, and the ensilage is not eaten up so clean as
when cut.

4. Red polled cattle are bettor beef cattle than milk-
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ere, though there are some herds which have made ex-

cellent records as milkers. We have no knowledge as

to their working capacity, as we have never known

them to be used as work oxen, but have no reason to

doubt but that they would work well when trained.—

Ed.

Ensilage Corn for High Land.

I have 30 acres of upland I wish to plant in corn, to

be used as ensilage, and wish to advise with you in

regard to the kind of corn best suited for this purpose.

Where can I get same! Subscribes.

Virginia Ensilage corn or Virginia White Dent corn

are two of the best varieties for ensilage. These vari

etiea are sold by most Southern seedsmen. T. W.

Wood & Sons, of Richmond, or W. A. Miller & Son,

of Lynchburg, can supply them.—Ed.

Tobacco Fertilizer.

I shall this year fertilize my tobacco, as advised by

you, with blood and phosphate and sulphate of potash.

Would it be well to apply the phosphate and potash

some time before planting, say when the land is re-

fallowed before bedding* The blood I suppose should

not be put in earlier than planting time. Tell me in

next Planter how and when best to use the mixture.

Prince Edward County, Va. Oijd Sub.

We would apply the phosphate and potash when

the land is r fallowed, and the blood when bedding for

planting.

—

Ed.

Materials for Fertilizers.

Will you kindly inform me, through the April No.

of the Planter, the nearest dealer in chemicals from

whom I may purchase acid phosphate, muriate of

potash, and nitrate of soda; also the price of each?

Kindly publish a formula for corn; also for tobacco.

Caroline Co., Va. J. E. Christian.

You will find replies in this issue. Also advertise-

ments offering the materials. Corn and tobacco fer-

tilizers are also given in this issue.—Ed.

South Carolina or Tennessee Dissolved Rock.

Please give some information as to quantity and

price of South Carolina or Tennessee dissolved rock.

What percentage of lime, &c. • T.

This is what is commonly called acid phosphate.

The phosphoric acid in it is the element of plant-food

for which it is applied. This varies from 10 to 15 per

cent. The price varies with the percentage of phos

phoric acid.

—

Ed.

Dungan Corn.

I noticed in last issue of Southern Planter your's and

A. Mackay's inquiry for Dungan's Prolific seed corn

that is acclimated. I have the Dungan corn. Have
planted it for eight years. I renewed my seed four

years ago. Have tried several different varieties, but

find Dungan the be t field corn that I ever grew.

Grows here in Middle Tennessee from 10 to 12 feet

tall, one and two ears to stalk, more often one ear

;

grows better on poor land, and stands drouth better

than any corn I ever tried.

Smyrna, Torn. C. L. Davis.

Cabbage Rot.

I did not write plain enough about th« cabbage rot

in this section. The rot did not commence in the root,

but about the middle of the stem, going up the inside

of the cabbage, spreading to leaves, and its head fall-

ing off. The stumps would sprout below where it

commenced.
In the turnips, the disease commenced at the top,

and went down the middle of the turnip, the leaves

getting yellow. The first symptom yon see is the

leaves getting spotted and yellow in both.

Orange, Va. S. L.

This disease would seem to be a bacterial one, prob-

ably what is known as the black or brown rot. It has

been the subject of investigation at several places, but

no remedy has apparently been discovered. The best

that can be done is to use means for preventing its in-

troduction. The cabbage seed should be sown in a

seed-bed where no diseased plants have been raised,

and the crop should be set out on land which has not

been in cabbage or other cruciferous plants for some

years. As a matter of precaution, the use of stable

manures should be avoided, since they may possibly

serve as a means of conveying the germs to uninfected

fields. Infection must be guarded against from tools

used on infected land, or allowing stock to pasture

over the different fields. The cabbage butterfly and

harlequin cabbage bug must be constantly kept in

subjection, as it is probable that they are very effi-

cient means of spreading the disease.

—

Ed.

Fertilizer for Peas and Corn—Improving Land.

Please give formula for best and cheapest fertilizer

for cow peas, on red clay Albemarle mountain land,

aud where these peas can best be obtained, and the

quautity of peas and fertilizer to be applied per acre.

A good fertilizer also for corn on same character of

land. The ground proposed to be put in peas and
corn has been badly farmed and managed for years,

and shows about in places u red galls," from which,
of course, the soil has been washed away. Thi? land
is said to be naturally good. It has recently come into

my possession. My object is to get it up in the best

aud quickest way, in order to have it improved in ap-

pearance, aud to produce crops that will be remunera-
tive. B. Bolling.

To make a ton of fertilizer for the cow-peas, mix

1,600 pounds of acid phosphate and 400 pounds muri-

ate of potash, and use 300 to 400 pounds per acre.

This will give a very heavy crop of peas, and will en-

able you to make a fine lot of pea- vine hay to feed

and make manure for your land. You can get the
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black peas in Richmond easily, and these are the kind

I formerly used in Albemarle with great success. That
red land of Albemarle has in it a vast store of potash,

which you can make available by the use of lime, and
I believe that by giving the land a good rotation of

crops, with clover or peas once in three years, and
the product fed on the farm, with a dressing of lime

lightly once in three years, or a heavier dressing ouce

in six years, you will never need to buy any fertilizer

but the acid phosphate, and if that is put on the peas

or on clover, there is no need for the purchase of any
commercial fertilizer for any other crop on a grain and
grass farm if the forage grown on the place is fed to

cattle, and the manure carefully saved and applied

broadcast to the corn in a three-year rotation. One
thing I have found by experience, and my experience

has been corroborated by that of experiment stations

in other States. This is, that there is no profit to be

made from the application of commercial fertilizers to

the corn crop. You can, of course, grow more corn
;

but if you carefully compare the result with an unfer-

tilized plot, you will find that at the ordinary price of

corn the increase does not pay for the fertilizer. The
corn field is the place for the home made manure, and

is the place where it will do most for the building up
of the land, for it will carry the small grain crop after

the corn if applied broadcast, and will help the com-

mercial fertilizer to make the peas, and then the peas

will do the rest, and leave a stubble that will, with the

aid of another dressing of barnyard manure, make a

big crop of corn. But following the corn with wheat,

and this with peas, to get a three-year rotation you

would have to follow the peas again with wheat, and

then peas again. The better three-year rotation, on a

farm where it is intended that stock shall be a leading

interest, as it should be in Albemarle, would be to

follow the corn with a crop of Canada peas and oats

mixed, sown in February or March; cut these for hay,

and then apply the fertilizer, and put the stubble in

cow-peas also for hay, and then follow with wheat,

sowing crimson clover on the wheat stubble after

merely disking it, and plow under the clover for the

corn crop, or cut it for hay before manuring for corn,

though this would make the corn-planting rather late,

and it would be better to get the manure out on the

clover during the winter, and turn all under for the

corn, as the plowing under at that cool season of the

year for a hoed crop would do no damage to the land,

as it might, in hot weather, with a sowed crop. A red

gall is a hard thing to cure. You will find that there

is a hard pan right under the scratch of the shallow

plowing, and that the water cannot penetrate, and
when the plow strikes the gall it is hard to keep it in

the ground. The only cure for a red gall is to break it

as deeply as a heavy team can pull the plow, and run

a subsoiler in the same furrow so ?s to loosen it to a

depth of 15 inches. Then, before this plowing, cover

it with all the forest leaves and trash you can plow

under, and, after plowing and subsoiling, cover the

surface with pine-straw or other woods trash, after

sowing the peas. Once get the pea roots down into

that clay, and get the land lilled with fibrous vegeta-

tion, and keep it deeply broken, and the gall will soon

disappear. That red clay of Albemarle is all soil down

as far as you can get it aerated, and it is really inex-

haustible if properly worked and filled with decaying

vegetable matter to prevent washing. I advise the

use of potash at first on the peas, because the potash

in your soil is in the shape of an anhydrous silicate,

and needs the use of lime or plaster to make it availa-

ble by degrees. Once gotten into a fair condition,

there is no land more easy to keep in a productive

state than that Piedmont red clay.

W. F. Masset.

Variety of Corn to Plant—Onion Growing—Broom
Corn Growing.

The Planter is a constant and increasing source

of pleasure and help to me, and I never fail to speak
a good word for you and hope soon to send you several

subscribers.

I thank you for your information about the Cocke's
Prolific corn, also what Mr. Mackay says about Dun-
gen's Prolific, and Mr.Woods about Albemarle Prolific

and want to try the best variety of them all, but only

have high land to put in this year, and would like

your advice as to best variety for me on rather ligh,

land.

2d. Please let me know what per cent, of actual

truth there is in the article in March No. on " Ing-

uns." I am thinking of trying some myself if the

prospect is good. What sort of commercial fertilizer

is best for theni? I could possibly spare enough ma-
nure (farm pen) from other things for one fourth acre.

3d. I would thank you to give me some points on
Broom corn. I read an article not long since in which
the writer says 900 lbs is a moderate yield per acre,

and it would readily bring 8c. per 11). Will the seed

have to be taken off before sold ? and if so what means
can be devised to get them off? Also, please give me
any other point you think best.

King & Queen Co., Va. Albert G. Gresham.

1. Whilst we have the highest opinion of the produc-

tiveness of Cocke's Prolific and Albemarle Prolific corn

when grown in the section where they have been pro-

duced, or in similar land and under like climatic condi-

tions, yet we would not advise any one to depend on

either of these varieties for his whole crop the first year

of growing in a section far removed from the original

habitat of the corn. The same advice applies to every

other variety of corn or grain. To be completely suc-

cessful in making large yields of crops the seed re-

quires first to become acclimated to the section and to

the character of the land. We would plant either; or
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both of the above varieties in your section only ex-

perimentally the first year, and rely upon some good
type of corn like the old original Virginia Gourd
Seed, which is acclimated to the whole State, for the

main crop. Giaut Broad Grain has done well for sev

eral of our subscribers in your section of the State and
might also be tried. Holt's Strawberry and Cary's

Klondike are also varieties worth trying.

2. The story on "Ing-uns" in the March issue was
not intended to be founded on fact, but was written to

encourage a departure from " old ruts" not now pro
fitable. Whilst this is so there is yet much truth in

the statement as to the yield of the onion crop, and as

to the opening for onion growing in the South. We
can raise as fine onions from seed in the South as are

raised in any part of the country, andean put them on
the market earlier than the northern growers. Yields

of from 200 to 400 bushels, and even as high as 750
bushels to the acre have been made. Onions require

a strong, deep, rich, loamy soil, and upon land of this

character the crop may be grown successively for 10 or

12 years. It must, however, be made and kept rich,

and for this purpose nothing is so good as rich, well-

rotted, barn yard manure. This should be spread in

the field on the plowed land and be well worked in.

The land should be again plowed in the spring, and no
effort spared to get it into fine planting condition.

The seed should be drilled in in rows just wide enough
apart to admit of horse cultivation, and the crop must
be kept free from weeds. Use plenty of seed to secure
a good staud and thin so as to leave an onion every 3
or 4 inches. The best varieties to grow are Pearl,

Prize Taker or Southport White Globe. The growing
of onion sets is a profitable business, and should be
more largely practised. The soil need not be so rich

as for the onion bulbs, and the sowing should not be
so early, the object being to get as small, well-matured
sets as possible. The seed should be sown thickly in

April or May not less than 20 pounds to the acre, and
the sets should be pulled as soon as ripe. These sets

are for fall and early spring planting.

3. Broom corn can be grown in Virginia and the
other Southern States as well as in any other State,

but it is questionable whether we should do wisely to
encourage its growth here, except so far as is neces-
sary to meet a local market. The reason for this is that
the market is entirely controlled by a combination of
brush factories in the Northwest, where the crop is

moot largely grown and almost wholly handled, and
this market is too far away for our farmers to watch
and reach at the best times. Besides this reason there
is another one. The crop for its successful curing re-

quires that sheds should be erected in which to store
it when cut. If exposed to the weather when curing
it loses its color and with this much of its value.

To make such an expenditure profitable the crop

would have to be grown regularly every year.

Any land that will make 40 or 50 bushels of corn to

the acre will make good brush. The crop requires

similar culture to corn. The rows should be 3 or 4

feet apart and the plants be left 12 or 15 inches apart

in the rows. It is harvested when the seed is glazed

and turning brown. Cut the brush with about 6 or 8

inches of stalk and carry to the shed to cure, spread-

ing it out on slatted shelves. The seed is removed
from the brush by drawing it through the teeth of a

comb or rake. Three or four quarts of seed will plant

an acre.

—

Ed.

Planting Strawberries.

As soon as the ground is dry enough to work I want
to put out about 500 plants of strawberries. Will you
kindly write me how to prepare ground, set plants,

and how far apart to plant them t

I have some fertilizer high in phosphate. Should I

use it on the land ? Have also some potash separate.

Montgomery Co., Va. Feed W. Baegee.

Plow the land deeply and harrow fine, open a fur-

row every 2 J feet, and in this furrow spread the ferti-

lizer, which in the absence of good farm yard manure
should consist of cotton seed meal, 1,000 lbs to the

acre ; acid phosphate, 300 lbs to the acre, and kainit,

300 lbs to the acre. This fertilizer should be well

mixed with the soil by running a cultivator through

the furrow. Throw a light furrow on to the fertilizer

and harrow down level. Then set out the plants over

the fertilizer 15 inches apart. If barn yard manure is

available this may be used in the place of the ferti-

lizer. It should be spread broadcast after plowing and

harrowed in. In setting out large areas many growers

plow out a furrow, place the plants against the side of

the furrow, and then plow another furrow to them
Care should be taken not to bury the crowns of the

plants when setting.

—

Ed.

In the Southern Planter for the month of March I was
very much struck by your article on "Tobacco Fer-
tilizer." That is to say, to buy the pure chemicals
and make the mixture one's self. I am exactly of the
same opinion, and to prove the same I have endeav-
ored to make ray own fertilizer, but have met with
entire failure. The other day, being on business in
Richmond, I tried to get some nitrate of soda, but
the company refused to sell it to me, saying that
a license from the State was necessary for selling.

Would \ou. therefore, kindly send me the address of
a company who would sell me the chemicals pure.

Caroline Co., Ya. A. WHETEEN.

I am not familliar with your fertilizer law in Vir-

ginia, but I believe the refusal to sell the chemicals is

a mere subterfuge to keep you from mixing your
own fertilizers. The tendency nowadays is too
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strong towards home mixing for the fertilizer manufac-

turers to stop it, and they will do better for their

own trade to give all the facilities they can for the

getting of the materials for fertilizers. I do not be-

lieve there is a law in any State forbidding the sale of

any unmixed commercial chemical that can be used

for making fertilizers. If there, it is a senseless law,

and as a distinguished judge once said, "the law is

simply common sense." When it happens that it is

not, it is easy to have it reversed by the courts. I be

lieve that you can get the chemicals from the Powell

Chemical Co., of Baltimore, or the Navassa Guano

Co., of Wilmington, N. C, and that if one manu
facturer in Richmond refuses to sell them you can

find another who will. The farmers in this country

are going as a class to mix their own fertilizers in the

future, and it is time that the fertilizer men fully uu

derstood this. W. F. Massey.

Cow Peas in the Valley of Virginia.

1. Will you please state in April number of South-

ern Planter whether Cow peas will grow in the western

part of the State, especially near the northern part 1

2. What time would you sow for the hay ; also

for the seed? Arthur W. Long.

Rockingham Co., Va.

There will be no trouble whatever in growing Cow

peas in Rockingham Co., and nothing that you can

grow will make better forage for stock, either as en-

silage or as hay. I would sow them at the rate of one

bushel per acre as soon as the laud is well warmed,

or as soon as you commonly sow the tender garden

beans. For seed I would grow them in drills wide

enough apart to cultivate them like beans. Any time

from late May to July will do for planting or sowing.

W. F. Massey.

Dehorning Calves.

Please give directions for preventing the growth oi

horns on calves. N. M. McKenney.
Alleghany Co., Va.

Purchase a stick of caustic potash from the drug-

store. Wrap the end to be held in the hand in paper

or rag. Wet the other end and. rub it freely on the

button of horn on the calves' heads. The hair should

be clipped off just around the button before applying

the potash, and care must be taken not to let the pot-

ash run down into the eyes of the calf or down the sides

of the bead or it will injure the sight and cause a sore.

This rubbing should be done when the calf is a few

days old. If delayed until the calf is a month old

it is rarely effectual in preventing the growth of the

horns, but if done soon enough is entirely effectual.

—

Ed.

Bees—Sheep.

Is the State of Virginia a good section in which to

keep bees and sheep ? John Jelinek.

Penna.

Yes. There is no reason whatever why we should

not produce as fine honey as any State. The season

is such a long one that bee food can be had with pro-

per care for nine months of the year.

The thousands of acres of untitled land in the State

would carry several millions of sheep, and, with at-

tention to the production of proper crops in the dif-

ferent seasons, these sheep could live out of doors all

the year round, and do well. The only drawback is

the plague of dogs. The shot gun and poison is

the remedy for this until legislators realize the im-

portance of sheep husbandry and tax cur dogs out of

existence. The good dogs rarely do much mischief, as

their owners take good care of them.

—

Ed.

Fertilizers for Tomatoes—Marl, &c.

1. I have read with growing interest the articles in
your paper advising farmers to make their own ferti-

lizers, and would be glad if you would advise me where
to get materials and directions for mixing them.

2. I would also like to know what would give the
best results on tomatoes, the fertilizer put in hill pre-
vious to setting plants. My laud is good, mostly clay
in good condition, in a lime stone section ; stone crops
out frequently.

3. I have a quantity of marl along a creek flowing
through farm ; marl has never been analyzed. Would
it be of any advantage treated with chemicals? If so,

how could it be pulverized ? If you could give me in-

formation on these points, either by letter or in your
paper, you would greatly oblige me. R. H. Allen.

Botetourt. Co., Ya.

1. This question is dealt with in replies to other en-

quirers in this issue.

2. Experimeuts conducted at the New Jersey Sta-

tion upon three farms located in different parts of the

State, and during four seasons, to test the effect on ma-
turity and yield of nitrate of soda in different quanti-

ties and at different times, both with and without phos-

phoric acid and potash, in comparison with barn-yard

manure showed—(1), that nitrate ofsoda was one of the

best nitrogenous fertilizers for tomatoes, and that its

use in small quantities (160 pounds) per acre in one

application or in larger quantities (320 pounds) in two
applications increased the yield materially, but not at

the expense of maturity, and this was equally true

when used alone and when used in connection with

phosphoric acid and potash
; (2;, that nitrate of soda

when used in large quantities (320 pounds in one ap-

plication) in the presence of a sufficient excess of

phosphoric acid and potash did increase the yield,

but at the expense of the maturity, and ,(3), t at
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wiieu properly used nitrate of soda was a profitable

fertilizer for the crop. Nitrate of soda was found to

be superior to the baru yard manure and mineral

fertilizers alone, and that nitrate of soda alone was on

the whole but slightly less effective than the complete

fertilizers. On good land, such as that of our enquirer,

we would apply 75 to SO lbs of nitrate of soda to the

acre around the hill when setting out the plants, and

late , when the plants are growing freely, apply an

other 80 or LOO lbs around the hills.

3. No treatment of marl with chemicals will increase

its value. It can be used to best advantage by be-

ing spread on the land broadcast in the fall.

—

Ed.

Tobacco Fertilizer—Improving Land.

My crop of tobacco will be on a sandy loam this

year; was in wheat last year, with a heavy applica

tion of raw bone. I fallowed the wheat stubble and
seeded to peas. When the pea crop was partially ma-

tured, I tallowed under the entire crop. It was the

heaviest crop I ever saw.

I have applied 1,000 lbs. of lime per acre. I shall

appreciate very much any suggestions as to quality,

quantity, and best mode of application of the fertilizei

you would recommend.
If you recommend mixing a fertilizer, please state

where I can get reliable chemicals. I wish to raise

heavy shipping tobacco.

I have a poor piece of land (soil red clay) that I am
trying to improve. I prepared it thoroughly last

year aud put on an application of bone meal and acid

phosphate, aud seeded it to red clover and herd's

grass. I got a fairly good stand. What would you
suggest to improve the land with a small outlay? I

have plenty of mixed seed peas. Would it be better to

sow them for an improver, or sell and buy the cow pea
and pay the freight both ways for sixty miles 1

I shall inclose you a sample of the bone meal I have
been using, that cost me $2S per ton in car lots. The
guaranteed analysis on this raw bone meal was as

follows :

Moisture 7.28 per cent.

Phosphoric acid 20.67 "
Nitrogen 4.97 "

Equivalent to ammonia 6.03 "

I shall also enclose you a sample of the tobacco fer

tilizer I am using. Guaranteed analysis as follows :

Ammonia 3 per cent.

Available phosphoric acid 8 "
Potash 2 "

Any information in regard to these fertilizers will

be appreciated. When applied liberally the crops
raised do not begin to pay for the fertilizers.

Lunenberg Co., Fa. Constant Reader.

The application of raw bone will have left some
phosphate in the ground, as the insoluble character of

the phosphoric acid in the bone would prevent it all

becoming available for the wheat crop. The peas, of

course got some, but as these were returned to the aoiL

the phosphoric acid is still there to a great extent.

The organic ammonia in the decaying pea vines will

become rapidly changed by the microbic nitrification

into an available nitrate as the weather gets warm,

and the tobacco will get the benefit of this. The nitri-

fication will also be hastened by the presence of lime

in the soil. Still, as you wish to grow heavy shipping

tobacco, I would still add. You failed to enclose any

samples of the fertilizers, but this does not matter,

since I could tell you nothing about them from a mere

inspection. The analysis of the complete fertilizer

does not say what source the ammonia, potash, or phos-

phoric acid come from. In the case of the phosphoric

acid, it matters little from what source, so long as it

is available, but the source of the nitrogen and potash

is of importance in the tobacco crop. The mixture is

too low in potash for tobacco. The best mixture for

tobacco we have ever tried is 900 pouuds acid phos-

phate, 600 pounds dried blood, 100 pounds nitrate of

soda, and 400 pounds of high grade sulphate of potash,

to make a ton. Ordinarily, I would use 700 pounds

per acre, but on land in the condition yours should

now be, I would not use over 400 pouuds per acre.

You ought to be able to get the materials from any

dealers in fertilizers in Richmond or Baltimore. Some
of these in a very short-sighted way are endeavoring

to prevent farmers from getting the materials for mix-

ing their own fertilizers, hoping thus to stem the tide

that is setting that way, aud compelling the farmers to

buy their mixtures at their own prices. The man who
will boldly advertise to supply the materials will soon

have a trade for himself. The Navassa Company, at

Wilmington, N. C, do advertise to supply the mate-

rials. If you have a good stand of clover aud grass

on the red land, I would this spring give it a top-

dressing of lime. Then, if the stand is not good

enough to preserve for haying purposes, I would cut

what there is this spring, and turn the sod and sow
the mixed peas that you have, cut aud cure them for

hay, and then put the land in order for wheat, giving

it a dressing of acid phosphate and potash, say. six

parts of acid phosphate to one part of muriate of pot-

ash, using about 300 to 400 pounds of the mixture per

acre. Then on the wheat, seed to clover alone in the

spring. Cut this clover one season, and the following

winter get out on the sod all the manure you can. and

prepare it for corn by deep plowing and subsoiling.

Then, by following a three year rotation of wheat,

clover, and corn, the land should rapidly improve if a

dressing of lime is given the clover once in six years.

W. F. MLasbey.

Corn Planting and Cultivation.

I wish to plant corn on high land where I had coru
Last year. It is now in beds, just like it was left when
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the corn was cut and shocked. Please give me your
advice how to prepare the laud and how to plant and
cultivate. Should it be reversed or refallowed, listed

and planted on the bed, or planted flat, and how
should it be cultivated?
Nearly all the corn raised here is done by putting

four furrows to the corn without leaving it in beds,

but I note writers in the papers generally advise flat

cultivation. I hope to get the reply in next Southern

Planter.

How late can peas be sown for hay ?

Charlotte Co., Va. W. W. Watkins.

The practice of putting corn after corn is seldom

advisable, but there may be reasons in your case that

make it necessary. Planting in beds is also a poor

way to grow corn unless the laud is so low and flat

and deficient in drainage that the furrows are needed

to help the drainage. You tell me nothing about the

character of the soil, nor its condition as to fertility.

If the laud is high and well drained, then there is no

reason whatever for bedding, or for any after ridging

of the corn with the plow. The land should be fl ushed

flat and well prepared, and then laid off and planted

with a corn planter. I prefer to plant in rows four

feet apart, and to have the corn stand two feet in the

row. It may be planted closer than this on very fer

tile, moist bottom land. After planting, and just as

the corn is about to come up, go over the whole land

with a slant-tooth harrow, or one of the modern weed-

ers, and break the crust and kill the young weeds just

starting. You can run the weeder over the corn after

it is up some height without doing it any damage.

The after cultivation should be with a cultivator alone

and kept perfectly level and shallow. All deep plow-

ing, hilling, and tearing of the roots do serious injury

to the crop. The soil should be deeply prepared in

the start, and thereafter all cultivation should be shal-

low, except that, on very heavy land, it is an advan-

tage to run a doubh- coulter close alongside the corn

when very young to loosen the earth about it and give

the young roots a chance to start. Peas can be sown

for hay as late as first of July.

W. F. Masset.

Soja Beans.

Please give the best way to plant soja beans.

Page Co., Va. G. M. Harnsbeeger.

In our next issue, we will write on this subject. It

will theu be in ample time for planting them.

—

Ed.

In the course of a recent personal letter, Hon. W. I.

Buchanan, Minister to Argentine, thus writes : "Thf>

wheat harvest here is very large, and the yield excep
tionaHy good. The locusts not in evidence to any
degree, and th^re is 1 prospect of 1.250.000 tons of

of wheat for export." Mr. Buchanan's many friends

will be pleased to learn that he expects to get home
on leave in July.

ABERDEEN-ANGUS CATTLE.

Editor Southern Planter:

As we have passed through the worst winter I have

ever known, and I suppose one of the worst for live

stock ever seen, I write you to let you know how my
Aberdeen-Angus cattle have stood the same. I have

now about sixty head of grade Angus cattle, and a good

many native ones. I fiud that there is no comparison

in the wintering of the cattle. The Angus cattle did

not seem to mind the severe weather at all, whilst the

Short Horn cattle stood drawn up as if they were

frozen. The reason for the Angus standing the

cold so much better than the other cattle is their thick

heavy coats of hair. In the severest weather I shel-

tered all of my Angus cattle under shelters that I do

not suppose would have sheltered one-third the same

number of horned ones. I made my first sale of three-

year-old Angus cattle last August at fifty two dollars

and fifty cents per head, being the highest price I

have ever sold for from grass. I see from the Febru-

rary number of the Planter that a good many stock-

keepers are advocating the Red Poll. I have no

doubt they are fine cattle, but I shall stick to the

black. There has been a very heavy loss in lambs in

this country. I had my sheep well housed and cared

for, yet I lost nearly one-fourth. J. H. Ellis.

Orange Co., Va.

SHEEP-KILLING DOGS.

Editor Southern Planter :

I had a sheep killed and a lamb bitten two nights

ago, and should not think of troubling you about such

a very common occurrence, but wish to tell of the

trouble laid upon me in trying to recover a portion of

the loss by claim on the county.

The first thing entailed is a race between buzzard's

wings and horses legs to find two non related land-

owners (the law being framed on the good, old, safe,

though hastily drawn conclusion, that "all men are

liars," with an emphasis on non-landowners and rela-

tives added—see Code of Virginia) to appraise the

value of the sheep killed, though you will please bear

in mind, that all claims before being entertained are

planed down to three dollars at the most.

Now, as it is a well-known fact that nearly all Vir-

ginia landowners are more or less related, it does not

require much betting talent to place the odds on the

buzzard. The solons who framed the law evidently

had "distraction" more in their mind's eye than

"enaction," opining that on the second "kill" the

shepherd would have gotten wisdom and let the buz

zards alone do the appraisement. W. M.

Albemarle Co., Va.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The very cold wet months we have had since (he

year commenced, have no doubt caused little work to

be done in the garden or on the truck farm, and have

left the land in a very unfavorable condition for early

crops. It is cold and saturated with water. At the

earliest possible opportunity, but not until it will work

freely and without puddling or sticking to the plow, get

the plow into the land and break it Dp and let the sun

and the wind in to dry and warm it. As it dries, get

the harrow and roller upon it, and work down finely.

Do not permit it to dry out too much, but just suffi-

ciently so to work well, and have sufficient moisture

retained to germinate the seed and induce growth

Make the land rich with well rotted manure, and if

this is scarce, use a high-grade trucking fertilizer freely.

Vegetables will not grow so as to be fine and tender un-

less the land is rich so as to force a quick growth.

Sow successional crops of English peas every week

or ten days during the month, so as to continue the

supply as long as possible. Peas require to be sown

deeply, and be well covered, and have the soil com-

pacted around. Make the drills from four to six

inches deep, and, after sowing, tread the seed into the

ground.

Cabbage plants which have been well hardened off

may be set out, and seed may be sown for planting in

May or June.

Onion-set:? may be planted and onion seed sown. In

our Enquiry Column will be found useful information

on the onion crop, and to this we refer readers.

Spinach, salsify, carrots, lettuce, radishes, and
parsley should be sown as soon as the land becomes

dry enough.

Tomatoes, egg plants, and peppers should be sown
under Bashes or in the hot-bed, and be pushed on by
keeping them warm. As soon as large enough to han
die, the plants should be transplanted into beds under

sashes and be given room enough to grow stocky.

Tomatoes are especially improved by being trans

planted two or three times before being finally set out
The plants become stiff and stocky and have much
much better roots, and fruit both earlier and more
freely. Give air freely during warm days, but close

up at night and when cold winds are blowing. When
all danger of night frosts are past, leave fully exposed

until the plants are thoroughly hardened.

Strawberries should be mulched between the rows

with pine-tags, or clean, short straw or chaff, so as to

keep the berries clean and the soil moist.

The cultivation of the orchard and vineyard should

be attended to as soon as dry enough. Crops of crim-

son clover should be turned under before the ground

becomes hot. The best implement to use in cultivat-

ing the orchard or vineyard is a cutaway or disc har-

row. This leaves the ground level and covered with

a fine mulch of soil.

The grafting season is now at hand. To have the

best success, the scion or branch to be inserted should

be quite dormant, while the stock to be grafted on

should be active and almost pushing into leaf. Scions

are best which have been cut in fall or winter and kept

buried in earth in some shady, cool place, though

many nurserymen cut them as wanted. The tools

needed are a fine, sharp saw, a thick-bladed pruning

knife, a budding-knife, and a good whetstone to keep

the knife sharp, and a hammer to split open the stock.

Grafting wax is needed to apply to the graft when made
so as to exclude the air from the cut. The wax is made
of four parts resin, two parts beeswax, and one part

tallow, melted together over a slow fire. Cleft graft-

ing is the most usual method. Saw off the branch or

stock and make the cut smooth with the knife. Then
split open the stock with the pruning knife and ham-

mer and insert the scion previously cut to a wedge-

shape. Carefully adjust the inner bark of the scion to

the inner bark of the stock and coat the graft with

wax, and the work is finished. The secret of success

is the nice adjustment of the inner bark of the scion

with the inner bark of the stock.

WHITE ARSENIC AS A SUBSTITUrE FOR PARIS
OREEN.

Editor Southern Planter :

In one of the issues of your journal last year, I read

a letter in which the writer advocated the use of pow-

dered white arsenic in place of Paris green for spray-

ing fruit trees—its advantage being said to consist of

its keeping in solution far better, and also being con-

siderably cheaper. Now, any one who has had auy

experience in spraying with Paris green will appn -

ciate the advantage of being able to use an arsenite

tl at would keep in solution better—Paris green being

so heavy that it requires constant stirring, or the use

of an agitator, and even under these circumstances it

is hard to keep some of it from settling. I have made
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enquiries from reliable sources regarding the advisa-

bility of using the powdered arsenic, and from replies

received, based on actual experiments, hav. been in-

formed that, though it is possible to so treat it that it

may not injure the foliage, yet if not so treated, it

would be much more liable to do so than Paris green
;

that if used at all it should only be in half the

quantity of Paris green, and that under any circum-

stances it is nothing like so useful as the latter, and

much more likely to damage plants or trees. I ven-

ture to ask you to give space to this warning, as it

is possible that other fruit growers besides myself

may have been attracted by the advantage suggested

of a cheaper form of arsenite, easier kept in solu

tion. I am told that a new preparation, called

Scheele's green, or "Green Arsenite," is better than

Paris green, and should be used in the same propor-

tions. Your valuable spraying calender in this

month's issue gives all further instructions, though it

may not be amiss to impress on new beginners that in

order to derive the benefits that undoubtedly accrue

from spraying, it is of Ihe utmost importance to spray

at just the right time. For instance, for codling moth,

immediately after the bloom falls and before the apple

has time to droop ever so little, as then the Paris

green will not rest in the calyx and be ready for the

fiist meal of the worm when he gets ready to begin to

work his way in. I am satisfied from experience that

any one who will spray his fruit intelligently will be

amply repaid by the results.

Albemarle County, Va. Walter Whately.

Prof. V. H. Lowe, the entomologist at the New
York Expt. Station, writes in the American Agricul-

turist that "Green Arsenite has been given a thor
ough trial both at the Station and in experiments
in other orchards. It has given entire satisfaction in

every case. We have made comparative tests with
Paris green and green arsenite, and in each case found
the latter equally effective with the Paris green. It

has also been used upon various kinds of bush fruits

in the Station garden with entire success. In addition

to being cheaper, green arsenite has the advantage of

being more finely divided, and hence will stay sus

pended in water longer. This is a decided advantage.
After our experience with this insecticide, and because
of its cheapness, and the fact that it will remain sus-

pended in water longer than ordinary Paris green, I

would not hesitate to recommend it as a substitute

wherever Paris green would be used as an insecti-

cide."

—

Ed.

In our March issue we published a Spray Calendar,

giving full instructions as to when to spray and what

to spray with. Don't fail to follow its instructions.

AUGUSTA COUNTY, VA., FRUIT GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The Fruit Growers' Association of Augusta county,

Va., has decided on a general meeting day for April

20th, at the courthouse in Staunton, Va. Prof. Wm.
B. Alwood, of the State Experiment Station, will

make two addresses.

1st. " Is Technical Education Necessary for Farm-

ers?"

2nd. "How to Control Iusect Pests ami Plant Dis-

ease."

Hon. Samuel B. Woods, President of the State Hor-

ticultural Society, will speak on the subject, "The
Future of Agriculture in Virginia."

The Hon. George W. Koiner, State Commissioner of

Agriculture, is quite sure to be present, if his official

duties permit, and speak on the subject of "Ferti-

lizer—What to Use and How to Buy."

Prof. C. R. Moore will deliver an address on

" Pears."

Mr. J. H. Lupton, appointed recently by the State

Horticultural Society, to make a tabulated report on

varieties of fruit best adapted to the Valley of Vir-

ginia, will, by request, make a verbal report at this

meeting.

Mr. D. E. Bowman, a successful farmer and orchard -

ist, will speak on the subject of "Plums."

Mr. Walter Whateley, Chairman of the Committee

on Transportation of the State Horticultural Society,

and President of the Crozet, Va., Fruit Growers' Asso-

ciation, will speak on the subject, " What Can be Ac-

complished by Co-operation in the Way of Securing

Lower Transportation Charges for Fruit Shipments."

Captain E. A. Fulcher, of Staunton, one of the

largest apple growers in Augusta county, and one of

the best informed on that subject, will address the

meeting on the subject, "The Necessity of Co opera-

tion Among Fruit Growers and Farmers."

Dr. Bell, of Mt. Sidney, probably the most success-

ful peach grower of Augusta county, will address the

meeting. Subject, "Peaches."

The public generally are invited to be present.

All desiring to attend would do well to drop a card to

S. P. Brockway, Staunton, Va., President of the Fruit

Growers' Association.

Mr. E. Hunt, Milton, N. C, writes, Nov. 8, 189S

:

" The Southern Planter, I consider, in the farming in-

terest of our country, far ahead of any or all of simi-

The warmer weather throughout the peach-growing i

lar journals. I have been a subscriber for forty-one

sections of Georgia has served to intensify rather than
diminish evidences of damage. It is now everywhere
agreed that the cold wave practically destroyed the
peach crop of '99.

years, and it has been worth a great deal to me."

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

STOCK RAISING IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter :

In the earnest desire to aid our farmers in every pos-

sible way to increase their revenue from the farm, I

desire in this article to call their attention briefly to a

good increase in profits to be obtained by giving more

attention to stock raising in Virginia. The profits in

this line of business have greatly increased within the

last two years. The low price of beef that prevailed

for some years, caused the ranchmen of the West to

sell off their cows and cut down the increase of their

great herds. This was carried too far, and the de

mand for beef and stackers will be good for five years

to come, for it will require considerable time for the

ranchmen to save their heifer calves, make cows of

them, and put their progeny into beef cattle, before

the beef market can be again glutted. The probabili

ties are beef will continue to bring better prices to the

Eastern stockmen than it has in late years. I am re-

ceiving some inquiries asking about the different

breeds of cattle suitable for those sections of the State

not adapted to blue grass.

It is well known that the Short-horn and Hereford

breeds and their grades have been for years the favor-

ites in the great Valley and Southwest Virginia, where
the land sods heavily and grows luxuriant grass. But
the time has come when very heavy cattle are uot

sought so much in the Chicago and New York markets
as in former days. The 1200 pounds steer that can

be the earliest fattened is the best seller in the Chicago
market. The top of this class is now bringing in Chi-

cago six cents per pound gross. The Western feeders

are now endeavoring to have their beeves ready for the

block at as near two and a half years old as they can
get thi m. Experiments at the Kansas and Iowa Sta

tions show that the best profit is to be obtained at

about this age and weight. These and various other

experiments have shown that the Polled-Angus steer

has rapidly come into favor for two and a half years
old 1200-pounds beef. This type of cattle will do
well in any portion of Virginia, and makes a fine

cross upon native cattle. They have the advantage of

being hornless, which is reckoned as worth fifteen

cents per 100 pounds in the markets. They are a fine

type of beef cattle, showing the symmetricel develop-
ment of the Short horn and Hereford, giving as good
development of the best cuts upon the carcass as any
other breed.

It is important that farmers give special attention

to breeding cattle which produce well developed loins,

back and hips, for it is upon these parts of a fat steer

the buyer puts the value of the steer when he stands

in the market as a beef. It is not simply the fatness

of a steer that puts the highest price upon him in the

market, bat it is the steer that is fat at the right places

on his carcass that makes him top the market. I once

sold a car load of Short horn grades in the Philadel-

phia market which topped the market that day of

10,000 beeves, and the buyer took as much pains in

examining those cattle as many people would do in

buying a horse.

If farmers in neighborhoods would unite in buying

a pure-bred bull of any of the beef types and improve

the common cattle, it would prove profitable in raising

stockers in any portion of the State. It costs about as

much to raise a scrub that will sell for $30 to $35 as it

does a good grade Short-horn or Aberdeen-Angus that

will bring $50 to $00, and the same difference in stock-

ers. A report from West Virginia says that State is

losing two million dollars a year by not improving

her beef cattle. If this is true, how much more is

Virginia losing, by using the pennyroyal bull scrub

for breeding purposes whose head and horns and cre-

dentials are his chief characteristics?

In those portions of the State where grass is not

indigenous, sufficient cultivated grass and forage can

be grown to produce fine yonng cattle. This improved

stock would rind ready sale at all seasons of the year,

from a calf to any age, in the grass sections of the State.

It would pay some farmers to sell their calves—some

to sell their yearlings ; while other farmers would pre-

fer to fatten their cattle for the block. With these

advantages for the sale of their stock at any age, our

farmers can in this way market all their forage crops

and improve their land at the same time. The value

of the excrement from stock is not sufficiently appre-

ciated by many farmers.

The experiments by the New York Station shows

the value in fertilizer ingredients:

From a 1,000 lb. cow in one year to be $29 00

From 1,000 lbs. of sheep in one year to be 26 00

From 1,000 calves in one year to be 24 00

From 1,000 pigs in one year to be 60 00

From 1,000 horses 27 00

About 90 per cent, of the fertilizing value of feed con-

sumed by fattening animals goes into the excrement,

so that the farmer who consumes his forage and grain

by stock, not only puts into money a great deal of

forage that is unmarketable, but also makes valuable

fertilizer at small cost ; so that everything grown on the

farm goes into money or fertilizer. Our farmers would

find it to pay them to cut up their corn fodder and

feed the stock rather than allow the cornstalks to

waste in the field. Analyses show that every ton of
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dry cornstalks contain four dollars' worth of nitrogen.

The farmer who allows his stalks or auy other forage

grown on the farm to waste, is losing money con-

stantly.

The live stock business embraces such a wide field

in the different kinds of stock, the diversity of feeds

grown on different soils, and the markets, that I can-

not in this article attempt anything specific in any of

these lines. My object is to encourage our farmers

who do not keep stock, to investigate this important

interest and make a start. In those sections of the

State where the land does not sod readily, farmers can

grow the cultivated grasses and forage crops, such as

kaffir corn, sorghum, millet, peas, etc. Even in some
of the western grass growing States, these cultivated

forage crops are grown to mix with hay as a feed.

There is not a farm in Virginia on which some of

these crops cannot be profitably grown, and on nearly

every farm a few stock, either cattle, sheep, horses

or hogs can be raised with good profit. The French
farmer would make a living on what many farmers let

go to waste. The experiment stations and practical

feeders have given valuable information on the judi-

cious feeding of stock on balanced rations, which is

very important. Good feeding often turns losses into

profits. Many farmers cut down their profit by feed-

ing an unbalanced ration. The most profit is ob-

tained by combining a feed containing the proper pro-

portions of protein and carbohydrates. Any animal

will grow faster and fatten quicker whose feed will

supply in proper proportion what is necessary to make
the blood, the muscles, the bone, and the fat. The
Kansas Station reports that a cow made five pounds
of butter per week on an ordinary feed. The same
cow made twelve pounds of butter on a balanced ra-

tion. A feeder was able to put on two pounds of beef

per day, and by increasing the protein by substitu-

ting four pounds of linseed meal fdr that much corn

in the feed, he made three pounds of beef per day.

In the fattening of pigs, the feeder made a gain in his

hogs of nine and a half pounds on a bushel of corn,

but when one-fifth of the corn was substituted by soy

beans, he made a gain of thirteen pounds from each

bushel of feed. There is as much difference in feed

as there is in fertilizers.

A stock feeder and grazier from Kansas told me a

few weeks ago that since he began wintering his cat-

tle on sorghum, that he was able to keep double the num-

ber of cattle that he formerly wintered on hay from

the same farm. He sows one bushel per acre of sor-

ghum seed on good land and mows ten tons to the

acre, puts it up in shocks, and lets it cure.

Kaffir corn is about as good, and will grow on thin

land and through a drought that would ruin a corn crop.

Pea vine makes an excellent forage feed when prop-

erly cured, and grow on soils not suited to clover or
other grasses. This article has grown too long to take
up sheep husbandry—a very profitable business, which
I will discuss later—and also the advance in the horse
markets of our country.

The leading stock reports from the West, state that

in the four largest cattle markets the sales of beeves
are nearly 100,000 head less than last year for January
and February, and 4,000 horses less than the same
months of last year. The pending army investiga-

tions about the canned beef with which the soldiers

were supplied by the Western packers, has given the
Western beef trade a ''black eye." The Eastern
beef consumers are now demanding home-made beef
for their use, which will add another stimulus to stock
raising in our own State. The proposed establishment
of a large abattoir at Newport News for stock and poul-

try, will add additional inducements to our farmers to

vigorously prosecute the stock business, which I am
sure will add greatly to the pleasure of farm life as

well as increase its income. More attention given to

fruit growing and to stock raising by our farmers in

Virginia, will give prestige and influence to our State
and gratifying profits to our farmers.

G. W. Koiner,
Commissioner of Agriculture of Virginia.

DIGESTION EXPERlflENTS.

Editor Southern Planter:

After having completed a lot of tabular matter,

which has been carefully checked, one has a half sheet

letter size covered with figures—the product, or the

matter sought for, at considerable expense. What is

the significance of these figures? What are they
worth i. Is the cost warranted « These questions are

apt, and may be answered by the querist himself in

his own way after we have shown him a few points

raised by his questioning.

The figures are the results of a number of digestion

experiments, and represent the composition of the

foods digested, the co efficients of digestibility, and
pounds of digestible matter in one hundred pounds
of each of the given foods. These results enable
feeders who will use them to combine the fodders they

raise to obtain the greatest effect in the economic pro-

duction of milk, meat, growth or work, from the foods

consumed by their stock.

It is easy to show from this experiment how rations

being fed every day on most farms can be improved :

1st, to get more work at less cost ; and, 2d, to get bet-

ter results out of the home-raised foods. This differ-

ence may range up to several cents per day in special

cases. If it were only to amount to one cent per day
for each cow, horse, mule, ox or pig, we can well see
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that the difference would be enormous if calculated

for the stock in a single county or State.

In North Carolina, the census gave credit for the

numbers of farm stock mentioned in Table 1. One

cent per day for difference in cost of food would

amount to the sum set opposite the number for every

day's feeding.

Table 1.

Food cost at 1

Number. cent per day.

Horses in North Carolina, 1890, 143,157 $1,43157

Mules in North Carolina, 1890, 108,926 1,089 26

Milch cows in North Carolina,

1890 223,416 2,234 16

$4,754 99

This one cent per day represents the difference be-

tween feeding in the ordinary way and feeding on a

rational scientific basis, and amounts to about $142,650

per month for each month of winter feeding of the

horses, mules and milch cows of North Carolina. It

is still great t for Virginia in that the stock in that

State exceeds that of North Carolina—being as follows:
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SHEEP NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter :

With the opening of spriDg we are likely to be in

a hurry to get the sheep to grass, but be careful about

doing this. If the bill of fare is running a little short,

try to stretch it out. Remember, that the grass has

very little nutriment in it at this time. "Old Sol"

has not been able to do much yet. It is a poor quality

of grass tbat is made without his assistance.

The change from fold to pasture is attended with

some danger if proper precaution is not taken. It

must not be too sudden.

Flocks that are turned from fold to nothing but

pasture are most likely to "scour," causing thereby

(in ewes that have lambs) a loss of milk, consequently

we have stunted lambs and poor sheep for our trouble.

Wait until the grass is grown a little, and then let the

flock out for a few minutes at a time the first day or

two, and gradually lengthen the time so that at the

end of a week or ten days they will be on full pas

ture, and even then it will be found of much benefit

if some grain, or at least good hay, be given at night

for the first two or three weeks after turning on grass.

Shearing should not be put off too long. Get the

fleece off, the ewes will feel better, eat better, give

more milk, and make better lambs. Dock and cas-

trate while the lambs are small (five or six days old);

don't wait until shearing time, they are then at such a

stage of development that the pain and accompanying

inflamation knocks them off their feed for a day or

two. When these operations are performed at five or

six days old the lamb never misses a meal ; he is always

there when the "old lady" calls him and lots of times

between meals. By the way, do you have any idea

how many times a day a lamb will want to nurse, if

you have not, just take a half day off and watch a

lively little fellow, au<l then get surprised. All hough

the shooting season for rabbit and quail has expired,

you should not lay the old gun away to rust and get

rickety, but keep it cleaned and always loaded, not

with bird shot but with a good, full load of buck-

shot. Sheep are subject to many ills during the

summer months, and one among the greatest in

the South is that malady known as omis superfluous.

This disease may come on gradually, attacking only

one or two of the flock at a time ;
again, it may sud-

denly break out, destroying the whole flock without

the least warning. Like many other diseases, preven-

tive measures have been found to offer the only hope.

There are several preventives that have been used with

more or less success. The above mentioned one of a

load of buck shot seems to have given best results. I

have used it with excellent results. Here is my
method of treatment : Take a good shot-gun a little

4

powder, and some buck-shot, mix in the usual manner,

and apply directly to the cause of the disease at close

range, if possible. A trial of this will convince the

most skeptical.

Keep an eye on the weather. Don't let the newly

shorn sheep be caught in the cold, hard rains, to

which we are subject at this season ; this will save

trouble with rheumatism and congestions.

Now is a good time to mark the ewes that have made

a failure in the lamb business or wool business either,

preparatory to drafting them out for the butcher.

Biltmore, JV. C. W. T. Duke.

ABORTION IN EWES.

A subscriber writes us that he has been troubled by

a number of his ewes aborting. He has been feeding

a grain ration of corn and wheat mixed and ground,

and latterly whole corn. In addition, the ewes have

had blade fodder, pea hulls and grazing on wheat. They

have been well cared for and have had good shelter.

He attributes the abortion to the use of corn as a feed,

and asks us whether he is right in this view. We know
of no reason why corn should cause abortion in sheep

or any other animal directly, but are of opinion that

it is not one of the best grain feeds for sheep, and

especially for ewes in lamb. It is too heating and too

fat producing. Grains richer in protein, like oats and

peas, are better for ewes in lamb, and, in fact, for all

breeding animals. The use also of a little bran mixed

with the grain feed is to be advised in order to keep

the bowels in a proper state. Grain fed to sheep

should not be finely ground, but only cracked or

roughly ground. When fed in the ground state, espe-

cially if not fed on cut fodder or roots, it has a ten-

dency to become impacted in the stomach, and not to

be properly returned to the mouth for rumination.

In this condition it is liable to cause digestive trouble,

and to this cause, more probably than to the feeding

of the corn itself, is to be attributed the abortion of

the ewes. Sheep also require more succulent feed

than many other animals. Roots especially are good

for them when grass is scarce, and on these grain may
be fed freely without risk of danger, as they keep the

digestive organs in a good condition and the bowels

active.

Mr. Peck, in his address on "Breeds and Breeding,"
called attention to the improvement that had been
made. Twenty five years ago, the best Jersey record

was 14 pounds of butter in a week—now it is over 30

pounds; the best Holstein record was 12,200 pounds
of milk a year—now it is over 30.000 ; the best Ayr-
shire record was 8,000 pounds—now it is about 19,000

pounds.

—

Pennsylvania State Dairyman's Association.
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The Poultry Yard.

POULTRY POINTERS.

Editor Southern Planter:

Should a farmer run an incubator? This question

is almost PODBt mtly asked, and the answer is seldom
in favor of it, for the reason that he has not the time

to attend to it. nor a proper place to run it. As a

farmer, I would Bay, own and run an incubator. The
time taken is but little

; in fact, far less than that oc

cnpied with a dozen old biddies. While many advo-

cate a cellar. I have found that they run well in any
comfortable room. It is the early chick that brings

the high price, and you do not have to wait for the in-

cubator to become "broody." By all means, let every

farmer who keeps poultry use an incnbater —even if

it be a small one. Ours ran in an out room with the

temperature down to 20° during the bitter weather of

February, and kept its temperature and did its work
admirably.

The brooder can be made at home, and need cost but
little. The one described in your March issue, I have
no doubt would answer well. An improvement. I

think, would be to do away with the ventilator shaft at

the back, and in the centre of the floor insert a piece

of six inch stove-pipe about five inches high, with the

top closed and a few holes punched around the top.

In short, a small drum to collect and radiate the heat,

would be the thing. I purpose trying it, and will re

port resul-

What breed of chicks should the farmer use, is not
easy of solution. Let me suggest that they use a breed
that is easy to breed "true to color"—such as the
White Wyandotte, Barred or White Plymouth Rocks.
Abstain from speculation in those breeds that are only
bred for beauty and fancy, and cling to those that have
proven their general usefulness.

J. H. Sledd.

WILL POULTRY THRIVE ON GRAIN ALONE?
In feeding poultry, as in feeding other animals and

all plants, the nitrogenous compounds are the most
expensive. We can economize, in fertilizer buying by
selecting the brand or chemical whose composition
proves it best and cheapest: in cattle feeding, the
shifting prices of the various by-products allow us to
discriminate to out advantage in the purchase of pro
tein

;
and a still wide, difference separates the cost of

nitrogenous materials in the many poultry foods
Fowls and ducks naturally eat considerable" animal
matter as well as vegetable foods. Can we economize
here? Is the cheap protein of pea meal, oat meal,
wheat bran or linseed meal as efficient as that in the
more expensive animal meal, dried blood or fresh
one

|
or must we include some form of animal nitro-

gen in our rations to replace the grasshoppers and
earth worms of natural poultry life?

Experiments made at the Station with chicks, pul-

lets, cockerels and ducklings seem to indicate conclu-
sively that part of the protein must be drawn from
animal sources if we are to get the best results ; and,
with ducklings in particular, some form of animal
food, in addition to skim milk or curd, seems essential

lor the maintenance of health and vigor.

Two sets of trials were made with chicks. One lot

in the first trial was carried from one half week of age
until twenty-five weeks old upon a grain mixture of
corn meal (12), wheat flour (4), ground oats (2), wheat
bran (1), wheat middlings (1), pea meal (1), and old

process linseed meal (1), with wheat, corn, animal
meal and fresh bone. The corresponding lot upon
vegetable food received a grain mixture of pea meal
(6), old process linseed meal (4), wheat bran (2),

ground oats (2), high grade gluten meal (2), wheat
middlings (1 >, and corn meal (1), with wheat, corn
and skim milk or curd. The two rations were practi-

cally equivalent, so far as amounts of protein are con-

cerned, although the "animal meal" feed had a little

wider nutritive ratio than the grain feed. The distinct-

five difference was that in the first ration about two-
fifths of the protein came from animal sources, while
in the other ration all came from grain except a little

from skim milk. In the second trial, the chicks were
started at six weeks aud carried for fourteen weeks,
the contrasted rations being as in the first trial.

In each trial more food was eaten by the lot receiv-

ing animal protein, the gain in w?ii;ht was more rapid,

and maturity was reached earlier, less food was re-

quired for each pound of grain, aud the cost of gain
was less.

During the first twelve weeks of the first trial the

chicks on animal meal rained 56 per cent, more than
those on the vegetable diet, although they ate only 36
per cent, more ; they required half a pound less of

dry matter to gain one. pound, and each pound of gain
cost only 4} cents as compared with 5| cents for the
grain fed birds.

During the next eight weeks the eost of gain was lh

cents and 11^ cents, respectively. The animal meal
chicks reached two pounds in weight more than five

weeks before the others ; they reached three pounds
more than eight weeks sooner ; and three pullets of
the lot began laying four weeks earlier than any among
the grain fed birds.

With the second lot of chicks, starting at six weeks
of age, the differences were in the same direction,

though not quite so striking ; thus showing that the
great advantage of the animal nitrogen is in promo-
ting quick, healthy growth aud early maturity rather
than iucreasing the tendeucy to fatten.

New York Exp. Station,

[to be continued.]

Mr. Jas. L. Fleming, Augusta, Ga., writes August
L8th, 1898 : "I subscribe to many agricultural journals
nnd papers, but the Southern Planter is superior to all of
them.
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The Horse.

THE THOROUGHBRED AS A SIRE OF GENERAL
PURPOSE HORSES.

The Turf says: "Captain R. J. Hancock, Ellerslie

Stud, Virginia, writes to the Southern Planter an inter-

esting and practical letter on breeding the general
purpose horse, and advocates a more general use of

thoroughbreds by crossing on common stock to pro-
duce the desired results. Captain Hancock has bred
some of the best race horses the American turf has
ever had, such as Eole, Eon, Russell, Elkwood, Eurus,

j

etc., and his experiments with thoroughbreds are
worthy of attention. In view of the depressed coudi
tion of the market for race horses the past ten years
by overproduction, Capt. Hancock's idea of crossing
thoroughbreds on cojimon stock will provide a means
of curtailing the breeding of thoroughbreds, as well as
improve the general purpose horse. He writes as fol

lows

:

"' There never was an animal so thoroughly misun
derstood by farmers as the thoroughbred horse and bis

crosses. I do know, from actual experience of many
years, that the best general purpose horse is the large

half bred horse. I am now working every day sons of

Eolus and Mo< t d'Or (the latter a son of imp. Morte
mer and Carrie Atherton, by Lexington). Our land
is stiff red clay, and I defy any man to produce a three
horse team that are truer pullers, or that will do more
plowing, than oue of these teams. The half-bred is

not only a good farm animal, but a breeder cannot go
wrong in raising them, as they make the very best

saddle and harness horses. They are easily kept fat,

and always show when a currycomb has touched one
of them. It is a mistaken idea to suppose that a ne
gro can't work them. They work mine, and they arc

generally in excellent condition.
" 'If you would take up this subject, you would not

only benefit the farmers greatly, but will improve the

horse stock of Vir"inia more than a hundred per cent,

in a short time. And now is the time to do it, as

thoroughbred horses are lower than they will perhaps
ever be again in this country. I would suggest and
recommend the breeding of thoroughbred stallions on
large native mares, and mating the best native stal-

lions on thoroughbred mares. You may rely upon it.

they will beat the trotter and the mule.' "

The editor of the Horse Fancier well remembers that

the best plow and general farm horse he ever owner]

was the ch. h. Ventriloquist, by Ventilator, a fair class

selling plater, about here fllteen years ago. He had a
morning and afternoon mate, and outlasted them both,

although they probably weighed each 250 lbs. more
than he did. Another stallion by Revolver was also

used regularly, and there was nothing in reason that

these horses would not pull, and many things out of

all reason that they did pull. As good a road horse

as the writer wants to see—up to fourteen ru'les an
hour and tireless—was a ch. m. by Victory, which Mr.
Choate, the late W. H. Forbes' manager, used to drive.

The writer also remembers a black gelding called (if

memory serves) Limber Jim, which was running at

Pimlico about 1871 or 1872, that was quite a fast pacer
when going slow; and the late Mr. Belmont had a

horse—a chestnut gelding—by Fiddlesticks, which
won quite a number of races, and could always trot a
three-minute gait when allowed. This horse's name
began with an A, but what the rest of it was is forgot-
ten.

—

Horse Fancier.

NOTES.

At Otterburn Farm, near Loretto, Essex county,
Va., Messrs. P. S. Hunter and R. L Stevens, with the
bay stallion, Judge Morrow, at the head of the stud,
are breeding thoroughbreds hunters and saddle-
horses. Judge Morrow was leased from S. S. How-
land, Mt. Morris, N. Y., during the season of 1898,
and kept at Otto burn, and so satisfactory did he
prove that he was recently purchased outright by
Messrs. Hunter and Stevens, who will retire him per-
manently to the stud. This son of Vagabond and
Moonlight, daughter of Joe Johnson, is a bay horse of
commanding form and high finish, with which are
combined great power and muscular development.
During his turf career, the winnings of th • bay stal-

lion included the Brooklyn handicap and other races
amounting to over $80,000. Judge Morrow was quite
successful over the jumps after retiring from the flat

races, ruuning in the colors of Mr. Howland. Among
the thoroughbred brood mares in the court of Judge
Morrow at Otterburn are Giuka, by Emperor, dam by
imp. Mortemer ; Sueeze, by Pontiac, dam Courant
d'Air, by E le; Kate Adams, by Don Jose, dam by
Longfellow; Jennie McCarthy, by Duke of Magenta,
dam imp. Genesta, by King Tom ; Beulah, by Don
Jose, dam by Lelaps ; Millennium, by Salvator, dam
by imp. Billet, and Nioma, by Leonatus, dam Vexa-
tion, by John Morgan, in addition to which are some
fine half bred mares, by sires like King Bait, Will-
ful, Dick Sasscer, Oden and Young Luke, possessing
size, substance and good muscular development, that
bred to Judge Morrow, are expected to produce fine
hunters, saddle and steeplechase horses. The stallions
Ordway, by Springbook, and Kiuglike's full brother)
Viceroy, were kept at the farm, and the latter, a son
of imp. King Ernest and Mimi, by imp. Ei-lipse, died
there.

Mr. Joseph Lasitter, of the Richmond Horse Bazaar
East Franklin street, this city, has placed in the stud
the two richly bred and very handsome stallious, E<*-
wood, 2:1S], and Robert Ransom, 2:29?, both owned
by himself. Egwood is by Egbert, out of Lucille
Blackwood, dam of three in the list. He is a sire of
speed, and of elegant conformation and finish, while
in the show ring he defeated the best pitted against
him. Robert Ransom, a son of Gambetta aud Black

|

Maria, by C. M. Clay, has grand size, a tractable dis-

]
position, and there are few better road horses, while

' those desirable traits are transmitted uniformly to his
get,

Beoad Rock.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.
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niscellaneous.

LICORICE GROWING.

We have, on several occasions, taken the opportu

nity of calling the attention of farmers to the desira-

bility of endeavoring to raise licorice root in this

country, but hitherto without avail. We wrote the

Department of Agriculture on the subject two or three

years ago, but received no encouragement. We are

at a loss to understand this. Possibly another effort

may awaken attention—especially seeing that the De-

partment has encouraged the growth of chicory du-

ring the past year, which we have hesitated to do be

cause of its possibility of becoming a troublesome

weed. Surely if chicory is worth encouraging licorice

is. Of chicory, which is simply used as a substitute

for coffee, and, in our opinion, a very poor substitute,

we imported in 1897, 16, 930,161' pounds, of the value

of $232,494. Of licorice, which is a necessity to the

tobacco manufacturer and is also of use to the candy-

maker, we imported in 1897, 62 370,337 pounds of

the value of $1,022,655. In the month of February,

in this year, we notice that 10,715,848 pounds of lico-

rice was imported into New York alone Here is evi

dently a large opening for the production of a new

crop by farmers, for which there is a constant demand,

and it is a crop which can be produced in the South

without doubt. The principal source from which

licorice is imported is Spain, which is in about the

same latitude as Virginia. The crop, however, will

grow much further north than this latitude, as it is

successfully grown in the North of England in one or

two localities with which we are well acquainted. It

requires a deep, loamy soil, in which the long roots,

which are the product sold, can run freely. It is

grown from root cuttings, and we should like to see

the Department of Agriculture procure some of these

for trial here. We are not aware that it is produced

at present anywhere in this country, as we have never

seen it mentioned by any one. The extract from the

roots is manufactured into a paste of which thousands

of pounds are used every year by the tobacco manu-

facturers of this and the adjoining States. Here is a

home market for a product which should be grown

here. Why not stir up the Department of Agricul-

ture at Washington on the subject 1

THE LATE STORM.
Editor Southern Planter

:

In your remarks in Work for the Month, of March,

you incidentally compare the weather record of Feb-

ruary of this year to the great snow-storm of '57, and

in your comparison call to your aid Lieutenant M. F.

Maury, who, in his official report, as you say, stated

that the "average depth of the snow of January IS,

1S57, was in Virginia 13 inches, and the greatest depth

was 18 inches at Bowling Green," and that the lowest

temperature in the State was 4° above zero, and that

was at Leesburg, Va.

This statement of so high authority as Lieut. Maury
has been read with astonishment by not only those of

your subscribers who are old enough to remember that

great snow storm, but by those too young to have ex-

perienced it, and the wonder with these is that their

fathers should have all these years talked so much
about what occurs so often in every one's lifetime

—

viz : a snow 13 inches deep and at a temperature 4° above

zero.

The general accuracy of Lieut. Maury" s statements,

coming as they did from one so noted for careful and

painstaking investigation, cannot be doubted, but the

mistake must be a typographical error in his meteoro-

logical records, copied as they often are from paper to

paper.

With all deference due to so high an authority, and

believing that if the records passed his scrutinizing

eye, after they left the hands of the printer, I must

say that I dissent from the statement, and, as Horace

said of the great Homer, "he nods,' : and I feel confi-

dent that there are hundreds of people living this day

who will corroborate what I say.

Instead of the greatest depth of the snow of Janua-

ry 18, 1S57, being IS inches, it was nearer 18 feet, for

the snow drifted in deep cuts in the public roads and

came up to the level of the fences on both sides of the

cuts, remaining as an impassable barrier for maay
weeks, and the snow piled up over the doors of some

dwellings. And instead of the thermometer recording

4° degrees above, it was 19° below zero, which is well

authenticated by various correspondents with whom I

conferred at the time, and the Farmville Journal of that

week attested the same.

I do not claim that the winter of '56 and '57 was as

disagreeable as this, though previous to that time

there was a succession of severe winters, from 1S52 to

1857, noted for their severity. The winter of '52 was

intensely cold, and '54 has a bitter record. Iu 1855,

the weather was uniformly cold from Christmas to the

middle of April, when suddenly, on the 19th of the

month, the thermometer rose to 94°. In 1856, there

were 15 snows. On Saturday, January 5. snow fell to

an average depth of 14 inches, and it snowed every

week for 5 successive weeks, and in some northern ex-

posures the ground was covered with snow from the 5th
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of January till the 10th of March ; and the next year

was the year of the greatest snow-blizzard that has, in

the memory of man, ever visited this part of the coun-

try. It came on Sunday, and, what is most remarka-

ble, it fell in the short space of 24 hours. Consider-

ing the fury of the wind, the intensity of the cold, and

the amount of hail and blinding snow that fell in so

limited a time, it stands perhaps as the record breaker

of the past century. Thos. J. Garden.
Prince Edward Co., Va.

N. B.—In the March number you express the opin-

ion that the fruit buds are not injured. I think, if

you examine your peach trees, you will find that the

crop will be a failure. Three fourths, perhaps nine

tenths, of the peach buds here are dead. Other fruits

safe so far. T. J. G.

We would say, in comment on the above, that we
took the figures from the copy of Lieut. Maury's offi-

cial report, as published in the Planter. This report
covered not merely Virginia, but the whole of the
country, and as a consequence only a few places in

each State are named. We assume that he took the
average depth of snow on the level, not as drifted, and
the lowest temperature record in each State, as given
to him. This, of course, would not preclude the fact

that there were deeper snows and lower temperatures
at points not mentioned in the report. We think,
however, that it is probable that there were then, as
in the late storm, reports of temperatures taken from
inaccurate instruments. We recently had reports of
temperatures in this State 25° below zero at many
points, but we see that the official Weather Bureau
only records one point at which the thermometer went
below 22°, and that was at Monterey, and the total

snow-fall is given at 21 inches. Here we had snow-
drifts 4 feet deep, and no doubt in the mountains there
were drifts three or four times that depth.

—

Ed.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT SILVESTEROF MARY-
LAND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, BEFORE
THE MARYLAND STATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Convention,—

I

esteem it no slight privilege to be permitted to address
this convention, composed as it is, of the intelligent

and progressive horticulturists of Maryland.
Your interests are large in the State

;
you are, in

consequence, entitled to a decided recognition on the
part of those whom you are potent in deputizing to

become the administrators of the public affairs of the
Commonwealth. Y^ou have recognised this

;
you have

asserted your claims
;
you have received what you

asked for. So long as you present a united front as
to your needs, and judgment is the haudmaid of your
claims, you need have no fears as to recognition.

I congratulate you on this first year of your State
work. I trust that the officers of the institution, over
which I have the honor to preside (and who are, Jyy

virtue of their office, the State officers to carry out the
requirements of the law enacted through your efforts),

have given you satisfaction in the performance of the

obligations assumed upon their election. If so, well
done for them. It is the sense of our college, and I
speak as the representative of the trustees, when I
say that it is their wish that, so far as possible, the
provision of the horticultural law, as the expression
of your will, shall be observed both as to the letter
and spirit of the same in its administration. As the
executive officer of the Board of Trustees, I stand
pledged to this policy. For them I accepted the trust
at your hands, and for them I again reiterate their
intention to faithfully discharge every duty assumed
in its administration.

In order that these professions may be understood,
it seems well that some remarks should be made by me
upon the relation existing between the Agricultural
College and the State horticultural interest.

1st. I wish you to understand that we recognize
this interest as among the foremost of the State. From
the mountains to the sea, your State extends ; every
variety of soil and soil condition is yours—climatic
conditions of such a character as to make horticultural
development comparatively an easy task. Favorable
market conditions energize your efforts to the point of
making the returns both remunerative and encour-
aging.

The development of the fruit interest of Western
Maryland has, under the skill of its management,
given us a product which the world cannot beat. The
near future contains as satisfactory a solution of the
apple problem as has been given to that of the peach.
Our own energy, with indomitable will, has placed the
culture of the pear on a basis which beckons energy
and thrift as handmaids to its still further expansiou.
Still further, within the boundary of the Common-
wealth is found the authority upon the luscious plum,
than whom there is not a greater. The spirit of intel-

ligence in the vocation is abroad. The realization is

upon us that a spot upon earth which can give the
peach the delicate colorings of those of our mountain
sides and distill into its compositions the flavors long
drawn out which characterize the product,—I say
that such a locality can never fear competition with
a section where outward appearance alone is the sole
claim to patronage. As your circulars state, we are
most advantageously located as to market conditions.
We have failed to take advantage of our opportuni-
ties. This association holds the key to the situation.

Rate discrimination can never be, if the horticulturists

of the State as business men, are in opposition to it.

The development of this State Association and a cul-

tivation of the spirit of forbearance among its mem-
bers will knot the bonds of union into a closely united
brotherhood, each one animated by the realization
that in union there is strength.

It is to be regretted that the individual, in this lat-

ter nineteenth century, counts for little in the race of
life ; it is the momentum of congregated power and
the concentrating of individual interests that produce
the results we are after. In the broadest sense, our
agricultural interests are the last to appreciate this

potent factor in their development. This association
is the indication of your intention iu this line, and I

wish you a Godspeed in this direction. Many
problems confront you, demanding the very highest
intellectual development.
The study of nature in all of its complex forms

;

familiarity with her laws working in every depart-
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ment of her complex organism, beckons you to a still

closer observation of her processes. The silent appeals

coming to you from your orchards, gardens and green

sity whenever two independent organizations have

charge of the same general interests. The untimely

and unseemly disputes, imputations and criminations

the way of imperfect products, are eloquent which are constantly going on in States between agri-

in their claims of ignorance and neglect on the part of cultural boards and agricultural colleges and expen-

some oue No imperfect specimen of fruit, garden or
I
ment stations, admonish us that we must avoid such

ereen house product is truly the end of an unimpeded I
complications, and I know of no better means of ac-

faw of nature it is rather a written statement, legible couiplishing this result than by having one central

in its every characteristic, that it has fought a losing organization and holding it to a full responsibility for

huht for perfect development against agencies which
|

its work.

„f„^ ci„'ni,] i.^vp ronfrolled. I trust that there may be a unanimity of views on
this subject here, and that you may give some expres-

never should have coutrolled

Am I not right, my brothers?

As you have blazed the way to your present status,

and given opportunities for the present conditions,

you have, at the same time, made favorable environ

ments for the birth and growth of those entities which

war against the ends which nature and her handmaid

—an intellectual human being—have jointly in view.

Every law of nature has a perfect end in view. Reach-

ing the goal, anything less than perfect means simply

that some obstacle has branded it with a notice that a

conflict has taken plaee.

Every bid which bens the joint agencies of the

mysterious principles of life, has, within its folds, the

possibility of perfect development. It is your func-

tion, my friends, to so environ and protect these inhe-

rent potentialities that they may be expended in pro

dating that which its natuie decrees—or, that which

its modified beiug, by your will, wishes it to be. The

divine injunction delivered to you, to go forth and

possess the earth, carries with it the implied under-

standing that power was resident in you to do so.

To accomplish these ends, agencies must be at your

command to furnish the sinews of the warfare which

you must wage.

I claim that the most potent ones are your experi-

ment station and college. We look to you to make
known your wants—aided by all which we can do.

Your honored President, aided by your State horti-

culturist, laid the foundation of your present law in

their efforts before the Legislature, in the winter of

'95. They presented for the consideration of your

representative, a law looking to your protection

against insect pests and plant diseases. This law be-

came a statute, so modified as to be scarcely recog-

nized. The authorities of your college, however, at

much expense, assumed the obligation it imposed,

and it was to the faithful work under its provisions

that the present statute was secured. Its administra

tion of the provisions of this last law, for the present

year, has been with an eye single to the good of the

interest involved.

Its officers under the law are :

1st. College professors and experiment station offi-

cers, and, by virtue of being these, are your State

officers. They have been directed to see to it that no

State interest should suffer, so far as the means at their

command would permit. This uniting of your interests

with tlrat of the college was a wise provision. L is in a

line of what was said at the commencement of this

address, that your only hope was in uniting your

strength. By this arrangement you secure many ad

vantages over an independent organization. The
Board of Control is already organized ; the home is pro-

vided, and all of the present equipment of college and
station is at the command of the officers in charge ; still

Jurther, you avoid that friction which seems a neces-

sion of your views on this subject.

Your college and station will naturally be expected

to give you such results from time to time as may
strengthen the hands of those engaged in the various

agricultural interests of the State, among which yours

constitute no small proportion. In their work, they

ask for your cordial sympathy and patience ; they

point to the fact that the thought of agriculture and
its related topics, as a science has had but a short ex-

istence in this country. Its growth, in this time, has

been phenomenal ; the collection of data for premises

on which to base conclusions has not been completed.

Many results are in process of completion, and many
more are waiting the first steps of the association of

facts observed, in order to build foundations for con-

clusions. Nature replies intelligently to every ques-

tion propounded. She reserves, however, the right of

deliberation in reply, and sometimes we wait her

final conclusion for years. As intelligent men, you
recognize this statement as a truth about which there

need be no disputation.

In conclusion, gentlemen, one consideration farther

and I will have finished. It is the earnest wish of

your college to accomplish two results in the near

future : the one bearing upon those now in the field

—

those who are at their life's work ; and, secondly,

those who are preparing for this work.
1st. We want a reading circle as wide as the State

and as multitudinous as those engaged in the work of

agriculture in its broadest sense. At your college, we
want men of such culture and information that they

may intelligently guide, in this reading course, any
man seeking the most advanced information on any of

the associated branches of our common work. In

every country home, we want the names and writings

of our best writers on our professional topics, as

household words—the nomenclature of our profes-

sional works, full of meaning to us.

Secondly, we want, in our public schools, more of

nature's studies, instead of work calculated to edu-

cate our sons and daughters from the profession of

their fathers. If children could once be taught to see

hidden in the thing, the thought that animates its be-

ing, so much aversion to our profession would be a
thing of the past.

Education has a two-fold meaning— first, training
;

second, information. In our profession, the sciences

which pertain to it are replete with material to fur-

nish both requirements. Can you not lends helping
baud to the accomplishment of this end ?

And, lastly, can you not so arrange your next meet-

ing as to have its sessions at the college? If it could

be done during one of our vacations, we could com-
fortably care for you and believe that it would be pos-

sible for us to afford you some entertainment.
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES AND THEIR WORK.
Editor Southern Planter :

Every few years there seems to break out an epi-

demic of criticism of the Agricultural Colleges, and
the main part of the wail that comes from certain

writers and speakers, is that the colleges are educa-
ting the young men away from the farms, and that

young men who attend the colleges, do not, after they
leave college, take up farming as a trade. The chief

trouble with most of these critics consists in the fact

that they have never comprehended the purpose of a

college, and do not understand the conditions sur-

rounding those engaged in this work as well as the
men who have had it to do. They have not gotten
rid of the old idea that farming is a trade in which
mechanical dexterity is of more value than mental
development. If a young man is to simply learn to

be a farm hand, and to become skillful in the handling
of teams and farm tools, he had better stay ou the
farm and not go to college at all ; for he can find many
men on the farms who are adepts in these things, and
yet cannot write their names. Said a gentleman to

me but yesterday :
'* What is the use of sending boys

to college to learn agriculture 1

? I know a man right

near this city, who works one hundred acres of land
with three mules and makes one hundred bales of cot-

ton every year, and is one of our most successful

farmers, and yet he cannot write his name." Now, it

seems to me that a man who has grown up in any such
way as this, who has simply learned to grow cotton

and follow a mule, and who esteems the getting of

money the only success in life, and is content to go
through life uuable to write his name, is a very poor
kind of citizen for the State to encourage. And right

here comes one of the great difficulties around the Col
lege of Agriculture. Let a young man be raised up
on the farm of such a man. He sees nothing on his

father's farm but grinding toil and the following of a

mule to raise cotton. Cotton is king right up to the
door where he lives. There are no flowers or beauty
about the premises ; no books in the house ; nothing
but the annual round of drudgery. The young man
gets a little schooling, and is inspired with the desire

to get an education. By hook or crook he manages to

get to the Agricultural College, and if his father has
ambition enough to send him there, the last thing he
wants his boy to study is agriculture ; and the boy
hiving seen nothing of agriculture' but the effort to

get cotton year after year, to pay fertilizer bills and
get a little hog and hominy to eat, becomes inspired

with an aim for something better, and he believes that

the something better is in getting away from agricul-

ture and studying for some other line of effort. So he
takes to the mechanical and engineering side of the

college as offering more for a bright young man than
what he has known as farming. The college gives him
the opportunity to make himself an engineer, an
architect, a chemist, a station investigator or a teacher

of science. He knows that if he takes the agricultu-

ral course and determines to follow the profession of

farming, he must have capital to do it properly, and
he has not this. If he goes back to the farm to hire

his services, he has the prospect that he may get the

liberal salary of about $25 per month to oversee for

some one ; and he knows that his education has fitted

him for something else. He sees that the men who
get to be chemists or engineers can at once step into

places where they can command better pay, and he
naturally does likewise. Has his education at the

College been a failure because he does this? But fol-

low many such men in after life. If they have a real

love for the farm, and are better fitted for the life on
the farm, they will gradually drift back as they get

the means for gratifying their love for the profession,

and will finally make the best of farmers ; and if they
have no real love for the farm, the world will be better

off for their staying away from it, and they will have
more successful lives by reason of having beeu trained

for the position in life for which they are best fitted.

The great value of an education at a technical school

such as the agricultural colleges are, lies in the fact

that the training there opens up for the young men of

the land so many avenues in which they are ready to

take hold and become leaders in the world's work.
The colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts were
never founded to be a mere trade school. Their very
fundamental law makes them something better than
this. They are required to give a liberal education,

while paying special attention to those branches of

science adapted to the purposes of agricultural and
industrial life, and they endeavor to develop the

whole powers of the man by mental education, accom-
panied by practice in the manual dexterity that aids

the brain in the proper understanding of the subject

in hand. They aim to supplement the old classical

course with laboratory training, and in this way to

give a rounded education that will send out young
men, not like the old college graduate, with heads

filled with wisdom from books aloue, while they are

totally unprepared to take hold of the world's work
or to fill the many places that this work day world has

always at hand for men with educated brains and
trained hands combined, but men ready to take hold

at any point, and to be leaders of thought and energy
wherever their lot may be cast. It is this mental and
manual training combined that makes these colleges

of value, and the criticism that so few of the graduates

go back to the farm shows a very low idea of the work
of the colleges and a low idea of what a farmer should

be. One of the greatest difficulties in the way of the

colleges lies in the fact that farmers themselves have
such a low idea of their profession. They have never

themselves seen in it anything beyond a ceaseless

round of toil, with little pay; and when they send

their sous to college, it is with the avowed idea of

making them something else than farmers. A farmer

sends his sons to us and says at once, " I do not want
my boys to take the agricultural course, for I can

learn them all the farming they need know." And
the boy comes to college with a notion that the study

of agriculture as a science is something he does not

want to attempt, not knowing that in this agricultural

course he has the best round of scientific training of

all, for the profession of agriculture requires a far

greater amount of scientific education than any other

course in the college, since there is hardly any branch

of science that a farmer does not need to know. Then
suppose that he does take the agricultural course, and
becomes skillful as an analytical chemist, a horticul-

turist, or a botanist, and on graduation has opened to

him a remunerative place in either of these lines. He
has become familiar with all the principles of progres-

sive agriculture. He does not want to go back to the

old aimless life that he led on the farm. He cannot
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get his father to accept the improved notions he has
learned, and he has not the means to put them in

practice on a farm of his own. Who can blame him
for taking; the place that offers him a career of success

at once? The < 'ollege has done its duty. It has pre-

pared him for life, and he goes forth to be a successful

man. and the Stare is better off for this educated man
who can earn money anywhere. Then, too, the old

idea that we should always try to keep the boys on the
farm is about as foolish a one as can be imagined.
The men who should stay on the farm, and the men
who will finally be found on the farm, will be those

who love the farm, and are fitted to be the best farm
ers. The educated sons of farmers are the men who
put new life into the world's industries wherever they
go. and it is far better that the men who do not waut
to be farmers should be educated for what is to be
their life work. The farms will be better off without
the men who do not love farm life, and the world will

be better for the men educated for their proper life

work. Have trade schools if you wish, but let us

keep the colleges of agriculture and mechauic arts to

their higher sphere. W. F. BtASSEY.

NOTES FROH TIDEWATER VIRGINIA.
Editor Southern Planter :

I am much pleased to note that you have reduced
the price of the Planter to the very small sum of 50
cent-;. I do not mean to say that I am glad to see you
get less money for such a truly valuable article, but I

am glad because this price, 50 cents, should place it

iu every fanner's home in Virginia.
Now, if the Southern Planter, aided by the valuable

and versatile pen of Mr. Massey. can once get a foot-

hold in the farmers' homes in Virginia, I believe yon
will "leaven the lump;" I believe you will open the
eyes of the masses. I have tried, earnestly tried, by
means of the "Horn," to reach the people, and have
''tooted" long, loud and lustily: but I sometimes
thiuk that Gabriel will have to make au extra "toot
or two" to wake up some of our Virginia farmers.
And even if they do wake up. I fear they will be only
in time to "fall in" at the very tail end of the pro
cession.

Something must be done, Mr. Editor. Virginia
must stop buying butter and cheese and pork and lard
and beet and hay and corn of the West and North.
Why, there is land enough lying idle in the State

—

good laud—on which to grow or raise all that we are
now buying from outside the State. The money we
could keep at home, by raising our own products,
would soon make our people independent.
The Planter is on the right trank. You are getting

interested in better stock, better implements,
methods, a better system of farming, and the

results will soon show.
There is not a business man in the State of Virginia

who would expect to do business with three fourths of
his stock lying idle and dusty on the shelves. Our
farmers are trying to do business—trying to get ahead
with four tilths of their laud lying idle and entirely
unproductive. The banker keeps his money turning.
Why don't the farmer turn his land with the plow and
make it yield a revenue? Idle land is just like idle
capital. Idle and unproductive land is a millstone on
theineck of hundreds of thousands of Virginia farm-

ers. Real estate has got our people dowD. and is keep-

ing them down.
What the State most needs is a healthy immigra-

tion. The 1000-acre farm must be cut up into ten

farms of 100 acres each. When on the average KM}

institutes a farm and a home in Virginia, then
Virginia will be at the top.

Down near Norfolk the old estates have been cut up,

and we see twenty or more little farms now where a
few years ago there was only one. There is not a 50-

acre truck farm well handled but pays better than a

1000 acre plantation under the old dispensation. No-
where in the wide world will the ''small farm well

tilled" pay better than in Virginia—better than in

Eastern Virginia Near-the Sea.

This is apt to be an unusual or peculiar trucking
year. I am expecting to see an unusually large crop
of potatoes and au uuusually low price. The effect of

ere storm in February has been to set us back
here considerably, and set back the truckers to the

south of us still more, and the result is this : The
potatoes, peas. etc.. will be "bunched." We shall

ship peas and potatoes the same time as North Caro-

lina farmers are shipping.
The strawberry crop is our main reliance for profit

this spring. It was not injured at all by the cold

weather.
In regard to immigration. I call to mind a little

matter. Au Indiana farmer sold out and came to

Virginia, and I referred him to a gentleman who sold

him 200 acres of laud. The Indiana farmer went back
to Indiana, packed up and returned to Virginia. In

an interview, he used the following language. He
says : "I have bought as good and as productive land

iu Virginia at $10 per acre as I sold in Indiana for

$S5 per acre." "I am as near to first class markets
as I was in Indiana." " I can raise a greater variety

of crops on my $10 per acre land than I could in Indi-

ana on my $85 per acre land." "I can work all the

year in Virginia with my team, instead of losing from
four to six months on account of the winter." "I
can raise stock here more cheaply than I could in

Indiana." That mau is a comparatively young man.
He bought ten and one half Virginia acres for each

Indiana acre that he sold, and now has a 200 acre farm
iu Virginia to grow into value and make him inde-

pendent in old age.

He can raise the same crops here as iu Indiana, if

he wishes to do so. and find as good a market for the

same. He can often grow two good crops the same
season from the same land. In addition to this, he
cau raise the cash crops of tobacco and peauuts if he
chooses, and iu snch case feed all the regular farm
crops to his stock and have beet and pork and lard

and early lambs, chickens and eggs to sell, besides

having a big lot of stable manure to put back
on to his land to help it to grow still larger crops.

Why. this man can make pork and cure it at a total

expense of less than three cents per pound. Why,
then, should our people buy so many millions of

pounds of beef and pork from the West each year!
There must be a waking up and a shaking up : yes.

there must be a breaking up of the old status of

farms, farmers and farming in Virginia. With the

Planter in every farmer's home in Virginia, we shall

see improvement and progress and development all

along the line.

Norfolk, Ya. A. Jeffebs.
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receipt of postal request.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,

Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

Wood's Evergreen is the best of Lawn

Grasses for the South, makes a beautiful

green velvety sod and stands better than

any other kind in our climate.
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HOWS THIS!

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward

for any ease of Catarrh that can not be

cured by Hall'? Catarrh Cure.
K.'.T. (HKNKY A CO., Prop's,

Toledo, 0.

We. the undersigned, have known F. .T.

I

lor the last 15 years, and believe

him perfectly honorable in all 1

transactions, "and financially able to carry

nut anv obligation made bv their firm.

Wbbt & Tbo ix, Wholesale Drags
Toledo, 0.

Wv.ium;. Rinnan & MaBVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, < i.

Hall's Catarrh Cure IS taken internally,

acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system Price 75c.

per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testi-

monials free.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

articles, and with enquiries for the

''Enquirer's Column," that we have

quite an accumulation of matter on

our table. We will endeavor to let

this see the light as soon as possi-

ble. We are afraid that as the

weather improves, fewer of our

friends will find time to write us.

We trust this may not be so. We
are delighted to know that we have

at last aroused the attention of

Southern farmers to the importance

of an exchange of their views on

all matters affecting the prosperity

of Southern agriculture, and that

it is not necessary for us now to

make appeals to make use of our

columns. It is now realized that

the Planter is the medium through

which to discuss all agricultural

and live stock questions affecting

the farmers of the South. This re-

sults in advantage to every sub-

scriber, and it will continue to be

our aim to make this daily more

potent for good. In a multitude of

counsellors there is wisdom. The
wheat is sifted from the chaff, and

better farming and more profitable

farming will be the outcome. Let

us continue to hear from you. We
will find space if we have to enlarge

the journal.

Whilst we have had a most grat-

ifying response to our appeals for

new subscribers, we desire still to

urge upon our friends that they

should take every opportunity of

bringing to the notice of their

friends the fact that the subscrip

tion price of the Planter is now only

.->0 cents a year, We are satisfied

that if this is done, we shall con-

tinue to enlarge our circulation.

No Southern farmer can afford to

be without the Planter. A cent a

week will now pay for it, and we

would not insult any farmer by

saying that he cannot afford that

outlay in order to learn what other

farmers are doing. Remember to

tell your friends that the Planter is

written by farmers for farmers

;

that it is practical in every page,

and those who have taken and read

it the longest know best how to ap

preciate its value. Give us your

help iu doubling our subscription

list. We have halved the price

—

you do your share in doubling the

subscribers. Every subscriber can

send us at least one new subscriber

if he makes the effort.

MAGAZINES.
Harper's for April contains three impor

tant contributions to the literature of the
Spanish War— one by Hy. Cabot Lodge,
discussing "The Blockade of Cuba and
Pursuit of Cervera," another by Mr. Zog-
baum, " Honor to Whom Honor is Due,"
and the third by Peter Keller, an Ameri-
can bluejacket, describing " The Rescue
of Admiral Cervera." All are finely

illustrated. Indeed, the illustrations in

this issue are quite one of its strongest

features. The special articles present a

rich variety. "Aspects of Rome," gives

an insight to modern phases of life in the
Eternal City. "Thirteen Days in Unex-
plored Montenegro," gives an attractive

account ofa journey through that country.
"Cromwell and His Court," written by
Amelia Barr, narrates many incidents

and anecdotes gathered from Cromwell-
ism papers and tracts.

Harper's Illustrated Weekly maintains
a reputation second to none for beautiful

pictures and reading matter of the high-
est interest and purest tone.

Harper's Bazaar issues a tine Faster
number full of matter of special interest

to the ladies.

The Century Magazine is redeeming its

promise to cover the war of 1898 as

authoritatively as it did the campaigns of
1861 65. In April, an article of extraor-
dinary interest and importance is Rear-
Admiral Sampson's full and frank state-

ment of the part taken by 'The Atlantic
Fleet in the Spanish War." Major-
General Francis V. Greene, one of the
highest living authorities in modern

"Honesty is the

"Best Policy"

clever ivas a more pointed

saying put into print, and

yet, to be honest only be-

cause it is policy is a poor

kind of honesty. Better
change "policy" to "prin-

ciple' and the world ivill

like you better. In the medi-

cal ivorld there is one medi-

cine honest for principle's

sake— and that is Hood's

Sarsaparilla.
It is the specific of the age for all

blood troubles. The liver, kidneys and

bowels are all toned up by its action as

a cleanser and thus good health ensues.

It never disappoints.

Scrofula— "Three years ago our son,

now eleven, had a serious case of scrofula

and erysipelas with dreadful sores, discharg-

ing and itching constantly. He could not
walk. Several physicians did not help for

sixteen months. Three months' treatment
with Hood's Sarsaparilla made him per-

fectly well. We are glad to tell others of it."

Mrs. David Laikd, Ottawa, Kansas.

Malaria—" I was very low with malaria.
My doctor did not help me and scolded
because I would not stop work. Took
Hood's Sarsaparilla and got sound and
well. Can eat, sleep and work well." Mrs.
Jclia Stocking, 19 W. Washington Street,

Hath. N. Y. ,

Eczema — " My mother's face was
covered with eczema, face, hands and feet

were swollen. Hood's Sarsaparilla cured
her. We keep it on hand and recommend
it highly." Rev. E. E. Jenkins, 407 Govern-
or Street, Evansville, Ind.

SiCk Headache— "lam now 22. Since
I was 8 years old I suffered constantly with
impure blood, biliousness and sick head-
aches until I took Hood's Sarsaparilla by
doctor's advice. I owe my life to it." Elvira
A. Rfmrlll, Claremont, N. H.
' Stomach Trouble - " Two years suffer-

ing with stomach trouble made me weak,
run down, with severe headaches. Life

was a burden to me until I took Hood's
Sarsaparilla which cured me. It makes my
children strong and healthy." Mrs. M
Bach, fill 2d St., N. E., Minneapolis, Mine.

Never Disappoints

Hoods Pills i-irritatinp

and only cathartic to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla

BR1GH AM'S MALLEABLE SHOE
for working horses on swamp
land. This one shoe is adjust-

able to suit the size and shnpe of

any horse's foot. Patented and
manufactured by L. BrUham,
Decatur.Mich. Send for Circular.
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Your Troubles

IMPROVED LOW DOWN PENNSYLVANIA

Force Feed Fertilizer
Grain Drill

(-11 in

For fped

Dril all kindsind light'
zrain, corn ana peas mlQ aosoiuie
Sen. I lor complete lllii*trntc.l catalog!!

lurm Iii.i.I. i.u ..I- mi. I machinery.
A. B. FARQUIIAK CO., Ltd., York, Pa

it

BOWSHER
FEED
MILLS.
(Sold with oi

Will Crush i

without shucks) and
any kind of small grain i

"me: mixing in an.
. lluve conicul nKupimI

grinders. Different from all
3

Lightest Running

and Handiest to Operate.
SIX SIZES—2 to 25 horse power. One style
for windwheel use. One style for cotton seed.

(Also make Sweep Feed Grinder**.)

R. N. P. BOWSHER CO.
South Bend, Ind.i:

THIS SIDE HAY n k 14 C
DELIVER! 11 All KAIIC
Means "Quick Haying Quality Prime."

Leave:* nay in a light, loose windrow, where it is cured
by the action of the air—not bleached by the

It rakes wide
fast and rler.n.

other trash. Reduces the cost ofharvei
of hay. More about this and the K>y»tcnu
Louder ir our i MYY. circulars. Writs for them.

".EYSTONE MANFG. CO., 11 RIVER ST.. STERLING, ILL

Hay

This Season we make you a Special Offer on

OOP
&Tles

warfare, gives a full account from per-

sonal experience of the actual capture of

Manila, and John T. McCutcheon de-

scribes the surrender of Manila as viewed
from Admiral Dewey's flagship. An ac-

count by the American Director of the
School at Athens of recent American
discoveries at Corinth, includes the turn-

ing up of "A Relic of St. Paul." In this

connection should be mentioned an en-

tertaining description of Jerusalem and its

environments, written especially for The
Century by the distingished French ar-

tist, J. James Tissot. Now that Russian
affairs are so much before the world, the
" Notes from General Sherman's Diary "

concerning his visit to Russia have a
timely interest. Prof. Peckham's article

on "Absolute Zero " gives with scientific

authority an account of recent inventions
for the production of liquid air. Prof.

Wheeler, in his popular *' Life of Alex-
der," describes a remarkable episide of
that life—namely, " The Famous Siege of

Tyre," illustrated bv Castaigne. " Frank-
lin as Printer and Publisher," is not the

least entertaining of Mr. Ford's bio-

graphical serial. Marion Crawford's ro-

mance of the second crusade furnishes

the principal fiction of the number, along
with a story called " Jack," showing the
curious relations between the Whites
and the Canadian Indians. The story is

by Miss Goodloe, and is illustrated in an
original way by Jane Hambidge.

St. Nicholas has the first chanter of a
new serial story for girls, called Trinity

Bells, which promises to be full of in-

terest. "Lost in Russia" is a good story of a
hoy's adventures while canoeing on the
German-Russian border. The magazine
abounds in pictures and verse, which
will delight the little ones.

The Forum has articles on " The In-

dustrial Development of Russia," by
Prof. Ivan Oseroff; "Was Washington
the Author of his Farewell Address," by
Bushrod C. Washington ;

" The Condi-
tions of Good Colonial Government," by
E. L. Godkin ; "American Opportunities
in China," by the Rev. Gilbert Reid.

This magazine is one for the thoughtful
interested student of present-day prob-

lems, and is always deserving of atten-

tion, as the writers are men of eminence
and authority upon the subjects on which
they write. It is published in New York
by the Forum Publishing Co. Price, $3
per year.

In the American Monthly Review of
Reviews for April, the editor reviews the
work of the Fifty-fifth Congress, exam-
ines the present status of the various
plans for inter-oceanic ship transit, dis-

cusses the latest developments in the
Philippine situation, and comments on
the other news topics of the day in home
and foreign politics, including the Cabi-
net change in Spain and the altered rela-

tions of Germany, England and the
United States. The other articles in the
number deal with a variety of questions
of immediate public interest, such as The
Election of the New President of the
French Republic, Canada's Case before
the Anglo-American Joint High Com-

BUY THE BEST.
If you want the best low down wagon you

should buy the Electric Handy Wagon. It is

the best because it is made of the best mate-
rial ; the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best
seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood
parts of the best seasoned white oak. The
front and rear hounds are marie from the best

Electric
angle steel, which is neater, stronger and in
every way better than wood. Well painted in
red and varnished. Extra length of reach
and extra long standards supplied without
additional cost when requested. This wagon
is guaranteed to carry -1,000 pounds any-
where. Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 1-lii,

Qulncy, Illinois, for their new catalogue!
which fully deseri lies this wagon, their famous
Electric Wheels and Electric Feed Cookers.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Shoes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 1 7 Frank St., Rochester. N. Y,

Keystone

Adjustable

Weeder
Can be adjusted tpocn

30 in. to 1% feet

This narrowing device permits the use of this
weeder between the rows, long after other
weeders are set aside.

Depth of cut regulated by wheel In front.
No shafts to hinder working close to fence.
Positively no clogging.

These are a few of the superior points of the
" Keystone " over all other weeders. Write for
prices and territory.

KEYSTONE FARM MACHINE CO., York, Pa.

The Edgar
Fanning
Weeder

Saves more labor; does
better work than any

Weeding done while cultiva-
ting, without extra labor. No clogging. Will
lit any two-horse cultivator. Agents wanted.
For description and prices, write to

EDGAR FANNING WEEDER CO.,
Baiting Hollow, N. Y.
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Free to Millions of Suf-

ferers.

The New Cure for Kidney, Bladder and

Uric Acid Troubles.

Almost everybody who reads the news-

papers is sure to know ofSwamp Root.

It is the great medical triumph of the

nineteenth centurj .
discovered after years

of scientific research by the eminent kid-

ney and bladder specialist, Dr. Kilmer,

and has truly wonderful powers in curing

kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid dis-

Kidney trouble is responsible for more

sickness and sudden deaths than any

other disease, and is so deceptive that

thousands have it without knowing it.

Thousands owe their health, and even

life to Swamp Root, and thousands more

who to-day think themselves beyond

help, can be made well by the use of this

great remedv. .

Swamp-Root has been tested in so

manv ways, in hospital work, in private

practice, among the helpless too poor to

purchase relief, and has proved so suc-

cessful in every case, that a special ar

rangement has been made by which all

readers of the Southern Planter who have

not already tried it, mav have a sample

bottle sent absolutely free by mail. Also

a book telling more about Swamp- Root,

and containing some of the thousands

upon thousands of testimonial letters re-

ceived from men and women who owe

their good health—in fact, their very

lives_to the wonderful curative proper-

ties of Swamp-Root. Be sure and mention

the Southern Planter when sending your

address to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,

N- Y. . . L1_ t

If you are already convinced that

Swamp-Root is what you need, you can

purchase the regular fifty-cent and one-

dollar size bottles at drugstores.

THE HAHILTON
DISC HARROW

Is light draft: weight of driver balances

pole; cannot buckle in center.

It makes a clean cut and don't leave an

uncut ridge in center. All steel frame, or

wood frame, as you like We likewise

manufacture Corn Planters. Cultivators,

Garden Plows, Hay Rakes, Drag Harrows,

Field Rollers, etc., and will take pleasure

in sending you catalogue.

THE H. P. DEUSCHER GO., Hamilton, Ohio.

mission, Material Problems in the Phil-

ippine Islands, and the Czar's Interna-

tional Peace Conference.

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly

has another chapter of the series on Tax-

ation by the late Hon. David A. Wells.

This one is on "The Best Methods of

Taxation," and ought to be read by all

desiring to see a change in our present

crude system. The Hon. Edw. Atkinson

writes again on "The Wheat Problem,"

and sharply criticizes the methods of the

Department of Agriculture.

Lippincott's complete novel in the

April issue is "The House of Pan," a ro-

mance of the eighteenth century, by
Anna Robeson Brown. Fred. H. Dewey
tells " How an Earthquake Looks and

Feels." Frank A. Burr writes on "The
Men who Impeached Andrew Jackson."

The Ladies' Home Journal is essen-

tially an Easter issue, and is beautiful in

its get-up and illustrations. A notable

and special feature recounts the eccentric

and dazzling career of " The Magnificent

Madam Rush," the most famous social

leader of her day. Three articles of pe-

culiar interest are entitled " How to be

Pretty Though Plain," "About Men," and
"What it Means to be a Housewife."

The Youth's Companion issues a most
attractive spring number. This is an ex-

cellent journal for young men and boys.

CATTLE SALES.

The breeders of pure-bred cattle are

now reaping the reward for their consist-

ent devotion to good blood. Especially

is this so with the breeders of the beef

breeds. Every day almost records great

sales of Shorthorn, Hereford, and Aber-

deen-Angus stock, and at prices which,

two years ago, would have been thought

fabulous. At Kansas City, on March 1,

2, and 3, sales were made of Herefords,

from the herds of T. F. B. Sofham, F. A.

Nave, and the Grant Hornady Stock Co.

Mr Sotham sold 24 bulls for $14,385, an
average of $599.40 each. (This average

was, nowever, brought up to this figure

by the sale of one bull, Sir Bredwell, for

$5,000, the highest price ever touched for

a hull of this breed.) 22 females sold for

$9,355, an average of $425.25 each. The
46 animals sold lirought $23,740, an aver-

age of $516 10 each. At Mr. Nave's sale,

49 head sold for $18.7(35, an average of

$383.00 each. At the Grant Hornady sale,

38 head sold for $13,320, an average of

$350.00 each. On March 9 and 10, the

herd of Aberdeen-Angus stock, the prop-

erty of J. Evans, Jr. & Son, of Emerson,
la., was sold at South Omaha. Gay Lad,

the champion bull, was sold for $3,050.

28 bulls sold for $12,505, an average of

$446.00 each. 69 females sold for $27,130,

an average of $393.00; and the whole 97

head sold for $39,635, an average of

$408.60.

At the sale of Nichols and Gibson's

Shorthorns, at West Liberty, la., on
March 7 and 8, a roan calf, Iowa Cham-
pion, 10 months old, sold for $700. 26

bulls sold for $5,880, an average of

(226.15. 65 females sold for $18,470, an
average of $284.00, and the whole 91

Potash.

"P NOUGH of it must be

^-^ contained in fertilizers,

otherwise failure will surely

result. See that it is there.

Our books tell all about

fertilizers. They are sent

free to all farmers applying

for them.

OERMAN KALI WORKS,

93 Nassau Si., New York.

Lightest Draft
By using the best steel in the frame,
rolled ro as to give the greatest strength
with the least weight; by the use of
wheels behind and a pivoted shoe in

front a beautiful ease of working is

attained in the improved

a
Pennsylvania »»

and Lever HcllTOW
So constructed as to clear itselfof trash
readily. May be used in one, two, three
or more sections. *
Send for prices. Illustrated

catalogue free.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd.

YORK, PA.

ONE HALF PRICE.
Write at once for our Free Illustrated

Catalogues for anything required for the

Home, Farm or Factory —

Chicago House Wrecking Co.,
West 35th & Iron Sts.. CHICAGO.

SI 60 Saw Mill
For Farmers. Also best modern improved Mill

for Lumbermen; also Planers and Matchers.
Manufact'd by SALEM IRON WORKS, Salem, IM.C.
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'Dewey"
FENCt

MACHINE
beats them all. Sblpp^d to any

1 receipt of price

16 Tecumseb. St., Dayton, Ohio.

OOULTRYaREAO THESE PRICES
r„T.,.-_. -- >_«:;,; ,n. wide, ISO ft. long, roll, $2.25

Other widths

3.00

3 75

i proportion.
NETTINGnTcsk Dow Wire WorksCo.,Louisvllle,Ky.

WRITE FOR
S-A-lUIFLiE; STAY
AND FULL PARTICULARS AB0UT0UR

$10 MACHINE
Wholesale price where we have

no Agent. Agency for nothing.

Bowen Cable Stay Fence Co.

Box 25, Norwalk, 0., U.S.A.

SURE THING!

Machine $6
that weaves the above

ee and ninny other
les. Write for or-fc

McFarland Fence MachineCo., Portland, Ind.. U.S.A.

POTATO MACHINERY.
The Largest, Oldest and only Concern

making a Complete Line,

j=ggj=j|g Our Potato Planter
ft' Jj. <tr*~JSr' also plants Corn,
Jr&Xm JST Be«ns. Ensilage A
gSESMH._. distributes Fertili-
''^1 i^" zer- We make Cut-

^_%?1 ters. Weeders, Sort-
-^tjg, ers, Diggers, Spray-

ASPINWALL MFG. CO.
12 Sabin Street. JACKSON, MICH.

THE MOST FOR THE MONEY.
^^feasa^T^-< THE MOST POWER

; A— I
fi.r the in. .no ran

-J >«--k".trenfru,n,mrn.

%//» TREAD
Mfl POWERS

Fruit and Vegetable
Packages of every kind. Send for Catalogue.

NEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO.,
New Albany, Ind.

head sold for $24,350, an average of
$207.60 each.
At the sale of Mr. Brodsky's Short-

horns, at Plover, la., on March 15, 10
bulls sold for $2,155, an average of
$215.50 39 females Fold for $8,940, an
average of $229 23 each, and 49 head sold
for $11,095. an average of $220.42 each.

WHO'S SHELLABERGER ?
He's the Wire Fence Man, of Atlanta, cla.. and
sells the best aud cheapest fencing in existence
for all purposes. Freight paid. Catalogue free.
Write for it.

K. L. SHELLABERGER. 37 F St , Atlanta, Ga.

BERKSHIRE HOGS AT BILTMORE,
N. C.

Mr. Weston, Superintendent of Bilt-

more Farms, writes us that they are hav-
ing quite an increased demand for im-
proved livestock, especially in Berkshire
hogs and poultry. These hog^ are being
widely distributed over the South, and
should soon make a verv marked im-
provement in the run of Southern hogs.
We are glad to know that Southern men
are appreciating the value of pure-bred
stock and willing to become buyers. The
Biltmore herd of Berkshires has been a
richly bred Longfellow one with crosses
of imported prize winners. It is now to

be improved by the addition of the
choicest importation of Berkshires ever
made, selected by that well known Berk-
shire judge, Mr. Reuben Gentry, who has
scoured England for the finest hogs he
could find, and secured a number of the
very best, amongst these being the Gold-
en Lad family. All the purchases made
are either themselves prize winners at

the leading English shows, or the dams
of winners or descendants of winners.
Mr. Gentry will himself have charge of
the Berkshire herd at Biltmore from the
time when he reaches there with the
newly imported ones, which will be in

the first week in April. Buyers of Beik-
shires will, in future, have to look to the
South for the best stock in the country.
We hope to give further particulars of the
additions to the herd in a later issue.

HEREFORDS IN VIRGINIA.
Mr. Murray Boocock, of Castaha, Va.,

writes us that he is having a fine demand
for his stock, and selling at good but not
extravagant prices. He intends to offer

10 of his best animals at the Hereford
sale in Kansas City next October, unless
sold before July 1st. Up to that time,
Southern breeders will have the opportu-
nity of securing the finest Hereford stock

at prices which are low compared with
those at which Herefords have sold at

recent sales.

The short course session of the College
of Agriculture, Madison, Wis., lias just

closed. There have been 196 students in

attendance, and 71 of these at once secured
positions as managers and helpers on
farm-, thus showing the appreciation of
intelligent farmers for help which has
received a technical training. These are
the men who do not have to seek situa-

tions. They are sought for. The men
who know how to do a certain work and
why they do it, are sure to be wanted.
The man who can do anything, but can-
not tell why he does it in a particular
way is not wanted.

"ALPHA-DE LAVAL"

CREAM SEPARATORS.
De Laval Alpha 'Baby"
Creaitt Separators were
first and have ever been
kept best and cheapest.
They are guaranteed su-
periortoall imitations and
infringements. Endorsed
by all authorities. More
than 150,000 in use. Sales
ten to one of all others
combined. All styles and
sizes—$50.- to $225.- Save
$5.- to $10.- per cow per
year over any setting
system, and $3.- to $5.-

per cow per year over any
imitating separator.
New and improved ma-

chines for 1899. Send for
new Catali igue containing
a fund of up-to-date dairy
informatiou.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR GO.

Planting is
Pleasant

when you watch the corn drop in the rear of a
Keystone Corn Planter. Its beautiful work,
covering ten or twelve acres a day, is a constant
pleasure to farmers who enjoy seeing work
well done. The phosphate attachment ia a
perfect piece of mechanism on the

FARQUHAR KEYSTONE

Corn Planter
It sows any kind of pulverized fertilizer. The
planter drops kernels in drills or bills witn any
desired spacing; works well even in rocky land.
Plants ensilage, beans, peas. etc. Send for
large illustrated catalogue.
A.B.FARQ1HAR CO., Ltd.. York. Pa.

RIFE ENGINE

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINES
PUMP WATER BY WATER POWER.

Put in Place of Rams.
Deliver More Water.

Never Stop.
Tour Money Back if

Tou Want It.

Sendyourconditions for
catalogue and guaranteed
1 stimates.

126 Liberty Street. >.'«- York.

DON'T BREAK YOUR BACK
With common hoes „,-^',
when voucan buy ^=^=^_i<^S*^

this rT^^^*^
Hand Cultivator
& Weeder ai

gardening delightful.
If you can't buy it of your dealer, send SI.

2".

for sample, delivered.

ULRICH MFG. CO.. No. 12 River St.. Rock Falls. III.

$85 A MONTH Clear to Agents.
Address P. B. R. Moss, Crayon. Va.
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FRAZER
I Axle Grease «£*&. J
A Itswearingqualitiesare unsurpassed, ac- d
\ toaUy outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand. —
t Not affected bv beat. *S~Get the Genuine. W
4^4- r' 1 IB SALE BY ALL DEALERS. -%^

SAN JOSE SCALE be controlled by using

Good'8 Caustic Polasli Whale
Oil Soap. Xo. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-

„„,„,,. : rtilizeras well
Ji; 100 lb. kegs,

Half barrels, -r» lbs., al 3",c per lb.;

irge quantities,
, for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
.-,11 to 518a Randolph St.. phiiadelphia., p».

To Dairymen HALF A
or others we
will send half REAM

ream. 8lll,
ELLIOT'S

Parchment s

BUTTER

PIPER

FREE

A. G. ELLIOT*. CO.
Manufacturers. Philadelphia. Pa.

SPRAY YOUR FRUITS
with the ECONOMY Tree Sprayer,

mpleet. Cheapest, Lightest, Most imra-

1,1, sprayer Blade. ALL BRASS, and will last

aim-time. Agents wanted in every county.

Write f,,r terms, .vi

H. B. ELLIOTT, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Here is the Record

ECLIPSE
SPRAY PUMP.

1899—We
Brat place

in Dearly every Gov.
Experiment station

. states,
ii Cana-

': contest.
1808—Won gold med-

ial contest,
Cape Town. South
Africa :

mowers' con-
i oiorado and California, We have

»ood pump in the world, and
i, Oils proves,

Ihal the Eclipse is Ihe best and cheapest
pomp in Ihe world. Sen, I fol I

MORRILL S MORLEV, Benton Harbor, Mich.

REPORTS.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington. D. C. Farmers' Bulletin 89.

Oowpeas.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Circular

Officials, Associations, and Edu-

cational Institutions Connected with

the Dairy Interests of the United

States.

Office of Experiment Stations.
__
Exper-

iment Station Record, Vol. X, No. 6.

Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn,

Ala. Bulletin 100. Lawns, pastures

and bay.
Bulletin 102. Co-operative Fertilizer

Experiments with Cotton, 1898.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N.Y.

Bulletin 163. Three important dis-

eases of the Sugar Beet.

Bulletin 164 Peach Leaf Curl, &c.

Idaho Experiment Station, Moscow, Ida.

Bulletin 16. The San Jose Scale in

Idaho.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.

Sea Weed as a Source of Plant Food.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva,

N. Y. Bulletin 150. Two Small

Fruit Pests. Popular Edition.

Bulletin 151. How Ringing Affects

Grapes.

North Carolina Experiment. Station, Ra-

leigh, N. C. Bulletin 160. Digestion

Experiments.
Bulletin 161. Drinking Water, City,

Town, and Rural Supplies.

Experiment Farm, Southern Pines, N. C.

i id Annual Report. 1896.

Plant Food.

Pennsvlvania Experiment Station, State

College, Pa. Bulletin 44. Commer-
cial Butter Cultures.

Bulletin 45. Heated Milk for Butter-

Making.

South Carolina Experiment Station, Clem-
son College, S. C. Bulletin 38. The
Asparagus Rust in South Carolina.

Bulletin 39. Suggestions to Auxiliary

Clubs.

South Dakota Experiment Station, Brook-

ings, S. Dak. Bulletin 61. Forage

and Garden Crops in the James River

Valley.

Bulletin 62. Sugar Beets in South Da-

kota.

Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg.

Va. Bulletin 81. Grasses.

Bulletin 82. Meteorological Data and
Bloom Notes of Fruits.

Bulletin 84.. Dehorning.
Bulletin 86. A Preliminary Study of

Ticks.
Bulletin S7. Canine Distemper.

Virginia State Weather Service, Rich-
mond, Va. Annual Summary. 1898.

Report for February, 1899.

West Virginia Experiment Station, Mor-
gantown, W. Va. Bulletin 53. Com-

al Fertilizers.

Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie,
YVv. Bulletin 40. The Trees of Wy-
oming and How to Know Them.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address

the Business Office.

CAN'T CLOG

The Friction Clamp T

No time is lost ••cleaning
Up" when you work with
ourlmproved *' Pennsylva-
nia" Harrow. Each tooth
is protected by a shoe at the
frame; each tooth works
free from, the Irame, thus
-voiding clopjrinp betwe> d
the frame and the tooth.
h H" iter takes the lead

for strength, and bimpkeity. The "fESlSILYAHA"

"KS- HARROW
is by far the most romnlete spring tooth harrow
ever invented. The teeth are easily adjusted by
simply loosening one nut. Teeth wear from IS to

19 inc'hes. Send fur prices. Illustrated cata-
logue free.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd., York, Pa.

For POULTRYMEN !

The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best in the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill, Farm Feed

Mills, Power Mills.

Send (or Circular and Testimonials.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.

MEAD CYCLE CO.,

gOOO BICYCLES

!*1G. Bhopw,
end band wheels, good
as new, S3 to 810.
,.r*:,l f ,-!i,ry cU-iirln- vile.

EARMaBICYCLE
V,''^« ,!,">,' ',".,,, FREE USE

199 Ave L Chicago, III.

LIGHTNING WELL MACHYf
IS THE STANDA.RDj,
STfAM PUMPS. AIRLIFTS^ /
CASOIINE ENGINES**51

WRITCFOR cmcularIEElm
THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS r€L.
AUR0RA.ILL:-CHICAGO.- OAULAS.TEX

JETTiNG and PUMPING
nDII I For well boriDg and mineral pros-

UnlLLu pecting—any size. Write for circular

and price, naming size wanted. CHAtS. E.

WYMAN, Martinsburg, Ind,

aeat smoked in a few boors wn
KRAUSERS' LIQUID EXTRACT OF SMOKE.
Made from hickory wood. Cheaper, cleaner,

ter, and surer than the old way. Send for

lar. E.KBADBKK4 ItliO., Milton, 1'a.

A
GRICULTURAL-LIME

.
$1.00 PER TON.

fellsworth lime Works,
REEVES L'ATT, Aet., llnm.F.Y. Va

THK liUPKOVEO

VICTOR Incubator
:. bv Steam. Absolutely

tf.r<-Kiilutinf[. 'The simpler, most

" %
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Good River Farm for Sale
(1100 ACRES.)

E. R. MONROE. Coles Ferry. Charlotte Co.. Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS
Easy Payments. Catalogue Free.

(iEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, Va.

SPLENDID FARM FOR SALE
$2,500 will buy an excellent stock and dairy

farm of 105 acres {all open) in Chesterfield Co.,
one mile from Petersburg, Va. Good brick
buildings, fine orchard and vineyard. Title
guaranteed.

Address L. H. C, care Southern Planter.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

FOR SALE!
FINE STONE MILL DAM AND SITE

WITH SMALL FARM.
An excellent site for a mill, with granite-

built dam already made, on a never-failing
stream of water, and adjoining a line of rail-
road from which a track can be run into the
mill. A good section of country is tributary
to this mill, and it is near a city of 100.000 in-
habitants, where a big demand could be had
for country-ground meal, &c. A good corn
section. Address H. S., care Southern Planter.

FOR SALE!
A Large and Complete Saw Mill Plant
Including teams, wagons, carry-logs, bogies,
tramways, etc.; in fact, everything necessary
to a first-class plant. Also the farm of 700
acres, on which the mill is now located. Dwell-
ing of seven rooms, recently papered and gene-
rally overhauled; numerous out-buildings,
orchard, etc. Timber is estimated at 2,000,000
feet; besides 10,000 cords of wood, cedar posts,
railroad ties, etc. Tramway to railroad siding.
Must be sold regardless of value. Price only
$6,000. Address <i. E. C, care Southern Planter.

FOR SALE!
HIGHLANDS STOCK FARM.
One of the best grain, grass and general-

purpose farms in the Vallev of Virginia; near
the B. & O., C. & O. and N. & W. railroads.
Four miles from Natural Bridge; nine miles
from Lexington. Conveniently located to
churches, schools, postofliee, stores and shops.
Good buildings and fences; well watered and
in good state of cultivation. 225 acres cleared
lpnd, and 75 acres extra-fine timber. PRICE,
$7,000. Terms right. If you mean business,
write.

E B W|LS0N ^ Fancy HrM( Va

Go South,
YOUNG
MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,
Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un
equalled by any other portion of the
United States.

The James River Valley Colonization
and Improvement Co. offers superior ad-

vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A. PARSONS, Vinita, Va.

FARMERS AND STOCKMEN!
I offer you one of the best Lice Killers that

is made: 2oc. per gal., in 5 and lOgal. cans; 20c.
per gal., in bhls. F. O. B. cars here.

W. H. PHELPS, Big Island, Va.

CATALOGUES.

Jas. Good, 514 South Randolph Street,

Philadelphia. Whale Oil Soap for Flor-

ists, Nurserymen, &c.

Chicago House-Wrecking Co., Chicago,

111. Catalogue of th _• thousand and one
articles offered by this house at astonish

ing prices. You can buy from this con-

cern almost anything you may need.

Send for a copy of this catalogue and the

monthly bulletin.

O. H. Robertson, Forestville, Conn.
Chain Hanging Cattle Stanchion.

Harding Manufacturing Co., Nashville,

Tenn. " Harding's Hummer," a feed and
ensilage cutter, with blower attached, to

take the place of an elevator. This seems
likely to meet a want. It is claimed that

it will entirely supersede the elevator for

storing cut feed in the silo or barn.

Parry's Pomona Nurseries, Parry, N. J.

Nursery stock, especially nut trees.

The Livingston Seed Co., Columbus, O.

Seedsmen.

The American Jadoo Co., Fairmount
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Jadoo fibre and
Jadoo liquid for plant- growing. This is

a new introduction, and is said to be giv-

ing wonderful results in growing tobacco
plants, &c.

BOOKS.

Spraying for Profit, a practical hand-
book of the best methods for suppressing

the more common injurious insects and
fungous diseases. By Howard Evarts
Weed, IMS. This is a most useful little

work, and should be in the hand of every
fruitgrower. We can supply it. Price,

20 cents.

Points on Poultry-Raising and Market-
ing. By P. H. Sprague, 218 South Water
Street. Chicago. A paper read before the
annual meeting of the Illinois Farmers'
Institute.

Constitution, Rules of Entry, Officers,

and Members of the Hampshire Down
Breeders' Association of America.

NINETY PER CENT.
Of the people are afflicted with some
form of humor, and this causes a variety

of diseases. The reason why Hood's Sar-

saparilla cures when all others fail is

found in the fact that it effectually ex-
pels the humor. Scrofula, salt rheum,
boils and all eruptions are permanently
cured by this great medicine.
Hood's Pill's are the best family ca-

thartic and liver tonic. Gentle, reliable,

sure.

The American Pomological Society will

hold its biennial meeting this year in

Philadelphia, September 7th and 8th.

Further announcements of programme,
etc., will be made later. Fruit growers
should make a note of the date. William
A. Taylor, 55 Q Street, N. E., Washington,
D. C, is the secretary.

Albemarle Prolific Seed Corn.
Has this year yielded some of the largest

corn crops ever grown in Virginia.
In l.X'.Hi, -Jii-., hl.ls. In IN',17. L7'.. bbls.

In isns. :;s-
!

4
I. his. -Ii;:; :

,

hiis. ofsnelled -rain.
It has given wonderful results in otherStates
Writ - fo' circulars, which give inforu ation

as to how these crops are grown.
ARROWHEAD STOCK' FARM,

Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville. Va.

CABBAGE PLANTS
FOR SALE!

Now ready tor shipment. Wakefield and
Succession, "the hardiest, largest, earliest and
best known varieties. Prices, f. o. b. here. 1,000

to 5,000, S1.50 ; 5,000 to 10,000, Sl.L'a ; over 10,000, SI

.

They are grown in the open air and will stand
severe cold. Address—

NORMAN H. BLITCH, Meggett, S. C.

Heaviest yielder of grain and forage.

On bottoms will yield 60 to 150 bus
corn and 22 tons ensilage per acre.

C. E. JONES, Carysbrook, Va.

FOR SALE-a
Two varieties of Japanese Barn-Yard

Millet and a choke lot of Pumpkin Seed.

ALSO .

THOROUGHBRED DOROC-JERSEY
RED HOGS.

S. A. HALCOMB, Franklin, Ky.

PEACH TREES j r:,^;ttiVeJr
from bud, guaranteed heallhy

and true to label. Our trees are kepi dormant
until May 20. Everything for the fruit grower.
No cost for boxing and parking Catalog free.

.1. H. LINDSLEY, While House, N.J.

STRAWBERRY
Plants Largest ,V- choicest
lock in the world (50,000,-

Hl; lllil varieties). Lowest
prices. Safely an <1 cheaply delivered an vwhere
on continent Catalog free. CONTINENTAL
PLANT CO. Strawberry Specialists, tl South
Street, Kittrell, N. C.

B>
ies free.

AG ALDRIDGE. Fishers Ontario Co.. N. Y.

When you write to an advertiser,

mention The Southern Planter.
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Eggs for Hatching.
Pure-bred B. P. Rock aud S. C. Rrovn Leg-

horn. Single sitting. KV-. ; two for 51.00.

Miss B. M. HITKK. Ki.i.isvii.lk. V*.

E. F. SOMMERS^S
SOMERSET, ORANOE CO.. VA.

Breeds BABBKD PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Exclusively. Large, handsome, beau-
tifullv barred : 7 years' experience. Best
blood'. HUGS. 51.00 per set 15; Bronze
Turkey Eggs. 53.00 per doz. Best refer-

ence, if required.

Rochelle Poultry Yaros.
Buff and Barred P. Rocks, luff

and Brown S. C. Leghorns, and
Black Lang-shans. Prize Winners.
Circulars Free. EGGS, $1 00 per

13 ! BIRDS, $1.00 and up.

B. w. WAVLAMt. Prop., Rochelle, Fa.

SUNNY BANK POULTRY and

DUCK RANCH, Mi'chellsSta.Va

Barred Plymouth Rock and Imperial Pekin
Pucks exclusively, of the purest strains ex-
tant. My drakes weighing from 9 to lOJ^lbs. at
seven montiis'old. i am now booking orders
i.>r eggs for batching. P.. P. Rock, ll.oo—15;
lm|" rial Pekin. $1.00-13. Carefully packed and

Breeding stock for sale at all times.

J. MILTON GARNETT.

Eggs for Hatching
From the following pure-
bred varieties: White and
Barred Plymouth Rocks.
Bran as. W. Wvandottes.
s. i '. B. Leghorns. Pekin
Pucks, at 11.00 per 20; $4.30
hundred. M. B. Turkey
and Toulouse Geese eggs,
Si.00 per sitting. Fresh, fer-
tile incubatoreggs, $2.00 per
100—P. Rock-Cochin cross.

C. H. BENNETT,
McDonald's Mills, Va.

155 Business Hen
WHITE WYANDOTTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
BUFF WYANDOTTES

Bred for E^gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

••Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes or
Dork i

SECOND ON BROILERS.
••Any breed." at BOSTON 8HOW—
Dressed Poultry Department,

" Incubator" Eggs, $5 00 per 100.

stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Sab, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

We give below a cut of the busines end
of the Hawkeye Stump Puller, which is

manufactured by the Milne Manufactur-
ing Company of Monmouth, 111.

This cut shows the stump, chain about

the stump, and Milne Wire-Rope Coup-
ler. This coupler is really the greatest

feature of success in the Hawkeye Ma-
chines, as it enables a coupling to be
made at any point along the rope. This

means that a stump may be pulled six

feet or one hundred feet from the ma-
chine, depending entirely upon the length

of rope desired to be used. It is not

necessary to wind the rope about the

drum of the machine until the end is

reached before it can be attached to a

stump. As above noted the attachment
can be made with the coupler at any
point along the entire line of rope. This
feature accounts in a great measure for

the scope and rapidity of the Hawkeye
Machines. The Hawkeye Stump Puller

will clear a circle of two acres around the
machine at one sitting. If you have land
to clear or grubs or stumps of any kind
to pull look into the merits of this ma-
chine, and write these people for their

new 1899 catalogue, which fully de-

scribes everything.

HEREFORD CATTLE.
Editor Southern Planter :

I am more than gratified by the indi-

cations of improvement in breeding cat-

tle as evidenced by my increasing mail
from Virginia and States South, notably,
Georgia. Foreseeing this tendency (and
tliis need) several years ago, I determined
to place at the disposal of the East and
South as good cattle as could be found in

America, and at the most reasonable
prices. No one would expect me to sell

below cost, but I have put my prices
down so low on the cattle on my regular
sale list that few complain of " high
prices"—no one, in fact, who understands
the market value of breeding Herefords.

I have one price to all, and do not put
my figures SO per cent, higher than I can
afford to sell at, and expect my customer
" to make me an offer." This is a prevalent
custom in Virginia, and a very poor one
—far from sound business principles.

Very truly,

Murray Boocock.
Albemarle County. Va.

Messrs. Johnson & Goode of Boydton,
Va., advertise Chickens. Hogs, arid Pet
Stock in this issue. They are reliable
breeders, and will treat their customers
fairly. They have also a fine stallion in

Sbadeland, Denmark, who comes of the
best saddle stock of Kentucky.

F/^/^C From the Purest Strains ofLwU9 Barred Plymouth Rock. Silver-

Laced Wyandotte and S. C. B. Leghorns. $1.00

per sitting of U

BLACK LANGSHANS .

.

EGGS—41.00 per setting. A few cockerels
left. Write at once.

M. A. OLNEV. Coleman's Falls. Va.

DEWEY HAS WON PRIZES.
My Suberb Single Owl Black Minorcas

and White Lediorns will win too.

My breeders are the best. For eggs they have
no equal. Prices on both are very low. when
you consider the quality of my stock.

•Oak Forest." CLYDE F. ANDERSON,
Chesterfield Co P. 0.. Manchester. Va.

Eggs for Hatching
Pure-breu S. C. Black Minorcas exclusively.

Burpee's and G H. Northup's strain-.

EGGS. 15 for SI 00. Cockerels, S1.00.

No pullets.

HUGH GOOD30N WILLS,
Lock Box IBS. Lexisoton. Va

JOHNSON & GOODE,
BOYDTON, VA.

Poland-China Hops, Coach and
Collie Dogs, White Leghorns and
Black Minorcas, Barred P. Rocks,
Pekin Ducks. EGGS, 81.00 per 13.

BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA,

Barred Plymouth Rocks, Pekin Ducks.

Also Eggs from these pure-bred fowls.

The very best Poland-China Pigs at farmers'
prices : a few good Shropshire Sheep.
Write for prices.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM.
Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

S. C.BROWN LEGHORNS
Eggs for setting. $1.00 per 15.

PEKIN DUCKS—Ebbs for setting. Jl.OOforll.
s. . . BROWN LEGHORNS, $1.00 each-

Roosters or Pulle s.

The above are of the be»t straius .nd guar-
anteed pure in breed.

O. W. GRAVES, Highland Springs. V

FOR SALE—A BARGAIN
Handsome estate on the south side of the

Blue Ridge Mountains, in the heart of the
Piedmont section of Virginia, in apple-pie
order, with fine garden and young orchards.
Finest opening in Virginia for a girls' board-

Ol. Place now run as a summer resort

aud hotel—paying well. Good reasons for

;

selling. Some" farms for sale at $3 per acre.

For information, address
A. H. CLEMENT. Appomattox, Va.

WANTED
At my house in this county, a white
woman as cook. A widow,with daugh-
ter, 12 to 14 years old, acceptable.

City household conveniences. Address, giving
ref rence and stating wages wanted,

WALTER RANDOLPH CRABBE.
Hague P. O., Westmoreland, Co., Va.

Mention The BodTHKBM Planter when
writing advertisers.
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SHORTHORN HEIFERS For Sale!
VERY FINE ONES.

SAM'L GRIFFIN, JR., Rodes, Bedford Co.,Va.

FOR SALE!
Fine Saddle and Harness Horses. Young

Holstein Friesian Bulls and Pekln
Ducks. All of the finest blood.

C. T. SMITH, Croxton, Va.

SHORTHORNS.
Three bulls of serviceable age; also a 2-year-

old show bull, winner in 9 shows. Herd won
70 first and 11 Herd and Sweepstakes premiums
at State and other fairs in '98.

ROBT. WATSON, Mineral Ridge, Ohio.

FINELY-BRED

JACKS and
ENNETS

FOR SALE BY

W. E. KNIGHT &. CO.,
Nashville, Tenn.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old. $6; Pair. $10.

Wm. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

GOOD REGISTERED SHROP-
SHIRE EWES AND LAMBS...

If taken at once, will sell for $12 50 each for

ewes and 85 for lambs. Latter are by my
imported ram Newton Lord II, sired by
the greatest prize winner and sire of prize
winuers the breed has ever produced.

SAM'L B. WOODS, Charlottesville, Va.

Poland -Chinas
YOUNG SOWS WITH PIG.

EGGS FROM...
PEKIN DUCKS, BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

... FOR SALE BY...

J. C. GRAVES, B RBOURSVILLC, VA.

WANTED ONE OR TWO POLAND-
CHINA SOWS m

First or second litter to pig in April preferred.
Must be good stock and at farmers' prices.
Likewise 80 grade Shropshire and Merino
yearlings and two-year-old sheep forsale, and
three registered Shropshire bucks, two years'
old; very good stock, from imported stock.

Apply— THOMAS SHOOSMITH,
Neck-of Land Farm. Jamestown, Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM^rf'
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHOEN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

For Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Charlottesville, Va.

PAINT TALKS—XV.

A Novel Paint Theory.

Quite recently a very interesting theory
has been promulgated regarding paint.

The authors of this theory claim that a
paint should crumble off gradually in or-

der to provide a good surface for renaint-
ing, and that unless this happens the
coating will eventually become too thick.

They say that pure white lead, being the
only paint that fulfills this condition to
perfection, is the only desirable paint.
This theory may be all very well from

the point of view of the lead corroder or
of the painter—those whose profit lies in
the sale and application of paint—but
from the point of view of the man who
pays the bills, and whose property is well
or ill protected, according to the perma-
nence of the material with which it ia

painted, the theory ia not attractive.

Let those who have to buy paint, and
pay for its application, remember that
the fewer pounds of paint, at a given
price, it requires to paint their buildings,
and the longer the paint selected will

keep these buildings protected from the
weather, the better are their interests

served.
Pure lead paints certainly chalk off

rapidly enough, and become porous still

more rapidly, so that water ia admitted
through the coating of the paint long be-

fore the paint is gone. Another defect is

that these paints darken, and white lead
destroys the color of man}' brilliant pig-

ments with which it ia tinted.

Combination paints, based on zinc
white, on the other hand, do not chalk
off, do not become porous, do not darken,
and do not affect the color of other pig-

ments combined with them. I have
known a building painted with such a
combination to stand without repainting
fir sixteen years, and at the end of that
time it actually did not need repainting.

If repainting had been de«ired, however,
the surface was in excellent condition
for it.

Paint is intended to atay on, and not to

come off, and the wise house-owner will

select the "stay-on" kind, regarding his

own interests rather than those of the
manufacturer, or of the painter, whose
profits lie in frequent repainting

Stanton Dudley.

The Brown Manufacturing Company,
Zanesville, O., are among the largest

manufarturers of wagons and agricultuial

implements in the country. Thousands
of our readers know the" Brown " wagon,
the " Brown " harrow, and the " Biown "

cultivator. They are all leaders in their

line. Charles E. Hunter. Richmond, Va,
is their local agent. Send for catalogues
to either address.

Robert Watson, Esq., Mineral Ridge,

O., a well-known breeder of Shorthorns,
writes us that Messrs. Henry Blosser &
Son, of Harrisonburg, Va., have purchased
three very fine animals, one bull and two
heifers, from him, af'er having exam-
ined numerous other herds. Thi-< speaks
well for Mr. Watson's herd, which won
prizes at fairs in five different States last

year.

!.
h
? Filston Farm

Jerseys^-^-
Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

GLENCOE, MD.

The bulla from thi8 farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a little "Book of the Herd"

on request.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

I Cfl YOUNG
I 0U THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY HElrERS

and BULLS.
FOR SALE AT HARD PAN PRICES.

Blood of the famous Stoke Pogls, St.

Lambert and Coomassle blended. Paying
special attention to breeding my cattle, I have
reached a degree of excellence not surpassed

by any herd in the State. POLAND-CHINA
Pigs always on hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

Jersey Cattle, Berkshire

Hogs, Light Brahma Chickens.

STOCK FOR SALE.

A. H- WHITE, Breeder, Rock HiU, S. C.

ENGLISH SHIRES...
STALLIONS, MARES and COLTS, includ.

ing three imported animals. Also

—

POLLED DURHAMS...
YOUNG BULLS and HEIFERS. Prices

reasonable and stock registered.

JNO. I. GORDON, Mercer, Pa.

Berkshire Hogs.
A grandson of Baron Lee
Ilatheacf of herd. Twenty
pigs, both sexes, from
choicest sows, now for
sale at reasonabe prices.

Correspondence promptly answered. Pigs
eligible to registry.
WM. W. WRIGHT, Muse, Augusta Co., Va.
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GOOD ROADS CONVENTION.
We are informed that the people of Al-

bemarle county, Va.. purpose holding a

good roads; convention daring the month
of April, and have already secured a

number of gentlemen a« speakers, who
have made the mad question a subject of

Btndy. We heartily commend this move,
and 'think that everv county in the State

should go and do likewise. One thing,

however, we want to impress upon those

holding conventions, and that is. that in-

stead of merely passing resolutions, thev

shall resolve the meeting into a commit-
teeof ways and means," with full author-

ity to act in the premises, and set about

finding the money for doing work on the

roads. We have had meetings and reso-

lutions without number during the past

seven years, but they have all ended in

doing nothing. The whole question of

road improvement in the State of Vir-

ginia is simply one of finance. We have
all the material needed to make the finest

roads in the world: all we lack is a proper

system of raising the money to do the

work, and the willingness of the people
to pay. Until both cities and counties

are willing to join in the work, and
each to pay a share of the cost, noth-

ing can be done. Unless some plan of

raising the money is the result of the

holding of the convention, it might as

well never be called. We have repeated-

ly shown how this could be done without
being a greater burden than the people
could easily bear, probably without being

as great a burden as they are already
hearing, but we have utterly failed to se-

cure the concurrence of the people. The
majority prefer to struggle through mud,
and see their taxes wasted by inefficient

road surveyors, rather than to have good
roads and a wise expenditure of money
under scientific direction.

ADVANTAGES OF DIRECT BUYING.
New innovations do not, as a rule, meet

with prompt public approval. While the
American people are famous all around
the world for their business acumen and
general aptitude to think out and bring
into action new inventions and new
methods, we often show a disposition of
positive lethargy when it comes to

changing so-called fixed principles and
methods.

Certain manufacturing institutions

have in recent years inaugurated a new
system of disposing of their products
which is unqualifiedly to the advantage
of the consumer. It took courage to make
the change, but they did it. Among the
pioneers in this new method of doing
business, was the Elkhart Carriage it

Harness Mfg. Co., of Elkhart, Indiana
whose ad. appears elsewhere in this

issue. These people began this plan of
doing business twenty-six years ago. and
have adhered to it Btrictly ever since.

The result has beeeu so entirelj

ful that thev are to-day the largest man-
ufacturers of carriages and harness in

the world selling to the consumer ex-
clusively.

The advantages to the consumer are
almost beyond estimate. He get- better
goods ; better and larger selection ; better
styles and finish, and finally he buysata
much more equitable and advantageous

Rock Hill Herd.

Poland-Chinas
15 Choice Gilts SnWri&e?
farrow: 3 young boars, ready for ser-

vice, for sale. Now booking orders for

spring pigs to be shipped at weaning.

B. B. BUCHANAN, BROWNSBURG. VA.

FOR SA LEY
Choice Reg. CHESTER WHITE
and the famous 0. I. C. SWINE

ARCHIE C. ROPER,
CHARLESTOWN, JEFFERSON CO., W. VA

FOR SALE!
Five or Six THOROUGHBRED
MARES of the Purest and Best^^ m̂*^m~~~ Blood. Sound and all right.

Believed to be in foal to Imported Charaxus and Eon. Sold for no fault. I have

more than I want to keep. Also a few SHORTHORNS and SOUTHDOAVNS.

R. J. HAXCOCK. Charlottesville. Va.

TOPS
Only

Sold

.BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, Dorset Sheep,
Berkshire Ho^s.

SATISFACTION OR NO PAY.

E. M. GILXET, Verona, Baltimore Co.. Md.

ghston stock: fhrm.

Holstein-Friesian £ Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and

JERSEYS of either sex.

JXO. V. DETRICK, Somerset, Va.

CASTALIA HERD of

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thriveon leas feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cow:

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS. HEIFERS and CALVES.
see February advertisement, page 102.

Read this remarkable offer and compare Western prices:

of both sexes, from 8.50 up.

red Yearling Bulls, of choice individual merit and ancestry, from $175 up.

itered Cows, with call at foot, from S250 up.

Also animals of show-yard character, fit to enter any ring.

Visitors met at station. MURRAY BOOCOCK,
FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager. Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

Inijuirers are requested not to n^e postal cards.
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price. In dealing with the Elkhart peo-
ple there is no risk to assume, as they
ship either vehicles or harness anywhere
for examination, and guarantee every
article they manufacture and sell. Then,
too, one may deal satisfactorily from any
distance. The Elkhart Carriage & Har-
ness Mfg. Co. publish an extended illus-

trated catalogue, which they will take
pleasure in mailing to all our readers
who request it.

A NEW BULL FOR BOWMONT
FARMS.

A letter just received from A. M. Bow-
man, proprietor of Bowmont Farms, Sa-

lem, Va., informs us that he has just

purchased from Maplecroft Farm, Paw
ling, N. Y„ at a long price, the handsome
young Jersey bull " Admiral St. Lam-
bert," No. 5133S. This young bull is a
double grandson of the great Stoke Pogis
5th, who has 24 daughters and 130 grand-
daughters with tests ranging from 14 to

30 lbs. of butter in 7 days. The dam of
Admiral St. Lambert is the famous, pure
St. Lambert cow, " Flower of Meridale,"
No. 64537, who has a butter record of 26
lbs. 11$ oz. in 7 days, and whose milk
record is 53 lbs. 8 oz. for one day, 1,500

lbs. 4 oz. for 30 days, and 10,129 lbs. and
12 oz. 10 months. This bull will be used
upon the daughters of " Ethel's John
Bull, No. 29005," who has been at the

head of the Bowmont Farms' herd for

the past 6 years. Ethels' John Bull is a
grandson of Crocus of St. Lambert, who
had a butter record of 17 lbs. 12 oz. in 7

days, and was full sister to the great

Mary Anne of St Lambert, whose offi-

cial test of 36 lbs. 12^ oz. of butter in 7

days, astonished the dairy world, and
crowned her as the " Queen of Jersey
cows."

OF INTEREST TO ADVERTISERS.

The issue of the Directory of the Amer-
ican Press for 1899, published by the

large Newspaper and Magazine Agency of

Lord & Thomas, Chicago, 111., has just

appeared. This neat little book, besides

having all its usual interesting features,

to-wit : a complete list of all publications

in the United States and Canada, con-

tains many new and interesting features

which testify to the enterprise of the com
pilers. This is the first Newspaper Di
rectory to enumerate the several bor-

oughs of Greater New York ; it is also

the first to list the papers published in

Porto Rico, Cuba, Ilawaian and Philip-

pine Islands. This feature alone will

make it of great interest to advertisers

who desire to join in the new policy of
expansion, by bringing their wares before

the people of our new possessions. The
book throughout evidences the care with
which it is compiled, and it is bound to

meet with the appreciation that it de-

serves.

We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of John I. Gordon,
Mercer, Pa., who offers our readers some
choice stock in the shape of English Shire

horses and Polled Durham cattle. The
former, he claims, are as good as can be
found in the country, while the latter are

all double standard.

IS SHORT-HORNS
YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE!

Champion Cup, 121743, the great son of the famous Cup Bearer, 62692,

and Warrior Brave, 121617, by Knight of the Thistle, 108656, at the head of

our herds.

Our cattle are of the purest strains ; including Pure Scotch and Scotch

Topped Bates, representing such noted families as the famous Duchess, Rose
of Sharon, Young Mary, Josephine, Illustrious, Moss Rose, and the great

Cruicksbank Gwendolines and Secrets.

15 TO 20 BULL CAIiVES
from 3 to 6 months, sired by the above-named sires. Also 3 yearling

Bulls.

Correspondence solicited. Satisfaction guaranteed.

For further particulars and prices, call on or address

—

W. W. BENTLEY,
Pulaski City, Va.

JNO. T. COWAN,
Cowan's Mills, Va.

HIGH-BRED ENGLISH
Pigs™ BERKSHIRE

These pigs are sired by Sir John Bull, of N. Benjafield's

herd, of Motconibe, England, who is patronized by

—

Her Majesty the Queen

:

His Royal Highness Duke of Connaught;
His Royal Highness Duke of York

; ,

His Royal Highness Prince Christian, etc.

Imported by me last November. Dams of the purest

and most aristocratic families of English blood. Pedi-

grees furnished with every pig. A rare chance for

entirely foreign and new blood for your herds.

41 Fig's now on hand at one-third
Western Prices

Address THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

Registered Berkshires
"MAYOR OF BILTMORE" at Head of Hy Herd.

Write for my prices on pigs before purchas-

ing elsewhere. I can furnish you the finest

stock at reasonable prices.

I also offer Holstein-Friesians (Nether-

lands, Pietertjes and Clothilde), all rich, heavy
milkers. All of my cattle are magnificent

specimens of the breed.

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorns and Plymouth Rock Chickens.

Correspondence solicited.

souiifJSRN) R yS T. O. SAX»Y, Biirkeville. Va.
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JADOO FIBRE.
With reference to the value of Jadoo

Fibre fur growing plants, the American
Jadoo Company has received the follow-

ing letter from a well known gardener:
EvKR'iREEN. Ala., Feb 3, 1S99.

The American Jidoo Co., Philadelphia

:

Gentlemen,—The 500 lbs. of Jadoo
Fihre I had ordered of you came to hand
alxmt two weeks ago in perfect order.

The freight was moderate $3.10).

Although I only had the material on
hand about two weeks, I am much
pleased with it. and am sorry I did not
order !,0 K) lbs. at once. The only thing

I have used it for, so far. is tomato plants.

I had them planted in flats before 1 re

ceived the Jadoo. When I gotitlworked
some of it between the rows, and the re-

sult is that 1 have the beet lot of tomato
plants of all the gardeners here. They
are complaining of damping off and
spindling, and 1 do not. 1 am about one
month ahead of them already. I am
transplanting them in cold frames with
Jadoo, and find that in that short time
the roots iiave stopped going down in the
dirt, but have taken possession of the
Jadoo, and transplant beautifully. It is

a success so far.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) F. Fkemin, Gardener.
Late gardener of the Missouri Agricul-

tural College, and also of the Alabama
Experiment Station.

Our readers are referred to an adver-
tisement of this article elsewhere in this

issue.

FIXE PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Mr. George H. Morris, Ashland, Va.,

sends us the following letter for publi-

cation :

Hewlett, Va., ifar. 4, 1899.

Mr. Geo. Harrison Morris, Ashland, Ya.

Dear Sir,—Should have acknowledged
receipt of cockerels (3) before this. They
came in first-class shape, and condition.
In Canada and in this country I have
made a specialty of breeding B. Ply-
mouth Rocks, and have won quite a num-
ber of prizes, and have paid as high as
$18.00 for males. In fact was " some
pumpkins " in that line. Yet, I must ad-
mit I never raised or owned as fine birds
as those you sent me, and one of them was
the peer of any 1 have ever seen. Thank-
ing you for the most satisfactory deal in

live' stock I have had in the United
States, I am, Yours truly,

H. Mackay.
Mr. Morris is gratified at the receipt of

such candid letters from total " strangers
in a strange land."

The Supe-vising Committee of the Ex-
periment Farm at Southern Pines, N. C.,

have just issued a very valuable and im
portant work on •' Plant Food." The
book is well printed and handsomely
illustrated with many fine pictures It
would pay farmers to read this book,
which, we understand, can be obtained
free by sending to the Director, Experi-
ment Farm, Southern Pines, X. ('.

Hood's Sarsapari 11a never disappoints.
It may be taken for impure and impov-
erished blood with perfect confidence
that it will cure.

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

St. Lambert Jerseys

whose dam, Ethel of
, Shelburne, grand-

dam Crocus of St. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Mary Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces in 7 days.

whose dam, Flow-
,
erof Meridale.has

butter record of 26 lbs., 11%'oz., in 7 days, and
a daily milk record of 53 lbs., t> oz.

Several extra-fine Bulls and Heifers for sale.

AUo Indian Game. Barred P. Rock. White
Leghorn and White Wyandotte fowls.

BOWMONT FARMS, Salem, Va.

ADMIRAL ST. LAMBERT NO. 51338.

WANTED.
FARMERS and BREEDERS to Know

That they can buy the best Thoroughbred

CATTLE, 6HROPSHIRE SHEEP,
POLAND-CHINA, BERKSHIRE
and CHESTER.HOGS.'and.PIGS at

LiTlng Prices.

fOpP from White Holland Turkeys, Barred
LUUO Plymouth Rock and S Iver Wyan-
dotte Chickens, P.k'n Ducks and White
Guineas. Sold in small lots, or at greatly re-

duced prices in lots of 100 more.

If you me.in bu ineis, describe your wants.

Highlands Stock and Poultry farm,
R. B. ITTLSOH, Owner and Proprietor. Fancy Hill. Va.

FEED MILLS
We make orer 85 sizes and styles of Ruhr Stone Mill.. 2 horse power and up. It has
been our specialty tor nearlr fifty years. A buhr stone mill is the best and only mill
suitable tor all kinds of erlnding on the farm. Easiest kept la order, lasts a lifetime.
large capacity, less power.

titt <rur n«w book on Mills before vou buy.
H0RDYKE& HARMON CO.. Flour Mill Builders.

It 10(0 pay you.
105 Da» St, Indlanipollt, Ind.
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A NOVEL SCHEME.
Mr. F. B. Mills, the enterprising seeds

man of Rose Hill, N. Y., whose succes^

has been most remarkable, made ''si

largely on account of his enterprise and
fair dealing, has devised another schetm
that is equally as forceful and attractive

The ten cent due bill that he furnishes to

all who write him for a catalogue is

proving a very liberal offer, and our read-

ers need have no fear that they will be
unfairly dealt with. Better send at once
for catalogue and get a due bill which
will help pay your season's seeds.

The object in making this liberal offer

is to induce those not acquainted with
Mr. Mills to try his seeds for this season.
Mr. Mills feels confident that one sea-

son's trial will make a permanent cus-

tomer.

REMEDIES WORTH REMEM-
BERING.

For sudden hoarseness, a lump of bo-
rax the size of a pea dissolved in the
mouth.
For croup, a cloth wrung out of hot

water.
Tepid water, as an emetic.
For constipation, hot water taken freely

before bedtime.
For headache, application of hot water

to the back of the neck and the feet.

For earache, a bit of cotton soaked in

oil and sprinkled with pepper. Or, the
core of a warm boiled onion.
To bathe weak eyes, salt water.
For cramp in the foot, pressing the

hollow of the foot against something
round and hard.
For threatened pneumonia, a plaster of

soft soap and cornmeal.
Covering a burn with powdered soda,

or soda water.
For loose bowels, drinking hot milk.
For ivy poisoning, wood ash lye,

washed off with warm water and vase-
line applied.
For earache, a hop-bag wrung from hot

vinegar.
For legache, wrapping it in salt water,

and then in flannel.

For diarrheea, tablespoonful of raw
flour in a glass of water, taken in two
doses, half an hour apart.

For sore throat, a compress of cold
water.
For nose bleed, tannin snuffed.
For bilious colic, soda and ginger in hot

water.
For tickling in the throat, gargling

with salt and water.

An Irish lady, having had a few hot
words with her husband one day, had
occasion, a few moments after, to send
her servant for some fish for dinner.
"Bridget," said the mistress, "go down
to the town at once, and get me a plaice,"
" Indade, an' I will, ma'am," said Brid-

get; "and I may as well get wan for

meself, for I can't stand the masther no
more than yerself."

Mistress (angrily) :
" See, Bridget, I

can write my name in the dust on this

mantelpiece."
Bridget (admiringly): "There's nothin'

like eddication, after all, is there, mum T"

UGANDA A. J. C. C. 60336.

H^i

The illustration shows a strong working cow. She is a daughter of Matilda's Stoke
Pogis, who had 96 per cent of the blood of Stoke Pogis 3d and 5th. Uganda has
milked, on regular dairy feed, 44 pounds a day, and, on same feed in her stall with
the rest of the herd, showed bv Babcock that she could make 17 pounds, 9 ounces
of butter.

This is a typical daughter of Matilda's Stoke Pogis, and his blood is the foundation
of the large herd of Jerseys at the Filston Farm. This herd numbers over 325 head,
and is one of the largest, if not the largest, in this country. The cows have been
bred for milk fur the past eighteen years, and have reached a high state of produc-
tion. The farm is located at Glencoe, Md., twenty miles north of Baltimore, on the
N. C. R., and covers 1,500 acres. The managfr is Asa B. Gardiner, Jr.

HF.KEFflRit rATTlE.- Calves, entitled to registration, $50 to $75. Calves by " Sir Edward "

grades, $20 to 830.

NHHdl's'MRr. KHF.F.P Bucks, one year old and over. $12.50 to $20. Ewes, one year to three
vcars' old. 510 to 812. Buck .Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15, $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
i to 15. 85.50.

POl.AMi-t HI.V 4 H«G«—Pigs, six weeks' old, $5. Pigs, three months, $6.50. Pigs, five
mouths and over, 89 to 815.

BHO.V7.K TirR KEYS.—Pairs, $6; trios. 88.50. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

PI/TJIOITTH ROCKS.—Pairs, $2.25; trios,S3; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

JirSfflVT I>I7CIi>. -Pairs, $1.50; trios, 82 25. Eggs, per sitting, $1.50.

WILLIAM L. Jr.. No. 21058. half brother of Axtell, is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares foi $25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures. Colts by w illiam L, Jr.,
21058, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

HENS B
F
E
o
E
R
D LAYING

Instead of Introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a great strain of

laying HAP.RED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to our noted show birds of this

breed. EGOJS. 81.00 persetting; larger quantities much cheaper. STOCK, $1.00 up. Improve
your nock and make It pay. Best of references.

OEO. HARBISON 2COBKIS, Ashland. Va.
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THE SPRING OF 1861 IX KICHM< >ND.

Paring a recent visit to Richmond, as I

walked the streets, each spot brought
memories of the stirring and event-

ful scenes enacted in or mar that city

thirty-odd vears ago. Seeing the citizens

now quietly pursuing peaceful avoca

tii. ns, it seemed almost like a dream, a

freak of the imagination, to picture Rich-

mond (as she was then), a great political

and military centre, the eyes of the whole
civilized world turned upon her and
watching her destinies.

The Bpring of 1861 was a fateful one to

Richmond—indeed, to the whole South,

(in the llth of February, a convention

had assembled in Richmond to deliberate

on the question of secession. On the 13th

of April, the city was wildly agitated by
receiving news of the taking of Fort

Sumter, and the popular excitement

vented itself in the booming of cannon.
Immediately afterwards came Lincoln's

iion for Virginia to furnish her
quota of troops to help keep down the
rebellion, and this turned the scale in

regard to the secession of Virginia. On
Wednesday, April 17th, the convention
silently announced their decision to the
people by hoisting the Confederate flag, at

midday, on the roof of the Capitol. The
question however, was referred back to

the people, and they, by their votes, con-

tinued tbedecisionof the convention. On
the l9thof April, an uprising took place in

Baltimore, and after this, recruits poured
in daily from Maryland. On the same
day, the blockade of the Southern ports

was proclaimed, and that night we had a

grand illumination and torch-light pro-

cession in Richmond. Every one seemed
wild with excitement and high spirits,

not realizing the terrible magnitude of
the struggle we were entering on, but
confident that cotton and Southern valor

together would carry the day. Indeed,
there was a saying in those days that

"cotton is king.

On Sunday, April _'l>t, we had an ex-

citing day in Richmond. Just as the con-

gregations were dismissed from church,
« e heard the appalling toll of the alarm-
hell, and the rumor spread like wild-

cat the Pawnee (a man-of-war) was
coming up the river to bombard the city.

In a little while the whole city was in a

tumult, and numbers of men flocked
down to RockettB, the steamboat landing

low Richmond. Countrymen, too,

catching the rumor, hastened thither, one
Of them flourishing a scythe in his hand
and vowing he was going to mow down
the Yankees with it. About the middle
of the afternoon, however, the public be-

came convinced that the Pawnee was a
fake-, and the crowd at Rocketts dis-

banded.
( in Thursday, April 25th, the lirst de-

tachment of South Carolinians reached
Richmond, and troop- now came pouring
in daily from all parts Of the South.
Their animus was bouvant, hopeful ami
enthusiastic. We needed no drafting in

tl lays. The men of the South seemed
animated by the spirit of Motherwell's
"Song of the Cavalier," and eagerly re-

sponded when "Death's couriers, fame
and honor," called them to the held.

Even lads of sixteen or seventeen, the

Seed corn of our population, COUld not be

jeRsey and ^
GUeRNSeY CftTTLG

Berkshire Hogs
A fine lot of Young Boars, 100 lbs. and over, large enough for any service, $10 each. Young

Sows, same size, $10 each. Pigs, $10 per pair.

Light Brahma and Plymouth Rock Fowls at low prices, according to quality.

Pekin Ducks, $1 00 each. EGGS, carefully packed, $1.00 per dozen. Fox Terrier

Puppies, great ratters, $5 00 each, either sex.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

I|L
| W^ ^^ 20x4 River Seine, 1 inch mesh. 9 thread 'Oc.

IXI fm W^ 30x6 River Seine, 1 -inch mesh, 9-thread 41.55

| H LaW 40x6 River Seine, 1-inch mesh, 12 thread $2 55

TROT LINES. SEINE TWINE, STAGING, FISH-"f"^ IV I TT^^
ING TACKLE, PAULINS, CANVAS GOODS.... | LIN I ^3

Complete Sporting Goods Catalogue Free. We guarantee satisfaction or money refunded.

J. H. SUTCLIFFE & CO., Louisville, Ky., Exclusive Mail Order House.

A
TTENTIONJobaccoGrowers^Truckers

I have a machine that will sow your fertilizers perfectly. One horse opens the row
and sows the fertilizer in a stream about 8 inches wide, any quantity per acre dt sired.

Perfect Work, Easy Draught, and Uniformly Ripe Tobacco Secured.

Our best farmers here use them. Every one who sows fertilizer in the row for any
crop needs it, for this work cannot be done right by hand.

First sale, $12.50. Address CEPHAS N. STACY, Amelia C. H., Va.

WE SAVE FARMERS 40 PER CENT. FEMfffis
I We Bell you direct—Actually pay you salesman's expenses and agent's profit. Write for

I free sample and book. TBE SCIENTIFIC FERTILIZER CO., PITTSBURG, PA.

WHAT CAME FROM THE SOIL WE RETURN TO THE SOIL.

Vegetable/Animal Fertilizers
G^MADE BY^D

AMERICAN REDUCTION COMPANY, of Pittsburgh, Pa
*©*Write to J. W. SHOWALTER, (Jood's Mills, Va., for Circular and Prices.

FARMERS!iSEST: FERTILIZERS
Pure Ground Animal Bone,
Flesh, Blood and Bone,

Flesh and Blood.
Good for all Crops and Permanent Improvers of the Soil

MATERIALS FOB HOME-MIXING in any
quantities at wholesale prices

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF,
23 1

.. West Broad Street, BICHMOND, VA.
FOR SALE BY-Farmers' Supply Co 1433 E. Main St.;

T. W. Wood £• Sons, Seedsmen. 132:! E. Main St.; .1. A. Ren-
uolds & Bro., 17011 B. Fruuklin St.
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Astonishing The Nations!
That has always been the way with the AXcCorn

Always New! Always in Front! Always Leading

The most Modern of all Machines!

Equally at home in Oriental wheat fields and American prairie lands.

Always the same. Always efficient, buy a .ncCOR«mcK buy a .nccoRmcK
TODDCR SHREDDER. REAPER.

BUY A AcCOR^lCK BUY A McCORAVICK BUY A HcCORniCK BUY A "IcCORMICK
BINDER. MOWER. CORN HARVESTER. RAKE.

restrained from going to the army. Every
afternoon, the Richmond ladies (and
especially the younger ones) would go
out to see the raw recruits drill. A little

further on in this war, they sometimes
1 rilled on the Capiiol Square, but more
generally on the spot that was then the
Fair Grounds, but which is now known
as Monroe Park. "The Mocking Bird"
was a very favorite air with the band at

drill time, although there was nothing
martial about it. This was played nearly
every evening, followed by "Twinkling
Stars."

A little diary I kept during the spring
of 1861 enables me to be accurate about
the dates of different occurrences that
happened then.
On Wednesday, May 29th (so says my

little chronicle). President Davis took up
his quarters in Richmond—a large, hand-
some house on Leigh street being as-

signed him as his residence—the same
that is now used as the Confederate Mu-
seum. On the following Saturday, June
1st, Beauregard reported himself and
was assigned to his command. Rich-
mond by this time had assumed a new
character, having become a point of the
utmost strategic interest and importance.
Socially, too, it received a great impetus
by being made the Capital of the Con-
federacy. It had possessed fine social

elements of its own, before the war, and
now to these were added the talented
and distinguished, " the pearl of beauty
and flower of chivalry" from all parts of
the South. Of course, there was much
dross amidst this immense floating

population, but take it all in all, I doubt
whether you could have found a gayer
or more elegant society in Paris than in

Richmond from 1861 to lSbo. Davis and
his Cabinet, the Confederate Congress,
the officers who came to report to the
President, or to spend their furloughs in

Richmond, the distinguished foreigners

whom curiosity or sympathy with us
drew thither, all these contributed to

lend brilliancy and prestige to Rich-

mond society during the War.
Mary W. Early.

THE FENCE THAT FENCES.

MRICANs^WOVEN WIRE FENCEA*Large, strong wires, heavily galvanized. Tension Curve at every tnter-AA section of main strands and stay wires, provides tor expansion and contrac-

^H« tion. The •American" Fence is made of Best Bessemer Steel Wires, on most
™ ™ advanced principles. Its thorough efficiency

is proven under all circumstances as a safe and sure

fence to turn cattle, horses, hogs and pigs.

EVERY ROD GUARANTEED.

INVESTIGATE the merits of the

AMERICAN FENCE
at our agency in

your nearest town.

If you can't find

such an agency,

write us for com-
plete catalogue and
we will see you are

supplied.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO., New York or Chicago.

AMERICAN FIELO FENCE, Regular Style, stays 12 or 6 ins. apart

The "ESCORT" BUGGY.
The Best Buggy In America for the Money.

Leather Quarters and Back Stays. Leather Cushions
and Backs. Material, workmanship and st.\le are strictly

correct. IS99 pattern. Corning or piano box. Drop axle.

End springs. This is the buggy that usually retails for

SfiO.00. Upon receipt ONE DOLLAR we will

ship this beautiful bugsy C. O. D. If you
find It the best buaay you ever saw for the
monev. pay our draft for $?.7.ti"> anil frelsrht

charges, averasintr about 13.00. Exact Freight

quoted on application. Free catalogue Buggies,
Phaetons, Surreys. Spring Wagons, Harness
and Horse Goods.

J. H. SUTCLIFFE&CO.,
227 West Main Street. LrOUISVIIiLE. KY.

References.—German Bank, Louisville, Ky. ; Fourth National Bank, Nashville

Enclose 2c. stamp and write tnem.

^^^SUCCESSOR FAILURE>
--^•HTsun. If you start rlghl you hare a better cSasea 01 BOi - - - J SUItH|

i„neo» the buj Reliable Incubators and Brooders.i.
ally and atuu.il tail ot good results, our luLUKl BOOK, .'»-uage=.ij(H
;m and a tll.'U* iml .'tin : tiling V"ii slmuM ku-w al-ut |"'Ullr;. . \\ e send -^
RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO., Box B 111 Quiocy, i||.
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A "DODDIE" WARNING.
The motto of Scotland is Nemo meim-

-" No one wounds me with
impunity." The spirit of that motto I

have endeavored to reflect in the follow-

ing verses

:

Ye Hereford cbiela, tak care o' yersels,

An' no be sae daurin' big bodies,
For little ye ken the stamp o' the men
That are breedin' the bonnie black

" doddie."

They're peaceable folk an' nae guid tae
provoke.

An' their herts aye are warm as a toddy,
But jist haeaearehoo ye rub gin the hair
0' the man that is rearin' the "doddie."

For he'll no be abused an' he'll fecht
when he's roosed,

He'll no leave a hale bane in yer bodies,
An' aft will ye rue the day that ye threw
Ony mud at the bonnie black "doddies."

Tho' his beasts be nae horned they're no
tae be scorned,

Nor mentioned wi' onything toady,
While we ken verra weel horns spring

frae the deil,

An' there's nane o' his bluid in a
" doddie."

The Short-horn men hae some manners,
ye ken,

An' are no near sae likely tae prod ye,
But we'll see yet nae doot the whfte-

faeed galoot
A doflin' his hat tae the " doddie."

Sae guid lurk tae the "doddie" wi' sonsy
black body

They're first baith at home an' abroad
aye,

Sae gie them their due an' their ribbons
o' blue.

Hurrah forthefamed Buchan "doddie!"—Alec Rale, in Breeders' Gazette.

BOVINE SPEECHES.
" Friends," said an agitator, at a meet-

ing of Irish Home Rulers, "the cup of
our trouble is running over, and it is not
yet full." Delightfully bovine as that is,

the following are closely related to it:
An Irish poacher, up before a magis

trate. made this defence: ' Indade, your
worships, the only bird I shot was a rab-
bit; and I knocked that down with a
stick."

At a meeting where a committeeWas
hem..' condemned forits management, the
speaker said, " Perhaps von think that in
our rommittee half do the work, and
the other half do nothing. As a matter
of fact, gentlemen, the reverse is the
case."
An Irish workman, being at a'lodging-

le.u-e. and having t„ rise very early for
work, arranged to be called. After he had
gone to sleep gome of his " palH" blacked
In- face. When I'at got up and I to] ed
in tin- glass he exclaimed, "Arrah! and
shure they've called the wrong man."—
i outh's < 'ompanion.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can he had for 25 cents. Addren
our Business OUice.

Jadoo Fibre ** Moo Liquid
Are Invaluable to the Growers of

Vegetables. Fruit. Plants or Flowers

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES.

For Sale by all prominent Seedsmen, and by

The American Jadoo Company,
829 Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole
Koot Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.

$ APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

QUINCES. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
>^V/'"/< BERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, ETC.. EVERGREENS.

s, > .-- ORNAMENTAL TREES AND 8HRUB8.
|L ^^POLAND CHINA PIGS.^-^

^toSStfSBRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN AND.
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.**E/ WRITB FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQU..

J. B. WATKINS & BRO..
HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

Mention Southern Planter when you write.

THE "GENUINE" BROWN CULTIVATOR.
THIS IS OUR REGULAR STEEL BEAM CULTIVATOR,

rocker couplings and
en beams. The shovels

arc 1 1 tied to .slutted attachments which admit of chang-
ing the position of the shovels so as to throw the earth to
or from the row.

Of special advantage in hilling for potatoes, etc.

>r four
Steel
large

This cultivator is equipped with four shovels,
shovels and two bull tongues, as ordered.

wheels ami fenders. It Is a most satisfactory and desirable implement. Send for on
Illustrated catalogue before buying. We Rend it. free upon request.

BROWN MANUFACTURING CO. Box 20, ZANESVtLLE, OHIO

CHAS E. HUNTER, Agt., 1528 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.

TEA SET
56 PIECES.

introd... .„

.

boxes of rJllRiitas ,.

n Silv.T, i)ni, ,1

FREE
Full size for family use, heautl-

\ A most artistic design. A rare chance. You can get
china lea set A one dozm silver plated tea spoons fur

Is. \\ e mean what we mi v A: will give this heauilful tea
,
ree if voii comply with the extraordinary oiler we send
i taking advantage of this ndveri foment. To quickly
digestion & torpid liver, if you agree to pell only six
' mail, when sold send \i<* the money & we send you
iG p eee china tea s<t same day money is received. Thia
curved Die spoons and teasel for selling our Pills are
t. .1 30 WKftX I3th St.,NJiW YOLK CITY.

Mentlou the Southern Planter whin you writ*.
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REVISED

The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. ""« ""TH

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va. So 00 $5 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va I 00 1 25

The Times, " " 1 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 I 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00

RoundTable 100
" Bazaar 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00

The Washington Post 75

Breeders' Gazette 2 00

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00

Country Gentleman 2 00

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00

3outhern Churchman, " " ... 2 00

Central Presbyterian, " "
... 2 00

Christian Advocate, " "
... 2 00

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00

Horseman 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00

300
2 50

4 00

300
300
1 00

1 00

. 1 25

1 00

. 1 00

St. Nicholas "

Lippincott's "

Harpers' "

Forum "

Scribner's "

Cosmopolitan "
,

Munsey "

Strand "

McClure's "

Puritan, "

Review of Reviews 2 50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at
the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage ot our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
oorrespondenee.

We furnish no sample aopitt of other periodl-
oaU. '

Seed House of the South.

mfw" 9%

RANDALL
GRASS,

johnson
GRASS,

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD »\l» GARDEN SEEDS of
every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in which

are BAGLAXD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS,

-WE ALSO SELL.

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Bone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.
Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.
ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fiity acres under cultivation. 'Write us
if you contemplate planting'. Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T_ HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.
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$500 IN GOLD!
The "Planet Jr." No. 4 Combined Seeder and Wheel Hoe is a dozen

tools in one. It sows in drills or drops in hills at any distance, opening,

I sowing, covering, rolling and marking the next row, all at once; it is several

[kinds of wheel hoe, cultivator, rake and plow, changing to either very quickly.

For all-season work in small crops, many farmers need no other tool.

The Dew "Planet Jr" descriptive catalogue includes this year a regular picture gallery
-sixteen full pages of fine photographic views of field scenes in America, Europe, Aus-
tralia, etc.. showing this and the various "Planet Jr." hand and horse tools at work. It's

intensely interesting. Write for a copy—sent free. c . a i cm jc. m
OCnn in Pnlrl for the best gardens in 1899. *• *" ALLbIN « CO.
OOUU Ifl UulU Write for particulars. Box 1107 U Philadelphia. \

GOD WILL .SPRINKLE SUNSHINE.

If you should see a fellow man with
trouble's flag unfurled,

An' lookin' like he didn't have a friend

in all the world,
Go up and slap him on the back, and

holler, " How d'you do?"
And grasp his hand so warm he'll know

he has a friend in you.
Then ax him what's a-hurtin' him, an'

laugh his cares away,
An' tell him how the darkest night is

just before the day.
Don't talk in graveyard palaver, but say

it right out loud,

That God will sprinkle sunshine in the
trail of every cloud.

This world at best is but a hash of pleas-

ure and of pain

;

Some days are bright and sunny, and
some all sloshed with rain.

And that's just how it ought to be, for

when the clouds roll by
We'll know just how to 'predate the

bright an' smilin' skv.
So learn to take it as it comes an' don't

sweat at the pores
Because the Lord's opinion don't coincide

with yours;
But always keep rememberin', when

care your life enshrouds.
That God has lots of sunshine to spill

behind the clouds.—James Whitcomb Riley.

A PUNNING WOMAN.
Doubtless the female punster, a guest

at a dinner party where a bishop was
present, recalled to the prelate Dr.
Holme's remark: "People that make
puns are like wanton boys that put cop
pers on the railroad tracks." The Balti-
more Sua tells the story.

"By the way." said the woman, "do
you know that there are times when it is

dangerous to enter an Episcopal church T"
" What is that, madam?' said the

bishop, with great dignity, straightening
himself u|) in his chair.

"I say there are times when it is posi-
tively dangerous to enter the church,"
she replied.

"That cannot be," said the bishop. Pray
explain, madam.

" Why," caid she, " it is when there is a
canon in the reading desk, a big gun in

the pulpit, when the bishop is charging
his clergy, the choir murdering the
anthem, and the organist is trying to
drown the choir."— Youth's Compa

The Implement Co.
ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL FARM TOOLS.

Evans' Corn Planters
Have no equal for regularity of
work. With or without ferti-

lizer attachment.

Eureka Corn Planters
The old reliable H. M. Smith
pattern.

ENGINES, SAWMILLS,
THRESHERS,
HORSE POWERS,
Estimates on application.

We have a second-hand 8 or 10

horse power

TRACTION ENGINE.

Can be used as a porU ble or station-

ary engine. Low price.

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES,
HARNESS of all kinds.

Wagons, Barb W:re, Roofing,
4/VD ALL. KINDS OF

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
Catalogue Free.

THE IMPLEMENT CO.
1526 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.
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The Best Way to Cultivate is with the—

v

Disc Implements.depends on theOften one half the crop
preparation of the soil.

AVERY'S INVINCIBLE DISC PLOW goes deep and throws the heat furrow of
anv tool of its kind. Will bury almost any vegetable growth. The TORNADO DISC
HARROW is supplied with anti-friction end washers and runs smoothly and lightly.

No side draft. The REVOLUTION DISC CULTIVATOR (Riding) has scored its

third year of unqualified success Positively the best implement for "laying by" any
crop. Send for circulars, giving fuller description of this machine. We also handle
the Disc Grain Drills

The UNION One-Horse Corn Drill

(With or Without Fertilizer Attachment)

Is one of the finest tools of its kind made.

It will plant accurately corn, peas, beans,

sorghum, broom corn, garden seeds, etc.

Plates can be changed quickly and easily.

Send for circulars.

We are agents for Qaar, Scott & Co.'s

Portable and Traction Engines, Three-

way Threshers, Clover Hul.ers, Saw
Mills, etc.

Write us for prices on any farm tools, etc.

Call and see us when in town.

FARMERS' SUPPLY CO., 1433 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

The "KEYSTONE" Weeder
EXPANDS FROM 30 INCHES TO 7 FEET.

The Successful Weeeder of the day. Enters tlie ground
like a -wedge and runs as "steady as a jug."

As a child fears a centipede, so grass and weeds fly before

the Keystone Weeder. Thousands sold during season of

1898, and testimonials without number the result.

Get over the land often, and kill out the weeds when they

first show themselves.

Twelve to fifteen acres a day with a weeder. The

only weeder that will not jump and run unsteady.

It not only works "to beat the band," but it beats

the weeds and grass.

HI SHE ffll-fIEINI nous.

RICHMOND, VH.
HEADQUARTERS...

For the Improved Tools of the Day.
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Seasonable Goods Ready for 1899
AT LOW PRICES. ALL GOODS GUARANTEED,

THE BEST IN THE COUNTRY!

TIGER All-Steel Bay Rakes.
For 1 and 2 Horses.

Bement and '• Continental *"
Disc Culti-

vator and Combined Disc Harrow,

also Stalk Cutter Attachment.

Double-Row P. F. and TIGER Planters

at Bottom Prices.

HARROWS of all kinds.

Write for 1899 Catalogues.

"F. F." COHN DRILL, with and without
Fertilizer Attachment.

SMITH'S EUREKA CORN PLANTER.

MOT LIFT FROM THE GROUND.

'MICHIGAN and CAHOON SEED SOWERS.

CHAMPION and WHITELY Steel Mowers,

Reapers and Binders.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN Farm Wagons.
Carts and Buggies.

The TIGER All-Me!al DISC HARROW—
Automatic Lever.

ROSS
Fodder and Ensilage

Cutters, Shredders,

and Swivel carriers.

IDEAL FEED MILL AM) HORSE POWER.
Two machines in one, at about the same price of either separate. Is adapted for either

twoor four horses. Will grind feed, run a feed cutter, shelter or wood saw nt the same
time. A valuable machine for every farmer.

EAR CORN GRINDING.
By the use of a special head, made for the purpose, ear corn can be ground as readily as

shelled grain. The burrs are cone-shaped, and made with special reference to grinding
ear corn in the largest possible quantity with the least expenditure of power. It is in-

terchangeable with the Bhelled grain head.

Ross Feed Cutters. Powers and Corn and Cob Mills, and Combined Power and Feed

Mills always on land. Genuine Oliver Chilled Plows and Repairs.

Genuine Brown Single and Double Shovel Plows and Steels.

CHAS. E. HUNTER,
1528 EAST MAIN STREET,
RICHMOND.VA.

JAMES 0. HENING, of Powhatan Co., Va., Gen'l Manager. HOWARD J. NUCKOLS, of Henrico Co., Va., Salesman.
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RGANIZED;.| fta

jTfir e sTivilar inej

ASSETS.
DIRECTORS

:

Wm. H. Palmer, D. O. Davis,
E. B. Addison, E J. Willis,
Thomas Potts Wm. Josiah Leake,

W. Otto Noltiug.

President.
Secretary.

We Bind...
Your Magazines, Southern

.

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.

Satisfactory work guaranteed.

Job Printing Neatly Executed

S, B, ADKINS & CO,
RICHMOND, VA.

A TOOL OF MANY USES.

You Can do Many Things With the " Iron Age " Combined Drill and Hoe.

The combined seed drill

and wheel hoe, illustrated

below, shows only one of
many of the wonderful "Iron
Age " labor-saving imple-
ments.
This tool is a whole tool-

house of itself. It is a per-
fect seed drill, double wheel
hoe and single wheel hoe.

It will sow weed, cultivate,

'/fye^ *^& rake and plow—in fact, it"38L will do all the work that

^^SS-» could be desired in a garden
or truck patch. The wheels
are made of steel, 16 inchex
hiqh ; the frame is made of

pipe coupled to malleable castings. The aich is high, so that 20 inch plants can be
cultivated without injury. The combination is such that it can be quickly changed
to a perfect double or single wheel hoe, as may be desired ; while the seed drill, which
is a perfect one, can be quickly attached or removed. This tool, in common with the
other well-known "Iron Age" implements, is having a large sale throughout the
country.

The handsome " Iron Age" catalogue sent free to all mentioning this paper. Ad-
dress Bateman Mfg. Co., Box 167, Grenloch, N. J.

Drill and Wheel Hoe.

Oh, it is great, and there is no other
greatness—to make one nook of God's
creation more fruitful, better, more
worthy of God ; to make some human
heart a little wiser, manlier, happier

—

more blessed—less accursed.—Carlyle.

Oh, there is slumbering good in all,

And we, perchance, may wake it

;

Our hands contain the magic wand
;

This life is what we make it."

To Stock-Raisers
and Dealers.

I desire to stock a small place. I have been
in the piano and music business for 35 j-ears,
and would like to exchange entire or in part
Fianos or organs for stock required on a farm.
guarantee honorable dfaling, cash prices and

perfect satisfaction, and expect the same in
return. Address—

F. W. WALTER, Staunton, Va.

PLANTERS mil PLAHT
CORN. REAS, BEANS. Etc.

ANY NUMBER OF CRAINS.

Write Us Your Wants.

ANY DISTANCE APART.

We Manufacture and Offer Our Standard Makes

:

The CA.RDWELL,
With or Without Fertilizer Attachment.

The JBURBKA.^^
AND THE

The CBNTENNIA.JL,
With Fertilizer Attachment.

We Have Some Bargains in Farming Implements.

The CARDWELL MACHINE C0./
ineteenth & Cary sts-

RICHMOND, VA.
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Shadeland Denmark.
KINC OF SADDLE STALLIONS.

•' Goes the gaits so smoothly one can almost write with pen

and ink while on his back."

1st He is a great individual.

2d. He comes from a long line of great ancestors (see pedigree).

3d. He has proved himself a grand success as a sire.

4th. His disposition Is perfect-never saw him offer to bite or kick.

5th. These horeesare selling for fancy prices t<vday:S^™S re-

fused for Bhadeland Denmark when three years old . « -^0 has beea

refused for his sire; two of his half brothers sold for Sl.'«iO and Sl.bOO,

two Elf-ulsters for 11,500 each; several two-year-old •air-brothers at

1500 each- a three-year old half-sister forStW); two uncles for 81,000 and

12,000; an auut for SI 530, and a cousin for a $1,000.

" Like begets like or the likeness of some of its ancestors."

Aglance at Shadeland Denmark will convince you that he possesses

the Are and dash of the thoroughbred, which he inherits through both

sire and dam, tracing through both to the great thoroughbred four-

mile race horse Denmark, and through his dam to Imported Diomed,

brought to this country in 179S, a century ago.

8HADELAXD DESMARK uill make the coming season at Boyd-

ton, l"a., at fl5, with return privileges if mare proves not in foal.

Write for pedigree

JOHNSON & G00DE, Boydton, Va.

p. S.—We are also Breeders of Hogs. Dogs. Poultry, etc

STALLIONS FOR SERVICE.
EGWOOD, 2:18% by Egbert. DamJLucille Flackwood, dam

of Eignog, i:25. \\ yoming 2:25%, etc., by Blackwood.
With limited opportunities. El'woo t has sired Lila, 2:21'....

Janles, 2:*>. etc. Shown at Lexington, Ky., .nd other places,
he has won numerous premiums and defeated great horses like
Jerome Turner. 2:1.3' + , and others. Service^fee lor the season of
1899 is S25.

ROBERT RANSOM, 2:29%, by Gambetta. Dam Black Maria,
by C. M. Clay. 2:22. A very handsome brown horse or grand
size and powerful muscular development, which he transmits
to his get. Service fee ror 18W. 815. Usual return privilege to
either horse in case of failure at mare to prove in foal.

For further particulars, address

JOSEPH LASITTER. Richmond Bazaar,
1433 East Franklin Street. Richmond. Va.

Mules! Mules! Mules!
R. B. PENDLETON,

(Successor to Cook & Pendleton)

Manager for the GUYTON 4 HARRINGTON MULE CO.,

of St. Louis, Mo.,

Has on band and offers for sale, at wholesale and retail, mules of all

gradesandslzes; ranging from the small cotton mule to those 16 bands
high and over, and weighing 1,200 to 1,100 pounds—suitable alike for

heavy draught in cities, lumbermen and others.

Prices quoted on application, and stock cheerfully shown at any
time. Call on or address

N. B.—Horses also kept for sale. R. B. PENDLETON,
1436 E. Franklin Street, Richmond, Wa.

THE HANCOCK ROTARY DISC PLOW
IS THE CREATEST PLOW ON EARTH.

For red clay or light soils For turning under corn s'alks, oat or wheat stubble, weeds or pea vines, there is no implement

manufactured which will equal it. It cuts from 12 to 14 inches wide and from b to 10 inches deep, at the will of the user. It

will break up two to three acres per da)', and will do it with lighter draft and pulverize the ground better than any other

plow manufactured
Every plow guaranteed, and any part broken within twelve

months of date of purchase replaced free.

The Continental Disc Harrow.
Most Desirable of all Harrows. Solid Steel Weight

Boxes. Centre Cut Attachment and Roller Bearings our
patent Bumpers relieve the end pressure, and our Roller
Bearings decrease the draft Ball bearings are used on liar

rows to counteract the end pressure, but do not decrease the
draft. Solid or cut out discs, 16 to 20 inches.

All-Steel Lever Spike-Tooth Harrow.
Tubular Steel Bars and Steel i-rame. Chanced instantly with-

out stopping team, from a Straight Tooth to a Smoothing Harrow

..The Spangler Corn Planter..
With or Without Fertilizer Attachment.

The Best of all Planters.
Plants Corn. Peas, Beans and Sorghum Seed in drills

or in hills, from 10 to 24 inches apart No change of gear

to plant different distances. Seed drops in full view of

operator.

Ike EUREKA PLANTER; also DOUBLE ROW PLANTERS.

Plows of all kinds, Threshers, Engines, Saw Mills, Corn

and Feed Kills, Wood and Drag Saws, Churns,

Cultivators of all kinds.

IMPLEMENTS and VEHICLES for all purposes

WATT PLOW CO.
Office and Warerooms :

1518-20 Franklin St., RICHMOND, VA.



THOROUGHBRED POULTRY!
My stock Is from the best to be had at any price. It is a\ object to dispose of the product of 1,000 head, at a reasonable price; hence I sell

e""-s for hatching at S1.00 per setting, three settings, 82,50, or $5.00 per 100, of every variety mentioned, except Bronze and White Holland Turkeys,
and those are 50 cents each, or 85.00 per dozen. Last season 1 sold birds in twenty-two different States. I will promptly give any information,

when the inquiry is accompanied by a stamp for reply, and guarantee everything as represented and to please every customer.

Black Spanish, B. B. R. Game Bantams, White Wyandottes, Barred Plymouth Rocks, Brown Leghorns, White Minorca*,

Light Brahmas, Pit (James,

B. B. R. Ex. Games, Black Langshaus,

Silver Laceil Wyandottes, Bine Andalnsians,

Silver Spangled Hambnrgs, White Guineas,

White Leghorns, Pekin Dncks,

Black Minorcas, Indian Games.

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs,from Toms weighing over 45 lbs.; Hem, 22 to 28 lbs. ; also Mammoth White Holland Turkeys,

Belgian Hares, young, $1.00 per pair.

STOCK: Surplus:—Any variety, Cocks and Cockerels, Si.oo each. Hens and Pullets, $1.50 each.

The very finest Beagle Hounds and Poland China Pigs.

READ WHAT MY CUSTOMERS SAY. AND NOTICE DATES ON LETTERS:
2, 1890.Pinkerton, Va., January

Mr. George T. King. Jr.,

Dear Sir: The two (Black Minorca) Cockerels arrived Saturday
^evening, and I am very well pleased with them.

Yours truly, A. H. GATLAND.

Mr. Qeorge T. King, Jr.,

Waveely, Va., January 12, 1899.

Dear Sir: Received the Minorca Cockerel in good condition,
very well pleased with hi in.

Yours truly, C. WATSi IN.

Bacon, James City Co. Va., January 17, 1899.

Mr. George T. King, Jr..

Dear Sir : The Bronze Turkey Gobbler sent me on the 13th arrived
in'good shape. Respectfully, H. P. LAWRENCE.

Pemberton, Va., January 21, 1899.

Mr. George T. King, Jr.,

Dear Sir: The Minorcas arrived safely and well packed, and I

think tbem exceedingly pretty. Many thanks for your promptness.
Very truly, Mrs. J. C. HOBSON.

Cakdwell, Va., January 27, 1899.

Mr. George T. King, Jr.,

Dear Sir: I received the Brown Leghorn Rooster in good condition,

And am very much pleased with him.
Respectfully, Mrs. M. S. BOWLES.

Ashland, Va., January 30, 1899.

Mr. George T. King, Jr.,

Dear Sir : The B. B. Red Game Cock received all right.

Yours truly, B. J. PLEASANTS.

Union Hall, Va., February 1, 1899.

Mr George T King, Jr..

Dear Sir: The Bronze Turkey was received to- ay all O. K. He
•seems to be a fine oneand I like him very much. Enclosed please find

check for So 30 to pay for same.
Respectfully, S. T. ENGLISH & CO.

Fakmville, Va., February 1, 1899.

Mr. George T. King..Jr.. .*„,*.*
Dear Sir: The White Minorca Cock arrived all right, and I am well

pleased with him. Yours, etc. W. T. BLANTON.

Radford, Va., February 2, 1899.

Mr. George T. King, Jr.,
.

Dear Sir: The Black Minorca and S. S. Hamburg arrived in good
condition, and we are well pleased with theru. „™,„„,™,

Yours truly, R. M. CHUMBLEY.

Madison Run, Va., February 8, 1899.

Mr. George T.King. Jr..

Dear Sir: The two Brown Leghorn Cockerels came through in

good shape, and I am much pleased with them. They are better and
stronger than the birds I bought in Ohio. „„„,„„^

Yours truly, J. H. DONAGHY.

Morgantown, N. C, February 8, 1899.

Mr. George T. King, Jr.,

Dear Sir. Enclosed I hand you 87.50 to pay for the Bronze Turkey
•Gobbler. He arrived in good condition, and I think hi in a fine fellow.

Yours truly,

Widewater, Va., February 27, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr.,
Dear Sir: The Leghorn Hens and Cockerels duly arrived in good

condition, and I am very much pleased with them.
Yours truly, AUG. SONGENFRIER.

Boydton, Va., March 2, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr.,
Dear Sir : I have some very handsome Indian Games raised from

the two settings of Eggs bought of you last summer. Out of these
Game Eggs I do not think that more than three or four failed tohateh,
and the chicks were very hardy. I never saw a dead one.

Yours truly, E. CHAMBERS GOODE.

Pemberton, Va., March 2, 1899.

.Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr.,
i Dear Sir : The Brown Leghorn Cockerel was received yesterday, and
is a fine looking chicken in every respect, 1 think. I am extremely
obliged to you for your very fair treatment. You certainly manage to

do the right thing to your birds to make them pretty and sprightly.
Yours iruly, Mrs. J. C. HOBSON.

Oxford, N. C, March 3, 1899.

j
Mr. Geo T. King, Jr.,

I

Dear Sir: The Poland-China Pg was received on Monday evening
, in good order and all right. He looks to be a fine one for the age.

Yours truly, H. C. HERNDON.

Pope, Va., March 3, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr.,

,
Dear Sir: I like your Barred Plymouth Rock Chickens very much,

and want seveial settings of Eggs this season.
Yours truly,

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr.,

Mr. George T. King, Jr.,

THOS. P. MOORE.

Crozet, Va., February 23, 1899.

Dear Sir : The two Brown Leghorn Cockerels came to hand safely,

.and I like them right well.
Yours truly,

Mr. George T. King, Jr.,

C. J. HADEN.

Scottsville, Va., February 25, 1899.

'Dear Sir: Tie Brown Leghorn and Bronze Gobbler were received

in good condition. I am w 11 pleased.
Yours truly,

Mr. George T. King, Jr .

M. G. DAVIS.

Iona, Ga., February 27, 1899.

Dear sir : I received' the White Guineas you shipped me by express

O.K., and I am much pleased with them. Thanks tor sending mesucu
nice stock. Respectfully,

Telephone 2360.

Public invited to vi

HUGH R. ALLEN.

P. O. Box 1.

ly Poultry Yards, whe

Mrs. F. E. WILLIAMS.

Five Oaks P. O., Va.

Dear Sir : The Guineas you shipped me came In good condition.
Yours truly, W. E. PEERY.

Lumberton, N. C, March M, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr..

Dear Sir: The Pit Game Cock was received this A. M. He arrived In

good shape, and I am well pleased with him.
Yours very truly, THOS. N. McDIARMID.

Rondo, Tenn., March 15, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr.,

Dear Sir : As regards the Blue Andalusian Cock, would say 1 hat I am
Wfll pleased with him. Should I want anything el <e in your line, will

call on you again. Yours, etc. W. R. TEEPELL.

Yancey Mills, Va., March 15, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King. Jr.,

Dear Sir: The Game Cockerel I bought of you last, fall was decidedly
the be-t all-round flsrtiter that I ever had or saw. I have seen him lay

out a 30-lb. Gobbler at one lick and stun a Game Chicken so he could

not fight any more. Youra respectfully, T. W. JARMAN.

Boydton, Va., March 16, 1899.

ilfr. Geo. T. King. Jr
,

Dear Sir : The White Leghorn Cockerel came to hand 11. K.and la

saiisfactory. Yours truly, SIDNEY JOHNSON.

Vadghan, Warren Co., N. C, March 28, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr.,

Dear Sir.: The Plymouth Rock Cockerels arrived to-day 111 good con-
dition and are just what we wanted. „,„_„„ „„„„

Yours truly, RISDON BROS.

CuMiiEKSroNE, Md., March 25, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King, Jr..

Dear Sir: The trio of Light Brahmas arrived duly by Wednesday's
boat and in first-rate condition. We are very well pleased with them,
and And them typical specimens of the breed. „,„,»«,—^Yours truly. Dr. M. G. ELZEY.

Earleysville, Va., March 28, 1899.

Mr. Geo. T. King. Jr.,

Dear Sir: The Eggs and White Wyandotte Cockerel received this

P M alio. K. He is vi-ry nice. Accept thanks.
Yours truly, JAS. A. FRENSLEY.

GEO. T. KING, Jr.,

they can see the finest stock In the South. RICHMOND, VA.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE HONTH.

The month of April has fortunately been a dry one,

and thus enabled farmers to make some progress with

their long-delayed work. Oats have been sown later

than we have ever before known them to be sown in

the South, and we very much doubt the success of the

experiment. Winter oats and wheat have been badly

winter killed not only in the South, but also all over

the country, and the indications are for greatly re

duced crops. The average condition of winter wheat

is more than 10 points lower than the average for ten

years, and about 12 points below last year's average

at t e same time. Much wheat and oats have been

plowed up, so badly were the crops damaged. No
doubt a larger area of spring wheat will be seeded in

the spring wheat sections than has been the case for

many years. The preparation of the land for the

planting of the corn crop has been very seriously de-

layed, and this will make the month of May an ex-

ceptionally trying one for the farmer. Instead of

waiting, with land prepared, for the time to plant his

corn, he has still very much of the land to plow and

work, and this is going to crowd his work upon him,

and we are afraid cause much of it to be badly done.

We would strongly urge that even if the area to be

planted has to be curtailed, that the best preparation

possible be given to the land. In our last issue we en-

larged upon this subject, and invite attention to what

we then said. We also discussed the question of the

fertilizer best for the crop and the distance apart of

the plants. We desire now to say something on the

question of the best methods of cultivation. The ob-

jects to be attained by cultivation are two fold—the

conservation of moisture, and the destruction of grass

and weeds. Of these two, by far the most important

is the conservation of moisture. A weedy field may
produce a field of corn, though, much less than it

might do if free from weeds, but a field devoid of

moisture cannot and will not produce a corn crop.

The whole of the food of the crop is supplied to it in a

liquid condition ; no solid matter enters into the plant

in that state during its growing period. All the nat-

ural plant food in the soil and all the fertility added

in the form of manure and fertilizer, must first be dis-

solved and made into liquid form before the plant can

appropriate any part of it ; and in addition to this, it

must have a large supply of water to offset the large

amount of moisture transpired through the leaves. In

a series of experiments made at the Wisconsin Ex-

periment Station, it was found that corn (Dent) re-

quired nearly 310 pounds of water for every pound of

dry matter produced, and that the total product of dry

matter per acre was nearly ten tons. A realization of

these facts will emphasize the importance of cultiva-

tion as a means of conserving moisture. That cul-

tivation shall accomplish this purpose, it is necessary

that it be shallow, and that it results in covering the

whole surface of the field with a fine mulch of loose

soil. Cultivation should never be deeper than four

inches nor less than two inches. Where cultivation
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was done to the depth of three inches, it was found

that the two feet of soil beneath this three inches con-

tained much more moisture than two feet under shal-

lower cultivation, and that it had greater power of ab-

stracting moisture from below. The records of 116

tests of depths of cultivation of the corn crop made at

different places, show that 61 tests of deep cultivation

gave an average yield of 64 bushels per acre, while 55

tests of shallow cultivation gave an average yield of

74 bushels per acre—a difference of more than 15 per

cent, in favor of shallow cultivation. Let the cultiva-

tion be as frequent as is necessary to prevent any crust

forming on the surface or weeds making growth, and

let this be continued as long as the team can go through

the crop without breaking it down. Don't limit your

self to the old " three times working." An increase of

two bushels to the acre will pay for working the crop

two or three times extra, and this increase can easily

be had by conserving the moisture by these extra

workings. Don't use the plow to cultivate the corn

crop. A plow has no business in a corn-field after

the crop is planted unless under very exceptional

conditions, such as rich river low grounds, where the

trailing vines of the "morning glory" and other

climbing plants are growing in the rows between the

plants and cannot be kept down. Then a light furrow

may be perhaps thrown with advantage on to these

after working between the rows with the cultivator. A
harrow is the best implement with which to work the

corn crop for at least the fir^t two workings. It may
be used just before the corn germinates and until the

corn is four or five inches high with perfect success,

and will help a crop better than any other implement

we have ever tried. It no doubt makes the crop look

ragged for a day or two, but the after growth soon

makes this good. It thoroughly loosens the whole sur-

face of the soil, aids germination, kills out the young
weeds just starting into life, and enables the crop to

start with advantages in its favor. We think the new
Weeder implement will also be found useful for this

purpose. The after cultivation should be with either

the disc or five-tooth cultivator, and at the last work-
ing sow either peas, sapling clover or German clover

in the crop.

The cultivation of the cotton crop should follow

much the same lines as that of the corn crop, and
especially should the plan of sowing peas or clover at

the last working be adopted. If only cotton planters

will make this a rule and thus add humus and nitro-

gen to their soils and make feed for stock, they will

find that they can produce all their supplies at home
and make cotton without it taking all the crop to pay
for the fertilizer.

As soon as the plants are large enough and there is

a nice season, tobacco plants should be set out. Plants

this year are very late and small, and we are afraid

this is likely to cause late setting out. It will be well

to apply a dressing of nitrate of soda at the rate of 150

pounds to the acre to the plant bed just before a gentle

rain, or apply the nitrate and then give the plants a

good watering. In our last issue and in this will be

found so much said upon the proper fertilizer to use

for making tobacco that we hesitate to say more. We
would, however, emphasize what we have said so

often before : Do not plant a larger area of plants than

you can fertilize thoroughly with a fertilizer rich in

potash first, then in ammonia, and last in phosphoric

acid. An application of 200 or 300 pounds to the

acre of a low-grade fertilizer amounts to only wasting

money and labor in tobacco growing. The Northern

tobacco growers use from 1,000 to 2,000 pounds to the

acre of the very highest grade of goods, and find this

to pay as a supplement to plenty of farm-yard manure.

We believe the same system will pay here with dark

heavy shipping tobacco.

Peanuts, where the land is suited to them, and

they are a staple crop, should be planted this month.

In this issue in the Enquirer's Column, will be found

some information as to the proper fertilizer to use.

After these staple crops have been planted, let at-

tention be given to the planting of forage crops for

the stock. The production and feeding of live stock

is one of the industries of the Southern farmer, which,

in the near future, has a bright prospect before it.

The great markets of the North and East, and the

export trade, are constantly calling for more beef,

mutton, lamb, and hog meat. The West is daily be-

coming less capable of supplying these at the low cost

at which it has been possible for it to supply them in

the past. This is the South's opportunity, and in

order to avail itself of it it must set about the produc-

tion of fodder crops to take the place of the grass of

the West until our lands have become capable of car-

rying good sods of grass; and even then our cheaply

grown fodder crops will find a place in the economy of

the breeder and feeder. Corn for the silo and for fod-

der, sorghum for green feed and for fodder, the soja

bean and the cow pea for pasturage, fodder and grain,

and the millets, as supplements to the hay crop, all

fill a recognized place in the stockman's daily rations.

These should all find a place on every farm. There is

rarely a summer when we have not a period of dry

weather for at least a few weeks in July or August,

when pastures cease to grow, and cattle, sheep and
hogs suffer for want of green feed. This is the time

when a field of sorghum, or corn, or cow peas, will be
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found of untold value in tiding over the dry period

and giving the pastures a chance to grow again. See

to it that land is got ready for these crops, and that

they are planted as early as possible. In the produc-

tion of corn for the silo, the object should be to secure

a large growth of well matured stalks, upon which

should be a fair proportion of well filled ears. To at-

tain this end, the corn should not be planted too close,

either in the row or in the drill, say 2 feet 6 inches in

the row and 6 or S inches in the drill. Coi n planted

thickly makes an immature watery growth, and sour

silage of poor nutritive value. Of the sorghums, the

amber cane is, we think, the best, as it is sweeter and

more feeding than the other varieties. Plant like

corn for the silo. This crop may commence to be cut

for green feed for cattle and hogs as soon as well

grown, and continue to be fed so long as they will eat

it. Kaffir corn is being strongly recommended and

largely grown in Kansas as a green feed and for a

grain crop. This is one of the non saccharine sorg-

hums, and a great producer of forage. Its chief rec-

ommendation, however, is the fact that it is wonder-

fully drouth resistant, and will make a crop when
corn will fail altogether. It may be well to plant a

field in this crop so as to provide for drouth if it

should visit us. The seed makes good feed and fine

meal. Soja or soy beans should be planted this

month. Plant in rows 2i feet apart, and drop two or

three beans every 10 or 12 inches in the row. Culti-

vate the crop two or three times during the early part

of its growth. Thest- beans are slow to start, and

have a long period of growth, hence should be planted

during this month. A fertilizer consisting of acid

phosphate and potash will greatly help the crop. The

value of this crop is not yet half appreciated, as it

will come to be. Cattle and stock of all kinds eat the

beans either green or dried, and the nutritive value is

higher than that of any other crop.

We have written so much in favor of the cow pea

crop, and so many correspondents have seconded our

efforts, that we do not feel it necessary to add now

more than one word : Growcow peas wherever nothing

else is growing.

Millet may be grown as a supplement to the hay

crop all through the South. Two crops can be easily

grown during the summer, and if cut when in bloom,

it makes nice hay, or the crop may be grown as a sec-

ond crop after wheat or oats. The German millet we

think the best. Sow 1 bushel to the acre on land made

fine, and brush or roll in.

Mangold wurtzel and sugar beets should be planted

this mouth. These make excellent f ed for sheep, cat-

tle and hogs, and ought to be much more largely

grown than they are. A crop of from 30 to 40 tons to

the acre of mangold wurtzel beets can be easily grown
on good land, and from 10 to 15 tons of sugar beets.

These crops should be sown in rows 18 inches or 2 feet

apart, and either be sown in continuous line in the

drill or be dropped every 9 inches. If sown in con-

tinuous line, they should be thinned out so as to stand

9 inches apart after having made two or three leaves.

The long red mangold wurtzel usually makes the

heaviest yield, though we have grown heavy crops of

the yellow globe. The land for the crop should be

worked deep and fine, and be heavily dressed with

farmyard manure, or, in the absence of this, a fertilizer

having from 6 to 8 per cent, of potash, 5 to 7 per cent,

of phosphoric acid, and 4 to 6 per cent, of ammonia
should be used.

THE VELVET BEAN

Last year we advised the experimental growth of

this leguminous crop as far north as VirgiEia. We
desire again to invite attention to it. In the sections

to which it is adapted—that is to say, at present, the

more Southern States, and especially the Gulf States

—

it is proving one of the most valuable forage aud soil-

improving plants ever grown. Whilst at present it is

not likely that it will mature seed as far north as Vir-

ginia, yet it was abundantly proved last year that it

will, even in Virginia, make a most wonderful growth

of vines. We had vines in this section more than 25

feet long, covered with very heavy foliage, which per-

sistently hung on the vines, full of vigor and growth,

right up to the coming of frost. We have but little

doubt but that, as it becomes acclimated here, it will

eventually ripen seed probably nearly as far north as

the James river. As showing its remarkable vigorous

growth, we take the following comparison from exper-

iments made in Louisiana : 18,735 lbs. of green leaves

and stems, which cured into 4,113 lbs. of hay, with a

loss of 79 per cent., were results with velvet beans
;

16,261 lbs. of green matter, which cured into 3,665

lbs. of hay, with a loss of 77 per cent., were results

with peas, while 9,066 lbs. of green peanut vines gave

2,658 lbs. of hay, with only a loss of 70 per cent. The
protein (the flesh and muscle-forming matter) in the

hay from peanuts is 7.94 per cent.; in that from cow
peas, 11.56 per cent.; and in that from velvet beans,

14.19 per cent, showing that in feeding value the

beans are by far the richer in the most valuable nutri-

tive ingredients. In fertilizing value, the velvet bean

is far ahead of either the cow pea or the peanut, as is

seen by the following analysis :
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Spanish peanuts, with pods 192.69

Spanish peanuts, without

pods 42.47

Unknown peas 108.50

Velvet beans 154.19

Velvet beans, with pods 191.57

a-5'2Q.OA
3T< a
z z

35.67

7.39

25.34

36.28

41.35

92.78

68.91

122.S3

216.76
243.43

90.43

176.49

179 53

The beans should be planted in rows 2 or 3 feet

apart and 2 feet apart in the rows, one or two seeds in

each place. Cultivate two or three times daring

growth. We would advise that the vines be cut for

green feed when ready, or be made into hay early in

the fall. Like the other legumes, the plants are

greedy consumers of phosphoric acid, potash and

lime, and should have an acid phosphate and potash

fertilizer applied and worked into the soil before

planting.

NOTES ON THE APRIL « PLANTER."

Editor Southern Planter:

Cow Peas and Clover.

I must confess that I do not understand table No. 3,

on page 167 of the April number, if the crops named

are intended to represent the yield per acre. An acre

of land that would produce but eight tons of tops and

roots of the cow pea would certainly not make thirteen

tons of clover. In fact, I do not believe that so much

difference would be found in the two crops on any soil

in a region adapted to the cow pea : on the other hand,

I would feel perfectly certain that the weight of the

cow peas would be the heavier of the two. The rigures

must have come from somewhere where the cow pea

was at a disadvantage. At the same rate, the nitrogen

in the thirteen tons of cow peas would be worth

(21.775, and as this would be accumulated in a couple

of months, or little more, it would show very well for

the peas, for it would take the clover a year or more

to do what is claimed for it. In the South, the case

would be reversed still further, for the pea would

make a far heavier crop on most of our soils than the

clover, even if it went through the summer safely.

The figures may be all right for the North, but will

not answer here.

Keeping Stock Necessary to Successful Farming

There is no doubt that we should encourage the

keeping of stock for the profit there is in it and for

the advantage we get from the humus-making manure

for our corn crop. But that stock feeding is essential

to good farming anywhere and everywhere, I am not

ready to admit. I believe that it is perfectly possible

to restore and maintain a high degree of fertility in

our lands without a hoof on the land, except the work

animals, if we practice a good rotation and use commer
cial fertilizers for the purpose of getting humus from

the culture of the legumes, and there may be localities

where this is the most economical method. Where
one could not get out of feeding stock any more than

what his forage would bring on the market, I do not

believe that the manure alone would pay him for the

handling and feeding of the animals. It would cost

more than the same or more plant food could be pur-

chased for. But there are few places where the feed-

ing of the forage raised on the farm cannot be made
to give a profit from the feeding and leave the manure

as a real profit. But near large cities, where forage

commands a high price, it may be a doubtful matter,

and it may pay a farmer better to sell the forage and

buy fertilizers. I fully believe in farming for profit,

and not doing anything merely because our fathers

did so. Stock feeding in most places does lie at the

foundation of all real and permanent improvement of

the soil, but, as I have heretofore said, do not make a

fetish of a dung heap and imagine that it will pay for

a big lot of toil and expense when plant food can be

so readily had outside. In the days when the dung

was the only source, farmers were right in sticking to

it at all costs, but we must, in these days, apply a

little common sense to all we do on the farm.

Cultivating Cotton.

Mr. Mangum is perfectly right in insisting on the

shallow culture of cotton and the avoidance of hoe

work. From what I have seen of late of the work of

the Weeders, I feel sure that, for the early stages of

the cotton, our growers would find the Weeder an

admirable tool, and that it would save most of the hoe

work.

Tobacco Fertilizers.

Referring to what Mr. Slate says on this subject, I

would say that last year I advised a man in this State

to use 700 lbs. per acre of the mixture of blood, phos-

phate and potash. He wrote to me that it would

never do, as it would make the tobacco too coarse. I

sent him the report of sales of a man in his county

who had gotten an average for crop—lugs and all—of

$35.41 from this same formula, and who wrote to me
that he intended to use a ton per acre last year. If he

did, I fear that he rather overdid it. But it is hard

to get farmers to realize that the right kinds of plant

food will only help their land to grow the kind of to-

bacco it is adapted to. Major Ragland was right in

advising them to avoid homoeopathic doses and low

priced fertilizers. A fertilizer firm sends me a circu-

lar stating that they have secured a lot of real old

fashioned Peruvian guano, and they give the analysis
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to be—nitrogen, 1.78 per cent.; available phosphoric

acid, 5.32 per cent.; total phosphoric acid, 31.26 per

cent.; potash, 1.10 per cent. Any one familiar with

the real "old fashioned" Peruvian guano will see at

once that this is not the same by a long shot. It may
have come from Peru, but it came from a place where

the nitrates have been washed out to an extent they

were not in the old Chincha Island guano. But the

firm kindly offers to sell in any quantity for $12 per

ton. We will guarantee to make a better article for

half the money or less. It is hard for the fertilizer

men to realize that the farmers are getting, annually,

more and more enlightened in regard to fertilizing

materials, and that the prices they charge for tl eir

goods is far too high. Home mixing will soon be the

rule with all thinking farmers who use fertilizers in

quantity, and especially tobacco growers, who realize

how important the source of the fertilizer materials is

to them.

Sheep-Killing Dogs.

We have long ago given our opinion on the subject

of laws about sheep killing. We believe that no law

ever framed will protect the sheep-raiser, and we are

better off with no law but the shotgun and strychnine.

Every sheep man should be a law to his own premises,

and declare war against dogs on the place. This is

better than all the legislatures in the country.

W. P. Massey.

PREVENTION OF SOIL WASTE.
Editor Southern Planter

:

We are constantly reading about the building up of

soils ; but how is it that we hear so little about the

maintenance of such soils after time and money has

been expended to bring land to a high state of fer-

tility ?

There are many ways to prevent soil waste, but is it

not a fact that we see no more evidence of such con-

servation than if we knew nothing whatever about

agriculture ?

Travel about where you will, and poverty ! poverty !

!

poverty ! ! ! is in view. Gullies go on to larger gullies,

hill tops wear down at an alarming rate, beds of

streams rise, banks of sand deposit prevent natural

drainage, and former valuable tracts are filled with

water and become sour and unproductive. If heavy

washing rain would simply wash down the fine parti-

cles and very kindly and evenly deposit them in the

Valley, we would say, "let her wash," but it does not

stick to that rule in every instance, and where it does

not, we must seek to overcome the difficulty and loss.

The best fertility goes on down the small streams into

larger ones ; some is saved, but by far the larger amount

is lost. Throughout the Piedmont section, where the

soils are pretty evenly mixed clays and sands, the hilly

places suffer irreparable loss. Sand is deposited in large

quantities over the most fertile places. One thousand
years hence, this sand will wear into very fine parti-

cles, and becoming mixed with the annual growth of
vegetable matter will make comparatively fair soil

;

but can we afford to do in one generation what should
be charged up to fifty generations ? Hills are destined
to wear down, but with all our care to preserve them,
they will disappear altogether too fast for profitable

culture unless under the very best managment.
In the Southern States, the problem of preservation

of fertility of the soil will always be the chief concern
of the farmer. It is not so now, but it ought to be
and will be, for I believe there are more thousands of
dollars wasted in everj State in the Union where there
is a heavy rainfall from a misunderstanding in this

matter, than from any other one cause.

The South has twice the rainfall of the North, and
therefore the soil calls for different management from
soils in the North. Top dressing in the fall may be
good for Michigan, not so for North Carolina. There
is more rainfall here during the winter months than
falls in a year in Michigan, yet the temperature re-

mains just below the point that enables even the hardy
cereals to grow and take up the fertility. The upshot
of the management that would advise top dressing

for grain crops here will be nothing but loss.

Then let us abandon existing methods and bear in

mind that the chief problem is conservation of fertil-

ity. A kind summer climate enables the Southern
grower to fill his land with whatever plant food he
needs, and humus in the soil can easily be made

; but
it is saving it, that is the question.

The Southern climate reminds me of a rattling good
cow possessed of a very bad habit. The cow gives a
large pail of milk, but watches her opportunity, and
just as soon as the last strippings are made, and the

froth is trickling down the sides of the pail from its

fullness, she kicks it all over and the milker falls

with it.

The Southern summer and long season is the pail

brimming full of rich milk ; the Southern winter is

the cow's hind leg that upsets all our plans ; the cow's
feed that produced the milk is lost and the man's time

to milk the cow is lost ; and the man's tumble into

the mire represents the condition of Southern agri-

culture.

Rise up, brothers, and make the most of your op-

portunity ; the cow is all right, but we must tie her
legs. You can save the summer's addition of vegetable

growth if you will put some crop on the soil to tie it

down. Grasses, dried up cow-peas, winter oats, rye,

wheat, or even weeds, will prevent the soil from wash-
ing away.
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Another essential feature in the maintenance of soil

fertility, lies in the proper care of all barnyard ma

nure. Scientists tell us that there is no waste, if good

judgment be exercised, from any vegetation once pro-

duced. According to this, a man should value his

pile of manure in proportion to the money paid out

for all feeding material. If we would pause a moment

at this point, we would see the urgent need of sheds

to cover all the manure made from fall to spring.

One of the most valuable sources of plant food is am-

monia. Manures that are not properly taken care of,

and subjected to the devastating effects of heavy rains,

lose, during the winter, nearly all the ammonia. Am-

monia is the most potent chemical for causing rapid

vegetable growth ; it escapes easier than does potash

or phosphoric acid ; it can be preserved by smothering

it ; land plaster, or even common soil, will help to

smother it, and soil mixed with fresh manure becomes

impregnated with ammonia, and is in itself a valuable

fertilizer.

It is no uncommon thing to see manure so com-

pletely washed out by heavy rains that nothing re-

mains but dry bulk, fit only for bedding purposes once

more.

What is the lesson of such tremendous waste? To

continue in the present methods or to provide cover

for manures'? Some say, "I am no worse off than

every one else in this respect ; all are careless, and I

lose only with the rest of mankind." But why con-

tinue in this loss? We would not be riding in Pull

man coaches to-day if George Stephenson had not dis-

covered the use of steam for traveling ; that is, some

one had to make a start. A farmer I chatted with,

lately, upon this matter, said he could not afford to

build sheds to store manure under ; it could take care

of itself in the future as in the past, for all he cared.

One might as well say he cannot afford to take a rural

paper, or a city paper or a magazine.

There is a great deal of talk just now about the

"Coming South" and its agricultural possibilities,

but soil fertility and its maintenance is the " thorn in

the flesh " against the advantages of longer seasons,

until we come not only to know how to bring these

things about, but exhibit a fixed determination to fol-

low up our knowledge with performance, then the

South will indeed witness the dawn of increasing and

substantial prosperity. Thos. L. Brown,

Sec'y North Carolina State Horticultural Society.

There has been a deluge of crop damage reports

poured into the wheat markets during the past week,

some official and many from private sources. The
situation is thoroughly bad as respects the winter

wheat over large areas, and under no circumstances

can an average yield in the aggregate be attained.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

CORN STOVER,
Editor Southern Planter

:

I see a good deal said in The Planter about corn
stover—cutting down the corn and utilizing the whole
stalk as feed for stock. With a few hands, this is very
heavy work ; and with many hands, I cannot think it

will pay, so I do not cut up my corn. I see some of
my friends have stopped doing so, and I think they
did right. I think, from the ear down to the ground,
the stalk should be left where grown, and I believe it

will pay best there. I had a field in corn in 1897 and
sowed it in oats in the fall. I let the stalks stay on
the land and I made a fair crop of oats ; and the land,

after the oats were cut, brought a nice crop of grass,

some of it crab grass, and I believe the cornstalks lett

on the land made the grass come. What I wish to

know is, Which will pay best—to let the cornstalks
stay where grown, or cut the corn down and use the
stalks as feed 1 I prefer my way, but wish to have
your views on it.

I am entirely pleased with flat cultivation. Since I

have stopped using the turning plow in the crop, I

have plowed over my hillside ditches, and in some
places the gullies made have filled up in a great meas-
ure. I break my corn land with a No. 20 Oliver
Chilled plow and harrow the land with a five tooth
Iron Age cultivator before I plant the corn, and then
cultivate with same and a drag, and I make corn to

sell. I thiuk I will try and subsoil some corn land
this fall if I can. I fallow all I can before Xuias.

Brunswick county, Ya. S. M. Kennedy.

We have never been able to see the wisdom or econ-

omy of plowing, cultivating and fertilizing a piece of

land and planting it in a crop and then allowing a

great part of that crop to go to waste. In no other

business is such a waste of effort and of capital profit-

able, and we do not believe it profitable in farming.

Science has clearly demonstrated the fact that the nu-

tritive value of the corn crop is in the corn and stover,

and not in the corn alone. About 60 per cent, of the

value is in the corn and 40 per cent, in the stover.

That portion in the stover is almost equally distributed

throughout the whole stalk, including the blades and

shuck. This fact has not only been demonstrated in

the laboratory, but also in practical feeding. Some
years ago Major Alvord, when Director of the Mary-

land Experiment Station, fed steers with the different

parts of the cornstalk in three separate lots. To one

he gave the blades and tops ; to another the shuck and

the part of the stalk just above and below the stalk.

and to a third lot the butts of the stalks. He got

equally as good results from the one part of the stalk

as from the other, thus practically demonstrating the

accuracy of the laboratory tests. When such results

as this are possible, what excuse can be made for wast-

ing so much food, which has been produced at the

expense of labor and money, which can justify the

practice of leaving the cornstalks in the field * Their

value there is little. At the best, it only amounts to
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a small portion of woody fibre, valuable only as mate-

rial for making humus ; and it is ill fitted to do even

this within a reasonable time, on account of the diffi-

culty of burying the stalk in the moist soil where it

can rot. We are aware that many contend that no

such results as we have demonstrated possible can be

had from the stalks, because stock will not eat them

readily. This, however, is entirely a question of the

handling of the stover. Major Alvord obtained the

results we have described by feeding the blades and

tops when cured in their natural condition. The
shucks and stalks he ground through a mill into meal.

We grant that such a means of utilizing the stover is

not within the competence of every farmer, but the

stover can be made palatable to stock with much less

labor than this. By means of the shredding machines,

now taking the place of the cutting machines, the

whole stover—blades, shucks and stalks—can be torn

to pieces and be made into a product readily eaten by

stock, and thus the rough forage of the farm be made
to carry a large head of stock in excess of that possi-

ble without such a machine. This product is little

inferior to timothy hay or oat straw in nutritive value.

What would be thought of a farmer who would leave

his timothy or oat straw in the field to be plowed

down? There is just as much reason in the one pro-

ceeding as the other.

As to the relative cost of harvesting the corn crop

in the old fashioned way by first pulling the blades

and cutting the tops, then pulling the corn and after-

wards cutting down the stalks, and the modern way of

cutting down the whole stalk at one operation, we
have never been able to see where the economy came
in, and we are certain that the product, harvested in

the old way, is much more likely to be spoiled by bad

weather than when cut and shocked. We are clear in

our view that sound economy and good farming calls

for the saving and conversion into food of the whole

product of the corn crop, and that this product so

saved would, in the Southern States, be the means of

enabling us to keep and feed more than double the

quantity of live stock which we now keep ; and that

the resulting manure, if no other marketable product

was made from the stock so kept, would save Southern

farmers millions of dollars every year, now paid out

for fertilizers, and be attended with a much greater

permanent improvement of the land. The shredded

fodder can be as easily saved as hay and be as readily

marketed in bales if not needed on the farm ; but its

true place is not in the market as a sale product, but

on the farm as the maintenance ration of growing and

feeding stock. Until Southern farmers appreciate and

act upon this system, they will never rise to their best

opportunities.—Ed,

THE VALUE OF THE COW-PEA.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The value of the so-called cow-pea as an efficient

aid iu soil-renovation has been so frequently discussed

in agricultural journals, North and South, that there

are very few progressive cultivators of the soil who

are not now—at least in theory—familiar with the

claims that are made for it. It takes time, however,

and sometimes a good deal of that, to induce farmers

generally to try a new crop, however promising ; and

this legume, which has done so much for Southern

agriculture, can only win its way northward as actual

trial and local experience give ocular demonstration of

its worth.

It used to be supposed that Kentucky was the ex-

treme northern limit of the production of the cow-pea.

Later experience has greatly widened the range of its

successful culture. By the selection of early ripening

varieties, it can now be grown almost as far North as

corn.

For the benefit of those who have had little or no

practical experience in the matter, it may be well to

mention a few of the advantages which cow-peas pos-

sess over almost every other known nitrogen-gathering

plant.

First. It has the largest range of successful culture

of any soil-renovator known.

Second. The variety of soils upon which it may be

grown is equally extended. It will do fairly well

where clover will hardly germinate, much less grow.

Third. It takes only a single season of from four to

six mouths to produce its abundant foliage, mature its

seed, and contribute its liberal quota of plant- food

and humus to the soil.

Fourth. When properly cured, it makes a kind of

hay that is greedily eaten by all kinds of farm stock,

and which is, in nutritive value, fully equal to the best

clover.

Fifth. It is a most excellent and palatable human

food, whether in a green or dry state. Cooked ex-

actly like other beans, it makes a dish that most peo-

ple greatly enjoy. Indeed, to many palates the cow-

pea is a vegetable of much finer flavor than the ordi-

nary bean. It is more easily digested, and is eaten

without harm by many who find that the ordinary bean

disagrees with them.

The cow-pea can be sown broadcast or in drills. It

is a warm weather crop, and nothing is gained by

planting before the ground is sufficiently heated. A
week or two after corn-planting time is usually early

enough. From a bushel to a bushel and a peck will

be needed per acre.

Cow-peas are a good deal like the Southern " razor-

back" hog ; they will come about as near to living on
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nothing as any plant known. But, like that enter-

prising animal, they are wonderfully responsive to

good feeding and fair treatment.

Of course the cow-pea alone cannot accomplish

everything for the soil. Although a wouderful fer-

tilizer factory when properly treated, it cannot make
potash or phosphoric acid, and to grow well, cow-peas

need a great deal of both. This, however, is by no

means wasted, for the most part it is given directly back

to the soil. A hundred pounds of muriate of potash,

or four hundred pounds of kainit. and three hundred

pounds of acid phosphate, should be incorporated with

most soils, especially sandy ones, about the time of

sowing.

The cow-pea may be gathered and saved for hay by

cuttiug it, just when the pods are beginning to form,

and allowing it to wilt, not dry. Prof. Massey's rule

is to house it as soon as it gets to the stage where water

cannot be wrung from it, packing it away in the mow
and letting it alone. It will steam a good deal, but will

come out green and fresh in the spring, and stock will

eat it greedily. The manure from it is very valuable.

Or it may be allowed to ripen its seed, and they may
be gathered and used. Or, lastly, it may be allowed

to stand, and everything be plowed under after the

crop has become partially dry in the autumn. Some
times one plan is best and sometimes another, depend-

ing on whether the grower has stock by which the crop

can be profitably consumed.

Unless the writer is greatly mistaken, this wonder-

ful plant is destined to be almost or quite as popular

in the North—at least where it can be successfully

grown—as it now is in the South, and there is no rea-

son known to the writer why its usefulness should not

be as great in the former as it confessedly has been in

the latter portion of the Union.

Nobman Robinson.

PERMANENT BERMUDA GRASS LAND FOR
THE SOUTHERN STATES.

Editor Southern Planter :

Tour letter to the Hon. Edward Atkinson, pub-

lished in the February number of the Southern Planter.

on the subject of "Sheep Husbandry in the Southern
states" induces me to write this article. I fully en

dorse your views, but I wish to add something thereto.

which I think would be of great benefit to the most
of those who have to make their living from Southern
farms.

It was my lot, when a young man. to live in a coun-

try famous for its permanent grass lands, and I know,
from experience, their importance and value. The
humid and moderate climate of Great Britain and
Ireland is very suitable to the growth of the true

grasses. The sods there, hundreds of years old, are

a pride and glory. It is almost impossible to get such

grasses in this drier and more sunny clime, but there

is a grass of great nutrition and palatability that will

grow well and remain forever, if it is once started

;

this is Bermuda grass. Why not plant land in the

Southern States in this grass ! There are thousands

of acres, now almost worthless, which would become
valuable if they were in permanent Bermuda. If an

acre will support a calf, say of 400 pounds, during

the grazing season of six mouths, and it gains in

weight ISO pounds, this gain, at 3 cents per pound,

would bring a gross revenue from the acre of £5.40.

After deducting, say, 90 cents for attendance, taxes.

etc., we would get a net income of $4.50 per acre.

All the rough and hilly lands on a farm, the worn out

fields, and lands alongside creeks subject to overflow

in summer, would be much more profitable to the

owners if in Bermuda grass, and a great check would

be put to erosion, which is now going on to a frightful

extent over large areas. Such lands as above de-

scribed pay little, if anything, now. If half the

cleared lands were in permanent grass and well

grazed, and the other half well attended to and prop-

erly cropped, the net returns from Southern lands

might be doubled. With lands so fixed, the farming

would take on a pastoral character much needed, the

stock kept would be greatly increased to the benefit

of the cultivated lands and the grain crops, and a

mixed system of farming established, which has always

been considered the most desirable and economical

way of using lands.

In this neighborhood, the woven wire and picket

fence has proved a perfect dog-stopper. This fence,

five feet high, with four wires, costs about 25 cents

per rod to build, the wood being found on the land.

A farm surrounded by this picket fence is dog proof,

and no one need fear for his sheep when so protected.

This appears to me a very simple way of curing the

trouble of sheep being killed or worried by dogs.

I agree with you that the South is very suitable for

the production of sheep. Bermuda grass for summer
pasturage, and corn and cow peas grown together,

and used as silage for main winter food, seems to me
almost an ideal feeding for breeding ewes. We can-

not grow turnips here as in the "old country."' but

we can grow to perfection corn for silage, and I would

rather have one ton of silage than two of turnips.

Who can imagine a better chance? And then we
have the highly nitrogenous concentrated foods, such

as soy beans, cow peas, and cotton seed meal to give

(in addition to the silage) to our lambs, wethers or

old ewes, to make fat mutton. Really, the opportuni-

ties are most favorable not only for raising sheep in

great numbers, but also to finish such as we wish for
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the butcher. Mutton would be eaten much more if a

good article were supplied ; and I feel sure it could be,

and at a handsome profit.

Foster Clarke.
Maryville, Tenn.

GROWING HEMP IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter:

I wish, through the columns of your paper, to call

the attention of those of your farmers who may be

favorably situated to the advantages of the culture of

hemp. From many years of close study of hemp and

the soil and climatic conditions best adapted to its cul

ture, I believe the eastern and southern parts of Vir

ginia aud North Carolina the best adapted by climate

and soil conditions to the culture of hemp of any part

of the world. A still warmer climate would be pre-

ferable, could the favorable rainfall accompany it.

Hemp has but one difficulty with which to contend.

It revels in a deep, moist, alluvial soil condition, and

grows most abundantly so long as it can obtain an

ample supply of moisture. Sown broadcast, and its

growth extending into hot weather it is liable to imet

with dry spells, and the yield he less. Virginia and

Eastern North Carolina are, however, the most favor

able localities in this respect.

Hemp grows most abtindautly in all the States when

given a reasonable amount of fertility, and is only

checked by these periods of severe drouths. Hemp
has been grown for the past thirty- five years in Ken-

tucky, Missouri and Illinois, and in the seasons of

abundant rainfall, crops have been good, but soil is

becoming hard aud exhausted, and from the uncer

tainty of rain much effort has been made during the

past five years to find more favorable conditions, and

I have grown hemp in all the more southern States

during that time, with the result that there is the least

uncertainty in the east Atlantic coast.

To complete these investigations, I wish to say to

some of your more enterprising farmers that I will

furnish the seed with full instructions to those who
will plant plots of 25 x 50 feet, or that equivalent, and

make careful record of results.

Hemp is an exceedingly simple crop to handle, and

the profit is greater than for any other farm crop at

this time. It is not over exhausting to the soil, not

as much so as corn, while a crop of cow peas will suf

ficieutly restore the old lands to grow hemp. Its sea-

son is short, and fall and winter feed crops may follow.

It is inexpensive to cultivate. Plow deeply, sow one

bushel of seed per acre broadcast, in April or May

;

cut in ninety days with self-raking mowing machine,

dry and stack or put under cover. The yield should

be three to five tons of hemp stalks per acre ; the

yield of fibre 1,200 to 1,700 pounds, worth six to ten

3

cents a pound, according to manner of handling. The

acreage should be at least 200 acres near by to be able

to use modern mechanical appliances and methods in

obtaining the fibre from it, as small plots do not pay.

An economical mechanical system, costing not over

$750, will handle the product of 500 acres, and the

hemp heads will furnish all the fuel.

Several persons growing hemp in Kentucky and

Illinois have removed—some to Mississippi, to Ne-

braska, and to California But the rainfall is more

even on the east coast, and it is much nearer the mar-

kets, and freight much less.

Any other information will be gladly furnished.

Tottenville, N. Y. S. S. Boyce.

PUMPKINS.
Editor Southern Planter:

For milch cows, whilst they are undergoing the

change from pasture to dry feed, there are few, if any,

kinds of food that will keep them to their milk as well

as pumpkins. They are splendid for calves going into

winter quarters, and make an excellent and healthful

food to give with corn to fatten pigs. In moist situa-

tions, such as river low grounds, a great abundance of

pumpkins can be grown along with the corn. For

qui e a few years we have grown pumpkins this way.
Enough seed is mixed with the corn so that one will

lie dropped to every five or six hills. The coin is in

no way damaged by the pumpkins—rather benefited,

as their umbrageous leaves keep the sun from striking

the ground, and also, to a large exient, shade out

weeds which, on river low grounds, make considerable

growth after the corn has been cultivated the last time,

when the season is favorable. The only cost is that of

drawing and storing in the buildings.

The Virginia Mammoth does well when plauted on
bottom lands with corn. They are large, have thick,

firm flesh, and do not rot readily.

Last year we had over fifty tons, which were stored

in a building during the latter part of September be-

fore frost touched them. They were fed to cows, calves

and pigs, and proved a valuable adjunct to the ordi-

nary foods. The cows and pigs received them till the

middle of December and the calves till the 10th of

February. A few were set aside to see how long they

would keep, and only rotted about the first of March.
Those stored until cold weather were well covered
with straw.

We have been advised often to let pumpkins have
one good frost on them before storing away, but I am
confident they would not keep as well for it. I noticed

some that got touched with frost during a cold spell in

January became soft very soon after they thawed out.

No variety of pumpkin that we have tried does

well in corn on high land in this climate, but some
kinds make very good yields when planted alone. If

any Planter reader has any kind that he has tried and
found productive when planted in corn on high laud

in the Middle South, will he kindly mention it in the

next number* Albert R. Bellwood.

Chesterfield county, Va.
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ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Maasey will reply to questions on Agriculture.

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than the 15th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Curing Pea Vines.

Please advise through Southern Planter if pea vines

can lie successfully cured in the open air when stacked
closely in a wilted condition and then capped with
straw or gra-s. If such a plan is practical, it is my
intention to treat *.i0 acres in this way, and, when
cured, hale in the field.

(2) In packing half cured pea vines in the barn, I

have observed that in small bulks—say one or two
loads, experimental tests—that the greater portion
would be badly spoiled.

(3) Is it necessary for the thorough cming of the
pea vim s by your method to bulk large quantities to
get her?

I Should the vines be evenly distributed as they
are stored away, and packed with tramping, or al-

lowed to settle of themselves? Heretofore with me it

has been worth the hay to cure it.

Green Bush, Ga. M. K. Hokxe.

Among the oddest experiences of my life have been

the accounts sent to me of late, regarding what has

been called my barn method of curing cow-pea hay
Some write, and the majority, too, that they have had
perfect success, and made the finest hay they ever

saw. A few write that they made ensilage, good
feed, but not dry hay. While still a few others write

that theirs spoiled. Now it is evident that where
men widely scattered over the country try the same
plan for doing an> thing, and the greater number of

them succeed in the process, there can be nothing
wrong about the method, and that those who have not

succeeded have failed for some reason that is within

their own reach to remedy. I never made a failure

in curing pea vines in the barn yet, and I have
seen hundreds of failures made in the attempts to

cure them by drying on scaffolds and poles, for the re-

sult then is a lot of dry, leafless sticks, and not well

cured hay. It would be well for all our farmers to

realize that too long exposure to our bright sun is

ruinous to the quality of any hay, whether it be made
of clover, grass or peas. Nine tenths of the baled
Timothy hay on our markets is about the same quality

as wheat straw for feeding purposes. The grass is

allowed to get nearly dead before cutting, and then is

allowed to drv in the sun till time to load up ou the

wagons, dust dry. Hay of any kind will cure better

in large bulk, as the pressure excludes the air. Not
that the air is injurious, but the germs of mould are

carried in the air, and if favorable conditions are

found, they will grow. Hence I always prefer to pack

the hay into the mow as tight as I can get it to go

when half dry. and to put it in as large a bulk as I

can, so as to have a smaller percentage exposed to the

air. Whether the pea vines will cure well in stacks

1 am not prepared to say. I have seen them stacked

in Eastern North Carolina, but the appearance of the

hay was not such as would recommend it. If the

stacks are made very large aud ure covered well with

straw to shut out the rain, the hay may be made very

well I would say, but never having tried it, I cannot

speak from experience. I prefer to put it in a tight

barn and pack in as closely as possible and in large

bulk, so as to have less surface.

W. F. Massey.

Preparat ;on of Land for a Spanish Peanut Crop.

I am go ng to plant 30 acres of peauuts. Soil is

gray sandy soil. It is rather thin soil. I have the

land plowed. I intended to put on this laud two tons

of acid phosphate aud one ton of kainit, mixed to-

gether. Now would it do to put the fertilizers on
broadcast and work iuto the soil, lay off the laud with

a marker, and plant ou the level, or what is the best

preparation, and what is the best fertilizer to use for

the peanut crop? Please answer iu the May number
of the Southern Planter, because I consider your ad-

vice to be of great value.

Greensville Co., Va. Jonx C. Smith.

I can hardly be classed as a peanut grower, since I

have only grown them experimentally in testing the

effects of different fertilizers on the crop. In doing

this I have found that the experience of all peanut

growers, that lime is essential to the perfection of the

crop, is correct, for in every instance where lime was

omitted there was a large percentage of "pops," or

empty shells. Hence it is always better in the prepa-

ration of land to give au application of about 1,000

pounds of lime per acre before the final preparation

and fertilization. I would always use the fertilizers

broadcast, and cultivate rather flat on a sandy soil,

which is really the ouly kiud adapted to the crop.

As a fertilizer, I would advise a mixture of 260

pounds of acid phosphate to 50 pounds of muriate of

potash per acre, and the fertilizer should be applied

some time before planting, and be well harrowed into

the land, so that the caustic effect of the potash can

be avoided. Thorough preparation of the soil before

planting, and shallow and frequent cultivation during

the season of growth, should be the rule.

W. F. Massey.

Cow Peas for Orchard.

I have a small place in Loudoun Valley. Virginia,

550 feet above tide, on which I have planted a five-

acre orchard. This orchard is being plowed and cul-

tivated this year without crop. I have, however, iu

mind to drill in cow peas and continue cultivation

into July or later. Will you kindly inform me
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through Southern Planter or otherwise, what variety
of cow pea to plant, and when to plant it in order to

get a fair crop of hay and enough seed for another
year, and very much oblige,

Washington, D. C. Albert M. Read.

You are doing the best thing for the orchard, but

the cultivation should not be kept up later than July,

as the terminal buds are then formed and the trees

should not be excited into an abnormal growth by

cultivation late in the season, but allowed to mature

and ripen the wood. July in your locality will be

rather late for many of the varieties of the cow pea,

and it will be better to use an extra early one.

The best of these is the one known as Warren's Extra

E'rly, a variety I found in the hands of a grower in

Eastern North Carolina some years ago and called to

the attention of W. H. Maule, of Philadelphia, who
sells the seed. There is another productive and early

one in common use called the Whippoorwill. These

can be had from the Richmond seedsmen, and perhaps

the Warren too. Either of them will answer your

purpose, and make a good soil cover for the orchard,

and mature seed.

W. P. Massey.

Care of Bull.

What is the proper management of a two-year old

thoroughbred bull ? Ought he to be kept in a small lot

to himself, or with a yearling or two for company ; or
ought he to be allowed the freedom of the pasture
along with the rest of the herd?

Bertie Co., N. G. "N. C."

We always preferred to keep a bull in a lot by him
self with a house for shelter. Have the lot large

enough to allow of exercise, and this may well be sup-

plemented by using him ou a tread power. A bull so

kept is much more likely to keep good tempered than

if permitted to run in the pastuie with the cows.

Besides this, the best tempered bull in the world is a

dangerous animal to be at large, and sooner or later

may be the cause of trouble to some one. He should

always be kept where he can be under control and

where those who may be injured, have only themselves

to blame if they put themselves within his power.

—Ed.

Barley.

Will you kindly do me the favor to ask for the ex-

perience of some of your subscribers in Middle and
Eistern Virgiuia with spring and fall barley, bearded
aud beardless, naming varieties, giving character of

soil ? I have met with considerable loss from fall seed-

ing of oats, wiuter killing, and wish to find a substi-

tute. I am informed from the Valley, that the fall

seeded barley makes fine wiuter grazing and heavy
yields of grain.

Fluvanna Co., Va. C. E Jones.

Will some of our friends kindly oblige our corre-

spondent and ourselves with their experience ?—Ed.

Cultivation of Peanuts and Tobacco.

Please state which is the best form of cultivation
for peanuts and tobacco, shallow or deep, level or
ridged; and also what form of commercial fertilizer

ought to be used to give best results on peanuts.
Albemarle Co., Va. Guy P. Morris.

We strongly advise level, shallow cultivation for all

crops. The true object of cultivation is not the

working of the land, but just sufficient disturbance of

the surface soil to prevent the growth of weeds, and
the covering of the soil with a fine mulch of earth to

prevent the evaporation of water from the soil and
subsoil. Any cultivation beyond this is almost cer-

tain to be attended with injury to the roots of the

crop. The ridging of land is always to be avoided in

a hot climate, unless absolutely unavoidable in order

to get rid of water, as it exposes so much greater a
surface of the land to the action of the sun's rays.

In a cool climate, ridging the land is not only per-

mi sible, but advisable, as thereby the heat of the

sun can be more fully utilized, and the growth and
ripening of the crop be hastened. In this issue will

be found advice on the fertilizer best to be used ou
the peanut crop.

—

Ed.

Seeding Clover in Cotton.

Do you advise seeding clover in cotton when laid
by?

Cartarel Co., N. C. David W. Davis.

Yes. We would sow German clover if the land

was to be cropped again next year. If this course

was followed, and the clover cut for hay or green feed,

the crop would be off the ground in May, and could

be followed by corn, or by cow peas, or by corn with
cow peas sown at the last working. If it was desired

not to work the land in the following year, we would
sow red clover or sapling clover and cut for hay.

—

Ed.

Sow Failing to Breed—Vicious Boar.

I have a very fine Chester White sow about one
year and eight months old ; had one litter of pigs
when she was eight or ten months old, and it seems
impossible to secure another litter from her. She is

kept in pasture, and is in fairly good order. My boar
is half Chester and half Poland China. He is about
the same age, and will weigh about 200 pounds.
Please tell me through .your journal what I shall do
to bring about the result I desire. This boar is also
vicious, and I cannot turn him in the pasture with my
cows. On one occasion he wounded two cows and a
calf. I then put him in a close pen, and kept him
there for about six weeks. Wheu I turned him out
again, he immediately went to lighting the cows, and
came very near ruining the finest one I had. Can
anything be done to break him from this habit ? Some
ot my neighbors told me to kuock his teeth out. This
I attempted to do, but found that it would break his
jaw-bone. Therefore, I gave it up, as the hog was too
valuable to murder in that way. If he was only an
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ordinary animal, I would have disposed of him long

ago. Please give the above information through the

Mav journal.

Brunswick Co.. N. C. J. W. Gat.

The failure to breed may be the fault of the sow, or

the boar to which she has been bred. If of the sow.

we know of no means of curing the defect. Try ser

vice by another boar, not allowing her to be served

until near the end of the period of heat. If deter

mined to keep the boar, we would saw off his tusks,

and thus prevent him from doing so much and such

serious injury. Whist this will not cure his vicious

propensities, it lessens the danger. Such an animal,

however, is better fed and killed.

—

Ed.

Growing Hops.

Why should not this Southern country grow hops

on itf best lands t

Trim. F. C.

We have never been able to understand why an

effort to establish hop growiug in the South has not

been made. We have several times tried to induce

farmers to make the experiment, but hitherto without

success. Hops grow wild in maty sections of this

State, and g'ow luxuriantly, and we feel confident

that uuder cultivation they would do so. If they can

be grown profitably in the North and West, where

both laud aud labor is more costly than here, we see

no reason why they should not be a profitable crop

here. We urge that some one should make the ex

perimeut.

—

Ed.

Seeding Peas.

I have twenty or twenty-five acres of sandy river

bottom, subject to overflow when we have very high
wat.r (what we term floods in the Shenandoah).
which generally occur about once in seven yeais.

la>t one being two years ago last September. I culti-

vate this laud in corn aud wheat whenever it comes
in crop rotation, and it produces quite well—occa-

sionally lose a crop or portion by high water. Last

freshet, two years ago. left considerable saud on it. bur

not too deep, I think, to prevent producing a fair

crop. Next year this land conies in rotation for corn

crop, and I would like to improve it. and am thinking

of drilling peas on it next month with a wheat drill.

about one bushel to the acre, and if they come up
sufficient to make a good hay crop, to harvest the hay.

and then turu under the stubble for the corn crop ;

if they didn't come well enough to make hay. then

pasture cattle on it, aud theu plow for corn. Please

give me your views as to method of seeding them,
what quantity to put to the acre, and the kind of pea
to use. and if you think the experiment advisable,

and greatly oblige

Rockingham Co., Ya. W. S. SoVTHALL.

P S.—Where could I purchase peas to advantage?
Mr. Geo. B. Finch, of Boydton, Va., originator of

"The Wonderful Pea," is a cousin of mine, and he

thinks they would do well in this section, but I am
afraid I am most too far north for it.

We think the proposed production of a pea crop on

this land a wise course. It will no doubt greatly im-

prove the corn crop. We think the Black Pea is the

one best suited for your section. It is quite possible

that the " Wonderful Pea
--

would make a heavy crop

of vines on this land, but we doubt its making and

ripening peas so far north and in so elevated a section.

North of the James River, the Wonderful Pea is not

to be relied on to ripen peas, except to a very limited

extent aud in a very fine open fall. If sown broad-

cast, a bushel of peas will be sufficient per acre, and

less will suffice, if drilled. We think broadcast seeding

of peas quite as good as drilling, except on land which

it is desirable should be worked once or twice during

the growth of the crop. On this botton land we

should prefer to sow broadcast, as it will no doubt be

full of weed seed- left by the freshet, and broadcast

seeding will better smother the weeds. Cow peas can

be bought from T. W. Wood & Sons. Richmond.

—

Ed.

Sweet Potatoes.

Please let me know the best way of making sweet

potato hot beds, and how to manage the bed for the

best results, and how to grow them.

Montgomery Co.. Ya. M. M. KENNEDY.

In this issue will be found full instructions for grow-

ing sweet potatoes.

—

Ed.

Second Crop Irish Potatoes.

Please give me information as to how to prepare
the seed aud how to plant to secure a good stand. I

got about half a Stand aud made about LOO bushels.

If I could get a perfect stand, and make double the

quantity, it would pay handsomely.

Blackstock, - J. Smith Hakdex.

It is too early iu the year yet to prepare for plant-

ing the second or fall crop of Irish potatoes. We
will deal with the question in a later issue, when

seasonable. Matters dealt with out of season, we find

only involve us in constant repetition.

—

Ed.

Fertilizer for Tobacco—Moles.

I've read with much pleasure your article on "To-
bacco Fertilizers," by Mr. W. G. Slae. in which he
suggests the mixing of same at home, but does not
give the formula for same, or what quantity per acre
and how applied. I am a new reader of your journal,

and did not see Professor Massey's formula for tobacco
fertilizer. Would you mind stating it iu your next
issue! Agaiu, is there any device by which moles
can be trapped or poisoned ! They are very destruc-
tive to crops in my laud : tell us how to handle them.

St. Mar;/ Co.. Md, O. G. Haydex.

The fertilizer recommended by Prof. Massey for
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tobacco is 900 pounds acid phosphate, 600 pounds

dried blood, 100 pounds nitrate of soda, and 400

pounds of high-grade sulphate of potash to make a

ton. Apply at rate of from 400 to 700 pounds to the

acre. Major Kagland got the best results from a series

of experiments by the use of 160 pounds of dried

blood, as the source of the nitrogen ; 120 pounds of

sulphate of potash, as the source of the potash, and

114 pounds of acid phosphate, as the source of the

phosphoric acid, per acre. This fertilizer cost $8.25

per acre at the time when the experiment was made,

and produced a crop of tobacco which sold for $146.60

per acre.

Moles are generally too wary to be easily poisoned,

but they may be killed by traps placed in their runs.

There are several varieties of these traps sold by the

hardware merchants. We are not advocates for the

killing of moles. We believe they do more good than

harm, as their food is almost wholly the larva of in-

jurious insects.

—

Ed.

Nitrate of Soda for Tobacco.

Editor Southern Planter

:

How much nitrate of soda should be used on to-

bacco plants, and whether to apply before or after

rain ? Plants are late and need stimulating.
How much should be used when the plants have

started in the field ?

Old Sub.

If applied at the rate of 100 or 150 pounds to the

acre, just before a gentle rain, this will help them
along. A second application later will be advisable.

From 100 to 200 pounds to the acre when started in

the field.—Ed.

SELECTION OF SEED CORN BY CROSS-
BREEDING.

It will pay farmers to test the value of the following

method of selecting seed corn : Two or three rows are

planted in the middle of the field, using seed of a dif-

ferent variety from that used in the remainder of the

field. The tassels of the corn in these rows are pulled

out, and before they develop pollen, so that the ears

will be fertilized wil^h pollen from the remainder of

the field. The seed from these rows is selected for

next year's planting, and it is claimed that the yield

has been increased by at least ten bushels per acre.

Colonel Dudley, of Topeka, has done a great deal in

this line, and reports excellent results. If the yield

of the corn crop could be increased ten bushels per

acre, it would mean several million dollars added to

the value of the crop, and obtained by only a very

little increase of labor expended. About fifteen farm-

ers in the vicinity of Manhattan have agreed to co-

operate with the Kansas Experiment Station in test-

ing the methods this year, but why should not five

hundred or a thousand farmers all over the country
join in the work ? It will require very little labor.

Any farmer can find a different variety of corn from
his own by going three miles, or less, away from his

home ; and the work of pulling out the tassels will be
little more than the work necessary to cut the weeds
out of the same number of rows. Farmers, give this

matter your careful attention, and then plan to take
up the work. R. W. Clotheir.

Kansas State Agricultural College.

LARGE vs. SMALL FARFIS.

Editor Southern Planter:

I wish to take issue, to that extent, with the writer

of the very interesting 'Notes From Tidewater," in

your April issue, that there are two applications to be
made in the discussion of the question of large and
small farms.

There is no question but there is much idle land and
many occupants of tracts very much larger than they

can handle ; that the expense wasted upon a hundred
acres would give protit applied to fifty, but the mod-
ern world is given to combinations and to doing things

upon a big scale.

A man with $1,000 capital may care for 100 acres,

while one with $10,000 may till 1,000 acres, employ-
ing labor and machinery in proportion.

There are crops which will pay, and it will be a fine

day for the South when sufficient capital and energy

are expended to till big farms in a systematic manner.

Many men had better be employed upon the larger

farms than starving themselves upon a few weedy
acres. I think Virginia a much more promising part

of the world for farming enterprise upon a large scale

than California or the West, and I think the day not

far distant when this will be comprehended.

Capital and labor saving machinery are equally re-

munerative in a properly conducted farm business as

in other employments, but capital is necessary.

Index.

Mr. Thos. M. Jackson, Foster Falls, Va., writes,
September 7th, 1898: "I do not think any farmer
who wishes to keep up with the times can afford to be
without the Southern Planter as it contains the experi-
ences of practical farmers throughout the South."

Mr. Jos. B. Kite, Liberty Mills, Va , writes, July
26th, 189S: " The Southern Planter is one of the very
best agricultural journals on the globe. I am always
glad to read it."
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Now that all risk from frost is practically past, full

crops of all garden vegetables should be planted and

set out. Successional crops of English peas should

be sowd, and crops of snap beans, lima beans, butter

beans and pole beans be got into the ground. These

crops do not require that the land should be very rich,

but it should be of fair fertility and be. worked fine.

If farm yard manure is available, give a light dress-

ing ; if not, apply a fertilizei having, say, 2 per cent

of ammonia, 7 per cent, of phosphoric acid, and 6

per cent, of potash. This should be used at the rate

of 400 or 500 pounds to the acre. In planting the tall

varieties of beans, see that the poles are well set in

the ground before planting at least a foot deep, and it

will save much loss of crop if these are braced together

with cross pieces or with wire When the poles are

covered with vines, they are easily thrown down with

the wind and the crop ruined unless the poles are firmly

planted and braced. Plant the tall beans about three

feet apart each way. Snap beans may be planted in a

continuous row, and Dwarf limas, which produce well,

should be set about two feet apart.

Sweet corn should be planted every two weeks up

to the end of July for successional crops.

Cucumbers, canteloupes, squashes, and melons

should be planted. These should be set in hills about

four or five feet apart each way in well-worked, light

warm laud. Give each hill a good shovelful or two

of good well rotted manure, and mix a handful of

high grade fertilizer in the soil in each hill. Plant

three or four seeds to the hill, and after the plants

have made two or three leaves, thin out to one plant.

Melons and canieloupes are often troubled with bugs

and louse, and it is difficult to combat these. Dusting

tin- plants with bone meal when wet with dew has

been frequently recommended as a preventive of in-

jury. Others cover the plants with muslin protectors

until they are strong enough grown to resist injury.

Cultivate the crops frequently until the vines prevent

working.

Tomatoes should be set out as soon as the plants are

ready. Let the land be well broken and made fine

and set out in rows four feet apart and three feet

apart between the plants. Nitrate of soda has been

found one of the best fertilizers to use in growing

tomatoes, and may be applied at the rate of 200

pounds to the acre, given part when setting out and the

residue at the first and second working. It should be

spread in small quantity on each hill, and will soon

dissolve and penetrate to the roots. If the land is not

rich, it will be well to give a dressing of farm yard

manure before applying the nitrate of soda. When
setting out the plants, plant a hill of corn every few

yards. The boll worms, which often cause so much

damage to tomatoes, prefer corn to tomatoes, and will

feed on the corn and thus spare the tomatoes.

Egg plants and pepper plants should not be set out

until the latter part of the month, as they are tender.

Plant two or three feet apart, and make the hills rich

with farm yard manure and high grade fertilizer.

Nitrate of soda, applied as a top dressing, will help

the plants, but should not be allowed to touch the

leaves. Potato bugs are very destructive to egg plants,

and should be picked off or be poisoned with Paris

green until the fruit forms ; after the fruit forms,

Paris green should not be used.

Celery seed may be sown towards the end of the

month and in June. Prepare the bed finely and seed

thinly and cover with mats or brush after watering.

Keep covered until the seed germinates and then re-

move the mats.

Keep all early planted crops—such as cabbage,

spinach and potatoes—growing vigorously by frequent

cultivation ; and above all, k ep down all weeds in

every part of the garden and truck patch?

Thin out all onion crops as the plants become large

enough to handle, and keep free from weeds ; but do

not cultivate deeply.

If growing crops for the market, see that, as they

become fit for sale, they are carefully gathered,

cooled off and packed in clean new packages such as

the market calls for, and that full measure is given.

It is easier to lose a good reputation thau to gain one.

Strive always to have such a reputation for your

products that they will sell without examination, but

on the name alone. These are the products that sell

first and for the best prices.

Before commencing to ship to a market, ascertain

what style of package the market calls for and what are

the best days to ship on, and at what time the product

should reach the market to get top prices, and be

guided accordingly. Learn before you ship the charac-

ter of the agent to whom you ship. It is too late to

do this alter default has been made by the agent.

rhere are honest and dishonest men in nearly every

market The dishonest ones are those who are usually

ready to promise anything to get shipments. Deal
warily with these men.
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HOW TO TREAT FRUIT TREES INJURED BY THE
FROST.

The Secretary of the Missouri State Horticultural

Society writes as follows :

I realize that the geueral impression of our people
and of our newspapers is that the reports made about
the loss of the fruit crop and injury to the trees are

far overdrawn, but such is not usually the case. On
the contrary, they are usually under-estimated, and
oftentimes the injury is ur.ich more serious than re

ported, instead of less.

The great and widespread damage by the freeze of

February is not by any means overestimated, as the

reports from five hundred inquiries fully testify.

There never has been such serious results from any
cold winter as this one during the history of fruit

growing in Missouri, and now the question comes to

every one of us—more important even than the fruit

crop

—

"What to Do With the Trees."

The intensity of the cold does not seem to have been
most sev. re in the northern part of the State, for in

many instances the reports show a lower degree in the
s iiithern part. When we consider that 25 degrees to

30 degrees t>elow means a freezing of the life out ot

many of our trees and causing the bark, and even the
bodies, to burst, we may be sure of serious damage.
This has been the case iu this instance.

The pench buHs are very nearly a ! l killed, and we
will likely have very few, if any, peaches iu the State.

Worse than this, the trees are badly injured. The
freeze has diseolored the wood, aud these trees should
be cut back severely. If old trees, cut back to stubs
about, six or eight feet high. If young trees, cut so as
to leave stubs of orauches about six or eight inches
long. In other wor s. dehorn the trees. If the trees

have burst slightly, then cut off the burst bark and
cover with grafting wax. If the bark has loosened all

around the tree, or so far around that it cannot re
cover, then cut the tree off at the ground, and let a
sprout grow and make a new tree.

The Pear buds are also badly injured, and we can
expect only a partial crop of pears at best. Many ot

the pear-trees are damaged, and they should be cut
back not quite so severely as the peach.
The Plum buds—Japan variety—are about all killed,

aud the trees injured in some instances as badly as the
peach. Treat them the same as the peach. Other
plums, of the Wild Goose type, are all right for a crop
of plums.
The Cherry buds, of the Morello variety, like the

Ey. Richmond, are iu good condition for a crop of
fruit, and the trees are very slightly injured. Some of

the Duke varieties are injured and nearly all the Heart
varieties.

The Apple buds—only the tender varieties are killed,

but most of the hardy varieties are still in good shape
for a crop of apples. In many localities, however, the
trees themselves are badly damaged, caused by the
rupture of the bark, and sometimes the tiee itself. If

this bursting; of the bark is such that the bark is loose
all arouud the tree, then the tree had better be cut
down to the ground, or to the snow Hue, and a sprout
trained for a new tree. If it be only slightly loosened

—an inch or so wide—then cut off the loose bark,

cover the pait with grafting wax and then cut back
the top of the tree, though not quile so severely as the

peach. If the wood is simply discolored, then a severe

top pruning will be sufficient, and they will very likely

recover. If is astonishing how quickly some of these

trees will recover if they are cut back enough so that

the sap can reach the branches before it becomes sour,

as it must do, if it has to go to the tips of the limbs
when not cut off.

The Strawberry crop is not materially damaged, be-

cause they are usually well mulched.
The Raspberry crop will be short fully one-half; the

canes have been badly killed in many localities, and
where such is the case they had better all be cut off

close to the ground and burned up.

The Blackberry crop will be short only about one
fourth among our hardy varieties. When they are

killed, treat the same as the raspberry.

The Grape crop will still be good, only excepting
some oi the tender varieties.

If there ever was a time when the fruit-grower

could have a general cleaning up iu nearly all parts of

the orchard and garden, then this year is the time.

When you cut off this wood, burn it up; by thus do-

ing, yon will destroy many insects, their eggs, and
much of the destructive fungi which do us so much
damage. We may be partially free from their destruc-

tive lavages for a few years if we make this cleaning

ap a general anil thorough one.

In all this work this spring, let us remember that

although there may be life enough to start a.tree if the
top is all cut off, yet, if it is all left on, the tree will

exhaust itself in the attempt to start a growth, and
then finally give up the attempt and the tree dies.

In conclusion, while we cannot expect a great crop
of fruit, this year, yet we should get good prices for

everything we have to sell. The great extent of coun-
try where the damage has been severe gives us prom-
ise of a very short crop, aud it will surely pay us to

take good care of all we may have Never was there

a winter when so large a portion of our country was
so badly damaged by one single storm. It extended
from the Atlantic to the Rockies, and from the Gulf to

the northern limit of fruit-growing. The fruit is not

killed in all this district, but is badly injured, and no
portion has entirely escaped ; hence, we may look for

a scarcity.

Do not neglect your trees, but give them the proper
treatment, and in many instances they will be in shape
to give us a good crop next year, and surely so in two
years.

L. A. Goodman, Secretary.

THE SWEET POTATO CROP.

This crop, which is one of very great importance

in Tidewater Virginia, requires that attentiou should

now be given to the production of the slips aud the

preparation of the land. We reproduce the following

very full instructions from an article written by Prof.

Massey, who is himself an adept sweet potato grower.

We could not add auythiug with advantage, if we de-

sired :

I years ago abandoned the practice of starting the
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plants in a manure heated hot-bed, because the prac-

tice encouraged the growth of the rot fungus, and I

had more trouble from the "black shank" in the

plauts. which is caused by the same fungus that after-

wards attacks the roots, when manure was used. I

have had little of this trouble since I began to grow
the plauts in a cold frame, depending entirely on the

heat from the sun through glass sashes to start the

growth. I bed the potatoes in the cleanest sand attain-

able aud cover with the same an inch or more above
the top of the potatoes. The bed is then watered well

with lukewarm water, and the sashes put on and kept
close till signs of sprouting appear. After this, air

must be g veu whenever the sun shines, and the bed
mu>t be kept moist by repeated waterings or by full

exposure during warm rains. In this way I have
never- failed to get good plants. They make far better

roots in the sand than they would if bedded in a rich

soil, and transplant more readily. I consider April 1st

as early enough to start the beds in the latitude of

central Virginia, but southward it would be better to

start a little earlier, or six weeks before time to set in

the open ground. There is seldom any gain by too

early setting of the plants, for the potato is a tender
plant and needs to have the ground warm to make its

best growth. This is one of the crops for which deep
plowiug is not best. The best roots are made where
they have a hard bottom to form against to prevent
their from becjoiljg long and crooked. For the same
reason the old practice of making a very high hill

is an error. The best crops are grown wh< n the ridges

are never made higher ttnu most of our farmers hill

cotton or com, and the work can be done with the

same tools. Some wait for what they call a ''season
for setting the plants"—that is, they want the land
wet from rain. This an error, for the plants set in wet
land will often get a hard crust aiound them that

checks their growth. I prefer to have the soil

merely in good working order. The plants are drawn
carefully from the bed, and at once set in buckets or
tubs of water. A boy takes a bucket along and hands
to the planter each plant dripping with water. It is

set deeply and puddles itself in the soil. Only the
tip of the plant is left out of the ground, and the
earth is closely pressed to it. The previous prepara
tiou of the soil is of the greatest importance. We
have said that the plowing should be shallow, but it

should be repeated and tho ongh, so as to mix the
broadcasted manure very completely with the soil.

The sweet potato is one of the crops which needs little

application of nitrogen. An excess of nitrogenous
matter in the soil leads to a rank growth of vine with-
out a corresponding crop of roots. We do not mean
that sweet potatoes cannot be grown on rich land. If

the mechanical texture is all right, it matters little

how fertile the soil, provided the fertility is well bal-

anced. The plant can use the nitrogen profitably if

the ration is balanced with a sufficient amount of pot
ash and phosphoric acid. It is the excess of nitrogen

that causes the plants to run to vines. The form in

which artificial nitrogen is supplied is also of impor-
tance. It shonld all be in some good organic form as

cotton seed meal, blood, tankage, Sac., and no nitrate

of soda should be used, as the sodium salts are not

good for this crop. Potash is the most important ele-

ment.

I know that the practice has become common among
the growers of the Eastern Shore to use large quanti-

ties of salt in the preparation of a compost for the
potato crop, and that many have the notion that salt

is a good mauure. The fact is, that in the way the

salt is used in compost beds with wood's earth du-
ring the winter, the salt is mainly gone by the time
the compost is applied to the land, and the only good
it does is to render soluble certain ma ters in the vege-

table matter that it is mixed with. This could as well

be accomplished by the use of kaiuit in the same way.
But the use of the chlorides has a tendency to deterio-

rate the quality of the potato. The fad for the use of

salt on the sweet potato crop that has been so preva-
lent among Virginia sweet potato growers, will soon be
a thing of the past, as they begin to find the practice

tends to exhaustion of the soil. While potash is of the
greatest importance to the crop, the form in which it

is applied is as important as it is for the tobacco
crop. We would never use potash except in the

form of a sulphate unless it could be cheaply gotten in

the form of hard wood ashes, which is doubtless the

best shape to get it if they can be had cheaply enough
in comparison with the sulphate. The best way to

prepare the land is to apply broadcast a good coat of

leaf mold from a piney woods, which was piled up the

fall before in layers with lime. Theu apply all the other

fertilizers in the furrow under the beds. If a good
coat of the lime and leaf mold compost is added all

over the land, there will be no need to use any nitro-

gen for the crop. Otherwise, we would then apply a
mixture of acid phosphate and sulphate of potash in

the furrow. Make the mixture 1,600 pounds of acid

phosphate to 400 pounds of high grade sulphate, and
use 400 pounds per acre in the furrows. Lap two
furrows over the first aud flatten them with a light

roller before setting the plants, so that the moisture

will be retained better in the early stages of growth.

As soon as the plants start to grow, start the cultiva-

tor close to the rows. Keep the cultivator running,

and there will be little need for hand hoes. In lay-

ing by, use a cotton sweep to finish up with. Toss

the vines over into the alternate rows out of the way,

go through with the sweep, and theu reverse the

vines to the finished rows and complete the work in

the alternate rows. For potatoes to keep all winter,

do not depend on the spring-set plants, but prepare a

new area and plant it with cuttings from the early

plants in July. This can be rapidly done by running
out and fertilizing the beds. Then split them with a

plow and lay the cuttings along the furrow aud plow
the land back on them. Let a hand follow the plow
and tramp the earth tight to the cuttings. Work
these just as the early planted ones. The best seed for

the next year's bedding is produced from these cut-

tings set in August, so as to have the roots all of small

size. There will be far less of the black shank in

plants grown from these, as the spores are not so

apt to be transmitted on the cuttings. The rot is pro-

moted by the constant repetition of the crop on the

same land, for the soil becomes infected with the

spores of the fangus. The best preparation for the

potato crop is a pea or clover crop the year before,

the stubble to be turned over in preparation for the

crop and dressed with lime. In lack of this, use the

lime with the wood's earth.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

PROFITS IN SHBEP HUSBANDRY IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The farmer who is not engaged in sheep husbandry,

is losing the benefits of one of the most interesting,

delightful and profitable pursuits that cau engage his

attention. Sheep are the most docile, timid and in-

offensive of all domestic animals, and respond quicker

to intelligent management and give greater profits to

capital invested in them, than any property into

which a farmer can put his money. Sheep will give

three dividends in one year from an investment, viz. :

The w'ool, lamb, and mutton for the block.

Two dollars and fifty cents invested in a good ewe,

will under intelligent management give in dividends

in one year : for wool, $1.00 ; for a good spring lamb,

15.00, and the ewe as mutton, $3.50, making total

sales of $9 50 from an investment of $2 50. The
wool and value of excrement, worth $2.50, will pay

expenses, leaving as profit $6.00 ; deduct 20 per cent,

to cover occasional losses, still leaving a net profit of

$4.80 per head. These are not extravagant figures.

I know farmers in this State, who are making greater

profits than these. I have a letter just received from

a farmer, who sold this month nine spring lambs in

New York, at $10.00 each. Spring lambs are selling

herein Richmond (the middle of April) at 10 cents

per lb., gross, wholesale. Similar profits are open to

every farmer who will give the necessary care and

intelligent management to his flock of sheep. Our
Virginia farmers have great advantages over other

States in raising spring lambs for market. Our mild

wiuters and accessibility to the best markets of this

country and Europe, make Virginia an ideal State

for the successful prosecution of sheep husbandry ; it

is too cold in the North, and the distance is too great

in the West. There is no probability of the early

lamb market being over doue. The English markets

are calling for American spriug lambs, shipped

slaughtered The first class hotels in the South,

where Northern tourists are wintering, are also good

maikets for early fat lambs. Yet there are only

3(53.000 sheep now in this State, and Virginia ranks

tweuty-fourth among the States in number of sheep

raised. We keep less than an average of three sheep per

farm. If only one-half of our farmers would keep only

an average of twenty good ewes, with intelligent care

and management, they would give an annual income

of six and a half millions of dollars. Putting the

wool at $1.00, and the lamb at $4.00 per head, this is

not only possible, but practicable.

The old adage that '-gold is found under the sheep's

foot," is still as true as of yore ; handsome profits

3

await the careful shepherd. The greatest profit for

our Virginia farmers is in marketing earl.y spring

lambs ; a fat lamb at Easter is always "boss" of the

market. I have sold them in New York at, over

$10.00 a head. Experiments have shown that the

cost of raising a spring lamb for market is one-half

the <ost of a yearling sheep, while its selling price is

double. Sheep give greater profit from the same
quantity of feed than cattle. Eight and a half pounds

of dry feed fed to sheep, will make as much live

weight as twelve and a half pounds fed to cattle.

Nearly all the sheep now in the State are kept in

Southwest Virginia, the Valley and Piedmont. In

the greater portion of the State no sheep are raised.

But by sowing forage crops, such as peas, Kaffir corn,

millet, corn, clover, rape, barley, rye, &c, sheep can

be kept anywhere in Virginia with good profits.

Rape is one of the most valuable plants for sheep.

Experiments have been made, and one acre of rape

on good land, pastured thirty-six sheep for sixty days.

The dwarf Essex English rape, sown in early fall, will

make excellent succulent feed for forcing early lambs.

This variety will stand much cold. In mild winters,

it affords much pasture, and the lambs can be finished

off on green barley and rape, with little grain. A few

years ago, the value of rape as a rich, succulent feed,

was little known in this country. It is one of the

best feeds ou which to fatten the ewes by mid-summer
for market, or put them in fine stock conditon at

small cost. If not pastured too close, it will sprout

out again, and afford several crops duriug the season.

It can be sown in drills or broadcast. It makes a fine,

cheap fall pasture by sowing it in the corn rows, just

before the last cultivation of the corn crop. Broad-

cast, sow four to six pounds per acre ; if in drills, two
to four pounds.

The best breeds of sheep for Virginia are the Downs,
the Merinos crossed with the Downs, and the Dorset.

My personal experience with the Dorsets has been

very satisfactory. They will drop more twin lambs,

and are the best mothers, giving ample milk for twins
;

they fatten like pigs. They will drop two sets of

lambs in one year, but such a practice is not desirable.

I have sold Dorset ewes in July, after raising spring

lambs, which averaged by the bunch 150 pounds each.

It would surprise many farmers who have not kept

sheep, how cheaply and profitably they can be raised

on the cheap lands of this State. They are splendid

improvers of the soil. No one ever saw a poor farm
where sheep had been kept loug.

The New Y'ork and New Jersey system of buying
stock ewe* by the carload, and breeding them to pure
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»il. od bucks of the mutton type, forcing the spring

lambs and fattening the ewes for market by late sum

mer, can be much more profitably prosecuted in Vir-

ginia than in the North. This system cleans up the

flock every year, and brings quick returns, improves

the land, and affords a means of marketing the forage

grown on the farm.

The demand for wool and mutton is increasing.

Fat sheep are bringing $5.50 per 100 pounds now iu

Chicago. The greatest enemy to sheep husbandry is

the miserable cur ; but if farmers will band together

for protection, and work up public sentiment, the

proper protection will finally come.

May the time soon come in Old Virginia when, in

the gray dawn of moruing the kindly shepherd's call

will receive the plaintive answer from hundreds of

thousands of sheep echoing back from her thousand

hills.

G. W. Koiner,
Commissioner of Agriculture of Virginia.

GOOD BRED STOCK vs. SCRUB STOCK.

Editor Southern Planter:

It will pay the Planter read rs to search up the last

number and carefully study the article on "Stock

Raising," by the Hon. G. W. Koiner, Commissioner

of Agriculture for Virginia. The principles set forth

in it are sound, and it contains the best of advice to

the Virginia and Southern farmer. The following,

quoted from Mr. Koiner's article, ought to be im
pressed on the mind of every farmer in the South.

"It costs about as much to raise a scrub that will

sell for $30 to $35 as it does a good grade Shorthorn
or Aberdeen Angus that will bring $50 to $60, and
the same difference in stackers. A report from West
Virginia says, that State is losing $2,000,000 a year by
not improving her beef cattle. If this is true, how

,
much more is Virginia losing by using the pennyroyal
bull scrub for breeding purposes?"

This refers to cattle only. How startling would the

figures be if the loss from raising inferior hogs and
sheep was added. It is very evident Mr. Koiner
would have well bred stock. Those who have tried

only scrub cattle, razor back hogs and bare bellied

sheep, and failed to find stock raising profitable, should

not conclude that stock does not pay, for, friends,

there is a great difference between well bred animals

and the degenerate stock that predominates in this

part of the country, and that has led the people to

believe, ami often very properly, that the less stock

they have the better. We have had some good stock

and a lot of inferior grades down nearly to the lowest—
the Utter pressed on us by debtors in lieu of money.

I often thiuk that if they had kept better- stuck, per

haps they would not have needed to dispone <> it in

this way.

It is interesting and surprising to observe the differ-

ence in the natural propensities of common and well-

bred stock. The former usually have the faculty only

of living, while the latter seem to live that they may
serve man's needs. Careful selection and specialized

breeding have done this, and it is equally clearly to

be seen in cattle, sheep and hogs.

At this time. I mean to speak more particularly of

hogs, and give a little recent experience with them.

Last summer a large litter of pigs came into our pos-

session, whose appearance suggested that they might

not be many removes from the South American pec-

cary, yet they were somewhat of au improvement on

some of the noudescripts that one occasionally meets

with in these parts. They were turned with several

others—Poland-Chinas and Chester Whites of about

the same age. They all had the same chance of feed-

ing and growing until they were killed in February,

when the well bred hogs averaged nearly 175 pounds

per head : the common ones less than 100 pounds. If

they had represented nothing instead of $15. which we

allowed for them, and we had shot them the day they

came on the farm, we would have been money in

pocket. When so unprofitable to us, I do not see how
others can make such pigs pay, without "turning

one's hogs upon one's neighbors eleven months in the

year and just before killing, feeding the self made
pork a half barrel of nubbins," as Mr. C. E. Jones

says in the March Planter. But it is pretty rough on

the neighbors.

Late last fall we got hold of another lot of a little

better strain. Two litters of pigs of our own breed-

ing, the result of a cross between the Chester Whites

and Poland Chinas, and of the same age. have been

fed along with this last acquisition, or at least have

been allowed to feed themselves on artichokes most of

the winter and up to this writing. April 20th. One
would suppose that the lot not far removed from the

kind that for many generations back has had to de-

pend for its liviug mostly on its capacity for rustling,

would, under these circumstances, have done the best,

but the well bred pigs took the le d from the start.

and are so far ahead now that they are beyond com-

parison.

Why people contiuue to raise pigs from razor back

boars is a puzzle, when, at very small expense for a

good boar, and in so short a time, a good strain of

hogs can be had, even when very common sows are

used to start with.

If the Planter readers who have given but little at

tention to improving their hogs would head their

breeding pens with a good pure bred boar. I am cer-

tain they would be well satisfied with the result.
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This journal contains the cards of a number of

breeders of swine, whose stock is good, as we can at-

test from experience. When a first class pure bred

boar can be bought for from $5 to $10, the farmer

who makes any pretense to raise pigs is surely putting

a block in the way of his own progress if he fails to

own or use one.

Albert R. Bellwood.
Chesterfield Co., Va.

PURE-BRED STOCK, OR NATURE IMPROVED
BY ART.

Editor Southern Planter

:

It is unfortunate, that when men like Mr. Koiner
advise farmers to no longer raise scrub stock, but

obtain the improved beef breeds to sell to the

butchers, that they should be suspected of having

such cattle to sell, and are permitting their judgment
to be warped by their interests. It may be that some
writers for the farm papers do have improved stock

to sell, but that does not invalidate their testimony

in favor of its superior excellence. In a court of

justice, the witness who knows whereof he affirms, is

the witness wanted, and the only one whose evidence

has weight with the jury.

The Shorthorn and Hereford cattle were brought

iuto the United States more than eighty years ago,

and the Aberdeen Angus, nearly twenty-five years

ago; and ye't, notwithstanding their admitted superi-

ority to the natives, they have not obtained the

exclusive domain to which their merits entitle them.

Let a man who has cultivated the art of observation

take a journey through Virginia, Pennsylvania, or

any of the Eastern States, he will be surprised to see

among the cattle on a thousand hills and valleys so

few thoroughbreds. He will discover that although

the improved breeds have proved vastly more profi-

table to their owners, and that the fact is well known,

yet the great multitude of cattle are still natives, and

not very good ones at that.

What are pure- bred stock 1 The answer is they are

any distinct race of animals which have bpen domesti-

cated and improved by good care and successive

selection for so long a period that their distinguishing

characteristics and desirable qualities have become so

firmly fixed and stamped in the race, that they will

reproduce themselves, and be perpetuated in their

offspring. Pure-bred Shorthorns, for instance, were

bred in the Teeswater Valley, in the county of Dur-

ham, England, with the sole object in view of making

the largest quantity of good - beef, in the shortest

possible space of time. Beef, and not butter, was

what the Collings and Bateses were after.

The quicker beef can be made, the less will be its

cost, and the greater the breeder's profits. A breed

of cattle that will grow large, grow quickly, and afford

the largest proportionate quantity of steak and other

choice pieces to adorn the butcher's stall, and the

fewest undesirable and unsalable pieces to encumber
his shop, is the breed that will always be profitable

and popular with those whose chief business it is to

furnish towns and cities with meat.

Pure-bred cattle were not found running wild, like

the buffalo on the Western plains. The distinctive

breeds have been established by the most persistent

selection of animals possessing the desirable qualities

to breed from, and the remorseless rejection of all

others. If the early breeders of Shorthorns had by
chance raised a cow that gave an extraordinary

quantity of rich milk, they would not have despised

her on that account, but would have regarded her as

a sport of nature, an animal out of place, and instead

of breeding from her they would have disposed of her

to some dairyman, where she could adorn her proper

sphere. The calves of such a cow, if bred to a Short-

horn bull, might not resemble herself in the milk

giving quality, but as there was a possibility of it,

none of the celebrated English breeders, who were
breeding for beef, would have taken the risk of im
pairing their herds by such a cow.

It has been by great painstaking, by patient and
long continued selection of animals possessing the

qualities they desired to perpetuate and impress upon
their herds, that breeders have been enabled to attain

the present perfection of their stock, and it may be

added that it is only by constant painstaking in breed-

ing only from the best, that a herd can be kept from

degenerating. Youatt speaks of the principle of

selection as ''that which enables the agriculturist

not only to modify the character of his flock, but to

change it altogether. It is the magician's wand, by
means of which he may summon into life whatever

form and mould he pleases."

Charles Darwin, the great naturalist, says: "We
cannot suppose that all the breeds were suddenly pro-

duced as perfect and as useful as we now see them.

Indeed, in many cases we know that this has not been

their history. The key is man's accumulative power
of selection. Nature gives successive variations

; man
adds them up in certain directions useful to himself.

In this sense he may be said to have made for himself

useful breeds." •

Some farmers imagine that the improved breeds

have been pampered, and crammed with grain until

their constitutions have become so enfeebled that they

cannot endure hardships and rustle for themselves

like the natives. This is a mistake. The Shorthorns

and Herefords are the favorites of the ranchers in the

far West, whose herds have scarcely any attention at
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all, and must take care of themselves summer and

winter.

For a long time, no doubt, the high prices charged

by breeders of improved stock, was a bar to their

purchase by ordinary farmers, but for many years

past, this impediment to their general introduction

has been removed, and full blooded stock can be ob-

tained at a reasonable price.

J. W. Ingham.

Bradford Co., Pa.

FATTENING RANGE STEERS.

In this paper, the principal facts contained in Bul-

letin No. 58, Section 2, on the fattening of range

steers are given in condensed form. This bulletin

has recently been issued by the Minnesota University.

The experiment was undertaken to demonstrate to the

farmers of the State the suitability of rauge steers for

being fattened, and the remunerative character of the

work to those who would engage in it. Range steers

have heretofore been fattened at the stock-yards of

the Twin Cities, but on the farms of the State the work

has seldom been attempted, notwithstanding the very

favorable conditions within our borders for engaging

in such a work.

The experiment proper began on December 7, 1896,

and ended April 19, 1897, thus covering a period of

one hundred and thirty-one days. Some eighteen

days were occupied prior to December 7th in getting

the animals accustomed to their rations. Nine steers

were used in the experiment. They formed part of a

car load of twenty-one animals purchased by the writer

near Culbertson, Montana. They were all two years

old, and where grades of the various beef breeds.

Individually, they were good types, but were a trifle

long in limb and coarse in bone. They had been

reared under semi-range conditions—that is to say,

they pastured on the range all the year, except in the

severest weather, when they were fed range hay. They

had never been handled save when they were branded,

and could only be driven by means of a horse and

rider—that is to say, in cow-boy fashion. They were

unloaded at the sub station at Crookston, Minn.,

about September 21st, to be there pastured for a time

on the abundant grasses, but stormy weather and cold

setting in unusually early, hindered satisfactory gains

from the steers while at Crookston.^ They were, there-

fore, shipped down to St. Paul and put under experi-

ment as stated above.

The cost of the steers in Montana was $30 per head.

The freight on each from Culbertson to St. Paul, in-

cluding food on the way, was $4.04. When they

reached Crookston, the whole car load averaged 1,097

lbs. each, aud the nine animals put under experiment

averaged 1,109 lbs., shrunk weight, and they only

averaged 1,129 lbs. when put under experiment. The
gains in the interval, therefore, were not satisfactory.

When the experiment began, the steers were tied in

stalls, which, by the way, was no joke for those who
did the work. Usually, it would be better to feed

rauge steers loose and in a feed lot yard, with access

to a shed. But to have fed them thus, would not have

served all the ends for which the experiment was

conducted.

The steers were divided into three lots known re-

spectively as lots 1, 2 and 3, and in each lot the ani-

mals are spoken of as (a), (b) and (c), respectively.

The object in thus dividing them was to ascertain the

influence of light, intermediate and heavier meal fac-

tors in beef production.

The grain fed consisted of bran, barley, com and
oil. cake, given in proportions of 3, 3, 3 and 1 parts of

each by weight. But on March 29th, this food was

substituted bj a mixture of bran, corn and oil cake,

in the proportions of 3, 6 and 1 parts respectively.

The steers in lot 1 were fed 7 lbs. each per day of the

grain when the experiment began Those in lot 2

were fed 9 lbs., and those in lot 3 were fed 11 lbs. The
aim was to add 1 lb. per animal at the end of every

four weeks. The fodder consisted of corn ensilage

and mixed hay of an indifferent quality. The steers

in lot 1 consumed, on an average, 10.56 lbs. of hay per

day, 18.17 lbs. of ensilage, and 9.08 lbs. of meal. Those

in lot 2 consumed 8 99 lbs. of hay, 20.31 lbs. of ensi-

lage, and 11.17 lbs. of meal. And the steers in lot 3

consumed 9.06 lbs. of hay, 17.44 lbs. of ensilage, and
13.09 lbs. of meal. It was intended to feed 25 lbs. of

ensilage per day, but the steers could not be made to

eat so much.

When the experiment began, the steers in lot 1

weighed, on an average, 1,207 lbs.; those in lot 2,

1,138 lbs., and those in lot 3, 1,155 lbs. When the ex-

periment closed, the steers in lot 1 weighed, without

shrink, 1,443 lbs.; those in lot 2, 1,399 lbs., and those

in lot 3, 1,405 lbs. The combined increase in weight

made by the steers in lot 1, was 709 lbs.; by those in

lot 2, 785 lbs., and by those in lot 3, 758 lbs. The aver-

age daily increase in weight made by the steers in lot

1, was 1.81 lbs.; by those in lot 2, 2.00 lbs , and by

those in lot 3, 1.93 lbs. The steers in lot 1 would

probably have made the greatest increase but for the

ill doing of the steer (b) in that lot. He was a bad

feeder, capricious in his appetite, even on the light

meal ration fed to him, and only gained 1.09 lbs. a day.

The cost of the food fed to the three steers in lot 1,

was $25.71 ; to the three in lot 2, $28.35, and to the

three in lot 3, $30.70. Had food been dear, the differ-

ence would have been greater. The cost of feeding

the steers in lot 1, averaged only 6.54 cents a day
;
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those iu lot 2, 7.21 cents, and those in lot 3, 7.18 cents.

This is marvelously cheap feeding. The Eastern

feeder will probably shake his head, but these are the

exact figures. The average cost of making 100 lbs. of

increase with the steers in the different lots, was $3.94,

$3.69 and $4.21, respectively. With the steer (c) in

lot 1, the cost was only $3.07 per 100 lbs: The writer

never made beef at so low a cost before, and may
never do so again. The profit from the feeding for 131

days, was $61.20 with the steers in lot 1, $58.98 with

the steers in lot 2, and $56. 16 with the steers in lot 3.

The steers were sold to Peter Van Hoven, of New
Brighton, for the Twin City trade. The price paid was

$4.62* per 100 lbs., and the steers had cost, wheu put

upou experiment $3.13 per 100 lbs. The increase

in value, therefore, per 100 lbs., was $1.49£.

The following statement gives the financial outcome

from feeding the nine steers :

Cash received April 17, 1897 $ 566 10
Value on December 1, 1896, on the

basis of cost $328 59
Cost of food 84 76

Total outlay 413 35

Total net profit

Net profit on one steer.,

152 75
16 97

The following are three of the six conclusions

reached

:

1 That cattle averaging about 1,200 lbs. when put

under experiment, can be brought to a good finish,

and iu a reasonable time, on a daily allowance of meal

averaging not more than 9 lbs. per day, with the ad

juncts fed in this experiment, and at a less cost than

if larger quantities of meal were fed.

2. That range steers put under what may be termed

farm conditions, can be made to yield a substantial

profit when judiciously bought, fed and sold.

3. That since cattle that are being fattened iu the

feed lots of the West are usually fed much larger

quantities of meal or grain than were given to the

steers in this experiment, the conclusion would seem

to be legitimate that much of the meal or grain so fed

is wasted.

I fear that some of the successful old time feeders

will feel aggrieved when they read conclusion 3. They
will feel like saying, Who is this that is trying to re-

move the old landmarks of our practice? Come, let

us make common cause against him. If so, not so fast,

my brethren ; show me, if you can, wherein I have

erred, and I will make a public apology to one and to

all. In the meantime, I say it again, much of the

feeding in the West is wasteful.

The cheapness of the foods must not be overlooked

in this experiment. They were valued at the aver

age market prices paid in the State as nearly as

these could be ascertained. These values were as fol-

lows : Bran per ton, $6.50 ; hay, $3.50 ; corn ensilage,

$1.25 ; oil cake, $14.00
; corn per bushel, 18 cents, and

barley, 16 cents. And there was allowed for grinding
the barley and corn, 2J cents each per bushel.

University of Minnesota. Thos. Shaw.

CATTLE-RAISING AND FEEDING IN THE SOUTH
ATLANTIC AND GULF STATES.

(continued.)

Editor Southern Planter :

Since my article in your January issue, I have read
a most sensible and timely letter from a farmer, who
has evidently tried the experiment, in which he says :

"It is all right to persuade the farmers to raise all
their supplies at home, and nineteen out of every
twenty can do this cheaper than they can grow 5 cent
cotton to buy them with; but when it comes to raising
them for market, it is a different thing. Hundreds of
pounds of country butter can be bought in Atlanta to-
day for 12 cents a pound, and every one that has tried it

knows that two pounds of cotton can be made at less
cost than one pound of butter. Pork is selling at 4
cents per pound, and the average Georgia farmer can
grow a pound of cotton as cheaply as he can a pound
of pork. A three-year old steer will bring about $12,
and with milk at 10 cents a gallon, it will cost at least
$4 to bring that calf to the age when it can eat grass.
Eggs will average 10 cents per dozen the year round

;

the hens laying them will eat 3 cents worth of grain
for every dozen eggs ; and so you might go through
the whole list of farm products, and you will see that
the margin is close everywhere."

All of which is true enough; but one or two impor-
tant items are left out of the calculatio i. One is the
value of the manure from these products of beef and
pork, mutton and poultry, and another is the value to
the land of the system of farming, which makes these
live products possible. In a cotton crop nearly every
thing is taken off, and nothing is returned to the land.
Moreover, after the last lock of cotton is gathered, the
fields are, as a rule, left bare to the merciless beating
and washing of winter rains. Should the spring prove
late and wet and cold, it is not infrequently the case
that these long suffering fields are left untouched un-
til just before planting time, when a hasty preparation
and a hastier planting are rushed through, the un-
broken "middles" remaining for the cultivating plow
to give them their first furrow since the crop was
"laid by" the previous summer. This is no exagger-
ation; and while better methods are gradually being
adopted, there are thousands of acres which are yearly
subjected to just such treatment.

In the system of more diversified farming, which
the raising of live stock requires, it becomes necessary
to practice a most careful rotation preparation and
cultivation, and the resulting benefit to the land, by
the change of crops, and by the intelligent manage-
ment and application of the manures, from the cattle
and other farm animals, gives the farmer an advan-
tage, which has been fully tested, and is of incalcula-
ble value.
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At the Georgia Experiment Station, it has been

shown that, with proper feeding, if there is no other

:

profit in cattle raising, the manure will fully compen-

sate for the trouble and expense. The real value of,

manure depends on the nitrogeu, phosphoric acid aud

potash it contains. As the quantity of these elements

iu the manure is determined by the character of the

food given the animal, it follows that food richest iu

these elements will produce the most valuable manure.
|

Of all the foods used for producing rich manure, cot-
]

tou seed meal aud hulls, iu the proportion of about;

two-aud one-half pounds of hulls to one of meal, head

the list. It is now thoroughly established that these

by products, once considered almost worthless, pro-

duce not only the most valuable manure and the finest

beef, but furnish the cheapest known stock food, and

we have them iu almost unlimited quantity.

Dr. Charles W. Dabney, Jr., late Ass't Secretary of

Agriculture, states iu his widely circulated and widely

read article on "The Possibilities of Cotton," that

the value of hulls aud meal from the crop of 1896

ou"ht to yield, when made into live weight of cattle,

136,056,765; iu oil. $41,750,000; in liuters, $3,100,000;

in maximal value, $13,332,627—a grand total of

$94 239,393—whereas we get only $53,000,000 for

these products, a loss of about $40,000,000 to the

Southern farmer. A big leak somewhere ! Which

aptly illustrates the poiut we are trying to enforce—

namely, that the Southern farmer, in sacrificing every

other interest to an uncertain cotton crop, actually

throws away a certain profit in other things.

Next in iuauurial aud feediug value, after cotton

seed meal and hulls, comes rape cake and then linseed

cake, neither of which are much used at the South :

next the legumes, beans, peas. «&c. wheat bran.

whole cottou seed : next clover hay. ; next the grains,

com. oats, wheat, barley : uext good well cured hay ;

next wheat, oat aud barley Straw : aud lastly, root

crops, potatoes, turuips. &c. Where pea-vine hay is

well-cured ou the vines, aud the peas not allowed to

become too ripe, it is most valuable to feed for rich

manure.
To show the amount and value of the manure pro

daoed from different animals, I appeud the following,

which has been carefully prepared by Prof. Roberts.

of Cornell Experiment Station, who has given this

subject the closest study. As he *ays. and as noted

above, the value of the manure depends much i n the

character of the food, and also the purpose for which

the animal is used ; bat these figures will serve as an

illustration, aud will, I trust, awaken an interest iu

farmers, who have heretofore been iudifferent. Once
farmers are convinced that it can be made profitable.

we shall see more attention given to the keeping of

live stock, and. as a natural sequence, to the planting

of various food crops, aud then will follow the diver-

sified agriculture, iu which lies our hope for the

future.

Animals, which are not producing anything, as

milk or youug. and are not gaiuing in weight, return

in iheir voidings all of the manorial value Of the food

they consume : "mature fattening animals, about 95 per

cent : cows in milk. 80 per cent : while youug nursing

calves take a very large amount of the iuauurial con-

stituents of the milk, which sustains them.

Prof. Roberta says that while the figures given are

not absolutely correct, they serve to help in determin

ing the real value of manures, and that, after many
experiments, extending through several years, the fol-

lowing estimate of the value per ton of manures is

given, aud the values given are so nearly the average
of those on the American farm, under ordinary cir-

cumstauces. that they will not lead the reader into se-

rious error, but will greatly assist him to understand
more clearly one phase of the great question : How
can plants be fed well aud cheaply ?

Value Per Ton of Manure Produced by Various Classen

of Animah.

Horses $2 80
Cows 2 30
Sheep 4 00
Swine 2 25

Allowing for the fact that this class of animals are
in their stables only about seveu months in the year,

and deducting for the value of the potash, nitrogen,

and phosphoric acid, which are believed not to be
worth as much in farm manures as in commercial fer-

tilizers, because they are less soluble—after careful

consideration, aud with opportunity of wide observa-
tion, the following conservative estimate is given :

Four horses of 1,000 lbs. each. 20 cows ot 800 lbs.

each. 50 sheep of 100 lbs. each, and 10 pigs of 75 lbs.

each, will produce, according to this modified compu-
tation, fertility worth £24S.91 during the seveu
months.
Did the limits of this article allow, I would like to

give all the tables, which are very interesting, but
enough has been said to show how much fertility i.-

annually wasted on the ordinary farm. By using
bedding Uhe above estimates are made exclusive of
bedding), and carefully saving all the manure, solid

and liquid, it is astonishing how much can be accu-

mulated in a few months. It is our most perfect, as

well as our safest fertilizer, and can be had for the
saving.

Since writing the above. I see that Mr. Wilson, the
Secretary of Agriculture, makes the following state

ment : "During a visit to Georgia lately. I learned
that the State grows over 600.000 tons of cotton seed
in a year. I made an estimate of the nitrogenous
matter necessary for the rations of the 400,000 fat

steers which the United States ships abroad annually,

and found that, with the addition of some carbona-

ceous matter, the State of Georgia, through its cotton

seed, could have fattened every steer seut across the

Atlantic." R. T. Nesbitt.

Georgia.

SORGHUM FOR SWINE.

Mary Best, of Medicine Lodge. Barber Co.. Kansas,

who. for years, has realized very satisfactory results

from rearing swine ou sorghum, both as pasturage and

grain, has written some of her experience to Secretary

Coburn, of the State Board of Agriculture, from which

the following is taken :

Our experience in rearing hogs on sorghum has been

very satisfactory, aud has proved for this district the

best way of handling them. We have a hog lot of

about four acres, including a good orchard, aud keep
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about an average of 100 hogs on hand the year round,

selling a bunch say every two months, the little ones
that come replacing those sold. The lot is situated on
bluffs of the river. The high part is perfectly drained,

and is never muddy, while the bluffs and trees afford

excellent shelter in both summer and winter. In ad-

dition to this natural protection, we also have warm,
dry houses for the hogs in winter.

A general outline of our method is as follows :

About April 15th, we plowed the lot, and drilled it

with Poller's Early sorghum, using a bushel or more
of seed per acre. This variety grows very rapidly,

and within three weeks the hogs were eating the young
plants. They rooted some up, of course, but not much,
and the growth was such that it kept ahead all sum-
mer, and afforded excellent feed. If convenient, it

would be well to keep the hogs out until the cane is a
few inches high, at least. In September, we fenced off

half the lot, where the orchard is, plowed it, and
drilled in rye. When a few inches high, we let the
hogs graze on the green rye, and it made good pasture
until May. In the winter, we fed fifty cows in the lot

outside of the orchard on sorghum with all its seed
on. This was Colman's, and had been listed in, six
pounds to the acre. It was very sweet and tender and
yielded at least thirty bushels of seed per acre. Hogs
and cattle alike ate it with great relish. Up to April
1st, we fed this, two thirds sorghum forage to one
third good corn fodder, with considerable of the corn
left in it. Nothing was wasted except corn-stalks, and
the animals gained all the time. Then, as soon as the
cows were moved from the two acres used as a feed lot,

it was plowed up, and, after a heavy rain, was drilled

very thickly with Folger's Early sorghum again. By
the middle of May, the hogs had deserted the rye-

patch almost entirely for the new cane. We have
grain constantly accessible to all, in a self-feeder, and
it is surprising how little is used from it so long as the
rye and sorghum afford good pasture. Our self feeder
is generally supplied with corn, sorghum, or Kaffir-

corn seed, or chop—in fact, the least expensive mix-
ture available. Salt and ashes also are kept in troughs
near by.

In our herd of hogs, we let our sows and shoats run
together, and probably the sows get rather fatter than
desirable, but they do well and rear excellent pigs

;

and then, again, leaving them all accessible to feed,

saves so much labor that we do not think it pays to

bother with more painstaking methods. Nothing we
have ever tried gives as large profits as hogs raised
thus. Our sorghum crop is certain and heavy, and
we use it every day in the year. In cutting we always
begin early, when the cane is juicy and the seed in the
dough, and do not, in any case, let it get too ripe for

fodder. Sorghum is our main reliance, but this year
we intend adding artichokes and pumpkins, as an ex-

periment.
* Have never had a case of hog cholera ; never lost

any hogs from sickness, except some that had eaten

the carcasses of animals that had died of blackleg.

The water for the hogs is pumped from a well in the
orchard by a windmill, and they have the river to

wallow in.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.

TREATHENT OF HOQ CHOLERA AND SWINE
PLAQUE.

Dr. D. E. Salmon, Chief of the U. S. Bureau of An-

imal Industry, in an article on the subject mentioned

in the caption above, written at the request of Secre-

tary F. D. Coburn, of the Kansas Board of Agricul-

ture, for his quarterly report entitled "'Pork Produc-

tion," gives the following as some of the more recent

conclusions in reference to the scourge which annually

destroys so mauy swine. Coming from such a source,

it is worthy the most careful consideration :

Can hog cholera be cured? and, if so, what remedy
will restore the diseased animals to health 1 These
are the first questions asked by the swine grower, and
to his mind this should be the objective point of all

investigations. With all diseases of this class, how-
ever, prevention is cheaper and in every way more sat-

isfactory than medical treatment. The great aim of

the government and the farmers should be, therefore,

to prevent the spread of infectious diseases. Every
swine grower should use the utmost precautions to

prevent the introduction of these plagues into his

herd. In spite of such preventive measures, many
herds will become infected. Until the Federal Gov-
ernment or the individual States enforce measures of

eradication, it is, consequently, legitimate to ask and
to answer the questions as to the proper medical treat-

ment.
Before formulating this treatment, it should be ex-

plained that a remedy which will cure every case is

not to be expected. There has never been discovered

a remedy for a single one of the infectious diseases of

man- or animals which will cure every individual at-

tacked. Some forms of these diseases are so violent

and rapid that the animals are dead almost before

they are observed to be sick. Under such conditions,

there is not time for the most active remedy to pro-

duce a beneficial effect.

In many outbreaks the type of the malady is less

virulent, and there is time to treat the animals after

they are sick, and also the whole herd after some mem-
bers of it have shown that they are diseased. For a

long time after beginning the investigations of the in-

fectious diseases of swine, the writer was doubtful if

any remedy or combination of remedies could be

made which would produce any marked effect The
experiments, however, indicate that treatment, if

properly applied, may be successful. The most effi-

cacious formula which has been tried is the following:

Pounds.

Wood charcoal 1

Sulphur 1

Sodium chloride 2

Sodium bicarbonate • • -

Sodium hyposulphate 2

Sodium Sulphite. 1

Antimony sulphide (black antimony) 1

These ingredients should be completely pulverized

and thoroughly mixed.

The dose of this mixture is a large tahlespoonful for

each 200 pounds weight of hogs to be treated, and it

should be given only once a day. \\ hen Iiugs are
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affected with these diseases, they should not be fed on
corn alone, hut have, at least ouce a day, soft feed,

made by mixing bran and middlings, or middlings
and corn meal, or ground oats and corn, or crushed
wheat, with hot water, and then stirriug into this the

proper quantity of the medicine. Hogs are fond of

this mixture; it increases their appetite, and when
they once taste of food with which it has been mixed,
they will eat it though nothing else would tempt them.
Animals that are very sick aud that will not come

to the feed, should be dienched with the medicine
shaken up with water. Great care should be exer-

cised in drenching hogs, or they will be suffocated.

Do not turn the hog on its back to dreuch it, but pull

the cheek awav from the teeth so as to form a pouch
into which the medicine may be slowly poured. It

will flow from the cheek into the mouth, and when
the hog fiuds out what it is, it will stop squealing and
swallow. A very easy method is to cut off the toe of
an old shoe, insert the cut end in the hog's mouth and
pour the medicine into the shoe. In many of our ex
perimen ts, hogs which were so sick that they would
eat nothing, have commenced to eat very soon after

getting a dose of the remedy, aud have steadily im
proved until they appeared perfectly well. Tnis is

particularly the case when the disease is hog cholera
This medicine may also be used as a preventive of

these diseases, aud for this purpose should be put in
the feed of ihe whole herd. » are should, of course,
be observed to see that each animal receives its proper
share.

Success or failure with this remedy depends largely
upon the manner in' which it is used. If it is improp
erly administered, or the hogs left out in cold storms
and compelled to remain day and night in mud six
inches or a foot deep, under the necessity of searching
through this mud to find an ear of corn in order to get
something to eat, the fanner might as well save his
money and let his hogs die, as nothing will have much
effect under such conditions. If, on the other hand,
the sick animals can be made reasonably comfortable,
and given soft, easily digested food to eat, the medi
cine of which we have just given the forruult may be
used with confidence that it will give as good results
as any available medicine.

In treating hogs for these diseases, it must not be
forgotten that in nearly all cases there is more or less
inflammation of the internal organs, and particularly
of the stomach and intestines. To treat such disease's
successfully, the animal should be kept dry and com
fortable, and where drafts of air will not blow upon
them. The food must be such as can be digested by
the irritated and inflamed organs which are charged
with this function.

The question now arises, What disposition should
be made of the hogs during treatment, and what san-
itary measures should lie adopted in addition to the
medical treatment? When the hogs are first found to
be affected with hog cholera or swine plague, the lot
or pens where they have been confined should be dis
infected by dusting plentifully with dry, air slaked
lime, or by sprinkling with a 5 per cent, solution of
crude carbolic acid. The animals should (hen be all
be moved to new quarters. If possible, the sick and
apparently well should be separated before they are
moved, and then put into different lots. This is not'
essential, but it is an aid to the treatment. The hogs'

should be kept in dry lots, or pens, where there is no
mud, and, above all, no stagnant water. It is well to

keep these lots disinfected by the free use of air slaked
lime or carbolic acid.

It is not expected by this supplementary treatment
that the hogs will be entirely removed from the influ-

ence and attacks of germs. That is not necessary.
The number of germs which gain access to their bodies
may be so reduced by following this plan, however,
that the vital force of the system, assisted by the med-
icine, is sufficient to overcome them.
During this treatment, the hogs gain a marked de-

gree of immunity. No doubt this is the result of
attacks of the disease from which they recover. This
recovery is, in spite of the continued infection of the
premises, and even though the hogs which have gone
through the outbreak are apparently well and thriv-

ing, new hogs added to the herd are liable to be at-

tacked. For this reason, five or six months should be
allowed to pass before any new hogs are purchased
and brought on the premises, or before any are sold
to be put among other lots ot hogs. Young pigs born
under such conditions in some cases, are liable to re-

sist the infection, while in other cases they may suffer

severely or die.

If any hogs die during the progress of the outbreak,
their carcasses should be immediately burned or deeply
buried, and the places where they have lain, or the
ground over which they are dragged, should be dis-

infected with carbolic acid or lime, according to the
method already mentioned.

HARD BAG IN COWS.
Editor Southern Planter :

Noticing a question about how to treat hard bag in

cows, lately in your paper, I would say I have had
seven cows lately so affected—young heifers—and I

think extremes of heat and cold must induce that

condition, judging from circumstances.

Treatment—Bathe bag at least morning and night in

hot soda water—a tablespoonful of soda to a quart of

water
;
grease and rub with lard and turpentine aud

a little keiosene three times a day. "Milker "says
the hot water alone benefited quite as much as soda

water, and is very important. Keep the cows in the

houses. One heifer had her entire bag swollen hard,

but after a week's treatment or more, was all right.

The seven cows were not affected alike, but all had

hard places, and are now well.

L. F. Major.

Few shepherds know that sheep return to the feeder
one half more increase in growth than cattle, for the
suue proportionate food. A sheep has been found by
that renowned scientist, Sir J. B. Lawes, of England,
to lay up 12 per cent, of the food, in weight of in-

crease, while cattle only make 8 per cent.—so that
mutton may be made for 50 per cent, less than beef.

But the markets are ready aud eager to take all the
mutton they can get for something handsome more
than the beef brings.
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RED POLLS.
Editor Southern Planter :

Won't you kindly allow me, through The Planter, to

make reply to more than a dozen letters received,

making enquiry about Red Polls, and endorsing my
views expressed in the March number of your journal

on the "Dual Purpose Cow" for this "short-grass"
country? *

One letter writer in Fauquier county, Va. , says : "I

am convinced the Durham is not the best cattle for

our section, owing to our ' short grass.' I am desirous

of making a change from the Durham to Red Polls,"

etc.

Another from Campbell county says : "Our short

grass country ought not to breed a larger cattle than

1,200 lbs. Can you sell me a Red Poll bull *

"

The other letters are of similar import, and wanting
to buy. I had only two head to sell, and readily dis-

posed of them.
I did not intend to derogate anything from the well-

recognized and well merited reputation of the Short-

horns.. Nor do I think I did so. I only said they had
" large frames "—frames too large for our short-grass

country. I had never heard the fact disputed till

Major Bently's article in the April Planter. I saw two
Shorthorns at the State Fair some years ago, the pair

said to weigh over 6,000 Ins., and I saw one in Wash-
ington city said to weigh 4,000 lbs. If these fellows

had small frames, they must have had India rubber
hides.

The Red Polls are of comparative recent importa
tion in th j United States, but for more than a century
have been highly prized both for milk and beef in the

two eastern counties of England—Norfolk and Suffolk.

Arthur Young, in his "Survey of Suffolk," published

in 1794, mentions the breed, and of their milk yield

says: "There is hardly a dairy of any consideration

iu our district that does not contain cows which give,

in the height of the season, eight gallons of milk in a

day, and six are common among many for a large part

of the season. For three or four months, a whole
dairy will give five gallons a day on the average."
The modern Red Poll cow does not milk so freely as

the old Suffolk (her progenitor), but her milk is of

better quality. Eight imperial gallons or eighty lbs.

a day is now quite rare, but many will give, with

proper care, eight or ten thousand lbs. in a season,

and well selected dairies will average over six thou-

sand a year from all the mature cows. Some of them
never go dry. The milk will average near 4 per cent,

of fat.

Coronet 2716. who took first premium at the London
Dairy Show 18S9 (and who has since been imported to

this country), from May 9, 1889, to April 17, 1890,

gave 12,176 lbs. of milk, and, by official test, gave
50.62 lbs. of milk in twenty four hours—over six and
a half gallons.

In the test made by the Red Polled Cattle Club of

America in 1898, nine cows averaged 36.37 lbs. in a

day with two milkings, and many of them have
records of over 10,000 lbs. in twelve months.

In England, iu the fattening and beef qualities and
per cent, of carcass to live weight, they stood equal to

the best. At the Smithfield Club Show of 1889, two
Red Polled steers, two years old, showed the largest

gain of anything on exhibition that old—2.18 lbs. and
2.29 lbs. respectively—competing with all other breeds.

And at the same Club Show of 1890, a Red Polled

steer showed the highest per cent, of his live weight

of anything slaughtered—73.72 per cent.

Buckle, a Red Polled heifer, in the block test at

Norwich, England, 1896, took first prize in her class,

competing with all breeds. She was two years and
six months old ; live weight, 1.629 lbs.; average daily

gain, 1.75 lbs.; carcass, etc., 1,052 lbs.; percentage of

carcass to live weight, 64.57. Brown & Mercer wrote

concerning this heifer: "She was full of flesh of the

finest quality, and, without exception, the very best

heifer we have ever seen or killed."
" A car load of Red Polled cattle was amongst

Thursday's offerings. They belonged to J. Morris,

Lanark, 111., and brought $6 per hundred."

—

Breeders'

Gazette, July 17, 1891.

I notice, too, that the Red Polls are becoming more
appreciated in this country. From a recent issue of

the Denver Field and Farm, the great cattle growing
State of Colorado is beginning to use them. It says :

"Some Shorthorn breeders are putting in Red Polled

males, and in a t'e^r years these cattle will be more
popular than any other in Colorado. A. B. Ogden, of

the Fort Collins dairy at Cripple Cre^k, has just added
a registered Red Polled bull to his herd of fine Short-

horn cows, and is going to grow all of the young
things from this on."

I hardly suppose he is doing this to depreciate his

Shorthorns.

In the Breeders' Gazette of April 12th, 1899, there

were reports of sales of Red Polled, Shorthorn and
Aberdeen- Angus cattle. The Red Polls, 58 of them,

averaged $285 ; the Shorthorn, $213 ; and the Augus,

$204. The highest Red Poll brought $2,500. A dozen

or more sold for $500 each. The largest prices of the

other two breeds brought only $1,305—Rose of Bouie-

brse and calf.

Description.
First—Red Polled Cattle are of a uniform red color

—the tip of the tail and the udder mav be white.

When crossed on other breeds, the color is generally

transmitted.

Second.—They are hornless. When crossed with

horned cattle, they impart this quality so strongly

that ninety per cent, of their progeny are hornless.

Third.—In size, they are good, but because of very

short legs, are deceiviug as to weight. Mature bulls

weigh 1,800 to 2,200 lbs., some up to 2 400 and 2 800

lbs. Mature cows weigh 1,100 to 1,600 lbs. and will

average 1,200 lbs. or over.

Fourth.—They are easy keepers, being smooth and

fine in bone and muscle, hardy and thrifty, mature

early, fatten kindly, and make beef of the very best

quality.

Fifth. —They are gentle and docile; it is very rare

that a bull ever gets cross.

Sixth.—They are superior milkers ; they give a good

quantity of very rich milk, and many of them never

go dry. The cows have good udders with teats of good

size.

Prof. Niles says the b.->st method of getting rid of

horns is to fcrad'them off. Turn a purebred Red Poll

in a herd of long horn cows, and he will dehorn every

calf.

There is one objection to the Red Polls. You can-

not tell one from another ; reminding you of the

comic song—"All coons look alike to me."

Boydton, Va. Geo. B. Finch.
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The Poultry Yard.

NEST MAKING.

Editor Southern Planter:

Many persons ask me, "How must nests be made to

insure good hatching?" I think it is not generally

known that much depends upon proper nest-making.

Tt is always the fault of the egg-seller, some people

say, if they get only one or two chickens from a three

dollar settiug of eggs, wheD, in nine cases out of ten,

it is the fault of the nest in which the eggs are put, or

rather of the person who bought the eggs.

First of all, be sure your hen wants to sit ; then get

a box at least a foot square—larger would be better
;

fill it half full of good, moist dirt, clean and sweet

smelling, freshly dug or plowed up ; leave this a little

higher at the four corners, sloping a little toward the

centre ; fill with loose hen grass or soft hay, nest-

shaped ; then put in your eggs ; at night- fall put on

the hen, very gently ; make slat cover for the top of

box, which keep on all the time, letting the hen off

once a day to get food and water. If you accustom

her to this system of getting off regularly, she is no

trouble, and will sit cheerfully and successfully, only

see that she gets back on the eggs before they get cold.

Mrs. Jno. P. Payne.

WILL POULTRY THRIVE ON GRAIN ALONE?
[Continued from April number ]

For the fourteen weeks of the second test, the more
important comparative figures are shown in the table

below :

Comparative Gains of Chicks on Animal and Vegetable Food.
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The Horse.

NATIONAL HORSE BREEDERS*, DEALERS* AND
EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION.

Meeting at Chicago, flarch 23, I899.

Opening Address by Col. P. J. Berry.

Gentlemen, Friends and Members of the Association :

We have assembled here in our second annual meet-
ing, in the interest of one of the greatest American in-

dustries, the main object being the revival and im-
provement of breeding, raising and fitting the Ameri-
can horses for the market, realizing that Chicago is

the headquarters of the Horse World —she is the ex-

port market of America and the largest market in the
world.
This Association was organized one year ago, when

we met here in Chicago and launched our little ship
of the Horse Industry, knowing well the depressed
condition that the horse breeding interests have
passed through for many years, and realizing the

necessity of the most vigorous efforts being made
in breeding interests to meet the great demand for

good horses, which is right upon us and which bids
fair to exceed the supply for many years to come.
We began business with undaunted courage, high

hopes and great anticipations, aud we still feel in-

soired by a great degree of enthusiasm, by the great
developments in one year, 1898, believing that the his-

torian of the future will look back upon the efforts of

this organization as laying the successful foundation
of a great American enterprise.

Notwithstanding the great depression of 1893 to

1897, while prices ruled so low that it drove farmers
and breeders nearly out of the business, within the last

year great chauges have come over us and breeding
has commenced in earnest, every one beginning to feel

and realize the necessity of breeding and raising the

best quality of horses for the market, and great

changes have been contiuually going on, business has
revived, prosperity has returned, the year 1898 being
the most prosperous and successful year in the agri-

cultural and stock line that this country ever knew,
and it brought with it a great demand for all agricul-

tural products. Stock of all kinds has advanced very
much, cattle, hogs and sheep are high, aud the best

kinds of ro d, carriage and coach horses are as high
as they ever were, also the best grades of heavy draft

sell for as much money as they did in high priced
times, with a strong demand and good prices for

blocky, smooth horses from 1,100 up.

While these great changes have been going on during
the last ten years, the horse breeding industry has
been entirely revolutionized. Since 1893, the great

export demand has been introduced for the best

classes and quality of American horses, and this de
mand, which has been the life of our trade, and has
been a great outlet for our horse markets, has at the
same time fixed a specific type and defined the differ-

ent classes that are in demand for export horses, and
as the American demand has so changed through the

evolutions of the last ten years, or since the early 90's,

the same classes that are in demand for export are the
only kinds that are profitable to raise for American as

well as export markets. Thus the great evolution of
the last ten years has changed the whole horse breed-
ing problem, and although a costly object lesson to

farmers and breeders of horses, it has not been alto-

gether without its benefits—it has taught us a lesson.

While in former times breeding was done promiscu-
ously, without proper consideration or forethought f

the kinds of horses the market demanded, aud in this

way all kinds of horses were produced, from the best
down to the most worthless, the small aud ordinary
horses comprised the larger per cent, of the number
produced.
The American horse breeders have had a severe les-

son. It has taught them that every horse should be
bred for a certain purpose aud of a certain type and
of a specific class, with all the size, shape and quality
that the market demands. The small horse is a thing
of the past. It has proven a failure and an unsatis-

factory investment. The grade has been raised every
year during the last few years, and each successive
year requires a larger horse and one of better quality
to meet the demands of the market, and he must be a
horse of his own class and be an up to date market
horse, and to be the most salable he must be decidedly
of one of the following classes, which are known as
the export classes of horses, and at the same time they
are the most salable and profitable for the American
markets

:

Cla^s No. 1—Road, Carriage and Coach Horse.
Class No. 2—A Cab Horse
Class No. 3—An Omnibus Horse.
Class No. 4—A Draft H.rse.
Class No. 5—The American Trotter or Road Horse.
Here is the type set for breeders to aim to produce,

as the old way of breeding without system proved so
disastrous and a great failure. A proper study of
these types will euable the breeder to meet the de-
mands of all markets.
The object of this organization is a more thorough

education of the horse breeding problem, and a deeper
study and a wider knowledge of the more scientific

principles of breeding, and fitting the American horse
for the market.
And as we come here from the different parts of the

country, and exchange views and gather a more per-
fect knowledge of the business, we hope that our
efforts will be crowned with great achievements aud
success, and prove a great advancement for the Amer-
ican horse industry.

NOTES.

At Glenlea Farm, James Fletcher has eight horses
in his stable, which includes Hulman, 2:20, by
Quartermaster, dam Winnie D., by Hannis ; Ros-
ter, 2:21 i, by Almamedo, dam Red Rose, by Red
Wilkes ; a couple of three- year olds, by Toodles, Jr.,

sire of Nelly D., 2:181 ; the giant gelding, Mosul,
2:091, by Sultan ; Guy Fly, by Lord Guy ; bay filly, 4,
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by Bourbon Baron, and bay filly, 3, by Willis. The as a trainer and developer of speed. Daring past

last four are all out of the great brood mare Virginia years he has had out such good ones as Miss Nelson,

Maid, dam of Nutwith, 2:29',, by Sam Purdy. Mosul 2:11}; David L., 2:18} ;
Nellie D., 2:1S} ; Walter

is, of course, the most prominent member of Fletch- Herr, 2:19}, and others. Staton's stable now includes

er's string, and the big gelding is going sound, show- the promising green trotter Minnie King, by Red
ing no sign of the lameness which caused him to be King, dam by Sweepstakes ; crow-black gelding, by

thrown out of training during the latter part of 1897, Rupee, 2:11, dam by Dictator, and the beautiful

the year of his Grand Circuit campaign, and that laid brown stallion Eloroy, 2:23}, by Simmons, dam Berk-

hiru'up all last season. Mosul is entered in the $3,000 shire Belle, 2:22 J, by Alcyone, second dam Belle Bras-

stake for 2:10 trotters to be trotted at Readville, Mass., field, 2:20.

in August.

The fourth annual spring race meeting of the Deep
Id spite of a backward seasou and the absence of Run Hunt Club was held at the grounds of the Club,

favorable weather conditions until within a few weeks near this city, on Saturday, the 22d instant, and
past, trainers of trotters and pacers in this vicinity proved quite a success. Favored by ideal weather,
have made very fair progress, and some of the horses the attendance was good and the races quite up to ex-

are quite well advanced in their preparation for the pectation. The programme was made up of three flat

earlier race meetings, and will be ready to start at races, two steeplechases and one hurdle race and a hgh
Norfolk. The meeting there, which includes purses jumping contest. The annual spring and fall race
fur runners also, will begin on the 16th instant and meetings of this Club are popular affairs, and do much
continue lour days. toward encouraging the horse interest of this section.

Since the formation of the Club some years since, the

At Montezuma Farm, which adjoins Glenlea, Joseph sport-loving public of Richmond and vicinity have

Lasitter. proprietor of the Richmond Horse Bazaar, been furnished with racing devoid of objectionable

are a dozen or more trotters which have been given features, thereby more than doubling the demand for

no fa>t work, but simply jogged for the most part on saddle horses and hunters.

the road. Mr. Lasitter's stable includes the hand _
some bay stallion Egwood, 2:181, the prize winning Prom Ellerslie gtud FsLrmj Charlottesville, Va., re-
son of Egbert and Lucille Blackwood, dam of three

ts reach me that the horses are all doing fi|iely)

iu the list, by Blackwood
;
Robert Ransom 2:291, and that the 1899 crop of yearling8, which will be

brown horse bj Ganrbetta, dam by CM. Clay, Jr., disposed of at the American Horse Exchange, New
both of whom will be kept in the stud this season

;
the York b blic auctiou j , june , is an exceptionally

speedy bay gelding Firewood 2:22,, by King Nut- d one The lot include8 full sisters and brothers
wood, out of Medina, by Middletown, who is mueh

t0 crack race horses—those of stake-winning class,
faster than his record indicates and looked upon as Imported Charaxus, full of years and honors, but well
one of theibest young horses in Virginia:

1

Dobbin, bay preserved and vigorous, is at the head of the stud,
gelding by General Dashwood dam the Whitlock:! while his c0^anions are the two royally bred sons of
mare; Lady May, 2:29} by John \\ . Daniel, son of Eolus—Eon and Aurus. Recent foals at Ellerslie in

-

^ alker Morrill
;

Miss Simmons brown mare, by dnde a chestmit fillyi by Imp . Charaxus, out of Meta
Snnmons, dam Miss Sontag 2:28, by Victor Mohawk Eusse)1 . a bay colt by Charaxus, out of Nicola ; a
and some well bred two and three-year old fillies and cnestnut coitt fun brother to Hammie, Hex and Rosi-
geldings. nant ^ by charaxus, out of Ethie, by Eolus ; a bay

Trr.„. T „ "!
. . . ., filly, full sister to Charade and Ma Belle, by Imp.

Williani L. Bass is again occupying his old quarters charaxus out of Ada Belle ; a bay colt, by Eon, out
at Acca Farm, where during years past, such good

of Calias and a b fiU b E out of Ceri dam
ones as Miss ^elson, 2:111

;
Huluian, 2:20 ;

Branch-
of the t Morello . The last named filly has been

wood 2:22* ;
Gordon Smith, 2:2o ; Lila, 2:24* ; Z.lla named Winter Cherry.

B., 2:30, and others were brought out by him. Bass
now has fifteen head of trotters and pacers in his sta- „, , . n.1. tt- • ai_i tuj
ble. and some of them are stepping along merrilv in

The. annual spring races of the Virginia State Fair

their work over the half mile track at the farm. His and Agricultural Society will begin at ivorlolk on the

string includes, among others, Branchwood, 2:22*, Ibth instant, and continue four dajs. The programme

pacing, by Woodbnrn Hambletouian ; Red Light, calls for three harness races and one or more tor ruu-

2:32*, chestnut mare, bv Red Wilkes, dam by fwi- ners each day, which will afford a variety of sport cal-

light ; Marie, bav mare/ by Jolly Friar, dam by Sam culated to please the pubhe.

Purdy ; Joyful Maiden, bay mare, pacing, by King ,
The ParfB »™ very liberal-*300 each for harness

Nutwood, dam bv Petoskey ; David C, bay gelding, hor8es
>
and $10° eac

,

h for runners—which, with the

pacer, by J. J. C.\ dam Rosa Clay, dam of David B., £T
f ne

/°,
us treatment always extended horse owners at

2:09*. by American Clay, and black mare, pacer, by Norfolk, ensures a good list of entries, and fine sport

Elvsian Abdallah
' w"' "e furnished by large fields of horses.

At the old Exposition Grounds track, now the prop
erty of the Richmond Traction Company, Joseph F.

Staton has a string of trotters in training. Staton has

Smyth Brothers, of the Southern Horse Bazaar,

have a fast roadster in the bay gelding Marian Craig,

by Nnthurst, dam Mistake, by Marshall Kleher.

been at Belmont Park, Philadelphia, for a couple of Marian Craig has a record of 2:31}, but could show
years past, but prior to then he was well known here

i
close to 2:20 in his work.

Beoad Rock.
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fliscellaneous.

GROWING FOREST TREE SEEDLINGS.

The Virginia Experiment Station has, for several

years, been expeiinieuting in growing forest and or-

namental trees for planting in co-operation with the

Forestry Division of the United States Department of

Agriculture. The species selected for the tests were

black walnut, chestnut, burr oak, hackberry, honey

locust, box elder, green ash, white ash, and pecan.

The seeds were procured from different States. The

conclusions reached are that it appears to be a simple

matter for an intelligent farmer to grow forest tree

seedlings, either for decorative planting, or for wind-

breaks and forest belts. Of such seeds as silver ma-

ple (Acer dasycarpum) and like early-ripening species,

it is necessary to gather and sow the seeds at once.

They can be sown in the same manner, and will grow

as readily as peas. All late-ripening species should

be sown in autumn, or stratified and planted in the

spring. Walnuts can be bulked down, several bush-

els in a heap, and then taken up and planted in the

spring with perfect success. Also a simple plan with

this species is to plant the nuts where the trees are to

stand. If no stock interferes, they will grow with

great certainty, and in rich soil so rapidly as to aston-

ish one unfamiliar with the culture of forest trees.

All forest tree seedlings should be grown in mellow

loam soil, so as to encourage development of a strong

root system, and transplanting should be made at the

end of the first or second year into nursery rows.

Slow growing plants like oak ought to stand two years

in seedling beds, while the more rapid growing spe-

cies should better be transplanted at one year old.

Most of the forest trees grown here do best if set out

at five to eight feet tall, hence many should stand only

one year in nursery.

The tulip poplar {Liriodendron tulipifera), has been

grown here, and does very well if not permitted to

stand in nursery rows too long. It should be trans-

planted at one year old, given good care, and set in

permanent location at the eud of one year in the nur-

sery. Older trees transplant with some difficulty be

cause of the fewness and large size of the roots.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES AND THEIR WORK.
I must write to say that I have rot read in a long

while any article so brimful of truth as the one in the

April number of the Southern Planter, p. 191. Speak
out again just as plainly; you are bound to do good in

writing such articles. C. C. Mooee.

Mecklenburg County, X. C.

The article on the work of the agricultural colleges

seems to have taken the fancy of a number of good

farmers in this and other States. There is no doubt

that these colleges are very much misunderstood, even

by educated men. We are patronizingly patted on the

head and told that we are doing a good thing in "edu-

cating labor," "making labor dignified," and a lot

of such trash, from men who should know better; but

who, in some way, have imbibed the notion that the

education in the colleges of agriculture is on a lower

plane than that in other colleges, while really it is a

higher development of the old college course. In the

olden times, when I was a college student, we were

taught chemistry by lectures and curious experiments

performed by the Professor on the rostrum, and it was

only at a few colleges that any training was attempted

that would turn out real chemists. But now, follow-

ing in the wake of the colleges of agriculture, labora-

tory work in chemistry is insisted upon. The whole

purpose of the manual training at the colleges of agri-

culture and mechanic arts is a development of this

laboratory idea, the teaching by handling and doing

things as a supplement to the lecture room work.

Botany is no longer a study of a lot of dry definitions

with a little springtime collection of wild flowers and

the getting of their names by hook or crook, leaving

the student as ignorant of the plants as he was at the

beginning, but it is a study of life as developed in

plants, a study of the evolution of that life, and the

means for improving our cultivated plants by the ap-

plication of the principles learned. The botanical

laboratory with its microscopes opens up a new and

wonderful world to the student who, under the old

curriculum, never saw any of these things except per-

haps as a sort of exhibition at times. Then, too, the

horticultural laboratory adds to the instruction of the

lecture-room the practice in grafting, and the orchards

and garden become the laboratores where the studeut

can work out an understanding of the theories taught

him. In like manner, the barns and stables and the

dairy are great laboratories where the student gets

more practical insight into the best methods of feed-

ing and manipulation of the products. The farm it-

self is the greatest laboratory of all, and here we teach

methods and show the results of good or bad practice.

The men who imagine that we are "educating labor"

are just as far off the track as those who accuse us of

"dignifying labor." The labor is not the object of

the college, but simply the means through which a

higher mental development can be attained than in

the old theoretical study alone. Work iu laboratory,

greenhouse, stable or farm is not done for the sake of

the labor, but solely for the results that are to be at-

tained by the doing of things. "Get wisdom, but with
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all thy getting get understanding." We can get wis-

dom from books and lectures, and then be totally un

able to apply what we know because we have never

properly understood it, having never handled the

things in a laboratory way. If the learning of farm

ing as a trade was the object of these colleges, and the

development of perfectly trained farm hands was the

aim, a mere farm labor establishment would be all that

is needed. But the aim of the colleges of agriculture

and mechanic arts is far higher than the mere teach

ing of trades. It is the development of brain power

that may bless the State in all lines of human effort,

whether on the farm or elsewhere. There is no better

or higher education i<'< the laud, nor one that turns

out fewer dudes and loafers. W. F. Masset.

BINDING TWINE HADE FROM GRASS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

What is it that our United States have not within

themselves? A revolution now in the binding twine

supply !

For several years past, quietly and steadily experi-

ments have been made with binding twine made of

prairie grass. Enormous sums of money have been

spent in the prosecution of the work, though, as far as

possible, the matter has been kept quiet because those

interested knew they were handling a thing that meant

millions in the future. .

Last season, two hundred harvesters and binders

were purchased and scattered over the great North-

west section of this country, experts being sent with

each machine to test the grass twine under all possible

conditions. The result has been that now the North

western Grass Twine Co., of Minnesota, with one fac

tory at St. Paul and another at Oshkosh, Wis., have

launched their product of grass twine upon the mar-

ket, aud no longer are we dependent upon Manilla,

or any other portion of the earth, for our binding

twine. Just as strong a guarantee is placed behind

the grass twine as applies to any other twine, and the

cost of the grass twine is about one-third less than

even the sisal twine.

The threshermen who threshed wheat bound with

grass twine last summer give their unqualified ap-

proval of this new twine.

The manufacturers of this twine state that while

they are in no way iuterested in the manufacture or

sale of any harvesting I'.achine, that up to the present

only the special knotter found on one make of bind-

ers can handle the grass twine successfully, but it is

reasonable to expect that the other companies will, in

the future, bring out knotters for their binders which

will also be able to use the grass twine.

Surely this is a matter of great interest to our farm-

ers, and to the commercial world as well, and it goes

again to show that the resources of this country often

solve problems which legislation wrestles with in vain.

In a few days a harvester and binder using the grass

twine will be on exhibition in Richmond, that our

farmers may have the opportunity of seeing the ma-

chine in operation with this new American product,

grass twine.

The machines and the grass twine are on the market

ready for purchasers, and should the two factories not

be able to supply the demand for the grass twine this

year, any other twine can be used on these same ma-

chines until the factories are equal to the demand.

The Ashton Starke Farm Implement House at Rich-

mond, Va., will show this machine in operation with

the grass twine, and invite the public to witness the

same.

We find extended notices of this twine in the jour-

nals recently, and it would seem to put a new phase

on the great question of binder twine, which has been

discussed so much during the past ten years.

nUTUAL FARHERS" CLUB OF FREDERICK
CO., VA.

Report of Meeting.

After an interim of three weeks, the Mutual Farm-

ers' Club met at the residence of N. W. Solenberger,

Feb. 25.

The Club convened at 11 o'cloek. President Pidgeon

being absent, H. S. Lupton was elected President pro

tern.

Nearly all the members were present ; and to the

several visitors present the President, as usual, ex-

tended an invitation to take part in any discussions

that might come up.

After the reading and adoption of minutes of last

meeting, the criticism on Daniel T. Wood's farm was

read.

The editor of the Club Advertiser being absent, this

interesting feature had to be postponed. The adver-

tisers would not be outdone at this, however, so came
forward and told of their "wants" and wares "for

sale."

David Lupton read a paper on " What is the Most

Profitable Use to Make of Animal Bones which Accu-

mulate on the Farm?" He advised that they should

all be saved, and ground fine, and used for plant-food,

or be sold and buy a more available form of fertilizer.

J. W. Branson asked if it were advisable to purchase

a bone-cutter and feed the cut bones to chickens.

Those present, who had had experience with bone-

cutters, said they would cut successfully only green or

uncooked bones, and of these there are very few on the
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average farm. The cut bones were relished by the

chickens, and gave good results in the increased quan-

tity of eggs.

The Club then adjourned for recess.

After doing full justice to a bountifully laden table,

the Club resumed work.

John L. Bond read an essay in answer to the ques-

tion, "If you have more pasture than will carry your

own stock, would you buy cattle or pasture cattle for

others at Si per month!" Mr. Bond has had experi-

ence in both courses, and concludes that he would

much prefer buying cattle than pasturing for others.

In grazing for others, the returns may be quicker, but

usually less. The question was asked, Would one be

responsible for accident or damage to stock while pas-

turing them? Tlie general opinion was that he would

not be responsible unless the accident was the direct

result of carelessness or negligence.' The question was

also asked, Would it pay to put cattle out to pasture 1

It was advised that the farmer should aim not to have

more stock than he can pasture well, because he would

perhaps give them better attention than any one else,

and the manure could be used to maintain the fertility

of his own farm.

Are you an advocate of fall or winter plowing 1

? was

answered in a paper by Samuel L. Pidgeon. Mr.

Pidgeon's experience led him to believe that land

should never be plowed in the fall for spring crop,

because the exposed soil lost some of its fertility by

washing, and the soluble plant-food leeched deeper in

the soil out of reach of the plant. The soil also often

becomes too compact for best results. Many soils

could be plowed in late winter, but sandy or leachy

soils should not be plowed until April.

The following is the program for next meeting :

1. State the disadvantages that may arise to this

Club by drifting off from referred questions under dis

cussion. Referred to Jonah L. Rees.

2. Are the advantages of artificial hatching and

rearing of chickens sufficient to commend them to the

favor of the ordinary farmer! Referred to L. M.

Boyer.

3. Will it pay in this market for the owner of a

small farm to engage in market gardening? Referred

to D. W. Branson.

4. Is it not more profitable to spread the surplus

straw on the land than to sell it at a few dollars per

ton? Referred to Wm. E. Branson.

Under the head of "Miscellaneous," a representa-

tive of a patent wire fence, with a model, instructed

the Club in the principles of the fence, and answered

the numerous questions put to him.

N. W. Solenberger read a very interesting paper,

reviewing the recent Farmers' Institute.

An invitation was accepted to meet at the residence

of J. W. Branson March 18th.

The Club then adjourned.

Caeroll C. Glevenger, Serfy.

H. S. Lupton, Pres'tpro tern.

The Club met at the residence of J. W. Branson,

March 18th, with Presideut Pidgeon iu the chair.

Notwithstanding the inclement weather, there was a

good attendance.

After the reading and adoption of the minutes of

last meeting, the criticism upon N. W. Solenberger's

premises was read bv the President.

The Club Advertiser was then read by the editor,

Howell Bond. One article on the "Manuring of

Orchards" brought out quite a discussion among the

members. It seems there is an impression among

farmers that manure should not be applied to orchards,

especially peach orchards. The general conclusion of

the Club was that barn-yard manure could be applied

in moderate quantities with good results. The danger

lies in applying it to strong land and in too frequeut

applications, causing trees to make too much growth

at the expense of fruit. The growing season is also

prolonged, and the tender branches, not having time

to fully mature before winter sets in, are injured by

freezing and disease.

Jonah L. Rees read a very interesting essay on the

subject, "State the disadvantages that may arise to

this Club by drifting off from referred questions un-

der discussion," the gist of which was that as the

or anization of a society of this kind is ostensibly for

the purpose of developing the greatest amount of in-

formation that is practical and reliable, with profit and

pleasure to its members, the plan of selecting subjects

on which information is desired and assigning them to

individuals for preparation, and the paper freely dis-

cussed by all, meets the need by each member having

the benefit of the opinions of all who have experience.

Therefore, when a subject is under consideration, to be

fair to the subject and ourselves, we should exhaust

its merits and demerits, note the results for reference,

and dismiss it.

L. M. Boyer read an essay on "Artificial Hatching

and Rearing of Chickens by the Ordinary Farmer."

Mr. Boyer's experiences of a few years back were

very discouraging, but since the modern incubator has

been very much improved, he advises the farmer who

raises fi om one to two hundred chickens a year to use

one. The hen while setting is eating feed and wasting

time, while if an incubator is used she may be pro-

ducing eggs.

The Club then adjourned for dinnei, which could

have had no higher compliment than the keen relish

with which it was partaken.
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After viewing the fine herd of Jerseys and inspect

ing the farm implements, etc., the Club resumed work.

D. W. Branson read an essay on "Market Garden

ing." He thought the owner of a small farm within

four miles of Winchester could profitably engage in

market gardening, growing only the best of all kinds

of vegetables and small fruit. He would not advise

one to confine himself exclusively to gardening, but

grow some fruit and raise poultry. Success in garden

ing depends very much on the man. his promptness

and ability to dispose of his product, and retain his

customers.

Wm. E. Branson read an essay in answer to the

question, "Is it not more profitable to spread our

surplus straw on our land than to sell it at a few dol-

lars per ton '" Mr. Branson gave the estimated ma-

nurial value of straw as |2.30 per ton. and recom

mended that straw should never be sold from the farm

at present low prices. To obtain best results the straw

should be liberally used as an absoibent in the stables

and applied to the land in the form of well rotted

manure, thus supplying the fertilizing ingredients and

the valuable humus so essential in productive soils in

their must available forms.

The committee appointed to refer questions, re-

ported the following for nest meeting:

1. Does it pay to spend money to beautify our

homes with nice trees, feuees, etc. 1 Referred to J. W.
Branson.

2. Should the farmer practice dehorning of his cat-

tle! Referred to Wm. E. Branson.

3. Should agriculture be taught in the county
schools ? Referred to Chas. E. Clevenger.

4. What is the cheapest and most practical method
to get our county roads into a more creditable condi

tion ! Referred to N. W. Solenberger.

Under the head of " Miscellaneous," W. E. Branson
read an excellent article entitled "The American
Farmer.'" D. W. Branson read an interesting article

on "Warfare in the Phillipines."

The Club then adjourned, to meet on the call of the

President.

Cabkoll ('. Clevenger, Secretary.

Lewis Pidgeon, President.

VIRGINIA STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
The following committees have been appointed by

the Hon. Julian M. Ruffin, President of the State

Board of Agriculture

:

On FertSieer Control—A. H. Lindsay. J. M. Barker,
and O. E. Hiue.

On Horticulture and Fruit Growing—C. W. Heater,
J. S. Browning, and J. M. Ratlin.

On Live Stock and Dairying—J. T. Cowan, J. H. C.

Beverly, and J. R. Kemper.

On Irrigation and Enclosure-—J. H. C. Beverly. E. M.
Mallory. and J. M. Barker.

On Mining and Manufacturing—J. S. Browning. O. E.

Hiue. and J. R. Kemper.

On Publications—A. H. Lindsay. O. E. Hiue. and
C. W. Heater.

On General Welfare of Agricultural Industry—O. E.

Hiue, J. H. C. Beverly, and J. T. Cowan.

On Finance—P. M. Mallory. C. W. Heater, and J. R.

Kemper.

The first gentleman named on each committee is

chairman of that committee. We are desired by the

President to say that he w'll esteem it a personal

favor if each chairman will place himself at once in

communication with the members of his committee

and formulate a report for presentation and discussion

at the nest meeting of the Board.

ONION GROWING.

Editor Southern Planter .-

I see some skepticism manifested as to the yield of

that wonderful "Iug-un" crop in your March num-

ber : but for one. I believe " what has been done, can

be done again."' Fessenden in his Complete Gardener

states that crops of 650 bushels of onions have been

taken from on acre in Massachusetts, the total cost of

which, for manure, labor, seed, etc.. was fifty seven

dollars and thirty eight cents: placing the wholesale

value at fifty cents per bushel, the total net profit

would be about $27"). which is more than our best

tobacco crops will yield.

If the crop is to be raised direct from seed, stable

manure which contains much grass or weed seed

should not be used, but a mixture of hog pen manure,

hen manure, ashes, and some commercial fertilizer

should be heavily applied, which will force the young

seedlings ahead of any grass. A seed sower should

be used to drill the seed in very shallow rows, and

then the land be rolled. Lime, ashes, or plaster sown

broadcast over the young seedlings will greatly hasten

their growth. If the crop is grown from sets, then

the land should be manured very heavily with any

(re?? rotted stable manure, and plowed in quite shallow;

Onions love a hard soil to make them " bottom." and

all that is needed to keep them clean, is running a

very light cultivator through them once a week until

they begin to ripen.

I have raised onions on a small scale at the rate of

four or five hundred bushels per acre on ordinary

corn land by the above plan.

E. C. M.
Kesicick, Va.
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Southern Planter
PUBLISHED BY

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER PUBLISHING COIP'Y,

RICHMOND, VA.

Issued on 1st of each Month.

CHRP HRAP^ Sfid"w&; me!:

^# ^0 IV .fa \# I % \kW I ^i? low land depends on
proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would
like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile
SsJtS: Powhatan Clay Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.
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Front Bricks.
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Business Manager.
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nd expenses. Traveling

We have no Agents.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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50c. per annum ; all foreign countries, 75c.

Remittances should be made direct to this
office, either by Registered Letter or Money
Order, which will beat our risk. When made
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Alwavs sive the Name of the Post Office
to which your paper is sent. Your name can- i

not be found on our books unless this is done.

Tbe Date on yonr Label shows to what
time your subscription is paid.

Subscribers failing to receive their paper
promptly and regularly, will confer a favor
by reporting the fact at once.

We invite Farmers to write us on any
agricultural topic. We are always pleased to
receive practical articles. Criticism of Arti-
cles, Suggestions How to Improve The
Planter Descriptions of New Grains, Roots,
or Vegetables not generally known, Particu-
lars of Experiments Tried, or Improved
Methods of Cultivation are each and all wel-
come. Contributions sent us must not be fur-
nished other papers until after they have ap-
peared in our columns. Rejected matter will
be returned on receipt of postage.

No anonymous communications or en-
quiries will receive attention.

Address— THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
RICHMOND, VA.
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Wood's "Trade Mark BrandV
GERMAN MILLET^

Is the true large-headed sort, and produces from one-fourth to

one-half more forage per acre than the ordinary millet The dif-

ference in yields from different grades of millet is more marked
than any crop we have ever grown, and it is a great deal the cheap-

est—crop results considered—to purchase the very best quality of

seed that you can obtain ; this you can always be assured of doing

when you order Wood's " Trade Mark Brand " of Southern grown
German Millet.

Prices quoted on request. Write for circular, giving prices and informa-

tion about all seasonable Seed--;—Cow Peas, Soia and Velvet Beans,

Teoslnte, Sorghums, Buckwheat. Late Seed Potatoes, etc.

T. W. WOOD & SONS, Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

To Advertisers.

In our last issue we published a

whole page of testimonials set in

small type, received by our adver-

tiser Mr. Geo. T. King. Nearly

the whole of these came from

readers of the Planter, and form

only a small part of those received

by Mr. King from parties to whom
he has shipped stock of various

kinds, as the result of his adver-

tising in the Planter. Surely this

should carry conviction to the

minds of all having stock of any
kind to sell, that we have a medium
through which they can reach a

good buying and paying class of

customers. This is not only the

experience of Mr. King, but of a

large number of other advertisers,

whose testimonials we hold. Give
the Planter a trial. We know we
can convince you that it is to your
interest to keep your advertisement
before its readers.
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$100 REWARD, $100.

The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive

cure now known to the medical fratern-

ity. Catarrh being a constitutional dis-

ease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,

acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system, thereby de-
stroying the foundation of the disease,

and giving the patient strength by build-
ing up the constitution and assisting na-
ture in doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative pow-
ers, that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of Testimonials.

Address. F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.

8®* Sold by Druggists, 75c.

MAGAZINES.

Harper's Magazine for Mav contains
Part IV of the history of "The Spanish-
American War," by Henry Cabot Lodge,
illustrated by Thulstrup, Zogbaum, Chap-
man, and Christy; "The Civil Service
and Colonization," by Francis Newton
Thorpe ;

" Catherine Carr." a story, by
Mary E. Wilkins: "Our War Correspon-
dents in Cuba and Puerto Rico," by Rich-
ard Harding Davis

; "A Sketch by Mac-
Xeil," by Frederic Remington, illustrated

by the author; " Keeping House in Lon-
don," bv Julian Ralph, illustrated by A.
B. Sterner; Part V of "Their Silver Wed-
ding .Tourney," illustrated by W.T Smed-
ley , Part Ilof " The Princess Xenia," bv
H. P.. Marriott Watson, illustrated bv T.
de Thulstrup; "The Birth of the Ameri-
can Army," by Horace Kephart, illustra-

ted by Frederic Remington; and three
short stories by Ellen Glasgow. Ruth
McEnery Stuart, and Henry M. Blossom,
Jr.

Harper's Illustrated Weekly is now
publishing a series of interesting articles
on the newly acquired colonies, with
beautiful pictures of scenery there, and
of the incidents of the War."

Harper's Bazaar is replete with illus-

trations and articles on all subjects of in-
terest to the ladies.

The Forum for May has articles on
Anti-Trust Legislation, Trusts in Europe,
The Problem of Police Administration,
The Irish Leaven in American Progress,
The Colonies of the World and How
They are Governed. A Centennial Stock-
Taking—A Retrospect, and others. The
writers arc recognized authorities on the
subjects with which they deal, and the
journal is one which cannot fail to com-
mend itself to the thinking man.

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly
has a most interesting article on " Liquid
Air," a subject now attracting world-wide
attention. "Colonial Expansion and
Foreign Trade," is another article which
will?no7doubt be of interest f to 'many.
This'is always a welcome magazine to|the
table of the student. ^jj

Lippincott's complete novel in the May
issue is " Princess Nadine," by Christian

Reid, a tale which will appeal strongly to

all who revel in a good stimulating love

story. The number also contains a schol-

arly paper, "The Question of the Philli-

pines Reviewed." by John Foster Kirk.

The other articles are on subjects of in-

terest, such as '• The American Fondness
of Movement," " Democracy and Suf-

frage."

The Ladies' Home Journal has the first

chapters of Anthony Hope's new romance—" The Countess Emilia," This is sure

to be read with interest. " The Anecdo-
tal side of Washington" will prove an
attractive article. Ian Maclauren writes
on " The Art of Listening to a Sermon."
The Editor treats of pretty American
girls.

The Century's plans for the treatment
of the Spanish War culminate with the
publication in the May number of a re-

markable series of papers in which the
commander of every American vessel but
one describes his share in the battle off

Santiago, which resulted in the complete
destruction of Cervera's fleet. The only
exception is in the case of the Oregon,
whose commander, Capt, Clark, endorses
Lieut, Eberle's account of that ship's
participation in the fight, and himself
contributes a criticism of the Spanish
Admiral's strategy. It may safely be
said that no battle, by land or sea, has
ever been so completely and authorita-
tively described, in any one periodical, as
the fight off Santiago is presented in this
group of lavishly illustrated articles. In
this number, David Gray begins a series

of Golf stories that bids' fair to be liked
as well as his " Gallops ;" Frank R. Stock-
ton records some further adventures of
"The Vizier of the Two-Horned Alexan-
der," including his narrow escape from
marrying Samson's Delilah and a dowager
Empress of China ; an eclipse in India is

vividly described and pictured by the
painter, R. D. Mackenzie ; and Jacob A.
Riis tells a police reporter's story of 'The
Last of the Mulberry Street Barons."
Among the miscellaneous papers is Mrs.
Jas. T. Fields' sympathetic sketch, from
personal acquaintance, of the lives of
" Two Lovers of Literature "—Chas. and
Mary Cowden Clarke.

A portrait of " Little Susan Boudinet,"
daughter of Elias Boudinet. President of
the Continental Congress, is the frontis-

piece of the Mav St. Nicholas. The poem
by Ethel Parton, which follows it, cele-

brates the refusal of this nine-year-old
maiden of the last century to drink a cup
of taxed tea at the house of the Royal
Governor. In the same magazine, there
is a description of a picnic in Japan, at-
tended by four little Americans ; and of
a white baby's journey on an elephant's
back. Samuel Scoville", jr., tells how col-
lege athletes train, and how a little boy
became the mascot of a football team.
" Bright Sides of History " is concluded.
Mrs. Barr's serial. "Trinity Bells," and
Miss Wells' "Story of Bettv," are contin-
ued, and " Quicksilver Sue." bv Laura E.
Richards, and a new " Lakeri'm " story,
by|Rupert Hughes—"The Dozen from
Lakerim "—are_begun.

" One Good Turn

Deserves Another/'
It is easy to go through

life doing good and helping

to make others happy. A
lady <who had been ill with
a complication of troubles,

having been thoroughly cured

and nenv enjoying perfect

health, felt it a duty to tell

her friends the specific that

brought her back to health

ivas Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Thus, after Hood's had served her

well, she felt it deserved a good turn
at her hands. Thousands tell the same
story of blood purified and health re-
stored. Hood's Sarsaparilla possesses
merit peculiar to itself.

Catarrh — "I suffered over six ypars
with catarrh. Spent over $100 in advert i sen
cures, inhalers etc., without benefit. Finally
tried Hood's Sarsaparilla and it accom-
plished a complete and lasting cure." M. A.
Abbey, Victor Ave., Worcester. Mass.

Dizzy Spells - "After the measles my
daughter had dizzy spells, which we thought
would pass off but they did not until we
gave her Hood's Sarsaparilla. In five days
they disappeared and in one month she re-
gained her usual health." B. H. Kamfer-
beck. 53 Graves Place. Holland, Mich.

indigestion —"I now have a good ap-
petite, eat well, sleep well and my dyspep-
sia and indigestion have left me. Tbc
reason is I took Hood's Sarsaparilla which
entirely cured me. I am Eaggage Master
on the B. & O. Railroad." Thomas Coles,
119 Carr St., Sandusky, Ohio.

After Fever-" Typhoid fev«r left my
little girl very weak and thin and with no
appetite. She is now fat and well and
Hood's Sarsaparilla made her so. It cured
my husband's rheumatism." Mbs. Clinton
B. Cope, Buckingham Valley, Pa.

Salt Rheum— " My mother was seri-
ously afflicted with salt rheum and painful
running sores. No medicine helped her
until Hood's Sarsaparilla was used, which
made her entirely well." Esse E. Maple-
stone, 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Female Troubles-" i am happy to
say that I was entirely cured of female
troubles by Hood's Sarsaparilla. It helped
my husband's catarrh greatiy. Mrs. J. E.
Wriooins, 703 S. 6th Street, Camden, X. J.

yfccfdsSi

Hood's Pills
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THE HAHILTON
DISC HARROW

Is light draft; weight of driver balances

pole ; cannot bnckle in center.

It makes a clean cut and don't leave an
uncut ridge in center. All steel frame, or
wood frame, as you like We likewise
manufacture Corn Planters. Cultivators,
Garden Plows, Hay Rakes, Drag Harrows,
Field Rollers, etc., and will take pleasure
in sending you catalogue.

THE H. P. QEUSCHER CO., Hamilton, Ohio.

Keystone

Adjustable

Weeder
Can be adjusted from

Narrowed to 30 in. 30 in. to 1% feet.

This narrowing device permits the use of this
weeder between the rows, long after other
weeders are set aside.

Depth of cut regulated by wheel in front.
No shafts to hinder working close to fence.
Positively no clogging.
These are a few of the superior points of the

" Keystone " over all other weeders. Write for
prices and territory.

KEYSTONE FARM MACHINE CO., York, Pa.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 1 7 Frank St.. Rochester. N. Y.

PEACH PACKAGES.

GRAPE BASKETS.

Fruit and Vegetable
Packages of every kind. Send for Catalogue.
NEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO.,

New Albany. Inlp.

REPORTS.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C. Division of Agrostology.
Bulletin 16. Grazing Problems in
the Southwest, and How to Meet
Them.

Division of Entomology. Bulletin 19.

Some Insects Injurious to Garden and
Orchard Crops.

Office of Experiment Stations. Ex-
periment Station Record. Vol. X.
No. 8.

Division of Soils. Bulletin 14. The
Alkali Soils of the Yellowstone
Valley.

Division of Vegetable Physiology and
Pathology. Circular 17. New Spray-
ing Devices.

Farmers Bulletin 92. Experiment Sta-
tion Work.

Delaware Experiment Station, Newark,
Del. Bull. 43. Veterinary Studies

—

State Municipal Milk Legislation

—

The Use of Basic Slag as a Fertilizer

in Hay Farming.

Bulletin 44. Sorghum in 1898.

Florida Experiment Station, Lake City,
Fla. Bulletin 49. Cassava as a
Money Crop.

Georgia Experiment Station, Experiment,
Ga. Bulletin 42. Some Peach Notes.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kas. Bulletin 83. Sugar Beets.

Kentucky Experiment Station, Lexing-
ton, Ky. Bulletin 79. Commercial
Fertilizers.

Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 54. Analyses
of Commercial Fertilizers.

Bulletin 55. Alfalfa—Spanish Peanuts
—Unknown Cow Peas—Velvet Beans

Louisiana Board of Agriculture, Baton
Rouge, La. Farmers' Institutes 189S.

Maryland Experiment Station, College
Park, Md. Bulletin 60. Some Dis-

eases of the Sweet Potato, and How
to Treat Them.

Maryland Agricultural College, College
Park, Md. College Quarterly. No. 3.

February, 1899.

Michigan Experiment Station, Agricul-
tural College, Mich. Bulletins 166,

167. A Grade Dairy Herd—A Dis-

cussion of Farm Dairy Methods.

Bulletin 168. Michigan Fruit List.

Special Bulletin 11. Frozen Trees and
Their Treatment.

Spray Calendar.

Minnesota Experiment Station, St. An-
thony Park, Minn. Bulletin 61.

Butterflies and Moths Injurious to

our Fruit Producing Plants.

New Hampshire Experiment Station,
Durham, N. H. Bulletin 58. The
Cost of Raising Calves.

Bulletin 59. Tenth Annual Report.

Bulletin 60. Green Corn under Glass.

Bulletin 61. The Inspection of Ferti-

lizers.

Bulletin 62. Forcing Pole Beans under
Glass.

They are made with dlr
-in. !.<», broad lir,--, i

liny wagon. They can't rot. KO
need no (Ire netting— last indefinitely. There

|

is only one thing better, and that is an

ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.
"Hir live illustrated catalogue tells all about

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. Box 146, Quincy, III.

HIGHEST QUALITY

This one hor>e tr^sd power fits

]i-ht power. U e mak>- them
n't buy DDtll yon < <->rrts]nind

ST. ALBANS FOUNDRY CO., St. Albans, Vt.
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COLOR and flavor of fruits,

size, quality and ap-

pearance of vegetables,

weight and plumpness of grain,

are all produced by Potash.

Potash,
properly combined with Phos-

phoric Acid and Nitrogen, and

liberally applied, will improve

every soil and increase yield

and quality of any crop.

Write and get Free our pamphlets, which
tell how to buy and use fertilizers with

greatest economy and profit.

GERriAN KALI WORKS,
03 Nassau St., New York,

..NO DECEPTION.

MORRILL & MORLEY.

Absolutely firsts

class material and
workmanship In ev-

ery detail, outside
and inside, of the

"ECLIPSE"
Spray Pump

Has deieated every

good bpray pump in

the world in public

contest, and never

been defeated. Send
for catalogue.

Benton Harbor, ich

SPRAY YOUR FRUITS
With the ECONOMY Tree Sprayer.'

The Simplest, Cheapest, Lightest, Most Dura-

ble Sprayer Made. ALL BRASS, and will last

a life-time. Agents wanted in every county.

Write for terms. Address—

H. B. ELLIOTT, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Good** Caustic Polash Whale
Oil Soap. Wo. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap Is :i fertilizer as well
as insecticide. SO lb. kegs, $2.50; 100 lb. kegs,
J4.50. Half barrels, 1T70 lbs., at 3%c. per li>.

;

barrels, 425 lbs., at 3J^c. Large quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD,
514 i.i 518 S. Randolph St.. Philadelphia, pa.

A
GRICULTURAL- LIME

$1.00 PER TON.
Fellsworth Lime Works,

REEVES CATT. Agt , Bodley, Augusta Co.Va.

North Dakota Experiment Station, Fargo,

X. D. Bulletin 36. A Study of the
Root Systems of Wheat, Oats, Flax,

Corn, Potatoes and Sugar Beets, and
of the Soil in which they Grow.

Bulletin 38. Cultivation Experiments
with Wheat.

Rhode Island Experiment Station, Kings-
ton, R. I. Bulletin 52. Suggestions

as to Spraying.

Tennessee Experiment Station, Knox-
ville.Tenn. Bulletin Vol. XI. No. 1.

Persimmons.

Virginia State Weather Bureau, Rich-
mond, Va. Report for March, 1899.

West Virginia Experiment Station, Mor-
gantown, W. Va. Bulletin 54.

Xursery Hints.

Wisconsin Experiment Station, Madison,
Wis. Bulletin 70. Construction of

Cheese-Curing Rooms for Maintain-
ing Temperatures of 58° to 68°.

Bulletin 71. Sugar Beet Investigations

in Wisconsin in 1898.

Bulletin 72. Small Fruits in 1898.

Bulletin 73. Analyses of Commercial
Fertilizers, 1899.

Twelfth Annual Report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, 1898.

PAMPHLET.
The Cotton Price Problem and its Solu-

tion. Bv Frank C. Lechner, Timmons-
ville, S. C.

CATALOGUES.
Washington and Lee University, 1898-

'99, and Announcements for 1899-1900.

Hood Farm, C. I. Hood, Proprietor,
Lowell. Mass. A. J. C C. Jerseys.

Cooper Dip. The World's only Relia-
ble Cure for Ticks, Lice and Scab on
Sheep. See advertisement in this issue.

We can personally endorse this Dip.

F. S. Burch & Co., 68 Murray St., Xew
York City. Milk Oil Dip and Cattle
Wash.
Keystone Mfg. Co., Sterling, 111. Quick

Haying Machines.

Edward W. Walker Carriage Co.,

Goshen, Ind.

Parry Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Highest grade Buggies for the least

money.

FENCING
ultry, half cost of

Netting. Also best Farm
rd. Cemetery Fences,
n Posts, Gates, etc. I

-joney. Freight paid.Catalogue free
K. L. SHELLABARQER, 37 F. St., Atlanta, Oa.

THE "HAMILTON" DISC HARROW.
The H. P. Deuscher Co., Hamilton, O.,

advertise in another column this justly
celebrated tool. Send for full description
of it, also address their agent nearest
to you. This firm also manufacture a
full line of farm implements, including
corn planters, cultivators, garden plows,
hay rakes, etc.

Scrofula, salt rheum and all diseases
caused by impure blood are cured by
Hood s Sarsaparilla, which is America's
( rreatest Medicine.

FARQUHAR
RAKE SEPARATOR

Farquhar Vibrator Separator

Farquhar Celebrated Ajax Engine

greatest capacity: v

grain, cleans ready for mar-
ki-t. specially adapted for
merchant threshing and
large crops. Threshes rice,

record of a Farquhar boile

Received medal and hii
est award at World's Co-
lumbian Exposition. Far-
qnhar'a threshing engines
are the most perfect in use.

Have seats, foot brakes and
two injectors. Are very
strong and durable and are
made as light as is consls-

There is

r exploding.

Pennsylvania Traction Engine
Combine

itages ot

Send for Illustrated Catalog.

A. B. FARQUHAR COMPANY, Ltd., YORK, PA.

HENCH oV DRO.IIOOLO'S
FORCE FEED

GRAIN & FERTILIZER
PRILL

i&rket.
Mji:. > point 3 of »U-
ncriority; it is

geared fromthecen-
trt-.ljuautitrof grain
and fertilizer can be
changed while
in o p e r a I

i

be oonvinoed. Agent* « nted. Circulars free. Atiuresa

BENCH A: DKO.U(iOLl>. .Hlr'i*. York, Pa,

5ISWRQPF,

NEW

54 inch diameter. Comes in bales of 300 lbs. each,

and in lengths 30 to 40 (eet. Price per Pound 4c.

We buy our goods at Sheriffs' and Receivers' sales.

Write for free catalogue of Hardware, Plumbing,
Roofing, Wire, Dry Goods, Clothing, etc.. etc.

"OUR PRICES are ONE-HALF of OTHERS."

Chicago HouseWrecking Co.
w

' g^iffi""-
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A Small Thresher
COLUMBIA, has great capacity

Send
for free

ed Catalog

Belle City Mfg. Co
Racine, Wis.

Box 73.

RONEY HAY FORK RETURNER
i ii etur

fork, carrier
and ropes
back to start-
ing poi n t,

saving all

the hard
work of pull-
in g them
back by trip
rope. Terms
and prices
quoted on

application. Agents wanted.

RONEY RETURNER CO.. Box A Independence, Iowa.

Machine
that weaves the above
Fence and many other
styles. Write for c;'t.

McFarland Fence MachineCo., Portland, Ind.. U.S.A.

IF YOUR GOAT FADES

PAfiK MOWN >\ IKK KrM'K CO.. AMMAN. HICH.

WRITE FOR
S-A-iMPLiE! STAY
AND FULL PARTICULARS ABOUT OUR

$10 MACHINE
Wholesale price where we have

no Agent. Agency for nothing.

Bowen Cable Stay Fence Co.

Box 25, Norwalk, 0., U.S.A.

OULTRYaREAD THESE PRICES
Sg&ggg^JBse in. wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25

Other widths in proportion.

IN6££ Dow Wire WorksCo.,Uulsvllle,Ky.

:$|,50
*""

"Dewey" fi
beats them all. Shipped to any

eeeipt of price. J. A. MITCHELL,
lf> Tecomaeti St., Dayton, Ohio.

"99 models.

of >amp!e wheel i

MEAD CYCLE CO.

ftOOO BICYCLES
entocfcMiul llei.owdual.
STANDARD '9H H0UEL8,
guaranteed, §19.75 to

S16. Shopworn* sec-

ond hand wheels, good
as new, S3 to 810.
Great factory clearing >*le.

EARNaBICYCLE
, A^tlh^h'm FREE USE

199 Ave. L. Chicago, III.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE.

We illustrate an
automatic positive

air feed hydraulic
engine, manufac-
tured by the Rife
Engine Company,
126 Liberty Street,

New York ('it y,
which is intended to perform the work
required of a hydraulic engine perfectly.
An automatic positive air feed maintains
a full air cushion, which insures a con-
stant and uninterrupted action, which
permits the engine to be built to a large

capacity. A double acting engine is also
made to be used where the fall of water
from the spring is not sufficient to oper-
ate the machine. If there is a sufficient

fall of water from a branch or stream of
impure water, it can be used to pump the
pure water without mixing. This engine
works successfully where the water which
supplies it is only two feet above the
working valve, and the machine will ele-

vate water thirty feet for every foot of
fall or head. As the head is increased,
the quantity of water delivered increases
in proportion. An adjustable valve regu-
lates the machine to suit the varied flow
of the spring or to meet the requirements
at points of delivery. The engine once
started, being automatically supplied with
air at each stroke, cannot waterlog, and
frequently runs for years without stop-
ping. Upon application, mentioning the
Southern Planter, prices and catalogue de
scribing this useful machine will be for-

warded.

JADOO FIBRE AND LIQUID.

The American Jadoo Co., of Philadel-
phia, send us the following letter received
recently, which is strong endorsement of
their product

:

C. W. Benson, Manager of the Texas
Fruit Co., Alvin, Tex., under date of
March 16, 1899, writes as follows :

" Three weeks ago on Monday last, we
planted cucumber seed in " dirt bands,"
half sandy loam and half Jadoo Fibre,

and put in hot bed. We are setting out
two acres from this planting to-day, and
the plants are almost too large to move
successfully. Several of our gardeners,
who have seen them, say they are as large

as any six weeks old plants they ever saw.
We will use the last ton in field experi-

ments with various vegetables, melons,
berries, etc., and in setting, we will put
the Fibre around several kinds of fruit

trees and shrubs, apples, oranges, grapes,

pears, currants, etc. We had a dry time
the last thirty days, but day before
yesterday, set in perfectly dry black land
800 dewberries and 3,000 valuable straw-
berry plants. We used only a small
handful of Jadoo Fibre (very wet) thrown
in each hole. Four men and a boy set

the 3,000 plants in four and one-half
hours, and did careful work. Am thor-

oughly well pleased with the results thus
far, and I intend to write you a complete
report of our successes and failures (if

any) after we get things going smoothly."

We commend their advertisement to

the attention of our readers, and would
advise that thev give Jadoo Fibre a trial.

Preserves
t—fruits, Jellies, pickles or catsup are m

t>

more easily, more quickly, more jf*
healthfully sealed with Refined Zff
Paraffme Wax than by any other i^V.
met In id. Dozens of other uses will be ymj

'-""Refined X
ParaffineWax %

In every household. It is clean, flft
tasteless and odorless—air, water r^ft
and ncid proof. Get a pound cake of \JfJ
it with a liyt of its many uses V
from your drug-gist or grocer. ^|^
Sold everywhere. Made by

STANDARD OIL CO.I

FRAZER
; Axle Grease t^oSa. ;
m Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ac- j*
\ tually outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand. ^P Not affected by heat. «3»Get the Genuine. ¥
i/%, FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. -%^J

BERKSHIRE > *

PIGS and GILTS
I will offer for the next thirty days,

special bargains in PIGS, and GILTS old

enough to breed. Pigs by my Reuben
Gentry boar, of January and February

fallow, for $% each, crated and deliv-

ered in Express office . Gilts old enough
to breed, at $12 The Gilts are by my
Barker boar.

An early order secures the best; all

eligible to registry.

Address, JNO. F. LEWIS,
LYNWOOD,

N.&.W. R. R. VIRGINIA.

WANTED to purchase a lot of

SECOND-HAND HOT BED SASH.
Apply low. J. TODD.

428 North 6th Street, RlCHMOHD, Va.
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) JETTING and PUMPING

DRILLS^^»a«^g
and prioeT naming size wanted. (.HAS. L.

WY.MAN. Martinsburg. Ind,

sW.WIIM'Ullll.Wiil
IS THE STANDARD,
STUMPUMPS, AIRUFJS^l^ff
CASOUNE ENGINES ff^s.

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKSWf -S
niDADt Ml -TH CAGO- DALLAS,TtX

FOR SALE!
FINE STONE MILL DAM AND SITE

WITH SMALL FARM.

\„ excellent site for a mill, with granite-

i.niii dim alreadv made, on a never-falling

t e ,n.™w4ter.and adjoining a line of rait-

road from which a track can be run in'o the

mm. A good section of country is tributary

to this mill, and it is near a city of lOu-MO in-

ha i.anls. where a big demand could he had

r < uutrv-ground meal, ic. A. good corn

section. Address H. S., care Southern Planter.

FOR. SALE!
HIGHLANDS STOCK FARM.

BSsS 4 <>• C 4 0. and N. 4 W. railroads.

Four mile- from Natural Bridge; nine miles

from Lexington. Conveniently located to

churches schools, postofbce. stores and shops

(iood buildings ana fences; well watered and

Efeood state of cultivation. ^ «rescleaned

iHUd and 75 acres extra-flne timber PRICE.
terms right. If you mean business,

wilt. .

E g W |LSON, Fancy Hill, Va.

Go South,
YOUNG
MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un

equalled by any other portion of the

United States.

The James River Valley Colonization

ajjd Improvement Co. offers superior ad

vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp

for Hand Bcok and list of lands. Address

W. A. PAESONS, Vinita, Va.

FOR SALE.
\ small farm of eighty acres (more or leasV

distant about IS miles south of Richmond.
Young orchard, assorted: dwelling not in

,1 ,,pl,-r- good barn with cement floor sta-

ples -I box stalls . lour poultry hou

other outbuilding, all fenced, good wire fence.

ALSO
small farm of about 140 acres (ruor.

about two miles irom the foregoing. Nodwell-

ln- or other buildings; small orchard ; about

10 acres cleared ready for plow; both these are

a to have coal veins.
ALSO

•small farm of about HI acres, never failing

i,rook traversing same; ran be divided (with

brook as boundary) into two small farms, one
s, veil acres and control of brook, the oiher

nine •.. res or thereabout; tins is situated at

the town of Florences. C . town line forms

one boundary ; no buildings on the seven-acre

lot small dwelling on th- nine-acre lot. Flor-

ence is a railroad cent, r. and has Atlantic

,'oast Line shops; excellent locality lor poul-

try larm: reasons for selling, owner
chased a larger place In another s.-ctlon of

Virginia No stumps or s ones to impede cul-

tivation on cleared portion of cither place.

J. DEWALDEN CHURCHILL.

P. O. Box JOti, Richmond, Va.

PAINT TALKS—XV.

Paint in Sanitation.

Since the world has learned that dis-

ease is largely a matter of dirt, the im-

portance of paint has vastly increased.

We know that fullv half the disc

which the human race is liable are

caused by infinitely small microbes, that

cannot thrive in quarters that are abso-

lutely clean This is the meaning of an-

tiseptic surgerv, of water-filtration, of

quarantine during the existence of con-

tagious diseases, and of disinfection after

their cure.

Any porous or rough surface, such as

wall-paper, carpets, curtains, etc., affords

a lodgment for these unseen workers of

evil ; and it is for this reason that paint

is far preferable to wall-paper for the

walls, and to carpet for the floors of liv-

ing rooms. If it had no other point of

superiority, the fact that it can be wash-

ed with cleansing or disinfecting agents

would suffice to make it vastly prefera-

ble.

No i me has vet been able to determine

how long the germs in an infected room

will retain their virulence, and no one

moving into a wall-papered house can

have any guarantee that he is not expos-

ing himself to infection.

But there is another aspect to this ques-

tion which is still more strongly in favor

of the paint ; wall-paper and carpets de-

teriorate, but paint does not. That is to

say, the right kind of paint used on the

interior of a house ought to last a lifetime.

This statement does not apply to lead-

paints, it is true, because lead-paints are

unsuit'ed for interior use. since the least

trace of sulphur gas discolors them, and

the tints made with them spontaneously

change color.

But zinc white paints, even if they

contain some lead, are practically inde-

structible for interior use, and a room

painted with them can even be fumigated

with sulphur without discoloration.

Paints based on zinc white are, there-

fore, the onlv kind fit for interior use.

I believe that were the public as famil-

iar with the economic and artistic advan-

tages of interior painting all floors would

be painted or varnished, and wall-paper

would be looked upon as a relic of our

present barbarism.
Stanton Dudley.

COOPER SHEEP DIP.

We invite the attention of the farmers

and stockmen of the South to the adver-

tisement, elsewhere in this issue, of this

well-known Dip. The manufacturers,

Wm. Cooper o^ Nephews, Galveston. Tex.,

will send a valuable diary and memo-
randum book to any one asking for it.

Send for it.

• PAGE FENCE AGE,"

Published by the Page Woven Wire
Fence Co.. Adrian, Mich., reaches us

again this month. It is a clever little

pamphlet advertising the celebrated Page

Fence, and .contains illustrations of sev-

eral train
* loads of this commodity

shipped to farmers throughout the coun-

try. The paper is free to farmers asking

for it.

Good River Farm for Sale
{IIOO ACRES.)

E. R. MONROE, Coles Ferrj, Charlotte Co.. Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS
Easy Payments Catalogue Free.

810. R. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond. Va.

SPLENDID FARM FOR SALE
$2,500 will buvan excellent stock and dairy

farm of 105 acres (all open) in Chesterrield Co..

one mile from Petersburg. Va. Good brick

buildings, fine orchard and vineyard. Title

guaranteed.
Address L. H. C. care Southern PI,

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Wa.

FOR SALE p-a^
Well improved, good fences, and in good

state of cultivation. There is a nice FRAME
DWELLING—also Stables. Tobacco Barns,
and all other suitable outbuildings on it. It

is situated twelve miles from Petersburg. \ a..

andthreernilesfromtheCbur.hr. i

on the Norfolk & Western R. K. The land is

well-adapted to grain, grass, peanuts and all

general crops, and some of it is suitable for fine

yellow tobacco and some for heavy shipping
tobacco. For terms and full particulars.

Apply to C. G. WALLACE, Lynchburg, Va.

A FREE PASS
To the PARIS EXPOSITION in

1900. Learn how to sret it by
ing four cents for postage, and
addressing

TURF, FIELD AND FARM,

i Park Row,

SHIP your Berries, Pears, Cabbage, Po-

tatoes, etc., to SAMUEL WHITTON.
Wholesale Dealer in Southern Fruits and

Vegetables, Nos. 15-17 Gray Ave.. LTIlea, N. Y.

Our market is always in want of Southern
fruits and vegetables at all limes.; Write us.

Special reference furnished.

^eAN.ZED.,8^

|"f IRE SMARINE ))

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS. S750.000.

DIRECTORS

:

Wm. H. Palmer, I>. O. Davis.
E. B. Addison. E J. Willis.

Thomas Potts. Win. Josiah Leake,
W. Otto Nolting.
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FARMERS AND STOCKMEN!
I offer you one of the best Lice Killers that

is made : 2oc. per gal., in 5 and 10 gal. cans ; 20c.

per gal., in hhls. F. O. B. cars here.
W. H. PHELPS. Big Island, Va.

Albemarle Prolific Seed Corn.
Has this year yielded some of the largest

corn crops ever grown in Virginia.
In 189H, 26% bbls. In 1S1I7. 27J-i bbls.

Id lS'is. :'.x<
4 urn's.—163% bus. of snelled grain.

It has given wonderful results in other.States
Writ- for circulars, which give information

as to how these crops are grown.
ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,

sam'i. I!. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville. Va.

CABBAGE PLANTS
FOR SALE!

Now ready lor shipment. Wakefield and
Succession, the hardiest, largest, earliest and
best known varieties. Prices, f. o. b. here. 1,000

to 5,000. 31.50 ; 5,000 to 10,000. 81.25 ; over 10,000, $1.

They are grown in the open air and will stand
re cold. Address

—

NORMAN H. BLITCH, Meggett, S. C.

Rochelle Poultry Yards.
Buff and Barred P. Rocks, I uff

and Brown S. C. Leg-horns, and
Black Lang-shans. Prize Winners.
Circulars Free. EGGS, $1 00 per
13 ; BIRDS, $1.00 and up.

(i. w. WAYLAXD, Prop., Rochelle, Va.

SUNNY BANK POULTRY and

DUCK RANCH, MitchellsSta.Va

Barred Plymouth Rock and Imperial Pekin
Ducks exclusively, of the purest strains ex-
tant. My drakes weighing from 9 to lOVi lbs. at
seven months' old. 1 am now booking orders
for eggs for hatching. B. P. Rock, $1.00—15;
Imperial Pekin, S1.00— 13. Carefully packed and
shipped. Breeding stock for sale at all times.

J. MILTON GARNETT.

DEWEY HAS WON PRIZES.
My Suberb Single-Comb Black Minorcas

and White Leghorns will win too.

.My breeders are the best. For eggs they have
no equal. Prices on both are very low, when
you consider the quality of my stock.

•Oak Forest.'' CLYDE F. ANDERSON,
Chesterfield Co. P. 0.. Manchester. Va.

BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA,
Barred Plymouth Rocks, Pekin Ducks.
Also Eggs from these pure-bred fowls.

The very best Poland-China Pigs at farmers'
prices: a few good Shropshire Sheep.
Write for prices.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,
Sam'i. B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville. Va.

JOHNSON & GOODE,
BOYDTON, VA.

Poland-China Hogs, Coach and
Collie Dog-s, Wnite Leghorns and
Black Minorcas, Barred P. Bocks,
Pekin Ducks. EGGS, 81.00 per 13.

THE IMPROVED -

VICTOR Incubator
itches Chickens by Steam. Absolutely
If- regit luting. The simplest, most

BUYING FOR CASH.

The advantages of the cash buying
principle are much more highly appre-

ciated than formerly. Present indications

point to the fact that at no very distant

date the long drawn out interest bearing

account will be a thing of the past. Cash
buying is a business short cut ; it is the

little path that leads across the fields. It

saves business distance.

Not only that, it is a money making
principle. Buying for cash saves interest

;

interest—money—saved is money earned.

Cash selling and buying has gradually

led up to another method of conducting

business, which is to sell direct from the

manufactory to the consumer. This sys-

tem possesses so many advantages that

we cannot stop to enumerate them here.

It is really the carrying out of the cash

buying plan upon an extended and en-

larged form.
Goods are sent upon receipt of cash

or are shipped C. O. D. with privilege of

examination. Take for instance the

Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mfg. Co.,

of Elkhart, Indiana. They sell every-

thing they make direct from the factory

to the consumer. Their terms are either

cash with the order or C. O. D. with full-

est privilege of examination, and their

experience is that the cash bnying prin-

ciple is growing upon the people. By
far the greatest percentage of their orders

contain cash remittance. This is very

complimentary to the Elkhart people

and their fair business methods. They
are undoubtedly the largest manufac-

turers of vehicles and harness in the

world selling direct to the consumer.

Mr. Geo. Harrison Morris, proprietor

of the Hanover Poultry Yards, is one of

the best men in the business. He breeds

Plymouth Rocks exclusively, and rarely

fails to satisfy a customer, both as to

dealings and quality of stock, which he

breeds for practical as well as ornamen-

tal purposes. He writes us that the

Southern Planter has been a valuable help

in introducing his strain of birds through-

out this section. See advertising page.

HAY FORK RETURNER.

The Roney Returner Co., Independ-

ence, la., are advertising in another col-

umn a useful and necessary tool in their

Hay Fork Returner. As a labor saver, it

is one of the best. Every barn in the

country should be equipped with one.

BRUSHING IMPROVES THE HAIR
The very best brushes should always

be chosen, and at the very least one hun-

dred strokes a day should be vigorously

administered. The bristles of the brush

should not be so hard as to drag the hair

out in case of a tangle obstructing their

course. Nor should they be yielding. It

is useless to brush the hair unless the

skin of the head be brushed as well. The
friction stimulates it and makes the hair

grow. Brushing the hair with slow and
languid strokes is simply useless. Vigor

and intention are necessary to produce a

really good effect, and induce the bright,

healthy gloss that hair should have.—
May Ladies' Home Journal.

1^ Business Hen
WHITE WYANDOTTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BUFF WYANDOTTES
Bred for Ee;gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

"Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes or

Dorkings."

SECOND ON BROILERS.
"Anv breed," at BOSTON SHOW-
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator" Eggs, $5.00 per 100.

Stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

Eggs for Hatching
From the following pure-
bred varieties : White and
Barred Plymouth Rooks,
Brah'i as, W. Wyandottes.
S. C. B. Leghorns, Pekin
Ducks, at $1.00 per 20 ; 84.00

hundred. M. B. Turkey
and Toulouse Geese eggs,
82.00 per sitting. Fresh, fer-

tile incubator eggs, 82.00 per
100—P. Rock-Cochin cross.

C. H. BENNETT,
McDonald's Mills, Va.

wr^-^^ From the Purest Strains of

Li* VJTd Barred Plymouth Kock, Silver-

Laced Wyandotte and S. C. B. Leghorns. 81.00

per sitting of 15 eggs.
Mrs. JNO. F PAYNE,

Clairmont Dairy Farm. University of Va.

Pfipc From purest strains Barred Ply-

CUUd mouth Rock and White Leghorns:
sure winners. Only limited quantity for sale;
write quick. $2.00 per 13. w. L. GOODE,

3514 E. Broad St., RICHMOND, Va.

We Bind...
Your Magazines, Southern .

.

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.

Satisfactory work guaranteed.

Job Printing Neatly Executed.

S. B, ADKINS & CO,
RICHMOND, VA.

FOR SALE—A BARGAIN
Handsome estate on the south side of the

Blue Ridge Mountains, in the heart of the
Piedmont section of Virginia, in apple-pie
order, with fine garden and young orchards.
Finest opening in Virginia lira girls1 board
ing school. Place now run as a summer resort

and hotel—paying well. Good reasons for

selling. Some farms for sale at 83 per acre.
For information, address

A. H. CLEMENT, Appomattox, Va.
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!.
h
? Filston Farm

Jerseys^-^-

Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

GLENCOE, MD.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a Utile "Bonk of the Herd"

on request.

PUBLIC SALE o

Glen Mary Herd of Jersey Cattle
OWNED BY

I. H. ADAMS, Lynchburg, Va.

Thiscntlre herd, numbering 2f> head regis-
lf red and :'.4 head unregistered, and grades
consisting of COWS. HEfFERS,CALVESand
BULLS, will be sold at GLEN MARY FARM.
one-fourth mile from Bellevue Depot, N. & W.
Railroad, Thursday, June 8th, isy9, beginning
at.10 o'clock A. M.
The running of trains will be arranged lo

suit parties wishing to attend. Will probably
leave Lynchburg about 8:30 A. M.
Catalogues will be ready on the loth of

May, and sent to any one applying.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

*3B
THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY HEIFERS

and BULLS.
FOE SALE AT HARD PAX PRICES.

Blood of the Famous Stoke Pogis, St.

Lambert and Coomassie blended. Paying
special attention to breeding my rattle, I have
reached a degree of excellence not surpassed
by any herd in the State. POLAND-CHINA
Pigsalwayson hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

To Stock-Raisers
and Dealers.

I desire to stock a small place. I have been
in tin- piano and music business for 85 years.
and would like to exchange entire or In part
pianos or organs for stock required on a farm.
i guarantee honorable dealing, cash pi
perfect satisfaction, and expect the same in
return. Address

—

F. W. WALTER, Staunton, V*.

A SAVING OF $500,000,000.

It is estimated that the public roads of the United States aggregate 1,500,000 miles
in length. The somewhat conservative estimates of Gen. Roy, Stone of the I'. S.

Department of Agriculture, places the total wagon transportation at approximately
.no, Mini nun tons. The average distance of haul is placed at eight, miles, and the
average cost of transporting one ton that distance is assumed to be $2.00, This
makes the total yearly cost of wagon freighting a round billion of dollars. All this

is assuming that the roads of the country are in their present unimproved condition.

Should the roads lie put in first-class condition, and brought to something like the
state of perfection in which we find them in foreign countries, it is claimed by those
who are in a position to know, that this same ton of freight could be transported the
same distance at a cost of only 80 cents. On this basis the enormous saving of
Si i00,000,00n a year in wagon transportation would result from perfect highways in

every section of the country.

A better idea of the magnitude of this great saving may be drawn from the fact

that the total annual value of all farm products is something like $:!,000,000,QOO, and
that the saving above referred to would equal one-fifth or twenty per cent, of that

amount. The tax returns of the entire country show that we are spending
$20,000,000 a year for the maintenance of public highways. This means just the
keeping of roads open and passable and does not include any permanent improve-
ment. The maintenance and improvement of public highways therefore becomes
a serious problem, and one which should engage the attention of every thinking
individual who is obliged to employ them in the conduct of his business.

A long step in the right direction, because it means permanent improvement,
would be the general introduction of the modern broad tired wagon wheels. This is

appreciated to such exteDt, that in some sections of the country the farmer who uses
such wheels on his wagon, has his highway tax greatly reduced in consideration of
the fact. Broad tires do not cut up and rut the highway, but rather firm it. and fre-

quent passine over the same ground has the same effect as passing a heavy roller

over the surface. This effect is shown in part by the accompanying illustration, which
shows a wagon equipped with the broad tired Electric Steel Wheels made by the
Electric Wheel Company, of Quincy, 111. Much more of value along this line may
be gleaned from their book, " Farm Saving." They will take pleasure in mailing you
a copy upon request.

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,
Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Sal*. R. J. HANCOCK,
Charlottesville, Va.

J3
FINELY-BRED

JACKS and
ENNETS

FOR SALE BY

W. E. KNIGHT 4. CO.,
Nashville. Tenn.

I c^.
l
n
a
a
n ° BREEDERS

a sample pair of

SHORTHORN HEIFERS For Sale!
VERY FINE ONES.

RAM'L GRIFFIN, Tb., R»d»,, Red ford Co„Va.

I
^ni_s 0.LC. H°2S

} ON TIME, and acem-v it tie v trill

use • welched 2s<>'« n>..

L. B. SILVER CO.
J M Summit Street, Cleveland
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CATALOGUE OF HOOD FARM.
One of the handsomest and most com-

plete publications of the kind that has
ever come to our notice is the new edition
of the catalogue of Hood Farm, Lowed,
Mass. The book contains about seventy
naif-tone cuts, representing some of the
greatest individuals among the Jersey
cattle and Berkshire pigs, for which
Hood Farm is so widely noted. Among
the illustrations, also, is a view of the
interior of the main cow barn at Hood
Farm, which is particularly interesting.
The catalogue presents the pedigree of
each animal in the most convenient
form, so that intending purchasers and
others interested can see at a glance the
ancestry of each individual. There is

also much other reading matter that is

of interest and value to farmers and
breeders. The book contains 128 pages,
is printed on fine paper, and handsomely
bound. It is sent to any address on re-

ceipt of 10 cents in stamps.

SALE OF "GLEN MARY" JERSEYS.
We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of Mr. I. H. Adams,
Lynchburg, Va., offering his entire herd
of Registered, Unregistered and Grade
Jerseys. The herd contains the best
blood of the breed, namely, St. Helior,
Stoke Pogis, Pedro and St. Lambert, and
consists of bulls, cows, heifers and calves.

This is an excellent opportunity to get
some good stock at reasonable prices, no
doubt.

THEY LIKE IT.

"My daughter has taken Hood's Sarsa-

parilla as a blood purifier and tonic, and
likes it better than any other medicine.
It creates a good appetite and strengthens
the whole system. One of my friends

who took Hood's Sarsaparilla says it is

the best medicine in the world."

—

Mrs.
G. W. Foster, Shallowford, N. C.

Hood's Pills are non-irritating and the
only cathartic to take with Hood's Sar-

sapwilla.

SOA "DODDIE" SOA.
What's the matter with the Hieland chiel,

Has a bee got in its bonnet?
Or fiery oat meal makes it feel

A wish to toss—a sonnet?
It used to be a " doddie " chiel,

Dour it's true, no factious

;

Was toddy turned into poteen,
So to slip on its plaid, it ax' us?

Now, Sandy know the deil's the flesh

And kettles no the spirit,

Your beastie's braw, we do confess,

But the " white face" has the merit.

Fashion is a kittle kine,

Ye'd say the deil were in it

If the red deer were but to decline
To hatch the horn within it.

Then blaw your pipes, but mind your eye,

For patience has its limit

;

We dinna need your beast to guy,
So rub your hair agin it.

We ken the • doddie " men full weel,
We know them like a spigot

;

They're o'er close a horn to feed,

And that is all there's in it.

—W. Mann.

FRASER AXLE GREASE
Sold since 1856, and still the standard. __^;

Registered Berkshires
"MAYOR OF BILTMORE" at Head of Hy Herd.

Write for my prices on pigs before purchas-

ing elsewhere. I can furnish you the finest

stock at reasonable prices.

I also offerHolstein-Friesians (Nether-

lands, Pietertjes and Clotbilde), all rich, heavy

milkers. All of my cattle are magnificent

specimens of the breed.

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorns and Plymouth Rock Chickens.

Correspondence solicited.

T7HERN} RYa t. O. SANDY, Bnrkeville, Va.

HIGH-BRED ENGLISH

BERKSHIRE PigsFOR
SALE
These pigs are sired by Sir John Bull, of N. Benjaneld's

herd, of Motcombe, England, who is patronized by—
Her Majesty the Queen

;

His Royal Highness Duke of Connaught;
His Royal Highness Duke of York

;

His Royal Highness Prince Christian, etc.

Imported by me last November. Dams of the purest

and most aristocratic families of English blood. Pedi-

grees furnished with every pig. A rare chance for

entirely foreign and new blood for your herds.

41 Pigrs now on hand at one-third
Western Prices

Address THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

. mm

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.
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MAY.
'Tis May ! 'tis May ! let us be gay,

And throw all useless care away.

The l>irds are singing in the trees,

And nature is all dressed to please

:

An emerald carpet on the ground
shows us what wealth the earth hath

found,
And sweetest perfume on the breeze

Is wafted from the blooming trees.

Sweet blossoms, flying through the air,

Descend to earth and linger there

;

While on the emerald sward below
A snow-white coverlet they throw.

Now, go down to the little brook,

Along its banks, and take a look,

And there you'll find the violet, sweet,

To help make nature all complete.

The lily of the valley, too,

From its green leaves peeps out to view
The stately lilac, blooming near

;

And then, forget-me-not, I hear,

And cowslips, too, will bloom to-day
;

'Tis beautiful, 'tis happy May

;

And youthful hearts are joyous, too,

'Tis surely now the time to woo.—Martha Sliepard Lippincott.

Moorestoum, X. J.

THE WAY TO FOLD A COAT.
To fold a man's coat, lay it out perfect-

ly flat with the wrong side down ; the

sleeve should be spread out smoothly,
and then folded back to the elbow until

each end of the sieve is even with the
collar. Fold the revers back, and then
double the coat over, folding it directly in

the centre seam, and smoothing it out
carefully, so that there may be no wrin-
kles. The coat is then ready to place in

the trunk or on the closet shelf. Unless
space is limited, do not turn up the tails

when folding a coat.—May Ladies' Home
Journal.

WASHINGTON'S REPROOF OF EX-
TRAVAGANCE.

Washington's steward once purchased
the first shad of the season for the Presi-

dent's table, as he knew his master to be
extravagantly fond of fish. He placed it

before Washington at table as an agreea-

ble surprise. The President inquired how
much he paid for the shad. " Three dol-

lars," was the replv. "Take it away."
commanded Washington, rather sharply.
" I will not encourage such extravagance
in my house."—May Ladies' Home Jour-

nal.

rnD CAI r? Five or six thoroughbred
rUnOHLL! MARES of the Purest and Best
^^^^•^"""^ Blood. Sound and all right.

Believed to be in foal to Imported Charaxua and Eon. Sold for no fault. I have

more than I want to keep. Also a few SHORTHORNS and SOUTHDOWNS.

R. J. HANCOCK, CharlottesTille, Ta.

FOR SALE—^-
Three Young Poland-Ohina Sows

Bred to a son of " Look me Over" (sold for
$3,600.00). These sows are registered, and are
of the best prize-wiDning families. Alsoa few
Knod pigs entitled to registry. A few regis-
tered Shropshires for sale.

S HIS WOODS. Prop, harlottesvllle. Va

PUPPIES FORjiLE
Three Beautiful. Pure-Blooded,
BEAGLE Puppies. For prices
address,

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, Dorset Sheep,
Berkshire Hogs.

SATISFACTION OR NO PAY.

E. M. GILXET, Verona. Baltimore Co., Mil.

CASTALIA HERD of -

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thrive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profltabl y crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102.

Read this remarkable offer and compare Western prices:

Registered Calves, of both sexes, from 850 up.

Registered Yearling Bulls, of choice individual merit and ancestry, from $175 up.

Registered Cows, with calf at foot, from $250 up.

Also animals of show-yard character, fit to enter any ring.

Visitors met at station. MURRAY BOOCOCK,
FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager. Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

Inquirers are requested not to use postal cards.

NOW OFFERS
HF.BEFOR it CATTLE. -Calves, entitled to registration, $50 to $75. Calves by "Sir Edward "

grades, $20 to $30.

SHROPSHIRE NHEEP Bucks, one year old and over. $12.50 to $20. Ewes, one year to three
years' old, $10 to 812. Buck .Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15, $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
1 to 15, $5.50.

1'|||.AM)(HIX» lioi.s pigs, six weeks' old, $5. Pigs, three months, 86.50. Pigs, five

months and over, $9 to 815.

BRONZE TURKEYS—Pairs, $6; trios, $8.50. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

PL.TMOFTH ROCKS.-Pairs, 82.25; trios, 83; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

MIT8COVY DECKS. -Pairs, $1.50 ; trios, $2.25. Eggs, per sitting, $1.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr.. No. 210.58, half brother of Axtell, Is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for $25 the seat-on. Mares boarded at lowest figures. Colts by \\ illiam L, Jr.,

Miss N. C.JONES, Rapidan, Va. 21O08, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.
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A SMALL-POX REMEDY.
A correspondent of the Stockton (Cal.)

Herald writes

:

I herewith append a recipe which has
been used to my knowledge in hundreds
of cases. It will prevent or cure the
small-pox, though the pittings are rilling.

When Jenner discovered cow-pox in Eng
land the world of science hurled an ava-

lanche upon his head ; but when the most
scientific school of medicine in the world
—that of Paris—published this recipe as

a panacea for small pox, it passed un-
heeded. It is as unfailing as fate, and
conquers in every instance. It ig harm-
less when taken by a well person. It

will cure scarlet fever. Here is the recipe

as I have used it, and cured my children

of scarlet fever ; here it is as I have used
it to cure small-pox ; when learned phy-
sicians said the patient must die, it cured.

Sulphate of zinc, one grain ; fox-glove

(digitalis), one grain ; half a teaspoonful
of sugar ; mix with two tablespoonfuls of
water. When thoroughly mixed, add
four ounces of water. Take a spoonful

every hour. Either disease will disap-

pear in twelve hours. For a child, small-

er doses, according to age. If countries

would compel their physicians to use this

there would be no need of pest-houses.

If you value advice and experience, use
this for that terrible disease.

A REMEDY FOR TOOTHACHE.
A London physician, at a meeting of a

medical society, stated that extraction or
excision of teeth was unnecessary. He
was enabled to cure the most desperate

case of toothache, he said, unless the case

was connected with rheumatism, by the
application of the following remedy to

the diseased tooth : Alum, reduced to an
impalpable powder, two drachms; ni-

trous spirits of ether, seven drachms

;

mix and apply to tooth.

If formalin is added to cream in suffi-

cient quantities to keep it, it will prevent
the cream ripening and first- class butter
cannot be made from cream thus treated.

There would also probably be unusual
losses from the butter fat left behind in

the buttermilk.
When tempted to use preservatives in

milk, cream or butter

—

Don't.

Chas. D. Woods,
Director.

Experiment Station, Orono, Maine.

Poland -Chinas
YOUNG SOWS WITH PIG.

EGGS FROM...
PEKIN DUCKS, BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

...FOR SALE BY...

J. C. GRAVES, BaRBOURSVILLE, Va.

Berkshire Hogs.
^amk^ A grandson of Baron Lee
<¥ _ El *Bi Hat head of herd. Twenty
mCm ^&* pi'-r s, both sexes, from
jPP^^pS^Mr^ sows, now fur

t^ 5* sale at reasonabe prices.
Correspondence promptly answered. Pigs
eligible to registry.
WM. W. WRIGHT, Muse, Augusta Co., Va.

AGood CreamSeparator
THE BEST OF FARM INVESTMENTS.

MoEwensvllle, Pa., Dec. 26, 1898.
"The 'Alpha- Baby' separator which I purchased about two months ago

is givinp- perfect satisfaction. When the agent told me that we were losing
a pound of butter to the cow each week by our crock system, I did not
believe it. I am now inclined to say, like the Queen of Sheba when she
viewed the riches of Solomon, that t he half has never been told, for he never
told me of one-half the actual benefit, which the use of the separator would
bring. This 1 discovered after one week's trial. People would hardly believe
me if I were to give the entire truth of what the separator has done forme.
I had been selling from 12 to 14 lbs. of butter per week before using the ma-
chine. There has not been one week since that I have not sold as much as
25 lbs. My records are very carefully kept and I have the figures to show
for it. This certainly goes to show very decidedly that a cream separator is

the best paying machine on the farm. It is like money drawing interest

;

it works rain or shine, Sundays and every other day. It pays a higher rate of
interest on money invested than anything else in which a farmer can invest.
It gives a clean profit every day in the year, while any other piece of ma-
chinery is only used for a couple of days throughout the whole year. It
saves time, labor and money. There is no carrying or repeated handling

,

storing away or replacing of crocks and pans, no long and tedious washing
of utensils, no fires to keep up for warming skim-milk for calves, and no
sick calves on account of having fed them sour skim-milk. One more point
is this, it will soon tell you which cow is a boarder and which is paying for

Very respectfully, T. F. Menges.her keep.'

Send for new 1899 "Dairy" catalogue.

The De Laval Separator Co.
Western Offices:

Randolph &. Canal Sts.

CHICACO.

General Offices:
74 cortlandt street,

NEW YORK.

Branch Offices:

1102 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

St. Lambert Jerseys
- herd are the two great St.

whose dam, Ethel of
, Shelburne, grand-

dam Crocus of St. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Mary Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces in 7 days.

ADMIRAL SI. LAMBERT NO. 5I338Jr^MSE
a butter record of 26 lbs., liy, oz., In 7 days, and
a daily milk record of 53 lbs., 8 oz.

Several extra-fine Balls and Heifers for sale.

Also Indian Game, Barred P. Rock, White
Leghorn and White Wyandotte fowls.

BOWMONT FARMS, SALEM, VA.

GHSTON STOCK FHRM.

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and

JERSEYS of either sex.

JNO. V. DETRICK, Somerset, Va.
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FARMERS' NATIONAL CONGRESS.

The next session of the Farmers' Na-

tional Congress will meet at Boston. Mas?..

October 3, 4, 5 and 6. Section 2 of the

Constitution of the Farmers' National

Congress determines the membership,

and reads as follows

:

Sec. 2. The voting membership of this

Congress shall be as follows : A member
from each congressional district and two

at large, to be appointed by the governor

of each State (and such governors are re-

quested to appoint practical farmers as

such delegates); each Agricultural Col-

lege and Experiment Station shall be en-

titled to a delegate ; and each national

and State society or organization, created

and maintained for the fostering of any
agricultural interest in the Western Con-

tinent, shall be entitled to a delegate.

These organizations, societies, etc., snail

supply a certified statement of the exis-

tence of said organization.

Will you please give this communica-
tion a place in your columns, which we
know are read by the officers of many of

the organizations entitled to representa-

tion in the Congress. It is hoped that, if

this meets their eye, they will take the

proper steps to have delegates appointed

to the next annual meeting of the Con-

gress. Respectfully yours,

W. D. Hoard, President,

Fort Atkinson, Wis.

Johx M. Stahl, Secretary,

4328 Langley Ave., Chicago, 111.

GOOD ADVICE.
Life is too short and full of care and

sorrows for one to be the cause of adding

one feather's weight of trouble to an-

other's load. Will Carleton, the poet, in

the " First Settler's Story," we believe it

was, makes the old man say, in speaking

of his wife, that she used to stand around

and boss the job, and by her kind words
lifted whole tons. Kind words have the

same effect the world over. They lift a

fellow out of the slough of despond

;

they break the stiffened, set features of

the worried into a pleasant, hopeful smile.

And how much better it is to cultivate

the habit of treating every one as though

a time would come when we should lay

down the mortal form ; and that to leave

behind a character and reputation of fair-

ness, truth and honor is the most en-

during of riches.

—

Scientific American.

WHEN A WOMAN FAINTS.

To care for a person who has fainted,

lay the person down, keep the head low,

loosen the clothing, give plenty of fresh

air, and dash cold water in the face.

Smelling salts and stimulants should only

be used when consciousness has returned.

—May Ladies' Home Journal.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old. $6; Pair. $10.

Wn. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

Rock Hill Herd.

Poland-Chinas
and summer

farrow ; 3 young boars, ready for ser-

vice, for sale. Now booking orders for

spriDg pigs to be shipped at weaning.

B. B. BUCHANAN. BROWNSBURQ, VA.

WANTED.
FARMERS and BREEDERS to Know

That they can buy the best Thoroughbred

CATTLE, SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
POLAND-CHINA, BERKSHIRE
and CHESTER HOGS and PIGS at

Living Prices.

from White Holland Turkeys, Barred
Plymouth Rock and S lver Wyan-

dotte Chickens, Pckm Ducks and White
Guineas. Sold in small lots, or at greatly re-

duced prices in lots of 100 more.

If you mean bu-iness, describe your wants.

HIGHLANDS STOCK AND POULTRY FARM,
E. B. WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. FANCY HILL, V*.

EGGS

JGRSGY AND il

GU^RNSeY CftTTLG

Berkshire Hogs
A fine lot of Young Boars, 100 lbs. and over, large enough for any service, $10 each. Young

Sows, same size, $10 each. Pigs, $10 per pair.

Light Brahma and Plymouth Rock Fowls at low prices, according to quality.

Pekin Ducks, $1 00 each. EGGS, carefully packed, $1.00 per dozen. Fox Terrier

Puppies, great ratters, $5 00 each, either sex.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

IS SHORT-HORNS
YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE!

Champion Cup, 121743, the great son of the famous Cup Bearer, 52692,

',1 and Warrior Brave, 121517, by Knight of the Thistle, 108656, at the head of

our herds.

Our cattle are of the purest strains; including Pure Scotch and Scotch

Topped Bates, representing such noted families as the famous Duchess, Rose

of Sharon, Young Mary, Josephine, Illustrious, Moss Rose, and the great

Cruickshank Gwendolines and Secrets.

15 TO 20 Hi II, CALVES ——

>

from 3 to 6 months, sired by the above-named sires. Also 3 yearling

Bulls.

Correspondence solicited. Satisfaction guaranteed.

For further particulars and prices, call on or address

—

W. W. BENTLEY,
Pulaski City, Va.

JNO. T. COWAN,
Cowan's Mills, Va.
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PICNICS.

As it is drawing near the season of the
year for picnics, a few suggestions on the
subject may not be out of place.

First, be careful to select a pleasant
and suitable spot for the purpose—one
that is well shaded and near to a good
spring. I have often noticed that per-

sons on a picnic seem to be abnormally
thirsty, hence it is very desirable to

have a spring in easy access, and its

water is also needed about making
lemonade, which is an indispensable ad-

junct to a picnic. Always try to select a
spot near to some building, so you may
have shelter at hand in case a sudden
storm may come up, as is frequently
the case of a hot summer afternoon.
And not only is an accessible building
desirable as a possible shelter, but it

serves a good purpose, if the young peo
pie wish to get up an impromptu dance.
A day or two before the picnifc, it is a

good plan for some of the young men to

go to the spot selected, carrying planks
to put up a rough talile under the trees

to spread the refreshments on. A few
benches also, put up under pretty clumps
of tree?, or at points that command a
fine view, would likewise add much to

the comfort and pleasure of the picnick-
ers, and would be highly appreciated by
the courting couples—of whom there
are always one or two specimens at every
picnic.

In preparing the food, have an eye not
only to what is palatable, but to what
can be easily and conveniently handled.
On this account, fried chicken is espe-
cially suitable for a picnic, all the trouble
of carving the food being avoided. Small
cakes, too, are more convenient than
large ones, so it. is a good plan to make
either a oaten of tea cakes, or to bake in

muffin shape any kind of cake batter you
choose to make. It is a good plan for

the neighbors to consult together about
their respective contributions, so as to
avoid sameness, or escape the danger of
having a great deal too much of one arti

cle, or too little of another. By consult-
ing together, and each one contributing
something different from the rest, a va-
ried and delightful luncheon may be pro-
vided. If your contribution is a ham,
cut in nice, thin slices before you leave
home, and make ham sandwiches out of
them.
A little jar of pickle is always most ac-

ceptable to the young folks, so don't fail

to add this to your luncheon basket.
Take, also, a bucket and dipper, some
cheap glasses and a towel or two.
A lady of my acquaintance who has

had large experience in picnics, tells me
that she never goes to one without carry-
ing a little bottle of hartshorn and a
little package of soda, to applv in case of
any of the children getting stung by an
insect. Another provident lady always
slips a pair of stockings into her bag, as
she says she generally finds that some
one in the party gets their feet wet or
moist, in their explorations during the
day.

It is a great mistake to dress any way
but simply, at a picnic. Fine clothes are
out of place, and a positive nuisance on
such occasions. A neat gingham or per-

AFTERNOON

^ i$$0 \ \ <
Tied down to

housework, to

the scrubbing
brush and
bucket, to the

dish pan and
housecloth, is

the condition

of the woman who still uses soap in

her cleaning. On the other hand
the woman who uses Gold Dust
has her work all done by noon,
does as she pleases in the after-

noon. With Gold Dust she does her cleaning with half the effort,

in half the time and at half the cost as with soap or any other
cleanser. For greatest economy buy our large package.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY Chicago St. Louis New York Boston

Washing Powder

HENS B
F
R
o
E
R
D LAYING

Instead of Introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a great strain of

laying BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to our noted show birds of this

breed. EGGS, SI.00 persetting; larger quantities much cheaper. STOCK, 81.00 up. Improve
your flock and make it pay. Best of references. Extremely interesting catalogue free.

GEO. HAEEISON MORRIS, Ashland, Va.

WHAT CAME FROM THE SOIL WE RETURN TO THE SOIL.

Vegetable/Animal Fertilizers
GS=MADE BYS3

AMERICAN REDUCTION COMPANY, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Frite to J. W. SHOWALTER, Good's Mills, Va., for Circular and Prices.

Moo Fibre ** Jadoo Liquid
Are Invaluable to the Growers of

Tobacco, Vegetables, Fruit, Plants or Flowers.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES.

The American Jadoo Company,
829 Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

BUY YOUR FERTILIZERS DIRECT!
Save Money! No Salesman's Expenses; No Middleman's Profit. Our entire product
goes from Factory to Farm. Write for free samples and book.

WALKER, STRATMAN & CO., Pittsburg, Pa.
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Truth Is stranger than fiction
You know it

And
You forget it

Until something happens
Then
You realize it

Thus
That enormous output
Of machines
Tor which
AVcCormick is famous
All over the world
That output
Which dwarfs all other outputs
By this shrewd advertisement
Shows its mammoth proportions
And you are astonished
Yet you knew It

Knew it well
Truth is truth but it needs

A Strange Reflection to emphasize it.

Our great sale is your guarantee. The
most modern machine means most for your
money. Buy the /HcCormick. it is always the
best and it is always the cheapest in the end.

BUY McCORMICK BINDERS. BUY McCORMICK ONE HORSE MOWERS.
BUY McCORMICK DAISY REAPERS. BUY McCORMICK CORN HARVESTERS

BUY McCORMICK BIG 4 MOWERS. BUY McCORMICK RAKES.
BUY McCORMICK NEW 4 MOWERS. BUY McCORMICK FODDER SHREDDERS.

The A\cCormick Harvesting Machine Company
of Chicago built and sold 189,760 machines

in the season of 1898 just past.

cale is sufficiently dressy, and a plain,

broad-brimmed straw hat.

But while I have been enumerating

various things we should carry to add to

the pleasure and comfort of a picnic, the
• most important remains yet to be men-
tioned—I mean a cheerful, pleasant, good

humored spirit. We should resolve not

to complain of small worries and incon-

veniences which are liable to arise on

any excursion, no matter how carefully

planned and conducted. AVe should not

make ourselves a nuisance by complain-

ing of heat, or fatigue or insects or any-

thing else. We should try to diffuse a

sphere of good will and innocent hilarity

around us, for without this, the excur-

sion will fall fiat, no matter what pro-

vision may be made for physical com-

fort. M. W. Early.

Wingina, Va.

BILTMORE SALES.

Two more sons of our Jersey bull,

Laird, of St. Lambert, have recently been

shipped. One of them out of Adelphia,

who is herself almost pure bred St. Lam-
bert, being by Dauneey Stoke Pogis and

out of Ribbon of St. Lambert, both of
|

them sired by Ida's Rioter of St. Lam-

1

bert, went to H. Lampley, Eufala, Ala.

)

The other sent was out of an inbred St.
|

Lambert cow, Grannv of Pittsford, who
is also full of Exile of St. Lambert blood,

making thii calf inbred Exile, went to

J. A. Barber, Rock Hill, S. C. We have .

also received an order for a third car-

load of Jerseys from an old customer in

New York, but our demands for milk are

so pressing that it is probable we shall

have to call this off until fall.

As for Berkshires, they certainly seem

to be the coming hog, judging by the de-

mand we have for this blood, which has

been unusually active. Mr. George S.

Prine, of the noted firm of M. K. Prine

& Son, Oskaloosa, Iowa, has just been

here and has purchased our English im-

ported boar Commander, for service in

Seed House of the South.
TIMOTHY

Bl 4KWHEVI
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AM) GARDEN SEEDS ol

every variety at Eowest Market Rates, included in which
are RAGEAtfD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

>^WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Bone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, $ i;^™;.
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his herd. It ia a great compliment to

the old boar whose get are now widely
scattered through the Eastern States. We
have a good many sows due to farrow by
him or he would not have gone any-
where. He also selected a fine young
sow safely in pig to Highclere Batchelor.
This sow is named Stall Pitts Brides-

maid.
Another prominent breeder, who has

just been over to see the herd, is Mr.
Caldwell Norton, of Louisville, Ky., who
has been a very prominent breeder, and
also winner at the greatest Berkshire
shows of the last few years. He selected

one of our young imported boars, and
also two young sows and boar pigs, to

show this fall in the West.
To Mr. Guy C. Barton, of Omaha, Neb.,

we have shipped a young English Boar
by the great English prize winner, Jack
of All Trades, also to show at the Ne-
braska State Fair. The Manager of our
Berkshire Department, Mr. Reuben Gen-
try, says he is the best young boar he
saw in England, and we should not have
sold him but for the fact that Mr. Barton
ordered him by wire, leaving the selec-

tion and price to us, so that we felt bound
to send him the very best. We have
just heard from Mr. Barton, and he says,

among other things, " I knew you would
send No. 1 because I wanted it so badly,

but supposed you were going to hold
him for service in your own herd. I

thank you very much for your considera-

tion in the matter. * * * * I think
it would be advisable for you to select

me two Gilts and forward them at your
convenience. I feel so absolutely safe in

trusting all of this to your own good
judgment that I will not venture any
suggestions." And he has ordered two
other young sows to enter in the same
show.
To Mr J. T. Anderson, Marietta, Ga

,

we have shipped a very fine young sow,
Royal Beauty XCVIII, which is by the
unbeaten King Longfellow, and safely in

pig to Commander.
To Mr. R. U. Thomason, Madison, Ga

,

we have shipped a trio of pigs, the boar
being by our Longfellow boar, Lord
Mayor, and the two sows by Imported
Commander. This should make a great
nick.

To Mr. William Johnston, Jr., also

went three head, including a very fine

Longfellow sow.
To Mr. H. L. Heavner, Reidsville, N.

('., we have shipped a young boar to

head his herd.
Mr. W. R. Capps, of Canton, N. C, has

also purchased a young gilt of Longfel-

low breeding, being by the great Baron
Victor. To Mr. Reynolds, of the same
place, went two sows and a boar as the

foundation of a herd, being also a com-
bination of Longfellow- and imported
blood.

Last, but not least, we have just

shipped to Mr. John Owens, Jr., Wood-
stock, Ohio, a young imported boar also

to show. We have also had a large

number of sales of boars to improve
herds, but as they are not for use on
thoroughbreds we do not report them.
Our calls for thoroughbred Poultry

have nearly cleaned us out, excepting in

the lines of Plymouth Rocks, Wyan-
dottes and Leghorns, of which we make

The Implement Co.
ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL FARM TOOLS.

ENGINES, THRESHERS, HORSE-POWERS,
CORN PLANTERS, CULTIVATORS, Etc.

^WOOD'S PATENT SWING CHURN.
1

Not a Step, But a Leap in Advance of All Other Churns.

Simplest,

Easiest,

Quickest,

Cleanest,

Lightest,

Cheapest.

The Best

Churn for the

Smallest

as well as

the Largest

Dairies.

FOURTEEN REASONS PROVE THE ABOVE CORRECT.

/( forms a Table by putting a board on the top. Has a water chamber

for raising or lowering the temperature of the milk.

CALL AND SEE IX OR SEND FOR. CIRCULAR.
V'„ Implement Co., Richmond, Va.:

Gents:—I took one of Wood's Patent Churns
home, and have thoroughly tested it, and
find it the best Churn I ever saw ; my hoy ten

years old cau work it, and it makes hue butter

in ten minutes.
Wil. H. MARTIN,

Highland Springs P. 0., Va., May 14, 1888.

Chase Citv, Va., May 16, 189S.

The Implement Co., Richmond, In.:
Gents:—The Wood's Patent Churn bought

of you has been thoroughly tested by my wife.
It acts like a charm, and without a doubt is

the best Churn on the market to-day.
Yours.

WALTER V. GREGORY, Sec'y
Chase City M'fg. Co.

Manufactured by THE IMPLEMENT CO.,
1526 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va. ^

BxrUJXnJTJTJTJTRJTJlJTJTJTJ^^

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c.

Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.
ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write us

if you contemplate planting:. Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.
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a specialty, and have an extra large num-
ber on hand. Prominent among these
shipments was one to William B.
Withers, Roanes, Va., who has given us a
choice order for Barred Plymouth Rocks,
which will enable him to breed some
winners.
We have several very fine young im-

ported boars on hand yet which we are
holding for Northern and Western calls,

and our spring litters out of the imported
sows by English prize winners, and also
out of our Longfellow sows by our im-
ported boars, are coming in and we are
booking orders for them.
Demands for all kinds of stock have in-

creased so fast that it is probable we
shall not show this year, preferring to
make a specialty of furnishing prize win-
ners rather than run the risk of showing,
as it means sending out our very best,

and the loss of them would seriously dis-

turb our breeding operations.
We have never had a case of cholera in

our herd of Berkshires, and with so
much money invested, can hardly afford
to run the risk of introducing it. We
have so many imported sows on hand
now in pig to the greatest of English
champions, and they are dropping such
numerous litters, that we are in a posi-
tion to offer an extremely reasonable
price to any breeder wishing fresh blood
for an outcross.

George F. Weston.

A WORD OF CAUTION TO NEW
CREAMERY ASSOCIATIONS.

The writer has received a number of
inquiries of late in regard to the methods
employed by "creamery promoters" in

establishing creameries. Fmm the repu-
tation that these "promoters" in general
bear, it would seem wise to give them a
wide berth. It is their business to build
and equip a creamery and get their
money for it, regardless of the subsequent
success of the enterprise. To do this,

they misrepresent the amount of milk
that can be expected from a given num-
ber of cows and the average price that
can be obtained for the butter, and they
usually charge much more for erecting
and equipping the plant than it would
cost the Creamery Association, if pur-
chased at market rates. By misrepre-
senting the profits to be derived from the
creamery business, " creamery promo-
ters" have induced thousands of farmers
to pay for expensive creamery plants
which are now standing idle and not
only yield nothing on the investment,
but are constantly deteriorating in value.

In order for a creamery association to

be successful, it is necessary, above all

things, to have the milk from 300 to 500
cows guaranteed to the creamery for nine
or ten months in the year. A creamery
to handle this amount of milk can be
built and equipped from $1,800 to $2,200.
The price usually asked by "promoters"
is from $2,700 to $4,000.

H. Hayward.
Pennsylvania Experiment Station.

There is no more common thought
among people than that foolish one, that
by-and-by something will turn up by
which they will suddenly achieve fame
or fortune. Things do not turn up in
this world unless somebody _ turns them
up."

—

Garfield.

THE FENCE THAT FENCES.

MRICANs^WOVEN WIRE FENCEA* Large, strong wires, heavily galvanized. Tension Curve at every inter-

AbM section of main strands and stay wires, provides for expansion and contrac-
B tion. The "American" Fence is made of Best Bessemer Steel Wires, on most

advanced principles. Its thorough efficiency «*w»

is proven under all circumstances as a safe and sure
fence to turn cattle, horses, hogs and pigs.

EVERY ROD GUARANTEED.

INVESTIGATE the merits of the

AMERICAN FENCE
at our agency In

your nearest town.
If you can't find

such an agency,
write us for com-
plete catalogue and
we will see you are

supplied. AMERICAN FIELD FENCE, Regular Style, stays i 6 ins. apart

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO., New York or Chicago.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole|j
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.

f APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

QUINCES. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES. RASPBERRIES. BLACK*
BERRIES, STRAWBERRIES. ETC., EVERGREENS,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUB8.
*^POLAND CHINA PIGS/*^*-

(BRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN AND.
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
J. B. WATKINS A. BRO.,

HALLSBORO*. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

FARMERS!
I Manufacture the fol- CCDTII G7LTDC
lowing Brands of f CFl I ILI&UIld

Read these analyses and prices.

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE ) ?£?£!£
Total Phosphoric Acid 19.45 [ *oc nn
Total Ammonia 1.88 ) * ^O.UU.

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE
]

Phosphoric Acid 11.39 V $ 25 00.
Ammonia 4.98

Potash 2. J

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.

KEYSTONE QUICK HAYING MACHINES.
Keystone Side-Delivery Rake

Inw." TurDB the hay com-
ply and leave, it ill ii light,

H windrow ready for loader.

uw on or ulrrurod, not mfl
ached hay. Metier I loin a

Iky Unite and IftVM wtoof tedder.
i» clean hay.

Keystone Hay Loader.

the o

Keystone Three Feed Hay Press.

crlhlnc til-'" n.aehinea m" — " " "' ' -SS' -^JiS/"*-" l,, vnnd eomt.amon.

KEYSTONE MANUFACTURING CO., 11 RIVER SI., STERLING, ILL.

I.i'tl (bun :in j
'

mnile. Requires no
'

.apacHy ',
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The only Binder made that can use the NEW PRAIRIE GRASS TWINE.

The Great
Walter A. Wood Harvester # Binder
THE GIANT STRIDE BEYOND COMPETITION.

A machine with a

record for strength,

rough handling and

cheapness of repair

unequalled.

•t^s*

The work of this ma-

chine in the harvest of

1898, shook the very

foundations upon which

rest the reputation of

all other binders, and

to-day competition

wonders what it will

accomplish next.

This binder handles any grade of twine, from the smallest to the largest, and is the only

binder made that can handle the NEW PRAIRIE GRASS TWINE, which has revolutionized

the twine question. Therefore, In buying a WOOD BINDER, you have a machine that

enables the owner to use any twine on the market, which means to the owner a saving of

from one third to one-half in the cost of twine each year, as against other machines.

THE —
IMPROVED \A/nnH IUIn\A/Dr ^lways the best and still further im-

fflUUU IflUVYDI proved. Every wear easily taken up.

No Weight on
horses' necks.

Lightest draft.

Don't pull to pieces.

Roller bearings.

Does not break

knives.

Outlasts two of

any other.

Showing how the WOOD
Mower pulls in direct straight

line from hames to centre of re-

sistance and independent of
the pole.

This is a skeleton illus-

tration to show a great

point in the construction

of the WOOD Mower.

Easily the finest Mower in existence. Roller and ball bearings throughout every machine bear-

ing the name of WALTER A. WOOD. The lightest draft machines made.

Southern Office,ASHTON STARKE, Richmond, Va.
161 Agents in the South, and Distributing Warehouses at ROANOKE, VA., GREENSBORO, N. C, SALISBURY,

N. C, CHARLOTTE, N. C, COLUMBIA, S. C, MACON, GA.
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Stallions for

Service.
ROAD,
TROTTING
^SADDLE
forsalebyW. J. CARTER,

(Broad Rock)

General Turf Correspondent,

P.O. BOX 929. RICHMOND, VA.

BEFEKENCES-L. BANKS HOLT (former owner of John
R. Gentry, !:«!%), Graham, N. C. ; Col J. S. CARR, Durham,
N. C. ; Ma.t. P.P. JOHNSON (Pros-idem National Trotting Asso-
ciation i, Lexington Ky.; GoL. B. CAMERON, Fairntnsh Stud,
Stagvllle, N. C. ; Jos. BRYAN ami H. C. CHAMBLIN, Rich-
mond, Va. : A. B. GWATHMEY iN. Y. Cotton Exchange), New
York; Capt. B. P. WILLIAMSON, Raleigh, N. C.;J. F.JACK-
SON (Editor Southern Planter), Richmond, Va. ; H. A. BUCK
(Editor Spirit of the Times), New York.

ECWOOD, 2:18^,
By Egbert; dam Lucille Blackwood, dam of Eggnogg, 2:35;

Wyoming, 2:25%, etc., by B ackwood.
With limited opportunities, Egwood has sired Lila, 2:24%, Janie

S, 2:30, etc. Shown at Lexington, Ky., and other places, he has

won numerous premiums and defeated great horses like Jerome

Turner, 2:15%, and others. Service fee for the season of 1899, $25.

ROBERT RANSOM, 2:29M\
By Gambetta ; dam Black Maria, by C. M. Clay, Jr. A very

handsome brown horse of grand size and powerful muscular

development, which he transmits to his get. Service fee for 1899,

815. Usual return privilege to either horse in Case of failure of

mare to prove in foal.

For further particulars, address

JOSEPH LASITTER, Richmond Bazaar,

1433 E. Franklin Street, RICHMOND, VA.

N. B.-My semi-weekly auction

Fridays. Horses and mules of all

hand and for sale at popular prices.

are hele on Tuesdays and
and sizes constantly on

THE CONTINENTAL^
D/SC CULTIVATOR

The Strongett, Lightest Draft, Least Complicated, and the

Most Perfect Disc Cultivator Made.

Any boy can operate it. Will save its cost in laying by one crop of corn. By
attaching two extra discs it is converted into a Disc Harrow.

Tho rflNTINFNTAl DisC HarrOW with R°»er Bearings, Centre Cut At-
I fig LQH I ItlCll I ML. 1/iaL """"" tachment. Patent Bumpers and Solid

Steel Weight Boxes has no equal.

The EUREKA One-Horse Two Row Planter-
Plants Corn Beans, Peas and Beet Seed. Distributes Fertilizer to meet the rtquirements

of all who use them. Plants in rows 30, :!li and 42 inches apart, any desired quantity in hills
or driLs accurately.

The CHIEFTAIN Two-Horse Double Row Planter.
Cheapest and Best Two-Horse Planter Made.

The SPANGLER, KEYSTONE and EUREKA Single Row Planters,

EUREKA SECTIONAL ADJUSTABLE WEEDER-
ill do the Work of THREE HEN, THREE CULTIVATORS and

THREE HORSES, and do it better.

Has a solid centre section, 2 ft. 9 inches wide, made of channel steel, with two wings bolted
to each etui, each 2 ft. 9 inches long. These two wings being removed, the centre section re-
mains as a 2 ft. 9inch cultivator. Many other valuable features will be found explained in
special circular.

Mowers, r hain Drive and Seared, with all the latest tmprovements ; the
"BONNIE" Binder, famed for its Compactness, Simplicity, Light Draft and Steadi-
ness ; Steel Hand and Self Dump Rakes and Hay Tedders ; GuISER Threshers and
Engines ; Horse Powers, Hay Presses ; PLANET Jr. and IRON AGE Cultivators
and Horse Hoes ; PLANET Jr. Seed Drills ; Saw Mills, Corn Mills, Cane Mills, and
Evaporators ; Farm Wagons, Log- Trucks, Buggies, Road Carts, Surreys, Road
Wairons, &c.
THE LAMB WIRE FENCE, the strongest and best constructed wire fence made,

cattle and hog proof.

'Write for our NEW CATALOGUE, just completed. -©a

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

1518-20 Franklin Street, RICHMOND.
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PLANTERS that PLANT
CORN. PEAS, BEANS, Etc.

ANY NUMBER OF CRAINS. ANY DISTANCE APART.

We Manufacture and Offer Our Standard Makes

:

The CA.RDWELL,
With or Without Fertilizer Attachment.

The EUREKA ^ ^
AND THE

The CENTENNIAL,
With Fertilizer Attachment.

Write Us Your Wants. We Have Some Bargains in Farming Implements.

The CARDWELL MACHINE CO/TSfflSW.
1*-

The Best Way to Cultivate—-tti- _
Often one half the crop depends on the fM„— I ._ I . .. 1 _
preparation of the soil. UISC I iTI pi e ITie PltS.

AVERY'S INVINCIBLE DISC PLOW goes deep and throws the best furrow of
any tool nf its kind. Will bury almost any vegetable growth. The TORNADO DISC
HARROW is supplied with anti-friction end washers" and runs smoothly and lightly.
No side draft The REVOLUTION DISC CULTIVATOR ( Riding) has scored its
third year of unqualified success Positively the best implement for "laying by" any
crop. Send for circulars, giving fuller description of this machine. We also handle
the Disc Grain Drills.

The UNION One-Horse Corn Drill

(With or Without Fertilizer Attachment)

Is one of the finest tools of its kind made.
It will plant accurately corn, peas, beans,

sorghum, broom corn, garden seeds, etc.

Plates can be changed quickly and easily.

Send for circulars.

We are agents for Qaar, Scott & Co. 'a

Portable and Traction Engines, Three-
way Threshers, Clover Hullers, Saw
Mills, etc.

Write us for prices on any farm tools, etc.

Call and see us when in town.

FARMERS' SUPPLY CO., 1433 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.
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Seasonable Goods for 1899 Ready
AT LOW PRICES. ALL GOODS GUARANTEED,

BEMENTand "CONTINENTAL" Disc
Cultivator and Combined Disc

Harrow.

BEMENT
Disc Cultivator

and Stalk

Cutter.

SCOTCH
HARROWS.

Steel Lever Harrows; Spring-tooth
Harrow s, all sizes, plain and with levers

;

Smoothing Harrows, and anything in the
Harrow line always on hand at bottom
prices.

STEEL KING

Lever Cultivator.

Steel Frame.

TIGER, F. F. and EUREKA Corn
Planters, also DAISY Planter.

The TIGER All- Metal Disc Harrows
with one and two Levers.

IT DRAWS THE BAR-
NO PUSH.

THE WHEELS WILL NOT LIFT r»OW THE GROUND.

CHAMPION and WHITELEY Steel
Mowers, Reapers and Binders.

WM

CHAMPION IMPROYED Binders,
Reapers, flowers and Twine.

TIGER Ail-Steel Hay Rakes; Self

Dump ; for 1 and 2 horses.

GRANGER AINSteel Hand Dump
Rakes for 1 and 2 horses.

RtH IVeil Cutters, Powers ami (urn and Cob Mills, ami Combined Power and Feed
Mills always on bud. lienuine Oliver Chilled Plows and Repairs.

(iennine Brown Single and Double Shovel Plows and Sleds.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

^ T" c BEST IN THE COUNTRYI

CHAS. E. HUNTER, 1528 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.
JAMES G. HEXING, of Powhatan Co., Va., Gen'l Manager. HOWARD j. NUCKOLS, of Henrico Co., Va., Salesman.



THOROUGHBRED POULTRY
My stock is from the best to be had at any price.

It is an object to dispose of the product of 1,000

head, at a reasonable price, hence I sell eggs for

hatching at $1 00 per setting; three settings, $2.50,

or $500 per 100, of every variety mentioned, ex-

cept Bronze and White Holland Turkeys, and those

are 50 cents each or $5.00 per dozen. Last season

I sold birds in twenty-two different States. I will

promptly give any information, when the inquiry is

accompanied by a stamp for reply, and guarantee

everything as represented, and to please every

customer.

BLACK SPANISH, WHITE WYANDOTTES, LIGHT BRAHMAS,
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES, B. B. R. EXHIBITION GAMES,
SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGS, B. B. R. GAME BANTAMS,

BARRED PLY. ROCKS,
PIT GAMES,
BLUE ANDALUSIANS,
BLACK LANGSHANS,
WHITE GUINEAS,
WHITE LEGHORNS,
BROWN LEGHORNS,
BLACK MINORCAS,
WHITE MINORCAS,
PEKIN DUCKS.

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs, from toms weighing over 45*pounds ; hens, 22 to 28 pounds.

Also Mammoth White Holland Turkeys, Belgian Hares—young
; $1 00 per pair.

^^^p/^^^ Lf Surplus—Any variety, Cocks and Cockerels, $1.00 each. Hens and Pullets

*^ ^S^^ JLJL' «i.«o each. The very finest Beagle Hounds and Poland-China pigs.

Geo. T. King, Jr.,

RICHMOND, YA.

Telephone 2360. P.O.Box!.

Public invited to visit my Poultry

Yards, where they can see the finest

stock in the South.
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T. ARCHIBALD CARY, General Agent, - 1201 Main Street, Richmond, Va.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The early part of the month of May was cold and

dry, and as a consequence the crops made but little

progress. Towards the middle of the month seasona-

ble showers fell over a considerable part of Virginia

and North Carolina, and warmer weather prevailed

and crops began to respond, and have continued to

make progress to this writing. Land which had be-

come too hard to plow became again fit to work, and

further progress was made in planting, but the season

is still a late one, and much work remains to be done

to secure an average seeding and planting. In Mid-

dle Virginia the dry, cool weather continued until

very late in the month, and has caused much delay

and a poor growth of late seeded crops. The hay and

clover crop promises to be light throughout a great

part of the South, whilst spring sown oats are largely

a failure, thus again emphasizing what we have so

often said about the uncertainty of this crop in the

South. Where oats cannot be sown in the fall, or at

the latest by the end of February, we think much bet

ter results can be obtained by waiting and seeding

peas and sorghum in May and June as fodder crops,

for which purpose the oat crop is here mainly grown.

The condition of the wheat crop throughout the coun-

try affords a strong contrast with that of a year ago.

Eeturns up to May 1 show the area in winter wheat,

after the elimination of the acreage believed to be

winter killed, to be about 25,900,000 acres. This is

about 4,000,000 acres less than the area estimated to

have been sown last fall, but it still slightly exceeds

the area of winter wheat harvested last year. The
reduction in area is largely in the great wheat grow-

ing States of Kansas, Illinois and Indiana, and later

reports from these States, especially Illinois, state

that great damage is being done by the fly on the re-

duced area. The average condition of the crop on

May 1st was only 76 per cent, as against 86 per cent,

last year, and 85 per cent, the mean of the averages

of the last ten years. In Virginia the acreage of

wheat is 97 per cent., as compared with the crop har-

vested last year, whilst the condition is 78 per cent.

In North Carolina the acreage is 91 per cent., as com-

pared with the crop harvested last year, whilst the

condition is 77 per cent. In South Carolina the acre

age is 133 per cent., as compared with the crop har-

vested last year, whilst the condition is 92 per cent.

The indications are that unless a very much larger acre-

age of spring wheat is seeded than the average, which

is doubtful, seeing that weather conditions have not

been favorable in the spring wheat sections, the crop of

wheat will this year be much less than that of last

year. One authority estimates the decrease at no less

than 100,000,000 bushels. In Europe the conditions

are more promising, though the crops are backward.

India, Australia, and Argentina are sending forward

greatly increased supplies on to the European mar-

kets—the crops harvested in those countries having

been much larger than those of a year ago. Notwith-

standing these increased supplies, we think the in-
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dieations at present are in favor of higher prices

for wheat than are now current, but we do not look

to see anything like the prices realized just before

harvest last year, and possibly not higher prices than

were realized after harvest a year ago. Of course,

much depeuds on the weather during this month and

the next, which will largely control the yield of spring

wheat. The winter wheat crop will undoubtedly be

largely deficient. The indications are that the area of

the cotton crop will be reduced, and corn and fodder

crops be increased in the cotton sections. The demand
for tobacco continuing good and the reserves being low,

every effort is being made to plant a large crop, but this

will be late on account of the difficulty in getting good

plants from the late sowing of the beds. A late planted

tobacco crop always runs great risk of being caught

by the frosts. It will behoove all tobacco growers to

hasten the growth of their crops as much as possible

by planting only on well prepared richly fertilized

land, and keeping the cultivators going in the crop

In this issue will be found reports on the prospect of

the fruit crops in Virginia. From these it will be

seen that we have a fair prospect for a good apple crop.

In the country generally fruit seems likely to be a less

crop than the average, and good prices are therefore

likely to prevail.

Much of the success of the year's work will now de-

pend on the diligence and care with which crops are

worked, cultivated and harvested. We would urge

constant attention to these duties. There is now once

again a condition of general prosperity such as we
have not known for years. The people of the country

are fully employed at good wages, and they are ready

and willing buyers of the products of the farm. This

condition of affairs is bound to enhance the value of

all the farm produces. See to it that you make it pro-

duce all that is possible, and thus secure your share of

the prosperity.

The planting of corn should be pushed on as fast as

possible. Even on the quick growing river lowgrounds

corn not planted by the 10th of June runs great risk

of being caught by the frosts before fully matured. It

is well when planting in June to select a quick matur-

ing variety, so as far as possible to avoid this risk.

Among the white varieties, Southern White Snow-

flake and Gentry's Early Market ; and among the yel-

low varieties, Golden Dent are quick maturing corns.

Corn for the silo should be planted as soon as the main
crop has been got into the ground. In planting for

ensilage the object is to secure primarily a heavy

yield of s alks and fodder, and yet with sufficient ears

to make the silage a good ration without the addition

of much grain. This object is best attained by plant-

ing a strong growing variety in rows 2 feet 6 inches

apart and with the stalks from 9 to 12 inches apart in

the rows. This will permit of the stalks becoming so

fully matured by the sun and air that the silage made
from it will not be a watery, sour product of little

feeding value.

The fodder crops of sorghum, kaffir corn, millo

maize, soja beans, and cow peas should be planted as

soon as possible, so that they may be ready to afford

help in tiding over the period when pastures are fail-

ing in the hot weather, and that they may not be so

late in maturing as to be caught by the frost. All

these crops are well not to be planted too thickly. They
should have sufficient room given to allow them to

mature fully and not be merely watery, immature

stalks. Their nutritive value largely depends on their

complete maturity. They are all better, except cow-

peas, for being so planted as that they can be cul-

tivated twice or three times. Cow-peas we prefer to

sow broadcast at the rate of 1 bushel per acre. Keep
the cultivators running as long as the teams can get

through the crops without injuring them. The old

idea of* working the crop twice and then "laying it

by" has been abundantly proved to be a poor one.

The land should be kept free from crusting, and not

merely free from weeds, and to secure this more than

twice working is necessary. Cultivate shallow and

never injure the roots by disturbing them, and leave

the crop when compelled to cease cultivation with the

land level. At the last working of the corn crop sow

either cow-peas, German clover, or sapling clover in

the corn field, and cover with the last cultivation.

These will, without injury to the corn crop, make good

feed in the fall and at the same time conserve and add

to the fertility of the land.

The hay and clover crop being likely to be a light

one, it will be well to supplement it by sowing millet.

The German millet is, in our opinion, the best variety

to grow, and makes good hay in from 60 to 75 days

from seeding. Let the land be well prepared and the

seed bed be made fine, and sow at the rate of 1 bushel

to the acre. The seed should be lightly harrowed or

rolled in. Cut when in bloom and before the seed

forms, and cure without too long exposure to the sun.

Both cattle and horses are fond of millet hay, and it is

nutritious feed.

Iu this issue will be found articles on making and

saving hay, to which we invite attention.

The wheat and oat crops will require to be harvested

during this and the succeeding month. See to it that

the binders are in good working order, and do not
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have to keep the crop waiting for the binder. A day

or two's delay may mean the loss of much grain. Do
not let the wheat become overripe before cutting. A
much better sample of grain is made by cutting before

it is fully ripe, and much loss from shattering is

avoided. When cutting, have a sufficient force of

hands to keep pace with the binders, so that all

that is cut is shocked before the field is left at night.

Good shocks are much easier made from grain as soon

as it is cut than from grain which has laid on the

ground some time, and good shocks mean the saving

of much grain. See to it that you have good hands

to make the shocks, so that when put up they will

turn rain. A man who does not know how to make a

good shock can cause you the loss of his wages in a

very few shocks.

When the wheat and oat crops have been cut and

cleared from the land, have the stubbles, where not in

grass or clover, cut up with the disc or spading har-

row, and seeded with German clover, rape or turnips,

or a mixture of all three seeds. Only a few pounds of

seed per acre will be needed, and instead of a crop of

weeds, drawing fertility from the land, you will have

a pasture which will carry much stock during the fall,

and at the same time will conserve and add to the fer-

tility of the land. Where the land has been seeded

with clover or grass in the grain crop, have the mower
run over as soon as the weeds begin to show above the

grass or clover, and repeat this as often as necessary

to keep down the weeds and prevent their seeding.

This will give the grass and clover a much better

chance to succeed. We have seen many good stands

of grass and clover lost by allowing the weeds to grow

and exhaust the fertility and moisture out of the land.

Besides this saving, preventing the weeds seeding

means labor saved next year.

when opportunity offers. These crops should be sown

in July and August.

Continue the planting of the sweet potato crop from

slips and from cuttings so soon as these can be had.

Potatoes raised from cuttings will keep better than

those from slips.

Cotton and tobacco crops should be kept growing

by frequent cultivation until they have made their

growth. When tobacco begins to "button" see to it

that it is topped without delay, and do not spoil the

crop by leaving too many leaves. Whilst possibly a

greater number of leaves means some extra weight, it

often means loss of price from a number of leaves not

curing up a good color. Better have a crop of uni-

form color and quality even though the weight be

less. It will bring more money.

In another column will be found an article on the

second and late crop of Irish potatoes, for which the

land should now be prepared, to which we invite at-

tention.

Land should be plowed for the turnip and rape crop

FARM-YARD MANURE.
In another column of this issue a correspondent em-

phasizes the importance of farm yard manure as the

great source of the permanent fertility of the farm,

and the necessity for the adoption of such a system of

farming as will result in the production of large quan-

tities of manure. This is entirely in harmony with

the advice we have been giving for the past ten years

in The Planter. There can be, in our opinion, no per-

manent prosperity for Southern farmers until they

make the production of farm yard manure of as great

importance as the production of crops. The fertility

which can be secured in a piece of land by means of

commercial fertilizers alone is of too ephemeral a char-

acter to build up the permanent fertility of the farm

or the prosperity of the farmer. Commercial fertil-

izers, selected with knowledge of the requirements of

the land and crop, may be used profitably as adjuncts

to farm yard manure, as the means of raising relatively

high-priced special products, such as Irish potatoes

and other truck crops and tobacco ; but for perma-

nently increasing the fertility and crop-producing

power of the land in all the staple crops, and espe-

cially in the production of grass and forage crops, they

are not to be compared with farm-yard manure.

Probably the most extensive experiment in testing

the value of a regular application of farm-yard manure
ever made is that made at Eothamsted. England, which
was begun in 1S52, and still continues.

During the entire time one field has been kept in

barley without any manure, but growing the crop each

year. During the first 20 years of that time, including

1852 and 1S71, the average yield of grain was 20 bush-

els per acre each year. During the next 20 years, in-

cluding 1872 and 1891, the average was 13 i bushels

per acre, and during the five years to end of 1896 it

was 11* bushels per acre. The periods of compari-

son were purposely made long to equalize favorable

and unfavorable years, and it will be seen that the fer-

tility has been reduced at least one half in that time,

or more than one half when the last five years are con-

trasted with the first five or ten years.

At the same time they began on another field to

apply barn-yard manure at the rate of 14 tons per acre

each year. The fields were as nearly alike at the be-

ginning as they could be found, and 14 tons would not

be considered heavy manuring, yet the average yield

for the first 20 years was 4Si bushels per acre, or

nearly two and a half times as much as where no ma-

nure was used.

This field was then divided, and on one half the
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application of 14 tons of inauure to the acre was kept

up, and during the next 20 years it yielded an average

crop of 49 bushels per acre each year. The other half

was sown without any more manure for 25 years, and

the average for 20 years was 30] bushels per acre, or

17 bushels more than that which had no manure from

the start, and 18 ; bushels less than that which had the

manure each year. During the next five years the

field averaged without manure 24 J bushels.

Or td make the comparison stronger, in 40 years the

land which received no manure produced 065 bushels

of barley, and in the next five years 57 i bushels. On
the field which was manured the first 20 years, and not

after that time, they grew 1,570 bushels of barley in

the first forty years and 120; bushels in the last five

years. On that which was manured each year the

crop was 1,945 bushels in 40 years. It will be seen

that the 20 years of manuring had left the land in con-

dition to produce about 13 bushels per acre more after

cropping 20 years without manuring than could be

grown on the unmanured field.

This experiment not only shows the value of the

manure for this crop on land which was, perhaps, a

little better than the average, if we judge by the crop

grown on the unmanured land in the first 20 years, but

it also illustrates the lasting effect of farm yard ma
nure. Probably that which was manured each year

for 40 years will show the effects of its treatment for

the next 40 years.

It supplies not only those elements which fertilizer

manufacturers tell us are plant-food, nitrogen, potash,

and phosphoric acid, but the humus or vegetable mat-

ter iu it makes the soil more porous, so that it is more
easily worked, and plant roots grow better and pene-

trate it more easily, and it has more power to resist

drought or excessive rainfalls. It also favors the
growth ot bacteria, which makes the plant food in the

soil more readily available.

There is no farm in the South upon which it is not

possible to produce more farm-yard manure every year

than is now produced. We are frequently told that it

is not possible to make more manure because they

have not live stock to do so, and that they have not

this stock because they do not have feed to keep it.

Farmers making this excuse should increase their live

stock, aud this would rapidly increase the production

of feed. " More cattle, more manure; more manure,

more grass aud grain ; more grass aud grain, more

cattle." This is the only way in which the permanent

fertility of the farm can be enhanced and maintained.

SAVING THE HAY CROP.

The hay crop of the South being now oue of the great

staple crops of that section, Virginia alone producing

last year more than the four States of Virginia, North

and South Carolina, aud Georgia did ten years ago,

and the four States together producing considerably

more than twice as much hay as they did ten years

ago, the value of the crop being in Virginia in excess

of $6,000,000, and in Ihe four States, nearly $12,000,-

000, it is of importance that attention should be giveu

to the best meaus of saving the crop. Hitherto, very

much of the hay of the South has been badly cured

and saved, and badly saved hay is very little more
nutritious than straw. Hay well cured and saved has

been shown by experiments to be as nutritious and
feeding as grass. To attain this end it is necessary

that it be cut at the proper time and be cured without

undue exposure to the sun aud weather. Whilst this

end is difficult at all times to secure from climatic con-

ditions at the time of the hay harvest, yet we are well

satisfied that much more can be done than is done,

aud we are certain that the doing of this would result

in better prices and a more satisfactory feeding ration.

The main points in which Southern farmers fail in

saving the hay crop is first, in allowing the crop to

stand too long before cutting, and next, in exposing

the cut produce too long to our hot suns and scorch-

ing winds. By experiments made it has been found

that the hay grasses give their greatest yield per acre

at the time when the seeds are in the dough state, and
nearly their greatest nutritive value at that time.

For dairy cattle and sheep, hay cut a little before this

period, say soou after the blooming period is passed

is the best, whilst for horses and feeding cattle the

best results are attained from feeding hay with the

seed nearly matured. Clover has its highest feeding

value and greatest yield in weight at the time when in

full bloom, but as at this time it is very succulent and

difficult to cure, experience has pointed to the period

when one-third of the blooms are turning brown as

the best, all things considered, for making the crop

into hay.

The period of cutting being thus ascertained, the

next point is the curing of the hay. Too often this is

left entirely to the weather, the only consideration

given being that the crop should have an almost un-

limited allowance of sun and wind. This is altogether

wrong. The hay should be cured with the least possi-

ble exposure to the sun and wind consistent with its

keeping when stored in the barn or stack. Experience

has demonstrated that if only the hay be free from

extraneous moisture caused by rain or dew it will cure

aud keep iu the finest nutritive condition when stored

with a very large proportion of the natural juices still

iu it. To secure this end the grass or clover should

be cut when dry, and should not be allowed to be

longer exposed to the sun than is absolutely necessary

to wilt it thoroughly. The tedder should then be put

to work and the under side be exposed to the sun

until wilted. The hay should then be raked into

windrow and the curing be completed there and iu the

cock. In this way the green color of the hay will be

preserved and its full nutritive value be secured. Let

the hay remain over night in the windrow or cock,
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and the next day after the dew is off the ground, open

out the windrow or cock, and when well warmed with

the sun—if on twisting a small quantity tight no

moisture appears on the outside—it may be safely put

in the barn or stack, and be packed tightly away and

be left undisturbed to complete the curing. Clover,

of course, requires more time to cure in tbe field than

grass, but should not be left a moment longer exposed

to the sun than is absolutely necessary. It should be

mainly cured in the cock. If only the grass or clover

hay is free from water or dew when stored in the barn

or stack, it will cure and keep even, though it may
heat very much. We have frequently had stacks to

become so hot that we could not bear to put the hand
into them, but we never failed to make good hay. If

stored or stacked when wet with rain or dew the hay
will mould and spoil, and we have known it to fire.

Do not make a number of little stacks if unable to

store the hay in a barn. Make a large stack. The
hay will be much finer, and the loss from weather-

beaten outsides much less.

THE SECOND, OR FALL CROP OF IRISH
POTATOES.

I wish to know how to prepare the seed and how to

plant the second or fall crop of Irish potatoes so as to
secure a good stand. I get about a half stand and
make about 100 bushels. If I could get a perfect

stand and make double the quantity the crop would
pay handsomely.

Chester County, 8. C. J. Smith Harden.

The difficulty experienced by our correspondent is

one that was formerly common to nearly every one

trying to grow a second crop of Irish potatoes, or even

trying to grow a late crop of the same roots. The
tubers, when put into the hot ground without being

first sprouted, largely shrivelled and dried up, causing

very defective stands and unprofitable yields. The
way to avoid this, whether planting seed from an early

spring crop, which should be fully matured be-

fore dug, or from seed that has been kept in cold

storage, is to spread out the sets in some shady place

or under a shed, and allow them to remain fully ex-

posed to the air until they begin to turn green. Thtn
take the sets and bed them down close together on

some woods-mould or damp straw, and cover lightly

with woods mould or straw, and sprinkle with water,

and never allow the bed to become dry through.

This bed should be made in some shady place, uot

fully exposed at any time to the full sunlight. This

should be done in this latitude in June, or early in

July further South. In the latitude from which our

correspondent writes, July will be early enough. In

a week or ten days the potatoes will begin to sprout,

and they may then be set out in the rows, care being

taken never to set out a s^t that has not commenced
to sprout, for such a one will fail to grow. In plant-

ing out, the sets should be planted in deep furrows,

but should not be covered with more than an inch or

two of soil until the green leaves begin to show. Then
gradually work the soil into the furrows as the plants

grow until the furrows are filled, and keep the subse-

quent culture level, in order to prevent the drying
out of the soil. Sets should be planted whole. If a

small piece is cut off before bedding them down to

sprout they will sprout quicker, but no further cut-

ting should be done. Potatoes raised late in the sea-

sou will keep much better than the early grown ones

and make excellent sets from which to grow the early

crop. There is always a large demand in the South
for seed from second crop potatoes, and the price paid

is usually a good one. No attempt should be made to

grow second crop Irish potatoes in the Piedmont or

mountain section of this State or North Carolina, as

the frosts come too early to prevent its maturing.

HAY MAKING IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter:

With soils and climate so well adapted to growing
hay as Virginia and other States of the South offer, and
weather generally of the best for curing it, the farmer

here should certainly not need to buy hay. Yet, bales

of hay are as frequently seen in the farmers' wagons
going from the market as any merchandise.

In Ontario, my native home, if a farmer was known
to buy hay for home use, it would be remarked on by
all his neighbors. We would have thought that he

was a very poor manager, or had had bad luck. I say

luck, for sometimes with the best preparation and care

one fails to secure a stand there as well as here.

Hay was one of our chief crops there, and we grow it

quite extensively here, and while I like to make compar-

isons favorable to Ontario, when I can, I am free to

acknowledge that as good hay, as large crops of hay,

and as good weather prevails here for making hay as

are found in that northern clime. In common with

most farmers who come here from other latitudes, we
tried to follow our long-practiced methods in spite of

the climatic and soil conditions. In many things we
found that the people here knew best, and that we
could not do better than adopt their ways. But the

conditions attending the growing and saving of hay in

Virginia are so nearly like those of Ontario, with the

difference, that here there is more certainty of a sec-

ond crop ; more kinds can be grown, and there is a

much longer haying period, that we have found it

practicable to continue with the same methods.

Our introduction to Virginia hay was not very en-

couraging. A pile of a few tons of clover was lying
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in one of the barns. It was of a reddish-brown, with no

leaves and few heads. We asked if it was intended

for feed. •' Yes, and that is as good as any hay you

can make in Virginia." The statement was very wide

of the mark, as we since have proved, and have only

to look over some of our neighbor's farms to see that

it was lar from accurate. But the idea that good hay

cannot be made here, and that it is cheaper to buy

wh it is needed when the fodder gives out than produce

it one's self, is too prevalent. In handling not less than

two hundred tons of hay a year, I may have learned

some things that might help others whose experience

in making clover and the grasses into hay has not been

the success they would like. Every one knows that

grass and clover up to the tim Q they blossom make a

perfect food for farm stock. Milch cows will yield as

much milk on this food as on any ration that can be

compounded. Young cattle, colts and sheep want

nothing better, and horses not at work keep in good

order on it. Why not have hay that will give the

same, or nearly the same results? It is quite possible

to have it. Water is the only part of the green crop

that should escape while being changed into hay, and

when properly handled little else will be lost. When
nature has been a year or more in elaborating this

complete food, it is a pity to throw away or lose at

least a half of its feeding value during the few days we
take it in hand, yet this is just what is often done

—

sometimes from lack of knowledge of what to do,

often through careless management. For various rea-

sons it is advisable to cut hay early ; with most va-

rieties of grass and clover about the time of blossom-

ing. It is admitted that the nutrients continue to in-

crease for some time after, but as they advance towards

maturity the proportion of indigestible fibre also in

creases ;
.the hay becomes less palatable, and the

aroma that makes it more relished, is harder to hold.

If allowed to get nearly ripe, the seed, even if it does

not shatter off, is no use for food. In short, when hay
has been let go past the stage when it is a perfect food,

no mode of treatment can make it as good again.

Corn, bran, oats, or some concentrated food, must now
be used with it to make up for the loss. Besides, a

very importaut reason why hay should be cut early, is

that we may obtain a better second crop. Here most
meadows have to be cut over later in the season to

destroy the weed growth, if for nothing else. When
there is a sufficient growth of clover aud grass, the

whole makes a quality of hay, which for cattle and
sheep, is not excelled by the first cutting, and, very

different to the conditions in the North, there is no

trouble about the right kind of weather for curing it.

Early cut clover here does not die out the first year

the same as late cut does. After cutting, hay should

be raked into windrows about as soon as it will rake

without dragging on the points of the teeth. The time
that it takes to dry depends so much on the weather

that no definite rule can be used. But it must not be
allowed to remain in the sun and wind till it is so crisp

aud dry there is no life left in it, or leaves on it. It is

well not to have partially cured hay lie as cut over the

meadow at night. The dew discolors it and carries

away some of the aroma—apparently small things to

consider, yet necessary to the best hay.

When the weather is perfect, hay can often be drawn
right from the windrow, but the sweetest and greenest

hay is made by cocking it up before it is cured enough
to store in the barn, and allow it to remain there a day
or two. Before hauling it, throw the cocks open into

three or four forkfulls and let it air for an hour or two.

You will be surprised to find how quickly the mois-

ture leaves it. This process of curing takes a little

more time, but it makes hay that will please the most

fastidious animal, and any you have to sell will suit

the most critical buyer. By cocking it one is also in

better shape, in case rain should come, than if it were
lying around or in windrows. We have cocked hay a
score of times before it was half cured to save it from

a threatening shower. When the weather clears out

and the ground dries it is spread around again. This

extra work often means a good article where otherwise

it would be very much damaged.

When we took our first hay to Richmond we actu-

ally had to give a bale or two to several stablemen to

introduce it. They would ask if it was Virginia hay.

That was enough. They would not even examine it.

Now we can sell all we have to spare to some of the

owners of the best horses, aud at top prices. Virginia

lands and climate will do it if they are given half a

chance.

Before hay is stored in the barn or stack it ought to

be cured so that no drops will fall from a handful when
it is twisted hard, but is too dry it there is not suffi-

cient sap to make it tough when twisted. If put up
too green it will likely mold in places. But hay often

gets hot when stored at the right stage of dryness with-

out damage. In fact, heating is rather an advantage,

as the hay settles more compactly, and better ex-

cludes the air and enables one to get more in the mow.
In handling large crops a sling elevator for unload-

ing is a great labor saving device. It takes the loads

off so quickly that almost no time is lost by the teams

at the barn. Of all the slow, hot, hard jobs, I think

the farm offers nothing worse than pitching hay
into a high mow from the wagon. The men don't like

it, aud often find some reason for leaving when they

see the time for this work approaching. With the

sling method for unloading, it becomes the easiest part

of haying. This contrivance, with two ordinary

horses, lifts twelve to fourteen hundred weight at a
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time, and when the barns are convenient to the fields

this makes enough for one load. The hay has nol to

be pitched so high on the wagon, and there are no

upsets or breakdowns with loads of this size. We slip

the team irom the wagon when it reaches the barn,

hitch to the elevator rope, and in less than five min-

utes the whole load is in the back part of the highest

mow. If it is desired to put on larger loads two slings

can be used.

My earnest advice to the Southern farmer is to grow

more hay, at least, an abundance for home needs. So

many kinds of hay crops do well here that you cannot

fail to find satisfactory ones if you only try ; and

though you do not make a perfect article the first trial,

it will likely-be as acceptable to the stock as the hay

shipped here from the West. After it has been com
pressed, often with more or less dampness in it,

knocked about in dirty cars and carts, and exposed

other ways, it is not as palatable to your stock as the

sweet, fragrant home product taken right from the

mow.

Chesterfield Co., Va. ALBERT R. Bellwood.

MAINTAINING THE FERTILITY OF THE FARM.

The Manure of Animals Must be the Farmer's

Main Reliance.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The great want of land on all farms, North or South,

is more fertility. A farmer may think his land is good

enough, and be satisfied with the crop it produces, but

if he could add a little to its store of plant food he

would be surprised at the increase of its production.

If he was making money already, the golden stream

would soon become more quick and violent.

The average yield of corn per acre in the United

States in the year 1897 was 2S.3 bushels. In Virginia

but 18 bushels. Now, with increased fertilization, and

without any better tillage, those yields can be doubled

if not tribbled. The writer has raised on an average

50 bushels of shelled corn per acre on a field of 10

acres. Abner Hindman, of this county, raised 230

bushels of ear corn (equivalent to 115 bushels of

shelled corn) per acre on a field of three acres. Of

course, in both cases the land was heavily manured,

and probably more liberally than would answer for

any other cereal crop and have it stand up for har-

vest. Corn is a voracious feeder, with a gluttonous

appetite which is not easily cloyed.

I apprehend that more money is lost by farmers in

trying to raise corn on land too poor to support it than

on any other cereal crop. Corn requires so much
more labor to raise and harvest than any other grain

crop it is folly to plant it on poor land. Stable ma-

nure, applied on a cl *ver sod, is what will furnish the

pabulum to s itisfy the gormaudizing propensity of

corn.

A young man went from Pennsylvania to work for

his uncle, who had been a resident of Illinois for sixteen

years, and had never hauled out any manure, which
had become a nuisance around his barn. The young
man told his uncle that he was going to draw out that

manure and put it on the corn ground. The answer
was : You may do so to get it out of the way, but our

land here is rich enough without manure. The ma-
nure was put on the half of a 20 acre field and all

planted with corn. The manured half produced more
than twice as much corn as the unmanured portion.

The writer manured part of a river flat, which was
overflown every year, and enriched by a deposit of

sediment and leaves, and was considered in excellent

condition. The whole field was planted at the same
time, with the same kind of seed, and received the same
cultivation, but the manured portion produced a third

more corn than the unmanured.
" Barn-yard manure,"' says the Year Book of the

Department of Agriculture for 1S97, " contains all the

fertilizing elements required by plants, in forms that

insure plentiful crops and permanent fertility to the

soil. It not only enriches the soil with nitrogen, phos-

phoric acid, and potash, which it contains, but it also

renders the stored up materials of the soil more avail-

able, improves the mechanical condition of the soil,

makes it warmer, and enables it to retaiu more mois-

ture, or draw it up from below."

There is no quest'on the dung of animals fills the

land with fatness, but the trouble is we never have
enough of it. We can have more than we do have,

if we only willed it with a determined will, and kept
more live stock. " Your land will not carry any more
stock ? " The way to make land carry more stock is to

get more stock on it, and the added stock will make
the laud produce the extra grain and hay to keep
them.

Some excellent writers maintain that when we can-

not get out of feeding stock any more than what the

forage would . bring in the market, that the manure
alone would not pay us for handling and feeding

animals. Let us examine that matter a little. The
farmer's labor in taking care of stock brings him a
large quantity of the best manure, and saves the outlay

of ready cash to buy commercial fertilizers.

According to the census of 1890, the farmers in the

State of Virginia paid out $2 320,260 for commercial

fertilizers used during the census year, the effect of

which was not lasting like stable manure. That large

sum of money would have paid for considerable labor

in taking care of stock. [In 1898, the number of

tons of fertilizer sold in Virginia was, according
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to the report of the Inspector of Fertilizers, 228,557,

of the money value of i! 4, ~»71, 1 14.

—

Ed.]

Let us compare the number of animals kept in Vir-

ginia with those kept in Pennsylvania :

19.1(H,<v;i 21S.714 36,733 252,512
IS.364.370 565,71 » 36.686 I 928.M05

Virginia is a little ahead on mules, but Pennsylvania

has twice as many horses, and 8S,000 besides. Penn-

sylvania has more than three times as many cows, over

a third more cattle other thau cows, more thau twice

as many sheep, and over 77,000 more hogs.

With rather more land in farms, there does not ap-

pear any good reason why the Old Dominion should

not keep as much live stock as the Keystone State.

According to the calculation of the Xew York Experi

meut Station, the value of the manure of different farm

animals for one year, as compared with the price of

commercial fertilizers, is as follows, as per 1,000

pounds of live weight

:

Horses $27.74.

Cows 29.27.

Pigs 60.88.

Calves 24.45.

Sheep 26.09.

The Year Book of the Department of Agriculture

for 1897 says :
" In the case of many cattle foods, the

fertilizing value of the manure may be nearly equal to

the commercial value of the food. The manure should

be considered just as much a part of the return from

feeding farm animals as the meat and milk."

Edmund Ruffin, one of the most distinguished plant-

ers and writers on farm topics Virginia has ever pro-

duced, and Col. John Taylor, a noted planter of Caro-
line county, were agreed that too much land in

Virginia was kept for grazing —that more should be
used for raising crops, and the crops fed to cattle, and
the manure plowed under.
Farming and stock raising are as closely connected

as the Siamese twins, and cannot be safely separated.

Bradford Co., Pa. J. W. Ingham.

A waste heap in some convenient, out of the wa>
corner for the reception of garbage not given to the
pigs, and leaves and refuse will, in the course of a
season furnish a good pile of decaying matter for the
ground, beside being suggestive of smartness and
neatness all round. B.

After sixty years digging in the ground I have
found that the first principle in agriculture is a good
supply of manure. Don't plant an acre without
enough of this. It is time wasted. An ample supply
of manure is a remedy for all the ills of farm life.

B.

PEANUT CULTURE.
Editor Southern Planter :

The peanut crop is yearly becoming of greater im-

portance to the Southern farmer. It is a crop that is

peculiarly suited to a warm climate, and being a short

season crop, it need not be planted until the soil is

thoroughly warmed up ; about the middle of May or

even early June is time enough to plant. I have
known a very good crop made planted as late as the

first week in July. Another point in its favor is that

it can be planted after the rush of Spring planting is

over and the most of the other farm crops are laid by.

A good plan is to follow the oat or wheat crop with

peanuts immediately after these are harvested. Oat
and wheat stubble plowed under seems to have some-

thing in it that is favorable to the peanut crop, and I

have never seen a poor crop of peanuts where it fol-

lowed these small grain crops, providing the land was
properly prepared and the correct fertilizers used.

A sandy soil, with some lime in it, is specially ad-

visable to secure a good crop. The land must be thor-

oughly plowed and broken, to let in warm air and

sunshine, and put in as friable a condition as possible.

It should be smoothed well over with a harrow, and at

the last harrowing or working about eight hundred

pounds per acre of a good fertilizer broadcasted and
worked into the soil. This fertilizer should be of a

very good grade, analysing about eight per cent, of

phosphoric acid, and eight per cent, of potash. Some
farmers prefer to drill in the fertilizer at planting time,

but this is not to be recommended, as the skin of the

peanut is so thin and delicate that a strong fertilizer

in the drill next to it would be apt to impair its ger-

minating powers, so that to get best results and get a

good stand the fertilizer should be applied in the man-

ner already indicated, and three or four weeks before

planting time. When ready to plant, lay off the land

in furrows about thirty inches each way, checking it,

so as to be easy of cultivation when the time comes for

subduing the grass and weeds that are sure to come.

In each check a couple of seeds should be dropped and

covered a couple of inches deep with the foot and

pressed down. Then, in a few days, the whole ground

should be again harrowed and smoothed off, oblitera-

ting these furrow marks.

In about ten days from planting time they should be

showing above ground, and being at a time of the year

when weeds and grass are likely to be troublesome,

the cultivator and sweep must be kept busy to keep

down weeds and pulverize the soil ; for weeds, grass,

and peanuts don't grow well together.

If the ground has been put in good condition pre-

vious to planting, the crop will not require much cul-

tivation during the growing period, and whenever the
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blossoms begin falling, all cultivation should cease,

and the last should be of a nature to throw as much
soil on the viue as possible, thus assisting nature in

burying joints on which pods form.

Whenever the vines begin to take on a yellowish

tint the nuts are full grown, and are beginning to

ripen. If the crop is intended to be saved and housed

or stacked, it should then be dug up and thrown in

wiudrows for a few days to get dry enough to shake

all the sand off, then hauled to the barn and thrown
over racks to cure thoroughly. If intended for hog
feed, the pigs can be turned in and allowed to do their

own harvesting. Take it all and in all, a crop of pea-

nuts is to be specially recommended, as it is a very

profitable one. Fifty bushels per acre is a very ordi-

nary yield, and when we consider its fattening proper-

ties and the love all stock has for it as food, we should

make it a point to grow as large an acreage of it as we
possibly can.

Florida. C. K. McQuarrie.

[The nuts are in Virginia usually set up in shocks
around poles to cure out before being taken to the
barn to be threshed out or picked off.

—

Ed.

LICORICE GROWING.
Editor Southern Planter :

Referring to the article in April issue about licorice

growing in the South, there is no doubt that your sug-

gestions are right, and that it can be grown success-

fully. In the agricultural portion of the Report of the

Commissioner of Patents for the year 1854, the culture

of licorice in the South is strongly urged. Full direc-

tions (page 35S) are given as to its planting and cultiva-

tion, and some as to its preparation for market under

the form of "Spanish Liquorice." The soil should

consist of a moist, loose, sandy loam, or the black

mold of the alluvial and bottom lands. The ground

should be subsoiled or trenched three or four feet deep

The plants should be set out in March. The cultiva-

tion simply consists in keeping weeds and grass down
for three years.* The roots must be dry in November,

and be kept in dry sand in a cellar. The large roots

ought to be separated from the side-shoots, which are

to be preserved for sets for the next crop. Stable ma-

nure, mixed with plaster or charcoal and wood ashes or

lime, are recommended as a good fertilizer for this

crop.

White, in his "Gardening for the South," says

liquorice can be grown easily, but won't succeed in

shallow or poor ground. Onions, lettuces, radishes,

can be grown the first year between the rows.

Blackwells, N. C. A. L. Lelouis.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.

SOIL WASTE.
Editor Southern Planter :

The paper on the Prevention of Soil Waste, in the

May No. of The Planter, is not only very suggestive,

treating as it does upon a most important subject, but

is timely, and it is to be hoped that it will be read

and pondered.

It is indeed a sad sight for the traveller to see the

gullied hillsides on every side where man has long

possessed the soil to skin it and leave it. Men may
differ as to the causes of this evidence of carelessness

and improvident tillage and consequent wasting away
of once fertile lands, but they will not as to its un-

sightliness. Undoubtedly the early system of crop-

ping newly-cleared lands was really one offering a

premium on desolation, for it was cheaper to clear

new forest land ia many cases than to care properly

to maintain partially exhausted lands.

Its evil results will long disfigure the landscape, and
be a reminder of the evil times which seemed to de-

mand a skinning process, for the rewards of tillage

were too meager and uncertain to avoid what may be

termed over-cultivation.

Travellers tell the same story of Spain, and of much
of the region drained by the Orinoco, in South Amer-
ica.

The destruction of the forests, without a thought of

the effect upon the soil and climate, has contributed

to, iudeed some think it to be the greatest cause of, this

wasting away of the hillsides.

While it may not decrease the total rainfall of a

country, it causes the more rapid drainage of water

over the unobstructed clearing than where a due pro-

portion of forest land is left, or where the grasses are

extensively cultivated.

I think that Mr. Brown in his paper overesti-

mates the relative rainfall of the South as compared

with the North, for snow is to be computed with rain.

Sometimes a warm rain falling upon deep snow-beds

causes most disastrous floods in the regions where the

snowfall is great. As more attention is being given

to the conservation of our forests, as a remedy for

this destructive outflow of water from the clouds, so

must thought be given to the protection of our lands,

from over-cultivation, and provision made for the

restoration of humus to the soil.

Our Piedmont section has always been noted for the

fertility of its hill lands, and they are peculiarly liable

to wash away by over-cultivation. Fertile to their

summits—often more fertile than the lowlands sur-

rounding—as noted by President Jefferson, they can

be preserved and their fertility maintained by judicious

treatment.

In a paper recently published, descriptive of the
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Island of Porto Rico, which has always been a most
fertile land, the writer, after saying that more than

three fourths of the island is mountainous, and by his

description very much the same as our rich dark red

Piedmout mountain land, he says much of it cannot

be cultivated by ordinary methods, aud yet it pro-

duces fine crops of coffee—very much as some of the

choice vineyards of France and some other portions of

Europe—by hand tillage, even to the carrying of

earth among the vines.

From the letter referred to, I judge that it is well

understood in Porto Rico that the lands must be man-
age! so as not to wash. This is the vital point to

which Secretary Brown's article on soil waste calls

attention.

It is demonstrable, I think, that the richest of soil

can be sterilized in a very short time by the burning
out of all its humus by a course of constant cultiva

tion, exposing it to the action of sun and air and rain

and not permitting any plant life to develop. The
Germans have a maxim that a year's shade is equal to

a coat of manure. We know that it is the work of na-

ture to cover the earth with some kind of plant life,

and if we were to give due attention to this lesson,

which all may see spread before them, and practice its

precepts, this land waste would be checked. If the

time ever comes when the rewards of agriculture re

pay well directed effort, so that labor expended in pre-

serving such land is remunerated, it will be more of a
reproach to our people, and a reflection upon their in

telligeuce, to permit such devastation of their land.

"Where we cannot do otherwise, it were far better to lay

by such land in permauent pasture or to revert to forest

growth. Much can no doubt be done to prevent waste
by washing rains, by surface drains run obliquely, at a

moderate descent and by some terracing with plows,
but soils not exhausted of the essential humus can be
handled by proper shading crops in a way to avoid
much of the evil caused by excessive rains.

The truth is that thousands of acres in Virginia are
under a sort of cultivation, which ought never to have
been cleared of forest growth.

Albemarle Co., Va., May 15, 1S99. J. W. Pokteb.

THE SOJA OR SOY BEAN.
Editor Southern Flatter:

The article on " Waste Vegetable Matter" in your
April number, page 164, has forcibly impressed me as
to the value of "soy beau

"

I have planted the bean, but gave it up on account
of the loss from shelling out whilst gathering and
from the hardness of the grain. Will not Mr. Morris
kindly give, through the Planter, his method of grow
ing, gathering and feeding soy beans 7

Richland < ... ft 0. J. Shoolbked.

The letter of Mr. J. Shoolbred, referring to the part

of my article on •• Waste Matter." in the April Dum-
ber of the Planter, page 164, touches a question of
vital importance to every tiller of the soil, or any one
who has to do with the ground.

There are two values to every kind of feed—most
farmers think of only one—the feeding value and the

manure value. The feeding value determines the fer-

tilizing value ; a food rich in feeding value, gives as

a waste product rich in fertilizing quality.

It being an accepted fact that the soy bean is the

richest vegetable or grain we can grow, it follows that

the waste is the most valuable. When this becomes
better known, and our farmers have an eye to a fat

manure heap, as well as fat stock, then it will be that the

soy bean will be a standard instead of a special crop.

The bean far excels the cow pea >n the quality of the

manure to be made by feeding either.

If intended for fodder, I find it best to plant in rows
24 inches apart, and put on seed at the rate of one

bushel per acre. This gives many small branches and
great leaf growth.

For soy bean fodder let the beans get into hard

dough, a few pods turned a little brown. At this

time no leaves have fallen.

Cut at this stage there is practically no waste in

handling, and we save all the leafage—a very impor-

tant thing in feeding.

A common binder cuts them very nicely. Do not

bind too tight : make small sheaves, and set four

sheaves in a shock. There is so much oily matter in

soy beans they heat aud mould unless thoroughly

cured before putting into bulk.

I let them stand in the shock until the seeds are

hard aud brittle. A very few seeds may shell out, but

the loss is small, and they are good for the ground.

They can be cut with a mowing machine, or a table

rake reaper. I use the table rake on our farm, and let

the bundles lay four or five days, then double up the

bundles, turning all the bandies, so as to get the bot-

tom of the pile* dry.

This fodder is fed unthrashed to every animal and
fowl on the farm. In this way stock do not seem to

notice the hardness of the seed.

I am careful to have them dry when put iu the

barn or stack. The cow pea can be put up a little

green, but the bean, on account of the oil in it.

would mould.

For planting, I use corn-planting tools, or a grain

drill. I do not think it best to sow soy beans or cow
peas broadcast. I plant in rows and run a lever har-

row over them about twice. It kills the weeds and
stimulates the growth of beans.

This year I shall mix some soy beans in with the

cow peas we grow for cow pea hay. to lift the vines np-

off the ground.
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I shall also plant soy beans and Kaffir corn to cut

when beans and corn are ripe or in condition for fod-

der. To plant with Kaffir corn or field corn we like

the bean the best. The vining habits of the pea make
it hard to handle.

I know of no farm crop that has such infiuite possi-

bilities as the soy bean. It is the most certain of all

farm crops; has. so far, no insect enemies; yields a

greater number of bushels of beans than corn; on thin

land (in our section) its feeding value is four times

that of corn.

The feeding tables show that clover hay is worth

$11.20 a ton for feed, and that soj bean straw is

worth $11.-10, after the seed is thrashed out. An acre

of soy beans will make as much straw as a crop of

clover will on the same land. While this seed and
roughness is being made the micro organisms are

building little nodules of nitrogen on to the roots, and
feeding the land for the following crop.

Olney, 111. Robt. C. Morris.

HOW TO PLOW.
Editor Southern Planter :

A thorough tilling of the soil is as good as five dol-

lars per acre in manures. It tends to make available

the latent plant foods. It makes soil li««ht and warm.

It tends to hold the moisture and prevent drouths.

The simplest method of thoroughly pulverizing the

soil to a depth of eight to ten inches (the farmer should

never be contented with less), is to first go over the

field with a disc harrow, half lapping, and cutting five

inches deep. One disc will cover five acres per day.

Two other teams, cutting fourteen-inch furrows, will

.turn over this five acres per day, and the cost will not

be far from $1.50 per acre.

When so done there will be four to five inches of finely

prepared under soil ready for the plant roots.

If done in the fall or earlier than time of planting,

the land will be in the most perfect condition by again

going over this five acres once, that is without lap-

ping, with the disc. Can any reader of The Planter

give a better method ! S. S. B.

HOISTURE HADE THE DIFFERENCE.

In a California apricot orchard one portion was
given cultivation and produced a good crop of fruit.

The other was uncultivated and produced poor fruit

and but little wood growth. On examination it was
found that the cultivated soil contained 241 pounds
more water per acre to a depth of six feet the latter

part of July than did the uncultivated portion.

Repeated shallow cultivation is the ounce of pre-

vention from the evils of a drouth. B.

CORN STOVER SAVING.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Mr. S. M. Kennedy, on page 220 of the May issue

of The Southern Planter, asks some questions about

corn harvesting which you have answered satisfacto-

rily on every point except the relative cost of the two

methods. I think my experience will throw some
light on this phase of the subject. I have made three

crops of corn since I became a resident of this State
;

the first two I cut down aud shocked Northern fash-

ion, and was severely criticised t>y my neighbors, who
advised pulling and topping, because it was the cheaper

way to save the fodder. During 1898, I had two fields

in corn of 11 and 15 acres, respectively, and fearing I

might be mistaken in following the methods of my na-

tive State (New York), I determined to try both ways.

The yield ou the 11 acres was a trifle the heavier, but

the difference was immaterial. This field I cut down
and shocked at a cost of 50 cents an acre and board,

and knocked off generally by 5 o'clock. Tl e 15 acre

field I pulled and topped at a cost of 73 cents an acre

and the board of the hands who did the work, and

they worked about one hour longer every day than

when in the other field. As>an approximate estimate,

two men can cut and shock as much corn per day as

three men can pull and top. My men said the latter

was the harder work.

Mathews Co., Va. Percxval Hicks.

CORN STOVER.

Editor Southern Planter :

We still pull corn fodder instead of cutting it, for

the following reasons :

It is less apt to mold in the stack than in the shock,

and besides is much sweeter when stacked.

As cattle are not profitable here, as such, pulled

fodder is the best forage crop for horses, they prefer-

ring it to the best hay.

The hired men best understand how to handle the

pulled fodder.

I made a rough calculation last year of cost of pulled

fodder when dry. I paid 35 cents per 1,000 hills,

about two stalks to the hill, and 2,900 hills per acre.

I estimated about 1,000 lbs. of dried fodder per acre,

which cost $1.01 per acre, 1-10 of one cent per pound.

No estimate was made for subsequent hauling and

stacking, as that was a leisure job. The estimate, of

course, included tops. It scarcely pays to haul in the

stalks and shucks. They make humus just as well by

remaining in the field.

Northampton Co., Va. Geo. C. Hexxixg.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. \V. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

X. C, not later than the 15th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Rotation for Tobacco Farm.

Please give in Southern Planter rotation for a tobacco
farm in this section of Virginia. Manure made is

from working auimals, two or three milch cows, and
six or eight hogs. Grain and forage enough i9 raised
to feed all stock ; meat and corn to provide rations for

labor.

This enquiry is suggested by "Notes oh April
Planter, 1

' under heading "'Keeping Stock Necessary
to Successful Farming."

Prince Edward Co., Va. Old Subscriber.

I suppose that you are engaged in growing dark ship-

ping tobacco. Therefore, I would advise a three year

rotation of corn and tobacco occupying parts of same
land, the location of each to be reversed when the

field comes around again. Follow both corn and to-

bacco with wheat, using on the wheat only, a good
dressing of acid phosphate

1

. Seed the wheat land to

clover, and the following year mow the clover for hay,

and either save the second crop or pasture it, as seems
best. During the next wiuter get out all the manure
on the piece intended to go into tobacco, and if, after

a while, you feed stock enough to make manure enough
for the whole laud, give it to the corn as well. Turn
the sod in early spring for tobacco and corn. Supple-
ment the manure on the tobacco with the fertilizer

mixture we have heretofore advised, but trust the com
with the clover sod alone till you raise manure enough
for the whole. Always cut your corn off at the
ground, and cure in shocks, so as to have the ground
clear for the wheat. The shock rows can be sown in

oats in spring, and furnish some food for horses, and
you will find that you will get a better stand of clover
in these freshly-worked rows than on the wheat. In
preparing corn and tobacco land for wheat, it is not
best to replow it, but simply to prepare the surface as
finely as possible before drilling the seed.

W. F. Massey.

Hemp Growing in the South.

I have just finished reading your interesting article
in the May number of the Southern Planter in regard
to the growing of hemp. Now, I would like more in-
formation in regard to the growing of this crop, how
handled, &c, and the amount of money that can be
realized per acre from the crop in a favorable locality.
and what machinery is employed in gettiug the crop
ready for in irket. Our soil here in Southside Virginia
is sandy loam, not usually subject to drouth, shipping

facilities good on Atlantic Coast Line Railroad. Please
send me seed for plat 25x50 feet, aud any information
that you can.

Sussex Co., Va. Louis H. Hates.

In reply to enquiries by numbers of readers of the

Planter, I say that China hemp is a very hardy plant,

ten degrees below freezing not killing it, and it may
be sown broadcast like oats, from February to July,

in Virginia. It will grow but little in cold weather,

but the roots get a firmer hold, and it stands droughts
better. Sown before April 15th. it requires 90 to 100

days to mature. Sown in May and June, it matures
in 80 to 90 days. Hemp can be followed by cow
peas, and give sufficient fertility for hemp the year fol-

lowing, especially if followed by rye, or the cow peas
are plowed under.

An experience of some twenty-five years in Illinois

found the expense per acre for a crop of hemp, includ-

ing rent of $3 per acre and $2 50 for fertilizers, to be
about $15, as follows :

Plowing deeply with three-horse plow, per acre, $1 00

Seeds, $1.75 per bushel, one bushel, per acre... 1 75

Sowing with drill 20 acres per day, and harrow-

ing 50

Cutting, with s If raking machine, 3 horses, 10

acres per day . 50

Drying and stackiug 1 50

Breaking three tons hemp stalks 3 00

Retting and handling 3 00

$10 25

The yield upon good soil in Virginia would be

about 4 tons of hemp stalks per acre, and the yield

about 1,500 lbs. fibre, costing about 1 cent per pound,
and worth 5 to 7 cents.

With more care and skill in handling and preparing

the cost will be $20 to $25 per acre, and the hemp
worth 6 to S cents per pound.

The work should be upon a considerable scale, upon
single plantations, or several farmers joining, that the

latest machinery aud appliances be used, costing $500

to $750, which will handle 500 acres, as now done in

Illinois, Nebraska, and California. Some 50 plats are

planted in Virginia this year on trial : also at Florida,

Louisiana, New Jersey, and New York experiment
stations on trial, while I have hemp on Staten Island

sown March 15th, now. May 15th, 30 inches tall upon
rich ground, and 10 inches high on poorer land.

Totteimille, X. T. S. S. Botce.

Disease of Fruit Trees and Cattle.

Please inform me through Southern Planter what to
do for fruit trees when the buds die. Some of my
apple-trees have half the buds killed from 3 to 10
inches. I noticed the trees in the morning and they
looked all right, and before night the buds would be
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dead. Also, cattle have a disease here which makes
them stiff like rheumatism, and has killed several.

What is it? What shall I do for the trees and cattle?

Yadkin Co., Y. C. Frank Evani?.

I suppose that your apple-trees are affected with

the twig blight. I know of no cure for Wight iu

either apples or pears. The dead twigs should be

cut out and burned. As to the cattle, it is impossible

for any one not on the spot to diagnose a disease or

treat it. You had better consult a veterinarian.

W. P. Masset.

Poland China Hogs.

Will you give me in the June number of the South-

ern Planter a full description of the Poland China hog
as to character of hair, whether long or short, coarse

or fine, curly or straight?

Amelia Co., Va. Thos. Jefferson.

The Poland China hog is a long bodied animal, with

a short, fine head, not so much dished as some others.

Fine boned and a good ham hog. Hair fine and short

and inclined to be curly. In fact, there is a good deal

of close woolly hair, that makes them rather hard to

clean after killing. They are not as good rangers as

the Berkshires, nor are the sows as prolific, but they

are handsome hogs that can be fattened at any age,

and are, to my taste, the best after the Berkshires,

which I prefer to any other breed.

W. F. Massey.

Transplanting Pines, Cedars, Hollies, &c,

Please inform me, through The Southern Planter,

which mouth is the best for transplanting pines, cedars,

hollies, and arbor-vitte. Any additional information
as to pruning and after-culture will be very acceptable.

Mattheics Co., Va. Percival Hicks.

The best time for transplanting the coniferous ever

greens is in the spring, just as they begin to show new
growth. They can be transplanted at almost anytime

if. it is skillfully done, and I have done it during all

the fall months. It is very hard to successfully move
these trees from a wild state after they have made
much growth. The only way to be successful with

the wild conifers is to take them when a year old

and shorten the tap root, and transplant with care to

nursery rows, where they can be cultivated a season

and transplanted again. By annual transplanting iu

the nursery they get a large mass of roots, so that they

come up with a sod that is almost a surety of their

living. No careful nurseryman ever sells evergreens

that have not been repeatedly transplanted in the

nursery. W. F. Massey.

Destroying Ants.

In the middle of my lawn there is quite a colony of
big black ants ; they have been there for some years,

and as I keep them from making a hill, they work in

a lateral direction, and, of course, are killing the grass.

Insect powders have no strength in the open air. If

you know of anything that will annihilate them, will

you kindly advise through The Southern Planter f

Cambridge, Mass. Albert G. Keith.

The best remedy for the ants that I can think of will

be to punch holes into their runs and pour a small

quantity of carbon bisulphide in each hole. Keep
this drug closely corked when in the house, and keep
it away from any fire. The fumes are heavier than

air, and will sink rapidly in the soil and destroy life

of any sort th.it may be there. W. F. Massey.

Warm or Cold Water for Plants.

1. In watering plants it is often convenient to do so
from wells in which the temperature is 54 to 60 de-

grees. Also, in watering house plants, or plauts
started in cold frames, is it better to use warm water ?

2. Is it practicable to transplant young onions when
thinning out?

New York. Young Gardener.

1. Recent experiments made at one of the Experiment

Stations with water at different temperatures, from

ice- cold to warm, have thoroughly demonstrated the

fact that the temperature of the water used in water-

ing plants has no effect on their growth. The ones

watered with ice-cold water flourished just as well as

those watered with water at a higher temperature.

The soil temperature rapidly assumes a normal state,

whether warm or cold water is applied.

2. Yes ; the thinnings may be set out with success
;

indeed, many large crops of onions are grown entirely

from plants set out in this way.

—

-Ed.

Corn Stalks—Use of Lime on Tobacco Land.

I have in the last few days succeeded in tilling my
cow pen with corn stalks about 3 or -4 feet deep. Corn
was not cut last fall, and stalks stood in the field all

the winter and up to a few days ago. I want to know
if you would advise the use of lime on them. If so,

when and how much ? Would you put it on all at

once or apply it at intervals ? My idea is to haul the

manure out this fall, if it is well rotted. If not, put
the fall hauling of leaves and pine boughs on top of

stalks and let them remain until spring, say April.

Four head of cattle will be kept on the stalks during
the summer and fall at night, and more in the winter.

I have about 1,500 lbs. of oyster shell lime, bought in

Norfolk last fall. I have one acre of land now in Ger-

man clover, fairly good crop, beginning to head ; do
not expect to cut it on account of stumps, and do not

need it. Would you advise the use of lime on this ?

This land I want to plant in tobacco in June for dark.

If lime is used on clover fallow, would it be advisable

to use stable manure or ammoniated fertilizers in

connection with the lime. How would acid phosphate

and potash do? Say 10 percent, ammoniated phos-

phate acid and 2 per cent, of potash. Cost, $12.25 per
ton.

Mecklenburg Co., Va. W. H. Wincklee.

At what stage of growth would jou advise the plow-
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ing in of German clover for improvement of the land ?

Would vou sow black cow-peas asearlv as May l">th ?

W. H. W.

I think that it would have been better to have

plowed the stalks under where they grew and saved

the expense of handling them so often, for at the best

they make a poorer absorbent of manure than straw

or pine leaves, and are troublesome to handle in ma
nure. But if your cattle are to be penned on these

stalks, do not put any lime with them. If you had

simply a pile of corn stalks you wished to rot down it

•would be all right to mix lime all through them. But
if you are going to mix manure in it, the lime will be

liable to carbonate the ammonia and let it loose i<. the

air. As to the crimson clover where the tobacco is to

go I hardly know what to advise. I have never tried

the effect of lime applied just before planting tobacco,

and hardly know what the effect would be. I do not

think that the turning under of the clover in the

spring, to be followed by a hoed crop, will be at all

dangerous. The danger of souring comes mainly from

a mass plowed under when the ground is hot from the

summer sun, and the mass lies there undisturbed with

a small grain crop uncultivated above it. I have never
seen any ill effects from plowing under such matter in

the spring to be followed by a cultivated crop. Hence
I do not feel like advising the use of lime, as it is a
rule with me never to give advice on any point that I

am not familiar with. I would give the tobacco the

regular dressing that has been so often given in these

pages. I suppose that in Mecklenburg county you
grow the same kind of tobacco we grow in the north-

ern part of this State, and I am of the opinion that the
commercial fertilizers will be better for bright tobacco
than the stable manure, which had better go on your
corn. Black peas may be sown at any time in May
after the ground has become warmed.

W. P. Massey.

Saving Corn Stover.

I read your article on corn stover in last Planter with
a good deal of interest, and had just bought a Key-
stone shredder and intend using it this fall. I have
been told corn stalks cut up in any quantity will not
keep, but will spoil. I would like to see a letter from
some writer who has had experience with shredded
fodder, and I have no doubt some others ofyour readers
are interested in this subject also.

Caroline Co., Va. W. T. Pratt.

Corn stover cut up with the shredder will keep as

well as any other cut fodder or hay, if, when cut up,

it is in a proper condition for storing. It should be
absolutely free from water or dew, and the natural

moisture should be well dried out. It should then be
packed away closely in a barn and be let alone. It

will heat very considerably, but if not disturbed and

the air admitted will cure perfectly. If disturbed or

put up wet /t will mold. We know many farmers

who have thus saved their fodder for several years

with perfect success.

—

Ed.

Keeping Sweet Potatoes.

I read with much interest your excellent article on
Sweet Potatoes ; but I would like some special instruc-

tion about the best way to keep them. There is a dif-

ference of opinion among our neighbors on two points,

viz.:

1st. Must they be stored permanently after a few
hours drying in the field, or must they remain spread
out for several weeks, so as to go through a "sweat"
before being put into their winter quarters!

2nd. If stored in a pit or in a cellar, what is the best

covering, sand, chaff, straw, or what ?

It has been the custom here to have the potatoes
" sweat" before storing ; but a successful keeper just

allows them to dry for a few hours in the field, and
then puts them away, placing carefully, and covering
with sand.

Charlotte Co., Va. M. G. P. Rice.

The keeping of sweet potatoes depends largely on

the handling of them before storing, and of course on

the treatment after storing. The digging for winter

storage should be done as soon as possible after the

tops are nipped by frost. If not convenient to dig at

once, get the dead tops off in any event, for they will

communicate rot to the tubers if left on. Dig, if pos-

sible, when the ground is dry, and in digging, do not

throw them into heaps and thus bruise them, but leave

them scattered along the rows where dug fully exposed

to the sun. If the potatoes are raised on a large scale

you should have a regular house for them. Such a

house should be built long and narrow, with a venti-

lator along the crest of the roof. It should have a fur-

nace at one end and a brick flue connecting with it

running straight through the centre of the house to a

chimney at the far end. The walls and roof of the

house should be double and packed with sawdust.

Build rows of wide slatted shelves on each side for the

storage of the potatoes, and a slatted floor above the

flue to get about on. The keeping of the potatoes will

depend now largely on the rapidity with which they

are dried off, for they will always sweat after being

stored, and if allowed to get chilled during this sweat-

ing process, and the moisture is not rapidly dried off,

they will be an easy prey to the fungus. In bringing

from the field and storing on the shelves, handle them

as carefully as you would eggs, and throw out all cut

potatoes for immediate use. Place them on the shelves

not over 18 inches deep, and if the weather is warm,

open the ventilators at once during the day. As the

sweating begins, start fire in the furnace and run the

temperature up to near or quite 100°, until they are

completely dried off. After this there will be no dif-
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ficulty in keeping them, if you pay attention to the

house and never let the temperature go below 50° da-

ring the winter. In very cold snaps it will be neces-

sary to make a little fire at night, but if the house is

well deadeued in walls and roof there will seldom be

Deed for fire. Of course, if one only grows a few po-

tatoes it may not pay to go to the expense of a house,

and they can be very well kept without. But in any

event you will need an open shed to protect them from

rain. Under such a shed get together a good supply

of pine straw during dry weather and have it ready

for use. When storing the potatoes, place a thick

layer of the straw on the ground, and pile the pota-

toes on it in round heaps not more than 25 bushels in

a pile. Now cover each heap deeply with the pine

straw, and leave them in this way while they are

sweating, so that the steam can pass off. As the

weather gets colder, cover the heaps with dry earth

so thick as to completely exclude frost. The roof will

keep this soil dry, and dry soil will keep out frost far

better than wet soil, hence the importance of the shed.

I have kept them in this way perfectly sound till the

first of June. But in any large sweet potato-growing

operations the flued and heated house is far better

than anything else, for the potatoes when once well

dried by fire heat are as easy to keep as anything else.

We find that potatoes grown from cuttings of the vines

planted in July will keep a great deal better than those

grown from the early slips.

W. F. Masset.

Propagating Roses.

Please give me in June issue the florist's method of

propagating roses from "slips" taken from the grow-
ing plant in summer! Let me know all about it

—

what part of the plant the slip is taken from—how and
when, and how treated after potting?

Bichland Co., S. C. Subscriber.

The cuttings or "slips" are taken from the new

wood after it has become sufficiently grown to be hard

and will not snap on being bent, and with the further

condition of the buds in the axils of the leaves firm

and hard. Cuttings made as soon as the buds from

whieh the future branches are to be formed are well

formed, but have not begun to swell, and when the

branch on which these buds are formed has lost its suc-

culent nature will root quicker", and a much larger

per cent, will form root or "strike," as it is called.

All the upper part of the branch, selected to form a

cutting which is at all soft or succulent, should be cut;

off and the actual cutting to be planted should be left

from one to three inches long, and should have on it

from one to three buds, with one of these buds near

the top. The lower end should be cut off smoothly at

right angles with a sharp knife. If the upper leaf is

large, about one-half of it should be cut off and the

other leaves on the cutting should be removed entirely.

This cutting should oe planted as soon as possible

after being cut to prevent its drying out. The proper

soil in which to plant it should be almost pure, clean,

sharp sand of medium fineness. Water the soil or

sand freely and shade the cuttings from the suj. The
cuttings will root much more freely if put in pots,

three or four in each pot around the side, and these be

kept either in a hot bed, or where bottom heat can be

given. Keep moist, but not wet, and let the tempera-

ture be as near 60 degrees as possible, with plenty of

ventilation during the day. In three or four weeks

the cuttings should be rooted, and may then be

planted singly in small pots. These should be kept

over winter in a house with a temperature of about

60 degrees, and should be watered regularly, but

never kept more than moist, nor until growing

freely be exposed to strong sunlight. Look out for

insects. If attacked by them syringe with tobacco

water, not too strong.

—

Ed.

Strawberry Growing-=Sowing Clover in Corn.

Will you please suggest some good strawberries?

When to plant and how to cultivate? Also, whether

sowing clover in corn field will be successful ?

Craven County, N. C. B. D. Borden.

1. Strawberries may be planted either in spring or

in the fall. Some of the largest growers strongly ad-

vise fall, or early winter planting, as being the best.

The plants then become well rooted before the hot

weather sets in, and are better able to withstand a

drouth. If, however, it is impracticable to plant in

the fall, they may be set out in March and April. A
prime necessity for successful strawberry growing is

land free from weeds and the use of manure to enrich

the land free from weed seeds. The land should be

well prepared during the early fall, and the weed seeds

be encouraged to germinate so that the weeds may be

killed by cultivation before the plants are set out.

Whilst over-rich land is not desirable for strawber-

ries, as tending to make the plants run too much and

become too leafy, yet a good crop cannot be grown

on poor land. Potash and phosphoric acid are great

helps to strawberry growing, and should be applied

liberally and be well worked into the land. Three

hundred pounds of acid phosphate and 300 pounds of

kainit may be applied to the acre with advantage,

as also may 500 pounds to the acre of cotton seed

meal. Set the plants in rows 3 feet apart and 1 foot

apart in the rows for matted rows ; or if to be grown

in hills, 2 feet apart in the rows. Cultivate frequently

to keep down weeds, and encourage growth until the

plants are well grown and coming forward into

bloom, when the laud should be mulched with pine
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tags or clean short straw, to keep the berries clean

and the soil moist daring the fruiting period. The

varieties of strawberries are so numerous, and so many

of these are only adapted to particular sections, that

we hesitate to advise the kinds to plant in any par-

ticular section. It is best to seek advice on this point

from growers in the section itself. The Clyde, Brandy-

wine, Crescent, Michel, Sharpless, Bubach and Ten

nessee Prolific, are all good varieties, which usually

fruit well in this State and in North Carolina.

2. Clover may often be sown with great success in

the corn field at the last working of the corn. Either

Sapling 01 German clover may be sown, or we have

known a mixture of both to be sown with success.

Where mixed, the German clover should be cut off

for hay or green feed—say in May—and the Sapling

will then come on and make a later crop. The seod

should be covered with the cultivator.

—

Ed.

Feeding Beef—Capacity of Silo—Planting Silage
Corn.

I am anticipating buying beef stock, which I can
buy very cheap the first of fall and winter, my object
being to fatten same and sell in early spring when
good beef cattle are scarce. I wish you to give me a
good ration compounded of the following feeds:

Wheat and oat straw, corn meal, ground oats, silage,

cotton seed and pumpkins'
2. How many acres of land, which will make 25

bushels of corn per acre, will be required to fill a silo

30 x 15 x 16 feet. I will use 200 pounds standard
guano per acre under the corn ? How far apart should
the corn be dropped in drill, drills to be 4i feet?

3. What will well packed silage weigh per square
foot?

Warren County, N. C. W. A. Connell.

1. We will reply to the query as to compounding
a ration from the foods named in an article on "Ba-
tions for Stock" in a later issue of the journal nearer

the time when the information will be more generally

needed. If we fail to bear this particular ration in

mind, call our attention to it.

2. A silo of the dimensions given will hold about

140 tons of well packed silage if filled carefully. To
hold this quantity it will, however, be necessary to

fill aud then allow to settle for a few days or a week
;

then to fill up again, and after a further settling, then

again to fill to the top. It is impossible for us to say

how much land will be required to produce corn to

fill this silo unless we had personal kuowledge of the

productive capacity of the land. A crop of silage

corn varies from 5 to 20 tons to the acre, according to

the fertility of the land and the type of corn grown.
If the land will only produce 25 bushels of corn to the

acre, we should not suppose that it would produce
more than 5 tons of silage corn to the acre planted,

as suggested, 4' feet apart in the rows. We would,

however, reduce this distance to 3 feet, and plant a

foot apart in the row. The object, primarily, is to-

produce stalks and blades and not ears, and this can

be better attained with this closer plauting, whilst at

the same time, securing a fair sprinkling of ears

through the crop. Planted in this way, 8 to 10 tons

to the acre should be grown of green stalks.

3. A cubic foot of silage will weigh from 30 to 50

pounds, according as it comes from the top or bottom

of a deep silo. The average weight through the whole

silo will be about 40 pounds per foot. This is equiva-

lent to a one day's ration of silage for a 1,000 pound
cow. Assuming this basis, it is an easy matter to cal-

culate the silo space required for a herd for a certain

period of time—1 cubic foot per head per day.

—

Ed.

Growing Oats—Use of Roller and Grain Drill--

Sheep Husbandry.

1. Is there an objection to planting oats followed by
peas continuously year after year on the same land, if
each crop of oats and each crop of peas is treated to
300 lbs. of a mixture composed of 6 parts acid phos-
phate and 1 part muriate of potash ?

2. Is there an objection to threshing oats in the
field ? It is so much cheaper aud so much less waste
than by hauling to barn and threshing them there.

How soon after being cut by reaper and binder can
oats be threshed ?

3. Is it advantageous on all soils to use a roller on
grain and peas after planting them.

4. Will a castiron roller answer, or is it best to buy
a wrought steel one. filled with cement ?

5. Which is more profitable ; to sell oat, rye and
wheat straw—to cut it up with shredder or feed cut-

ter for feed, or to use it for bedding as an absorbent?
6. Under Prof. Massey's system of curing pea vine

hay, how long before pile can be disturbed after being
put in barn, for feeding or baling ?

7. Will a hay loader economize the loading of pea-
vine hay into wagons!

8. What size drill is best in planting grain, and can
the same drill be used to best advantage in putting in

peas ? How many acres does a drill (state size of drill)

usually cover in a day ?

9. We are much interested in sheep. What is the
best time to start a flock with a view of producing hot-

house lambs for the Northern markets I What breed
is best for the purpose ? What crops should we plant
for winter and summer, pasture and feed? When
should hot-house lambs be dropped, and at what age
sold ? What should they weigh when sold ? Are they
shipped live or dressed ? How many sheep will one
acre pasture ? «

10. How are peanuts best gathered aud cleaned for
market ? What is a fair yield per acre ?

11. We want to put up a building about 150 feet by
75 feet, of which the ground floor will be equally di-

vided for fattening cattle, and housing implements,
wagons, etc. The second floor for the storage of corn,
oats, peas, feed stuffs, and peavine hay ; and a third
story, if necessary, for peavine ay.
Kindly furnish us with a plan, giving especial atten-

tion to hoisting the crops into the upper floors.
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Do you know of a hay carrier system which, by re-

moval of the forks, cau be converted into a system
with a self-damper or trip-dump barrel, or vessel for

elevating grain ?

South Carolina. SUBSCRIBERS.

(1). There is no objection to sucjh a course for a

time. But after awhile you will find that from an ex-

cess of nitrogen your oats will grow too rankly and

have weak straw and will lodge badly. At least, this

is what I would apprehend.

(2). None whatever. The oats can be threshed as

soon as they are sufficiently cured. The exact time

will depend on the weather.

(3). It is a decided disadvantage to leave land rolled

that is inclined to wash. I have never used a roller

except to help in pulverizing the soil, and always har-

row afterwards.

(1). The best roller I ever used was one composed

of fluted iron rings turning independently on a central

axle. This made the field after its use look as though

a drill had run over it, and it was the best clod crusher

I ever saw, better than the toothed clod crushers. I

never found out the name of this roller, as it was in

use at the Miller School when I went there, but sup-

pose that it was bought in Richmond, and that some
of the dealers there may still sell it. I had an extra

set of three sections of smooth roller, but I seldom had
any use for them.

(5). This will depend largely on a man's situation.

Near the large Northern cities the price of rye and
wheat straw is so high that it is more economical to

sell it and put the money into food for stock of better

kind or into fertilizers for the land. But in most
places in the South, while it may pay to cut and feed

oat straw, the best use that can be made of wheat and
rye straw is to use it as an absorbent of the manure.

(6). As soon as the heating has subsided.

(7). It will undoubtedly.

(8). The ordinary wheat drill can be used in sowing

peas, but you will have to experiment some to ascer-

tain the rate it sows them. If to be put in rows for

cultivation the ordinary corn or coftou drill will do

the work nicely. The number of acres sown will de-

pend on the character of the land and the driver. On
hilly land it will be far less than on level land, and on
short rows far less than in long rows, and a steady

hand is essential.

(9). Get sheep in the fall, that have been served, and

I prefer the Southdowns. There is no better sheep

food than pea vine and clover hay. The lambs should

be dropped early in winter. Tou can get a bulletin

on this subject by applying to the Cornell Experiment
Station, Ithaca, N. Y. The number of sheep that can

be pastured on an acre will depend on the acre. I

know plenty of acres that would starve one sheep and
plenty of others that would fatten a flock.

(10). Peanuts are dug and stacked to cure, in the

fall, and are picked off by hand during the winter,

partly cleaned on the farm, and then finished by the

city dealers. The yield may be from 25 bushels up.

I have had little experience in growing peanuts, hav-

ing made but two crops in my life. Some of our pea-

nut growers can tell you ten times as much about them
as I can.

(11). We hope that the editor has among his de-

posits a plan that may suit you. It is impracticable

for me to prepare plans for the engravers as I am too

badly crowded with other work. There are books of

plans for all sorts of barn structures, and one that

would suit in one place would hardly do in another,

and each man must after all prepare his own plans.

The best plan would be to visit the barns of others in

the same line of work and see whether they will meet

your needs. I know of no such system of hay carriers,

but would suppose that it would be easy to adapt any

of the hay elevators to the purpose you name. I pre-

fer rope slings to hay forks for unloadi jg the hay.

W. F. Massey.

[The roller mentioned in reply 4 is known in Eng-

land as a Cambridge roller. We can endorse every-

thing said in its favor by Prof. Massey from personal

experience with it. Unfortunately we are unable to

say where it can be bought as we have never seen it

offered by any one.

—

Ed].

[11. We have no plans which we can offer, but ad-

vise the purchase of a book called " Barn Plans and

Outbuildings," containing over 200 illustrations of dif-

ferent styles of barns and buildings. The cost is $1.50.

We can supply the work. From this book suggestions

can be had which will meet nearly every case.

—

Ed.]

Ants—Breeds of Sheep.

Am much bothered by very large Mack ants and small

red ones. Would like suggestions as to how to rid my
house of them.
What kind of sheep would you recommend (for a

farm near Lynchburg, Va.), to be raised on a small

scale for market and for wool ?

Concord Depot, Va. T.

Ants in houses are difficult to destroy, as bi sulphide

of carbon, which is sure death to them, cannot be

there used. Borax scattered about has been recom-

mended, as also some of the insect powders sold in the

drug stores. Perhaps one of the best means is to soak

small pieces of sponge with syrup and lay them around.

The ants will congregate on these, and they can then

be dropped into boiling water and the ants killed.

We think the Shropshires or South Downs the best

breeds of sheep for Virginia.—Ed.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE HONTH.

Keep the cultivator and the hoe constantly at work

amongst the growing crops, not only to keep down the

weeds, but to keep the soil from crusting, and thus to

conserve the moisture and hasten the growth of the

crops.

As crops become ready for consumption, see to it

that they are cut or pulled and used or shipped to

market. Before packing let them be dry and cool,

and put up in clean ventilated packages, so that they

may come on the market with a fresh, crisp appear-

ance.

Plant successional crops of lima beans, pole beans,

sweet corn and cucumbers for pickles. Tomato plants,

etg plants and pepper, may still be set out. Celery

seed should be sown. Let the bed be made fine and

rich. Sow the seed thinly and rake iu and cover with

mats or brush to keep moist. Celery germinates

slowly, therefore do not be disappointed if no plants

are seen for some time. When the plants begin to

appear, remove the mats and brush. When the plants

are large enough to handle, they should be trans-

planted into rich beds, and set out in rows 6 inches

apart, and 3 inches apart in the rows, where they will

become stiff, stocky plants, to set out in the permanent

beds or rows next month and in August, which is soon

enough in the South, as celery never grows freely

until the cool weather sets in.

Broccoli seed may be sown this month for setting

out in August. This crop ought to become more popu-

lar than it is. It makes a head like a cauliflower and

comes on the market in the cool fall months. It is as

easy to grow as cabbage, and requires similar manage
ment.

Cabbage seed may be sown towards the end of the

month for fall planting.

The onion crop should be pulled as the bulbs ma-

ture. Allow them to lay on the ground until thor-

oughly dry, then top and ship to market. Southern

grown onions will not keep like Northern grown ones,

and should therefore be sold before the Northern ones

come on the market. There is generally a good mar-

ket for them in July and August.

Onion sets should be pulled as they mature, and

when dry be stored away in a cool airy shed ready for

planting in the fall.

Strawberry beds, more than a year old, should be

plowed up as soon as the crop has been gathered and

the land be seeded with German clover. Old straw-

berry beds become so infested with weeds that they

cease to be profitable. Year-old beds should have dry

weeds and trash raked on to them and be burnt over.

The soil should then be plowed from the plants and
the weeds and surplus plants be cleaned out of the

rows with the hoe and hands, and the soil be then

plowed to the plants again and weeds be kept down
between the rows and plants.

Keep a look out for insect and fungous pests, and
follow the advice in dealing with these given in our

spray calendar published in the March issue.

Pinch off the canes of grape vines a couple of joints

beyond the fruit, so as to throw the vigor of the plant

into the fruit. Pinch out superfluous canes starting

into growth, so that nest year's canes shall be strong

and vigorous.

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN VIRGINIA.

The following reports from large orchardists and

representative fruit growers of the State will no doubt

be read with interest. They may be taken to fairly

state the present fruit prospects of th« State. Later

in the season we hope to be able to give further infor-

mation on the subject. At present, we would only say

to fruit growers that they should not fail to vigorously

combat all insect and fungous pests by constant atten-

tion to spraying. The fruit crop of the country

promises to be a light one in very many if not most of

the great fruit-producing centres, and the indications

are that prices will be good. It will pay to take the

best care of such fruit as we have, until it is ready for

market :

Reports.

Replying to yeur inquiry about the condition and
prospect of the fruit crop this year, we would say that

the great blizzard and snowstorm, which began on
February 4th, and lasted for a week or more, did
great damage in this locality. On February 4th the

thermometer reached four degrees below zero at sun
rise, and for the next six or seven days it did not rise

higher than twelve above during the day, and on one
morning during this time was seven degrees below.
Several days prior to and during this time every thing
was covered with a heavy sleet, which came before the
snowstorm, and which we hoped would tend to protect
the fruit buds. But, on the contrary, we find that ice

appears to be a better conductor of cold than air, and
the injury to fruit buds was greater than we have fre-

quently known it at the same temperature without
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sleet. We observed but little injury to the trees or

twigs, except in tender shrubs, which were killed to

the ground. The damage to apple buds was very small,

and with most of all the winter sorts, and such sum
mer varieties as did not bear last season, the prospect

for a full crop of fruit is very promising.

It was very dry and windy during the entire bloom-

ing season, and the pollenization seems to have been
almost perfect, resulting in a very heavy set of fruit

on most trees.

Pear buds seem to have suffered considerably. Such
varieties as Le Conte, Kieffer, and other sorts with

Chinese or Japanese crosses will be almost a total fail-

ure, while European and American sorts, such as

Bartlett, Seckel, Duchesse, and Idaho suffered least,

and promise a moderate crop.

Peaches also suffered very heavily. Most July,

August and September sorts are totally destroyed, but,

strange to say, the early sorts, such as Arnsden June,
Alexander, Beatrice, Early Rivers, and a few other

sorts suffered least, and promise an average crop. It

is worthy of note that these sorts, ripening in from 75

to 100 days from blossoming, have during a period of

fifteen years proven to be far more exempt from dam-
age by spring frosts on account of late blossoming,

and seem to have the power of withstanding lower
temperature in winter than any other sorts.

Plums, such as Wild Goose, Golden Beauty, and
most other American and European sorts, proni'se a
fair crop, while the Japanese varieties and other

crosses suffered most, many sorts not blossoming at

all. We note, however, that Red June and Willard
are exceptions to this rule, as they both came through
with a fair blossom.

Sour cherries suffered but little injury, and promise
a fair crop, while the Dukes and sweet sorts suffered

most. Some varieties did not blossom at all.

Apricots and nectarines, a total failure.

Grapes came through in very fine condition, and
are presenting a good blossom, few, if any, varieties

being injured by the cold.

Strawberries were not injured at all by the severe

weather, as the ground was covered with ice and snow
all the while, and but for the past three weeks of ex-

tremely dry weather the strawberry crop would have
been far above the average. The early sorts, which
are beginning to ripen, will be under size on this ac-

count, but we judge that the bulk of the crop is not

too far advanced to prevent its making above an aver-

age, if the season should be favorable from now on.

Raspberries suffered considerably, many sorts being
killed. We note that Miller's Red, Brandywine,
Loudoun and Thompson's Early Prolific seem to have
suffered least, if at all. Most of the black sorts were
more or less injured, while Cuthbert and Golden Queen
will make perhaps half a crop.

Gooseberries and currants promise an average crop.

Blackberries were also considerably injured by the

cold.

Summary:—With favorable conditions during the

remainder of the season, we judge that winter apples

will be almost as heavy a crop as two years ago. Most
of the orchards are in very good condition, and we
hope to see fruit of better quality.

Early peaches promise to be abundant. Raspberries,

half a dop; strawberries, four-fifths of a crop; pears,

one- fourth of a crop; plums, one-third; blackberries,

one-half. J. B. Watkins & Bro.
Chesterfield Co., Va.

Two or three weeks ago it seemed as if there was
never a better promise for a large crop of apples.

The efflorescence seemed to be perfect, the weather
being most favorable for fertilization, and withal at-

tended by a wonderful bloom of the locust trees—gen-

erally regarded as an assurance of a fruitful year, but
the last two weeks have produced such a change as to

blast the hopes of many orchardists. Peaches were
such a general failure under the severity of our re-

markably severe winter, that hopes were built upon a
good apple crop.

The writer of this has extensive orchards, and a
most favorable location, it being sheltered from north
and west winds, and has never entirely failed in ap-

ples, and rarely in peaches, and there is quite a show-
ing of peaches in my orchards, but nothing like a crop.

Apples will be, from present appearances, a fine crop
on a large portion of my Winesaps, and a full crop of

Pippins.
Three weeks ago I expected to have to do a heavy

work in thinning out apples. From enquiry made in

other parts of the county of Albemarle I am led to be-

lieve that a half of a crop will be about the average
of apples. Cherries, now coloring, are a full average

crop. Plums are like peaches few, and far between.

Pears promise fairly well, Seckels and Le Conte ex-

cepted. Believing in the efficacy of spraying, as a
means of securing good fruit, and also as tending to

avert the dropping off, I am thoroughly spraying my
trees.

For the lirst time, I have sprayed before the leaves

came out, and once since blooming.
Albemarle Co., Va. J. W. Porter.

At your request I hereby " report upon the condi-

tion and prospect of the fruit crop in my section."

My field of observation has been so limited that I

fear that conditions existing outside of the area in

which I have moved may be such as to produce im-

pressions of quite a different character from what has

been observed by your correspondent.

I can speak for an area of some ten miles around
Prospect Depot in Prince Edward county. It is said

that the elevation above sea level is as great at

this depot as it is at the station in Lynchburg, and
as elevation has much to do with successful fruit

raising, this section has great advantages in this re-

spect, and those who have availed themselves of the

opportunities that nature has given them have not

been disappointed as to favorable results.

The heavy sleets of February, this year, had much
to do in preserving the fruit buds from destruction

by protecting them from the unprecedented intense

cold that prevailed for many weeks. In some neigh-

borhoods many buds of peaches and apricots and
nectarines and cherries were totally killed, and some
trees never bloomed, while others in the same vicinity

after the time had elapsed for frosts or exposure,

are laden down witli an abundance of fruit, and we
may safely say that while some orchards may fail

in some kinds of the fruit luentioned, as a general

thing there will be an abundance of fruit of all sorts

for family use, and some for market.
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Some kinds of apples do not bear every year, and
those that hit la«t year, particularly summer applet,

\

will be scarce. The Winesap. which is probably by
far the most reliable winter apple for this section of I

country, and to which is accorded the honor of having
the most exquisite flavor of any so far tested, is an
unusual bearer, and this year the trees promise quite

a generous crop, perhaps above the average.
Such have been the depredations in recent years of,

insect ppsts that many farmers have seen the necessity
of sprajing the young fruit as a niatler of economy.
It is claimed by those who have made the test that
fully 90 percent, of the crop is secured by spraying.
and the fruit is far superior, while non-sprayed trees

produce about a half or a third of a crop of inferior
fruit, and much falls upon 'he ground while green.
There is no doubt about it, that to be successful fruit

raisers the sprayer must be used vigorously and at the
right time by those who wish either an abundance of
good fruit for home or for market purposes, and the
sooner the fact is recognized and the method put in

practice the sooner will good results be secured.
Plums and pears seem to have suffered much from

the late spring frosts, and a full crop cannot be ex-
pected, though in localities in which conditions were
favorable there are individual trees, and even all the
trees on particular farms, that promise to do well.

The bloom on grapes is heavy, and so of the black-
berry, dewberry, and raspberry, but it is too soon at
this writing to tell how the fruit will set. Strawber
ries, generally abundant, especially wild ones, which
are acknowledged by nurserymen as the best in
flavor. Thomas J. Gaeden.

Prince Edward Co.. Va.

prospect light crop : strawberries, prospect extra good;
grapes, prospect good : raspberries, prospect fair.

I make this report from personal observation and
from answers to many inquiries from different parts of
the county.

Augusta Co.. Ta. S. P. Broceyvay.

In reply to your favor of recent date, asking for a
report on the condition of fruit, I beg leave to state
that all fruits, except apples, are a total failure.

There was a heavy apple bloom generally, but the
fruit failed to set, and there will be a medium sized
crop of apples.

A considerable number of trees which were full of
blossoms have no apples—the blossoms having all

withered and dropped off.

There is a good crop of strawberries ; no peaches,
pears, plums, or damsons : very few cherries—about
enough for the birds.

Albemarle Co., Va. W. H. Boaz.

The apple crop of this sectiou appears very irregu-
lar, and the prospects for a good crop are unsatisfac-

tory. Many varieties showed good bloom, but failed

to set fruit.

Bedford Co.. Va. Geo. E. Mtjbrell.

Excepting the strawberry, there is not much fruit
grown in tne two counties of Virginia east of the Ches-
apeake bay. The past winter did little damage to
fruit trees or plants, except that fig trees were killed
to the ground. Some of the peach buds were killed,

but plenty were left on nearly every variety to set

a fair crop of fruit. There is a good set of apples,
pears, plums, cherries, quinces, and all the berries.

The strawberry crop is now going to market by the
car load, and is of fair size and quality. A little more
rain would help to keep up the size and prolong the
season for the strawberry ; but there is little of which
to complain.
Grapes also promise well, for the vines are loaded

with bloom.
Aecomae Co., Va. H. E. Va>~ Deman.

I don't think our fruit prospects at all flattering.
Of peaches there are so few as to be practically nothing.
Cherries bloomed heavily, but have not set well at all.

Wildgoose plums were all that survived winter, except
a few odd trees of different kinds, and they bloomed
heavy, hut it is still a few days too soon to say how
they will set. the " hulls'" are not off yet. Winesape
and pippins will be a heavy crop. Damsons nearly
all killed

j
pears, medium ; strawberries, heavy crop':

apples are very irregular, some trees full, some very
short. There will be a full crop of the two leading
varieties—Winesap and Pippin.

Albemarle Co., Va. Walter Whately.

Agreeable to your request, I make report of fruit
prospects in Augusta county :

Average : Apples, prospect good
; peaches, pros-

pect very poor
;
pears, prospect light crop

;
plums,

I have had no opportunity to examine auy orchard
but my own, and as a whole the prospect is for less

than an average crop.

Apples, a light set. and some varieties no fruit at all.

'• Last year was not a bearing year."' More apple-
twig blight than I have seen for years. Pears, a fair

crop promised, and no fire blight so far
;
peaches, a

light set, and the curculio is putting in his fine work
already

;
cherries, a heavy crop, both sweet and sour

;

wild goose plums, trees full ; Japan plums, a failure.

From what I hear, I judge the San Jose scale is

pretty well developed in the county : have none myself.

Am careful to buy trees from parties that have their

stock examined by the Virginia Experiment Station.

Henrico Co., Va. Nobkakd Smith.

Since writing you at the time I forwarded you the
report you asked for of my address, delivered at Staun-
ton, and replying to your question as to our fruit pros-

pects here, the situation has changed considerably.
I therefore send you this line to correct it to date
May 23). Considerable twig blight has developed in

Albemarle among leading varieties of winter apples,

especially in some orchards of Pippins, where in some
cases the prospect of any crop to speak of is gone.
Some orchards have suffered much more than others

;

generally there is complaint of fruit dropping off very
much after it was considered to be "set," and in the
opinion of several fruit-growers that I have talked
with recently, there will be only a "fair" crop of ap-
ples this year, so far as is known at present. Of sum-
mer fruit there will be a very light supply. Straw-
berries are a heavy crop, and are now being marketed.
Peaches are very scarce. The Wild Goose plum was
the only variety that bloomed heavily, and that has

90 badly that the crop will be exceedingly light.

Cherries are mostly a very light crop here. Of dam-
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sons there are but very few ; so far grapes promise
well. There appear to be a good many pears, more
than I expected to see. On my place I have not a sin-

gle peach ; and the only Japan plum I have that has
any fruit is the "Ogon," which in many trees has
quite a heavy crop. Wild Goose and Mariana plums
with me are very light indeed.

Albemarle Co. , Va. Walter Whatelt.

IN UNITY STRENGTH.

Address Delivered Before fleeting of Augusta Fruit

Growers.

The subject of "What can be accomplished by co-

operation in the way of securing lower transportation
charges in fruit shipments," seems to me to be the
first and most important consideration for the fruit

giower, equally, if indeed not more so, than the
ability to produce a fine grade of fruit. For of what
use is it to own a fine < rchard, take pairs in cultiva-

tion, and have a large crop of first class fruit if the ex
penses of getting it to market eat up all, or nearly all,

of the gross sales, leaving the grower little or no profit?

Fruit growing under such circumstances is most dis-

heartening, and not worth any man's while to engage
iu, uuless he happens to be so favorably situated that
he can avoid transportation through being near enough
to haul his fruit into market himself. But for the
large majority of growers this is out of the question,

and they are obliged to send their produce hy rail,

often great distauces, in order to reach their best
markets.

Let us therefore proceed to consider the situation
just referred to. Many of us no doubt know by ex-

perience how absolutely useless it is for any individual
to make application to any large transportation com
pauy for a reduction for his particular benefit. Should
he attempt to do so, he would find such effort mere
waste of time ; he would certainly obtain no conces-

sion, if indeed his application received any notice.

Here iu Virginia, it has been customary to talk

smoothly enough about the advantages of our Stat , or
at all events of certain sections of it, as a fine fruit

growing country. Such talkers and newspaper writers
apparently thought, having long and constantly reit-

erated this as a fact, that no further inducement was
required to develop a large fruit industry. If they ever
thought of the matter at all, they, I conclude, sup
posed that such mere details as disposing of the fruit

they proposed for us to raise to a profit, were matters
that would arrange themselves.
We all know how it is always said that it is the

most difficult thing in the world to gut farmers to co-

operate and to really grasp the idea that though abso
lutely helpless victims to the greed of corporations
and manufacturers while unorganized, yet if they
would really take the matter in hand seriously, aud
pool their iuterests by co-operation they would develop
a power that any corporation would (very unwillingly)

be forced to treat with consi eration. This has iu the

past applied equally to fruit growers—at all events in

most sections of the State, though in the large truck-
ing aud berry growing areas about Norfolk they have
for a long time had organization, and as a consequence

have perfected satisfactory arrangements for getting
their produce to market.
Now it i» a fact, which anyone can verify who will

take the trouble to do so, that in every State where or-

ganization has been thoroughly perfected, the grow-
ers are reaping the benefit of such co operation by
getting special facilities and reasonable rates. Our
nearest neighbor, North Carolina, has got a powerful
State horticultural society, with a large membership,
aud their committee on transportation keep active in

the growers' interests all the year round. Georgia
has, I suppose, one of the best managed and efficient

State societies in existence. New York is thoroughly
equipped in the same way. You may be quite sure
that California fruit cannot undersell ours iu our own
markets and leave a living to their growers by their

individual and unassisted efforts, and so on with every
prosperous fruit-growing State. Wherever the grow-
ers have been sufficiently alive to their own interests

to rally around a State horticultural society, the re-

sults have been distinctly beneficial and are felt in

exact ratio with the growth of the society's strength.

The lines ou which it has been found that such or-

gauization should be run to attain the greatest power
aud success is by the growers of the various sections

forming themselves into local fruit growers' associa-

tions, and all to belong to a State horticultural society;

this latter's efforts being by no means confiued to get-

tiug reductions in rates, and which being thus formed
of the united local associations is iu a position to make
demands which will force attention, where a local as-

sociation might, and probably would, fail.

In Virginia the fruit industry has, until lately, been
handicapped owing to the lack of co operation among
growers, and when any grower has had to ship his

fruit to one of the distant large markets, I venture to

say, judging by my own experience, that however
well his fruit may have sold, he feels, to put it mildly,

indignant at the heavy charges piled up against it,

making his net returns very insignificant, and by the

time he has charged these net returns with the cost of

the packages, picking, packing, not to mention time
occupied in hauling, he finds there is a very small sum
left to pay him for his twelve months' work in culti-

vation, fertilizing and outlay for land and trees. He
will probably express his opinion as to the outrageous
nature of these charges to some of his friends (not for-

getting to call his commission merchant a robber), and
the friends being sympathetic will usually agree with
him, and at the same time remark that " we cannot
help it." Such remarks have been made to me many
times, and I always felt that it was in our i.ower to

take steps to stop it, and I felt sure that if proper co-

operation could be accomplished that we could do so.

I am thankful to say that during the past two years
we have experienced what may be called the dawn of

improvement, and I trust and believe that the growers
are now getting to see what can be accomplished by
co-operation. By way of a little illustration, and at

the ris't of wearying you with my personal experi-

ences, I will tell you of some of my own experience.

Up to the last two years I found that taking the sea-

sou through it cost me just about two-thirds of the
gross selling price to put my fruit in the market. On
comparing with my neighbors in the Crozet district,

I found they were about in the same condition. We
started a fruit-growers' association with myself as sec-
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retary. I at once wrote to the express company re

questing a reduction in rates. A polite and encourag
ing reply resulted, and a few days later they sent their

agent to see us. All particulars of our requirements
and prospects for coming crops were carefully gone
into, and hopes held out that the company was much
impressed with our representations. We waited pa
tiently for the arrival of their new schedule of reduced
rates, until it became alarmingly near the strawberry
season, when I wrote to remind them that we had not
received the new rates. Another polite letter in reply

said they had not quite got them ready, but that we
should have them as soon as possible. This continued
until the shipping season actually opened, when we
found the new rates in the hands of the local agent.

Imagine our disgust at fiudiug them the same as
before, with the exception of a considerably higher
rate to Philadelphia. It being then too late to make
other arrangements, we had to go through another
season of extortion. That fall I joined the newly or-

ganized State Horticultural Society, and immediately
went to ask its president, Mr. Samuel B. Woods, to

take up the matter of rates, and he commissioned me
to act in the matter. I wrote a letter much similar to

that of the year before to the manager of the express
company, the principal difference being that when
signing my name I was able to do so as representing
the State Horticultural Society instead of the Crozet
association. The result was that with no delay at all

reductions were granted, though we felt, and still do,
that there was still ample room to work for more. I
may, however, remark that I obtained from 15 to 20 per
cent, lower rates to the places asked for, but owing to
the neglect of the company's agent, we found out later
that except in cases where growers knew about it, as
was the case at Crozet, the reduced rates were not
specially asked for, and in such cases the same old
rates were charged. This year I have continued, en-
trusted with these matters on behalf of the State Hor-
ticultural Society, and though at this moment rates
are not finally arranged, yet I can say that still fur-
ther reductions are already issued.

You will doubtless understand that it is impossible to
explain in public how such arrangements are brought
about, but if the result comes, that suffices. I may,
however, remind you that everything, even by or
ganization, has to be effected gradually, and too much
should not be expected at once It has so far been a
very difficult matter to find out what are the require-
ments most urgently needed in the different sections,
owing to the very common neglect of representative
parties to whom queries are addressed sending any
replies. It is possible that they did not believe we
could do them any good. But we propose to keep
hammering away, and we hope that as time goes on
the growers will so generally appreciate our efforts on
their behalf that they will make it easier for us by
standing in with the society and helping us.

I understand that it is most probable that the annual
meeting of the State Horticultural Society will be held
in this city next winter, when you will have an oppor-
tunity of becoming better acquainted with the useful-
ness to yourselves.

Before concluding, I would like to say a few words
regarding a local fruit growers' association. We, at
Crozet, have found already that we are all deriving
the greatest benefit from it. We are enabled to make

better terms in purchasing any of our requirements,
such as packages, spraying materials and such like.

By the spirit of co operation now aroused, we are able
to club together in shipping such fruit as we have
enough of to fill a refrigerator car in a day, and one
of our growers of strawberries said that by this means
he had -aved no less than $90 last season in freight on
what he shipped of that crop alone. Figures tell, and
that is a very practical illustration of the advantages
of co-operation. Another man estimated last week
that he would have about 300 bushels of strawberries
this year. We found that to send them to a certain
market that we proposed shipping to. it would cost
him, including ice charges, $96 by joining with us in
the car load as against $1S7.50 by express—a differ-

ence of $91, which is better in his pocket thau in the
treasury of the corporation. Then, by having meet-
ings, members can benefit themselves by exchange of
views and experience. But a local association cannot
possibly have the influence in dealing with large cor-

porations that the combination of them all fiom all

over the State in the shape of the State Horticultural
Society has in getting better rates.

Do not expect everything to fall iuto your arms at
first, but remember we must continue to persevere,
and that, our motto should always be "Unity is

Strength."

Walter Whately,
Chairman Committee on Transportation Virginia State

Horticultural Society.

CUCUMBERS FOR PICKLES

The pickle industry of Long Island has been saved
from what seemed imminent ruin by methods worked
out and advocated by the New York Agricultural
Experiment Station

I Geneva). According to Bulletin
156 of the station, downy mildew of the cucumbers
reduced the yield of pickles in 1895 to 20,000 per acre
in place of the former yields of 100,000 to 125,000 per
acre. Most growers lost money on their crops. The
condition in 1S96 was fully as bad. In this year, how-
ever, the station mycologist made a series of experi-
ments in combatting these diseases, especially the
mildew, or "blight," and found in Bordeaux mixture,
1 to 11 formula, an almost perfect preventive. The
sprayed plants returned their owner $163} per acre
net profit after the unsprayed plants had ceased yield-
ing. In 1S97, early cucumbers, sprayed with the
same mixture, gave twice as great weight of fruit as
unsprayed plants beside them; and an acre of late

cucumbers yielded 101,960 pickles, while the average
for the year on Long Island was less than 20,000
pickles per acre. In 1898, spraying on three farms in
different parts of the island showed an average gain
of $44.42 per acre from spraying.
To produce these last results required seven or eight

applications of Bordeaux mixture (1-to 11), beginning
about July 20th aud repeating every eight or ten days
until frost. Full details are given in the bulletin.

Mi. Frank Waldo, Andrews, N. C, June 12. 189S,
writes: "I think the Southern Planter is beautifully
gotten up, a d its articles are very helpful to farmers
and stock raisers."
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Live Stock and Dairy.

LIVE STOCK IN THE SOUTH.

We have just received from the Department of Agri-

culture at Washington statistics as to the number and

value of animals of all kinds on the farms in the

country on the 1st of January, 1899. These statistics

are in continuation of a similar series published every

year for many years past. It will be interesting and

instructive to our readers to institute a comparison

between the tables just issued and those issued ten

years and two years ago, so far as the States of Vir

ginia and North Carolina are concerned. On the 1st

of January, 1889. the number of horses in Virginia

was 246.969, of the value of $17,496,863; the number
of mules was 36,083, of the value of $3,193,12".; the

number of milk cows was 259,0S2, of the value of

$5,342,271; the number of cattle other than milk cows

was 419,523, of the value of $7,245,160; the number
of sheep was 435,646, of the value of $1,085,257; and

the number of hogs was 827,589, of the value of

$3,434,495. On the 1st of January, 1899, the number
in Virginia was, of horses 2S3,940, of the value of

$9,272,222; of mules the number was 35,998, of the

value of $1,848,026; of milk cows the number was

244,937, of the value of $5,449,848; of cattle other

than milk cows 338,512, of the value of $7,531,T14;

of sheep the number was 369, <27, of the value of

$1,059,803; of hogs the number was 917 550, of the

value of $3,422,462. The total value of all the ani-

mals was $2S,5S4,075. The decrease in number of

horses in the ten years was 16,029, in the number of

mules 85, in the number of cattle other than milk

cows 80,981, in the number of sheep 66,319. The
increase in the number of milk cows in the ten years

was 14,145; in hogs 89,961. The net decrease in ani-

mals of all kinds was 59,308. The total decrease iu

value of animals of all kinds in the ten years was

$9,213,096. The only redeeming feature in this dis-

heartening showing is the increase in number of the

milk cows of 14,145, and the increase in the value of

milk cows and cattle of all kinds of $394,131, and

this notwithstanding a decrease in number in the

cattle other than milk cows. This would seem to

point to the fact that the better breeds of cattle are

taking the place of the "Scrubs" of the past, and

that the food consumed is being put into cattle which

will pay better and much sooner for it than in the

past. As some amelioration of the position it may be

pointed out that since 1st January, 1897, the increase

in the total value of all auiinals in the State has been

$3 310,344, a striking indication of recovery in values

under the influence of sounder financial principles and

consequent better trade prospects. In North Carolina,

on the 1st of January, 1S89, the number of horses was
151,205, of the value of $11,579,404; the number of

mules was 90,S44, of the value of $7,712,432; the

number of milk cows was 247,414, of the value of

$4,082,331; the number of cattle other than milk cows
was 419,383, of the value of $4,783,441; the number
of sheep was 419,009, of the value of $575,718; and
the number of hogs was 1,279,102, of the value of

$4,809,936. On the 1st of January, 1899, the number
of horses in North Carolina was 146,697, of the value

of $7,03">,577; the number of mules was 111,398, of

the value of $6,198,903; the number of milk cows was
24S,263, of the value of $3,947,382; the number of

cattle other than milk cows was 295 530, of the value

of $3,210,640; the number of sheep was 261,400, of the

value of $396,021; and the number of hogs was
1,369,703, of the value of $4 503,383. The total num-
ber of animals of all kinds in the State in 1889 was
2,606,957. In 1899 the total number is 2,432,991,

showing a decrease of 173,966. The live stock which
increased in numbers in the ten years was mules,

which went up 20,554; milk cows, which increased

849; aud hogs, which increased 90,601. The total

value of all animals in 1889 was $33,543,262, whilst

in 1899 the value is only $25,291,706, a decrease of

$8,251,556. The live stock in the State on January

1st, 1S99, had increased $1,300,929 over its value on

January 1st, 1897.

Let us now for a moment institute a comparison, as

to cattle and sheep kept between Virginia and three

or four other States, none of which are strictly cattle

States, but are all engaged in general agriculture,

with dairying and beef and mutton production as

incidental occupations. We will take first Pennsyl-

vania, a State which, although somewhat larger than

Virginia, has yet a less acreage iu farms. Iu 1889

Pennsylvania had 1,799,031 head of cattle of all kinds,

of the value of $46,957,705, aud 935,646 sheep, of the

value of $2,884,783, as compared with 678,605 head

of cattle, of the value of $12,587,431, and 435,846

sheep, of the value of $1,085,257, kept in Virginia.

In 18:»7 the value of the cattle and sheep in Pennsyl-

vania was $38,818,672, as against a value of cattle

and sheep in Virginia of $11,221,295. In 1899 the

value of the cattle and sheep in Pennsylvania is

$45,615,3S1, an increase in two years of the wealth of

the farmers from this source alone of $6,796,709. In

1899 the value of the cattle and sheep in Virginia is

$14,041,365, an increase in two years of the wealth of

the Virginia farmers from this source of only $2,820,-

070, or only about one third of the increase of the

wealth of their Pennsylvania brethren, farming a less
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area of laud. Kentucky, a State about the same size

as Virginia, and with about the same population, had

in 1 889 cattle and sheep of a total value of $20, 709,289,

as against cattle aud sheep in Virginia of the value of

$13,672 688. In 1897 the value of the cattle aud sheep

in Keutucky was $15,220,249, as against a value in

Virginia of $11,221,295. In 1800 the cattle and sheep

of Keutucky are of the value of $15,874 253, as

agaiust a value of the like stock in Virginia of

$14,041,365. Let us now compare two States in the

northwest, each carrying on a diversified system of

agriculture with cattle and sheep as incidental thereto,

with Virginia. Wisconsin perhaps the largest dairy

ing State in the Union, and which is only about one

third larger than Virginia aud has a population of

about the same number, had iu 1889 rattle and sheep

of the value of $29,393,407, as against $13,672,688 in

Virginia. In 1S07 the cattle and sheep in Wisconsin

were of the value of $31,121,627, actually of greater

value than in 1SS0, notwithstanding the veiy general

depreciation in value of live stock throughout the

other States, thus showing the improved breeding of

the stock kept. This value compares with $11,221,295

in Virginia at the same date. In 1S00 the value of the

cattle and sheep iu Wisconsin is | an in-

crease in the wealth of her farmers iu two years from
this source alone of $14,208,636, or actually more than

the total value of all the cattle and sheep in Virginia

in this same year. Surely there is here food for reflec-

tion by our farmers aud an incentive to make live

stock a greater factor in their operations.

Iowa, a State nearly half as large again as Virginia,

is a marvellous example of what wealth live stock cau

bring to a people. With a population only about

200,000 larger than Virginia, Iowa had iu 1889 cattle

and sheep of the value of $73,049,963. Iu 1897 the

cattle and sheep of Iowa were of the value of

$90,075,511, whilst this year (1899) they are of the

value of $112,410,015, an iucrease iu two years of

f23,S41,404, or neatly as much as the total value of

all the horses, cattle, sheep and hogs in Virginia at

the present time. It should be borne in mind when
considering this question of the increase in the value

of live stock that it is largely what economists delight

to call an •'unearned increment 1 ''—that is to sav. it

arises from no special outlay of labor or expenditure

of money on the owner's part. It conies to him whilst

he sleeps, and is therefore of a kind particularly to

be desired. Crop increases are maiuly the result of

exceptional toil, labor and outlay of capital. If

southern farmers would ouly realize this and go more
heartily into stock keeping, they would soon secure

their share of this easily earned money, and at the

same time see their farms advance in fertility and
their crops become greater.

SHEEP NOTES.

See to it that the noses of the sheep are smeared

with tar to keep off the flies, which will now begin to

be troublesome, seeking to lay their eggs in the nos-

trils, and thus punish the sheep with grub in the

head.

Ewes from which the lambs have been taken away
and which have lost their milk should now, if in-

tended to produce early lambs, go on to good pasture

in order to get them up in condition and induce them
to take the buck early. Do not. however, allow the

buck to run with them continuously, but ouly put bini

to them near the time when it is desired they should

be served.

If ewes or lambs are troubled with ticks or lice, see

that they are dipped at once. Cooper's Dip is. from

our experience, one of the best dips. The lambs are

most likely at this season to be infested with the ticks,

as they usually leave the old sheep when they are

shorn.

HEREFORD CATTLE.

At a sale of Hereford cattle, at Kansas City in

April, Ashton Bloom, a granddaughter of Fowler and
Beau Beal, with a bull calf at foot by Imported Salis-

bury, the property of Mr. Murray Boocock, of Kes-

wick, Va., was sold at the price of $555, the top price

of the sale. The calf, Salisbury 4th. is a very prom-

ising youngster, carrying a wealth of flesh, and adds

another laurel to Salisbury's crown, and may justly

make Mr. Boocock proud of his sire.

KAFFIR CORN, ALFALFA HAY, AND SOJA
(OR SOY) BEANS FOR MAKING PORK.

There is much encouragement for Southern farmers

in the following report received from the Kansas Ex-
periment Station, and we commend it to their careful

study. Whilst we have not as yet made much pro-

gress in growing alfalfa in the South, though there is

no reason why we should not do so, we can and do
grow kaffir corn and soja beans as well here as in Kan-
sas, and there is yet plenty of time for farmers to do
so this year. There is no reason why with these crops,

peannts and cow peas, we should not make pork as

cheap, if not more cheaply, than in the West

Farm Department, Experiment Station, Hanhat-
tan, Kansas, Hay 8. 1890.

In the fall of 1898 the Kansas Experiment Station
bought 60 ordinary stock hogs of mixed breeding for
the purpose of testing the value for fattening hogs of
kaffir corn alone, kaffir corn and alfalfa hay, aud kaffir

corn aud soy beans. The average weight of the hogs
at the beginning of the experiment was 125 pounds,
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and they were fed 63 days. The gains per bushel of

feed were as follows :

Kaffir corn meal, dry, and 7.83 pounds
alfalfa hay 10.88 pounds.

Kaffir corn meal, dry, alone 7. IS "
Kaffir corn meal, wet, alone 8.09 "

Kaffir corn, whole, alone 8.56 "
Kaffir corn meal four fifths, soy beau
meal one- fifth 12.00 pounds.

This experiment shows a gain in feeding alfalfa hay
with kaffir corn to fattening hogs of 868 pounds of
pork per ton of alfalfa hay. Valuing the hay at $3
per ton and fat hogs at 3 cents per pound live weight,
the kaffir corn fed alone brought 22.4 cents per bushel,

the kaffir corn fed with alfalfa hay brought 31.4 cents,

and the soy beans 90 cents per bushel. The hay fed

was of the best quality, carefully cured with all the
leaves on.

At the conclusion of this experiment, 50 hogs of the
same grade, averaging 140 pounds each, were pur-
chased for a second test. The gains per hog in 50 days
from the different methods of feeding were as follows :

Kaffir corn, whole, and alfalfa hay 68.5 pounds.
Kaffir corn meal and alfalfa hay 68.6 "
Kaffir corn, whole, alone 45.6 "
Kaffir corn meal alone 44.1 "

Kaffir corn meal four-fifths, soy bean
meal one fifth 86.8 pounds.

The gains per bushel of grain fed were as follows :

Kaffir corn, whole, and 14.58 pounds
alfalfa hay 11.17 pounds.

Kaffir corn meal and 13.4 pounds alfalfa

hay 10. S6 pounds.
Kaffir corn, whole, alone 8.77 "
Kaffir corn meal alone ... 8.60 "
Kaffir corn meal four-fifths, soy bean
meal one fifth 12.95 pounds.

The hogs sold for $3.30 per 100 pound.-;, live weight,
in Mauhattan. This experiment showed a gain in

feeding alfalfa hay with kaffir corn meal to fattening

hogs of 33S pounds of pork per ton of alfalfa hay.
The hay was of poor quality, with many of the leaves

gone, and the hogs rejected a large portion. Valuing
the hay at $3 per ton and the hogs at their selling

price, $3.30 per 100 pounds, live weight, the kaffir

corn fed alone brought 28.3 cents per bushel, the kaffir

corn fed with alfalfa hay 33.8 cents, and the soy beans
$1.05 per bushel.

The 50 head were shipped to the packers, Swift &
Co., St. Joseph, Mo., who valued tne different lots at

the following prices per 100 pounds, live weight: Kaffir

corn and alfalfa hay lots, $3.67 ; kaffir corn and soy
bean meal, $3.70 ; kaffir corn alone, $3.65 ; and kaffir

corn meal alone, $3.60. Swift & Co. slaughtered each
lot separately, and make the following report :

Lot 1. Ten hogs fed on alfalfa hay and whole kaffir

corn, live weight, 2,060 pounds. This lot dressed 79j

per cent, from live weight, and when cut out 4S hours
after being killed, showed that they weie good firm-

fleshed hogs suitable for light weight products. There
was a good distribution of lean and fat in the bellies,

though for firmness the meat was not equal to either

lot 2 or lot 5.

Lot 2. Ten hogs fed on alfalfa hay and kaffir corn

meal, live weight, 2,600 pounds. This lot dressed 79

per cent, from live weight, and the class of product
from this lot is practically the same as from lot 1 ; dis-

tribution of lean and fat being good. The firmness of
the fat in this lot was far above any of the oth'is, and
the fat had a good white color that is not customary
in corn fed hogs.

Lot 3. Ten hogs on four fifths kaffir corn meal, one-

fifth soy bean meal, live weight, 2,260 pounds. This
lot dressed 80 per cent, from live weight, and the firm-

ness of the fat in this lot is fair, but the cuts contained
rather too great a proportion of fat for this weight hog,
and for leanness would not compare with either lot 1

or lot 2.

Lot. 4. Ten hogs fed on whole kaffir corn, live

weight, 1.800 pounds. This lot dressed 80.4 per cent,

from live weight, and while the variations in weight
were greater in this lot than in any of the others, it

was the most suitable lot for bacon hogs of the five.

There were a few hogs out of the ten that would have
been suitable for English cuts, on account of the even-
ness of the fat and good distribution of lean through
the bellies.

Lot 5. Ten hogs fed on kaffir corn meal, live weight
1,790 pounds. This lot dressed 80 per cent, from live

weight, and while the same average weight as lot 4,

the hogs were fatter and not so adaptable for fancy
bacon as lot 4. Firmness of the fat in this lot was
good, but not as good as lot 2, but better than any of

the othi rs.

In our estimation, lots 1, 3 and 4 for firmness of the

flesh were no better than regular corn-fed hogs, though-
it seems to us that corn-fed hogs of this weight would
have been fatter. This excepts lot 3, which as near as

we could judge were about as fat as corn fed hogs of

that weight would run.

Lots 2 and 5 had firmer flesh than would be found
in a regular run of corn fed hogs.

The yield of these lots from live weight was good,

and on the last two lots was a little better than we
would expect from the average hog.

BEEF CATTLE FOR PIEDMONT, VA.

Editor Southern Planter :

I write to inquire which is the best beef stock for

Piedmont, Va. I wish to raise beef cattle on my
place, and would like to get answers to my question

from persons who have knowledge and experience on

the subject, and think it likely these answers might

be of general interest, as there are probably many
others situated similarly to myself. The conditions

are these : I have 315 acres of well fenced and watered

land, all the open land in a high state of cultivation,

resulting from many years of dairying and the free

use of fertilizers. I have 75 acres of low grounds

which will average 10 barrels of corn to the acre, but

is mostly in meadow. I have 50 acres in 3 fields, one

of which is each year sown in wheat, followed by two

years of clover ; 125 acres divided into 4 well watered

pastures. These pastures were originally poor, but

have had heavy dressings of phosphate and kainit,
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and have been fed on for 15 years until they now
have a sod decidedly better than the average sod in

this section of Virginia. The farm has carried about

40 head of cattle of all ages, about 50 sheep, and the

necessary teams, and I have still had considerable hay
to sell, as well as wheat and tobacco, all the corn and
oats being fed to the stock (from 1,500 to 2 000 bush-

els.) Now what I want to ask is, which is the best

beef stock for such a place, where all the crops will

be consumed except tobacco and wheat! How much
cattle ought I to carry, besides the 40 ewes I propose

continuing to keep! I am inclined to believe that the

Devon is the best stock, as it seems hard to make our

land yield pasture grass abundant enough for Short

horns, without which they soon get runted and lanky.

I am also inclined to believe it much more profitable

to buy youug stock than to attempt to raise it. were
this latter not rendered unadvisable by the difficulty

that sometimes arises in getting thrifty stock and the

danger of getting stock infected with Texas fever.

Xelson Oounty. J. Cabell Early.

[We hope some of our readers will discuss this
question in our next issue.—Ed.]

INOCULATION FOR HOG CHOLERA.
Dr. Paul Fischer, of the Kansas Experiment Sta-

tion, sends the following report from an establishment

at Beloit in the State named:

The Jensen Creamery Company, having for over a
year continually lost hogs from cholera, decided to in-

vestigate the new preventive experimented on by the
State Agricultural College. This consists in inocula
tion of the hog cholera germ into the blood of the hogs.
It is on exactly the same principle as vaccination
against smallpox in human beings or blackleg in
cattle.

On the 21st of January, the Jensen Company re
ceived twelve shoats that had been inoculated by Pro-
fessor Fischer. They were subjected to the most trying
exposure. A hog that died from cholera was left in
the pen with them. No attempt at disinfection or
cleaning was carried on. These twelve shoats, aside
from not being in the least touched by cholera or any
other disease, showed extraordinary vitality and rapid
gain. They were fed three months and three days
during the most severe of last winter's weather. The
record is as follows :

The twelve shoats when put in the pen
weighed 1400 lbs.; at 3c. per lb $42 00

They were fed

—

Wheat shorts, 5S00 lbs., at $12 per ton, S4 SO
Butter milk, 5320 gals., at 12k. per bbl., 13 00

Total $89 SO

When sold, these hogs weighed 3750 lbs. and
brought $12.".. 02, a net gain of $35.82.
The total gain in ninety-three days, 2350 lbs., or 196

lbs. per head.

HILK YOUR COWS CLEAN.

It is a well known fact that cows not milked clean

will tend to dry up in short order. Another impor-

tant reason for milking clean is to get all of the butter

fat, which is contained in a much larger per cent, in

the last than in the first milk drawn, as is shown by

the following experiment.

The College dairy has conducted an experiment,

showing the importance of clean milking. Five cows

that were giving a fair quantity of milk were selected,

and their milk collected in half- pint bottles, each teat

contributing its share to every bottle. These samples

were tested with the Babcock test, with the following

results

:

Cow No. 6 varied from .6 of 1 per cent, to 7.2 per

cent.

Cow No. 10 varied from .2 of 1 per cent, to 6.6 per

cent.

Cow No. 14 varied from 1.6 per cent, to 5.8 per cent.

Cow No. 15 varied from 1.5 per cent, to 6.8 per cent.

Cow No. 20 varied from .8 of. 1 per cent, to 7.8 per

cent.

The results show a gradual, although not entirely

uniform, increase in the per cent, of fat from the be-

ginning to the last of the milking, except with the last

two samples drawn from each cow. Here the per cent,

of fat would take a sudden leap, amounting often to a

third or a half of the total variation. This shows very

clearly how important it is to get all the milk. By
averaging the results it was found that the last quarter

of a pint was worth from three-fourths to one and a

half pints of milk first drawn from the udder.

Moral : Milk clean and get fat.

D. H. Otis.

INFLUENCE OF COLD AND STORflS ON BUTTER
FAT.

The Manhattan Creamery received milk on Febru-

ary 3, which, according to the usual calculations,

would make 288 pounds of butter ; but when the

cream was separated and churned it yielded only 227

pounds, or over 21 per cent, short of the usual run.

In looking for the cause it was noted that on February

1 the weather turned cold, and it snowed for two days.

This goes to show that dairy cows especially should

be provided with conditions as nearly uniform as pos-

sible. Any sudden change in temperature, feed or

care, may not permanently affect the percentage of

butter fat in milk, but it will cause a temporary change

both in quantity and quality, and may in a large

measure account for the fluctuations in the butter fat

test experienced at so many of our creameries.

D. H. Otis.
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The Poultry Yard.

GREEN FOOD FOR POULTRY.
Whilst no doubt the larger number of our readers

keep poultry running loose on the farm, and where

they have constant access to green food of various

kinds, there are some among them who keep fowls in

pens all the year round. For the health of these, as

of all poultry, it is essential that they have green food

of some kind daily. All the waste garden vegetables

should be given to the fowls, and special crops should,

be grown to supply their needs when these are not

available. Two of the best crops to grow for this pur-

pose are German clover and rape. These may be

seeded from now on at intervals until September, and

will keep up a supply of green food all through the

winter. Rape will grow best after the cool weather

has set in, and is not cut down by ordinary frosts.

Sow broadcast or in drills, aud thin out the plants as

they grow, giving the thinnings to the fowls as pulled.

Plants left a foot apart in the rows will grow eighteen

inches or two feet tall by November. The Dwarf

Essex is the variety to sow ; four pounds will sow an

•acre. Ten pounds of German clover will sow an acre.

CHICKEN-niTE OR LOUSE.
This exceedingly troublesome and often fatal pest is

the cause of many complaints from those raising chick-

ens. The attacks of the pest are not confined to poul-

try, as it is often found in pigeon houses and in the

nests of other birds about farm buildings. Where
they are numerous, they often find their way to ani-

mals confined in the infested buildings. The mites

aie nocturnal in their habits. During the day-time

they are generally in hiding about the building, but at

night they abandon their hiding places and seek for

food. Chickens are often prevented from sleeping at

night, and not rarely forced to abandon their eggs

when setting. Instances have been recorded where

birds have been killed by this mite.

There is no way to secure permanent relief from the

pest. The remedies must be applied often and tho-

roughly, since the insect is able to live a long time

without eating. Cleanliness must be observed. The

hen manure should be frequently removed, as it often

swarms with the pest. If the hen house is tight,

fumigation by sulphur is very effective. To pievent

any accident by fire, float the metal vessel containing

the burning sulphur in a tub of water. After several

hours of fumigation, air the building well before oc-

cupancy. Pure kerosene is also to be recommended.
The interior of the building, including perches, should

be well sprayed with it. After usiug Kerosene, re-

member to air the building before introducing a light.

P. J. Pabrott.

PRESERVATION OF EGGS.
Though various methods have been recommended

for preserving eggs, there is some doubt as to the

efficacy of any of them, and considerable difference of

opinion exists as to which is the best. With the ob-

ject of throwing some light on the question experi-

ments have been made by Director Stranel, of the

Agricultural School in Niesse, Germany. The results

showed that several of the various methods that have
been advocated are far from satisfactory, while, on the

other hand, very good results were got by others,

l'wenty eggs were treated by each method, and kept
for eight months, and were then examined. Those
kept in brine were quite unfit for use. Though not

decomposed, they were rendered quite unpalatable by
the action of the salt. Briefly stated, the other results

were as follows: Wrapped in paper, 80 per cent,

spoiled; kept in a solution of salicylic acid and glyce-

rine, 80; rubbed with salt, 70; packed in bran, 70;

coated with paraffin, 70; painted with a solution of

salicylic acid and glycerine, 70; immersed in boiling

water twelve to fifteen seconds, 50; treated with a

solution of alum, 50; kept in a solution of salicylic

acid, 50; coated with soluble glass, 40; coated with

collodion, 40; coated with varnish, 40; rubbed with

bacon, 30; packed in wood ashes, 20; treated with

boric acid and soluble glass, 20; treated with potas-

sium permanganate, 20; coated with vaseline and kept

in lime water, all good; kept in soluble glass, all very

good.

DUCK FEEDING.
The following facts are given as the result of a feed-

ing experiment with eighteen Pekin ducks : Average

weight when hatched, 2 ounces each ; at 1 week old,

2$ ounces each; 3 weeks, 61 ounces; 4 weeks, 15*

ounces ; 5 weeks, 31 ounces ; 6 weeks, 48 ounces ; 7

weeks, 62 ounces; 8 weeks, 79i ounces, or nearly 5

pounds. During the 8 weeks they consumed 142

pounds corn meal, 181 pounds wheat bran, 67 pounds

cut bones, 55 pounds grits, and quite a quantity of

small clover. Charging 2 cents each for the eggs from

which these eighteen ducks were hatched, and the cost

of feeding the hens that raised them, as well as the

feed eaten by the ducks themselves, the total cost of

the eighteen ducus at 8 weeks old was $4.45, or about

25 cents each. Thev were sold for 50 cents each,

yielding a profit of ioo per cent.—N. G. Experiment

Station.

EGG RECORDS.
There is more money to be made from the prolific

layer than from the "beefy" hen. Hundreds of

poultry raisers prefer to buy fowl with egg records to

commend them, than if bred solely to gain a score

card. Blood does tell. It is as important that the

inmates of a farm yard be " well born" as it is that

the inmates of the' farm house shall be.—Alma Cole

Pickering, in Poultry Tribune.

Mention the Planter when writing to advertisers.
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The Horse.

THE FARHER AS A HORSE PRODUCER.

By Prof. E. Dayexport.

The mass of horses that supply the great markets
aud that do the labor of the world are pioduced, not
at great breeding establishments where everj circum-
stance favorable to development is provided, but upou
the farms of the country under conditions good, bad
and indifferent; not t>y the great breeders of the
world, whose lives are wrapped up in this noblest of
animals, but by the general farmers, who are prima-
rily grain raisers aud who look upon animals as a
means of marketing crops and sustaining fertility;

not the product of carefully bred females and great
sires judiciously mated, but of females of every type
and of no type mated often to inferior, part-bred
sires, or so mismated as almost to insure inferiority of
progeny.
The general farmei will always remain the greatest

producer of horses, not only for the reason that white
sheep eat more than black ones, but because the genius
of the few really great breeders will always find its

field iu the production of sires and of phenomenal
individuals. Many of these same breeders will class
as farmers, but they aie essentially horsemen and are
not the individuals to whom this paper is intended to
apply. It is intended to apply to that mass of farm
ers who are not horsemen and yet who produce
horses iu large numbers.
The general farmer should succeed better than he

does as a horse producer. He would be helped, ton.

by a better understanding of his advantages and (lis

advantages, leading to a procedure more in line- with
his limitations.

If a man be not a horseman, with a knowledge of
aud an eye for nice points, or if his attenti n be
monopolized with other matters, there are two things
he can never do, viz: He can never be a successful
producer of sires or of tneir dams, and he can never
be a producer of any class of horses that needs from
birth up that painstaking and skillful care necessary
to the development of track horses of the highest
class, or of saddlers and carriage horses. This will
always be the exclusive business of horse geniuses,
and yet no other class of horses have been so exten-
sively produced by the mass of farmers as a low grade
of speed horses. Even yet when it is hopeless for a
part bred horse to take a race even at a county fair,

and when every racer must not only be bred in the
purple but developed with the greatest care—even
yet hundreds of farmers are breeding mares of all

classes to the nearest trotting stallions in the forlorn
hope of getting a record breaker. True, it is done
under the excuse of getting a "carriage horse for the
boy;" but I know, and so does everybody else, that
there is a hidden hope that something may happen,
and when the ill-begotten thing is brought out it can
go just fast enough to be beaten on the track and to
be dangerous on the roads. This thing has permeated
the mass of farmers more than most people realize,
and is responsible for infinite damage to thousands of
horses that should have been produced on a different
plan.

Advantages of the Farmer Horse Producer.
While the farmer who is not a horseman cannot

produce breeders, and should let fast horses alone, he
has certain advantages as a horse producer that ought
to be recognized, and that ought to shape his course.

These advantages are : First, a large amount of
cheap feed, which puts this feature of the industry
on much the same basis as beef production, and leads
to the common statement that it, costs but little more
to grow a horse than to grow a steer. Second, abun-
dant range for proper exercise of growing animals;
and third, he is himself an extensive user of horse
labor Here is an important matter.
The market calls mainly for geldings, and I take it

that, broadly speaking, our farm work should be
largely done by mares that are fully able also to pro-
duce a foal each year. The feasibility of this plan
has been abundantly shown by experience. Farm
labor is not so severe nor so constant as to preclude
the use of breeding mares. In fact, the farm horse
should be a breeding animal to fully occupy her time
and pay for her maintenance during the long periods
of short work and comparative idleness.

On a farm of moderate size I like at least one spau
of geldiugs that are always ready for any kind of
work; but it is expensive to keep a horse a year for
what he can do during the working season, and I have
found breeding mares entirely satisfactory aud far

cheaper. Besides, one ca afford a surplus of this

kind of horse power, which is frequently almost a
necessity for a limited time.

I ex ( ect to meet with the objection that it is too
much trouble to raise foals from working teams, but
that matter is greatly magnified in men's minds. To
be sure, many farmers owning both smooth and rough
lands may be able to let the mares run idle aud do the
work with geldings, but it is possible only on cheap
lands. Putting it from the other side, the mare that
is to devote a year to giving birth to a horse that will

go upon the open markets to do the ordinary work of
the world—that mare must do something besides all

this; she must work, or the horse will cost too much,
and farm work is well adapted to her conditions.

The farm horse that does a year's work upon the farm
and produces a foal has performed no more labor than
the horse that works every day in the city, or the cow
that has been developed to the point of yielding two
or three times as much milk as her calf would need.
Not being a horseman, this grain farmer should

confine his efforts to the production of such classes of
horses as require only plenty of good feed and care,
but little or no artificial development. He is admi-
rably adapted to the business of raising heavy horses,
though he will not care to keep 1,800 pound mares
for hum work. He can use 1,300 to 1,500 pound
mares, which, if good milkers, with the proper sire,

will produce an excellent class of heavy horses.
With the right sires he can keep and profitably use
a class of maies that will produce good delivery
horses, hack and 'bus horses, ami a fair grade of gen-
tlemen's drivers. All these horses will need to be
developed after leaving the farm, but it can produce
the raw material and ought to do it.
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Importance of Good Sires.

F I would- emphasize the importance of good sires.

These mares will not be purely bred auimals ; they

would be too expensive. They will be simply good,

vigorous specimens, capable of giving plenty of milk.

The quality must come from the sire, where quality

means most", because one animal can impart it to so

many. Such associations as these can render the horse

interests a valuable service by using every influence

to hasten the day of stallion inspection and license

here in America. This farmer we are considering is

not a horseman, that is, is not able to detect the

slighter faults of animals. The hock may be slightly

too narrow, or the leg a little crooked, or the bone
not quite flat enough, or the loin a little light, and he
will not be able to detect it. I know a farmer who
considers himself something of a horseman who yet did

not notice a hind leg of a colt so poor at the hock that

it was certain to go to pieces. I know a part bred

Percheron stallion that is considered a great horse

with the farmers because he takes fat like a hog, and
has a heavy, arching neck, but his sickle hock gives

him a leg so bent as to entirely disqualify him in the

eye of even a fair .judge. So do other parts escape the

notice of a class of good men who are not at all ignor-

ant, but whose information and expert knowledge lie

along other lines.

The inspector and the law should help them out.

As it is now, the owner of a strictly first-class, well-

bred and registered stallion has no chance out over

the country as compared with the owner of a part-

bred horse that will fatten readily, and that, costing

but a fraction of the other, can be stood for perhaps
only two or three dollars less and get all the custom.

This compels the owner of the good stallion to cut

prices to a point, where in order to secure decent re-

turns, so much service is taken as to render next to

worthless a large share of the colts gotten. We shall

produce plenty of scalawag horses until the part-bred

stallion is driven out of business, and that will be done
only by a system of inspection. It costs as much to

raise a poor horse as it does a good one. The deficient

hock or line is not the thing that takes less feed. It

is no element of cheapness until it comes before the

old horseman in the great markets, and the general

horse raiser must be insured against his own foolish-

ness in this matter by a thorough system of inspec-

tion. Until that time comes, the great breeders and
improvers of horses will be subject to a ruinous com-
petition from part-bred stallions.

The system that has been in vogue has produced
some good horses, but it has produced a good many
more poor ones. The horse is a highly developed

animal, and all his parts are developed far beyond
their natural state. If, in a given individual, one

part is not fully developed it cannot stand the strain

put upon it by the other and better developed parts,

and it is with a horse as a chain, or a tile drain, the

whole is no better than the poorest spot. What a

mixed and heterogeneous mass of horseflesh we have
been guilty of producing ! And yet the stallioneer

and the law are more in blame than the farmer.

When you write to advertisers, always mention the

Southern Planter.

NOTES.
In Windsor Farm, near Cascade, in Pittsylvania

county, Va., Mr. S. H. Wilson has a grand estate of

close to 2,000 acres, which skirts the banks of the Dan
river for at least two miles Three creeks course through

the farm, while twenty or more springs furnish dear,

limpid water for the stock. Thoroughbreds and gaited

saddle- horses are bred at Windsor. Of the sires in use

at the farm Linsey Woolsey, full brother of Knight of

Ellerslie, by Eolus, out of Lizzie Hazelwood, by Scathe-

lock, is at the head of the thoroughbred department,

while Whitsett Denmark, a grand looking saddle-

stallion, purchased in Kentucky in 1898, is being bred

to the mares intended to produce gaited saddle-horses.

Among the mares bred to Whitsett Denmark, who is

a son of Sterling Denmark and Ada K., by Black

Eagle, are Blanche Wilson and Millie W. The latter

is a very handsome chestnut, daughter of Forest Den-

mark and Maggie W. Imported Gay Deceiver, thor-

oughbred daughter of Albert Victor and Honeybourne,
by Melbourne, has a chestnut colt by Linsey Woolsey
and was bred back ; St. Olga, by imported St. Blaise,

out of Olitippa, by imported Leamington, foaled a dead

filly, prematurely, by Linsey Woolsey, and was bred

to imported Charaxus. Among other thoroughbred

mat es, owned at the farm and which were bred to Lin-

sey Woolsey, are Katie C, by imported Charaxus, out

of Elite, by Eolus ; Thelma," by imported Esher, out

of Donna Alida, by imported Eossifer, and an un-

named bay, five years old, by imported Order, out of

Sarma, by imported Muscovy. A couple of fillies of

rare form and finish are Kathleen Gray and Grayon,

both by Jim Gray, out of Katie C, while the two

chestnut fillies by Eon, out of St. Olga and imported

Gay Deceiver, are of fine size and stoutly made, and

Mr. Wilson looks for them to develop speed and race-

horse quality.

That there is a growing scarcity of high-class light

harness horses is strongly emphasized by the extraor-

dinarv success of the sale of harness and coach horses

sold by Messrs. Tichenor& Co., of Chicago, last month

at the American Horse Exchange, New York, when

65 head realized the sum of $19,940, or an average of

$760.61 per head, which is truly remarkable. The
first forty of these horses brought within $25 of $40,-

000, six of them bringing over $3,000 each, while 24

times during the sale the $1,000 mark was reached.

All of these horses were trotting bred, and the grand-

est lot that has been placed on the market for years,

if ever, and was not only in the pink of condition, but

every animal was perfectly broken and fitted for the

purpose he was sold for. Not only is there an increas-

ing demand for fine light harness horses, but for those

that are suitable for hunters and saddle-horses—

a

type usually produced by crossing thoroughbred stal-

lions on general-purpose mares, preferably those car-

rying infusions of either thoroughbred or trotting

blood. There has been but little breeding carried on

for a number of years past, which has entailed a scar-

city of horses of all breeds, particularly those of the

finer types and breeds. Farmers and others can make
no mistake in breeding mares to the best sires within

reach. Let them remedy the errors of years past by

selecting good mares, those possessing size, muscular

development, and freedom from hereditary unsound-

negs# Broad Eock.
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fliscellaneous.

SHOULD AGRICULTURE BE TAUGHT IN OUR
COUNTRY SCHOOLS?

Paper Read Before the ilutual Farmers' Club by

Charles E. Clevenger.

I would say, emphatically, No. Many reasons might

be assigned for this opinion, but I will only give two

of them, either of which, I think, should be suffi

cient.

First. It would be favoring a class, and all legisla

tion that tends to favor one class more than others is

objectionable. The farmer asks no special favors

—

all he wants is an equ-'l chance in the race of life. Ts

there any more reason why agriculture should be

taught than the mechanical arts ? Because there are

more farmers than any other class is not sufficient rea

son—for there is a principle involved. If we demand
that agriculture be taught, why should not mechanics

demand like favors!

The only other reason I will give, is that there is no

time for teaching agriculture in our country sc ools.

It is a science of many branches, and to give the rudi-

ments of any one of these branches would require

much time. In our ungraded schools the time of the

teacher is fully occupied. Surely, none will claim

that agriculture should be taught to the exclusion of

anything now taught, and, as it is now, a large portion

of the rising generation is far from mastering even the

branches now required by law to be taught. No
additional study can be introduced into our schools

without some that are now taught thereby suffering.

Nothing should be added that is not of more impor-

tance to the ribing generation at large than what is now
taught, and it will scarcely be claimed by any oue that

agriculture meets this requirement. True, every
school house and grounds should of themselves im-

press each and every pupil with some important les-

sons in agriculture, taken in its broadest sense. No
child should grow up in surroundings that do not im-

press it with the beauties of rural life. The inside and
outside and surrounding of every school-house should

be so beautiful and ornamented as to inspire love for

the beautiful, not only in the hearts of farmer chil-

dren, but of all children. Childhood is the formative

period. Think for a moment of the evil now being

done by having this impressive season of our chil-

drens' lives spent in our gloomy, dingy, repulsive

school-houses. Then think what a reformation, what
an uplift, what inspiration toward everything that is

good it would be to have these repulsive things con-

verted into clean, neat, attractive places; with the

inside walls beautified with instructive maps, mottoes

and pictures, and the surrounding grounds properly

decorated with trees and shrubs. Only such lessons

in agriculture as could be thus indirectly taught could,

with profit, be taught in our schools. But while

there would be neither justice in teaching agriculture

as a science in our schools, nor time to teach it, there

is, however, one study I think should be taught and
given a full portion of the time with those now taught.

I refer to the injurious effects of intoxicants and nar-

cotics on the human system. Not only farmers' chil-

dren, but all children need instruction in these mat-

ters. Every child should be taught that he cannot

imbibe poisonous alcohol, nor saturate his blood, flesh,

and bones with narcotics without defiling and injuring

his body, which God designed as a fit temple for the

indwelling of His holy spirit. And when making laws

to compel instruction in these vital matters, see to it

that their good effects are not neutralized by having

teachers whose habits do not conform to the spirit of

the laws. Then when you make our school-houses

and grounds what they should be, and have all teach-

ers not only teach the danger of using intoxicants and
narcotics, but by their practice show the beauty of

living untainted with such vile poisons, gather up the

children that are now spending their precious time in

idleness, or worse, with cigarettes, pipes, or quidsofto

bacco in their mouths and make them throw away these

vile things and enter these schools, so as to be moulded

and inspired in and by them into something like what

a citizen of this grand country should be.

As our schools are and have been, there is no excuse

for anyone growing up in ignorance, and yet we have

many all around us who cannot write their own names.

Make the schools what they should be, and compel

those for whom they are provided to use them, and it

will soon be a difficult thing to find one who is only

able to indicate that he lives by a miserable apology

of a cross mark for his name. Say to the rising gen-

eration, that if you do not learn to read and write your

own love-letters you shall neither get married nor

have a vote.

Make such laws as I have herein suggested, and
compel these being carried out in the letter and in

spirit, and you will not only benefit agriculture but

all other professions a thousand fold more than you
can possibly do by attempting to teach the science of

agriculture in our country schools.

Hon. E. T. Nesbitt, Commissioner of Agriculture,
Atlanta, Ga., writes :

" I have been a constant reader
of your paper for years, and I think it unsurpassed by
any publication of the kind in the country."
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THAT "HIVE OF INDUSTRY."
Editor Southern Planter:

Dear Sir,—The Norfolk trucking fields now present

a very animated appearance. The surplus crop of

"big darks," "little darks," and "darkees" of this

part of the State has been heavily reinforced by the

prolific crop of " big nigs," " little nigs," and "nig-

gers" from the interior, and the combined force is now
at work in the berry fields within a radius of ten miles

of this city. It is estimated that fully 20,000 hands

are at work, picking berries.

The "berry belt" presents a lively appearance just

now. It can be compared to nothing else in the wide

world so appropriately as to call it an immense "ant

heap" with its 20,000 or more of occupunts," all out-

side, hard at work. Every field is covered, every road

is lined, every hand is busy, and every tongue ditto.

And all are happy. The price for picking is 2 cents

per quart. A good hand will pick 100 quarts

under favorable circumstances in a single day ; but

usually the pickers quit picking at noon or there

abouts, seldom picking all the day. The crop of ber-

ries is fine, both as to quality and quantity. The price

was maintained well in all Northern markets until

Monday last, the 15th inst., when prices went down
to 5 cents per quart, at which price there is but very

little profit.

We have had no better crop of berries for years.

We hope the returns for our berries will reach the

round sum of $1,000,000. If the price holds out fairly

well to the end, we may reach the $1,250,000 mark.

The berry season sets a large amount of money afloat

ea«-h year.

The radish crop was a large one this year, estimated

to reach 20,000,000 bunches. The round red radish

is mostly grown. One of our largest and most sue

cessful growers stated that this was the greatest radish

centre in the United States—one man of his acquaint-

ance sowing this year a ton of radish seed. The rad-

ish is pulled and tied in little bunches for 10 cents per

hundred bunches. Good hands can put up 1,200

bunches in a single day. The half barrel basket they

are shipped in costs 8 cents each, and the freight is 14

cents per basket. By the way, the basket in which

they are shipped is made in this city. The factory

making them turns out 100,000 baskets in a single

day ; besides 3,000 barrels, and at least 10,000 berry

crates—a pretty good output from one factory. The

best of it is this : The material used is the despised,

neglected and rejected gum. The gum up to a late date

had no use to which it could be put. It did not make

good wood or good lumber. It would not rot, nor burn,

nor fly away, and by all was voted a nuisance. It is

now used in making baskets, barrels, crates, and other

kinds of packages for the great trucking industry on

the Atlantic coast, from Massachusetts to Florida. It

is of more value than the pine or oak or poplar.

After the berry crop comes the great Irish potato

crop. The area is large, the stand fairly good, and

the prospect is good for the largest crop on record.

We are expecting a 600,000 barrel crop. All these

crops, and the manufacturing of the packages in which

they are shipped gives employment first and last to a

respectable sized army. Heie is where the darkey

comes in to a good advantage.

He is'nt really a " thing of beauty," and yet he " is

a joy for ever" to the busy trucker who must have

from 50 to 500 hands just when he needs them. They
are a "joy" to the good woman of the house, because,

unlike any other farm labor in the United States, they

get their breakfast at home before sunrise, bring their

mid-day lunch with them, and go home to get their

supper at set-of sun The farmer may have 500 hands

in his fields and not one of them will cross the threshold

of his home. To the tired and over-worked farmers'

wives of the North, East and West the darkey laborer

is really better than he looks.

Another pleasant feature is this : There may be as

many as 500 laborers in the fields at work or taking

their mid-day lunch, all busy chatting away for all

the world just like a lot of black birds, and not an

oath will be heard. Properly, handled or managed,

the colored laborer, especially in the truck, cane and

cotton fields of the South, is the best that can be ob-

tained.

The labor bills, or money paid out to the hands who
gathered the radish crop, and pick the berry and po-

tato crops, will reach a total of more than $300,000.

All these hands are paid off, as a rule, on Saturday,

and before they sleep most of it is in circulation.

They literally "take no thought for the morrow," for

when "to morrow" comes there will be more berries

to pick, or potatoes to gather up, or something to be

done to bring them in at least a little, and they " want

but little here below," nor do they keep that little

long.

If the darkey in the South was as content and happy

and prosperous as those who are engaged in the fish-

ing, oystering, lumbering, trucking, fruit-growing,

and many other industries in and around this seaport,

the " race problem" would be solved satisfactorily to

all parties.

There is not another such a " hive of industry" as

this in the United States. The relations between capi-

tal and labor are all pleasant here.

Norfolk. A. Jkffers.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.
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MAKE THE FARM PROFITABLE.

Editor Southern Planter:

Professor Massey's defense of the Agricultural Col-

lege in the April Planter is timely, beside invitiug at-

tention to the good work the College is doing. This

work, quick, unpretending and with no trumpet blow-

ing, is, nevertheless, a great one, successfully directed,

as it is, to the advancement of the most important

element of a nation's and a people's prosperity.

In no other way could certain isolated interests and
classes have been reached by the educational principle.

The founding of these State institutions was a wise,

far-seeing comprehension of a public necessity in a

three-fold reason

:

1. To elevate and make respectable the pursuit of

tilling the earth.

2. To educate and bring forward an exact system of

inves'igation and instruction in the highest character

of agricultural science.

3. To reach and appeal to a love of nature, and to

a class of persons not to be reached by the "profes-

sional" system of education.

The Agricultural College, in its short career, and
hampered by a want of means for establishing com-
plete working departments, compared with the older

institutions, has, nevertheless, opened a new heaven
and a new earth to man's comprehension, enlarged and
magnified the sphere of man's employment and his

sources of profit in a way not otherwise possible.

Above and beyond all else, the Agricultural College
has entered upon the one important work, which alone

can bring agriculture to the front, that of making the
farm a source of profit. Xo pursuit cau long be of

interest unless a source of profit, as well as pleasure, in

giving play to man's love of inventive creation and
advancement, and none is so full with the opportuni-

ties for the employment of all man's faculties as the

intimate contact with nature.

Added to this, the College is giving us the investi-

gation (analysis) of the principles of agriculture, show-
ing it worthy of the closest study of the best minds
and the highest intellectual application which goes to

render farming equally attractive with other pursuits.

Permanent probabilities of profit are, however, the

main incentives in all man's efforts, and it is not
enough that the rural residence is made a garden of

pleasure, isolated from the farm, but that the farm
be its counterpart in a fine art pursuit, and a source
of steady employment and profit the entire year
through.

The farm has employment for parts of all other

pursuits. Chemistry, manufacturing in many de-

partments specially and in the repair shops, which de-

mand a more complete all-round development of man's

abilities than any other pursuit. A science of agri-

culture was a necessity, nay, demanded, but late in

coming to the American people. The broad domain
of idle acres favored the superficial, inexact methods
of producing crops which gave little occasion for any

more exact systems, while a full realization of the pos-

sibilities of such a close communion with nature and
nature's God, as would minister to all man's happiness

of profit and pleasure, has come with a more sober

sense of existence.

Not every man is an artist inherently ; not every

one has a love for the ideality of a quiet existence

;

not every one possesses the intuitive application which
leads him to perceive the needs of plant life ; but no

other pursuit so appeals to man's love of healthful

pleasure as the close relations with nature's workings

as found upon the farm, the garden, in the orchard, or

upon the broad acres of the plantation, and in their

hearts the American people bless the far-seeing

founder of the agricultural colleges, and deeply thank

and appreciate the good work the numerous bodies of

specially qualified and adapted minds are doing.

S. S. Botce.

FARfl NOTES.

It is said that what is worth doing at all is worth do-

ing well. This is more especially applicable to farm

work. Work half done on the farm will not avail.

Do not forget Poor Richard's maxim

—

" He that by the plow would thrive,

'

Himself must either hold or drive."

Others cannot manage your work for you as well as

you yourself would.

There is only one proper time in which to do farm

work, and if that time is not improved an opportu-

nity is lost. We are taught that there is a time for

everything, and we know that time should be im-

proved.

" Early to bed and early to rise,

Will make a man healthy, wealthy and wise."

Besides, giving him a start for the day's work, which
at this season counts on the farm.

If you take pains to plant out your spring crops

just right, the cultivation will be much easier than if

you rush your plauting in order to have it to say that

you are done before your neighbors.

A reasonable amount of work without worry never

hurts any one ; it is the worry that kills. Try to take

things philosophically, and resolve to ever keep in

mind the fact that what cannot be cured must be en-

dured. Frank Moxroe Beyebly.

Duale, Va.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

The Southern Planter is mailed to sub-
scribers in the United States and Canada at
50c. per annum ; all foreign countries, 75c.

Remittances should be made direct to this
office, either by Registered Letter or Money
Order, which will beat our risk. When made
otherwise we cannot be responsible.

Alnars (five the Name of the Post Office
to which your paper is sent. Your name can-
not be found on our books unless this is done.

The Date on your Label shows to what
time your subscription is paid.

Subscribers failing to receive their paper
Eromptly and regularly, will confer a favor
y reporting the fact at once.

We Invite Farmers to write us on any
agricultural topic. We are always pleased to
receive practical articles. Criticism of Arti-
cles, Suggestions How to Improve The
Planter Descriptions of New Grains, Roots,
or Vegetables not generally known. Particu-
lars of Experiments Tried, or Improved
Methods of Cultivation are each and all wel-
come. Contributions sent us must not be fur-
nished other papers until after they have ap-
peared in our columns. Rejected matter will
be returned on receipt of postage.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
RICHMOND, VA.

PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

Subscribe for the Planter.

At this season of the year, from

the pressure of work on the farm

keeping every one fully employed,

we do not usually expect to receive

so large a number of new subscrib-

ers as in the earlier and later months

of the year, but up to this time

this year the additions to our list

have continued to be constant and

numerous. We are anxious that

this should continue, and would,

therefore, urge all our friends to

avail themselves of every opportu-

^J %& I %.b ^.# 1 m. ^rfP H ^tf low land depends on
proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would
like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile» Powhatan Clay Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.
Artist)-:

Front Bricks.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
feel bo certain of our ability to satisfy you both as to quality of
i and price that we do not hesitate to ship for inspection, guaran-
p satisfaction. We are further justified In this position by c

years of experience. Could anything t

We »re the largest manufacturer!
3 lair!

>the
ul hii

WE HAVE NO AGENTS.

No. 581- -Canopy-Top Duplex Wagon,
tains all around, atom) aproo and pole

Price $5U; aa good assell& Cor $80.

sell you direct from our factory at
wholesale prices. We are not jobbers
or dealers. We make everything we No. 145—Double Spring
Bell. Largest selection— 170 styles of Wagon Harness. Price t?0.75;
vehicles, 65 styles of harness. as good as retails for $28.

SEND FOB LARGE FBEE IXLIJSTBATED CATALOGUE.
Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mfg. Co., w. b. Pratt, sec-y, Elkhart, Indiana.

nity of saying a word on our be-

half whenever the occasion offers.

The price of the Journal is now
so low that hundreds of farmers

who would hesitate to part with a

dollar will readily part with 50

cents, if only subscribing is sug-

gested to them. When visiting

your friends in the evening or when

meeting them at the store, post-

office, or county seat, do not forget

The Planter. No one can fail to

get more than 50 cents worth of

information from every copy of it,

and the investment is, therefore,

one which you can commend with

confidence. We will gladly send

sample copies to any one whose

names and addresses are sent us.

THE C. B. & Q. SIDE DELIVERY
HAY RAKE.

We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of the Chambers,
Bering, Quinlan Co., Decatur, 111., of their

celebrated Side Delivery Hay Rake and
Hawkeye Hay Loader. These haying
machines have stood the test of years,

and have no equals in the market. Farm-
ers are invited to send for circulars giving
description, etc.

"SENSATION."
Mess. Johnson & Goode, Boyd ton, Va.,

advise us that they have just added this

grand collie to their kennels. " Sensa-
tion" will be kept in the stud, and his

pups will be advertised in the Southern
Planter in due time.

Wood's Seeds.

Seed Potatoes
For Planting in June or July.

We have a large quantity of late Seed

Potatoes which were put into cold stor-

age early in the season, so as to keep

them unsprouted and in first class vigo-

rous condition for late planting in June

or July. Heretofore, the principal ob-

stacle to planting late potatoes success-

fully has been in procuring sound and

vigorous stock late enough to plant, so

as to insure the maturity of the crop in

the cooler rainy season of the fall. We
advise our customers to place their

orders ahead, otherwise our supply may
be exhausted. Shipment can be made

at such time as customers are ready to

plant.

Write for prices and Descriptive Circular,
which also gives full information about all

Seasonable Seeds, German Millet, Cow Peas,
Teosinte, SorgJiums, Buckwheat, etc.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,

Seedsmen, - Richmond, Va.

RONEY HAY FORK RETURNER

and ropes
back to start-
ing point,
saving all
he hard
work of pull-
ing the m
back by trip
rope. Terms
and prices
quoted on

application. Agents wanted.

RONEY RETURNER CO.. Box A Independence, Uwa.
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo, 1
SJ

LUOAS I JOUMTT, I

'"

Frank J. Ciiesey makes oath that he
is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.

Cheney & Co., doing business in the city

of Toledo, county and State aforesaid,

and that said firm will pay the sum of

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each

and everv case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured "by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in

my presence this 6th day of December,

, ,—;—
,

, A. D. J 886.

{ seal. }
A. W. GLEASON,

1 1—,—>

' Notary Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,

and acts directly on the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system. Send for

testimonials, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
|®"Sold by druggists, 75c.

SALE OF JACKS.

Mess. W. E. Knight * Co., Nashville.

Tenn., breeders of jacks and jennets, ad-

vise us that they have made the follow-

ing recent sales of jacks, a number of
which were due to their ad. in the South-

ern Planter:

Dr. James L. Denney, Alabama, one
3-year old jack, 14* hands.

Mess. Harris & Hollinshead, Georgia,
one 3-year old jack, 14J hands.
W. R. Newbern, Arkansas, one 3-year

old jack, 15 hands.
Dr. John R. Benton, Maryland, one

3-year old jack 15J hands high.

£. J. Pannill, Virginia, one 2-year old

jack, 15 hands.
Mr. James K. McCutshen, North Caro-

lina, one 2-year old jack, 14J hands.
Mr. H. H. Cullin, Virginia, one 3-year

old jack, 15 hands.
Mr. Louis Sancier, Louisiana, one 5-year

old jack, 15} hands.
Mr. S L. Russell, North Carolina, one

5-year old jack, 13J hands.
Mr. L. P. Myers, Mississippi, one 5-year

old jack, 14 hands, and one 3-year old
jack, 13| hands.

Mr. S. L. Myers, Mississippi, one 2-year
old jack, 14i hands.

A GREAT SUCCESS.
UNBEDA THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE

YEAR.

One of the most remarkable and quick-
est of returns from advertising is afforded

in the case of the Uneeda Biscuit, manu-
factured by the National Biscuit Com-
pany, the advertising of which was in

the hands of N. W. Ayer & Son, of Phil-

adelphia.
Early last fall the manufacturers ar-

ranged with Ayer & Son to place about
$100,000 in advertising, it being stipulated

that publicity should not begin until the

new year. This was done in order that

the agency might have ample time for

preparing the advertising matter, as well

as to place judiciously the same, and also

to enable the manufacturers to get ready
to fill orders.

The first advertisements, covering Chi-
cago and the Northwest, appeared Janu-
ary 9th. The first advertisement- ap-

peared in New York papers March 6th.

In this incredibly short time orders for

the biscuits have come in so rapidly that

ten days ago the company was behind

480,000 packages on its New York busi-

ness alone, The company has been com-

pelled to temporarily suspend its adver-

tising and to refuse positively to take any

business outside of the advertised terri-

tory until after it gets up with its work.

AUTOMATIC HOG WATERER.
Mess. Bover & Radford, Dayton, Ohio,

offer this useful device in another column.

It is made to be attached to a barrel at a

proper distance from the ground, so the

hogs can drink from it at any time. It

certainly beats the old fashioned trough

in cleanliness and convenience.

HILL TOP STOCK FARM.
We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of this well-known

farm. Mess. H. A. S. Hamilton & Co.,

the proprietors, advise us that their herds

of Berkshires and Poland-Chinas are in

the best possible condition, and that they

are having a good demand for choice

stock. Their Southdowns and Shrop-

shires are always prize winners. Choice

Btock of both sexes and all ages is offered.

Write the above firm before buying.

Address them at Staunton, Va.

OFFICIAL TESTS OF HOLSTEIN-
FRIESIAN COWS.

These butter tests (made from May 1st

to May 31, 1898) are for seven consecu-

tive davs and are supervised by officers

of agricultural colleges and State experi-

ment stations, or by persons vouched for

by such officers. The amounts of butter

fa't are determined by the Babcock test

and the amounts of butter are calcu-

lated on the basis of 80% fat to a pound
of batter, the rule established at the

World's Columbian Exposition. :?fci3

Rixa Silva's Last 39389 ; age, 2 years,

11 months, 12 davs ; amount of butter

fat, 10.339 lbs. ; amount of but ter, 14.174

Lady Longfield 3d 39945 ; age, 3 years,

3 days ; amount of butter fat, 12.894 lbs.

;

amount of butter, lfi.114 lbs.; ; ,."

Jessie Fobes 3d 32286 ; age, 6 years, 1

month ; amount of butter fat, 17.11 lbs.
;

amount of butter, 21.39 lbs.
~

Vevie DeKol 40932; age 1 year, 9

months, 22 davs; amount of butter fat,

7.936 lbs. ; amount of butter, 9.92 lbs.

Johanna Clothide 40384 ; age, 2 years,

6 months, 26 davs ; amount of butter fat,

10.839 lbs.; amount of butter, 13.549

lbs. ~a
~

Johanna Rue 3d 421G7 ; age, 2 years,

29 davs ; amount of butter fat, 13.477

lbs. ; amount of butter, 16.846 lbs.

Johanna Aaggie 36477 ; age, 4 years, 5
months, 9 davs; amount of butter fat,

18.289 lbs. : amount of butter, 22.861 lbs.

Aaggie Paul 40930; age, 2 years, 2

months, 2 davs; amount of butter
fat, 12.574 lbs. ; amount of but ter, 15.728

Fannie Douglas 4th 41943
; age, 1 year,

11 months, L'li davs; amount of butter

fat, 8.934 lbs.; amount of butter, 11.198

lbs.

Ollie Watson 3d 41944 ; age. 2 years.

1 1 days ; amount of butter fat, 7.31 1 lbs.

;

amount of butter, 9.139 lbs.

"ToT>o El Costs more

Than To Do Well.
"

This might properly read,

"It costs more to BE ill than

to BE 'well.
'

' The source

of all health is rich, strong

blood. It is to the body
what the mighty streams are

to the earth. If the blood is

pare, the body thrives; if the

blood is 'weak or impover-

ished, then every pulse-beat

carries "weakness instead of
strength.
Why make the cost ol living more

than it need be? Purify your blood
and give your constitution a chance to
do its level best. The only perfect
blood purifier and vigor-maker in exist-
ence is the world-famed Hood's Sarsa-
parilla. It brings good, perfect health.
It never disappoints.

6crofUla— " When three months old our
baby Roy was covered with Itching and
burning scrofula sores. The best physicians
failed to relieve. Hood's Sarsaparilla saved
his life as It made a permanent cure." Mrs.
Ltllie M. Fish, East Sprlngport, Mich.

Blindness — " About four years ago my
boy lost his sight, after whooping cough.
They were bloody and watery for months.
As a last resort tried Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Four bottles brought back his sight and
nine cured him completely." Mas. P.
Riniteb, 79 Walnut St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Erysipelas — " A scrofulous condition
of my blood caused me to suffer from ery-
sipelas for 15 years. Physicians did not
even help, but Hood's Sarsaparilla per-
manently cured this disease." A. E. Smtth,
208 Court Ave., Jeflersonvllle, Ind.

Goitre — " I had dyspepsia and took
Hood's Sarsaparilla for It and found beside
relieving that that by persistent use it cured
the goitre of 15 years standing. We are
never without Hood's." Mas. M. D. Wilakd,
Box 517, Joplin, Mo.

Catarrh—"I suffered from childhood
with catarrh. Was entirely deaf In one ear.

Hood's Sarsaparilla cured me and restored
my hearing." Mas. W. Stokes, Midland, Tex.

Neuralgia— "I bad dreadful neuralgia,
miserable for months. Neighbors told mi
to use Hood's Sarsaparilla; It cured me per
fectly." Mas. Fbed Tcb*«b, Barre, Vt.

MccdS &
Meyer Disappoints

Hood's Hilt enre !!«• UU; the non-lrrlratlni

fr
od only cathartic to taka yUh Hood's Sataaparlllal

BR1GH AM'S MALLEABLE SHOE
for working horses on swamp
land. This one shoe is adjust-
able to suit the Bize and shape of
any horse's foot. Patented and
manufactured by L. Briirham,
Decatur.Mich. Send for Circular.
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Nine Years in the Field. Only one made
that will do the work successfully.

G. B. Q. SIDE DELIVERY HAY RAKE
What Farmers Need and

Must Have.

The most laborious work in
the hay field is made easy.
The hay is left in much better
shape than when a common
rake is used. It throws the
hayin a loose,continuous win-
drow, so thai the sun and wind can penetrate
it, and thus obviate the necessity of a hay ted-
der. The team goes around the field the same
as the mower, taking up the dryest hay, leav-
ing it shaken loosely in the windrows, so that
the sun and wind will dry it out, if not quite
•dry when raked.

King of All and Leads All Loaders.
Will outlast any two loaders ever made.

HAWKEYE Hay Loader
Only Entirely

Successful

One Made.

It does not elevate trash and manure with
hay. It does not pound or thresh the hay. It
•does not bunch, wad or tangle the hay. It does
not scratch and tear up the roots of the grass.
Will take hay from the swath or light win-

drows and windrows as made with Side De-
livery Rake. Most durable strongest, and will
outlast any loader made. Being the most ser-
vicable makes it the cheapest. Works on an
entirely different principle from any other hay
loader ever offered to the public. Rakes against
and to the ha y, and not from it, thereby taking
the hay clean from the ground, and not drop-
ping it behind the loader.

CHAMBERS, BERING, QUINLAN CO.
Manufacturers. DECATUR. ILLINOIS.

PROOFING
BRAND NEW
TINNED STEEL

$1.65 per Square of 10x10
feet, or 100 Square Feet.

unarAcoMPun stock or ail iun»s t
Of UtfilJUV.[>u>t AKt MATtRAL BOUGHT AT IUUL3
»«OUrF5 ,.RtaiVeR5AM» TBUSTltS'iAUS. YOU

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE. _ NEED

OUR PRICES ARE % OF OTHERS.

C/tlCAOO HOUSE WRECKING CO.

,

WEST 35Tt & IB0N 5T3„
cnicAoo.

Francktje 2d 40125 ; age, 1 year, 9
months, 28 days ; amount, of butter fat,

8.637 lbs.; amount of butter, 10.796 lbs.

Gewina 2d's Lulu 41945 ; age, 2 years,

17 days ; amount of butter fat, 11.1)59 lbs.;

amount of butter, 14.949 lbs.

Lottie Lass 19220; age, 9 years, 2
months, 3 days ; amount of butter fat,

15.75 lbs. ; amount of butter, 19.69 lbs.

Yrouwkje of Hijlaard 7th 28449 ; age, 7

years, 26 days ; amount of butter fat,

14.791 lbs. ; amount of butter, 18.489 lbs.

Sijtje Twisk Pietertje 38233 ; age, 4
years, 10 months ; amount of butter fat,

12.041 lbs. ; amount of butter, 15.051 lbs.

Hetje 6th's Pietertje 38945; age, 3

vears, 29 days ; amount of butter fat,

11.123 lbs. ; amount of butter, 13.904 lbs.

Lotty Moselle's Pietertje Mechthilde
41805 ; age, 2 years, 2 months, 24 days

;

amount of butter fat, 9.765 lbs. ; amount
of butler, 12.206 lbs.

Hetje Oth's Mechthilde 41809 ; age, 2
years, 1 month, 7 days ; amount of but-
ter fat, 9.001 lbs. ; amount of butter,
11.251 lbs.

Mechthilde of Midland 41806 ; age, 2
years, 1 month, 29 days ; amount of
butter fat, 7.456 lbs. ; amount of butter,
9.32 lbs.

Midland Gem 41811 ; age, 1 year, 11
months, 19 days ; amount of butter fat,

7.916 lbs. ; amount of butter, 9.895 lbs.

Pietertje Mechthilde of Midland 41887

;

age, 2 years, 2 months, 1 day ; amount of
butter fat, 7.732 lbs. ; amount of butter,
9.665 lbs.

Leda's Princess 2d's Aaggie Wayne
3:591; age, 5 years, 10 months, 3 days

;

amount of butter fat, 16.44 lbs. ; amount
of butter, 20.55 lbs.

La Reina Maud 43380 ; age, 3 years, 7

months, 3 days ; amount of butter fat,

13.68 lbs. ; amount of butter, 17.10 lbs.

Aaggie Paul 40930 ; age, 2 years, 2
months, 2 days ; amount of butter fat,

11.303 lbs. ; amount of butter, 14.129 lbs.

This last test was made to ascertain cost

of food per pound of butter. It was su-

pervised as other tests. The cost per
pound as per schedule of prices prepared
by the board of officers, was 6.3 cents.

Yorkville, K Y. S. Hoxie,
Sup't. Advanced Registry Holstein- Friesian

Association of America.

VINEGAR PREVENTS DISCOLORA-
TION OF BRUISES.

Bathe a bruise with vinegar as soon as
the accident happens ; if it can be kept
in place, lay a cloth 'soaked in vinegar
over the injury, wetting it as it dries, and
there will be very little discoloration.

—

March Ladies' Home Journal.

"Suppose, Bobbie, that another boy
should strike your right cheek, "asked
the Sunday-school teacher, " what would
you do?" " Give him the other cheek to

strike," said Bobbie. "That's right," said

the teacher. "Yes," said Bobbie, "and
if he struck that, I'd paralyze him."

—

Credit Lost.

" How is your son Jack getting along,

Mrs. Spriggins? Is he rising in the
world?"
"Rising? Why, I guess he is," said

the old lady. " Why, he began last year
as a chiropodist, and now he's a barber?"
—Harper's Bazar.

YOUR
WAGON
WHEELS

n wheels. Stopallthis
icpense for all time
y buying a set of our

ELECTRIC
Steel Wheels
They are made with direct or Atacgered o\a\
spoken, broad tire*, any height, and to fit

any wagon. They can't rot, jc« toopokenami
need no tire nettlne-last indefinitely. There

ELECTRIC HANDYWAGON.
Our free illustrated catalogue tells all about
both and gives prices. Send for it.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. Boj H6, Qulncy, 111.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 17 Frank St.. Rochester. N.

'

THE MOST FOR THE MONEY.
THE MOST POWER

for dairy
chinerv.
tin?, shell
trrindiiiLr. raw-
ing-, pumping,

etc. Get our circulars and knowall about.them.

ST. ALBANS FOUNDRY CO., St. Albans, Vt.

A Small Thresher
The COLUMBIA has great oapaeity-runs easy.
Will thresh all grains „_ Fnll line of sweep

and tread powers.

illustrated Catalog.

Belle City Mfg. Co.,

Racine, Wis.
farmer's friend,

!
IDER
MACHINERY

BOOMER & B0SCHERT
PRESS CO..

H'1 \v .iter Street
SYRACUSE, V V
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t $1.50
^ "Dewey"

"
t

W
beat, th.m all. Ship

FENCE
MACHINE

Shipped to any
of price. J- A. MITCHELL,

-9" 16 Teoomeeh St., Dayton, Ohio*

flOULTRY^READ THESE PRICESPJjWV-.qTa "
in . widc 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25

18" " 150" " " 3.00

SO" " 150" " " S.75

Other widths in proportion.

NETTING mbh Dow Wire WorkjCo., Louisville, Ky.

vs/rite: rorsample stay
AND FULL PARTICULARS ABOUT OUR

$10 MACHINE
Wholesale price where we have

no Agent. Agency for nothing.

Bowen Cable Stay Fence Co.

Box 25. Norwalk.0., U.S.A.

- - "'

that weaves the above
fence and many other

,yles. Write for cat.

McFarland Fence MachineCo., Portland, Ind., U.S.A.

Machine $6

fHE WHITE MAN'S BURDEN
nf responsibility to the fence question Is dis-

chnrui'iltii the extent that the I*aBe Is Introduced.
Have yon taken it up?
PAtiK WOVKNWIBK I'KNCK CO., AMMAN. MICH.

THE HAHILTON
DISC HARROW

Is light draft; weight of driver balances

pole; cannot buckle in center.

It makes a clean cut and don't leave an
uncut ridge in center. All steel frame, or
wood frame, as you like We likewise
manufacture Corn Planters. Cultivators,
Garden Plows. Hay Rakes, Drag Harrows,
Field Rollers, etc., and will take pleasure
in sending you catalogue.

THE H. P. DEUSCHER CO., Hamilton, Ohio.

FARMERS AND STOCKMEN!
I offer you one of the best Lice Killers that

Is made; 25c. per gal., In 5 1 10 gal. cans; 20c.
per gal., in bhls. b\ 0. II. cars here.

W. H. PHELPS, Bio Island, Va.

QUICK HAYING MACHINE.
We are showing herewith a machine

which reduces the labor of hay-making
to the very minimum. It is manufac-

tured by the Keystone Manufacturing

Co., of Sterling, ill,, who are well and
favorably known to our readers. This

Keystone Side Delivery Rake takes up
the hay cleanly from the ground and de-

livers it into a long, continuous, light

windrow, ready to be carried up by the

loader
It rakes cleanly, but does not take up

dirt, stubble, manure, etc. It is said to

be of easy draft, and is well and strongly

made of the best material throughout.

The Kevstone Hay Loader loads the

hay direct from the windrow as it is left

by the rake. It dispenses entirely with
the services of an extra man, and one
man and a team will handle more hay
with its aid than three men can handle
in the ordinary way. Another leading

feature in the use of these machines is

the quality of the hay. They work so

rapidly that all hay can be taken in when
it is at its best. They easily save their

price in a season of "catchy" weather,
when fast haying is a necessity. Write
the Keystone people for circulars, etc.,

and look into their merits and advantages
before the haying season opens.

AN ANECDOTE OF THE DUKE OF
WELLINGTON.

Justin McCarthy, in his Reminiscences,

published by Harper & Brothers, gives

an amusing account of a speech which
the victor of Waterloo delivered in the
House of Lords. The duke had given
his opinion on a certain measure under
consideration, and another peer was crit-

icising his remarks. In the course of his
criticism the peer ventured on the obser-
vation that he feared " the illustrious

duke" had not quite understood the
measure now before the house. This
drew the illustrious duke, and, springing
to his feet to reply, struck the table with
an indignant gesture.

" My lords," he said, " the noble and
learned lord has said that I don't under-
stand this bill. Well, my lords, all I can
say is that I read the bill once, that I
read it twice, that I read it three times,
and if after that I don't understand the
bill, why, then, my lords, all I have to
say is that I must be a damned stupid
fellow." Then the Iron Duke resumed
his seat, and " that," says Mr. McCarthy,
" was the only speech I ever heard him
deliver."

Teddy (who has just begun to go to school).
' Papa, do you know what six boys and
five girls make?"

" Yes," answered his father, "a racket."
Harper's Bazar.

RAKE SEPARATOR

Farquhar Vibrator Separator
greatest capacity; wastes no
grain, cleans ready for mar-
ket. Specially adapted for
merchant threshing and
large crops. Threshes rice,

flax and millet. Received
medals and awards at three-
world's fairs.

Farquhar Celebrated Ajax Engine
Received medal aDd high-
est award at World's Co-
lumbian Exposition. Far-
qubar'a threshing engines
are the most perfect in use.
"lave seats, foot brakesand.
wo injectors. Are very
trong and durable and are
nude as light as is consis-
ent with safety. There is.

> recortl of a Farquhar boiler ever exploding.

Pennsylvania Traction Engine
Combines the-
advantages ot
all. Powerfully
strong, durable
conv

Engines,

rally.

Send for Illustrated Catalog.

A. B. FARQUHAR COMPANY, Ltd., YORK, PA.

Packet to make 25 gals., 50 cts. ; 100 gals., $2.00.

If local druggist cannot eupply, send 81.75 for

100 gal. packet to

PURGELL, LADD & CO., Richmond, Va.

Valuable book premiums on application to

WM. COOPER & NEPHEWS, Galveston, Tex.

PRESCOTT'SCARBOLEUMDIP.^
(HO»-PO/SO»OUS.|

Superior to and cheaper than any other first-

class dip on the market. Guaranteed to cure
scab, am/ to kill licks and lice in all live stock.

PRESCOTT CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, O.
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THE GREAT TORNADO
AT MASSILLON, O.

It started there some years ago and has spread
rapidly over almost every State in the Union.
We refer not to the destructive kind, made up
of wind and storm that leaves desolation in
its path, but THE GREAT TORNADO Feed
and Ensilage Cutter, the useof which in the
hands of farmers and others always results in
peace and prosperity. For Late Catalogue
and full particulars about these machines,
write to the manufacturers,

W. R. HARRISON & CO.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE
Will pui

ration, 57.1 feet.

WON'T WATER LOG.
NEVER STOPS.

Rife Engine Company, 125 Liberty St., New York.

STANDARDSCALES
St ml (br our t

Obgood scale Co. la; tt

LIGHTNING WELL MACHYf
Ii5 THE STANDARD,
STtAMPUMPS. AIR LIFTS.X& \\

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKSfi*~ ^
AURORA. ILL -CHICAGO- DALLAS.TEX

A Well-Boring

^Outfit
Is easy to manage.
Farmers are success-
ful making wells with
it. Send for circular.

CHAS.E.WYMAN,
Martinsburg:, Ind.

AGRICULTURAL-LIME
$1.00 PER TON.

Fellsworth Lime Works,
REEVES CATT. Agt.. Bodley, Augusta Co..Va.

J4 inch diameter. Comes in bales of 300 lbs. each,

and in lengths CO to 40 feet. Price per Pound 4c.

We buy our goods at Sheriffs' and Receivers' sales.

Write for free catalogue of Hardware, Plumbing,
Roofing. Wire, Drv Goods. Clothing, etc., etc.

"OUR PRICES are ONE-MALF of OTHERS."

Chicago HouscWrecking Co.
w

' S^iSS.8"-

PAINT TALKS—XVII.
THE SECONDARY EVILS OF "cnALKING."

If it were true that all other paints

excepting white lead come off in scales

or flakes, and that all paints do come of
in time, the assertion that chalking is a
virtue might have some plausibility.

But, fortunately, the assertion is not true.

All paints wear out in time, from the
abrasive action of the elements; but if

we have two paints, one of which wears
away from the surface by the grinding
action of rain, hail, snow and dust, leav-

ing the remaining paint still impervious
and resisting, while the other paint de-

composes, becomes porous, and disinte-

grates throughout its entire substance,
it is evident that the former of these two
paints affords the better protection.

"Chalking" or crumbling is an inher-

ent defect in all pure white lead paints,

and no care in manufacture or prepara-

tion will obviate it. It is due to the un-

stable chemical nature of the pigment
and to its low oil carrying capacity. On
the other hand, properly made zinc paints

do not chalk, but wear away.
It is easy to understand why painters

like a chalking paint. Even if they have
no selfish motive in wishing the paint to

decay quickly, they like to be able to

brush off the dusty old paint and soak in

a new coat—the job is so ridiculously

easy, and then the spongy surface uses up
a great deal of paint, which makes it

profitable.

But this porous surface which so greed-

ily absorbs oil, takes up water with as

much avidity, as any one can demonstrate
by applying a soaked sponge to a chalky

surface This casual fact simply means
that a chalky paint no longer protects

the surface, but actually acts as a sponge
to hold water, and thus does more harm
than good.
Another secondary evil of the chalking

and dusting off of white lead is the

poisonous nature of the dust. The action

of lead on the system is slow, but it is

sure, and no one that is exposed to it can
entirely escape its consequences.
The remedy is obvious. Use a paint

that does not chalk. Such paints are

offered in abundance, and they are all

based on zinc white. Or if any one is so

prejudiced that white lead has become a
fetich, at least give it some semblance of

durability by covering it with zinc white,

or by having zinc white ground into it

;

and zinc in a paint, whatever other ingre-

dients it may contain, absolutely prevents

chalking.
Stanton Dudley.

MOVING STRAINS.
Elderly Beau {who >* making a long

call, to fair singer, rapiuroiw';/) . ''Ah!

that song takes me back to the home of

my childhood."
Fair Singer's Irrepressible Younger

Sister (m a loml whisper). "'Can't you
sing something that will take him back
to the home of his old age?"

—

Harper's

Bazar.

"Is Tommie any relation of yours?"
asked a gentleman of Bobbie. '" He has
the same name as yours."

"Yes," said Bobbie. "His papa rnar-

rie 1 my mamma."—Harper's Bazar.

Mica
'Axle
'Grease

lightens

the

load-

shortens

the

road.

helps the team. Saves wear and
expense. Sold everywhere.

MADS BY
STANDARD OIL OO.

Good's Caustic Polasli Whale
Oil Soap, >o 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as insecticide. 50 lb. kegs, 82.50; 100 lb. kegs,
84.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at. 3%c. per lb.;

barrels, 425 lbs., at 3J|c. Large quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
514 to 518 S. Randolph St., Philadelphia, pa.

FRAZER 1
: Axle Grease «™id. 1
m Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ac- m
\ tuallr outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand. ^W Not affected by heat. *»-Get the Genuine. W
4^%< FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. -%sm

Buy the Champion
AUTOMATIC

Hog Waterer
for cash from the
man ufacturers.
Save Jobbers' and
dealers' profits.

$1.50, cast win order

B0YFR&R>DF0RD'
Payton, Ohio.

For POULTRYMEN !

The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best in the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill. Farm Feed

Mills, Power Mills.

tend lor Circular and ZfeffA

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.
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The Famous
Forage Crop
and Soil

Improvers.Cow Peas.
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS I >i theseandall

rn specinltirs. iiwlnc'uiir :-»ia Beans,
Velvet Beans, Pearl or Cat-tai! Millet. Teosinte
Bermuda Grass, Ensilage Corn, Spanish Pea-

nuts, Chufas, Sorghums, etc.

Write for i>riri <-. .'in >! "<ir interesting Catalogue
giving full information about these crops.

T. W. WOOD & SONS, - Richmond, Va.

SOJA BEAMS r BLACK GQW PEASFOR SALE.
$1. OO PER BUSHEL

"W. H. WILSON, St. Brides, Va.

SHIP your Berries, Pears, Cabbage, Po-
tatoes, etc., to SAMUEL WHITTON,
Wholesale Dealer in Southern Fruitsand

Vegetables, Nos. 15-17 Gray Ave., Utica, N. Y.
Our market is always In want of Southern
fruits and vegetables at all times. Write us.

Special reference furnished.

SPRAY YOUR FRUITS
With the ECONOMY Tree Sprayer.

The Simplest, Cheapest, Lightest, Most Dura-

ble Sprayer Made. ALL BRASS, and will last

a life-time. Agents wanted in every county.

Write for terms. Address—

H. B. ELLIOTT, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Good River Farm for Sale
(1100 ACRES.)

E. R. MONROE. Coles Ferry. Charlotte Co.. Va.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINi CO., Richmond, Va.

TO -rlCIUIIIEasGOOD FARM in

Good Property
In Battle Creek, Michigan, a city of twenty
thousand inhabitants. Address
C. H. CONKIIN. 295 31st St.. BALTIMORE. MO

Go South,

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & C O., Richmond, Va.

YOUNG
MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un
equalled by any other portion of the
United States.

The James River Valley Colonization
AMD Improvement Co. offers superior ad-

vantages to intending set tiers. Send stamp
for Hand Pf-'k and list of lands. Address

W. A. PABSONS, Vinita, Va.

THE BOYS' ROOM.
MAKV W. EARLY.

In every farm house, however simple,

you will find some marks of ornamenta-
tion, refinement and taste in the room or
rooms set apart for the girls, a picture or
two, a pair of vases, flowing white cur-

tains, or something else indicating a de-
sire for refined surroundings, but go into

the boys' room, and in nine cases out of
ten, a different scene will meet your
eyes. Only absolutely necessary furni-

ture is to be seen, and that probably of a
rough and plain description. As Dickens
expresses it in describing Joe Willet's
apartment, "his room seemed to be a
furniture hospital, judging by the dis-

abled condition of the furniture in it."

You will probably find a dingy bed cov-
ered with a dark counterpane, a rough
little table without cover, a washstand
furnished with a basin and pitcher not
matching, and the latter devoid, perhaps,
of spout or handle, two chairs, one of
them three-legged and the other with a
broken back, no curtains at the window,
no pictures on the wall unless, per-
chance, the young fellow has himself
tacked up some coarse, flashy tobacco
brand picture, or the portrait of some
flaunting actress. To quote the words of
the apostle, " my brethren, these things
ought not so to be." If either room is ne-
glected it had better be that of the girls

than of the boys, for girls are naturally
more gentle and refined and need fewer
extraneous helps to make them so than
boys. As cheap as everything is now-a-
days, we must be absolute paupers if we
cannot fit up a room for our boys more
attractively than the one I have described
above. Furniture is cheaper than it has
ever been before. Good oak furniture
can be gotten at a very moderate price,
or if this is beyond our means, poplar is

still cheaper. Curtain goods are so cheap
(scrim only 5 cents a yard), that we
surely can afford to put up curtains at our
boys' windows, and even the cheapest
white drapery gives an air of refinement
to the room. Then, once or twice a year,
say on Christmas or his birthday, we can
manage to get a picture for one boy and
hang it up in his room. We might get a
photograph of some glorious painting or
statue, have it framed and hang it on
his wall, where it will exert a refining
and elevating influence on him. A still
cheaper and simpler plan might be sug-
gested. Let one of the sisters learn to
make "passe partout " frames, for which
she will require no other outfit than some
panes of window glass (of a size to suit
the pictures), some pasteboard for backs
to the pictures, some large, smooth sheets
of light-colored wrapping paper, and
some paste or mucilage. She can readily
find good subjects for framing in some of
the illustrated periodicals of the day, one
or more may be seen in every family,
Munsey is especially adapted to' this pur-
pose, because it devotes particular atten-
tion to reproducing beautiful and famous
paintings.

If you cannot afford to have a bureau
in your boy's room, at least, lit him up a
tasteful, pretty toilet table, covering it

with bright-flowered chintz, en- with
white muslin over pink dairy cloth.
Place on this a pretty pin-cushion and a

O^QANIZED;.|

ftFIRE K M^\R Ifjj

»

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS,
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!!? Filston Farm

Jerseys—^
Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

GLENCOE, MD.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a little "Book of the Herd"

on request.

PUBLIC SALE or

Glen Mary Herd of Jersey Cattle
OWNED BY

I. H. ADAMS, Lynchburg, Va.

Thisfntire herd, numbering 26 head regis-
tered and 3t liead unregistered, and grades
consisting of COWS. HEIFERS. CALVES and
BULLS, will be sold at GLEN MARY FARM,
one-fourth mile from Bellevue Depot, N. & W.
Railroad. Thursday, June 8th, 1S99, beginning
at 10 o'clock A. M.
The running of trains will be arranged to

suit parties wishing to attend. Will probably
leave Lynchburg about 8:30 A. M.
Catalogues will be ready on the loth of

May, and sent to any one applying.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

JERSEY HEIrERS

and BULLS.
FOR SALE AT HARD PAN PRICES.

Blood of the famous Stoke Pogis, St.

Lambert and Coomassle blended. Paying
special attention to breeding my cattle, I have
reached a degree of excellence not surpassed

by any herd in the State. POLAND-CHINA
Pigs always on hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

ELLERSLIE FARM^r
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

For Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Charlottesville, Va.

HENSXD LAYINGBRED
FOR

Instead of introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a great strain of

laying BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to our noted show birds of this

breed. EGGS, 75c. persetting until further notice; larger quantities much cheaper. STOCK,
81.00 up. Improve your flock and make It pay. Best of references. Extremely interesting

catalogue free. GEO. HARRISON MORRIS, Ashland, Va.

good, sound brush and comb, not inferior

articles discarded by the girls. Let his

room, and, indeed, his whole home, be
such a peaceful, comfortable, attractive

asylum to him that he will be satisfied to

furl his wings there, instead of restlessly

flying abroad.
While you are attending to his physi-

cal comfort, have an eye also on his men-
tal needs. Get a little set of hanging
book shelves and put them in his room,
so he may always have books at hand.
Whenever you 'have a little surplus

money to spend on him, buy him a choice
book of a nature both to attract and ele-

vate a youth, and to encourage him in a
taste for reading. As boys naturally love

tales of adventure, select some of the best
works of this kind for your son, say
Verne's "Tour of the World in Eighty
Days " and " Five Weeks in a Balloon,"

Irving's "Tales of the Alhambra," Stev-

enson's "Treasure If land," and some of

Kipling's stories and sketches, and also

some of Henty's tales. Secure anything
you see bearing the signature of Trow-
bridge, for he is one of the finest writers

for boys and youths that this age has pro-

duced. Put some of the world's best ro-

mances on your boy's book-shelves, as it

is natural (and not wrong) for the young
to love romance. Put "Ivanhoe," "The
Talisman," "Guy Mannering," and, in-

deed, all of Scott's novels in your boy's

reach, also Bulwer's " Last Days of Pom-
peii," Thackeray's "Newcomes" and
" Henry Esmond," Dickens' " David Cop-
perfield " and *• Tale of Two Cities," Miss
Mulock's " John Halifax' Gentleman,"
and George Eliot's " Eomola," and other

elevating works of fiction, which will

suggest themselves to parents of culture.

Do not forget to add Cooper's " Leather
Stocking Tales," and sea tales, which are

bright and pure and possess a perennial

interest for youths. Add a few volumes
of poetry, Tennyson, Keats, selections

from Shakspere, and some of our best

American poets. Intersperse these with
graver works, such as Macaulay's Es-

savs and History of England, Irving's

Sketch book and'Life of Columbus, Pres-

cott's " Ferdinand and Isabella," "Charles

V," and "Conquest of Mexico," Crea-

sv's " Decisive Battles of the World,"
Essays by Elia, " Attic Philosopher" by
Souvestre, and various other interesting

and improving works, too numerous to

mention here. It is of vital importance
to train your boy early in life to love

good, pure reading. It will add incalcu-

ablv to his happiness and to his moral
good in later life. To facilitate the form-

ing of this taste and habit, it is desirable

to put books in his own room, besides

having them accessible to him in the

rooms in general use.

Mention The Southern Planter when
writing advertisers.

5? Business Hen
WHITE WYAND0TTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS!

BUFF WYAND0TTES
Bred for Ee;gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

"Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes or
Dorkings."

SECOND ON BROILERS.
"Any breed." at BOSTON SHOW—
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator " Eggs, 85.00 per 100.

Stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FARM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old. $6; Pair. $10.

Wm. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

FOR SALE...
RED POLLED CATTLE, Poland-

China Pigs, Shropshire Sheep, Driving

and Riding Horses, and Shetland

Ponies.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,

Sam'l B. Woods. Prop. Charlottesville, V».

***k«* iifciUkiSk** JkifciSkJfcJSka.it

J Special Offer...
|

FOR A SHORT WHILE £

i SOUTHERN PLANTER |
\i AND

| Semi-Weekly TIMES
j

OME YEAR EACH \

I s/./o i
* fc

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had fur 25 cents. Address
the Business Oflfios.
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HE KNEW.
" Hov yez heard about ut?" queried

Shannieran, with well-simulated indigna-

tion. " Dhe aut'orities wudn't let 'em
bury a poor owld woman yisterday !

"

' Wudn't let 'em bury her?" ejaculated

McLubberty. ''An' for phwoy not, oi

dan'no ?"
" She wasn't dead ! Thot's wan on

yez. Mark
!

"

" Niver moind ! Niver moind ! Oi'll

work ut aph on sawmbody ilse."

Merfinu' ( I'Hoggarty a little later, he
remarked: "Ufa savages thot rule us.

d'yez moind?"
"Oi'm not married, mesilf," replied

O'Hoggarty calmly.
" i h don't mane thot. Begorra, dhey

wudn't let 'em bury a poor owld dead
woman yisterday !

"

" Phwoy not ?
"

" B'eause she wasn't dead. Haw ! haw!"
' Was'nt dead? Dhe divil ! Yez just

said she was dead."
"Av oi did, oi got ahead av mesilf.

T't's a joke d'yez see? Oi am a wag.
D'yez know phwot a wag is ?

"

" Yis !

"

"Phwot. thin?"
'A wag is a dom fool!"

—

Harper's Ba-
zar.

"I tck two gals down street last night
to git 'em some ice-cream," said George
Washington Snowball, " but when I got
down I 'moa' had a fit of heart-disease."

" What was the trouble? Did they ask
for a second helping?"

" Secon' helpin' nothin'. Dey didn't
eben git de first helpin'."

" What was the reason? Did you dis-

cover that you had left your money at
home?"

" No. sah ; dat wasn't what was de mat-
ter at all. We went down street jus' as
happy as you please, sah—one gal on
each arm, you know—an' when we got
in sight ob de ice cream saloon I read dat
sign, an' I fought I should drap dead."

•' What did the eign say ?
"

"It said, 'Ice-cream, $1.25 per gal.' I
had two gals, you know, besides mawself,
an' I hadn't no pocket full of money
Sav, mister?"

'"' Well ?
"

" Do yo' fink dat one ob dem trustses
has got hold ob de ice-cream business ?

"

—

Harper's Bazar.

LIKE A LADY.
" Frances." said the little girl's mam-

ma, who was entertaining callers in the
parlor, " you came down stairs so noisily

that you could be heard all over the
house. You know how to do it better
than that. Now go back and come down
the stairs like a lady."

Frances retired, and after the lapse of
a few minutes re-entered the parlor.

" Did you hear me come down stairs

this time, mamma? '

" No, dear. I am glad you came down
quietly. Now don't let me ever have to

tell you again not to come down noisily,

for I see that you can come quietly if

you will. Now till these ladies bow you
managed to come down like a lady the
second time, while the first time you
made so much noise."

"The la>t time I slid down the banis-
ters," explained Frances.

—

Harper's Ba-

"ALPHA-DISC"

CREAM SEPARATORS
The improved "Alpha " disc or divided milk-

strata system is used in the De Laval separators

only. Strong patents prevent its use in any
other machines. The "disc" system makes
the De Laval machines as superior to other

separators as such other separators are to

setting systems. It reduces necessary speed

one-half, reduces size of revolving bowl, saves

labor and power, enables simplicity and dura-

bility, skimming cold milk, running cream of

any desired thickness, and insures absolute

thoroughness of separation under practical

use conditions, which is not possible with any
other separator or creaming system.

Send for neiv 1899 catalogue.

The De Laval Separator Co.
Western Offices

:

noolph & Canal St8.

CHICACO.

Ceneral offices:
74 cortlandt street,

NEW YORK.

Branch Offices :

1102 Arch Street

PHILADELPHIA.

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshi

Biltmore Poultry

Biltmore Berkshires <|jj|

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

ARPLY to QEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.
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BILL SCRUGGS ON STRAWBERRIES.
BY ING-UNS.

" Tain't no use, old lady ; thar is my
best cabbages gone, and the finest corn

pulled bv them tarnel rascally niggers,

*nd tain't no use trying to raise anything

in old Virginia any longer."

Thus spoke Bill'Scruggs, as he came in

one morning in September, after having

surveyed the destruction mentioned.
" But my dear, why not try something

they cannot steal ? " replied good Mrs.

Scruggs, who sympathized deeply in her

husband's loss, as he had raised the brag

•crop of cabbages that season.

"Well, what in the thunder will that

be, old lady ? Why, they are mean enough
to steal a niekle from a dead man's eye."

" Why, I have thought they could not

steal strawberries at night, and we could

watch them in the day."
" Strawberries !

" shouted Bill with a

hearty laugh ; "' and what can we do with
strawberries, when the mountains and
old fields are full of them ?

"

" Why I've been reading of the great

profit from strawberries, the cultivated

ones always bringing a fine price; besides

the young plants can be sold for a good
deal, and the niggers will gather the wild

ones, and hardly trouble the garden."
"Ha! ha! ha! Bill Scruggs selling

strawberries ; well, well, old lady, the

niggers would hardly steal 'em to be sure,

Hut it is doubtful whether the old farm
could produce such a fine crop, and be-

sides, we could hardly sell them."
So saying, Bill strode forth to his work,

but the idea stuck to him all day, and
the suggestion of his wife seemed not a

bad one. At night Bill seated himself as

usual before a glowing fire, and drew
forth his favorite Southern Planter, which
he had just received. The first article

that met his eye was upon " strawberries,

their culture and profit."

After reading it over several times
quite earnestly, he laid down the paper,

and after a few moments of deep thought,

said :

" Well, Mrs. Scruggs, I've thought seri-

ously of your strawberry project, which
is at least worth a trial, though woman's
freaks don't always turn out right—any
how, I'll order some plants at. once ; let

me see— here is a man up in New York
State as sells 'em very cheap—only one or

two dollars a thousand."
" Would it not be better, my dear, to

get the plants from someone nearer home
that you know, or even some reliable

gardener in your own State, instead of

sending so far?
"

No, No ; I can get them so much cheaper

there, and I suppose he is an honest
man— at any rate I'll try him."
So saying Bill began selecting a long

list of different varieties, and the next
morning posted the order and money.
In due time a large box of plants came
by express. The leaves were all fresh

and green, but each variety had a won-
derful similarity in appearance, yet Bill

thought the fruit would certainly be dif-

ferent, and it made no difference about

the color and siee of the leaves— at any
rate, he thought he had a treasure, and
was soon quite busy in setting them out.

The next spring Bill anticipated a glo-

tious crop of berries, and made due prep-

WASHING DISHES
A mountain of dishes confronts the average house-

wife after all the family have dined. They are greasy
dishes, too, and hard to get clean with soap and water.
The best, easiest, quick*
dishes is to use a little

^ WASHING POWDER
im the dish-water. It acts like
ma^ic, cuts the grease and makes
the dishes perfectly clean. In fact

all cleaning is made easier by this

great cleanser, and at half the cost
of soap.

For greatest economy buy our large package.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Chicago St. Louis New York Boston

St. Lambert Jerseys

ETHEL'S JOHN BULL NO. 29005,^^^;^^
dam Crocus of St. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Marv Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces In 7 days.

ADMIRAL SI. LAMBERT NO. 51338,VSfi£®E!&
a butter record of 26 lbs., UK oz., in 7 days, and
a daily milk record of 53 lbs., 8 oz.

Several extra-fine Balls and Heifers for sale.

Also Indian Game, Barred P. Rook, White
Leghorn and White Wyandotte fowls.

BOWMONT FARMS, SALEM, VA.

HIOH-BRED INGUSH
Pigs™fE BERKSHIRE

These pigs are sired by Sir John Bull, of N. Benjafleld's

herd, of Motcombe, England, who is patronized by—

Her Majesty the Queen

;

His Royal Highness Duke of Connaught;
His Royal Highness Duke of York

;

His Royal Highness Prince Christian, etc.

Imported by me last November. Dams of the purest

and most aristocratic families of English blood. Pedi-

grees furnished with every pig. A rare chance for

entirely foreign and new blood for your herds.

41 Pigfs now on hand at one-third

Western Prices

Address THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

FOR SALE!
Five or Six THOROUGHBRED
MARES of the Purest and Best
Blood. Sound and all right.

Believed to be in foal to Imported Charaxus and Eon. Sold for no fault. I have

more than I want to keep. Also a few SHORTHORNS and SOUTH DOWNS.

R. J. HANCOCK, Charlottesville, Va.
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arations for maketing at least a thousand
quarts. They bloomed—they bore— but
alas ! all had the same appearance in
size and color, with a great similarity to
the a ild ones. Bill now saw at a glance
that he had been swindled, and at once
began to rave and denounce the whole
army of nurserymen throughout the
country.

''Well, Mr. Scruggs, did I not warn
you about trusting those Yankee gar-
deners ; and did I not tell you it would
turn out so?" chimed in Mrs. Scruggs;
but nothing could sooth Bill's wrath,
and in his desperation he plowed the
whole patch up and prepared it to plant
in corn.

" What are you going to do with the
patch now, Mr. Scruggs?" inquired the
good dame timidly.
"Why, plant corn; strawberries area

humbug, and catch me again dealing
with those rascally nurserymen?"
"Now, Mr. Scruggs, don't plant it in

corn, but let me try strawberries. I have
a little money laid by, and I'll send for
the plants at once."
"Well, old lady, you can do as you

choose, but you'll only lose your money,
just as I have done—so you'll see."
But Mrs. Scruggs was very confident of

success, if pursued in the right way. She
found the advertisement of a very re-

spectable gardener and grower of small
fruits, even in her own county, and forth-
with sent a small order for a few hundred
of the best varieties, left chiefly to his
selection. In time they came, fresh and
green, each variety being distinctly seen
by ita color and shape of leaf, and with
them careful instructions how to plant
and cultivate. Mr. Scruggs observed the
great difference in her plants from those
he had received, and began to think that
his wife was on the right track, so he
willingly assisted in setting them out.
Their broad, stout leaves quickly put
forth, and it was evident that they were
of a superior kind. The following spring
was eagerly looked forward to for the re
suit, and it soon became evident that it

would require more force to pick the crop
than they could command. Yes, there
they were, large, red, luscious berries,
hanging in clusters around each stalk, a
quart to the plant, the ground being lit-

erally covered with a scarlet mantel of
fruit. What a glorious sight it was for
the children

! And the neighbors came,
too, to compliment Bill and eat his ber-
ries, but he honestly gave his good wife
the credit of it all, and called it her
crop.

Pick, pick, pick, it was for three long
weeks, when at the end of the season,
Bill found he had shipped 500 quarts of
berries netting 15 cents per quart, or $75
profit from one fourth of an acre.
He handed over to his wife the entire

amount, saying as he did so, " here it is,

old lady
; it justly belongs to you, as I

could not take your advice. I'll go into
strawberries largely next year, and know
where- to get my plants. Some women
have got more "sense than a man any
how."

Keswick, Va., May S, '99.

When you write to an advertiser,
mention The Southern Planter.

»l SHORT-HORNS
YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE!

31 (<

59

1

Champion Cup, 121743, the great son of the famous Cup Bearer, 62692,

and Warrior Brave, 121617, by Knight of the Thistle, 108656, at the head of

our herds.

Our cattle are of the purest strains ; including Pure Scotch and Scotch

Topped Bates, representing such noted families as the famous Duchess, Rose
of Sharon, Young Mary, Josephine, Illustrious, Moss Rose, and the great

Cruickshank Gwendolines and Secrets.

15 TO 20 Hill- CALVES —.—

>

from 3 to 6 months, sired by the above-named sires. Also 3 yearling'

Bulls.

Correspondence solicited. Satisfaction guaranteed.

For further particulars and prices, call on or address

—

W. W. BENTLEr,
Pulaski City, Va.

JNO. T. COWAN,
Cowan's Mills, Va.

WANTED.
FARMERS and BREEDERS to Know

That they can buy the best Thoroughbred

CATTLE, SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
POLAND-CHINA, BERKSHIRE
and CHESTER HOGS and PIGS at
Living Prices.

fppp from White Holland Turkeys, Barred
LI1U0 Plymouth Rock and S lver Wyan-
dotte Chickens, Pekin Ducks and White
Guineas. Sold in small lots, or at greatly re-

duced prices in lots of 100 more.
If you mean bu-iness, describe your wants.

Highlands stock and poultry Farm,
E. B.WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. Fancy Hill, Va.

GU^RNSeY CftTTLG

Berkshire Hogs
A fine lot of Young Boars, 100 lbs. and over, large enough for any service, $10 each. Young

Sows, same size, $10 each. Pigs, $10 per pair.

Light Brahma and Plymouth Rock Fowls at low prices, according to quality.
Pekin Ducks, $1 00 each. EGGS, carefully packed, $1.00 per dozen. Fox Terrier
Puppies, great ratters, $5 00 each, either sex.

M. B. R0WE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

Rock Hill Herd.

Poland-Chinas
15 Choice Gilts E^ESS?
farrow ; 3 young boars, ready for ser-
vice, for sale. Now booking orders for
spring pigs to be shipped at weaniog.

B. B. BUCHANAN, BROWNSBURG, VA.
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MAGAZINES.

Harper's Magazine for June contains
" The Rescue of the Whalers," A Sled

Journey of Sixteen Hundred Miles in the

Arctic Regions, by Lieutenant Ellsworth

P. Bertholf, U. S. R. C. S ,
illustrated by

Jules Guerin, from the author's photo-

graphs ; "The Century's Progress in Sci-

entific Medicine," by Henry Smith Wil-

liams, M. D., illustrated from photographs
and portraits ;

" The Spanish-American
War," Part V., The Fall of Santiago and
the Puerto-Rican Campaign, by Henry
Cabot Lodge, illustrated by R. F. Zog-
baum, T. de Thulstrup, Guy Rose, Harry
Fenn, H. C. Christy, and T. D. Walker

;

" The Princess Xenia," a romance, Part
III., by H. B. Marriott Watson, illus-

trated by T. de Thulstrup ;
" The Story of

the Dry Leaves," by Frederic Remington,
illustrated by the author ;

" Korean In-

ventions," by Homer Beza Hulbert, F.

R. G. S., illustrated by Guy Rose.

One of the most important features of
Harper's Weekly for the coming month
is the series of articles on India, by Ju-
lian Ralph. Mr. Ralph's name is a guar-
antee that his description of Lord and
Lady Curzon in their new and splendid
state will be of great interest. The arti-

cles appear under the title of " An Amer-
ican Sovereign," and are fully illustrated
by Mr. Weldon. The Weekly also begins
a new serial entitled " The Conspirators,"
by Robert W. Chambers. It is of the
same character, and fully as clever as the
" Prisoner of Zenda."

A series of articles which ought to be
of great value is announced for early pub-
lication in Harper's Bazar. They will
give a comprehensive discussion of
" Home Dressmaking." It is needless to
mention that the contributor of the series,
Julia K. MeDougall, teacher of dress-
making at Pratt Institute, is fully compe-
tent to present the subject so that it will
be easily understood by all women who
wish to make their own gowns.

The June Century is an Out-of-Doors
Number, abounding with full-page illus-
trations, including a frontispiece by Al-
bert Sterner, representing Isaak Walton
seated reading under a tree- and, of
course, fishing as he reads. This is apro-
pos of the opening article—a discursive
essay on " Fisherman's Luck," by that
redoubtable angler, the Rev. Henry van
Dyke, printed with decorative page-bord-
ers. Dr. van Dyke's essay is followed by
a descriptive study of Niagara Falls, by
Mrs. Schuyler van Rensselaer, based on
an unusual familiarity with this great
natural wonder, and showing a keen ap-
preciation of its "little lovelinesses," as
well as of its grander aspects. Mrs. van
Rensselaer's text is supplemented by a
number of full-page and smaller pictures
by Castaigne. Other out door papers in
this number are Capt. J. C. A vre's "After
Big Name with Packs," an illustrated ac-
count of a hunting expedition, in which
pack-mules played an important part;
"Out of Doors in Texas," by E, 6. Nadal,
author of the delightful " Notes of a Pro-
fessional Exile " and "Out of Doors in
Colorado," by H. P. Ufford. In the same
out-of-doors category is " The Tramp and

NOW OFFERS \/" FOR SALE:
HEBEFOR i> CATTXE.-Calves, entitled to registration, $50 to $75. Calves by " Sir Edward "

grades, $20 to $30.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP Bucks, one year old and over. $12.50 to $20. Ewes, one year to three

years' old, $10 to $12. Buck Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15, $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
1 to 15, $5.50.

POLAND-CHINA. HOGS Pigs, six weeks' old, $5. Pigs, three months, $6.50. Pigs, five

months and over, $9 to $15.

BRONZE TURKEYS Pairs, $6 ; trios, $8.50. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

PLTHODTH ROCKS Pairs, $2.25 ; trios, $3 ; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

MCSCOVT DUCKS. -Pairs, $1.50 ; trios, $2.25. Eggs, per sitting, $1.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, is now in the stud, and will serve limited

number of mares for 525 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures. Colts by « llliam L, jr..

21058, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

CASTALIA HERD of —

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thrive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102.

SINCE MY ADVERTISEMENT BEGAN . . .

I have sold BULLS and HEIFERS to Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and

Pennsylvania. The demand for good cattle is increasing. CaII on or wrfte to

Visitors met at station. M U RRAY BOOCOCK,
FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager. Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

Inquirers are requested not to use postal cards.

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, Dorset Sheep,
Berkshire Hogs.

SATISFACTION OR NO PAY.

E. M. GIL.L.ET, Terona, Baltimore Co., Md,

FOR SALE!
Choice Reg. CHESTER WHITE
and the famous 0. I. C. SWINE

ARCHIE C. ROPER,
Charlestown, Jefferson Co., W. va
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the Railroads," in which Josiah Flynt,
the well known expert in tramp life, "pre-

sents in popular form the results of an
investigation of the means adopted by a
great railroad to abate the tramp nuisance
on its lines—a work of importance to the
public no lees than to the railroads them-
selves.

The frontispiece of St. Nicholas for
June shows a little girl tugging at the
reins of a four-horse team, which a blind
man could see was running away. "Little
Rhody" is her name, or nickname, and it
is the name of the story also, and if one
holds his breath in reading it, that is just
what the author and the artist intended
him to do. It is a very different sort of
story from Mrs. Barr's serial, "Trinity
Bells," which aims to charm rather than
to thrill the reader. The " Training for
Boys," that Samuel Scoville, Jr., describes
and H. S. AVatson pictures, is not the
training that is to fit him especially for a
professional career; it is the training for
athletic sports, which, taken in modera
tion, will make him a better man physi-
cally, and therefore mentally, and, per-
haps, morally, no matter what his life-
work is to be.

The Forum for June has a number of
most able articles discussing public ques-
tions of present interest, Among these
will be found one on " Common Schools
in the Larger Cities," by Andew 8. Dra-
per, President of the University of Illi-
nois. "The Crisis in the Church of
England," by F. A. Channing, M. P. "The
Struggle for Commercial Empire," by
Charles A. Conant. "A Side-issue of Ex-
pansion," by Julian Hawthorne. "A New
Departure in Railroad Management," by
J. W. Midgley, formerly Chairman of the
Southwestern Railway Association.

Appleton's Popular Science Month lv
has an article by Bird S. Coler, Comp-
tr.°' ler

u
of New York city, on the "Abuse

of Public Charity," which very emphati-
cally condemns the present system. "The
Negro Question" is treated "by the Hon.
J. L. ML Curry in an able article. "Daw-
son, the San Francisco of the North," is
the title of an article by Prof. An'gelo
Heilprin.

Lippincott's Complete Novel for June
is entitled " Green Withes," by Jeanette
tl. Walworth. It is a tale of strong hu-
man interest, touching on one of the vital
questions of the day. The other articles
in the Journal are on a variety of inter-
esting subjects.

The June Ladies' Home Journal reaches
the top notch of excellence in both its
pictorial and literary features. It opens
with a page drawing of Longfellow's
Evangeline," and gives a group of pic

tures ^showing some "Fetes of College
Girls." An interesting description is
given

)(

of "The Creole Girl of New Or-
leans," and " Housekeeping on an Ocean
bteaniship" is graphically portrayed.
How a Young Man Can Work Hie Way

Ihrough College" has a practical value
lor every poor boy ambitious for higher
education, and "Telling the Character
trom Handwriting" is interesting and en-

HILL TOP STOCK FARM (The home of many PRIZE WINNERS)

Now Offers For Sale
"-""»--"--

j*fc Berkshire and Poland-China Hogs," Southdown and Shropshire Sheep,
Also B. B. IS. Ganie Chickens and Bronze Turkeys. Our herd of

hogs is better than ever. Some fashionably bred pigs. Our sheep are a grand Bight.

Choice Bucks, Ewes and Ewe Lambs. Write for prices, or come and inspect our

stock ; we will meet you at the depot no short notiee.

»>— H. A. S. HAMILTON & CO., Staunton, Va.

Registered Berkshires
"MAYOR OF BILTMORE" at Head of fly Herd.

Write for my prices on pigs before purchas-

ing elsewhere. I can furnish you the finest

stock at reasonable prices.

I also offei II olstei n-Friesians (Nether-

lands, Pietertjes and Clothilde), all rich, heavy
milkers. All of my cattle are magnificent

specimens of the breed.

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorns and Plymouth Rock Chickens.

Correspondence solicited.

7iherni rys T> 0# SANDY, BurkeTille, Ta.

GHSTON STOCK r=FER7"Y.

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JNO. IJ. I>l. IB 14 It. Somerset, Va.

FARMERS ! VS?2SS%£FERTILIZERS
Bead these analyses and prices.

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE *

I *£*£&*
Total Phosphoric Acid 19.45 f * oc nn
Total Ammonia 4.83 J >P £U.UU.

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE "1

Phosphoric Acid 11.89 V $ 25.00.Ammonia 4.98 I

Potash 2. J

Good lor on craps and Permanent improvers 01 me soil.

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.

WE SAVE FARMERS 40 PER CENT. feRiuzhb.
We sell you direct—actually pay you saleman's expenses and agent's profit. Write for
tree samples and book. The Sclentmc Fertiliser Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
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tertaining. Bishop, priest, rabbi, and
minister contribute to a symposium on
" What is the Good of Going to Church ?"

and the Rev Newell DwightHillis, D.D.,

discusses " Pains that Polish Perfection."

The Southern Magazine, published by
the Southern Publishing Company, Ma-
nassas, Va. 10 cents a copy. We are in

receipt of a prospectus of this periodical,

which is described by the editor as "a
monthly devoted to the best literary

thought of the South, embracing fiction,

history, biography, poetry, reviews, and
criticism." To judge from the names of
its contributors, the magazine should be
most attractive, and we await its appear-
ance with interest. Following are the
contents advertised for the first issue :

Frontispiece, Beverly Tucker ; The Out-
look for Southern Literature, Prof. C. W.
Kent, of the University of Virginia;
Me Lassie (poem), Captain William Page
Carter ; Government and Higher Educa-
tion, Hon. R. Walton Moore; Judge
Longstreet and "The Georgia Scenes,"
James B Hodgkin ; Put Up Thy
Sword (poem), Dr. H. M. Clarkson

;

Goethe, Part I , His Home Life, Mildred
Rutherford ; The Lord's Forget-Me-Not
(poem), Henry Lynden Flash ; George
Balcombe (reprint), Beverly Tucker,
1784-1851 ; A Storm at Sea (poem), W. H.
Gihbes, Jr.; Thirty Years After, Ellen
Manderson ; Notes and Comment.

The signs of the times on the industrial

and business horizon are outlined in the
June number of the American Monthly
Review of Reviews. In the department of
" The Progress of the World " the editor
discusses the new era of prosperity, the
restored wages of labor, the tendency to-

ward the consolidation of capital, rail-

road amalgamation, the relation of
modern monopolies to the heaping up of
great fortunes, the value of franchises
and proposed tax reforms, and other con-
ditions and problems of the day in the
business world. Mr. Byron W. Holt
contributes an article on " Trusts—The
Rush to Industrial Monopoly," in which
he sets forth the facts in connection with
the recent startling development of the
trust-forming mania, as it is beginning to

be called. A feature of Mr. Holt's article

is a carefully prepared list of more than
one hundred and twenty-five industrial
combinations now operating in this coun-
try, each of which is capitalized at not
less than $10,000,000. This list was re-

vised to May 20, and includes the con-
cerns formed during the past few months.

REPORTS.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C, Experiment Station
Record. Vol. X. No. 9.

Division of Agrostology. Circular 11.

The Flat Pea.

Circular 12. Rape as a Forage Plant.

Report No. 59. Curing and Fermenta-
tion of Cigar Leaf Tobacco.

Section of Foreign MarketB. Our For-
eign Trade in Agricultural Products.

Agricultural Imports and Exports,
1894, 1898.

Division of Statistics. Bulletin 16. The
Cost of Cotton Production.

Last season the McCurmick Harvesting Machine Company of Chicago built
and sold 189.760 machines. This kind of expansion dwarfs every other
achievement American history records in favor of the well being of the
farmers. Buy McCormick machines and you will get your money's worth.

Save $5.00 or $6.00^
j

By buying your Cook Stove di- $
rect from the factory. We manu-

|j

facture some of the best brands W
of stoves made ; amongst them S
the celebrated

FITZ LEE COOK STOVES I
V

(made in six- sizes). They are w
unequalled in baking qualities, |
durability, appearance and extra %
large ovens. All stoves guaran- S

I WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES. %

Southern Stove Works.
I 815 to 827 North 17th Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 1
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Report 156. Report on the Condition
of Winter Grain on April 1, and the
losses of Farm Animals during the.

year ending March 31, 1S99.

•Crop Circular for May, 1899.

Farmers' Bulletin 90. The Manufac-
ture of Sorghum Syrup.

Farmer's Bulletin No. 61. Potato Dis-

eases and their Treatment.
Farmer's Bulletin 93. Sugar as Food.

Farmer's Bulletin 94. The Vegetable
Garden.

Publications of the Department of Ag-
riculture. For sale by the Superin-
tendent of Documents.

Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn,
Ala. Bulletin 103. Experiment in
Syrup Making.

Bulletin 104. Velvet Beans.

Arkansas Experiment Station. Fayette-
ville, Ark. Bulletin 56. Tomatoes,
Cabbage and Onions.

Colorado Experiment Station, Fort Col-
lins, Col. Bulletin 50. Notes on
Plum Culture.

Bulletin 52. Pasturing Sheep on Al-
falfa. Raising Early Lambs.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N.
Y. Bulletin 165. Ropiness in Milk
and Cream.

Bulletin 166. Sugar Beet Investigation
for 1898.

Bulletin 167. The construction of the
Stave Silo.

Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

Bulletin 54. Spraying Apple Trees,
with Special Reference to Apple Scab
Fungus.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kan. Bulletin 84. Cold Storage
for Fruit.

Bulletin 85. Investigations of the
growth of Alfalfa in Kansas.

Bulletin 88. Keeping Milk in Summer.
Kansas State Board of Agriculture, To-

peka, Kan. Report for the quarter,
March 1899. The Modern Sheep.

Kentucky Experiment Station, Lexing-
ton, Ky. Bulletin 80. Some pests
likely to be Dissemminated from Nur-
series. The Nursery Inspection Law.

Bulletin 81. A Method of Avoiding
Lettuce Rot. Potato Scab Experi-
ments.

Louisiana State Agricultural Society. Re-
port of Proceedings of 13th Annual
Session.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
Bulletin 51. Feeding Stuff Inspec-
tion.

Bulletin 52. The Spraying of Plants.

Missouri State Horticultural Society, L.
A. Goodman, Sec'y., Westport, Mo.
Forty-first Annual Report. This re-

port contains much matter of great
interest to fruit growers.

New Hampshire Experiment Station,
Durham, N. H. Bulletin 63. Third
Potato Report.

Bulletin 64. The Forest Tent Cater-
pillar.

Bulletin 65. Notes on Apple and Po-
tato diseases.

[Continued on page S14.]

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Headquarters For All FARM TOOLS.

THE IMPROVED BUCKEYE BINDER - -
With steel platform and deck, light reel and simplest

knotter, is at the head of Harvesting Machines. Call and

see it, or send for circulars.

THE BUCKEYE MOWER - -
Is far superior to any other Mower on the market in the

strength and ease with which it does its work.

ENGINES, THRESHERS, HORSE-POWERS - -
And all other Agricultural Implements. Call and look at

our fine stock of Vehicles, Implements, etc., in our new
show=rooms, Nos. 1302 and 1304 E. Main St. (Ran-

dolph & English's old stand).

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Nos. 1302 and 1304 E. Main ~t. RICHMOND, VA.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole^
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.,

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

CE8. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, ETC., EVERGREENS,

ORNAMENTAL TREES ANO SHRUBS.
^•-POLAND CHINA PIGS/*-**-

BRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN AND.
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
0. B. WATKINS & BRO.,

HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.
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REVISED

liSl I IB.

The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

journal you wish.

DAILIES. '"'° E

r

"™
cn

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va $5 00 $5 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, " " 1 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00 4 00

" Round Table 100 135
" Bazaar 4 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

The Washington Post 75 1 05

Breeders' Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman I 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 2 00 2 25

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00 2 25

Southern Churchman, " "... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Llppincott's " 2 50 2 75

Harpers' " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scribner's " 3 00 3 25

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " 1 00 1 35

Strand " 1 25 2 00

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan, " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the Det subscription price by deducting 50

-cents from " our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage ol our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced

one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.

Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other periodi-
cals.

Seed House of the South.
TIMOTHY

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable II 1 in AND GARDEN SEEDS ot

every variety at Lowest Market Rates, inclnded in which
are BAGLAND'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

—WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pare Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price onr goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
1016 Main Street

LYNCHBURC, VA.

KEYSTONE QUICK HAYING MACHINES.
Keystone Side-Delivery Rake

jiletely a

Tu
Ick Ha

lb.
light,

ready for loader.

Its use nutans aireured, not sun

bleached hay. Better than

Snlky Rake and sav 9 of tedder.

Keystone Hay Loader.

Loads the hay from the windrow
or cock, or direct from the ground]

if the hay is heavy. Takes the

hay up clean but takes op
manure, rubbish, Ac. It ma!

haylns quirk and easy,

showery weather it often sa

enough to pay foritself in on

1
* ed on steel y

J the wheel

Keystone Three Feed Hay Press.
n a full circle. Each revo.

i moves the plunger three

i
—one more feed than any

(

'

flnihiT press made. Require"

™

• for our special circularsJjt *^^?^?! *al —^Lg- .
-

,
-

,— '** Ĵ&^QTy ^^XfiSM* x, t cnrnr>am-in

WHAT CAME FROM THE SOIL WE RETURN TO THE SOIL.

Vegetable -Animal Fertilizers

AMERICAN REDUCTION C" MPANY, of Pittsburgh, Pa.

ite to J. W. SHOWALTER, Good's Mills, Va., for Circular and Prices.
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[Continued from page SIS.]

North Carolina Experiment Station, Ral-
eigh, X. C. Bulletin 162. Farming
in Xorth Carolina

North Dakota Experiment Station, Fargo,
N. D. Bulletin 39. Crop report for

1898.

Bulletin 40. Grass and Forage Crops.

South Carolina Experiment Station,Clem-
son Gill.. S. C. Bulletin 41. The
Rice Blast and a New Smut on 1 he
Rice Plant.

Preliminary Report on Treatment for

Rice Smut.
Bulletin 42. Varieties of Cotton.
AnalyeeB of Commercial Fertilizers.

Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Va. Bulletin 83. Index to Preced-
ing Bulletins.

Bulletin 88. Growing Forest Tree
Seedlings.

Virginia State Weather Bureau, Rich-
mond, Va. Report for April, 1899.

THE SPRIXG MONTHS
Are mo't likely to find your blood im-
pure and lacking in the red corpuscles
which enable it to carry nourishment to

the nerves and other organs. Therefore
you feel weak, tired and listless, and are
troubled with spring humors. Relief is

given by Hood's Sarsaparilla, which pur-
ifies, enriches and vitalizes the blood.
Hood's Pills cure biliousness. Mailed

for 25 cents by C. I Hood & Co., Lowell,
Mass.

" The early bird gets the worm," should
be the market gardener's motto.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &o.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write us
if you contemplate planting;. Catalogues tree.

AGENTS "WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <5c

OLD DOMINION NURSERY.
CO.
RICHMOND, V A.

rGrKIWNC^HAY PRESS
'* WpsV a.umbU cvcvJt tcouottuuA

ciulu>\udunv oc ao' oivle.. T~

MitV St..KlVUau::> Ulfrlj KVO.

[:::

How is Your Wheat?
0!NE OTJj"N"T Invested m a postal card and addressed

^======= to THE CARDWELL MACHINE COM-
PANY, Richmond, Va., will bring you circulars regarding

Cardwell's Thresher and Cleaner
They are SIMPLE, DURABLE and EASY TO WORK.
Capacity, 200 to 1000 bushels of wheat per day, according

to size and character of grain.

THE CARDWELL MACHINE CO.
Nineteenth and Cary Sts.,

} RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
;.
Vi.v^-:-:-:-:-
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The only Binder made that can use the NEW PRAIRIE GRASS TWINE.

The Great
Walter A. Wood Harvester $
THE GIANT STRIDE BEYOND COMPETITION.

•j^*J»

& machine with a

record for strength,

rough handling and

cheapness of repair

'"f^SIZ^f*'

The work of this ma-

chine in the harvest of

1898, shook the very

foundations upon which

rest the reputation of

all other binders, and

to-day competition

wonders what it will

accomplish next.

•«*•

This binder handles any grade ot twine, from the smallest to the largest, and is the only

binder made that can handle the NEW PRAIRIE GRASS TWINE, which has revolutionized

the twine question. Therefore, In buying a WOOD BINDER, you have a machine that

enables the owner to use any twine on the market, which means to the owner a saving of

from "one third to one-half in the cost of twine each year, as against other machines.

THE
IMPROVED

\A/nnri A/lniAior Always tne tDest an<^ sti " furtner \m-

IfUUll IflUffUl proved. Every wear easily taken up.

No Weight on
horses' necks.

Lightest draft.

Don't pull to pieces.

Roller bearings.

Does not break
knives.

Outlasts two oi

any other.

Showing how the WOOD
Mower pulls in direct straight

line from hames to centre of re-

sistance and independent of

the pole.

This is a skeleton illus-

tration to show a great

ffijj point in the construction

gill of the WOOD Mower.

Easily the finest Mower in existence. Roller and ball bearings throughout every machine bear-

ing the name of WALTER A. WOOD. The lightest draft machines made.

Southern Office,ASHTON STARKE, Richmond, Va.
161 Agents in the South, and Distributing Warehouses at ROANOKE, VA., GREENSBORO, N. C, SALISBURY,

N. C, CHARLOTTE, N. C, COLUMBIA, S. C, MACON, GA.
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Pedigrees traced and tabulated.

Catalogues compiled and circulars prepared.

..FINE..

ROAD,
TROTTING
^SADDLE
formlebyw. J. CARTER,

(Broad Rock) $

General Turf Correspondent, \

P.O. BOX 129. RICHMOND, VA. I

REFERENCFS-L. BANKS HuLT (former owner of John <R.Gentry. 2:00V;,, Graham. X. C. : Ool J. 8. CARR. Durham CN C.; Ma j. P. P. JOHNS' >N Presidenl National Trotting As-o- {
i'i:ilinn , Lexington Ky. ; Goi.. B. CAMERON. Fairnfsh stud <
Stagvilie. N. C. : JOS. BRYAN and H. 0. CHAMBLIN, Rich- C
mond. Va. : A. B. GWATHMEY N. Y. Cotton Exchange! New C
York; Capt. B. P. WILLIAMSON. Rali-igh. X. C. : J. F. J\CK- CBON Editor Southern Planter), Richmond, Va. : H. A. BUCK C
(Editor Spirit of the Times), New York, f

Stallions for

Service.
ECWOOD, 2:18 ,

By Egbert; dam Lucille Blackwood, dam of Eggnogg, 2:2»

Wyoming, 2:25%. etc., by B ackwood.
With limited opportunities. Egwood has sired Lila, 2:24%, Janie

S, 2:30, etc. Shown at Lexington, Ky., and other places, he has
won numerous premiums and defeated great horses like Jerome
Turner, 2:15%, and others. Service fee for the season of 1S99, $25.

ROBERT RANSOM, 2:29V,
By Gambetta; dam Black Maria, by C. M. Clay, Jr. A very

handsome brown horse of grand size and powerful muscular
development, which he transmits to his get, Service fee for 1899,

$15. Usual return privilege to either horse in case of failure of
mare to prove in foal.

For further particulars, address

JOSEPH LASITTER, Richmond Bazaar,

1433 E Franklin Street, RICHMOND, VA.

N. B.-My semi-weekly auction sales are hele on Tuesdays and
Fridays. Horses and mules of all grades and sizes constantly on
band and for sale at popular prices.

The "PEERLESS" Engines and

"GEISER" Threshers.
The PEERLESS is all its name indicates. Built in any size desired from 4H. P up.

The BEST THRESHING engine made. Superior to all others Ste.ims quicker ; require*

less fuel and water, and develops more power, size for size.

The GEISER THRESHERS have a record of 35 years, and are well

known to all thresher men. The NEW No 4 GEISER has many valuable im
provemenU not found in the old style, which arc fully set forth in SPECIAL
THESHER CATALOGUE, sent to any address.

We have the CHEAPEST AND BEST PEANUT WEEDER made.

The GEISER SAW MILLS, not excelled by any in qualily or quantity of
work done, strength and simplicity of construction, convenience, ease and facility

of operation. They have the new variable friction enclosed feed and patent dogs.

Notwithstanding the great advance in cost of material, we are in a position to

make prices and terms on the above machinery more liberal than ever before.

The EUREKA Sectional Adjustable Weeder will do the work of thru
men, three horses and three cultivators and do it better. Has a solid centre section, 2 ft.

9 inches wide, with two wings bolted on each side, each 2ft,, 9 inches long These
two wings being removed, the centre secti m remains as a 2 ft.. 9 in. cultivator.

MOWERS, chain drive, and geared with roller bearings. The BONNIE BINDER, famed
for compactness, simplicity, light draft and steadiness. HAY RAKES, steel, hand and self-

dump. HAY PRESSES for hand, horse and steam power. CULTIVATORS, disc, spring tooth
Planet Jr., and Iron Age. CORN and FEED MILES, CANE MILLS, and EVAPORATORS
FARM and LOG WAGONS, BUGGIES, ROAD CARTS, ,vo. The LAMB WIRE FENCE, the strongest and best co
Cattle and hog proof. IMPLEMENTS. MACHINERY and VEHICLES for all purposes. «-WRITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1899.

Office and Warerooms :

1518-20 Franklin St., RICHMOND, VA.WATT PLOW CO.
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The Deering Harvesting Machines
- - IF^or 1899 - .

LEAD THE WORLD.
THE IMPROVED—-*
ALL-STEEL BINDER

Is truly the " IDEAL." Excels all competitors in lightness

of draft strength, durability, simplicity, convenience,

capacity. Roller and Ball Bearing. 5, 6, and 7 feet cut.

TUE inCJII MniA/ER ^s tne best in the world In detail of construction It is

fit lUEML IflUwfEll
fault iess . Like the Binder,

it has Roller and Ball Bearings throughout. Exclusive fea-

tures : Foot Lift, Anti=Wobble Pitman, Lightest Draft.

Shear Cut. Swarth. \]/2 and 5 feet. IDEAL GIANT, 6

and 7 leet cut ONE-HORSE MOWER, 3^ and 4 feet cut.

DEERING HAY RAKES ZSZZPZ
teeth are of tough pliable steel Can be horse dumped or hand-

dumped, making small or large windrows Sizes, &*4, io}4

and 12 feet. BINDER TWINE by the Carload.

SEND FOR HANDSOME DEERING CATALOGUE.

THE REVOLUTION D/SC
^OULT/VATOR

Is j ;St what you hould have just now, and we would like to

send circulars telling WHY.

ANY IMPLEMENT FOR THE FARM AT

THE FARMER'S SUPPLY CO., 1433 E, Main St., Richmond, Va,

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.
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Seasonable Goods for 1899 Ready
AT LOW PRICES. ALL GOODS GUARANTEED.

BEMENTand "CONTINENTAL" Disc
Cultivator and Combined Disc

Harrow.

TIGER Hay Rake. Self-Dump.

The Standard of the World.

TIGER All-Steel Hay Rakes; Self

Dump ; for 1 and 2 horses.

QRANGER All-Steel Hand Dump
Rakes for I and 2 horses. k^LAWN SWINGS.^

Ross Peed Cotters, Powers and Cera and Cob Mills, ami Combined Power and Feed

Mills always on hand. Genuine Oliver Chilled Plows and Repairs.

Genuine Brown Single and Double Shovel Plows and Steels.

CHAMPION Wobble Gear Improved
Mower, All Sizes Write for Cata-

logues and Prices.

IT DRAWS THE BAR-
NO PUSH.

THE WHEELS WILL NOT LIFT rflOM THE GROUND.

CHAMPION and WHITELEY Steel
Mowers, Reapers and Binders.

CHAMPION IMPROVED Binders,
Reapers, flowers and Twine.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

-Urn Till" BEST IN THE COUNTRY!

CHAS. E. HUNTER, 1528 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.
JAMES Q. HENING, of Powhatan Co., Va., Qen'l Manager. HOWARD J. NUCKOLS, of Henrico Co., Va., Salesman.



THOROUGHBRED POULTRY
My stock is from the best to be had at any price.

It is an object to dispose of the product of 1,000

head, at a reasonable price, hence I sell eggs for

hatching at $i oo per setting; three settings, $2.50,

or $500 per 100, of every variety mentioned, ex-

cept Bronze and White Holland Turkeys, and those

are 50 cents each or $5.00 per dozen. Last season

I sold birds in twenty-two different States. I will

promptly give any information, when the inquiry is

accompanied by a stamp for reply, and guarantee

jS everything, as represented, and to please every

customer.

BLACK SPANISH, WHITE WYANDOTTES, LIGHT BRAHMAS,
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES, B. B. R. EXHIBITION GAMES,
SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGS, B. B. R. GAME BANTAMS,

BARRED PLY. ROCKS,
PIT GAMES,
BLUE ANDALUSIANS,
BLACK LANGSHANS,
WHITE GUINEAS,
WHITE LEGHORNS,
BROWN LEGHORNS,
BLACK MINORCAS,
WHITE MINORCAS,
PEKIN' DUCKS.

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs, from toms weighing over 45'pounds; hens, 22 to 28 pounds.

Also Mammoth White Holland Turkeys, Belgian Hares—young, $1 00 per pair.

^^"l"/"^^ Lf Surplus—Any variety, Cocks and Cockerels, $1.00 each. Hens and Pullets
*^ v^v^i%»

|j j each. The very finest Beagle Hounds and Poland-China pigs.

Geo. T.King, Jr.,

RICHMOND, YA.

Telephone 2360. P.O.Box!.

Public invited to visit my Poultry

Yards, where they can see the finest

stock in the South.



The following is a Summary of the

progress of the Company by

ten year periods

:

Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Company,

Of MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Company was incorporated in 1 857, and commenced
business Nov. 25, 1858 on a purely mutual basis, and has

always been so conducted.

The Northwestern is recognized as the best dividend

paying company in the United States.

For full information as to cost and plans address

T. A. CARY, General Agent for Va. and N. C,



Established 1840. THE Sixtieth Year.

Southern Planter
A MONTHLY JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO

Practical and Progressive Agriculture, Horticulture,

Trucking, Live Stock and the Fireside.

OFFICE : 28 NORTH NINTH STREET, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER PUBLISHING COMPANY,

J. F. JACKSON. Editor and General Manager.

Proprietors.

Vol. 60. JULY, 1899. No. 7.
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325
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333
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The work of planting the crops upon which the re-

sults of the year's work on the farm is to depend hav-

ing been done, and the harvesting of some of these

having commenced, and the growth of others being

now fairly established, it would seem well to review

the situation, in order that it may be seen how far the

year's work is likely to be a success, and that, where

there is likely to be a deficiency, steps may yet be

taken to make this good, at least to some extent. The

Southern farmer is in this respect in a much more

favorable situation than his Northern or Western

brother. Our fall season is so long, and usually so

favorable a one for growth, that crops of many kinds,

planted after 1st July, have ample time to mature and

make a profitable return, and thus make good defi-

ciencies in the early or regular season's crops.

As we stated in our May issue, the prospect of the

winter wheat crop throughout the country is not at

all an assuring one. The acreage to be harvested is

somewhat larger than that harvested last year, but

some 4,000,000 acres less than was seeded in the fall.

The average condition, however, which in May was

only 76 per cent., is now still further reduced, and

stands at 67 per cent. This, as the condition is worst

in the great centres of production, means an enormous

reduction in the crop. In Virginia and the other

South Atlantic States, the crop, whilst short and

much thinner on the ground than that of last year, is

turning out better than expected. The heads are

large and well filled, and several large growers have

told us that they believe they will make a better yield

per acre than last year. When it was seen that the

winter wheat crop was largely injured, efforts were

made to increase the area of spring wheat, but the

season has been against this, and, instead of a larger

area being seeded than last year, there is a decrease

of some 470,000 acres. The average condition of the

crop the 1st June is 91 per cent., against 100 on June

1st, 1898. A consideration of these facts would seem

to point to the conclusion that the wheat crop as a

whole will not exceed 525,000,000 bushels, made up

in about equal parts of winter and spring wheat. (The

Cincinnati Price Current estimates the total crop at

495,000,000 bushels, which we think an underestimate.)

This compares with a production last year of 675,-

000,000 bushels, shewing a reduction of 150,000,000

bushels in the crop. Under normal conditions, such a

reduction would have meant an advancing price, but

last year's crop was so largely in excess of even extra-

ordinary home and European requirements that the

surplus remaining on hand is sufficient largely to

counteract any large increase in price. European

crop conditions are also so far favorable, except in

parts of Russia, and we do not look, therefore, to see

any abnormal call for our crop. This country now

calls for something like 425,000,000 bushels for home

consumption and for seed, which would leave 100,-

000,000 bushels available for export from the present

crop. This, with the surplus from last year, will be
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ample to meet ordinary demands, and the price is not,

therefore, in our opinion, likely to be much higher,

unless harvest weather should be most unfavorable iu

Europe. We do not look to see any fall iu the price

of any moment, neither do we look for much advance.

Farmers, therefore, may well suit their convenience

in selling, without much fear of loss. The first sale

of new wheat on the Richmond market was made on

the 21st June, the price realized being SO cents.

The oat crop throughout the country is about the

same in acreage as Last year, but the condition is

lower, and the crop will, no doubt, be less iu quan-

tity. In the South, the reduction in quantity will be

large, much of that which escaped winter killing be-

ing cut for hay, not being worth threshing.

The hay crop generally is likely to be much lighter

than the average. In New England, it is a complete

failure from drouth, whilst in many other sections, as

iu the South, whilst not a complete failure, the yield

is much lighter than that of last year. Iu the South,

this condition of things may yet be completely

changed, as good second crops may reasonably be ex-

pected, following the fine rains we have lately had.

Turning now to the corn crop. Whilst it is too

early yet to make any definite forecast as to the crop,

we think it may safely be said that throughout the

South the indications are decidedly in favor of a good

crop. Though much of it was planted later than

usual, yet this of itself is not a factor largely affect-

ing the yield, if only seasonable rains and warm tern

peratures follow the planting ; and this has been the

case throughout most of the South. In Georgia and

some other of the cotton States, the area planted to

corn is being considerably increased at the expense of

the cotton crop. This is a satisfactory condition of

things. When Southern farmers give their attention

first to making home supplies in ample quantity for

all the needs of the South, there is bound to be, if not

moie money, certainly very much more comfort, and

much more contentment.

The area of the cotton crop promises to be materi-

ally reduced. The low price for which the last crop

has sold has had its natural effect, and has been in-

finitely more potential in curtailing the production

than all the conventions which have been held having

this object in view. The condition of the crop in the

South Atlantic States is generally about the average

of the past fifteen years. In other sections, it is be

low this average.

The good price for which tobacco has sold during

the past winter and spring has stimulated interest in

the crop, and, had not the spring been so late and

cold, we should have seen a large increase in the area

planted. As it is, it is questionable whether the

acreage is much larger than that of last year, and the

condition of the crop is backward. There is, how-

ever, ample time to yet make a good crop, aud proba-

bly the quantity made will be large enough to meet

the market requirements without materially affecting

the price.

A review of the situation would seem to point the

conclusion that the Southern farmer is likely to make
an average return for his labors. Whilst the year

does not promise overflowing crops, yet, on the other

hand, there does not appear risk of failures or re-

duced prices. For the finished products of the farm

—beef, mutton, pork—and for young stock to convert

into these products, there is a decidedly stronger de-

mand, at higher prices, and it would seem the part of

wisdom to make provision for supplementing all forage

crops now growing, with all the further crops of a
like character that can be produced, in order to be in

a position to make as much of these products as cau

be carried and finished on the farm. The crops grow-

ing and to be grown can be marketed to better advan-

tage both for the farmer and the farm, when con-

verted into finished products than in the raw state.

Corn not already planted for ensilage, should be

planted as quickly as possible as the time is getting

late. There is, however, yet ample time to make
good, fairly matured silage corn before frost. We wish

that more of our readers had silos into which to put

the crop when ready than is the case at present. A
silo is the cheapest barn which a man can build in

which to store his crops, and he cau there store it in

such form that when it comes out, it comes out succu-

leut and appetizing, whatever may have been the

weather conditions when the crop was harvested. It

is food saved in such shape as to be the most palata-

ble aud nutritious for cows and sheep, and to be

acceptable and sustaining for both horses and hogs.

We have published repeatedly full instructions for

building a silo, both in the cheapest and in the most

permanent form. For from 50 cents to $1.00 per ton

of capacity, a silo can be built and completed, and

the man who leaves his crops wasting in the field

when for such a sum as this he can have them fully

protected and in the most convenient form for feeding,

is doing both himself and his stock a great injustice.

The deficient hay crop can be most easily and

cheaply supplemented by sowing German millet.

This will be ready for cutting in from 60 to 75 days,

and if cut before the seed forms and not overdried,

makes excellent hay. Sow at the rate of one bushel

to the acre on finely prepared land. If the land is

not in gocd heart, apply 300 or 400 lbs. of acid phos-

phate and 50 lbs. of muriate of potash per acre be-

fore seeding, and top dress the crop with 100 lbs. of
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nitrate of soda per acre, after it has just commenced
to grow. Cow peas may still be sown for cutting for

hay. Crimson or German clover should commence
to be sown this month and be continued at intervals

until the end of October. In this issue will be found

an article on this crop to which we refer our readers.

Sorghum and other fodder crops should now begiu

to be ready for cutting. We would urge that these

should be used as a supplement to the pastures, so

these may not be eaten so bare as to expose the roots

of the grass to the burning rays of the sun. Many a

good pasture which would have stood for years, has

been completely ruined by too close eating in July

and August. Save this and help the stock by using

the forage crops.

The second and late crop of Irish potatoes should

be planted this month in this State, and in August in

North Carolina. In our last issue will be found full

information on this crop.

Land should be prepared for the ruta baga and

turnip crops. Let it be well plowed and finely

worked, and be enriched with farmyard manure and

acid phosphate. Ruta bagas and turnips are best

grown in rows about two feet apart. This gives the

opportunity of working them with the cultivator

several times. Ruta bagas should be sown at the end

of this month and in the beginning of August, whilst

turnips may be sown a month later. We would urge

upon all who keep cattle and sheep especially that

they should make an effort to have a good supply of

these roots for winter feeding. Whilst in themselves

not showing by analysis a high nutritive value, jet

experience has proved that stock fed with them is

better able to utilize other feeds of a higher nutritious

value, and thus make a better return on the cost of

feeding. They also tend largely to keep stock in good

health and with good appetites. Two or three pounds

of seed -will sow an acre, if a drill is used. If sown
broadcast, about twice that quantity will be needed.

The plants should be thinned out so as to stand about

9 inches apart in rows. If troubled with the turnip

fly when firs'; commencing to grow, dust with quick

lime in which a little kerosene has been mixed. From
15 to 20 tons of ruta bagas can be easily grown to the

acre. We have grown from 30 to 35 tons to the acre

frequently.

When threshing, see to it that the straw and chaff is

carefully stacked and srored away in such a way as not

to be likely to suffer damage from rain. In the winter,

this will enable you to carry much young stock in a

growing condition, if supplemented with roots, silage

and a little grain ; and at present and prospective

prices for stock of this kind, they will pay well for

the feed, besides making a large addition to the

manure heap. Straw should never be wasted on the

farm. A profitable use can always be found for it in

winter.

When mentioning the sowing of ruta bagas and
turnips, we omitted to mention rape as a crop that

should now be sown. As a green feed for sheep, hogs
and young cattle during fall, winter and spring, it is

only just beginning to be appreciated in this country,

but its value is none the less certain. In an experi-

ment made in Wisconsin, it was found that one acre

of rape was equivalent in feeding hogs to 2.767 lbs. of

grain fed, whilst one acre made 400 lbs. of mutton in

one month with one pound of grain per head per day.

Sow the Dwarf Essex variety either broadcast or in

rows two feet apart with the plants thinned out to

stand a foot apart in the rows.

GRASS AS A PERMANENT rMPROVER OF LAND.

The time of the year is now fast approaching when
grass seeding can be done with the greatest prospect

of success in the Southern States. Haviug this time

in mind, it may be well to invite the attention of

farmers to some of the advantages to be derived from
converting arable land into grass land to a much
greater extent than has been the rule in the past, espe-

cially in the South.

Among these advantages may be mentioned, first,

the production of a staple crop, always salable upon
the market, or convertible into meat or milk or but-

ter on the farm. Secondly, the saving of labor and
cost in the working of the farm. Thirdly, the preser-

vation of the land from washing and from the loss of

plant food by heavy and continuous rains carrying

the same through the subsoil. Fourthly, the addition

to the land of humus, the most important factor in

the permanent fertility of land ; and, last, but by no

means least, the addition to the land of actual plant

food, especially in the form of nitrogen, by the main-

tenance of permanent grass lands.

The first point mentioned in favor of grass produc-

tion would not seem to require any argument to com-

mend or enforce it. There is not a farmer in the

South or any where else who does not realize the value

to himself of an abundant supply of grass and hay.

Whilst the hay produced in the South has more than

doubled within the last decade, yet there are hundreds

of thousands of tons of hay sent into the markets of

Southern cities every year from the West, and which

readily finds buyers at a price profitable to the pro-

ducers, notwithstanding the cost of freight over hun-
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drals of miles of railroad. A very large part of this

hay so brought from the West is sold, we regret to

say, to farmers, and carried by them from the cities

to the country. There is not a day passes that we do

not see farmers leaving this city with bales of hay in

their wagons. Every ton of this hay brought from

the West can and ought to be produced here in the

South, and be put on the city markets by our own

farmers. If this were done, instead of hauling bales

of hay from the cities to the farms, they would haul

bags of dollars in their places. An abundant supply

of grass and hay on our farms would make possible

the production of all the butter and meat required for

consumption in our cities, a large part of which now

comes from the West and North.

As to the second point. An acre of laud in grass

can be made to produce a greater net return than an

acre in any other kind of crop over a series of years.

When land has once been seeded, and a good stand of

grass secured, the amount of labor required to pro-

duce and harvest the product is very small. That

grass and hay production results in a prosperous

farming community is evidenced both in this country

and in the Old World. Wherever you find in this

country a peculiarly prosperous farming community,

and where land is higher in value than elsewhere, you

will invariably find that pastoral and live stock in-

terests have taken the place largely of arable pursuits.

This is so in the richest agricultural counties in Penn-

sylvania. It is so in Wisconsin, and it is undoubtedly

80 in this State. The Southwest and Valley of Vir-

ginia are without question the homes of the richest of

our farmers, and there grass and hay production are

the leading features in the agricultural system.

As to the third point. One of the greatest losses

which Southern farmers suffer from is the washing

away of the lands and the washing out of the fertility

from the lands by our heavy rainfalls. This is almost

wholly caused by the absence of vegetable matter in

the soil, which has all been burned out of it by the

continuous production of hoed or clean cultivated

crops, and by the lack of green crops to cover the

land in the winter, and continue the absorption of

plant food as produced in the soil. Land held to-

gether by a good sod will neither wash away nor leach

out its fertility.

As to the fourth point. Whatever may be said as

to the possibility of production of crops without hu-

mus in the soil by those who advocate the use of com-

mercial fertilizers in the place of farm-yard manure,

instead of only as adjuncts to home-made manure, the

fact has been abundantly demonstrated that no per-

manent fertility can be maintained in the absence of

humus. This not only makes the soil retentive of

moisture, makes it warmer, and prevents it running

together and becoming impermeable to the roots of

plants, but it makes available the plant food in the

soil, or which may be added to it. In no way can

this valuable humus be so cheaply added and main-

tained in the land as by the production of grass and

clover crops.

As to the fourth point. Whilst it is not known
that grass can take nitrogen from the air like the

leguminous crops, yet a series of experiments made

at the Agricultural College at Copenhagen, in Den-

mark, has demonstrated that land continuously in

grass in some way becomes richer in nitrogen year by

year. There plats were divided into three series. The
first was left unmanured, the second received regular

applications of complete commercial fertilizers, and

the third was regularly manured with barnyard ma-

nure. The quantity of nitrogen in the soil was de-

termined after the experiment had been in progress

22 and 30 years. The average results are given in the

following table :

Nitrogen Per Hectare in toe Upper 20 Centimeters of
Soil on Plats Under Different Systems of Cropping.

Continuous grass culture...

Continuous barley culture.

Cropping in rotation

Plats Cropped
22 Years.

Pa

Kgs.
4,931

3,578

4,407

a'

Kgs. Kgs.
5,131 5,842

3,639 4,596
4,582 5,493

Plats Cropped
for 30 Years.

Kgs. Kg».

4,638 5,010

3,470 3,403

5,025 5,185

I

A"i/s.

6,793
4.S04

6,164

The results show the beneficial effects of grass on

the nitrogen content of the soil, compared with con-

tinuous barley culture and rotative cropping. The
grass crops which received commercial fertilizers, or

which were left unmanured, gave less favorable re-

sults after 30 years of cropping than the plats on

which the various crops, including beans, were grown

in rotation. It is concluded that commercial nitrogen-

ous fertilizers do not increase the nitrogen content of

the soil to the same extent as barnyard manure.

With such strong evidence in favor of grass produc-

tion as a staple crop in farm economy, it is difficult to

understand the neglect in this respect of Southern

farmers. We shall be told, we doubt not, that it is

not produced because it is difficult to secure a good

stand, or to maintain one. If the same effort is made
to secure a stand of grass as is willingly made to se-

cure a stand of tobacco, there can be no question but

that success would result in most cases, and the stand

once secured can be maintained by like persistent ef-

fort. The end is worthy of the effort. Until the
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South becomes a grass and stock producing country,

its farmers will never be a prosperous people. With
it, their prosperity will be greater than that of any
other section of the country, because of the climatic

conditions rendering possible the production of meat
and dairy products at the minimum of cost.

GERMAN OR CRIMSON CLOVER.

The time for seeding this annual clover being now
at hand, we desire to say a word in favor of its being

very largely sown. The necessity for this appeal

arises from the fact that in the past, from one cause or

another, very unsatisfactory results have been achieved

in growing the crop. Very much of the seed sown

has failed to make a stand. This has arisen not from

defects in the seed, for, as a rule, it has a very high

percentage of germination, and starts to grow most

freely, but from subsequent injury to the stand. Un-
fortunately, the newly sprouted seeding is very sus-

ceptible to injury from the hot sun, from drouth and

from frost, and, as these conditions are very apt to

prevail at times during the fall months, it is not to be

woudered at that stands are often lost. The value of

the crop, however, is so great, not only as a gatherer

of nitrogen from the atmosphere for the benefit of

subsequent crops, as a preserver of the fertility of

the soil, as a preventive of washing, and as a winter

and spring pasture and early green forage crop, that

we urge its fiequent seeding at intervals from July to

November. If only part of these seedings escape

damage from the causes mentioned, an ample return

will be made for the seed and labor expended.

As showing how valuable the crop is as a nitrogen

gatherer, an experiment made at the Cornell Station

is instructive. Seeds of three varieties of clover

—

the Crimson or German, the Mammoth Red, and the

Medium Red—were sown August 1st, and the plants

were dug November 4th, three mouths and four days

after the seeds were sown. An acre of the Crimson

clover had in that time gathered 155.91 pounds of

nitrogen ; an acre of the Mammoth Red had gathered

145.96 pounds ; whilst an acre of Medium Red clover

had only gathered 103.36 pounds.

If we take the value of this nitrogen at only 10

cents per pound, instead of 12, the usual rate, on ac-

count of its being perhaps less immediately available

than in the form of cotton-seed meal or nitrate of soda,

we have here a value of $15.50 for the nitrogen alone,

gathered in three months by at most 10 to 15 pounds

of seed sown, with a large feediug value in the crop

itself.

From our experience with the crop, and from the

experience of many who have grown it for several

years, we are convinced that early seeding is the best,

and most likely to be successful. We would begin to

sow in July, whenever there was a suitable season,

and sow an acre or two at every suitable opportunity

up to the end of October. We have very satisfactory

reports from parties who have sown the clover with

cow peas, with millet, with oats or rye, and with tur-

nips, and we doubt -not that it could be successfully

sown with rape. The shading of the cow peas and
millet prevented injury from drouth, and gave two
crops from the land—one in the fall, and the other in

the spring. Seeded with oats or rye, it makes excel-

lent pasture, and, when cut early, good hay. Where
seeded with turnips or rape, the crop could only be

used for pasture, unless the turnips and rape were
pulled out during the winter or early spring. In a

showery season, it may be seeded in standing corn,

too large for the seed to be covered by the use of the

cultivator. The shading of the corn will protect it

from injury by the sun.

Land intended to be sown should be run over first

with the disc or spading harrow, or a heavy drag har-

row, and the seed be then sown, and be harrowed or

rolled in. Sow your wheat and oat stubbles not seeded

in fall or spring with this crop, and raise clover in-

stead of weeds. The land will be benefitted, and

stock have a green pasture at a time when they will

appreciate and make a return for it.

HEMP GROWING IN VIRGINIA.

In our May issue we published an article on hemp
growing in Virginia, from Mr. S. S. Boyce, of Totten-

ville, N. Y., in which he offered to supply seed to a

number of farmers willing to raise experimental plots.

We had, previously to this, supplied him with the

names and addresses of a number of farmers in dif-

ferent sections of the State whom we thought likely

to be willing to experiment with the crop. Mr. Boyce

now sends us the following report, which he has re-

ceived from parties making experiments :

Prof. Nourse, of the Virginia Experiment Station,

says (June 11th) :
" Hemp is now five feet high." On

the 15th June, Prof. Nourse writes as follows :

"In reply to your letter just received, the soil on
which we sowed the hemp seed is, as you suggested,

quite rich. It is in a corner of what was, some years

ago, a garden ; has of late been in grass, and the only

manure applied this year was some that was left on
the spot from some I had applied to my garden. I

know the soil was rich, and the season has been just

right for rapid growth of most crops. We had so

much rain that I could not plant the seed for at least

two weeks after receiving it from you (I failed to note

the day it was planted), and we have had rains every
few days since. I never saw anything grow as these
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plants have. I measured one just now and it was 7

feet 2 inches.''

From this last letter, it will be seen that the hemp

was growing at the rate of six inches a day between

the llth and l.~«th of June. Mr. Boyce says that this

is not unusual under favorable conditions. Mr. W. P.

Moomaw, of Beverly, Va., reported (on 2d June) that

he sowed the seed on the 20th April, but that it did

not germinate for three weeks, and then did not grow

until the past week. The plants were then from 8 to

12 inches high. Mr. C. C. Clevenger, of Stephenson,

Va., reported on 5th June that his crop was growing

nicely, and averaged 15 inches in height. Mr. Boyce

says that his own crop, at Tottenville, on Staten Island,

was, on June 15th, 7 to 9 feet high. With 25 years'

experience in growing the crop, he knows just how to

make it grow.

Mr. Bellwood, of Chesterfield county, Va., says

:

The first hemp, planted May llth on sandy loam,

high land and dry, is growing very fast, now (June

21st) four feet high.

Second lot, sown May 20th, on red clay loam, more
moist than average land, about six inches high, slow

in starting.

Third lot, sown June 6th on river low land not very

moist, only well up.

I will sow some between now and July 1st on very

rich and moist river low land.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I am now cutting the hemp sown for fibre March
25th. Tt is in full blossom, and 9 to 11 feet tall. It

is an earlier variety than the China hemp with which
I am experimenting. The China hemp, sown at same
date, is 11 to 14 feet tall, but is a later variety, and
showing no indications of blossoming.

S. S. Boyce.
Staten Island, " . Y., 23d June, 1899.

P. S.—Hemp sown June 1st is 17 inches high.

Shall plant another plot on July 1st.

We hope to report, later on, the further progress

of these experiments. We know there is an opening

for raising fibre crops in this country, and do not see

why the South should not further diversify its crops

by producing hemp.

PULLING CORN FODDER.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I note the statement of Mr. Henning, of Northamp-

ton county, Va., in your last issue, giving his reasons

for adhering to the pulling of blades and topping of

corn. Mr. Henning says that cattle are not profitable

in Northampton. It is easy to see that cattle cannot

be profitable anywhere if fed on the products of a

farm where, according to Mr. Henning's own showing

but half a ton of food is made per acre, and a large

quantity of good food is left in the field to make
humus. But suppose that he made the corn into en-

silage and fed the whole product. He could make
from ten to twenty tons of excellent succulent food

per acre. I have made something over twenty on

laud that would make fifty bushels of corn per acre.

Then suppose that he rotated his crops with cow-peas

and made them into hay at a far less cost than he can

make the corn blade fodder, he would have a crop of

hay—probably two and a half tons per acre—that

would, with the corn silage, make a well balanced ra-

tion for feeding cattle. Cattle may not pay where
there is not forage raised to feed them on, but to say

that cattle cannot be made to pay in a locality where
cheap water freights are so handy as in Northampton,

and the city markets are so ready to take the product,

and the local market is ill supplied with good fresh

beef and prime butter, I think must need some amend-

ment. The making of ensilage and pea-vine hay will

furnish the food needed to carry a stock of cattle, and,

having plenty of cheap food, there is no reason why
cattle should not be profitable in Northampton. The
enormous waste of good food in the stalks and shucks,

which would still furnish humus after passing through

the animals, would of itself, if utilized, go far towards

making stock profitable. Even if you do not make
ensilage, the cut down corn can be run through a

shredding machine, which will make it almost as fine

as hay, and enable the whole to be consumed. It

takes very heavy corn to make the 1,000 lbs. of dried

blades and tops per acre, and an acre that would make
this would probably make far more than double the

amount if the whole plant was cut. It is true that

there is considerable waste in the curing of corn in

the shock, but there is also quite a good deal of waste

in the saving of the product in the old way ; and at

times, if the cut down corn is shocked before the late

summer rains are over, there will be danger of a good

deal of spoiliug in the shock ; but the later corn that

comes in September will usually have the finest of

curing weather. Ensilage making saves the whole

with hardly any risk, and puts the food into a shape

that animals of all kinds thrive on it.

The Eastern Shore needs cattle feeding more than

anything else, and I cannot see any reason why the

feeding of cattle there, where forage crops are easily

grown, even after an early truck crop, should not be

a source of profit. With no rough food but pulled

blades aud cut tops of corn, it will not pay ; but with

the abundant forage that you can grow on the Eastern

Shore, I feel sure that the feeding would be a success.

I was born on that little neck of land, and am not

willing to admit that the Eastern Shore of Virginia

cannot make anything pay that the land will produce
;

and there is no land anywhere that is so easily brought
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to a high state of productiveness with decent farming.

With Old Point, Norfolk and Newport News in easy

reach, there is no reason why gilt edged butter made
on the Eastern Shore should not briug a profitable

price in Northampton.
W. F. Massey.

LIQUID MANURES.
Editor Southern Planter:

I have just found that concentrated liquid manure
from a water- closet vault is a dangerous method of
watering very young plants of most varieties in a
garden. That I may profit bv the use of this kind of
a fertilizer, I would like Prof. Massey's advice how to

use. A New Subscriber.
Stolen Island, N. T.

I can find no analysis of such an article. The con-

tents of a vault will have undergone changes that

would entirely alter the composition of the fresh feces

and urine, and the material will have acquired a caus

tic character from the chlorides present. It is hardly

practicable to dilute the material, and probably the

best way to dispose of it would be the process advo-

cated by Fussellman. This is to slake quick lime with

an equal bulk of fresh urine, and then to mix the dry

product obtained in this way with the solid excrement

in proportion of two and a half parts of the slaked

lime to two parts of the excrement. Then use the

product at once, before there is a serious loss of am-

monia. But, in the emptyings of a vault, the matter

has undergone such chemical changes that perhaps the

best way would be to compost it with black moist soil

from the forest, and apply it in this way. If perfectly

dry soil is used, as in an earth closet, the rapid oxida-

tion will destroy the nitrogenous matters, and make
the compost comparatively poor. Night soil is a very

troublesome article to manage, and the only time I

ever had much success with it was by making the

compost of the black muck from a brackish marsh

that had been piled over winter and become somewhat

sweetened. The night soil was put up in layers with

this, or rather the layers of muck were daily covered

with night soil, and additional layers added till a large

pile was made. This was turned and mixed for a

while, and used in a week or two. It gave very good

results as a manure. The contents of a vault used as

a liquid manure, without any dilution, would be too

caustic for young plauts, I would suppose. From my
experience in the past, I have come to the conclusion

that the material does not pay for the trouble it gives,

and some succulent vegetables, like cabbages, are

ruined by the application, so far as their use for the

table is concerned. So, for many years past, I have

entirely ignored the article. I once tried the manu-

factured poudrette, and found that it was not worth

the freight. W. F. Massey.

THE COW-PEA CROP.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Prof. W. F. Ma>sey has conclusively shown that,

over the many States where cow-peas come to perfec-

tion, there are few, if any, crops that can be grown to

excel this one, either as hay, green forage, or as a soil

improver. In the last few years a great many farmers

have, as well, demonstrated this to their own satisfac-

tion, and there is not the least doubt now but that the

area sown to cow-peas would be greatly increased

every year if some cheaper way of gathering the peas,

and one that would bring it within the farmer's power
to save them on a wholesale scale, could be discovered.

Picking the pods by hand does seem like, and is, a

very primitive method of saving seed of a grain crop

in this era of labor saving machinery. We tried it

for some time, paying thirty cents a bushel or half the

peas for picking them, and then could not get any-

thing like the quantity saved that we wanted. We
bought most of our seed for two or three years, never

for less than eighty cents a bushel—the last time at

one dollar thirty- five cents.

There is no doubt it will pay well to grow peas, even

if double the latter price has to be paid for them. But
the cost, to a large extent, governs the quantity grown.

Those who know something of the value of the cow-

pea cannot always make it convenient to pay the high

price they usually sell for. The farmer who has not

himself proved their worth and learned to depend on

them—and they are worthy of his dependence, for

they seem never to be a failure in this latitude—will

not be as easily persuaded to try them when he sees

that it means every year a big cash outlay. Lessen

the cost of the seed and cow- peas will soon spread

their rich green foliage over thousands of acres that

are now bare or growing nothing but weeds. That is

what we have succeeded in doing for ourselves. The
method may not be entirely new, but it is thoroughly

practicable.

I mentioned in the Planter how we saved the seed of

the crop of 1S97, but the season was unusually dry, to

which fact we partly attributed the success of the ex-

periment. Last fall, however, was the very opposite

as far as weather went, but we found, to our great

satisfaction, that even in a wet season the plan can be

relied on for saving good seed. The black peas are

the kind we grow. The pods of some of the other

varieties open and let the peas drop out more readily

than does the black if exposed to much weather.

The peas should be sown here late in June or in

July for seed, for then the vines do not make so great

a growth as when sown earlier. The proportion of

pods to the vines will be greater ; also the yield per

acre ; and the pods ripen more at one time.
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We sow one bushel or a little over per acre. Form-

erly we sowed by hand, but found it difficult to get

the peas to the right depth by harrowing them in, or

even to cover all of them, and considerably more than

a bushel was required. We have for two years used a

drill for the purpose, made by the Superior Drill Co.,

Springfield, Ohio. It sows peas perfectly, any quan-

tity desired, and without breaking one, covering all

at an even depth.

Before the peas are up, .the land is rolled. When
most of the pods are ripe, or nearly so—at which stage

the vines are comparatively free from sap and easy to

cure—we cut them with the ordinary grain reaper.

Here the advantage of rolling is seen, as the knives

can be run so close to the ground that scarcely any

pods or vines are left, the whole being carried onto

the table and delivered in bunches of the desired size

beyond the space required for the horses and machine

as they come round again. After the bunches have

dried for a day or two, they are turned over, and at

the same time put in windrows, from which they are

cocked up or pitched onto the wagon when ready to

draw.

When one has not a reaper, the mower will answer

to cut the vines, but it is necessary to follow the ma-

chine around and move the vines to one side with a

fork to save the peas from being thrashed out by the

horses. We cut some last year with a mower, and
found that two men could clear the way fast enough.

There are attachments, that can be applied to any
mower, made in Guelph, Canada, which are described

and illustrated by Prof. Thomas Shaw in a bulletin

issued by the TJ. S. Agricultural Department, that

would make the mower an ideal machine for harvest-

ing the cow-pea for seed when there is no objection to

saving the vines. The attachments were made for the

mower so that it could be used for harvesting the

Canada field pea. These peas lie almost flat on the

ground for the most of their length
;
yet, with these

attachments, they are raised up and cut with the

greatest facility. The reaper, however, does such

good work that we will stick to it as Ion: as it lasts.

But if any one contemplates buying a new machine
for harvesting the cow-pea, I would suggest that he

first look into the merits of the mower as rigged up
for cutting the Canada field pea.

For storing in the baru or shed, the vines should

not be piled more than eight or nine feet deep nor be

tramped, unless they are very dry, for fear of heating.

For thrashing them, we have not found any way better

than tramping them out with horses. We tried two
kinds of cylinder machines ; also the flail. The flail

was too slow ; the machines broke from a quarter to a

half of the peas even with the concave teeth out.

The machines could not be run so slow as not to break

them without the vines winding on the cylinder.

Thrashing peas with horses is a method not to be

ridiculed, though we are at the end of the nineteenth

century. We cover the barn floor fully two feet deep

with the vines, and use four horses. After tramping

over the vines for a few minutes, they are turned and
shaken up and the tramping repeated. Once again

this is done to insure the last pod being thrashed.

The floor is covered three times before the peas are

shovelled up. They are then cleaned with the fanning

mill. In this way, last fall, we thrashed two hundred

and ten bushels of clean peas in four days. On three

of the days it was raining. The peas shell out better,

however, when the atmosphere is dry. In the whole

lot, there were only two bushels of broken peas.

There were several tons of haulm, which was fed to

the stock, and all was eaten, though considerably

damaged—much more than it would have been had
the season not been so unfavorable. Pea vines, unlike

clover or almost any other long feed, seem to retain

an appetizing flavor, to cattle at least, no matter how
much weather they may be exposed to.

In case one has no barn with a suitable floor to

thrash on, it is an easy matter to get five or six hun-

dred feet of lumber and lay a temporary floor for the

purpose on the ground, with a fence close to it to keep

the horses in place. The thrashing could be done on

dry days with little loss of peas. A floor twelve feet

by forty feet is ample for four horses. Twelve feet is

about the right width, as they cover the whole space

every round.

Perhaps, in being thus diffuse in describing the

method adopted, I have made harvesting and saving

peas seem an intricate work ; but, in actual practice,

we have found it not more so than the usual methods

of handling oats or wheat, and not requiring nearly

the work that is necessary to save a crop of corn.

We have been sowing peas by times for three weeks

(it is now the 19th of June), and will continue to do
so probably for three weeks more. Every time the

weather hinders at the hay, or other work permits, we
go at the peas, and will endeavor to get in every

bushel possible. Ic is much easier to decide to put

peas here, and peas there, and peas everywhere, when
you have a big bin full that seemingly cost you noth-

ing, than it is when you have to pay out, in clean,

hard cash, from eighty cents to one dollar or more for

every bushel you sow.

Chesterfield Co.,Va. Albert R. Bellwood.

Mr. Wm. Wirt Henry, Jr., Terryville, Va., writes:

"Allow me to say that your publication is of greates
assistance as well as interest to a young farmer. I

pays to take it."
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HOME-MADE SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Editor Southern Planter :

Take any refuse bone and break to small pieces

;

then weigh off 265 lbs. and place in an oil cask. Pour

upon this mixture 40 lbs. of sulphuric acid (66° B.)

The mixture will then become hot on account of the

acid combining with the water of the bones. Stir

until the mixture has cooled down, and then let it

stand for three or four weeks for the moisture to dry

up. This treatment will convert more than half of

the "insoluble" phosphoric acid of the raw bone into

soluble forms.

The material will be made finer in its mechanical

condition, and putrefaction will be checked.

This method, which may be recommended for bone

which has been cut or crushed into small pieces, is not

applicable probably to coarse bones, which offer a

comparatively small surface to the action of the sul-

phuric acid.

A comparative analysis of raw and treated bones

was made by the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment

Station, with the following results :

265 lbs. raw bone contain

—

Lbs.

Nitrogen 7.6

Water soluble phosphoric acid 8

Citrate soluble phosphoric acid 27 4

Insoluble phosphoric acid 21.3

Total phosphoric acid 49.5

265 lbs. acidified bone contain

—

Lbs.

Nitrogen 9.5

Water soluble phosphoric acid 7.7

Citrate soluble phosphoric acid 34.8

Insoluble phosphoric acid 8.

7

Total phosphoric acid 51.2

These results are self evident in favor of acid treated

bone.

As the process is not difficult, almost any farmer

cau make his own superphosphate. Sulphuric acid is

not so expensive an article as many people imagine
;

it is now quoted at $1,473 per 100 lbs., so that the fer-

tilizer could be made at a very reasonable cost.

Goochland Co., Va. Randolph Bolling.

TWe would just utter one word of caution as to this

work. Sulphuric acid should be handled with great

care, as it burns everything it conies in contact with.

When pouring it on the bones, see that none is splashed

on the flesh or clothes of the mixers.

—

Ed. J

IRON ROLLER—BEEF CATTLE FOR PIEDMONT
VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter :

The roller referred to by Prof. Massey in the last

number of the Planter as in use at th? Miller School,

is manufactured in Charlottesville, Va., by R. F.

Harris & Son. It weighs about 1700 lbs., and is

easily pulled by the team. We know it as the corru-

gated iron roller, and it is invaluable for crushing

clods and for rolling grain or grass in the spring. The

hardest clods can be gotten into beautiful order by

one rolling, followed in a few days by the disc harrow.

Care should be taken not to use the .roller when the

land is wet. I do not think grass seed on wheat or

oats can be better put in than by sowing the grass,

running a weeder or light harrow over it, and follow

with the corrugated iron roller.

Mr. J. Cabell Early asks for the best beef cattle for

Piedmont Virginia. I agree with him that the Devon

is a very satisfactory animal for our rough pasture

lands, where a bite of sassafras, broomsedge or locust

shoot has to be taken to fill up. If his pasture is of

this character, a Devon will beat a Shorthorn or Here-

ford. I tested this to my own satisfactiou some years

ago when I adopted the Devon. About four years ago

I was led by the Southern Planter to discard the Devon

and to raise Red Polls. I find that they are as good

on common rough pasture as the Devon ; they are low,

blocky, smooth, well developed in the best beef parts,

and weigh like lead, and they far surpass the Devon

for milk and butter. They are good rustlers. Where
especial attention and good pastures are given they

surpass the Devon for beef ; they grow rapidly

and will make 1000 lbs. at twelve months of age.

They are like the Polled Angus in maturing early as

beef. The heifers breed as early as Jerseys. The

steers will equal the best beef breeds on good pastures,

going from 1800 to 2400 lbs. They dress out well

when slaughtered ; no other pure bred beef breed, in the

public tests, has ever dressed as much, net weight, as

a pure bred Red Polled Steer. The judges at the Lon-

don Dairy Show gave the first premium to Red Polled

cows and stated that they had never seen twelve such

cows together of any breed. This is a rather re-

markable showing for one breed, to hold the record

over all other beef breeds in the net weight slaughter

tests, and to take the first premium from the dairy

breeds. As a general purpose breed I do not think

they can be equalled, and if Mr. Early tries them, he

will find what he wants.

Albemarle Co., Va. Sam'l B. Woods.

Too many farmers are apt to look upon drainage as

did one to whom we made the suggestion that he

should drain a certain field. " What would it cost?"

he wanted to know. We made as a rough estimate

$75 to §100 per acre.
'

' Spend $100 an acre on laud

that is not worth $10 an acre* Guess not. Don't see

any policy in that." he said. And yet that field, if

well drained, would easily have produced more hay,

or more of almost any cultivated crop on one acre,

than he was growing on any five acres of the best land

that he was working.
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ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Maasey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

«hould be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C., not later than the 15th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Beggar Weed—Wire Worms.

1st. Please tell us about the " Giant Beggar Weed."
Will it grow seeded in corn the last planting in June

!

2d. What is the best time to sow it in this section ?

We cannot get a set of clover and I want a crop that

will grow two years from one seedi.ig.

3d. For the last three years the "wire worm" has
ruined my crop of tobacco. Is there any thing that

can be done in the future to stop the destruction of

the j oung plants by them .'

Appomattox Co., Va. G.

1. The Giant Beggar Weed is a species of Des-

modium. It grows wild from Florida to Maryland,

but it attains its greatest value in the far South. It is

of little if any value here and northward. If you
cannot get a stand of clover, you can certainly get a

stand of Cow peas, and they are worth more than all

the Beggar weed that ever grew here. I am sorry that I

cannot help you about the wire worms. Write to Prof.

Alwood of the Virginia Experiment Station, Blacks

burg, Ya., who can tell you more than I can about
any insect, I suppose.

W. F. Massey.

Stocks for Grafting.

Will you answer in Southern Planter whether

—

1. The common wild plum of Southside Virginia
can be used as a stock for any or all of the improved
kinds of plums!

2. If so, whether large or small stocks must be used
and grafted or budded ?

3. And whether the roots should be left in their
original places, or may be transplanted and therafter
treated as impioved plum trees, rather than as wild
bushes ? I understand the wild bushes or trees are
spoiled by good treatment. Is that so!

Powhatan Co., Va. W. Aldkich.

1. I cannot recommend the wild Chicasa plum as a

stock. Better use the Mariauna or the ordinary peach
seedling. Most nurserymen use peach stocks. Seed-

lings of the wild Chicasa plum might do for the

making of quite dwarf trees, but the plum grows
dwarf enough on the peach. Plums should always be

budded. They are very hard to graft successfully.

3. No ; the wild bushes are not spoiled by good treat-

ment, but few of the wild ones are worth good
treatment when we can get so many that are superior.

W. F. Massey.

Pine Sawdust as a Fertilizer.

Will you kindly inform me through Southern Planter

if there is any value in pine sawdust as a bedding for

stock. My land is inclined to crust and " run to-

gether." The hauling will be about one fourth mile.

Richland Co., S. C. Jas. Shoolbred.

Do not use pine sawdust for bedding unless you can

get nothing else. It is an absorbent, but damages

the manure more than it does good.

W. F. Massey.

Orchard Grass.

Orchard grass appears the superior grass on my
farm under my very limited experience in spring
sowing. Can it be sowed safely in the fall ! If so,

how should it be put in ? I am harvesting it, and am
greatly pleased that it ripens with daisies and other
pests. Timothy is of too slow growth, and I have
abandoned it, and I find that mowing garlic, etc.,

when in full bloom kills the stock, consequently a
grass that ripens after such weeds is obnoxious.

Washington, D. C. R. S. Lacey.

Orchard grass can be seeded iu the fall with much
greater chance of making a good stand than if sown
in the spring. August and September are the two

best months in which to sow grass seeds in the South.

The plants become established thoroughly before the

hard frosts set in, as the cool, moist weather of the

fall months is exactly what is required for grass grow-

ing. The land should be plowed, harrowed, rolled

and finely prepared so that a perfect seed bed is made,

If not already rich, well-rotted farm-yard manure
should be spread broadcast, and be worked into the

land with the harrow and cultivator. If farm-yard

manure is not available, apply 400 lbs. of acid phos-

phate, 150 lbs. of muriate of potash, and 100 lbs. of

nitrate of soda per acre, or 500 lbs. of finely ground

bone meal and 150 lbs. of muriate of potash may be

used. The fertilizer should be thoroughly mixed with

the soil before seeding the grass, but do not seek to

bury it too deeply, as all the grasses are surface root-

i g plants. Where the object is to secure a good and

permanent stand of grass, we strongly advise seeding

the grass without a small grain crop. If this course

be followed a crop of hay may be cut the first year,

and little fear need be entertained of the grass being

destroyed by heat or drouth. It is advisable to seed

clover with the grass, as this will help to make a

heavier hay crop the first year, and also tend to im-

prove the grass sod by increasing the nitrogen in the

soil. By the time the clover dies out the grass will be

thoroughly established. In seeding grass, we advise

that much heavier seeding be used than is common in

the South. At least three bushels of seed to the acre

should be put on, and with this, teu to twelve pounds

of red clover. Harrow the seed and then roll. A sod
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made of mixed grasses is usually more productive

than one made of only one variety, but care should be

taken to select those varieties for mixing which

mature at the same time. We have a high opinion of

the value of Orchard grass both as a hay and a pasture

grass, but would advise that Tall Meadow Oat and

Perennial Rye grasses should be seeded with it.

—

Ed.

Best Varieties of Apples for Southside Virginia

—

Onions for Virginia.

Some time ago I decided to plant 400 apple trees on
my farm as a basis for a commercial orchard, but
being a Northern man, I have had experience with
colder temperatures than those common in Virginia
and am at a loss to know just what varieties to plant.

I have written to an Experiment Station, and they
have kindly sent their Bulletin on Fruit, but I cannot
get the information I need, so write to your valuable
paper for help. I want to plant three or four
varieties of the best and most successful apples (com-
mercially), as well as being long lived. These I want
as standards, and also one variety as an early bearing
filler to be destroyed as soon as the others are bearing
well. My place is in Brunswick county, Va., and is

situated near to Callaville. One more request : I would
like the best varieties of onions for Virginia aud best

method of culture.

Massachusetts. Northerner.

1. The best varieties of apples for Southern Vir-

ginia are probably the following :

For summer fruit—Astrachan Red, Carolina Red
June, Early Harvest.

For late summer and fall—Baldwin, Ben Davis,

Northern Spy, Rome Beauty, and Smokehouse.

For winter—Johnson's Fine Winter (also known as

York Imperial), Limbertwig, Shockley, Winesap and

Nansemond Beauty.

If only planting three or four varieties, we would
plant Astrachan Red for an early, to be taken out

later, and Johnson's Fine Winter, Ben Davis, Wine-
sap and Nansemond Beauty for permanent winter

fruit.

2. For growing onions from seed the Queen, or

Pearl, or Southport White Globe are the best varieties.

For growing from sets for the early green bunching

crop, the Queen is the best. The Potato onion or

Multiplier is always grown from sets, as it does not

make seed. This variety is largely used for early

green bunching, and for an early matured onion. We
will deal with the question of growing the crop later,

when near the time for planting the sets.

—

Ed.

Milking before Calving.

I have a heifer thirty mouths old, that I expect to

drop a calf between the 1st and 10th of August. She
already has an udder as lart;e as the majority of scrub
cows have when in full milk, and it appears to be fill-

ing with milk. Can you tell me in your next issue

(July number) whether she ought to be milked before

calving? Or is there any danger of injury to her
udder if left alone ". The heifer alluded to, is a scrub
from fair stock, and I have been feeding her from her
birth along lines recommended in the Planter for

making a milker. And so far as signs indicate, ex-

cept that her neck is a little too heavy at the shoulder,

have succeeded. She is a muley, although her mother
and grandmother, and her sire and graudsire all had
horns.

Davidson Co., N~. C. Old Subscriber.

We have on some occasions milked a cow before

she calved, but do not advise the adoption of this

course only in exceptional cases. We have done it

where the cow was a very heavy milker, and in high

flesh, and about to calve for the second or third time,

when the danger of milk fever is most probable. In

the case of a heifer, we would not do so, but advise

that the udder be rubbed once or twice every day

with the bare hand exerting considerable pressure

whilst rubbing. This has the effect of rendering the

udder soft and pliable and thus capable of being more

yielding to the pressure of the milk ducts and veins.

This course has also the effect of accustoming the

heifer to the handling of the udder, and thus obvi-

ating difficulty when being first milked. A heifer

treated in this way for several weeks or months before

calving, will rarely prove difficult to milk, and the

udder will be better shaped and larger.

—

Ed.

Raspberry Bushes.

Will you kindly tell me the best way to trellis rasp-

berry bushes"?

Halifax Co., Ya. T. G. C.

Where the canes are strong growing ones we have

always followed the practice of twisting the new canes

together when we cut out the old ones, and then tied

the tops together. In this way they support them-

selves. If not strong growing canes, they should be

twisted together and then tied to a stake, or, if planted

in rows, a wire or two may be stretched the length of

the row supported by a stake here and there, and the

canes may be tied to these wires.

—

Ed.

Clover for Name.

Enclosed find sample of clover for name. I thought

it to be White or Dutch clover (Trifolium repens), but

observe that the bloom is light pink in color.

Slaten Island, K. Y. S. S. B.

The plant proves to be Alsike or Hybrid clover

(Trifolium hybridum), a species in many ways inter-

mediate betweeu White or Dutch clover and Red

clover. It is a very valuable sort for use in low or

heavy lands, where Red clover cannot be grown on

account of excessive moisture. It can be sown with
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timothy and redtop to good advantage. It produces a

large amount of forage, but is less palatable thau Red

clover on account of a bitter principle which is pres-

ent in the leaves in greater or Lees quantity.

Thomas A. 'Williams.
A ding Agrostologist.

Analysis of Hanures.
Will you please let me know, through the Southern

Planter, the analyses of the following manures : Horse,

cattle, sheep, hog. and poultry?
Dorchester Co., S. C. A SUBSCRIBER.

Nitrogen. Potash. Phi

Cattle excrement, fresh, 0.29 0.10 0.17

Cattle mine, fresh 0.58 0.4'.t

Hen manure, fresh. 1.10 0.56 0.85

Horse excrement, solid, 0.44 0.35 <M7
Hog excrement, solid, fresh. 0.60 0.13 41

Sheep, solid, fresh, 0.66 0.15 0.31

W. P. Massey.

Dorset Sheep
Please inform me, through Southern Planter, where

Dorset sheep can be obtained at reasonable prices. I

don't care anything for pedigrees. I only want the

stock in my pasture. Subscriber.
Granville Co., N. C.

I am not acquainted with any Dorset breeders, but

suppose you can find some in the advertising columns.

[Yes.—Ed.]

If you do not care for pedigrees, you had better let

blooded stock alone. A well established pedigree is a

guarantee of pure blood, and no one should breed

from any male animal that has not a pedigree well at-

tested. I have not heard of any Dorsets in this State,

but if I was buying blooded stock of any kind, I

should demand the pedigree and register, even of a
pig. W. P. Massey.

Improving Stand of Clover—Applying Manure.
1. I have about half a stand of clover on wheat

and winter oat stubble. Could it be improved by
scarifying the surface with a sharp-toothed harrow,
and sowing more seed in August?

-. Will there be any loss to haul out mauure as
now made, on a clover sod, to be plowed for tobacco
in the late autumn?

Please answer in next Planter.

Prince Ed irttnl Ob., Ya. OLD SUBSCRIBER.
1. We have often improved a stand of grass and

clover by re-sowing seed in the fall or spring. The
work should be done when land is moist after a rain.

and especially should this be the case in the early fall,

when there is a liability to hot weather recurring.
Harrow and then seed and follow with the roller as
soon as the laud is dry enough not to pack on the
roller.

2. There is considerable difference of opinion on
this subject. Our own opinion is, that manure hauled
out in the summer or early fall, and spread broadcast,
suffers considerable loss in fertilizing value by drying.
We would defer the work until nearer the time for
plowing the laud.

—

Ed.

Insect and Fungoid Injury to Growing Corn Crop.

I have a field of high land corn, plauted early and
which has made a good growth, which appears now
to be suffering injury from some cause. Stalks two or

three feet tall are wilting, falling over and dying as

though injured at the root. Will you kindly tell me
the cause, and give me a remedy? I send you a num-
ber of stalks affected as described. J. B. I.

Hanover Co., Va.

We saw at once, on examining the roots of the

stalks, that some insect was injuring them, and found

several larva. We sent the stalks to Prof. Howard,

the Entomologist of the Department of Agriculture,

Washington, for report and advice, and have received

the following

:

I have carefully examined the corn plants sent,

and find two specimens of the larva referred to. The
species is Crambus caliginosellux, a root-feeding lepi-

dopterous insect, which occasionally occurs in corn,

and has been reported as being more or less injurious

several times in the past ten years. This insect, with
its allies, feeds on the roots of grasses, wheat, corn or
any similar plant. No practical treatment during the
growing season has been devised ; the ouly feasible

procedure is in the direction of preventing future

loss. This may be accomplished very largely by fall

plowing the land to be plauted to corn next spring.

This buries the insects beyond the chance of escape,

and breaks up their winter quarters, so that most of
them perish. The main difficulty, however, with the
corn submitted seems to be the presence of a fungoid
disease of the roots, and I have referred the plants,

with this suggestion, to Prof. B. T. Galloway, Chief
of the Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathol-
ogy, of this Department, and requested him to com-
municate with you direct.

L. O. Howard, Entomologist.

Prof. Galloway has also written us as follows :

The corn plants which you sent to the Entomologist
of this Department were referred to this Division for

examination. Besides the work of insects, about
which Dr. Howard wrote you, there is a fungus in the
roots of the corn. Whether the fungus is able to

work in the plants independent of the insect larvaj, we
are unable to determine from the specimens at hand.
The fungus has not produced its spores, but consists

simply of branched threads penetrating the bark of
the root, causing it to shrivel. It may have gained
eutrance to the tissues through the injuries of the
larva- of Crambus eallif/inosellus. A more extended
examination would be necessary to determine this.

We inclose some franks which we would be pleased to

have you send to any one who may have the disease

in their fields, and have them forward specimens to

us by mail. They should be put up in packages
weighing not more than four pounds ; the tops may
be cut off, leaving simply the base of the stem for

several inches with the roots. B. T. Galloavay.
i''hie/ of Division of Vegetable Physiology.

Id accordance with Prof. Galloway's request, further

corn plants shall be sent him for a complete investi-

gation. If any other of our readers have corn suffer-

ing from this or any other injury, if they will write

us, with some of the stalks with the roots on, we will

have the matter investigated.

—

Ed.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The harvesting of the vegetable and fruit crops, as

they become fit for consumption, is the principal work

that can be done in this month. Do not allow vege-

tables to become overgrown before cutting or fruit

over-ripe before picking. Cool off before packing

and shipping, and grade the shipments carefully so

that the packages may be uniform in size and quality.

Such shipments will always sell better than those

made up of mixed sizes and quality.

Successional crops of sweet corn, pole beans and

lima beans may be planted. Cucumbers for pickles

may also be sown. Cabbage and broccoli seed may be

sown for planting out in August and September.

The land should be got ready for the celery crop,

but we do not advise the setting out of the plants until

the end of the month, or better in August. Celery

will not grow during the hot, dry weather. It needs

a cool, moist, rich soil and cool weather. Let the

land be worked deeply and broken as finely as possi-

ble, and then throw out trenches 4 or 5 feet apart, a

foot wide, and a foot deep. Fill these trenches with

good, well rotted manure to half their depth, and

cover with two or three inches of rich soil, and leave

to settle for a week. The plants may then be set out,

a double row in each trench, say, eight inches apart

each way. If one of the self-blanching varieties is

grown, instead of placing the manure in trenches

apply broadcast and work in, and then set the plants

over the whole bed six or eight inches apart each way,

Celery should be frequently watered and the bed be

kept moist.

As crops are cleared off, plow the land, and either

prepare for the planting of fall crops or seed down

with crimson or German clover, to be plowed down in

the spring. Never leave a piece of land doing nothing

but growing weeds. It is, in that condition, only

wasting fertility and making labor.

or embryo branch, found at the foot of the leaf stalk,

into the branch of another tree of the same botanical

family of trees, or, in some cases, of trees not exactly

of the same family, but nrar akin in fruitage and

growth. The bud is cut out of the new wood and in-

serted in an opening made in the bark of the branch

desired to be budded. The bark should be opened

by making a cut across the branch just through the

bark and then cutting from the centre of this cut in

line with the branch. Turn the bark back in the form

of a V and insert the bud with a strip of bark attached

cut from the variety desired to be introduced. Cover

the bud so inserted with bark turned back when

making the opening, and bind with soft cord or mat-

ting, so as to exclude the air and keep the new bud

close to the branch and in contact with the sap passing

up the branch, which, if the work has been properly

done, will soon cause the bud to push and grow. The

leaf, from the foot of which the bud starts, should be

cut off after the bud is inserted in the branch.

LIQUID MANURE.

The season has been an unusually dry one in many

parts, and it has afforded an opportunity for killing

two birds with one stone—watering and fertilizing at

one operation. In Los Angeles, Cal., where there is

no rain, the Chinaman gardener bears a yoke with two

huge buckets, with a means of readily opening and

closing a sprinkler, and with these he walks between

a couple of rows and applies water and fertilizer

simultaneously. A Long Island gardener places the

liquid fertilizer in his wind-mill tank and applies with

hose with the water.

I have been practicing with liquid manures from

compost placed in a barrel and leached ;
also the mix-

ing of phosphates in water. The results are so decided

that I shall arrange to continue the work upon a very

large scale. S. S. B.

Strawberry beds set out in the fall and spring will

now be making runners. These should be kept in

bounds and not more than two or three be allowed to

each plant, and these be stopped beyond the first plant,

and be trained into the rows so as to keep the space

between the rows clear and open for cultivation. Keep

down all weeds.

Fruit trees and roses may be budded this and the

following months. Budding is the insertion of the bud

KOHL RABI.

Kohl rabi is a vegetable of whieh there is rarely an

oversupply in the market. It is very simple of culti-

vation. Sow seeds in beds as early as ground can be

worked, or in cold frame or hot-bed, and set out 4 to 6

inches apart in rows 10 to 12 inches apart, in very rich

soil ; or set rather deep, leaving a trench in which to

apply liquid manure abundantly. Cut off just below

the bulb when it is 2 J inches in diameter, and tie three

in a bunch, and ship. Set out in April, they will be

ready to ship from 25th May to 10th June.

A Geeman Gabdenee.
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WATER! WATER!! WATER!!!
This has been the cry in inauy parts for two mouths

of the spring, and the question will soon be important

enough, with market gardeners at least, to demand an

effort at a solution. The prevalence of a few weeks of

drouth iu spring is a serious drawback, and any rea

sonable outlay would be warranted to guard against

the injury.

I have seen the difference from not having water in

one held and having it in another this season. The
crop in one was an fitter failure, aud the other much
better than ever seen before.

Where there is a stream ot water, aud the laud lays

conveniently, the solution is simple— to turn it upou
the land in sections, as desired. Where there are no
streams, or the land is high or too level, the question

is not an easy one to solve. Windmills or naphtha
pumps are cheaply obtained, and if tanks are placed

high enough to give pressure, small iron pipes may be

laid to convey the water to convenient points at little

cost. A half-inch pipe can be purchased at $3 per
100 feet.

The next question would be whether to spray or to

irrigate. If conveniently located, a market garden
could be readily irrigated, and. if well arranged, a

man would spray or sprinkle an acre a day with one-

fourth or one-eighth inch of water. The abundant
supply of water would be the greatest question, as

sprinkling an acre with one inch of water would re

quire over S.000 gallons a day. This question will

require consideration if spring drouths continue. The
reply that irrigation is dangerous because of liability

to an oversupply of water from unexpected rains is

not a sufficient objection. What say the readers of

the PI" A Suffeeee.

PLANTING CABBAGES.

The Arkansas Experiment Station last year set out
one lot of cabbage plants at the same depth they grew
in the bed, or with the first leaves about four inches
above the soil. From these 25 plants, they grew 16
heads which weighed 34 lbs. Another lot of 25 plants
was set down to a point half way between where they
stood iu the bed and the first leaf, or two iuches deeper*
than the first. These niade 21 heads that weighed 781
lbs. The third lot of 25 plants was set four inches
deeper than the first, or down to the first leaves.
These gave 24 heads, which weighed 102 lbs., a gain
of 68 lbs. iu favor of deep setting. The yield was
exactly three times that of those set shallow or just as
thew grew iu the bed. This would be an important
difference where one was setting plants by the thou-
sand, as some gardeners and farmers do.

In growing the small, early cabbages which are
grown in the South, they usually set them about two
feet apa rt each way. which would allow more than
10,000 plants to the acre, and this difference between
shallow aud deep setting, if carried out on 10.000
plauts. would tesult in a crop of 40.800 on th- deep set
plants, and 13,600 on those set shallow.

PEACH TREES ON HEAVY SOILS.

It has always been supposed that a sandy soil was
most favorable for peach growing, but the severe cold
of last winter has resulted in a partial change of opin-
ion on this subject. On the sandy soil frost penetrates
to great depths, and, where the ground has no snow
protection, this is fatal to trees of any kind. Besides,
on the sandy soil, the buds are more likely to be too
far advanced in fall, so that even a moderately cold
winter will blast the germ. A well drained, heavy
soil will not freeze so deeply as sandy soil does, and as
it contains more of mineral plant food, peach trees
will thrive in it even better than on soil that is lighter.—Ex.

TRANSPLANTING LETTUCE.

Even a small head of lettuce may be made to pro-
duce a good supply for the famil\ . if. after it is pulled
and the leaves are trimmed off for use. the root is care-

fully set out in a rich place and shaded until it has
established itself. It is a surprise how rapidly the
transplanted lettuce will grow. When it starts from
the seed, which is very small, the lettuce grows very
slowly, and it seems as if it never will get large enough
to use. But in transplanting a great number of new
roots put forth, and these make tender and succulent
lettuce leaves, which are much better than those grow-
ing slowly. Often have we seen heads of lettuce

that have been transplanted once or twice that will on
a single plant produce enough for a small family, and
most of this growth is made withiu two or three weeks
from the previous cutting and transplanting. In fact,

BO successful is this method that we have known house-
wives to take up lettuce plan's in the fall and try to
grow them iu the tubs filled with rich soil in the house.
But the conditions cannot be kept in most farmhouses
like those of summer out of doors. In a greenhouse
with bottom heat lettuce can be grown in winter as
well as in summer. It needs less heat than most other
hot-house plants, and can be grown larthest from the
fire, but must always be well supplied with water.

I have for several years set a tomato plant in each
hill of melons, and have no bugs. B.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.

ANTS.

Ants will not go over salty grease : and if anything
is placed upon a paper or board, with a greased circle

around it, ants will not trouble it. An application of
grease across their paths, or along the sides surround-
ing closets, will prevent trouble from ants.

When you write to advertisers, always mention the

Southern Planter.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

THE BEEF BREEDS OF CATTLE.

Shorthorns.

Editor Southern Planter

:

From my own experience and observation in raising

thoroughbred stock and the "natives," I am certain

that in mauy places, where the latter cannot be raised

without loss, the former can be raised at a profit.

The improved beef breeds extract more nourishment

from the same amount of food, grow faster, have a

better build, come to maturity sooner, and are larger

when full grown.

There is no doubt the first colonists to North Amer-
ica brought over from England an average lot of cattle,

such as were commonly found in the places where
they came from. In 1611, Sir Thomas Gates brought

from Devonshire and Hertfordshire 100 head of cattle

to Virginia, which was the first importation into the

colony ; and in 1624, Thomas Wiuslow imported a

bull and three heifers into Massachusetts.

There is not much doubi that our common cattle, or

natives, are as good as their ancestors which were first

brought over. Since that time, however, there has

been a great improvement in the cattle of Great

Britain, especially in the beef breeds, and it may be

interesting and instructive to take a glance backward
to the history of that improvement, the men who
made it, and the means by which it was accomplished.

Among the beef breeds, the one that for a long

period of time attracted the chief attention among
stock raisers, and which is still celebrated for large

size, solid build, fast growth, early maturity, good

quality of flesh, and for being easily fattened, is now
generally called the Shorthorn.

They are the same breed that has sometimes been

called the Durhams, the Holderness or Teeswater

cattle. When they first began to be heard of, they

were raised in the valley of the small river Tees, in

the county of Durham, on the northeast coast of Eng
land. The country slopes to the east, is bounded on

the east by the German ocean
;
possesses a fertile soil,

like the celebrated valley of Wyoming in Pennsyl-

vania, and, like that valley, is underlaid with an ex-

tensive coal field.

It is not probable that the geological formation of

the country had anything to do with the formation of

this excellent breed of cattle, but there is no doubt

that a rich soil, with plenty of feed, good care, judi-

cious breeding, and an excellent market for beef at

the mines, had very much to do with it.

The existence of the Teeswater cattle, from which

sprang the Shorthorns, has been traced back by Mr.

L. F. Alleu, the historian of the American Short-

horns, to the year 1720, but the written and authentic

history of the breed begins with the celebrated breed-

ers, Charles and Robert Colling, about the year 1780.

As early as the 18th century, before the time of the

Collings, the Aislabies, Milbauk and St. Quiutin Pen-
ryn raised fine herds of the Teeswater cattle.

It has been asserted, and is quite probable, that the

original stock of cattle in the valley of the Tees, which
afterwards developed into the Shorthorns, derived

their superioiity over the other strains of Euglish cattle

by a cross with the Dutch, or Holstein-Friesians, as

they are now called. Cully, an English writer, in

1785, says : "I remember Mr. Michael Dobison, of the

Isle of Sedgefield, who went, in the early part of his

life, into Holland in order to buy bulls. Those he
brought over, I have been told, did much service in

improving the breed ; and this man Dobison and his

neighbors, in my day, were noted for having the best

breeds of Shorthorn cattle, and sold their bulls and
heifers for great prices."

Mr. Thornton, another English writer on Shorthorns,

states that "Sir William St. Quintin and Sir James
Pennyman had stock of this Dutch blood."

The fifth volume of the English herd book gives the

final cross of Bates' celebrated Wild Eyes tribe thus :

"Descended from Mr. Michael Dobison's stock, which

he purchased in Holland above a century ago." The
Dutch cattle were well known and highly esteemed in

England in the middle of the 18th century. In Hale's

Husbandry, published in London in 175S, it is said :

"The Dutch breed have long legs, short horns, and a

full body, and will yield two gallons at a milking ; but

in order to do so, they require great attention and

good food."

It is stated that Charles Colling at one time intro-

duced some of the blood of the Scotch Galloway into

a portion of his herd, but the bull used was but one-

fourth Galloway and three fourths Shorthorn ; so it is

not likely that the Galloway had much, if any, effect

in modifying the quality or appearance of the breed.

The testimony of Cully, Thornton, and the English

herd book establish the fact beyond reasonable doubt

that the breed now known as Shorthor s was produced

by the use of imported Dutch bulls on the native

Teeswater cows.

In Chamber's Information for the People, the breed is

described and spoken of as the short-horned or Dutch

breed. In regard to their milking qualities, the editor

quotes from Mr. Dickson as follows :
" It has been fre-

quently asserted that the Shorthorns are bad milkers

—

indeed, that no sort of cattle are so deficient in milk.
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Bat had the flesh been neglected as mnch as the milk

by the eminent breeders, and the property of milk-

giving as mnch cherished as the development of flesh,

the short-horned cows would have been deep milkers."

Mr. J. H. Sanders, editor of the Breeders' Gazette.

says: "In the hands of some breeders, they have

been made to assume the lower, blocuier form that is

supposed to indicate the highest degree of excellence

in beef-producing animals, while with others the ten-

dency has been to a higher degree of excellence in the

dairy."

Having a large infusion of Dutch blood, it is not

surprising that many Shorthorn cows have been good

milkers and could take rank with the best : but the

weight of testimony is overwhelming that the Short-

horns, as a breed, are more of a beef than a dairy

breed.

The earliest breeders of Shorthorns practiced very

close breeding, or breeding in and in. as it is called.

Charles Colling used his celebrated bull ••Favorite"

for thirteen years indiscriminately upon his own off-

spring down to the third generation, without any inju-

rious results, and with positive advantage in fixing

more indelibly the valuable points he was aiming to

establish.

The early breeders bred from their own stock be-

cause they could find none better to cross them with

nor any so good ; but they knew as well as we do that

the practice can be carried too far, and that there is a

point beyond which it is not safe to go, and that, when
that point is passed, there is a tendency to degeneracy
and weakness.

Among the most famous breeders and improvers of

Shorthorns in Great Britain, the brothers, Charles and
Eobert Colling, deserve the first place ; then follow

Thomas Bates, Thomas Booth, Sr., and Amos Cruick-

shank.

It was not until 1817. when the Sanders importation
was made, that they were brought over to America in

sufficient numbers to attract much attention, but so

Successful have some of the American breeders been
in improving the stock, which had been considered
already perfect, that many English breeders have
bought American cattle in order to maintain the high-

est quality in their herds.

The most extravagant prices ever obtained for cattle

were obtained by Messrs. Campbell & Wolcott, of Xew
York mills, in 1872. Six cows brought $24,517 per
head, and eight cows an average of $14,412.50 each.

Bradford Co., Pa. .1. \V. Ingham.

RED POLLS AS BEEF MAKERS.
Editor Southern Planter :

To give further answer to the continuous enquiries

about Red Polls, won't you insert the enclosed clipping

from the Breeders' Gazette of May 24. 1S99.

All the letters of enquiry received by me are from

your subscribers.

Mecklenburg Co., To. Geo. B. PlNOH.

To the Gazette,—The car-load of two-year olds
which I sold on the Chicago market recently at S5.2Q
were high grade Red Polls. There were sixteen steers

and five heifers. The steers averaged 1,278 lbs. in

Chicago and the heifers 1,078 lbs. The steers would
have brought $5.35 if sold by themselves, but I pre-
ferred taking $5.20 with the heifers in. These young
things were gotten onto full feed November 10, and
fed on snapped corn sliced up real small and clover
hay till February 15, when they were chauged gradu-
ally onto shelled corn, and fed that until within three
weeks of shipment, when I put them on ground corn,

first grinding it cob and all, and gradually changing to

the pure corn-meal with a few oats added. I did not
have water in the yard in which they were fed, and
therefore when the other cattle were yarded, they
were shut away from the water tank, which was
generally from 4 P. M. till about 9 A. M. I think
they would have made much better gains if they had
had free access to water at all times. These cattle

were from cows that are milked at a profit ; the milk
being sold at the creamery at a price ranging from
forty-five to eighty-seven cents per 100 lbs., and the
calves were raised on the skim milk that came back.
Of course these youngsters might have been heavier
had they been one of the strictly beef breeds ; and
yet a cow that will give you a steer calf that at two
years old will bring $60.45 in Chicago or a heifer that
will bring $56 05 at the same age, and at the same
time give a good paying flow of milk, is no " myth
and delusion." If so, the more we have of them the
better. Red Polled cattle are good enough for me.

Wm. D. McTavish.

Mr. J. M. Smith, Portland, Me., writes: "I sub-
scribe to four agricultural journals, and I consider the
Southern Planter worth more to a Virginia farmer than
all the other four put together."

BONE MEAL FOR STOCK.
The European Experiment Stations are testing the

value of bone meal with encouraging results. Recent
trials of feeding young stock have been reported to the
Societe Kationaled' Agriculture of France, and appear
to leave no doubt as to the value of bone meal. The
bone dust employed as an addition to the feeding
ration is known commercially aspoudre d'os vert, that
is, the powder is produced from raw bones simply
dried in the open air and not treated in any way with
chemicals. A calf 164 days old. weighiug 47S pounds,
received per day 1* pounds of skim milk, 3] pounds
of oats. 35 pounds of hay and 3 pounds of beets. On
this ration it increased fifty pounds in twenty-four
days. Bone meal 4 ounces daily was then added to
the ration, and the calf increased SO pounds in the
twenty four days, giving a gain of 30 pounds in
twenty four days by the addition of 6 pounds of bone
meal. The bone meal promotes digestion of the food
and increases the formation of bone, meat aud muscle.

—

Journal.
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BLACKLEG VACCINE.
Editor Southern Planter:

Vaccination as a preventive of blackleg in cattle is

now coining into general use, and those who have
adopted this measure give very flattering reports as

to results. The vaccine is prepared by drying a piece

of muscle taken from the swelling of an affected ani-

mal. After beinsr fiuely ground, it is heated at a
temperature of 92 to 93 degrees Centigrade for a
period of six hours. It is then pulverized to a fine

powder, and, if kept perfectly dry, will keep for a
year or more. This dried muscle contains the spores
of the germ of blackleg, which spores are so weak-
ened by the hea'iug process that their injection into

the animal does not cause a virulent form of the dis-

ease, but at the same time protects the animal from
any future attack of it. The immunity so produced
is said to be lasting in animals over six months of age.

In the Year Book of the United States Department
of Agriculture for 1S98, the statement is made that,

as the result of the use of vaccine, the loss from black-

leg has been reduced from 10 to 20 per cent, of those

attacked to less than 1 per cent.

We have been supplied with a
limited amount of vaccine by the Bu-
reau of Animal Industry—in all,

about four thousand doses—of which
about three thousand eight hundred
doses have been distributed to farm-

ers of this State. Although no call

has yet been made for reports of re-

sults we have heard of but two deaths
occurring after vaccination, amount-
ing to a very small fraction of 1 per
cent., while several have reported
their loss as high as 25 per cent, be-

fore vaccination.

On April 25th, 1898, we inoculated

a five months old calf with four centi-

grams of blackleg virus. Owing to

partial immunity of the calf, or too

small a dose of the virus, no effect

was observed. Again, on the 29th of

May, the calf was re inoculated with

ten centigrams of a new virus. This
time the inoculated limb became very
much swollen, but no general symp-
toms were observed other than lameness. After about
three days' time, the swelling in the limb began to

diminish, and at this writing (June 15, 1899), the
swelling has nearly subsided. It will be readily seen

that the first dose simply aeted as a vaccine, and the
protective power must have been great, when we con-

sider that the second dose given was an exceedingly

large one, and that one milligram of the same virus

killed a guinea pig in two days' tame after inoculation.

Vaccination with the vaccine matter should protect

animals in the same manner.

Vaccination is becoming so general in Virginia, and
the demands for vaccination are increasing so rapidly,

that it has been decided to make the vaccine at this

Station. This Department now has its work well ad-

vanced for the preparation of the vaccine, and ex-

pects very soon to be able to supply all stock growers
in Virginia who will use it according to directions on

their own stock, and report results when called upon
to do so.

The vaccine will be distributed free of charge.
Only a sufficient quantity will, therefore, be distrib-

uted to stock owners for use on their own cattle. In
each case an application blank will be sent the appli-

cant, to be filled out, and no vaccine will be distributed
until this blank is properly filled out aud returned to

this Department. A record of all cattle vaccinated
should also be kept, as in about six months' time the
parties using the vaccine will be called upon to report
results on blanks which will be furnished for the pur-
pose.

The only expense to the stock owner in vaccinating
his herd is the vaccinating outfit, which consists of a
graduated hypodermic syringe, mortar and pestle,

glass funnel, cotton for filtering, aud a small measur-
ing glass. The outfit mentioned in the f<.:ot-note is

the cheapest an i most satisfactory one now on the
market. It is contained in a neat polished case, which,
by means of an adjustable wire loop, acts as a filtering

stand. Fig. 1 illustrates the outfit and its case in de-

tail, with the wire loop and funnel in position for fil-

Fig. 1.—Vaccinating Outfit.

tering. This Department cannot undertake to supply
vaccinating outfits, and in order that stock owners
may be able to secure outfits without delay, mention
is made of the firm from whom the most satisfactory

outfit can, at present, be gotten at a moderate price.

Directions Fok Using Vaccine.

The vaccine prepared by this Department is a fine

brownish powder, put up in packages containing five,

ten, and twenty five doses. To prepare it for hypo-
dermic injection, a vaccinating outfit is necessary.

The hypodermic syringe should be first sterilized by
boiling. To sterilize the outfit, place the syringe with

Note.—A complete vaccinating outfit can be obtained from
Z. 1 1. Gilman, 627 Pennsylvania avenne, X W., Washington,
D. ('.. for tin- sum of $4.00. We mention this dealer in order
that parties using vaccine may be able to secure the m
vaccinating outfit without delay anil the trouble of correspond-

ence to ascertain where such an outfit can be obtained.
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its case, mortar and pestle, measuring glass and fun-

nel in a vessel of cold water. Place the vessel containing

the outfit on the stove, and boil for ten minutes after

the water has reached the boiling point. Remove
from the stove, and allow the instruments to remain

in the water until cool euough to use. After the vac-

cination has been completed, the utensils should again

be Bterilized in the same manner, wiped dry, and re-

placed in the case for future use. If properly cared

for, the outfit should last for a number of years.

The hypodermic syringe (Fig. 2) has a capacity of

five cubic centimeters. The piston is graduated from
1 to 5, and each di-

vision sub-divided
into quarters and
halves. Working
ou the piston, at the
upper end of the
syringe, is a screw
regulator (sr) with
which to gauge the

the size of the dose.

For instance, the
dose being one cubic
centimeter of the
vaccine in solution,

and the syringe be-

ing filled, the screw
regulator will be set

at 1 for the first ani-

mal, for the second
at 2, for the third at

3, for the fourth at

4, and for the fifth

at 5, when the
syringe must be re-

filled. The plunger
(pi) is made of rub-
ber, and should fit

air-tight in the glass

barrel of the syringe.

Should it be too
loose, it can be tight-

ened by turning the
milled screw (mh), at
the top of the piston,

slightly to the right,

and loosened b y
turning the screw to

the left. , Should the
rubber plunger
work roughly, or
seem to catch on the
glass barrel of the

Kir;. L'.—Hypodermic Syringe.

syringe, remove the cap (c), and pour in a drop or
two of glycerine, with which each outfit is supplied,
and replace the cap. In no case use oil for this pur-
pose, as it will destroy the rubber plunger. Extra
washers, to be used under the caps at each end of the
barrel in case the syringe should leak after having
been used for some time, are furnished with each
syringe ; also an extra plunger and glass barrel. Care
should be exercised to see that the syringe fits tight

in every particular. Otherwise a portion of the dose
of vaccine will be wasted, and the animal will not re-

ceive the proper dose.

When the syringe is not in use, the cap (7c) should

be placed firmly on the peg (p) of the syringe. When
not in use, the needle (h) should have a small brass
wire inserted through it, to prevent it from rusting on
the inside. The needle shoi'ld be kept sharp, in order
that it may be easily inserted through the skin. If

dull, the fingers of the operator will become sore, or
the needle may bend or be broken. A small oil stone
should, therefore, be kept with the vaccinating outfit

with which to whet the point of the needle.

To Prepare the Vaccine for Use.

Place the contents of one packet in the mortar.
Then add a few drops of sterilized water (just enough
to form a thick paste), and rub the contents thor-

oughly with the pestle. Then add as many cubic
centimeters of sterilized water as there are doses of

vaccine in the mortar. The hypodermic syringe
holds just five cubic centimeters and may, therefore,

be used to measure the water. If a packet of vac-

cine containing five doses is used, add one syringe full

of water : if ten doses is being prepared, add two
syringes full, and if twenty-five doses, add five syringes

full, being careful each time that the syringe is full.

Then adjust the wire loop in the eyelets of the case of

the outfit as shown in Fig. 1 ;
place the funnel in the

loop, and place a small bunch of cotton in the bot-

tom of the funnel and moisten it with a few drops of

sterilized water. Stir thoroughly the vaccine solution

and filter it through the cotton into the measuring
glass or a bottle which has previously been sterilized.

If the solution comes through the cotton perfectly

clear, the cotton is placed too tightly in the funnel

and should be slightly loosened. The solution should
be filtered just clear enough so that it will not clog

the needle of the syringe while making the injections.

The solution when filtered should measure exactly

as many cubic centimeters as there are doses of vac-

cine in the solution. Should it not do so, a sufficient

amount of water to bring it up to the desired amount
may be run through the cotton through which the

solution has been filtered.

If the herd to be vaccinated is a large one, several

packets of vaccine may be prepared at once, in every
instance using the same number of cubic centimeters

of water that there are doses of vaccine.

The vaccine in the powdered form will, if kept in a
dry place, keep for a long time, but when put in solu-

tion should not be kept longer than twenty-four hours
before using. No more should, therefore, be prepared
thau is needed for immediate use. If the solution is

allowed to stand for a short time, a slight sediment
will settle at the bottom. Before filling the syringe,

stir, or shake, the solution, in order that the vaccine

will be equally distributed through the solution.

Age of Cattle to be Vaccinated.

Statistics show that more animals die of blackleg at

from one year to eighteen months of age than at any
other. It is important, therefore, that animals be
vaccinated at from one to two years old. In fact it

is best to vaccinate all animals between the age of six

months and two years. If calves under six months old

are vaccinated, they should again be vaccinated the

following spring or fall, since they are liable to lose

the artificial immunity produced by vaccination and
die later with blackleg. In other words the protection

by vaccination in young calves is not lasting.

As a rule blackleg is more prevalent in spring and
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fall. Cattle should, therefore, be vaccinated before
being turned to pasture in the spring or before turning
on to fall pasture.

The Dose.

The dose for cattle one year old is one cubic centi

meter of the solution when prepared according to

directions. Younger animals may be given one-half
or three-fourths of a full dose according to age and
size. More attention should, however, be paid to the
size than the actual age. Less than half a dose should
never be given.

How to Operate.
If the animals are young they may be caught and

held while the operator makes the injection. Larger
animals may be secured in stanchions or chutes. All
animals should be vaccinated on the same side, and so

marked that they may afterwards be easily recognized,
in order that an accurate record may be kept. The
writer finds the most convenient place to make the
injection is on the neck just in front of the shoulder.
Two assistants should secure the animal, while a third

should see to filling the syringe and adjusting the
screw regulator for each dose, while the operator is

inserting the needle. The operator grasps a fold of

the skin between the thumb and finger of the left

hand, then with the thumb and forefinger of the
other hand pushes the needle through the skin in a
downward direction. The peg of the syringe is then
adjusted tightly in the hub of the needle and the
injection made. The needle is then withdrawn with-

out detaching the syringe from it.

Synopsis of Details.

(1) Sterilize the vaccinating outfit by boiling.

(2) Place the vaccine in the mortar and add only
water enough to make a thick paste.

(3) Rub the mixture thoroughly with the pestle.

(4) Add as many cubic centimeters of sterilized

water as there are doses of vaccine being mixed.

(5) Place the cotton in the funnel and filter the so-

lution into glass or bottle. Stir the mixture before

filtering.

(6) Secure the animal to be vaccinated.

(7) Operator insert the needle through the skin,

and assistant fill the syringe and adjust the screw
regulator. If the first animal requires a full dose,

place the regulator at No. 1.

(8) Fit the peg of the syringe into the hub of the

needle and make the injection.

(9) Withdraw the syringe and needle together.

Otherwise a portion of the dose may escape through
the needle and the animal will not be properly
vaccinated.

In about six months time the following list of ques
tious will be sent to every one to whom vaccine has
been furnished, and it is hoped that every stock owner
who secures vaccine will carefully observe the points

covered by these questions in order that a full report

may be made when called for :

(1) At what time of the year is blackleg most
prevalent in your section of the State

!

(2) What climatic or other conditions have seemed
to favor the development of the disease in your
section *

(3) Does the disease exist on any one portion of

your farm more than others? If so, state whether

this portion is high and dry, or low and swampy ; also
kind of soil.

(4) Have you noticed any difference as to sex and
breed of cattle affected ?

(5) How young have you known calves to die of
blackleg ?

(6) Have you observed any cases over two years
old?

(7) Have you ever known an animal to recover from
a genuine case of blackleg ? If so, describe symptoms.

(8) How many head of cattle did you vaccinate ?

How many below six months old? Between six
months and one year? How many more than one
year?

(9) At what date did you vaccinate?

(10) Did blackleg exist among your cattle before
vaccination ? If so, how many had you lost the same
season before vaccination ? What per cent, did you
lose with blackleg the previous year?

(11) Did any animals die from blackleg after vacci-

nation ? If so, how soon after and how many? Was
the swelling at the point of injection? Was there
any other swelling?

(12) If you lost cattle after vaccination are you
satisfied that the vaccine was prepared in strict

accordance with printed directions, and that no mis-

take was made in the preparation or injection ?

(13) If any animals died after vaccination, did you
notice any difference in the symptoms and post-mortem
appearance than in an animal which had not been
vaccinated ?

(14) Were the vaccinated animals allowed to run in

the pasture where the disease was known to have pre-

viously existed ?

(15) Did you have any difficulty in preparing and
using the vaccine according to the printed directions?

If so, state difficulty.

(16) How long did you have the vaccine on hand
before using ?

It is desired that every stock owner using the vac-

cine observe the above questions, and be able to

report fully on each question when called upon.
Regular application blanks will be mailed upon

application of the individual desiring the vaccine for

his own use. No vaccine will be sent to any one for

distribution to others. No more vaccine should be

applied for than is needed for immediate use.

E. P. Niles. Veterinarian.

Va. Experiment Station, Black&burg, Va.

THE HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN COW AS AN ECO-
NOMICAL PRODUCER OF BUTTER.

Editor Southern Planter :

In 1897, the Holstein-Friesian Association of Amer-

ica adopted a plan known as "Food Tests," and of-

fered prizes for cows tested under the supervision of

representatives of the different Experiment Stations,

to determine the food cost of butter production. A
schedule of prices of the different food stuffs was

fixed, based upon recommendations of some of the

leading Experiment Stations, and the yields of butter-

fat and food consumed by competing animals during

the seven days tested were conducted and vouched

for by Experiment Stations.
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This step on the part of the Holstein Friesian Asso
ciation is certainly one in the right direction, as the

value of any dairy cow is measured by the amount of

milk and butter produced in return for amount of

food consumed. The all important problem that con-

fronts the dairyman to-day is the one of economical
production and net profit over and above cost of pro-

duction.

Believing that some data touching upon this point

would be of interest to the practical dairyman, I have
formulated a table showing results of tests of Hol-

stein Friesian cows and heifers competing for prizes

in "Food Tests" last year. In this table I have
credited these animals 25 cents for each pound of

butter- Ait produced, and 20 cents for each 100 pounds
skim-nrilk, taking 80 per cent, of the whole milk to

determine the amount of skim product. This price

of 20 cents per 100 pounds is based upon its feeding
value, as compared with other foods, for growing
young pigs and calves upon the farm, and has been
found to be worth that in feeding trials at some of the
leading Experiment Stations.

includes every animal tested during the fiscal year

ending in March, 1898, average 13.5 pounds fat, at a

food cost of $.093 per pound, and they return a net

income, above food cost of production, of $43.01, or

an average of $2.G7 per cow.

Further study of this table shows the injustice of

judging the dairy cow on a basis of food cost of butter-

fat alone. This will be seen by a comparison of the

first cow on the list, whose butter fat was made for

$.077 per pound, and Calamity Jane, who required

$.115 for a pound of fat. The natural inference would

be, that the first was the most profitable cow ; such,

however, is not the case, when we note the difference

in net profit in the last column.

It will be farther noted, as a rule, that the cows giv-

ing the most milk make the most fat, and return a

greater net profit. Not only is it true in these tests,

but in the dairy tests at the World's Fair, the breeds

taking the highest standing were those giving the

most milk, and this seems also to apply to the differ-

ent individuals of the different breeds.

These tests present a very creditable showing for

Name of Animal

and

Herd Book Number.
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awarded on a basis of dry uiattericousunied to produce

a pound of butter-fat. It being a food test, impartial

to any dairy breed, it was hoped it would prove a

drawing card, and that representatives of all the

dairy breeds would be entered for competition. The
Holsteins, however, were the only ones entered, and

the other breeds "were conspicuous by their absence,"

a fact very much to be regretted.

•ja^Bm A\ip sqj
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a single sheep, the ram mentioned does not by any
means stand alone in the phenomenal yields of wool in

Kansas, for to thi> same Kansas Book to which he be-

longed stands the credit of producing the heaviest

fleece ever shorn from a yearling ram—28 pounds
;
and

also 28 pounds—fourteen months' growth—from a

yearling ewe.

In addition to all this, there was sheared from a

three-year old ram a ileeceof one year and three days'

growth weighing 4t> pounds ; from a ewe, a fleece

weighing 30 pounds ; forty-seven two-year olds aver-

aged _7, pounds; twenty seven yearlings made an

average of a small fraction less than 18 pounds per

fleece; while the entire registered flock of 247 head

made the remarkable average of 18 pounds, 12 ounces

each. Three breeding rams sheared 38J, 41 and Hi
pounds, respectively : a five year old ewe. with a suck-

ing lamb, 27 pounds, 14 ounces ; and a yearling ram.

21 pounds. Taken all together, this showing is so

remarkable as to be well-nigh incredible : but as the

shearing was done in public, the weights, as published,

can be verified by numerous reputable witnesses.

In view of the above it is interesting to know some
thing of the management of these sheep. They were
never permitted to go hungry nor want for pure water :

they were carefully housed each night during the

winter and at all times when the weather was stormy.

In the winter these sheep were fed principally on corn,

corn- fodder and sheaf oats, along with a light ration

of cottonseed meal. The cottonseed meal kept them
in a good, healthy condition, and has much the same
effect as feeding turuips, beets and other roots. While
it seems to be an excellent food for producing heavy
fleeces, it is not esteemed equal to corn for fattening.

For rapid fattening, a ration of corn in the morning
and cottonseed meal in the evening were found to give

very satisfactory results.

[There is no reason whatever why sheep should not

yield as good a wool crop in Virginia as in Kansas.

Our climate is better adapted to sheep husbandry than

Kansas. We are also much nearer the spring lamb

and mutton markets than Kansas.

—

Ed.]

SHEEP NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter:

We should now select such ewe lambs as we wish to

keep for breeders, and send the surplus to market

while they can be sold as lambs. Lambs will bring

more now than they will when they get to be sheep.

We cannot afford to risk the dangers to which a lamb

is exposed for the first twelve months of its life for the

sake of one fleece. The time was when the fleece was

the chief consideration, but that day has passed, and

the sooner the Southern shepherd realizes the fact,

and drops the slip shod method or way of letting

sheep raise themselves, and never return anything but

a fleece full of burrs for the houor of belonging to a

son of Adam, the better it will be for Southern farm-

ing. A demand for "lamb" and mutton has been

created. True, it is small, compared to what it

should be. The question which confronts us is, How
can this demand be increased f There is but one way,

but one possible way, and that is, to increase or culti-

vate the love for lamb and mutton. This love cannot

be made to grow by an application of that slick,

stringy, lean, sheepy-tastiug mess with which the

palate of a great part of our population has been out-

raged. We know several people who would not taste

mutton for anything reasonable, and, in nine cases out

of ten, their dislike can be traced to an encounter

with just such a dish as above mentioned.

By proper breeding and feeding, we can produce

mutton that will make us mutton eaters, make us

healthier, make us richer and happier. It is not too

soon to be looking up a thoroughbred ram to put with

your common ewes. We doubt if there is a better

sheep, for the average farmer, than a blocky type of

the Dorset, though the little Southdown may be bet-

ter for the first two crosses on native ewes. Do not let

the price of a good ram cut too much of a figure with

you : better pay $25.00 for a good ram than to use a

scrub for nothing.

See that the sheep have salt regularly. Once a week
is enough, provided you give them all they want at

the time. Always give the salt in a pulverized state.

We sometimes think there is too much stress laid

on "grub in thehead," and not enough on the "grub"
in some other place. While it is not very pleasant to

have a gnat np one's nose, yet the actual damage is

small. So with the sheep troubled with grub in the

head—about all the trouble the grub causes is a few

hard sneezes.

The loss last year from the stomach worm (Slrongylus

contortus) reached up into the hundreds of thousands

of dollars. This loss has been a lesson to many of us,

and I am sorry to say that it seems as though this les-

son must be repeated, because of the dozens of reme-

dies used to battle this foe, not one has given satisfac-

tion ; though some, in the hands of a few, have been

reported as partially effective. The benzine treat-

ment seems to be somewhat better than others, and

has the advantage of being cheap. After " worm
powders," benzine is our favorite, but the dose as

given in the original formula is entirely too small. I

have experimented with a dose from a dessertspoonful

to two ounces, and in all cases have found the two-

ounce dose most effective. I wonder what some will

say about this dose. I look for their hands to go up
in holy honor. One man has already said that a

tablespoonful was a "heroic dose." He is likely to

call two ounces a foolhardy dose, then. Call it what

you please, it does not make the sheep drunk, does

not even make him stagger, knocks the worms out,

the sheep gets well, and that is the last of it. One
dose is all that is necessary. Two ounces of benzine,
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three of sweet milk ; shake well
;
give through horn

or bottle. One dose every four weeks through grazing

season. If you have no faith in this, let me ask you,

for the sake of that poor forlorn lamb whom the devils

would consume, to give it a trial, and in two weeks

report.

Did you ever try rape? If not, sow an acre of good

land, and be convinced of its great value.

Biltmore, N. C. W. T. Duke.

FOOD TESTS OF HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN COWS.

The greatest scientific interest of the day with re-

gard to the comparative merits of the various breeds

of dairy cattle is in the cost of production of the vari-

ous products. The HolsteiuFriesian Association of

America, in connection with the various Slate Experi-

ment Stations, is conducting tests for the purpose of

determining the food cost of butter. As a matter of

interest to your dairy readers, I give below the results

of recent tests

:

DeKol Manor Beets ; age 2 years, 1 mouth, 15 days
;

food consumed, pasturage, pea meal 11.83 lbs., ground

oats 11.83 lbs., ground barley 11.83 lbs., ground buck-

wheat 11.83 lbs.; product, milk 307 lbs., butter-fat

9. 695 lbs. Representative of Cornell University Sta-

tion, H. C. McLallen.

Mutual Friend 2d ; age 6 years, 6 months, 26 days
;

food consumed, ensilage 431 lbs., hay 36 lbs., wheat

bran 45 lbs., cotton seed meal 3J lbs., ground oats 5

lbs., corn meal 15 lbs.; product, milk 427.4 lbs., but-

ter fat 14 724 lbs. Representative of Cornell Uuiver-

sity Station, A. R. Ward.
DeKol Lady ; age 1 year, 11 months, 2 days ; food

consumed, pasturage, pea meal 11.83 lbs., ground oats

11. S3 lbs., ground barley 11.83 lbs., ground buck-

wheat 11.83 lbs.
;
product, milk 312.4 lbs., butter- fat

9.3S4 lbs. Representative of Cornell University Sta-

tion, H C. McLallen.

Aaggie Paul ; age 2 years, 2 months, 2 days ; food

consumed, ensilage 303 lbs., hay 7 lbs., wheat brau 28

lbs., oil meal 1* lbs., corn meal 30 lbs., ground oats

14 lbs.; product, miik 280.3 lbs., butter fat 11.303 lbs.

Representative of Michigan Station, Porter H. Davis.

Clothilde Artis Topsey ; age 4 years, 1 month, 10

days; food consumed, pasturage, malt sprouts 21 lbs.,

gluten meal 7 lbs.; product, milk 412.8 lbs., butter-fat

13.724 lbs. Representative of Cornell University Sta-

tion, Leroy Anderson.

Paula Dorinda ; age 2 years, 10 months ; food con-

sumed, ensilage 363 lbs., hay 13 lbs., wheat brau 80

lbs., oil meal 31* lbs.; product, milk 343.2 lbs.; but-

ter-fat 11.101 lbs. Representative of Michigan Sta-

tion, Porter H. Davis. 8. Hoxie.
Superintendent Advanced Registry, Holstein-Friesian

Association of America.

TorkviUe, N. T., March 27, 1899.

SOJA (SOY) BEANS AS HOG FEED.

The Kansas Experiment Station has been growing
the soy beau for the past ten years, starting with a
small patch, and iucreasiug the area until last year
thirty live acres were grown. It is a good drought
resister, is not touched by chinch bugs, and the beans
are richer in protein than linseed meal. With suffi-

cient moisture to germinate them, a cropcau be grown
after wheat and oats are harvested. In 1896, the
yield on ground after wheat was 8 bushels per acre ; in

1898, <ii bushels. With linseed meal at 825 per ton,

these crops after wheat would be worth §6 and S4.6S
per acre. When planted earlier in the season, the yield

of the soy beans is from 10 to 20 bushels per acre. The
soy bean not only furnishes a crop rich in protein, but at

the same time enriches the soil. Henry Rogler, one of

our graduates, reports an increase in large fields of five

bushels of wheat per acre on land where soy beans
had previously been grown, over laud that had not
been in soy beans.

With dairy cows, soy bean meal takes the place of

linseed meal, being somewhat richer in protein, a
laxative feed, and softening the butter fat. Not over

three pounds per day should be fed to a cow, and the

softening effect on the butter may be overcome by
giving feeds having the opposite tendency, such as

coin, Kaffir corn and cotton-seed meal.

In the winter of 1S98, in fattening 7*-niouths-old

pigs, the gains per bushel of feed were

:

Pounds.

Kaffir coru meal 11.7

Shelled corn 12.3

Kaffir corn meal four-fifths, soy bean meal one-

fifth. 13.9

With pigs six months old, the gains per bushel of

feed were

:

Pounds.

Kaffir corn rneal 9-4

Shelled corn 11.2

Kaffir corn meal four-fifths, soy bean meal one-

fifth 13.2

With both lots, the pigs having soy bean meal made
the most rapid growth, and were ready for market
much earlier.

With weaning pigs, the gains per bushel of feed

were:
Pounds.

Kaffir corn nieal 10.4

Corn meal 11.5

Kaffir corn meal two- thirds, soy bean meal one-

third 15.4

Corn meal two-thirds, soy bean meal one-third... 15.5

In the fall of 1898, this Station bought of farmers

sixty ordinary stock hoga of mixed breeding. The
gain's per bushel of feed in fattening the hogs were:

Pounds.

Kaffir corn meal 7.5

Kaffir coru meal four-fifths, soy bean meal one-

fifth 12.0

The hogs fattened with soy bean meal have just

been marketed, while those not having it will not be
ready for four or five weeks.— Kansas Experiment Sta-

tion.
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CRITICAL CATTLE BUYERS.

Never before were buyeis of stocker and feeder

cattle so fastidious about their selections as they have

been this spring. This is one of the most positive

indications that the standard of beef cattle is rapidly

improving, and this care in buying stock cattle is very

noticeable in Omaha, Kansas City and other cattle

markets, as well as in the Chicago market. Not only

is the demand running chiefly to the best selected

stock, but buyers have become very particular about

color, and reds and blacks are this spring's styles.

Blacks lead off in popularity, and usually bring the

highest prices, both for stockers and prime finished

beef cattle.

A sale was made on Monday of 19 extra choice

Aberdeen-Angus steers that averaged 1,460 pounds at

$5.6") per 100 pounds. They were brought to this

market by C. C. Jackson, of Earlham, Iowa, the lot

consisting of two-year olds, except six head that were
three years old this spring. There was one twenty-

months old steer that weighed 1,610 pounds at home.
Mr. Jackson said he began feeding on grass the tenth

day of last September
;
put them on full feed of

snapped corn from October 25 until three weeks before

shipping to market, when he put them on shelled corn

and cottonseed meal, giving the nineteen head half a

bushel of the meal daily. These cattle were all of his

own raising. He keeps a pure-bred Angus bull, and
is a firm believer in raising his own cattle to feed.

The scarcity and high prices of cows and calves at

market is not entirely due to scarcity in the country.

Many farmers are raising their calves and stocking up
again with breeding cattle. With stock cattle selling

at $1.75 to $5.25 per 100 pounds, the present prices,

farmers who raise their own cattle have the advantage.
These farmers are improving their pastures and tak-

ing more pains in raising cattle than heretofore, and
many of them are breeding their heifers to bulls that
will produce not only milk but beef makers. The
rapid settling up of the West, and the increasing
population of the cities, will in the future increase
the demand for beef cattle, and thereby add to the
profits of stock-raising.

—

Chicago letter in National
Stockman.

NOTES ON THE IODIDE TREATMENT FOR
MILK FEVER.

The new cure for milk fever by the injection into

the udder of a solution of iodide of potash, is claimed
by veterinarians and others to give very excellent

results, and already it is becoming recognized in cer-

tain quarters as one of the most reliable remedies yet
introduced. As already pointed out in these colnnins,

it consists in injecting into the udder (through the
teats) one drachm of iodide of potassium mixed with
one quart of boiling water, cooled down to 98° F.
before being used. Half a pint of this is to be in-

jected into each quarter of the udder. The animal
should then be placed in a comfortable position on
her chest, and the udder gently rubbed. Her position
should be changed every two or three hours, and only
one injection is necessary. It should be borne in

mind that before the injection is given the adder and
teats should be carefully washed with soap and water,

to which a little carbolic acid has been added.--Farm-
er's Gaxelte, Ireland.

SKIM-MILK CALVES.

Allow the calf with the fresh cow four or five days.

This gives the calf a vigorous start and aids in redu-

cing any inflammation in the udder of the cow. Wean
by feeding 10 pounds (1 quart equals about 2 lbs.) whole
milk daily in three feeds, and gradually increase the
amount to 12 or 14 pounds, always weighing or mea-
suring each feed. More calves are lost by overfeeding
than for any other reason. When two weeks old, the
calf may be changed to skim milk, but not faster

than a pound a day

—

i. e., the first day give 11 pounds
of whole milk and 1 pound of skim milk, the second
day 10 pounds whole milk, 2 pounds skim milk, and
so on until the change is complete. The amount of

skim milk may be increased gradually, but not to ex-

ceed 18 to 20 pounds daily per head. Flax-seed gruel
may be added to replace the butter fat. This is made
by mixing ground flaxseed in cold water, adding boil-

ing water and allowing to steam a few hours with
cover on the pail. A teaspoonful of this gruel is

enough at first, but this may be increased gradually to

one-half pound of the meal daily per head. Flax-

seed is better than linseed meal, since the oil is needed
to replace the butter fat. Blachford's meal is an ex
celleut calf feed, and may be used the same as flax-

seed. The College recently started an experiment
with calves, feeding part on fresh skim milk from the

hand separator and part on sterilized creamery skim
milk, and at the same time is testing the value of flax-

seed meal and Blachford's meal for calves against skim
milk alone. All the calves are allowed what Kaffir-

corn meal, hay and green alfalfa they will eat. The
results are being watched with great interest.

Calf milk must always be fed blood warm (90 to 100
degrees F.), and a careful feeder will occasionally test

the temperature with a thermometer. Skim milk not

used when separated may be cooled and rewarmed
when fed. Sterilizing creamery skim milk greatly in-

creases its value for calves by enabling the farmer to

keep it sweet until the following morning. At the

College, we keep sterilized creamery skim milk sweet

from Saturday until Monday morning by cooling to

between 56 and 60 degrees F. the temperature of well

water. Sweet milk at one meal and sour at the next

causes scours and seriously checks the growth of the

calf. Sterilizing skim milk has an additional advan-

tage in that the heating helps to prevent scours.

Calves will begin to eat meal when ten days to two
weeks old. Put a little in their mouths after feeding

the milk, and they will soon eat from the feed boxes

with a relish. Never mix the grain with the milk.

We find Kaffir corn meal an excellent grain for calves.

It is constipating, and checks the tendency to scours.

Our calves that average eight weeks of age consume
two pounds daily per head. As the calves grow older

and eat more grain, the Kaffir corn may be mixed with

oats, bran, or oil meal.

Calves will nibble at hay about the time they begin

to eat grain. Mixed or prairie hay is good ; alfalfa or

clover is better. Our calves have been eating about

one pound daily per head of mixed hay. Before turn-

ing on pasture in the spring, it is well to feed some
green feed, which may be increased gradually until

calves get all they wili eat. A sudden change to pas-

ture is apt to produce scours.

—

Kansas Erpt. Station.
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The Poultry Yard.

CULL THE YOUNG FLOCKS.
In every hatch of chickens the average production

of males and females is about equal. The result of

this law of nature is that at this season of the year the

yards are crowded with young roosters whose sole

occupation is to eat food and worry and tease the pul-

lets. This constant worrying prevents the growth and

well doing of the pullets and should be prevented.

Cull out the young roosters, and as soon as ever they

are fit for broilers or roasters let them be killed. They
will pay better then, even if the price be low, than at

any other period. As they grow older they become
more restless, quarrelsome, and a greater nuisance to

the pullets, and neither thrive nor fatten so well them-

selves nor permit the pullets to do so. When culling

out the roosters, cull out also all the small, undersized

pullets and put them to themselves, and push them for

the market or home table. In this way the pullets to

be kept for layers will be a select lot of fine, healthy

birds. These are likely to make the best aud earliest

layers, and will produce the finest and earliest chick-

ens. It is possible by practicing such a system of cull-

ing and selection, and by mating with roosters of new
blood, also selected for like good points, to materially

increase the size and good qualities of the whole flock.

The influence of selection is just as great amongst

poultry as amongst other live stock.

61. The eg^s of the pullets cost 4.1 cents per dozen >

of the first old hens, 9.9 cents, aud of the last men-
tioned, 6.9.

The first old hens represent the poultry on the
average farm. To feed a thousand would cost $537.50.
They lay $560 worth of eggs, and there is a profit of
$22.50. The pullets, on the same scale, would cost

$620 to keep, and would produce eggs worth $1,880,
leaving a profit of $1,260. Deduct $200 for interest,

and we have $L,000 for the labor of feeding and caring
for them. When the experiment began in November
the pullets had been laying for a month or more, and
this was not counted in the record. The fowls were
all Leghorns.
A bushel of wheat, with 50 cents worth of bones,

lean meat or butcher's scraps, will feed two Leghorn
hens a year. Those two hens, with intelligent treat-

ment, will produce about 400 eggs a year. Say those
eggs average a cent apiece, and you have $4 returns
for your bushel of wheat and 50 cents.

IN FAVOR OF POULTRY.
Prof. Dryden, of the Utah Station, has been giving

a series of talks at institutes the past winter. Among
other things, he said : "Ask of the people, is there
money in hens? and four out of five farmers will say,

No. Of course, the correct answer implies that the
hens receive the best possible treatment. The man
who feeds his hens on the dung hill with a few table

scraps once a week has no right to an opinion, nor has
he who keeps his hens until their teeth fall out.

There probably is no money in poultry keeping as it

is conducted on the majority of farms."
In the experiments at his station, there were nine

separate pens, and the financial results varied from
nothing to 200 per cent, profit on the cost of the feed.

All received the same kind of food, though in different

quantities, and all had as much as they could eat.

The pen that gave no profit and the one that paid 200
per cent, were of the same breed, but one way com-
posed of three and four-year olds and the latter of
pullets. And the hens were fed in boxes and the pul-

lets had to scratch in th^ straw for theirs. The hens
produced sixty-four eggs each during the year, value
56 cents ; the pullets produced 182 eggs each, value
$1.88. The hens ate 53! cents worth of food, while
the pullets' food cost 64 cents.

Another pen of old hens that were fed in the straw
ate 62 cents worth of food, and laid 107 eggs, value

WHEN TO SELL AND HOW TO DRESS POULTRY
FOR riARKET.

The best season in which to sell chickens is from
the first of January to the first of November. Every
farmer seems to want to dispose of his poultry during
November and December, and consequently the mar-
ket is always overstocked at that time. The surplus

young roosters should be sold during September and
October, as they will bring more money then than
later. If it is impossible to market them until after

that time, it is best to hold them until after the first

of January, for prices are always low during the in-

tervening months. Turkeys are most salable around
the holidays. Old turkeys and large young gobblers

should be marketed for Thanksgiving and Christmas
;

poor stock should never be sent to the market. All

should be well fattened before being shipped. The
hens and small young gobblers should be kept until

after the holidays, but should be marketed by the first

of February.
Capons sell best from the first of January to the first

of March, and generally bring from Sets, to 15cts. per

pound. The larger they are the higher price they will

bring per pound. Birds that weigh less than 7 pounds
each will bring no more than the price of common
chickens.

Live geese sell best in September and October, and
dressed geese any time after the first of December to

the first of March. There is no particular season in

which to sell ducks. Broilers bring the most money
from the first of March to the first of July, the high-

est price being obtainable from the middle of April

to the first of June. They sell by the dozen from the

first of March until about the first of July, and the

remainder of the season by the pound. They gene-

rally bring from $3 per dozen, the firs' of March, to

$6 or .*7 per dozen during April aud May. About
the first of July they will, as a general thing, bring

from 20 cts. to 25 cts per pound, the price gradually

going lower. Chicks should weigh from 1 J to 2 pounds
each the first of March, and, as the season advances,
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from 2 to 2J pounds each. They should be shipped
alive from the first of March until the first of Novem-
ber.

In dressing capons, they should always be dry-
picked and feathers left on the neck, wings, legs and
rump, and the tail and wing feathers should be left in.

Do not dress out any capons that weigh less than 7

pounds each. Keep the small ones until they grow a
little heavier.

Before dressing poultry, it should be well fed and
watered, and then kept twenty-four hours without
feed previous to killing. When stock is well watered,
it looks brighter and adds to its appearance. Full
crops injure the appearance and hurt the sale of the
poultry. Never kill poultry by wringing th r neck of
the fowl. Bleed the bird in the mouth, leave heads
and feet on, and do not remove the intestines or crops.
In scalding chickens, the water should be as near the
boiling point as possible without boiling. Hold the
bird by the legs and head and immerse, move up and
down three times. The feathers and pin feathers
should be removed immediately without breaking the
skin. Then plump the bird by dipping it for ten sec-

onds in water nearly or quite boiling, and immediate-
ly after into cold water. Hang it in a cool place until
the animal heat is entirely out of the body. To dry
pick chickens properly, the work should be done
while the chickens are bleeding. Do not wait until
the bodies are cold. In dressing turkeys, observe the
same rules as in dressing chickens, except that turkeys
should be dry-picked, as they command a better price
than when scalded. Ducks and geese should be scalded
in the same temperature of water as other poultry, but
it requires more time for the water to penetrate and
loosen the feathers. It is sometimes necessary to wrap
the carcass in a piece of old canvass or burlap for a
few minutes and allow it to steam. Do not dry pick
geese and ducks before killing for the purpose of sav-
ing the feathers, as it causes the skin to become very
lumpy and inflamed, and is a great injury to the sale
of the stock. Do not singe the bodies for the purpose
of removing the down.

P. H. Sprague.

SUPERFLUOUS MALE BIRDS.
As soon as the breeding season is over, the male

bird, if he has completed his second season, should be
at once got rid of. Superfluous males are a great
nuisance in the yard, besides eating into the profits.
It seems often a pity to sacrifice a good stock-getter,
but unless for some special reason he is needed, he is

only a useless cost. One of the season's cockerels
will take his place for the next breeding season. A
three-year old male will fertilize eggs, certainly, but
not so many as a younger bird ; while, should the
early part of the breeding season be cold, he will in
all probability be useless until warm weather comes.
If allowed still to run loose, he will lead a wretched
existence, being thrashed by the younger birds, so on
all sides his prompt demise must be recommended.
In those cases where there are two or three breeding
pens, it will now, should egg sitting be ended, be a
good plan to break up the pens and move the hens
somewhere else, so as to give the ground a rest. The
breeding pens demand the most sheltered place, and
if we give the ground a rest during the summer and

autumn, we can safely use it year after year without
danger of any disease. Shifting the birds about is an
excellent thing, but, like all excellent things, it can
be carried to excess, as it takes the hens some little

time to settle down in their new quarters, and is liable

to put them off their lay. The best plan is to lump
the breeding pens together on fresh ground, where
they can remain undisturbed till next season. The
male birds that are retained must be kept separate
from each other, and if there are no pens for them,
they must have some movable runs—cockerel pens—to
live in. As all this means extra trouble, no bird ex-
cept those absolutely necessary should be retained.

EXPERIHENTS WITH SKIfl HILK.
Below are the summaries of two trials made at the

Indiana Experiment Station in feeding skim milk to-

chickeus :

First Feeding Trial.

1. If skim milk be added to the ration fed to young .

chickens, it will increase the consumption of the other
foods given.

2. The great increase in average gain was coincident
with the periods when the greatest amounts of skim
milk were consumed.

3. Skim milk is especially valuable as a food for
young chickens during the hot dry weather, and be-
comes of less importance as the chickens grow older
and the weather becomes cooler.

Second Feeding Trial.

1. The results of this trial are very similar to those
of the previous one, with the single exception that
skim milk did not decrease in value as a food for
young chickens as the chickens became older and
cooler weather prevailed.

2. Green food given to young fowls confined in pens
will not keep them in perfect health when getting a
fairly balanced ration. This iudicates that the young
chickens are unable to digest and assimilate all the
nutrien s from the ground food.

3. Skim milk is a valuable food for chickens.
Whether fed with a balanced ration or with green
food, its influence is very great in securing increased
weight, and in maintaining the general health of the
fowls.

4. The addition of skim milk to the ration increases
the profits by decreasing the cost of the ration and by
securing greater returns from the other foods given,
especially when the chickens are young and confined
in pens or small yards.

If a gill of millet seed and a quart of corn could be
compared in some manner, it would be found that
more eggs would result fioin feeding the millet seed
than from the corn ; not that there is more nutrition
in the seed, but because the hens would quickly pick
up the corn, and would be compelled to work for each
of the tiny seeds procured. One tablespoonful of mil-
let seed scattered over a piece of ground or in loose
litter will induce the hens to seek for food, and the
exercise of so doing will promote their health, give
them good appetites, and increase the egg production
of every hen in the flock.

—

Poultry Keeper.
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The Horse.

WHY WE MUST GO TO EUROPE TO BUY THE
BEST HORSES.

We can raise as good draft and coach horses in

America as are raised in France, but we don't. They
recognize the natural laws of inheritance and of vari-

ation and selection, and apply them scientifically for

the betterment of their breeds of horses aud for their
profit ; while we are too prone to permit the profes-
sional horse buyers to take the best away from the
farms and dispose of them in the cities to be worn out.

Those that are not good enough to sell we keep and
breed. In this manner we select, perhaps uncon-
sciously, for breeding and the improvement (?) in the
wrong way. No doubt there are a few individual
breeders and farmers who keep their best, and per-

haps there are new isolated localities where the best
mares are retained for breeding, and where sires with
real merit, above the average, are retained ; but this is

not the prevailing condition of things. One who visits

our farmers and horse-breeders in almost every county
in every State in the Union will hear it said " we used
to have the best mares that could be found anywhere,
and there used to be good, purebred, registered or im-
ported stallions, but things have changed ; the horse
busiuess did not pay and we sold out and quit the
business. The stallions grew old and died, or were
shipped away, many of them were castrated, and noth-
ing has come to take their places. We would like to

breed horses again, because they are becoming scarce,

and advancing in price ; but it looks now like we
would have to begin again at the bottom of the
ladder."
Whoever has bought horses in France has found

that the best breeders who own the best horses will

not sell them. Sometimes they put prohibitive prices

on them, but more often come out frankly and say,

"This stallion or these mares are not for sale." In
Europe the habits of the people are more stable, the
values of their horses do not fluctuate as they do with
us ; aud they consequently are not tempted to dispose
of their best as we are when the times are hard ; but
this temptation, as it exists iu a diminished form, is

guarded against by most of the Continental Govern-
ments.
The French Government has "taken the bull by

the horns," as it were, and buys and stands for public
service the best stallions, and with these stallions only
approved mares are permitted to be crossed. In addi-

tion to the Government stallions there are permitted
stand for public service stallions that are simply ap-

proved, and those that are not only approved but to

the owners of which the Government will pay a re

ward if offered for public service. A stallion owner
can hardly afford to compete with the Government
unless he does receive a reward in addition to the small
fee that his horse will command, for the fee charged by
the Government is usually only two or three dollars,

merely a charge to pay part of the incidental expenses.

When in France we find the breeders not only com-
pelled by their government to respect the laws of na-

ture, but assisted in their very willing efforts to com-
ply with them, and select and retain in their breeding
establishments every superior animal, every animal

that varies for the better from the "common herd,"
and casts off, rejects and throw into commerce, to

be worn out, never to be permitted to breed, every
animal that is inferior, unsound or in any manner de-

fective. They are absolutely certain, they know that
their horses raised this year are a better breed than
they were fifty years ago ; aye, better than ten years
ago ; better this year than last. They are as sure of
this as I am sure that if I let go of my pencil it will

drop to the floor.

Endowed as we are wilh fertile soil, with luxuriant
pasture, with nutritious food in great abundance, and
a congenial, healthful climate, we are supplied by na-

ture with the means of producing the best horses in

the world ; but can we while we permit the best, the
most valuable and the most perfect individual to pass
into the channels of commerce, to be worn out and
lost forever, and keep for breeding those that we can-

not sell ?

We can import from Europe choice animals of their

various breeds, and, as it were, transplant into our
country breeds of horses that have required the appli-

cation of many years of skillful selection and a great

many years of patience in their production ; but we
cannot improve the skill nor the patience.

It seems like we will learn only from our own bitter

experience. The theories and teachings of philoso-

phers do not come home to most of us, we do not think
nor worry ourselves about them ; but when we come
face to face with stubborn facts, when we find that we
have to deal with " conditions and not theories," we
stop, and think, and yield as gracefully as we can. To-
day the condition is this that there are only a few good
horses, and we are face to face with the fact that good
horses are high ; these horses are becoming scarcer and
scarcer, and the prices are mounting higher and
higher ; but what is more important still we are almost

destitute of good stallions with which to raise more.

Men who do wrong must suffer, and who break laws

must pay the penalty attached. Our penalty for fail-

ing to comply with the simple inalienable laws of

breeding is that we will continue to put our hands in

our pockets and pay high prices for imported horses.
—J. B. McLaughlin, Columbus, Ohio.

THE ATLANTIC CITY HORSE SHOW.
A New York paper recently said :

" It is impossible to

conceive the good that horse shows do a community."
This is unquestionably true—they do more to encour-

age the farmer to breed and raise good horses than

anything else in the world—they bring money, and
people with money, possible patrons of summer homes
or stock farms into the section in which they are held.

The city shows are a benefit to the entire country

—

they give our country boys an opportunity to show
their horses to the greatest number of horsemen

—

possible and probable purchasers at good figures.

This will especially be true of the great Atlantic

City Horse Show, to be held at Atlantic City July 12

to 15 inclusive. Early in the spring Mr. G. Jason

Waters, one of the most enterprising citizens of At-

lantic City, and one of the best known horsemen and

sportsmen in the United States, called a meeting of
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representative citizens, and the result is the Atlantic
City Horse Show Association—G. Jason Waters, Presi-

dent ; Charles Evans, V. P. ; Hon. Allen B. Endicott,

Treasurer ; Walter Buzby, Secretary, and the well-

known and efficient manager and promoter, Mr. W. S.

Blitz, Assistant Secretary and Manager,
The Pennsylvania railroad will grant reduced rates

for both freight and passengers. I want to see Vir-
ginia well represented. It will be the best opportu-
nity to show your horses to the most cosmopolitan,
and, generally, the swellest crowd in the United
States.

Atlantic City is deservedly popular with Virgin-
ians, and our most bewitching maidens and charming
matrons from almost every town and city in the State
always grace this charming '' City by the Sea," for a
part of the season at least, and that they will be there
*' Horse Show Week," goes without saying.
The headquarters of the Show are in the "Hotel

Windsor." A. J).

NOTES.

Joseph Lasitter. of the Richmond Horse Bazaar,
this city, has traded the well known bay stallion, Eg-
wood, 2:185, with James Stackhouse, Marion, S. C,
for the bay gelding Bruce C, 2:18}, by Haw Patch,
out of Fanny, by Hudson's Eclipse, and a speedy
green trotter, six years old, by Standbridge. Egwood
will be placed in the stud at Marion, where he is likely
to attract attention, both on account of superb indi-
viduality and rich breeding, he being a son of Egbert,
out of Lucille Blackwood, dam of three in the list, by
Blackwood. Purchased in Kentucky as a yearling by
Mr. H. C. Chambliu and brought to Whitby Farm, the
son of Egbert developed into one of the handsomest
horses ever owned in Virginia, and the most success-
ful in the show ring, capturing blue ribbons year after
year at the State fairs here aud defeating all comers.
Exhibited at Lexington, Ky., as a yearling, he won
first r>rize over a select field, and repeated the victory
as a five-year-old, anioug those defeated being the
noted stallion Jerome Turner, 2:1.51. In the hands of
Budd Doble, Egwood trotted to his record when seven
years old. With limited service in the stud, and with
but few of his get trained, the son of Egbert has sired
Lila. 2:24}, and the last mare Janie S., 2:30, whose
record does not represent her speed limit by quite a
margin.

Among the best-known trotting horse fauciers and
owners of Norfolk. Va ., is Mr. J. W. Perry, who deals
in cotton, and is also quite an extensive real estate
owner. At his farm near Norfolk, Mr. Perry has
about fifty head of trotters, including the black stal-

lion General Johnston, a four year old son of Lynne
Bel, 2:10}, and Miss Mac. by Fairlawn, son of Nut-
wood. General Johnston was handled tor a short
while during the past spring by Charles Atkinson,
•who trains and drives for John Mariner, owner of the
Norfolk Driving Park, aud that very successful trainer
regards the son of Lynne Bel as the making of a fast

horse.

Among the brood mares owned by Mr. Perry, and
which have been bred to General Johnston, are Little
Griffey, 2:20}, a good campaigner and race marc, by

Granby, dam Molly Hal, by Tom Hal ; Tredelma, by
Treviliau, 2:08v, dam Delma, by Mambrino Rnssell

;

Cora Blossom, dam Wade Hampton, 2:27*, by Orange
Blossom, dam Flirt, by Vermont, and Maud Thomas,
full sister to J. B. Richard, 2:16}, by George Wilkes,
dam Tullahotna, by Almont, second dam Lady Tay-
lor, thoroughbred daughter of imp. Glencoe.

One of the fastest horses in Virginia is the bay geld-

ing Kodras, 2:15}, by Norval, 2:141, out of Bianca,
by Blackwood, Jr., who is in the training stable of
Joseph Lasitter at Montezuma Farm, near this city.

Driven by Douglas Thomas, the big son of Norval
trotted to his record in 1897, and that able Kentucky
reinsman regarded him as one of the speediest horses
in training ; but while very fast, the gelding was
flighty and unreliable, so after the close of the season
he was gelded, which seemed to improve his temper,
and during the forepart of 1898 he was trotted as a
wonder, being able to show quarters in thirty seconds,

a two-minute gait,and eighths at even a faster rate,when
he was taken with influenza and thrown out of train

ing. Though but recently shipped here from Ken-
tucky, Kodras is looking big and strong and is being
given plenty of slow work, which he seems to relish,

and should he keep right, he is likely to show some
fast miles before the close of the season. Kodras was
bred and is now owned by Mr. R. H. Rountree, of the
New York Cotton Exchange, who purchased his dam,
Bianca, from Mr. Lasitter and seut her to Kentucky
to be bred to Norval, where Kodras was foaled.

At the head of Mr. John L. Roper's stud (Foxhall
Farm, Norfolk, Va.), is the handsome bay stallion

Great Stakes, 2:20, by Billy Thornhill, dam Sweet
Stakes, by Sweepstakes, while a two year-old colt by
Robert McGregor, 2:17 1, out of Cleo, 2:19, by Gam-
betta, is very highly spoken of, and will be kept en-

tire and placed in the stud with Great Stakes. The
brood mare band at Foxhall includes Lady Kenton,
by Hambletouian Mambrino, out of Our Mary, dam of

two in the list ; Lady Margaret, 2:31 J, by Nailor, dam
Ansonia, by Simmons ; Jessie Stamboul, dam of
Clesimtay, 2:17 = , by Stamboul, 2:07}, out of Atrione,
sister to Iona, 2:17}, by Alcyone, second dam famous
Old Jessie Pepper ; Miss Francis, 2:241, by Muscovite,
dam by Conger ; Jennie Hill, 2:231, by Egthorne. dam
Maud, by Hank, and the aged but well preserved
matron Sweet Stakes, dam of Great Stakes.

The twin brothers of James C. aud Thomas M., who
make up the firm of Smyth Brothers, proprietors of the
Southern Horse Bazaar, Richmond, Va., and who are
so much alike that it is a difficult matter to distinguish
them apart, have a fast aud tractable road horse in the

bay gelding Marian Craig, 2:311, by Xuthurst, 2:12,

out of Mistake, 2:29}, by Marshall Kleber. second
dam the great brood mare Lady Yeiser, by Garrard
Chief.

M. II. White, Hertford, N. C, has recently sold to
parties in Baltimore, who will use them for road
horses, the bay mare Anteo Belle, 2:25, by Anteo, out
of Bessie L., by Cuyler, and the chestnut gelding Wade
Hampton. 2:27'. by Dundee, dam Cora Blossom, by
Orange Blossom.

Broad Rock.
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riiscellaneous.

PRACTICAL AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL
TEACHING IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS.

One of the most important questions now receiving

consideration is the character of the education which
ought to be given to the rising generation in the com-
mon schools of the country. It is being realized, both

here and in Europe, that very much of that which
has hitherto been dignified by the title of education is

unworthy of the name. Instead of fitting those who
receive it to fight the battle of life, it has largely been

the cause of many, if not most, of the failures to fight

that battle successfully. It has been hitherto largely

a training of the literary side of the character without

due consideration of the fact that by far the larger

portion of those receiving training are not at all likely

to be able to make their way in life by the exercise of

their literary abilities. The effect of such a system of

teaching has been to make a superabundance of those

who desire to earn their livings in black clothes and

kid gloves, and correspondingly to curtail the supply

of the practical workers in the arts and sciences, who
must furnish the wherewithal to support the black-

coated and kid-gloved members of society. Lawyers

and doctors are produced in excess of all the needs of

the community, and thousands of others are induced

to leave the country and seek occupation in the stores

and offices of the cities, where barely a living can be

the only result of their exertions. Education, to be

what is implied in the term, should be such a training

of the mental and physical faculties as will best fit the

majority of those taught to earn their daily bread by

the "sweat of their faces." That, by Divine decree,

is the lot of the majority of mankind, and to seek to

evade it is futile. It was well said by the greatest of

the heathen philosophers: "Teach a boy that which

he will have to practice when he becomes a man"
;

and time has only emphasized how true was the advice.

To waste the time of a boy or girl in the study of the

dead languages, or in the study of logic, or indeed in

the study of many other of the advanced branches of

some of the absolutely necessary teaching of a com
moii school education, who has before him or her only

the prospect of life on the farm, in the machine shop,

or factory, or home, is worse than wasting the time of

both the teacher and the taught. Instead of leading

to an appreciation of the value of accurate knowledge

in the science and theory of that calling or occupation

in which the probabilities are that he or she will have

to make his or her living, it leads to a mental dispar-

agement of that calling or occupation and the idea

that it is beneath his or her attention.

Tears ago the truth of this was realized in Germany,

and also, to a less degree, in France, and the outcome

was the establishment of technical and practical teach-

ing in the common schools, and in higher schools

established solely for technical training. The result

is seen in the marvellous steps taken forward in the

past few years by Germany, and in France Dy the

scientific system of agriculture there practiced.

Later in the day, England followed on the same

lines, and to day there are technical schools teaching

the practical every-day work of the factory, the shop

and the farm in nearly every county. We must follow

this lead. To a limited extent, we have already done

so in the agricultural colleges, but these cannot reach

more than a very small percentage of our people.

They may be, and should be, the training places of

the teachers of the common schools.

In the country school, the teacher's duty in respect

to agriculture ought to be to train the eyes and sharpen

the wits of children in respect to the life history and

growth of plants and animals, the feeding of plants

and animals, the nature of soils and fertilizers, and the

chemistry and physics of the soil, with some knowl-

edge of the mechanical arts. Insect life and fungoid

pests of the crops should also be brought to the atten-

tion of children, and they should be encouraged to

become interested in all these subjects in their actual

and practical bearing on the well being and well-doing

of the farmer. To what purpose is it that the State

requires analysis of all fertilizers, and that the con-

tents of fertilizing matter in each bag shall be stated

on it, if, as is the case now, probably nine-tenths of

those into whose hands the bags and contents come are

unable to understand the analysis or know what

chemical compound any particular crop requires for

its successful growth ?

In the city schools, the children should be taught

the properties of metals and fibres, and be made prac-

cally acquainted with their uses and the means em-

ployed for their conversion to those uses.

At present, it would be difficult to find amongst the

pupils, even in the advanced classes of the country

schools, any who can give more than the bare names

of the animals and staple crops of the locality. They

know nothing of the different breeds of animals and

their differing adaptabilities for the purposes of man
;

nothing of plants beyond probably the names of corn,

wheat and oats. They cannot name the commouest

trees or plants that grow in the fields or roadsides, or

the commonest birds or insects that flit around them
;

neither can they tell whether useful or injurious to

crops or man. How can it be expected that boys so

trained shall become enamoured of life in the country
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or become good and successful farmers! There is no

calling to which man can devote himself so full of ob-

jects of interest, and of such varied interest, as the

calling of the farmer, and there is none which requires

for its successful pursuit so wide a general knowledge
of all the sciences. Once get boys interes fed in these

things as boys, and we have no fear but that that in

terest will grow and they become useful members of a

noble calling. Without this interest awakened in our

boys, we see no hope for a cessation of that rush for

the cities which has been the feature of the last decade.

until utter inability to earn even bread shall drive the

people back again to the country ; and when this time

comes, as come it must if the present exodus from

country to city continues, what useless members of

country life will be these city waifs ! To avert this,

our schools must change their teaching, and the sooner

this is done the less suffering will the rising generation

have to endure.

TIDEWATER [VA.] NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The first scattering barrels of the great potato crop

are now moving to the Northern and Western markets
from this field. It reminds me much of the first big

pattering raindrops that precede the downpour.
About next week (June 21st) the rush will begin in

earnest. The recent rains have helped the crop won-
derfully, and while I do not expect the yield to be
unusually large, I do expect that the quality will be
fine. The price remains yet to be seen ; but if it be
only fair, the potato crop is going to help out Eastern
Virginia wonderfully.

It is interesting and encouraging to stop on our
streets and see the farm wagons moving to the wharves
from the near-by truck farms. They are piled high
with half barrel baskets of peas and beans, and heavy
with the heavier packages of potatoes ; and then
comes a heavy wagon load of fish—15 to 20 barrels of

fish at a load—passing from the railroad depot to

steamers for New York.

There is a steady stream of products, both from
land and water, going North and West all the year.

The weather for the past ten days has been hot—hotter
than usual ; in fact, the hottest June weather for years.

The last weekly report from the Government, just now
laid on my table, shows that, for the past seven days,

the thermometer has ranged 7 degrees per day higher
than the average. Still, the thermometer has not
reached 100 yet.

In fact, one year with another, our hottest weather
comes in June. The hot wave brought rain—several
rains, in fact—enough to fully saturate the ground
below the reach of the plow, and insures the potato

crop and a good second crop of hay. I had half ex-

pected that the unusual hot wave would be followed

by destructive storms of hail, wind, or something of

the sort ; but we escaped from the heat to the wet with

only a fair amount of wind and a lively electric dis-

play. But what is the matter with the West! Each

year the fatalities there from wind storms seem to in-

crease in number, in spite of the fact that nearly every

family has a " cyclone cave " as a " shelter in the time

of storm."

I have been through the cyclone. I have had all

the Western weather degrees—even to the grasshopper

aud cyclone degrees. The cyclone causes three great

and distinct losses—1st. The loss of life ; 2d. The loss

of property ; and 3d, and not least by any means, loss

of confidence. To-day there are several million peo-

ple in the West and Northwest—yes, and even the

Southwest—whose nerves are entirely shattered by the

fear and dread of the two elements of wind and water.

Just try to imagine a whole community or village

scampering to their holes in the ground, like a covey

of quail to the brush or a colony of prairie dogs to

their holes on the prairie. Men, women and little

children in the mad scramble for safety. Think of the

shattered nerves of those who escape with life and

limb and property. I had to live ten years in the

peaceful and well-regulated climate of Eastern Vir-

ginia before my little ones ceased to look with suspi-

cion, fear and dread upon every dark cloud which

showed itself on the Western horizon.

I read with great pleasure an article in a recent

issue of the Planter on sheep raising in Virginia, from

the pen of the State Commissioner of Agriculture. It

would seem that such a statement of facts would set

people to thinking, and eventually to acting. But
somehow the thinking apparatus of the average farmer

in the South is a long way from his acting apparatus.

The telephone connection between his think aud his act

must be out of order. You may get the biggest sort

of a " HELLO" in at the thinking end, but it don't

seem to get through to the acting end of him. But
just stick up any sort of a political telephone, and
whisper "hello" at him, and immediately it raises

the biggest sort of a HELL o with him. It stirs

him from stem to gudgeon. The country must be

saved, and he must do it—but he can't raise sheep,

because the critters must be cared for, aud how can he

fool arouud with sheep when all the political meetings

must be attended to.

I get all sorts of Government reports at this office

and feel as if it was my duty to read them all, and I

find therein a great many good things. I noted care-

fully the circular on " goat raising," lately issued. It

seems that in the United States we have about a half

million goats, aud in Virginia we have about 1,711.
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There is as much profit in goats as in sheep. Last

year we imported into the United States $16,000,000

worth of goat skins. Now, we can stop that leak and

keep that $16,000,000 at home by raising goats on our

idle lands. The goat occupies about the same relation

to the sheep that the mule does to the horse. There is

this one exception or difference, however. The mule
kicks ; the goat butts. One uses his head and the

other his heels, and both will live and thrive on such

food and care as would kill the other kinds of stock.

If our farmers would but goat sheep raising in the

right way, they would train a staunch young billy

goat to run with the flock of sheep and protect them
from depredations from the dogs, which in many
places are a drawback to successful sheep raising.

It would pay to raise goats, as they are great breed-

ers and easy feeders, eating almost anything, and ap-

parently thriving on it. They could be herded if kept

in a sufficiently large herd to make it pay.

In many countries, goats are kept for their milk

—

giving more milk, in proportion to size, than a cow.

There is no doubt as to some having a good "butt-er"

record also.

But all jokes aside, Virginia has room for a half

million sheep, and an equal number of goats. It isn't

sheep ticks that trouble the sheep. It's politicks.

Norfolk, Va. A. Jeffers.

DOES IT PAY TO BEAUTIFY OUR HOflES WITH
TREES, FENCES, ETC.

[Paper read before Mutual Farmers' Club by J. W. Branson.]

I have always contended that the questions presented

to our Club for consideration are mainly intended to

bring out discussion, or, in plain terms, give us some
thing to talk about. This question of beautifying our

homes admits of more than one answer, or rather can

be discussed in several ways. If a married man wishes

to invest in a home, and it is unimproved with orna-

mental trees and nice surroundings, in my opinion

nothing would pay him better than to spend money to

improve it, even if he only bought it for speculation.

But I question the profit if he buys for the purpose of

leasing to others, as renters will not protect and be

interested in caring for such things. On the other

hand, if a young man has to go in debt for a home

—

and I believe if a man is ever justified in assuming

debt, it is for a home—and does not have ready cash

to improve it in the way the question suggests, he had

better go slow, and do it gradually. I know by expe-

rience that much of such improvement can be done

without much outlay of cash.

I look back with much pleasure to the years spent

in planning a home, laying out grounds, planting

trees, making fences, etc., around my home, and con-

sider them the happiest years of my life.

Now comes another phase of the question. Some
men are so engrossed with their own work as to give

no time to the assistance of their wives in the cultiva-

tion of the beautiful about their homes. My brother

farmer, if your wife has a taste for flowers, encourage
her by giving her your help and sympathy ; fix up
the flower- beds for her, or let her have a hand for a

day or two, to do the labor connected with the digging

and planting of her roots, bulbs, shrubs, etc. You
will lose nothing, even if it takes the time from your
farm work. You may add years to her life by the

outdoor exercises connected with the cultivation and
care of flowers, and, at the same time, have your and
her home made the more attractive.

When I pass through a neighborhood, and see a

neat farm and nicely arranged surroundings, com-
fortable buildings well painted, and fences white-

washed, I am always willing to believe there is thrift

and enterprise there, as well as an eye to comfort

and good looks. And, on the other hand, we often

see in our travels cases of dilapidation, and if we
would inquire into the cause, we would probably find

the owner a drunkard or a miser.

I have in my memory a man who said it did not

pay to improve. I do not know what would have

been the condition of his property now, had it not

passed into other hands. The passers often asked,

What is the matter with that man ; is he a drinking

man?
In conclusion, I am very decided in my opinion

that money invested economically in improvements is

well spent, and adds to appearances, comfort, satisfac-

tion, and perhaps life.

GOOD ROADS.

Editor Southern Planter :

It is a pity our people cannot be made to see the

great disadvantage and expense they labor under in

having to travel and haul over bad roads. Last win-

ter we had a terrible time getting about and hauling

over our mud canals. In March, I had to take six

mules to haul a light two-horse load six miles. It is

estimated that we are paying 25 cents per hundred

tax in hauling over the majority of our country roads.

Why is it that some of our counties can have good

roads, and others such bad ones ?

The roads in Henrico county are generally very

good all the year round. The worst road I traveled

in that county this winter was a certain turnpike that

requires you to pay toll. In this county I do not see

what is done with the road tax, unless it is to help to

make the roads bad. In the winter, when the roads

should have been ready, they were plowed up, fixing

them ready to receive all the rains that fell and make
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them in a good condition to make bricks. What were

the road surveyors doing all the fall

!

Our road system is all wrong. We need a general

road law for the entire State. The roads should be

let to keep in repair by contract to the lowe-t bidder,

and have a competent man to supervise the work, and

see that it is properly done. The couuths ought to

be allowed to borrow money for the improvement of

the roads.

This is a trucking county, and needs good roads.

and the farmers ought to bestir themselves, and see

that they have them.

Supervisors that are only paid a small pittance for

this work during the year, cannot he expected to lose

their time looking after roads. The system is all

wrong, and we need a better one, and a competent

man placed in charge.

I see that this subject is being stirred up all over

the Union, and in some of the States they are work-

ing with a will to good purpose, and the towns and

cities are helping the counties. I hope the good peo-

ple of Old Hanover will get a move on them in the

right direction, and that very soon.

Hanover Co.. Va. F. Gut.

MUTUAL FARMERS' CLUB OF FREDERICK
COUNTY, VA.

Report of Meeting.

Upon invitation of Mr. F. A. Cochran, the Mutual
Farmers' Club met at his residence May 20
The attendance was unusually large.

The Club was called to order at 10:30 A. M.. and.
after the usual preliminary exercises, the following
programme was entered upon :

The Club Advertiser contained several selected arti-

cles of value and interest.

Dr. T. Y. Brown read an essay upon the subject,
" What is the cheapest and best garden fence!" The
essayist treated nnuv phases of the fetice question,
and concluded that the following was the best fence :

Set the end posts four feet deep, with two locust blocks
two feet long spiked at right angles with the post and
lateral wires, one at the bottom and the other eight
inches below the surface. Set posts one rod apart and
stretch thirteen plain No. 9 wires, making fence five
feet high. Between posts fasteu three wooden stays
with wire staples. He prefers wooden stays, because
the metallic stays are often bent by the stock, zigzag
ging the wire and making the fence unsightly. A
lengthy discussion followed. The general sentiment
seemed to settle upon a well constructed barbed wire
fence. The success of any wire fence depends upon
how well the posts are braced and anchored.
Lewis Pidgeou read an e,ssay in answer to the ques-

tion, " Should every farmer have a permanent pasture,
and stock be prohibited from grazing at all times on
the balance of farm?" Mr. Pidgeon advised that the
farmer, practicing mixed husbandry, should have a
portion of his land set in some perennial grass our
native blue grasses are preferable), to be used for per-

manent pasture. The other fields farmed in a regular
rotation, in which grass takes a part, and which may
be grazed when not too wet to injure soil by tramping.
On small farms he would have a small permanent pas-
ture for stock to graze and exercise upon, keep them
off the rest of the land, and supplement their feed
with something cut from the cultivated land.

Diuuer was then announced and the Club repaired
to the dining-room, where a most sumptuous dinner
was served.

After inspecting the stock and admiring the large

and convenient new barn, the Club resumed work.
The election of officers for the ensuing year took

place, with the following results : 'Win. E. Branson,
President : Ed. L. Irish. Secretary ; Jonah L. Bees,

Editor : and Howell M. Bond, Treasurer.

The Committee on Referred Questions reported the
following for next meeting :

1. Is a land roller an essential implement 1 If so,

describe the best kind for use on a limestone farm,

portions of which are quite rough. Referred to John
L. Bond.

2. What is the best covering for wounds of trees

and grafts. Referred to L M. Boyer.

3. Give detailed description of the best, cheapest
and most economical way of taking care of harness.

Referred to Win. E. Branson.
Under ''Miscellaneous." Mr. Bover read a selected

article upon "Curing Clover Hay,'
-

which, if the ad-

vice were followed, would almost revolutionize hay
making in this locality. Instead of leaving clover

until ripe or dead ripe, then cutting and thoroughly
curing, the article advised cutting the clover before

any of the heads turned brown and hauling it in the

same day, care being taken to have no moisture except
its own sap on the hay. The hay will come out of the
mow fresh and sweet, and having a much greater feed-

ing value than the suu- burnt, woody clovei hay so
often seen.

The question was asked how to rid land of sheep
sorrel. The answer was that the sheep sorrel indi-

cated an acid or sour soil, and an application of lime
should be made to counteract this acidity. Thorough
cultivation was also recommended.
Upon motion of the Club, thanks were extended to

Mr. and Mrs. Cochran for so kindlv entertaining the
Club.
The Club then adjourned, to meet at the residence

of L. M. Boyer June 10.

Cakroll C. Clevexger, Secretary.

Lewis Pidgeox, President.

NEW WHEAT.
The first new wheat of the season was offered on

'Chauge June 21, by Messrs. John F. Jacob & Co.,

commission merchants of this city. It was grown on
the farm of Mr. R. R. Adams, near Columbia. Ya.
The sample shown, 110 bushels, was of the Longberry
variety, of good quality, well cleaned, and weighed
fifty nine pounds to the bushel. It was sold to the
Dunlop Mills for eighty cents per bushel. This offer-

ing of new wheat was nine days earlier than last year,

and the selling price the same.

Mention the Planter when writing to advertisers.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

The Holiday Season.

This month and the next are the

two months in the year when all

who can find the opportunity take

holiday at least for a day or two

now and again. In the country

these holidays are often given over

to picnics, to meetings of farmers'

clubs, to barbecues, and other

means of outdoor pleasure. At
these gatherings, people come to-

gether from all over the counties in

which they are held, and frequently

from adjoining counties, and ex-

change courtesies and renew old

acquaintances and friendships.

Such gatherings afford most conve-

nient opportunities for our readers

and friends to bring The Planter to

the attention of their brother farm-

ers. We ask that they will avail

themselves of these opportunities.

We shall be glad to respond to any
requests for sample copies to be

sent to any place for distribution at

any gathering, or for copies to be

sent to individuals to whom The

Planter may have been mentioned.

If friends will send us the names

and addresses of those to whom
they desire copies to be sent, we
will gladly comply with the re-

quests. There are hundreds of

farmers who would gladly give 50

cents per year for The Planter if

only asked to do so by those in

whom they have confidence. The
addition of these names to our sub-

scribers would be very pleasant to

us, and be doing a service also to

existing subscribers, as the more

who take The Planter the better

journal we can afford to give for

the money. Please give us your

help in this way.

FINE BERKSHIRE BOAR.
Mr. John F. Lewis, proprietor of Lynn-

wood Stock Farm, Lynnwood, Va., is

offering for sale his fine registered Berk-
shire boar, "Gov. Bradley.'' Mr. Lewis
can use him no longer without inbreed-

ing, hence wishes to dispose of him. For
pedigree, price, etc., see ad. elsewhere.

The American Well Works of Aurora,
Ills., are now putting on the market a
Well Drilling Machine, with Gasoline
Engine mounted on same trucks. This
is particularly desirable, as it is their

well known Elliptical driller, which
handles equally well cable rock tools, or
hydraulic and jetting tools. Description

and illustration can be had by writing
them.

: WOOD'S
TURNIP SEEDS
not only grow the best turnips, but

1 they make a large yield

—

quantity and
\ quality too. Our aim is to grow ard
I supply seeds that are adapted in kind,

I
variety and growth to the soil and

I

climate of the South, and that we are

I

succeeding is evidenced by the large
sale and splendid reputation which
Wood's Seeds enjoy.

' If your meichant does not sell
I Wood's Seeds, send for our special
I Turnip Seed Price List. Small pack-

I
ages can be sent by mail, and large

I

ones cheaply and quickly by freight.

i T. W. Wood & Sons,
1 Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

WOOD'S FALL CATA LOGUEtellsallabou
Seeds for fall planting: Crimson Clover,

I Hairy or Sandvetch. Rape, Winter
Turf or Grazing Oats, best Seed
Wheats. Grasses ar.dClovers.Tur-

I nip and Vegetable Seeds, Hva-
!

Cinth and other Flowering
Bulbs, ic. Catalogue mailed

I free—write for it. and prices
. of any seeds required. All

correspondence cheerful-

ered

THE HAHILTON
DISC HARROW

Is light draft; weight of driver balances

nole; cannot buckle in center.

It makes a clean cut and don't leave an
uncut ridge in center. All steel frame, or
wood frame, as you like. We likewise
manufacture Corn Planters. Cultivators,

Garden Plows, Hay Rakes, Drag Harrows,
Field Rollers, etc., and will take pleasure
in sending you catalogue.

THE H. P. DEUSCHER CO., Hamilton, Ohio.
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BEWARE OF OINTHENTS FOR CA-
TAKKH THAT CONTAIN MER-

OURY,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense

of smell and completely derange the

whole system when entering it through
the mucous surfaces. Such articles should
never be u^ed except on prescriptions

from reputable physicians, as the damage
they will do is tenfold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hall's

Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.

Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting

directly upon the blood and mucous sur-

faces of the system. In buying Hall's

Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine.

It is taken internally, and made in To-
ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testi-

monials free.

8®° Sold by Druggists, price 75c. per

bottle.

MAGAZINES.
The July number of Harper's is espe-

cially interesting for the unusual number
of short stories it contains, and in this

respect is admirably suited to summer
readers. Israel Zangwill contributes
"Transitional," a touching story of how
a little Jewess renounced her Christian
lover for her father's sake. " The Wrath
of the Zuyder Zee," by Thomas A. Jan-
vier, is, in many respects, the best of Mr.
Janvier's short stories Frederic Rem-
ington is both the author and the illus-

trator of "The Honor of the Troop."
" Matilda's Address Book," by Margaret
Sutton Briscoe, illustrated by A. B. Frost,

is one of the most entertaining features

of "The Drawer." Jessie Van Zile Bel-
den contributes " Not on the Passenger
List," and Wolcott Le Clear Beard tells

a pathetic, story of a telegraph operator
in a rough Western town.

Harper's Illustrated Weekly gives
every week graphic descriptions of some
portion or other of the newly acquired
territories, with pictures of scenery and
the peculiar people inhabiting these
lands. These illustrations are works of
art, whilst the descriptive matter is writ-
ten by men whose titness for the work
cannot lie questioned.

Harper's Bazaar is always filled with
matters of interest to the ladies in the
way of fashions and household informa-
tion.

The July Century is a story teller's

number, and is novel in its make-up, not
only because it has a large amount of
original fiction by ten living story-writers,
but because it contains also articles on
seven of the world's most famous makers
of fiction, two only of whom are living.

In only one or two cases do these articles

consist of criticism. In most cases, they
are new material concerning the writers
mentioned. For instance, two hitherto
unpublished portrait," of Sir Walter Scott,

accompanied by a sketch of the artist who
made them, are followed by a detailed
and authentic account of the romancer's
unhappy love affair, which cast a shadow
.over his entire life. The author of this

true story is a descendant of one of Sir

Walter's intimates, the brother-in law of

his successful rival and life-long friend.

Mrs. Jas. T. Fields tells of a visit t

Eliot, and quotes unpublished letters

from the famous novelist. u6tevenson

in Samoa" contains such reminiscences

as might be expected from the story-tell-

er's step-daughter and secretary. "The
Making of Robinson Crusoe,' " gives the

true story of Alexander Selkirk and his

sojourn on Juan Fernandez, with repro-

ductions of his gun, hi" trunk, and other

relics, and clears De Foe of the charge of

having stolen bis literary material from

the original Robinson Crusoe. Victor

Hugo as an artist is the subject of a paper

by Le Cocq de Lautreppe, in which are

reproduced several of the poet's hasty

sketches and more elaborate designs.

"Bret Harte in California" was well

known by Noah Brooks, who fills several

pages with entertaining gossip of a period

that seems more remote than it really is.

St. Nicholas for July is full of stories

and amusement for the children, with

excellent illustrations.

The Forum has articles on " Lord Rose-

berry and the Premiership," by Hy. W.
Lucy. " The Trust Problem and its So-

lution," by Ex-Senator Peffer. "The
White Race and the Tropics," by the

Hon. Truxtun Beale. "The Future of

the Negro," by W. II. Councill. "A
Centennial Stoek-Taking—The Aspect,"

by Jacob Schcenhof, and other interest-

ing articles.

In the American Monthly Review of

Reviews for July, the Editor reviews the

work of our delegation at The Hague up
to date, presenting the latest phases of

the arbitration question, with some con-

sideration of its bearings on the present

international situation. Among other

topics discussed in "The Progress of the

World " this month are '• tariff trusts,"

as a political issue, the Dreyfus vindica-

tion, the war in the Philippines, the re-

cent change in the civil service rules, and
the newly elected college presidents.

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly
has an interesting article on "Scientific

Method and its Application to the Bible,"

by the Rev. David Sprague, in which he
points out the justice of the higher criti-

cism, and shows that while much of it

has been actuated by unworthy motives,

the honest truth-seeker is entirely justi-

fied in his desire to know the actual his-

tory of the most wonderful of books.
The article on acetylme gas, the new illu-

minant, is full of interesting facts.

The Cosmopolitan is one of the most
lavishly illustrated of any of the maga-
zines, ami the illustrations are works of
art, whilst the subject matter of the arti-

cles is always of interest.

With its infinite variety of excellencies
the July Ladies' Home Journal appeals
to every taste and touches upon every in-

terest. It opens with 'The Most Famous
Little Town in An.erica." which pictures

many interesting spots in historic and
literary Concord. There is a delightful

view "f social life in the Colonial days in

"When Washington was Married," which

44No Eye Like the

Master's Eye.'*

You are master of your

health, and if you do not

attend to duty, the blame is

easily located. If your blood

is out of order, Hood's Sar-

saparilla ivill purify it.

It is the specific remedy for troubles
of the blood, kidneys, bowels or liver.

Kidneys — " My kidneys troubled me,
and on advice took Hood's Sarsaparilla
which gave prompt relief, better appetite.

My sleep is refreshing. It cured my wife
also." Michael Boyle, 3473 Denny Street,

Pittsburg, Pa.

Scrofulous Humor-" I was in terrible

condition from the itching and burning of

scrofulous humor. Grew worse under
treatment of several doctors. Took Hood's
Sarsaparilla and Hood's Pills. These cured
me thoroughly." J. J. Little, Fulton, N. Y.

Mcct&Si
Never Disappoints

n-irrltating and

•illy catjiartic to taka with Hood's SarB&parilla.

IMF A UTrn a middle-agedM flR 1 LU SINGLE MAN to

take care of dairy and hogs; must be a good
milker; must be sober and not atraid of work.
References exchanged.

GL£<VO£ STOCK FARM.
Isaac hogeland. Mgr. VERONA. N. C.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easv Payments. Catalogue Free.

tJEil. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, Va.

Tfl CYPUAMPC F0R * SMALL FARM i"

IU LAuIIAIM Virgin I., Good Property

In Battle Greek, Michigan, a city of twenty
thousand inhabitants. Address

C. H CONKLIN. 295 31st St.. BALTIMORE. MD.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

Good River Farm for Sale
(MOO ACRES.)

E. R. MONROE. Coles Ferry. Charlotte Co.. Va.

When you write to an advertiser,

mention The Southern Planter.
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Your Troubles I

IMPROVED LOW OOWN PENNSYLVANIA

Fores Feed Fertilizer
Grain Drill

Cannot clog and will not bunch. Force feed In
fact as wellaa in name. Simplest, most accurate
and lightest running. Drill sows all kinds of
grain, corn and peas with absolute regularity.
Send lor complete lllu.truted catalogue of

form Implement, and machinery.
A. B. FARQl'II AK CO., Ltd., Vork, Pa.

YOU ARE SHUT OUT
of the hay market unless your hay
Is baled. Baled hay finds a

at every little
hipping station

DEDERICK'S presses
Are the Best and Most Economic

for baling1 hay because they make the mont compatt
end even sized bale*; you can net much more hay In
a car. That means a bis saving of freight. They are
the fastest presses made. We build them in hand,
horse or steam power, both wood and steel case. We
also make the best wire bale ties. Send for our book,
"Hay Baling Facts." It is FREE.
P. K. DEDERICK'S SONS, 33 Tivoll St., Albany, N. V.

HIGHEST QUALITY

WMt price. Tab one home tread power flta

gilt of alight power. We make them
3 for 2, 3 and 4 horses. On n't buy until y&iuoirespond

with us. We will save you money. Circulars tm
ST. ALBANS FOUNDRY CO., St. Albans, Vt-

A Well -Boring

^Outfit
Far

to run age.
ire succes

fill making wells with
it. Send for circular.

CHAS.E.WYMAN,
Martinsbnrg, Im.

LIGHTNING WELL MACHY
IS THE STANDARD/
STEAMPUMPS AIR LIFTS.^ /
GASOLINE ENGINES '^ 1>4.

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS '.-.'
-

AURORA.ILL -CHICAGO.- DALLAS.TEX

brings to light many new, interesting

facte, A series of almost incredible nar-

ratives, in "The Moonlight King," ti lie

of the follies and eccentricities of Lud-
wig II of Bavaria. The gifts to our (Gov-

ernment from foreign Powers are de-

scribed in " Presents That Have Come to

Uncle Sam." Ian Maclaren discusses the
pulpit and the pew in an article on 'How
to Make the Most of your Minister," and
Katharine Koich writes of "The College-

Bred Woman in Her Home."

Some of the most dramatic episodes
that have occurred in the halls of Con-
gress during the last thirty years are be-

ing told in a series of papers which Ex-
Senator John J. Ingalls is writing for

The Saturday Evening Post of Philadel-

phia.

The Youth's Companion is an excellent
and interesting paper for the boys. The
tone and moral is always good, whilst in

no sense namby pamby.

A subject which is just now uppermost
in many minds, The Ethics of War, is

the subject of a thoughtful paper by the
Rev. Father Ryder in The Living Age
for July 1.

The serial attraction of The Living Age
for the summer months will be a story

by "Neera," one of the best-known of
contemporary Italian writers It is called
'• The Old House," and the opening chap-
ter, in the number for July 1, is full of
color and romantic charm.

REPORTS.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C, Experiment Station

Record. Vol. X. No. 10.

Progress of the Beet Sugar Industry in

the U. S. in 189S.

Keeping Goats for Profit.

Farmers' Bulletin 95. Good Roads for

Farmers.

Division of Statistics. Crop Circular for

June, 1899.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, X.

Y. Bulletin 170. Emergency Report
on Tent Caterpillars.

Georgia State Board of Entomology, At-
lanta, Ga., Bulletin 1. Legislation

against Crop Pests, &c.

Louisiana State Board of Agriculture,

Baton Rouge, La. Crop Report for

March, April and May, 1899.

Michigan Experiment Station, Agricul-

tural College, Mich. Bulletin 169.

Notes from South Haven Sub-Station.

Bulletins 170-171. Vegetable Tests for

1898. Bush Fruits for 1898.

Bulletins 171-172. Combatting Disease

Producing Germs. Killing the Tuber-
cle Bacillus in Milk.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva.
N. Y. lUilletin 156. Popular Edi-

tion. Spraying will save the Pickle
Crop.

Bulletin 157. Popular Edition. Why
Some Grapes Fail to Fruit.

Bulletin 15S. Popular Edition. How
to Handle the Striped Beetle on Cu-
cumber.

Farm Wagon Economy.
The iniiiny (if thif p oposlllqu is not all

found iti the vtry reasonable price of the
wagon Itself, but In the great amount of labor
It will sa\-. and us great durability. The
Electric Wheel Co who n.ake tins Electric
Hand) Wagon and the nowfamODS Electric
\V!i' i I--, have solved Ihe problem of a success-
ful and durable low down wagon al a reason-
able price.

Tlii wagon is composed of the best material
throughout whitetnckory axles.steel wheels,
steel hounds, etc. Guaranteed t" carry -1000
lbs. These Electric sieel Wheels are made to
tit any wagon, and make practically a new
wagon out of ihf old one. They can be had
in any height desired and any width of tire
up to 8 inches. With an extra set of these
wheels, a farmer can Interchange them with
his regular wheels and h<ve a high or low
down wagon at will. Write for catalogue of
the full - Kleciricl.ine" to Electric Wheel Co.,
Box 116. Quincy, 111.

BRAND NEW
^TINNED STEEL

A»ROOFINC aretme|

$1.65 per Square oi 10x10
feet, or 100 Square Feet.

if caiwy a compute stock or ill kw>s T
Of \<ttu.fUA6IM AND WATtlUAL BOl'&nTAT ,UULJ
SfltRrri.RtCUVf(L?A«,Tmjin£S'4AU6 YOU

WRITE FOR FREE CATAL06UE. - NE£D

OUR PRICES ARE % OF OTHERS.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

WEST 35TT & IROrt iTJ..
CHICAGO.

The TORNADO
Hay. Straw, Fod-

der ami Ensilage
Cutters. Best ill the
world. Buy one
and save feed and
money. A postal
card giving your

88getsonr 1889
igue and sam-

ple of corn fodder cut and split upon the Tor-
nado, the king of feed cutters, also Hints on
Ensilage and silo Building.

W. R. HARRISON & CO., Mfrs., Mass! I Ion, 0.

Mention SbufAern Planter when you write.

R0NEY HAY FORK RETURNER

*h -

application. Agents wanted.

R0NLY RETU8NER CO.. Box A Independence. Iowa.
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Nine Years in the Field. Only nne made
itii iii it will do tbe work successfully.

G. B. Q. SIDE DELIVERY HAY RAKE

The most laborious work in
the hay field is made easy.
The hay is left in much belter
shape than when a common
rake is used. It throws the
bayln a loose,continuous win-
drow, so thai the sun and wind can penetrate
It, aod thus obviate the necessity of a hay ted-
der. The team goes around the field the same
as the mower, taking up the dryest hay, leav-
ing it shaken loosely in the windrows, so that
the sun and wind will dry it out, if not quite
dry when raked.

King of All and Leads All Loaders.
Will outlast an v two loaders ever made.

HAWKEYE Hay Loader
Only Entirely

Successful

One Made.

It does not elevate trash and manure with
hay. It does not pound or thresh the hay. It
does not bunch, wad or tangle the hay. It does
not BOHttCD and tear up the roots of the grass.
Will take hay from the swath or tight win-

drows and windrows as made with .Side De-
livery Rake. Most durable strongest., and will
outlast any loader mafic. Being the tiost ser-
vicahlc makes it the cheapest. Works on an
entirely di liferent principlefrom any other hay
loader ever offered to the public. Hakes against
and to the hay.and not from It, thereby taking
the hay clean from the ground, and not drop-
ping It behind the loader.

CHAMBERS, BERING, QUINLAN CO.
Manufacturers. DECATUR ILLINOIS.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Peed, Killing
siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
In ini and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Ro(|uired.

No Skilled Engl-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
No. 1 7 Frank St., Rochester. N. Y

Mention The Southern Planter when
writing advertisers.

Rhode Island Experiment Station, King-

ston, R. I. Eleventh Annual Report.

Virginia Weather Bureau, Richmond,
Va. Report for May, 1899.

Wisconsin Experiment Station, Madison,

Wis. Bulletin 74. A Study of Dairy

Salt.

West Virginia Experiment Station, Mor-
gantown, W. Va. Bulletin 55. Sugar

Beet Investigation in 1898.

Bulletin 58. The Effect of Pressure in

the Preservation of Milk.;

CATALOGUES."*'
Annual Catalogue of Roanoke College,

1898-99.

Catalogue of American Seeds of Co-

nifers, Palms. Trees, Shrubs and Herba-

ceous plants for fall planting. Pinehurst

Nurseries, Pinehurst, N. C.

The Guernsey Breeders' Year Book.

Answers to Questions and General Infor-

mation about Rules, Registry and Herd
Books and other valuable data. Ameri-
can Guernsey Cattle Club. W. H. Cald-

well, Secretary, Peterboro, N. H.

Style Book and Manual of Typography
for use by the classes in the Printing De-

partment of the Kansas Agricultural Col-

lege. This will be found a most useful

book in every printing office. Price, 10

cents.

North Carolina Agricultural College

and Experiment Station, Raleigh, N. C.

Report of Professor to the members of

the Trustees' Committee, April 26, 1899,

in defence of the management of his

department, which had been assailed as

an expensive department. ; •»

Gale Mfg. Co., Albion, Mich. A Model
Implement Factory.

Snap Shots from the Farm of Geo. H.
Morris, Richmond.Va., Judge and Breeder
of Exhibition Barred Plymouth Rocks.
Plymouth Rock breeders should send for

this catalogue.

WAS IN A BAD CONDITION.
Boykins, Va. , June 23, 1899.—Mrs. T. P.

AVeston.of this place, had a bad eruption
on her face. Her mouth and chin were
covered with blisters. She could not
sleep. Finally she began taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla, which purified her blood
and benefitted her wonderfully. She
says she has taken Hood's as a spring
medicine, and has received great benefit
from it. It is a good medicine.

A USEFUL TOOL.
We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of Russell Hard-
ware and Implement Manufacturing Co.,
Kansas City, Mo., wherein they offer

their well-known Staple Puller. This is

in reality six tools in one, and should be
on every farm in the land.

HIGH LIFE AMONG THE BIRDS.
Spabbow. "Old Bluebird looks bluer

than ever this morning. Wife got in a
pet, and went off and left him, I suppose."
Tom Tit. " Yes ; but she'll never get in

another."
Spakrow. " How's that?"
Tom Tit. " Miss Jones's tabby-cat has

just swallowed her."

—

Harper's Bazaar.

PRESCOTT'S G&RBOLEUM DIP -*-

(/VO/V-PO/SO/VOUS.)
Superior to and cheaper than any other first-

class dip on the market. Guaranteed to cure
scab, and to kill ticks and lice in all live stock.
We pay freight. Send for testimonial booklet
and full information.
PRESCOTT CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, 0.

Packet to make 25 gals., 50 cl s. ; 100 gals., 82.00.

If local druggist cannot supply, send $1.75 for

100 gal. packet to

PURGELL, LADD & CO., Richmond, Va.

Valuable book premiums on application to

WM. COOPER & NEPHEWS, Galveston, Tex.

FARQUHAR
RAKE SEPARATOR

Utrhtest draught; most
durable, perfect in operation and cheapest.

Farquhar Vibrator Separator
greatest capacity; wastes no
urain. cleans ready for mar-
ket. Specially adapted for
merchant threshing und
large (.Tops. Threshes rice,

lias :md
medals and i

Farquhar Celebrated Ajax Engine
Received medal and high-
est award at World's UO-
liniililaii KxpoMllon. Far-
quJbar'e threshing engines
are the most perh-cl ill use.

Haveseats, foot brakes and
injectors. Are very

strong and durable and are
made as light as is consis-
tent Willi safely. There is

> record of a Farquhar boiler ever exploding.

Pennsylvania Traction Engine
Combines the
advantages ol

all, Powerfully
strong, durable
convenient.

Engines*
Boilers

Saw [Hills,
nuil

Agricultural

Send for Illustrated Catalog.

A. B. FARQUHAR COMPANY, Ltd., YORK, PA.
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NETTING Mi

READ THESE PRICES
36 in. wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25
48" " 150" " " 3.00

" 150" " " 3 75

Other widths in proportion.

Dow Wire WorksCo., Louisville, Kv.

WRITE FORSAMPLE STAY
AND FULL PAR TICULARS ABOUT OUR

$10 MACHINE
Wholesale price where we have

no Agent. Agency for nothing.

Bowen Cable Stay Fence Co.

Box 25, Norwalk, 0., U.S.A.

IT'S THE TEMPER
of a horse makes him valuable—the average nt
facilities. Wire fence slxmld have more than one
stront: point. Ask the jiidees about The l»:»ee.

PA«K WOVEN WIRK FKNCK CO.. ADRIAN, MITIf.

" / / / I / I ////// I T
' I I I I I I I I I I I I >

"

; i i i i i i I i m=£
1

Machine $6
that weaves the above
f"nee and mnnvo:her

Write forct.
McFarland Fence Machine Co.. Portland, Ind., U.S.

A

Buv the Champion
AUTOMATIC

Hcg Waterer
for cash from the
manufacturers.
Save jobbers' aud
dealers' profits.

$1.50, casH win older

B0Y?R&R>DF0R0-
Daytjn, Ohio.

Fop POULTRYMEN !

The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best in the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and. Corn Mill, Farm Peed

Mills, Power Mills.

Send for Circular and Testimonials.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.

c
IDER
MACHINERY

BOOMER & B0SCHERT
PRESS CO..

*1* W liter Street
fc\ RACTJSE, N. V

wll Cent
By takingadvantagc
<it our Special Offe
First order from locality
no agent secures agencv

OSGOOD

PAINT TALKS, XVIII.

HOW TO SELECT A PAINT.

The many inquiries received from con-
sumers since the publication of these
"Paint Talks" was begun, show not only
that the public are interested in the sub-
ject, but that information upon the mat-
ters discussed was much needed. Buyers
appear to have learned, by costly experi-
ment, that "strictly pure white lead" is

not a durable paint material ; but beyond
that point they are all at sea.

Many correspondents who have fol

lowed the series and are persuaded of the
reasonableness of the arguments ad-
vanced, write to inquire who manufac-
tures the kind of paint described. As I

have shown in preceding articles, it

would be obviously unfair, in such a
series, to mention one manufacturer at

the expense of all the rest. The fact is,

that all the leading paint manufacturers
produce combinations of zinc and white
lead, zinc and barytes, zinc and silica, or
mixtures of zinc, lead and barytes, silica

or gypsum, which answer all the re-

quirements of a lasting and economical
paint and are in every respect superior to

straight lead.

Unfortunately, as already pointed out,

the old time lead corrodeis got the trade
into the bad habit of calling all white
paint '' white lead," and all the old com-
binations which have made their reputa-
tions under that designation still come
upon the market as " lead."

Manufacturers generally are glad to in-

form buyers as to the components of
their products, and if the buyer knows
what he wants 'he nearest manufacturer
can probably furnish it.

In selecting a white or a tinted paint,

therefore, the consumer should pri-

marily demand a paint containing a fair

proportion of zinc white (say from one-
third to three-fourths), pure linseed oil,

and no alkali. With such a specification

to start from be can open correspondence
with the manufacturers in his vicinity

and receive full information as to qual-
ity, price, quantity required, etc. For as

soon as manufacturers are convinced that
buyers are informed regarding the com-
parative usefulness of the several paint
materials, and know that the inquirer is

unprejudiced, they will frankly give full

information and valuable advice.
Stanton Dudley.

WOMAN'S WIT AND DR. JOHNSON.
Dr. Johnson's tongue spared nobody,

and naturally enough if any one ever got
the better of him in a verbal encounter,
it was considered a memorable victory.

In this spirit a Scotch family cherishes
an anecdote of bis trip to Scotland. He
had stopped at the house for a meal, and
was helped to the national dish.

" Dr Johnson," said the hostess, "what
do you think of our Scotch broth ?

"

" Madam," was the answ er, " in my
opinion it is only fit for pigs."

"Then have some more," said the
woman.

—

Philadelphia Inquh

" Trust not to appearances," but put
your faith in Hood's Sarsaparilla, which
never disappoints. It is the best medi-
cine money can buy.

Eureka Harness Oil is the 1

preservative of new lent
aud the best renovator of old
leather. It oils, softens, black-
ens and protects. Use

Eureka

Harness Oil

will not only look bette
longer. Sold everywhere in cans—all
Bizes from half pints to Ave gallons.

Made i.j STiMMIill OIL CO.

CAM IflOC OPtl C ;uul other insects can
Ofln UUOL OufiLL be col trolled by using

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap. Xo 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
asinsecticii e. :.() lb. keg<, £!.50; ioo lb. kegs,
S4..50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at V/p. per lb.;
banels, 4J.5 lbs., at 3'jc. Large quantities,
special rates, .-end lor circular.

JU.ES GOOD.
514to5l8S. Randolph St.. pmiudsiphu, pa.

FRUZER 1
; Axle Grease Best in

the n-M.

\ tua
earing qualities a re unsurpassed, ac- ^

tually outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand. ~-

L affected by heat. «s»Get the Genuln

KOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

.nd. \

Six Steel Tools Free
To every farmer that will induce his hard-

ware merchant to buy one dozen Russell
Staple Pullers lioui his Jobber. Write at once
for particulars.

RUSSELL HDW. AND IMP. MFG. CO.,
1S20 Grand Avenue, KANSAS CITY, MO.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE
breamofwater

i from a
i Of this

RIFE ENGINE C

5ISALH0PJ

BRAND NEW

% inch diameter. Comes in b. les of 300 lbs. each,

and in lengths in to 40 feet. Price per Pound -4c.

We buy our goods at Sheriffs' and Receivers' sales.

Write for free catalogue of Hardware. Plumbing,
Roofing, Wire. Drv Goods, Clothing, etc.. etc

"OUR PRICES are ONE-HALF of OTHERS.1'*

Chicago HouscWrecking Co.
w

' ga&K881
8ta -
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CAN ANY ONE TILL WHY?
A brooklet is a little brooTt

Coursing down the ?! a ly dell ;

A booklet i* a little I k

—

Tales of love they tell

;

A Bt'eamlet i< a little stream
Which reflects the Bummer'e -ky:

But a Uillet is not a little bull
—

'

Can any one tell « liy
'.'

— Harper'* Bnz'inr.

"ALPHA-DE LAVAL"

CREAM SEPARATORS.
De LaTal Alpha **Baby"
Cream Separators were
first and have ever been
kept best and cheapest.
They are guaranteed su-
perior to al I i mitat ions and
infringements. Endorsed
by all authorities. More
than 165,000 in use. Sales
ten to oue of all others
combined. All styles and
sizes— J.'iO.- to $025.- Save
$5.- to $10-- per cow per
year over any setting
system, and $3.- to S~>.-

per cow per year over any
imitating separator.
New and improved ma-

chines for 1899. Send for
new Catalogue containing
a fund of up-to-date dairy
information.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND D I R Tr FARM.

*ss
so

JERSEY HEI ERS

and BULLS.
FOR BALE AT HARD PAN PRICES.

Blood of the fiimnus Stoke Pogis, St.

Lambert and Coomassie blended. Paying
special attention to breeding my cattle. I have

roarhod n degree of excellence not sur

by any herd in the stale. POLAND-CHINA
Pigs always on hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

ELLERSLIE FARM^#
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHOHX CATTLE,
PURE SOUTHDOWN SHEEP
AND BERKSHIRE PIGS.

For Sale. R. J. BANCOCK,
Charlottb-vii It. Va.

FOR SALE ——

.

GOLD COIN and FULCASTER
Seed Wheat; WHITE WIN-
TER OATS

Adapted to all lauds especially t" tl

riob for ordinarr natM. H I on ac-
coiint of Bttffness mi stran r->r mixing with
Canada peasand retches M<
seed; also POLAND-CHIN A Hots
to registry,

C. E. JONES, Carysbrook, Va.

THRESHING MADE EASY.
Progress in Manufacture Makes Indi-

vidual Ownership Profitable.

There have beeD many complaints of
the waste and expense attached to some
of the large threshing outfits that go
about the country. These machines are

owned by men who operate them for

what is to be made out of them, and not
for the benefit of the farmer, who is often

put to great inconvenience bv not having
his wi irk done when he would like it done.
For a number of years, the small

threshing outfit has been coming into

favor. It can be taken anywhere that a

wagon can be drawn, making it available

many times when large machines are

stalled on account of soft or hilly roads.

It can be owned by the farmer, and ope-
rated by a small force of men, and it

saves much of the grain which is so often

wasted by the large threshers, which
have to hurry through one job to get to

another.

The Columbia Thresher can be operated
by 6 to S horse power and larger. As
most farmers now have some kind of
power with which they could operate a
small thresher, a machine of this kind is

as practical for them to have as a har-
vester, especially as it has now been
proved that a srna.ll thresher of large

capacity is on the market. We would
recommend our readers to write to the
Belle City Manufacturing Co., of Racine,
Wis., for printed matter of their Colum-
bia Thresher, which has been introduced
most successfully in the South, as well as
in the large threshing districts of the
Northwest.

CATERPILLARS AND RACKET.
A daily newspaper despatch from Cats-

kill is as below

:

Up in the Catskill Mountains, where
the caterpillars have been very destruc-
tive to maple and apple trees, a novel
and effective way to fight the pest has
been discovered. A woman blowing a
horn under a maple tree was surprised to
see the caterpillars fall to the ground by
the hundreds, and continue to da

She told her
story, and the noise cure was immedi-
ately adopted by her neighbors. Horns
and drums and conch shells were brought
into play.

Caterpillars by the bushel dropped to
the earth, and were gathered up and
destroyed. The conch shell seems must
effective, though a well-beaten bass-drum

'id work. Although rather late,

the caterpillars have almost eaten the
foliage from the trees

;
it is believed that

many orchards threatened with destruc-
tion may yel he saved,
A somewhat similar statement, from

Madison county, will be found in State

Entomologist Felt 8 special reports
There may be something in it. Easily
tried, at all events.

T
.
h
f Filston Farm

Jerseys^-^-
Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, band-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

GLENCOE, MD.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a Utile "Bonk of the Herd"

on request.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old. |6; Pair. $10.

Wm. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

FOR SA.LK..
RED POLLED CATTLE. Poland-

China Pigs. Shropshire Sheep. Driving
and Riding Horses, and Shetland
Ponies.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,

Sah'l B. Woods. Prop. Charlottesville, Vi

JOHNSON & GOODE,
BOYDTON, VA.

Poland-China Hogs, Coach and
Collie Dogs. "White Leghorns and
Black Minorcas. Barred P. Rocks,
Pekin Ducks. EGGS. 81.00 per 13.

ONE-YEAR OLD" . brahmas.
B. A W.P. ROCKS.

and PEKIN DOCKS, 76a, each ; S. C. B.

LEGHORNS, 30c. each.

ting: $3.00 hundred. A never-failing cure
for chicken cholera 30c.

C. H. BENNETT, MeDnald's Mills. Va.

A
GRICULTORU-LIME

$1.00 PER TON.
fellsworth Lime Works,

REEVES CAIT. Agt.. Bodle>. Augusta Co .Va.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had fiir -5 cents. Address
the Riisiness Offiaa.
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THE OSGOOD SCALE.

The Osgood Scale, which is advertised
in another place, is a simple, durable, ac-

curate wagon scale that can be built by
an ordinary carpenter. Its special is a

bearing that will not wear out readily,

and when worn out can be replaced by
the owner with a duplicate part.

The Osgood bearing is rotary and self-

adjusting; consequently, there is no
" cross-cutting." It is oval, and the scale

will work correctly even sis inches out of
level (we never knew a foundation to set-

tle more than two). It is rubber packed,
thereby reducing the effects of concus-
sion and wear, so that the Osgood Scale
retains its sensitiveness and accuracy
longer than any other scale.

Another point of special value: All
these scales are so constructed that each
lever runs direct to the beam-rod, and
acts independently of all others, render-
ing the scale very simple, more accurate,

less liable to get out of order, and easily-

repaired. The parts are all interchangea-
ble, and new ones can be sent to take the
place of any becoming worn or broken,
that can be slipped in place without
disturbing the rest of the scale

These scales are warranted for five

years. Sent on trial, freight paid.

Write the Osgood Scale Co., 137 Cen-
tral Street, Binghampton, N. Y.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN AS-
SOCIATION OF AMERICA.
The fourteenth annual meeting of the

Holstein-Friesian Association of America
was held at the Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo,

N. Y., Wednesday, June 7, 1899. The
attendance embraced members from
fourteen States and from Canada, and
was the largest in recent year.-. Many
Western men and former members of the
Western Association were present, form-
ing a large and enthusiastic gathering.
President W. A. Matteson, of Utica,
N. Y.. called the meeting to order at 10

o'clock A. M., and made a very interest-

ing and instructive address, which was
received with great enthusiasm.
The following is a list of officers of the

Association;

President—W. A . Matteson, Utica. N. Y.
First Vice-President — S. Burchard,

Hamilton, N. Y.
Second Vice-President—W. B. Barney,

Hampton, Iowa.
Third Vice-President— W. S. Carpen-

ter. Menominee, Mich.
Fourth Vice-President-W. J. Gillett,

Rosendale, Wis.
Directnrs-D. H. Burrell. Little Falls,

N. Y.: Eldon F. Smith, Columbus, Ohio;
Henry Stevens, Lacona, N. Y.; Watkin G.
Powell, Shadeland, Pa.; L. T. Yeomans,
Walworth, N. Y.; Isaac Damon, Cochit-
uate. Mass.

Executive Committee— I,. T. Yeoman»,
chairman; S. Burchard, D. H. Burrell,

Wing R. Smith, F. L Houghton.
Treasurer—Wing R. Smith, Syracuse,

N. Y.
Secretary and Editor—Frederick L.

Houghton, Brattleboro, Vt.

Superintendent of Advanced Registry
— S. Hoxie, Yorkville, N. Y.

LIGHTENS LABOR
Cobwebs about a house are usually the s

that the housewife has more than she can
the way she goes about it; that all hertw
and strength are utilized in doing heavy work
that she uses soap in her cleaning. If ;

would only use

WjSMji Powder

heavy work would be so lightened that the little things needn't be
neglected. Gold Dust gives a woman time to rest, time to visit, time
to read, and time to sew. It is much better and cheaper than soap for
all cleaning. For greatest economy buy our large package.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS NEW YORK BOSTON

NOW OFFERS
MI UK FOR i> CATTLE.-Calves, entitled to registration, 850 to 875. Calves by "Sir Edward"

grades, fcO to 830.

SIIUOFNHIKK SHEEP.—Bucks, one vpar old and over. S12.50 to 820. Ewes, one year to three
years' old, 810 to 512. Buck Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15, 87.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
1 to 15, 85.50.

PUI..V\D-(Hl\i HOG« Pigs, six weeks' old, 85. Figs, three months, $650. Pigs, five

months and over, 89 to 815.

BKOBTZE TUB KEYS Pairs, 86 ; trios, 88.50. Eggs, per sitting, 82.50.

PLTVOCTH ROCKS.—Pairs, 52.2.3; trios, 83; Eggs, per sitting, 51.

M rscoVY ni7«'K«. -Pairs, 81.50 ; trios, 82.25. Eggs, per sitting, 11.50.

WILLIAM L. Jr.. No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for Si3 the season. Marcs boarded at lowest figures. Colts by \\ illiara L, Jr.,

2105S, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

:lve. ;. rowe dto oo
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

JERSEY and GUERNSEY CATTLE, both young and old, male and female,

always on hand and for sale.

BERKSHIRE HOGS—Young sows now ready. Pigs, 810 per pair.

BRONZE TURKEVS, LIGHT BRAHMA, PLYMOUTH ROCK and BROWN
LEGHORN FOWLS. PEKIN DUCKS.

GREAT DANE-MASTIFF PUPPIES, very large, fine guards, *10 each.

SHEPHERD and FOX TERRIER PUPPIES, $5 each.
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THE MANAGEMENT OF BABIES.

I(Y MARY W. EARLY.

There used to be a savins amongst
Southern people, before our Civil War,
that 'Cotton is King," but the truth is,

" The Baby is King," in every household
where one of these little creatures is to

be found, and therefore I hope that a few
words on this subject may not be devoid
of interest to my female readers at least.

One of the most important points in

the management of a baby is to train it

in the babit of taking long naps. Noth-
ing is more conducive to the child's well

being than this habit, and it is also high-

ly serviceable to the mother, allowing
her more time and opportunity to attend
to her other domestic duties. To observe
a fixed period for putting the baby to

sleep assists greatly in the. formation of
the babit. Soon after it has been bathed,
dressed and suckltd in the morning, a
baby is apt to feel drowsy, and this is a
capital time to put it to sleep, as the ear-

ly morning hours are the busiest and
most important to the housewife. The
baby ought, of course, to be put in a
quiet place to sleep, and one slightly dark-
ened, but I do not think it advisable to
close the shutters, pull down the shades,
and suspend all conversation and pur-
suits in the vicinity of the sleeping baby,
as this system tends to make it morbidly
sensitive to light and noise, and is some-
times a great nuisance, especially in a
small house, and in bad weather, when
perhaps there is only one regular fire

kept up, and that in the mother's room.
I would merely place the cradle so that
a glare of light would not fall on the
baby, and would only stop boisterous
noises. For instance, I would not stop
the sewing machine if it were well oiled
and running lightly, nor would I break
up conversation, carried on in a gentle
tone of voice.

In regard to a baby's diet, no rule can
be laid down of universal application,
but I would advise all mothers who have
even a moderate degree of health and
strength to suckle their babies until
they are about 15 or 18 months old.
This will greatly increase the child's
chances of living and thriving through
the teething period, which is frequently
such a trying one, especially during the
second summer of a child's life. The
mother should take redoubled pains to
keep up her own strength during the pe-
riod she is giving nourishment to her
child. Shi' should not overtax her
strength by doing superfluous work, and
she should cat an abundance of nourish-
ing food, remembering that two lives are
to be sustained by the food she takes. A
baby's food should he liquid until after
it iesupplied with teeth, and this is na-
ture's way of announcing that the child
is now ready for a little solid, hut even
then, milk should still be the predomi
nant element in a child's nourishment.
When the little creature has si\- or eight
teeth, you might begin to give it a little

bread, but he very careful to see that this
is perfectly sweet and light, and well-
baked. A little good bread, crumbled up
in the gravy of a stewed chicken, is verv
suitable for a healthy child of a year old.

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

arply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

CASTALIA HERD of —

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thrive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102.

SINCE MY ADVERTISEMENT BEGAN . . .

I have sold BULLS and HEIFERS to Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and
Pennsylvania. The demand for good cattle is increasing. C*ll on or write to

Visitors met at station. MURRAY BOOCOCK,
FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager. Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

Inquirers are requested not to use postal cards.

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, Dorset Sheep,
Berkshire Noqs.

SATISFACTION OR NO PAY.

E. M . GILXET, Verona, Baltimore Co., Md.

Rock Hill Herd.

Poland-Chinas
15 Choice Gilts E?S»5SSiS
farrow ; 8 young boars, ready for ser-
vice, for sale. Now booking orders for
spring pigs to be shipped at weaning.

B. B. BUCHANAN, BROWNSBURG, VA.
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A little later, a few finely minced scraps

of the chicken meat may be given to the

child.

A baby ought to be taught to amuse
itself, to "some extent, and not to depend
entirely on grown people for its enter-

tainment. When it is six or eight months
old, place it on an old shawl or rug,

spread on the floor, and surrounded by
pillows. Give it harmless things to play
with, things without a sharp point or an-
gle ; for instance, a string of empty spools,

a rag doll, or something else that cannot
hurt it. If you encourage a child to

amuse itself, it will leave you much freer

to sew or mend, though you should not
attempt any delicate or elaborate work,
which would make you forget or neglect
the baby. During the infancy of your
children, you ought to simplify as much
as possible your sewing, cookery, and
housework, so that you may save up your
time and strength for the most useful and
important of all tasks, the proper rearing
of children.

In regard to dress, it is far wiser for a
mother (especially if she be a farmer's
wife) to have an abundance of simple
changes for her baby, made neatly and
prettily, but without elaboration. Most
young mothers like to dress their babes
entirely in white, "the livery of inno-
cence," but this only suits wealthy wo-
men, who are able to keep an especial
nurse for the child, and to pay a large
laundry bill, which the ordinary farmer's
wife is far from being able to afford.
Therefore, it is folly for her to attempt to
dress the baby exclusively in white, espe-
cially when the little creature begins to
crawl, as most babies do at about eight
months old. Let me recommend coun-
try matrons to make up an abundant
stock of percales for their babies at this
age—"Mother Hubbard" dresses, with-
out tuck or frill, but the skirt with a deep
hem, and the neck and sleeves neatly
finished with narrow Hamburg edge.
Percales, with white ground and colored
dot or figure, are cheap enough and easi-
ly enough laundried for any mother to
procure a sufficiently abundant stock of
them to keep her child looking neat and
fresh, and they certainly look far better
than soiled and tumbled finery.

THE BISHOPS CRITIC.
The Bishop of—never mind where

—

being a newcomer, and somewhat trou-
bled with a neglected diocese, thought to
inspire his clergy to take occasional ser-

vices during the week by periodically
visiting the out-of-the-way parishes and
taking one himself. On one of these oc-

casions, having formed quite a good con-
gregation, and having been moved to

much eloquence in his sermon, he felt a
little not unnatural desire to know if he
had made any impression on the usually
unimpressionable English rustics, and
put some leading questions to the old
clerk, who was helping him to unrobe in
the vestry. "Well, I hope they've been
pleased with yer " said the old man,
patronizingly, "and I'm sure we tuk it

werry kind o' yer worship to come down
and preach to us, but yer knaw, a worser
one would ha' done for the likes o' we, if

so be," he added, with becoming humil-
ity, " one could have bin found."

high-bred ENGLISH
Pigs:°" BERKSHIRE

These pigs are sired by Sir John Bull, of N. Benjafleld's

herd, of Motcombe, Eugland, who is patronized by—
Her Majesty the Queen :

His Royal Highness Duke of Conuaught;
His Royal Highness Duke of York ;

His Royal Highness Prince Christian, etc.

Imported by me last November. Dams of the purest
and most aristocratic families of English blood. Pedi-

grees furnished with every pig. A rare chance for

entirely foreign and new blood for your herds.

41 Pigs now on hand at one-third
Western Prices

Address THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

IriMi .»-"-

HILL TOP STOCK FARM (The home of many PRIZE WINNERS)

Now Offers For Sale REGISTERED^.*™.

^ Berkshire and Poland-China Hogs,
A Southdown and Shropshire Sheep,

Also B. B. R. Game Chickens and Bronze Turkeys. Our herd of

hogs is better than ever. Some fashionably bred pigs. Our sheep are a grand sight.

Choice Bucks, Ewes and Ewe Lambs. Write for prices, or come and inspect our

stock ; we will meet you at the depot no short notiee.

.— H. A. S. HAMILTON & CO., Staunton, Va.

St. Lambert Jerseys

whose dam, Ethel of
j Shelburne, grand-

dam Crocus of St. Lambert, and her sister, the
great .Mary Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces in 7 days.

ADMIRAL ST. LAMBERT NO.5I2%S3£&5^
a butter record of 2(> lbs.. 11*4 oz., iu 7 days, and
a daily milk record of 53 lbs., t* oz.

Several extra-fine Balls and Heifers for sale.

Also Indian Game, Barred P. Rock, White
Leghorn and White Wyandotte fowls.

BOWMONT FARMS, SALEM. VA.

GHSTON STOCK! x=7SR7VT,

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.

Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and

JERSEYS of either sex.

JXO. U. DETBICK, Somerset, Va.

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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WORTH REMEMBERING.
A coffee pot should he thoroughly

washed, scalded and dried every day.
The best carver will let the knife Blip

sometimes, unless it is kept very sharp.

The great point in cooking a potato, by
whatever method, is to know when it is

done.
To give fine flavor to corned-beef hash,

use good soup stock for moistening, with
a pinch of salt, sugar and cayenne.
The resistance of glass jars that refuse

to open can be overcome by setting them,
top downward, in one or two inches of

hot water.

To give an appetizing flavor to broiled

beefsteak, cut an onion in half and rub
it over the hot platter with the melted
butter.

Alum is excellent for the gums and
teeth.

A full meal should never be eaten when
bodily exhausted.
The very prettiest wild flowers grow on

the poorest ground
To removi acid stains from cloth.—Use

liquid ammonia on small piece of flannel

;

rub stain gently.

To drii;> aioay mire.—Powdered cam-
phor placed in the haunts of mice will

drive them away, as they dislike the
smell.

A hot bath, if taken frequently, will

keep the skin in an excellent condition,

and is also an unfailing cure for weariness
A foul breath may be sweetened by a

simple mouth-wash of crystal permangan-
ate of potash, in a tumblerful of water.

To seal Utters safely.—A letter fastened
with the white ot an esg cannot beopened
by the steam of boiling water like ordi-

nary gum, The heat of the steam only
adds to its firmness
A good tonic for the hair.—Five grains

sulphate of quinine, 1 dram tincture of!

canthatides. ] ounce bay rum. 2 drams
glycerine, water to 3 onncee, Mix thor-j

oughly.and shake the bottle before using
After using an umbrella on a wet day,

|

never leave it open to dry, as it causes

the silk to crack ; but stand the umbrella
with the handle downward in a tin bath
to drain, and when nearly dry open for a
few minutes.
To remove mildew id other

— Finely powdered sulphur sprin

kled over the leaves and wood of the vine
effectually destroys mildew, and that

without tire in the greenhouse. The
game means has cared the hop mildew.

A LOTIOX THAT REMOVES
FRECKLES.

To remove freckles, mix one ounce of
lemon juice, a quarter of a drachm of

powdered borax, half a drachm of pul-

verized sugar, anil let it stand in glass for

a few days; then apply it and let it dry
on the skin. Or apply with a li:.'

two tablespoonfule of grated horseradish
mixed with a teacapful of sour milk. If

a girl freckles easily. Bhe should keep
this lotion and use it frequently, being
careful not to allow it to touch her eyes.

—July Ladies' Honu Joun

" Like diamonds raindrops glisten."

Drops of Hood's Sarsaparilla are pre-

cious jewels for the blood which glisten

in their use.

WANTED.
FARMERS and BREEDERS to Know

That they can buy the best Thoroughbred

CATTLE, SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
POLAND-CHINA, BERKSHIRE
and CHESTER HOGS and PIGS at
Living Prices.

from White Holland Turkeys, Barred
Plymouth Rock and S lver Wyan-

dotte Chickens, Prkm Ducks and White
Guineas. Sold in small lots, or at greatly re-

duced prices in lots of 100 more.
If you mean bu-iness, describe your wants.

Highlands Stock and Poultry farm,
* E. B. WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. FANCY HILL. VA.

Registered Berkshires
"MAYOR OF BILTMORE" at Head of Hy Herd.

Write for my prices on pigs before purchas-

ing elsewhere. I can furnish you the finest

stock at reasonable prices.

I also offer Holstein-Friesians ' Nether-

lands, Pietertjes and Clothilde), all rich, heavy
milkers. All of my cattle are magnificent

specimens of the breed.

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorns and Plymouth Rock Chickens.

Correspondence solicited.

tihern\ bt& t. O. SAXDT, Burkeville. Va.

FOR SA LE!
Choice Reg. CHESTER WHITE
and the famous 0. I. C. SWINE

ARCHIE C. ROPER,
CHARLESTOWN, JEFFERSON CO.. W. VA

HENS b
f
r
o
e
r
d LAYING

Instead of introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a great strain of

laying BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to our noted show birds of this

breed. EGGS. 75c. persetting until further notice; larger quantities much cheaper. STOCK,
81.00 up. Improve your flock and make it pay. Best of references. Extremely interesting

catalogue free. GEO. HARRISON MORRIS, Ashland. Va.

FARMERS!
I Manufacture the fol- f*CDTII 17CDC
lowing; Brands of f tR I ILI&UBld

Read these analyses and prices.

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE ) **?£££
Total Phosphorl; Acid 19.45 f 4 or nn
Total Ammonia 4.88 ) $ £O.UU.

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE 1

Phosphoric Acid 1L89 - $25.00.
Ammnuia 4-B8

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.
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NATIONAL EXPORT EXPOSITION,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The National Export Exposition, to be
held in Philadelphia during the coming
fall, will be exceedingly attractive to

people in all parts of the United States
on account of its many novel features.

It will be the first distinctive Exposition
of American manufactures ever held in

this country. Being primarily designed
to extend the export trade of the United
States, everything that has been, can, or
may be exported will be on exhibition.

The big Baldwin locomotives that now
rush through foreign countries ; the
mighty Corliss engines which whirl the
shafts in factories all over the world, and
the smallest American tool which de-
lights foreign workmen, will all have
their counterparts at this Exposition.
Every style and grade of American man-
ufactured goods will be shown, and, in
addition, there will be samples of goods
made in England, Germany and France,
which sell readily in foreign countries.

This will afford the American manufac-
turer unusual opportunities for study and
comparison, and enable him to meet the
competition of foreign manufacturers.
There will also be a department of the
Exposition which will illustrate how
American manufacturers should label,

pack and ship goods, so that they will

meet the demands of purchasers in for-

eign countries.

An International Commercial Congress
will be held in connection with the Ex-
position during October. To this will

come delegates from the leading commer-
cial organizations from all parts of the
world. They will be sent here to inves-

tigate the merits of American made goods,
and to purchase those most suitable for

their trade. This will be the greatest
gathering of foreign merchants ever held
in this country, and cannot help but
benefit the manufacturers and merchants
of this country.
The Exposition has received official

recognition from the United States Gov-
ernment, and financial aid from the same
source. Enough money has been secured
to pay for the erection of all the build-

ings and for the support of the Exposi-
tion during its continuance. Pennsyl-
vania has contributed largely, and the
Governors and Legislatures of nearly
every State have given this enterprise
their official sanction, and have requested
the manufacturers of their States to make
an exhibit.

The grounds on which the Exposition
will be held cover 70 acres. The build-

ings, now in course of erection, will be
handsome in design and massive in con-

struction. The main building will be
constructed of steel and brick, and will

cover eight acres of ground. In this

building there will be over 200 000 square
feet of exhibition space. Included in

this building will be an auditorium, with
a seating capacity of 5,000.

The applications for space came in so

rapidly from agricultural implement man-
ufacturers that the managers of the Ex-
position were compelled t<> arrange for

the erection of a special building for this

class of exhibits. This will be 160 x 450
feet in size, and the display of farm im-
plements and machinery to be given in

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Headquarters For All FARM TOOLS.

THE IMPROVED BUCKEYE BINDER - -
With steel platform and deck, light reel and simplest

knotter, is at the head of Harvesting Machines. Call and

see it, or send for circulars.

THE BUCKEYE MOWER ^ -
Is far superior to any other Mower on the market in the

strength a ad ease with which it does its work.

ENGINES, THRESHERS, HORSE-POWERS - -
And all other Agricultural Implements. Call and look at

our fine stock of Vehicles, Implements, etc , in our new
show=rooms, Nos. 1302 and 1304 E. Main St. (Ran-

dolph & English's old stand).

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
los. 1302 and 1304 E. Main St. RICHMOND, VA.

fGHTNf^ HAY PRESS -
"" Wosb cLuycOoU ivo(X tcoaouuuA.

BUY YOUR FERTILIZERS DIRECT!
Save Money ! No Salesman's Expenses; No Middleman's Profit. Our entire product
goei from Factory to Farm. U'rite tor tree samples aud book.

WALKER, STRATNIAN & CO., Pittsburg, Pa.
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this building will be the greatest ever

made iD the United States.

In addition to this? building, there will

be a field space of twenty acres or more
for the exhibition of the practical work-
ings of field engines, windmills, etc.

There will be a Transportation Build-

ing, in which will be shown locomotives,

passenger and freight cars, electric cars,

and equipments for electric lines, anto
mobiles, etc.

The National Export Exposition will

differ from the average- World's Fair in as

much as it will be attended by many
people from foreign countries, as well as

vast crowds from all parts of the United
States. Recognizing this fact, the man-
agement will provide amusements of an
instructive and elevating character. On
a broad esplanade. 800 feet long, and
nearly as wide as the Chicago Court of
Honor, will be erected many quaint
structures. In the.se buildings will be
located all that is new and novel in ex-
hibits that will amuse visitors. There
will be villages showing the life and in-

dustries, the toil and play, of residents of
foreign lands, and these villages will be
peopled by natives from the Philippines,
the Hawaiian fslands, Puerto Rico, Cuba
and China, brought to this country espe-
cially for this Exposition. In the Chinese
village there will be over 400 people.

In the spacious auditorium attached to

the main building there will he concerts
every afternoon and evening bv the lead-

ing musical organizations of the country.
As the National Export Exposition is

being well supported by the largest man-
ufacturers of this country, and as it will

be entirely unique and distinctive in char-
acter and scope, it will prove very inter-

esting to people in every part of the
United States.

It w-ill prove especially interesting to

farmers, as the display of farming imple-
ments and machinery will be the best
ever made in the United States.

BDMMEB CARE OF HOUSE PLANTS.

A very satisfactory shelter for house
plants may he made by setting up four
posts in a square, to which strips of lath
or boards can be nailed about an inch
apart. Make a roof of the same ma-
terial, and put on in the same way as the
strips on the side, which should be in a
sort of lattice. Such a shelter will admit
all the air that is stirring and all the
sunshine that the plants will need, and
will not prevent any one of them from
getting the benefit of dews and showers,
while it will break the force of strung
winds.—June Ladies' Home Jon

Staunton, Va., has formed an organiza-
tion called the Citizen's League, to ad
vanee the interests of that city. It i- in

contemplation to hold a Street Carnival
sometime during the fall, in connection
with which it is proposed to have an
exhibition of fine cattle and horses. Mr.
S. P. Brockway, of Staunton, will be glad
to give any information on the subject.

The Tmaworth Swine Record Associa-
tion, with offices at Handling. .Midi., has
the following officers: President, Edwin
i ). Wood, Flint, Mich. ; E. N. Ball, Secre-
tary, Hamburg, Mich.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Who!
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES.

QUINCES. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES. STRAWBERRIES. ETC.. EVERGREENS.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND 8HRUB8.
"^-^POLAND CHINA PIGS.^*-

BRONZE TURKEYS. BROWN LEGHORN AND.,
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
J. B. WATKINS & BRO..

HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c.

Grape Vines. Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

ALL, THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write us
if you contemplate planting. Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.

Save $5.00 or $6.00^
{

By buying your Cook Stove di- #
rect from the factory. We manu- *
facture some of the best brands »
of stoves made ; amongst them ©
the celebrated

FITZ LEE COOK STOVES |
(made in six sizes). They are f
unequalled in baking qualities, t>

* durability, appearance and extra $
large ovens. All stoves guaran- S
teed. ^

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Southern Stove Works,
815 to 827 North 17th Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. 1
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REVISED

The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. '"'« W
'J"

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va $5 00 $5 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, " " I 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00 4 00

" Round Table 100 135
Bazaar 4 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

The Washington Post 75 1 05

Breeders' Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 2 00 2 25

Religious He.rald, Richmond, Va... 2 00 2 25

Southern Churchman, " " ... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Lippincott's " 2 50 2 75

Harpers' " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scribner's " 3 00 3 25

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " 1 00 1 35

Strand " 1 25 2 00

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan, " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage ot our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other periodi-
cals.

Seed House of the South.

WHITE
CLOVER,

AL8TKE
CLOVER,

BOKHARA
CLOVER,

BCCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AX1> GARDEN SEEDS ol

every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in which
are BAGLASfD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

—^W£ ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pare Raw-Bone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
1016 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

I^e Business Hen
WHITE WYAND0TTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BUFF WYANDOTTES
Bred for Ee;gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

" Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes or
Dorkings."

SECOND ON BROILERS.
"Any breed," at BOSTON SHOW—
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator" Eggs, $5.00 per 100.

Stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Sab, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

pCANIZED,,He*4

jlFIRE & MARINE S i

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS, ~Z W° '000 -

DIRECTORS :

Wm. H. Palmer, D. O. Davis,

E. B. Addison, Wm. Josian Leake,

W. Otto Nolting.

WM. H. PALMEK,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

President.

Secretary.
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How is Your Wheat ?
OTQ'Tf1

r^"F
,

"N"
rT Investe(i iQ a postal card and addressedz^=== to THE CARDWELL MACHINE COM-

PANY, Richmond, Va., will bring you circulars regarding

CardwelPs Thresher and Cleaner
w

They are SIMPLE, DURABLE and EASY TO WORK.
Capacity, 200 to 1000 bushels of wheat per day, according Mw

to size and character of grain. $$?

THE CARDWELL MACHINE CO.
"**——«««-

1

5

; RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.

1'^^-^-^-'^ "=*>•^y^ "<=&.•^=y ^=?^5?^5?^S^S???^

THE FARMERS' SUPPLY CO.,
1433 E. Main St , RICHMOND, VA.

Now offers a full line of seasonable implements including—

AVERY'S INVINCIBLE DISC PLOW...
The very best tool of the kind on the market. Will bury almost any vegetable

growth.

HAYING MACHINERY....
Including TEDDERS. MOWERS, RAKES, etc. GRAIN DRILLS,
THRESHERS. ENGINES. SAW MILLS, BUGGIES, WAGONS, HAR-
NESS, etc. We handle every implement used on an up to-date farm.

Write us for prices before buying elsewhere.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. CALL AT OUR OFFICE WHEN IN TOWN.
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Pedigrees traced and tabulated. S
Catalogues compiled and circulars prepared. <

..FINE.

ROAD
and
TROTTING

FORSALEBVW. J. CARTER, \
I (Broad Rock) >

|
Turf Correspondent, \

> P. 0. BOX 929. RICHMOND, VA.
|

> REFERENCES—L. BANKS HOLT (former owner of John C
> R. Gentry. 2:00^;. Graham, N. C. ; Col J. S. CARR. Durham, C
> N. C. ; Ma J. P. P. JOHNSON (President National Trotting Asso- <
> ciatiom, Lexington Ky. ; Gol. B.CAMERON, Fairntosh stud, C
> Stagville, N. C. ; JOS. BRYAN and H. C. CHAMBLIN, Rich- <> mond, Va. ; A. B. GWATHMEY iN. Y. Cotton Exchange), New €
> York: Capt. B. P. WILLIAMSON. Raleigh, N. C: J. F.JACK- C
% SON (Editor Southern Planter), Richmond, Va. ; H. A. BUCK C
> (Editor Spirit of the Times}, New York. C

Stallions for

^ Service.
ECWOOD, 2:18'.-,

By Egbert; dam Lucille Blackwood, dam of Eggnogg, 2:25

Wyoming, 2:25%, etc., by Blackwood.
With limited opportunities, Egwood has sired Lila, 2:2-1%, Janie

S, 2:30, etc. Shown at Lexington, Ky., and other places, he has
won numerous premiums and defeated great horses like Jerome
Turner, 2:15%, and others. Service fee for the season of 1899, 825.

ROBERT RANSOM, 2:29?/,
By Gambetta ; dam Black Maria, by C. M. Clay, Jr. A very

handsome brown horse of grand size and powerful muscular
development, which he transmits to his get. Service fee for 1899,

815. Usual return privilege to either horse in case of failure of

mare to prove in foal.

For further particulars, address

JOSEPH LASITTER, Richmond Bazaar,

1433 E. Franklin Street, RICHMOND, VA.

N. B.—My semi-weekly auction

Fridays. Horses and mules of all

hand and for sale at popular prices.

are held on Tuesdays and
and sizes constantly on

HOCKING VALLEY CIDER MILLS
Are constructed with a SINGLE WOODEN

ROLLER, and are so made that the apples pass

over no surface to speak of but a WOODEN SUR-
FACE, ensuring cider pure and free from that

taste imparted by other mills.

THE HOCKING VALLEY ENSILAGE

^^AND FODDER GUTTERS
Are in every respect the best in the world.

Made in five sizes, and range in capacity to meet

the wants of every one

The Combined Feed Mill and Horse Power.
Every farmer net-ds it. None can afford to be without it. As a mill, it grinds table meal, ear

corn, shelled corn, or wheat for feed. As a power, it will run a Corn Sheller, Feed Cutter, Wood

Saw or Threshing Machine. Reduced prices for 18 '9

THRESHERS, for Grain, Peanuts and Rice. ENGINES, SAW MILLS, CORN and WHEAT
MILLS. GRAIN and FERTILIZER DRILLS with Hoes or Discs. BALING PRESSES for Hand,

Horse or Steam Power. THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW; cuts from 12 to 14 inches, and will

break up two to three acres per day. Will work when no other plow will. CAST and CHILLED
PLOWS and Plow Repairs of all kinds. HARROWS—Disc. Spring Tooth, Smoothing, etc. THED.

LAMB WIRE FENCE The strongest and best constructed Wire Fence made; cattle and hog proof. CANE MILLS and

EVAPORATORS with Steel or Copper Pans. FARM WAGONS—one to four-horse sizes. BUGGIES, ROAD CARTS,

ROAD WAGONS, SURREYS, Etc. HARNESS for Vehicles of every description.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY AND VEHICLES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

WAT PLOW CO. 1518-20 FranknrSt.,
a

RICHMOND, VA.
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CERTAIN CURE FOB INSOMNIA.

Physical Kxeiicisk and Warm Milk Sro
OSaarUL W0OBB8 OP Sleep.

" Insomnia is a self-inflicted curse
through the violation of Nature's laws,"
writes Edward B. Wurman in the June
Ladies' Hum, fournn), "The cause mav
be over-anxietv, planning for the mor-
row, thinking and worrying over the yes-
terdays and to-days, but no opiate can re-
move the cause, even though it may bring
sleep. If the cause is merely mental over-
work it may be quickly removed bv re-
lieving the brain of the excess of blood.
Physical exercise is a panacea for about
every ailment which human flesh is heir
to. Therefore, stand erect, and rise slow-
ly from the heels; descend slowlv. Do
this from forty to fifty times until you
feel the congestion in the muscles of "the
leg. Almost instant relief follows, and
sleep is soon induced. For those who are
averse to a little work I would recom-
mend, instead, a bowl of very hot milk
(without so much as a wafer) immediate-
ly before retiring. The hotter the milk
the better for the purpose. This will
prove a better sleep- producer than all the
opiates known to medical science. It
brings about an increased activity of the
blood vessels of the stomach, 'causing
slight temporary congestion, which re-
lieves the blood vessels of the brain. The
hot milk is also quite strengthening to
the stomach."

Splendid Berkshire Boar rorsqie cheap.

Having used GOV. BRADLEY, 47937, as long as practicable without inbreed-

ing. I will sell him, crated and delivered at Express office, for $30. He will

weigh 600 lbs., and was bred by Reuben Gentry, and is by the noted boar ELM-
WOOD CHIEF and out of LUCILE, a pair " bred In the purple."

JOHN F. LEWIS, Lynwood, Va.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS^^
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima,
and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT ^.^.r^lSi" ROUTE
To STAUNTON. LYNCHBURG. CHARLOTTESVILLE,

RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

Catalogue, with list of farms for sale, may be secured by applying to the following agents:

C. B. RYAN, A. G. P. A., C. & O. Ry.. Cincinnati, O. ; E. B. POPE. Western P. A.. C. * O. Ry.,
corner Broad and Chestnut sts., St. Louis ; K. E. PARSONS, Ticket Agent, 253 Fourth Ave.,
Louisville. Kv. ; J. C. TUCKER. General Northern P. A., Big Four Route, 234 Clark Street,
Chicago, III,; H. M. BRONSON, Asst. General Passenger Agent. Big Four Route, Indian-
apolis, Ind. ; E. O. McCORMICK, Passenger Traffic Manager, Big Four Route, Cincinnati,
Ohio; D. G. EDWARDS, General Passenger Agent, C. H. & D. Ry.. Cincinnati, Ohio;
MOULTON HOUK, General Passenger Agent Ohio Central Lines, Toledo, Ohio; or to

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & 0. Ry., Washington, D. C.

I Write for 1899 Prices^ Catalogues...
</>

a
to

I carry a full line of LATEST IMPROVED IMPLEMENTS
at all times, and I can make prices to suit and guarantee

all goods first-class or money refunded.

CHAMPION Wobble Gear Improved
Mower, All Sizes. Write for Cata-

logues and Prices.

IT DRAWS THE BAR-
NO PUSH.

All Goods Guaranteed

At Low Prices.

BEMENTand "CONTINENTAL" Disc
Cultivator and Combined Disc

4 Harrow.

TIGER AH-Steel Hay Rakes; Self
"

^ ^-'-'
.,

Dump
; for 1 and 2 horses. rHE wheels will not lift kbom the ground.

ORANGER Ail-Steel Hand Dump CHAMPION and WH1TELEY Steel
Rakes for 1 and 2 horses. Mowers, Reapers and Binders.

Boh r' I Cotters, Powers and Corn ami Cob Mills, and Combined Power and Feed
Mills always on hand, (tannine Oliver Chilled Plows and Repairs,

genuine Brown Single and Double Shovel Plows and Steels.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN Farm

Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

1^ THE BEST IN THE COUNTRY!

CHAS. E. HUNTER, 1528 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.
JAMES Q. HKXIXti, of IWhatan Co., Va., Oen'l Ma HOWARD J. NUCKOLS, of Henrico Co., Va., Salesman.



THOROUGHBRED POULTRY
My stock is from the best to be had at any price.

It is an object to dispose of the product of 1,000

head, at a reasonable price, hence I sell eggs for

hatching at $i oo per setting; three settings, $2.50,

or $500 per 100, of every variety mentioned, ex-

cept Bronze and White Holland Turkeys, and those

are 50 cents each or $5.00 per dozen. Last season

I sold birds in twenty-two different States. I will

promptly give any information, when the inquiry is

accompanied by a stamp for reply, and guarantee

everything as represented, and to please every

customer.

BLACK SPANISH, WHITE WYANDOTTES, LIGHT BRAHMAS,
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES, B. B. R. EXHIBITION GAMES,
SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGS, B. B. R. GAME BANTAMS,

BARRED PLY. ROCKS,
PIT GAMES,
BLUE ANDALUSIANS,
BLACK LANGSHANS,
WHITE GUINEAS,
WHITE LEGHORNS,
BROWN LEGHORNS,
BLACK MINORCAS
WHITE MINORCAS,
PEKIN DUCKS.

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs, from toms weighing over 43 pounds; hens, 22 to 28 pounds.

Also Mammoth White Holland Turkeys, Belgian Haies—young, $1 00 per pair.

CTAP Lf Surplus—Any variety, Cocks and Cockerels, $1.00 each. Hens and Pullets

^^ ^^ ^^ -' $1.50 each. The very finest Beagle Hounds and Poland-China pigs.

Geo. T. King, Jr.,

RICHMOND, YA.

Telephone 2360. P.O. Box 1.

Public invited to visit my Poultry

Yaids, where they osm see the finest

stock in the Scuth.



I The following is a Summary of the

Northwestern Mutual .«»—.*-„.,
ten year periods :

Life Insurance Company,
Of MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Company was incorporated in 1857, and commenced
business Nov. 25, 1858 on a purely mutual basis, and has

always been so conducted.

The Northwestern is recognized as the best dividend

paying company in the United States.

For full information as to cost and plans address

T. A. CARY, General Agent for Va. and N. C,

720/ Main Street. RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

Jan. 1, 1869...

Jan. 1, 1879...

Jan. 1, 1889...

Jan. 1, 1899...

27,887

33,254

73,130

196,022

t 50,039,7-15 $ 4,7.55,419

61,441,014 17*974,879

172,518,891 32,672,811

457,712,738 115,446,643

Feeds and Feeding, By PR0R HBNRY-

—

—

—

—

^—^—

—

————

—

==^======^===r=^=r 657 Pp. cloth.

THE BEST BOOK for FARMERS and
STOCKMEN ever published.

11 $2.00, Express Paid from Our Office.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, RICHMOND, VA.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTDLIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

6®"We especia'y recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GEASS
CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Bone, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FOR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.

Mention Southern Planter when you write.



Established 1840'. THE Sixtieth Year.

Southern Planter
A MONTHLY JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO

Practical and Progressive Agriculture, Horticulture,

Trucking, Live Stock and the Fireside.

OFFICE : 28 NORTH NINTH STREET, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER PUBLISHING COMPANY,

J. P. JACKSON, Editor and General Manager.

Proprietors.

Vol. 60. AUGUST, 1899. No. 8.

CONTENTS.
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in Virginia 390
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

In the month of Augnst the only work which the

farmer in the Sonth ought to have to do is the work

of resting and recuperating his energies. The sun is

too hot and the atmosphere too enervating to permit

of constant and continuous labor in the fields. And to

a very large extent, on a well-managed farm, this may

be accomplished without causing any material loss as a

a result of so spending the larger part of the month.

The wheat and oat harvest has been reaped and the

grain threshed out, the first hay crop has been gath

ered, the corn crop has been "laid by," the tobacco

crop has been given its last working and left to ripen,

whilst the cotton crop is " laid by," and making its

bolls ; under such circumstances as these, the farmer

may well and safely take pause and review the results

of his labors, recuperate his energies, and lay his

plans for such supplemental crops as he can still

make during the fall months and for crops to be seeded

in the fall for next year's harvest.

A review of the existing condition of the crops of

the country would seem to point to the conclusion that

the wheat crop, both winter and spring, will be at

least 100,000,000 bushels less than that of a year ago.

In the South the acreage yield is going to be much
less than that of last year, though we have reports of

some excellent crops made, running from 25 to 30

bushels to the acre. In all the cases which we have

investigated we have invariably found that these

heavy yields were made on early seeded crops, and we

commend this point to the attention of our readers.

The oat crop throughout the country promises to be

an average one, though in the South it is largely a

failure, the winter having been too severe for it.

The area in corn is nearly 4, 000, 000 acres greater than

last year. This increased acreage is not confined to

any particular section, but is spread over the West

and South. Texas and Georgia have an increase of

nearly 300,000 acres each. South Carolina, Alabama,

Louisiana, and Arkansas have each an increase of be-

tween 100,000 and 200,000 acres, whilst North Caro-

lina and Tennessee have each an increase of something

less than 100,000. In Virginia there is a trifling de-

crease in the area. The condition of the crop, how-

ever, is not so high as at the same time last year, and

we hear much complaint of damage from drouth in

the Carolinas and Georgia, and to a smaller extent in

this State. Seasonable rains, however, which may

now be looked for, will do much yet to improve the

late planted crops, and with these a much larger sup-

ply of home-grown corn in the South than has been

the case in late years may be expected. The area of

both the cotton and tobacco crops is less than last

year, and the condition is not a high one. In cotton

it is below the ten-year average in many States, and

in only a few above this point. In all the principal

tobacco producing States the condition is below the

average of the last ten years. The apple crop is not

going to be so large a one as earlier indications prom-

ised. This is true both North and South.
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We would urge that efforts be made to supplement

the hay crop by growing millet and cow-peas, for

which there is yet time. Hay is a poor crop in the

North and East, and has already advanced considera-

bly in price. It is likely to be a very salable product

in the coming winter, and much of the usual consump-

tion on the farm may be economized upon with profit

by substituting cow-peas, millet, straw and fodder for

young and growing stock.

Continue the sowing of German or Crimson clover

at intervals during the month. From some if not all

of these seedings a good stand may be got, and on one

acre a good stand will repay the outlay for seed and

labor on many acres.

In this issue will be found an article on the Sand

vetch, a comparatively new winter fodder plant, to

which we invite attention. The common winter vetch

should be sown during this and the next month. It

makes an excellent early green fodder crop, especially

when seeded with winter oats, wheat, or rye, and can

be made into good hay early enough in the season to

allow of the land being planted in corn. Sow a bushel

of the seed to the acre, with half a bushel of oats, wheat

or rye.

Ruta bagas and turnips should be sown during this

month, and turnips during September. We would like

to see at least a few acres of these roots grown on every

farm, and not merely the small patches which are so

generally sown, which at best only supply a few roots

for the table. The feeding of ruta bagas and turnips

to cattle, sheep, and hogs, during the winter, will be

found to be a most profitable ration. Whilst the nu-

tritive value of these roots, as determined by analysis,

is not high, yet experience has shown that they act

most beneficially on the animal system, and make it

more quickly responsive to the nutritive aliment in

other food. They act on the digestive system, oool the

blood, and keep the bowels in a proper condition, and
thus make it possible to feed much heavier and richer

rations of other food without deranging the normal
functions of the body. In this way, they are great

aids to quick and profitable feeding. The land on

which these roots are grown should be plowed deeply,

be finely broken, and be made rich with either farm-

yard manure, supplemented with some acid phosphate
and potash, or a fertilizer rich in phosphoric acid and
potash. We would advise at least 300 pounds of acid

phosphate and 50 pounds of muriate of potash to the

acre. Let the manure and fertilizer be well worked
into the soil, and then lay off the land in rows 2 feet

apart, and sow the seed in these rows at the rate of 2

or 3 pounds to the acre with a drill. When the plants

have got the first true leaves well grown, thin out so

that they will stand about 9 inches apart in the rows.

In this way, much larger bulbs and a much more sat-

isfactory crop can be grown than by broadcast seeding.

In other columns will be found articles on the prep-

aration of the land for wheat seeding and on grass

seeding, to which we refer our readers.

We again repeat our advice not to waste time pull-

ing corn-fodder and cutting tops. Let the corn alone

until the grains are glazed, and then cut down the

whole stalk and set up in large shocks to cure. This

is the only way in which the whole value of the corn

crop can be utilized, and times are not yet so prosper-

ous with the farmers, much as they have improved,

that they can afford to spend time, labor, and money,

in producing a crop to be left largely unutilized in the

field. Save the stalks, as well as the fodder, and run

through a shredder, and they will make excellent feed.

As soon as the land is in good plowing order, let the

plows be put to work preparing the land for seeding

winter oats. To be successful in producing a heavy

crop of winter oats the seed should be sown not later

than September. This gives the plants an opportuni-

ty to tiller and stool before severe frosts visit us.

When once the land is well covered with the young

oat-plants, the frosts are largely kept out of the

ground, and thus winter-killing is prevented. On
land that was deeply plowed for a spring crop, and

has been well cultivated during the growth of that

crop, the labor of seeding an oat crop may be much
reduced by preparing the land for the seed with the

spading or disc harrow instead of plowing.

Returning to the subject of taking rest this month.

Probably the best use that can be made of the earlier

part of the month, assuming that harvest is finished,

and spring crops "laid by," is to take a rest, and en-

joy that rest by visiting other farms, and comparing

notes on crops and methods of producing them, and

on the live stock and systems of management. Get

together on each other's farms and hold a Farmers'

Institute. Exchange ideas with each other, broaden

your views, get out of the old ruts, and realize that

farming, like every other occupation, is a business

which requires to be conducted on modern methods

and with "up-to-date" appliances, if it is to be made
a success. Give yourselves a trip to the city, or, if

possible, to several cities, and visit the markets and
commission merchants and learn what is wanted, when
it is wanted, and how it is wanted. Successful pro-

duction of crops and live stock is only one factor in

successful farming. They must be successfully sold
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before profit can be realized. A personal visit to the

markets to which you ship will do more to enlighten

you as to the wants of the markets, and as to the rea-

son for unsatisfactory sales and returns, than much
correspondence. If you can spare the time and money
for a longer trip, by all means take one. Visit some

section of a neighboring State, or even a distant one,

noted for the excellence of its productions, or its live

stock, and examine into the methods by which this

excellence is obtained. Tou cannot do this without

bringing back some information of value to you, some-

thing that, if followed up, will profit you. Tou can

do all these things, and yet take rest. Rest does not

require that you shall do nothing. A change of occu-

pation or of lines of thought is restful.

PREPARATION FOR WHEAT SEEDING.

Although the wheat crop this year has not been so

great a success generally as that of last year, and in the

South has l>een decidedly a short yield, and conse-

quently not directly the source of much profit, yet all

farmers who have land fitted for wheat-growing should

at least provide to raise sufficient of the crop to meet

their own needs, with a small surplus for the market.

As the preparation of the land and the seeding

of the crop is done in the fall wheu other work

does not press, the growing of wheat greatly les-

sens the pressure of spring work on an arable farm.

Wheat is also a most convenient rotation crop,

giving the opportunity for deep plowing and fine

breaking of the land at the best season for this

work and of laying land down to clover and grass

and at the same time making in a good season a

profitable return on the labor. The mistake made by

Southern farmers usually is that they will persist in

sowing wheat on land not rich enough to produce a

maximum yield, and less than a maximum yield is,

even at a dollar a bushel, not profitable farming. The

average yield of 13 bushels per acre over the whole

country, of 12 bushels in Virginia, and of 7 bushels in

North and South Carolina, cannot be produced at any

profit, however cheap the land on which it is grown.

Many of the largest and most successful wheat-growers

in the country have stated as a fact that every acre

grown costs them from $15 to $20. Mr. Terry states

that his wheat costs him $19.27 per acre. Our own ex-

perience has been that an acre cannot be put into

wheat and full justice be done to the crop, and the

same be harvested, threshed and delivered on to the

market for less than $20. To supply by fertilizers the

plant-food requirements of a 30 -bushel crop of wheat

per acre will, at average prices for fertilizers, cost

$12 per acre, and even then there is no certainty that

this outlay will result in a 30 bushel yield. There are

other factors controlling this than the mere quantity

of plant-food supplied. This will show how impossi-

ble it is to grow wheat profitably on poor land. Let
the best land be selected. It will be found none too

good to produce a profitable crop. If possible, select

land that is in clover sod, or that has grown cow-peas
or soja beans or been heavily fertilized for tobacco.

Clover, cow-peas, or soja beans will have supplied to

the land almost sufficient nitrogen to meet the needs

of a wheat crop, and will thus make it possible to

economize in the purchase of the needed fertilizer by
excluding largely the most costly item—nitrogen.

Prof. Roberts says: "Red clover, producing two
tons of hay per acre, may be expected to furnish po-

tentially to the soil after the first cutting, in roots and
stubble 40 to 60 lbs. of nitrogen, 20 to 15 lbs. of phos-

phoric acid, and 30 to 50 lbs. of potash. Such a clover

stubble, therefore, would or might, if plowed early,

furnish of available plant-food two-thirds of the nitro-

gen, one-half of the phosphoric acid, and two-thirds

of the potash needed for a 30-bushel crop of wheat per
acre, and the accompanying straw if soil, climate and
moisture performed their legitimate work," If no
such land as we have suggested is available, then se-

lect land upon which a crop of corn has been grown,

and which was well worked previous to the planting

of the corn and during the growth of the crop.

Having selected the land, the next step to take is to

make it fit for the seed. Wheat requires for its success-

ful growth that the soil and subsoil should be well and
deeply broken, and then afterwards the subsoil be well

consolidated, and the surface soil, to the depth of three

or four inches, be made as fine and loose as possible.

To secure this ideal seed-bed, let the plow, and, if ne-

cessary to break a hard-pan subsoil, the subsoil plow,

be got to work as soon as possible. After plowing,

leave the land to settle for a few days, and then com-

mence to work the surface fine with the harrow and
the roller. Harrow, roll, and re-harrow, at intervals

of a week or ten days, until the time for seeding. This

thorough cultivation of the land will not only make a

good seed-bed, but will make available for the crop

much inert plant-food which would otherwise be left

unused. We are satisfied, from personal experience,

and confirmed by the result of a series of experiments

now being conducted in this country, that much of the

vast store of inert fertility in the soil can be rendered

useful to crops if only the land be given sufficient

working and exposure to the influence of the sun, at-

mosphere, and moisture, and the solvent action of

plant-growth. Try this system of preparing the land.

It will be found less costly than that of buying fertili-

zers in almost unlimited quantities. Make the plow,
the harrow, and the roller, the fertilizer to a much
larger extent than has been the custom in the past.

We are satisfied that it will be found profitable. In
our next issue, we will say something as to the fertiliz-

ing and seeding of the crop.
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GRASS SEEDING.

In oar last issue we endeavored to"point£out some

of the advantages to be secured by the conversion of

arable land into grass land. August andJ,Septeinber

being the best months in the year |in| which; to seed

grass in the South, we propose now to say something

on the best means for securing a good stand of grass.

"We meet almost daily farmers who are desirous of

having good grass fields on their farms for mowing

and for pasture, but who say that they find it almost

impossible to secure a stand. Why is thisl Some

say that the reason is that the South is not naturally a

grass country. This we wholly disbelieve. The South

is the natural home of some of the best grasses grown,

and land here can be made to produce almost every

variety of grass. The cause of failure is not the cli-

mate or the natural condition of the land. It is the

abuse to which most of the land in the South has

been subjected in the past two hundred years and the

failure to proceed in a rational manner to correct this

abuse. Ever since the South became the home of the

white man he has been growing corn, cotton and to

bacco and neglecting the grass crops and animal hus-

bandry. Nay, he has done more than neglect the

grass crops. He has systematically killed out every

sprig of grass he could find in his fields. What won-

der, then, that under such a system grass and grass

growing has become unknown and a lost art. The
logic of events and the unsympathetic pressure of eco-

nomic causes has, however, at last forced on the atten-

tion of the Southern planter the true value of grass as

opposed to arable culture. He can no longer afford to

grow cotton, corn and tobacco wherewith to purchase

his meat and other home supplies and the fertilizers

necessary to maintain the fertility of his land under

such a system of husbandry. He is perforce com-

pelled to change his system to one under which he

can maintain and enhance the fertility of his soil and

at the same time make his home supplies, and in so

doing he finds that a system of combined arable and

pastoral husbandry is the only one possible for him.

To succeed in this, he must have good meadows and
pastures. Grass, however, will not grow on land ex-

hausted of its humus and available fertility. The first

requisite for success, then, is rich land full of vegeta-

ble matter. The next is land deeply and finely broken
eo that it is capable of absorbing and holding mois-

ture. The third requisite is land free from weeds.

The last is that the land shall be seeded down with an
abundant seeding of mixed grasses of types suitable

for the purpose intended, and, when intended for hay,

maturing together.

Most Southern farmers, when contemplating seeding

grass, overlook the fact that grass is simply a crop of

the same nature as the corn, wheat and oats which

they are accustomed to grow.

All these crops are gigantic grasses. Unmindful of

this fact, they proceed to sow grass seed on land which

has produced these larger grasses until no longer able

to do so profitably, and then wonder why the smaller

and more commonly known grasses do not flourish.

To make such land produee grass it requires to be
heavily manured with farm-yard manure or to be

filled with humus from a pea fallow or two, heavily

fertilized with acid phosphate and potash, and the

grass seeds should themselves be seeded down with a

dressing of 400 or 500 pounds to the acre of raw-bone
meal, and 50 pounds of muriate of potash. The eco-

nomical way in which to prepare land for laying down
to grass is to manure and fertilize heavily the preced

ing crops, and then to supplement this by a lighter

dressing of manure or fertilizer before sowing the

grass seed. Assuming the land to be sufficiently sup-

plied with plant-food to sustain a grass sod, a frequent

cause of failure to succeed in securing one is the lack

of a well and deeply prepared seed bed. Whilst

grasses are shallow rooting plants they yet require

that the soil shall be deeply and finely broken in order

to their successful growth. This is necessary in order

that the soil may absorb and conserve the moisture

necessary to the continuous growth of the grass.

Without this the roots will soon be burnt out of

the land and the sod fail. Another frequent cause of

failure is a weedy condition of the soil. Weeds are

nature's provision for covering the naked soil, and

being indigenous, will make a growth more vigorous

and peisistent than introduced plants. In their pres-

ence the finer varieties of grass have little chance to

succeed. The weeds will outgrow the grass, rob it of

fertility and moisture, and finally destroy it. To ob-

viate this, clean culture of all staple crops preceding

grass is absolutely necessary. The land to be sown
with grass ought also to be plowed and deeply har-

rowed some weeks ahead of the time when the grass

seeds are to be sowed. This will induce germination

of the weed seeds in the land. As soon as these ger-

minate they should be destroyed by harrowing, and
time be given for another crop to germinate, which in

like manner should be destroyed by harrowing. This

course repeated several times will result in all the

weed seeds within the first three or four inches of soil

being destroyed. Those at a greater depth will not

germinate whilst the land is in grass. The grass seeds

will then have sole possession and make success-

ful growth. The practice of growing grass seeds with

a crop of grain is one not to be advised in the South.

The grain being stronger and quicker growing, and
more robust in habit, pushes ahead of the grass and
robs it of the food and moisture necessary to its growth.
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As a result, it makes a weak, spindling growth, and

when the grain is cut off, just at the hottest season of

the year, the grass perishes from burning or drouth.

Seeded alone, under suitable and proper conditions,

grass will make a strong, vigorous growth, and be

able to withstand the heat of the sun and a moderate

drouth, and may usually be cut for hay the first year

Seed the grass in August and September, so that a

good growth of root may be secured before the cold of

winter becomes severe. Seed liberally; not less than

three bushels of seed to the acre should be sown except

in the case of timothy seeded alone, when a peck per

acre will be sufficient. Italian rye grass seeded alone

makes one of the finest ha> crops which can be grown.

It is not so coarse in growth as timothy, and can be

cut twice or three times in the season when grown on

rich land or under irrigation. We have frequently cut

three crops in one year of this grass. It is an annual

grass, and, like timothy, fitted only for hay. In seed-

ing other grasses than timothy or Italian rye grass, al

ways seed a mixture of two or three kinds. This will

make a better sod than any single variety, and also

make better hay. The addition of a few pounds of red

clover seed to the mixture is also advisable. This will

help to give a heavier crop the first year, and later will

feed the grass crop as its roots decay. Where the crop

is intended to be cut for hay, it is important to select

grasses for mixing which mature at the same season of

the year. For an upland meadow, probably no better

mixture can be sown than Tall meadow oat grass, or-

chard grass, and herds grass. For low lands, timothy

or Italian rye grass should be sown alone. For wet

land, the best grass is herds grass. For a pasture, sow

a mixture of orchard grass, perennial rye, meadow
fescue, herds grass, Virginia blue grass and Kentucky

blue grass.

THE SAND VETCH.

Among the various leguminous crops recently intro-

duced into this country with such manifest advantage

to the farms and to the farmers, there is not one which,

in our judgment, promises greater results than the

sand vetch, or hairy vetch, as it is sometimes called
;

and especially is this so in the South, where our great-

est need is something to cover up the land and con-

tinue growth during winter and thus prevent the

leaching and wasting of our soils by the rains. Ger-

man or crimson clover is a most valuable plant for

this purpose, but unfortunately it is easily killed by

drouth or the hot sun in the early fall months when
just germinating, and the securing of a stand has been

found to be a great difficulty in the way of its adop-

tion with any degree of universality. In many sec-

tions it is largely grown, and its value as a forage crop

and as an improver, is so great that no effort should

be spared to secure at least a few acres by making
several sowings at intervals during this month and the
next. The sand vetch has come to us as a valuable
adjunct to this clover. For the past three or four

years it has been tested widely throughout the country
and very fully in Virginia. It has been found to be
perfectly hardy and not nearly so susceptible to killing

by the hot sun or drouth in the early fall as crimson
clover. Whilst it does not make a very vigorous
growth during the winter, it yet lives and grows and
is ready to push into quick and luxuriant growth as

soou as ever the mild days of spring set in. When
once this growth starts it continues through wet and
drouth, and the quantity of forage made is wonder-
ful. It has made as high as 45,000 lbs. of green feed to

the acre, and this feed is of the most nutritious char-

acter. It is much richer in protein (the muscle and
growth-producing element) than red clover or than
the cow pea, whilst in fat-produoing matter it is nearly

the equal of those plants. As a soil improver it is

richer in nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash than

any of the clovers or the cow pea. If intended for

forage or hay, it should be sown at the rate of 30 or

40 lbs. to the acre, with a light seeding of winter oats,

wheat or rye. This will hold up the vines and make
it easier to cut and harvest the crop. If only intended

as a pasture or an improver, sow alone at the rate of

40 or 50 lbs. to the acre. Sow in August, September
or October, on well prepared land. When sown alone

it will make a perfect mat all over the field, which
will continue to increase in thickness all through the

spring and summer as the vines fall down and grown
through again. One of our subscribers had a large

field of this vetch last year, which was sown alone and

intended only as an improver of the land, which in the

early fall was covered with a mat of the vines six

inches thick and so dense that not a particle of soil

could be seen. When plowed down the soil was

found to be as mellow and full of vegetable matter as

possible, and when consolidated with the roller was

in the finest condition for the production of a wheat,

winter oat or grass crop.

THE HESSIAN FLY— HOW TO SAVE THE
WHEAT CROP FROn INJURY BY IT.

In many sections much damage has been done to the

wheat crop this year by this fly. Unless steps are

now taken to destroy the eggs and pupa, like damage

may reasonably be expected another year. All wheat

and oat stubbles and weeds where the fly has be n pres-

ent should be burnt as soon as possible. The eggs and

pupa are present on these, and burning is the only way
to effectually destroy them. In the fields intended to

be sown with wheat or oats, plow a strip of land here

and there and make fine and seed with wheat. The
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young flies will find these strips as soon as the wheat

commences to grow and cover the wheat. When this

is the case, plow down the wheat with a strong fur-

row and roll the land and thus bury and destroy the

pests. If repeated two or three times this will be

very apt to destroy all the young flies present in the

field, and if seeding the wheat be then deferred until

we have a touch of frost the crop may be kept free

from flies.

GROWING CHINA HEMP IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter:

It gives me much pleasure to make report of the

experiments in growing China hemp in Virginia, in

addition to what was said in the Planter of July, and

to say to the farmers of Virginia that a new industry

of great promise is at their doors, if they but nse the

care and patience necessary to become acquainted with

the new crop.

Through the co-operation of the editor of the Planter

and the Hon. G. W. Koiner, State Commissioner of

Agriculture, I furnished seed to some twenty-five dif-

ferent farmers, most of whom planted and have made
reports. The gist of the whole thing is that planted

early on fairly fertile soil—low lands in preference

—

there will be a crop of China hemp ready to harvest

for fibre in SO or 90 days from sowing, which will yield

at least 1,500 lbs. per acre, worth $75 to $125, accord-

ing to care and skill in handling, and costing not over

$25 per acre.

In addition to seed furnished the farmers, seed was
also sent to the State Experiment Station, also to the

Cornell Experiment Station, New York, and the New
Jersey Experiment Station, and I have planted seve

ral plots on Staten Island, N. Y.

The hemp I planted March 25th was in blossom and
ready to be cut for fibre June 25th; that planted for

seed is still growing, and a few of the tallest stalks are

now, July 18, fifteen feet high. It was planted upon
rather moist ground, well fertilized, and has been irri

gated, as the season has been unusually dry. That
planted May 10th is eight to nine feet high ; that

planted June let, four feet six inches to five feet high;

and that planted July 1st is seventeen inches high.

The season was very dry up to July ISth, and the

New Jersey hemp, planted April 21st, was four to five

feet high July 14.

The Cornell Experiment Station makes report as fol

lows on July 15 :

Yours at hand. Oar hemp is now making good
growth, being about six feet in height. The recent
rains caused it to make very rapid growth. The early
part of the season was very dry, and set it back con-
siderably. It is now strong and vigorous.

L. A. Clinton,
Assistant Agriculturist.

The New Jersey Experiment Station reports as fol-

lows July 14 :

As Prof. Voorhees is out of town, and not expected
to return before August 1st. your letter of July 12th
has been referred to me. We sowed a small plot of

hemp, 62* by 20 feet, April 21st, using one quart of

seed. Owing to the dry weather, it sprouted slowly,

and came up somewhat uneveu. It now stands four to

five feet in height. Would like >ou to advise us when
to cut it, and what disposition you would like to have
made of it.

C. B. Lane,
Assistant in Dairy Husbandry.

Prof. Nourse, of the Virginia Experiment Station,

has made a very favorable report, especially as the

seacoast is much more favorable in climate and soil

than the higher country. Prof. Nourse writes July

15th:

Have been very busy, so paid but little attention to

the hemp for some days. It came into bloom about a
week ago, though rather unevenly. Measured one
plant to day that was 12 feet 4 inches. Others about
it fully as tall. If you wish it cut, or treated in any
way, you must let me know, for I am very ignorant of
the plant or methods of handling.

D. O. Nourse,
Agriculturist.

W. P. Moorman, Esq., of Beverly, Va., reports as

follows July 15th :

Hemp on the best of the land is S or 9 feet high; on
thin land from 4 to 6; season too dry for it planted on
up land ; bottoms were too wet in spring until too
late to plant. Do not think it will grow taller, as I

see what I think is the bloom coming on it. I am cer-

tain it could be grown here if properly cultivated and
season suited. W. P. Moorman.

Under date July 19th, Mr. Bellwood reports :

Your card requesting report of conditions of differ-

ent plantings of hemp duly received.
First hemp planted May 11th, on sandy loam, high

land and dry, now, July 19th, eight feet high, and
coming in flowers.

Second lot planted May 20th, on red clay loam,
more moist than average high land, four feet high,
not making very vigorous growth.
Third lot planted June 6th, on river low land, three

feet high, slow in starting, but very strong and healthy
looking now.
Fourth planting in moist, river low land. June 27th,

ten inches high.
Fifth planting on sandy loam high land, and dry,

eight inches high.
Since the 13th of June there has been very little

rain. Even cultivated crops are needing rain very
much.
That the hemp on the various plots should make

such growth without cultivation during the unusually
dry weather of the past five weeks shows it to be a
hardy plant.

Chesterfield Co., Va. Albert R. Bellwood.
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Under date of July 18th, C. C. Clevenger, Esq ,
of

Frederick county, writes

:

"The hemp sown April 25 is now nine feet high, and
is beginning to bloom. It has grown very rapidly,

and, so far as I have observed, has no insect enemies."

I have never known hemp to be attacked by insects,

nor to ever be blown down. This crop has come to be

ready to cut for fibre in 80 days. Hemp needs a great

deal of moisture, but suffers less from drouth than

other crops. It requires more manure, and a longer

time to grow to the same height in higher latitudes,

than farther South. The normal height for hemp in

Virginia, under favorable conditions, would be 10 or

12 feet.

The male hemp is the one which bears the blossoms.

The male will grow but little after blossoming, and

when in full blossom is the time to / cut it for fibre.

The female stalks bear the seed, and they will con-

tinue to grow for some time. When saving the seed,

the male stalks are generally cut out of the rows, and

the female ones left to ripen the seed. This will be

the best course to pursue with the small plots. Save

the seed for next season.

Tottcnville, N. T. S. S. Boyce.

A SUCCESSFUL ALFALFA-GROWER.
Among the many excellent and valuable papers and

addresses brought together by Secretary Coburn for

the recent Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting of the Kan-
sas Board of Agriculture was an exhaustive article

treating on alfalfa, by Mr. H. D. Watson, of Kearney,
Neb., giving helpful information and advice sug-

gested by his exceedingly successful experience, as to

the preparation of the soil, sowing of the seed, etc.

Mr. Watson is probably the most extensive alfalfa

grower in the central West, having 2,800 acres of land
now set in this wonderful clover.

He says, in part

:

Preparing the Soil.

Our land is invariably plowed in the fall, in such a

manner as to leave no back or dead furrows, and as

deeply as possible, using a subsoiler on all land the

surface of which is more than fifteen feet above the

sheet-water that, I am told, underlies the greater por-

tion of Nebraska. The land is left in furrow until all

the frost is out of it in the spring. We then go on to

it (sometimes as early as February) with a float—an
implement made of oak plank. Mine is sixteen feet

long. With this we thoroughly crush and level the

ground, and follow immediately with a disc harrow,
going over the land as many times as may be necessary

to perfectly pulverize it, with the wheels set straight

in order to pack the soil as much as possible. I am
so particular about the preparation of the soil that in

some instances the land is disked five times. After

disking, the land is dragged thoroughly, using four

horses on a twenty-foot harrow at least once a week on

the average, or after each rainstorm. This is done to

prevent evaporation of the moisture, which is so ne-

cessary to the growth of all vegetation, and especially
this plant.

Seed Per Acre.
Based upon the result of many tests, I invariably

use twenty pounds of seed to the acre, sowing with a
Cahoon seeder, ten pounds each way ; that is, ten
pounds to the acre is sown crossing the field in one
direction, then reseeding the same land with ten
pounds to the acre, crossing the field at right angles
to the first sowing. I never sow oats or other grain
with the alfalfa seed now, as my experience has been
that the alfalfa plant requires all the moisture availa-

ble in this section, and cannot afford to share this very
necessary requisite to its growth with any nurse crop.

The seeding is completed between April 10 and May
15. As experiments, I have seeded every month in

the year, and found that the best results followed early

seeding, as the young plants then receive the benefits

of the spring rains.

About the middle of June, or sooner, if the weeds
are large enough to shade the ground (with us the
sunflower and redroot are quite rank by that time) I

mow the land, leaving the weeds to dry where they
fall, as they make a very fine mulch for the alfalfa. In
four or six weeks more, according to the growth of the

weeds, I mow again, leaving the weeds on the ground
as oefore. This has given me in two instances a crop
of alfalfa in September of the year of seeding, although
generally I have got no hay crop until the second year.

My first seeding was in alternate strips of 80 acres
;

one strip with one bushel of oats to the acre, and the

next strip without the oats. The stand on the strips

sown without the oats is to day more than twice as

heavy as on those sown with oats. Two or three times

since I have seeded small areas with oats, and once
with barley, only to find the same result.

Blue Grass with Alfalfa.
Hereafter, when the alfalfa is old enough so its roots

are relying for their support entirely upon the soil be-

low that which the blue grass roots will penetrate, I

intend sowing blue grass upon all my alfalfa fields, as

this will do away with the danger of bloat that has
heretofore existed in pasturing alfalfa, having observed

that the cattle eat liberally of the blue grass before

eating any of the alfalfa, which prevents them from
consuming sufficient of the latter to injure themselves.

Also, when there is a wet spring and a heavy crop of

blue grass, we invariably get a much finer quality of

hay than when we have alfalfa alone.

Cutting and Curing.

My experience is that it should be cut as near as

possible when in full bloom. Having so large an area,

this necessitates cutting a portion of mine before it

commences to bloom at all. No cutting is done in the

morning until the dew is off, that the alfalfa may fall

upon well warmed ground. The men are employed
before that time in cultivating other crops. As soon

as the hay is thoroughly wilted, it is raked into small

windrows, from which it is gathered later by buck-

rakes into stacks. As a rule, there are three men on

the stack, four men on the buck-rakes, one man to at-

tend the stacker, and a boy to guide the team used

with the stacker. There is a large loss of leaves at-

tending this process, and had I a small area the hay

would be gathered as I was taught to cure red clover
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in New England, by cocking it and letting it cure in

the cock, after which it was immediately hauled to the

barn that it might not get wet. As it is, what hay will

be necessary for the dairy cows and breeding ewes,

and perhaps for all of my ruminating animals, will

hereafter be cured in the cock, as I am certain that

the additional expense will be more than compensated

by the increased value of the hay. While there is no

more valuable forage for cattle, sheep, colts, or hogs,

than well cured alfalfa, so also there is no hay which
can receive greater damage from wetting. Because of

this, I will hereafter put as much as possible in barns

and sheds. I will put the remainder in stacks, which

I shall protect with stack covers, which are now man
ufactured for that purpose.
In regard to the feeding value there is one thing, it

may be well for me to tell you, particularly as it is

generally understood, that alfalfa makes poor horse-

feed, and so it does for driving horses. In July, 1894,

rinding myself without old hay or grain, and no corn

to be had for less than sixty cents per bushel, I was
compelled to depend entirely upon new alfalfa hay to

feed some eighty workhorses for more than 30 days,

during which time they were worked unusually hard,

as I was trying to subdue a swamp which was, in many
places, very difficult to plow. During this time, the

horses were maintained in their usual condition of

health and flesh, although I believe it better practice

to feed some grain, in connection with the alfalfa, to

all horses when hard worked. Since that time I have
fed all my workhorses on well cured alfalfa, choosing

for this purpose cuttings when the plant was passing

out of bloom, having learned that there was more
protein in alfalfa cut late.

I urge the importance of great care in procuring
seed, as otherwise considerable trouble may ensue.

[In the South, alfalfa does best seeded in August or

September, preferably in September. If not seeded

in the fall, March and April are the best months.

—

Ed.]

WHAT TO DO WITH THE WEEDS.
Editor Southern Planter :

A product lightly esteemed by many farmers is the

growth that follows hay, wheat, oats, etc. When
clover has been sown with the grain it sometimes

forms a large part of this aftergrowth, but very fre

qaently, whether clover has been sown or not, the

bulk of it is made up of crab-grass, rag-weed, wild

carrots, and a score or more of less conspicuous weeds

If these are left uncut through the summer, the young
clover or grass often dies out or becomes very weakly

for want of moisture. When the clover and grass are

in clean land they generally get enough moisture from

the dews and subsoil to live through the severest

drought. But when the more hardy and vigorous

weeds are present, the tenderer plants often succumb.

The farmer may have given his land the right prep-

aration—gone to the expense of buying the seed and

succeeded in obtaining a good stand—but by his failure

to run the mo« er over the fields at the proper time he

may lose it all. This has frequently come under our

notice. Last year it was clearly exemplified in two

instances. Through pressure of work, a highland

field on which there was a very good stand of clover

and an equally good stand of rag-weed, wild carrots,

etc., was neglected. A neighbor, Mr. W. F. Lewis,

had a field that would come under the same descrip-

tion. Mr. Lewis cut the growth at the proper time,

and this year took off a fine crop of hay. We mowed
the weeds on our field later when they were two or

three feet high, but it was too late. They had robbed

the clover of moisture to such an extent that it nearly

all died. The other field on the river bottoms was

well set in clover and timothy. A very heavy growth

of weeds sprung up, and either by taking up the

moisture or shading, or both, killed out the clover and

timothy completely. Other fields on lowlands and

highlands mowed before the weeds grew large, came
through in good shape and yielded excellent crops

this year.

Even should the clover be not much damaged, the

hay next year will be full of weed stems, making bulk

but useless as feed and detracting greatly from its

value if for the market.

But the farmer ought to go further than mowing the

weeds down. He will, of course, find it pays well to

cut them if he received no other advantage than that

of the extra moisture to the clover and grass. The
weeds are in a great measure prevented from going

to seed, and some benefit is derived from the mulch or

cover the weeds afford.

We will be making a much better use of this growth,

though, if we utilize it as feed.

The idea of saving a crop composed for the most

part of weeds, may seem somewhat extreme to those

who have not seen it done. But from our own expe-

rience and a knowledge of the experience of others, I

am emboldened to say that this late summer growth

makes a very palatable and good feed for cattle and

sheep, especially sheep.

We have fed young cattle and dry cows on this hay

from the time grazing was over in the fall until they

were turned out in the spring, and they kept in just

about as good order as they would have done on clean

hay. For sheep, this mixture is preferable to the first

cutting of hay, and the sheep like it better. Sheep
show their liking for weeds in the pasture field by

keeping them nibbled down when there is an abund-

ance of clover and grass. Weeds not only suit the

sheep's taste, but seem to act as a tonic on their sys-

tem. In the cured state, sheep are quite as fond of

weeds, and often eat them in preference to clover hay.

Mr. C. Cornwall, of Henrico county, Va., who keeps

a flock of several hundred Shropshire ewes, was the
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first to show us a plan of feeding sheep that is novel,

simple and practical. Along in July and August,

such growths as described above are cut and put in

stacks around a pole firmly set in the ground in yards

or lots where the sheep are intended to run during the

winter. The sheep eat away at the bottom of the stacks

until near the pole, when the stack settles, bring-

ing more within their reach. In this way the whole

stack is eaten with very little waste. In the sheds

are racks kept full, partly with clover hay of the first

cutting, partly with the same kind of feed the stacks

are made of. Yet, inexplicable as it may be, the sheep

prefer to work away at the stacks to eating from the

racks. There are few farms in this part of the South

that are stocked to the limit of their capacity. A
commendable purpose is to save everything that can

be utilized by stock then keep enough to consume it

all. It cannot alwajs be done, but it is a good prin

ciple upon which to work.

Chesterfield Co., Va. Albert R. Bellwood.

COW PEAS.

Editor Southern Planter:

You cannot too often nor too earnestly impress upon
the tillers of the soil the importance and profitable-

ness of planting the cow pea. Mr. Bellwood' s sugges-

tions regarding the best methods of handling the cow
pea in the July Planter, should be most carefully read

and considered.

Practically, the cow pea may be made to produce all

the fodder and all the manure for the all-round well to-

do farmer. In fact, for almost any specialty the cow
pea can be used to supplement the work, so that the

pea may become a self-growing crop ; while in a gen-

eral farming system of stock and farm crops, the cow

pea is indispensable, especially upon the East Coast,

where soil and seasons are especially adapted to its

culture.

An acquaintance with the results of planting cow

peas upon the Mississippi, where a considerable busi-

ness in baling pea hay for New Orleans is carried on, en-

ables me to add to Mr. Bellwood's remarks, that there,

in a warmer latitude, the Whippoorwill and the Un-

known are the varieties most planted for fodder. These

are planted at any time when land can be used for sixty

days in spring or summer, and sown broadcast, one

bushel to the acre, to restore the soil fertility and fur-

nish fodder for stock and to ship.

The peas are harvested for fodder before they are

fully ripened by cutting with a mower, where the

ground is made smooth by much harrowing and roll-

ing, or pulled by a pea puller; the peas raked up with

horse rake and stacked to be fed to stock or baled and

shipped. The regular price for these baled pea vines
j

at New Orleans was $12 per ton, and they were con-

sidered as good as any baled hay from the North.

Another method of using the pea as a fertilizer was

to scatter a few quarts per acre between the corn rows

at last time of cultivatiug. The vines run over the

corn, somewhat interfering with harvesting, but the

peas were held up, and, whenever it was desired to

save the peas for planting, they were picked by hand

and afterwards beat out and cleaned in very primitive

methods. When sown in the corn rows in this way,

the vines were usually fed off in the field, and the

refuse raked and burned instead of being turned un-

der ; a very wasteful manner of disposing of what

might be made into a good manure.

In one instance, I noticed a crop of 150 acres in

which about one half the pea vines were cut late

enough to save the ripe peas, and the vines were fed

into and run through a thresher made of ten sets of

coarse fluted rollers. By this means the vines wf re

crushed and most of the peas shaken out. The vines

were in a softer and better condition for baling, while

the same price was realized for the fodder as that cut

earlier.

No better fertilizer exists than the cow pea. Fed to

stock, or planted in the corn rows an<l turned under

in the fall with heavy plows and rye or oats sown.

Let no opportunity pass to get in some cow peas.

Richmond Co., N. T. S. S. B.

SPRING SOWN OATS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I send you per express a bundle of oats as it came
from the binder, seeded the 25th of March. This is

the oat I am advertising in your columns. Wherever
I sold them the purchasers report good crops from
spring seeding, though most were not seeded until

April. The crop of oats generally from spring seed-

ing is this year about the poorest I ever saw. I picked

out a head of these oats from a crop of Virginia Grey
winter oats nine years ago, which I noticed standing

six or eight inches higher than the surrounding crop,

and have been sowing the increase each year since in the

fall, this being the first time I have ever seeded any
in the spring. No doubt there is a similar oat on the

market, a few grains of it getting in with the Virginia

Grey accidentally. It may be that the continuous fall

seeding has given it unusual vitality and strength, ena-

bling it to res'St the adverse conditions a spring seed-

ing of oats generally meets with in the South. I have

just put away from forty to fifty tons of them into my
silo, mixed with Canada peas ; that is to say, the crop

filled my eighty ton silo from one-half to two-thirds

tull, and this from four and a half acres of very rich

land.

I will complete filling with artichoke stalks as soon

as the crop is past blooming period.

Fluvanna Co., Va. C. E Jones.

[The sample sheaf of oats sent is a very satisfactory
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one, especially for a spring grown oat. The straw is

about three feet long, well headed with white plump
grain.—Ed.]

THE SILO AND ENSILAGE AS AN ADJUNCT
TO MAKING CHEAP BEEF.

Editor Southern Planter :

For the first time I last year experimented with en-

silage, and the results have been highly gratifying.

My silo was built of 2x6 pine staves, 20 feet high,

bound with iron hoops after the description furnished
by the Blacksburg Experiment Station in your col-

umns, with the improvements added of a good roof
with dormer window for mouth of elevator, two bevel
doors to fit from inside without hinges, and a concrete

foundation 6 inches thick, moulded in a hoop made of

6 inch weather-boards. When I build again will make
three doors instead of two, and will make capacity
larger, as cost per ton of capacity decreases with in-

crease in cubic contents. The one just described holds
80 tons, being 20 feet high and 16 feet in diameter.

The number of cattle fed from this silo varied so

actual results cannot be given, but more cattle were
fed off the 4* acres of corn put in the silo than I have
ever fed before from a like number of acres.

The variety of corn used was Cocke's Prolific plant-

ed field method on rich river bottoms. If planted for

ensilage, I doubt not that 3i acres would have filled it.

Forty pounds per head per day for grown cattle

seems to be the accepted allowance, though my expe
rience was that 35 lbs. was the maximum amount
grown Angus cows would take ; however, they had
daily access to straw stacks, which of course decreased
their capacity for ensilage. The silo, rich river bot-

toms or good highlands, and nearness to markets and
points of export, render beef production in the South
possible in competition with the West.

Is it practicable to produce beef upon good ensilage

alone, the raw material from which the ensilage is

made being so cultivated as to produce the usual

amount of grain as when planted for the production
of grain only? My experience, as I have said, is

limited and confined to one winter, and my question

should be answered by those who have had sufficient

experience to do so.

If it can be done, are the figures submitted below
far out of the way T My figures show a profit of $16.86

per acre per year; allow an error of #8.66, and we
still have $8.00. Is any farmer in a large way and in

general crops making $8.00 per acre? And can he
improve his land as well in raising general crops with-

out the silo and a large head of stock as he can with

the silo and a heavy head of stock ?

If it be not practicable to produce beef upon silage

alone it surely is economical to feed it four or six

months, and graze on the cheap wild lands so abun-

dant in the South for the balance of the year, and
return the cattle to the river farm in the winter to

consume the silage made during the summer months.

Owing to some terrible blight upon our land once

prosperous, much of the upland in large tracts in this

section of Middle Virginia remote from towns, can be

bought at from $1.00 to $5.00 per acre—$2 50 being

about the average price—and until one of the greatest

curses of the agricultural classes of this nation—the

"Trust"—"mothered," as so frankly admitted by
Mr. Havemeyer before the Industrial Commission, by
the imposition of a high tariff—so abnormally ad-

vanced the price of fencing wire, could be fenced

cheaply and then utilized for summer pastures, cattle

doing surprisingly well upon them, both the native

scrub and the thoroughbred and grade Angus.

CHARGES AND PROFIT PER ONE ACKE OF CORN.

Plowing $ 1 00
Harrowing 25
Planting and seed 50
Working 1 50

3 25
Cutting, hauling, storing, &c, as follows :

EDgine and fireman, cutting machine.-! 2 00
Superintendent 75
13 men, 5oc 6 50
8 horses, 50c 4 00

Estimated yield 13J tons per acre :

Estimated work per day, 6 acres, cost

per acre
Estimated value of land, $20 per acre,

taxes on same
Estimated fencing and drainage
Interest on value of land
Depreciation of plant—implements, silo,

buildings &c -

Purchase of 1 four months' calf...

Interest on cost of calf and cost of pro-
duction of crop

Value of manure against cost of labor in

feeding

:

Returns, 1000 lbs. animal at 3*c.
per lb ......$35 00

Balance

$13 25

2 21

23
25

1 20

1 00
S 00

2 00

16 S6

$35 00 $35 00

Profit per acre, $16.86.

Putting his sale at three years old, the animal would
be fed 973 days from th« time of purchase as a calf,

giving an average feed per day from calf-hood to time

of sale of 28 pounds.

C. E. Jones.
Fluvanna Co., Va.
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ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than the 15th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Plaster, or Floats, as an Absorbent.

Will you kindly let me know which would be the

most profitable to use as an absorbent in stables, land
plaster or pulverized rock, or floats, as it is sometimes
called.

Also, how much insoluble phosphoric acid one ton

of floats would contain (from ordinary rock).

Montour Co., Pa. E. M. Reeder.

Dissolved acid phosphate will be better than simple

plaster. It has a considerable percentage of plaster in

it naturally from the dissolving with sulphuric acid,

in which sulphate of lime is formed, and there is apt

to be some free sulphuric acid that may have a good

effect. But kainit is better than either. Kainit is a

low grade sulphate of potash, associated with a large

amount of chloride of sodium. This last tends to keep

the manure moist, and the chemical changes brought

about in the manure prevents its carbonating and be

coming volatile. The best thing, however, is not to

pile the manure at all, but get it out and spread it

where some plant is waiting to use it. Ordinary pul

verized S. C. rock contains about 28 per cent, of phos-

phoric acid.

W. F. Massey.

Name of Plant Wanted.

I send by mail to-day a plant found in rich forest

land in this section.

Please give name and value, if any, in the next issue

of the Southern Planter.

Charlotte Co., Va. "Subscriber."

I do not recognize the plant in its present state. If

you will send me a specimen when in bloom, I will be

glad to have it, and will identify it for you.

W. P. Massey.

Land Plaster.

Will you give advice in the Planter about land plas-

ter? What is its value? Is it injurious or beneficial

to the soil? We use the Buena Vista plaster for pea
nuts, and sow it on them about the 15th of July, to

make them hard. Is it of any value for any other pur
pose?

Young Farmer.

There is nothing more uncertain than what the ac

tion or want of action may be of plaster in any given

soil. Whether it will have any good effect on a given

soil can only be determined by trial. We have used

lime for peanuts, but have never tried plaster for this

purpose. As a rule, we do not take any notice of let-

ters to which the writers do not sign their names.

Tou sign no name and do not give any post-office. As
you are young and inexperienced we put this in, but

would suggest that it is a rule with most papers not to

take any notice of anonymous letters. Always give

your name and post-office in a letter.

W. F. Massey.

Wheat-Head Army Worm.
I send you in to day's mail a worm which is work-

ing on our wheat very badly. Please let me know its

name and if it is likely to work in wheat after it is cut.

Bland Co. Lena E. Crabtree.

I am in receipt of your letter of June 2d, with ac-

companying specimen sent to you by a correspondent

in Bland county, Va. The insect proves to be the

larva of the wheat-head army worm, Leucania albilinew,

a near relative of the true army worm. Injury to the

grain is generally caused by the second brood of this

insect, which does not make its appearance until the

grain is about to ripen. It would, therefore, be ad-

visable to cut the grain immediately upon the appear-

ance of this brood of the insect. This will save fur-

ther injury, and the insects will seek other localities

where injury will not be so serious. Where the insect

is very numerous, it i* very probable that its natural

enemies will greatly assist in its extermination. Where

it is possible, late fall plowing will be found of value

to prevent its recurrence another season. The injury

is all done in the field, and there need be no fears after

the crop is harvested.
L. O. Howard, Entomologist.

Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Apple Leaf Disease.

Enclosed please find sample of leaves I got off my
apple trees. Please describe the trouble, also the

remedy, if you have any. I have a large orchard,

principally apples, and a great many trees are in the

condition you find the sample. Some of the trees have

fruit on them while others are bare. There are some

people who claim that if an apple tree is near a cedar

tree that this disease of the apple leaves will be the

result, but I do not agree with them from the fact that

I have some trees diseased I know to be 500 or

600 yards from any cedar tree, and probably farther

than that. All the trees appear to be sound in every

respect, except the leaves turning yellow on them.

There must be some trouble about the root or heart of

the tree. Your kind attention in your next issue will

be appreciated.

Bedford Co., Va, A Subscriber.

The disease affecting your apple tree leaves is a rust,

and is caused by a minute parasitic fungus, one stage

of which occurs on the common red cedar. The form

on the cedar manifests itself in the shape of jelly-like

masses or balls, which are quite crimson in the early

spring, and are generally called cedar apples. These
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cedar apples contain spores which, when set free, are

brought into contact witli the apple trees by the wind

or other means. They there germinate on the leaves

and produce the reddish-yellow spots seen on the

specimens sent. The spores on the apple tree leaves,

when mature, in turn affect the cedars, producing first

minute reddish galls, which, after continuing growth

through the season, develop into the jelly like masses

already described. It is very probable that the fungus

on the apple trees may continue to live from year to

year without re-infection from the cedar. In other

words, there is pretty good evidence that the rust or

its vegetative parts may live over winter in the tissues

of the apple tree. It is perennial, and as soon as the

leaves appear the fungus spores begin to develop.

Treatment of the disease is difficult and uncertain.

Cutting down the cedar trees may check its develop-

ment, but if it lives over in the apple trees cannot be

considered certain to destroy it. Spraying in the

early spring with Bordeaux mixture might also be

beneficial.

—

Ed.

Wheat Light and Shrivelled.

I find that the wheat on the Reid farm is not of as
good quality as it should be. The straw is big enough
but the grain is small and shrivelled, and was the same
last year. What is the cause? I am told this has
been the case for many years. The fertilizer used has
been raw-bone meal for a long time on these lands.

Madison Co., Va. R. M. Woolfolk.

We think the cause of the shrivelled wheat is a lack

of available phosphoric acid and potash in the soil, or

perhaps we ought rather to say a superabundance of

nitrogen for the phosphoric acid and potash available.

We know the land on which this wheat was grown,
and know that it has been well farmed for years, and
that such a system of rotation of crops has been fol-

lowed and so much live stock kept as to supply the

soil with an abundance of humus and nitrogen. This
is evidenced by the strong growth of the straw. Phos
phoric acid and potash tends to increase fruitfalness,

hardiness, plumpness and firmness, whilst superabun-
dance of nitrogen has a contrary effect. The fertilizer

used, raw bone meal, is rich in phosphoric acid, and
has a good percentage of nitrogen, but altogether lacks

potash. This deficiency of available potash will have
to be supplied in some way before the wheat can be
expected to be plump. We believe that the land in

that section is naturally rich enough in potash to make
good wheat if only this was available. We would ad

vise the application of 50 bushels of lime to the acre

to make the potash in the soil available for the crop.

Apply after plowing and before seeding the wheat,

and use acid phosphate alone, say 300 pounds to the

acre, in the drill when seeding. Let the lime be ap-

plied two or three weeks before seeding and be har

rowed into the land. If this be not effective in reme-

dying the trouble we would apply 50 pounds of mu-

riate of potash to the acre with the acid phosphate.

We are, however, pretty certain that the lime will be

found all that is needed on this land.

—

Ed.

Alfalfa—German Clover Seed Cow Peas—Ken-
tucky Blue Grass.

1. I would like to know more about alfalfa clover.

I sowed a small piece with oats, alfalfa, and orchard

grass, with the intention of seeding several acres more
this season. The alfalfa grew from 18 inches to 2} feet

high, had a small purple flower, and the stalk is so

coarse and the leaves so few that I do not see how it

can make good hay. When it is cured, it does not

seem to have any leaves. The roots go straight down,
and it is impossible for a person to pull one up full

length. Now, is this genuine alfalfa that I have t If

so, will it have more leaves as the plants get older 1

2. Would it be profitable to grow German clover

seed for market 1 About how many bushels of seed

should good land make to the acre ! What would a
suitable machine C' st for cleaning the seed?

3. Would like to know how cow peas are harvested

in sections that grow them for market. We raise them
for hay, but find it cheaper to buy the seed than to

pick them by hand.
•1. Do you think Kentucky blue grass will do well

here in deep alluvial soil?

Very respectfully,

H. T. LaWHENCE.
James City County, Va.

1. Alfalfa clover should be seeded by itself, and not

mixed with other grasses. It does not reach its ma-

turity the first year, and should not, therefore, be

judged by what it then yields. On good land, when
thoroughly established, it can be mown three or four

times during the year, and will give a yield of from 2"

to 3 tons to the acre at each cutting. This it will con-

tinue to do for seven or eight years without reseeding.

It is usually full of leaf, and makes fine highly nutri-

tious hay. One hundred pounds of alfalfa hay con-

tains 11.3 pounds more digestible matter than the same

amount of red clover hay and 1J times as much pro-

tein. It contains only 2.3 pounds less of total digesti-

ble nutrients than the same amount of millet hay, and

almost 2 J times as much digestible protein. It con-

tains 2 J times as much digestible protein as oat hay
;

3 times as much as prairie hay ; more than 4 times as

much as sorghum hay ; 5 times as much as corn fodder

;

6 h times as much as oat straw, and 13 times as much as

wheat straw. We are desirous of seeing it much more
largely grown in the South than it is at present, and
know no reason why it should not succeed. The great

enemy to its success on the lands especially adapted to

it—the alluvial river low grounds—is the weeds with

which these lands are i fested. If these are not kept

down the first year, they will smother it out. The best

way to prevent this is to sow the seed in drills about
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15 or 18 inches apart, and to work the land between

the drills with the cultivator as long as possible, and

thus kill out the weeds until the alfalfa gets strong

enough grown to take possession of the whole land,

which it will do the second year.

2. A very large part of the German clover seed sold

in the markets of this country is grown in Delaware

and New Jersey, and we know of no reason why you
should not grow it successfully in James City county.

We have no records of the yield of seed at hand, but

do not doubt but that it will produce more seed per

acre than red clover. We do not know the cost of a

clover huller. Enquire of some of the agricultural

implement houses advertising in our columns.

3. In our last issue will be found an article dealing

with the question of saving cow peas for seed.

4. Kentucky blue grass grows most successfully on

a limestone soil, and is not adapted for your section.

—Ed.

Peanut Thresher—Rape.

1. Will you be kind enough to advise me through the
Planter the easiest and quickest way to get peanuts or
pinders off the vines without having to pick them by
hand, and if there is such a thing as a machine for

getting them off, and where can it be bought?
2. How long will I have to let the vines cure in the

open air before I can store them in the barn with safe-

ty for my stock

!

3. Can I plant Dwarf Essex rape in August or Sep-
tember, and will it grow all winter for stock to feed

on, and is it good for hogs as well as sheep and cattle?

Please answer the above questions in the Planter for

August.
W. H. Sutcliefe.

Berkley County, 8. C.

1. The Cardwell Machine Co., of this city (Rich-

mond, Va.), make a Peanut Thresher and Cleaner.

2. This will depend very much on the weather.

They should not be allowed to become over-dry, but

yet should be perfectly free from dampness caused by

rain or dew. A degree of limpness, caused by the

presence of the natural juices in the plant, will not

prevent the vines curing thoroughly in the barn, and

making good feed. They will heat considerably, but

if not disturbed after being stored until they have

cooled down, will make good feed.

3. Dwarf Essex rape may be sown in August, and

will continue to grow during the winter months in the

South, and makes fine feed for sheep and hogs. Rape
is not suitable for milch cows, as it taints the milk,

but may be fed to young cattle and steers, but care

should be exercised in feeding it, as it is apt to cause

bloat. Never feed to cattle when wet. It is always

best to feed rape sparingly at first until the stock have

become used to it.

—

Ed.

Stump Puller.

Will you kindly inform me, through the Planter, if

you know of a stump puller that is fit for real practi-
cal use ; if so, what particular make ?

By so doing, you will oblige a
Charlotte Co., Va. "Subscriber."

The Hawk Eye Stump-Puller, made by the Milne

Manufacturing Company, Monmouth, 111., is, we be-

lieve, a thoroughly good and practical machine. The
Improved Screw Stump Puller, made by the Cham-
berlin Manufacturing Co., Olean, N. Y., is also well

recommended.

—

Ed.

WINTER CABBAGE.

Editor Southern Planter

:

For growing winter cabbage, select a good piece of

land, with a warm southern exposure ; fallow the land

in August, and replow in October. About the mid-

dle of November plow it again, then take a single

Malta plow and lay oft the rows east and west, three

feet apart, and drill in the furrows ; well-rotted barn-

yard manure or some good fertilizer, at the rate of

700 pounds to the acre. I then take a turn plow and

list up as high ridges as I can on the fertilizer
;
take

a hoe and pat the hills IS inches apart at the bottom

of the list on the south side. I set the plants in the

hills about the middle or latter part of November.

For raising the plants I take a good moist plant bed,

dig it up in July or the first of August, and prepare

it well by chopping, raking and digging in plenty of

good barn-yard manure. I let it remain until the last

week in September and then work it up afresh and

put on some good fertilizer and sow the seed. If the

bed is not fairly moist, after making it firm by tramp-

ing with the foot or rolling, I then sprinkle it with

water until the bed is thoroughly wet, then mulch the

bed with a light coat of wheat straw, and put on the

canvas to protect the young tender plants. For a suc-

cession of cabbage I advise the sowing of three kinds

of seed, mixed and sown together, and planted to-

gether. For first early, sow Wood's Earliest ; for sec-

ond early, Early Jersey Wakefield ; for third early,

the Solid South. I have had three years' experience

in growing winter cabbage. Last year we had good

headed cabbage in April ; the winter was not so hard

on them. This year it was May before we had cabbage
;

the hard winter and cold wet spring held them back.

I would advise every farmer in the State to raise win-

ter cabbage. No bugs or insects of any kind to fight,

and no grass to worry over.

Pittsylvania Co., Va. John C. Chaney.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

THE BEEF BREEDS—HEREFORD CATTLE.
It is generally knowu to stock-raisers that the Here-

ford cattle originated in Herefordshire, an inland

county situated in the West of England bordering on

Wales, and about 130 miles northwest of London.
The whole of the county is in the basin of the Severn,

and is watered by the river Wye, with its affluents

—

the Lugg, the Arron, and the Teme. The climate

varies with the elevation and exposure, but is. on the

whole, exceedingly healthy. The soil is, for the most

part, a deep, heavy red loam, which produces great

crops of grain, chiefly wheat, and is highly favorable

for the growth of trees. Oaks and apple trees abound,

orchards are numerous, and cider is made in great

quantities. Sheep, cattle, and horses are extensively

raised. Except in the city of Hereford, agriculture is

the chief employment of the inhabitants. Hereford-

shire was conquered by the Romans A. D. 73, and at

a later period was for a long time the scene of frequent

contests, or battle-ground, between the English and
Welsh. Hereford, the capital of the county, is a city

of over 18,000 inhabitants. It has a fine cathedral,

and numerous benevolent and educational institutions.

Five annual fairs are held, the largest and most im-

portant in October, for the exhibition of cattle and
cheese.

The improvement of the native cattle began about
the same time with the improvement of the Durham,
or Shorthorn cattle. While the Dobisons, and Col-

lings, the Bateses, and Booths were patiently engaged
in the slow and toilsome process of increasing the size,

and molding the forms of the Shorthorns into shapes

of beauty and usefulness, theSkudmores, Tompkiuses,
Galierses, and Prices were as faithfully at work im-

proving and perfecting the Herefords, which were des-

tined to be the chief rivals of the Shorthorns as a beef

breed. It has been asserted that the Hereford, like

the Shorthorn, was formed or modified by a mixture

of cattle from the continent. Thomas A. Knight re-

lates that Lord Skudmore, previous to 1671, intro-

duced into the county of Hereford, from Flanders, a

number of cattle with white faces, aud it was to this

importation that Mr. Knight attributes the superior

qualities of the breed. Marshall, who saw the cattle

in 1788, or more than a hundred years after the ad-

mixture with the imported cattle, describes their

colors as "a middle red. with a bald, a white face

—

the latter being deemed characteristic of the true

Hereford breed." Duncomb, another writer, says the

prevailing color was reddish brown with a white face.

Mr. J. H. Sauders, in his very interesting book, " The
Breeds of Live Stock," says: "The white face, with

more or less white on the top line, especially from the

shoulders forward, and also on the belly, the remain-

der of the body being covered with a heavy growth of

red hair, varying from a pale to a deep red, and fre-

quently quite curly, remains to-day as it was a hun-

dred years ago, a characteristic of the breed."

McDonald and Sinclair, in their history of Hereford

cattle, say: "The main object of these old breeders

seems to have been—at least in the beginning of their

operations—to rear large, heavy cattle, that, after hav-

ing been worked in the plow and having taken an

,
equal share in the harvest, would fetch a good price

; from the graziers of the midland counties who assem-

I bled in large numbers at the Hereford October fair.

By them they were purchased with a view of being

fattened for the butcher, or, as Duncomb put it, "per-

fected for the London markets."

Benjamin Tompkins, who was born in 1745, has-

sometimes been called the founder of the Hereford

breed ; but the fact is that his grandfather, who died

in 1723, was a famous breeder of cattle, as was also

his father, Benjamin Tompkins, Sr., who was the

neighbor and contemporary of William Galliere, an-

other noted breeder of Herefords.

There were three generations of the Tompkins family

at work improving the same stock for many years.

After Lord Scudmore, who introduced the white faced

cattle from Flanders, the men who deserve the most

credit for the formation of the Hertford breed are the

Tompkins family, Galliers, Tully, Skyrme, Haywood,
Yeotuans, and Price.

About the year 1S00, and for a period of about 30

years afterwards, the strife between the breeders of

Shorthorns and Herefords was vigorous, and chal-

lenges to each other by the owners of the rival stock

for competitive exhibitions were frequent, and victory

did not incline to either side. After that followed a

period of about 40 years, during which for some cause

the backers of the Herefords appear to have volunta-

rily retired from the field. It is said that the general

adoption of the Shorthorns into their herds by the

aristocracy of Great Britain about this time was a

great triumph for the Shorthorns, as it furnished a
wonderfully effective and widespread advertisement

of the stock, and made them the fashionable cattle for

a long time afterwards.

It is thought by some that the great popularity of

the Shorthorns for a long time caused a degeneracy
in the breed, the demand for the stock being so great

that every animal with four legs, and two short horns,

whether good or bad, could be sold at a round price

to be bred from by the buyer and sold to somebody
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else to be farther deterioratedjand degenerated. There

may be some truth in this, bat there is no doabt there

have always been some careful breeders who have hon

estly and conscientiously maintained the quality of

their herds up to the full[,standard of old time excel

lence, if they have not in fact improved upon it. On
the other hand, the Hereford breeders, not having the

temptation of so great a demand and such high prices

for their stock, were enabled to breed only from the

best, and were compelled by the situation to sell for

breeding purposes only those that were good.

The first importation of Herefords into the United

States of which we have any account was made in

1517 by Henry Clay, the great orator and statesman

of Kentucky, and it is a remarkable coincidence that

they were brought over at the same time and in the

same ship which brought the first Shorthorns. The
rival cattle having struggled long for the champion-

ship of England, were determined to fight for the su-

premacy in America. They did not immediately be-

come popular here, and it was not until twenty years

ago that their superior grazing qualities began to be
appreciated, and a great demand for the breed sprung
up to cross with native stock on the great Western
plains. The partisans of the Herefords of to day claim

for their favorites unsurpassed excellence as a beef-

producing breed, and unequalled quality as graziers
;

they do not lay claim to any especial adaptation to the

uses of the dairy.

Bradford Co., Pa. J. W. Ingham.

SHORTHORNS IN AMERICA.

PAPEB BY ALVIN A. SANDEES, PEEPAEED BY BEQUEST
FOE THE NATIONAL LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION.

The foundations of the American cattle trade were
laid more than a century ago in the blood of the Short
horn, and at every stage of the development of the
cattle-feeding industry, from its inception in the val-

ley of the South Branch of the Potomac down to the
present time, resort has steadily been had to the blood
of this widely-celebrated English type. More than a
century ago, the business of making beef for central
markets was originated in Virginia, and when, after

the close of the War of the Revolution, the tide of
emigration poured over the Blue Ridge into the rich

corn and blue grass regions of Southern Ohio and
Central Kentucky, it was the Shorthorn blood that
provided the extensive feeders of that day with their

stock cattle. It was with Shorthorn blood that Geo.
Renick made, in 1805, the first experiment in driving
steers across the mountains from the Ohio Valley to

Baltimore and Philadelphia markets, thus blazing the
way for the subsequent development of a trade which
has since assumed magnificent proportions, and be-

come one of our leading American industries. Other
breeds were tried in the early days in Ohio and Ken-
tucky. Herefords, Longhorns and Devons were in-

troduced, but did not seem to give at that time results
comparable with those obtained from the use of Short-
horn bulls. Hence those great herds of prime bul-
locks that were for years driven overland to seaboard
markets represented only the blood of the " red, white
and roans."
As the rich corn lands of the Central West were oc-

cupied, the Shorthorn followed. In the development
of the States of Illinois, Iowa and Missouri, this blood
was for a long series of years the one great factor in

the improvement of cattle stocks, supplying such men
as the late John D. Gillett with the beeves that were
most keenly sought at the Chicago yards. As the
course of the cattle trade wended its way still further
West, the value of the Shorthorns for cros-sing pur-
poses throughout the entire range country was univer-
sally conceded. Within a comparatively recent period
other and undeniably excellent types have been suc-

cessfully used, not only in the corn States, but upon
the range. No intelligent breeder of Shorthorns pre-
tends to deny the merit that certainly belongs to the
contemporary breeds. At the same time, the history
of the cattle business in Great Britain, the United
States, South America and Australia, points to the
one indisputable faot that Shorthorn bulls of good
character constitute a factor in the maintenance of
adequate size and general conformation which may
never safely be entirely eliminated. The success with
which the Shorthorn bull crosses upon even the small-

est and least improved cows is universally admitted.
Not only is weight secured, but shapely outline

—

straight backs and level quarters—as well. The Short-
horn, or the good Shorthorn grade, in store condition,

is in all probability leveler in his lines than any other
known type of cattle. The grade Shorthorn females
furnish the best of all foundations for the first use of
good bulls of the other beef breeds.

The history of the Shorthorn may be briefly out-

lined. The ancestral home of the breed was the pleas-

ant little valley of the River Tees, between the coun-
ties of York and Durham, in Northeastern England.
The first great improvement in the breed was wrought
by the brothers Colling, whose operations covered a
period extending from about 17S0 to 1818. They were
followed by such men as Thomas Bates, the elder

(Thomas) Booth, Mason, Whittaker, Wetherell, Earl
Spencer, and others, who reduced the size and im-
proved the finish and feeding qualities of the old Tees
water type. During this early period of improvement
in England, importations were made into the United
States, chiefly into Virginia, Kentucky, and New
England. The great steer-breeding operations carried

on by the Renicks and their contemporaries in Ohio
and Kentucky were the result of the use of the blood
of an importation made into Virginia by Messrs.

Gough and Miller just after the close of the Revolu-
tionary War. This stock was taken to Kentucky by
the Pattons, and for a long time afterward the descen-

dants of the same—widely disseminated on both sides

of the Ohio river—were known as "Patton stock."

Then followed the Sanders importation of 1817 into

Kentucky, the descendants of which are still known
as the "Seventeens." It was the Patton and Sanders
blood that gave the first great impetus to cattle-breed-

ing and feeding west of the Alleghany Mountains.

From 1830 to 1840, large numbers of high class, im-

proved Shorthorns were imported into Ohio and Ken-
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tucky by various importing companies and enterpris
ing individuals 1 1 these operations, the Messrs. Re-
nick and the late R. A. Alexander of Woodburn were
prominent. Large numbers of Shorthorns were also

imported into New York and New England, but the far

mere of that region maintained cattle mainly for dairy
and "work" purposes; hence, when the newer West
began to stock up with Shorthorns the material for the
foundation of herds was drawn largely from Kentucky
and Ohio, the breeders of those States having, from
the first, been practical men, who studiously devel
oped size, form, finish, and beef making qualities in
their cattle. Prior to our great Civil War, there had
been practically no speculation in "pedigrees" or the
so called fashionable Shorthorn families. About 1870,
however, a great wave of speculation overtook the
Shorthorn trade on both sides of the Atlantic, in the
course of which values for certain strains attained

j

most astounding heights. At New York Mills, the
bidding on one Duchess cow did not stop till the enor-
mous price of 840,600 was reached. Fourteen head of
cattle of that family averaged $1S,742.S0 each. This
was in 1873. The "boom" lasted until late in the
seventies, when it collapsed utterly, greatly to the ad-
vantage of the breed. Then came the introduction of
the Hereford3 and Aberdeen-Angus, together with the
establishment of the fat-stock shows. This recalled
the breeders of Shorthorns at once to the necessity of
breeding cattle for practical purposes, and they set

about with a firm determination to correct the evils
wrought by the period of inflated values and extrava-
gant speculations. For the past fifteen years, the
Shorthorn breeders of Great Britain and America
have adhered rigidly to the most exacting standards
of individual excellence in the animal fairly regard-
less of the former dictates of fashion as respects blood
lines. Feeding and flesh-making characteristics have
been placed above all else, and such bulls as imported
Duke of Richmond, Baron Victor, Cupbearer, Young
Abbottsburn, Gay Monarch, and others of that class,

together with their progeny, successfully stemmed the
tide of Hereford and Aberdeen-Angus show-yard con-
quest. Furthermore, the breeders of Shorthorns in
recent years have shown more independence in the
matter of color. The prejudice that once existed
against the roans has gradually given way, in the
older States at least, to an adequate appreciation of
that one distinctive Shorthorn color. It is a well-
known fact that the dark reds possess nothing like
the feeding quality and thrift of the roans and the
yellow skinned reds, a point which should not be over-
looked in the selection of cattle of this type.

In those States where a system of mixed husbandry
is followed the Shorthorn occupies a commanding
position as a combined beef and dairy type. The
Shorthorn is the only known breed that furnishes
winners alike at leading fat-stock and dairy shows.
This it has accomplished not only in Great Britain,
but in the United States and Canada. America is a
vast country. We have many different soils and cli-

mates ; many different environments. We have, there-
fore, need for a greater diversity of breeds than any
other of the great cattle producing nations. No intel-
ligent mau of the present time pretends to deny the
outstanding merit of good Herefords or Aberdeen-
Angus. The special value of the former for grazing
purposes and of the latter in the feed lot is beyond all

question. He has studied the history of agriculture
and stock raising to little purpose who imagines for a
moment, however, that any class of cattle will perma-
nently displace the Shorthorn in North America.
There is room for all. There is need of all. Each
individual farmer, feeder and ranchman must study
his own peculiar requirements, learn the special adap-
tations of the different types, and make use of such
blood or bloods as promise to be of greatest value in

his particular case.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

GOAT KEEPING.

The publication and distribution of a Bulletin on

"Goat Keeping for Profit," by the Department of

Agriculture, seems to have aroused the attention of

numbers of people to this branch of animal industry.

We have enquiries for information on the subject.

We have long been of opinion that there was an open-

ing in the South for the introduction of goat keeping

on a large scale, and this Bulletin confirms us in our

opinion. The invoice valuation that is the declared
cost to the shipper of goat skins imported into this

country in the year ending June, 189S, was $15,776,601,
an increase over 1897 of 2S per cent. The gross value
of the year's importation, upon the basis of the aver-
age price in our home market, was $25,508,249. This
is what the consumers really paid, and is therefore the
real value of the skins imported. This large sum could
well go into the pockets of our own farmers, and a
large part of it conld be brought into the South if only
our people would give their attention to the matter.
Such a result, however, is only possible by making the
keeping of goats a business. They cannot profitably
be kept in small flocks scattered over the farms of the
country. They must be kept in large flocks, on our
waste lands, where their propensity to ramble about
and do mischief can be attended with no harm to

crops. Probably there is no animal kept in a domes-
ticated condition which is capable of doing so much
mischief as a goat. It seems to delight in never being
right except when in mischief, and fences seem to ex-
ist for no other purpose in the mind of the goat ex-

cept to be disregarded. Its cosmopolitan appetite is

never satisfied until it has sampled everything within
its reach, and especially that which it is most urgently
desired it shall not touch. Nothing seems to come
amiss to its stomach, or to cause it sickness. On a
stretch of wild unenclosed land, in the care of a goat-
herd, immense good could be done to the land by the
keeping of a large flock of goats, and it is evident that
much money could be realized from the sale of the hair
and skins, for both of which there is a large and con-
stant demand. The Angora goat is the breed from
which the finest hair is produced, and experience has
shown that this breed does remarkably well in the
Southern States. We would like to see some of our
large land owners take this question of goat keeping
in large flocks under consideration, and give it a fair

trial. The greatest difficulty in the way of beginning
is the scarcity of the animals. Probably the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington could give infor-

mation as to where goats can be got. We do not see
them advertised except rarely.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
Gather and cut all crops as they become fit for use

or mature, and either ship to the market or store for

use or later shipment. Onions especially should not

be allowed to remain in the ground after they are ma-

tured, as they readily start a new growth with moist

weather. Pull and leave on the ground to dry for 24

hours, and then store in slatted shelves in an airy

shed or chamber. Do not place them too thickly on

the shelves.

Clean off all vines, tops and weeds after a crop has

been gathered, and burn or have them eaten by stock,

and thus destroy all caterpillars, worms and eggs of

insects and spores of fungous diseases.

Sow all vacant land either with German clover,

Sand vetch, or winter vetch, to be turned down before

planting another crop. This will conserve and add to

the fertility.

Cabbage and broccoli plants may be set out towards

the end of the month in showery weather or when the

land is damp. Seed of these crops may be sown for

plants to set out in October or November.

Sow turnip seed at intervals of a week or ten days,

to keep up a constant supply.

English peas and snaps may be sown during this

month for a fall crop. It is well, however, not to sow

until after a good rain, so that germination may be

hastened. These crops are, of course, uncertain in

production, depending largely on the mildness of the

fall season ; but when the conditions are favorable

they are profitable as a market crop, and are appre-

ciated on the home table.

Set out celery plants at intervals of a few days to

keep up a continuous supply as long as possible. In

our last issue will be found an article on this subject.

Seed should be sown to produce lettuce plants for

winter forcing under glass, and for fall use.

Kale may be sown this month for a fall crop.

Cultivation should cease in the orchard and the

land be seeded to German clover, Sand vetch or win-

ter vetch. The object now is, to cause growth to cease

and wood to ripen thoroughly.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.

ROTATION FOR A NORFOLK [VA.] TRUCK
FARM.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I send you plan for a five-year rotation on a Nor-
folk [Virginia] truck farm [see next page]. Tou
will notice a new departure in regard to the second

crop of round, or Irish, potatoes. We have tried the

bedding and sprouting plan on Northampton county,

Va.—where we raise the best round potatoes—without

success.

The latest method is indicated on plan. We rind, by
permitting enough of first crop to remain undug until

wanted for seed for second crop, that they are in better

condition for germinating than by any other plan.

Under the most favorable circumstances, a complete

stand is seldom obtained. Therefore we plant the

seed for late crop six inches apart. Under any cir-

cumstances the tubers are smaller ; so, if a good stand

is obtained, they are not crowded.

It is somewhat difficult to prepare the land after the

first crop for the second, but it can be done by using

the disc freely before plowing.

The sets for second crop are cut somewhat larger

than for the first, but in both cases not less than two

or three eyes, and small ones in half.

We find a good market for this second crop for seed

in South Carolina, where tliey find it difficult to obtain

a late stand on account of the hot and dry season

which usually supervenes the maturity of the early

crop.

We find black peas more suitable than the Unknown,
as they can be sown and matured without interfering

with other crops.

Ruta baga seeds are slow to germinate in hot weather.

I find seeds of the previous year germinate more cer-

tainly than seeds of the same year.

You will approve of my method of cultivating

corn— flat. The plow did not go into mine last year,

and every one said I had the best crop around. My
neighbor, who used the cultivator in his corn for the

first time, had the next best.

District of Columbia. Geo. C. Hennixg.

APPLE SHIPPERS TO HEET.

The sixth annual meeting of the National Apple
Shippers' Association will be held at Hotel Cadillac,

Detroit, August 2 3. Some interesting papers will be

presented, including reports relating to apple outlook

in the commercial orchard belt. C. H. Williamson,

of Quincy, 111., is president ; A. Warren Patch, of

Boston, secretary, and B. W. Snow, of Chicago, sta-

tistician.
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First Year.

If land be poor, commence rotations as

indicated, from right to left. >^"

Second Year.

If land be in fairly good condition,
commence rotations as indicated, from
right to left. |^*

LOT 2.

400 lbs. of fertilizer, first year only.

Mammoth clover. Cut once as a mulch.

The fertilizer above noted should con-

tain about 6 % of potash, 4"r of phosphoric

acid, and - of ammonia, all soluble, and
to cost not over J20 per ton : or J®"

If clover fails, sow cow- peas and let

them mature.

400 lbs. of fertilizer, first year only.

Mammoth clover. Cut once a? a mulch.
Instead of the preceding formula, use

200 lbs, each of acid phosphate and kainit
mixed. Cost about $2.50 per acre.
In either case, broadcast the fertilizer

and plow in.

If clover fails, sow Black or the Un-
known peas, and let them mature in both
Lots 1 and 2.

Same as Lot 2 of previous year. Same as Lot 3 of previous year. 4

Ihird Year.

If land be in excellent condition, com-
mence rotations as indicated, from right
to left. p&~

If cow-peas have been sown the pre- Oats and peas turned under furnish the
vious year because of failure of clover, maximum of humus of any green crops,
sow oats this year, followed by cow peas, Humus must be regularly supplied in this
both turned in. way, or else with manure, as it soon is

burned out in light soils.

Same as Lot 2 of previous year.

4

Fourth Year.

Wherever rotations are commenced,
continue to rotate as indicated, from right
to left. S0-

Same as Lot 3 of previous year. &
After corn is laid by in Angust or Sep-

tember, plow the turning rows, throwing
furrows to the corn. Broadcast 3 lbs. of
rape per acre, mixed with 15 lbs. of crim-
son clover, harrow in, and roll if land be
dry. Rape makes succulent food for cattle
or swine, and for the table as well as a
substitute for late cabbage, which cannot
always be grown here. If cut not lower
than the bottom leaf, it will sprout again.
May be pulled instead of cut.

Same as Lot 2 of previous year. 4 Same as Lot 3 of previous year.

The stripped cornstalks, if saved in
•fore all the moisture is dried out,

and stacked, may be fed to cattle in the
pound during tlie winter. Stack in the 1

form of an elongated letter "A." butts
down on lower rows, all others butts up.
If trround in damp weather, as wanted,
they can be fed to more advantage.

4

Fifth Year.

Oats, peas, etc., in Lot 1.

Round potat
Onions, peas, etc., in Lot 3.

Cabbage, etc., in Lot 4.

Corn and peas in Lot 5.
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LOT 3.

400 lbs. of fertilizer, first year only.

I Black peas in June

Oats in February. I
Plow under in Sep.,

Plow under in June. I or allowed to ma-
|
ture.

Sow 2J bus. of oats per acre. Broadcast

peas ahead of the plow when turning oats

under. Oats may be rolled previous to

turning under, or a drag chain attached to

the plow beam. Turn oats under with a

light furrow. Plow the land in ridges 32

feet wide for the oats, open the large gate

of Cahoon sower U in., and direct course

over centre of ridges. Harrow in with

the Acme. Rolling is usually not neces-

sary at this time of the year.

Same as Lot 4 of previous year. &
Sow black peas down the middles ahead

of the last cultivation.

Save fodder when corn is well glazed.

This contracted for at 35 cents per thous-

and hills (3 stalks to the hill), will cost

about one tenth of one cent per lb., dried

fodder, tops included. Fodder is liked by
horses better than hay, and it may be

housed or stacked. Fodder is the hay
crop of the South.
Gather black peas when ripe.

Same as Lot 4 of previous year. {&

For crimson clover the land should be

well prepared and plowed in ridges 32

feet wide. Set the guide-poles S feet from

the finishing furrows ; open small gate of

the Cahoon seed sower f of one inch, and
direct course accordingly; two pas -ages

covering one ridge. Large operations

may necessitate other forms of drilling

or 'broadcasting. Harrow in with the

Acme, and roll with a wood or steel roller.

Rolling is essential for all late sown crops.

Same as Lot 4 of previous year. &
Swedes may be omitted if cattle are not

to be fed. Bloomsdale purple top and
yellow Aberdeen are good sorts. Drill

from middle to last of July on sharp lists

in bottoms of wide and double furrows

;

cover about one inch. Roller attached to

drill, or press down with the feet. Thin

out and cultivate two or three times.

Thirty-three inches apart is a proper

distance for most horse hoed crops.

Haul out manure in September and

October, and compost for use on vege-

tables next year. Mix 25 lbs. of kainit

with every one-horse cart load of manure.

Mix well.

LOT 4.

400 lbs. of fertilizer, first year only.

Spread all the rough manure on hand.

If enough manure, omit the fertilizer.

„, ,
I Black peas at lay-

Plant corn.
| ing b ^

Dwarf Essex rape at turning rows.

Manure is hauled out of the barn-yard

in February or March and spread evenly.

Plant Hickory King or Early Mastodon
corn in checks, 4 x 4 or 3J x 4, three grains

to the hill. Roll if land be dry. Harrow
or use weeder; cultivate with the horse

hoe at intervals of about seven days, and
lay by as soon as the first tassels appear.

Cultivate flat.

Same as Lot 5 of previous year. &

If cattle are not profitable, substitute

oats and cow-peas, both turned under,

and followed with crimson clover.

Crimson clover is a very uncertain fall

crop. A stand may be had about every

other year. Sow 20 lbs. to the acre, well

covered and rolled. If not feasible, let

the preceding crop of peas die on the

land. Either or both benefit the suc-

ceeding potato crop. Or the peas may be

cut and cured for forage, or permitted to

mature and peas gathered.

Same as Lot 5 of previous year. (&

Get new potato seed for early crop

every five years from Northern sources.

Plant in February, two eyes to the hill,

in furrows 33 inches apart and 12 inches

apart in the rows.
Leave enough of first crop to mature

for seed for second crop. Will sprout

better so matured. One acre will supply

seed for 20 acres if the first crop be a

good one—100 bbls. to the acre.

Plant second crop last of July or first

of August, but broadcast 600 lbs. of kainit

before plowing. Roll sets in planter and
drop 6 inches apart in the rows 33 inches

apart. Roll after covering, if land will

permit.

Same as Lot 5 of previous year. j&

Family vegetables thrive better in the

field.

Put a large part of this field in early

sweet potatoes from sprouts. Drill 800

lbs. of potato fertilizer in the furrows.

Spinach and kale are drilled on ridges

33 inches wide, or four furrows one way,

in September, in two or three rows. At

the third leaf, thin out to 6 and 8 inches.

Drill between the rows at the mid-culti-

vation, 600 lbs. of the potato fertilizer.

Cultivate two or three times with the

wheel hoe or special mule power tools.

Thin out with sharp hoes dragged across

the rows.
Plant cabbage in November on south

side of ridges, down to the first leaf. Sow
8 oz. seed of Early Jersey Wakefield for

plants for one acre. Winter enough over

LOT 5.

400 lbs. of fertilizer, first year only.

Oats and
Canada
peas for

dried forage

Black peas
for soiling.

Plow under
in Sept.

Crimson
clover, or let

peas remain
to die on the

surface.

Plow in January or February and let

the land settle. Broadcast one bus. Prus-

sian Blue Canada peas and plow under

about 4 inches. Broadcast on the plowed

land one bus. Southern gray or rust-proof

oats and harrow in.

New seed of upland grown oats are

necessary every year.

Cut while in the milk and cure under

wood pulp hay caps. They can be held

down with fence rails.

Round potatoes

Round potatoes in |
August 1st.

February or March.
|

Swedes, July lotn

| to August 1st.

A complete fertilizer for potatoes

:
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VARIETY TESTS OF STRAWBERRIES.

Three bulletins of the Va. Station series, viz., 7, 27

and 37, have been devoted to this subject in the past.

But as the interest in small fruits never flags, we fol

low the practice of collecting the new varieties every

few years and growing them in comparison with those

which are well known, for the purpose of reporting

the results. In the spring of 1S98 we collected a con-

siderable number of varieties, some already intro

duced and others not. These, in connection with

several varieties growing on the station grounds, were

planted in a plot shown in the diagram on a subse-

quent page. In all ninety one varieties entered into

the test.

The plot of land was selected for its level surface

and even character, and by inspection of the diagram

it will be apparent that the varieties which made weak
growth were well scattered over the plot, hence the

result cannot be charged to soil conditions. Xo ferti-

lizer was used, and none of the plants were in any

wise stimulated or given special treatment.

The soil is a heavy clay loam and quite fertile. The
elevation is about 2170 feet and the climatic conditions

similar to Central Ohio or Western Pennsylvania. In

bulletin 82 of the Station the climatic conditions are

discussed, and persons wishing this for comparison

will be furnished it on request.

The plantation was set during April. Not all at

once, but as the plants reached us from the several

parties. The conditions were fairly even and on the

whole very favorable. Plants were obtained from the

sources indicated in the notes on varieties. Thorough
preparation of the soil and thorough culture were

given at all times. The rows are four feet apart, and

the plants were set twenty inches in the row. With
the rankest growing varieties sufficient plants were

set to fill up the rows solid a foot wide before growth

ceased last fall. In fact, some rows required thinning

out to prevent the plants becoming too much crowded.

Clean culture was given until late in the fall, and a

sufficient mulch put on early in March to keep back

unseasonable bloom.
The plot showing position of each variety is given

to confirm the statement that vigor was not an inci-

dent of position due to variation of soil.

Plot Showing the Position of the Varieties

in the Test Plantation.

Variety.

Shuster's Gem.
Early Sunrise.

Bubach.
Anna Kennedy.
Brunette.
Brandywine.
Greenville.

Hall's Favorite.

Aroma.
Enormous.
Noland.
Nick Ohmer.
Manwell.
Bismarck.
Ridgeway.

Variety.

Milton.
MeKinley.
Pride of Cumberland.
Giant.

Pride of Ohio.
Flosh.

Erie.

Murray.
Garringer.
Drouth King.
Patricks.

Star.

Benoy.
Mexican.
No. 4.

Variety.

No. 2.

Tennessee.
Lady Thompson.
Bisel.

Gandy.
Rio.

Gardner.
Gertrude.
Oriole.

Marietta.

Excelsior.
'•96."

Hoosier.
Brownie.
Seedling No. 1.

Heflin and Hanback.
Great Pacific.

Van Deman.
Anlo.
Staple.

Luther.
Lady Franklin.
Carrie.

Sample.
Glen Mary.
Clyde.
Warfield.

Ruby.
Brunette.

Maytrot.
Hersey.

Variety.

Mele.
Magoon.
Belle.

Seaford.
Bethel.
Lexington.
Hatch Experiment Station.

Cobden Queen.
Dallas.

Whitney.
King Worthy.
Mystic.
Carrie.

Louise Guthrie.
Darling.

No. 3.

No. 1.

William Belt.

Evans.
Marshall.
Bouncer.
Ocean City.

Splendid.
Ideal.

Satisfaction.

Orewiler.

Lady Franklin.
Jerry Rusk.
Ima.
Seedling No. 2.

Marguerite.

Tabular Statistics on Varieties.

The following table gives a condensed statement of

the more essential data relating to each variety. This

is taken from notes covering only one year's test. In

some particulars these statements may be altered by
another year's trial. It is our custom to test a variety

two years before reporting finally upon it.

The first column gives the character of the variety,

as to whether it has a perfect or imperfect blossom

;

the second, date of full bloom ; the third, date of first

picking (in some cases a few ripe berries were noted a
day or two earlier) ; the fourth, date of last picking.

This note is not fair to many of the varieties. On
June 10th, a severe storm began, which continued at

intervals for four days—a total of four inches of rain

falling. This practically ruined the late fruits of all

varieties. Consequently the general notes on pro-

ductiveness are used in lieu of full crop records, as

the full season could not be correctly noted. This
storm interfered with the records of some varieties

much more than others.

The fifth column indicates size of berry by using ab-

breviations: 1., large; s., small; m., medium; v. 1.,

very large ; and other combinations which will be
understood. The form of the berry is indicated by :

i., irregular; c, conical; 1., long; b., broad ; d., de-

pressed; f., flattened; r., round. The color of the
berry is indicated by : b., bright; d. , dark ; c, crim-
son ; r., red; p., pale; g., glossy. Productiveness is

rated on a scale from to 10, the latter figure repre-

senting the maximum crop.
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Name of Variety.
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Name of Variety.
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made strong growth ; vigorous and stocky ; foliage

thin, pale green, nearly free from leaf spot. Fruit,

large to very large, slightly conical, smooth ; color,

pale red, but showy. Ou the whole an excellent
variety, early and prolific. Strongly recommended
for home use and local market. Lacks in firmness.

Fruited several years.

Cobden Queen (Imperfect). From E. J. Hull.
Plants have made heavy growth ; foliage, large, pale
green, attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, medium to very
large, conical depressed ; light crimson color ; excellent
quality. A moderate cropper of fine fruit. Valuable
especially for home use where quality rather than
prolificness is desired. Fruited one year.

Darling (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Strong tall

plants ; foliage, pale green, nearly free from leaf spot.

Fruit, medium to large, conical, long, lacking firm-

ness
;
pale red color. Promises fairly well as a second

early for home market. Fruited one year.

Dollar (Perfect). From E J. Hull. Plants have
made weak growth ; badly winter killed ; foliage

seriously injured by leaf spot. Bore no fruit.

Drouth King (Imperfect). From E. J. Hull. Plants
Tiave made heavy growth, tall, vigorous. Foliage
dark green, only slightly attacked by leaf spot. Fruit,

medium, irregular- conical ; color, pale red ; lacking in

firmness ; very prolific. Worthy of trial. Fruited one
year.

Early Sunrise (Perfect) From Geo. Bumgardner.
Plants have made good growth, stocky ; foliage slightly

attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, small to medium in size,

irregular, slightly conical in form, li^ht red color,

firm, and of good flavor. One of the earliest varieties.

Not very prolific ; many of the fruits small. Fruited
one year.

Enormous (Imperfect). From W. J. Green. Plants
have made good growth ; foliage, dark green, free from
disease. Fruit of large size, irregular, flattened,

crimson, fair flavor. Prolific ; season, medium to late.

Quite promising. Fruited one year.

Erie (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Plants have made
a heavy growth ; foliage attacked by leaf spot. Fruit,

medium to large, irregularly conical form, bright

crimson color. A light bearer ; nothing specially to

recommend it. Fruited one year.

Evans (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Plants

have made good growth ; foliage badly attacked by
leaf spot. Fruit, large size, roundisl , slightly de-

pressed, pale red color, rich
v>
flavor.

_
A good berry

but not productive. Worthy of further trial. Fruited

one season.

Excelsior (Perfect). From T. K. Valentine. Plants

have made weak growth. Light crop of very irregu

lar fruit. Fruited one year.

Flosh (Imperfect). From E. J. Hull. Plants have
made weak growth ; attacked by leaf spot. Almost
no crop. Fruited one season.

Gandy (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Plants

have made weak growth ; foliage very large, pale

green. Fruit, large to very large, quite irregular.

Very light crop this year. An old standard late

variety. Requires high culture.

Gardner (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Plants

have made good growth ; foliage, large, only slightly

attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, large, irregularly coni-
cal, some much flattened, crimson, lacking firmness,
good flavor. Moderate cropper. Promising second
early variety, Fruited one season.

Garringer (Imperfect). From E. J. Hull. Not very
strong growth ; foliage badly attacked by leaf spot.

Fruit, medium and large, decreasing in size later in

season, conical in form, smooth, light crimson color.

A light cropper ; not recommended. Fruited one
season.

Gertrude (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Plants
have made weak growth. No fruit.

Glen Mary (Perfect). From W. J. Green. Low,
stocky plants ; thick, dark green foliage nearly free

from spot. Fruit, large to very large, irregular
roundish to conical in form, pale red color, firm.

Fine showy fruit, but light cropper; not strongly
recommended. Fruited one season.

Great Pacific (Imperfect). From Station. Strong
growing plants

;
foliage attacked by leaf spot. Fruit,

medium size, conical, pale to light red color, firm.

The most prolific of early varieties this season. An
old sort which does very well in some sections, pre-

ferably on a sandy loam soil.

Greenville (Imperfect). From W. J. Green. Stocky
plants ; foliage nearly free from leaf spot. Fruit, large,

irregular, flattened, crimson color, lacking in flavor.

A promising medium variety.

Hall's Favorite (Perfect). From W. J. Green. A
weak grower, tall plants ; foliage pale green, slightly

attacked by loaf spot. Fruit, medium size, roundish,

slightly irregular in form, bright crimson color ;
flavor,

excellent. A very good berry, but too light a cropper.

Fruited one year.

Hatch Experiment Station (Perfect). From E. J. Hull.

Set plants, poorly, stocky ; foliage, dark green, slighty

attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, large, oblate-conical in

form, pale red color, excellent flavor. A very light

cropper. Not promising. Fruited one season.

Hefiin and Hanback (Imperfect). From Heflin &
Hanback. Strong plants but foliage badly attacked

by leaf spot. Fruit, medium to large size
;
irregular

rough form, deep crimson color
;
quality only fair.

A moderate cropper but fruit lacks in quality. Not
recommended. Fruited one year.

Kersey ( Perfects. From M. Crawford. Plants have
made weak growth, leaf spot present. A light crop-

per of irregular, rough fruit. Not recommended.
Fruited one season.

Rooster (Perfect). From Ran Benoy. Plants have
made a light growth but are very vigorous, foliage

slightly attacked by leaf spot. Fruit large, slightly

conical, irregular, deep crimson color ; firm and of

rich flavor. Too light a cropper. Fruited one season.

Ideal (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Plants have
made good growth. Fruit, medium and large, coni-

cal, smooth, deep glossy crimson color, firm, flavor

good but quite acid. Rather light cropper. Fruited

one season.

Ima (Imperfect). From LeRoy Brown. Weak
plants, foliage badly attacked by leaf spot. Vevy
light cropper. Fruited one season.

BlacMmrg, Va. Va. Exp't Station,

[to be continued.]
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The Poultry Yard

THE UNAPPRECIATED VALUE OF THE
POULTRY BUSINESS IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter :

It is unfortunate that a very common notion pre-

vails with too main of our Virginia farmers that the

" poultry business " is too little and insignificant to

engage the attention and time of the head of the farm,

and this part of farm life is turned over to the man-

agement of the women folks. The amount of money
made in the poultry business in the United States an

nually is a monument to the industry, patience and

intelligence of the farmers' wives of the country. The
products from poultry amount to about $290,000,000

annually—more than the combined value of the sheep

and swine of the country. During last year 17,000,000

dozen eggs were used by the cotton mills in this coun-

try in coloring calico.

The contemplated establishmert of an abattoir on

our own shore for the slaughter of live stock and poul-

try will offer special advantages to the Virginia farm

ers who will give some attention to poultry.

My object in writing this article is to call atten-

tion to these advantages, that those who will can be

ready to profit by them. The export demand for

poultry is increasing, and gives a good market.

There are but few farms in this State on which 500

hens or other poultry cannot be profitably raised. If

the same attention is given to poultry that is given by
the farmer to a bunch of cattle or ewes, the percentage

of profit will be largely in favor of the poultry.

A series of experiments made at one of the Experi-

ment Stations in another State, shows that a bushel of

grain with 50 cents worth of meat scraps or animal

matter fed to two young hens in one year, produced
400 eggs worth $4. This experiment also showed that

it is unprofitable to keep hens for layers over two
years old.

There are some farmers who are making good profits

from poultry, and every farmer can increase his in-

come from $300 to $500 by giving systematic manage-
ment to this department of his farm duties. Every-

thing consumed by poultry is raised on the farm, giv-

ing a home market for that much of the products of

the farm, much of which is often lost by waste. It is

claimed by some poultry raisers that a farmer who
raises all the feed can keep a hen for 50 cents per

annum. Many of the farmers in other States are be
ginning to devote more attention to this line of busi

ness, and are securing satisfactory profits. Orange
county, N. Y., shipped last year poultry products

worth $110,000. In a neighboring Stah-. $5,000 worth
of chickens were shipped from one station during the

last six months. Kansas last year shipped $4,000,000

worth of poultry. From one large town in Alabama
the poultry shipment amounted to $40,000, more than

the value of the cotton shipped Irom the same place

during last year. One Western firm cans daily 20,000

chickens. The demand for poultry is on the increase.

England spends $30,000,000 annually for poultry.

When Virginia gets an abattoir at Newport News,
and the same is now being built, there will be a con-

venient market for all Virginia poultry and other stock

that will give our farmers much advantage over other

States.

The hustling Commissioner of Agriculture of Canada
has lately made an inspecting tour through England,

and he reports the methods of fattening as practised

there, where they take a chicken weighing three pounds
to four pounds, confine it in a coop made of slats, bot-

tom and sides, with top cover. This coop is put upon
a stand three feet from the ground, with some ab-

sorbent on the ground beneath. The feed used is bar-

lay or oats ground very fine, mixed with milk to the

consistency of custard. During the last two weeks
about one-third of an ounce of tallow or fat per day is

added for each fowl, mixed with a little sand or gravel

to aid digestion. They are fed all they will eat, and
daily their crops are crammed either by hand or by a
machine, something like an old-style sausage stuffer,

with a gum tube to be placed down the throat. These
fowls double their weight in thirty to forty days, when
they are sold. The Commissioner of Agriculture from
Canada has fattened poultry by this method and
shipped them to the English market at a net profit of

40 cents per chicken.

Similar methods of fattening fowls are practised in

France with fine success. If close attention given to

poultry pays such nice profits in Canada, it will pay
better in Virginia, where the expense connected with

the business is less. On account of our mild winters,

poultry requires but little care, and can run out

doors nearly the entire year. A comfortable house
for poultry will prove a good investment for winter,

and other necessary attention will show how easily the

taxes, grocery bills, and other demands can be met
from the poultry income. I know of a farmer who, a
few years ago, decided to see if there was any profit

''in bothering with chickens." He only had twenty-

five hens to start with. He raised the next year 175
;

the following year he had 400, and last year he had
460, and his net income from the flock was nearly

$800
; but he gave his chickens as much attention as

he did his other stock on the farm, and he carried on
his other farm operations as usual.
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It requires no extra capital for a farmer to take care

of his poultry except to build a cheap, comfortable

poultry house. The time required in giving them
the proper attention pays him one hundred per cent,

more than the same time devoted to any other farm
work. The returns from poultry are quicker than

from any other business on the farm ; the product is

marketed in the most concentrated form. Material

on the farm is utilized by poultry that would other

wise be largely wasted. The skim milk consumed by
several hundred hens per annum pays much greater

profits than fed to hogs. The farmer should decide on
what breed he prefers and stick to that breed, and not

have so many strains mixed promiscuously, as are

usually found upon the farm. It pays just as well to

have good blood iu fowls as it does in cattle or sheep

or any other stock. It does not pay to raise any kind

of scrub stock. A year old hen or pullet of good blood

will make a profit of $1 to $2 per annum, while a four-

year old scrub hen will eat her head off twice over in

the same time.

The profit in poultry is not appreciated because it is

an income coming in small amounts on an average

farm, but its constancy makes a surprising accumula
tion at the end of the year.

I know another farmer who owns a farm of nearly

200 acres who, when the tax collector came around one

year, had to get the money from his wife to pay him,

and she told me she made every dollar from her poul-

try, and had also paid the grocery bills during the year.

The low price of farm products which have pre

vailed in late years has driven many of the "Western

farmers to give more attention to other lines than

"corn and wheat," and the helpful hen has lifted

many a man out of a hard place. The Virginians are

sometimes a little slow to get out of the old ruts and

try new methods. If our farmers will divide their

attention to "corn, wheat and tobacco" with im
proving their cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry, take

out an insurance policy in an apple orchard of good

selection and well cultivated and fertilized, many
comforts and much genuine pleasure will return to the

old farm which have been strangers there for " lo,

these many years." We have many advautages in

Virginia over any other State in the Union. For

cheap and kind lands, variety of products, best

fruits, mild climate, transportation facilities, near-

ness to bet markets in this country, and hospitable

people, Virginia excels them all.

G. W. Koinek,

Commissioner of Agriculture of Virginia.

The "devil" jumped up in a terrible rage, and

wrote these two lines to fill out this page.

IS THERE A LIVING IN POULTRY?
Editor Southern Planter

:

This question has been asked and auswered so often

and by so many writers, that in a measure it has be-

come hackneyed
;
yet, for the benefit of the inquirers

who have sought information from me, I propose

answering it from personal experience.

My answer would be both Yes and No. Para-

doxical as it may seem, that is a true and the only

true answer, for the make-up of the man and his sur-

roundings have much—I might say all—to do with his

success or failu:e.

Should the party becoming afflicted with the "hen
fever" enter upon the work with the mistaken idea

that all he has to do is to buy him a few mongrel hens

and then sit himself down iu the shadow of his own
"vine and fig tree," and when the shadows grow long

from the hills, take his baskets and kind help and

gather the "fruit" from the labor of his flock, he

will soon learn, to his sorrow, that there is no profit

in poultry. He had just as well invest his capital in

a stock of merchandise and leave that stock to dispose

of itself. When- there are lazy, shiftless methods

employed and common dung-hill fowls that are allowed

to shuffle for their living used, with inadequate quar-

ters given them, failure will be sure to follow.

On the other hand, success will be the sure reward

of intelligently directed capital invested in good

stock, the capital invested paying a larger per cent,

of profit than would the same amount invested in any

other enterprise.

To intelligently direct the capital requires, as in all

business enterprises, experience. Grow into the busi-

ness. Begin on a small scale and learn all the ins and

outs, master its intricacies, learn the diseases of poultry

and how to combat them, study the needs of your

market and aim to fill those needs, realize that in no

class of stock does good blood tell so quickly and

surely as in fowls, and with pluck and push combined,

success most certainly will crown the efforts of the

poultry man.

I have found that comfortable quarters, kept scru-

pulously clean, is one of the first requisites of success.

Hens to lay, especially in winter, when eggs command

the best price, must be kept warm and well fed, for

if not properly housed, a large percentage of the food

given them is consumed in supplying the body with

warmth, and the egg production is curtailed just that

much. Cleanliness is of vital importance, for in filth

vermin breed, and no vermin infested fowl will pay

for its keep.

With warm, clean houses and fowls free from dis-

ease, a study must be made of the best balanced ration

to produce the egg. I have found that a mash of bran,

corn meal, table scraps or boiled potatoes one a day,
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with a grain feed at night, the best. I use principally

the "despised" corn of most poultry breeders, feeding

parched, and in cold weather having it warm when l

thrown in the litter of the pens. Such a ration may !

not be according to scientific theories, but I have

found that it pays, especially when the fowls have the

benefit of a clover range. On such a diet, I have a

pen of Barred Plymouth Rocks that have made an

average of 20.85 eggs each in the months of March and

April.

I come now to what breed of fowls is best. I have

tried the Barred Plymouth Rocks, Light Brahmas,

Brown and Buff Leghorns, Game and White Wyan-
dottes, and for all the year layers and the quickest

chicks from which to make the early broiler (your

city market gave us 30 cents per pound for our first

shipment this past spring) I unhesitatingly give the

first place to the Barred Plymouth Rocks, with the

White Wyandottes a good second. I shall give the

" Dottes" further trial, and they may prove them

selves the equal of America's great utility bird, the

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

The poultryman cannot depend upon the hen for his

early market chicks. He must have recourse to incu-

bators and brooders. Both can be purchased at rea

sonable rates, and when printed instructions are fol-

lowed they will both give the old hen pointers and

then discount her in hatching and rearing the young.

For beginners, now is a good time to buy an incubator

and learn how to use it, when but little loss will be

entailed in the loss of eggs. For broilers, the machines

should be started in December and kept going well

into the spring.

This article has grown too long already, and many
questions are unanswered. I trust to discuss how and
when to market fowls in the near future, as well as

some of the many diseases to which poultry is heir.

Powhatan Co., Va. J. H. Sledd.

definitely the relative value of fowls for egg produc-

tion at different ages.

6. The best egg record during the second year was
made by a pen of Brown Leghorn pullets, hatched

June 10th. They laid an average of 164.6 eggs per

fowl, worth $1.78, at a food cost of 60.5 cents, equal to

4.4 cents per dozen. The per ceDt. profit on food was
194. Two pens of April hatched pullets averaged 159

eggs, making a profit of about 184 per cent, on food

cost. The pen of late hatched pullets was of a differ-

ent strain from the others, and was reared under differ-

ent conditions, and the results are not, therefore, to be

accepted as proving anything as to the best time for

hatching.

7. As to the effect of exercise, contradictory results

were secured. During the first year of pens 3 and 4

it required 22 per cent, less food to produce a dozen
of eggs with the exercise than without it. During the

second year of the same pens the results are decidedly

in favor of the pen without the exercise. The test

with pullets during the same year gives inconclusive

results on the same question.

8. Exercise had little apparent effect on the weight
of the fowl, that little being a slight increase in weight.

9. The eggs from the two pens without exercise

averaged 4 per cent, heavier than those from the two
exercised pens. This confirms the results of the pre-

vious year.

10. The eggs from pens 3 and 4 weighed 3J per cent,

more during their second year than during their first.

11. The exercised pens consumed a trifle more food

than those without the exercise.

12. The eggs from the two pens of Light Brahmas
weighed an average of 1.64 pounds per dozen ; those

from the five pens of Brown Leghorns averaged 1.46

per dozen, or about 12 per cent, in favor of the former.

Note.—The conditions were not all favorable during
the year for the highest egg production.

POULTRY EXPERIMENTS.

The following summarizes the results of experiments

made at the Utah Experiment Station

:

1. During the year it cost an average of 64.3 cents
per fowl for food for two pens of R. C. Brown Leghorn
year-old hens. During their first year the cost was
61.7 cents per fowl.

2. As pullets they laid an average of 175 ege^ per
fowl during the year, worth $1.78 ; as year-olds they
averaged 132.5 eggs, worth $1.39*.

3. The average food cost per dozen of eggs was 4.3
cents during the first year and 6 cents the second year,
or 40 per cent, in favor of the first year.

4. During the first year, as pullets, there was a profit

Of L88 per cent, oncost of food, and MS percent, profit

as year olds.

5. Further experiments are necessary to determine

GIVING MILK TO FOWLS.
When you use skimmed milk or buttermilk, do not

fill the vessels so that a portion will remain, but give
only as much as the fowls will use at once, cleaning
the vessels after the milk is used. What is be.ter,

mix the milk with ground grain in place of water,

but always use that which is wholesome, and such as

you would use for yourself.

WHERE THE EGGS GO.

Calico print works use 40,000,000 dozen eggs per
year, wine clarifiers use 10,000,000 dozen, the photo-
graphers and other industries use many millions, and
these demands increase more rapidly than table de-

mauds.

ONE FROM GEORGIA.
Dr. Eberhart, of Paola, Ga., says that he saw a man

moving a few days ago, and his wife was in the cart
with au old sitting hen in her lap. The hen had thir-

teen eggs, and before the woman arrived at her new
home, the eggs had all hatched, and the little chicks
were doing well.

—

Atlanta Constitution.
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The Horse.

NOTES.

There is some choice material in training at Alamance
Farm, Graham, N. C, the property of Mr. L. Banks
Holt, who formerly owned the famous pacer John R.
Gentry, 2:00*, and Baronet, 2:11*, and kept in the stud
there, along with Gregorian, 2:291, the stallion who
was retained and is now kept Sot service at the farm.
The brood mare band includes Blondette, dam of
Governor Holt, 2:15, by Leland, dam Minetto, by
Kentucky Prince; Winnie D., dam of Hulman. 2:20,

by Hannis, dam Maud L., by Flyaway
; Gretna Green,

full sister to Matrimony, 2:23!, by Aberdeen, dam
Happy Choice, by Happy Medium

; Oneida Girl, by
Macey's Hambletonian, dam Fautine, dam of Jean
Yaljean, 2:14, and Sue H., by Woodburn Hamble-
tonian, dam by Ashland. In the training barn, and
which are being worked for speed and jogged on the
road, are Giles Mebane, brown colt, 3, by John R.
Gentry, out of Winnie D., who is a natural pacer and
one of the handsomest, most blood like youngsters to

be found on any farm ; bay mare, 4, by Baronet, dam
Jillis, by Jay Bird ; chestnut filly, 3, by John R.
Gentry, dam Lou Graham, by Melville Chief; bay
filly, 3, by John R. Gentry, dam Oneida Girl ; chest-

nut filly, 3, by John R. Gentry, dam Blondette ; bay
filly, 3, by Baronet, dam Sue H.; brown filly, 3, by
Baronet, dam Coralyn, by Dictator, and chestnut geld-

ing, 2, by Gregorian, dam Winnie D.

oughbred department of the Spirit of the Times, a jour-
nal which ranks at the top in turf and sporting circles

generally. Young Stevens has made a success of his

chosen calling, and is well thought of in the field of
journalism. He is a son of John B. Stevens, and a
nephew of Samuel Stevens, who are prominent bank-
ing and insurance men of Petersburg.

W. W. Hutchinson, Berryville, Va., has recently

sold to A. Moffitt, California, Penn., who will race
them, the two thoroughbred mares, Maud Adams, 5, a
brown, by imp. Candlemas, dam Florio, by Virgil

;

Shade, 5, a bay, by Uncas, dam Parasol, by imp. Mor-
temer ; and to S. R. Atwell, Winchester, Va., the bay
mare Edna Stevens, formerly Addie S., record 2:42 at

three' years old, by Esperanza, son of King Wilkes

;

dam Lou Graham, by Melville Chief.

Secretary W. E. Dillion. of the Virginia State Fair
and Agricultural Association, Norfolk, Va., antici-

pates a great fair and race meeting this fall, the dates
of which will be October 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th. The
speed programme is a very attractive one—there being
twelve purses of a uniform value of $600 each for trot-

ters and pacers, while $4,000 has been reserved for

specials. The amount of money offered is sufficient

to attract a number of the best horses in training, and
the contests between them should furnish sport worthy
of going some distance to witness. Not only have the
speed premiums been enlarged, but those for agricul-

tural and mechanical products aud live stock as well,

which should make Norfolk a very interesting place
to visit during Fair week.

The circuit of North Carolina fairs and race meet-
ings, beginning with thai at Raleigh and followed
during successive weeks by those at Winston Salem
and Weldon, should furnish sport and pleasure galore
for the residents of the old North State this fall. At
Raleigh, the State Fair begins on Tuesday, October
16th, and lasts four days, as does the Winston Salem
Fair, which commences on the 23d of October aud
closes on the 27th. while the dates for Weldon are
October 31st and November 1st, 2d and 3d. At each
place the speed progammes include purses for trot-

ters, pacers and runners, while at Winston-Salem a

horse show will be an added attraction.

Under the management of Secretary J. Jenkyn Da-
vies, the Manassas Horse Show, held at Manassas, Va.,
on July 19th and 20 th, was a grand success, and thou-

sands attended each day, including representative
men from various sections. These Virginia Horse
Shows are doin ; much to encourage the breeding of
high class horses in the State, and merit generous pa-
tronage.

Mr Thomas F. Jeffress, of the American Tobacco
Company, of this city, has a very handsome and well

matched coach team, made up of the trotting bred
mares, Admiration and Lottie Nalle, both of whom
are rich chestnuts in color. Admiration is by Mam-
brino Dudley, out of Alicia, dam Rintoul, 2:24, and
the crack European stallion Bravado, 2:101 ;

while
Lottie Nalle is by Norfolk, out of Admiration.

Subscribe to the Southern Planter, and get your
neighbor to do the same. The price is only fifty cents

a year, which places it within the reach of all. No
agricultural journal in the country is more liberal or

progressive in its views, while, as an advertising me-
dium, it is excelled by no paper of its class.

Dr. Frank B. Perry, Secretary, has issued the prize

list of the Second Annual Horse Show, to be held at

Orange, Va., on August 16 and 17, when most of the

best horses in that section, and others from a distance

as well, will be exhibited. The enterprise is a credit

to the management, and should be generously pa-

tronized. Broad Rock.

Mr. Thos. Wallace Stevens, a native of Petersburg.
Va., where hi3 boyhood days were spent, is now in

New York city filling a position as Editor of the thor-

A number of important sales of thoroughbred year-

lings were held at the Sheepshead paddocks recently.

On June 26th, the Ellerslie yearlings, property of

R. J. Hancock, of Virginia, twenty one head brought

$11,900, an average of $567, three colts ruuning into

four figures :

Chestnut, by imp. Charaxus—Generine. by Eolus;

F. Brown $3000

Cherry Wild. c. f. by Eon—Cejrise, by imp. Moc-
casin ; W. Lakeland 1750

Bay. by imp. Charaxus -Ethie, by Eolus; M. V.

Dwver 1700
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fliscellaneous.

HAJOR A. H. DREWRY.
It is with a feeling of the deepest regret that we an-

nounce the death of this widely known and highly

respected gentleman. He died at Richmond on the

6th of July, having been brought there for treatment
a few days before, in the 82nd year of his age. Major
Drewry was one of the best farmers iu the State of

Virginia, and his fine estate, Westover, on the James
river, was a splendid testimony to his skill and ability

as an agriculturist. He was for many years closely

identified with the work of the State Agricultural So-

ciety as a member of the Executive Committee, and
for one or two years was President. In this and vari

ous other ways he did much to advance the cause of

agriculture in the State. He could write au excellent

article on agricultural subjects, as a reference to some
of our back numbers testifies, but it was only rarely

that we could induce him to take up his pen. He
was, perhaps, as typical an example of the old Vir-

ginia planter as could be found at the present day.

Genial, hearty, whole souled, and yet withal the most
courteous of men to all, whether rich or poor. It was
a treat to be with him on his farm and see with what
skill he managed his negro labor and how courteously
he behaved towards them. As a result of this he
never wanted "hands." We have heard him say
that if he blew his horn on his plantation he could
have all the hands he wanted, however other people
fared. We ask to be permitted to tender our sympa-
thy to his widow and relatives.

IMMIGRATION TO VIRGINIA.

For more than a quarter of a century efforts have
been made to induce settlers to come into Virginia to

take up our millions of acres of unoccupied and unpro-
ductive lands. Without casting any reflection upon
the parties concerned in these efforts, it may with
truth be asserted that they have been one and all fail-

ures. Our rural population is not increased, and our
lands are still unoccupied, and this notwithstanding
the fact now freely admitted that there is not now, and
has not been for years past, any ground for saying that
people holding political opinions out of harmony with
those of the majority of the Virginia people cannot
live here in full enjoyment of their own opinions and
be on good terms with their neighbors. Why is this 1

We have a climate second to that of no other State.

It is neither too hot in summer nor too cold iu winter
for continuous out-door work. We have neither cy-

clones nor blizzards, and are remarkably free from

floods and other extreme climatic conditions. We are

near the best markets in the country, and have direct

communication from our own coasts with the whole

world. We have lands that are capable of being made
as productive as any iu the world at as small an ex-

penditure of capital as any lands we know of. Yet,

in despite of all these advautages, settlers do not come
amougst us and make their homes here, except to a

very limited extent. There must be some cause for

this. Until this cause is ascertained and steps taken

to remove it, it is useless to invite immigration to the

State. The past proves this. We have given the

matter much consideration, and are constrained to the

belief that one cause , if not the main cause, of our

failure to secure buyers for our lauds, is the fact that

we are not in a positio i to offer settlers the farms they

desire upon terms of paymeut within their com-
petence. If instead of offering 1,000 acre farms in-

capable of division with advantage to the owner, and
to be paid for in at most three or four years, we could

offer 150 acre farms, with the option of payment of

the purchase money over a long term of years, we be-

lieve we could soon make a large addition to our rural

population and greatly relieve our existing landowners.

We want the machinery necessary to make this pos-

sible to be done. Other countries have been confronted

with a like problem and have devised the means to

overcome it. On the continent of Europe it has been
met by the establishment of land mortgage banks, in

some cases entirely as commercial undertakings, and
in others as part of the government policy for the de-

velopment of the country. In Ireland the same diffi-

culty has been met and overcome by the interposition

of a land commission between the government, the

existing owner of the land, and the new purchaser,

which commission acts as collector of an annual rent-

charge on the land for a period of 15 or 50 years, such
rent charge being sufficient to pay the agreed pur-

chase money and interest within that period. In this

way the new buyer secures immediate possession of
his land and the certainty that he will not be dis-

turbed so long as he makes his annual payments.
We believe that either of these systems could with
great advantage be adopted here, and that, as a com-
mercial enterprise, land mortgage banks could be
made to pay as well as any other banks or financial
undertakings. There is a spirit of enterprise now
abroad and abundant capital awaiting investment
which should make it possible to organize a land bank
in the State, and we invite the attention of capitalists
to the matter. We see and know of no reason why such
an institution should not prosper as well here as in
Europe.
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THE APPLE CROP.

The report of the Department of Agriculture for

July has the following on the apple crop : "There has

been a general decline in the condition of apples dur-

ing the month of June, and there are few important

apple States in which the condition is not considerably

below the average for the last fifteen years. In New
York, Michigan and Missouri it is 18 points below,

in Kansas 13, Kentucky 9, Tennessee 7, North Caro-

lina 21, Virginia 10, Iowa 3, Illinois 2, and Maine 48

points below. On the other hand, it is 11 points above
the fifteen year average in Ohio, 5 above in Pennsyl-

vania, and 5 points above in Indiana." We should

be glad to have reports from orchardists in this and
the adjoining States as to the prospects of the crop for

publication in our September issue. Such information

as we have from a number of subscribers is in harmony
with the report of the Department of Agriculture.

The crop promises to be only half an average one.

As this seems also to be the condition of affairs in the

other leading apple States the price of the fruit would
seem likely to be high. Do not be in too great a hurry

to sell. Apples will be in demand.

LIME AND SULPHUR DIP FOR SHEEP.

Our attention has been called to the fact that the old

formula of lime and sulphur is still being used by
sheep keepers in various places for dipping sheep for

the purpose of destroying ticks and scab. We had
thought that this practise had long been abandoned

as it has been clearly demonstrated in every part of

the world where sheep are kept that nothing more in-

jurious to the quality and working of the wool can

well be applied to a fleece than lime. Its presence in

the wool is the cause of immense cost and loss to

woollen manufacturers, and this loss falls largely upon
the sheep keeper who puts his fleeces on the market

with lime in them, as the price of the wool is heavily

discounted for this cause. If any of our readers still

continue to use this dip, we would urge that they at

once discontinue it and use instead some or one of the

dips which they will find advertised in our columns,

from which no injury to the wool is caused, and yet

with which both ticks and scab are eradicated.

way in our power, and we know of no way in which

we could assist it better than in publishing extracts

from its report, showing the work it has done, thus

bringing it prominently before our 10,000 readers,

and enlisting their support in its behalf. Evidently

the Society thinks otherwise, and we must therefore

perforce refrain.

WHEAT FERTILIZER.

THE VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

We have received copy of an interesting report of

the work of this Society, but as the same is copy-

right we are unable to publish extracts from it. We
regret this and cannot help thinking a mistake has

been made in thus dealing with the report. It has

always been our desire to help the Society in every

[The following reached us too late for the Euquirer's

Column. As, however, it deals with a matter which,

to be of service, should have immediate attention, we
insert here.

—

Ed.]

As a reader of the Southern Planter, I should like to

ask you the following question :

I am intending to mix 900 lbs. phosphate, 900 lbs.

cotton seed meal, and 200 lbs. of muriate of potash,
and drill with wheat, at the rate of 200 lbs. per acre.

My neighbors tell me that cotton seed injures germi-
nation of wheat.
Would cotton seed meal used in this way injure

the germination of the seed 1

Franklin County, Term. Chas. Rippel.

I would simply say, don't. Your proposed mixture

is not in the proper proportion for the wheat crop by
any means. You need not fear that the cotton seed

meal will interfere with the germination so much as

that the caustic potash will. Five per cent, of pot-

ash, in the form of a muriate, if drilled in with the

seed, will certainly be apt to interfere with the germi-

nation of the seed. Then you have the cotton seed

meal in too high a proportion for the phosphoric acid.

A far better application on your land would be sim-

ply 300 to 400 lbs. of acid phosphate alone. Still it

may be that your land needs some nitrogen as yet, and

cotton seed meal is the cheapest form in which you can

buy it. But you should endeavor so to farm that with

wheat you will need no purchased nitrogen at all.

In the best wheat growing sections on the Eastern

Shore of Maryland, the farmers have long ago largely

quit the use of anything but acid phosphate on their

wheat, and they make as good crops as any section.

For a mixture for wheat on land needing potash, I

would make it 1,200 lbs. acid phosphate, 000 lbs. cot-

ton seed meal, and 200 lbs. muriate of potash to make
a ton, and of this I would not use less than 300 lbs.

per acre. But then I should also endeavor so to farm

my land, by using the cheap mineral fertilizers on

clover and peas, until I would not need to buy a cent's

worth of fertilizer for my grain crops. I have proved

that it can be done. W. F. Massey.

Mention the Planter when writing to advertisers.
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NOTES ON JULY "PLANTER."

HOME-MADE SUPERPHOSPHATE, ETC.

In regai d to what Mr. Randolph BolliDgso well says

in the July number, we would only add that the farmer

who endeavors to dissolve bones in sulphuric acid will

find that he has quite a troublesome task unless the

bones are old and free from grease and are quite finely

broken or ground. I speak from experience in this

regard, and my experience is that the farmer had bet-

ter sell what bones may collect on the place unless he

is near a bone mill where he can have them ground

on shares. It is an exceedingly slow process to dis-

solve whole bones in acid, and the grinding on the

farm is a matter not easily accomplished. It is hardly

worth a farmer's time to bother about the few bones

that commonly accumulate about the place further

than to bury them where the roots of some fruit tree

can find them and gradually consume them.

I thank Mr. Woods for the information in regard to

the iron roller. It is an implement that every clay

farm in Virginia or elsewhere should have, and the

only roller I ever saw that did its work to perfection.

But there is one point of caution in regard to the use

of the roller of any kind on our hill lands. Never let

the rolling be the last thing on any land inclined to

wash, unless you want first class gullies. The only

place I would use a roller and then leave the land,

would be in the early spring on a field of grass or

wheat after the heaving of winter is over, to compact
the soil again. Rolling the mowing land and then

raking the trash off before the grass begins to grow, is

a good practice, and results in a cleaner and better

crop of hay. Then, too, the rolling with the fluted

roller of the wheat after sowin«- clover seed is a good
practice if the land is dry, but not otherwise.

I agree also with Mr. Woods in his estimate of the

Red Polled cattle. They are an excellent beef breed
for a country too hilly for the Shorthorn, and in the

present rage for hornless cattle, one feels that he is

lucky not to be obliged to cut off any horns. There
are doubtless great advantages in having a hornless

herd, but I never could make up my mind as to the

propriety of cutting them off, except from a bull. A
pretty Jersey cow, to my eye, is badly spoiled in ap-

pearance by dehorniDg, and few cows of this breed, in

my experience, are fighters, while the Shorthorns,

with their straight forward pointed horns, are very apt

to be. I would never dehorn a herd of Jersey cows,

but if keeping beef animals of the Shorthorn breed,

would always do so. Hence I would feel better to

have the Red Polled animals that need no dehorning.

In regard to the injuries to the corn plant from the

Crambus calliginosellus insect, we would say that we
have had here many specimens sent us, and we are in-

clined to believe that the fungus Dr. Galloway finds,

and which we found, is the result of the injury by the

insect, and is not the cause of any of the trouble.

We have long ago come to the conclusion that the

month of August is the best time to set strawberry

beds in this latitude. We believe that the greatest

success to the market grower of strawberries will be

had from setting a patch every year in August. This

patch, if well fertilized and cared for, will give a fair

partial crop the following spring and a full one the

following year, and should then at once be plowed

under, for it is far cheaper and better to plant a new
bed than to clean an old one after the sheep sorrel aud

white clover has started in it. Planted in this way,

one will always have one bed with a partial crop and

one with a full crop, and the bed plowed down after

heavy fertilization will be the place for an enormous

crop of cow peas to prepare the land for crops the

following season. A gentleman in this State told me
recently that he last year plowed under a strawberry

patch that had been heavily fertilized for two years.

He sowed peas on the ground and made an enormous

growth. Wanting the whole left on the ground for

humus for his truck crops, he left them to rot on the

land. Part of the land was sown in oats and part

planted in Irish potatoes this season. He told me that

the oats were the finest he has ever seen, ai.d though

at the time he told me he had not threshed them, he

believed there was one hundred bushels per acre.

This, of course, may be an extravagant estimate. The
Irish potatoes, he told me, were the finest raised in

his section this year, and fully demonstrated the value

of the vegetable matter in the soil for this crop. We
throw this out as a hint to our truckers in general,

and as an idea for the saving of fertilizers on truck

crops.

In regard to the kohl rabi crop, we would suggest

that in this climate we have found that it is not well

to sow either kohl rabi or salsify in early spring. I

nowadays sow my salsify in July, and have seen good

crops from August sowing. If sown in the spring, it

gets stunted and stringy in midsummer and some of it

may run to seed. Sown in July, it grows right along,

and as it is a very hardy plant, it makes its best

growth in late fall, and, in fact, grows here all winter,

and the roots are far better for table use in winter than

if sown early. Kohl rabi sown here in spring, will

generally die in the summer. Sown in July and
August, it will be just in the right condition for use

in winter, and can be left in the ground with a furrow
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thrown to each side to protect the stems, and then is

almost equal to cauliflower.

Those who want lettuce in frames for winter should

make the first sowing in late August for the early

crop to be headed at Christmas. The succession crop

for late winter and spring should not be sown till last

of September, and if well protected by coarse manure,

the plants can be had at any time for replanting in the

frames as the early crop is cut out. For the early

crop we use Boston Market, and for the late crop the

California Cream Butter. We tried this season a new
one called the Tyrol, which has proven exceedingly

fine for late winter and spring, and we will give it fur-

ther trial. In preparing frames for the winter crop of

lettuce it is important, where commercial fertilizers

are used that contain potash, that the application be

made at least a month before setting the plants, as

the caustic nature of the potash may do much harm

to newly set plants. A grower in the Eastern part of

the State, a year or more ago sent us specimens of his

lettuce plants to know what was the matter with them.

The leaves were turning red at the edges and the

rootlets were evidently injured. We could find no

fungus or insect, and came to the conclusion that the

fertilizer was the cause. We set the plants in our own
frame, and they at once grew off in a perfectly healthy

manner. Correspondence showed that he had fer-

tilized his frames heavily with a mixture containing

10 per cent, of potash in form of muriate. This was

evidently the trouble. Muriate of potash in contact

with roots and germinating seeds, will have a very

injurious effect until it gets well assimilated with the

soil. Hence it should be put in well ahead of the

planting. W. P. Massey.

DOES EDUCATION PAY?

The Kansas college dairy finds that it does. Before

the first of April, 1899, the herdsman at the Kansas

Agricultural College was a man with no special train-

ing along agricultural lines. He was a good man to do

what he was told and to draw his salary, but there his

interest ended. When asked how the recent snow-

storm or change of feed affected the milk yield of his

cows, he didn't know, although he had weighed and

recorded each milking.

During this time the college was feeding four head

of calves on skim milk, and this herdsman made them

gain at the rate of 33 lbs. per month per head, or 1.12

lbs. per day.

On the first of April, a graduate of the college and

a special student in dairying, took up the work of

herdsman. He is a man who is constantly on the

alert for new developments. When milking a fresh

cow he can scarcely wait until the milk is weighed in

order to see if there is a gain or loss from previous

milkings. When the calves are weighed he wants to

know immediately how much they gained. With the

same feeds at his command, he made the four calves

mentioned above gain an average of 53 lbs. per head

per month or 1.8 lbs. per day, an increase of 60 per

cent. This was done by carefully watching the calves
;

the moment one of them began to scour he saw it, re-

duced the supply of milk, gave a little castor oil, and

in various other ways sought to bring it back to nor-

mal condition. This was accomplished in about twen-

ty-four hours, when the calf would keep on gaining

at the rate of a pound and a half or two pounds

per day.

Yet, there are farmers who say that education don't

pay, and that book learning is a farce. There is no

profession in the universe that allows a greater dis-

play of intellect than farming, and nowhere is it

needed more in order to increase the profits. The

farmer is called upon to solve questions in soil physics,

in chemistry, botany, entomology, bacteriology, vete-

rinary science, mechanics—and, in fact, can call into

play a knowledge of all the sciences and arts. To do

this, he must be educated. This education not only

makes him a better farmer, but makes his work a

pleasure. No one who has not experienced it can ap-

preciate the satisfaction that comes from seeing a plant,

an insect, a bird, or an animal of any kind, and to be

able to name it, tell something of its life history, and

especially to know of its economic value to the farmer.

Such education helps the farmer to realize the dignity

of his calling, and helps to place his profession in the

front rank of the world's industries where it belongs.

D. H. Otis.

HAY-GROWING IN VIRGINIA.

An " Old Subscriber " writes us from Prince George

county, Va. : "I have been very much interested of

late reading the articles in the Planter on raising hay
in the South. I am surprised at any Southern farmer

who thinks that he cannot raise his own hay. * * *

I have always raised it, and whilst my neighbors are

buying their feed I almost always have it to sell. I

have raised a very fair crop this season. From about

6 acres of James river land I have cut and secured 14

tons of fine timothy hay. I had also four acres of hay
on upland, which was very good for the season. I cure

my hay the way Mr. Bellwood recommends, cut in the

morning and commence stacking in the evening, if the

weather is fair, and I have always good, sweet hay."

Another subscriber from Pittsylvania county, Va.,

writes us : "I am now 57 years old, and have never

bought a bale of hay for my own use in my life. I

raise my forage, my hogs, my beef, my mutton, my
wool, my wheat, my corn, my vegetables, my chick-

ens, and my eggs." This man will be a hard subject

for the " trusts" or any one else to hurt. This ought

to be the position of every farmer.
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A STATE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE.
Editor Southern Planter:

It is admitted on all sides that more preparation is

necessary for those who are to enter the agricultural

colleges than that given in the common schools; but

that such further preparation is to be gained at the

the common schools is not practicable, and for many
reasons. Those entering the other colleges do not get

their preparations at the common schools ; these

schools are not equipped for the training, nor is it

practicable to have the standard for entering the agri-

cultural college so lowered as to admit scholars direct

ly from the common schools as at present constituted.

The general information and training of the high

school is at least necessary for entering any other uni-

versity or college where special practical subjects are

taught. It is admitted that an agricultural education

requires more study, a closer application, and a higher

degree of scholarship than for any other pursuit,

while four years is too short a time to acquire it. In

all other special pursuits, professions or callings, the

youth is expected to take a postgraduate course—law,

medicine, divinity, or special science—in order to be

prepared to enter his pursuit. At the same time, in

most instances, a good part of the college course may
be safely set aside, and the early years be not wasted,

but given in a direct application to the special train-

ing required for the selected pursuit.

Could the agricultural student be devoting two or

four years of his schooling to the rudiments of scien-

tific agriculture in preparation for the agricultural

college, the amount of information gained would be

proportionately increased, the time necessary to gain

the higher knowledge shortened, or the standard of

the college materially advanced. There is at present

no introduction, no stepping-stone to the higher agri-

cultural course, as there is in all the other college sys-

tems, nor can the preparation be given in the common
schools in any practical manner. The expense of spe-

cial equipment would be too great. Nor is the ordi-

nary high school prepared for this duty. It has
neither the apparatus nor the specially educated high

grade teachers. On the contrary, this preparation

must come from schools specially so constituted.

An agricultural education is not a mere serving of

an apprenticeship, nor a manual training-school of

practice with tools, and instruction how to do the farm
work, but a far higher and more intricate task of in-

vestigation ; it is to discover why, when and how to

help nature to produce, and to be able to take full ad-

vantage of all her conditions. A far more profound
chemistry than that of any other laboratory.

Nothing but exact methods, special apparatus,

and specially accomplished teachers will give a

knowledge of the chemistry of living, organic

things. The agricultural college should be sup-

plemented, helped by an intermediate school of two

or four years' special preparation in the rudiments of

agricultural science. When this entering stepping-

stone is furnished, and the boys are enabled to early

comprehend why, as well as how plants grow, they

will not have become estranged from the pleasant

scenes of their childhood, and their attention drawn

off to other channels.

This, Mr. Editor, is rather an unstudied communi-

cation, and there may be a want of clearness, and a

crudeness about the suggestion, but I believe the

State of Virginia will set a good example, should her

legislators pass an act with a liberal appropriation

for establishing a special State school to teach the

rudiments of scientific agriculture as a preparation for

the college, and even if it be but partially successful

at first, it would begin a system which would event-

ually bear good fruit. S. S. B.

GOVERNHENT WHITEWASH.
Whitewash, as used by the government, is prepared

as follows • Take half bushel unslacked lime, slake it

with boiling water, cover during the process, to keep
in steam, strain the liquid through a fine sieve or

strainer, and add to it a peck of salt previously dis-

solved by soaking in warm water, 3 lbs. ground rice

boiled to a thin paste and stirred in while hot, i lb.

Spanish whiting and 1 lb. clean glue previously dis-

solved by soaking in cold water, and then hanging
over a slow fire in a small pot hung in a larger one
filled with water. Add 5 gallons hot water to the

mixture, stir well and let it stand a few days, covered
from dirt. It should be applied hot, for which pur-

pose it can be kept in a kettle or portable furnace.

The east end of the White House at Washington is

embellished by this brilliant whitewash. It is used
by the government to whitewash lighthouses. A pint

of this mixture properly applied will cover one square
yard, and will be almost as serviceable as paint for

wood, brick or stone, and is much cheaper than the

cheapest paint.

CONSOLATION IN THE WEED.
The lines below were sent the Tobacconist by a retired

M. D. in New Jersey, in response to a box of cigars

received by and relished by this aged gentleman, de-

voted to the "weed." The famous little "Ensigns"
called forth the ode

:

Oh fragrant " Weed ! " in tuneful lay I sing
Thy glorious praise, and make the welkin ring.

The high-born, pox>r, all sorts, the echoes wake,
And gleeful shout, Tobacco " takes the cake."

We smoke and puff when jolly fortune smiles

—

Bonanzas come, and bloated bonds in piles.

We chew and snuff when riches do not stay,
And trouble rubs the nap the other way.

Thou precious boon that softens, soothes and cheers;
We'll stick to thee thro' ail our fleeting years:
Though naught but ashes, and ending all in smoke,
We've one friend left when down-trod and "dead-broke."

—W. A. D., M. D.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

To Advertisers.

Whilst we have carried a larger

number of columns of advertising

during the present year than ever

before in the history of the Planter,

we are still desirous of increasing

the advertising patronage of the

journal. We are satisfied that if

only we could induce those having

goods to sell to give our columns a

trial that we could secure them for

regular patrons. We are forced to

this conclusion by the fact that so

many of our advertisers constantly

SURE CROPSKS'
:1:

\# %f I m.mm %^ I % ^er I ^# low land depends on
proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would
like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile
Sffrfc Powhatan Clay Mfg, Co., Richmond, Va.

Artistic

Front Bricks.

renew their orders from year to

year. If advertising in our col-

umns did not pay, they would not

do so. Again, others (and many
of them), when renewing, send us

unasked for, letters like the follow

ing ones, just received :

Bock Hill Herd of Poland Chinas and
Shorthorn Cattle.

Brownsbuig, Kockbridge Co., Va.,
July 13, 1899.

Bear Sir :

Your paper is making sales for

me right along, and my customers
write me they are satisfied.

Respectfully,

B. B. Buchanan.

T. 0. Sandy, Breeder of Thorough
bred Holstein Friesian < altle,

Berkshire Hogs, English Beagle
Dogs, Plymouth Bock and Broicn
Leghorn Chickens:

Burkeville, Va.,
July 16, 1S99.

Southern Planter

:

I enclose check for balance due
for last year's advertising Keep
on another year. I do not expect
to ever stop the advertisement as
long as it pays me as well as last

year.

Respectfully,

T. O. Sandy.

With such testimony as this, we
feel we can, with confidence, ask

others to give us their patronage.

Our circulation is ; ' constantly in

creasing amongst the best farmers

of the South. These men are buy-

ers of everything needed on a farm,

and you can certainly get a share

of their orders if you appeal to

them through our columns.

Mention The Southern Planter when
writing advertisers.

Wood's " Trade Mark Brand"

Crimson Clover
is the highest grade New crop seed, of
strong germination. The chief difficul-

ty in growing this valuable forage and
soilimproving crop in the past has been
in obtaining good stands. Failure in
this respect has been largely due to the
use of two-year-old seed. This while of
good appearance and germination,
throws out a much weaker sprout and
on this account will not come up as well
and it is also much more easily killed

off by adverse weather conditions than
that sown from new crop seed. If you
want the best new crop Crimson Clover,
seed of strong germination, be sure to
order Wood's "Trade flark Brand."

Write for prices and Descriptive Fall Cata-
logue, which also gives full information about
Vetches, Rape, Winter, Turf or drazing Oats,
Seed Wheat, Grasses and Clovers. Turnip and
Vegetable Seeds, Hyacinths, Tulips and all

Bulbs and Seeds for fall planting.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen, = Richmond, Va.

<>**
GANIZED;. sa^

j
jFIRES MARINE

»

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS. $800,000.

directors:
Wrn. H Palmer, D. O. Davis,

E. B. Addison, Wm. Joslah Leake,
W. Otto Noltlug.

WM. H. PALMER,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

President.

Seoretary.
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HOWS THIS!
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward

for any case of Catarrh that can not be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

F.'J. CHENEY & CO.. Prop's,

Toledo, 0.

We. the undersigned, have known F. J.

Cheney for the last 15 vears. and believe

him perfectly honorable in all business

transactions, and financially able to carry

out any obligation made bv their firm.

West 4 Tkuax, Wholesale Drue-
Toledo, O.

Warding. Ki.vnan ft Marvin,
Wholesale Drasgists. Toledo, O.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,

acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system Price 75c.

per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testi-

monials free.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

FROM BILTMORE.
Mr. Geo. F. Weston, Superintendent of

Biltmore Farms, in a recent letter to us,

gives us the following interesting items:

The Biltmore Farms have taken great

care to use, in their breeding operations,

both with Jerseys and Berkshires, only
the very best males that could be secured

on the other side of the water and on
thi9 side. Imported Commander (first

prize English Royal), who has done such
good service in the Berkshire herd dur-

ing the past two years, was sold to M. K
Prine & Son, of Iowa, and in his place

North Carolina now owns what they be-

lieve to be the greatest Berkshire boar
that is alive te day. This boar is High-
clere Topper. When Mr. Reuben Gentry,
injwhose care the Biltmore herd of Berk-
shies is now, was sent to England last

spring to bring back the best he could
find, he found one boar and one bow
which could not be bought for any sum
of money, owing to their engagements at

the shows. This boar was Highclere
Topper, bred by Mr. Hayter, who finally

agreed to auction him off in July, after

he had completed his engagements, and
whom we commissioned Mr. Benjafield

to buy for $550, which commission was
afterwards raised to an unlimited one,

when we found he was practically sweep-
ing the deck in the Show Yard. Among
his winnings this year was Five Firsts.

Four Champions, and One Reserve, in-

cluding the Champion over all breeds at

the Royal this year, which becomes all

the more remarkable when we add that

this is the first time in the history of

England that a Berkshire boar has se-

cured this distinction, it always having
previously gone to the female. Mr. Gen-
try considers him, if possible, a better

boar than Columbia's Duke, and. more-
over, he is not only a winner himself,

and has begotten winners, but he is also

still getting winners, and we are con-

vinced that if he gets to Biltmore safely

from quarantine, his arrival will be an
event in the history of the American
Berkshire.
We imported some of his get this

spring, and have just sold a boar by him
to that old and careful breeder, Mr. M.
Lothrop, of Marshall, Texas, who came
up here and selected him personally.

Mr. Lothrop writes back :
'• The pigs all

arrived safelv, and we are much pleased

with them. I think they are the finest

pair of pigs I ever owned." Mr. Lothrop

also took a voung sow. which we had re-

served, and' always refused to price be-

fore, and, among" other sales, we have

shipped out the following within the past

fewd,.
One 'imported boar to Sessions & Co..

Los Angeles, Cal.

One imported boar and three imported

sows to G. Howard Davidson. Millbrook,

N Y
- One imported boar to Messrs. I. N.

Barker s Son, Thorntown, Ind.

One imported boar to Caldwell Norton,

Louisville. Ky.
One imported boar, one imported sow,

and one American bred sow, to D. S.

Williams, Nashville. Tenn.
One boar to Jno. F. Lewis. Lvnnwood,

Ya.
One boar to M. B. Rowe, Fredericks-

burg, Ya.
One boar to R. M. Lawson, Burke's

Garden. Ya.
One bred sow to W. S. Pharr. Char-

lotte. N. C.

bred sow to J. T. Anderson, Mari-

etta, Ga.
One imported boar to J. F. Caldwell,

. N. C
One imported sow to J. G. Yeager,

Pleasureville. Ky.
One imported boar to J. W. Fowler,

Eve Mills. Tenn.
The interest in live stock in the South

is active, and. we believe, permanent.
We have iust had a letter from a breeder

in Nevada who says he saw our advertise-

ment in your paper.

northwesters mutual life
insurance company.

Attention is asked to the advertisement
of this well-known Company. Since life

insurance is conceded not only a duty,

but an investment, the question is in

what company to insure. Mr. T. A. Cary,

the General Agent of above Company,
would like the privilege of showing any
one the many advantages of the " North-
western Mutual " over other companies.

A NEW ADVERTISER.
We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of the Lynwood
Herd, of Nashville, Tenn. Mr.

M. M. Gardner, the proprietor, offers

f his choice stock through our
columns for the first time, and we bespeak
for him a liberal share of your patronage.

Oonan's Tormentor 222S0 heads the Lyn-
wood herd, and his record as a sire speaks
volumes more for him than we can.

GINNERY NAMES.
The Osgood Scal^ 1 :ral St..

Kinghamton. N. Y.. wants the name and
address of every <>ne in the country hav-
ing use for a Cotton Scale. Full deserip-

•alogue and illustrated price list on
:ne.

'• Like diamonds raindrops glisten."

Drops of Hood's Sarsaparilla are precious
jewels for the blood which glisten in

their use.

' The Thorn Comes Forth

With Point Forward.
"

'The thorn point of disease

is an ache or pain. But the

blood is the feeder of the

'whole body. Purify it 'with

Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Kidneys, liver and stomach will tX

once respond ? No thorn in this point.

Blood Poisoning—," The surgeon said

when he took out the brass shell received in

wound at San Juan Will two weeks before.

that it would have poisoned me if it had
not been for my pure blood. I told him it

was Hood's Sarsaparilla that made it pure."
Geokge P. Coopeb, Co. G, 25th U. S. Inf..

Washington Barracks, Washington, D. C.

Rheumatism -" Myself and a friend

both suffered from severe attacks of rheu-
matism. Hood's Sarsaparilla cured both.

We would not be without it." Wx. H.
Lesteb. &5 Leonard St., Fall River. Mass.

ZfcfflJA Sauat>a\i(b
Never Disappoints

the Eon-irr-.tatipg and

cathartic :: t*'£e wttg -::!> ^-j^.::..i

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap. No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as insecticide. 50 lb. kegs. C50; 100 lb. kegs,
$4.50. Half barrels. 2T0 lbs., at 3;,c. per lb.;

barrels. 4i5 lbs., at ".tc. Larse quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
514 to 51S S. Randolph St.. Philadelphia, pa.

PRESCOTT'S CARBOLEUM DIP -*

rtort-poisoHOus.
Superior to and cheaper than any other flrst-

class dip on the market. Guaranteed to cure
scab, and to kill ticks and lice in ail lire stock.

We pay freight. S*nd for testimonial booklet
and fall information.

PRESCOTT CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, 0.

WANTED TO SELL

PATENT WAGOU D BUGGY JACK
A simple, cheap and effective de-
vice. Can be seen at the office of
southern Planter.

ft. P. ROUTT.

When you write to an advertiser,

mention The SorrHKRs Plaste*.
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The TORNADO
Hay, Straw, Fod-

der and Ensilage
Cutters. Best in the
world. Buy one
and save feed and
money. A postal

card giving your
a.Mress -_'etsourl899

catalogue and sarn-

pleof corn fodder cut and split up on the Tor-
nado, the king of feed cutters, also Hints on
Ensilage and Silo Building.

W. R.HARRISON s CO., Mfrs., Massillon, 0.

Mention Southern Planter when you write.

ENSILAGE CUTTERS, CORN CRUSHERS,

mm-

FEED (TTTERS, CORN THRESHERS.
Best Work. Greatest Capacity,

Cheapest to Operate.

E. A. PORTER & BROS., Bowling Green, Ky.

CORN FODDER
Is equal in feeding value to
the best hay when prepared by

The Ross
ENSILAGE MACHINERY.

Cuts ensilage, corn fodder,
hay, &c, for feed, and straw fo

baling and beridlnc- Send fo

A Well-Boring

^Outfit
Is easy to manage.
Farmers are success-
ful making wells with
it. Send for circular.

CHAS. E. WYMAN,
Martinsburg, Ind.

LIGHTNING WELL MACHY
IS THE STANDA.RDi
STEAMPUMPS. AIR LIFTS&
GASOLINE ENGINES \3|>4

THE AMERICAN WELl WORKS &U -m
AURORA.ILL.- CHICAGO.- DALLAS,TEX

Single, double or combina-
tion bertm. WlgWi Block,

hoj ud uflrtiM leale*.

OSGOOD SCALE CO.,

»3T Central St., r.ingbwnton.S.Y.

pOULTRYi READ THESE PRICES
H in. wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25
18" " 150" " " 8.00
60 " " 150 " " " 8 75

Other widths in proportion.

Dow Wire WorioCo., LouUvllle, Ky.

TO RAISE HEMP IN VIRGINIA.
Editor Southern Planter :

I desire to arrange with one or move
land owners in Virginia to grow hemp
upon a sufficient scale next season to

prove the full practicability of the indus-

try. I believe there is great profit in it

for the South.
s. 8. Boyce.

Tottenii/lt\ X. Y.

THE SOUTHERN EXPOSITION IN
NEW YORK.

Extraordinary preparations are being
made by the promoters of the Southern
Exposition, which will be held at the
Grand Central Palace in New York city,

October 31st to November 25th, 1899.

This is the first opportunity that an
exhibition of the products, resources and
industries of the South will have been
made in the great metropolis and money
centre of America.

In no better way can the advantages of
the South be shown than by an exhibi-
tion of this kind. It should meet with
the encouragement and co-operation of
the farmer, mechanic, banker, manufac-
turer, and more especially the women
and young men of every State in the
South.

MAGAZINES.
The Forum has a number of articles

of the widest interest, amongst these,
" Tariff Tendencies in Great Britain," by
T G. Bowles. Member of Parliament

;

" Egypt Under Lord Cromer," by the
Hon. T. S. Harrison, U. S. Diploma* ic

Agent in Egypt; "The Civil Service and
the Merit System." by the Hon. Lyman
Gage ;

" Have we Sufficient Gold in Cir-

culation," by R. P. Falkner. This maga-
zine is one that should be taken by all

desiring information on questions of civil

polity and the well-being of the countiy.

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly
has an article by Appleton Morgan on
the Result of the last Five Years of
Legislation against Drunkenness. Two
very surprising concl usions may be drawn
from the author's statistic? : First, that
the fewer the places where liquor is sold

the larger the consumption of liquor;

and, second, that the larger the con-
sumption of liquor the less the drunken
ness. These are not very encouraging
conclusions for the prohibitionists, as

they so flatly contradict their conten-

tions. Prof. Giddings replies to Comp
(roller Coler's article in the June issue

on the Abuse of Public Charity.

Lippincott's complete novel is '• For-
tune's Vassals," by Sarah B. Elliott. In
conception it is original, and in execu-
tion it is romantic and realistic. The
other fiction in the number is striking,

and has some unique features.

The Century is a midsummer and
travel number, and a most delightful

one, as may be gathered from the fol-

lowing selection from the contents:
" Feast D^vs in Little Italy." ''Glimpses
of Wild Life About My 'Cabin." 'The
River of Tea," "The Beau of 'Arriette,

'

' The Churches of Auvergne." "The Peo-

ple of the Reindeer," "Tornadoes," "The

IF YOU COULD
my to do s ell here's how

:

':': y " Electric Steel Wheels
They can't dry out and net loose; they
CAN T SOT OR BREAK DOWN, l'on'tmake
u:iy diit'f ien.:e what wapon you hare we
can fit it. Wheels of any heiphtandany
width of tire. May be the wheels on
your wagon are trood. If they are buy

A SET OF THESE and have two wagons-a low-

one and a hicrh one. tsnd for catalogue, it Is free.

Electric Wheel Co., Box 146, Quincy, Ills*

C
IDER
MACHINERY

BOOMER & B0SCHERT
PRESS CO..

*l fi Vl Iter Street
BTBACI BE, V V

Hog Waterer
for cash from the
n I a n u fa cturers.
Save jobbers' and
dealers' profits.

$1.50, casn win order

B0YER& RADFORD,
Daytan, Ohio.

_ For POULTRYMEN !

r The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best in the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill, Farm Feed

Mills, Power Mills.

Send for Circular and Testimonials.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE
: deliveered by muddy

ipow
Brook water used to pump sprite water

U j—--'tt
Absolute Guarantee.

_ T ' £=I .- li?1̂ lour Money Back If

tYo.i Want lb
Send Your Conditions*

E ENGINE CO., 126 Liberty Street, New York,

Six Steel Tools Free
To every farmer that will induce his hard-

ware merchant to buy one dozen Russell
Staple Pullers from bisjobber. Write at once
for particulars.

RUSSELL HDW. AND IMP. MFG. CO.,

1820 Grand Avenue, KANSAS CITY, MO.

WE DON'T KNOW
PAGE WOVI \ \\ IKK H\l KCO.. AI)RIAX,MICH.

Hill 1
r='tiii -y

Machine $6
that weaves the above

nd many other
Write for cat

McFarland Fence Machine Co., Portland, Ind.. U .SA
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"ALPHA-DE LAVAL"

CREAM SEPARATORS.
Do LaTal Alpha "BabyM
Cream Separators were
tiret and have evrr been
kept best and i

They are guaranteed su-
periortoall iinit;n

Infringement s. Endorsed
by all authorities. More
than 165,000 in use. Sales
ten to one of all others
combined. All styles and
Sizes—$50.- to $'-".'

$5.- to $10.- per cow per
year over any setting
system, and $3.- to $5.-

per cow per year over any
imitating separator.
New and improved ma-

chines for l8i»n. Bend tor
new Catalogue containing
a fund of up-to-date dairy
information.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR GO.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting* Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 17 Frank St.. Rochester. N.

'

HENGH & DRGMGGLD'S ftRAEN
FORCE FEED UHHIK

and Fertilizer Drill

Wheels. Fully (run

I'.mtivily arriirnl" in <|iin.ii-

i :. , <.,-,.- one a trii l and he. eon-
t nc.-.l Agents vim', a. OlrrnUm free. Ad.lr.~s

HUNCH A DIMMIGOLD, >Iir>«, V.irK, Pi

; Axle Crease
used, i

Its wearing quail ties are unsui
tually outlasting 3 bxa. any other brand. \
Not affected by heat. *»v-Get the Genuine. W
<%, FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. ^r4

Mention the Planter to your friends.

Present Situation in Cuba," "Franklin
as Jack of all Trades."

Pt. Nicholas is an excellent number,
and will deliglit the youngsters.

The Cosmopolitan has complete stories

by Frank Stockton, O'Neill Latham,
Churl. - B I 'avis an. I Charles F. Hourke.
Also article •' By Trolly to the Sphinx"
and " Your True Relation to Society.

"

The Arena for July is an educational

number, educational in more than a tech-

nical sense. The reform conference at

Buffalo divides attention with the an-

nual meetingof the National Educational
A— ociation at Los Angeles, and the Ren-
end contents are diversified enough to

attract readers of various tastes and lean-

ings.

The Ladies' Home Journal is a mid-
summer liction number. It has brought
together some of the most popular Btory-

writers and the most capable artists to

illustrate their works.

The Saturday Evening Post is intro-

ducing to the public a new figure in

American literature, Dr. C. T. Brady, of
Pennsylvania. He will begin a new se-

rial story in September called " For the
Freedom of the Sea."

In the American Monthly Review of
Reviews for August the editor comments
on educational conditions in the South,

with reference to the future of both the
white and colored races. In the same
magazine is the address delivered at the
Capon Springs, West Va., conference in

June by Dr. J. L. M. Curry, one of the
foremost educational leaders of the South,
and an active executive officer of the Pea-
body and Slater funds.

In "The Progress of the World," the
editorial department of the Review of
Reviews for August, the questions con-
nected with the Manilla censorship and
Secretary Alger's resignation are dis-

cussed, and also the differences between
Secretary Gage and the Civil Service Re-
form League. There is also some com-
ment on the Buffalo conference of politi-

cal and social reformers.

REPORTS.

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington. D. C. Farmers' Bulletin 95.

Good Roads for Fanners.

Farmers' Bulletin !«>. Raising Sheep
for Mutton.

Farmers' Bulletin 97, Kxperiment Sta-
tion Work.

Farmers' Bulletin 98. Suggestions to
Southern Farmers.

Farmers' Bulletin 100. Hog liaising in
the South.

Agricultural Statistics Relating to
(irain, Cotton, Sugar, Animals, etc

Division of Agrostology, Circular 14
The Velvet Bean.

Office Of Road Inquiry, Circular 33.

Road Improvement in Governors'
Messages.

Fall Grains
need a good start to stand

the winter
; therforc feed

them well in the beginning.

This will produce hardy
plants with plump grain. A
good fertilizer should contain

plenty of

Potash
Potash increases stiffness of

stalk and plumpness of grain.

Our books tilt tht rtst — stntfrtt.

OERMAN KALI WORKS,
93 Nassau Street, New York.

Your troubles

IMPROVED LOW DOWN PENNSYLVANIA

Force Feed Fertilizer
Grain Drill

nnnt doc ami
I
fact as well M in

nd Lightest Dg. Drill BOWS nil kinds
and peas with alitulutts regularity. *

pl.t.- Illustrated catalogue .»r <

;
A. B. FAUQUHAB CO., Ltd., York, Pa

COMMERCIAL HAY

fcV .team poweride. We build )m
mil steel cue. Also make

the best win d for "Baling Pointers." iv-ee.

P. K. DEDERICK'S SONS, 33 Tlvoll St., Albany. N. V.
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VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy Payments. Catalogue Free.

GEO. E. CKAWKORIt & CO., Richmond, Va.

Tn cvnuAunr for * small FflRM in

IU LAUnAlltlC Virginia, Good Property

in Battle Creek, Michigan, a city of twenty
thousand inhabitants. Addles

C. H CONKLIN. 295 31st St.. b, "0.

Virfe ^a Fan.
"8l <:»n application.

Smond, Va.

All prices and siz

WM. B. PIZZINi

Go: "wer Farm
•> ACRES.)

" -ry. Charlotte Co.

F*«MFjaSLt .

iles north
° fences

illdings, 8-roo
" springs. Usui*

•'SS, Pulaski

BEAUTIFUL ETZ . . .

Subui N<\
Situated on R. F. .v: i .

Richmond, in vill&g.

' substantially buii
of t besides closet
detac. 'ise with .

excellen. «*, etc v.

lawn, snaa, '• »ut si.^

of the richest "erco,
Not a foot of \>

owner being com pc
~s in Richmond, .

'St.

•Bargain,"ca.

Cv
'be field

and

U..

The
AND iMPKu
intakes to ii

M Book

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N.

Y. Bulletin 168. Studies and Illus-

trations o" Mushrooms.

Bulletin 10, dies in Milk Secre-

tion.

Bui'
T

170.

Bu
Taerenu

Report on

Mai,

tant a

•'rag o.
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T.
h
f Filston Farm

Jerseys—^-
Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

GLENCOE, MD.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a little "Book of the Herd "

on request.

lYNwnnn herd of jerseys

AT HEAD OF HERD—
OONAN'S TORMENTOR, 22280.

Sire 33 tested daughters, it of these have
tests of 20 lbs. and over iuTdavs. One
Oonan of Riverside has an official lest
341bs.,3oz. in7 days; test it days, lis lbs.,

6oz. She is the largest tested cow ever
bred in Tennessee.

also in use—
PRINCE OF TENNESSEE, 20772.

Sire of HI tested daughters. Grandson
of Oxford Kate; official test, 89 lbs., 12 oz.
7 days.
Record, 45 tested cows in herd, out of

52 in milk, August, 1898.

SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF THE ABOVE
BULLS FOR SALE.

M. M. GARDNER, Prop., Nashville, Tenn.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

> JJjtmv/J\i

THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY HEIFERS

and BULLS.
FOR SALE AT HARD TAN l'MK l-.s.

Blood of the famous Stoke Pogis, St.

tmbert and Coomassie blended,

special attention to breeding my cattle, I have
reached a degree of excellence aol Qrpa

by any herd In the Stale. POLANIi-i 'i 1
1 N

Pigs always on hand. Write for whal yon wan!

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

WALNUT DELL FARM,
A. H. WHITE, Breeder of

Jersey Cattle, Southdown Sheep

. . and Berkshire Pigs .

.

BOCK HILL, YORK COUNTY, S. C.

Ohio Valley Agricultural Association.

Premium list 1899: Fair September 12,

LS and 14. Moundsville, W. Va.

South Carolina State Agricultural and
Uechanical Society. Columbia, S.C. Pre-

mium list for the Fair Nov. 6 to Nov. 10.

KUwanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y.

Catalogue of Strawberries, Bulbs and spe-

cialties.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago,

111. Catalogue No. 94.

F. A. Sinclair, Moltville, N. Y. Cata-

logue of Common-Sense Chairs.

DRY WEATHER AND WAGON
WHEELS.

This is the season when farmers and
others begin to experience the difficulty

and annoyance of having their wagon
wheels dry out. shed their tires, and be-

come shaky and creaky. This condition

means one of several things. Either the

wheels will have to submit to repeated

soakings in water—which but helps on
the general tendency to decay—or the
tires will have to be cut and re set, or re-

set in boiled oil, or a new set of wheels
will have to be purchased. Every one of

these exigencies means expense, and no
permanent good is the result. It is a safe

principle in economy to always shut out
or cut off, if possible, the expensive ele-

ment of repair. That is one reason why
so many people roof their houses and
other buildings with slate. Slate lasts

and obliterates for all time the expense
of periodical repair.

This is no less true of wagon wheels.

If a practically indestructible wheel were
bought in the first place, repairs, with
their attendant expense, would be out of

consideration entirely. Then, too, there

would not be that waste incident to haul-
ing half a load because the wheels were
weak and would not stand more. Surely
the remedy lays in buying wheels so
made that the tires cannot come off from
any possible shrinkage; so that hubs,
spokes and felloes cannot shrink, become
loose, or rot; wheels that are strong
enough at all times to carry any load two
horses can draw with comfort; and,
finally, wheels with broad tires that af-

ford perfect traction and ease of locomo-
tion, without rutting or cutting up the
farm or roads.
Such wheels can be had at a mere

nominal price from the Electric Wheel
1 to., of Quincy, 111. They make a solid
metal wheel, with straight or stagger oval
steel spokes, that will tit any wagon ever
made. Write them for catalogue, prices.

Mt. Pleasant Herd

Shorthorn Cattle
Choice Young Bulls and Heifers For Sale.

&M0S TROUT, Armbrust, Pa.

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
BUCK and EWES from the celebrated

Southdown Flock at Druid Hill Park. Balti-
more. Bid., are now to be had at modera e
prices. Thereis no better blood in the United
States, and the flock is carefully culled each
year of inferior specimens.
For terms, etc., apply to Capt. WM. H.

CASSELL, Superintendent Druid Hill Park,
Bait more, Md. pedigrees given.

EACLE POINT FARM.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY.

Bred from the Choicest Boars and Sows.

Three Months Old. $6; Pair. $ 1 0.

Wm. B.Withers, Roane's, Gloucester, Co.,Va.

FOR SALE...
RED POLLED CATTLE, Poland-

China Pigs, Shropshire Sheep, Driving

and Riding Horses, and Shetland

Ponies.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,

Sam'l B. Woods. Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

'EEDING STOCK..
F 1

tr *s-r-»T» SALE.
25 Steers and 17 Heifers, short two-
year olds for sale. Good grade

stock in thriving condition Apply to

JNO. MATTHEWS, East Richmond, Va.

IM Business Hen
WHITE WYANDOTTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BUFF WYANDOTTES
Bred for Es;gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

"Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes or
Dorkings."

SECOND ON BROILERS.
"Any breed," at BOSTON SHOW-
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator" Eggs, $5 00 per 100.

Stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.
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PAINT TALKS XIX.
"perfect paint.''

There is no such thing as perfection in

this world ; therefore, there is no perfect

paint, and the use of paint is, in itself, an
admission that wood, iron and steel are

not perfect building materials. If they

were they would not require the protec-

tion of paint
But if there is no perfection there is

always a best. The best building is that

which endures the longest, the best paint

is that which gives the best protection

and the longest wear. If ordinary dull

colors satisfy there is nothing superior to

good metallic browns, ochres, lampblack
and graphite for exterior house painting,

and zinc white ground in oil with such
colors will lighten the tint or shade with-
out affecting their durability.

But usually taste requires something
brighter than these dull earth colors and
carbons—a white base, to be tinted or
shaded at will, is generally demanded.
This white base may be either pure white
lead, pure zinc white, a mixture of either
with some "inert" pigment (barytes,

gypsum, etc.), a mixture of lead and zinc,

or combinations of the two with one of
the inert materials.

If pure lead be used it will readily lose

its gloss, darken and chalk or dust off

—

and the dust from it is poisonous. Pure
zinc can be used under proper conditions
by a skillful painter in such wise that it

will come as near being a perfect paint as

any yet devised. Usually, however, such
conditions and skill are not available.

But under no conditions will pure zinc

lose its gloss, change color, or chalk oft".

This fact naturally points to the use of
combinations based on zinc, and nearly
every white or tinted paint in the market
that is not made by a lead corroder is

really such a combination. These paints,
when they bear the name of a known
paint manufacturer, are, generally speak-
ing, superior to pure lead in every respect
and far more economical in the long run.
They do not discolor, chalk off, nor peel
oft', and many of them are guaranteed for

a term of years. They do not require fre-

quent renewal, and when repainting is

thought desirable it is usually more for

the purpose of " freshening up," than for

renewal as the protective quality of the
coating is lost very slowly. Indeed, I

have seen work done with such paint
where at the end of twenty-two years the
paint, for protective purposes, was still in

excellent condition. No one ever saw a
job done with pure lead on the outside of
a building where the paint was not all

dried up and washed away within half
that time, or where the paint had not
lost its protective value in much less than
half that time.
While a perfect paint is unattainable

the best is easily found, for generally
speaking, the best paint is a combination
paint containing zinc white, and the mar
ketis full of such paints.

Stanton Dddlev.

ENSILAGE CUTTERS, Etc.
Messrs. E. A. Porter & Bros., Bowling

Green, Ky., are advertising in another
column their well-known and established
line of Feed Cutters, Crushers, Corn
Threshers, and other implements. Write
for circulars.

GOLD
DUST

THE BEST
Washing Powder

A Union of England and America
THE MUCH MOOTED QUESTION SETTLED.

N. BENJAFIELD, at Motcombe, Shaf-
tesbury. England, and THOS. S. WHITE,
of Lexington, Va.. can explain this
Union. N. Benjafield stands at the top
for thoroughbred English Berkshires in

his country, and as Thos S. White got
his start fiom said Benjafield, then, of
course, the said White has the best blood
in America Fancy Pigs, but not fancy
prices, now before the puplic.

Write to THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

41 Pigs now Ready for Shipment, Some Eeady for Service; Boars and Sows.

HILL TOP STOCK FARM (The home of many PRIZE WINNERS)

Now Offers For Sale RFftlSTFRFn ^—

^

^ Berkshire and Poland-China Hogs,
A Southdown and Shropshire Sheep,

Also B. B. B. Gam*' Chickens and Bronze Turkeys. Our herd of

hogs is better than ever. Some fashionably bred pigs. Our sheep are a grand sight.

Choice Bucks, Ewes and Ewe Lambs. Write for prices, or come and inspect our

stock ; we will meet you at the depot no short notiee.— H. A. S. HAMILTON & CO., Staunton, Va.

Thoroughbred Holstein-Friesians
(Netherlands, Pieterjes, and Clothilde) All

rich, heavy milkers, and typical repre-

sentatives of the breed and strains.

REGISTERED - BERKSHIRES.
"MAYOR OF BILTMORE" Heads my Herd.

«S-Finest Stock at Reasonable Prices. Also

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leg-horn and
Plymouth Fowls.

WRITE ME FOR PRICES.

T.iO. SANDY, Burkeville, Va,
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THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN.

HY MARY W. EARLY.

Some parents, from a mistaken tender-
ness for their children, try to spare them
exertion as far as they can, but this is a
grave error in judgment ; hindering the
development of the child's muscles whilst
fostering that of his selfishness.

A child should be trained to exert him-
self to the extent of his capacity. It is

well to give our children some especial
little duty to perform, and make them
feel the responsibility of it as early as

f>racticable ; for instance, let it be your
ittle girl's office to feed the chickens
and your little boy's to weed the flower-
beds, or any other little tasks (as varying
circumstances may suggest), suitable to
their age and capacity. Make them per-
form these little duties regularly and sys
tematically, as it will be a bad prepara
tion for their after life to allow them to
do their tasks fitfully and irregularly
Often it is far easier to a mother, and
more convenient, to do some little task
herself, than to show a child how to do
it, but the training is vitally important to
the latter.

It is curious and interesting to notice
how early children show the difference
of sex by the difference of their tastes
and dispositions. The little boy, scarcely
escaped from infancy, shows a love for
horses, dogs, athletic sports and adven
tures, foreshadowing the development of

" The wrestling throes that throw the world,"

whilst the little girl with her doll shows
a foreshadowing of her maternity, as with
mysterious instinct she fondles and nes-
tles her doll, and, mother-like, clings to
it more and more fondly, as it becomes
defaced and mutilated. Her attention to
her doll's wardrobe fits her also for an-
other feminine avocation—needlework

—

the rudiments of which she masters ere
she is conscious of it, in the delightful
pastime of sewing for her doll, like the
pretty bud which seems all ornament,
but which conceals within it the germ of
the useful fruit. Little children attribute
life and all human qualities to their
dolls ; and, indeed, they generally do this
to all surrounding objects. A friend of
mine tells me that when she was a little

girl she had a doll she was much attach-
ed to, and she had a vague feeling that it

was alive, or would one day become so.
She kept it in a box in "the attic, and
when she ran up there to get it, one day
on returning from school she was thrown
into a great state of excitement and de-
light by hearing the (atter of little feet
in the box. '-My doll has come to life,

and is walking about," she said to her-
self with ecstacy. Imagine, then, how-
crest-fallen she was, on opening the box,
and discovering a mouse scampering
around it.

The laws of health are far better under-
stood now than they were in " the good
old times;" consequently, children are
not put to school so early nor confined
there so closely as they were formerly.
The world has awakened to the fact that
a sound and vigorous physique is needed
for the reception of a thorough mental
training, and for a life of the fullest use-
fulness. When we realize how immense-

FOR SALE!
Choice Reg. CHESTER WHITE
and the famous 0. I. C. SWINE

ARCHIE C. ROPER,
charlestown, Jefferson Co., w. va.

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, Dorset Sheep,
Berkshire Nogs.

SATISFACTION OR NO PAY.-

E. M. GILXET, Yerona, Baltimore Co., Mil.

CASTALIA HERD of —

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thrive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102.

since ;my advertisement began . . .

I have sold BULLS and HEIFERS to Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and
Pennsylvania. The demand for good cattle is increasing. Ctll on or write to

Visitors met at station.

FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager.
Inquirers are requested not to use postal cards.

MURRAY BOOCOCK,
Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

NOW OFFERS
M KREFOR i» CATTLE.- Calves, entitled to registration, 850 to $75. Calves by " Sir Edward "

grades, $20 to 830.

Ml mil's if IRK Nil III-—Bucks, one vearoldand over. $12.50 to 820. Ewes, one year to three
years' old, 810 to 812. Buck Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15. $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
1 to 15, 85.50.

I'OI.AND-CHI!** HOUS—Pigs, six weeks' old, $5. Pigs, three months, 86.50. Pigs, Ave
monthsand over, $0 to 815.

JUKUNZE TURKEYS.-Palrs, 86; trlos,88.50. Eggs, per sitting, 82.50.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.—Pairs, 82.25; trios, $3; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

HUSCOVY DCCHS.-Patrs, 81.50; trios, 82.25. Eggs, per sitting, $1.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, Is now In the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for 825 the season. Mares boarded at, lowest figures, Colts by William L, Jr.,
21058, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices,
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ly the happiness and usefulness of life

are enhanced by the possession of health,

we should think no pains too great to se-

cure this inestimable blessing for our
children. It is unusual now to see a

child put to school before he is six years
old. Up to that time, it is best to confine
him to oral instruction, and even later

this should be employed as a supplement
and illustration to school training, These
early years a child should spend mostly
in the open air, drawing in the blessed
influences of the fresh air and sunshine,
developing his muscles by active exercise,

and gaining rich pure blood by this

means, as well as by suitable and nour-
ishing food, milk, eggs, fowls, fresh meat,
vegetables and fruit.

The parents and other relations often
go to a great deal of useless expense in

buying a profusion of costly toys for

children, which add little, if anything, to

their happiness. Children become quick-
ly sated with expensive toys, and take
far more pleasure in simple things they
contrive for themselves—witness, for in-

stance, the boy's pleasure in his kite, or
clumsy home-made wagon, or the girl's

satisfaction in her rag doll. Like grown
people, they do not attach much value to

what comes to them lightly, but prize
those things about which they have had
to use some contrivance or exertion. A
profusion of toys tends to make a child
blase: and satiated. Happiness is inhe-
rent in the fresh, innocent nature of
childhood, and needs but little artificial

aid. Give a child affection, sympathy,
patience, and a reasonable amount of lib-

erty, and you will find that a few simple
toys will suffice him, especially if he be
in the country, where children find so
many sources of wonder and delight,
where the advent of the young calves
and lambs in the spring is such an excit
ing and delightful event, whilst the dis-

covery of a hen's nest or of the first cow-
slips or butterflies occasions a greater
thrill and more vivid pleasure than the
most costly toy could do. Artificiality of
any kind is out of keeping with child-
hood, whose greatest charm is its fresh-
ness and simplicity. The elaboration we
see in the clothing of many children is

entirely opposed to good taste and "the
eternal fitness of things." Such clothing
adds nothing to (indeed subtracts from)
the comfort of the child, and does not
even enhance its beauty, for the chief
charm in a child's appearance is a certain
dewy freshness and simplicity, which are
impaired, nay, well nigh destroyed, by
excessive luxury of apparel.

It seems to be an unwritten law, that
the training of children shall fall exclu-
sively on the mothers; and, indeed, for

the first few years of a child's life it is

necessary and proper that almost the en-
tire charge of it should fall on the mother,
but a little later the father ought to as-
sume his share of the care and training
and responsibility of the children. Of
course, he cannot do so to the same ex-
tent as the mother, because he is compar-
atively little at home, but he can give her
valuable help and co-operation, in train-
ing the children, especially the boys,
when the latter begin to get mannish and
unrulv, as they are apt to do at about 10
or 12."

I can plainly discern a difference be-

Ten Selected Hampshiredown Ewe Lambs,

Five Selected Hampshiredown Buck Lamhs,

Devon Ball, Registered, one year old,

Devon Heifer, Registered, one year old.

BRONZE TURKEYS (Wild Tom & Wolf, McClave
and Knapp Hens).

TOULOUSE GOSLINGS 32.50 per pair.

Indian Runner Ducks, Dark Dorkings. B. P. Rocks

ROBERT J. FARRER.
Box 16, Orange, Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

PURE SOUTHDOWN SHEEP
AND BERKSHIRE P1QS.

Mir Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Charlottesville, V.i

POLAND-CHINAS
u
v!:,;^ SHORTHORN CALVES

WOW READY.
«*• Please do not write unless you are
willing to pav more than butchers
price for FIRST-CI.ASS STOCK.

B. B. BUCHANAN, BROWNSBURG, VA.

nvr. ROWE <*3 OO.
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

JERSEY and GUERNSEY CATTLE, both young and old, male and female,

always on hand and for sale.

BERKSHIRE HOGS—Young sons now ready. Pigs, $10 per pair.

BRONZE TURKE\ S, LIGHT BRAHMA, PLYMOUTH ROCK and BROWN
LEGHORN FOWLS. PEK1N DUCKS.

GREAT DANE-MASTIFF PUPPIES, very large, fine guards, 310 each.

SHEPHERD and FOX TERRIER PUPPIES, $5 each.

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state t xactly what is needed.

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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tween children whose parents have joint-
ly tried to train them, and those who
(according to the commonly accepted
idea) have received no training except
from the mother. In the former case
the character seems to be much more
fully and harmoniously developed. Xo
matter bow good and faithful the mother
may be. no matter how sensihle and ju-
dicious, she cannot do her own part and
the father's too. She cannot exercise
both male and female attributes of char
acter. The t>est aLd wisest woman on
earth could raise her childn n far better
with the co-operation of her husband
and he ought not to think he is doing his
whole duty by his children in being the
bread-» inner of the lamily. He ought
to watch over the character of his chil-
dren, as far as opportunity allows, and
try to assist in their mental and moral
development. It is vitally important that
he should strengthen his" wife's influence

]

and authority over them by every means
in his power and especially by h
her. himself, with deference and respect.
If, unfortunately, he should practice a
different demeanor towards her. it will
be very apt to be reflected in his chil-
dren's deportment, and will be a graver
moral injury to them than even to the
wife contemptuously treated.

THE GREAT KIDNEY REMEDY.
Swamp-Root the .Most Important Dis-

covery of the 19th Century.

Among herbal remedies familiar to
readers of the Soutfieri Planter none are
more so than Swamp Root, the great kid-
ney remedy, which is classed among the
most important remedial diseov-
the 19th century.
The imiBe -

remedy for kidney and kindred trouble*
'

is due to the method of placing it before
the public by the manufacturers. I'r.

Kilmer & Co., of Binehamton. X. V..
through whom Swamp Root has become '

a household word, known the world over
as a panacea for one of the most dreaded
diseases humanity suffers from, and the
high standard gained by :

remedy is due to wonderful cures effected
by it in some of the most
cases, where other known remedies had
failed. Swamp Root has been brought
to the attention of sufferers frou.
troubles by legitimate methods of adver-
tising and selling through trade chan-
nels known only as ti

The success gained by it has been
gradual, has not be»n reached bv a claim
that it is a sure cure for all diseases flesh

is heir to; but thai in- for
kidney and other kindred rroahk

y thousands of testimonials from
people in every community, of well-
known standing, and by physicians who
generally use it in Irealment. Swamp
Root is dispensed by all tlmggust* ano
dealers in medicines, aici

ing a free sample has onli l> ser

quest for the same to I>r Kilmer
at Binghan.ton. to n ,.le im-
mediate ly. I>r. K liner, the eminent
physician an :, Koot
has given to ihe world a s;-eciric that has
gained fo r him fame and a name as a
humanitarian.

St. Lambert Jerseys

urne, grand-
er!, and her B -

.-. :oben. have an average
butter reeoi -- :. 3 7 ounces in 7 da\s.

a butter - -.. in 7 days, and
a dail.v milk record of

Several extra-fine Bolls and Heifers f»r sale.

Alto Indian Game. Barrrd P. Roek, White
Leghorn and White Wyawtdotte foxcU.

BOWMONT FARMS, SALEM. VA.

GHSTON STOCK I=HR7VT.

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIX BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JXO. T. DETRICK. Somerset. Va.

WANTED.
FARMERS and BREEDERS to Know

That they can bay the beet Thoroughbred

CATTLE. SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
POT.A VP-CHXN'A. BERKSHIRE
and CHESTER HOGS and PIGS at
Living Prices.

rnnp from White Holland Turkeys. Barred
LuDO Plymouth Rock and S lver Wyan-
dotte Chckens, P-kn Ducks and White
Guineas. Sold In small lots, or at greatly re-

duced prices in lots of 100 more.
If you mean bu-inees, describe your wants.

Highlands Stock and Poultry Farm.
IE B. WILSON. Owner and Proprietor. Fancy Hill. Va.

HENS b
fo
e
r
d LAYING

ing other breeds, we have for several years bred a laying strain of
BARBED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, in addition to oar noted show birds of this breed.

: ride proved the popularity of such a combination of meat, eggs, and strength.
graphic pictures, what others say of us. and fall information,

pries for a short time. Improve your flock, and make It

GEO. HARRISON MORRIS. Ashland. Va.

MBHT*I|N&; HAY PRESS
> Wxost, autataVt ojcul ctooowutcA

SaUsfacltou or uo sale. ^~
KansasuujHuAiPres5 Co,

% Mi 1 1- St Kansas CawMo

.

Mention Southern Planter when youlwrite.
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SCIENTIFIC AIDS.

With a view to encouraging graduates

of colleges receiving aid from the United
States to pursue post graduate studies re-

lating to agriculture, the Secretary of

Agriculture has addressed the following

letter to the presidents of all agricul-

tural colleges

:

U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Office of the Secretary,

Washington, D. C, June 27, 1899.

Dear Sir,—In my annual report to the

President for 189S, I announced my in-

tention of affording opportunities for

graduates of agricultural colleges to pur-

sue post graduate studies in connection

with work in the scientific divisions of

this Department as far as practicable. In
pursuance of this policy I have made an
arrangement with the Civil Service Com-
mission for the registration of the grad-

uates of colleges receiving the benefits of

grants of land or money from the United
States, who may desire to enter the ser-

vice of the Department as "scientific

aids " on the terms stated in the notice of

the Commission.
It seems to me entirely appropriate

that the National Government should
aid the institutions to which it has
already so largely given financial sup-
port in the preparation of their graduates
for posts of usefulness in this Depart-
ment or in the States from which they
come, especially as investigators and
teachers along scientific lines. I hope,
therefore, that the effort which I am now
making in this direction will be but a
beginning of the opening up of opportu-
nities for graduate study at the National
Capital to those of your graduates, who
are especially fitted to do high grade
scientific work. It will, of course, be un-
derstood that under present conditions
the Department can admit only a very
limited number of scientific aids. Our
purpose is to choose from the eligible

register those persons who furnish the
best evidence of having peculiarly good
qualifications for aiding in the work of
the Department now in progress. In
extending this notice, will you kindly
explain to your graduates the necessity
of making a clear and full statement of
their attainments and qualifications in

special lines of science. Correspond-
ence regarding application blanks and
other matters connected with registra-

tion should be had promptly with the
Civil Service Commission.

Very respectfully,

James Wilson, Secretary.

THE TORNADO.
We have received a little paper by this

name, published by W. R. Harrison & Co.,

Maseilon, O., in the interests of their

celebrated "Tornado" Ensilage Cutter.

It also gives a few hints on Silos and
Silage which will prove of value to all

farmers who will send for it. It is circu-

lated gratis.

WAGES VOLUNTARILY ADVANCED
The Osgood Scale Company, Bingham-

ton, N. Y., has generously and voluntarily

raised the wages of its employees ten per
cent., which speaks well not only for the
fairness of the employers, but of the
prosperity of the firm.

Save S5.00 or $6.00^
By buying your Cook Stove di- t
rect from the factory. We manu-

|j

facture some of the best brands «>

of stoves made ; amongst them
|

the celebrated w

FITZ LEE COOK STOVES 1
(made in six sizes). They are

|
unequalled in baking qualities, |
durability, appearance and extra $
large ovens. All stoves guaran- |
teed. !|

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Southern Stove Works
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c

Grapevines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c

ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.

The Most Reliable "Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write u»

if you contemplate planting:. Catalogues tree.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

TAT. T- HOOD «5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.

Blmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole?

Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties

QUIN

f APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES. PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

CES. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES. STRAWBERRIES. ETC.. EVERGREENS.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND 6HRUB8.
^-•POLAND CHINA PIGS/*^"

BRONZE TURKEYS. BROWN LEGHORN AND^
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE,
B

" "hAL^Io'RO^gHESTERF.ELD CO..VA
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PHILADELPHIA EXPOSITION.

The coming National Export Exposi-

tion, to be held in Philadelphia, Septem-
ber 14 to November 30, Bbould jneseasa
vast iltal of interest for t he farmers of

untry, not only as a means of
amusement and recreation, but of in-

struction as well, and it is hoped that the
"sturdy sons of the soil" will make it

their business to attend in large numbers,
and profit by what they will see there of
the wav the world moves outside the ken
of their vision. One of the specially

interesting departments h> the farmer
will be the special department of the Ag-
ricultural Implement Manufacturer^ of

the United States. This will be contained
in a special building erected for that pur-

pose, and located south of the Exposition
buildings proper. The building will be
160x450 feet, and in connection with it

there will be a field of twentv a

the exhibition of road engines threshing
machines, wind mills, fifid machinery,
and other exhibits requiring a l:u.

space to show in operation. Here the
farmer will see all the latest varieties of
modern up to-date labor-saving agricultu
ral machinery, tools, and farming uten-

sils of all sorts. The making of farm ma-
chinery has become a great business and
our facilities have become so enormously
enlarged that we can produce much more
than our farmers can use, so the National
Export Exposition was arranged for the
purpose of bringing the foreign buyer in

contact with the product of American
inventive genius and skilled lahor.

THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY,

Organized 1848, holds i s Twenty-Sixth
Biennial Session at Horticultural Hall,
Philadelphia, September 7 8, 189!>. If

you are interested in the advancement of
fruit culture you are cordially invited to

join the Societv and a'tend this meeting.
Send membership fee to 'he r .

and write the Secretary for program ami
particulars. Biennial memhirshi
Life membership, $20 00 Fine program,
interesting discussions, fruit exhibit, low
railroad fares.

"YOU MAY BEND THE SAPLING,
HIT NOT THE THEE."

When disease ha- become chronic and
deep seated it is often difficult to cure it.

That is the reason why it is beet to take
11 1'a Sanaparilla when disease first

shows itself—in pimples, headaches, in-

digestion, or other troubles which tell of
poor blond, weak stomach, or di-

liver or kidneys. This great medicine
regulates the whole system. It never
disappoints.

Hood's 1'ills are the favorite family
cathartic

TO TAKE THE 9TING OUT OF
BUNBURN.

\ good cure for sunburn is made by
slicing and soaking a cucumber for a few
hours in milk, and bathing the face two
or three time- a day with it. Dry the
face carefully afterward, using a soft

towel.—July Ladies' B

THE IMPLEMENT CO.,
1302-1304 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.

Our NEW STORE and Fine Stow-Rooms

are now stocked with the most stylish lot of

Busies, Carriages

Waffons, Harness,

ever seen in Richmond, to

which we invite inspection.

CIDER and WINE
MILLS,
SORGHUM and CANE
MILLS,
ENSILAGE CUTTERS,
FANNING MILLS,
BALING WIRE.

All Kinds of Improved

Farm Implements.

Cuts and Catalogues on
Application.

THE IMPLEMENT CO., 1302-1304 E. Main St., Richmond, fa.

THE FARMER is INTERESTED in the

ARMOUR ANIMAL FERTILIZER -as

THE FARMER Fowsthe BLOOD and BONE of which it

IS IllcLQc.

He knows this material is best for his land; best for his wheat; best for hi

:>rhis pocket bo.k Armour's Animal Fertilizer camt
m his land; should go back on his land—SO HE PUTS IT BACK AND

IPS.

USE THIS FERTILIZER ON YOUR WHEAT.
THE ARMOUR FERTILIZED .

CHICAGO, ILL. BALTIMO
Library
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REVISED

US I
The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. '

l

"' c

^ "'J"

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va &S 00 $5 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, " " 100 125

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly i 00 4 00

Round Table 100 135
" Bazaar 4 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

The Washington Post 75 1 05

Breeders' Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 2 00 2 25

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00 2 25

.Southern Churchman, " "... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magaziue 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Llpplncott's " 2 50 2 75

Harpers' " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scrlbner's " 3 00 3 25

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " 1 00 1 S5

Strand " 1 25 2 00

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan, " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage ot our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.

Don't hesitate to write us for any Informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other periodi-
cals.

Seed House of the South.

KICKWHKA1.
OATS and

«'A*TF 1KK.II.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS »l

every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in which
are BAGLAXD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

>^W£ ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Kaw-Rone Meal. Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster ami
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to p
Samples sent by mail when desired

(food*

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
IOI6 Main Street

LYNCHBURG, VA.

FARMERS! KS?KK£: FERTILIZERS
Read these analyses and prices.

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE ) "SS&SjJ-
Total Phosphorl j Acid l».t-3 f * oc nn
Total Ammonia 4.83 ) 9 ^O.UU.

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE
]

Phosphoric Acid 11.39 > $25.00.
Ammonia 4.98

Potash 2. J

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.

WE SAVE FARMERS 40 PER CENT, fertilizers.
We sell you direct—actually pay you saleman's expenses and agent's profit. Write for

free samples and book. The Scientific Fertilizer Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
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«. R.B.PENDLETON,
(Successor to Cook & Pendleton)For Sale

At the Big Sales Stable formerly

known as

Davis' Horse Bazaar

1436 E. Franklin St., RICHMOND, VA.

MULES of all sizes and grades, rang-

ing from the small cotton mule
to those of 1200 and 1400

pounds each.

Also Driving, Saddle, Work and
Draught HORSES at popular

prices.

The 2nd Annual Fair *^of ™

VIRGINIA STATE FAIR AND

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

WILL BE HELD *i NORFOLK, VA.
On Tues., Weds., Thurs. and Fri.,

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1899.

GRAND DISPLAY of Agricultural, Horticultural and
Mechanical Products, Live Stock and Poultry.

DAILY PARADES, Civic and Military, and other

attractions.

THE SP.ED PROGRAMME ?„" "S^/ffSr.
splendid carnival of racing, including contests between

Trotters, Pacers and Runners.

For further information, address

W. T GILCHRIST, Pres.

JOHN MARINER,
Treas. and Gen'l Manager

W. E. DILLION,
Secretary.

It£ Hancock Rotary Disc Plow
/S THE GREATEST PLOW ON EARTH

For broadcasting, breaking black prairie or Ted clay lands; for turning under corn or cotton stalks, oat or wheat stubble, Bermuda sod or
Johnson grass, there Is no Implement manufactured which will equal It. It cuts from 12 to 14 inches wide and from 8 to 10 Inches deep, at
the will of the user. It will break up two to three acres a day, and will do It with lighter draft and pulverize the ground better than any
other plow manufactured.

I1IE ftllADAIITCC Every Hancock Rotary Disc Plow to give entire satl faction In any kind of soil or under any conditions, aud
IIC UUHnMIl I EC will replace absolutely I'rceoi charge any part or puts which may break within 12

2,000 SOLD SINCE FEBRUARY, 1898.

ths rrom date of purchase,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Cane ILVTills and Evaporators.
STRONGEST AND HEAVIEST.
NO EXPENSIVE BREAKAGES.
TOP AND BOTTOM JOURNALS

RUN IM B^ASS BOXES.
ENCASED GEARING TO PRE-

VENT ACCIDENTS.
Our EVAPORATOR PANS arc

made of best quality galvanized steel,
or heavy sheet copper, and are thor-
oughly tested before leaving the fac-
tory. Furnaces are made of heavy
sheet and angle steel.

•S-Write for Reduced Prices.

HOCKING VALLEY ENSILAGE AND FEED CUTTERS—Best in Use.

BUCKEYE FEED MILL AND HORSE-POWER—Needed on Every Farm.

HOCKING VALLEY CIDER MILLS, with Wooden Rollers. Do Not Stain or
Impart any Taste to the Juice.

Baling Presses for Hand, Steam, and Horse-Power, Engines, Saw Mills, Grist Hills, Grain Drills, Plows and
Castings of all kinds, Harrows, Corn Shelters, Road Carts, Buggies, Surreys, Farm Wagons, Log Trucks,

Implements, Machinery and Vehicles of every description.

Office and Warerooms, - 1518-20 East Franklin Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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LOVE THE FARM AND FARM HOME.

"The only drawback to any intelligent

country community enjoying educational
and refining privileges is lack of co-ope-

ration between the farmers themselves,"
writes Mrs. John B. Sims, of " Entertain-

ing in the Country," in the July Ladies'

Home Journal. " Whenever a farming
community realize that in themselves lie

the means of educating their sons and
daughters to love the farm and the farm
home, and that because one does not
have the privileges of the town or large

city there is no reason why he should
stagnate either mentally or socially, they
will have solved the problem of how to

live happily and contentedly on a farm."

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

A pinch of salt added to the whites of
eggs makes them whip more easily.

The addition of a little vinegar to the
water in which whitefish is boiled keeps
it firm and a good color.

Hiccoughs niay be cured by pulling the
tongue several times a minute, keeping it

outside the mouth, and then letting it

slip back again.

Tansy is a sure preventive for moths.
Sprinkle the leaves freely about your
woollens and furs, and trie moths will

never get into them.

Lnquibing Boy to his Mother. " Ma,
what did the moths eat before Adam and
Eve wore clothes?"

—

Harper's Bazar.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS-—^
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Lnnis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland
;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima,
and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT A
"i«

l

5r.EJ'aJ?«Kfr
e ROUTE

To STAUNTON, LYNCHBURG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,
RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

Catalogue, with list of farms for sale, may be secured by applying to the following agents

:

C. B. RYAN, A. G. P. A., C. & O. Ry., Cincinnati, O. ; E. B. POPE, Western P. A., C. & O. Ry.,
corner Broad and Chestnut Sts., St. Louis; R. E. PARSONS, Ticket Agent, 253 Fourth Ave.]
Louisville, Ky. ; J. C. TUCKER, General Northern P. A., Big Four Route, 234 Clark Street,'
Chicago, 111,; H. M. BRONSON, Asst. General Passenger Agent, Big Four Route, Indian-
apolis, Ind.; E.O.McCORMICK, Passenger Traffic Manager, Big Four Route, Cincinnati,
Ohio; D. G. EDWARDS, General Passenger Agent, C. H. & D. Ry., Cincinnati, Ohio;
MOULTON HOUK, General Passenger Agent Ohio Central Lines, Toledo, Ohio; or to

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & 0. Ry., Washington, D. C.

We are headquarters for IMPLEMENTS, TOOLS,
BUGGIES, HARNESS, Etc , of every description,

from the best makers.

Four cars of the celebrated MILBURN WAGONS have just arrived.

The Tornado Ensilage Cutter and Shredder is

the best in the world.

GRAIN DRILLS, LAND ROLLERS, CORN

HARVESTERS, GIDER MILLS '. m
a id all other seasonable goods now in full stock. Send for

prices and catalogues.

We are also agents for .

.

ARMMR & CO.'S CELEBRATED FERTILIZERS.

Farmer's Supply Co.,

1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.
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MILWAUKEE Corn Husker and

Fodder Shredder.

Latest Improved BUCKEYE and

HUTCHINSON Cider Mill.

DON'T FORGET I?,

Write for 1899 Prices and Catalogues
I carry a full line of LATEST IMPROVED IMPLEMENTS at all

times, and I can make prices to suit and guarantee all

goods first-class or money refunded.

Symmes Hay Caps. m Superior Grain Drills.

SPECIALTIES!

The Genuine Oliver Chilled

Plows and Repairs.

Genuine Farmer's Friend Plows.

Studebaker and Brown Farm

Wagons, Carts and Buggies,

Land Rollers and Harrows,

Ross Feed Cutters and

Horse Powers,

Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers,

Superior Grain Drills,

Subsoil Plows,

Champion Mowers, Reapers and

Binders, Hay Rakes, and

Twine,

Iron and Wood Pumps,

I. X. L. Wind Mills,

Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn

Huskers and Shredders,

Aultman & Taylor Threshing

Machines, Engines and

Saw-Mills,

Disc Harrows and Disk Cultivators.

All Goods Guaranteed

First-Class.

Farming

Implements

OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Always at Lowest

Prices.

All the merchants in town
claim to sell tin- i Ulver

Plows and Repairs, only .sell

Itatlon, Bfgus, Cheap Goods. The only place
In Richmond, Va , to bay Genuine Oliver Piows and
Repairs Is at lVJs Kasl Main St., of CHAS. E HUNTER

QAQQ ENSILAGE
nUOO MACHINERY.

With or without Traveling

Fted Table.

Swivel or Angle and Straight

Carriers.

\1 o Cill line of

Hand Cutters,

Fodder Shredders,

Corn Shelters,

Tread and Sweep Powers,

Grinding Mills,

Corn Huskers,

Wood Sawing Machinery,

Etc.

The TIGER All-Metal Disc Harrows
with one and two levers.

SCOTCH
HARROWS.

Steel Lever Harrows ; SpriDg-tooth Harrows
all sizes, plain and with levers; Smoothing
Harrows, and anything in the Harrow line
always od hand at bottom prices.

BEMENTand "CONTINENTAL" Disc
Cultivator and Combined Disc

Harrow.

CHAMPION and WHlTELEY Steel
Mowers, Reapers and Binders.

CANE MILLS and

OHATTANOOGA EVAPORATORS.

Prices and Catalogues Furnished.

ELI PRESSES-38 styles and sizes. Baling Wire
and Bale Ties at Lowest Prices.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

Wi THE BEST IN THE COUNTRY!

CHAS. E. HUNTER, 1528 E. Main St., RICHMOND, Va.
.IA M km ' i. 1 1 ENING, of Powhatan Co., Va., Gen'l Manager. HOWARD J. NUCKOLS, of Henrico Co., Va., Salesman.



THOROUGHBRED POULTRY
My stock is from the best to be had at any price.

It is an object to dispose of the product of 1,000

head, at a reasonable price, hence I sell eggs for

hatching at $i oo per setting; three settings, $2.50,

or $500 per 100, of every variety mentioned, ex-

cept Bronze and White Holland Turkeys, and those

are 50 cents each or $5.00 per dozen. Last season
I sold birds in twenty-two different States. I will

promptly give any information, when the inquiry is

accompanied by a stamp for reply, and guarantee
everything as represented, and to please every

customer.

BLACK SPANISH, WHITE WYANDOTTES, LIGHT BRAHMAS,
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES, B. B. R. EXHIBITION GAMES,
SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBURGS, B. B. R. GAME BANTAMS,

BARRED PLY. ROCKS,
PIT GAMES,
BLUE ANDALUSIANS,
BLACK LANGSHANS,
WHITE GUINEAS,
WHITE LEGHORNS,
BROWN LEGHORNS,
BLACK MINORCAS
WHITE MINORCAS,
PEKIN DUCKS.

Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs, from toms weighing over 43 pounds ; hens, 22 to 28 pounds.

Also Mammoth White Holland Turkeys, Belgian Haies—young, $1.00 per pair.

STOC K,
SuRPLUS—Any variety. Cocks and Cockerels, $1.00 each. Hens and Pullets

"
$1.50 each. The very finest Beagle Hounds and Poland-China pigs.

Geo. T. King, Jr.,

RICHMOND, YA.

Telephone 2360. P.O.Boxl.

Public invited to visit my Poultry

Yatda, where they oan see the finest

stock in the South.



j)rthwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
Office of T. W. SONS,

- ANIi MKI.
V. Main and 10 S. 14U

Richmond, Va., Jnlv 11th, 1899.
Mr. T. A. CARY, General Agent, Northwestern Mutual

Life insurance Co., City,

I if :: Sir,—I have just made application to you for an additional policy of life insurance in the
ml Life Insurance Co This, I think, will prove to you that I am well satisfied with

the results from my former policy with that company. The cash dividends which I have received,
have increased each year, and have been very satisfactory. I do not think that any one could make a
better investment. From the results I have experienced with your company, and the knowledge I
have of your business methods and management, I cordially commend the Northwestern to those seeking
life insurance, as the very teat that I know of. Yours verv trulv,

HENRY W. We

T. A. GARY, Gen'l Agt. for Va. and N. C, 1201 Main St., Richmond, Ya.
For lull Information at to cost and plini addreta

Feeds and Feeding, By PR0P
-
HEN«y-

$
.

657 PP. CLOTH.

THE BEST BOOK for FARMERS and
STOCKMEN ever published.

~"^i^— $2.00, Express Paid from Our Office.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, RICHMOND, Va.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"
"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTILIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

»S"We bspecia y recommend ORCHHLLA GUANO *>r GRASS or
CLOVER. It makes it grow where ail other fertilizers fail. It equals

v Bone, at- a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.

*n Planter when vou write.
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We Bind...
Your Magazines, Southern .

.

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.
Satisfactory work guaranteed.

Job Printing Neatly Executed.

S. B. ADKINS & CO,,

RICHMOND, VA.

„ NORFOLK, VA."—Near the Sea.

There are cheap and beautiful homes in

the " Sunny South," near the sea, and
near that thriving seaport city, Norfolk,
Va., for thousands of people who want
happy homes in a mild, healthful, and de-
lightful climate, a kind and productive soil,

the very best markets in the world, the
Tery lowest freight rates, good social, edu-
cational, and religious privileges, and the
greatest number of other both natural and
acquired advantages, to be found in any
Other one section of the Union.

The "Cornucopia " tells yon all about
the beautiful section of country aronnd
Norfolk, Va. Send for (free) sample copies.

Address "Cornucopia," 212 Main St.,

Norfolk, Va.

LEE'S PREPARED AGRICDLTDRAL LIME....
As we have had so seasonable a summer, there is a heavy growth of

VEGETATION. \ow Is your time to use our Prepared Lime.
On account of the war acid phosphate has materially advanced in price,

while we are selling at the same as last season.

We made a small quantity of

SPECIAL WHEAT FERTILIZER
Last fall as a trial on corn land. All who tried it say they had better wheat on
their corn land than they had on tobacco land, on which they used 700 or 800 lbs.

of standard fertilizers to the acre. Write for circulars to*—

A. S. LEE & SON, Richmond, Va.

CHARTERED 1870.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank oners superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, $200,000

Surplus and Profits, $320,000

JNO. P. BRANCH,
President.

JNO. K. BRANCH,
Vice-President.

JOHN F. GLENN,
Cashier.

Directors.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chas. 8. Stringfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W. Soot?, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. S. Buford, R. C. Morton. Andrew
PUzinl, Jr., J. P. George.

>OOOOO0OOOOOO^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Wheat and Grass Crops
'STAR W% BRAND"

GUANO,
McGavock Mixture, Acid Phosphate,

Or DISSOLVED S. C. BONE, Etc.

ALLISON & ADDISON, BRANCH VIRGINIA-

CAROLINA CHEMICAL CO. Richmond, Va.,

—MANUFACTURERS.

!>ee00e0e<*ooettoeooeeax>oe<;
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PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,

TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.

Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts.—XENOPHON.
Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State.--SULLY.

60th Year. Richmond, September, 1899. No. 9.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The season for taking the first steps towards crop-

ping the land for another year having arrived, it is the

part of wisdom for every farmer to review the general

crop situation throughout the country in order that

he may form some idea as to the most judicious use to

make of his land. The wheat crop, as we stated in

our last issue, is a short one—at least 100,000,000

bushels less than that of a year ago. For this there

is likely to be a good European demand as the latest

reports from Russia confirm the rumors of a serious

shortage in the crop there. It would seem, therefore,

wise to sow a full average crop of wheat. The oat

crop is likely to be a large one, but seeing that this

crop in the South is largely used for hay it is always

in order to sow liberally so that there may be some to

cut for hay and some to stand for grain. As the grain

is almost wholly eaten on the farm, the abundance of

the crop in the North and West should not materially

affect the extent of the production. The corn crop

promises to be one of the largest ever grown, but the

demand for it for feeding purposes and for export also

promises to be large. In the South, the yield of this

crop will probably be less than last year, as the con-

ditions in several of the States having an increased

area have been unfavorable. In Virginia, the area

planted was less than last year, and the conditions

have not been uniformly conducive to a large yield.

We anticipate that the corn crop in this State will

be materially less than a year ago, and that what there

is to sell will find a good home market. The condi-

tion of cotton does not favor the forecast of a crop so

large as that of last year, and there is a consequent

hardening of the price. Tobacco is a very variable

crop, and the condition has gone back materially in

some large centres of production within the past sixty

days. The indications now are that the crop will not

be more than the market calls for, especially of the

best types of tobacco. The conclusions to be drawn
from this summary of conditions and prospects are

that, with the increased prosperity of the country,

and the consequent much higher consuming capacity

of our people, it will be well to make provision for

the raising of a full average crop of wheat and oats, an

increased crop of corn, a crop of cotton not larger in

area than that of this year, and an average crop of

tobacco. Outside of these staple crops, there is

room for the production of a larger area of Irish

potatoes, of an average crop of Sweet potatoes,

and of a much increased area of clover, grass and
fodder crops. The livestock interests of the South

were never before so active. More cattle, sheep,

and hogs—and these of a much better type—are

being enquired for daily, and there seems to be an ef-

fort being made to make up some of the heavy leeway

which our recent investigation of conditions disclosed.

If this should materialize, as there is every indication

that it will do, and every inducement in the way of

prices to cause it to do, the demand for feed of all

kinds is likely to be much larger than in the past.
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However, this may be, it is always wise to make pro-

vision for growing an increased area of clover and the

grasses. We have far too much land under arable

cultivation in the South for either the improvement

of the land or of the financial condition of the farmer.

The revived prosperity of the country has made a call

for labor which is going to seriously interfere with the

quantity and cost of that commodity so absolutely

necessary in the cultivation of a large area in worked

crops. This condition can only be met by devoting

more of our laud to the production of grass, and a

much greater attention to livestock. This will un-

doubtedly result in greater improvement in the land,

and, we believe, in greater prosperity to the farmers.

In apportioning the land for the crops for the coming

year, see to it that at least some part of that now un-

der cultivation is seeded down to clover and grass.

"We believe, as we have several times before stated,

that the best way to do this is to seed the grass and

clover alone, and not with a grain crop. If this be

done now, a good crop of hay can be cut next year,

and a better permanent sod be obtained. Hay is go-

ing to be in demand for at least twelve months, as the

crop this year, through the North, East, and South,

has been a very short one. Over a series of years, it

fluctuates less in value than other staple crops.

Although the South produces more than twice as

much hay as it did ten years ago, yet the price, before

the recent advance, was practically the same, and is

now higher than ten years ago. Good hay is always

a safe crop to have in abundance. It is readily mar-

ketable, and, instead of depreciating in quality by

keeping, will, if properly housed, increase in value.

We have known old hay—that is to say, hay four or

five years in the stack—to sell in England for from 25

to 50 per cent, more than new hay, or hay a year old.

Land put into permanent grass is land which, at the

least outlay of labor and money, is going to make the

best net return over a series of years. Grass will, as

the old Scotch laird said of the trees, "Aye grow

while ye're asleeping." It is an economical crop of

labor, and an improving crop of fertility. Seed all

the grass and clover you can, and seed it this month

if possible.

In our last and this issue will be found articles on

the preparation and seeding of the wheat, oat and

grass crops, all of which should have attention this

month, though not necessary that all should be seeded

this month. Winter oats and grass should be seeded

as soon as the land can be got ready in this month

—

indeed, the first half of the month has been found by

our most successful oat growers to be the best time iu

this State for seeding the crop. Further South they

may well be seeded a little later. In seeding oats,

see that the seed is well covered. Much complaiut is

almost every year made of the winter killing of fall

seeded oats. This is mainly caused by the plants be-

ing heaved out of the land and the roots broken, and

not by the cold itself killing the plant. The best

means of preventing this is good covering of the seed,

so that the roots are able to get a good hold of the

land. The seeding of wheat may better be deferred

until the weather is cooler, for fear of injury from the

fly. The first of October is usually early enough, bat

it should be then seeded as quickly as possible. The

early sown crop, after danger of fly is past, is usually

the one that makes the best yield. It has been so uni-

versally this year.

One word as to the quality of the grain to be seeded.

Experiments have conclusively shown that a heavy,

plump seed, whether of wheat or oats, makes a better

yield by several bushels to the acre than poor, thin,

shrivelled seed. It will pay to select the seed and

to blow out all light grain by the fanning mill before

sowing. Eust on both wheat and oats can be almost

absolutely prevented by treating the seed with hot

water before sowing. Put into bags and dip in water

at a temperature of 132° F., holding it there for a few

minutes. The water should not be allowed to become

colder than 130°, or it will not be effective. Spread

out and dry before seeding.

Continue the sowing of crops for winter and early

spring grazing and for early spring cutting. Though

it is late to sow German clover, yet we have known
excellent crops raised from seed sown in September.

When sowing in this month, however, we would al-

ways seed with the clover either oats or rye—prefera-

bly oats. If the clover should be killed out, the oats

will still make a crop to graze and take care of the

fertility in the land. Sow 10 lbs. of clover and three-

fourths of a bushel of oats to the acre. Winter vetches,

sand vetch and turnips may be sown all through the

month. In our last issue will be found full informa-

tion as to these crops. For a winter pasture, a mix-

ture of oats, wheat and rye seeded together, in equal

parts, will be found superior to either crop sown alone,

and, if allowed to stand for grain, will often make a

better yield per acre than either grain sown alone.

As the corn crop matures, see that it is cut and

shocked. Do not wait until the fodder is all dead and

withered, nor waste time in pulling fodder, but, when
the grain is glazed, cut down at the root and set up in

good sized shocks to cure. In this way you will have

both grain and long feed. Eead the article in this

issue by Prof. Henry on the value of corn fodder, and

follow his advice. The corn grown for the silo should
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be cut as soon as well matured—a little earlier than

would be wise to cut it for saving the grain. It is

necessary that it should have plenty of moisture in the

blades and stalks to make it heat quickly, consolidate,

and drive out the air from the silo. In filling, do not

be in too great a hurry. It is better to cut half ;i day
and fill half a day than to go straight along with fill-

ing. The silo will hold more, and the silage will be

better, filled at intervals. See that the corners of the

sillo are kept well filled aud that it is tramped down
at the sides. The centre will take care of itself. When
full, cover with a foot of swamp hay, chaff, or cut

straw—or, better still, cotton-seed hulls. Sprinkle this

freely with water, and in a few days it will have matted

into an air-tight cover, which will effectually preserve

the silage.

On the cotton plantation, let the pickers keep close

up with the picking, so that none of the seed cotton

shall remain on the plants a day longer than necessary.

This will avoid having stained and weather beaten

cotton to sell at a low price. Let the cotton that is

picked when damp be well dried before it is ginned.

All cotton picked before 10 o'clock in the morning, up
to which time it is generally damp, should be emptied

from the picking sacks on to a sheet and be spread out

to the sun and air for a few hours before being packed

away in baskets or sheets for the gin. No gin can

make a good sample from wet cotton. See to it that

whatever kind of bales are made, they are made in

better shape and covered better than has been the cus

torn in the past. Cotton planters have lost millions of

dollars by putting their staple on the market in bad
shape. We believe that the round bale is going to be

the bale of the future, as it has so many points in its

favor, but recognize that at present it is not in favor

with planters from the manner in which the machine

has been introduced. This, however, will be over-

come, and then it will be wondered at that we should

so long have persisted in sending such badly baled

cotton to sell.

See to it that tobacco is cut and cured as it ripens.

It is a risky business leaving tobacco a day longer on

the hill than is necessary. A thunder storm, a hail

storm, or a wind storm can in a few minutes destroy

the whole season's work. No crop is so quickly ruined

by the elements as a tobacco crop. When cut, see that

it is carefully handled and put into competent hands

, to cure. This is the work of an expert, and no other

ought to undertake it. He should know what the

market wants, and what kind of a cure, amongst those

called for, the crop he is handling is capable of making
to the best advantage, aud make this cure, not by rule

of thumb, but by the exercise of his expert knowledge.

A fool can grow tobacco, but it takes a wise and expert

man to cure it so that money can be made from the

crop. This question of tobacco curing is now receiv-

ing the attention of several scientific experts at Wash-
ington, and we shall in all probability know much
more about the problems involved in the subject in a
short time.

Crops of millet, cow-peas, soja beans and second

crops of clover should be cut and cured as they become
ready. Do not let millet stand too long. It should

be cut before the seed forms and be cured without too

much exposure to the sun. We have published so

much matter on curing cow-pea hay that we do not

think it can be necessary for us to say more. Cut
when dry ; let it lay until completely wilted ; then

throw into small cocks and allow to stand from twelve

to twenty-four hours if the weather is good
; then open

out and sun for a few hours and haul to the barn and
pack away tightly, and do not disturb again, however
hot it becomes. There must be neither dew nor rain

on the hay when packed away in the barn, or it will

undoubtedly spoil ; but it should have its natural

green color, and not have lost its leaves from cooking
in the sun.

This is a most favorable month for commencing re-

pairing and cleaning up in and around the heme and
buildings. A few feet of lumber and some nails will

enable you to make comfortable and presentable build-

ings that now look very discreditable ; and if to these

is added either some paint, or some whitewash made
as directed in our last issue, the whole aspect of the
place can be changed. This is a matter in which
Southern people have much to learn. Were they as

careful of their buildings and fences, and kept them
as tidy as the Dutchmen of Pennsylvania or the farm-
ers of the Northern or Middle States, they would add
thousands of dollars to their value and untold comfort
to the owners and occupiers.

WHEAT SEEDING.

In our last issue, we discussed the selection and
preparation of the land for the wheat crop. We pro-

pose now to say something on the question of the fer-

tilizing of the land and the seeding of the crop. An
examination of all the recorded experiments made in

wheat growing in various parts of the country in recent
years confirms the conclusion that the controlling fac-

tor in the production of a good crop of wheat is the
abundance of phosphoric acid present in the soil.

This is entirely in accord with the results of the ex-

periments made at Blacksburg, in this State, where
Prof. Nourse has come to the conclusion that the ap-
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plication of phosphoric acid up to the extent of 213

lbs. to the acre is profitable. Whilst this is the con-

trolling factor, it must not be assumed that nitrogen

and potash are not needed, but that it is not necessary

to supply them in the fertilizer to the extent of their

presence in the crop. In Ohio, the results of experi-

ments go to show that nitrogen is an important factor

and should be largely supplied, but usually this can

be done most economically by seeding on a clover

fallow or after a pea fallow. Some quickly available

nitrogen is, however, most desirable, in order to en-

sure a rapid and vigorous fall growth and abundant

stooling of the crop before the winter frosts. This

can usually be best supplied by a light dressing of

nitrate of soda, say, 50 lbs. to the acre when seeding.

The best wheat soils of this State have usually an

abundance of potash present in their constituent parts,

but much of this is unavailable, and hence we have

complaints of shrivelled grain because, in the fertili

zers commonly applied for the wheat crop—bone and

acid phosphate—no potash is applied, and nothing

used to make available the potash in the soil. We
believe that if lime was applied to these soils at the

rate of from 25 to 50 bushels to the acre some time

previous to the application of the phosphatic fertili-

zers, great advantage would be found to result. In

Maryland this has been found to be the case, and our

own experience confirms us in this view. On light

lands, which are invariably deficient in potash, potash

should be applied in the form of muriate or sulphate

of potash or kainit at the time of seeding, say, to the

extent of 50 or 60 lbs. to the acre of muriate or sul-

phate of potash or 200 lbs. of kainit. The phosphoric

acid, the controlling factor in the fertilizer, can best

be supplied in the form of dissolved bone or acid phos-

phate of a high grade. The advantage in using bone
is that it supplies some 4 or 5 per cent, of nitrogen in

addition to the phosphoric acid, and to that extent

enables the application of nitrate of soda or other

nitrogen fertilizer to be dispensed with. Its disadvan-

tage is its cost as compared with acid phosphate. We
are of opinion that a mixture of the two—dissolved

bone and acid phosphate—in equal parts, would be

found most advantageous and economical. At the

Maryland Station, a fertilizer compounded as follows

gave good results

:

Acid phosphate 1,200 lbs.

Bone tankage 400 "

Nitrate of soda 100 "

Muriate of potash 300 "

This mixture analyzes as follows :

Phosphoric acid !) per cent.

Nitrogen 2 "

Potash 7^ "

And cost, mixed at the Station, about $20 per ton.

It was applied at the rate of 400 lbs. to the acre. On
good, heavy wheat lands, seeding after a clover or pea

fallow, and with lime applied when plowing down the

clover or pea stubble, we think the amount of nitrate

of soda and potash in this fertilizer might well be re-

duced one-half and quite as good results be attained
;

but on light land, and in the absence of a clover or

pea fallow, there is no excess of either nitrogen or

potash—indeed, we think it probable that more nitrate

of soda could be used with advantage. The great

difficulty in using nitrate of soda is its cost—indeed,

this is the case with all nitrogenous fertilizers—hence

the importance of seeding wheat on a clover or pea

fallow, where this comparatively costly fertilizer can

be largely dispensed with. Where the wheat crop is

to be followed by grass, fertilization should be on a

liberal scale, say, at least 400 or 500 lbs. to the acre,

as much of this will remain, after the wheat has taken

what it needs, to help the grass in following years, and
therefore ought not properly to be charged against the

wheat crop. Whenever more than 200 lbs. of fertili-

zer to the acre is applied, we strongly advise that the

larger part of it be sown broadcast, and that only

sufficient to start the crop be drilled in with the seed.

The close contact of seed of any kind and strong com-

mercial fertilizers is always liable to be attended with

risk of injury to the seed and consequent defective

germination.

We had proposed to have said something here as to

the variety of wheat to seed, but have entered so fully

into an examination of the yield of various varieties

in recent tests in reply to an enquiry by Mr. Sam'l B.

Woods, in our Enquirer's Column, that we do not

think it necessary here to do more than refer our read-

ers to that column.

As to the quantity of seed to be sown, we would say

that much depends on the fertility of the land. Highly
fertile land does not require to be seeded so thickly as

land less fertile. From three-quarters of a bushel to

a bushel and a half, according, to fertility of the land,

has been found to give the best results. Do not seed

until risk of damage by fly is past.

HUMUS-MAKING AND FERTILITY-SAVING
CROPS.

After the wheat and oat and early spring forage

crops have been sown, attention should be given to the

seeding of crops to make humus and to conserve the

fertility of the soil. Nearly all land in the South

lacks humus or decayed vegetable matter. This is the

great cause of the want of fertility in our lands, and
its absence cannot be supplied by commercial fertili-

zers. It must be added to the soil either in the form
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of farmyard manure or in crops grown and plowed

down. Until humns is supplied in abundant quantity,

land will bake and run together, and will not form a

warm yet moist and congenial seed bed. The roots of

plants will be unable to permeate it, and they will

suffer quickly from drouth. Humus is the basis of all

fertility. With it present, commercial fertilizers can,

when properly selected for the purpose required, be

used profitably ; without it, their use is rarely profit-

able. Hosv quickly this humus is consumed out of the

soil by the growth of crops few farmers realize, and

hence neglect to provide the means of its replenish-

ment. In experiments made in Minnesota, it was

found that land continuously cropped in wheat lost

1,800 lbs. of humus per acre per year. The annual

loss on land continuously cropped in corn, oats and

barley was about 1 500 lbs. per acre per year. With
this loss of humus went a corresponding loss in nitro-

gen, of which humus is a great source of supply. In

the case of continuous wheat cropping, there was an

annual loss of nitrogen of 140 lbs. per acre over and

above that utilized by the wheat. Lands on which these

losses occurred rapidly became infertile and unproduc-

tive, and yet, on examination, they were found to be

abundantly supplied with phosphoric acid and potash,

and were not made more productive by the application

of commercial fertilizers containing only theso mineral

forms of plant food. With humus restored to the

soil, either from the growth of crops for that purpose

or from farm-yard manure, the lands regained their

fertility.

We see this illustrated every day in the South,

where fields are made productive by the growth of

peas, clover, and other leguminous crops, and grasses

and small grain plowed down in the spring, and by

the application of farm-yard manure. It is for this

reason that we have been so insistent on the impor-

tance of attention being given to live stock raising.

The farmer who raises and keeps live stock of any

kind must of necessity grow crops to feed them with.

This means manure with which to supply humus to

the land.

In the South, in consequence of our mild and short

winters, we can largely grow these humus producing

crops during the winter, or at least well establish that

growth and complete it in our early springs. It is a

wise economy of nature that permits this, for, whilst

thus engaged, we are also doin^ that which saves as

well as creates fertility. A bare soil, especially in a

hot climate, is a soil depreciating in fertility. The
formation of nitrates in the soil, which is the form in

which nitrogen alone is available as a food for plants,

proceeds most rapidly in the late summer and early

fall months. At this time, the call for this plant food

on the part of the summer-growing crops is least ex-

acting, and hence these nitrates accumulate in the soil.

They are, however, most susceptible of being leached

out by the fall and winter rains. The water collected

during the fall from drains in a piece of bare land is

always found to contain large quantities of nitrogen.

On laud on which a young crop is growing this is

found not to be the case. The crop, for its sustenance

and vigorous growth, seizes upon the nitrates in the

soil and assimilates them into its substance, where

they are stored safe from leaching, either to become
food for other crops, if the crop is turned down in the

spring, or if the crop is cut and fed to stock in the

spring to furnish the protein, the muscle and flesh-

forming matter in the food of animals. It will be

seen, therefore, how important it is to avail one's self

of these wise natural laws and to have no bare land

during the winter.

In August and September, German clover, the

grasses, vetches, and turnips and rape should be seeded.

In September and October, winter oats and wheat

should be sown, whilst in October, November, and

even into December, rye may be sown. All these

crops will make at least good root growth during the

fall and winter months, and many of them much top

growth. In the early spring they are ready to at once,

with the first touch of warmth, spring into vigorous

growth, and, long before the farmer in the North can

even think of doing anything in his land, are ready to

afford food for live stock or to be plowed down to

make food for the production of the summer crops.

We urge that farmers should give heed to this mat-

ter and lose no opportunity during the fall months of

getting some crop into the land. Such crops are Sav-

ings banks for the land and for the owner.

THE ARMY WORM IN HENRICO CO., VA.

We have reports of the appearance of this pest at

several places within a short distance from this city.

One gentleman reported to us that the worms had

eaten for him one and a, half acres of millet in three

days.

The parent of the army worm (which is a dark,

almost black, naked caterpillar, about an inch and a

quarter long) is a brown moth with a white spot on

the centre of each forewing. This moth lays the eggs

from which the worms hatch, on the inner side of the

leaves of grass or grain. They are laid most abund-

antly in the thickest tufts of grass. The eggs are

hatched in from ei.ht to ten days, and the worms at

once commence to eat the grass or grain. They reach

full growth in three or four weeks, burrow into the

ground, aud transform into pupa, from which the

moth hatches in about two weeks. In the Southern

States, as many as six broods hatch in a season.
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The worms, when they become numerous, travel

about in search of food, and feed night and day. In

general, they are most numerous in a rainy spring, or

following a season of comparative drouth.

The best means to prevent their doing serious in-

jury is, as soon as they are discovered, to plow three

or four furrows round them, and leave the last furrow

with a straight, deep side against the worms. When
they try to leave the piece of land on which they are

feeding, they will crawl into this furrow, and will not

be able easily to get out. When they have accumu

lated in the furrow, a log should be drawn through it

to crush them, or straw be spread over them, and this

be set on fire every day.

The worms are usually very largely destroyed

by a parasite that attaches itself to them, and eats

them up. This parasite is the maggot of a" small

fly, almost like a house fly, but with a red tip to

its abdomen, called the tachina fly. They are also

killed in large numbers by ground beetles. Wheu-
ever the worms are seen to have little white eggs at-

tached to them, it may be safely concluded that the

tachina fly is getting in its good work, and there will

soon be an end of the trouble.

From these natural causes, it is rare that the worms
are present two years in succession on the same land.

The worms may be killed by Paris green, or other

arsenical poison, being mixed in water and applied to

the grass or grain on which they are feeding, but this

is a large undertaking when they cover a whole field,

as is frequently the case. A roller ruu over the field

is a quicker remedy. The bast means of preventing

the hatching of the eggs is to burn off all grass and
trash in the fall and spring, and give clean cultivation

of all crops.

THE COST OF WHEAT PRODUCTION.

The American Agriculturist has just concluded an

examination into the cost of the production of wheat.

The conclusions arrived at are based on returns made
on the production of the crop in 1898 on 1472 acres of

land located in seventeen different States. Much the

larger proportion of this acreage was in the Western
and Northwestern States. In only five of the States

represented was any fertilizer whatever used in the

production of the crop. A calculation based on such

data can, of course, have but little value in the East

em and Southern States, where the cost of fertiliza

tion is one of the great factors in the production of

the crop. It will, however, serve to show at what
cost the crop can be produced on virgin soil and
the competition which Eastern and Southern grow-

ers have to contend with. The total average cost

per acre, excluding interest on the value of the land

and on the investment in machinery and horses, is

$5.07 ; or, excluding the value of the straw, $5.00 per

acre ; or 26.41 cents per bushel on an average produc-

tion on the land under investigation of 19.2 bushels

per acre. Had the average rate of yield only equalled

the average for the whole country, the cost would have

been 32.4 cents per bushel. Including interest on the

investment in the land and machinery at 6 per cent.,

the cost per bushel was 36.5 cents ; or had the rate of

yield only equalled the average for the country, the

cost would have been 42.9 cents. To show the varia

tion in cost of production, it may be mentioned that,

in Nebraska, the cost was $3.82 per acre, whilst in

Pennsylvania the cost was $27.49 per acre. In Penn-

sylvania, without the cost of fertilization, the expen-

diture was 24 cents per bushel ; in Nebraska, the

expenditure was .199 cents per bushel.

SAVING THE CORN FODDER.
In our last issue, we urged that the practice of pull-

ing fodder should be abandoned and the whole corn

crop be saved by cutting it down at the root. The
following article, by Prof. Henry, the greatest author-

ity on feeds and feeding, is so timely a second to our

advice that we reproduce it from the Breeders' Gazette:

For years past The Gazette has consistently and per-

sistently urged upon its readers the larger use of the

corn plant, pleading that forage as well as grain be
saved and utilized upon the farm. That corn-growers
are coining to this view of the situation is evident
from the greater general interest in the corn forage

question, and each year sees more of the crop put in

shock form than ever before. A great instrument to

this end has been the corn-harvester, which leaves the

forage in bundles ready for shocking. The saving in

actual cost of these machines for the work done may
not be great, but many farmers will perform duties

through the aid of machinery which they would neg-
lect were it equally economical to employ hand labor.

The corn shock, simple as it is, is the ideal form of
placing the stalks for the purpose of ridding them of

the excess moisture. Standing on end, as the stalks

do. with a clear space of some size at the base of the
shock, the air passes in and upward, carrying the
excess moisture with it, so that large shocks can be
made with little chance for mildew or decay.
Corn forage is useful in feeding all farm animals ex-

cept the pig. For horses, especially colts, growing
animals and those not at hard work, there is no better
form of forage, for corn leaves are quite free from dust
and full of nutrition. Often this form of forage can
take the place of much of the expensive hay which is

usually fed to this class of animals. The fattening
steer cannot consume much coarse forage of any kind,
yet, so far as his wants require, there is nothiug better
than cornstalks with their bright leaves. For stock
cattle and young things, let this forage be liberally

supplied in place of the more expensive hay. For
dairy cows, corn-fodder has always ranked high, and
this tact should mark its value for other animals with-
out question.
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When the stockman has come to know of how Xature
disposes of the nutrients in the corn plant, he will

have a higher appreciation of this forage. Let him
first remember, as has been repeatedly told in the
"Feeder's Corner," that corn is a giant grass, the
seeds of which are placed in ear form. We know that
timothy and blue grass bear leaves and stems contain-
ing much nutrition, even though the seeds are formed
in the heads, and no one would think of wasting these
portions of the plant merely because seed has been
borne.

Armsby, of the Pennsylvania Station, some years
since, in studying the disposition of nutrients in crops
of corn grown for grain, determined the data given
below as the average for corn crops grown at four ex-

periment stations

:

Digestible Nctbients.
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their prosperity in any one crop while persistently

ignoring so many other possibilities of income that

crowd up to their very door-sills, is simply insanity

and suicide. Saying this does not argue that wheat
should not continue to be a great staple crop in Kan-
sas, but the wise farmer who would prosper must be
mindful that there are various other products of his

lands besides wheat as steadily and surely profitable,

often too in those inevitable seasons when wheat fails.

"In any section of country where wheat raising is

the main dependence, there is generally an air of

thriftlessness, dilapidation and poor farming, but I

have yet to see the region where improved live-stock,

and especially the cow, was highly developed and
pushed to the fore that did not show thrift, tidiness

and the best types of rural life. Whatever else she

may be, nature made Kansas a stock country, and the

Kansas farmer who shuts his eyes to the fact is blind

and stumbling because unwilling to see.
" The abundance of nutritious grasses, with alfalfa,

the sorghums, barley and the wind-power pump make
easily possible in every western county the dual-pur
pose cow, the beef steer, growthful shote, helpful hen,

the hardiest of horses, and the golden-hoofed, wool-

bearing, meat-yielding sheep, every one a money-
maker. Good stock, home grown and properly
handled, whether horses or hens, never lost their

producer any money in Kansas, while a failure to

make animal husbandry a factor in his operations

keeps many a worthy man poor.

"A right appreciation of the cow early leads to a de-

mand for the creamery, where her product, instead of

making six cent unpalatable grease, and a drudge of the
housewife, becomes a fancy staple, wanted everywhere
at fancy prices. A country of prosperous creameries
invariably becomes a counlry where comfortable,

pleasant home3, live churches, commodious school
houses and big red barns abound, none of which are
conspicuous in any landscape where a wheat field is

the all-dominating feature.
" A moderate diversity that doesn't scatter, intelli-

gently guided, leads to prosperity, but adherence to

one uncertain, soil-robbing crop which gives its

grower employment but two mouths of the year, is

cutting cross lots to the poor-house."

BERMUDA OR WIRE GRASS.
Editor Southern Planter

:

Perhaps of all the grasses that thrive in this part of

the United States, there is none more highly esteemed

or more strongly deprecated than Bermuda grass, or

wire grass, as most farmers name it.

In the pasture field there is no denying that it is a

valuable grass. It is not very early in starting in the

spring, but it generally affords good grazing from the

middle of May till frost comes, on almost any land

but the very poorest. In this neighborhood, it is

pretty well spread over probably ten per cent, of all

the arable lands ; and at this writing (August 18th),

it is looking green and fresh alike on soils of almost

pure sand and clay loam, and is covering stony hill-

sides and clay knolls with a verdure, nutritious and

sweet to all stock. Drought has little effect on irv

only shortening the leaf, and close grazing does it no-

harm. Permanence is one of its chief characteristics,

and special measures must be employed to eradicate it.

Plowing or cultivation often only stimulates its growth,

and, at best, only subdues it temporarily. If Bermuda

grass would yield to the usual methods of cultivation,

nothing but good could be said of it, but from its per-

sistence and ever spreading tendency, it is regarded

unfavorably by the majority of farmers. Where it

has become fully established, the land is at least one-

third harder to plow ; a great deal of extra cultivation

is necessary, and then but few, if any, crops do as well

as they would if the land were free of it.

It is the common impression that it is no use trying

to eradicate wire grass when once it has taken posses-

sion, but I have seen it killed out to the last stem

where it had held the ground to the exclusion of almost

everything else. In April, 1894, we plowed a very

tough wire grass sod, land sandy loam, and sowed two

bushels of corn broadcast to the acre. The corn was

to cut green for the cows when the pasture became

short in midsummer. There was no thought of kill-

ing the wire grass, though it soon became evident that

it was not going to have it all its own way this time.

The wire grass shot up as if determined to hold the

ground against the intruder, but the corn grew too

fast for it, and soon" left it in the shade, though it still

grew and sent long, slender stems towards the light.

We began to cut the corn in July when it was in tassel,

and used it in two weeks. When the shade was gone,

the wire grass at once started to recover its lost ground.

As soon as the corn was finished, the land was plowed

and sowed in corn as before, which grew to about four

feet high, when it was cut to save it from frost. When
the field was plowed the next spring, we were agree-

ably surprised to find that every trace of the wire

grass was gone, and it has not appeared since. Two
years ago we treated a garden lot, which was badly

overrun with wire grass, in the same way, and with a

like result.

A neighbor had a strip of wire grass on clay loam

soil. He sowed it in cow-peas, plowed them under,

and seeded to crimson clover. Both made a good

growth, which resulted in the complete extinction of

the grass.

In 1898, we had a field of chocolate soil in sand

vetch, part of which was badly infested with Bermuda.

The vetches made a dense and heavy growth, and

were allowed to remain on the land till late summer,

when the crop was plowed under. The field was later

sown in wheat. But very little of the wire grass is

left.

From observation, I am inclined to the belief that

the only effective and practical means of exterminat-
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ing Bermuda grass is to shade or smother it out by

some dense and stronger crop.

While it may be shown that it is possible to com-

pletely destroy it in the fields, I would caution any

farmer who has not had personal experience with it to

be careful about introducing it on his farm. Bermuda
grass does not spread from seed in this latitude, but

the root stems may be carried in different ways, and

no matter how much care is used, one will find little

patches here and there over his fields which, from the

unavoidable dragging of plows, harrows, etc., in time

become confluent. Although it can be smothered out

by heavy, shading crops, a few square rods at different

points over the field mean that the whole field must

be treated in the same manner, whether it is profitable

to the owner or not, or means must be planned for

reaching the patches of wire grass through corn,

wheat, or other crop, that they may be treated alone.

Then, in nine cases in ten, the pestiferous stuff will

have gained a root hold along the farm roads, ditches

and fences, from which places it will remain a constant

menace to the contiguous fields.

Albert R. Bellwood.
Chesterfield county, Va.

SWEET CLOVER.

Editor Southern Planter:

The sweet clover (Melilotus alba) is a plant of which
I think we hear too little. It is no respecter of lati-

tudes or longitudes, but flourishes equally in Missis-

sippi or Illinois ; nor does it seem to care in what soil

it chances to find root. I have seen it ten feet high in

the by-ways of the Mississippi delta, and six feet in

sandy roadsides in Iowa, and on gravelly ones in New
York. It springs up very early in spring, and gives

feed before other clovers or spring grasses come, and
cattle and mules and sheep and pigs feed upon it with

avidity. If cut when eighteen inches to two feet high,

it makes excellent fodder, and the yield is good. The
roots go deep, and the severest drouths do not injure

it. It is pleasant to the smell mixed with other hay,

and seems to me an exceedingly valuable plant to oc-

cupy the irregular places of the farm, if not for special

cultivation.

Prof. Tracy, Director of the Mississippi Agricultu-

ral Experiment Station, says that, " as a restorer for

yellow loam and white lime lands, there is no superior,

and should be sown in August and September, or Feb-

ruary and March, half a bushel per acre." S. S. B.

[This clover is no doubt valuable as an improver of
land where other clovers will not flourish, but our ex-

perience of it, and it is that of many others, is that

stock will not eat it unless compelled by hunger to do
so.

—

Ed.]

LUPINES.
Editor Southern Planter

:

Among nitrate produciug plants suitable for green

manuring, lupines have long held a prominent place.

There are three species of cultivated lupines called

respectively blue, yellow and white lupine, after the

color of the flower. All are annuals. Lupines thrive

upon the most sandy and barren soils, where not even

rye will grow. They have very long roots, which

penetrate light soil to the depth of six or eight feet.

These plants are all quite hardy, and, when properly

treated, yield a large amount of vegetable matter,

which is very rich in nitrogen. The growth, however,

is entirely worthless as forage, as it contains a bitter,

poisonous substance called lupulin. Lupines yield a

large amount of large seeds. In Europe, the seeds are

crushed and macerated in water for a day or two.

This washes out the injurious substance, and the resi-

due makes a good food for sheep.

In the United States, land is still so plentiful and

cheap that lupine soils are not considered worth culti-

vating, except in some localities where early vegetables

and stone fruits are grown for market. On better

soils, crimson clover will yield more profit than

lupines. Lupines may be sown in the spring in the

Northern and in fall in the Southern States. The

seed is usually sown broadcast at the rate of 40 to 60

lbs. per acre, and covered in to the depth of 3 to 4

inches. The plants, when suitably fertilized, are

vigorous growers, and one plant spreads out till it oc-

cupies a square yard or more.

The seed of cultivated lupines is nearly all imported,

and costs about ten cents per lb. Like all leguminous

plants, the lupines draw upon the free nitrogen of the

air for the more costly part of their food and fix this

in their tissues, which, when turned under, becomes

available for non nitrogen gathering plants. Chemi-

cal analyses show that one ton of green lupines con-

tain, of nitrogen, 8.8 lbs.; phosphoric acid, 6 lbs.;

potash, 17.3 lbs. The average growth on well ferti-

lized soil is six tons per acre, which, at the prices of

commercial fertilizer, makes the fertilizing value per

acre worth about $20.00. Of this $20.00, $8.00 repre-

sents the value of the nitrogen taken from the atmos-

phere ;
$1.80 is the value of the contained phosphoric

acid, and $10.38 that of the potash. Both the latter

substances must come from the soil. As the very

sandy soils upon which lupines are ordinarily grown
contain naturally scarcely a trace of either phosphoric

acid or potash, both these substances must be supplied

in the fertilizer or it will not pay to grow lupines.

A good fertilizer for lupines is acid phosphate, 600

to 800 lbs. per acre ; kainit, 800 to 1,200 lbs.; or mu-
riate of potash, 200 to 300 lbs. Lime and marl are

also needed where a permanent improvement of the

soil is desired.

Gerald McCarthy, Botanist.

A. C. Experiment Station.
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FODDER PULLINa AND CATTLE ON THE
EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter :

My previous communication was only intended to

show that your estimate of the cost of pulled fodder

was erroneous—namely, seventy cents per hundred
pounds—so that Prof. Massey's criticism in the July

number of your journal was misdirected.

I do not know euough about the Eastern Shore of

Maryland, where the Professor was born, to form an

accurate opinion of methods to be observed there

;

but this part of the peninsula I have known for fortv-

five years. The result of my observation and experi-

ence convinces me that at present the dairy business

cannot be made profitable here. I will give you a few

reasons therefor : Competition with the Western and
other creameries. Fine butter is now brought to the

villages of more uniform quality than that produced

by individual producers, and at a sufficiently low
price to prevent profitable domestic production. For
example, butter from Delaware creameries is sold at

Cape Charles usually for 25 cents per lb. This is the

retail price. The producer would have to sell to the

retailer for a less sum or peddle out his wares himself.

As he could not be certain of furnishing regular

quantities or qualities, the consumer would give the

preference to one who could furnish both. The time

occupied in peddling from farm-house to farm house

could be more profitably employed in trucking. The
Professor was evidently born before the era of rail-

roads, and he has failed to take into consideration the

revolutions they have effected in nearly all local in-

dustries.

I find also that many farmers who are not butter

producers prefer to purchase butterine and similar

compounds, because they do not spoil so readily.

Another reason is the absence of springs or running
streams. There are few such in this part of the penin-

sula. In my case, the nearest fresh water stream is

three miles distant, and that a small and irregular one.

Ice cannot be provided because of their absence. For
my domestic purpose, I have a spigot screwed in the

wooden pump just below the spout. A rubber hose

conducts a portion of the water every time the pump
is used into a trough in the dairy with a regulation

overflow. This, of course, has a limited application.

An additional reason is the long fly-season, which
gives the animals no rest, hence limiting the milk

supply.

Another reason is the difficulty of procuring intel-

ligent help. When men can find employment for

themselves and families picking trucks at double

wages, we cannot procure regular nor efficient milkers.

The labor is too exacting to suit the colored gentle-

man, and white men will not condescend to "niggers'

work."

If we are to ship milk or cream to Norfolk and

vicinity, we could only ship once on Sunday. Nor

can we rely on permaneut pastures, because, to use

the language of Prof. Massey, no matter what sorts of

grass seed are sown, the ultimate result is Bermuda

grass or

Carex, species without end,

What you're here for is not kenned,
Your betters you defy

;

Where the feet of sheep have trod.

There is found your sedge grass sod,

When the corn's laid by.

I know that soiling and ensilage have taken the

place largely of pasturage. But I do not believe the

silo is suited to this climate, and even in the dairy

regions, I understand, the creameries make their con-

tracts with the farmers to exclude ensilage as feed.

In considering a proper method of cultivating in

any locality, it is well to remember the advice of the

old Roman, Cicero or Cato, I forget which, that the

newcomer should be very careful in innovating upon

the practices of the natives.

Within my recollection, many Northern people have

come here to teach the natives, but it goes without

saying that every one of them not only failed to teach,

but failed to succeed where they failed to learn.

Notwithstanding what I have urged, I think it

would pay our agriculturists here to give more atten-

tion to cattle. I sold a five months' calf in Philadel-

phia this spring for $12.46 net. More cattle^ more

milk ; more milk, more pigs ; more stock, more manure

and humus, both of which we all agree is the only

basis for ultimate successful agriculture.

Geo. C. Hennixg.
Northampton county, Va.

ALFALFA GROWING IN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter:

The idea is general that alfalfa is not a profitable

crop here in the South and East. We read wonderful

accounts of alfalfa in the West—that it will stand

many years ; can be cut three to six times a year,

yieldiug a ton or more of hay to the acre at each cut-

ting, and that it is equal in quality to the very best

red clover hay.

The Planter has tried to interest us in the great ad-

vantage to be gained in growing this crop, but it, even,

has found it necessary to go to the West for examples
to show us what it will do, for, up to the present, few

of us have tried to grow alfalfa. We have been too

generous in letting the Western farmer enjoy it all to

himself when we ought to be sharing its benefits.
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Now, it is not supposed for a moment that alfalfa will

do as well in Virginia as in California, Colorado, or

Kansas, though it is evident, from occasional plantings

that are made, where properly done, that it could be

advantageously added to our list of forage crops.

It was my pleasure this summer to visit Mr. M. A.

Cogbill, of Chesterfield Courthouse, Va., who is man-

aging his farm in a way that could be very profitably

imitated. One of the crops grown is alfalfa. From
Mr. Cogbill's account of it, and from its appearance

in the field and as hay, the crop is well worthy of trial

by others. The oldest piece has been sown nine years,

and for eight years has yielded, on an average, four

cuttings annually, running from half a ton to a ton to

the acre at each cutting. Think of that, farmer

friends. Two and a half tons of the very best hay to

the acre, and only one plowing and one seeding in

nine years, and this not on rich alluvial soil, but on

sandy loam of about two feet in depth', underlaid by a

red clay subsoil ! Land of this character would not

be considered favorable to alfalfa, yet right there is

clear evidence that on such situations it is a very pro-

fitable crop. There are a hundred thousand acres of

just such land, cleared, in Virginia producing little or

nothing, and owned by farmers who are always short

of hay.

Mr. C.'s success has not been attained by sowing the

seed in any kind of way. He likely would have made
a failure if he had. The land is deeply plowed and

worked down until it is fine enough for a garden. The

seed is sown in the early part of September. A heavy

seeding is given, more than is generally advised, and

lightly covered.

I have not told it all, but have given Mr. Cogbill's

full address, hoping that he may get so many inquiries

about alfalfa that he will be induced to answer in an

article in The Planter, which I know would confer

great good on the Southern farmer.

Chesterfield county, Va. Albeet R. Bellwood.

[We hope Mr. Cogbill will favor us with an article

on this subject. It is one calculated to be of great ad-

vantage to the South.

—

Ed.]

Fall plow and turn under and cover everything on

the surface if possible. If there is not time for the

plow, then at least go over with the disc, and, if too

late for vetches, sow rye, even if only half a bushel of

seed is sown. It will serve to hold and employ the

soil and prepare it for spring crops, and may be fed

off or turned under.

Do not fail to mention the Southern Planter in corre-

sponding with advertisers.

ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than the 15th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Artichokes— Fruit Rotting—Borers in Peach Trees

—

Twig Blight.

Mention is made in a late issue of utilizing artichoke

stalks for fodder. At what stage should they be cut,

so it will not interfere with the ripening and develop-

ment of the tuber?
Is there absolutely no known remedy for twig blight

in apple trees beyond cutting and burning the parts ?

Why is it that in this tidewater section so much
fruit—apples, peaches and plums—rot on the tree! Is

this special to the section, and will proper spraying

prevent it?

In regard to peach trees, much is said as to the cir-

cumventing of the borer with washes on the base and
impaling with wire in his recesses. Still the peach
trees continue fragile. Can old trees oozing with gam
and infested with rotten fruit be made healthy, and
what connection may the borer have with the exuding
gum all over the branches remote from the trunk, as

investigation reveals no borer there? If not the borer,

what causes all this exudation, and in turn, has this

exudation any connection with the rotting of the fruit ?

Is there any swift remedy for that angular pest

known as the squash bug ?

Warwick Co., Va. Warwick.

I have not had any experience in the use of artichoke

stalks for fodder, and from what I know of them, had

as leave try stick weeds. In fact, I take no stock in

the notion of filling the land with weeds like artichokes

that are far poorer as food for anything than a great

many other useful plants. Artichoke tops may be

about as good as the weed sachaline, about which so

much was said a few seasons ago ; but I regard them

both simply as weeds. I know from experience that

in a clay soil one will have a hard time to get rid of

the artichoke. I suppose that I would cut the stalks

on the dark of the moon in August, as that is the time

the moon philosophers say things are most easily

killed, and my object would be to kill them as speed-

ily as possible.

No remedy is known for the twig blight, I am sorry

to say. The rot of fruit is caused by a fungous growth,

and the practice of leaving the mummied fruit to hang

on the trees or to lie on the ground, is responsible for

the continued spread of the trouble ; for the rotten

fruit contains the spores, or reproductive bodies of the

fungus. Collect all the decayed fruit and burn it, and

then spray the trees during the early spring, before

growth begins, with Bordeaux mixture, in full strength.

Afterwards spray with a very weak solution. In fact,

we have not found how weak to make it to avoid in-
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jury to the leaves. It is very hard to fiud any spray
that will not cut the leaves of the peach, but a great

deal of the rot may be prevented by spraying when
dormant. The best way to prevent the access of the

borer into the peach tree after clearing the trees of

those already there, is to scrape the earth away from
the base down to the crown of the roots, and apply a

thick wash of hydraulic cement for a foot or more
above the ground, and then return the earth. A
party in this State has patented a protector made of a
split earthenware tile to be placed around the tree

and wired together. This has been found a perfect

protection, and also a guard against sun scald. The
exudation of gum at the base of the tree is evidence
that the borer is at work there. The squash bug
(Diabroiica vittata) I have found most easily driven
by dusting.bone dust on the young plants as soon as
they emerge from the ground, and renewing it as often
as washed off till the plants are strong.

W. P. Massey.

Hemp—Rust Proof Oats—Preserving Manure,

We have read with deep interest the reports in re-
cent issues of the Southern Planter of the experiments
now being made in Virginia with hemp. If it proves
a suitable crop for our Southern country, it will be a
blessed substitute for cotton, which is now raised at
little or no profit to us.

A reference to the map will inform you of our lati-
tude. Do you advise the cultivation of 50 to 100 acres
of hemp, or do you consider that experiments have
not yet proved its adaptability to our soil ?

Would artesian water be suitable to treat the dried
hemp for fibre?

We have no bottom land, but our lands are good-
better than the average, and have been well fertilized
for eight to ten years.
We are somewhat skeptical about the hemp matter,

for we believe that if it was a good crop for the South,
our agricultural colleges would have tested it thor-
oughly before now.
Has it ever been grown and cured successfully in

the Southern States? If so, where?
Is the winter gray turf oat a rust proof oat?
In Hoard's Dairyman May 12, 1899, page 255, a corre-

spondent suggests the use of dissolved South Carolina
rock or phosphate—one pound per day for each ani-
mal—in saving the manure. We keep the manure in
our stalls, only removing it once a year. The stalls
are kept well littered, and we can detect no smell of
escaping ammonia.
Do you suppose it is intended by the correspondent

to recommend the sprinkling of one pound of acid
phosphate (acid phosphate without potash) in each stall
daily, and do you recommend it? "A. B. C."

In the sense of being immune to the attacks of the
fungus making what is called rust, no oats or wheat
are rust proof. It is thought that the red rust proof
oats are more resistant than other varieties.

In regard to the use of acid phosphate to prevent

loss of ammonia in manure, there is no doubt that the

presence in it of a large percentage of calcium sulphate

and generally some free sulphuric acid, will have a

good effect in preventing the carbonating of the am-

monia. But you are also right in the opinion that

there is little loss from manure tramped down in the

stalls with abundance of litter. When this is loosened

up and thrown out, it should be hauled to the field at

once, for the heating will soon be violent in the piles.

Whether a sprinkling of acid phosphate daily in the

stalls would prevent this entirely, I think is doubtful.

Where it is not practicable to haul out mauure and
spread it as fast as made, the next best thing is to let

it remain in the stalls and use plenty of absorbent.

I have seen hemp growing in the West, but have

never grown any myself. It needs the richest of soil,

and, except in limited localities, I fear that there is

little prospect for success south of Kentucky. Cotton

can be grown on land that would never produce hemp
enough to pay for the cultivation. Of course, there is

no reason why those who wish to do so may not exper-

iment, but my opinion is from observing the crop in

the best hemp regions of Missouri and Kentucky. I

believe there is more money for you in five cent cotton.

W. F. Massey.

Crops and Rotation for Small Farms in Southside
Virginia.

The excellent advice you give to farmers who read
The Southern Planter has caused a discussion amongst
my friends, settlers coming from Germany, Switzer-
land, Austria, with many who come from the Eastern,
Western and Northern parts of the United States.

The main question discussed was : What should a
farmer, who owns but from 20 to 40 acres, raise in this

section (Lunenburg, Prince Edward and Charlotte
counties) to get the greatest return for his labor ? I
was requested to ask your advice and to formulate the
following questions

:

1. Is there any cheaper and quicker way to bring
the laud up to the highest state of fertility than the
proper use of acid phosphate and kainit or other potr
ash salts, with the sowing of cow-peas, soja beans, vel-

vet beans or the clovers on all lands laying idle suffi-

cient time to get a crop from the above? Where the
soil is washed, or shallow, will steady fall plowing and
subsoiling gradually produce a deep productive soil t
Is subsoiling to be done every year ? All our lands
here have clay subsoil. We have the red, grey, yel-
low soils on the upland and the dark sandy loams on
the bottoms.

2. What do you advise to plant in the way of veg
etables to be sold in the market? Will not late veg-
etables be more profitable for this section ? In a ra-
dius or 20 miles we have some five or six towns with
a population of from 250 to 4,000. Petersburg is some
48 miles, Richmond 65 miles, Norfolk 138 miles.
Trains leave at 3 A. M. and 6 A. M.

3. What apples, peaches, pears, plums, grapes do
you advise for this section—to be planted out as a com-
mercial enterprise ?
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4. In planting out large orchards will it do any
harm to pasture hogs in them the first year from
planting! Suppose the farm is subdivided into sev-

eral fields, will it be better instead of planting corn

to sow Canada field peas, vetches, cow-peas, soja

beans, crimson clovers'! Would you advise selling

the hogs alive, or dressed, or salted or smoked"? We
know how to make excellent sausages.

5. Kindly recommend a rotation for a 20 and a 40

acre farm for fruit, vegetables and tobacco, and enough
feed for some necessary stock, a rotation to gradually

improve the land, and so that, the receipts from the

farm will cover the cost of fertilizers necessary.

I sign in the name of some 40 new settlers of this

section.

Lunenburg Co., Va. Joseph Frank.

As to what a farmer on a small farm should give

his attention to depends so much on local conditions,

the kind of soil, and the man himself, that it is hardly

possible to advise intelligently as a rule.

(1). I know of no way by which a worn soil can be

so quickly and economically restored to productive-

ness as by the use of the mineral forms of plant food

applied to the production of peas or other legumes,

while at the same time giving attention to the perfect

preparation and cultivation of the soil. Not that

these legumes should be used solely as green manure,

or that the land should thereby lie idle, but that they

be used for the feeding of live stock and the making

of manure. Fall plowing in your latitude will be the

best means for the deepening and improvement of the

land, provided some winter growing crop is sown on

it, but fall plowing, with the soil left bare in winter,

will cause it to lose rather than gain fertility. On a

good red or yellow clay subsoil, the fall plowing

should be accompanied with the subsoil plow to loosen

the clay and leave it in situ. The dark sandy bottoms

should not be subsoiled as a rule.

(2). Here too is a hard question to answer. A full

supply for the local markets, running from early to

late, will probably meet the local conditions more
profitably. At the same time it will pay as a rule to

grow something for the larger cities as early as you

can get them. Of course you cannot get these things

as early as those south of you, but each section com-

monly has its turn at the markets, and the later ones

sometimes pay best.

(3). On this subject I advise you to take the advice

of the nearest good nurseryman. There are firms at

Richmond advertising in the Planter who can advise

you better for your section than I can.

(4). The pasturing of hogs on legumes in the

orchards will do no harm, but the young trees should

be well cultivated till July before sowing these crops,

as they will take too much of the soil moisture away
from the trees in the early part of the season. Hogs
fattened on the farm can be more profitably used by

turning them into smoked hams and bacon. The fur-

ther the article produced is carried from the condition

of a raw product the greater usually the profit. Finely

cured and smoked hams always command a good

price. The turning of a portion of the meat into good

sausages is also far better than selling the whole hog

alive.

(5). Here is another difficult matter to decide. Men

coming into a new location cannot as a rule ignore the

money crop of that section. New comers in the South

are apt to decide at once that they will not grow cot-

ton or tobacco even when they settle in a cotton or a

tobacco section. I would suggest that if the money

crop of your section is, as I suppose tobacco, you

should arranse the rotation so that the other crops will

come in as a help to the development of the land for

tobacco.

I would suggest a short rotation of three years,

outside the orchard lands, which will have to be

treated by themselves. Corn, with cow-peas sown

among it at last working, and all the available manure

scattered on the corn. Tobacco should occupy part

of this field, and be fertilized with commercial fertil-

izers. Follow the corn and tobacco with wheat or

winter oats, or both, and on these use for a while acid

phosphate and kainit or muriate of potash. As soon

as the grain is cut, sow cow peas on the stubble, helped

with some acid phosphate and a little potash. Cut

these for hay, and on the stubble, after running a cut-

away harrow over it, sow crimson clover for a winter

cover. Turn this in spring, after hauling all the ma-

nure available on the part to go into corn, and plant

in corn and tobacco again, putting the manure and

the corn on the part that had tobacco the previous

round. As the land improves so that red clover may

be grown, seed red clover on the small grain and

lengthen the rotation a year so as to cut a crop of

clover hay, and then pasture it before manuring and

returning to corn and tobacco. This is, however,

merely suggestive, for each must work out a great

deal for himself, and something will depend on the

amount of land devoted to vegetables. These, while

the trees are young, can be well grown in the orchard

in the early part of the season, after which the orchard

should have peas sown in it for the benefit of the trees

the following season.
W. F. Massey.

Crimson Clover—Fertilizer for Irish Potatoes.

I see your valuable articles in the Southern Planter

quite often (though not as often as I would like). I

feel like I am acquainted with you. Please permit
me to seek some information from you.

1. I have about six acres of land sown with crimson
clover last September ; has not been plowed since

;

did intend to put it in corn last June, but the land
was too hard. Now the weeds are three feet high,
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and a perfect stand of crimson clover. Should the rag

weed be cut off and expose the young clover to the

hot suns of August and Septembei 1 If let stand. I

fear the clover will be smothered out.

2. Will you be so kind as to give me a good guano
formula for Irish potatoes (spriug crop . to cost far

less than the factories charge, which is $33 to $35 T

Can you tell me what has become of the "Xo Fence
Law"" which was in the Court of Appeal last winter?

We farmers can never prosper if we are to keep up
fences all around the farm. I have been watching the

Southern Planter, hoping to see that we are at liberty

to pull down our outside fences. We want every man
to keep his stock on his own land and off the county

roads. It is too much expense every year to keep up
long lines of fence. I want to fence in my stock, not

my crops.

Please send me your bulletin on farm improvement,
and any other information on farming will be thank-

fully received. G. R. Bunting.

Suffolk, Va.

We would set a mower to cnt rather high and mow
the weeds off. They will do far more harm than the

sun will. The cut weeds will have to be removed or

the clover may be smothered worse. You will find

that the following will be a good fertilizer for the

early potato crop : Acid phosphate, 1,000 lbs.; cotton

seed meal, 400 lbs.; nitrate of soda, 200 lbs.; muriate

of potash, 400 lbs., to make a ton. Perhaps the editor

can tell you about the fate of your "no fence law." I

trust that you may succeed in getting one.

W. F. Massey.

[The appeal taken on the "no fence case" is still

waiting a hearing by the court. It is expected to be

reached during the fall sittings.

—

Ed.]

Fruit Rotting—Grass Mixture for Sandy Bottom
Land.

Will you kindly give me the following information

through The Southern Planter :

1. For the past two years my fruit, especially

peaches, have rotted very badly. They commence to

rot before grown. Cau you tell me the cause and give

me remedy or means of prevention t

2. Please advise best grass mixture or grass for

sandy and loamy bottom lands on Dan River. I wish

the grass for hay.

Pittsylvania Co., Va. W. J.

1. The peaches have rotted through the attacks of a

fungous disease that is all too common everywhere.

Regular spraying is nowadays the price of fruit of

any kind. Then you should carefully gather all the

rotten peaches and burn them, for they contain the

spores of the fungus for another season. Spray the

trees before the buds open with Bordeaux mixture.

If any spraying is done after the tre?s are in leaf, the

mixture must be made very weak, for it is hard to

avoid cutting the foliage of the peach with any spray

I have ever tried. The ordinary strength of Bordeaux

mixture will cut holes in the leaves as though the

shot-hole fungus had been at work. I took nearly all

the leaves off a large lot of trees last year with a very

weak solution of Bordeaux mixture. It can be used

full strength before growth begins, and this will to

some extent check the rot, particularly if no rotten

peaches are allowed to remain in the orchard.

2. For your sandy bottom lands I would use a mix-

ture of Red Top and Tall Meadow Fescue or Randall

grass, as it is called in Southwest Virginia, with a fair

seeding of clover. Sow a heavy lot of seed if you want

a good sod.
W. F. Massey.

Celery Growing.

Will you please give me, through the Southern

Planter, some information as to the culture of celery,

and especially how to keep it after frost! I have
some nice strong plants growing, but have never at-

tempted to raise it before. A. E. W.
Gladstone, Va.

It would take a long article to fully describe the

culture of celery in the South. We have always found

that it is best grown in beds, with the plants set in

rows across the bed a foot apart and eleven plants in

a row, six iuches apart. The beds are earthed up as

the celery grows, a space eight feet wide being left

between the beds for soil. The sides of the bed are

carried up six inches outside the ends of the rows,

making the beds then six feet wide. As the weather

gets cold, the beds are entirely covered with soil and

then with pine leaves, and some cornstalks thrown

over to keep the leaves from being blown away. A
good coat of leaves will be sufficient protection for the

winter, and celery left where it grows is always more
crisp than that lifted and stored. Dig as wanted in

winter. W. F. Massey.

Fertilizer for Wheat.

Tou will please give a fertilizer for wheat In Sep-
tember number of Southern Planter. This wheat is to

go on corn land, and to be followed with grass.

I know this request is a little late, but compliance
with same will will oblige,

Charlottesville, Va. N. E. Hayes.

I believe you will find that the following will fit

your case. But it would have been better had you
given your residence and the character of your land.

In some cases, I would suggest nothing but acid

phosphate for the wheat crop, while in other cases,

and on other soils, a complete fertilizer will be better.

Assuming that your soil needs a complete fertilizer, I

would suggest, acid phosphate, 1,200 lb?.; cotton seed

meal, 600 lbs., and muriate of potash, 200 lbs., to

make a ton. Use of this, 300 lbs. per acre.

W. F. Massey.
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Grass for Name.

I send by mail today some seed. Please through
your valuable columns give name and the nutritive

value, if any. C. G. Thigpen.
Edgecombe county, N. C.

From the imperfect specimen sent, it looks like the

tall meadow oat grass, but the awns are not quite as

in that species. If you want a grass identified, send

a pressed specimen of the entire plant, roots and all,

when in bloom. It can then be more positively iden-

tified. On closer examination, the seed head looks

more like Trisetum palustre, a small growing nutritive

grass of no great value. But from the condition of

the fragment sent, it is impossible to be positive as to

the grass from which it comes.
W. P. Massey.

Plant for Name.

Will you please inform me through the columns of

the Southern Planter whether or not the enclosed plant

is Japan clover, and, if so, its value as a feeding crop?
I have large quantities growing wild on my place, es-

pecially in the wheat and clover fields. If it is Japan
clover, how should it be treated ? If not, how can it

be exterminated ? G. E. Detwiler.
Amelia county, Va.

The plant is not Japanese clover, but a native plant,

the Trifolium arvense, commonly called rabbit foot

clover, or buffalo clover. It grows on thin, sandy

soil, and has little value. Japan clover, Lespedeza

striata, grows best on strong clay land. It is not a

true clover, but belongs to the legume class.

W. F. Massey.

Grass for Name.
Editor Southern Planter

:

I hand you a couple of stalks of a grass which ap-

pears to me quite valuable for poor, sandy soils. It

is tenacious and not easily killed. It is probably just

as good for good soils, as it grows rank or slender in

proportion to fertility and moisture.

Staten Island, N. Y. S. S. B.

Tours of August 16th, with the enclosed specimen

of grass, at hand. The plant in question is known
commonly as "Nimble Will" (Muhlenbergia diffusa,

Schreb.) It furnishes a limited amount of forage, but

is of no economic value. A near relative of this

species occurs in considerable abundance in some por-

tions of the West, and often furnishes a considerable

amount of hay, which is highly prized by stockmen.

It is known as wild timothy, and is Muhlenb^rgia glome-

rata of the Manuals. Thomas A. Williams.
Acting Agrostologist.

German Millet as Feed.

I would like you, in your next month's issue, to let

me know if German millet feed is injurious to animals.
A gentleman here asserts that he has lost ten head of

cattle out of a herd of thirty, simply by feeding on

millet hay, and expects to lose more of them. Again,
another gentleman feeds a large number of mules on
the millet hay and the animals appear to be in perfect
health. Kindly enlighten us on the subject. I have
a large area in millet, but would prefer to make litter

of the same if by feeding it I run any risk of fatal

results. A. Wheteen.
Caroline county, Va.

We have fed German millet to both horses and cows
without any ill-effects, and know many others who
every year feed it largely without exptriencing any
injury from so doing. Much, however, depends on
the condition of the crop when cut for hay as to its

safety as a feed. It should always be cut before the

seed forms and before it has become woody. The
danger in feeding it, where experienced, is almost al-

ways caused by the hard awns on the ripened seed,

which mat together in the stomach of the animal,

forming balls, which cannot be parted with. The seed

also is a powerful diuretic, and therefore injurious to

most animals when fed continuously. Millet should

be fed in combination with other long fodder, and not

alone. Professor Williams, the Assistant Agrostolo-

gist of the Department of Agriculture, in a recently

issued bulletin, says : "In some sections of the coun-

try, the foxtail millets have gained the reputation of

being injurious to certain kinds of stock, and are

therefore regarded with suspicion by many farmers

and stockmen. Like many other forage plants, these

millets become very harsh and woody with age, and
are then difficult of thorough mastication and hard to

digest. Then, too, at this stage of growth, the beards

are stiff and harsh, and are not only difficult to di

gest, but produce more or less irritation in the diges-

tive tract of the animal, and sometimes unite with

other indigestible substances, forming compact balls

in the stomach, ultimately causing death. This diffi-

culty may be avoided by cutting the hay in proper

season. No more trouble seems to have been experi-

enced in feeding the millets in the fresh state than with

any other succulent forage. Most of the injury has

arisen from feeding the hay in large quantities with

little or no grain or forage, and for extended periods.

At the North Dakota Experiment Station, an extended

experiment was recently conducted to determine what,

if any, deleterious effects would result to horses from

a continued diet, in which millet hay replaced that

ordinarily used in the ration. The animals were

grained, watered, and otherwise cared for as usual.

At the end of the experiment, Dr. Hinebauch, the

veterinarian of the Station, concluded that millet,

when used alone as a coarse food, is injurious to

horses— first, in producing an increased action of the

kidneys ; second, in causing lameness and swelling of

the joints ; third, in producing infusion of blood into

the joints ; fourth, in destroying the texture of the
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bone. reDderiDg it softer and less tenacious, so that

traction causes the ligaments and muscles to be torn

loose. These results seem to show conclusively that.

under certain conditions, millet hay becomes injurious

to horses, at least, if not to other stock also. This

agrees, too, with the general experience of farmers

and stockmen, that a long continued diet of millet

hay. particularly hay in poor condition, tends to

weaken horses and unfit them for doing bard work.

Again, both immature and overripe foxtail millet is

said to produce abortion in brood mares and cows, but

this has not been established experimentally. More
recently. Prof. Ladd, of the same Experiment Statiou,

has made a chemical study of millet hay. in which he

succeeded in isolating a glucoside, which he calls

setarian, and which, from its physiological action on
mice, rats and young cats, he concludes to be the cause

of the injury to horses and other stock. Millet, in

any stage of growth, acts as a laxative aud diuretic.

At times the action is more pronounced than at others.

This hay, cut while the plauts are quite young, seems

to be most strongly laxative, while overripe hay is

most strongly diuretic. However, if the hay is cut at

the right stage of growth, and properly cured, the

action in either case will not be sufficient to lead to

serious results, if other hay or coarse forage is fed

along with the millet. One feed of millet hay per day
for work horses and one or two for other stock is suffi-

cient, and, when fed in this manner, the millet acts as

a stimulant and alterative, and tends to produce and
maintain a healthy condition of the animals."

Do not waste your millet hay by converting it into

litter. If it has been cut at the proper period of

growth and cured properly, you have a valuable feed

crop, which you may feed to all stock in reasonable

quantity without any fear of injury.

—

Ed.

Varieties of Wheat.
What seed wheat is the heaviest yielder for high

and well drained clay soils? Are smooth heavier
yielders than bearded wheats

!

Albemarle county, Ya. Sam'l P>. Woods.

At Blacksburg Experiment Station, as the result of

five years' tests, the following varieties were found best

adapted to the high heavy wheat lands of that section.

viz : Tuscan Island, Fulcaster, Tasmanian. Fultz. and
Poole. Each of these varieties produced, on an aver-

age of two years, over 25 bushels to the acre. At the

Pennsylvania Experiment Station this year, the six

varieties giving the highest yield were Royal Red
ClawsoD, 26.87 bus.; Forty Fold or Gold Coii

bu<.: Dawson's Golden Chaff. 26.43 bus.; Century.

25.71 boa.; Rochester Red, 25.40 bus.: Reliable

bus. Twenty-two varieties were tested, the average

yield being 22.02 bus. There was an average differ-

ence of 3.02 bus. between the smooth and bearded va-

rieties in favor of the smooth. About one fourth of

the grain was winter killed, which accounts for the

small average yield, it being only about two thirds of

the usual yield at the Station. The Pennsylvania

Station reported, in 1S97, that of the varieties tested

eight years at the Station, the average yield of the

first five was as follows : Reliable. 32.70 bus.; Fulcas-

ter. 32.10 bus.: Ontario Wonder. 31.19 bus.: Wyan-
dotte Red, 30.66 bus.; and Dietz Longberry Red,

30.64 bus.

At the Maryland Experiment Station, of twenty

varieties under test over six years, fourteen gave aver-

age yields of over 30 bushels per acre in the following

order : Fultz. 36.1 bus.; Lebanon. 35.5 bus.: Egyptian,

34.3 bus.: Wisconsin Triumph, 33. S bus.: Tuscan

Island, 33.5 bus.: Currell's Prolific. 32.6 bus.: Beal,

32.5 bus.; Badger, 31.9 bus.: Garfield. 31.6 bus.:

Dietz. 31.4 bus. : Extra Early Oakley. 31.1 bus. : Jones'

Square Head, 30.09 bus.: Finley, 32.5 bus.: Lehigh,

30 bus.

As to the relative yield of smooth and bearded

wheats, the Pennsylvania Experiment Station reported

in lt>97 that the average yield for seven years of twelve

bearded varieties was 29. S" bushels, and the average

yield for the same time of twenty smooth varieties was
29.91 bushels—practically the same.

Of the wheats whose yields are given above, the

following are smooth : Fultz, Wisconsin Triumph,

Currell's Prolific. Badger, Garfield, Extra Early Oak-
ley, Jones' Square Head. Finley. Ontario Wonder,
Wyandotte Red. Red Clawson, Gold Coin, Dawson's
Golden Chaff, Rochester Red, and Poole. The re-

mainder named are bearded wheats. A comparison

of the respective yields can readily be made.

—

Ed.

Raising Hogs.

I have been living here on a large farm for eighteen
years and can only make a poor living. I have an
idea that I can make hog raising profitable by sowing
rye. winter oats and wheat in the fall of the year, and
follow in spring with. oats. Canada peas, black peas,
and peanuts ; turn hogs on the rye field in May, then
on oats and wheat and peas, and so on. Will the
plan be a good one

!

2. Will it injure brood sows to live on green rye and
oats? At the present price of corn and pork. I can't
make it profitable to raise hogs and feed on corn alone.

Jamcj City county, Ya. Wm. X. Morriss.

The raising and feeding of hogs in the South cannot

be made profitable on corn alone, nor is it -a proper
food to feed alone to young and growing hogs. It is

of much too heating a nature, and is. in our opinion,

largely the cause of much of the disease and loss

which we now have amongst our hogs. Hogs can,

however, be raised and fed cheaper in the South than
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in any other section of the country, if proper crops

are grown for them. Eye, oats and wheat, however,

alone will not enable this to be done. They are not

sufficiently nutritive in those constituents required to

make bone and muscle aud flesh, which are so essential

in the building up of the frames of the hogs. The
leguminous crops, such as Canada peas, cow peas,

German and red clover, and vetches, which are rich

in protein, which makes flesh and muscle and bone,

should be grown, upon which to pasture the hogs

until they have largely attained their growth, and

these should be supplemented by sorghum, corn, arti-

chokes and peanuts, and then only a little hard corn

will be needed to be fed to finish the feeding. In

your section, you should sow German clover and win-

ter oats, and either the common vetch or the sand

vetch, and winter oats or rye at this season of the year.

These will give you a winter and early spring pasture.

In January or February, you should sow Canada peas

and oats. This will give you a pasture to follow the

first crops. In April, sow some sorghum and corn
;

this will give you feed to follow the Canada peas. In

May and June, sow cow-peas. These will give you a

pasture to follow the sorghum and corn. Plant, also

in May, artichokes and peanuts. These will give you

feed in the fall up to the time when you want to finish

off the hogs with hard corn. In this way, you will

be able to carry the hogs all the year on growing

crops, which they will largely hardest for themselves.

With these crops, and plenty of fitsh spring water to

drink, the hogs will thrive and keep healthy.

—

Ed.

Harvesting Carrots.

Please tell me in the September issue when and how
to take up carrots, and also how to keep them in cold
weather. Mine are the giant variety, I believe, and
were sown about the 15th of June.

Bertie County, N. C.

Carrots will continue to grow until hard frosts set

in—indeed, they will make their best growth during

the cool weather of the fall and early winter months.

When severe weather may be expected, the carrots

should be dug or plowed out of the ground, and the

tops be cut off and the roots be stored in a cellar or in

a pie or heap. If stored in a cellar, they keep in the

best condition packed in sand. If stored in a pie or

heap, they should be covered first with straw or pine

tags and then with five or six inches of soil beaten

solid to throw off the rain.

—

Ed.

Fertilizer for Wheat.

I wish to ask you a few questions, aud hope you can
answer them in your next issue of the Planter.

I have ahout twenty acres of new land that has
been cultivated three years that I wish to sow in wheat
and grass this fall. Will finish breaking the land this

we,ek and want to harrow it several times during this
and next month, and about the first of October I pro-
pose to sow it in wheat and grass seed. I have about
four tons of hard wood ashes that are good. I propose
to mix the ashes in equal parts with pure animal fine
ground bone aud sow about -100 lbs. per acre. Is that
a good fertilizer for the crop named, or can you sug-
gest something better at about the same cost ? I want
to sow timothy and orchard grass seed this fall aud
clover in the spring, and want to use the land for a
permanent pasture. I believe on my land, from a
trial, that animal bone is better for grass than the
S C. phosphate, but it will not make as much wheat.
I think it might do better if it was sown on land for a
term of years, so as to get a good lot of it in the land,
as I think it is slow to dissolve so that it can be taken
up by the plants. The land I write you about sowing
made a little over 13 bushels wheat per acre this year,
and it was very dry in April and May.

Albemarle county, Va. W. A. Marshall.
The mixture of wood ashes and animal bone will

make an excellent fertilizer for the wheat and grass.

For the wheat alone, it would probably be better if

the phosphoric acid was derived from a mixture of

acid phosphate made from S. C. rock and animal bone.

The phosphoric acid is more readily and quickly

available for the crop in acid phosphate than in ani-

mal bone, but the animal bone is the more enduring
and permanent improver of the land, and will help

the grass much longer. We would suggest that, as

you want the field for a permanent pasture, that instead

of seeding timothy, you should seed tall meadow oat

grass with the orchard grass and clover. Timothy is

not a pasture grass. It is a bulbous rooted grass

which is quickly killed out by grazing, while the tall

meadow oat grass makes excellent hay and grazing.

—

Ed.

How to keep Cakes from Sticking on a Griddle.

If you know of any way to keep cakes from sticking
on a soapstone griddle, without the use of grease,
please let us know it in your next issue.

Davidson county, N. O. P. Norton.

Cut an Irish potato in half and rub the griddle when
warming with the juice from the cut side. This we
know is effective on an iron griddle, and assume it will

be so on soapstone.

—

Ed.

CHINCH BUGS.

Where wheat, oats or corn have been infested with
chinch bugs, the stubble and all trash on the fields

should uow be burnt, and thus destroy all the eggs and
larvae still remaining on the fields. Where a crop has
been badly infested, it is well also to burn the chaff

and trash from the threshing machines and from about
the cutting machines where the crop has been cut and
filled into the silo. If these precautions are taken, it

will do much to guard against trouble next year from
the same cause.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
This month on the track farm and in the garden and

orchard is usually a busy one. The summer crops

have to be harvested and marketed or stored for win-

ter use as they mature, whilst the fall and winter

crops require to be seeded or set out. When gather-

ing the summer and fall crops see that they are care

fully sorted OTer and all defective or injured fruits op

vegetables placed to themselves. These should never

be shipped to market or be stored away for winter

use, but be used at once in the household or be fed to

6tock, or in the case of fruit, be converted into jam.

Vegetables to be stored for winter use, should not be

stored in too great quantities iu one heap or bin, as

they will heat when first stored, and the damp arising

from this heating cannot be effectually driven off

where the heaps or bins are too large. This will then

cause them to rot. A cellar where an equable tempe-

rature—say six or eight degrees above the freezing

point—can be maintained, is the best place in which to

store roots of all kind. Failing this, store them in a

pie or heap and cover with straw and soil. Fruits

and onions keep best stored in a frost proof house or

room above the ground, which should be well venti-

lated and the contents be stored on slatted shelves or

slatted bins to ensure the passage of air through them.

Kale and spinach for the winter crops should be

seeded during this month. The seed for these crops

should be sown where the plants are to grow. Make

the land moderately rich and sow in rows wide enongh

apart to permit of cultivation. The Norfolk Savoy is

the best spinach to sow. and for kale, the Norfolk or

Green Curled Scotch. Twenty pounds of spinach seed

will sow an acre, and from 4 to 6 lbs. of kale seed will

ired for the same area.

Lettuce seed should be sown for transplanting for

winter shipping. Sow where it can be protected and

transplant when ready into well prepared land made

moderately rich. There is much money to be made in

growing lettuce in cold frames during the winter

;

therefore, see to it that you have frames got ready

and an abundance of plants raised to fill the frames.

Wood's Cabbage and Big Boston are good varieties

to sow.

Radishes mav continue to be sown for fall use.

The land intended for winter cabbage and broccoli

should be got ready by being deeply plowed and finely

broken. It should be very heavily fertilized with

barn-yard manure and commercial fertilizers, as it is

almost impossible to make land too rich for cabbage.

The commercial fertilizer used should be rich in pot

ash. a mixture of. say. 300 lbs. of nitrate of soda, 760

lbs. of cotton-seed meal, 700 lbs. of acid phosphate,

and 250 lbs. of muriate of potash, is a proper one to

use to supplement the farm-yard manure. Apply at

the rate of from 500 to 1,000 lbs. to the acre. The ma-

nure and fertilizer should be well worked into the

land before setting out the plants. The latter part of

October and the beginning of November is usually

early enough to set out cabbages.

Onion sets should be planted. The White Potato or

Multiplier is the variety usually planted. These

should be set out in rows fifteen to eighteen inches

apart and six to nine inches apart in the row and

be covered lightly with soil. The Eirly White

Pearl is a fine variety to grow for early shipping, and

may be planted much closer in the rows than the

Potato or Multiplier. Onions love rich soil, therefore

do not stint the manure and fertilizer, which should

be of about the same composition as for cabbage.

' Turnips for bulbs and for salad may be sown all

through the month.

All laud should be plowed as it becomes cleared of

crops, and where not wanted for any particular winter

crop, should be seeded at once with a mixture of Ger-

man clover, vetches and oats, so as to ensure a cover

during the winter to conserve the fertility.

Seed should be sown this month for the cabbage and

broccoli plants required. The beds should be made

moderately rich and be capable of beinp protected by

mats or sash in case of long continued wet weather.

Do not sow too thickly, or the plants will get drawn

and spindly. Jersey Wakefield is one of the best

varieties of cabbage to sow. White Cape broccoli is

the best variety of broccoli to grow. Broccoli is a

hardy species of cauliflower, and should sell well in

psring.

VIRGINIA FRUIT AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

Editor Southern Planter:

I am desirous of making a practical suggestion

through the columns of your valuable journal, with

regard to the fruit interests of Virginia, that, strange

to say, seems to have been entirely overlooked by our

fruit growers, the advantages of which will, I am
sure, at once be very apparent, especially to those in-

terested in extending our fruit market, and also as a

means of spreading far and wide the already well-
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deserved reputation of our most excellent Pippin

apple. I think we are justly entitled to a special

representation in the Fruit Department at the coming

Paris Exposition. I am especially anxious that we

should avail ourselves of this valuable opportunity,

not only on account of our many and varied fruit in-

terests here, but more particularly as a means of dis-

playing the many excellent qualities of the Pippin

apple. We are all interested, as a matter of fact, in

the growth and development of the Pippin apple in

Virginia, and, as a matter of fact, also, we are more

deeply interested in extending our foreign markets

;

and this we can successfully do by taking advantage

of the coming Exposition.

I would suggest that two of the most prominent

fruit growers of the State be selected to take charge

of our interest at the Exposition ; the necessary ex-

penses of the exhibition to be borne by the State.

This, of course, could be managed by the House of

Delegates this fall.

I will be glad to hear from any interested on this

point, and have their ideas and suggestions.

Nelson, Va. Arthur T. Ewing.

In connection with the above suggestion, which we
heartily endorse, we append a circular on this subject,

just received from the Department of Agriculture, to

which we invite the attention of all fruit growers.

—

Ed.

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C, August 10, 1899. '

Dear Sir,—In view of the growing importance of

our fruit industry, and the prospective large commer-
cial surplus of certain of our fruits, the Paris Exposi-
tion of 1900 is deemed an excellent opportunity to

acquaint European consumers with the beauty and
general excellence of our fruit products.

Under the Act of Congress of July 1st, 1898, the
Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to prepare
suitable exhibits of the agricultural products of the
States and Territories of the United States, including
those mentioned in Groups VII, VIII, and X, of the
French Classification tAgriculture, Horticulture, and
Food Products), the same to be exhibited under the
control and the direction of the Commissioner General.

Under this authority, it is therefore proposed to make
representative exhibits of American horticultural

products, particularly of such as are obtainable in

quantity, and likely to be in demand abroad.
Arrangements are being made for representative

exhibits of canned, preserved and evaporated fruits,

jellies, fruit juices, etc., as well as of canned vegeta-

bles, pickles, and other prepared articles of horticul-

tural origin.

To call special attention to the great variety of

fruits now procurable in the United States in quanti-

ties sufficient for the export trade, it is proposed to

install and to maintain, during the entire period of

the Exposition, a representative exhibit of American
fresh fruits. To accomplish this, it will be necessary
to provide a supply of choice specimens of the more
durable fruits (such as winter apples, pears, citrus

fruits, cranberries, nuts, etc.), of the crop of the
present season (1>>99) for display at the opening of the
Exposition and until the specimens of the crop of the
year 1900 are available. It is intended that all the
more important fruit growing districts of the United
States shall be represented in this exhibit, and the
active co-operation of growers and other persons in-

terested is therefore solicited.

Tou are cordially invited to participate in this ex-
hibit by contributing specimen fruits of the crop of
1899, grown either by yourself or others in your sec-

tion, and to prepare to send choice specimens of such
varieties as you may desire to exhibit of the crop of
1900 as they mature. The exhibit will be collective,
but each contributor will receive the fullest credit for
what he shows, and the same consideration from the
Jury of Awards that he would have if individual
space were allotted him. Collections made by States,
horticultural societies, boards of trade, shipping as-

sociations, railroad companies, etc., will have the
same consideration as those from individuals.

KINDS OF FRUITS DESIRED.

1. As the kinds of fruit grown in the different parts
of the country differ widely in number, season and
character, it is suggested that for the opening exhibit
(of the crop of 1899), only such varieties be chosen
as possess special merit as market, dessert, or culinary
fruits in your section. Special attention should be
given to standard varieties that are likely to keep
well and be adapted to the requirements of the export
trade.

Small lots of choice specimens of promising new or
little known varieties are also desirable and may be
included.

SELECTION OF SPECIMENS.

2. All specimens for exhibition should be selected
early in the picking season, as it is of great importance
that the specimens be not overripe when shipped.
Symmetrical, well grown specimens that are character-
istic of the variety in the region should be given the
preference to such as are overgrown or abnormal in
other respects. Apples and pears should be picked
as soon as the seeds turn brown, even if they have not
attained full color. All specimens must be hand-
picked, preferably into padded baskets, and must be
free from bruises. They must have their stems at-

tached and be free from insect injury or fungous dis-

ease to be entitled to shipment to Paris. In no case
should specimens be rubbed or polished.

QUANTITY.

3. To allow for loss in storage and in transit, a quan-
tity of specimens of each variety should be provided
of the crop of 1899. In general, not less than one
peck of a standard variety of apples, or one-half peck
of a standard variety of pear, should be sent by an
exhibitor. In case of a promising new sort or a little

known variety, as few as ten specimens may be for-

warded, if in perfect condition. Where collections

are made in localities that grow but few varieties, and
those on a large scale, at least one barrel of each
variety should be provided, though the fruit may be in
small lots furnished by different individual exhibitors.

OARE AND PACKING OF SPECIMENS.

4. After being picked, the fruit should be handled
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with the utmost rare and shielded from exposure to

heat or frost. When the collection of specimens is

completed, they should be double wrapped with paper
and carefully packed in layers in clean, new apple
barrels or boxes. The several lots iu each package
should be separated from each other by large sheets of

paper, and each should be labeled with the name of

the variety, the locality, and the name and address of

both grower and collector.

Labels aud wrapping paper will be furnished to in-

tending exhibitors without charge upon application.

SHIPMENT.

5. Each package should be plainly marked with
name of shipper aud nature of contents, aud forwarded
by express <>r fast freight to such storage point as shall

be hereafter designated. It is probable that exhibits
of this character will be assembled at two or more
storage centres, to be held uutil date of final shipment.
In this case, your exhibit will be ordered shipped to

the most accessible point. Shipping labels, properly
addressed, will be furnished.

In order to complete the uecessary arrangements for

the forwarding and reception of exhibits, it is impor-
tant that you indicate at an early date the probable
number of varieties and quantitj of specimens that
yon will desire to contribute and the approximate date
when they will be ready for shipment.
Pho:ographic exhibits that illustrate characteristic

features of the horticulture of your region are also de-
sired, and circulars of information concerning such
will be sent on application.

All correspondence on horticultural exhibits should
be addressed to G. B. Brackett, Horticultural Expert,
Division of Pomology, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D. C, who will furnish all necessary
information.

For the Secretary of Agriculture :

Charles Eichards Dodge,
Approved : Representative and Director.

Ferdinand W. Peck,
Comm issioner- General.

SAVINg SWEET POTATOES.
Two years ago I was given the following directions,

said to have been tested by the North Carolina Experi-
ment Station, for saving sweet potatoes, and I have
twice found the same a success

:

Dig the potatoes upbn a dry day, as soon as the
frost has killed the vines, letting them lay in the sun
to dry until just before night. Then take them up
tenderly, throwing aside all bruised ones, and put
them in piles upon pine straw a foot deep placed under
a shed. Cover the pile a foot thick with pine straw
and Let lie until the sweat has dried off. Then cover
with six to eight inches of earth and beat smooth and'
keep dry. Make the piles so small that each entire

heap can be aril used when opened. Where pine
needles eannot be obtained, fine straw, chaff, etc.,

may be used ins' en 1. 8. S. B.

THE APPLE CROP.
The American Apple Shippers' Association met at

Detroit recently, with an attendance estimated at a
hundred. The report of the statistician shows the fol-

lowing percentage of a full crop of apples in each of
the States named : Arkansas, 60; California. 75; Colo-
rado. 50; Illinois, 45; Iowa, 50; Kansas. 45; Ken-
tucky. 26; Maryland. 60: Michigan, 45: Missouri, 40;
New Englaud. 25; New Jersey. 75; New York, 40;
Nebraska, 40; Ohio, Go; Pennsylvania. 45; Virginia,

65; West Virginia. 60; Wisconsin, 35: Washington,
50; Canada, 65.

Vaiious matters relating to the industry were dis-

cussed ; arrangements were inaugurated for an exhi-
bition of American apples at Paris next year ; and
officers were elected—President, G. E. Eichardson,
Leavenworth, Kan.; Vice President, O. P. Eothwell,
East Palestine, O. ; Treasurer, W. L. Wagner, Chi-
cago ; Secretary. A. W. Patch. Boston.

VARIETY TESTS OF STRAWBERRIES.
[CONTINTFD FROM AUGUST NUMBER.]

Jerry Rusk Perfect). From Ran. Benoy. Moder-
ately vigorous plants, foliage dark green, only slightly
attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, large, depressed, slightly
irregular, deep crimson color, firm and of excellent
flavor. A fine fruit, prolific. Promising. Fruited
one season.

King Worthy (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Weak
growth of plants ; almost no fruit. Fruited one season.
Lady Franklin (Imperfect). From E. J. Hull. Plants

healthy
; fruit, medium to large, smooth, conical, de-

pressed, firm, showy. A light crop of good fruit this

year.

Lady Franklin (Imperfect). From H. J. Wolfgang.
Plants vigorous, slightly attacked by leaf spot. Fruit,
medium to large, roundish, depressed, flavor fair, a
good cropper of loug season. Worthy of cultivation.
Lady Thompson (Perfect). From Station. Plants

strong and vigorous, slightly attacked by leaf spot.
Fruit, medium, conical, slightly irregular, pale red
color, firm, flavor fair. A moderately prolific variety.
Worthy of cultivation.

Lexington (Perfect). From W.^H. Earheart. Plants,
tall, vigorous, foliage pale green ; almost no fruit.

Unpromising. Fruited one season.
Louise Guthrie (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Plants

have made a weak growth ; very small dark green
foliage : almost no fruit. Fruited one season.

Luther (Perfect). From W. J. Green. A weak grow-
ing variety. Very slight crop of fruit. Nothing to
recommend it. Fruited one season.

ttanweU (Perfect). From M. Crawford. Plants weak,
foliage attacked by spot. Frait, medium of poor qual-
ity. Bather light cropper. Not recommended. Fruited
one season.

Magoon (Perfect). Made almost no plants, light
bloom, bore no fruit. Grown one year.

Marguerite (Imperfect). From J. C. Grossman. Tall,

vigorous plants, foliage dark green, slight presence of
ypot. Fruit, large, irregular, pale red, lacking firm-
ness but of good flavor. Very prolific. Promising
for home use. Fruited one season.

Marietta (Perfect). From J. A. Henderbao. Plant*
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have made good growth but foliage badly attacked by
leaf spot. Fruit, medium, conical, pale red, rather

soft, fairly good flavor. A moderately prolific variety.

Fruited one season.
Marshall (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Low,

stocky plants ; foliage large pale green A very light

cropper. Not recommended. Fruited one season.

Maytrot (Perfect). From M. Crawford. Tall, vig-

orous plants ; foliage dark green, healthy. Fruit,

medium, conical, irregular, deep crimson, lacking
slightly in firmness, fairly good flavor. On the whole,

a promising variety, prolific, showy. Fruited one
season.

HcKinley (Perfect). From M. Crawford. Plants
weak. Fruit of excellent quality. A very light crop.

Fruited one season.

Mele (Imperfect*. From M. Crawford. Strong, vigor-

ous plants ; foliage pale green, almost free from leaf

spot. Fruit, large to very large, roundish, irregular,

pale red, lacking firmness, handsome, flavor fairly

good. A very prolific variety. Promising for home
and local market. Will not ship well. Fruited one
season.

Mexican (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Plants vigor-

ous, dark green, foliage badly attacked by leaf spot.

Fruit, large to very large, roundish, depressed, pale
red, firm, excellent flavor, showy. Prolific, variety of

long season. Very promising for home use. Fruited
one season.

Milton (Perfect). From M. Crawford. Plants weak,
only a few inferior fruits picked. Fruited one season.

Murray (Imperfect). From E.J. Hull. Plants have
made weak growth, foliage badly attacked by leaf spot.

Fruit, small to medium, very irregular, deep crimson.
Flavor fair. Light cropper. Nothing to commend it.

Fruited only one season.

Mystic (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Light growth
of plants but foliage free from disease. Fruit, fine but
too light a cropper for either home or market. Fruited
one season.

Nick Ohmer (Perfect). From M. Crawford. A weak
growing variety, foliage attacked by leaf spot. A very
light bearer, but fruit is of excellent quality. Not
promising. Fruited one season.

Noland (Imperfect). From J. P. Noland, Plants
moderately vigorous, foliage slightly attacked by leaf

spot. Fruit, medium, irregularly conical, pale red,

showy and of fine flavor. Promising second early
variety, prolific and of good quality. Fruited one
year.

"No. 1" (Perfect). From H. S. & A. J. See. Vigor-
ous plants; small dark green foliage injured by leaf

spot. Fruit mostly below marketable size. Not
recommended. Fruited one season.

"No. 2" (Imperfect). From H. S. & A. J. See.

Plants have made weak growth but are vigorous;
foliage pale green, not injured by leaf spot. Fruit,

medium, conical, rich glossy crimson. Flavor good.
A prolific variety. Promising. Fruited one season.

"No. 5" Qmperfet). From H. S. & A. J. See.

Plants vigorous. A light cropper but fruit is of good
quality. Fruited one season.

"No. 4" (Imperfect). From H. S. & A. J. See.

"Weak grower, foliage pale green, slightly attacked
by leaf spot. Fruit, medium to large, very irregular,

pale red, rather soft. A light cropper. Not very
promising. Fruited one season.

Ocean Queen (Perfect). From A. J. McMath.
Plants vigorous, slightly attacked by spot. Fruit,

large, handsome, and of good quality. A very poor
bearer. Fruited one season.

Oretoiler (Imperfect). From H. Orewiler. Tall,

vigorous plants, foliage large, almost free from leaf

spot. Fruit, medium to large, irregularly conical,

glossy crimson, firm, excellent flavor. One of the

most promising new late varieties for either home or

market. Fruited one season.

Oriole (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Only a
few weak plants, quality of fruit poor. Fruited one
season.

Patrick (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Tall, vigor-

ous plants, foliage, pale green, healthy. Fruit above
medium, pale red, of good flavor, but slightly off in

firmness. A very good cropper, medium early, prom-
ising for home and local market. Fruited one year.

Pride of Cumberland (Perfect). From M. Crawford.

A weak grower ; foliage attacked by leaf spot. Only
a few, irregular, seedy fruits. Fruited one year.

Pride of Ohio (Perfect). From W. H. Earheart.

Plants few but vigorous ; foliage attacked by leaf spot.

Fruit medium to large, conical depressed, dull red,

firm. Light cropper. Not recommended. Fruited

one year.

Ridyeivay (Perfect). From M. Crawford. Weak
plants. Fruit, small. Nothing to recommend it.

Fruited one year.

Bio (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Strong plants;

foliage attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, medium, round-

ish, glossy crimson, showy, of excellent quality.

Light cropper, but may be considered promising sec-

ond early variety. Fruited one year.

Ruby (Imperfect). From M. Crawford. Plants

have made good growth, but bore only a few irregular

fruit. Not recommended. Fruited one year.

Ruby Free (Perfect). Plants have made heavy
growth, moderately vigorous. A light crop of large,

rough, irregular fruit. Not recommended. Fruited

one year.

Sample (Imperfect). From W. J. Green. Vigorous
plants, slight attack of leaf spot. Fruit, large, coni-

cal, flattened, deep crimson color, good flavor. A
second early. Fine fruit, but rather light crop. Not
strongly recommended. Fruited one year.

Satisfaction (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Stocky
plants, dark green foliage slightly attacked by leaf spot.

Fruit, medium, conical-depressed bright crimson

color, fine and of go^d flavor. Season late. Moderate
cropper, promises fairly well. Fruited one season.

Seaford (Imperfect).' From M. Crawford. Plants

moderately vigorous ; foliage pale green, injured by
leaf spot. A light cropper of very irregular fruit.

Not recommended. Fruited one year.

Shuster's Gem (Imperfect). From Station. Plants

vigorous, stocky ; foliage attacked by leaf spot.

Fruit, small. A light cropper. Not strongly recom-

mended. An old variety which has failed to sustain

its eaily reputation.
" S. No. V (Perfect). From S. J. Lehman. Vigor-

ous plants. Fruit, medium to large, very irregular,

good flavor. A rather light cropper, not specially

commended but worthy of further trial. Fruited one

year.

"S. No. 2" (Imperfect). From P. D. Berry. Tall,

vigorous plants ; foliage dark green, injured by leaf
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spot. Fruit, large, depressed, smooth, crimson, flavor

fair. A good bearer of showy fruit, slightly off in

firmness, promising. Fruited one year.

Splendid (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Vigorous
plants ; small, dark green foliage nearly free from leaf

spot. Fruit, medium, roundish, bright crimson, firm,

fairly good flavor. On the whole, quite promising.

Good cropper of medium-sized showy fruit. Fruited

one year.

Staple (Imperfect). From W. J. Green. Variety a

strong grower, small plants badly attacked by the leaf

spot. Fruit, medium, conical depressed slightly irreg-

ular, bright crimson color, quite showy. A prolific

variety, quality fairly good. Promising. Fruited
one season.

Star (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. Weak grower

;

foliage attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, medium, conical,

firm, fairly good flavor. A light cropper. Nothing
to commend it. Fruited one season.

Tennessee (Perfect). From Station. Strong, vigor-

ous plants ; foliage slightly attacked by leaf spot.

Fruit, large, irregular, bright crimson, showy, fairly

good flavor. A good cropper. An excellent variety

for home and local market.
Van Deman (Perfect). From A. J. McMath. Plants

vigorous, have made heavy growth ; foliage attacked
by leaf spot. Fruit, medium, becoming small, coni

cal, pale red, lacking firmness. A light cropper and
one of the earliest. Not highly commended. Fruited
several years.

Warfield (Imperfect). From W. J. Green. Vigor-
ous plants ; foliage attacked by leaf spot. Moderate
cropper of small fruit. Quality poor. Fruited sev-

eral years. An old soit sets much fruit, but with us
fail* to perfect a good crop.

Whitney (Perfect). From E. J. Hull. A weak
grower ; foliage badly attacked by leaf spot. Almost
no fruit. Grown one season.

WiUiam Belt (Perfect). From Station. Plants have
made a moderate growth, stocky, foliage pale green,

attacked by leaf spot. Fruit, large, conical, slightly

flattened, bright crimson, firm, excellent flavor.

Rather light cropper of fine fruit. Good for home
use. This variety does not bear out the early claims
made for it.

"Stf" (Perfect). From Ran. Benoy. A good
grower, plants stocky, foliage dark green, slightly at-

tacked by leaf spot. Fruit very large, quite irregu-

lar, deep crimson. Promises fairly well, but was not
prolific. Season late. Fruited one year.

A Summary of Varieties.

The following varieties are the most promising of

their respective seasons :

Early : Early Sunrise ; *Great Pacific ; Darling
;

(home use).

Medium Early : ^Bismarck ; *Clyde ; *Cobden
Queen

; *Drouth King ; Greenville ; Maytrot ; *Mele
;

^Mexican ; *Noland ; *Teuuessee.
Late : *Bethel ; ^Enormous ; *Gandy ; Merry Rusk;

Lady Franklin ; ^Marguerite ; (home use' ; ^Marietta ;

*Orewiler ; *Splendid.
The following from this year's tests have little or

nothing to commend them : Anlo, Aroma, Belle,

Benoy, Bouncer, Champion of England, Dollar, Flosh,
Giant, Hersey, Ima, King Worthy, Louise Guthrie,

The * indicates special commendation.

Luther, Magoon, Marshall, McKinley, Milton, Mystic,
Ocean City, Oriole, Pride of Cumberland, Ruby, Star,

and Whitney.
Other varieties not specially mentioned may prove

valuable under favorable conditions.

Culture of Strawberries.
The following brief summary of directions for the

culture of strawberries may be useful. In the first

place, select only young plants for setting. These can
always be distinguished by their red roots. As soon
as the plant has fruited the crown and roots take on a
dark color. It is not advisable to select many varie-

ties. For a family garden two first earlies, two me-
dium an<i two late varieties are sufficient, and one of
each season would probably be better. However, it

is necessary to avoid selecting varieties with imperfect
blossoms. One row of plants with perfect flowers will

readily polleuize two or three rows on either side.

It is best to set strawberries in the spring. Early
setting is not important, but they should be planted
when the ground can be put in good condition and
given clean culture until late in autumn. Care should
be taken to remove all blossoms the first season. Place
the plants iu rows four feet wide and 20-24 inches
asunder in the rows. Turn the runners along the line

of the row, so as to fill up a matted row about one foot

wide. It is well to prevent the plants from setting in

a tight mat. This can be accomplished by pulling off

runuers after the plants have set sufficiently heavy.
Having given the plautsgood culture until late fall,

the application of a mulch in winter is very beneficial
for several reasons. It prevents unseasonable bloom,
which often occurs in Virginia, and much weakens the
plants ; moisture is retained and the berries kept clean
by the mulch. The mulch must be applied carefully,

for if too heavy the plants will be killed. Put on just
enough material to cover the vines almost out of sight.

Old, partly rotted stack bottoms are generally the
best materials available in this State. Fresh straw is

apt to carry considerable grain and weed seed. Thn
mulch can often be slightly parted over the rows in
spring with advantage to the plants. Spring cultiva-

tion is beneficial if done early, but it is a question
whether it will pay to remove and replace mulch. If
not, omit the cultivation. The character of soil will

have bearing on this point. Light soil does not so
much need cultivation.

Does it pay to retain a bed two or more year? 1 This
question will be answered yes or no, according to cir-

cumstances, and the practices of individual growers.
We think it seldom pays to clean out a bed and retain
it. It is far less work to plant and grow a new bed
than to put one which has fruited iu good shape for
bearing again. If, however, the grower desires to do
this, proceed as follows: Bar off the rows, leaving a
strip of plants about six inches wide ; then with a hoe
chop out the plauts, leaving a hill about every two
feet. Cultivate the middles thoroughly with bull
tongues and restore the land to as level condition and
fine tilth as possible. In this wise a crop of young
plants will set, but they will be later than plants from
a spring set plantation. In good seasons and on light,

mellow soil, the old bed can often be profitably re-

tained. However, we believe that in most cases it is

best to plow up the old beds and use the laud for a
second crop as soon as the first is off.

—

Experiment Sta-

tion, lihwksburg, Va.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

PREPARE FOR THE LAMB CROP.
No time should now be lost in securing a good pure

bred buck and putting him with the ewes. Oue buck

will serve from 30 to 50 ewes if he be not less than

two years old and in full health and vigor. For rais-

ing the earliest and best selling lambs, let the buck be

either a Shropshire, a South Down or a Dorset. The

Shropshire will probably ger the largest lambs, as he

is naturally a larger sheep than the others. The Dor-

sets will be a good second. The ewes should not be

fat, but in good healthy thriving condition. A feed

of grain every day, consisting of a mixture of oats and

peas, will help to bring them into condition to accept

service. Let the ewes have a constant change of pas-

ture.

RAISE GOOD HOGS !

If a person who knows anything at all about hog

feeding was given the choice between a hog that would

gaiu 23 pounds in six weeks and one that would gain

90 pounds in the same time on the same feed, he would

not be long in choosing. During the past ten months

the Kansas Experiment Station has fed 190 hogs that

were bought of the farmers in the vicinity of Manhat

tan without regard to breed or breeding, just as they

were, thrifty and weighing in the neighborhood of

100 or 125 pounds. This class of hogs is used because

these experiments are for the highest benefit of the

farmers, and by taking the stock they raise we stay

within their conditions. A few conclusions may be

drawn from the following facts taken from observa

tions of feeding SO head of hogs which were just fin-

ished. These hogs were nearer of the same age. than

size, and ranged from the long, big-boned bacon hog

to the short, fine-boned chunk, according to the care

or carelessness of the farmer who raised them.

First, as to the point of gain : The comparisons are

between hogs fed the same in every respect. The best

and poorest five out of 20 have the following showing :

Best five, weight at beginning of test 596 pounds,

gain 416 pounds, 70 per cent.

Poorest five, weight at beginning of test 579 pounds,

gain 235 pounds, 40 per cent.

This was for a period of 42 days, and from observa-

tions made from week to week this difference of gain

from a little over one pound to practically two pounds

a day was largely due to the breeding. A short, small

boned chunk will make good gains for a few weeks

and then stop. It will be fat and ready for market,

while a well bred rangy hog will fatten and continue

to grow and make good gains for a much longer pe-

riod. Then as to the demand of the market : the

three- rib shoulder is now one of the most profitable

cuts that is made for export trade. Hogs from which

these cuts are made must be large and muscular, long

and rangy. The short, small boned chunk will not

answer the purpose. The bacon hog is also of the lat-

ter description, and brings the best price on the mar-

kets. Well bred rangy hogs make the most profitable

gains, are the most ready sale, and bring the best price

on the market.

Kci7isas Experiment Station. J. G. Haney.

EDUCATING THE COW.
The Kansas State Agricultural College has been ex-

perimenting along the line of educating scrub cows.

At present these cows present a sharp contrast both in

appearance aud performance to the time they first en-

tered college. Their education has consisted of the

applications of scientific principles to their feed and

care.

On entering college they would eat a little whole

corn and seemed to relish a straw stack, but had to be

taught to eat meal and alfalfa. The first month the

best cow yielded 28.8 lbs. butter fat, the second month

32 8 lbs., and the third month 37.1 lbs. During the

twelve months she produced 383.7 lbs. butter fat (451

lbs. butter). Valuing skim milk at 15 cents per hun-

dred pounds, she yielded $73.17 worth of dairy pro-

ducts. But the value of her education does not all

show in the first year, for during that time her diges-

tive apparatus, her udder, and her ability to convert

feed into milk has undergone a course of development,

which is shown by the fact that the first month of the

second year's record shows a credit of 44. S lbs. butter

fat, an increase of 21 per cent, over the best month of

last year.

The encouraging feature about the cow's education

is that it is the kind that any farmer can give his

cows at home on the farm. Unlike the young man
and woman at the college, the cow does not get her

training directly from books, but she does get it by

her owner having a sufficient knowledge of books to

apply scientific principles to practical feeding, and the

man who ignores books, bulletins and papers as a

potent factor in increasing the contents of his pocket-

book, is ignorant of oue of the prime elements of suc-

cess. There is no doubt but that experience is the

best teacher, but the experience of two men is better

than one, aud likewise the experience of a large num-

ber of the most successful men in any industry is

worth a thousandfold more than one self- conceited

man who thinks he knows it all. First educate the

man ; then it will be possible to educate the cow.

Kansas Experiment Station. D. H. Otis.
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BEEF BREEDS OF CATTLE.

Aberdeen Angus and the Galloways.

The best known beef breeds of cattle—the Short-

horns and Herefords—have been spoken of in previous

numbers of the Planter. The Aberdeen Angus '8 an-

other good beef breed, very meritorious, and in value

not mneh, if any, behind the two named. It origi-

nated in Aberdeenshire, a county in the northeast of

Scotland, bordering on the North Sea. The country

is generally hilly, and some of it mountainous—one

peak of the Grampian mountains rising to the height

of 4,296 feet, being the second highest in the British

islands. The country is well watered, having four

small rivers, the largest of which is the Dee, 96 miles

long. The soil near the sea coast is clay ; in the inte-

rior, loam, and in some places composed of sand,

gravel and peat. The predominant rocks are granite

and gneiss. No other country in the world, possessing

so few natural advantages, has been rendered so fertile

and productive by intelligent industry and good farm-

ing. Rugged as the country is. 37 per cent, of the

land is under cultivation, the principal crops being

oats, barley, turnips and grass. Tile drainage, ground

bones, and the manure of the improved stock have

greatly increased the production and wealth of the

county. About two-thirds of the population depend

entirely on agriculture for their support. The farms

are generally small, averaging about 50 acres each.

The county is unrivalled in breeding and feeding

cattle, and this is more attended to than raising grain.

About 40.000 head of cattle are raised and fattened

yearly, and above $5,000,000 worth of cattle and

dressed meat is sold in London annually. The Aber
deen Angus cattle are black, without horns, and in

shape and build resemble the Shorthorns, which are

said to have furnished the models which the early

Aberdeen Angus breeders worked after.

Unlike the Shorthorns and Herefords, the Aber-

deens have no admixture of foreign blood, but are the

native cattle of the district, improved by selection and

better care. There is not a particle of doubt that they

were produced from the horned cattle of Scotland.

Most likely the horns were bred off by some more

skilful process than the hand-saw, and it was done

before they were much improved in size and form by

Watson and IfcOombie. "There have always been

some polled cattle in Angus," says Youatt, "the

country people calling them hornless, or 'dodded

cattle.' Their origin is so remote that no account of

their introduction into their country can be obtained

from the oldest farmers or breeders."

The man who made the greatest improvement and

did for the Aberdeens what the Collings did for the

Shorthorns and the Tompkinses for the Herefords was

Hugh Watson, who, in 1808, at the age of 19, became

a tenant farmer on the Keilor farm, commencing with

six cows and a bull given to him by his father. He
was intimate and on friendly terms with John Booth

and other noted Shorthorn breeders, and although

partial to his own breed, which he carefully kept pure,

he was willing to admit that the celebrated Shorthorn

cows. Bracelet and Charity, were the models he kept

in view to pattern after. Like the Collings and

Tompkinses, he bred only from the best, and, when he

thought necessary, bred close. In the language of

Mr. Dixon: "He bred from none but the best, and

he did not care whether they were close related or

not." His famous cow, Prince, known as "Old Gran-

nie," lived to the astonishing age of 35 years and 6

months, and raised 29 calves—5 of them being males

and 24 females.

The vigor and vitality of the breed is shown by the

descendants of Prince, one of which was exhibited at

the Helena show in 1S81, which was 21 years old and

the mother of 17 calves.

Another noted breeder of Aberdeen Angus cattle

was William McCombie, of Tillyfour, whose career

began in 1829. Not content with taking many of the

best prizes at the cattle shows in his own country, he
several times exhibited his cattle in France, and al-

ways carried home some of the best prizes. At the

Paris International Exhibition in 1S78, he took the

prize of $500 "for the best group of cattle bred by
the exhibitor," and another of §500 "for the best

group of beef producing animals bred by the exhibitor."

Although Aberdeen Angus cattle are usually black,

with occasionally white markings on the belly, some-

times some are found of pure blood that are red. This

breed was scarcely known in this country twenty years

ago, but has recently become very popular where they

are known, especially in the West, where great num-
bers have been introduced, and have proved to be

hardy aud well fitted for grazing on the great plains.

Thomas McFarlaue, of Harvey, 111., is Secretary of

the Aberdeen Angus Breeders' Association, and is the

keeper of the Herd Book.

The Galloways.

The Galloways, another beef breed, originated in

the district of Galloway, situated in the southwest of

Scotland, bordering on the Irish Sea. The soil, with

the exception of a strip lying along the coast fwhich

is a rich loam), is mostly inferior. There is a large

extent of moss and moorland of a very unproductive

nature. Not one third of the land is fit for cultivation,

the remainder being granite hills, small lakes, moss

and moorland, not worth reclaiming from the state of

of nature. The climate is rather mild and moist, the
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rainfall being comparatively great. The principal

rivers are the Dee and the Cree.

Agriculture, up to the close of the last century, was

very primitive, the principal food of the people being

kale and oatmeal cakes. Much improvement has been

made since then, and gre^.t attention has been paid to

cattle raising, the cattle being the native stock of the

district. Like the Aberdeen Angus, the Galloways

are muleys, or hornless cattle, and in color generally

black. They resemble the former in shape and build,

but are smaller in size, larger boned, and their hair,

which is thicker than the Aberdeens, is wavy or curly.

They are good, hearty feeders and digesters, put on

flesh fast, and will fatten on almost any kind of herb

age, if they get enough of it.

Nobody seems to have done for the Galloways what

the Collings did for the Shorthorns, the Tompkinses

did for the Herefords, and the McCombies for the

Aberdeens. The historian of the breed, the Eev.

John Gillespie, says: "No man stands out conspicu-

ously among his fellows as having been the chief in-

strument in improving the Galloways at any particular

period of their history" ; and "that the breed was

brought to its present improved state by the unre-

mitted attention of the inhabitants in breeding from

the best and handsomest of both sexes, and by feeding

and management.''

It is probable that the Galloways and Aberdeen

Angus breeds originally descended from a common
ancestry, and this seems to have been the general

opinion in the countrv of their nativity, as, up to the

year 1848 no distinction was made between the polled

breeds of Scotland by the leading agricultural society

of the country, and, up to 1877. both breeds were

recorded in the same herd book.

The breed was introduced into Canada in 1853, but

attracted very little attention there or in the United

States Ui.til about twenty-four years ago, when the

rage for the ranching business on the great Western

plains began. The friends of the Galloways claim for

for them great hardiness and vigor of constitution,

which enables them to endure the terrible winter bliz

zards of the West without shelter, and also the capa-

city to produce beef of surpassing excellence, but do

not recommend them as a good dairy breed.

The fact is, the dairymen of Galloway almost uni-

versally keep their dairies stocked with Ayrshire

cows, whieh are known the world over as one of the

best dairy breeds.

Sugar Bun, Pa. J. W. Ingham.

W. E. McComb, of McComb & Block, cattle brokers,

owns a couple of promising green pacers in Joyful

Maiden, bay mare, by King Nutwood, dam by Petos-

key, and David C, chestnut gelding, by J. J. C., dam,
the dam of David B., 2:09}.

THE CHICAGO LIVE STOCK MARKETS.
On Monday, 14th August, the market registered

$6.45 for a top load of 1,400-lb. cattle—the highest

figure reached siDce December of 1896. This was an
exceptional sale, but significant none the less of the

trend of affairs. It was about twenty-five cents above
the general run of prices made by good cattle on that

day, and as the record-breakers on this occasion were
Aberdeen-Angus the breeders of the "doddies" will

of course find in that fact a satisfactory explanation

of the big price. Lest they may become unduly elated

over the incident it should be recorded that a load of

high grade Short-horns brought $6.35 on the same
day. Not only was the top price for that market
higher than since 1896, but also the average of the

sales. Eange cattle from the Belle Fourche country,

neighing around 1,350 lbs., commanded a bid of

$5.40, which is the highest price registered for that

class of stock in fifteen years. The fat cattle market
seems to be possessed of a remarkable amount of vigor

and vitality. A perplexing feature of the present

situation is the slack demand for feeders. The
"spread" between feeders and fat cattle is around a
dollar a head, and the cornfields are waving their rank
green stalks all over the Central West in invitation to

the farmer to prepare to feed their ripened products,

but the inactivity at this market in feeders is quite

noticeable.

Five cent hogs are here. The man who predicted

this price is now honored as a prophet. The market
has been steadily tending upward, with the inevitable

declines that accompany such an advance, until this

high figure was reached on 14th August for an espe-

cially attractive load. This is the highest price paid
since August of 1895. The upward movement has

been stoutly opposed by buyers, and in the lace of

sluggish provision markets it has seemed strange that

they have not been able to exert more influence. The
explanation lies in the great growth of the trade in

fresh pork. Mechanics are more generally employed
than for years past and wages are steadily rising, so

that consumption of fresh meats has been materially

augmented the past few months. Moreover, another

factor in the problem is the improvement in refrige-

rating facilities and the consequent expansion of the

trade in fresh pork. The demand from the South for

the salted meats long in favor there is remarkably
small and this doubtless affects the provision market
unfavorably, but shipments of fresh pork more than

compensate for the loss in the demand for salted pro-

ducts. Whether hogs can remain at their present

prices if the huge promised corn crop safely matures

is a question, but if they do the farmer will more than

ever have occasion to be grateful to the hog as the

mortgage lifter.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

The fatuous race horse Parole, the hero of two con-

tinents, now in his twenty seventh year, is enjoying a

life of freedom at P. Lorillard's great breeding estab-

lishment, Rancocas Stud Farm, Jobstown, N. J. The
grand old gelding looks sleek and fat, while his legs

are clean and free from blemish of any kind.
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The Poultry Yard.

WINTER EGOS.

From this time forward to March eggs will continue

to advance in price. This, then, is the time for farm
era to lose no opportunity of making the hens lay.

The first requirement is a supply of pullets, for these,

when once started laying, can be depended upon to

continue laying through the winter. Select from the

early hatched broods all the best developed and live

liest pullets, and let the rest and the young cockerels

be marketed. Give these pullets generous treatment

in the way of a variety of food every day, and thus

push them to maturity. Let them have meat scraps

once or twice a week, and wheat and oats as grain

food. See to it that the roosting place is in a good
weather-tight house made and kept thoroughly clean.

With these advantages, they will commence to lay

early, and should continue to do so with proper shel-

ter from storms through the winter. Cull out all the
hens over three years old and send them to market.
The others should be induced to moult early by feed-

ing them every day a warm mash of bran and corn-

meal mixed in equal parts, with a good double hand-
ful of flaxseed meal mixed in each bucketful. Once
through the moult, feed them as advised for the pul-

lets, and they should be ready by December to help
the pullets to fill the egg basket every day. Clean
warm dry quarters during the winter months are es-

sentials never to be neglected. A. variety of food, and
especially plenty of green food or vegetables, plenty
of exercise, and fresh water to drink, are equally im-
portant. A patch of German clover and rye mixed
should be sown at once near to the hen house to pro-
vide winter pasture for the fowls.

plump bodies, and not drive them up from a simple

growing diet to coop them for market.

Among the ichens, there are but two worthy of spe-

cial consideration. They should be hatched early and

put upon the market as broilers, or hatched late and
sold for roasters. A few poultrymen devote their en-

tire output to roasters, but we can see no profit in

keeping a chick for four or five months, and allowing

its feed bill to consume all that it will bring ou the

market. If there is abundant range, and the chick

can make its living until the fattening time comes,

there may be a profit in holding chicks for roasters,

but we doubt it. Our experience teaches us that the

most profit is secured b being at all times ready to

meet the demands of the market whether for broilers

or roasters. What are generally known as " frying-

size " chickens do not pay. The token is early—April,

May and June—as broilers, weighing from a pound to

a pound and a quarter apiece at from eight to ten

weeks old, or in the early fall months as roasters

weighing from four to six pounds. These are the

principal ichens and hows, but alioays ready to meet the

demands of the market is the true motto of every suc-

cessful poultryman.

Have eggs for shipment when they command the

best prices, and pack them in good crates, putting the

clean brown egg in one crate and the clean white egg in

another crate, and see if they do not look more attrac-

tive to even your inexperienced eye, and after ship-

ment study your bill of sale and see if you have not

gotten a little more per dozen than usual.

It will not cost much to try the above, and once

tried you will be reluctant to return to your old

helter-skelter way of handling poultry and eggs.

Powhatan Co., Va. J. H. Sledd.

MARKETING POULTRY AND EGGS.
Editor Southern Planter :

On the how and when to market poultry and eggs de
pends much of the success of the poultryman.
A promiscuous assemblage of chicks, all colors and

of varying sizes, never yet presented to the eye of the
purchaser an attractive sight. They should be so

cooped as to have plenty of room, and should be of
equal size and alike in color. Even those who observe
but little will be attracted by a coop of healthy fresh

looking chicks that are uniform in size and color, and
the buyer will readily pay a little more for such chicks
than for a mixed coop of mongrels. Sort your fowls
on the basis of the above, and learn from experience
that it is one of the successful hoics. Another and
important one is to feed the youngsters for yellow

EARTH-WORMS FOR POULTRY.
Editor Southern Planter:

One of the things which a hen seizes with the great-

est avidity is the earth-worm. Chancing to have a
small idle piece of very rich moist land near my hen-
nery, I regularly spaded it over, a strip a few feet

wide each day, especially about five or six o'clock in

the evening, when I let the hens out for their evening
run. This was a never-ending source of a good food
supply, and I am satisfied that my reward in fresh

eggs was great. Why, I do not know. Will Prof.

Massey inform us what there is in the earth worm
which makes it so valuable!

A Beginner.
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The Horse.

NOTES.

Four miles out from Charlottesville, Va., and in the
midsl of a mountain region at once romantic and
beautiful, is Annita Stud Farm, the property of A. D.
Payne, owner of the stallions Jim Gray and imported
Water Level, and a choice baud of brood mares.
Annita Farm comprises 500 acres of laud, highly

improved, and watered by living streams flowing
direct from the mountains. Jim Gray, the handsome
brown son of Ten Broeck and Alice Gray, by En-
quirer, is at the head of the stud. One of the best
race horses of his day. During a turf career of seven
years he has won thirty races, including the Platte
Stakes, Dearborn Handicap, the Great American Stal-

lion Stakes and Bridge Handicap, amounting to over
$21,000. Alice Gray's full sister, Mannie Gray, pro-
duced Domino and Lady Reel, dam of the great Ham-
burg. Jim Gray has sired the winners, Grayling,
Gray Eclipse, Frank Griffith, Hardy C, Gray Jacques,
Katie Gray, Leonidas, etc.

Imported Water Level, a very dark brown horse,

foaled 1887 by Isonomy, out of Water Lily, by Lord
Lyon, was purchased in the spring from United States
Senator Thomas S. Martin and W. J. Ficklin, and
some of the best mares at the farm were bred to him.
With very limited opportunities, he has sired the
winners, Water Crest, Booker Burns, etc.

The broodmare band numbers about twenty-five, of

which there are ten or twelve choicely bred fillies,

three and four years old, which will be bred next
spring for the first time. Among the most highly
prized mares at the farm are Vigilette, dam of Artil-

lery and Grayling
; Counterbreeze, dam of Hardy C.

;

Miss House, dam of Water Crest ; Leola, sister to

Vigilette, by Eolus, and Sonora.

General Manager and Secretary Joseph E. Pogue,
and Assistant Secretary C. B. Denson, of the North
Carolina Agricultural Society, are both well pleased
at the outlook for the forthcomiug fair and race meet-
ing, to be held at Raleigh October 16th to 20th, inclu-

sive, of which the speed programme will be a marked
feature.

The Winston-Salem fair, race meeting and horse
show, which will come off on October 23d to 27th, in-

clusive, or during the week following the State Fair,

will furnish sport and pleasure galore to the thousands
who will attend daily. Secretary Geo. B. Webb, of

the Winston Salem Fair, has just returned from a trip

South iu the interest of it, and reports a most encour-
aging outlook. A new half-mile track has been built

on the grounds of the latter, and purses of suffieieut

size will be offered to attract good horses.

Col. Thomas W. Holloway, Secretary of the South
Carolina State Agricultural Society, has issued the
Premium List of the Thirty-first Aunual Fair of the
Society, to be held at Columbia, on November 6th to

10th, inclusive. The anuual State fairs rank among
the most notable events of the year in the Palmetto
State, and many thousands gather in Columbia during
that week. Col. Holloway, tall, stately, and of com-

manding presence, is truly a type of the old regime-

He is widely known, and a veteran in the service of the

Society, having filled the office of Secretary for many
years with credit. Mr. W. G. Hinson, of Charleston,

who served for years as Superintendent of the Show
Horse Department, has resigued, and Mr. O. A.
Bowen, of Pendleton, well known as a breeder of

Holstein-Friesian cattle, and proprietor of the Rivoli

Herd, has succeeded him.

The well-known Virginian, Mr. A. B. Gwathmey,
who for years has resided in New York, where, promi-

nent as a member of the Cotton Exchange and as

President of the Manhattan Driving Club, he is also

regarded as one of the ablest amateur drivers to be
seen on the famous Harlem River Speedway, has a

grand pole team made up of the Virginia bred gelding

Albert C, 2:16i, by Clay, and the bay gelding Belton,

Jr., by Belton, son of Belmont, either of whom can

show 2:10 speed in single harness. In addition to

thes*, Mr. Gwathmey owns the grand mare Belle G.,

2:12J, by Governor Benton, that, guided by the fine

hand of her owner, has been able to defeat the cracks

of the Speedway on a trot, has now taken to pacing,

and can show a two minute clip at that gait.

E. T. Cox, of the Hundred Farm, Chesterfield

county, Va., who has about forty head of trotting

stock on the place, is handling some youngsters, rang-

from yearlings to four-year-olds, that give promise of

developing a high rate of speed. Judge Cox, son of

Phalanx and Kate Messenger, by Messenger Chief, is

the principal stallion in use, while the brood mare
band includes Kate Messenger, dam of Judge Cox

;

Belle Cox, full sister to Judge Qox ; Lalla Anderson,

2:23?, by Woodburn Hambletonian ; Mambrine, dam
of Presque Isle, 2:29!, by Mambrino King, and others.

The subscription list of the Southern Planter is con-

stantly growing larger, and that is as it should be at

the nominal price of fifty cents a year, which places it

within the reach of every farmer. With a circulation

of 10,000 copies monthly, it is surpassed by no journal

of its class as an advertising medium, while its liberal

and progressive views commend it as a choice speci-

men of agricultural literature. Subscribe to it, and
get your friends to do likewise.

Robert Bradley's three year old chestnut gelding

Boney Boy, son of Blitzen from Sue B., by Prosper,

has broken down and is likely to retire for some time

at least. Like his sire, Blitzen, who earned the soubri-

quet of ''The Iron Horse," few campaigners have ever

been more consistent performers or shown a greater

amount of gameness than Boney Boy.

The handsome bay mare, Janie S., by Egwood, out

of Belle of Richmond by Daniel Lambert, bred and
formerly owned by H. C. Chamblin, Whitby Farm,
near this city, has reduced her record from 2:30 to

2:221 in a race, and has shown her ability to go much
faster when necessary.

Broad Rock.
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miscellaneous.

LOOK TO YOUR WATER SUPPLY.
At this season of the year we are almost daily in re-

ceipt of information that some of our friends in the

eastern part of the State are suffering from malarious

fevers, and from the mountain sections of the west and
southwest that they are ill from typhoid fever. These
diseases are almost always the result of carelessness as

to the water supply. They are both almost entirely

preventable. If our friends in the east would close

up their existing shallow wells, and drive tube wells

so as to take their water supply from a depth of 20 or

30 feet, they would escape malarious fevers. In the

mountain sections there is great neglect of old wells.

They are often so placed on the hillsides as to receive

the drainage from around the dwelling and buildings,

either directly or indirectly. Many of these wells

hare not been cleaned out for years ; many others
have had pumps put into them and the top closed

tightly so as to prevent the access of air. The pump
ing of the water does not permit of its deration, as was
the case with the old bucket, and the water becomes
stagnant and foul. We have known some of these old
wells to be opened for repairs to the pump, when the
air within was found to be so foul from gas as to poison
and overcome the workmen. Water from such a well
is certain to produce disease. See to it that such wells
are filled up and new ones either sunk or driven.
Make provision lor ventilating the new wells. Bucket
pumps are better than valve pumps, as they aerate the
water every time they are used.

A COW-PEA THRESHER.
S. 8. Boyce. Tottenville. X. Y.

:

Dear Sir.— I read with great interest your article in
the Southern Planter of August, 1899, on the subject of
cow-peas. You mention in that article that you
threshed out your peas with a thresher made of "ten
sets of coarse fluted rollers. The subject of threshing
peas is a very interesting one to the farmers of this
section, who grow then largely as an improver, but
the great difficulty iu threshing has deterred them
from growing peas for market. Will you kindly refer
me to the manufacturers of this thresher, and will you
also state if the thresher is satisfactorv ? How many
bushels can be thieshed a day, and if it delivers the
peas in good order, unbroken! All experiments so
far with the ordinary wheat thresher have proven un-
satisfactory, tangling up the vines and crushing many
peas. An early answer to my enquiries will greatly
obljge wit West.

'

Westmoreland county, Va.

The machine used to thresh cow-peas in Mississippi
was an impromptu one, being no more nor less than
the break used to break and clean the fibre from hemp.

I had used the break to thresh hemp seed as well as to

break hemp, and it occurred to me that it would
thresh peas, and it did so very successfully.

I cannot tell just the amount of peas thrashed per

day, but some ten tons of dry vines were easily run
through. The peas were cleaned np in a fanning mill,

and, as the rollers were held apart by the vines, they

did not injure the peas.

The break consisted of ten sets of cast iron fluted

rollers, with very coarse flutes, placed upon a heavy
oak frame and run by beveled gears on the end, held

down more or less firmly by springs, which can be
regulated to suit the work.

I put this machine together from old rollers once

used by the Empire Cordage Company, of Champaign,

111., but not now in existence. E. A. Kelley & Co.,

Henia, Ohio, will furn sh the rollers for $5 each, al-

though they are not builders of the complete machine.

S. S. Boyce.

HOME-MADE SUPERPHOSPHATE.
Editor Southern Planter:

In the "Xotesou July Planter, ,, I see some criticism

on my article describing the manufacture of super-

phosphate of lime. I would only like to state that, if

green bones are ground and dissolved in sulphuric

acid, the peicentageof nitrogen will be considerably

higher than if the bones are old and bleached. A
bone cutter operated by a small steam engine, or other

source of power, will reduce the bones to a size which
will be easily dissolved in acid. Of course, where the

supply of bones is small and the farmer has no means
of reducing them at hand, he had better buy his super-

phosphate from the manufacturer and pay freight on
it. Those who care to make a high grade fertilizer

containing nitrogen and phosphoric acid from material

found on the farm, will find the process cheaper than
buying the ready prepared article.

Grease will not retard the action of sulphuric acid

on bones, provided they are finely divided. When
the water in the bones combines with the acid, for
which it has a great affinity, the temperature rises

sometimes as high as 120 centigrade, which greatly
promotes chemical combination. In treating the bones,
one cannot expect to see the whole mass pass into so-
lution, as the calcium present at once forms calcium
sulphate (gypsum), which is insoluble.

I recommend that farmers give this process a trial

at least, and figure on the difference in cost on the
home-made and the imported article. I have had
three years' experience with fertilizers, both in the
chemical laboratory and in fertilizer works, and I
know whereof I speak.

Goochland Co., Va. Randolph Bollixg.
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THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Editor Southern Planter:

Much is spoken and written at random about the

proper management of the Department of Agriculture

of Virginia. It is said that the salary of the Commis-

sioner is too small to secure a competent officer ; that

should the Legislature appreciate the importance of

our agriculture and have wisdom and patriotism to

provide for the Department $30,000 annually, with a

Commissioner's salary of 54,000 and Chemist's of

$3,000 per year, with right men, not subject to politi-

cal interference, it would soon become a source of in-

formation of incalculable value to the farmers and

of largely increased revenues to the State.

It should be remembered that the Legislature, in

consequence of the increasing expenses of the State

and the shrinkage of values, some time ago felt con-

strained to reduce the salaries of many of the State

officials to a bare living. The Department of Agri-

culture at Washington is better paid and deals with

the same class of subjects as our State Department, in

large part, but even it finds great difficulty in unfold-

ing the mysteries of nature involved in its multiform

operations. Slowly, after much experimentation and

expenditure, truths are evolved and become the prop-

erty of the whole country. The Experiment Station

at Blacksbur'g is adding its labors to the common fund

of information. It has been the effort of the State De-

partment and its Board, with ite late experienced and

learned Chemist, to add their local contributions to

the information of the people. The natural laws

which govern the earth in the production of plants,

are in great part still profound mysteries, baffling the

skill of the learned. The State Department, with its

Chemist, was primarily designed to lead in practical

means to the daily practice by farmers of that which

has been settled by experience and recent investiga-

tions. The "Hand-Books of Virginia," which have

been compiled and. published from time to time by the

Department, have been gladly received at home
and abroad. The volume prepared by the late

lamented Major Jed Hotchkiss, presents the varied

resources of the State in a manner and with an ability

which constitute ft a standard work oh Virginia. The
later " Hand-Book " by Col. Whitehead has brought

up the subject to recent date. The large and splendid

collection of Minerals and other resources of the State

on exhibition in the Department at .Richmond, adver-

tise the varied elements of prosperity which abound
in the State. In the early years of the introduction

of commercial fertilisers, there was great lack of in-

formation as to the needed properties for the various

soils and crops. Much confusion and waste, and some
imposition, disturbed the public mind ; these largely

gave rise to the demand for the establishment of the

State Department of Agriculture by law, with control

over the sale and purity of the fertilizers sold in the

State. It has, by experience and vigilance, given sys-

tem and order to this fertilizer trade, and with the aid of

some legislation, led to the production, manufacture and

sale in the State of thousands of tons of fertilizer every

year. Those who go beyond the State and buy their

fertilizers take the risks incident thereto. So success-

ful has been the inspection by the Department, and so

vigilantly has the law been enforced, that rarely does

a controversy arise as to the quality of the goods. The
unremitted efforts of the Southern Planter have kept

the paramount interest of soil improvement and crop

production before the tillers of the soil, who bring the

essentials and comforts of life into every home ; for

which appreciation is felt and expressed. Agricul-

ture must be supported and defended. It is the great

industry of the State. If it languish, or prosper, so

goes the State. But, strange to say, the partizans

who are now running the politics of the State, have

nothing to say about the agricultural or industrial in-

terests of the people, who will soon be called on for

increased revenue to pay the increased interest on the

public debt. The June number of the Southern Planter,

page 289, presents, with much care, from the National

report, the surprising decline in the number of live

stock in Virginia within the last ten years amounting,

of all kinds, to 59,30'8, with a decrease in value of

$u,213,096. Increased taxation on diminished values

does not elicit attention from people or candidates.

But for the vigilant editor of the Planter this alarm-

ing fact would not have appeared, so far as I have

seen. When will the business people of Virginia

arouse from their lethargy and see to their industrial

interests, and brush aside "Shoo-fly" politicians in

favor'of those who will give attention to the essential

business of the people of the State 1

Augusta Co., Va. Absalom Koinek.

TIDEWATER [VA.] N0TES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The Government Crop Report for August is rather

an ominous one for those who have to buy "long for-

age," hay, &c. It may not be an entirely unmixed

evil to have hay go to $20 per ton. In fa«t, it takes

lots of experience to get a plain fact through some

people's heads.

Oats and corn are likely to be about as low in price

as usual ; but hay—whew !—where is it going ? The

poorest timothy hay crop fo» years is not going to

enable Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, and other States to

help us out even at fancy figures.

Clover hay is away off in yield in all the clover

States. It is now worth $13 per ton in car lots. Talk

about 13 being an unlucky number. It surely ia an
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unlucky number of dollars for the Virginian to have
to pay for clover hay.
What is to be done ! Hay is surely going to $20 per

ton. What shall we do about it t Well—first, our
farmers should save their corn fodder. Those who
will not cut their corn close to the ground, should at
least "top" it all, and save the 4 to 6 feet above the
ear. All the blade fodder should be saved. The cow
peas should be cut and cured for hay. All the
"crab grass" should be cut in October and No
vember, and a great big acreage of crimson clover
should be sowed at once. A liberal area of rye and
winter oats should be sown. These crops with the
crimson clover will all come off early nest spring, and
then is to be the pinch for hay.
Select good seed for the crimson clover carefully. The

best seed is that that looks bright and glossy, and has
a reddish-yellow tint. If it is a rather dark brown,
and lacks in lustre or polish, it is likely to be old seed.
If possible, secure good seed, and put it on fairly good
ground, and it will save the purchasing of hay next
May.

Fall oats with a favorable winter will do to cut for
feeding green next April, and by good management,
beginning now, Eastern Virginia "can make itself quite
independent of other sections on the hay question.
The crop of natural hay in October and November

in the trucking belt is going to be very large. It
should all be saved. We have farmers who can cut
two tons to the acre of natural hay, grown after a fine
crop of Irish potatoes dug in July, and hay cut on
the same land in October or November.
The rainfall is liberal, and all the fall crops are

going in in good shape and will get a good start.

Kale is being sowed. Fall turnips are up in good
shape, and promise a large crop. The second crop
of potatoes, planted with seed from the first crop,
is a large one, and promises well. But the gen-
eral run of Virginia farms is too large. We had
a very pleasant interview the other day with one
of our active farmers. He has 300 acres, and is a
large grower of farm crops besides fruits and vegeta-
bles. He told us of one grape vine (he is a large
grape-grower) on which he had at least three barrels of
grapes. It was planted near to the house and trained
upon an arbor, and had a little extra care and some
old bones when it was set out. He also told us of two
of his apple trees—he has a large orchard—that
brought at least $2.5 each per annum. What do these
matters indicate, we inquired, innocently enough 1

"They teach me that I am a great big simpleton in

attempting to cover too much ground," was his reply.
If that farmer had 25 acres in orchard, and half that
area in grapes, cared for as the examples we have
given, he would make more clear profit therefrom

than he now makes from his entire farm. He sees

this. He knows it. He feels it. It is the early

(intensive) bird that is going to get the agricultural

bug. Our Virginia farms are too large. Our truck

farms are too large. The Virginia farmer covers too

much surface, and it is all surface cultivation. It is

not deep enough, nor thorough enough.

Some of our truck farmers are meeting with a new
sort of experience. Their lands are becoming "ferti-

lizer sick." This is the only way we know of to ex-

press it. The horse that is perpetually whipped, by
and by pays no attention to the lash. The land that

has for a long time been liberally fertilized fails to re-

spond. Such land wants a change of crops and a

change of treatment. It wants a crop of clover turned

down, or a crop of cow-peas, or both. It should be

put into a meadow and mowed for two or three years,

and then pastured a few years. Feed a cow concen-

trated food, without evening up the ration with for-

age, and she will die. Feed the man in the same way
and he too will die. The stomach of the soil needs

some long forage, some cow-peas, some clover, some
stable manure. It needs deeper plowing and subsoil-

ing. Each worn-out farm in Virginia has two good
farms underneath, provided the subsoil is all right.

Shallow plowing and fertilizing will not find these two
farms ; but cow-peas, clover, subsoiling and tile-drain-

ing will bring them up.

By the way, among all the numerous and most ex-

cellent brands or kinds of fertilizers in such general

use all over the country, we know of none better than

the following mixture, viz., 60 per cent, of first-class

gray matter ibrain), 30 per cent, extract of greenbax,

and 10 per cent, oil of elbow grease. There is no fer-

tilizer on the market that will equal the 3 Bs—Brain,

Boodle and Brawn. A judicious and liberal use of

the above combination will not only raise good stock

and good crops, but it will raise a good bank account

—yes, and it will also lift that mortgage.

Norfolk, Va. A. Jeffees.

LIMING SOILS.

Lime is a necessary plant food, but being far less
often deficient in soils than nitrogen, phosphoric acid
or potash, it does not receive like attention from farm-
ers, especially as such fertilizers as acid phosphate,
bone meal and ashes contain it in large amounts.
Chemical analysis shows that, while lime accumu-

lates in the soils of very dry regions, it leaches out of
the soils of a moist climate. Soils derived largely
from lime rocks are often poor in lime, as is proven
both by analysis and by practical experience.
This article has special reference to common quick

lime, which is generally easy to get and the most effi-

cient form when properly applied. There are at least
four important conditions, under any one of which
highly beneficial results would be expected to follow
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its use—first, when a soil is deficient in its supply of
lime for plant food ; second, when there are abundant
supplies of nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid in

the soil, but so locked up as to be largely unavailable
for plant use ; third, in case of sour or acid land

;

and, fourth, lime acts strongly to lighten stiff and
heavy soils.

Chemically, the chief results of liming are the
changing of unavailable plant food to available and
the neutralizing of injurious acids. By holding the
finer particles together, lime makes a compact soil

floceule 't and porous, and thus counteracts tendencies
to bake and to dry out. It also prevents the excessive
leaching of loose soils. Lime nourishes, also, some of

the most useful soil bacteria, while it is destructive to

injurious insects, fungi, etc.

Among the evil effects of lime are its tendency to

set free ammonia, to make some soils too open, ami, as
an exception to that stated above, it is said to nourish
the organism which produces scabby potatoes. Soils

are often found, too, on which it produces little change,
particularly those that have been well dressed with
phosphates.
As its merits usually far overbalance its demerits,

every farmer would do well to test it under such con-
ditions that its true effect can be plainly seen—such as
by liming one part of a uniform field and by leaving
the other unlimed, both parts receiving neither differ-

ent treatment nor other fertilizer. For this test,

wheat, oats, cow-peas'and clover give good indications.

The amount applied depends on the kind of soil,

whether heavy or light, rich or poor. For a heavy,
clayey soil, or for a very rich soil, seventy to eighty
bushels per acre is a reasonable amount. For very
light and for rather poor land, twenty to thirty bushels
are sufficient at the outset. The humus supply in such
land should be increased by stable manure, cow peas,
or the like, or the lime may do harm. As many as

three hundred bushels to the acre have been used with
advantage on very stiff clay, while, as a rule, very
poor land should not be limed. It is well to bear in

mind that the chief action of lime is to improve the
mechanical condition of soils, and is therefore to be
applied by the ton rather than by the pound. Forty
to fifty bushels per acre is given as an average amount,
which, if we allow eighty-five pounds to the bushel of
unslaked lime, is If to 2} tons.

Immediately after burning, lime has the composition
calcium oxide, which readily unites with water to form
calcium hydrate or slaked lime, the best form for gen-
eral application. When exposed, this slaked lime
slowly combines with the carbonic acid of the air,

forming the same compound as in the limestone before
burning, but in a very fine state of division. As this

is far less energetic than slaked lime, the following
method of application is recommended : Freshly burnt
lime is put in heaps at convenient distances for distri-

bution ; forty pounds, twenty-one feet apart each way,
would give two tons to the acre. To prevent the
ready access of air, these heaps should be covered
with soil. If the ground be moist, the lime will fall

to a fine powder in a few hours ; if it be a dry time, a
little water can be used. Just as soon as it is slaked to
a powder, it should be spread and plowed—or, prefer-
ably, harrowed under. It is important that the day
for spreading be dry to prevent the formation of lumps.
As lime frees ammonia and also renders soluble

phosphoric acid insoluble again, care should be taken
not to apply it at the same time as other fertilizers or
stable manure. The fall is the best time for the appli-
cation of any form, caustic lime in particular.
Calcium sulphate, commonly called gypsum or laud

plaster, is another form of lime which is much used.
While of value, it is not so highly thought of as the
quick lime. Its chief merit seems to be to make avail-
able certain insoluble forms of potash already in the
soil. In this way, its superior effect when applied to
clover is accounted for. It is best to apply it some
months before planting, or as a top dressing. It is

frequently used at the rate of two hundred to three
hundred pounds to the acre. As a rule, it does not
pay on very poor laud, and is not advised where high
farming is practiced.

Often the effects of lime can be seen for years, while
a fresh application every five or six years is frequently
profitable. The present tendency is to lime oftener
and to apply less at a time.

—

Experiment Station, Knox-
ville, Term.

flEETINQ OF THE flUTUAL FARHERS' CLUB.
The Mutual Farmers' Club met at Lost Stream, the

residence of John L. Bond.
The meeting was called to order by President Bran-

son at 11:15.

All the members responded to roll call, except
Daniel T. Wood and E. W. Lupton, for whom satis-
factory excuses were given.
The minutes of last meeting were read and ap-

proved.
The criticism on the premises of L. M. Boyer was

then read by the President. The committee to suggest
questions for next meeting was appointed as follows :

Carroll Clevenger, Howell M. Bond, and Lewis Pid-
geon.
The Club Advertiser was then read by the editor,

Jona L. Buse.
Under the head of unfinished business H. S. Lupton

answered the question. Do you think the plowing
under of manure in the spring for corn the most
profitable way to apply it. Mr. Lupton, in his essay,
thought all manure that was in condition to haul
should be put on the ground in the spring and plowed
under for corn or left on grass land, putting out what
was left in the fall for next spring's corn crop.
The essay brought out a lively discussion, in which

some of the members preferred using the manure for
top dressing wheat ; but a majority of the Club favored
either hauling in the spring for corn and plowing
under, or in the fall for next spring's corn crop.
Dinner being announced, the Club adjourned to the

dining-room, where our hostess had prepared a boun-
teous repast.

On resuming business after dinner, S. L. Pidgeon
reported having written to the Steel Collar Co., as
directed, but as yet had received no reply

; the sub-
ject was dismissed.

Under referred questions, the first, " On the best
time to sow wheat, preparation of soil, etc.," was
answered bv Howell M. Bond. Mr. Bond thought
the 20th of September about the time to commence
sowing ; he thought the ground should be plowed as
soon after harvest as possible, harrowed and rolled,
and the thin places covered with manure.
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The question aroused discnssiou, in which a good
many members preferred sowing a little later, about
the last of September or first of October. Some
thought we should sow more fertilizer with the wheat
crop in order to enrich the land

;
the amount usually

sown was probably enough to bring the present crop,

but it would have no lasting effect.

The next question, " Since the price of almost every
agricultural commodity has greatly declined during
the past few years, should not farmers organize with

a view to reduce the big salaries of officials! "

Mr. Solenberger answered the question decidedly in

the negative. He brought out the point in his essay

that if the salaries of officials were lowered now they
would have to be raised as the farm products ad
vanced in price ; this would involve a sliding scale

which it would be impossible to regulate satisfactorily.

He also brought out forcibly the importance of hav-
ing honest rather than low priced officials. Mr. So-

lenberger so thoroughly covered the subject that there

was little left for discussion.

The question, " State the source of the value of the

Clover Plant," was answered by Dr. T. Y. Brown.
The essayist gave a very interesting as well as instruc-

tive paper, in which he had embodied several quota-

tions from the late Robert Ingersoll ; he showed in

his essay the power of the clover to enrich the soil,

and by its deep, penetrating roots, to draw plant food

from the subsoil that can be gotten in no other way
;

besides furnishing the former with valuable feed for

all kind of stock.

The Committee on Questions for Discussion reported
as follows :

(1\ Give us your idea of crop rotation on a farm of

five fields. Referred to E. W. Lupton.

(2). If one has a stnbble field on which clover seed
was sown last wiater and made a poor catch ; if he
doesn't wish to put the field in a grain crop again, how
should he treat such a field! Referred to D. W.
Branson.

(3). State some of the remarkable properties of cer-

tain animals. Referred to Dr. T. T. Brown.

Under miscellaneous business, J. W. Branson asked
why potatoes planted in ground that had never been
in potatoes before should have the scab, when those
planted in an old potato patch should be entirely

clean ?

As both patches had the same treatment, the
Club could not account for the different results.

John L. Bond then introduced Mr. C. McCue, who
represented the Clod Crusher Leveller and Roller

Manufacturing Company, of Fishersville, Va., who
gave a short talk on the merits of his implement.

The subject of the Courthouse was then brought up,

and after some discussion the following resolution was
passed :

That the Mutual Farmers' Club is strongly in

favor of Mr. Rous's proposition to turn the Jacob's
property into a bitching yard, provided a guarantee
is given to the county for same for all time to come.

The Club then adjourned to meet at Mr. Pidgeon's,
date not settled upon.

Edw. L. Irish, Secretary.

HEMP MACHINERY AND PROCESSES.
S. 8. Boyce, Tottenville, X. T.:

Dtar Sir,—Please inform me the kind of machinery
and cost of same for working up hemp after it is

grown, and how the hemp is prepared and marketed.
Rockingham county, Va. E. B. Hopkins.

The machinery for handling or breaking out hemp
consists of a breaking machine of some 10 to 20 sets

of cast-iron fluted rollers, some 30 inches long and

some 6 inches in diameter, containing 15 to 21 flutes,

coarse at first and finer at the last. Set upon a heavy

wooden frame, run by pulley shaft, and bevel gear

upon one end of each under roller, and the top one

weighted down by springs. The cost is $150 to $250,

and requires 10 horse power, water' or steam. If run

by steam, the stalks or woody matter of the hemp
supplies all the fuel.

To ret the hemp and obtain the fibre, the stalks are

tied in bundles and placed in stoutly constructed

wooden tanks, some 10 to 15 feet long, according to

length at which hemp is grown, by 8 to 10 feet wide

and 6 to 8 feet deep. These tanks will hold a ton of

stalks placed one layer the butts one way, the next

layer the butts the other way, and when the tank or

vat is full, the hemp is held down by cross pieces, and

the tanks are filled with water. In eight to ten days,

according to the temperature, the water is run off

from the tanks upon the land as a fertilizer, and the

hemp spread out to thoroughly dry. It is then re-

bound and put under cover, and run through the

fluted roller breaks, the woody matter shaken out, the

fibre baled and shipped (as is done with cotton or

wool) to the mills at North and East, or to brokers

and commission men.

The hemp may be passed through the break or

through a single pair of crushing rollers and crushed

before steeping or retting, and it can then be hung
upon bare, occupying much less space to dry, and

afterwards be run through the break to complete the

breaking. S. S. Boyce.

CUT WORMS.
These pests may be materially reduced by applying

a dressing of kainit or muriate of potash when plow-

ing in the fall. The potash will not leach away, but

be more available for the next crop than if applied in

spring.

Joseph Lasitter, of the Richmond Horse Bazaar,

has placed the fast bay gelding Firewood, 2:22*, by
King Nutwood, dam Medina by Middletown, in the

hands of H. E. Kline to be campaigned during the re-

mainder of the season. Kline drove William Penn,

2:071, and other fast ones to their records.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

An Appeal to Our Friends.

When we reduced the price of

The Planter to 50 cents a year in

January last, we stated that we did

so in the confident expectation that

we should at least double the num-

ber of our subscribers within a year.

Eight months have now expired of

that time, and we have made a very

measurable advance towards accom

plishing our desire. Whilst we have

not yet quite doubled our list, we
have nearly done so. Will you not

now give us your hearty and active

^# ^nf r\.b \b# I V\f ^if low land depends on
proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would
like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile
Ss?S Powhatan Clay Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.

Artisti-:

Front Bricks.

support, and help in the remaining

four months of the year to enable

us not only to double the list, but

to more than double it? You will,

we doubt not, agree that although

we reduced the price, we have nei-

ther reduced the size of the journal

nor depreciated the character of the

matter in it. It is still the foremost

journal in Southern agriculture and

an invaluable help to every South-

ern farmer. Every Southern farm-

er ought to read it, and he cannot

say that he cannot now afford it.

Kindly bring it to the notice of

your neighbors and secure their

subscriptions. We feel that we can

with confidence ask you to recom-

mend it.

FINE STOCK AT BILTMORE FARMS.
Notwithstanding the fact that the stock

at Biltmore Farms is always regarded as

the best, it seems that this season it is

better than ever. The following notes,

from Mr. George F. Weston, Superinten-
dent, will prove of interest to our read-

ers :

"The season of 1899 at the Biltmore
Farms has been an especially favorable
one for the development of the young
stock on hand, and we have reserved for

our Eastern and Southern fall trade a
special line of young Jerseys, Berkshires
and Poultry, which we shall send out
with every confidence of giving full sat-

isfaction. The young bull and heifer

calves not only show lots of finish and
good dairy points, but are, moreover, es-

pecially strong in constitution and won-
derful deep barrels, and ate right up to

the very best Jersey type. This has been
secured by remorseless culling out among
our richly bred individuals, of all that

failed to produce get that came up to the
standard of our ideal of type, which is a
high one.
"The majority of the offerings, while

show animals themselves, have behind
them unusually fine breeding, being line-

bred in such a way that several of the
largest producing lines of the same fami-
ly have been drawn together, and each
individual, with every ancestor itself a
noted producer and individual, so that

Wood's Seeds.

Vegetable Seeds
FOR FALL PLANTING.

The fall planting of vegetables, to come
in during the fall, winter, and early

spring, is particularly desirable and profi-

table, alike to the private and market
gardener, and trucker. Wood's New
r-all Catalogue gives full information

and the experience of truckers who are

making thousands of dollars from their

plantings of fall crops. Every gardener

and trucker should have this Catalogue,

which we will mail free upon request.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen, - Richmond, Va.

Wood's Fall Catalogue also gives full informa-

tion about all Farm Seeds for fall planting.

Crimson Clover, Hairy or Sand Vetch,

Grasses and Clovers, Seed Wheat,
Oats, Rye, Barley, etc. Write
for Catalogue and prices of

any seeds required.

SEED WHEAT.
THE RED WONDER, a good yielder of

bearded wheat. Large heads, stiff in straw.

Stands winter better than other varieties.

81.00 per bushel, recleamed. Sacks extra.

Orders filled in rotation. Samples sent, If

desired.

J. H. STEELE, Swords Creek, Va.

A
GfllCULTURIHIME

$1.00 PER TON.
FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS,

REEVES CATT, Agt. , Bodley, Augusta Co.,Va.

PEACH
TREES. Fine stock, low
prices. Write for Planters'
Special Price List. Tells about

the wonderful frost proof Iron Mountain
Peach. Lindsley's Nursery. Whits House, N. J.

Six Steel Tools Free
To every farmer that will induce his hard-

ware merchant to buy one dozen Russell
Staple Pullers from his Jobber. Write at once
for particulars.

RUSSELL HDW. AND IMV. MFG. CO.,
1820 Grand Avenue, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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DEAFXESS CANNOT BE CURED
bv local applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased ix-ruon of the ear.

There is only one way to cure Deafness,

and that is by constitutional remedies.

Deafness is caused by an inflamed condi-

tion of the mucous lining of the Eusta-

chian Tube. When tins tube g

flamed you have a rumbling sound or

imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely

closed Deafness is the result, and unless

the inflammation can be taken out and

this tube restored to its normal condition,

hearing will be destroyed forever; nine

cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,

which is nothing but an inflamed condi-

tion of the mucous surfaces.

We will give One Hundred Dollars for

any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)

that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure. Send for circulars, free.

F. J. CHENEY &CO, Toledo, 0.

>®-Sold by Druggists, 75c.

they are simply bound to produce well,

whatever ances'tor they breed back to.

"As for vears here evervthing has been

under the care of a skillful and noted

veterinarian, and a certificate is sent out

with everv shipment, breeders need have

no fear of"introducing auy contagious dis-

" We have been almost cleaned out of

Berkshires owing to the great demand
from the Western States, but now have a

fine lot of young pigs coming on for fall

delivery." . _ .

See advertisement of special offerings

for September elsewhere in this issue.

RELIABLE ADVERTISERS.

Editor Southern Planter:

Dear Sir,—Have had a very pleasant

experience lately with one of your adver-

tisers—Archie C. Roper, of Charlestown,

W. Va.—lately purchased of him a trio

of 0. 1. C. hogs.

One of them being seriously injured in

transit, Mr. Roper promptly shipped an-

other on reporting that fact.

It is pleasant and satisfactory to deal

with such men.
Yours very truly,

C. E. Jones.

The above letter is very gratifying to us,

and we are sure it must be more bo to Mr.

Roper. In the above connection, we will

say that we use our utmost endeavors at

all times to admit only reliable advertisers

to our columns. There is not a card in

this issue that we would hesitate for a

minute to answer if we wished to make
a purchase, and we therefore commend
each one, in his respective line, to our

readers. Should there be any dissatisfac-

tion, however slight, we would appreciate

it if same is promptly reported to us.

JONES' "UMBRELLA ROOF."

We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of the Jones-Mullen

Co., New York City. The "Patent Ad-
justable Umbrella Roof offered by this

firm strikes us as being one of the most
useful as well as economical devices we
have seen. Be sure and write for a neat

brochure giving full particulars.

MAGAZIf
Harper's Magazine for September is

almost as strong in fiction as the midsum-

mer number. Among the short stories

in this issue are •' Misther Kilgar of Atti-

lone" by Seumas Mac Manus; "Lynx-

Hunting." by Stephen Crane; "A Cup of

Tea" by W. B.Van Ingen; "An Elective

Iffinitv," by Wilmot Price; " When a

Document is Official," by Frederic Rem-

ington ; and " On an Errand of Mercy,

by Brander Matthews. There are also

further instalments of " Their Silver

Wedding Journey," and "The Princess

Xenia " There is also a powerful article

bv Mark Twain concerning the Jews,

under the title, " Behind the Pink \\ alls

of the Foibi Iden City." The writer re-

view' the tortuous and blood-stained

paths bv which the Dowager Empress of

China has attained her present position.

Mr. John Kendrick Bangs has never

written anvthing more thoroughly amus-

ing than the first chapters of "The En-

chanted Typewriter," which is now ap-

pearing in" Harper's Weekly. In it Mr.

Bangs again ventures across the Styx for

his material, and a number of the famous
" shades" whom we met in the " House-

boat " are introduced. Mr. Bangs's storv

will be followed by a romance entitled

"With Sword and Crucifix," by E. S.

Van Zile. The first instalment of Mr.

Van Zile's storv will appear early in Sep-

tember. It will run through the winter

months.

Never has the practical usefulness of

Harper's Bazar been more thoroughly

proven than in its recent numbers.

\mong the most useful features may be

mentioned Dr. Grace Murray's papers on
" First Aid to the Injured." Mrs. Bird's

lessons in " Bonnet Trimming," and Miss

DeForrest's letters on the European fash-

ions. There is alwavs a plentiful supply

of short stories, and Brander Matthews'

s

novel, "A Confident To-morrow," which

is still in its early chapters, promises to

be one of the most interesting studies of

life among New York's artistic and lite-

rary set which has yet been written.

The September Century is a Salt-Water

Number. The special feature of the mag-

azine is the first of a series of four papers

in which Captain Joshua Slocum nar-

rates, in a humorous and individual style,

the story of his successful circumnaviga-

tion of the globe, alone, in a forty-foot

sloop, the Spray, constructed by himself.

This unprecedented achievement involv-

ed two crossings of the Atlantic, and the

rounding of Cape Horn and the Cape of

Good Hope. In " The Way of a Ship"—
a phrase borrowed from Solomon—Frank

T. Bullen, author of " The Cruise of the

Cachalot," tells of the peculiarities, good

or bad, of certain ships on which he has

gone down to the sea ;
and in " Salvage.''

Mi irgan Robertson turns to good account,

as a fiction writer, the intimate knowl-

edge of things nautical acquired in ten

years before the mast. " The Atlantic

way," and the possibility of making
it s:tfer, engage the attention of H. Phelps

Whitmarsh, author of "The World's

Rough Hand." "Where a Day is Lost

or Gained " is the paradoxical title of an

" Great Haste is Not

Always Good Speed. ' -

cMany people trust to luck

to pull them through, and are

often disappointed. Do not

dilly-dally in matters of

health. With it you can

accomplish miracles. With-

out it you are " no good.

"

Keep the liver, kidneys, bowels and
blood healthv by the use of Hood's Sar-

saparilla, the faultless blood purifier.

Dyspepsia-"I know a positive relief,

for dTspepsi^ and that is Hood's Sarsapa-

»Ula. It cured me. My neuralgia also

•topped." W. B. Baldwin, 161 Oak Street,

Blnghamton, New York. &
Tired Feeling - " My appetite wu

•apricious, my liver disordered and I was
tired. Hood's Sarsaparilla relieved it all.

It cured a friend of mine of female weak-

ness." Mas. Jesses A. Meabns, Clayton, Del.

3fcc<&

Hood'a mils cure llrar 11U ; the non-irrttat

>Bly cathartic to taka ulth Hood'a Saraap

SAN JOSE SCALE be controlled by using

Good's Canstle Potash "Whale
Oil Soap, No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-

tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well

as Insecticide. 50 lb. kegs. JF2.50; 100 lb. kegs,

84.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3»ic. per
\
D -

'<

barrels, 425 lbs., at SMc. Large quantities,

special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
514 to 518 S. Randolph St., Philadelphia p».

WANTED TO SELL
The entire, or any portion of the

right, to my

PATENT WAGON AND BUGGY JACK

A simple, cheap and effective de-

vice. Can be seen at the office of

Southern Planter.
A. P. ROUTT.

FARM WANTED
Of 100 acres (more or l^s. suitable for

erain. grass and tobacco. Pl.lt E Ml^I BJS

L< i\Y. Give terms and a full description in
J. A. CARTER.first letter. Address

Southern flanter.

Good River Farm for Sale
(HOO ACRES.)

E. R. MONROE, Colei Fern, Charlotte Co.. Va.
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STRONGEST
jircnii - MADE. Bun-
mg ^P»»» strong. Cliicken.^ tight. Sold to the Farmer at Wholcsalt

9. Full. Warranted. Catalog Free.
COILED SPRING FEME CO.

1 Box 68. VTlaehetter, Indluna, U. S. A.

READ THESE PRICES
>. wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.28

" 150" " " 3.00
|60" " 150" " " 3.75

Other widths In proportion.
NETTING McJM Dow Wire WorksCo., Louisville, Ky.

THE SUCCESS
of P»e«? Fence Is not in doubt. Over 500,000 farmers
are using it, and telling their neighbors to use It.

PACK WOVKN WIKK M:MK CO., ADRIAN, MICH.

I 1 1 1 ! 1 ! i 1 1 1 1 1 ')
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BOWSHER
Feed
Mills.
without .hU.L

ill .grain at

r

d'°B,
. _ 1

Lightest Running and Handiest
s. fl..«»<tt*> " SlZE«-2to25 horse power
tO Operate! Oneetjla lor vrtnd*heel me

One style for cotton seed.

\ !.,, make .-weep Feed Grinders.)

R . N. P. BOWSHER CO.,
South Bend, Irtd.

BALED HAY
_»rket. No matt«r
how far away from
tbe city you live,

there is a market
for baled hay at the
neareat

Finds a Market
anywhere.

DEDERICK PRESSES.
This cot sho»s the Rederlek Patent Continuous Bait
Preaa with steel case. We build hand, horse and
steam potter presses both In wood frame and steel

case. Are fastest and make the most compact, even
sized bales, l'ack evenly and perfectly in a car—yon
can pet in more hay and save much freight. We also
make the best wire bale ties. "Hay Baling Facts" free.

P. a. DEDEKICK'S SONS, 13 Tivoll St., Albany, N. V.

The original 3-stroke, triple lever, full circle

Steel Hav Press, shipped anywhere on
TKIAL and APPROVAL. Capacity 10 to 15

tons. Works easy. One or two horses. Fast-

est, lightest, stronsest. Write for prices and
getanADMlKAL HAY PRES3.

The Cambridge Corrugated

Land Roller and Pulverizer

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Address—

R. F. HARRIS & SON, Charlottesville, Va.

Mention The Southern Planter when
writing advertisers.

Butterw.irth write? of "The Future Value

of the New England Farm,'' while Prof.

L. II. Bailey answer? affirmatively the

question. "1 toes Farming Pay ? " Sylves-

ter Baxter tells of the progress made by
the State of Massachusetts in her public

library svsteai, and Gilbert K. Harroun
describes the work of the Cuban Educa-

tional Association of the United States;

a sketch of •' The New Secretary of War"
is contributed by Henrv Macfarland,

while Dr. William Hayes Ward writes of

Colonel Ingersoll and Erica Glenton of

the late Grand Duke George of Russia.

The complete novel in the New Lip-

pincott for September is entitled " The
Duchess of Nona." by Maurice Hewlett.

This is an Italian story of the pictur-

esque and dramatic days of Ca?sar Borgia.

A young English girl of simple birth

i ascends the Ducal throne of Nona and is

wretched in her rich surroundings. The
passion of an Italian lover brings on a

crisis which has the charm of a great staee

picture. Mr. Hewlett's handling of the

plot is masterly, and his power has never

been so evident as in this magnificent

scene. Papers of unusual merit and
timeliless, are

:

' The Question of Yachts,"

bv Charles Ledyard Norton ;
" Effects of

Equal Suffrage in Colorado, by Yirainia

G. Ellard ;

" The National Export Expo-
sition," bv Dr. W. P. Wilson ;

" Thirst—
A Thrilling Incident of Southwest

Texas," bv Albert Bigelow Paine:
" Bronze Button Heroes—A Study of the

G. A. R.," timed to the great gathering

at Philadelphia, by George Morgan ; and
"Anecdotes from" the Antilles." by the

Hon. John Stephens Durham, Ex-Minis-

ter to Haiti and San Domingo.

The leading article in Appletons' Pop-
ular Science Monthly for September con-

tains a very important discussion of the

problem presented to all civilized coun-

tries by the prevalence of the plague in

the East. " Tuskegee Institute and Its

President" is the title of an interesting

article by M. B. Thrasher. The origin of

this unique school, its steady growth,
and the good work which it is at present

doing for the Southern negroes, and
j

through them for the whites, are all

pointed out. The conclusion of Apple-
ton Morgan's study of " Recent Legisla-

tion Against the Drink Evil " seems still

more strongly to confirm his view that

the result of legislative interference

up to date has rather increased than
diminished drunkenness. Prof. H. W.
Conn, of Wesleyan University, con-

tributes an important article on "The
Milk Supply of Cities." " The Influence
of the Weather Upon Crime" is the title

of a curious article by Edwin G. Dexter,
a gentleman who has been for several

years past making a special study of this

subject, and whose scientific monographs
have attracted wide attention from the
technical papers, both here and in

Europe. Mrs. Jeanette Robinson Murphy,
a lady who has devoted her life to the
study of the Southern darky, and who
"grew up in the South," is the author of
a paper on the "Survival of African
Music in America." The lack of the
normal increase in population in France,
which has in recent years led to the

SHREDDED
CORN
FODDER

ST. ALBAN6 shredders
are especially designed for this purpose.

They are s pronounced success. Tliey shred faster, finer and
leave the product in better condition for feedlag ur baling
than any other machine made. We prove that

aEouI Shredders FREE, v

St. Albans Foundry Co. St. Albans, VI.

ENSILAGE GUTTERS, CORN CRUSHERS,

FEED CUTTERS. CORN THRESHERS.
Best Work, Greatest Capacity,

Cheapest to Operate.

E. A. PORTER A BROS., Bowling Green, Ky.

STOP THE WASTE
He Is a rich

STAR FEED GRINDERS
dry. damp

_ _ the shortest sweep
made. Send for new circulars of Sweep and Power Mills.

STAR M'FQ. CO., 30 Depot Street. New Lexington, 0.

m ross
ENSILAGE
MACHINERY

ensilage, corn fod-

der, hay and other rough-
age and shred fodder for

feed and cut straw for baling and bedding. They
hare a reputation for high quality in material, con-

struction, capacity and working ability. Send for

Catalogue No. 18 Tbe E. W. Rots Co., Sprlifflcld, a
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Potash.
T^ARMERS should know its

value and its importance

in a fertilizer to be applied to

their grain crops.

Our illustrated books which

tell what Potash is, how it

should be used, and how much

Potash a well-balanced fertil-

izer should contain, are sent

free to all applicants. Send

your address.

GERMAN KALI WORKS,

93 Nassau St., New York.

A Weil-Boring

-^—Outfit
Is easy to manage.
Farmers are success-
ful making wells with
it. Send for circular.

CHAS.E.WYMAN,
Martirsburg, Ind.

LIGHTNING WELL MACHY
IS THE STANDARD,
STfAM PUMPJ AIR LIFTJ \

GASOLINE ENGINES \ K,.
j

w/t/rc for circular lau rd ,-

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
AURORA ILL -CHICAGO DALLAS TEX.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE
Pumps water without any atten-

tion or expense for

I R R IGAT ION.
Big Increase in Crops
Independent of Rain
Higher Prices.

Early Crops
RIFE ENGINE CO., 126 Liberty Street, New York.

VIRGINIA PGLYTE HNIG INSTITUTE
(State A. &M. College.*

At BLACKSBURG, VA.
30 instructors. Thoroughly equipped shops.

Laboratories, and Infirmary. Farm of -100

acres. Steam Heat and Electric Lights in
Dormitories. Degree courses in Agriculture:
Horticulture; Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering ; Applied Chemistry and General
Science. Shorter courses in Pjactical Agricul-
ture and Practical Mechanics.
Total cost of session of nine months, includ-

ing tuition and other fees, uniform, board,
washing, textbooks, medical attendance, etc.,

about 8195.00 Cost to State Students. S1G5.00.

Next session begins Sept. 21st, 1899. Fcr cata-
logue apply to

J. M. McBKYDE Ph. D., LI. D . President

proposition to impose a special tax on
bachelor?, is the subject of an interesting
article by Jacques M. Bertillon.

The September issue of The Ladies'
Home Journal is an unusually attractive

number. On the first page is given a
series of pictures of "The Wayside Inn
of Sudbury Town," made famous by
Longfellow. Barton Cheyney contributes
an instructive article on "The Young
Man and the Professions," telling young
men how to take up the study of law,
medicine, architecture, etc. Charles T.

Brodhead has an illustrated article on
"The East-Side Girl of New York," and
Patti Lyle Collins tells "Why Six Mil-
lion Letters Go Astray Every Year."
Neltje Blanchan contributes her seventh
paper on " Nature's Garden," telling of
the wild flowers that bloom in Septem-
ber. An interesting page of pictures is

presented, showing "The Social Side of
the Trolley," and there is also a double
page of pictures of " The Prettiest Coun-
try Homes in America." Julia Marlowe
writes of " Dramatic Performances by
Amateurs." " Bringing in the Sheaves,"
by John Northern Hilliard, is a timely
account of harvesting in the West. "The
Confessions of a Worrier" is the unique
title of a paper by Mary Boardman Page.
The article suggests different ways in
which the worrying habit may be over-
come.

CATALOGUES.
T. W. Wood & Son, Richmond, Va.

Fall Catalogue. This will be found an
exceedingly useful hand-book for those
planting fall crops. It is full of informa-
tion on the grasses and clovers, and on
fall planted vegetables.

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,

Quincy, 111. Twentieth Century Cata-
logue. This is the largest and most com-
plete catalogue we have ever seen dealing
with matters of interest to poultrymen.

Virginia State Fair and Agricultural
Association, Norfolk, Ya. Premium List

for the Fair, October 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1899.

PAMPHLETS.

Condensed Report of the Annual Meet-
ing of the Holetein-Friesian Association

of America, Buffalo, N. Y., June 7, 1899.

Extract from the Proceedings of the
New England Cotton Manufacturers' As-
sociation, on Roller Ginning and the
Testing of Cotton Fibres.

A Review of the Present Knowledge of
Sodium Nitrate, together with the Ori-

gin, Production, and Destruction of Ni-

trates in the Soil. Jno. A. Myers.

Nitrification and its Relation to Agri-

culture, Leguminous Crops, and Nitrate
of Soda. Dr. H. W. Wiley.

ADMIRAL HAY PRESS.

The attention of our readers is called

to the advertisement of the Cookeon
Manufacturing Co., Kansas City, Mo., in

which they offer their triple power lever

full-circle press. They claim for this

press a capacity of from 10 to 15 tons of
hay per day.

Preserves
[—fruits, Jellies, pickles or catsup are

% more easily, more quickly, more
healthfully sealed with Refined
Parafiine wax than by any other
method. Dozens of other uses will be
.o..1 ,„

Reflne((
1 Paraffine Wax

fin
every household. It is clean,

tasteless and odorless—air, water
and acid proof. Get a pound cake of
It with a list of its many uses
from your druggist or grocer.
Sold everywhere. Made by

J riTANUAED OIL CO.

t

i%&x>%^\.<%&%*>v\,'%.+

FRUZER !
1 Axle Grease tS^Sw. ;

Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ac- &
\ tuall v outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand. \

Not affected by heat. 9&*Ge\ the Genuine. W
4s*,. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. >%^4

-OANIZED,,83§

FIRE RMARINEj
l

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS.
T

$800,000

DIRECTORS

:

Wm. H. Palmer, D. O. Davis,

E. B. Addison, Wm. Josiah Leake,

W. Otto Nolting.

WM. H. PALMER,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

President.

Secretary.

HENS
$1.00 Each,

Cocks, $1.50 to $2

This season's breeding stock.

WHITE and SILVER WYAN-
DOTTES, BLACK MINORCAS,
BROWN LEGHORNS. Must

have room for youngsters.

CHAS. P. WINSTON,
Southland Farm. AMELIA, VIRGINIA.

FOR SALE^^^
FRESH GRADE OOWS with Oalves.

Standard Bre I RIDING and DRIV-
ING HORSES.

C. T. SMITH, CROXTON, VA.
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^ Business Hen
WHITE WYANDOTTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
BUFF WYANDOTTES

Bred for Es^gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

" Plymouth Rocks. Wyandottes or
Dorkings."

SECOND ON BROILERS.
"Any breed." at BOSTON SHOW—
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator" Eggs, 15.00 per 100.

Stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

Ten Selected rJampshireclown Bw« Lamlis.

Five Selected Baniiisliiredown Back Lambs.

Devon I'.nll. Registered, one year old.

Devon Heifer. Registered, one year old.

BRONZE TURKEYS <\Vild Tom ft Wolf, McClave
and Knapp j;

TOULOUSE GOSLINGS $2..i0 per pair.

Indian Runner Ducks. Dark Dorkings. B. P. Rocks

ROBERT J. FARRER.
Box 16. Orange. Va.

BLAGK"- •£••*•- Cockerels,

LANGSHANSsf.ooEach.
New stock and fine Eggs in season.

Stamp for reply.

M.A.OLNE7. Coleman's Palls, Va.

-»-%» FOR SALE. -•-%.
Two thoroughbred JERSEY O IWS, fresh,

young. One BERKSHIRE BOAR, pedigreed,
15 months old. One SCOTCH COLLIE Lnn.,
pedigreed. Also PLYMOUTH BOCK and
BBOWN LEGHORN FOWLS. All beauties.

Address, "THii OAKS." Alton, Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN' CiTTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

For Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.

THOMPSON & TRIMBLE,
SWOOPE, AUGUSTA CO., VA

B^eTs Shorthorn Cattle and

_t Shropshire Sheep.
.... CORBESPO N'DE N CE SOLICITE T.

When you write to an advertiser,

mention The Southern Planter.

REPORTS.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington. D. C. Farmers' Bulletin No.
101. Millets.

Division of Botany. Circular 18. Crim-
son Clover Seed.

Division of Forestry. Circular 22.

Practical Assistance to Tree Planters.

Division of Forestry. Circular letter

inviting communications to the De-
{>artment. on work done by private
and owners to apply the principlts

of forestry.

Arkansas Experiment Station, Favette-
ville, Ark. Bulletin 57. The Rela-
tive Virulence for the Domestic Ani-
mals of Human and Bovine Tubercle.

California Experiment Station, Berkley,
Cal. Bulletin 124. Lupines for Green
Manuring.

Bulletin 125. Australian Salt Bushes.

Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

Bulletin 55. Improvement in the
Chemical Composition of the Corn
Kernel.

Bulletin 56. Recent Work on the San
Jose Scale.

Kansas Experiment Station. Manhattan,
Kan. Bulletin 86. Press Bulletins
Xos. 1 to 24.

Bulletin ST. Native Agricultural Grasses
of Kansas.

Bulletin 89. Soil Moisture.

Kentucky Experiment Station, Lexing-
ton, Ky. Bulletin 82. Commercial
Fertilizers.

Louisiana Experiment Station. Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 56. Ticks and
Texas Fever.

Maryland Experiment Station, College
Park. Md. Bulletin 62. Experi-
ments with Wheat. Corn and Pota-
toes.

Michigan Experiment Station, Agricul-
tural College, Mich. Bulletin 174
Fertilizer Analysis.

North Corolina State Board of Agricul-
ture. Raleigh, N. C. Bulletin for July.

Virginia Experiment Station. Bla< ksburg,
va. Bulletin 89. Equine Distemper!

Bulletin '.<d. Black Leg Vaccine.

Virginia State Weather Service, Rich-
mond, Va. Report for July.

West Virginia Experiment Station, Mor-
gantown, W. Va. Bulletin 56. Re-
port on Investigations to Determine
the Cause of the Unhealthy Condi-
tions of the Spruce and Pine from
1880 t o 1893.

Bulletin 57. Commercial Fertilizers.

Bulletin 58. The Effect of Pressure on
the Preservation of Milk.

u Experiment Station, Madison,
Wis. Bulletin 75. Testing Cows at
the Farm.

Bulletin 70. Noxious Weeds of Wis-
consin.

"Trust not to appearances," but put
your faith in Hood's Sarsaparilla, which
never disappoints. It is the best medi-
cine money can buy.

FOR BALE!
A Small Farm of 80 acres i more or li

-

tarjt about 15 niiies south of Richmond.
Young orchard, assorted : dwelling not in
good orrer, good barn, with cement floor

box stalls; four poultry houses and
other outbuildings, all fenced, good wire fence.
Also small Farm of about 140 acres (more or

„t two miles from the foregoing. No
dwelling or other bnildings ; small orchard;
about 40 acres cleared ready for plow. Both
these are reported to have coal veins.

- ;iall Farm of about 16 acres, never-
falling brook traversingsame; can be divided
(with brouk as boundaryi into two small
farms—one seven acres and control ol brook,
the other nine acres, or thereabout. This is

situated at the town of Florence. S. C —town
line forms one boundary. No buildings on
the seven acre lot : small dwelling on the nine
acre 1 t. Florence is a railroad centre, and
has Atlantic Coast Line shops; excellent
locality forpoultry farm. Reasons forselling,
owner nas purchased a larger place in another
section of Virginia No stumps or stones to
impede cultivation on cleared portion ofeither
place.

J. DEWALPEX CHURCHILL.
P. O. Boi 206. Richmond. Va.

GO SOUTH^^
YOUNG MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un-
equalled by any other portion of the
United States

The Jame* River Valiev Colonization
and Improvemdnt Co. offers superior ad
vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A. PARSONS, Vinita, Va.

BEAUTIFUL AND COMPLETE. . .

Suburban Home,,
Situated on R. F. A- P. R. R.. 15 miles from

Richmond, in village of Gwathmey.
New and substantially built modern cottage

of eight rooms, 5, pantry. et<*.

:

detached servants' house with two rooms;
excellent barn, hen houses, etc One acre
lawn, shaded by white oaks: ab mt six acres
of the richest cleared land in Hanover county.
Not a foot of waste land on the place. The
owner heing compelled to reside near his busi-

Kichmond, will sell for one-half of
actual
Address. "Bargain." care Southern Planter.

For Sale
a MOUNTAIN FARM

OF 100 ACRES.
Three miles "from Charlottesville. Soil

particularly adapted to fruits of all kinds.

Excellent location for country home or sum-
mer boarding house. For further informatiou
address

Box 225, Charlottesville, Va.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

of Pulaski. Good fences

and outbuildings, S-room weather-boarded
Log House. 3 springs. Usual terms. STOOD.

FRANZ STRAUSS, Pulaski City, Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO.. Richmond. Va.
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WALNUT DELL FARM,
A. H. WHITE, Breeder of

Jersey Cattle, Southdown Sheep

. . and Berkshire Pigs .

.

ROCK HILL, YORK COUNTY, S. C.

SWIFT CREEK STOCK AND DAIRY FARM.

THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY HEIFERS

and BULLS.
FOR SALE AT HARD PAN PRICES.

Blood of the famous Stoke Pogls, St.

ambert and Coomassle blended. Paying

special attention to breeding my cattle, I have

reached a degree of excellence not surpassed

by any herd in the State. POLAND-CHINA
Pigs always on hand. Write for what you want

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

lYMWnnn iEMJjEjBEB
'

AT HEAD OF HERD—
OONAN'S TORMENTOR, 22280.

Sire 33 tested daughters. 9 of these have
tests of 20 lbs. and over in 7 days. One
Oonan of Riverside has an official test
3-1 lbs., 3 oz. in" days; test 14 days, 68 lbs.,

6 oz. She is the largest tested cow ever
bred in Tennessee.

also in use—
PRINCE OF TENNESSEE, 20772.

Sire of 19 tested daughters. Grandson
of Oxford Kate ; official test, 39 lbs., 12 oz.

7 days.
Record, Jo tested cows in herd, out of

52 in milk, August, 1898.

SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF THE ABOVE
BULLS FOR SALE.

M. M. GARDNER, Prop., Nashville, Tenn.

!!? Filston Farm

Jerseys^-^-
Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. G&RDINER, Jr., Manager,

GLENCOE, MD.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a little "Book of the Herd "

on request.

PAINT TALKS—XX.

Paint as a Sign of Prosperity.

There are certain sections of this coun-

try where a well painted building is as

rare as " white black birds." In some
places, this is because the inhabitants

have not learned the value of painting;

in others, it is because they do not know
how to select a good paint. But it is

worth noting that in those sections

where thrift and industry are the most
prominent traits of the people, unpainted
structures are rare; while in those dis-

tricts where improvidence and poverty

go hand in hand, painted buildings are

hard to find.

The fact of the matter is, that a build-

ing that is worth erecting, is worth pro-

tecting. Every property owner insures

against fire, which is not likely to hap-

pen, and which insurance cannot pre-

vent ;
but too many neglect the really

efficacious insurance against decay, which
is sure to happen without it—for paint-

ing is nothing less than insurance against

decay. But it is more than this— it is an
announcement to all the world that the

property owner is intelligent, thrifty, and
provident. The sum saved by neglect-

ing to paint is paid for at usurious rates

in the deterioration of the property.

Nothing in the world presents a more
slip-shod down-at the heels appearance
than a building suffering for the want of

paint, and nothing more surely advertises

the owner's lack of ordinary prudence —
it is on a par, in its significance, with a
valuable piece of agricultural machinery
left to rust under the open sky.

The man who in these days suffers

from the second cause I have mentioned
(poor paint), must be either very careless

or very confiding. But so long as people
allow advertisers to persuade them that

pure white lead makes a satisfactory

paint, or so long as other people continue

to buy paint with an eye only to first

cost per gallon or pound, so long will

buildings be made shabby by poor paint.

The durable paints ought, to be familiar

enough to everybody. For dark shades,

any of the mineral colors—the so-called

metallic browns, the umbers, ochres,

siennas, iron oxides, lamp blacks graph-

ites, etc. ; and for lighter tints, zinc white
(with or without white lead) in combi-
nation with these. For white or very

light tints, nothing excels one of the zinc

white combinations, in which the zinc is

ground either with white lead or with

one of the inert pigments (barytes, sul-

phate of lime, silica, etc.), or with a pro-

portion of both.
The real value of white lead (and it

has valuable qualities) is in its opacity,

its softness_, and its ease of working. For
these qualities, it is useful as a compo-
nent of house paints, but to advocate its

use to the exclusion of the more durable

pigments, like zinc white, is to insist

that a part of anything can be as great

as the whole.
Stanton' Di'dley.

TlUr T1DMQ In the great fruit, grain and
NHL rnnmo stock section or Virginia.
Best climate and water In the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For ruriher information, address

Sam'l B. Woods, Charlottesville, Va.

A little farm well tilled is the most in-

tensive idea of farming. A double ap-

plication of manure, a thorough planting

and cultivation helps the seed, and an
abundant growth and yield will be far

more satisfactory to the mind and the

pocket. B.

One of my most profitable employ-
ments for an idle man is to go over my
file of the Planter for hints and sugges-

tions which have escaped me. The best

definition of genius is a capacity to re-

ceive hints and utilize them. Agriculture

is a fine art no less than painting a land-

scape, and the farmer can work out a far

more valuable landscape garden than
any artist can paint.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP and

POLAND-CHINA PIGS-^*
From the greatest prize-winning families

at farmers' prices. Also a few k"«»l driving

and saddle HORSES and SHETLAND
PONIES.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,
Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

# Mt. Pleasant Herd
¥ ..OF..

I Shorthorn Cattle
i$) Choice Young Bulls and Heifers For Sale.

I AMOS TROUT, Armbrust, Fa.

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
BUCK and EWES from Ihe celebrated

Southdown Flock at Druid Hill Park, Balti-
more, Md., are now to be had at moderate
prices. There is no better blood in the United
States, and the flock is carefully culled each
year of inferior specimens.
For terms, etc., apply to Capt. WM. H.

CASSELL, Superintendent Druid Hill Park,
Bait more, Md. pedigrees given.

ARMERS'V
LIBRARY

SOUTHERN PLANTER, - 50

VEGETABLE GROWING
IN THE SOUTH, $1.25

FERTILITY OF THE LAND, $1.25

FEEDS AND FEEDING, - $2.00

TOBACCO:
How to Raise it, etc., 25

FOOD FOR PLANTS, - - 10

$5.35

All for $4.50.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
RICHMOND. VA,
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AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

The twenty-sixth biennial session of
this grand old Society will be held at

Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia, Septem-
ber 7-8, 1899. This society, which is the

only existing national organization of

amateur horticulturists in America, has

maintained an unbroken existence since

1848. As is well known, its meetings are

held biennially in different parts of the

country, the session of 1897 having been
at Columbus, Ohio, and that of 1895 at

Sacramento and Los Angeles, Cal. The
last session in the Eastern States was in

1891 at Washington.
Sessions will be held in the morning,

afternoon and evening of each day. A
varied and interesting program has been
prepared, in which leading specialists in

economic entomology and plant patholo-

gy, as well as in fiuit culture, will par-

ticipate, while some of the foremost or-

chardists of the country will discuss im-
portant practical topics. Among these
may be mentioned, Prof. B. T. Galloway,
Dr. L. 0. Howard and Col. G. B. Brack-
ett, of the United States Department of
Agriculture ; Dr. J. R. Cardwell, Portland,
Ore. ; Chas. W. Garfield, Grand Rapids,
Mich.; J. W. Kerr, Denton, Md. ; J. H.
Hale, South Glastonbury. Conn., and
Prof. H. E. Van Deman, Parksley, Va.
Nearly twenty State horticultural socie-

ties have already selected delegates to
this meeting. Full programs and infor-

mation concerning reduced hotel rates

will be furnished by the secretary, Wm.
A. Taylor, 55 Q street, Washington, D. C,
upon application.

A large exhibit of new fruits and cul-

tural implements will be an interesting
feature of the meeting. As the meeting
occurs during the Grand Army Encamp-
ment, the reduced rates of fare made by
the railroads for that occasion can be
utilized. Inquire of your local railroad
agent for particulars.

The present officers of the society are
President, Chas. L. Watrous, Des Moines,
Iowa ; chairman of executive committee,
P. J. Berckman8, Augusta, Ga. ; secretary,
Wm. A. Taylor, 55 Q street N. E., Wash-
ington, D. C. ; treasurer, L. R. Taft, Agri-
cultural College, Mich.

"FOR THE SAKE OF FUN, MIS-
CHIEF IS DONE."

A vast amount of mischief is done, too,

because people neglect to keep their blood
pure. The mischief appears in eruptions,
dyspepsia, indigestion, nervousness, kid-
ney diseases, and other ailments. This
mischief, fortunately, may be undone by
the faithful use of Hood's Sarsaparilla,
which cures all diseases originating in or
promoted by impure blood.
Hood's Pills cures all liver ills. Non-

irritating.

Mr. J. B. Gray, whose "ad." appears in
our columns, tias been breeding Poland
Chinas for over 18 years, and is therefore
the pioneer " breeder " in this State.

"Admiral," at head of his herd, was
bred by Ed. K lever, the breeder of
"Klever's Model," which sold for $5 100
at public auction, Sept. 29th, 1897. Write
for prices.

in Washing Paint
don't scrub it and
wear off the sur-

face. Use Gold Dust
Washing Powder
according to direc-

tions printed on
every package and
you will be pleased
with the results and
surprised at the
saving: in labor.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Chicago St. Leal! NewTork Boston

A Union of England and America
THE MUCH MOOTED QUESTION SETTLED.

N. BENJAFIELD, at Motcombe, Shaf-

tesbury. England, and THOS. 8. WHITE,
of Lexington, Va.. can explain this

Union. N. Benjafield stands at the top
for thoroughbred English Berkshires in
his country, and as Thos S. White got
his start ftom said Benjafield, then, of
course, the said White has the best blood
in America. Fancy Pigs, but not fancy
prices, now before the puplic.

Write to THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

41 Piga now Keady for Shipment, Some Eeady for Service; Boars and Sows.

ilvt. RO-WE3 <*? OO.
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

JERSEY and GUERNSEY CATTLE, both young and old, male and female,

always on hand and for sale.

BERKSHIRE HOGS—Young sows now ready. Pigs, $10 per pair.

BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA, PLYMOUTH ROCK and BROWN
LEGHORN FOWLS. PEKIN DUCKS.

GREAT DANE-MASTIFF PUPPIES, very large, fine guards, 810 each.

SHEPHERD and FOX TERRIER PUPPIES, $6 each.

*WWWWWWW*»»\*WWWWS*»'V»»»»^'

"The Duke
>y

IMPORTED HACKNEY STALLION

Will make the fall season at " THE GROVE" STOCK FARM, near
Burkeville, Va. An excellent opportunity for some grand
blood. For terms, etc. , address

.X. O. SANDY. Burkeville, Va
^M^WMMW^VW^^^^^^VWVMWWWVW
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ABOUT BALING HAY.
Any one who is at all familiar with the

leading hay markets of the country,

knows that baled hay always sells from
its appearance on the outside of the bale

;

those bales which are neatly and evenly
pressed, square ended, with large, uni-

form, folded sections, which fairly show
the quality of the hay, command "the top
market price. Indeed, it is a common
saying in the hay markets that the mar-
ket loss on poorly baled hay would more
than pay the cost of rebaling, provided
the rebaling is done with a machine
thoroughly adapted to the purpose. The
inventive genius of the past third of a
century has produced no baling press,

however, to excel or to equal those, pro
duced by P. K. Dederick's Sons, Albany,
New York.

Mr. Dederick was the original inventor
of the baling press, more than thirty

years ago, and, by constant study of the
situation, and practical work in baling
hay, he has been able to make improve-
ment after improvement, keeping con-
stantly ahead of his competitors, until

to-day he makes a line of baling presses

of various kinds which are practically

perfect. He is very jealous of the repu-
tation of his machines, and allows none
to leave his factory until he is satisfied

that it is faultless both in material and
construction.

Every one interested in hay should
send to P. K. Dederick's Sons, Albany,
N. Y., for their baling press catalogue.

It is full of information on the subject of
baling, from the mind of the originator

of the process.

CLEANING SILVER.
Instead of scouring and rubbing each

piece of silver separately, the whole ser-

vice can be cleaned in a few minutes as

effectively. After each meal, the silver

should be put in a pan (kept especially

for that purpose), and covered with luke-

warm water, to which a teaspoonful of
Gold Dust Washing Powder is added ; set

the pan on the range until the water gets

to boiling point, then lift out each piece

with a wire spoon, and lay on a soft linen

cloth, wiping them quickly with a
chamois skin. The pieces so cleaned
will be highly polished, and look like

SPECIAL CROPS.

Every farmer should make a specialty

of one product at least—one suited to his

taste and the character of his soil, and
see that the finest and largest yield is se-

cured. Give the boys a premium for

some specially fine product of their own
care. When a man has succeeded by
time, close study and exact caie in the
production of one perfect crop he is well

prepared for any and almost all others.

Mention the Planter to your friends.

^
Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

SPEC'AL OFFERINGS FOR THIS MONTH.

TORIHELLOONAN, 46590, representing as rich Tormentor breed-

ing through the best lines as it is possible to get. Winner of first

prize at the N. C. State Fair, as was also his dam—Tornella—by
the best son of Tormentor, and out of a daughter of Tormentor

with large milk and butter records.

Also WARREN'S JERSEY KING, 45704, half-brother to Tre-

varth, being by Warren's Prince, a grandly bred Lowndes bull, and

out of Amanda May, one of our best daughters of Imported Jer-

sey King, a son of Farmer's Glory—are both for sale.

We have been using them on our heifers but they are now too large,

and in their places we are putting a younger full brother of Tor-

melloonan and an Imported Golden Lad bull. Both of these bulls

are show animals, whose young calves show the highest dairy and

show qualities, and are sold for absolutely no fault, being vigorous

and sound and straight in every way. Either of these bulls are

fit to head any breeding establishment, and we invite inspection

of them and their produce. Write for full pedigree, description

and photographs.

We also have on hand some special offerings in the way of young bull

calves, reserved for their individual excellence, and also because

they are out of some of the best types and deepest milkers in

our herd. They are sired either by General Marigold, Trevarth

or our Golden Lad bulls.

.Show and Foundation Stock a Specialty..

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

)J===
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THE OSGOOD SCALE.

The Osgood Scale, which is advertised
in another place, is a simple, durable,
accurate wagon scale that can be built by
an ordinary carpenter. Its special is a
bearing that will not wear out readily,
and when worn out can be replaced by
the owner with a duplicate part.
The Osgood bearing is rotary and self-

adjusting
; consequently there is no "cross-

cutting." It is oval, and the scale will
work correctly even six inches out of
level (we never knew a foundation to
settle more than two). It is rubber-
packed, thereby reducing the effects of
concussion and wear, so that the Osgood
Scale retains its sensitiveness and accu-
racy longer than any other scale.
Another point of special value: All

these scales are so constructed that each
lever runs direct to the beam-rod, and
acts independently of all others, render-
ing the scale very simple, more accurate,
less liable to get out of order, and easily
repaired. The parts are all interchange-
able, and new ones can be sent to take
the place of any becoming worn or
broken, that can be slipped in place
without disturbing the rest of the scale.

These scales are warranted for five
years. Sent on trial, freight paid.

Write the Osgood Scale Co., 137 Cen
tral Street, Binghamton, N. Y.

The American Jadoo Co., of Philadel-
phia, Pa., sends us the following:

[Extract from "The Florist's Exchange"
July 29, 1S99.

SWEET TEA NOVELTIES.
"Blackford's novelties are seen at their

best with Mr. Chas Larrowe, in Cohoc-
ton, X. Y. While it is true that soil and
climatic conditions are favoring, such a
splendid showing could not be otherwise
obtained than by intensive•cultivation.
Mr. Larrowe is a scientist in his special-
ty, and he knows sweet pea lore from
cover to cover,' and, better still, is as

practical as is his experience. He is a
firm believer in jadoo fibre and liquid,
and the article in question could receive
no better recommendation than is evi-
denced from the extraordinarv quality
of Cohocton Sweet Peas, that are a rev-
elation and delight to all enthusiast*

"

G. P. i;.v.>

The Jadoo Limited, of Exeter, Eng-
land, write under date of the 17th of
July that they have just made a contract
to ship 500 tons jadoo fibre to China for
the growing of sugar. This is the second
shipment this year to China for the same
purpose, the previous one having been
for 50 tons.

The Chicago Bulletin says: "A Missouri
farmer, it is said, has a scheme whereby
be claims to be successful in spite of dry
weather. He plants alternate rows of
potatoes and onions. The strength of
the onions brings tears to the eves of the
potatoes, which keeps their roots moist,
and makes them flourish rapidly."

' Comment.—We knew that in onions, as
»n union, there was strength, but we did
not know that onions were irrigators.

HKitr.ro it it CATTLE. -Calves, entitled to registration, 850 to 875. Calves by "Sir Edward"
grades, 820 to 830.

8HKOPWHIRK SHEEP—Bucks, one vear old and over. 812.50 to 820. Ewes, one year to three
years' old, 810 to 812. Buck Lambs, delivered Julv 1 to 15, 17.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
1 to 15, 85.50.

FOUKD-CHIS V HOGS—Pigs, six weeks' old, 85. Pigs, three months, $6.50. Pigs, five
months and over, SO to 815.

BRONZE TURRETS.—Pairs, 86; trios,8S.50. Eggs, per sitting, 82.50.

PLTMOl'TH ROCKS Pairs, 82.25; trios,?:?; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

MrstOVY DECKS. -Pairs, 81.50; trios, 82.25. Eggs, per sitting, $1.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr.. No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for 825 tbe season. Mares boarded at lowest figures. Colts by W illiam L, Jr.,

21058, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

CASTALIA HERD of —

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will tli rive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102.

SINCE MY ADVERTISEMENT BEGAN . . .

I have sold BULLS and HEIFERS to Georgia, North Carolina. Virginia and
Pennsylvania. The demand for good cattle is increasing. C*ll on or wrfte to

Visitors met at station. |\fl U R R AY BOOCOCK,
FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager. Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

Inquirers are requested not to use postal cards.

TOPS
Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, Dorset Sheep,
Berkshire Hoqs.

SATISFACTION OR NO PAY.

E. M. GILXET, Verona. Baltimore Co.. Md.

AJBan

FOR SALE!
Choice Reg. CHESTER WHITE
and the famous 0. I. C. SWINE

ARCHIE C. ROPER,
CHARLESTOWN, JEFFERSON CO., W. VA.
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LIFE INSURANCE.
There is always a best plan of life in-

surance for each individual insurer ; it is,

however, sometimes difficult for the ap-
plicant to decide which it is. The new
policy of the Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company is a long step in the
direction of making it easy and certain
that a correct decision is made. Each
policy combines in itself many features
obtainable in other companies only by
purchasing a •multiplicity of contracts.
It can safely be said that these policies
embrace about every desirable feature in
life insurance and the policyholder can
adapt these contracts to meet his require-

ments present or prospective. For in-

stance, a policy issued at age 35 for $10,000
on the Ordinary Life plan, requires a pre-

mium of $279 30 and guarantees to the
insured at the end of two years the privi-

lege of using the dividends then due, first

in reduction of premium, or, second, if in

good health, to purchase full paid partici-

pating additions to his policy, or, third,

to select at that time a period of accu-
mulation of either ten, fifteen or twenty
years. See adv. on outside cover.

Among those manufacturers who use
our columns each year in laying their
claims before the public, few are better
or more favorably known than the E. W.
Ross Co., of Springfield, Ohio. Th^se
people are the manufacturers of the
famous Ross Ensilage, Dry Fodder and
Feed Cutters. These machines have long

been before the public, and, so far as we
know, have always given good satisfac-

tion. They have been improved from
time to time, to keep pace with the de-

mand and changed conditions. Accord-
ingly, therefore, all the Ross power cut-

ters can be equipped at small additional

-cost, with an extra cylinder especially

designed for shredding fodder. They arc

made in great variety of sizes, from 6

inch to 4S inch. They are strong, well-

made machines, and are backed by the
long experience and good reputation of
their makers. Write these people for

catalogue and treatise on Ensilage. Please
flay that you saw this notice in our paper.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

NEW 20TH CENTURY

CREAM SEPARATORS
SEPTEMBER FIRST marks the introduction of the

1900 or improved 20TH CENTURY "Baby" or

"Dairy " sizes of De Laval Cream Separators. These
improvements denote another great advance in cream
separator construction and efficiency, materially increase

capacities, and render the new "Alpha" disc machines
simply unapproachable by anything else in the shape of

a cream separator, either in efficiency, mechanical con-

struction or practical cheapness. Overwhelming as has
been the conceded superiority of the De Laval machines
heretofore their standard is now raised still higher and
they are more than ever placed in a class by themselves as

regards all possible competition. No effort nor expense has
been spared to make the new 20th CENTURY De Laval
machines literally perfect separators—machines for every-

body, that nobody can criticise and nobody ask for any-

thing better or cheaper.

Send for "Sfew Century" catalogue.

The De Laval Separator Co.
western Offi es :

anoolph &. Canal S

CHICAGO.

GENERAL OFFICES:
74 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK.

Branch Offices:

1102 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

St. Lambert Jerseys

whose dam, Ethel of
j Shelburne, grand-

ofSt. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Mary Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces iu 7 days.

ADMIR4L ST. LAMBERT NO. m.'SStiSEffiZ

Several extra-fine Bulls and Heifers for sale.

Alto Tndian Game, Barred P. Rock-, WTiite

Leghorn and White Wyandotte fowls.

BOWMONT FARMS, SALEM, VA.

HENS B
F
B
o
E
R
D LAYING

Instead of introducing other breeds, we have for several years bred a laying strain of

BARBED PLYMOUTH ROCKS, ln addition to our noted show birds of this breed.

I. -i y-a'ou's trade proved the popularity of such a combination of meat, eggs, and strength.

Interesting catalogue of photographic pictures, what others say of us, and full information,

ree. One hundred fine Chicks. Improve your flock, and make It pay.

GEO. HARRISON MORRIS, Ashland, Va.

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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RESTRAINING CHILDREN FROM
WASTE.

BY MRS. M. W. EARLY.

Moat children seem to be naturally de-
structive and careless, so it is one of the
important duties of parents to counteract
these tendencies by their training, and
to teach children how desirable and neces-
sary it is to take good cire of their little

possessions, and to avoid injuring things
around them. The extreme cheapness of
books and toys now-a-days, whilst on the
whole a great blessing to the world, has
the disadvantage of making children
more careless about such things, as it

enables parents to replenish the stock as
fast as the children destroy it. When
dolls can be gotten at five cents, and il-

lustrated books at ten, both parents and
children seem to think it is no great
harm to destroy things which can be so
readily renewed. But another considera-
tion, vastly more important than that of
money, enters into the question, viz., the
injury it does to the character of chil-

dren to allow them to wantonly destroy
any article, however trivial. It gives
them a bad training, and tacitly teaches
them false principles, directly opposed to
the workings of Providence, which wastes
nothing, but utilizes everything. I, there-
fore, hold it to be a mistaken kindness to

provide children with constantly renewed
supplies of books and playthings, irre-

spective of whether they take good care
of these things or not. It is wrong to
allow a child to idly tear up even a pretty
advertisement card or illustrated circu-
lar, as there is .many a poor and lowly
person to whom these things would give
pleasure. It is well for both grown peo-
ple and children to learn the fact that
the careful are enabled to do far more for
others than the destructive, for those
who recklessly run through their own
things, and have to renew them often or
go lacking, are not apt to be in a position
to do for others.

After we have trained our children to

be careful of their little possessions, and
their stock in consequence begins to accu-
mulate, we should then induct them into
the duty and beauty of diffusing and dis-

tributing. At stated intervals, say Christ-
mas and Easter, for instance, they might
cull from their little stores whatever arti-

cles they could dispense with, or had
outgrown, or had duplicates of, and give
them to other children not so well pro-
Tided. This, I think, would be one of
their sweetest rewards for having taken
good care of their possessions, and it

would inculcate principles and form hab-
its which would be of great service to
them in later life.

One form of waste very common with
children (and sometimes to be found in
grown people) is that of food. Parents
often permit children to heap up their
plates with food which they barely touch,
but after they have fingered it, or eaten a
mouthful or two of it, of course it is not
fit for any one else's use. This is merely
an idle habit, which parents should nip
in the bud; but that many of them fail

to do so is evident from the fact that we
see this habit in grown persons as well as
in children. I do not know whether

LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT THEM . .

.

This advertisement has sold all the Sheep I can spare, but I have now for sale

6 CHOICE DURHAM BULL CALVES.
12 TOP JERSEY HEIFERS.

100 HEAD POLAND-CHINA, CHESTER AND BERKSHIRE
HOGS AND PIOS.

800 BARRED PLYnOUTH ROCK AND SILVER WYAN-
DOTTE CHICKENS. 200 PEKIN DUCKS.

10 CHOICE WHITE HOLLAND SOWS.
The price will be governed by size and quality. If you mean business,

write your wants. HIGHLANDS STOCK AND POULTRY FARM,
E. B. WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. FANCY HILL, VIRGINIA.

Thoroughbred Holstein-Friesians

RAILWAYS.

(Netherlands, Pieterjes, and Glothilde) All

rich, heavy milkers, and typical repre-

sentatives of the breed and strains.

REGISTERED - BERKSHIRES.
•MAY0H OF BILTM0RE" Heads my Herd.

«-Finest Stock at Reasonable Prices. Also

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorn and
Plymouth Fowls.

WRITE ME FOR PRICES.

T. O. SANDY, Burkeville. Va.

P0LAND-GHINAS..
Having purchased a part of Mr. S. S. Bradford's herd, and made

several additions to my own from the leading breeders of Ohio. I can fur-
nish select pigs not related to those previously shipped, and sired by my
fine young boars, "ADMIRAL" 42159, and "COMMODORE," 42747.
.Sows in pig and young boars and sows of all ages. Send to headquarters
and get the best from the oldest and largest herd of Poland-Chinas in the
State at one half Western Prices. Address,

J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Va.

GHSTON STOCK FHRM.

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JNO. V. DETRICK, Somerset, Va.

POLAND-CHINAS
^so

A^w SHORTHORN CALVES
NOW READY.

WPlease do not write unless you are
willing to pay more than butchers'
price for FIRST-CLASS STOCK.

WCHANAN, BROWNSBURG, l/A.
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they think it bad manners to decline

dishes offered to them, or whether they

just mechanically allow their plates to be

heaped up with twice the food they want,

but, at anv rate, a great deal of nice,

daintv food is spoiled in the way I have

described above. Children should be

not onlv allowed, but encouraged to eat

heartily of suitable food and nourishing

food, bin, at the same time, they should

be taught the wrong of wasting food, or

any other gift of God's.

Some young (and shall I add foolish?)

persons seem to think there is a kind of

meanness in being careful and saving,

and that it shows spir t to dash away
things without a thought of the cost, but

this is one of the crude fancies of early

youth. Thev will probably find, as they

advance in life, that the most useful, gen-

erous, and beneficent persons of their

acquaintance 'are amongst those who cul-

tivate the homely virtues of care-taking

and economy, and who, by husbanding

their resources, find it in their power to

extend a helping hand to others.

TEX KINDS OF WIRE FENCING ON
HIS FARM.
Avon, Ind., June 1, 1899.

Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.:

Gentlemen,—It gives me great pleasure

to state that the Page Fence I bought last

spring of your agent, Tavner Neal, of

Brownsburg, Indiana, has given entire

satisfaction and I can recommend it to

my neighbors.
I have ten different kinds of fencing

on my farm, but the Page leads them all.

I shail want more of the same kind next
spring.

Your Mr. Neal is an excellent hand to

stretch up Page Fence.
Yours truly, B. S. McClaix.

THE ACME ENGINE.
The Rochester (N. Y.) Machine and

Tool Works, makers of the "Acme,"
write us that they are in communication
with parties in Bankok, Siam, who con-

template introducing these celebrated

engines and boilers for the purpose of
ranning machinery for dressing diamonds
and other precious stones, instead of ex-

porting them rough as they do at present.

These engines are now in use in nearly
every foreign country as well as every

State in the Union, which fact attests

their value and popularity as economic
power. Farmers who have ensilage, fod-

der, etc., to cut or shred should write

above firm for prices and catalogues.

Sculpture.
—"I think I could have

been a sculptor," remarked Whinger, in

the bosom of his family. "Do you, now ?

just think of that,"* exclaimed Mrs.
Whinger, admiringly. " Yes," continued
the great man, musingly ;

" all it needs,

you see, is a big hunk of stone, and then
you just knock off what you don't want,
and that's all

!"

McLubbeett. " Git out av yure moth-
er's way, Moikey ! Don't be afther hug-
gin' dhe stove ahl dhe toime. Sure dhe
weather is not cold I

"

Little Mike. ''Oi'm not heatin' dhe
weather, eorr ; oi'm warmin' me bands."
Harper's Bazar.

THE FARMER is INTERESTED in the

ARMOUR ANIMAL FERTILIZER -as

THE FARMER Fowsthe BL-OOD and BONE of which it

15 1X1 d,Q6.

He knows this material is best for his land; best for his wheat; best for his

grass; best for his pocket book—Armour's Animal Fertilizer came
from his land; should go back on his land—SO HE PUTS IT BACK AND
GROWS BIG CROPS.

USE THIS FERTILIZER ON YOUR WHEAT.
THE ARMOUR FERTILIZER WORKS,

CHICAGO, ILL. BALTIMORE, MD.
* Farm and Gcrden Library

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Moat Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. Write us
if you contemplate planting:* Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. X. HOOD <Sc CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.

Save S5.00 or $6.00^
By buying your Cook Stove di-

rect from the factory. We manu-
facture some of the best brands

of stoves made ; amongst them
the celebrated

FITZ LEE COOK STOVES
(made in six sizes). They are

unequalled in baking qualities,

durability, appearance and extra

large ovens. All stoves guaran-

teed.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Southern Stove Works,
S to 827 North 17th Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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REVISED

IN hi

The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va $5 00 85 25

The Times, •' " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, " " 1 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 I 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00 4 00

" Round Table 100 135
" Bazaar 4 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

The Washington Post 75 1 05

Breeders' Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman I 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 2 00 2 25

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00 2 25

Southern Churchman, " "... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman.. 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas "

Lipplncott's "

Harpers' "

Forum "

Scrlbner's "

Cosmopolitan "

Munsey "

Strand "

McClure's "

Puritan, "

Review of Reviews 2 50

3 00 3 25

2 50 2 75

4 00 4 00

3 00 3 25

300 3 25

1 00 1 35

100 1 35

1 25 2 00

1 00 1 35

1 00 1 35

2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from " our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage ot our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other periodi-
cals.

Seed House of the South.

BCCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CAKE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIEI.D AXD GARDEN SEEDS ot

eTery variety at lowest Market Rates, included in which
are RACIjLAXWS PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

^^^^^WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, # IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole
Boot Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.,

f APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

QUINCES, CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES. STRAWBERRIES. ETC.. EVERGREENS,

ORNAMENTAL TREE8 AND SHRUB8.
'•'-•-POLAND CHINA PIGS.'*'*

IBRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN ANDj
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
B. WATKINS & BRO..

HALLSBORO', CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

fclBHTNiHO; HAY PRESS-
- VAost ilu.vabU iwu\, ectmu\\ULu\

StttisfoxVicm ov ftu oale . ^~
Kansas G'iUj Huaj ?*i s "• Co.
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THE JONES
(UnBRELLA'ROOF.
1 ANEW UNION TWILLED 5ILK"R00r$l.q?

RE-COVER YOUR OWN UMBRELLA.

The Adjustable " Roof " fits any frame, requires

no sewing, and can be put u:\ i:i a ir.inuto. You
can re-cover your own umbrelia without the slight-

est trouble or moments delay.

Take the measure (to the fraction of an inch) of

your old umbrella ; count the number of outside-

ribs ; state if the center rod is steel or wood ; send to us with £1.00

and we will mail postpaid, a Union Twilled Silk 25 or 26 inch Ad-
justable " Roof " (27 or 28 inch, $1.25 ; 29 or 30 inch, $1.50). Um-
brella " Roofs" all sizes and prices from 50 cents to §8.oo each,

according to quality. If you are not absolutely satisfied incvery

particular, send the "roof" back, and we v/ill refund the

money at once, including stamps you h-.ve used for post-

age. Over a quarter of a miiiicn " I'.oofu" sold.

^ Booklet, " Umbrella Economy" with simple b.struc-

^"oz^^i^. tions necessary with your order.
•>^s. All first-class dealers sell Jones Umbrella "Roofs."

The Jor»2S-Mu:!en Co., 396-393 Broadway, Mew York.

Manu.'ac;arer3 of t'aa highest grades ef I'.Turt'cj to t'jj largest Eiore3 la tiss world.

We are headquarters for IMPLEMENTS, TOOLS,
BUGGIES, HARNESS, Etc , of every description,

from the best makers.

Four cars of the celebrated MILBURN WAGONS have just arrived.

The Tornado Ensilage Cutter and Shredder is

the best in the world.

GRAIN DRILLS, LAND ROLLERS, CORN

HARVESTERS, CIDER MILLS -mr
aad all other seasonable goods now in full stock. Send for

prices and catalogues.

We are also agents for . .

.

ARMOUR & CO.'S CELEBRATED FERTILIZERS.

Farmer's Supply Co.,

1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.
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FARMERS! ESSSft* FERTILIZERS
Bead these analyses and prices.

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE ) SMS*
Total Phosphoric Acid 19.45 f *.. nn

'

Total Ammonia 4.83 ) !p ZO.UU.

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE
Phosphoric Acid 11.89 \- $ 25.00.Ammonia 4.9° '

Potash 2.

" Mamma, what would you do if that
big vase in the parlor should get broken ?

"

said Tommy.
" I should spank whoever did it," said

Mrs. Banks, gazing severely at her little

son.
" Well, then, you'd better begin to get

up your muscle," said Tommy gleefully,
" coz papa's broken it."

—

Harper's Bazaar.

" It's too bad," said little Bessie, " that
there isn't another little Peters boy."

''They have six," said her mother, "I
should consider that about enough."

" Well," said the little girl, " they can
all take each other's clothes as they grow
up, but there isn't any one to take little

Johnnie's, and it seems kind of wasteful.—Harper's Bazaar.
JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.

The IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302-1304 E. MAIN STREET, RICHMOND. VA.

Our NEW STOBE and Fine Show-Booms are

now stocked with the]most stylish lot of

BUGGIES,

CARRIAGES,

WAGONS,

HARNESS,
ever seen in Bichmond, to which we invite inspection.

> > * <. '

CIDER MILLS,

FEED MILLS,

ENSILAGE CUTTERS,

FAWNING MILLS,

BALING WIRE,
GRAIN DRILLS.

"IMPERIAL PLOW" (Best on earth).

Repairs in stock.

BISSELL, OLIVER. DIXIE,

FARMER'S FRIEND PLOWS.
ALL PLOW REPAIRS.

The ABOVE CUT of the celebrated " KENTUCKY " Sorghum
ALL KINDS OF IMPROVED FARM and Sugar Cane Mills was made from a photograph. Blanters desiring

IMPLEMENTS a strictly first-class mill will GET THE VEBY BEST by buying the

''KENTUCKY."

IM CUTS AND CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

THE IMPLEMENT CO., I302-I304 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.
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Fine ROAD and TROTTING

Horses.
ForSaleby W. J. CARTER,

(BROAD ROCK),

Turf Correspondent. P. .Box 929, RICHMOND, VA.

REFERENCES.- L. BANKS HOLT (former owner ofJohn R. Gen-
try, 2.00K), Graham, N. C. ; Col. J. S. CARR, Durham, N. ('.; Maj.
P. P. JOHN'S! IN (President National Trotting Association), Lexington,
Ky. ; UuL. B. CA.MKUuN, Kairntosh Stud. Stagville, N. C: JOS.
BRYAN and H. C. (Ml A.MBLIN, Richmond, Va. ; A. B. GWATHMEY
(N. Y. Cnttdh Exchange), New York; Capt. B. P. WILLIAMSON,
Raleigh, N. C. ; J. F. JACKSON (Editor ScnUhern Planter), Richmond,
Va. ; H. A. BUCK (Editor Spirit of the Times), New York.

BBNJ. T. CRUMP & CO.,
..Wholesale and Retail Dealers in..

Vehicles, Harness and

Saddlery GoodS;^**
1309 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

The 2nd Annual Fair -OF THE

VIRGINIA STATE FAIR AND

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

WI LL BE HELD AT NORFOLK, VA.
On Tues.. Weds., Thurs. and Fri.,

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1899.

GRAND DISPLAY of Agricultural, Horticultural and
Mechanical Products, Live Stock and Poultry.

DAILY PARADES, Civic and Military, and other

attractions.

TIE SPEED PROGRAMME 1".°. Zf^ S.
splendid carnival of racing, including contests between

Trotters, Pacers and Runners.

For further information, address

W. T. GILCHRIST, Pres

JOHN MARINER,
Treas. and Gc

W. E.

Manager

DILLION,
Secretary.

It£ Hancock Rotary Disc Plow
IS THE GREATEST PLOW ON EARTH

For broadcasting, breaking black prairie or red clay lands; for turning under corn or cotton stalks, oat or wheat stubble, Bermuda sod or
Johnson grass, there is no implement manufactured which will equal it. It cuts from 12 to U inches wide and from 6 to 10 inches deep, at
the will of the user. It will break up two to three acres a day, and will do it wlMi lighter draft and pulverize the ground better than any
other plow manufactured.

UfC ftllAD AftlTEE Every Hancock Rotary Disc Plow to give entire satisfaction in any kind of soil or under any conditions, and
If t UUHHAIl ICC will replace absolutely free ol charge any part or pirts which may break within 12 months from date of purchase.

2,000 SOLD SINCE FEBRUARY, 1898. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Oetne nVJIills and ESvaporators.
STRONGEST AND HEAVIEST.
NO EXPENSIVE BREAKAGES.
TOP AND BOTTOM JOURNALS

RUN IN BRASS BOXES.
ENCASED GEARING TO PRE-

VENT ACCIDENTS.
Our EVAPORATOR PANS are

made of best quality galvanized steel,
or heavy sheet copper, and are thor-
oughly tested before leaving the fac-
tory. Furnaces aie mad* of heavy
sheet and angle steel.

ST. ALBANS SHREDDERS AND ENSILAGE CUTTERS—Guaranteed the Best.

HOCKING VALLEY ENSILAGE AND FEED CUTTERS.
BUCKEYE FEED MILL AND HORSE-POWER—Needed on Every Farm.
HOCKING VALLEY CIDER MILLS, with Wooden Rollers. Do Not Stain or

Impart any Taste to the Juice.

Baling Presses for Hand, Steam, and Horse-Power, Engines, Saw Mills, Grist Hills, Grain Drills, Plows and
Castings of all kinds, Harrows, Corn Shelters, Road Carts, Buggies, Surreys, Farm Wagons, Log Trucks,

Implements, Machinery and Vehicles of every description.

TO7\A.TT I^X-iO'VKT OOMPAKTY,
Office and Warerooms, 1518-20 East Franklin Street, RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.
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All Kinds of Farm Implements.

The SYMMES Patent HAY SPECIALTIES!

and GRAIN CAP.

Made from Wood Pulp. Thoroughly water-

proof. The most practical, cheap and efficient

Hay and Grain Cap yet introduced. Practical,

durable. No strings, no tying down. 100,000

In use. Patented. Thousands of them sold,

and in every case satisfaction given, as will be

seen by referring to testimonials.

_JVHLWAUKEE Corn Husker and

Fodder Shredder.

Latest Improved BUCKEYE and

HUTCHINSON Cider Mill.

The Genuine Oliver Chilled

Plows and Repairs.

Genuine Farmer's Friend Plows.

Studebaker and Brown Farm

Wagons, Carts and Buggies,

: Land Rollers and Harrows,

Ross Feed Cutters and

Horse Powers,

Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers,

Superior Grain Drills,

Subsoil Plows,

Champion Mowers, Reapers and

Binders, Hay Rakes, and

Twine,

Iron and Wood Pumps,

I. X. L. Wind Mills,

Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn

Huskers and Shredders,

Aultman & Taylor Threshing

Machines, Engines and

Saw=Mills,

Disc Harrows and Disk Cultivators.

Also full line of

Hand Cutters,

Fodder Shredders,

Corn Shelters,

Tread and Sweep Powers,

Grinding Mills,

Corn Huskers,

Wood Sawing Machinery,

Etc.

SUPERIOR GRAIN DRILLS.

PLAIN AND FERTILIZER HOE

AND DISC DRILLS.

The TIGER All=Metal Disc Harrows

with one and two levers.

SCOTCH
HARROWS.

steel LeverHarrows; Spring-tooth Harrows

all sizes, plain and with levers; Smoothing

Harrows, and anything in the Harrow hue

always ou hand at bottom prices.

i^LE^Sl 1,'^]^^1^^^^.^ CHAMP.ON and WH.TELEY Steel

fcl^^U^t^ifeo?SMUn Mowers, Reapers and Binders.

DflCC ENSILAGE
IfUwO MACHINERY.

With or without Traveling

Feed Table.

Swivel or Angle and Straight

Carriers.

CHATTANOOGA CANE MILLS

and EVAPORATORS.

Prices and Catalogues Famished

of all implements.

WHEELBARROW SEEDERS,

CAHOON SEEDERS.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN Farm

Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

ELI PRESSES—38 styles and sizes.

f —
' BEST IN THE COUNTRY!

Baling Wire and Bale Ties at Lowest Prices.

CHAS. E. HUNTER, 1528 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.

JAMES O. HENINO, of Powhatan Co., Va., Gen'l Manager. HOWARD J. NUCKOLS, o( Henrico Co., Va., Salesman.



Fancy Poultry.
YOUNG STOCK is crowding me, and in order to make room, I will dispose of 1000

head (old and young) at very low prices for quick shipment. Let me
know what you wish in the following varieties, and I'll

make you low figures.

Black Spanish,

Light Brahmas,
B. B. R. Ex. Games,
B. B. R. Game Bantams,
Pit Games,
Black Langshans,
Sherwoods,
White Wyandottes,
Silver Laced Wyandottes,
Silver Spangled Hamburgs,

Barred Plymouth Rocks,

Blue Andalusians,

Brown Leghorns,

White Leghorns,

Black Minorcas
White Minorcas,

Indian Games,
White Guineas,

Bronze Turkeys,

Pekin Ducks.

*»-IN WRITING, STATE WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE SHOW BIRDS.*^

DOGS. I have for sale the following PUPPIES

of the very finest breeding

:

ONE LITTER ENGLISH POINTERS...
Natural hunters and need little training.

ONE LITTER BEAGLE HOUNDS . .

.

Finest in the world on rabbits.

ONE LITTER SCOTCH TERRIERS . .

.

Unequalled for ratters, and will clean your premises of them.

PRICE OF ALL, $5.00 Each ; male or female. First come, first served, and

they will not last long at this figure.

GEO. T. KING. JR.,

TELEPHONE 23GO. R. O. BOX 1, RICHMOND, VA.



(lOBTjlWESTEBII fllDTOBL LlFE IlSBBlfCE 60.,
0fMilwaukee - Wisconsin -

FIGURES FROM 41st ANNUAL STATEMENT, JANUARY I, 1899.

ASSETS $'15,446,643.16

LIABILITIES, including surplus accumu-
lations held to meet tontine and semi-

tontine policy contracts (approximate), $19,005,174.00

$109,085,214.64

GENERAL SURPLUS $6,362,428.52

Insurance in force (196,000 policies) $457,712,738.00

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Ceneral Agent, 1201 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

Feeds and Feeding, By P«0R HBNRY-

657 PP. CLOTH.

THE BEST BOOK for FARMERS and
STOCKMEN ever published.

' '—1 $2.00, Express Paid from Our Office.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, RICHMOND, Va.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits

:

TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTILIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

8®-We especia?'y recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS or

CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Boue, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.

Mention Southern Planter when you write.
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We Bind...
Your Magazines, Southern..

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.

Satisfactory work guaranteed.

Job Printing Neatly Executed

S, B, ADKINS & CO,
RICHMOND, VA.

»—1

There are cheap and beautiful homes in

the " 8unny South," near the sea, and
near that thriving seaport city, Norfolk,
Va., for thousands of people who want
happy homes in a mild, healthful, and de-

lightful climate, a kind and productive soil,

the very best markets in the world, the

very lowest freight rates, good social, edu-

cational, and religious privileges, and the

greatest number of other both natural and
acquired advantages, to be found in any
other one section of the Union.

The "Cornucopia " tells you all about

the beautiful section of country around
Norfolk, Va. Send for (free) sample copies.

Address "Cornucopia," 212 Main St.,

Norfolk, Va.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class WholeSgl
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties. Y 1

--T
7^-

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES, PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES,

QUINCES, CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES. RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES, 8TRAWBERRIES, ETC.. EVERGREENS.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUB8.
^•-POLAND CHINA PIGS/^*-

IBRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN ANDj
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
J. B. WATKINS & BRO.,

HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

CHARTERED /870.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore

and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

JNO. P. BRANCH,
President.

JNO. K. BRANCH,
Vice-President.

Capital Stock, Saoo.ooa

Surplus and Profit,, $330,00*

JOHN F. GLENN,
Cashier.

'
1
Directors.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chas. 8. Strlngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.

Branch, Fred. W. Scotl, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. S. Buford, R. C. Morton. Andrew
Plzzlni. Jr., J. P. George.

fe^OCN&OOOOOOOOOOOOO

EOR THE Wheat and Grass Crops
"STAR W% BRAND"

GUANO,
McGavock Mixture, Acid Phosphate,

Or. DISSOLVED^. C. BONE, Etc.

ALLISON & ADDISON, BRANCH VIROINIA-

CAROLINA CHEMICAL CO. Richmond, Vav
MANUFACTURERS.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The long continued dry and hot weather throughout

great part of the Southern States has undoubtedly

much delayed the work of preparing the land for the

fall-sown crops. It has also caused the early maturing

of staple spring seeded crops, and thus enabled the

work of the harvesting of these crops, to be proceeded

with and largely completed at a season of the year

when days are long, and thus reduced materially the

cost of this work. The effect of this will be to render

it possible now to give a much more undivided at-

tention to the work of preparing for and seeding the

fall crops, and to enable much more land to be broken

for spring seeding. The months of October, Novem-

ber, and very frequently much of December, are

months when, in the South, very great progress can

be made in fitting land for crops in the ensuing year
;

and this can be done with the least possible strain on

teams and men. The beautiful fall weather so char-

acteristic of the South makes it a pleasure to work in

the land during that season of the year, and the farmer

who neglects his opportunity of so doing is failing in

one of the first duties incumbent upon him towards

ensuring success in his calling. Too often, we regret

to say, advantage is not taken of this season as it

ought to be, and the result is that the Southern farmer,

with all the advantage given him by location and cli-

matic conditions, is no more forward in his work in

the spring than his Northern brother, who has all the

difficulties of frost and snow to contend with for six

months of the year. We would most strongly urge
upon our readers that this state of affairs should be

altered, and that this fall, right now, they should

begin to make the alteration. Unless this course is

taken it is impossible for a Southern farmer to do that

which his geographical position easily enables him to

do—make each acre of his land produce him as much
as two acres, and often three acres, of the land of his

Northern brother is made to produce. In the North
and the Northwest it is practically impossible to pro-

duce more than, one crop from the land each year.

Here land not producing at least two crops in the

year, and much of it three crops, is land not properly

farmed and its capabilities utilized. In this issue will

be found two articles showing how easily possible it is

to produce two and three crops on the same land in one
year, and that with much less proportionate labor and
manure or fertilizer than would be necessary to pro-

duce the same weight of produce on twice or three

times the area, whilst at the same time, as these two
articles show, the producing capacity of the land and
its permanent fertility is enhanced. No farmer should

be heard to say that farming does not pay until he has
fully utilized the crop-producing capacity of his land

nor fully availed himself of the benefit of those crops

which his land can be made to produce. A merchant
who allowed his capital to remain unproductive one
half of the year when he could easily have employed it

profitably during the whole year would receive little

sympathy from his fellow-merchants if he came to
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grief and was compelled to go into the bankruptcy

court. Yet this is precisely the position of a farmer

in the South who fails to avail himself of the opportu-

nities which his geographical location has made easily

possible. If your cash capital does not enable you to

do this over the area of a large farm, then reduce the

area cultivated and make that reduced area produce

to its full capacity. The profit will be greater and

the unemployed land will not be reduced in crop pro

ducing capacity, but will, if properly cared for, slowly

gather fertility until the time when you are able to

take it in hand and make it also a full factor in addiug

to the profit of the farm.

The fine rains we had during the last half of Sep-

tember will have put much land that was intended for

wheat and oats into condition for plowing, and those

already plowed into good working order. No delay

should occur in getting to work fitting the land for

seeding, as it is already getting late for sowing winter

oats, and the time when wheat should be sown, in

order to have the opportunity to make a growth that

will withstand the winter frosts, is close at hand. Do
not, because of being thus late in being able to start

preparing the land for these crops, fail to give the

land good preparation before seeding. More wheat

and winter oat crops are failures from want of good

preparation of the land than from want of manure or

fertilizers. Remember that you cannot supplement a

poor working of the land before seeding by subse-

quent cultivation during the growth of the wheat and

oats. As the seed bed is when seeded, so it must prac-

tically remain until harvest. As the result of numer

ous experiments made in different parts of the coun-

try, it has been shown that the harrowing of land

several times before the seeding of the crop has great

influence on the yield. Land harrowed four times be

fore being seeded with either wheat or oats has pro-

duced from 5 to 10 bushels more grain to the acre than

land only harrowed once. Where laud has to be

plowed so late that it has not time to pack naturally

before being sown, or where peas or clover are plowed

down, the use of the roller will be found most beneri

cial in securing a good seed-bed. Roll and then har-

row; and, if necessary, repeat the work. In our last

issue, we discussed the question of the fertilizer to be

used for wheat and oats, and to this we refer our read

ers. In this issue will be found a valuable contribu

tion to the subject of wheat fertilization and produc

tion, from the pen of Prof. Nourse, the Agriculturist

at the Virginia Experiment Station. It is well worth

the careful study of every wheat grower. As soon as

the land is fit, seed winter oats. The sowing of wheat

had better be deferred until we have had a touch of

frost. The warm weather we have had, and still are

having, will hatch out the "flies," and they will

quickly infest the young wheat, if out of the ground,

before a trost has stopped their activity. Where
"catch strips" of wheat have been sowu to trap the

"flies," as advised in a late issue, these should be

either burnt up or be plowed down before seeding the

full crop, or the flies will later leave them for the

crop.

It is too late now to sow grass seeds or Crimson clover

with any certainty of results. If the fall is a fine

growing one and the winter mild, seed sown this

mouth may make a stand, but the business is a risky

one and only to be entered on by those who can af-

ford to re seed in the spring if needed. Crimson

clover mixed with oats, wheat or rye may be seeded

yet. If the clover fails or is killed out, the grain

seeded with it will make feed. The best crop to seed

now for early spring feed is the sand vetch with a half

seeding of winter oats or wheat. In this issue will be

found a very interesting article on the sand vetch, to

which we refer our readers. The common winter

vetch may also be seeded with success. This also

should have oats or rye seeded with it to make the

best result.

Let all forage crops not already harvasted have at-

tention as they become fit to cut, and do not let them
remain uncut so late as that it may be difficult to cure

them. Peas, soja beans, millet, sorghum, corn and

second crops of clover and grass will make better and

more uutritious hay cured during this month, if it be

a fine month, than if cured when the sun is more
powerful. They will of course take longer to cure,

but will retain their color and nutritive juices more
fully aud be much more freely eaten by stock. Always
be careful to see that all rain aud dew is dried out of

any of these crops before they are housed, and then,

even though they may have considerable of the

natural juices of the plants in them, they will cure out

in the barn or stack and keep.

Don't leave corn fodder out in the fields longer

than necessary. Exposure only robs it of nutritive

value, and decreases its quantity. Have it as far as

possible brought up to the barn as soon as the corn is

fit for shucking, and after shucked, let it be either run

through the fodder shredder or cutter, if you have

one or can hire one, and be packed away in the barn,

or be stacked up carefully and topped off with

straw or coarse hay to keep out the wet. We
would like to see all the fodder run through a

shredder, aud stored in the barn, or, if lacking in

barn room, made into a rick. In either place

it will, if in proper condition when shredded,

keep perfectly all winter and afford a ration for stock
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as valuable as timothy hay, and if supplemented with

cow-pea hay or soja bean hay, make a complete ration

on which young stock will thrive and do well, and

with the addition of grain will make either beef, mut-

ton or milk.

Cow peas and soja beans make a splendid hog pas-

ture at this season of the year, and upon these crops

meat can be made at very low cost. If you have more

of these crops than you can take care of as hay turn

the hogs into them, and theu in the spring plow down
the vines and stalks they may have left.

Irish and sweet potatoes should be dug as they

become sufficiently matured to keep. It is not a wise

plan to allow either of these crops to remain in the

ground until the vines are all dead and gone. If there

is any blight in the crop it will spread more rapidly

in the field than in the house or pie. When the skin

on the tubers is so fast that it will not slip off when
rubbed with the finger or thumb, they will keep when
properly dried and stored. Before putting away in a

house, pit or pie, let the tubers dry in a shed or under

cover, but do not let them lie iu the hot sun after dig-

ging longer than necessary. In our last issue will be

found advice as to storing sweet potatoes. Irish po-

tatoes keep well in a dry cellar, where the tempera-

ture does not fall below 38 or 40 degrees, or they may
be kept in a pie covered with straw and soil. Do not,

however, store too many in one heap ; 50 or (>0 bush-

els is enough. Cover with straw only at first until

after they have gone through a sweat, and then when
cooled off add three or four inches of soil on the top

of the straw.

"When no other work presses keep the teams at work
with the plow and subsoil plow. They can now do a

good day's work without hurting them, and should be

made to do so. Plow a good furrow, something deep-

er than was plowed last time, and let a subsoil plow
follow each plow, and break, but do not bring up, the

subsoil. Do not be dissuaded from doing this work
by being told that it will be to do over again in the

spring. This is not true ; but even if it were, we
should still advise fall and winter plowing. We have
not space to go into the arguments in favor of the

practice here, but will do so during the fall and win-

ter. Meanwhile take our word for it. We know
whereof we write. We have proved it iu practice

and can justify it in theory.

Do not fail to mention the Southern Planter in corre-

sponding with advertisers.

TESTS OF FERTILIZERS ON WHEAT AT
BLACKSBURG, VA.

Editor Southern Planter:

Bulletins on the above subject have been issued by
this Station for several consecutive seasons, the results

obtained showing great uniformity, and growing more

so with each succeeding year. The yield this year

will have a two fold value— first, as it is the last of

the series (being obliged to use the plots for other

purposes) ; and second, unlike all former years, the

average yield of wheat throughout this section has

been but little more than half a crop ; therefore we
may study the effects of the various manures applied

during a poor wheat year, as well as for the several

years when conditions were such as to give good crops

generally. In commenting on results for this year, we
would say one potash is equivalent to fifty pounds of

muriate of potash, one phosphoric acid to one hundred

and seventy- five pounds of acid phosphate, and one

nitrogen was supplied by two hundred and forty

pounds of nitrate of soda. For fuller explanations of

outlines of experiments, see former bulletins, which

have been published in the Southern Planter. Consid-

ering the very poor wheat year, the returns from ma-

nures applied have been remarkably similar to former

years, though of course the unfertilized plots gave a

very light yield, a little less than three bushels per

acre; yet the increase was proportionately as in former

years.

Table I.

Yield of Grain Yield of Straw
Manure Applied. Per Acre. Per Acre.

Bushels. Pounds.

Unfertilized 2.9 350
1 potash 3.5 330
1 phosphoric acid 6 67 590
1 nitrogen 4.83 390

Where single elements were applied, as in Table I,

the increase was in nearly the same proportions as in

1898, but this is not true where we note the phospho-

ric acid and nitrogen, or the phosphoric acid and pot-

ash plots in Table II, or any of the plots in Table III.

Table II.

Yield of Grain Yield of Straw
Manure Applied. Per Acre. Per Acre.

Bushels. Pounds.

Unfertilized 2.9 350
1 potash, 1 phos. acid.. 10.00 850
1 potash, 1 nitrogen... 4.33 490
1 phos. acid, 1 nitrogen, 9.67 1160

In other words, the poor year showed greater pro-

portionate yields on plots dressed with a combination
of chemicals, and intensifies deductions drawn in pre-

vious publications, and again emphasizes the necessity

of a large amount of phosphoric acid applied in the
presence of a moderate amount of potash and a smaller
quantity of nitrogen.
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Manure Applied.

Table III.

Yield of Grain

Per Acre.

Bushels.

Uu fertilized 2.9

14.17
1 pot., 1 phos. acid, 1

nitrogen.

I pot, 1 phos. acid, 1

nitrogen \o.o6

1 pot., i phos. acid, 1

nitrogen 12.00

1 pot., 1 phos. acid, 1

nitrogen l-.uu

U pot., 1 phos. acid, 1

nitrogen

1 pot., 1* phos. acid, 1

nitrogen

1 pot., 1 phos. acid, li

nitrogen

13.67

15.33

12.17

Yield of Straw

Per Acre.

Pounds.

350

1450

1250

1130

1030

1300

Pounds of Straw Per Acre.

1896 1897 189S 1899 Av. 4 Yrs
590 1041 350 664

873 1178 490 900

1277 1780 850 1369

Unfertilized 676

1 pot., 1 nitrogen ..1060

1 pot., 1 phos. acid, 1570

1 phos. acid, 1 ui-

trogeu 1310

1 pot., 1 phos. acid,

1 nitrogen 1718

1543 2453 1160 1617

1574 26S0 1450 1856

1210

800

Table IV.

Averages of Tests for Four Years.

1.—Kind of Fertilizer Required for Wheat

A.—Fertilizers Applied Separately.

Kind of Fertilizer Bus. Grain Per Acre

Used. 1896 1897 1898

5.90 7.72

7.58 9.41

10.40 10.16

11.66 17.62

1896

Unfertilized 5.22

1 potash 5.58

1 nitrogen. 7.58

1 phos. acid. ...12.08

1899 Av. 4 Yrs

2.9 5.44

6.52

8.24

12.00

3.5

4.83

6.97

As heretofore, phosphoric acid, either alone or in

combination, never fails to show a marked effect ;
but

the best results come from a combination of the three

fertilizers. The potash and nitrogen seem to produce

but slight effect, except in the presence of phosphoric

acid. For instance, the application of one potash and

one nitrogen gave only 7 74 bushels, while same, with

addition of one phosphoric acid, gave 19.66, or an in-

crease of 11.92 for the latter article.

Table VI.

Average Bushels of Grain for the Four Years.

Unfertilized.

Potash.
Nitrogen and potash.

Nitrogen.
Phosphoric acid.

Potash and phos. acid.

Nitrogen and phos. acid.

Pot., phos. acid, and nit.

2. Amount of Fertilizers Required for Wheat.

As before Tables IV and V show a combination of

all three articles are necessary for most profitable re-

turns, and to give some estimate of the proportions

that might be advautageously applied, we insert

Pounds of Straw Per Acre.

1897

590

777

877

1360

1898

1041

1296

1530

1768

1899 Av. 4 Yrs.

350 664

330 812

590 991

390 1201

1896

Unfertilized... 676

1 potash 845

1 nitrogen 965

1 phos. acid... 1285

It will be noticed that in the three former years the

unfertilized plots, while giving small crops, yet the

amount was greater with each succeeding year. In

1899 this of course did not continue, the amount be

ing about half that of 1897, having been influenced

by climatic conditions.

Table V.

B.—Fertilizers Applied Together.

Kind of Fertilizer. Bus. Grain Per Acre.

1896

Unfertilized 5.22

1 pot., 1 nitrogen 5.83

1 pot., 1 phos.

acid 13.00

1 phos. acid, 1

nitrogen 12.66

1 pot., 1 phos.

acid, 1 nitrogen 18.04

1897

5.90

9.61

1898

7.72

11.37

1899 Av. 4 Yrs.

2.9

4.33

5.44

7.74

16.36 19.50 10.00 14.72

17.95 23.46 9.67 15.94

19.43 27.00 14.17 19.66
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In one instance only is the yield increased by addi-

tions made to one full ration of each article applied,

and that is when the one and a half ration of phos-

phoric acid was applied
;
yet even here the increase

was so slight as to show it might have come from an

element of possible error, an inference strengthened

by the fact that in 1899 the yield from the one-half

potash with other elements, was greater by one and a

half bushels than the one potash, applied with same
quantities of phosphoric acid and nitrogen.

TABLE VIII.

Average Bushels of Grain for the Four Years.

1 potash,

i potash,

1J potash,

1 nitrogen,

J nitrogen,

1J nitrogen,

1 phosphoric acid,

I phoiphoric acid,

li phosphoric acid,

Table VIII may be summed up :

As half potash gave nearly the same average yield

as one potash, the former was the most economical

amount to apply. So, too, with the nitrogen and
phosphoric acid, the results are practically as they

were last year ; and to quote from our bulletin of that

time: "In the light of these results, it might be

assumed that one fourth of the potash, three-eighths

of the nitrogen, and all the phosphoric acid con-

tained, as shown by analysis, in a crop of twenty-five

bushels per acre, would be somewhere near the best

proportions for wheat."

3. Financial Results of the Several
Applications.

The cost of the various articles used, being practi-

cally the same as last year, the estimates used for the

different plots answer as well now, and are for

—

Potash $1 17 per acre
Phosphoric acid 1 30
Potash and phosphoric acid 2 47
Nitrogen 6 00
Potash and nitrogen 7 17
Phosphoric acid and nitrogen 7 30
Potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen... 8 47

Also, as wheat is selling here at 65 cents per bushel,

its value is the same as last year, and straw may, of

course, be placed at the same figure. With these

items before us, we have the following, showing a loss

from the applications if prefixed by the — sign, or a

profit if we use the -f- sign, and the actual figures will

be found quite similar to last year's average, except

slightly heavier losses and smaller profits in all cases,

owing to the poor crop of this season.

3 85

32

48

1 97

3 50

4 76

Potash and nitrogen — $5 44

Nitrogen —
Potash —
Phosphoric acid and nitrogen +
Phosphoric acid, nitrogen and potash. ... -f-

Phosphoric acid +
Phosphoric acid and potash -4-

This table is repeated graphically below, the loss or

minus quantity being represented at the left of the

vertical line and the profit or plus quantity at its right.

Potash and nitrogen,

Nitrogen, —
Potash,
Phosphoric acid and nitrogen,
Phosphoric acid, nitrogen and potash,
Phosphoric acid,

Phosphoric acid and potash,

These figures speak for themselves, and point out

clearly that it is not always the largest crops that are

most profitable. For the four years the largest aver-

age crops were from one potash, one and a half phos-

phoric acid, and one nitrogen
;
yet the value of the

increase above cost of fertilizer was only $1.49, but

when phosphoric acid and potash only were applied,

the value of increase above cost was $4.76, or more

than three times the former amount.

The profit or loss from reducing the amount of

either the potash, phosphoric acid or nitrogen, will

vary but little from the averages given last year, as

will be seen by the four- year average given below :

1 potash, 1 phosphoric acid, 1 nitrogen -f $1 97

z potash, 1 phosphoric acid, 1 nitrogen + 2 40

1 potash, i phosphoric acid, 1 nitrogen — 68

1 potash, 1 phosphoric acid, i nitrogen + 2 79

To sum up, quoting from the report of last year :

"The results of these tests, considered from all

standpoints, strongly emphasize the danger attending

the too unintelligent or lavish use of nitrogen. This

constituent is far the most costly of any, and the

greatest care is necessary in its use. Whenever pos-

sible, the nitrogen required by wheat—and these tests

clearly show that on our soil at least it is needed

—

should be given by plowing iu green crops, especially

clover and other leguminous plants. Green or even

dried vegetable matters supply it more cheaply than

it can be bought in nitrogenous manures. The best

results of recent agricultural science teach us that the

farmer should get his nitrogen through the aid of such

crops and supply his mineral elements—phosphoric

acid and potash—by applications of standard phos-

phatic aud potassic manures. Among the best of

these are muriate of potash, kainit and acid phos-

phates of high grade.

"The soil on which our tests were carried on, is

fairly representative of large areas in the Southwest-

ern aud Valley sections of Virginia, and the calca-
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reous districts of other State?; and their results, there-

fore, admit of wide application.

"They teach that the farmer should, in these re-

gions, depend, as far as his wheat is concerned, chiefly

upon acid phosphate—dissolved bone black, ground
bone, phosphatic slag, etc., may be substituted for

it—to which he may add, with reasonable hope of

some slightly increased profit, potash.

"For his nitrogen he should depend upon turning
under vegetable matter, or if convinced by intelligent

observation or careful tests that his soil immediately
needs nitrogen, he should apply dried blood, tankage
or nitrate of soda, economically and cautiously."

D. O. Nouese, Agriculturist.

Experiment Station, Blaclsburg, Va.

THE SAND VETCH.

Editor Southern Planter :

It may be of interest to many who have found dif-

ficulty in obtaining a stand of crimson clover to know
that in the sand vetch they have a crop that possesses
its most desirable qualities—that of affording a live

cover for the land during winter, of being a nitrogen
gatherer, and of producing an abundance of very
early forage that can be grazed or cut. And more
than that, it generally can be depended on. That is

worth a great deal to a farmer. Every one has felt

how a failure in a crop disconcerts his plans. For
hardiness, the sand vetch may be compared with the
wild partridge pea, which it resembles somewhat,
though it is in every way larger and stronger, but is

not bad to rid out of the land.

Its name would indicate that it is most suited to
sandy land, where it must be allowed it is at home,
but our experience shows that on stiffer soils, as well,
it produces an immense amount of foragp. It should
be sown in September or October here, by hand, or
drill, as wheat is sown, from three pecks to one bushel
per acre. If the weather is favorable, warm and moist,
it pretty well covers the ground in the fall, but stands
the winter if it does not make much growth in the
fall. The plants usually turn a reddish brown in the
winter, but with the first warm days the green again
appears, aud then how it grows ! Weeds, wire grass,

and almost everything else must give in.

Oats or rye sown with it, aud having au equal start,

usually manage to grow along with it, aud are the
proper thing to have there, if the crop is to be cut, as

they keep the. vines better off the ground, though they
will be overtopped and borne down more or less.

Without a supporting crop, the vetches fall when
between one and two feet high. They soon send up a
further growth, when they again fall down. This con-

tinues during all of their growing period. This habit

makes them difficult to cut when sown alone.

They are rather troublesome to cut anyhow, as nu-

merous clinging tendrils bind the whole mass together.

But this peculiarity does not make them any the worse

for grazing purposes, and the quautity of forage that

vetches yield is hardly exceeded by the heaviest crop

of cow- peas. We have nothing but the highest praise

for peas, but you can't have them in April aud May.

In 1898, we left a field of sand vetch to come to

maturity and lie on the land all summer. They were

sown in October, 1897, and it being very dry for near-

ly a month, the seed did not much more than come

up in the fall ; but the little plants were neither

heaved out nor killed by the winter's frosts. The field

early took on a green color, and by April 20th the

vetches had made a growth at least a foot high, and

so dense the ground could nowhere be seen.

A rain, at this time, beat the crop down until it

was lying flat. The main stems now assumed a trail-

ing growth, while along the stems and at their extrem-

ities a great mass of foliage continued to grow, which

was soon added to by the flowers, which gave the field

a purple cast.

At no time did the crop exceed twenty-four inches

high, though it grew till the middle of July, at which

date the stems were from six to ten feet in length.

With such a mat of interlacing stems and viues

over the ground, few weeds could get through, so that

up to the time the crop begau to die it presented a

clean smooth appearance. There were acres together

over which not a sprig of anything else could be seen.

During the whole season to August 15th, the ground

kept moist and so mellow that one could push one's

shoe into the earth three or four inches anywhere.

The sun could not reach the ground, and but little

evaporation took place. For two or three days after

a rain, the under stems and soil would be quite damp.

When the crop died, there was a great amount of

material, which, resulting from a leguminous growth,

would lead one to believe the land would be very

much helped ; and the following crop showed it.

To make a nice job of plowing, the land, with this

covering of viues, would be impossible without a disc

coulter on the plow. With it, there is some trouble if

it is not sharp, as the viues press into the ground be-

fore it.

To get such a quantity of vegetable matter into the

land is worth some trouble.

We intended to save some of the seed, but fonnd

that not many had matured properly. They were

small, aud very inferior to that sown. It may be that

this climate is not suited to the perfect development
of the seed.

Albeet R. Bellwood.
Chesterfield County, Va.
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INTENSIVE FARMING IN HENRICO CO., VA.

Mr. F. A. P. Thornton, of Richmond, Tobacco

Manufacturer, is the owner pf 9J acres of land situate

to the East of the city on the Seven Pines Railroad,

where he resides, upon which he is demonstrating the

wonderful possibilities of intensive crop production.

This plot of land, when he purchased it about four

years ago, was as exhausted a piece of land as could

be found in a section noted for much poor land. It

would scarcely sprout peas, and made nothing but

short cornstalks and a few nubbins. By means of

deep plowing and subsoiling, very perfect and frequent

cultivation-, the growth of cow peas and the use of

acid phosphate and potash, Mr. Thornton has now got

the whole of the plot into a condition to produce good

crops.

The following statement, given us by Mr. Thornton,

will show what the land is now producing, and we can

vouch, from personal inspection, as to the accuracy of

the statement, so far as present crops are concerned,

and to the wonderful growth of the crops on the laud :

"Six acres of the land was planted in corn in 1898.

The variety planted was Cocke's Prolific. The rows
were 3 feet apart, and the seed was dropped by a
planter 20 inches apart in the row. The planting was
completed on the 8th of June. Cow peas were sowed
broadcast in the corn j ust previous to the last cultivation

in July. From these six acres Mr. Thornton gathered
330 bushels (measured) of corn. The stalks were cut
down at the ground and shocked, and, after the corn

' was shucked, were cut and fed to the stock. In the
spring of 1898, previous to the planting of the corn,

this piece of land produced 42 two horse wagon loads

of oat hay, cut when the oats were in the milk state.

After the corn was harvested, the land was plowed
and worked into a fine seed bed, and part of it was
seeded with German, clover and rye, and a fine stand
obtained, part of which was cut green for feed, and
part made into hay. After this crop had been har-

vested, this land was seeded with millet, and a flue

crop made by the 1st of August this year. It was
then plowed and finely worked again, and is now
covered with a good stand of German clover, oats and
turnips. The remainder of the six acres was again
planted in corn this year, the rows 3 feet apart, and
the seed dropped 16 inches apart in the row, and this

crop is now being harvested, and will, Mr. Thornton
thinks, make 65 bushels of corn to the acre. This
corn land will now be seeded partly with sand vetch
and oats, and the remainder with oats alone. Pump-
kin seed was planted along with part of the corn, and
there is a fine crop of pumpkins as the result. Peas
were sown broadcast in all the corn, and they also

have made a fair growth, and will be plowed down.
About 3 acres of land is kept constantly in use in the
growth of truck crops and fruit, and produces large

crops of every kind of vegetables, part of which are

consumed by Mr. Thornton's household and part sold.

This year Mr. Thornton has made an experiment in

growing tobacco on about three quarters of an acre of

the land. He has grown a dark stemming variety

and has already cut and cured 1,100 lbs., and has yet
to cut and cure about 400 lbs. of tobacco from this plot.

The plants were large, as may be judged from the fact

that they have made an average of 10 ozs. each, when
cured and stripped. This tobacco was cured an olive

green color, at Mr. Thornton's factory, and would
have sold on the Richmond market last year for $15
per hundred, and should fetch that price this year.

This cure was made by raising the heat in the room to

150 degrees, as soon as possible after the tobacco was
hung. This heat was kept up three days. Mr. Thorn-
ton keeps a large herd of stock on the little farm, and
makes all the manure possible, and, in addition, hauls
from the city whenever the team is not otherwise en-

gaged. He has now five horses, five cows, forty hogs
and young pigs, a few calves and sheep, and 250 chick-
ens. He produces on the place, and on three acres of
adjoining poor laud, which he rents, all the long feed
necessary for these animals, and much of the grain,

and, in addition, provides all the vegetables and
much of the meat necessary to supply the needs of 15
people residing or employed on the farm."

Mr. Thornton attributes his success almost entirely

to deep plowing, subsoiling, and perfect cultivation,

and to the constant addition to the land of humus de-

rived from the residue of crops produced, and barn-

yard manure. He did not all at once commence to

plow deeply, but has increased in depth each year,

whilst, at the same time, he has each year carefully

broken the subsoil in the bottom of the furrow, and

thus gradually fitted this virgin soil to become assim-

ilated with the surface soil.

COTTON-SEED AS MANURE.

In practice upon worn-out lands in Mississippi, I

found crushed cottonseed, or seed killed by hot water,

or the scrapings of decayed seed from around the

cotton gin, to be the best means of restoring those

lands. Well-rotted yard manure was next best. When
cotton-seed was composted with yard manure the re-

sult was most astonishing.

As these lands had been exhausted by growing cot-

ton steadily for years, the application of the seed as a

fertilizer may have had better results than when ap-

plied to lands where less cotton had been grown. But

I would never sell cotton-seed at* $10 per ton and

under, and repurchase cotton-seed meal or any chemi-

cal fertilizer. Cotton-seed is the cheapest fertilizer,

excepting peas, the farmer can obtain. Composted

with yard manure, nothing else is required.

Prof. Tracey, Director of the Mississippi Experi-

ment Station, after five years' trial of all manures ob-

tainable, says that "stable manure should stand first in

the catalogue of manures, and highest in the estima-

tion of every progressive rational farmer." With

cotton-seed and farm mauures, the farmer has all that

is required, S. S. B.
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INTENSIVE FARHINQ IN CHARLES CITY
COUNTY, VA.

Mr. Jno. O. Otey, of Charles City county, Va., gives

us the following information as to how he succeeds in

raising feed enough on 75 acres of land to enable him
to carry a herd of 58 head of pure bred Jerseys, with

the necessary team to work the 75 acres of land, and a

large stock of hogs. He says :

" I am supplementing my corn fodder and hay crop
with everything I can grow. I have a good crop of
beets and on the same land a splendid stand of Ger
man clover, rye and oats. On the 3rd July I sowed a
crop of millet and peas in equal proportions. This
crop has already been cut and housed—a splendid
crop made in 50 days. On another field I sowed mil
let, black peas, and sorghum on the 10th July. It

was a splendid crop—the peas from 2 to 3 feet high,
millet from 3 to 4 feet, and the sorghum from 4 to 6
feet high. This crop is now (September 8) cured and
housed. I continue* I to sow black peas until August
0th, and the last seeded are now (September 8th j 12
inches high. I send you a sample of the lot sowed
July 20th with some sorghum mixed in to hold up the
peas. (The sample was a fine one. The sorghum was
4 feet tall and the peas, a very fine growth, had run
up to the top of the stalks. The pea roots we noticed
were covered with the nitrogen producing nodules, in

some cases as large as peas. This will rapidly enrich
the land, and accounts for the fact stated by Mr. Otey
that although cropping his land so intensively it is yet
constantly improving in fertility.

—

Ed). As I cut off

the peas and millet and sorghum I sow the land again
in German clover, oats, rye, and wheat up to Septem-
ber 15th. After that I sow oats, rye, and wheat. Ou
part of the land on which I made the fine crop of peas,
millet, and sorghum I had previously this year made
a fine crop of Canada peas and oats, and the land is

now in German clover. I feed all these crops to my
cows and hogs, and put the resulting manure back on
the land. My corn crop I cut up at the roots and
cure in large shocks with shuck and fodder on the
stalks. When cured I put up in a long rick some 12
to 15 feet high, tapering off at the top, and it keeps
splendidly and gives me a great quantity of fine feed
to mix with my hay and mixed peas, millet and sor-

ghum, and other forage crops. I bind the corn shocks
together when set up to cure with one or two strands
of binder twine, and thus ensure their standing until

fully cured. To show that under this system of crop-
ping my land is improving in fertility, I may say that
my corn crop has "been grown on the same land for

five years in succession, each year making a fine crop.
I sow German clover in the corn at the last working
in July and August, and this crop I plow down in the
spring previous to planting the corn. I am strongly
in favor of seeding either sorghum, millet, or some
small stalk corn with the peas, as it holds up the peas
and makes the crop better to harvest, and is a better
balanced ration for the stock. The peas also help to
prevent impoverishment of the land by the millet and
sorghum."

Mention the Planter to your friends.

WILL HEMP GROW IN THE SOUTH?
Editor Southern Planter:

I think Prof. Massey a little over-cautious, over-

conservative in his remarks upon growing hemp, in

his reply to "A. B. C," in your September issue. I

think also that when a man who occupies a position

of influence admits that he does not by personal ex-

perience know anything of the subject on which he is

expressing an opinion that he should be cautious not

to give the weight of his influence, especially as the

scientific head of a department at an agricultural ex-

periment station, for or against any endeavor to add
to or diversify farm products.

Prof. Massey is aware that one particular field of

the Experiment Station is to investigate and add to

the agricultural scope rather than to condemn or dis-

courage new efforts and investigations.

I have given very many years close, careful study

to the fibre-bearing plants and their products at home
and abroad, have spun and woven them, and have

expended time and money for ten years in an in-

vestigation of the necessities of the hemp plant and the

practicability of growing it in the Southern States.

No plant can be expected to take a place in so impor-

tant a manner as is expected of hemp, as a universal

producer of fibre for the grand industry of cordage and
fine linen, without much careful investigation, and
some one must give an exact attention to it, if it is to

become a great success. I have given that time and

expense to the investigation sufficient to prove that,

with a careful selection of proper soils, hemp may be

universally and profitably grown in every State in the

union.

The plant originated in China, in a latitude of 20°

to 30°, and is semi-tropical, but at the same time very

hardy ; a temperature 10° below freezing does not kill

it.

»

' i furnished seed to Dr. Stubbs, of the New Or-

leans Experiment Station, in 1893, and it has been

grown there each year since. A letter from him
under date of April 20, 1898, says :

" I have been growing hemp upon our station for

several years, and have demonstrated that it is not
only practicable, but when provided with machinery
for breaking it, profitable. The seed obtained from
New York seedsmen gave a good yield, the other seed
gave strong, healthy plants which were easily decor-
ticated upon our ramie machines. * * * There is

no question, in my mind, about the practicability of
growing hemp upon these soils when machinery is

furnished that will handle it. Your idea of handling
it and mine are quite different. My idea is to clean
the fibre on the mill (machinery), so that there will be
little left of gummy matters and other substances that

cannot be easily removed in the laboratory. We have
no trouble in removing the gums and producing an.

excellent fibre after the ribbons are delivered."

In 1894, I grew five acres of hemp at Shelby, Miss.,
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under the auspices of the Illinois Central Railroad

Company, which owns immense tracts of land in the

Tazo Mississippi Delta. One acre of it, sown April

ISth upon deeply plowed loamy soil, and which had

never been fertilized, was 15 feet tall upon the 9th of

July, aud not a drop of rain had fallen upon it.

Another acre upon very sandy soil, with no manure,

and which had been thirty-five years in cotton and

corn, gave a growth of 6 to 9 feet. Other plots gave

10 to 14 feet. Still another plot, planted upon clay

soil, grew but 13 inches until after a rain, July 10th,

when it commenced growing, and was a handsome
even stand of 12 feet on the first of September. Be-

lieving it worthy of further trial, I planted 150 acres

in 1895, and used several kinds of mannre. Upon one

acre 1,000 lbs. cotton seed, plowed in in February,

and sown March 10th, the hemp was 181 to 19^ feet

in 90 days. Another acre had the equivalent from

scrapings under and around an old cotton gin, and

the result was not essentially different. Another had
ten two-mule loads, the ordinary flat carts of that

country, of mule yard scrapings. The result was
14 to 16 feet hemp. Another ten acres was upon land

in corn the year previous with a crop of cow-peas be-

tween the rows. Result, 10 to 12 foot hemp in rows,

and 5 to 7 intermediate. Another 15 acres was upon
land where there had been cow-peas broadcast, a

bushel per acre, and the crop pulled and fed off the

season before. Result, hemp 10 to 15 feet in 90 days.

The land was irregular upland.

In 1896, 500 acres were of various character accord-

ing to soil, hard or loamy, with not a drop of rain

from April 10th to September. The only drouth of

the kind ever known there. In 1897, the overflow

completely washed out the plantings. From this

irregularity and uncertainty, I determined to try the

East coast, and April 8, 1S9S, planted a plat upon the

Hickman Farm, in the alluvial bottoms of the Savan-

nah river at Augusta, Ga., under the care of the

Georgia Railroad Land and Colonization Company,
Mr. H. H. Stafford, secretary and treasurer, aud the

hemp was 14 to 15 feet, and with no fertilizers, nor

had there been any put upon the land for years before,

if at all, and the season was an unusually dry one, with

no rain until June 15th.

Of the results in Virginia this year your readers are

familiar.

Some of the hemp is over 15 feet tall, although it

has had no exact attention, and the planting has had

no special preparation.

I know that upon all the bottom lauds of the South,

properly cared for, hemp will grow 15 feet and be

ready to be harvested July 1st, and may be followed

by another crop of hemp or of other plants.

I do not think it desirable to plant it upon uplands,

unless deeply tilled, and there is a reasonable assu-

rance of moisture. The crop matures in half the sea-

son, and there is little chance of failure, and an oppor-

tunity for other crops to follow. Hemp will give a
profit of $50 per acre as easily as cotton will $5, and I

respectfully suggest to the Experiment Stations that

they test the character of the hemp plant, its adapta-

bility to the production of a fine fibre suited to manu-
facture into fine cordage and fine linens, and to pro-

ducing a profit of $150 per acre to those who plant

and care for it, before they lend their influence to dis-

courage such investigations and experiments as will

test it.

I have specially cared for several plats of hemp
upon Staten Island this season. That planted March
24th was cut June 24th 11 feet tall. That planted

May 1st was 13 feet in 90 days, and 15 feet in 100 days.

That planted June 1st, on poorer dry soil, was 9 feet

in 90 days. That planted July 1st, a second crop on

good soil, was 9 feet in 60 days. That planted August
1st, a second crop on good soil, was 6 feet September

10th in 40 days. Hemp grows much faster in hot

weather, provided it has moisture.

If the Agricultural Experiment Stations will under-

take it, they can show the farmers how to grow a new
crop practically and profitably.

Toitenville, JV. T. S. S. Boyce.

VARIETIES OF WHEAT.
The comparison of new and standard vaiieties of

wheat by the Pennsylvania State College Agricultural

Experiment Station, has been continued through the

present season. The six varieties giving the highest

yield were:

Royal Red Clawson 26.87 bus.

Forty-Fold, or Gold Coin 26 80 bus.

Dawson's Golden Chaff. 26.43 bus.

Century ... 25.71 bus.

Rochester Red 25.40 bus.

Reliable 25.14 bus.

Twenty-two varieties were tested, the average yield

being 22.02 bushels. There was an average difference

of 3.02 bushels between the smooth and bearded vari-

eties, in favor of the smooth. About one-fourth of

the grain was winter killed, which accounts for the

small average yield, it being only about two-thirds of

our usual crop. The average yield of straw was 2,450

pounds, and the average weight per bushel, 62.04

pounds. Turkish Red was the poorest variety, yield-

ing 15.37 bushels of grain and 1,590 pounds of straw.

The yield of ten varieties that have been tested for

nine and ten years, show no tendency to run out, ex-

cept a slight decrease in the yield of straw.

A bulletin giving a complete recoid of all the vari-

eties for a series of years is in preparation, and will

be distributed free of charge.
Enos H. Hess.
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PREPARING LAND FOR WHEAT.
The Use of Fertilizers on Land Deficient in Hu-

mus—Bare Land.

Editor Southern Planter :

J. A. Williams, Millbrook, Tenn., writes:

Do you think that after plowing land early for wheat
in the fall it would increase the yield to harrow your
land and roll it until it is so compact that just enough
dirt will fall behind your drill on the wheat to
cover it ?

Is not the application of heavy fertilizers injurious
to land deficient in humus, unless immediately fol-

lowed with grass—say, clover or herds grass *

Which do you think the most injurious to very poor
land—to let it lay out exposed to the sun naked or put
in grain, even if you must use fertilizer to make a
yield

*

I believe it is best to plow wheat land early, pro-

vided the land is rolled as soon as plowed and followed

by the harrow. After the first harrowing, cultivation

should be repeated at least once a week, and, if it

rains, oftener—after every rain. The idea is to pre

serve a dust blanket. The dust blanket acts exactly

as a mulch, and prevents the rapid evaporation and
loss of moisture that would otherwise take place. As
you are aware, the soil is filled with capillary pores

that have the power of lifting moisture from the lower

areas to the surface. These capillaries work their

way to the surface, and thus the soil is opened to the

evaporating influence of the sun, and not only carries

off the moisture, but also some of the nitrogen. By
cultivating with the harrow to the depth of two or

three inches, the connec ion of these pores with the

surface is destroyed, and hence all the moisture in the

soil is reserved for the future crop. Besides that, an
abundant supply of moisture enables fermentation

and the breaking down of plant food to go on more
rapidly in the soil.

I do not believe in compacting the soil too much, as

that prevents the ready distribution of plant roots in

the soil, and the vigor of th r
. crop depends largely on

its having deep, wide-spreading roots to draw an
abundant supply of food from the soil area.

I also think it is best to drill in wheat deep rather

than shallow. It may take it a little longer to get

established and started growing, but when this is ac

complished the growth will be more vigorous.

The heavy application of some artificial fertilizers

might injure the laud, though it would be more likely

to injure the roots of plants or the seed that it came
in contact with. It is poor economy to heavily fer

tilize soils deficient in humus. Most of our soils are

more iu need of this element than of any other, and
if it is abundantly supplied first, it enables the forma
tion of new chemical combinations in the soil that

reuder available large quantities of plant food, and at

the same time prevfnt injuries by firing that might be

induced where heavy fertilizers are alone used.

Clover (or cow peas in the South.

—

Ed.) is the best

thing to use to give humus to the soil, for the reason

that it is a legume and can absorb large quantities of

nitrogen from the air through the tubercles on its

roots. It thus increases the supply of nitrogen in the

soil and renders the use of this element iu the form of

an artificial fertilizer unnecessary. Humus, of course,

enables the soil to withstand drought and to retain a

much larger quantity of moisture, both of which are

essentials where a large crop production is sought.

I would not let very poor land lay out exposed to

the elements. The proper thing to do is to put in

some cover crop, especially a legume, and plow under

once in awhile and give humus to the soil, and then,

if necessary, add artificial fertilizer to supply the

other elements needed. In this way you can soon

build up a worn-out soil. If you let it lay exposed,

the fertilizing elements, as they are rendered availa-

ble, are in a large measure dissipated by means of

evaporation from the surface or they are lost by sub-

terranean drainage.

Andrew M. Soule, Agriculturist.

Tennessee Experiment Station.

THE DISC PLOW.

Editor Southern Planter:

Will you please tell me whether the disc plow is a suc-

cess or not? Will it go deeper than a turning plow*
Will it cause land to wash! Can it be used to success

where there is rock ! If so, what is the best make of
plow to buy * Also what size disc is best suited to

clay land*

The disc plow is in all particulars a great success.

It readily turns under rank growths of weeds or crops

that may be intended for green manure. Besides that,

it is one of the most effective pulverizing machines

that the farmer can use. As you are well aware, the

object of plowing is not only to invert the soil, but to

pulverize it as completely as possible. Other things

being equal, the plow that accomplishes this most

effectually is to be especially desired. In America we
should do half our cultivation with the plow. The
old theory of the beautiful straight furrow and the

nicely rounded land is a myth. What we want the

plow to do is to break up, loosen, and pulverize the

soil so as to reduce to a minimum the other cultiva-

tion needed to place the land in a suitable condition

for crop production.

We have had but little experience with the disc

plow in a rocky soil. We presume by that you mean
a shallow soil. If so, a disc would not be able to

penetrate to a sufficient depth, and besides, the sharp
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edge would be ground down very rapidly, so that you

might experience some difficulty.

If you mean a gravelly soil, or a soil containing

some good sized rocks here and there, it will work

very well. Where you strike a large stone there is

some danger of nicking or breaking the disc, and, of

course, a rocky soil would wear out and grind down
the disc more rapidly than an open friable soil.

A disc plow can be run at any desired depth, as this

is controlled by Levers. You can plow deeper and

wider with the disc than with the ordinary turning

plow. For getting over large areas rapidly we think it

an ideal implement. It is true that the draught is

somewhat greater than with the ordinary turning

plow, but this is more than made up for in the larger

areas that can be plowed in a day.

We are familiar with a number of disc plows that

do satisfactory work, but the only one at present in

use on the Station farm is manufactured by John
Deere & Co , of Moline, 111. This plow has given

entire satisfaction. It has asubsoiler attachment that

makes it especially valuable on hilly or side hill lands.

The subsoiler holds it in position and keeps it from

sliding down hill. The disc on our plow is 26 inches.

Andrew M. Soule, Agriculturist.

Tennessee Experiment Station.

LIME AS AN IMPROVER OF LAND.

The Use of Lime with Phosphates.

For several years past we have strongly advised

the more frequent and general use of lime on land

in the South. We are satisfied, from our own expe-

rience in using lime, and from the results obtained by
those who have acted upon our advice, and who have

reported to us, that such a use will be found generally

profitable, and tend largely to obviate the necessity for

applying costly fertilizers every year. The Rhode
Island Experiment Station has, for several years, con-

ducted a series of experiments with the object of show-

ing the advantages of the use of lime, especially on

acid soils, and of these acid foils there are, iu every

State, much greater areas than are usually believed to

exist. Tests made in many States show that very

much of the land under cultivation is more acid than

is good for the most profitable crop production, and

we believe that to be equally true in the South. These

experiments have also been carried on with the object

of seeing how far lime could be properly used in con-

junction with the various forms of phosphatic fertili-

zers. Hitherto it has been the opinion of some of the

greatest agricultural authorities, both here and in

England, that it was not needful, and could not be

profitable, to use lime when applying unacidnlated

forms of phosphatic fertilizers, such as ground bone,

floats, basic slag, as so large a part of these is made

up of phosphate of lime, whilst the use of lime, with

acid phosphate (superphosphate), has been, by these

same authorities, quite strongly condemned, not mere-

ly as being useless, but as being highly injurious, in

that it resulted in rendering the phosphoric acid again

insoluble by the process of reversion. A report of the

Station just issued goes to show that both these con-

clusions are unsound, at least to a very considerable

extent, upon land of the character of that experiment-

ed upon. Ten plots of land had lime applied at the

rate of one ton to the acre in 1894. Since that time,

up to 1899, eight of these plots have had applied like

amounts of phosphoric acid in different forms on each

plot. The plots have grown corn (in 1894), oats (in

1895), and hay (1896 to 1899 inclusive). The follow-

ing tables show the results on each crop, and the

financial gain in the hay crop. The observations ap-

pended to the tables are those of the officials of the

Station in charge of the experiments :

Table I.

—

Yields of Maize in 1894.. (.
Pounds per acre. )

Forms of Phosphoric Acid Applied.

Dissolved Boneblack
Dissolved Bone
Dissolved Phosphate Rock....

Fine Ground Bone
Basic Slag Meal
Floats
Alumina Phosphate (raw i

Alumina Phosphate (ignited).

No Phosphoric Acid

4,510

3,580
3,95:-!

2,655

3,230

1,690

1 ,438

2,373

2,613

3,710

2,720

3,147

1,925

2,420

2,210

2,012

1,927

1,987

52 3,098

54 2,688

56 3,255

58 2,255

60 2,377

62 1.948

641,463
66 1,318

68 1,893

1,382

1,832

2,545

1,865

1,973

1,442

1,537

1.282

1,507

From the foregoing it will be seen that, with the ex-

ception of the plots where raw alumina phosphate

(63 and 64) and floats (61 and 62) were used, lime in-

creased the yield of grain in each instance, while the

yield of stover was increased without exception. It

appears probable that the lessening of the yield

of grain by the use of lime in connection with the

floats was due to its having reduced somewhat the

acidity of the soil, by which the floats were rendered
less rapidly assimilable. In fact, Deherain and other

French writers recommended that, upon acid soils,

such untreated phosphates should be applied several

months or a year before liming is resorted to, so as to

secure as great a decomposing action upon them by
the soil as possible. Such a procedure could only be
recommended, however, where fall applications are

made, or where such plants are to be grown immedi-
ately as will flourish upon an acid soil. Under other

conditions the deleterious action of the acid soil upon
the plants might much more thau offset the advan-
tage gained from the greater decomposition of the

phosphate.
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Table II.—Yields of Oats in 1895. (Pounds per acre.)

Forms of Phosphoric
Acid Applied.

Dissolved Boneblack....
Diseolved Bone
Dissolved Phosphate
Rock

Fine Ground Bone
Basic Slag Meal
Floats
Alumina Phosphate

(raw)
Alumina Phosphate (ig-

nited)
No Phosphoric Acid
Double Superphosphate

Limed.

Plot

No.
Grain. Straw.

1,180.0

955.0

55 1,030.0

57 865.0

59 937.5

61 700

UXLIMED.

Plot
No.

Grain. Straw

5,060.0 52
! 1, 195.0 54

6,190.0 56
5 835.0 58
6,462.5 60
4,800.0 62

607.5 4,092.5 64

405.0 2,795.0 60
465.0 4,305.0 OS

820.0 4,9800 70

957 5

1,005.0

1,132 5

840.0

907.5

757.5

497.5

525.0

345.0

795.0

3,842.5

4,795.0

7,967.5

4,960.0

5,292,5

4,442.5

3,702.5

3,575.0

2,855.0

3,305.0

The oats on many of the plots lodged badly, in conse
quence of a severe storm during a comparatively early
stage of their growth, and subsequently never straight
ened up. The records show that 100 per cent, of the
oats on plots 53 to 62, inclusive, were lodged, 90 per
cent on plot 51, c0 per cent, on plot 69 and 50 per
cent, on plots 52, 63, 65, and 67. On this account the
final yields where the oats at the outset grew best were
smaller in some cases than where the early growth
was only medium. It is to be regretted that this crop
was not harvested as oat fodder immediately upon its
lodging, so that fair comparisons could be made.
Under the circumstances, these results have been given
above solely for the purpose of making the history of
the plots complete.

Table III.— Yields of Hay for the Years 1896 to 1899, inclusive.
(Pounds per Acre.)

Forms o' Phosphoric
Acid Applied.

Dissolved Boneblack
Dissolved Bone
Dissolved Phosphate
Rock

Fine Ground Bone
Basic Slag Meal
Floats
Alumina Phosphate

(raw)
Alumina Phosphate

(ignited)

No Phosphoric Acid
Double superphosphate

Unlimed.

Pint

No.

19,837.5

19,281.3

20 205.0

22,012.5

20,400.0

20,525

14,387.5

19,481.3

15,737.5

17,937.5

Plot

No.

Lbs.

9,820.7

8,564.4

8,951.3

11,855.1

13,193.2

10,560.0

5,04.25

4,930.0

2,547.5

4,752.6

Gain
from
limine.

10,016.8

10,716 9

11,263.7

10,157.4

7,206.8

9,965.0

9,345.0

14,551.3

13,190

13,184.9

It is of particular interest to note the wonderful in-
crease in the hay crop resulting from the use of lime,
particularly where double superphosphate, ignited
alumina phosphate, and no phosphate were employed.

In other experiments at this Station, lime has appa-
rently liberated large quantities of phosphoric acid
which were formerly in such natural combinations in
the soil that they were of little use to plants. The
same has doubtless resulted to some extent here
in the plots without phosphate, though in a less

degree, probably owing to the smaller application
of lime. By reason of the small amount of lime used,

and the limited amount of phosphoric acid liberated
in consequence from the soil itself, marked benefit

from the various phosphates is noticeable even upon
the limed plots.

Indications are afforded by this experiment that ig-

nited alumina phosphate may have a very inferior ac-

tion upon acid soil, and give good results where ample
lime is present as carbonate. This may explain some
of the apparently contradictory results secured with
this material. In striking contrast to the results with
ignited alumina phosphate stand those with the raw or
unignit-rd form, since the yield of hay, where this was
applied with lime, is less than where no phosphoric
acid was employed.

It will be seen that superphosphates,* L e., dissolved
bone, dissolved boneblack. and dissolved phosphate
rock (also known as acid phosphate) are more helped
by lime than the unacidulated forms of phosphate of
lime (basic slag, floats, and finegrouud bone). This
is doubtless due to the fact that lime combined with
phosphoric acid tends eventually to lessen the sour-

ness of the soil, which is not unusually true to any
considerable extent after much of it has been changed,
to gypsum (sulphate of lime) by the action of the sul-

phuric acid in the process of making it into a super-

phosphate, f
Many writers on agricultural chemistry state that

superphosphates should not be used upon limed land,

because the lime will render the phosphoric acid in-

soluble by the process of reversion. In comparing
the result in the limed series of plots where no phos-
phoric acid was used with those where dissolved bone-
black, dissolved phosphate rock, and dissolved bone
were applied, it will be seen that the phosphoric acid

applied in these forms has been of unquestionable bene-

fit even upon the limed land. Again, there has been
a wonderful gain in the crop by the use of lime where
each of these forms was applied.

It was not intended at the outstart to enter into any
extended discussion of the action of the various phos-
phates in this place

;
yet, before proceeding to a con-

sideration of the financial bearing of the liming ques-

tion, it seemed desirable to call attention, briefly, to a
few of the most striking points connected with the
action of the phosphates.
The yields of hay given in the foregoing table are

those of the material at the time it was harvested.

Deducting 20 per cent, to allow for shrinkage, and
estimating the value of the additional hay, produced
by liming, at $12.00 per ton, we obtain the gross gain
from liming. Now deducting $7.50, the estimated
value of the one ton of lime applied in 1894, we obtain

the following as the net gain per acre, in the case of

the various phosphates, for the hay crop of 1896 to

1899, inclusive

:

*By superphosphate is meant the material produced from
phosphate of lime (bones, apatite, and South Carolina, Florida,

and Tennessee rock, etc.) by treatment with sulphuric acid (oil

of vitriol'.

t We are aware that in the presence of sufficient organic mat-
ter and moisture sulphate of lime may be changed into carbon-
ate, and the sulphur be partially eliminated from the soil in

gaseous form, yet various experiments conducted here upon soil

well aerated have given indications that under normal condi-

tions the amount of carbonate of lime thus formed is at the
most very small.
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Net gain in four years from
Forms of Phosphoric the use of one ton of

lime per acre
Acid Applied. in 1894.

Dissolved Boneblack $40 58
Dissolved Bone 43 94
Dissolved Phosphate Rock 46 52
Fine Ground Bone 41 26
Basic Slag Meal 27 09
Floats 40 33
Alumina Phosphate (raw) 37 36
Alumina Phosphate (ignited) 62 35
No Phosphoric Acid 55 81
Double Superphosphate 55 79

Average net gain $45 10

It will be noticed that the lowest net gain was
$27.09. This was unquestionably due to the fact that

the basic slag meal itself contains large quantities of

lime, the quantity far exceeding that in any of the
other phosphates used. This fact explains its superior
action upon the unlim?d soil as compared with the
oth»T forms tested.

p ' From an inspection of the results with the crop in

1S94( maize), and judging from the indications in the
case of the oats before they lodged, the lime had also

helped those crops to a marked extent. But even
throwing these two crops entirely out of consideration,

we have net gains in the grass crops of 1896 to 1899,

inclusive, amounting to from $27.09 to $62.35 as the
result of the single application of lime made in the
year 1894.

In view of the fact that many deficiencies of lime
nearly approximating or exceeding that found in our
own soil have been found quite general in other por-
tions of the State, it must seem astounding if, in the
face of these results, more farmers do not begin to use
lime, even though the first cost of the investment
seems to them forbiddingly great.

As this is the time of the year when lime should be

applied to land, we commend this report to the atten-

tion of our readers. It is certain that lime mechani-

cally improves the texture both of heavy and light

land. It is also certain that it renders available pot-

ash existing in the land in an unavailable form. Ap-
plied to laud full of coarse vegetable matter it quickly

breaks down the tissues, and makes the matter avail-

able for plant food. It sweetens, or renders alkaliue,

sour or acid land. If in addition to all these good

properties it also renders more available phosphoric

acid existing in an inert condition in the soil or ap-

plied in the form of fertilizers, as this report of the

Rhode Island Station appears to prove, then, indeed,

it may well be regarded as a most valuable aid to good
husbandry. In many sections of the South it is to be

had at a low price per ton, and its more general use

would tend to still further lower the price by stimu-

lating production. The raw material exists in unlim-

ited quantity in our mountain regions, and the coal or

wood to burn it is close at hand. All that is needed

is a demand great enough to invite capital, to ensure a
•cheap article.

ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Maasey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than the 15th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Wire Grass—Bermuda Grass.

Allow me to submit to you a few questions for ad-
vice and information. I am, and I think there are
others too, troubled with wire grass, crab grass, and
nut grass. They are perfect nuisances, although I've
frequently heard it said that wire grass will not grow
except on fertile soil. I doubt it, for I've seen it

grow upon lands that I considered rather poor.
Then again they say, destroy the wire grass and you
ruin the laud ; this, no doubt, is the lazy man's ex-

cuse, since it must be true that some of that grass, for

want of nourishment must die, and in that way fur-

nishes some vegetable matter to a hungry, starved out
soil. Then, again, some claim it is not impoverishing
the soil ; this, too, I find not to be true, for, if it does
not impoverish the soil it certainly has a great deal to

do in causing poor crops planted or sown upon lands
infested by wire grass. Again, since I've come down
into Virginia, in 1895, I've heard several say, and in-

sist upon, that wire grass is Bermuda grass. I had
contemplated to try Bermuda grass in swales to keep
the land from washing ; but, if wire grass is Bermuda
grass, I do not want it ; but, before I give up my no-
tion, I wish to be informed by the best authority I

know of whether wire grass is Bermuda grass really

or not, hence these lines to you. A very eminent ag-
ricultural writer, specially amongst the German ele-

ment in the Northern, Eastern, and Western States
(Hans Bushbauer, of Wisconsin,) in his book on for-

age culture and dairying, says of the Bermuda or
Scutchgrass (Cynodon Dactylon), this grass is of very
little worth to the majority of our farmers ; it is useful
only for pasturage, but it will, south of 34° N. lati-

tude, specially in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida and Texas, where it receives proper
culture, yield a good crop of hay. From that source
of information, I should hesitate trying to grow Ber-
muda grass in Virginia, at all events near Petersburg,
where I am located. To get still further information
from sources at hand, I find in the Handbook of Ex-
periment Station Work, published by the U. S. Agri-
cultural Department in 1893, that the botanical name
of Bermuda grass is, as stated by Bushbauer (Cynodon
Dactylon), and of wire grass (apparently there are sev-

eral sorts), (Aristida species) in Florida. Wire grass
(Elusine indica) in Florida, New Jersey, West Virginia.
Wire grass (Sporobolus Species), Florida. Now, Pro-
fessor, will you be so good as to settle that question
for good. Is the Virginia wire grass in fact Bermuda
grass ? If it is, I pronounce it a nuisance, as a part of
that curse the Almighty announced to Adam : "Cursed
is the ground for thy sake ; in sorrow shalt thou eat of
it all the days of thy life ; thorns also and thistles

shall it bring forth to thee." Well, yes! this curse
seems to be verily up to the present time, I am sorry to
say it, on a great many farms, even herein the vicinity
of the city of Petersburg, and proclaims the owner or
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proprietor of such lauds to be careless and indifferent,

a soil robber, a poor farmer ; and all those who do not
wish to be included in that category will, I doubt
not. join in with me, if not in fact, but mentally in the
request to you. sir, to inform me or us, how best and
successfully to eradicate and clean our lands of those

three pests—wire grass, crab grass, and nut grass. I

for one will assure you that I will take your advice
and do my level best to accomplish it. I've com-
menced to trench the ground, but that is too slow to

accomplish much.
Dinwiddie Co., Va. J. A. F. Scheffelee.

A disciple of The Southern Planter.

Bermuda grass is commonly called "wire grass" in

Virginia, Maryland, and parts of North Carolina. In

the long leaf pine section of this State the grass called

wire grass is Aristida Stricta, which grows all through

the piney woods, and constitutes the wire grass of

Georgia of which we hear so much. This is also found

in Florida, and there also a Stenataphron and a

Sporobolus take the same name. As to the Bermuda
grass, while a pest as it gets north of its natural limit

in this country, it is for all of Eastern North Carolina

and Southeast Virginia one of the most valuable

grasses that can be had. On a light soil there is no

difficulty in getting rid of it either. It is a sun loving

grass and cannot endure shade of any kind. It will

not grow under the dense shade of trees, and hence is

not a woodland grass. I have seen one smothering

crop of peas clean it out of a piece of laud entirely.

When once established in a clay soil it is a little

harder to subdue, and will become a pest in cultivated

ground, tending to smother the young wheat and
other small grain. But if the farm is worked in a

proper rotation it is not hard to get rid of the Bermuda
anywhere. The so called nut grass, which is not a

grass at all, but a true sedge, Cvpei us Hydra, is a harder

customer. But it too can be banished by successive

crops of a smothering nature, such as winter oats sown
in September and cut for hay in spring, and the land

at once sown in peas, the peas cut for hay, and the land

then sown to crimson clover, thus giving the plant no
chance to seed. The common impression is that it is

mainly reproduced by the nuts, but the fact is that

more plants come from the seed than from the nuts.

The practice of laying by hoed crops and letting the

weeds grow is responsible for the spread of the nut

grass. It seeds after the crops are laid by. In a hoed
crop the plant must be constantly cut off and not

allowed to breathe air, and the roots will soon die.

Crab grass is too far from being an evil. On heavily

manured soils it will give a crop of hay after the early

truck crops that may at times pay better than the

truck that has failed to pay that season. Crab grass

is with us to stay, and is one of the things like Ber
muda grass that a farmer who is seeking all that can

be gotten from his soil, while studying its improve-

ment, will not want to banish. Of course, being an

annual and coming from seed entirely, the crab grass

can be finally subdued by not allowing any seed to

mature. All these things become pests to the careless

farmer, but the systematic man soon learns how to

manage them and make friends instead of foes. If

every farmer in Southeast Virginia had a permanent
pasture of Bermuda, which was kept at its best by
topdressings, he would soon find that instead of a pest

he had the most valuable aid in stock raising that

could be provided for him. Going northward into

Maryland we find the Bermuda gradually giving place

to the Northern quack grass, a much coarser and more
pestiferous grass, and it too is there called wire grass.

I have seen the two growing very sociably ou the East-

ern Shore of Maryland. Bermuda will not have the

value for hay at Petersburg that it has in the Gulf

States, but for a permanent pasture you cannot get a

better grass. In the up country, where other grasses

thrive better, the Bermuda is not needed and will be

only a pest. The wire grass about Petersburg I have

little doubt is Bermuda. There may be here aud there

some Quack, but doubt it. Bermuda makes a seed head

like the spokes of a wheel. The Quack has a head

like rye grass. Neither are wanted in cultivated land,

but the Bermuda has a value for you for pasture that

you cannot afford to neglect.

W. F. Massey.

Fertility Removed in a Bushel of Wheat or Corn

—

Grass Seed for Permanent Pasture.

I saw it stated somewhere that every bushel of wheat
sold took off 21 cents' worth of fertility at market
rates. How is this! How much fertility is removed
in a bushel of corn? This business is worth looking

into, I should think.

You advised me to sow the following mixture of

grass seeds for a permanent pasture :

Orchard Grass.

Red Top.
Red Clover.

White Clover.

Blue Grass.

I know of no permanent pastures here that have
much of anything in but Sedge Grass, aud I fear the
permanency will be short lived.

Seed, at the rate of 3 bushels to the acre, costiug so

much, I am afraid I will lose money if I follow this

advice. However, please advise me how much of

each variety.

Carleton Gould.
Franklin County, Tenn.

I have always advised heavy seeding for a perma-

nent pasture, so as to get, as soon as possible, a good

turf. As you say, the greater part of the permanent

pastures in your section run into broom sedge. This,

in most cases, is because people imagine that a perma-

nent pasture will continue permanently productive
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while constantly grazed and the phosphates carried

off from the soil. Broom sedge is nature's effort to

repair man's waste in the South, and to cover places

where he does not provide a better cover. It is also

an evidence of a lack of condition in the land. If the

pasture is top dressed annually with a little bone-meal

or a mixture of bone and kainit, and has a dressing of

a few bushels of lime once in four or five years, the

growth of the good grasses will be such that the broom
sedge will have no chance. But if you run down the

pasture till no good grass can grow, nature will step

in and fill the gap with broom sedge and young pines.

A bushel of wheat will remove from the soil about

1.42 lbs. nitrogen, half a pound of phosphoric acid,

and one-third of a pound of potash. These will cost

in a fertilizer Dot far from 18 cents. Coin removes

far less nitrogen, and less slightly of the others. Of
course these are matters for consideration, and upon
these is based the whole theory of plant feeding. We
endeavor nowadays to furnish in a fertilizer some
where near the proportions in which the crop takes

the various elements, and no subject has been more
looked into and more frequently urged on the atten-

tion of the former than the food requirements of the

various crops he grows. You will notice the prepon-

derance of nitrogen in the wheat removed. Now, if,

by the use of plenty of decaying organic matter in the

manure applied to the corn crop, and the u-e of a ni-

trogen-collecting crop like peas or clover in a short

rotation, we can get this needed nitrogen without buy-

ing it in a fertilizer, is it not the part of wisdom to get

it in this way rather than by purchase? Highly ni-

trogenous food, fed iu proper combination with carbo-

naceous food like corn, will give us a valuable fertili-

zer from the droppings of the cattle, on which we
make a profit that will go a long way towards replen

ishing the nitrogen taken by the grain. Good farm
ing will keep all the nitrogen in the soil that any
plant needs. The mineral matters are the ones we
need to look after, and see that they are supplied be-

fore exhaustion. W. F. Massey.

Peas as a Preparation for a Wheat Crop.

I have a very fine stand of peas upon a field that I

wish to put in wheat this fall. At what stage of their
growth would you advise me to plow them in, and
what fertilizer ought I to use when sowing the wheat?
Please answer through Enquirer's Column, and oblige,

Hanover Co., Va. A Subscriber.

I would not advise the plowing down of a pea crop

so late as this previous to sowing wheat. The land

would not become consolidated sufficiently' to produce
good wheat. Cut the peas and make into hay ; break

the land with the cutaway or disc harrow and seed

with wheat without replowing. Apply 200 or 300 lbs.

to the acre of acid phosphate. W. F. Massey.

HOW TO PRODUCE CROPS CHEAPLY AND TO
GET BETTER PRICES FOR PRODUCTS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I am trying to solve the problem of how to make
farming pay. There is so little profit in anything we
grow whe< sold in its raw state, that unless one can

make a large crop at small cost one does not have any-

thing but expenses. This spring I undertook to plow

115 acres of land and plant it in corn. The spring,

as yon know, was very wet, and it was late before we
could plow at all, and then before we could get

through it got so dry and hard we could not plow

for two or more weeks. We did, however, get through

at last, and prepared the land well, a large part of it

with the disc harrow run both ways, and then drag-

ged it until we had a good seed bed. Most of the land

we plowed with three-horse plows 7 to 9 inches deep.

We did not finish planting until about the middle of

June. The corn was worked well during growth, and

now have a fine crop. I harvested 106 acres of wheat

and 50 acres of oats, and plowed the land for and

seeded some 40 or 50 acres iu peas. To do this work
I had two hands up to the 1st of April, at which time

I hired a third hand, and during the mouth of July I

hired a fourth for one month. The whole of the above-

mentioned work has been done with these hands, ex-

cept two hands hired to help in harvesting the wheat

and oats. I used two horse cultivators to work the

corn, and they did the work well. I now begin to

thiuk that by availing one's self of improved machin-

ery, working hard and steadily and converting the pro-

ducts into meat on the farm, we may yet make
something farming, even if products are low. Farm-

ers in the South will, however, have to change their

system of rotation. We cannot make good paying

crops of wheat after corn, nor can we improve the

land by such a rotation. I think the plan to adopt will

be to sow the corn land in peas in the spring, fallow

them in when grown, and then sow wheat and follow

wheat with clover. There is no profit in exhausting

the land in the production of one crop and then ex-

pect it to bring another crop without help. Possibly

sowing peas in the corn might help, but I would like

to hear from some one who has tried it. We must

improve the land at the same time that we take crops

from it or farming is a failure. I intend to feed my
crop of corn to hogs, sheep, and cattle on the farm,

along with the fodder, so as to make beef, mutton

meat, and manure. Fat live stock will carry itself to

market, and through the animals I hope to get better

prices for what we have grown than I could do if I

sold the same on the grain market.

Country.
Hanover Co., Va.
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WEEVIL.

Before putting corn into the crib or wheat into bins,

these places should be thoroughly cleaned, aud be sub-

jected to the fumes of bisulphide of carbon to kill all

weevils. Bisulphide of carbon is a liquid costing

about 10 cents a pound. It evaporates when exposed

to the air, and the fumes being heavier than air, de-

scend and penetrate into all the nooks and corners.

The cribs and bins should be made as nearly tight as

possible to confine the fumes, and care should be taken

to have no lights about, as it is very explosive. Grain of

all kind can be cleared of all weevils by placing sau-

cers containing the bisulphide of carbon on the top of

the grain, or by sprinkling the bisulphide on the

grain as it is filled into the bin or crib. The fumes

will permeate the whole heap of grain if enclosed in a

bin, or if it be covered with sacks. One pound of the

bisulphide is sufficient for 100 bushels of grain. After

the grain is exposed to the air for a few hours, all

trace of the bisulphide will disappear.

the former about one-half, and the latter from 32,000 to

3,715 acres.

Saccharine sorghum, the running mate of Kaffir

corn as a forage, shows a superb increase in acreage,

rising from 388,259 acres last year to 448,791 this year,

a gain of 60,532 acres, or 15.59 per cent. The leading

sorghum-growing counties are Finney with 18,148

acres ; Butler, 17,264 ; Barber, 16,597 ; Cowley, 11,540;

Sumner, 9,659; Marion, 9,240, and Dickinson, 9,032.

Sorghum has made an annual average increase of

nearly 20 per cent, since 1893, when Kaffir corn first

came into prominence.

Topeka, Kan. F. D. Coburn, Secretary.

SORGHUMS POPULAR ^VITH KANSAS
STOCKMEN.

Editor Southern Planter :

The returns of assessors to the Kansas Board of

Agriculture show the acreage of Kaffir corn (a non

saccharine sorghum) to be 47,152 acres, or about nine

per cent, greater than last year. The counties now

having 10,000 acres and more are Greenwood with

33, 085 acres ; Lyon, 27,246 ; Butler, 26,768 ; Dickinson,

22,877 ; Pratt, 19,862 ; Morris, 18,643 ;
Reno, 16,815

;

Harper, 16,003; Clay, 14,992; Osage, 14,878; King

man, 11,921 ; Ellsworth, 11,510 ; Coffey, 10,847
;

Comanche, 10,358, and Russell, 10,008. These fifteen

counties comprise 45.5 per cent, or nearly one-half

of the entire area of the crop in the State. In the

remaining 90 counties the acreage ranges from 94

acres in Sherman county to 9,777 acres in Marion.

An interesting feature in the returns is that the fore-

most corn counties, comprising 52 per cent, of the

total corn acreage, have 33 per cent, of the total area

of Kaffir corn. The rapidity with which Kaffir corn

has found favor among feeders and farmers is demon-

strated by the fact that seven years ago when the crop

was first reported to the State Board of Agriculture

there was but 46,941 acres, while the returns now give

582,895 acres, a marvelous increase of 1,142 per cent.,

showing that it has taken rank among the most valued

foods for live stock in all sections of the State.

Milo maize and Jerusalem corn, non-saccharine sor-

ghums near kin to Kaffir corn and of no mean value,

have for four years past steadily declined in acreage,

DANGER FROn WILD CHERRY TREES.

For the benefit of others who keep cattle, I say be-

ware of the wild cherry tree. On the 6th ofAugust, after

milking my herd of Jersey cows, I turned them out of

their stalls for the night, as it was very warm, and
they rambled into a back pasture, where there was a

wild cherry tree, that had been struck by lightning

late that evening and broken. The top and some
limbs had fallen to the ground. Next morning I

found two of my splendid thoroughbred Jerseys dead
within twenty yards of this tree. Only two tracks

could be seen around the tree. The herd, some forty-

odd, got within one hundred yards, and laid down for

the night, and so escaped. I know of nothing else

that could have killed them. All were fed alike on
cut green corn and wheat bran, and all were well and
hearty. I have never had any disease among my herd,

and have been in the business for twenty years. I

have always heard that wild cherry had a good deal of

prussic acid in it, and was dangerous, and only had
this one tree on my farm. John O. Otey.

Charles City Co., Va.

[You are undoubtedly right as to the ciuse of the

death of your cattle. The New Hampshire Experi-

ment Station had reports of the deaths of several cat-

tle apparently from poisoning, and investigated the

matter. They found that the deaths were caused by

eating wild cherry leaves. The Station examined the

leaves of different varieties of the cherry, and came to

the following conclusions

:

"The leaves of the wild black cherry are the most
poisonous of the three species investigated. Both the

wilted and fresh leaves are poisonous, while the dried

are to be regarded with suspicion. Vigorous succulent

leaves from young sprouts, which are the ones most
liable to be eaten by cattle, are far more poisonous

than the leaves from a matured tree or stunted shrub.

Leaves wilted in bright sunlight to about 75 per cent,

original weight, or until they begin to appear slightly

limp and lose their gloss, yield the maximum amount
of prussic acid."

—

Ed.]

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
The work of gathering and storing the summer

grown crops should be completed, as frost may now
be expected at any time, and will quickly make an

end of such as remain ungathered. Carefully sort all

root and bulb crops before storing, and take out all

damaged ones for immediate use. If stored with the

sound products, they not only rot themselves, but set

up rot in the sound tubers, bulbs and roots.

Turnips, ruta bagas, carrots, parsnips, and salsify,

will continue to grow yet for another month or six

weeks, and gain much weight. They may safely be

left in the ground until the beginning of December,

and, where the winters are not severe, will keep well

there until spriDg. It is wise, however, always to

store some of each kind in a cool cellar, or in a pie or

heap covered with straw and soil, so as to have a sup-

ply if the winter should become very severe and those

in the ground be frozen.

In our last issue, we described how sweet potatoes

should be stored, and in this issue, in our Farm Man-
agement Department, give advice as to storing Irish

potatoes.

Kale and spinach may yet be sown, though it is

now getting late. Cabbages may be set out during

the latter part of the month and in November. It is

well, in setting, to plant them on the south side of a

ridge thrown up with the plow, so as to give them
some protection from the cold winds during the win-

ter. Make the land rich before planting and work
deeply.

Celery will cow be growing freely, and should have

some soil drawn to the plants, so as to keep them

compact, but do not bury them too much. It is yet

too early to earth up so as to blanch the whole stalk.

This may be done next month. In doing this work,

as in pulling some soil to the plants to keep them

compact, ^do not let the soil get into the heart of the

plants. Hold the stalks together with one hand and

draw the soil to them with the other.

Coldlframes should be got ready, in which to plant

out lettuce and cauliflower plants, as soon as these are

large enough to handle. See that you have a good

supply of lettuce plants raised. There is money in

growing lettuce for the winter markets, and here in

the South it can be done with nothing more costly

than cold frames.

Land not intended to be cropped until spring should

be plowed, hanowed and seeded with vetches, crimson
clover, oats or rye, to make a cover during the winter,

and thus couserve the fertility. *

In the orchard, the work of gathering the apples

will call for attention. Apples are going to be scarce

and correspondingly valuable. See that the fruit is

carefully gathered, nicely sorted into two or three

grades, and carefully and firmly packed in the barrels.

Let the poorest go to the market at once or be used.

For the best that will keep there is going to be a good
demand all winter, and, in our opinion, if one has a
proper place to keep fruit, there will be money made
by holding stock until later in the year.

Gather up and burn all leaves, prunings, trash, and
grass, and thus destroy all the eggs, pupa and larvse

of the innumerable varieties of insects that have been

so abundant this year, and the spores of the fungoid

diseases that are only too common.

If you intend to plant out an orchard, it is not too

sooi to be getting the land ready. Have it deeply

broken, and see that proper provision is made for

drainage. It is too early yet to set out trees.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON HORTICULTURE
OF THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Board,—In ac-

cordance with your request, I submit the following

report

:

I take the last clause of the objects referred to this

committee as the subject of this report—viz.: ''Fruit

Growing in Virginia." I think this is a subject of

vital importance to the people of this State, as well as

those outside of her borders, who may have under

contemplation locating in the grand Old Dominion.

Certainly there is no State in the Union that has

greater advantages for this industry than Virginia,

both on account of location, climatic advantages,

suitable soil and accessibility to markets. These are

all combined in Virginia, and give her greater advan-

tages than any State in the Union.

Our climate, as well as our soil, is well adapted to

the growth of all kinds of fruits, which is fully

demonstrated in the fact that Virginia is the first, and

among the last to put her fruits upon the market. No
finer apples can be grown in the world than can be

grown in Virginia. In proof of this statement I will
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refer you to page 78 of the Report of the Virginia

State Horticultural Society for 18U8-99.

Her soil is adapted to the growth of all kinds of

fruits, from the apple down to the smallest fruits

grown in the kitchen gardeD.

Lands that are not adapted to the growth of wheat

and corn, will grow the finest of fruits, such as apples,

peaches, etc.

We are far enough south to miss the hard winters

of the north, yet far enough north to be out of reach

of the torrid climate of the extreme south.

As for the markets, if a line be drawn from West

Point to Charlottesville and on to Staunton, that por-

tion of the State east of this line is nearer the New
York market than the western portion of the State of

New York.

See what is being done in the apple business in the

counties of Albemarle and Nelson. They are the most

noted apple producing counties in the State. Coves-

ville, in Albemarle, is the station from which the most

apples are shipped direct to Europe ; and Afton, in

Nelson, is a close second. Not less than 15,000 barrels

were loaded last fall on cars at Covesville. The major

part of these were consigned direct from the grower

in Albemarle to the commission firms in Liverpool,

London and Glasgow. Some went to New York, and

not a few were shipped to jobbers in Atlanta, Savan-

nah and Charleston.

A bona fide offer of $15,000 was declined for the

apple crop on one of the farms in this county (Albe-

marle).

Take Frederick county, which lies in the extreme

northern part of the State. Near Winchester there

is an orchard which, I am reliably informed, netted

its owner two years ago $15,000, and on the 7th

of the present month, the fruit in the same orchard

was sold for $1.80 per barrel, and the crop is estimated

at 15,000 barrels, making a total of $27,000.

Within two miles of Winchester is a pippin orchard

of thirty five acres, which has not failed to produce a

crop of fruit in twelve successive years, and which in

that time has paid a net annual income of about

$2,500, the present crop being held at $4,000 net.

There are tens of thousands of acres of cheap lands

in Virginia upon which, with intelligent management,

fruit can be grown, which has not its equal in the

world, and I believe I am well within bounds when I

state that properly managed, orchards of standard

market apples should pay $50 per acre annually.

Now, what has been done in these counties can be

done in the greater portion of the State, with the

same intelligence and push that has been put forth in

these counties.

At this writing, there are hundreds of barrels of

selected, hand-picked apples being sold at a low price

of varieties, totally unsuited to our soil and climate,

while staple red varieties and pippins are in active

de-nand at handsome prices.

It is not unusual to find orchards in this section with

from fifteen to twenty-five different varieties, none of

which are standard market sorts.

Almost without exception, our bearing orchards

are not cultivated, but left to grow up in bluegrass

and such other native grasses and weeds as nature

provides.

One fruit-grower who recently sold his apples on

the tree for a very low price gave as his reason for sell-

ing in that way, that the weeds and briers were so

thick and high in his orchard that it was too much
trouble to pick the fruit.

Spraying for insects or fungous diseases is practi-

cally unknown in the State, while these dangers to

successful orcharding are increasing to an alarming

extent.

Much has been said about the handsome profits

realized from our best orchards ; and while I fully be-

lieve that "the half has not been told," lam also

fearful that indiscriminate laudation has resulted in

much ignorant planting, and that the expected harvest

will in many cases be bitterly disappointing.

It may as well be definitely stated and fully under-

stood that the price of success in fruit-growing is close

application to detail, progressive, up-to-date methods,

good judgment in the selection of locatiou and varie-

ties ; constant watchfulness against insect and other

pests ; careful handling of the fruit ; and a thorough

knowledge of the markets and their requirements.

Given these essentials, and success is not only certain,

but the profits are splendidly satisfactory.

What, then, shall we do in order to realize in the

fullest sense the best possible results from our good

natural resources!

Many suggestions present themselves which might

lead to the accomplishment of this end, some of which

I will mention.

The Legislature should see the importance of this

comparatively new and growing industry, and the

Agricultural Department of the State should be sup-

plied with the funds for the collection and dissemina-

tion of information which would be of great value to

present aud prospective fruit-growers.

Drastic measures are necessary to prevent the sale

of disease infected nursery stock and the spread of in-

fectious diseases of all kinds. Pull and complete sta-

tistics should be annually obtained relative to crop

prospects in all fruit-growing sections. Reliable data

as to the best varieties to plant should be obtained

and furnished intending growers.

Competent lecturers and experienced fruit-growers

should be sent out to advise with the people at the
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Farmers' Institutes, and to examine the soil and loca-

tions in all sections where fruitgrowing is being de-

veloped.

In a word, this industry in all its branches should

be encouraged by the State ; and whatever funds are

needed to successfully carry out this work should be

promptly appropriated by the Legislature.

The questions to be asked and answered ; the ex-

periments to be made and the information to be gained

are of such a character that individual effort is almost

powerless ; hence it becomes a necessity for those en-

gaged in this business to organize for mutual protec-

tion and advantage, and to this end, every effort of the

intelligent fruit grower should be directed.

It has often seemed to me that our most serious ob-

stacle laid in that nature had been too bountiful.

Our people are so blessed with natural advantages

that to some extent, at least, they do not realize that

nature only helps those who help themselves.

It is too true, as has recently been said by the Presi-

dent of the Virginia Horticultural Society, that up to

the present time what we have received from our fruit

has been simply a gratuity from the hands of nature.

In conclusion, Mr. President, permit me to venture

the dictum that should the fruit-growing interests of

Virginia be developed along the right lines, the near

future will see our fruits commanding the markets of

the world in quality, quantity and price, and every

acre of suitable fruit land in the State trebled in value,

and a large increase made in the taxable values of this

kind of property which will prove that every dollar

spent by the State in advancing this most important

and lucrative business will be one of the best invest

ments made by the State.

Eespectfully submitted,

Chas. W. Heater, Chairman.

THE APPLE TRADE ABROAD.
Messrs. J. C. Houghton & Co., of Liverpool, Eng.,

report the demand for apples active for best qualities,

and prices good. Jas. Lindsay & Son, of Glasgow and
Edinburgh, Scot., report red apples selling at from
$4.85 to $6.30. The demand is good for all fruit ar-

riving in good condition.

AMERICAN POMOLOQICAL SOCIETY.

We notice that at the recent meeting at Philadel

phia Mr. Geo. E. Murrell, the Secretary of the Virginia

Horticultural Society, had a Bronze Wilder Medal
awarded to him for an Exhibit of Apples and Plums.

At the meeting of the Society held in Washington a
few years ago, the State of Virginia had the Silver

Wilder Medal awarded to it for an exhibit of apples

made by the State Department of Agriculture.

FORCING RHUBARB.
A year ago we suggested that it would probably

pay truck growers in the South to force rhubarb for

sale on the winter markets when there is a scarcity of

fruit of all kinds, except apples. This is a business

largely carried on in England, where beautiful stalks

of pink rhubarb, two feet long, are to be found
on sale in all large markets, from January up to May.
The Rhode Island Experiment Station last winter
conducted a series of experiments with rhubarb roots.

We take the following from a recent Bulletin on the
subject, written by Prof. Card, of that Station:

Whether the forcing of rhubarb for market can be
made a profitable venture must depend entirely upon
conditions, such as access to market, the price obtain-
able, and the amount of competition. The grower can
answer this question better that any one else, and I
shall not attempt to answer it for him. Neither shall
I attempt to tell him whether he will find it more pro-
fitable to remove the plants, and force them inside or
cover them in the field, and apply the heat to them
there. The latter method is largely followed about
Boston. The space beneath greenhouse benches is

also very commonly used though usually with light
admitted. My purpose here is to urge its adoption for
home supply. There is no reason why we should not
bring this toothsome, springtime product to our tables
in March as well as in May. A corner in the cellar
and a few roots from the garden are all that are
needed. If the cellar is a warm one, a succession may
be obtained by bringing in a few plants as soon as
frozen, keeping others in a shed or any convenient
place, with a little covering to prevent too much alter-
nate freezing and thawing, bringing them in as de-
sired. The only cost is a little time and a few plants,
which can easily be replaced in the spring by dividing
a few of the old clumps left in the field, or by dividing
and resetting those which have been in the cellar.
Summing up, I wish to impress upon every one who

has a garden with rhubarb in it the fact that he and
his family may be enjoying in February and March
of next year a more beautiful product than ever grows
in the open ground. To do it he will need to transfer
a few roots to a dark corner of the cellar after they
have been frozen in the fall, packing a little fine, mel-
low earth about them, and then simply see that the
plants are kept moist. Whoever owns a garden with
no rhubarb in it should see that some is planted there
forthwith. A warm cellar will hasten the crop, but a
moderately cool one will give a finer product, and pro-
bably a better yield. The length of time between
planting and harvesting varies from less than three
weeks to more than two months, depending chiefly
upon the temperature. Allowing the roots to freeze
in the field will greatly facilitate forcing. Large roots
should yield five to ten pounds per plant, and every
ten ounces of that yield will make a delicious pie.
The color of the cooked product will be much brighter
if it is placed upon the stove in cold water, and it
will be sweeter if the sugar is added just before it is
eaten.

Mention the Planter when writing to advertisers.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

DAIRY COW KEEPING IN VIRGINIA.
Mr. O. K. Lapham, of Augusta Co., Va., writes us :

"We are trying to secure the necessary number of
cows to start a condensed milk factory in this vicin-
ity. * * * We would like to put before the
farmers the real facts as to cost of producing milk,
viz : The cost of keeping cows, the amount of feed
(besides hay or grass) that is usually fed, the amount
or rather percentage of butter fat that milk should
contain, and the daily average for the year that a cow
should yield —that is the number of pounds of milk
she should give daily on an average for the year, and
the percentage of butter fat in it—(we understand the
usual requirement of butter, cheese, and condensed
milk factories is that all milk must contain over 3 per
eent. of fat). We would like some reliable inforina
tion as to the amount of butter-fat found in our herds
of dairy cows."

Another correspondent, Mr. Jos Sedivy, of Din-

widdie Co., Va., writes us that unless a creamery,
butter or cheese factory is within reach of a farmer in

Virginia, he does not see how it can be profitable for

him to follow our advice and keep more cows, as at

present he finds it difficult to sell the butter he makes.
He pleads strongly for us to use our influence to in-

duce farmers to co-operate, and build creameries or

factories to handle milk in various ways.
Before replying to Mr. O. K. Lapham's enquiries,

we would say that we are heartily glad to see that

farmers (at least some of the thinking ones amongst
them) are at last realizing that it is necessary for them
to take steps for the establishment of butter, cheese or

condensed milk factories in this State. We have often

urged such a course upon their attention, both through
our columns and from the platform, but our advice
has fallen on unwilling ears. The farmers of the South
have never been stock keepers nor true farmers ; they

have simply been "crop growers"—land robbers.

The result is seen everywhere, ruined farms and poor
farmers (both financially and scientifically). The end
has come, and a change must be made. That dairying

is one of the means through which prosperity can
come back, both to the farms and the farmers, we do
not doubt, but that dairying must not be of the old-

fashioned type. It must be on the factory system to

be profitable, whether the product manufactured be
butter, cheese, cream or condensed milk. Only for

these products when of the highest, and a uniform
quality, can a profitable maiket all the year round be

found. It is impossible for individual producers to

meet this requirement ; therefore, there must be co ope-

ration in production to ensure success. With pro-

per organization, under management that will see to it

that a wise economy is exercised in the erection of

plants, and subsequent working of them, there can,

in our judgment and opinion, be no doubt of success.

We have so many factors in favor of the industry in

this State in the way of climate, variety of crops and
feed, nearness to the best markets here and abroad,

that the points wherein we are behind some other

sections ought easily and quickly to be made good.

These points are mainly a lack of cows bred for dairy-

ing, and unskilled labor. Both are capable of remedy

at comparatively small cost within a short time. We
urge then that this movement be pressed on. It is in

the right direction. Anything we can do to help it

we stand ready to do

Turning now to Mr. Lapham's queries

—

1. The cost of keeping cows? This, of course, varies

very much indeed, both on account of the individu-

ality of the cows, and of the nature of the food fed,

and of the locality in which fed. In tests made at va-

rious Experiment Stations, the cost per day has varied

from as low as 8 cents to as high as 25 cents. We
have particulars of rations fed profitably to dairy

cows in certain States, which do not cost where fed

more than 7 cents per day. In an experiment con-

ducted at the Texas Experiment Station with grade

cows of different types and breeds, the cost of the

daily ration for each cow varied from 08.87 cents, the

lowest cost, to 15.90 cents, the highest cost. Iu this

experiment the grain ration never exceeded 10 pounds

per day, whilst the coarse fodder ration was only lim-

ited by what the cows could consume.

In an experiment conducted at the Kansas Station

with 12 cows (common cows bought from farmers

around the station;, the cost of feed for each cow for

a year varied from $25.24 to $32.80, and the average

cost for the whole herd was $29.20 per year. In an

experiment conducted at the Pennsylvania Station

with 9 cows, the average cost of food was 163 cents

per day, varying from 15 to 18 cents per day for each

cow.

2. The amount of food which should be fed to a cow,

of course, varies as her size and capacity vary. The
best authorities place the ratiou for a dairy cow weigh

ing 1,000 pounds as follows :

Pounds.

Corn fodder 14

Clover hay 6
Bran 5

Corn meal 5

Cottonseed meal 2

Total 32 pounds per day.

Some cows will eat much more, some less. Much
depends on the palatability of the food, and the diges-

tive capacity of the animal. The usual grain ration
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varies from 7 to 12 pounds per day. Some cows have

made profitable returns on a grain ration of nearly

twice this weight, but they are exceptional. The

coarse feed ration should be usually practically only

limited by what the cow will eat.

3. The yield of milk per cow per year. This should

not be less than 5,000 pounds in order that dairying

may be profitable. In actual experience it varies from

less than half that quantity, which, from information

in our possession, we should judge to be about the

average production in Virginia, to over 30,000

pounds. The actual quantity of milk given in one

year by Pietertje 2d, a Holstein cow, kept in New
York State, was 30,318} pounds. The average yield

of 12 cows used in the Kansas experiment, above re

ferred to, was 5,707 pounds, varying from 3,583

pounds, the lowest, to 9,110 pounds, the highest.

4. The percentage of butter fat. This varies from

as low as 2.4 per cent, to as high as 6.50 per cent. In

the Kansas experiment the percentage for the 12 cows

averaged 4.17, ranging from 3.51, the lowest, to 5.14,

the highest percentage.

The ideal cow should give at least 5,000 pounds of

milk per year, yielding 250 to 300 pounds of butter

worked ready for the market.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY—HOW TO GET RID OF
STOMACH WORMS.

Editor Southern Planter:

Again I notice enquiries beginning to pour into

the editors and veterinarians of agricultural journals

asking that oft-repeated question, "What shall I do

to save my lambs from that prince of enemies, the

stomach worm (Strongylus contortus)V

Thousands and thousands of times has this question

been asked and thousands and thousands of times it

has been answered, and yet the questions and answers

continue. Few questions relative to sheep husbandry

have received such a multitude of answers as have

been given to this. The answers are so many and so

different that we are all at sea when we try to har-

monize them. The little worm has nothing to say,

but is "sawing wood," and the indications are that

he will do an extensive business this season. This

means the loss of millions of dollars, directly and

indirectly, to the farmers and stockmen. There is a

balm for every ill ; there is one for this ; all we have

to do is to find and use it.

The names of the sure-cures (!) that have been pre-

scribed are legion. Oue man discovered that salt,

ashes, copperas and sulphur was the remedy, one that

santoniue was the remedy, one turpentine, one tar,

one this, one that, and one something else on down
the list, until a Frenchman discovered that two drams

of benzine diluted in four ounces of linseed gruel was

the long sought for panacea. As in the case of all

other remedies, a drowning man will catch at even a

traw, I was not slow to take hold of the benzine

treatment. Neither was I slow to find out that the

amount prescribed did about as much good as so much

water. I set about to find out if there was really

any virtue in benzine as a vermifuge. I tried doses

all the way from two drams up to two ounces, and even

went so far as to give a five-months-old lamb four

ounces just to see if it would kill him. It did not kill.

The two-ounce dose has proven very efficient (that is,

two ounces for sheep and one ounce for lamb). It is

true there may be a loss now and then from this dose,

which may be more often from strangulation than

otherwise, yet there will be a far greater loss from the

small dose.

Now listen. It is impossible for two ounces of ben-

zine, given iu four ounces of linseed gruel or in any-

thing—unless it be four ounces more of benzine—to

kill worms in the fourth stomach of a sheep. I know

this will raise a yell from the small dose man, but I

offer a test for proof which can me made by any

reader of the Southern Planter. Take two small wide-

mouthed bottles ; into one put pure benzine, into the

other put a solution of the same percentage benzine

and linseed gruel as recommended. You have a lamb

that will very likely be dead in a few days anyhow,

so just put him out of his trouble and open the fourth

stomach, get a supply of worms, have some warm

water and deep dishes ; then you are ready. Place the

bottles in dishes, pour in warm water until the bottles

and their contents are blood heat, then put the worms

in the bottles, note the time by your watch, keep an

eye on the worms, and my word for it, I will not be

the only one surprised at the results. Be sure to keep

the bottles at blood-heat. You will find this an ex-

cellent way to test any remedy offered you. I found

that the worms lived about sixty minutes in pure

benzine, and in the solution—well, my conclusion was

that they died of starvation. They were alive two

hours and a half after I put them in ; at that time

I discontinued my observation. Now, the point is

this : If it takes pure benzine one hour to kill and the

solution over two and a half hours, what can be ex-

pected of the two drams diluted, as it must be, be-

fore it reaches the seat of trouble ? A great many

believe that liquids go directly (that is, are swallowed

directly,) to the fourth stomach. That idea may be

easily dispelled, by coloring some water with a color

that may be traced and giving^ it to a sheep as you

would a dose of medicine. Kill and open the sheep,

and you will find the water in rumen or first stomach.

We will say that normally, the sheep's stomach con-

tains about one gallon, or one hundred and twenty-
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eight ounces of matter, which, reduced to drams,

would be 1024. Now add two drams of benzine, and

see what percentage of the mass it will be. It will be

found to be close to one fifth of one per cent. Then

we have this problem to solve : If pure benzine kills

in one hour and a six per cent, solution in two hours

and a half, when applied directly to worms, how long

will it take a one fifth of one per cent, solution to kill

if given through the sheep ? Another item that must

be considered is that a large proportion of the benzine

given the sheep will be thrown off by the respiratory

organs. Even should the full dose of two drams reach

the proper stomach diluted as it must be when it gets

there, who, after experimenting with it as we have in

dicated, can have any faith in its efficiency? While

the large dose may kill a sheep now and then, it has

this one advantage of most surely removing the worms
(the only thing we want at present). It will take three

or four days for the worms to get entirely out of the

stomach, as I have found by experiment. Many
sheep are killed by strangulation in dosing with oils

through bottles and horns. A great improvement in

giving these to sheep, is found in the gag and rubber

tube. A gag about 1} to 1 i inches in diameter, with a

hole through the centre large enough to admit a three-

eighths to one-half inch rubber tube, will be found

most couvenient. The tube should be sixteen to

eighteen inches long. Slip one end of the tube over

the small end of a tin funnel, and you have a rig that

will save your sheep from strangulation.

The gag is held in the sheep's mouth by means of

cords which are tied back of the head. The rubber

tube is passed through the hole in the gag and down
the throat eight or ten inches. The dose is poured

into a funnel. I will not say that I am in favor of

throwing everything else aside for the benzine treat-

ment, though I believe it is oue of the best remedies we
have at the present. The ideal remedy is one that can

be given with less trouble and risk than benzine, and
with more certain results than the dozens of harmless

(both to sheep and worms) remedies now before the

public. There are other things that may be used or

done beside medicine to battle this pest.

One great source of infection is the drinking water.

Every mud-hole should be filled up, and every bog and
stagnant pool should be thoroughly drained. Try to

have, so far as possible, just as good water for your
sheep as you have for yourself. The greatest source

of infection is the sheep-yard and permanent pasture.

The man who expects to raise sheep on a permanent
pasture, infected with stomach worms, has a hard road

to travel. The permanent pasture must go until we
have gotten rid of this worm. So far as possible,

keep your sheep off lands that cannot be cultivated.

Let your change of pasture be often and always to a

new place, if possible. A good plan is to move your

sheep to a new pasture—one that you know to be free

from worms—four or five days after you have dosed

with benzine. Dose, change and cultivate, these

three

—

li Eternal vigilance is the price of success."

W. T. Duke.
Buncombe Co., N. C, September, 1899.

THE DEVONS AND SUSSEX CATTLE.

Editor Southern Planter :

The Devon cattle originated in the county of Devon-

shire, in the southwest peninsula of England, between

the English and Bristol channels. The general sur-

face of the county is uneven and hilly. Some of the

highest land in England is to be found in Devonshire.

It is well watered by numerous small rivers. The cli-

mate is humid and equable—cool in summer and warm
in winter. The average temperature of the winter

months is about 47°.

The soil is well adapted to produce grass, aud there

are fine meadows along the rivers. Iu Exeter vale

the red loam soil is very productive, the chief crops

being grass, clover, potatoes, wheat, barley, peas,

beans, and flax.

Red cattle have been kept in Devonshire so long

that the memory of man runneth not to the contrary,

and there is no doubt that the Devonsare as thorough-

bred as any other cattle in the world. So thoroughly

have they been bred, and so long has their blood been

kept uncontaminated by foreign mixture, and so thor-

oughly have become their distinguishing characteris-

tics, that an alloy of different blood will not show itself

for more than two or three generations before it disap-

pears. Unlike the Shorthorns and Herefords, there is

no evidence and no tradition that they were ever cross-

ed by imported cattle from the continent, or with any

other English breed. The farmers of Devonshire seem

to have believed that their own cattle were the hand-

somest and so near perfect that there was no need of

improvement. But this spirit of contentment and

self-delusion, that their cattle were good enough al-

ready, prevented those persevering efforts and experi-

ments which were necessary to place them in the first

rank.

To maintain a breed at its best, to say nothing of

improvement, there must be a constant striving to

make it better. The Devons are admired for their

pleasing color, elegant form, sprightly gait, and gen-

tle temper—qualities which fit them beyond all other

cattle for the labor of the field.

According to Mr. J. T. Davy, the editor of the

Devon Herd Book, "the true color of the Devons has

always been red, varying from a dark to a lighter

shade of chestnut, which sometimes, though not often,
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becomes mottled with darker spots. White markings

are considered objectionable, unlets it be on the udder,

or brush of the tail." In size, the Devons are inferior

to the Shorthorns, the Herefords, aud the Aberdeen

Angus, and the reason, undoubtedly, is that the breed-

ers did not make the long sustained effort which was

necessary to increase their growth. It is unfortunate

that no great master hand took hold of the Devons,

like the Collings took hold of the Shorthorns, the

Tompkinses the Herefords, and the Watsons the

Aberdeen Angus. The history of the Devons is

meagre and uninteresting, because none of the breed-

ers did any better than others to attract notice, and

render themselves famous.

The Devons cannot properly be classed with either

the beef or dairy breeds. Although many of the cows

are good milkers, and their milk is of good quality,

and although their flesh is of fine fibre, tender, and the

fat well distributed among the lean, they are not par

ticularly adapted to the requirements of either the

grazier or dairyman. They are pre eminently the

working breed, and without doubt for most purposes

of labor on the farm and in the lumber woods, are

superior to all others. Their celebrity and superiority

in the yoke has been maintained against all rivals for

hnndieds of years, and they are not likely to be pushed

from their eminence in this respect for hundreds of

years to come.

Devoo oxen are not generally so heavy as Short-

horns and Herefords, but their superior nerve, activ-

ity, energy, aud determination enable them to move
as heavy loads for short distances, though perhaps

with l?ss ease than their larger rivals. I had a pair

(rather larger than the usual size) which weighed

when in good flesh 3,200 pounds, which would start

and draw to the skidway as large logs as the biggest

yoke of Shorthorns or Herefords. Their method of

starting, which had probably beeu taught them by

their driver, was to back up and then spring with all

their might on a slack chain, which was sure to start

the log if the chain was strong enough to stand such

a furious jerk. When once started they did not allow

it to stop until they arrived at the skidway.

Their celerity in the woods, the ease with which they

wade through the brush and climb over logs and

rocks, make them favorites with lumbermen from

Maine to Wisconsin. Their great intelligence, which

renders them easy to break and quick to understand

and .obey the word of command ; their docility and

gentleness when treated with kindness ; their ability

for fast walking and endurance of fatigue, make them

the favorites of farmers who use them for the plow

and agricultural purposes generally.

I have seen youug Devon oxen plowing in the field

on the same land with good horses, and when the

weather was not too hot, kept up to the horses all day

without showing much signs of fatigue at night. The
oxen were unyoked and turned into a pasture field

without any feed or grain, while the horses were fed

grain regularly.

In the season for farm operations, except when the

weather is excessively hot, a good pair of Devon oxen

will do as much work on a farm as a span of horses, and

need only a good pasture at night and a baiting of hay

or mown grass at noon. Many farmers would find it to

their interest to keep but one span of horses and a yoke

of fast oxen, instead of two spans of horses, to do their

farm work. There is a great saving, not only in feed,

but in the amount of capital invested, the cost of har-

ness, and final loss by age.

When oxen begin to grow old they are worth their

first cost to fatten for beef, but when horses grow old

the humane owner does not care to sell them for the

pittance they would bring lest they might be abused

or starved by the buyer. They are worth but little to

keep, and whether sold, kept, given away, or shot,

the capital invested in them is a dead loss. The

Devons are certainly valuable, and might have been

better had not the breeders beeu so well satisfied with

them as they are.

Mr. Mason C. Weld, who has had a long and exten-

sive acquaintance with the different breeds of cattle,

and who is not at all partial to the Devons, writes of

them as follows : "They are of extraordinary beauty,

great activity and vigor. In quality of beef they are

superior to the Shorthorns. It is laid on in the best

places, so that being quick and kindly feeders, they are

favorites in the market, and for their activity are

much better adapted to the short, close pasturage of

hilly and rough land than are the heavier breeds. At
the same time many excel as milkers. When we con-

sider, in addition to their other good qualities, that, as

working oxen, they and their grades have no superiors,

it is clear that the breed is one of greal value."

They were probably introduced into this country at

an early period, as red cattle were common in New
England before the Revolutionary War, but the first

importation of which we have any account was made

by Winthrop and Davenport about the year 1800.

The Sussex cattle, from the county of Sussex, in

England, resemble the Devons, are of the same color,

uniformly of a deep red. The back is straight, the

hips wide and well covered ; the head is small, the

eyes large, the barrel is well formed and capacious,

but they are heavier, larger boned, and coarser. The

best informed cattlemen believe that they descended

from the same common stock as the Devons, and that

their history, >f it could be written, would antedate

the invasion of the island by Julius Caesar.

Sugar Bun, Pa. J. W. Ingham.
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METHODS OF A MUTTON-MAKER.
Mr. H. M. Kirkpatrick, of Wyandotte county,

Kansas, a successful grower of mutton sheep, in an
article requested by Secretary F. D. Coburn, of the

Kansas Board of Agriculture, and published in "The
Modern Sheep," makes some suggestions that should

prove practically helpful to those engaged in the same
line of business, as to their care, etc. He says in

part

:

Sheep require no expensive shelter ; a dry place
and protection from the force of storms, an open shed
with a roof that will turn the rain, is all that is re-

quired. Nature has provided the covering for their
bodies that protects from wind and cold. Sheep will

not lie down in mud, and no matter how warm and
commodious your barn, unless clean and dry, they will
seek a knoll or dry spot of earth, no matter how fierce

the storm. So, when we say a dry place for them to
stand or lie down, as nature suggests, that covers the
requirements for shelter. Confining them to enclosures
is less difficult than is generally supposed. I never
knew a sheep to attempt jumping a barbed wire. It

is a common mistake to build fences too high, and not
low or close enough. I believe a flock of sheep that
have never been taught to climb or creep can be suc-
cessfully restrained with four barbed wires, properly
strung and kept taut. Their wool is such a protection
to them against the viciousuess of the barbs that when
taught to creep the building of impregnable fences
becomes a necessity.

While sheep require but inexpensive winter quar-
ters, their protection from the heat and flies of sum-
mer is a matter of greater importance. This opinion
may not be generally held, but I consider a cool shade,
a cool, dark place for them in summer, of more value
than the most expensive barn. If you have a thicket
of brush or wooded spot, especially if well drained,
save it—if you contemplate ever raising sheep.
The price of one good ewe in 200 will buy bells

enough to amply protect that many ewes from the
depredations of both dogs and wolves. Up to four
years ago we had more or less trouble every year from
both dogs and wolves, notwithstanding we live within
the shades of the smoke of a great city. We belled
fifty per cent, of our ewes, later seventy-five per cent.,
and have never known of any loss,or an attempted at-

tack.

Stagnant water is the best vehicle for conveying the
parasites that infest the sheep. If you have not an
abundant supply of clear, pure water, easy of access
for sheep, we hasten to advise you not to attempt
sheep raising.

Low, marshy or spouty land is an abomination to
the flockmaster

; but Kansas is so free from this char-
acter of land that the caution seems uncalled for. But
the ponds—the ponds sometimes called artificial lakes,
but, rather, artificial cesspools— drain them, drain
them dry, or apply the herd law and fence them (the
sheep) out.

You have heard that sheep are great scavengers
;

that they will rid your farm of weeds—and you proba-
bly have an abundance of this sort of feed. They are
great scavengers, and will clear your farm of weeds if

you give them time and opportunity, but they will

not thrive and increase twofold and pay your grocery
bills four times a year on weeds, barbs, and feuce
corners.

Sheep, as well as other live-stock, love a greater va-
riety of feed than they usually get ; but sheep espe-
cially are fond of change and variety, even unto ap-
parent fickleness. They adapt themselves quickly to

a change of conditions, and no matter how luxuriant
the pasture, they will leave it daily and frequently to

nip the sprouts and eat the weeds ; in fact, I have
sometimes thought that the more good grass they eat
the more noxious and bitter weeds they will consume.
Thus, by changing them to different fields, by turning
them, especially the lambs, into the cornfields after

you have laid them by, or into the clearing when the
sprouts are young and tender, they will thrive and
wax fat ; and, unless the size of your farm is greatly in

excess of the size of your flock, two blades of grass
will grow where one grew before, and you will have
to mark the price of your land up in order to keep it.

The profits will be, or should be, 100 per cent., with
a fighting chance for more. The fleece always has
paid, and will now more than pay the cost of keep.

THE DAIRY PROBLEM IN EASTERN VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter:

In your last issue Mr. Geo. C. Henniug says : "The
result of div observation and experience convinces me
that at present the dairy business cannot be made
profitable here. I will give you a few reasons

therefor."

One fact is worth one hundred reasons, and Mr.

Henning's reasons have no force. Let the facts speak

for themselves. In 1876 and '77, I kept a small dairy

of from eight to nine cows s»t a point in Gloucester

County, Va., due west of Mr. Henning's place, on

exactly the same formation, and all other conditions

were exac ly like his. It certainly paid me—in a

small way, of course. But I began under great diffi-

culties
;
I had only such "scrub" cows as I could pick

up, and had only broom sedge fields for pasture, and
cut up corn and ruta bagas to feed on. I had to hunt

up a market for my butter at the stores along the

river shores and at the hotel at Gloucester C. H., etc.

I got 25 to 30 cents per pound, and I remember
distinctly I sold over $200.00 worth of butter in 1876,

besides raising the calves and a good lot of pigs, and
supplying our house with plenty of milk and butter.

Of course that was no big thing ; but how much
better I could have done with grade Jerseys of my
own raising, and peas, soja beans, and ensilage, together

with corn shredded, etc., instead of a lot of kicking,

fenee-breaking brutes that had been accustomed to

have their calves run with them to suck whilst being

milked in the old barbarous fashion. I broke the

calves to drink out of a pail like pigs, and the cows

did not like it, so I had trouble in getting them to

give down their milk, and they would go dry early
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in the fall in spite of me. You see they were Virginia

cows and had always been milked by negroes, and had

acquired any amount of bad habits. I also had to

adopt a special plan with my customers in order to keep

them. Their idea was to dump my nice fresh butter

into some old can that was kept for that purpose and

scarcely ever cleaned. Of course, "evil communications

corrupted good manners," in butter as in other things,

and a little rancid butter leavened the whole lump
with rancidity. So instead, I delivered the batter in

my own pail, leaving it until next visit. After a

while I could sell butter when and where no one else

«ould, and always kept my customers. I made a half

basement dairy house on the bank of a salt water

«reek, and had a well alongside from which I pumped
«old water into troughs set around three sides of the

building. The milk pans, each containing four quarts,

rested in the troughs and were chilled at once by the

water, and all animal heal removedfrom the freshly drawn

milk. The troughs were filled each morning and eve-

ning, and the cream jar was set in a tub of cold water,

renewed in like manner. The morning's milk did not

clabber in less than 24 hours, nor the evening's milk

in less than 36 hours, except in extreme hot weather,

at which time the water in the troughs was renewed

at dinnertime. But we made nice yellow butter

regardless of the heat. Had I had cottonseed

and known the use of it then, I might have hardened

the butter fats by feeding a few pounds of it to each

cow per day. I did the milking and my wife did the

dairying. No negro was allowed to have anything to

do with either ; and he who by the dairy would thrive,

must do likewise. I would ask Mr. Henning if the

white farmers of Northampton county have not ten

fingers each like other people.

I could not discover that our cows were more

troubled by flies than dairy cows in the cool sum-

mers of the old country. Springs and running streams

get too warm in summer to be of use in dairying.

Our well was- ten feet deep, but the water came from

shell marl and was about 58 degrees all the time. We
had no ice-house, and had no need of it. The rubber

hose plan is utterly inadequate, not enough water being

pumped in at one time to chill everything, and that

is the essential point. Mr. Henning is certainly mis-

taken in regard to silos. There is an immense one at

the college at Talladega. It is a grand success, in a

much warmer place than Virginia, and the wire grass

(Bermuda) of old Virginia is magnificent feed. Broom
sedge makes an excellent pasture until fall. In fact,

it is a genuine grass, not a sedge (Oarex) as Mr. Hen-

ning's poet mistakenly puts it. Moreover, Timothy

does well on the black lands, at least, of that country,

and red top, clover and orchard grass on most others.

I sold over $2,000.00 worth of Timothy in Norfolk, be-

sides a great deal to saw-mill men, who otherwise

would have had to get it from Baltimore. All this

nothwithstanding lots of men likeminded with Mr.

Henning said grass would not do at all, and quoted

Cato and Cicero, likewise Virgil and Colomella,

against it, but I raised the grass all the same. I am
informed that the fields on which it was raised are now

growing pines, cedars, watergall bushes, and malaria,

to say nothing of the negroes and ticks. With all due

deference to Mr. Henning, the grand old State wants

more energy and enterprise and less conservatism

—

what some people call old fogyism.

Clay Co., Ala. Joshua Franklin.

FEEDING HOQS AT KANSAS EXPERIMENT
STATION.

Eighty Hogs Fed in Four Lots for Forty-two
Days.

The hogs were just common, every-day stock, bought

of farmers in the vicinity of Manhattan, and averaged

about 125 lbs. each. The lots were as even as weigh-

ing and selecting could make them. The feeding was

(tone twice a day, a feed being all that the hogs would

eat up well in an hour or so after feeding. The two

lots receiving skim milk received the same amount all

the time, but the Kaffir corn was varied with the appe-

tite of the hogs.

The alfalfa p isture made but slight difference in the

gain, but made a strong difference in the slaughter

test, as well as in the looks of the hogs. However,

hogs on full feed do not make the use of alfalfa that

hogs not on full feed do.

The four lots of twenty hugs each were fed from

May 30 to July 11, and consumed grain as follows :

Lot 1.—Kaffir corn, whole, 6,736 lbs.
") P „; nPf,

Skim milk, 4,200 lbs. [
^alD™m^

Alfalfa pasture, )

Lot 2.—Kaffir corn, whole, 6,601 lbs. \ Gained
Skim milk, 4,200 lbs. j

1,319 lbs.

Lot 3.-Kaffir corn, whole, ) Gained g3i lbs
alone, 5,321 lbs.

j

Lot4.-Kaffir corn whole, 4,931 lbs,
J Gained 890 lbg-

Alfalfa pasture, )

At the close of the experiment, the hogs were

weighed on the college scales and shipped to Kansas

City, without feed in the car or after reaching the

yards, and the shrinkage on SO head was but 230 lbs.

Each lot was sold on its own merits July 13th, and

brought as follows

:

Lot 1, Kaffir, skim milk and alfalfa pasture, $4.10.

Lot 2, Kaffir and skim milk, $4,075.

Lot 3, Kaffir alone, $4.00.

Lot 4, Kaffir and alfalfa pasture, $4.05.
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Armour Packing Company made a careful slaughter

test and report, as follows :

Slaughter Test.

Lot 1.—20 hogs fed on Kaffir corn, skim milk and
alfalfa pasture.—Live weight, 3,770 lbs. Yielded 80.53

per cent. When cut out, the flesh showed a good,

firm condition ; nice, white fat, and better proportion

of fat to weight of hogs than in any of the other three

lots. The distribution of lean and fat in bellies not

so good as in lots 2 and 4.

Lot 2.—20 hogs fed on Kaffir corn and skim milk.

—

Live weight, 3,700 lbs. Yielded 81.17 per cent. When
cut out, showed conditions of flesh same as in Lot 1.

One hog in this lot showed fat very yellow ; others

good, white color. Proportion of fat to weight of

hogs not so good as either Lots 1 or 4 ; distribution of

lean and fat in bellies better than in Lots 1 and 3.

Lot 3.—20 hogs fed on Kaffir corn alone.—Live
weight, 3,260 lbs. Yielded 80.30 per cent. When
cut out, showed flesh very irregular and rather soft.

Color of fat about the same as in the other lots, but
softer. Neither the proportion of fat. to weight of

hogs nor distribution of lean and fat in bellies as good
as any of the other lots.

Lot 4.—20 hogs fed Kaffir corn and alfalfa pasture.

—

Live weight, 3,340 lbs. Yielded 81.05 per cent. When
cut out, showed condition of flesh firm, not quite up
to Lots 2 and 2 ; color of fat good

;
proportion of fat

to weight of hogs not so good as Lot 1—better than

Lots 2 and 3 ; distribution of lean and fat in bellies

better than Lots 1 and 3—about the same as Lot 2.

They are also following the lots through various

other tests, including the curing, and will test the

cured product in their restaurant, a report of which
will be made later. It is very gratifying to know that

the large packing companies take such an interest

in this work, and, with their aid, the experiment sta-

tion can hope to accomplish a great deal in the line of

experimental feeding.

A bulletin containing a full account of this experi-

ment and five others—in all, 250 head of hogs—will

soon be published, and any one who does not receive

the Kansas Experiment Station Bulletins should send

his name to the Agricultural Experiment Station, and
have it placed on the mailing list.

J. G. Haney,
Assistant in Feeding and Field Experiments,

Kansas Experiment Station,

Manhattaa, Kansas.

TUBERCULOSIS IN CATTLE.

The general conclusion on the part of the best
authorities may be thus stated: Milk from tuberculous
animals may be infected with the bacilli if the animals
have udder tuberculosis or generalized tuberculosis.

Such milk may be dangerous to mankind. The dan-
ger, however, is confined practically to young chil-

dren. Adults, except in rare instances, are not amena-
ble to tuberculosis from this source. The fact, how-
ever, that the milk of most tuberculous cows contains
no tubercle germs, that the milk is commonly mixed
with other and healthful milk before it is used, that it

is taken into the stomach and acted upon by the
digestive juices, and that man, especially if in health,

has a considerable personal resistance against an at-

tack of the disease, very greatly reduces the danger
from this source. Furthermore, when we consider the
very decided reduction in the amount of tuberculosis
in the last half-century, running parallel with the in-

crease in the use of milk and the probable increase of
tuberculosis among our cattle, we are driven unquestion-

ably to the conclusion that if milk is a source of danger it

is one of the small sources, and that the vast majority of
cases of tuberculosis in man are otherwise acquired.—
Breeders'1 Gaz.

Don't invest in well-bred stock at all unless you pro-
pose to take care of it. Those who will not take
proper care of good breeding stock should leave the
handling of it to those who will do so.

RAMBOU1LLET SHEEP IN VIRGINIA.

Mr. Matthews, of Henrico county, Va., and who-

has also a large farm in Hanover county, Va., informs

us that he has purchased about 1,500 Rambouillet

sheep from Kansas, and that he purposes breeding

from them. He will use Eambouillet bucks on part of

the flock, Lincoln bucks on another part, and Leices-

ter and Shropshire bucks on still others, in this way
experimenting as to the best class of sheep with Eam-
bouillet crosses in them for this section. We believe

that this is the first flock of this breed to be kept in

the State, and we shall follow the experiment with in-

terest. The Eambouillets are large sheep of the Merino

type, shearing very heavy fleeces, and making good-

mutton and lambs.

REMEDIES FOR LICE ON LIVE STOCK.

1. Mercurial ointment, diluted with a little oil, is

very effective on horses and pigs. It is applied in

small quantities to the affected parts only. It must
not be used on cattle.

2. A tobacco decoction (one pound tobacco and
three gallons boiling water, allow to stand for h.ilf an
hour), with or without the addition of two pints of
vinegar, is very effective, but often produces nausea
in horses and cattle.

3. Five per cent, solutions (three teaspoonfuls to a
pint) of creolin or lysol, in water containing 20 per
cent, of alcohol, well rubbed in with a stiff brush, is

very effective.

4. Kerosene emulsion.
5. For hogs, kerosene.
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The Poultry Yard.

THE EFFECT OF NITROGENOUS AND CARBON-
ACEOUS RATIONS WHEN FED TO

LAYING HENS.

AmoDg the many practical problems connected with

the poultry industry, there is none of greater impor-
tance than that concerned with the nature and proper
quality of food necessary for laying hens, and although
this question lies at the very foundation of successful

poultry culture, yet it has never been investigated

with sufficient care and attention. To remedy this

the "West Virginia Experiment Station has conducted
the following experiments :

There are two great classes of foods : One contain-

ing a large amount of carbon, of which corn is an ex-

ample, and the other a relatively large amount of

nitrogen, like wheat or lean meat. The experiment
was planned m order to study the effect of these two
classes of food upon the health of fowls ; the cost of
the ration; the egg yield; the fertility and vitality of

the frggs; and the strength, vigor, and sex of the re-

sulting chickens.

Three breeds of fowls were selected: White Leg-
horns, which are noted as being excellent layers,

Light Brahmas, one of the heavy meat breeds, and
Rhode Island Reds, a newly established, general pur-
pose breed, combining size and good laying qualities.

Each breed was divided into two similar lots, which
were placed under exactly identical conditions, ex-

cept the food supplied to them.
The fowls were weighed at the beginning of the ex-

periment and at the end of each period of thirty days
thereafter, and an accurate record was kept of the
kind, amount, and total cost of food consumed during
each period, and the number and average weight of
the eggs laid. Incidentally, too, the net profit result

ing from using the different foods was determined.
Several hundred eggs from the nitrogenous and car

bonaceous fed fowls were hatched in incubators, and
the effect of the food upon the behavior of the eggs
during incubation was carpfully noted.

Both the nitrogenous and carbonaceous fowls were
fed each morning a ration of gnund feed, mixed either

with boiled potatoes or steamed clover hay. The
grain mixture for the nitrogenous lot consisted of

brown middlings, oil meal, ground oats, and corn meal,

in varying proportions; while for the carbonaceous
lot, corn meal was the principal material. At noon
the nitrogenous fowls received a ration of ground fresh

meat and bone, which was fed daily at the rate of from
five to eight pounds per hundred fowls. At night
both lots of fowls were fed all the whole grain that
they would eat up clean, consisting of corn, oats, and
wheat screanings, the corn predominating for the car-

bonaceous lot.

At the beginning of the experiment the three pens
of nitrogenous fowls weighed 1,344 pounds, at the end
of the seventh period, 1,698 pounds. They conse-

quently gained in weight 354 pounds, while the car-

bonaceous fowls gained only 34 pounds. The fowls

fed the nitrogenous ration increased, then, in weight
more than ten times as much as the corn-fed lot.

During the seven months the three pens of nitro-

genous fed fowls (calculated for 100 fowls in each
pen), laid 17,459 eggs, and the three carbonaceous fed

pens, 9,708 eggs, consequently the nitrogenous fowls

not only gained much more in weight than the others,

but they laid nearly twice as many eggs.

The total value of the eggs laid by the nitrogenous
fowls was $194.84, and by the carbonaceous fowls,

$119.06.

The nitrogenous ration was somewhat more expen-
sive than the carbonaceous one, as it cost $114.64 to

feed the nitrogenous fowls during the seven months,
and $100.19 for the carbonaceous fowls.

The following table shows the value of the eggs pro-

duced by the nitrogenous and- carbonaceous fowls ; the
value of the gain in live weight, calculated at five

cents per pound ; the cost of the food, anil the net

profit resulting from the two different rations :

Pen

1 2 3

4 5 6

Nitrogenous
Carbonaceous

Value of Value of Gross in

eggs grain in come

$194.81
119.0(5

weight

Cost of
food

$212.54 $114.64
120.76 100.19

Net
profit

597.90
20.59

The nitrogenous fowls gave more than four t mes as

much net profit, and although they gained much more
in weight, yet they laid more eggs than the heus fed

the carbonaceous ration.

The Effect of the Food Upon the Hatching of

the Eggs.

Great care was exercised to have all of the condi-

tions the same when hatching the nitrogenous and car-

bonaceous eggs. Incubators were divided by a wire

screen into two compartments, and the nitrogenous

eggs placed on one side of the screen and the car-

bonaceous eggs on the other, so that both trays of eggs

would be under identical conditions during the

process of incubation. Four separate lots of eggs

were incubated, and the following table details the

results of the work:

Kind of Eggs.
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for some time, it was observed that the carbonaceous
eggs were noticeably smaller than the others, and at
the end of the fourth period, several dozen eggs from
each lot of fowls were carefully weighed.
At this stage of the experiment 100 nitrogenous

eggs weighed about one pound more than the same
number of carbonaceous ones.

In the case of the Brahmas it was found that the
food affected the color of the egg shell, as those laid by
the nitrogenous fowls had a pinkish tint, while the
carbonaceous eggs were of various shades of brown.

Conclusion.

Although the nitrogenous ration cost slightly more
money, yet it was more profitable because more eggs
were laid and the fowls gained more in weight. The
eggs from the nitrogenous fed fowls were larger, more
fertile, and hatched better and produced far more
vigorous chicks than those laid by hens fed the car-
bonaceous ration. Both lots of fowls remained in a
healthy, vigorous condition during the entire test.

WINTER LAYERS.

To enable us to get winter eggs, we must lake into
consideration at least three essential points. The first

and most necessary is a good house, which must be
made light and tight so that the hens will be warm.
Glass is a good thing to admit light and warmth, but
if much glass is used, it should be separated from
roosting house by a partition. The roosting place
need only be large enough to accommodate the fowls
at night, with room enough for cleaning, etc. The
scratching shed can, at the lower side, run down to
about 12 or 15 inches from the floor, and the roof should
be nearly all glass. This part of the house should
be large and roomy, giving the occupants plenty of
space to work in. It can be used for everything ex-
cept roosting. Dust boxes, drinkiug fountains, nest
boxes, etc., placed in the scratching department, will
prevent crowding of the roosting quarters. The first

and great essential for winter eggs is warmth. We
lay great stress on this, as without warmth winter eggs
will be scarce, no matter how well the hens are fed or
how good the houses are.

Good Care.

The second important feature is good care. We
have disposed of the first essential by supposing that
the hens have good warm pens. Now we must sup-
ply them with proper food, as nearly as possible like
that which they get while running at large through
the summer months. They must also have plenty of
grit, lime and sand, a dust bath, and a good supply of
fresh water, which in cold weather should be warmed.
Give plenty of food and a variety, but do not give
too much. Compel them to work for what they get.

Good Stock.

The third and last feature is good stock, which now
means pure breeds of some kind. The heavy feath-
ered breeds, as a rule, make the best winter layers.
But with a warm house, so that their combs will not
freeze, the Leghorns or Minorcas make as good winter
egg producers as any.

I have only mentioned three essentials ; there are

others of minor importance, which will naturally sug-
gest themselves, but the three—good warm houses,
good care as to feed, etc., and good stock, are insepa-
rable if we desire the best results from our hens in
winter.

MillviUe, Pa. W. B. German, in Bpitomist.

POULTRY ORGANIZATION.

If only we could organize a little more successfully,

we poultry-keepers would, I feel sure, go forward with
more confidence. Many small producers feel that they
keep as many birds, produce as many eggs, and rear

as many chickens as they can find a market for ; so the
old motto, "What is the use!" comes in with great
force. Notwithstanding the great need for good chick-
ens and eggs which abounds in the towns, it is still

true that within a comparatively short distance of
these places there is no encouragement to the farmer
to produce more stock than he can see his way to get-

ting rid of. The question naturally arises as to who
is to blame. We talk about putting a cart before a
horse, but for a long time I have been puzzled as to

which was the cart and which the horse in this matter.
It seems clear from results already attained that poul-
try-fattening establishments pay, and also that the
rearing of chickens up to the required age for sending
to these establishments pays also.

But when we come to the consideration of how far

both branches of the work would pay when brought
under the same hands, we touch another point.

In order to run a fattening establishment to give
anything like paying results, there must be a large
turnover, and skilled labor must be employed ; also a
system of sale and distribution must be evolved and
carried out in a business like manner. It would, how-
ever, require an enormous outlay on the part of the
fattening establishment to actually rear all the birds
required to keep the business going. In fact, to health-

ily rear the number of chickens would mean far more
of an undertaking than would probably pay.
We find practically, therefore, that the fattenersbuy

the chickens at the required age, and it is at this point
that the farmer ought to come in. The problem is

this, you cannot have a fattening establishment with-
out a good supply of chickens near at hand. It is no
use rearing a large number of chickens unless there is

a fattening establishment or other ready market to
send them to.

I believe, however, firmly that if farmers or their
wives and daughters knew that if they kept good stock
birds they could get a certain price for every chicken
reared to ten weeks old, they would soon find it con-
venient to set the hens and go in for incubators. The
loss in chicken-rearing comes in largely because the
birds reared are not good birds, neither are they killed

at the right time, but are allowed to linger on through
their first moult.—T. W. W., in Farmer and Stock-

breeder, Eng.

If you wish to know how much food to give follow
this rule : If the hens loaf around and do not scratch,

give no food until they work. If they run after you
do not pay any attention to them, as that is simply a
habit you taught them. No scratch no food. Do that
and you will get eggs.
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The Horse.

NOTES.

In the death of Maj. H. C. Chamblin, which occurred

at Williamsburg, Va., on September 7th, probably the

best known and for years the most prominent of Vir-

ginia trotting horse breeders passed away. A native

of this State, born 55 years ago, at Leesburg, Loudoun
county, where he resided till about 1880, when he
came to Richmond and entered business, from which
he retired a few years later and purchased the elegant

estate known as Whitby, on the James river, in Ches-

terfield county, which was his residence up to the time
of his death. Mr. Chamblin's career as a breeder
began in 1885 with the purchase of Norfolk, then a
yearling, from the Gleuview Farm, Louisville, Ky.,
and the chestnut son of Nutwood and Lady Alice, by
Mambrino Chief, was placed at the head of the Whitby
stud. The purchase of Norfolk was followed by that

of the stallions Egwood, by Egbert, out of Lucille

Blackwood, by Blackwood, who afterward trotted to

a record of 2:18*, and Bourbon Baron, the brown son

of Baron Wilkes and Ariadne, by George Wilkes,
while later such brood mares as Miss Lasitter, dam of

Miss Nelson, 2:111, the daughter of Norfolk, who
holds the record for Virginia bred trotters ; Frosty
May, dam of Halo, 2-15J, and Halo II. 2:16} ; Belle

of Richmond, dam ofJanieS., 2:22}, and Otey Patchen,

by F. F. V., the son of Mambrino Patchen, her dam
being Naomi, by General Jenifer's imported Arabian
stallion Ismael Pasha, were added to the stud. Of
these, Norfolk and the matrons mentioned have passed
away and rest on a hillside overlooking the James,
while Bourbon Baron drifted back to Kentucky, where
he was bred, and Egwood, the elegant son of Egbert,

is owned in South Carolina. The remainder of the

stock were disposed of at the closing out sale in May,
1898. Of fine presence, courteous and affable in man-
ner, few men in this section were better known or more
highly respected than the master of Whitby, who was
overtaken by fiuancial reverses during recent years,

bun his integrity was never questioned. In 1891, Mr.
Chamblin was married to Miss La Fonde Palmer, of

Richmond, who survives him and resides at Whitby.

The dates of. the Old Dominion Tournament and
Fair Association's grand tournament and races, which
were fixed for October 11th and 12th, but postponed
to conform with the' launching of the torpedo boat
Shubrick, have not yet been decided, owing to the in-

ability of the W. R. Trigg Co., of this city, builders of

the boat, to ascertain definitely when the materials can
be had that are necessary to finish the work ; however,
it is likely that a decision will be reached at an early

date. The Citizen's Launching Committee, who have
charge of the launching of the Shubrick, and Tourna-
ment and Fair Association have joined hands, and are

actively engaged in making preparations for a grand
demonstration. There will be three days of festivity,

pleasure and sport galore, and the indications are that

the city will be thronged with visitors gathered here

to witness the demonstrations. On the first day the

grand State tournament will take place at the Exposi-
tion Grounds ; on the morning of the second day an

imposing street parade will come off, to be followed
by the launching of the Shubrick in the afternoon

;

while during the forenoon of the third day the inter-

State tournament will be held, and in the afternoon
will be taken up the race programme, which includes

purses, five in number, of the uniform value of $100
each for running horses. The events include a steeple

chase at about two miles ; two dash races at five eighths

of a mile and one mile each, and two heat races at

one- half and three quarters of a mile each. The en-

trance fee will be only five dollars each. These races

will be run off over the track at the E .position

Grounds, the scene of many memorable contests dur-

ing the days of the old State Fair Association. It is

confidently expected that the combined affairs, tour-

nament, launching, and races will come off between
October 25th and November 1st ; but in the meantime
all further information may be had of W. J. Carter,

secretary of the Old Dominion Tournament and Fair
Association, Room 21, Times Building, Richmond, Va.

The sixth annual fair and race meeting of the Tide-

water Agricultural and Stock Association came off on
September 20th, 21st and 22nd, at Tappahannock,
Essex county, Va., and was well attended. The ex-

hibits of agricultural products and live stock were
good, and in a number of the classes the competition
for first honors was quite spirited. The speed pro-

gramme included purses for trotters, pacers and run-

ners, and the different races furnished very good con-

tests and quite a fair order of sport. The officers of
the Tidewater Fair and Stock Association include such
well known and prominent men of that section as B B.

Brockenbrough, president ; P. S. Hunter and Dr.
Warner Lewis, vice-presidents ; C. B. Newbill, secre-

tary ; while the Board of Directors includes Judge
John G. Dew, H. L. Baylor, H. L. Newbill, R. L.

Ellis, W. D. Hoskins, W. W. Woodard, W. J. Parker,

and T. J. Green. J. M. Broaddus served as chief

marshal.

The circuit of North Carolina fairs and race meet-

ings promises to furnish numerous attractions for

dwellers and others in the old North State this fall.

The State Fair begins at Raleigh on October 17th and
lasts four days, to be followed by the carnival at Win-
ston Salem, which includes a horse show, fair and
races beginning on Tuesday, October 24th, and con-

tinuing through the week ; after which the scene shifts

to Weldon, where the Roanoke and Tar River Agri-

cultural Association's fair and races begin on Tuesday,
October 31st, and close on the foliowiug Friday.

Among the trotters owned by Col. B. Cameron,
Fairntosh Stud, Stagville, N. C, is the brown mare,
Maggie Campbell, 2:2H, by Pamlico, 2-10, out of

Alice Collins, by Melville Chief. Alice Collins is

also owned by Col. Cameron, who presented her full

brother, the chestnut stallion Choctaw, 2:30, to Gen.
Fitz Lee, by whom the son of Melville Chief was used

as a troop horse during the Cuban war.
Broad Rock.
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niscellaneous.

THE LATE MAJOR O. E. HINE.

It is with sincere regret that we have to announce

the death of Major O. E. Hine, of Vienna, Va., a

member of the State Board of Agriculture, represent

ing the Eighth Congressional District since April.

1896. Major Hine was present at the meeting of the

Board held the week previous to his death, and in the

report of that meeting appearing in this issue will be

found a record of his work on that occasion. He ap-

peared then to be in his usual state of good health and

vigor, and, as was his custom, took a very active part

in the work of the Board. On his return home, he was

taken ill, and died on the 14th September from hem-

orrhage of the bladder. Major Hine was a native of

New York State, but came to reside at Vienna, in

Fairfax County. Va., soon after the war. He took an

active interest in everything calculated to advance the

prosperity of the section in which he lived and of the

State. In his business as a real estate agent, he was

the means of introducing a large number of northern

settlers into his section, who have there built up a

prosperous community. As a farmer, he was highly

successful, and did much to encourage the production

of truck crops by the establishment of a canning fac-

tory, of which he was President. He was also Mayor
of Vienna for many years up to the time of his death.

He was one of the most active and progressive mem-
bers of the State Board of Agriculture, ever seeking

for means to make it more useful to the farmers of the

State, and his wise counsel and eminently practical

advice will be much missed at the Board meetings.

"We tender our condolence to his widow and family.

THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

The State Board of Agriculture met September 3rd
at Murphy's Hotel, The body was called to order
shortly after 9 o'clock A. M. by President Julian M.
Ruffin, the following members being present : Mr. J.

H. C. Beverly, of the First District ; Mr. A. H. Lind-
say, of the Second; Mr. J. M. Barker, of the Fifth

;

Mr. C. W. Heater, of the Seventh ; Major O. E. Hine,
of the Eighth ; and Commissioner George W. Koiner.
The PresHent, in his opening remarks, referring to

the work of the Board and the Department, said thit
since his connection with the former he had found out
the value of the service rendered by both. He was a
practical farmer himself, and he believed that every
tiller of the soil who used commercial fertilizers upon
his land derived the greatest benefit from the protec-
tion which the Department afforded by its inspection

of the goods sold in this State, and its vigilance in
seeing that the laws relating to the sale of fertilizers

were strictly enforced. Mr. Ruffin, before concluding,
spoke of the need of a geological survey, and said he
thought the Legislature could well afford to appro-
priate a sum large enough to accomplish such a work.
Major O. E. Hine, Chairman of the Committee on

General Welfare of Agricultural Industry, was then
called upon to address the Board, and, if prepared to

do so, submit a report. While Major Hine had no
written report to offer, he did have some very valua-
ble suggestions to make, and this he did in a clear and
forcible manner. One of the ways, he thought, in
which great good could be accomplished, was in edu-
cating the people as to the needs and the requirements
of agriculture. He thought to do this Virginia might,
with advantage, follow the example of some of the
Western States, and employ lecturers to go from
school-house to school house to address the people
upon subjects of interest to the farmers. In these
States, they organized Farmers' Clubs, which would
meet monthly at the house of some of the members,
the latter taking it in turn to receive the organization
on such occasions. A number of these Clubs would
form an Association, and in that way they were ena-
bled to get up an Institute for the county, or two or
three counties would unite and thus hold one. He
believed ten or twelve thousand dollars spent in this

manner would result in great benefit to the farmers of
the State.

Major Hine then spoke in regard to the injustice
done the farmer in the assessment of the lands. Ag-
ricultural lands of the State, he said, were assessed, in
proportion to their salable value, higher than any
other property in Virginia. The only way to remedy
that, said Mr. Hine, is by a State Equalization Board,
and such a body should be created. This Board should
Oe composed of representative men from all portions
of the State.

Mr. Beverly then addressed the body. He thought
a practical way of disseminating information would be
through bulletins. Mr. Beverly said that if the far-

mers understood the great protection the Department
was to them in preventing them from being defrauded
in the purchase of fertilizers, they would take more
interest in its welfare and maintenance.
Mr. Lindsay, of the Second District, said that in his

section a great deal of fertilizer was used, and that
there was hardly an intelligent farmer in that region
who did not know that he had been protected by some
means. He cited a case which occurred several years
ago, when thirty suits were instituted against one firm
that sold fertilizers. "Of late years," said the speak-
er, " since the Agricultural Department has been in-

specting fertilizers, I don't know of a single suit that
has been instituted against a dealer. Our farmers
thoroughly understand that."

When reports from the various committees were
called for, Mr. Heater, chairman of the Committee on
Horticulture and Fruit- Growing, submitted a most in-

teresting report.

[This report appears in the Garden and Orchard
Department of this issue.

—

Ed.]
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Commissioner Koiner, in discussing the subject

treated of in the report, said that Virginia was loom-
ing up as a fruit growing State. " Last year," he said,

"Virginia apples sold for $1.50 more per barrel than
apples from any other State brought. This question
should be pushed in Virginia," declared he. "There
were sections of the State where now no fruit was
raised, in which certain varieties of apples could be
grown to advantage."
Major Hine, in this connection, said that a thousand

dollars could be well spent to teach the people some-
thing about spraying. Mr. Heater thought that the
failure of many orchards was due to neglect, or the
ignorance of the grower.

President Puffin, in speaking of matters pertaining

to the general work of the department, took occasion

to say that he thought the Governor had made a most
wise choice in his selection of a commissioner. "I
believe," said he, "the Commissioner of Agriculture
has already accomplished a great deal of good, and that

he is going to do a great deal more to advance the
agricultural interests of the State."

At this juncture Mr. Jackson, editor of the Southern

Planter, entered the room, and Mr. Koiner made a
motion that the visitor be requested to address the
body. The motion prevailed, and Mr. Jackson talked
most interestingly for fifteen or twenty minutes. His
relations with the Board had always, he said, been
most pleasant, and he was ready at all times to aid the
body in promoting the welfare of the farmer. Mr.
Jackson pointed out the necessity of establishing ex-

periment stations in Southside Virginia and in Eastern
Virginia.
At 1 o'clock the Board took a recess until 2:30 P.

M. During the recess the Committee on Finance went
to the Commissioner's office and examined all of the
accounts of the Department made during the present
Commissioner's administration. They were found to

be in perfect order, and the committee prepared a
report to that effect, stating that every expenditure
was supported by a proper voucher. The President's
record and the Commissioner's books were compared,
and every cent expended was duly accounted for.

The report of the Finance Committee was submitted
by the chairman, Mr. Heater, as soon as the Board
met after recess. It was ordered to be accepted.

Sugar-Beet Culture.

Commissioner Koiner mentioned the proposed plan
of Mr. Spencer to establish a sugar-beet factory at

Fredericksburg, and stated that twenty farmers would
on September 21st leave for Grand Island, Neb.,
where they would look into every detail of the sugar-

beet industry. The trip would be made in a special

car, and all expenses would be borne by those who are
endeavoring to establish the plant. Mr. Koiner said

that he had been invited to accompany the party, and
had decided to do so. The members of the Board ex-

pressed themselves entirely in favor of this, and
thought the trip would be the means of awakening in

this State an interest in raising the beet for the manu-
facture of sugar.

Reports were submitted by Mr. Lindsay, chairman
of the Committee on Fertilizer Control, and Mr. Bev-
erly, chairman of the Committee on Fencing and Irri-

gation. These were received. Mr. Heater was added

to the Committee on General Welfare of Agricultural
Industry.
The Board adjourned about 4 o'clock, subject to the

call of the President.

HEMP EXPERIMENTS IN 1900.

Editor Southern Planter :

Through the experiments carried on by your assist-

ance the past season it has been proven that, properly

cared for, hemp offers a valuable substitute for the

overproduction of cotton ; that the crop will grow
and can be harvested and out of the way in season for

a second crop, and at the same time the profit be much
greater than for most present crops. But all new crops

and new industries require close, careful, exact atten-

tion and ample experience to determine the proper

methods and practices, and to that end some more

definite, more exact, scientific work will t>e done next

year. Beyond the fact that private individuals, and

at least three experiment stations, will make trials

upon a considerable scale, the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture has just informed me that the

"Department is in position to offer material encour-

agement to this industry," and that "a definite line

of research and investigation will at once be under-

taken." The Department will co-operate in our work
next season in Virginia, when a sufficient acreage will

be planted to show the readers of the Planter the prac-

tical working of the industry. S. S. Boyce.

FARM NOTES.

I have observed that many a farmer works hard,

very hard ; but yet he does not make a living. He
has not educated himself for a farmer. He does not

study the principles of farming. In short, he does

not know how to properly apply his labor nor the

products of it. Let him begin to ponder seriously the

questions involved in farming.

Winter is coming on, and the farmer should remem-
ber that it is easier to put things in order during the

dry, pleasant weather of autumn than it will be to

attend to these matters in the rigor of winter.

During the early autumn, farmers do not have work
for their horses to do, and so are accustomed to neglect

them. This is a mistake ; they should be looked after

daily.

Have you a poultry house for your fowls the coming

winter * If not, you should begin to speculate on the

erection of one. I have often noticed fowls with

frozen feet and combs. One, I remember, a portly

cockerel, a Plymouth Rock, could hardly walk from

the effects of frozen feet. His feet were deformed,

and he did not seem to have the proper use of his legs.
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You should make an effort to secure the comfort of

your fowls, or else stop raising them.

Do not allow your stock to trespass upon the prem-

ises of others ; then strenuously resist any trespass of

others' stock upon your own premises. This will

have a tendency to establish a custom that will benefit

all farmers and stock raisers in the absence of statute

laws governing such cases. The legislative depart-

ment of our government seems to be slow in recoguiz

ing the needs of our people in this respect.

Frank Monroe Beverly.
Dickenson county, Va.

season, although plenty for all requirements, and that,

therefore, the power of fixing prices will be more in the
hands of holders than has been the case in 1S98-99.

This shortage in the wheat supply will have a ten-

dency to increase the demand for corn, of which crop
we are likely to have a large surplus.

MAKE THE HOME PLEASANT.

Every dwelling should stand back a little from the

road and upon rising ground, if possible. So^e shade
trees, shrubbery, climbing vines and flowers to such
an extent as practicable. Everything must not be
given up to crops, but a little to ornament and food
for delight. If there is a stream of water on the farm,

or a well and windmill, then there should be a small
fountain and pond.

If there is a fall in the stream, a hydraulic ram will

elevate an amount of water which will be a pleasant

surprise to the house and barn users and to water the
garden and supply a fountain, These need not be ex-

pensive things, and the water will pay the whole cost

in one dry season ; and It can all be done at odd
moments and by piecemeal, if the matter is kept in

mind. It will tend to make the farm home attractive

and add much to its value. B.

AN ENGLISH VIEW OF WHEAT.
Summarizing the wheat outlook abroad, the London

Statist says that European importing countries will re-
quire a minimum quantity of 43,000,000 quarters,
whereas last season 38,000,000 quarters would probably
ha-e sufficed, although, as a matter of fact, considera-
bly more than this has been imported, the stocks and
reserves being in consequence increased. Seeing how
deficient the support from Russia and Roumania is

likely to be, it is difficult to believe that the countries
out6ide America will be able to supply 20,000,000
quarters, which would leave 23,000,000 quarters to be
obtained from the United States, in addition to the
4,000,000 quarters which America every year has to
find for other European countries. In other words,
America, with a crop estimated at 550,000,000 bushels,
as compared with 700,000,000 bushels last year, will be
looked to for a supply of 215,000,000 bushels, and as a
crop of 550.000,000 bushels leaves a surplus of only
150,000.000 bushels, the balance of 65,000,000 bushels
will have to come out of the reserves of old wheat cai -

ried forward, whiah reserves are believed to be about
100 000.000 bushels larger than this time last year.
The general outlook, therefore, is that there will be
considerably less wheat available than in the past

THE LATE J. B. TOWNLEY, SR.

J. B. Townley, Sr., of Red Hill, Va., died July 26,

1899, at 7 A M, from heart disease, from which he
had suffered for many years.

His family and friends would be pleased to see a
brief record in the Southern Planter of his life, as he
was probably one of its oldest subscribers. Had he
lived to November 3d, he would have completed his

seventy fifth year. At his home he left his aged wife

and daughter, Mamie. His son John lives on the
place in his new house by Red Hill depot, while his

other son Carter and daughter, Mrs. Byrdie Wills,

live in Charlottesville, near by, so they could all visit

their parents often ; and of the children, it can truly

be said they lose a "Precious Father."
Mr. Townley, on his father's side, was a descendant

of the Lord Townleys, of England, and on his mother's
side, was descended from President Madison. Edu-
cated in the University of Virginia, at Charlottesville,

by continued study, reading and practical observation,

his knowledge was extensive and varied. When a
young man, before marriage he was at one time
She"riff and at another time County Surveyor, and
afterward was urged by his friends at various times to

let them run him for Sheriff, Constable, Judge and
Representative, but refused on account of his health.

Before the war he was Captain of the Monticello-

Guards, an organized company to this day in Char-
lottesville. He did not serve in the war, his health be-

ing entirely too delicate. He was a member and
leader in many clubs, such as the Charlottesville Fruit
and Grape Association, Farmers' Alliance, and a neigh-

borhood Farmers' Club, and President of several de-

i

bating clubs ; also a Sunday school teacher and Super-
intendent all his religious life of some fifty five odd
years.

During the writer's forty years work and study
among fruit trees, one winter was spent with Mr.
Townley at his home in the midst of one of the best

orchards I saw in Virginia. On stormy days and
evenings, while pruning a large part of his extensive

orchard, we had many long and pleasant talks on
various subjects, and I found him a great lover of

fruits and flowers of all kinds, and his knowledge of
everything connected with orchards and gardens was
of the very fullest and highest order. Best of all, he
was "a beautiful Christian"—was friendly to every
living thing. Since that visit he would send me at

the close of each month a copy of his weather and
farm record, while I returned a copy of my weather
record and items from diary of each day—our letters

often passing each other by the way ; and one of his

last acts, just before his sudden death, was to write

many lines of a nearly finished letter to me. I lose

my best and most faithful correspondent.

"Those who knew him best loved him best."

Wayne Co., Pa. Theodore Day.
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Issued on 1st of each Month.

J. F. JACKSON,
Editor and General Manager.

B. MORGAN SHEPHERD,
Business Manages.

TERMS FOR ADVERTISING.
Rate card furnished on application.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

The Sou t hern Planter is mailed to sub-
scribers in the United States and Canada at
50c. per annum ; all foreign countries, 75c.

Remittances should be made direct to this
office, either by Registered Letter or Money
Order, which will be at our risk. When made
otherwise we cannot be responsible.

Alwavs grive the Name of the Post Office
to which your paper is sent. Your name can-
not be found on our books unless this is done.

The Date on yonr Label shows to what
time your subscription is paid.

Subscribers failing to receive their paper
promptly and regularly, will confer a favor
by reporting the fact at once.

"We Invite Farmers to write us on any
agricultural topic. We are always pleased to
receive practical articles. Criticism of Arti-
cles, Suggestions How to Improve The
Planter Descriptions of New Grains, Roots,
or Vegetables not generally known. Particu-
lars of Experiments Tried, or Improved
Methods of Cultivation are each and ail wel-
come. Contributions sent us must not be fur-
nished other papers until after they have a p-
geared in our columns. Rejected matter will
e returned on receipt of postage.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

RICHMOND, VA.

PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

A Great Offer.

Having succeeded in making a

special arrangement with the Rich-

mond Times, we are enabled to

make for a limited period an un-

usually liberal offer. We will send

for §1. 00 the Southern Planter and
the Richmond twice a week Times

for a year. In this combination a

farmer gets what is practically to

him as good as a daily paper (for

few farmers have the time to go to

the postoffice for mail every day)
and the best agricultural journal

^^ § O i™ ^^ |r^ ^^ 1^ ^^ depend on rich, mel-

*^ IB% fc. 1- W< W+^^ low land. Rich,^^ ^^ « ^^ ^*W I %J low land depends on
proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would
like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile
gas Powhatan Clay Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va. Front Bricks.

WANTED, BLACK-EYE PEAS. SSiSr^ST
Eye Peas, and prepared to offer highest value for same delivered in your
depot or wharf in Virginia and North Carolina. We pay cash for them and

furnish sacks free when needed. We solicit correspondence, stating quantities to
oner, and samples should be sent representing fair average of the lot you may have
to offer. You can save expenses by selling direct to us.

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE CO., Richmond, Va.

The October Purple Plum,
Luther Burbank's latest and best production. We are

the introducers and can furnish first-class stock at lowest
prices. We have 500 acres in nursery stock—shade trees,
fruit trees, ornamental trees, shrubs and small fruit plants, in
fact anything you can ask for. Catalogue, with colored plate
picture of October Purple Plum, free. Write to-day.
STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Box i4l New Canaan, Conn.

for the South for the price of the

Times alone. Those who desire to

avail themselves of this offer should

not lose time in remitting the price,

as the offer will only hold good for

a limited period. The twice-a-week

Times contains all the news of the

week, and is an excellent family

paper.

FILSTON FARM JERSEYS.

We are having many inquiries for Fil-

ston Farm bull calves, and have made
some Southern sales that may interest
your readers. Mr. A. T. Smythe, of
Charleston, S. C, some years ago bought
a bull from this herd, and writes that he
has not his equal in the South. How-
ever, his bull is now eight or nine years
old and he needs new blood. We se-

lected for him a young bull who is con-
nected with ' 'Carolinas Stoke Pogis," his
bull through the dam and sired by our
grand old son of Pedro 3187. We "have
found the Pedro blood nicks wonderfully
well with the Stoke Pogis. so in this caff
Mr. Smythe will follow the harmony of
his present breeding, and by our experi-
ence be able to add fresh "blood of the
most valuable kind. The calf has made
a most thrifty growth, and will be deliv-
ered early in October.
Mr. Henry E. Knox, of Westover. Va.,

also gets a great calf by '• Tonnage" out
of the Stoke Pogis cow, " Bute La Rose
2nd." Tonnage is a double grandson of
Combination, who was a blood relation of

adc/reyyei
t/t/j //ay wi// 6rt/i<7

toyw/r
'at/driesf our

Aen ' 600/r ofMe/iW
a/id 23pjKS Sfy/es'
andsa/np/es e/iti-

f/ed c~^\

^very/Van orHfoman
n/w6uys C/vf/t/'/ia/&r
Matess/wu/dAaye
it.
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There is more catarrh in this section ot

the country than all other diseases put

together, and until the last few years was
supposed to he incurable. For a great

many years doctors pronounced it a local

disease, and prescribed local remedies,

and by constantly failing to cure with
local treatment, pronounced it incurable.

Science has proven catarrh to be a con-

stitutional disease, and therefore requires

constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh

Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitu-

tional cure on the market. It is taken
internally in doses from 10 drops to a
teaspbonful. It acts directly on the blood

and mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any case it

fails to cure. Send for circulars and tes-

timonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.

B®*Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Pedro. In this calf we again have the
nick of the »wo blood lines. Probably it

would be more correct to show that Stoke
Pogis, through Rioter, and Eurotas, the
dam of Pedro through a Rioter, were
nearly similaily bred. However, the
breeding on these lines is very successful.

This Tonnage calf is now large and
growthy and very handsome. Mr. Knox
bought him when two days old, as he
was so greatly pleased with the dam.
Another Gold Pedro calf goes to Car-

tersville, Ga.. to Mr. Thos. C. Crenshaw,
Jr. This calf is not ouly a grandson of
old Pedro through Gold Pedro, butin the
dam traces again to Pedro and Yellow
Boy and Bomba. This calf is very hand-
some, as are all our Pedros, and coming
from so great a cow as Abyssinia, should
prove a great sire

All these three calves brought large

prices. They are well bred, as far as

pedigree is concerned, and they are the
result of over eighteen years selection for

bis milk and butter production. The
Filston Farm heing on the Seaboard, and
having advantages of shipment to all the

South Atlantic States cheaply and quick-

ly, is getting its share of orders for first-

class stock
Asa B. Gardiner, Jr.. Manager.

BLACKLEG.
In an extended area, where the germs

of Blackleg exist, the disease is likely to

be very prevalent among young cattle

this fall. This is due to the fact that the
pastures are in good condition, and the
germs will, therefore, be more virulent,

and as the calves are fat, they will con-

sequently be more susceptible to Black-

leg.

The Pasteur Vaccine Company's Black-
leg remedies have been successfully used
upon millions of cattle during the last

few years, and are well and favorably

known throughout the Blackleg districts

of the country, and millions of dollars

have been saved by those cattlemen who
have been using them. The Pasteur
Company's preparations are furnished in

the form of a powder, which has to be
mixed with water and filtered, and then
injected ; and also in a form which is

reaily for immediate we. Write for par-

ticulars to the Pasteur Vaccine Company,
712 Garden City Block, Chicago.

MAGAZINES.
As the October Century appears simul-

taneously with the reception to Admiral
Dewey in New York, the timeliest of its

contents is Rear Admiral Sampson's
hearty tribute to the hero of Manila,
whom he ranks with Nelson and Farra-
gut.

The frontispiece of the magazine is a
portrait, drawn by John W. Alexander,
of the Hon. John Morley, M. P., whose
historical study of Cromwell is to begin
next month. A study of Mr. Morley
himself, by an anonymous M. P., accom-
panies the portrait. The number opens
with a profusely illustrated paper on
" Fascinating Cairo," by Frederic C. Pen-
field, late Diplomatic Agent, and author
of " Present-Day Egypt." From the pages
of his well filled diary the Hon. John
Bigelow has extracted a series of passages
relative to the German statesman, Von
Bunsen, his friend and correspondent for

many years, and to the group of celebri-

ties to which Von Bunsen belonged.
Closing, as it does, the magazine's fifty-

eighth volume, this number contains the
final instalments of several series, such
as Paul L. Ford's "Many-Sided Frank-
lin" (which treats this month of the Pol-

itician and Diplomat), and Marion Craw-
ford's " Via Crucis," and Prof. Wheeler's
"Alexander the Great."

The October number of St. Nicholas
marks the end of the magazine's six-and-
twentieth year, and brings to a close sev-

eral series that have been running for six

months or more. "Trinity Bells." by
Amelia E. Barr, is one of these; others
are Carolyn Wells' " Story of Betty," and
Rupert Hughes' " Dozen from Lakerim."
These are works of fiction ; but besides
these, there are, in this number, several

short stories, in which fact and fiction are
mysteriously mingled, and others thatare
founded upon fact and built up of the
same material.

The articles in the October Forum are
of great interest, a number being written
by widely known men. Senator J. C.
Burrows forecasts the Presidential content

of lfOO with a paper on "This Year's
Elections: Their Bearing on the Presi-

dential Election." Comptroller of the
Currency, Charles G. Dawes, writes a pa-

per of much importance on " The Present
Outlook for Currencv Reform." The Dean
of Canterbury, F. W. Farrar, speaks with
no uncertain sound upon the Sunday
Question." Oscar P. Austin, Chief of the
United States Bureau of Statistics, gives
an interesting account of the rapidly
growing "Commercial Japan;" Professor
Sohm, of Leipzig, a member of the Code
Commission, tells of the true significance

of "The Civil Code of Germany;" and
Charles Howard Shinn considers, in his

article on the " Literature of the Pacific

Coast," the prominent part that Califor-

nian writers have taken in the department
of fiction.

Bishop Potter contributes the first arti-

cle in the October number of Appleton's
Popular Science Monthly; it is entitled

"The Help that Harms," and is a discus
sion of the charity question from the mor-
alist's point of view. Comptroller Bird

"Example is Better

Than Precept/'

It is not ivhat ive say, but

ivhat Hood's Sarsaparilta

does, that tells the story.

Thousands of testimonials are

examples of ivhat Hood's

has done for others, and
ivhat it ivill do for you.
Scrofula — " Running scrofula sorei

made me shunned by neighbors. Medlca)
treatment failed. A relative urged me to
try Hood's Sarsaparilla. Did so and in few
months the sores completely healed." Mas.
J. M. Hatch, Etna, N. H.

Inflammatory Rheumatism-" Two
attacks ot the grip left me with inflamma-
tory rheumatism. Am 89 years old, but
Hood's Sarsaparilla cured me and I oan
climb stairs and walk anywhere." J. Love-
land, 373 Fargo Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

ZfipcdS SaUafywu<
Never Disappoints

Hood's Pills cure Hvf ma ; the non Irritating

only cathartic to tafef with Hood'? Sari>partUt>.

LAND DRANTILE
(Car-load Orders.!

Lizes. 2, '2y~, 3-inch, and
up to»15-inch.

WM T. LEGGETT&CO.,
1025 liberty avenue,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

be col trolled by using

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap. No 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as insecticide. 50 lij. kegs, 82.30; 100 lb. kegs,
$4.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3%c. per lb.;
barrels, 425 lbs., at VAc. Large quantities,
special rates, s^end for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
514 to 518 S. Randolph St., Philadelphia, pa.

BICIlIimi-llEA
1

.,..„.„,
W^B fellsworth lime Works,
™ REEVES CATT.Aqt Bnrtley. Augus'a Co ,Va.

Also No. 1 Roek Lime for building. Send
forcird with prlce-llsl.

Wood Ashes
Unleachfd, fine screened, strong1

, cheap, last-
ing. Any quantity, <iet circular,
qu ted f. O. b. your station.

Prices

WM P PERKINS, 590 0th St. Brooklyn. N. Y.

CASH OR NEW PAIR MATTRESSES For Y " Uf

OLD FEATHER BED.
Write for particulars. Established 20 yrs.

Bank reference.

Canada Export Co 88 Berry St., Brooklyn N. Y.
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MACHINE $10
WHITE AT O.ME FOIt lATAMKl

THE BOWEN CABLE STAY FENCE CO.Norwfillt, rUrtio.@ FENCE! «™
la

STRONGEST
Bull-

tr. Chicken-

COILEI) Sl'MNC. FENCE CO.

OOULTRYa BE*° THESE PRICES
rg^^SfcaJ,Ja36 in. wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25"«" " 150" " " 3.00

30" " 150" " " 3.75

Other widths in proportion.
NETTING tAS. Dow Wire Work»Co.,UulsvllleI Kj.
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THE "LESLIE" LINE
OF FODDER AND ENSILAGE

, SHREDDERS and CUTTERS

. ..n>

ttaut \i ill tut. The ahredder head i

eulter head lvir.it on the floor are lntrr.'m.ii£cii<
.iiK.n-r . Irred. This is the oiuy m

cnntrlne only low speed. ^Kquipped .

thi
:nglh of straight

him lie whole neld of

SI. Albans Foundry Go. SI. Albans, VI.

GRIND YOUR GRAIN
itall There in. . . wast- ,n fr-uinl
ling through the animal whole,
unbroken and undigested.

STAR
FEED GRINDERS
*xce\ in material, coii-truc-

i and frriiMl.i.iff ability and
caput it v. These' qualities mnsidered, they are very
cheap at the price. Thev arc- Strang and well made.

GRIND EAR CORN DRY, DAMP OR FROZEN

Shortest i.le Can ea^ilv work under a shed.
s of Sweep and Power Mills.

r choke. Grind all pi
weep i

Star Mfg. Co., 30 DepotSt. New Lexington,

ENSILAGE GUTTERS, CORN CRUSHERS,

mm

FEED CUTTERS, CORN THRESHERS.
Befct Work. Greatest Capacity,

Cheapest to Operate.

E. A. PORTER & BROS., Bowling Green, Ky.

HAVE YOU A SILO?

The Ross
ENSILAGE MACHINERY

is unsnnMUHjed i.

paeity. durabilit
operati

The E W. Ross Co. Springfield, 0.^=

When you write to an advertiser,

mention The Southern Planter.

CATALOGUES.
The American Well Works. Aurora.

111., whose advertisement appears in this

issue, Bend us their two new catalogues

just out. Catalogue 7s illustrates many
improved designs in pumping machinery.

Catalogue 79 shows improved construc-

tion in well sinking machinery and gaso-

line engines. If you are contemplating

doingany work requiring such machinery
send for these catalogues.

Gillette Clipping Machine Co., 110 W.
32d St., New York, send us their list of

hand-power, steam and electric horse-

clipping machines, which are claimed to

be the best made.

Pineburst Nurseries, Pinehurst, N. C,
send us their fall and spring catalogue of

North Carolina "Woody and Herbuceous
plants—evergreens, ornamental trees,
shrubs and vines.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.
Eggs in Cold Storage ; Theory in Prac-

tice in Preserving Eggs by Refrigeration,

Data; Experiments, Hints on Construc-

tion, etc., from Practical Experience, by
Madison Cooper, 410 1st St. N., Minneap-
olis, Minn. Price, 10 cents.

REPORTS.
TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C. Division of Agrostolo-

gv. Circular 17. Crimson Clover.

Division of Forestry. Bulletin 25.

Notes on the Forest. Conditions of

Porto Rico.

Division of Pomology. Bulletins. Re-

vised Catalogue of Fruits, recom-

mended for cultivation in the various

sections of the United States and
British Provinces.

Farmers' Bulletin 102. Southern For-

age Plants.

Farmers' Bulletin 104. Notes on Frost.

Division of Statistics. Crop Circular

for September, 1899.

Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn,
Ala. Bulletin 105. Winter Pastur-

age, Hay and Fertility Afforded by
Hairy Vetch.

Arizona Experiment Station, Tuczon, Ari.

Tenth Annual Report, June 30, 1899.

Kentuckv Experiment Station, Lexing-

ton, "Ky. Bulletin 83. Wheat,

Maryland Experiment Station, College

Park, Md. The Maryland Agricul-

tural College Quarterly, Analyses of

Fertilizers.

Minnesota Experiment Station, St. An-
thony Park, Minn. Bulletin 62.

Wheat—Varieties, Breeding, Cultiva-

tion.

Rhode Island Experiment Station, Kings-

ton, R. I. Bulletin 55. Forcing Rhu-
barb.

Bulletin 56. Analyses of Commercial
Fertilizers.

Balletin 57. Quantities of Nitrogen for

Grass.
Bulletin 58. Financial Gain from Li-

ming Grassland.

West Virginia Experiment Station. Mor-
gantown, W. Va. Bulletin 59. Whole
Corn Compared with Cornmeal for

Fattening Hogs.
Bulletin 60. Poultry Experiment.

Winter Crops
perish when they lack nourish-

ment. Liberal fertilization

insures the vigor necessary to

resist winter killing.

Potash
Phosphoric Acid and Nitrogen

in well-balanced proportions,

are what they need.

Send/or our books telling all abou

composition offertilizers best adapted

for all crops. They cost you nothing.

GERriAN KALI WORKS,
73 Nassau Street. New York.

FARQUHAR
VARIABLE FRICTION FEED

SAW MILL

AJAX SB? ENGINE
Rapid. -curate.strong and

j

,iLb large capacity, i

Engines onsilla or wheels.
Strong aad safe. No Far-
qtihar Boiler has ever
exploded. Send for catalog

j

of Portable Eneines.su, nsle '

Mills, Threshing Macbn
Stationary Enginesand Boilers,

!

and Standard Agricultural Implements generally.

A.B.FARQUHAR CO., Ltd. .York, Pa.

A SONG OF SUCCESS
on Id make another pood name for oar

20TH CENTURY
POULTRY BOOK

s w iiS all thocse subjects which tend

s in the poultry business, treated by
the masterful hand of experience. Nosobject

them all. It's practical ; can be adopted by every-

body in the poultry business. Tells about the renowned ill-liable

Inrnhntnrt and Brooder*. Book sent for l'V t" cover postage

Reliable Incubator* Brooder Co.. Box B 111 Quincy, ILL.

VICTOR Incubator
Haiches Chickens bv Steam. Absolutely

*tlF-rcc"l»liiiK- Th " simplest, most
II . and CtK -' ,: - : '

~- r --' Hal hti

. iDtQi-marWt. t't-xul.tr- K KEK. ^
GEO. EKTEL jfl ;.. Ql - " '-

. :Lt,.

"COREDTO UtAi n
is the ftartucg headline of tna

paper article. Horniest) umna

DEHORNING SSmwki
. pain than any device

1
l Side ear.made. Cunsc

"ill? warranted ."iiri'uiir. Ae. I III 1 ' .

A. C. BROSIUS, CQCHPAriV.tLE, PENN.

BPiAUTREES Fine -loon, low
rrBliH I'rtc Write lor I'. ant rs'
fcnWWil gpgcial Price Mat Tellsabout

the wonderful frost proof Iron aoa taia
Peach. Linnslei's Nursery. Whi.e House, N J
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LIGHTNING WELL MACHYf
IS THE STA N DA.R D I

STfAMPUMPS AIR LIFTS. , :I , /
GASOLINE ENGINES r,^;Mi

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKSMl
AURORA. ILL.- CHICAGO.- DAL LAS,TEX

fl Well-Boring

-^Outfit
Is easy to manage.
Farmers are success-
ful making wells with
it. Send for circular.

CHAS.E.WYMAN,
-vl-- Mart'ustwre, Tni.

UseWell Drillers!
LOO MIS'

"Clipper"
Driller.

The Standard
of America !

Strongest I Takes leas

Ktwerl Carries heaviest tools ! Drills much faster
ost convenient to handle 1 Will last longer am

make the owner more money than any othe
Well Drill on earth.
We also make man./ other maehinetfor drilling irelt

of all diameters and drpllis. Jlarhines fur Ib.r

BLACK HAWK Corn Sheller.
Original

in every

Feature.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

R0CHE«1ER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
No. 17 Frank St., Rochester, N. Y.

PEARSON'S MAGAZINE.

This is the title of a monthly journal,

published by a London publishing house,

but edited in America. It promises great

things in the way of reading matter by
world-known authors. It is to be had
from the Pearson Publishing Co., 43 East
19 St., New York. Price, $1.00 per year.

HAMILTON'S PEA THRESHERS.

This is to certify that I have threshed
about 300 bushels of peas on one of Mr.
J. W. Hamilton's threshers, and find it to

be a simple, practical, and durable ma-
chine. I have one of the unimproved
ones, being the second one he ever made,
and it has given good satisfaction. O. R.

King, Miss.

See advertisement in this issue.

We invite attention to the advertise-

ment of Messrs. M. B. Rowe & Co., ap-

pearing in this issue. They make a spe-

cial offer of a lot of pure-bred cattle.

Their reputation as breeders of fine stock

is too well known in the South to require

any commendation from us.

Messrs. O. H. Berry & Co., of tin's city,

have just issued one of the handsomest
and most comprehensive Books on Men's
and Boys' Outfitting, we've ever seen.

This novel catalogue, entitled, ''Your
Dress," is composed of 68 pages of at-

tractive matter, half-tone illustrations,

and samples, enabling one to order at

their homes with the same degree of sat-

isfaction and economy as if they visited

this immense, and in every way, up-to-

date establishment in person. They en-

joy and merit the largest patronage of

an v Southern clothiery— and we can as-

sure our readers that they will live strictly

up to any promises they make, and all

mail orders entrusted them will be most
carefully and satisfactorily attended to.

A postal will bring this book to any
address. Ses advertisment in this issue.

Mr. Jno. F. Lewis, whose advertise-

ment appears in this issue, has some fine

bred stock for sale at reasonable prices.

His reputation as a breeder is high, and
those who have bought from him have
had no cause to regret doing so. Before
buying elsewhere ask him for prices on
what you want.

WHAT IS BASIC SLAG?

Basic Slag is a chemical compound ab-

stracted from the metal in the manufac-
ture of Steel.

The Steel Works in which the Basic
Slag is made cost over one million dol-

lars. It is not a refuse. It contains about
50 per cent, of lime. 20 per cent, of phos-
phoric acid, 12 per cent, of iron, 5 per
cent, of manganese, and the remainder of
silicates. We warrant every pound in the

ton of Basic Slag to he pure available plant

food. It has no odur, no weed seeds or

other objectionable matter.
Send all orders direct to A. S. Lee &

Son, agents for Virginia and the Caro-
linas.

" 'Tis worth a bag of gold." This ap-
' plies with special force to Hood's Sarsa-

parilla, America's Greatest Medicine.

Mica
'Axle
'Grease road.

helps the team. Saves wear and
expense. Sold everywhere.

MADE BY
STANDARD OIL CO.

frazer!
: Axle Grease th

B
e
e
w Hd ;

m Its wearing qualttiesare unsurpassed, ao- ft

\ tually outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand. \
" ulne. W9 Not affected by heat. «®-Get the Ge

4/%, FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

ADVERTISING ;rr"P
"

fi

d

tably for Advertisers in mediums every-

where in the civilized world.

MILBLURNE ADVERTISING AGENCY,

222 and 224 E. Baltimore St., BALTIMORE. MD.

WANTED TO SELL
The entire, or any portion of the

right, to my

PATENT WAGON AND BUGGY JACK
A simple, cheap and effective de-

vice. Can be seen at the office of

Southern Planter.
A. P. ROUTT.

MILK FEVER
/> GrARGET.

SCHMIDT'S TREATMENT IMPROVED.

CURES EVERY TIME.

Breeders wlil save their best cows by having

this remedy on hand for instant use-

Necessary apparatus, medicine and full di-

rections for treatment of Uwo cases mailed

for $2.00. Add .-ess,

STOCK BREEDERS' CO., Knoxville.Tenn.

No more frails. Pea threshers

cheap. Write for particulars Sat-

isfaction guaranteed. Price, 818.

Weight 200 lbs. Freight cheap.

J. W. HAMILTON, - Houlka, Miss
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VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWAROS
Easy Payments. Catalogue Fbce.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO.. Richmond. V a

C1DM t'\k Q I P ^S 1^ acres. 2 miles north
lAnlYI lOi- u - L.L f Pulaski. Good fences

and outbuildings, g-room weather-boarded

Log House. 3 springs. Usual terms. 87000.

FRANZ STRAUSS, Pulaski City, Va.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

For Sale
A MOUNTAIN I ARM

OF 100 AC^ES.
Three miles from Charlottesville. Soil

particularly adapted to fruits of all kinds.

Excellent location for country home or sum-

mer boarding house. For further Information

address

Box 225, Charlottesville, Va.

BEAUTIFUL AND COMPLETE. . .

Suburban Home,
Situated on R. F. & P. R. R., 15 miles from

Richmond, in village of Gwathmey.
New and substantially built modern cottage

of eight rooms, besides closets, pantry, etc.;

detached servants' house with two rooms;
excellent barn, hen houses, etc One acre
lawn, shaded by white oaks; ab'»ut six acres
of the richest cleared land in Hanover county.
Not a foot of waste land on the place. The
owner being compelled to reside near his busi-
ness in Richmond, will sell for one-half of
actual cost.
Address, "Bargain," care Southern Planter.

CO SOUTH^^
YOUNG MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un-
equalled by any other portion of the

United States

The James River Vali ey Colonization
and Impkovemdkt Co. offers superior ad
vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A. PARSONS,
8'9 E. Main St , Richmond. Va

FOR. SALE!
A Small Farm of 80 acres (more or less), dis-

tant about 15 mbes south of Richmond.
Young orchard, assorted; dwelling not in
good or er, good barn, with cement floor
tables (4 box stalls; four poultry houses and
other outbuildings, all fenced, good wire fence.
Also Small Farm of about Hi) acres (more or

less), about two miles from the forriroing. No
dwelling or oiheY buildings; small orchard;
about 40 acres cleared ready for plow. Both
these are rt ported to have coal veins.
Also Small Farm of about Hi acre", never-

falling brook traversing same; can bedivided
(with brook as boundary) inio two small
farms—one seven acres and control ot brook,
the other nine acres, or thereabout. Thif- is

situated at the town of Florence. S. C —town
line forms one boundary. No buildings on
the seveu acre lot ; small dwelling on the nine
acre 1 t, Florence is a railroad centre, and
has Atlantic Coast Line shops; excellent
locality for poultry farm- Reasons for* lllng,

owner tias purchased a larger place in another
section of Virginia. No stumps or st.,nes to
Impede cultivation on cleared portion of either
place.

DEWALDEN CHURCHILL.
V. O. Box 200, Richmond, Va.

IX JERSEY CATTLE INTERESTS.

We note that The Jersey Bulletin, started

sixteen years ago as a bi monthly publi-

cation of sixteen pages, came out on Au-
gust 23d with double that number, or 32

pages of strictly Jersey cattle and high-

class dairy reading matter and advertise

ments.
The Jersey Bulletin is, and has been for

a decade, a weekly paper, and its growth
betokens the healthy evolution oi the
Jersey cattle business as well as the un-

tiring application of its editor to the in-

terest it represents.

After following the Jersev cow through
all the stagesof hergrowth in popularity

;

after aiding in her emancipation from the
small and unenviable field she occupied
30 years ago as " the gentleman's cow ;

"

after spreading the truth about her rich

ness in the milk pail and churn ; after

following, we say (for The Jersey Bulletin

did most of the pushing), all her steps

toward her proper and well earned posi

tion as queen of the dairy, the title,

" Dairy Farming'' was added to The Jer-

sey Bulletin. The Jersey cow had taken
the dairy world " by storm," as it were,

and no appellation could have been more
consistently added.

Let us bespeak for The Jersey Bulletin

the support of every person who owns a
Jersey cow or is interested in dairying of

the highest class. Its subscription price

is $1.50 per year, and sample copies will

be mailed free to all who apply for them
to The Jersey Bulletin, Indianapolis, Ind.

stock section of VIRGINIA.
Best climate and water In the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For fur' her information, address

Sam'l B. Woods, Charlottesville, Va.

The advertisement of A. C. Brosius, of
Cochraneville, Pa., makes its first appear-
ance in this issue of our paper for the
new season's business. Our readers will

remember this gentleman as being the
manufacturer of the now famous Dehorn-
ing Knife, which has been of such great

value to stockmen everywhere. This is

the dehorner which took highest award
at the World's Fair. It differs from all

other devices of its class in the fact that

it cuts evenly from four sides at once.

Write Mr. Brosius for circulars, prices, etc.

The Bowen Cable Stay Fence Co., of
Norwalk, Ohio, who-e advertisement ap-

pears on another page in this iss >e, sell a

machine which makes a most ideal farm
fence, at the bare cost of material and
labor. They also handle all kinds of
fence supplies, and can insure prompt
shipment. They are in a position to of-

fer agents good inducements. We sug-

gest that any one interested in good
fencing should write them for illustrated

catalogue and prices.

First Bootblack: "You had er quarrel

wid Nideey, Billy?"
Second Bo itblack :

" Yes, I had; and
I'm goin' ter have mv revenge, too."

F B. : "Goin' ter fight him?"
S. B. :

" No. I'm goin' ter stand aside

of him when he's a-shinin' a gent, and,
when he's finished I'm goin' ter say,

"Shine, sir?"

I!!? Business Hen
WHITE WYANDOTTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH r 0CKS

BUFF WYANDOTTES
Bred for Eggs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

"Plymouth Rocks, Wvandottes or
Dorkings."

SECOND ON BROILERS.
•'Any breed." at BOSTON SHOW—
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator" Eggs, 85 00 per 100.

stock at reasonable prices,

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON

PAQQ1I p Pure Bred B. P. ROCK
rUil OALE COCKERELS and PUL-

LETS. Price, sixty cents each, for a

short time. Address

S. M. HITER, Ellisville, Louisa Co., Va.

BLAG

K

— »**- Cockerels,

LANGSNANSSi-OOEacb.
New stock and fine Et»«s in season.

Stamp for reply.

M. A.. OLNEY. Coleman's Vails, Va.

BIRDVILLE POULTRY YARDS,
PETERSBURG. VA.

WHITE HOLLANDS,
Hens, 51.50; Gobblers, 82.50.

WHITE PEKINS (Kankin -train)
Ducks, 81.50; Drakes, 82.50.

BUFF LEGHORNS,
Hens, ji.oo; Cocke and Cockerels, 82.50.

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHOriTHORN (HITLB,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

?or Sale. R. J. BA.NCOOK,
CllARLOTTE^VILLK, Va.

THOMPSON &TRIMB .E,
SWOOPE, AUGUSTA CO., VA

ZZ. Shorthorn Cattle and

.4, Shropshire Sheep.
CO RESPONDENCE --OLICITED.

FOR SALE ^ ^ <*•

FRESH GRADE U0WS with ( alves.

Standard Bre I RIDING and DRIV-
ING HORSES

C T SMITH CROXTON
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75? Filston Farm

Jerseys—^-
Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

GLENCOE, MD.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a little "Book of the Herd "

on request.

LYNWOQD HERDjF JERSEYS

AT HEAD OF HERD—
OONAN'S TORMENTOR, 22280.

Sire 33 tested daughters. 9 of these have
tests of 20 lbs. and over in 7 days. One
Oonau of Riverside has an official test
31 lbs.,3 oz. in 7 days; test 14 days, 68 lbs.,

6 oz. She is the largest tested cow ever
bred in Tennessee.

also in use—
PRINCE OF TENNESSEE, 20772.

Sire of 19 tested daughters. Grandson
of Oxford Kate ; official test, 39 1 bs., 12 oz.
7 days.
Record. 45 tested cows in herd, out of

52 in milk, August, 1898.

M. M. GARDNER, Prop., Nashville, Tenn.

BRIARCLIFF FARMS
Youn^ Bulls For Sale

From Imported JERSEY BEAU, A. J. C.

C. 44417 and other choice sires nf

TORMENTOR, ST. LAMBERT,
STOKE POGIS and PEDRO Blood.

Their dams are all good milkers of rich
quality, the daily average of the 26S cows
now milking being about 20 lbs., while
the butter fat test steadily maintains a
very high standard. The herd is never
forced, and there is no room for a poor
animal.

«5-Full particulars on application to

BRIARCLIFF FARMS, Briarcliff Manor.N.Y.

WALNUT DELL FARM,
A. H. WHITE, Breeder of

Jersey Cattle, Southdown Sheep

..and Berks hi. e Pigs..

ROCK HILL, YORK COUiNTY, S. C.

IT IS TIME TO PLANT BULBS.

Careful Wokk Done Now Will Repay
You WnEN Spring Comes.

"This is the season of the year in which
to set out bulbs. Prepare the ground for

them before they are received by having
it dug up to a depth of at least a foot—

a

foot and a half is better—and worked
over until it is mellow," writes Eben E.

Rexford in the September Ladies' Home
Journal. Mix with it a liberal quantity
of old, rotten manure from the cowyard,
or, if this is nnt obtainable, use bonetueal
in the proportions of one pound to a
square yard of soil. If the soil is natu-
rally heavy, it is well to add considera-
ble sand to make it lighter and more
porous. Plant the bulbs as soon as possi-

ble after they are received, as they are
greatly injured by exposure to the air.

Set tulips and hyacinths six inches deep,
smaller bulbs from four to five inches.
All bulbs should be placed five or six

inches apart, and each kind kept by it-

self."

At the Kansas Experiment Station, the
question was put to the patrons of the
Meriden creamery :

' What farm or dairy
paper do you take ? " Out of seventy-
seven patrons, who answered this ques-
tion, fifty-three took no farm or dairy
paper.
In looking up the details of the records

of the patrons it was interesting to note
that the highest yield was made by a
man who takes both dairy and farm pa-
pers. The man with a " farm paper" was
getting from $60 to $80 worth of dairy
products from one cow, while the man
who had no time to read was getting

$20 to 830. Secretary Coburn, of Kansas,
very well said :

" Muscle, to win, must be
lubricated with brains."

"TO THROW GOOD MONEY AFTER
BAD

Will but iucrease my pain." If you have
thrown awav money for medicines that
did not and could not cure, why should
you not now begin taking Hood's Sarsa-

parilla, the medicine that never disap-

points? Thousands of people who were
in your condition and took Hood's Sarsa
parilla say it was the best investment
thev ever made, for it brought them
health.

"Wife," said a man, looking at the
telegraph wires, " I don't see, for my
part, how they send letters on them 'ere

wires without tearin' 'em all to bits."

"Oh, you stupid!" exclaimed his in-

tellectual spouse. " why they don't send
the paper; they just send the writin' in

a fluid state."

WASHING DISH CLOTHS.
Kitchen cloths must, of course, be

washed daily, otherwise they harbor
grease and odors and become unhealthy
They should be made of knitted crochet-

cotton, in a square or suitable size. When
you wash them, if you will add a table-

spoonful of Gold Dust Washing Powder
to the hot water, it will cut the grease

and clean them in half the time; dry
them out in the sunshine and air.

DEVONS
..FOR SALE..

1 Pure Bred Cow, 4 years.

1 Pure Bred Heifer, 3 years.

1 Pure Bred Heifer, 1 year.

1 Pure Bred Heifer, 5 months.
4 High Grade Yearlings.

In good condition and perfect health.

Will sell the lot for $225.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

FORM!
BERKSHIRE^ PICS

From registered stock. If taken at

once, $3.00 a piece, or $5.00 per pair, for

six weeks pigs, ciated and delivered
aboard steamboat.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP and

POLAND-CHINA PI8S ^
From the greatest prize-winning families
at farmers' prices. Also a few good driving
and saddle HORSES and SHETLAND
PONIES.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,
Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

FOR SALE.
The Registered SHORTHORN BULL

SIR OLIVE*,
Reg. Number, 126890. Calved,

Feb. 16th, 1897.
Address—

J. L. HUMBERT, Box 139, U. of Va.

Sheep, Ewes and
Yearling Rams

FOR SALE.
Also Polled Durham Cattle, young ones
and cows, for sale. Registered stock. Good
quality.

JNO. I. GORDON, Mercer, Pa.

Young Stock Cattle
WANTED TO SELL "5 Young Stock

Cattle. All native bred'and thrifty.

H. S. HOLLAND, - Sabot Island, Va.

J3
JACKS and JENNETS
FOR SALE.

FINE J A KS a Specialty.
Write for what you

want. Address,

W. E. KNIGHT & CO.
Nashville, Tenn.

Mention The Southern Planter when

I

writing advertisers.
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THE CONVENIENCES OF MODERN
HOTSEKEEPING.

M W. EARLY, LYNCHBURG.

It is a most fortunate thing for S Kith-

em housekeepers that as servants I

scarce anil scarcer, aud less and less effi-

cient, convenient appliances for house-
hold and kitchen work should be con-
stantly on the increase, serving some-
what as a compensation for the loss of
the capable old Virginia servants. In old
homes we secured comfort as the ancient
Egyptian kings achieved their stupen-
dous exploits of architecture, by the large
number of our slaves. In looking back
to those times, it seems to me almost a
miracle that we should have had such
admirable cooking, such a oomfortahle
style of living generally, with so few con-
veniences as we possessed. We cooked
by open fire-places, cooking stoves not
having been introduced into Virginia
country homes till after the war. The
first one I ever saw in the country was
in the autumn of 1S65, when an enter-
prising gentleman, left without a negro
on his place, inaugurated the new era re-

building a little shed-room kitchen, ad-
joining his house, and putting a cooking-
stove in it.

It was comparatively easy to boil things
by an open tire-place, as the pot was sus
pended from an iron crane built into the
chimney. Roasting fowls or baking bread
was done in owns, on the lid of which
shovels of hot coals had to be placed and
frequently removed, in order to produce
the right degree of heat on top, while at
the same time a sufficiency of hot coals
had to be kept underneath. It was far
more troublesome and difficult than to
regulate the heat of a stove. Broiling was
done in a stew pan. placed on an iron
trivet with hot coals underneath it. But
the tug of war was frying battercakes
ami waffles by an open fire. I hardly
know how our old-time cooks managed
it, but they did, to perfection, and sent
us in relays of these delicacies, for our-
selves and our numerous guests. The
famous "ash cake" of those days has
pas-ed out "f existence since the intro-

duction of stoves, as it can only be made
in an open fire-place. But nevertheless,
it would be a piece of idle sentiment to
regret the passing away either of the ash
cake or the open fire. The housekeeper
of new Virginia would be perfectly at sea
to-day if condemned to the use of the
latter. Nothing but our large number of
well-trained servants, supplemented by
numerous scullions, enabled us to live in
comfort under that regime, and now that
the servants and scullions are gone, we
have to use every kind ofconvenience and
labor-saving contrivance we can get hold
of. Amongat these I would especially men-
tion the sausage grinder, or meat chopper
of these days. While it does not make
as good sausage as was made by the negro
men who chopped it with a sharp ax in
old times, still it is an extremely useful
machine, and for various other purposes
besides sausage making. When a ham gets
scraggy, pick all the best parts from the
bone, and run it through the sausage-mill,
to make croquets of, or, if you have on
hand, any kind of tough meat, cut it up,
separating it carefully from the bone,

NOW OFFERS
M i:ki:|'»Rii CATTLE.- Calves, entitled to registration, 850 to £75. Calves by "Sir Edward "

grades, $4) to 830.

SHKdKsHiRt: SHF.r.l"—Bucks, one year old and over. 812.50 to 820. Ewes, one year to three
years' old, S10 to S12. Buck Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15, $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
1 to 15, 85.50.

>I.AM>-('II1
months and

BKON7.K TURKEYS—Pairs, 80; trios,S8.50. Eggs, per sitting, 82.50.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS—Pairs, S2.25; trios, 83; Eggs, per sitting, 81.

MUSCOVY DUCK*. -Pairs, 81.50; trios, 82.25. Eggs, per sitting, 81.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr.. No. 2105S, half brother of Axtell, is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for Sij the season. Mares boarded at lowest flsures. Colts by « illiam L, Jr.,
21058, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

ILVX. :. x^orcnES cfc oo-
FREDERICKSBURG,

JERSEY and GUERNSEY CATTLE, both young and old, male and female,

always on hand and for sale.

BERKSHIRE HOGS—Young sows now ready. Pigs, $10 per pair.

BRONZE TURKEN S, LIGHT BRAHMA, PLYMOUTH ROCK and BROWN
LEGHORN FOWLS. PEKIN DUCKS.

GREAT DANE-MASTIFF PUPPIES, very large, fine guards, 110 each.

SHEPHERD and FOX TERRIER PUPPIES, $5 each.
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grind it up, and it will answer nicely for

hash, croquets, or salad. Grind a few
slices of onion with it. The sausage-mill
to which I refer can be made to grind
either fine or coarse, according as you
may wish. I find that the aiticles I used
to grate will answer exactly the same
purpose ground up in the sausage mill.

and this process saves about nine-tenths
of the trouble. For instance, there is CO
coanut, the grating of which is such a bur-
den to housekeepers at Christmas, and
other festive times, and which frequently
leaves them with a bleeding finger. Cut.

up the cocoanut into piecesabout 2 inches
square, pare it with a sharp knife, grind
it in your sausage-mill, and it will answer
just as well for fancy cookery, as if you
had grated it. When you make cucum
ber catsup, you can also save yourself
much trouble by running the encumbers
through your sausage-mill instead of
grating them. When your garden corn
begins to get tough, run that also through
your sausage-mill, and then make it up
into flitters or corn pudding.
A raisin seeder is another of the great

conveniences of modern housekeeping,
facilitating one of the most tedious jobs
in domestic economy, but if you have not
one. you will find the labor of seeding
raisin^ very much lessened by putting
them in a bowl of very hot water. This
not only plumps them out, but makes
them much easier to handle and seed.

Oil-stoves should be placed in the fore
most rank of modern conveniences. Thev
are invaluable where a woman has to do
her own cooking, as she is spared the
trouble of filling and replenishing the
stove with wood taking up the ashes, etc.

And even where a woman keeps a cook,
it is a good plan for her to have a small
oil stove for preserving, or for any emer-
gency that might arise. A woman not
strong enough to stand in the hot kitchen
to preserve, may accomplish the job
without discomfort by using an oil stove
which she can set on her back porch, or
under some big tree in the yard. Or if

there is a sudden call for hot water in the
night, or at some time when the fire is

out in the kitchen, then you feel the value
of your little oil-stove (I mean one cost-
ing about a dollar). Again, it is very
useful to put in your store-room in spells
of intense cold, when by means of it you
may temper the atmosphere so as to save
your canned goods from freezing and
bursting. On many grounds the oil-stove
can maintain its "raison d' etre." The nu-
merous canned articles of the present
day are of the greatest convenience to a
housekeeper, in eking out a scanty meal,
or providing one on an emergency. There
are canned soup, canned plum pudding,
canned beef, salmon, etc., besides the
fruits and vegetables which a thrifty
housekeeper puts up for herself. Then
there are apple-parers, cherry-seeders,
and a hundred other contrivances to
lighten a housekeeper's work and add to
her convenience.

SMILES.
Say each of the following six times :

Six thick thistle sticks.

The sea ceaseth, and it sufficeth us.
Mixed biscuits.

A growing gleam growing green.
Mrs. Smith's fish saute shop.

FOR SA LE!
Choice Reg. CHESTER WHITE
and the famous 0. I. C. SWINE

ARCHIE C. ROPER,
CHARLESTOWN, JEFFERSON CO., W. VA.

TOPS"
(

Only

Sold

BACON HALL FARM.

Hereford Cattle, Dorset Sheep,
Berkshire Nogs.

SATISFACTION OR NO "
ft T.

E. M. GIIXET, Verona, Baltimore Co., Md.

CASTALIA HERD of -

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thri ve on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102. •

SINCE MY ADVERTISEMENT BEGAN . . .

I have sold BULLS and HEIFERS to Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and
Pennsylvania. The demand for good cattle is increasing. Cill on or wrfte to

Visitors met at station. MURRAY BOOCOCK,
FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager. Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

Inquirers are requested not to use postal cards.

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

..Show and Foundation Stock a Specialty..

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

i)U^
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BEE KEEPING.
" Practical Lessons in Bee Keeping,"

was the title of an excellent paper pre-
sented at the Twenty Eighth Annual
Meeting of the Kansas Board of Agricul
ture, by E. Whitcomb, of Friend. Neb.,
and published by Secretary F. D. Coburn
in hie recent report. Mr. Whitcomb's
observations and experience have been
quite varied and extensive, and what he
says should be of considerable assistance
to beginners, as well as those already en
gaged in this industry. He said, in part,

as follows

:

The problem of wintering is one of
vital importance. To leave a colony on
the summer stand, exposed to the sudden
changes and bleak storms of winter, is

not conducive to success, in the begin-
ning. The careful, successful bee keeper
would as soon think of wintering his cow
in this manner as his bees, which, under
proper care, would yield, under the in-

vestment, equally as much profit. There
are two means of successful wintering.
First, packed, on the summer stand ; sec-

ond, in a well-ventilated cellar. The first

is by far the most laborious, yet it has
some advantages. Cellar wintering is the
least expensive ; it is only necessary to
keep them in Egyptian darkness and as
quiet as possible, carrying them out on
two or three bright days for a fly, during
the entire winter. The temperature re-

quired is about that which will keep po-
tatoes successfully. They remain in a
semi-dormant state, and consume but lit-

tle.

Most every one has his or her favorite
location for the apiary. Some choose the
most shaded point possible. After exper-
imenting for several years, we have de-
termined that, in my locality at least, the
most exposed place possible is prolific of
the best result*. In the country between
the Missouri river and the mountains the
nights are usually cool, and we find that
the mercury falls two or three degrees
lower in the shade than on the open
ground ; that it requires a much longer
time to warm up the hive in the shade
in the morning than those not shaded ;

and, besides this, the sun comes out so
warm in the morning that often before
the colonies in the shade are warmed up
the sun has evaporated a great portion of
the nectar. It is with the bee as with
the farm hand : the fellow who gets out
•early in the morning is the one who usu-
ally accomplishes the greatest day's work.
In experimenting with this matter of lo-

cation, we find that the colony located
the nearest the shade gathers the least
stores, while those located on the most
«xposed ground gather most. One case
in particular was a colony shaded by a
small plum tree. As the" tree grew, the
colony produced less stores, until it bare-
ly gathesed sufficient to winter itself. We
moved this colony out into the sunlight,
and it went back to its old record in honey
making.
We set our hives facing t he East, that the

sun may shine on the entrance as soon as
it peeps up in the morning; and, further,
that it may shine on the roar late in the
•evening in order to facilitate evaporation
as long as possible. We use a temporary
flhade, made with a few old staves tacked
on a two by two, two feet long, and which

NEW 20TH CENTURY

CREAM SEPARATORS
SEPTEMBER FIRST marked another great advance

in centrifugal cream separation with the introduction
of the Iinproved 20TH CENTURY "Baby" or

"Dairy" sizes of De Laval Cream Separators, possessing
increased capacities and still greater efficiency.

NEW STYLES, CAPACITIES AND PRICES.
Old Style "Hollow-Bowl" Baby No. 1, 150 lbs., - $50.00

Old Style "Strap" Humming-Bird,

Iinproved "Crank" Humming-Bird,

Improved Iron-Stool Baby No. 1, -

Improved Iron-Stool Baby No. 2, -

Improved High-Frame Baby No. 2,

Improved High-Frame Baby No. 3,

Improved Dairy Steam-Turbine,

- 175 lbs.,
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58 PIGS FOR SALE.
Best bred POLAND-CHINA^ in the United Slates. Stock boars in use at Arrowhead : " Monticello," bv World's Fair first

premium boar, J. H. Sanders; "L. M. O.'s Chip." by Look Me Over, who sold first for $3,600.00, afterwards for $7,100.00;
* Perfect AH Know," by Perfect I Know, the first premium Trans-Mississippi Exposition winner. The sows of Arrowhead
herd are just as good as the boars—daughters of Chief Tecumseh. '2d. Zenith Chief, and others, whose sires are worth and have
sold for thousands of dollars. These pigs are splendid individuals as well as splendid in breeding, and are offered at $6.00
«ach. $10.00 a pair—truly at farmer's prices. We have never had finer pigs than our 1899 spring and fall litters, hearty,
thrifty growers. Our spring pigs are all gone, and these will soon go. If you want one or more, order at once.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM, Sam', B. Woods, Proprietor, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

protects the top and sides of the hive,
allowing a free circulation of air, and
the sun to shine on either end as it is

reached.
Watering bees is of considerable bene-

fit, and we would as soon think of allow-
ing our other stock to roam the country
in quest of water as the bees in the apia-

ry. During winter, the moisture that
condenses in the hive furnishes the colo

ny water, but during the early spring
this condensation ceases They begin
brood rearing early, and, in order to pre-

pare food for the young larva, must have
water. The most vigorous bees go forth

in quest of water, find it at some brook
or .tank where it is ice cold, fill them-
selves, and are chilled, and do not get
back to the hive. The necessities for

water steadily increasing, other bees go
out, to share a like fate, until the colony
is emaciated, and the brood dies; and
then we say to our neighbor bee-keeper

:

" I am bothered with spring dwindling."
Every careful bee-keeper well knows

that one bee in early spring is of more
value to him than half a hundred later
on. In order to prevent spring dwind-
ling, we take one of the Mason half gal-

lon fruit-jars, remove the screw-top, take
a seven-eighths board four inches square,
and, with a small g^uge or a knife, cut a
grove nearly from one extreme corner to
the other, taking care not to cut quite to
the corner. We fill the jar with w iter

place the board over the mouth, invert
all quickly, and place in convenient
places in the apiary. When the sun
shines sufficiently so that bees can fly,

it will also warm the water through the
glass, and we are always able to give
them what they most desire, pure warm
water, and no one, until they have given
this a trial, will fully realize how much
water a single colony will use during the
height of brood rearing. In order to
draw them from the old watering place,
it may be necessary to slightly sweeten
the water for a day or two.

I wish I could give some faint idea of
the wonderful evaporating propensities
of a colony of bees. Have you noticed
early, some warm evening, when nectar
is coming rapidly, several bees were stand-
ing well up on their legs in front of their
hive, and their wings were flying at a
rapid rate, that the hum of busy work
appeared to come from the entire hive?
This is the evaporating process. Other
bees take up the air and pass it through
the hive, while still others suck up the
freshly gathered nectar, and blow it back
into the cell. Place your hand carefully
over the entrance: on one side the air is

cool, on the other it is warm. This pro-

POLAND-
CHINAS.

Having purchased a part of Mr. S. S.

Bradford's herd, and made several addi-
admiral, 42159. tions to my own from the leading breeders

of Ohio I can furnish select pigs not related to those previously shipped, and
sired by my fine vo»ng boars, -ADMIRAL" 42159, and "COMMODORE," 42747.
Sows in pig and young boars and sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get
the best from the oldest and largest herd of PolanJ-Chinas in the State at one half
Western Prices. Address,

J. It. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Y;i .

LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT THEM . .

.

This advertisement has sold all the Sheep I can spare, but I have now for sale

6 CHOICE DURHAM BULL CALVES.
12 TOP JERSEY HEIFERS.

100 HEAD POLAND-CHIINA, CHESTER AND BERKSHIRE
HOGS AND PIGS.

800 BARRfiD PLYHOUTH ROCK AND SILVER WYAN-
DOTTE CHICKENS. 200 PEK1N DUCKS.

10 CHOICE WHITE HOLLAND SOWS.
The price will be governed by size and quality. If you mean business,

write your wants. HIGHLANDS STOCK AND POULTRY FARM,
E. B. WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. FANCY HILL., VIRGINIA.

St. Lambert Jerseys

whose dam, Ethel ol

_ __, Shelburne, grand-
dam Crocus of St. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Mary Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces in 7 days.

ADMIR1L ST. LAM ERT NO.5I338,^&K
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cess is kept up during the entire night if

the weather is warm.
Is it profitable to keep cows on the

farm and produce batter? Is it profita-

ble to produce poultry on the farm ? Of
course one would not think of producing
apples in Alaska or bananas in Dakota;
but wherever the conditions are favora-

ble, bee keeping is as profitable as any
other branch of agriculture. It should
receive more encouragement in the fu-

ture, with a full understanding that
whether we are engaged in agriculture,

horticulture, or market-gardening, bees
are our best friends, and as such should be
encouraged to lend help toward swelling
the balance-sheet, fully realizing that in

the pure nectar of the flower there is not
only health, but wealth.

MOUNTAIN EATS IN COLORADO.
H. P. Ufford, writing in the June Cen-

tury of " Out of Doors in Colorado," de-

scribes the mountain rat as the only
plague worse than the Canadian jay, pop-
ularly known as the " camp-robber." Of
the rat he says :

This fierce rodent is nearly twice the
size of the Norway species, and is always
ready for a fight. Besides his beli-

cose propensities, he is an arrant thief.

The miners have a saying that he will

steal anything but a red hot stove. He
does not steal to satisfy hunger alone:
he appears to be a kleptomaniac. Pro-

voked by the depredations of one old

graybeard who haunted our cabin, I one
day assisled in harrying his castle, where
I found the following articles: four can-
dles, one partly burned, three intact ; two
spoons, one knife, two forks, twenty- seven
nails, all sizes ; one box of pills ; one cof-

fee-pot lid and one tin cup ; two pairs of
socks; three handkerchiefs; one bottle

of ink; three empty phials; one stick of
giant-powder with ten feet of fuse; beans,
rice, and dried apples galore. His spirit

of mischief is as strong as his passion for

stealing, and the honest miner solemnly
avers that if you leave open a bag of
beans and one of rice, he will not rest till

he has made a clean transfer of all the
beans to the rice-bag, and vice versa. I

know that more than once he has, during
the night, filled one or both of my boots
with the cones of the spruce-tree. I have
heard, also, of a veracious prospector who,
returning from a trip without coffee pot
frying pan, and bake oven, accounted for

their absence by declaring that the moun-
tain-rats had carried them off, and em-
phasized his assertion by shooting
through the leg a skeptic who was so

injudicious as to doubt the fact.

BEST WAY TO MAKE ICE CREAM.
Where cream alone is used in making

ice cream one-half or one-third of the
quantity used should be scalded, the sugar
dissolved in the scalded portion, and
when cool added to the remaining quan-
tity of cream. Where cream is not ob-
tainable, milk may be used enriched by
the yolks of eggs, allowing four to eacl
quart of milk. Scald the milk in a double
boiler ; beat the eggs and sugar together;
add to the hot milk, cook for a moment,
then strain into the ice cream mould and
freeze —June Ladies' Hume Journal.

Bargains for Quick Buyers.
Owing to a recent fire, which destroyed three stables, I offer some fine young

horses and colts of the following breeding: I will sell

Three Magnificent Stud-Colts, Two Weanlings and One Yearling,

Pure-bred PERCHERONS, all stylish, active and large ; also

Four Geldings. Rising Three Years, Four Rising Two-Years Old, by
SIR ROGER, Imported Son of the World-Famed Hackney,
"CADET."

All of these Hackney Grades are from mares of fine breeding, saddle and trotting

bred, and will be sold CHEAP, considering their high qualities and breeding, and
because of the shortness of wintering capacity, or stable room.

I also have BERKSHIRE HOGS of the best breeding and conformation.

JOHN F. LEWIS, Lyiuiwood, Va.

GHSTON STOCK F=MR7VT.

Holstein-Frtesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JJiO. V. DETRICK, Somerset, Va.

Thoroughbred Holstein-Friesians
(Netherlands, Pieterjes, ami Clothilde) All

rich, heavy milkers, and typical repre-

sentatives of the breed and strains.

REGISTERED - BERKSHIRES.
"MAYOR OF BILTMORE" Heads my Herd.

*S*Finest Stock at Reasonable Prices. Also

English Beagle Dog's, Brown Leghorn and
Plymouth Fowls.

WRITE ME FOR PRICES.

T. O. SANDY, Burketfille. Va.

77

BLACK I_-J£C£ VACCINE.
The original, genuine and successful preventive vaccine remedy

for blackleg. In powder form: "Single" Vaccine, $1.50 per

packet (10 to 12 head) ; "Double" Vaccine, $2.00 per double

packet (10 to 20 head). Also " BLACKLEGINE "—single

application vaccine ready for immediate use: 10 head, $1.50;

20 head, $2.50; 50 head, $6.00. Beware of substitutions for

and imitations of our well known remedies.

PASTEUR VACCINE CO., 712 Carden City Block. CHICAGO.

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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TRICKSTERS AT AGRICULTURAL
FAIRS.

Wherever large numbers of people
gather, a class of persons is usually found
who make a living by deceiving the
public. They have schemes and tricks
'innumerable that appear to be easy and
simple; but in reality they are quite
difficult, and in some cases impossible to
successfully perform. They have wheels
and machines that are doctored to turn
as the proprietor may wish to make them.
They have cocoanut-headed negro dodg-
ers to arouse the brutality in men and
boys. They have tented shows which
are disgusting in coarseness and vulgarity.
Among the throngs at' Agricultural

Fairs these leeches are out of place.

They contribute nothing helpful or good.
They do not a Jd to the attraction of the
fair. They do not bring desirable pa-
trons. They do not swell the gate re-

ceipts.

They are not patronized by intelligent
patrons of the fair. They are not wanted
by honest farmers. The}' are shunned
with fear by thoughtful parents. Be-
cause of their presence, even the fair

is not patronized by many of our best
citizens' families.

The harm accomplished by these self-

invited fakirs would doubtless surprise
us, were it possible to gather and trace
back to their door all the results of their
work. They distract the thought, they
divert the attention, they destroy the
interest in the real work of the fair. The
competitive exhibitions, the meritorious
displays, the awarding of prizes, are all

robbed of the undivided irterest that
belongs to them, and which the pro-
prietors have labored day and night to
develop.
The morals of the country suffer se-

Tiously, we believe, from actions and
words that, without warning, are sprung
upon inquisitive audiences in the tent
shows.
We are glad to see that a strong effort

is being put forth this season to keep
these objectionable features out of the
grounds, and the attitude of managers
is encouraging. E. B.

Some little time back a German musi-
cian, a cornet-player in a very fair or-
chestra, got into trouble quite innocently
and unexpectedly. " Let's have that over
again," requested the conductor, surprised
at hearing a note which was not in the
score. The note was sounded again and
again.
"What are you plaving?" he asked,

at last.

" I am Maying vat is on ze paper," said
the cornet-player. " I blay vat is before
me."

" Let me have a look."
The part was handed to the conductor.
" Why, you idiot," he roared, ' can't

you see that this is a dead fly?"
" I don't care." was the answer; "he

was there, and I blayed him."

Rich Uncle. "Are you alwavs so quiet,
Willie?"
Willie. "No: bnt ma said she d give

me a quarter if I behaved and didn't say
anything about your bald head."

—

Har-
per's Bazar.

Wood's Grass
and

Have obtained the highest reputa-

tion for purity, cleanliness and
germination, causing our busi-

ness in the same to become one
of the largest in the United States.

Handling these Seeds in the large

quantities that we do, also n-

ahles us to sell same at the lowest
possible prices, quality considered.
WOOD'S SEED BOOK gives

the fullest information about Grasses and Clovers—soils the different sorts
are adapted for—best combinations to give largest results in hay or pas-
turage—care of pastures and meadows, &c, &c. A postal will bring this

book to you. Prices and samples of Grass and CloverSeeds sent on application.

T. W. WOOD & SONS, Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

Clover Seeds..

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &o.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. Write ua
if you contemplate planting-. Catalogues free.

AGENTS "WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.

ODORLESS BASIC SLAG
PHOSPHATE * • •

We have accepted the General Agency for the sale

of the above VALUABLE FERTILIZER, every pound
of which in the ton is warranted by the manufacturer

to be pure available plant food.
Every farmer should try it on Wheat and Oats

this fall.

Every trucker should use it, as it destroys trouble-

some Worms and Insects.
There is nothing so good for Strawberries when

applied in the fall.

For Fruit Trees and Nursery Stock if has no equal.

In order to introduce it, we will fill all orders this
fall at the factory price, $16 per ton, or $2 per bag
for less than a ton, f. 0. b. here.

mm

*

I A. S. LEE & SON, Gen'l Agents, RICHMOND, VA. £
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HAD THE ADVANTAGE OF HIM.

Mr. D., of Boston, a constant devotee
of the wheel, was recently visiting in one
of the small towns of western Massachu-
setts. He was taking a 6pin about its

streets shortly after his arrival, when he
was run down (as he claimed) by a negro
and knocked off his bicycle. " The fall

not only milled his dignity and his
clothes, but broke his skin and his
wheel. These combined injuries made a
breach in his placidity, and he picked up
a stone and threw- it with accurate aim at
the colored man and brother. This in-

fraction of the peace resulted in his ar-

rest, and in his conviction in the local
court of justice.

"I will fine you five dollars," said the
judge. " Have you anything to say?"

"Nothing," replied" D., unmollified,
"except that I wish I had killed the fel-

low."
" That remark will cost you five dollars

more," rejoined his honor.
D.'s temper was not improved by this

fresh dispensation of justice, wherefore
the bitterness of his rejoinder was plain-
ly apparent.
"Conversation seems to come high in

this court," he observed.
" Five dollars for contempt,". promptly

responded the bench. " Have you any
thing more to say?"

"I think not," answered the defendant.
"You have the advantage of me in re
partee."

Payment of the fine closed the case.

—

Harper's Magazine.

COTTON MANUFACTURING IN THE
SOUTH.

'•In 1S90, according to the returns
made to the Census Bureau, there were
in the States of Alabama, Georgia, Ken-
tucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia 36,266
looms and 1,533,250 spindles. In these
same States, on January 1, this year,
there were 95,552 looms and 3,796,000
spindles. This shows an increase of 161
per cent, in the former and 147 per cent.

in the latter. There are in these States
now 410 cotton mills, of which 241 are
located on the Southern Railway.

" Judging from present indications the
development of the textile industry in
the South has just begun. Several new
mills have been located along the line of
the Southern Railway to be constructed
within the next twelve months, and on
some of them work has already began.
In addition to these new mills a great
many of those now in operation are add-
ing new machinery and in other ways
making preparations to enlarge their
output.

"A word of praise is due the Southern
Railway for the woik it has done in pro-
moting cotton spinning and other textile

manufacturing in the South. It is doing
notable and laudable work in developing
the rich section of the South that it tra-

verses "

Go to lied with the chickens, hut rise

with the lark. As well as in any other
business, agriculture requires an eternal
vigilance and rewards it. B.

The Implement Co.
1302-1304 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

The IDEAL Duplex Feed Mill

AND THE

IDEAL Triple-Geared Feed

Mill and Power Combined

Have no equal for efficiency in grinding,

on the farm, all kinds of grain, from 6

up to 60 bushels per hour. We will send

special catalogues and prices on appli-

cation.

Our stock of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS is complete, an*

includes the most improved wagons (THE CAPITAL) on earth.

The OHIO Ensilage Feed

Cutters and Shredders

Have proved themselves superior to

all others. All the machines are

made on one pattern and are covered

by U. S. patent. There are so many
poin's of superiority that we are un-

able to mention them in this adver-

tisement, but we shall have pleasure

in sending to any address a special

catalogue, which will give particulars

of each machine.

All sorts of Plows, Carriages, Harness, Pumps, Corrugated and V-Crimp-]

Roofing, Wire Fencing, etc. Prices and catalogues on application.

THE IMPLEMENT CO.,

1302-1304 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

FARMERS!
I Manufacture the fol- CCDTH I7CDC
lowing Brands of r UR I 8LI£,LllO

Read these analyses and prices.

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE » *%£&£'
Total Phosphor!; Acid IMS f * />c fin
Total Ammonia 4.83 ) * ^O.UU.

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE
Phosphoric Acid 1L89 V $25.00.
Ammonia 4.P°

Potash 2.

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.
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FOR SALE
FARM OF. .

250 ACRES
Good dwelling of 8 rooms and two halls—

14x30. Beautiful elevation, overlooking rail

road station. Good water; orchard. Healthy.
12 miles from city. Now mortgaged and must
be sold. Price. 81800. Whether you want to

buy or not send us vour address.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, Va.

PREPARING VIOLETS FOR WINTER
BLOOMING.

To grow violets for winter blooming it

is by far b^st to plant them where they
are to remain. The frames may be placed
about them later. Pick off every bud that
forms, and remove the runners, and do
not force them by giving fertilizers. The
ground in which they are planted should
be light and mellow and only ordinarily
rich. What is wanted is a sturdy, healthy
growth ratlier than a luxuriant one.
Shower the plants frequently to keep
down the red spider, unless they are
where they will get the benefit of dews
and rains. Put the frames about them in

October, but do not cover the plants until
cold weather comes. At that time it may
be well to fertilize the soil somewhat.
Bank up well about the frames, and pro-

vide a sash to cover them that fits snugly.
On every pleasant day after the weather
becomes cold lift this sash a little to ad-
mit air. If it is intended to grow them
in the greenhouse, where there are no
beds to plant them out in, keep them in
seven inch pots. Clip the runners off fre-

quently, and do not allow them to bloom
until winter comes. Violets are not sat-

isfactory for culture in the windows of the
living-room.—June Ladies' Home Journal.

CHICKENS.

If an optimist by nature,
I'd buy an incubator,

So I would.
Every egg should be a chicken.
Every chicken come to picking,

Yes, it should.
Every patented contrivance,
I'd have by some connivance.

Coin or love.

Grow chickens by the bushel,
And feed them from my knuckle,

As I stood.

Diagnose every ailing,

Keep the gapes from them assailing,

K. O. them rub.
Coop them up when they were ready,
To make a showy bevy,

Each a dove.
So the end of my endeavor,
Were a pocket full of feather

To the good.
Cobham, Va. W. M.

Mrs. Stiles. "I shall never invite Mr.
Funniman to dinner again."
Mr. Stiies. 'Why not? He is a very

entertaining chap."
Mrs. Stiles. " That's just it. He tells

such funnv etories that he makes the but-
ler laugh."

—

Harper's Bazar.

Don't forget that babies, like yourself,
get thirsty, and should be given a little

cool water three or four times in twenty-
four hours.

Seed House of the South.

BUCKWHEAT,
OATS and

t'AKK SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIEL.D AXD GARDEN SEEDS ©»
every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in which

are RA«LA.\D'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

—^WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

. Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURC. VA.

GILLETTE HORSE CLIPPING MACHINES.
Over 20,000 machines sold

in europe.
A Few Foreign References.

The Roval Mews. R*iyal Stables,
H. R. H. The Duke of York,
His Grace The Duke of Portland,
His Grace The uke of Wellington,
His Grace The Duke of Bedford.
His Grace The Duke of Buccleuch,
His Grace The Duke of Newcastle.

over 60,000 machines sold
in united states.

A Few United States References.

F. W. Vanderbilt. Walter H. Webb,
J. McK. TwomMey. Charles Broad-
way Rouss, Henry Hilton, C. R.
Flint, W. R. Grace, Henry Seligman.

Send for Catalogue, showing our

different stales.

Extra Cutters, $2. All Kinds of Clippers Ground, 50c.

? GILLETTE CLIPPING MACHINE CO , 110, 112^114 W. 32d St., New York.

MmMmgCHAX PRESS" Wost ilu.rcAAe' aotl ecottouutaV
' SaUsfaclton ot ao sale. ^~~

Kansas C'iiyH.aAj.?res5 Co.

JM'iU St..Kansas GiUjM.0.
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REVISED

I IN If

The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va $5 00 85 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, " " 100 125
The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00

" Round Table 1 00
" Bazaar 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00

The Washington Post 75

Breeders' Gazette 2 00

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00

Country Gentleman 2 00

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00

Southern Churchman, " " ... 2 00

Central Presbyterian, " " ... 2 00

Christian Advocate, " "
... 2 00

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00

Horseman 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00

300
2 50

300
300
3 00

1 00

. 1 00

. 1 00

. 1 25

. 1 00

. 1 00

St. Nicholas "

Lippincott's "

Harpers' "

Forum "

Scribner's "

Frank Leslies "
,

Cosmopolitan "

Munsey "

Strand "

McClure's "

Puritan, "

Review of Reviews 2 50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-
tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

.Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage ot our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
ane year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of
the other publications mentioned.
Don t hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other periodi-
cals.

The People Now Realize It.

A little over a year ago we advertised that we would sell one

stove of our make to anybody, as low as a dealer could buy a

car-load. Then, our trade was limited to Virginia and North

Carolina ; since we advertised this, we have shipped them to

every State from New York to Florida, and as far west as

Ohio—right in the heart of other stove manufacturers.

Nothing but praise comes from these States for their baking

qualities and excellent finish. The celebrated

FITZ LEE COOK STOVES-^
are destined to be in more homes and more States than any

other stove ever made. WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

SOUTHERN STOVE WORKS,
815 to 827 North 17th Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS—

—

t

THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis
Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus

;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima,
and Dayton—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT A
"i.

l

irtEi
v
SS?eISS

ve ROUTE
To STAUNTON, LYNCHBURG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,

RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & O. Ry., Washington, D. C.

ARMERS'f
LIBRARY

SOUTHERN PLANTER, - 50

VEGETABLE GROWING
IN THE SOUTH, $1.25

FERTILITY OF THE LAND, $1.25

FEEDS AND FEEDING, - $2.00

TOBACCO

:

How to Raise it, etc., 25

FOOD FOR PLANTS, - - 10

$5.35

All for $4.50.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
RICHMOND. VA,

op0ANIZED; SSS.

5 IF IR E SMARINE )\

RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS, - $800,000

directors:
Wm. H. Palmer, D. O. Davis,

B. B. Addison, Wm. Josiah Leake,

W. Otto Nolting.

WM. H. PALMER,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

President.

Secretary.
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Grand Carnival of Tournaments, Racing,
|

Trades Parades and Launching of the \

m Torpedo Boat "Shubrick."

THREE DAYS OF FESTIVITY • I

Under the Auspices of the Citizens' Launching Committee and the Old Dominion
Tournament and Fair Association.

SPORT AND PLEASURE GALORE. A SERIES OF GRAND DEMONSTRATIONS.

DPflflPfim ITI^ for the ^ rst ^ay 'nc 'u(^es the Great State Tournament at the Exposition Grounds; on the \** "if * """ "^ morning of the second day there will be a Splendid Street Parade during the forenoon, $
followed by launching of the " Shubrick " in the afternoon, and Magnificent Display of Fireworks at night ; while on *
the morning of the third day the Inter-State Tournament will be held at the Exposition Grounds, and in the afternoon $
the Race Programme will be taken up, when $500 will be offered in purses, five in number, for running horses. S

The original dates of the Tournament and Races, which were fixed for the 11th and 12th of October, have been i
changed to conform with the launching of the 'Shubrick," but it is highly probable that the whole affair—Tourna- \
ment, Launching and Races—will take place between Octiber 25th and November 1st; the exact date, however, will >
be announced in the daily press, while further information may be had of J

W. J. CARTER, Sec'y Old Dominion Tournament and Fair Ass'n, #
Boom 21, Times Building:, RICHMOND, VA. >

Improved Implements
FOR FALL TRADE.

COMBINED FEED MILL AND HORSE POWER. Indispensable to
every farmer. Grinds ear or shelled corn, grain of all kinds. Is also
a first-class Hokse Power for all purposes.

ENSILAGE CUTTERS The UNION Cutter and Shredder, the ST.
ALBANS Shredder, the HOCKING VALLEY Cutter.

SUITED TO THE REQUIREMENTS OP ALL

NEW ALLSTEEL,FULLCIRCLE BALING PRESS
With large feed opening and largest plunger

travel of any of its class. When telescoped for

the road is nine feet shorter than when in

operation.

STEAM AJfD HAND-POWER
PRESSES for All

Purposes.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW, guaranteed to give entire satisfaction in any kind of soil and under any condition. THE BUCKEYE GRAIN
AND FERTILIZER DISC AND HOE DRILL sows grain of all kinds, peas, corn, fertilizer and grass seed. CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS
with steel or copper pans CONTINENTAL DISC HARROWS with Patent Roller Bearings, the lightest in draft. Solid steel weight boxes and
centre cut attachment, which leaves no ridge in centre. ALL-STEEL LEVER HARROWS. PLOWS of all kinds. ENGINES, SAW MILLS-
CORN AND FEED MILLS, CORN SHELLERS, HORSE POWERS, SU RREVS, BUGGIES, RO»D CARTS, FARM, FREIGHT AND LOG WAGONS
GROCERY AND MILK WAGONS, CARRY LOGS. HARNESS for all purposes.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY AND VEHICLES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

THE WITT PLOW COMPANY,
Office, Cor. Franklin and

15th Streets,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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We are headquarters for IMPLEMENTS, TOOLS,
BUGGIES, HARNESS, Etc , of every description,

from the best makers.

Four cars of the celebrated MILBURN WAGONS have just arrived.

The Tornado Ensilage Cutter and Shredder is

the best in the world.

GRAIN DRILLS, LAND ROLLERS, CORN

HARVESTERS, CIDER MILLS —
and all other seasonable goods now in full stock. Send for

prices and catalogues.

We are also agents for . .

.

ARMOUR & CO.'S CELEBRATED FERTILIZERS.

Farmer's Supply Co.,

1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

The SYMMES Patent HAY PLf™ZSKKS™
and GRAIN CAP. AND D,sc D*ILLS -

MILWAUKEE Corn Husker and
Fodder Shredder.

Latest Improved BUCKEYE and
HUTCHINSON Cider Mill.

ROSS Feed Cutters, Pow-

ers, Wood Saws, Corn

and Cob Mills, Corn

Shelters, all sizes.

Write for BOSS 1899 prices.

inril FEEDMILL^HORSE
IUlAL POWER COMBINED
For all kinds of Corn and
Cob. Write for prices

and Catalogues.

SPECIALTIES.
The Genuine Oliver

Chilled Plows and
Repairs.

Qenuine Farmer's Friend Plows.
Studebaker and Brown Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies,
Land Rollers and Harrows,
Ross Feed Cutters and

Horse Powers,
Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers,

Superior Grain Drills,

Subsoil Plows,
Champion Mowers, Reapers and

Binders, Hay Rakes,
Iron and Wood Pumps,

I. X. L. Wind Mills,
Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn

Huskers and Shredders,
Aultman & Taylor Threshing

Machines, Engines and
Saw=Mills,

Disc Harrows and Disc Cultivators.
Hand Cutters,

Fodder Shredders,
Corn Shellers,

Tread and Sweep Powers,
Grinding Mills,
Corn Huskers,

Wood Sawing Machinery,

The TIGER AlUMetal Disc Harrows
with one and two levers.

SCOTCH
HARROWS.

Steel Lever Harrows ; Spring-tooth Harrows
all sizes, plain and with levers; Smoothing
Harrows, and anything in the Harrow line
always on hand at bottom priees.

WHEELBARROW SEEDERS,
CAHOON SEEDERS.

CHATTANOOGA CANE MILLS
and EVAPORATORS.

Prices and Catalogues Furnished

of all implements.

ELI PRESSES—38 styles and sizes.

Baling Wire and Bale Ties at
Lowest Prices.

JAMES G. HEXING, of Powhatan Co., Va., Gen'l Manager
HOWARD J. NUCKOLS, of Henrico Co., Va., Salesman. CHAS. E. HUNTER, 1528 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.



Fancy Poultry.
YOUNG STOCK is crowding me, and in order to make room, I will dispose of iooo

head (old and young} at very low prices for quick shipment. Let me
know what you wish in the following varieties, and I'll

make you low figures

Block Spanish,

Light Brahmas,
B. B. R. Ex. Games,
B. B. R. Game Bantams,
Pit Games,
Black Langshans,
Sherwoods,
White Wyandottes,
Silver Laced Wyandottes,
Silver Spangled Hamburgs,

Barred Plymouth Rocks,

Blue Andalusians,

Brown Leghorns,
White Leghorns,

Black Minorcas

White Minorcas,

Indian Games,
White Guineas,

Bronze Turkeys,
Pekin Ducks.

IN WRITING, STATE WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE SHOW BIRDS."

DOGS. « I have for sale the following PUPPIES
of the very finest breeding

:

TWO ENGLISH POINTERS...
Natural hunters and need little training.

TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS ...
Finest in the world on rabbits.

ONE SCOTCH TERRIER...
Unequalled for ratters, and will clean your premises of them.

PRICE OF ALL, $5.00 Each ; male or female. A nice lot of BEAGLE
HOUNDS, one year old, and now running with the pack, $10 each.

GEO. T. KING, JR..

TELEPHONE 2360. P. O. BOX 1, RICHMOND, VA.



(loeTlWESTEBH JUllTMIL LIFE 1V8VHHGE (}B,,of ""'•*"•
FIGURES FROM 41st ANNUAL STATEMENT, JANUARY I, 1899.

ASSETS 5,446,643.16

LIABILITIES, including surplus accumu-

lations held to meet tontine and semi-

tontine policy contracts (approximate), $19,005, 74.00

~$109,085,214.64

GENERAL SURPLUS $6,362,428.52

Insurance in force (196,000 policies) $457,712,738. 00

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Ceneral Agent, 1201 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

A Great Offer
,J THE SOUTHERN PLANTER and the RICHMOND (twice-a-

week) TIMES for one year for $1 OO.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, RICHMOND, VA.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer thein the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits

:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTILIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

Bf^-We cspeciay recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS
. CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Bone, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FOR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.

Mentidn Southern Planter when you write
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We Bind..*
Your Magazines, Southern .

.

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.

Satisfactory work guaranteed.

i Job Printing Neatly Executed.

S. B, ADKINS & CO,
RICHMOND, VA.

„ NORFOLK, VA."—

I

There are cheap and beautiful homee in

the " Sunny South," near the sea, and
near that thriving seaport city, Norfolk,
Va., for thousands of people who want
happy homes in a mild, healthful, and de-

lightful climate, a kind and productive toil,

the very best markets in the world, the

very lowest freight rates, good social, edu-
cational, and religions privileges, and the

greatest number of other both natural and
acquired advantages, to be found in any
other one section of the Union.

The "Cornucopia " tells yon all about
the beautiful section of country aronnd
Norfolk, Va. Send for (free) sample copies.

Address "Cornucopia," 212 Main St.,

Norfolk, Va.

Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.

f APPLES. PEACHES. PEARS.
CHERRIES. PLUMS,
APRICOTS. GRAPES.

QUINCES. CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES. STRAWBERRIES, ETC., EVERGREENS.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND 8HRUB8.
^-^POLAND CHINA PIGS."*^-

(BRONZE TURKEYS. BROWN LEGHORN AND.
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
0. B. WATKINS & BRO..

HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA

CHARTERED 1B7Q.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND. VA.

Designated Depository of the [United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock. $ioo,ooo

Surplus and Profit*, $330,00*

JNO. P. BRANCH,
PresidenL

JNO. K. BRANCH,
Vice-President.

JOHN F. GLENN,
Cashier.

1 ; Directors.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chas. 8. Strlngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W. Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. 8. Buford, R. C. Morton. Andrew
Plzzini. Jr., J. P. George.

Wheat and Grass Crops
STAR BRAND''

GUANO,
I McGavock Mixture, Acid Phosphate,

Or DISSOLVED S. C. 60NE, Etc.

ALLISON «s ADDISON, rZlZlT^co.. Richmond, Va.,

x>oooeeoeo&eeaoooooo&<!

MANUFACTURERS.
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PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,

TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.

Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts.—XENOPHON.
Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State.--SULLY.

60th Year. Richmond, November, 1899. No. II.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Since writing our "Work for the Month" article in

the October issue, we have been favored with ideal

fall weather, ifanything a little too warm for the season.

Kains, sufficient to moisten the land so as to admit of

good work being done by the plow, have fallen at in-

tervals, but have not been so frequent as to hinder

work or cause floods. Whilst frosts have not anywhere

been severe, yet slight ones sufficient to hurt tobacco

came earlier than usual in some sections, whilst in

others, even as far North as the Northern part of this

State, they have not been heavy enough to hurt vege-

tation. As a consequence of these favorable condi-

tions, the trees are still covered with verdure and pas-

tures green and full of feed. Wheat and oat seeding

has made progress, and lost time in this work been

largely made up. There is still, however, a good deal

of wheat to sow if an average acreage is to be seeded,

and the tendency seems to be all through the South to

sow more than an average crop. We do not regret to

see this tendency, as there is no reason whatever why
the South should not at least make its own bread

grain, and, in many sections of the South, even much
more than this, with some profit on the production.

The price of wheat keeps firm, though it does not yet

advance to wnat we believe should be its fair price

when the harvests of the world are taken into account.

Oar own crop is turning out—as we predicted it would

do—at least 150,000,000 bushels less than that of last

year. The English crop, whilst a good average one of

3L bushels to the acre, with a total of 64,000,000 bushels,

will yet leave England needing at least 1S4,000,000

bushels to meet her needs. The crop of the world is, it is

estimated, at least 300 million bushels less than that

of last year. To this country importing nations will

have largely to look to supply deficiencies, and if we
are to export as much as we did last year, our reserves

will have to be called on to the extent of 60,000,000

bushels. These facts would seem to justify an exten-

sion of the area to be seeded, and also to warrant an
advance in existing prices. We, however, would not

like to see this lead to the seeding of land either too

poor to grow a profitable crop or too badly prepared

to make success not only possible but probable. As
we have frequently said before, more wheat crops fail

from want of adequate preparation of the land than

from lack of natural fertility in the soil. Where this

is the case, the addition of even fertilizer cannot be

relied upon to make good the deficient working of the

land. A.s Sir J. B. Lawes points out in his report on

the English crop, which appears in this issue, the

power of the wheat plant to forage for food in well

prepared land is remarkable, and goes strongly to

shew that even land deficient in plant food can, by
good preparation, be made to produce paying crops.

We would strongly urge this point on all who have

yet to seed their crop. Better to lose a day or two in

seeding the crop than to seed it in rough cloddy land.

Do not, however, loiter over the seeding in the belief

that if got in any time before December it will be in
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time to make a crop. Unless wheat and oats are well

rooted before the hard frosts commence—and these are

pretty sure to come iu December—they are certain to

be badly winter killed, if not altogether ruined. Iu

the S Mith. this winter killing is often apt to be worse

than in the North, as we frequently have very severe

frosts for a day or t>vo at a time, and these with an ab-

sence of snow to protect the plant. Especially is this

winterkilling apt to occur on the heavy red and choc

olate loams, which are our best wheat lauds. These

transient frosts hewe this class of lands very badly,

and unless the wheat plant has made considerable

root growth, break off the plant from the root and

thus kill out the crop.

We yet see a large quantity of produce out in the

fields, and only slight effort being made by many
farmers to get this safely housed. This is very aston-

ishing to any one but a Southern farmer. In other

countries, the idea of spending time, labor and expense

in raising crops and then only saving part of the pro-

duct of this labor and expense, is unknown. Every

effort is made to have everything grown carried to the

barn and either put inside or, if short of room, care-

fully stacked outside and covered with either thatch

or a temporary roof of some kind. Even if all this

produce is not nee led for feed, it can be, aud ought to

be, saved to be made into manure by being used as

bedding for the auimals. In this way, large manure

heaps cau be made, aud this, after all, is the best fer-

tilizer that can be had for crops of all kinds ; and espe-

cially is this the case in the South, where the great

need of the land is humus-making material. Here in

the South never a winter passes when we do not hear

of stock suffering in some section, and often iu many,

from want of rough feed, and the poor animals turned

out to ramble over the fields and in the woods to pick

up the means of sustaining life. There can be no

profit from animals kept iu this way, and there is un-

doubted injury done to the land by this system, in ad-

dition to the enormous loss of manure occasioned by

the practise, which loss is afterwards sought to be

made good by the purchase of commercial fertilizers.

We would once again most strongly urge the saving of

all produce grown and its conversion into some form

of profitable product, even if it be only manure.

Professor Roberts says the farmers of New York State

lose $50,000,000 every year by neglect of their manure

heaps and of the means of making manure. This is

not a guess, but the result of careful calculation. If

this be so, and we do not doubt it, then Southern

farmers lose a very much greater sum every year, and

the truth of this is seen in the very much larger sum

spent in the South every year in the purchase of fer-

tilizers. Not only is the necessity for this larger ex-

penditure on fertilizers thus made necessary, but these

fertilizers, when bought, do not do half the good they

would do were the land on which they are applied

filled with humus so as to retain the moisture abso-

lutely necessary to the effective action of the fertilizers

and that friability ot the soil which permits of the

roots of the plants foraging for the fertility inherent,

and supplied in the fertilizers, necessary to luxuriant

plant growth. Before the weather breaks and we have

winter upon us. use every effort to clear the fields of

all produce raised, aud especially of the corn fodder

and stalks.

Let all root crops be dug or pulled before severe

frost sets in. The ruta baga and turnip crops may
however, safely be left in the ground until the end of

the month, as they are not hurt by a frost even of con-

siderable intensity, and they make most of their growth

aud weight in the cool moist month of November. We
have known a ruta baga crop to double in weight in

November. In storiug root crops, care should be

taken to have them dry when pnt into bulk, whether

stored in the cellar or iu pies or kilns. Cover with a

few inches thick of dry straw and leave to sweat, and

then, after this is through, if stored out of doors, cover

the straw with three or four inches of soil, beaten

down smooth, so as to shed the rain. The leaves of

beets, ruta bagas and turnips may be fed to the cattle,

sheep and hogs, but should not be fed to milking cows,

as they will taint the milk even more quickly than the

roots. If not fed, they should be spread on the land

and be plowed down.

When all crops are saved and the wheat seeded, let

the teams be kept at work as long as the weather per-

mits in plowing and subsoiling land intended to be

cropped next yeart Very many Southern farmers

object to fall plowing, on the ground that it is work
done which has to be done over again in the spring.

Even if this were so. which we deny, we should still

say plow all land that can be plowed in the fall, and

especially subsoil plow as much as possible. Prof.

Roberts well says that "all the objects which may be

secured by plowing are seldom or never kept in view.

Hence, in America, it is the least understood and

most imperfectly performed of any operation of pre-

paring the land for crops." Many, if not most, farm-

ers seem to regard the burying of trash and surface

vegetation as one of the chief objects of plowing.

Whilst this burying of the vegetation is a necessary

and important object in plowing, it is by no means

the chief one. The main object of plowiug is the

pulverization of the soil, and in so far as plowing fails

to do this effectively, it is a failure. It is true, there

are other objects to be attained, aud which should be
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attained, among these the assistance of the percolation

of water into the subsoil from the surface and the

assisting of the raising of the water from the subsoil to

the roots of the plants by capillarity and its diffusion

throughout the whole soil. Upon the effectiveness of

this water distribution largely depends the growth of

the crop, and |hence the importance of plowing so as

to secure it as far as possible. We in the South need

all the wafer that we can store in the land, and there-

fore should neglect no opportunity of doing that which

is conducive to such storage, and of doing it at the

time when^water is usually abundant ; that is to say,

iu the fall and] winter months. If we should in this

way secure a more than abundant supply in the land

our climatic conditions easily enable us to get rid of

the surplus by 'plowing and cultivating the land in

the springland early summer. It is rarely, however,

that we hearjof a"crop being lost in the South from

too much moisture being present in the land, whilst

rarely a^summer passes without our having complaint

of drouth injuring crops in some section. Nearly all

these complaints could be saved if only our farmers

would plow and^subsoil their lands in the fall. Only
a few days ago a farmer called upon us from a section

which has |t>een] visited by a drouth during the past

summer. We asked him how he had fared, as we
knew many of |his neighbors had suffered loss. He
replied that he had;made as fine a crop of corn as he
could have wished. Whilst his neighbor's corn was
twisted and dried up and largely a failure, his own
crop kept green and growing and made a fine yield.

The laud upon which it grew was plowed and subsoiled

last fall,; well cultivated before the crop was planted,

and the crop worked shallow and level through the

summer. This man is now an enthusiastic advocate

of fall plowing and subsoiling. One other advantage

of fall plowing and subsoiling should not be overlooked.

Only by this means can the subsoil be made available

as a proper medium for plant growth. Until a sub-

soil is aerated for some considerable time plants will

not grow in it. The plant-food in this new soil is

locked fast and unavailable. The action of the air and
water is needed to promote nitrification and render

soluble the mineral matter in the soil. Under every

farm in the South there is a new farm full of fertility

placed there in past ages. To every farmer this is

available at the cost of labor alone, but such labor

must be expended at the proper time to secure the

reward. The fall is that time, if a year is not to be

lost in the work of securing this gift of nature's prodi-

gality. Surely we have said enough to induce each

one to lose no opportunity of plowing and subsoiling

all the land possible iu this and the ensuing winter

months. •

See that all the buildings in which horses, cattle,

sheep, hogs, or poultry are to be housed during the

winter months are in a state of good repair—wind,

water and weather tight. If not, let the necessary re-

pairs be at once made. After repaiis are made, clean

out the buildings and sweep down the walls and give

them a good coat of limewash inside and out, if the

outside be not painted, and thus make them fit places

iu which to shelter stock.

Let the fence and gates around the barnyard and
buildings be examined carefully, and any needed

repairs be made, and then give them a coat of lime-

wash. Much trouble and loss may be saved by having

a good fence round the barnyard and the gates in good

repair. Stock may then be turned out into the yard

for exercise on fine days, and can be found when
wanted without having a tramp over the farm.

See that you have a proper place made in which to

store and save the manure made by the stock. This

place should not be just outside the stable door or

under the dropping of the eaves of the barn, but

should be on a piece of land convenient to all the sta-

bles and stock sheds and pens, which should slope

from all sides towards the centre, and should have a

clay bottom, so that it will hold the liquid portion of

the manure. It should not, if not covered with a shed,

be where more water will fall on it than from the nat-

ural rainfall. On this place store and mix together

the manure from the various horse stables, cow sheds,

and pig pens, until convenient to haul it out on the

land. When mixed, manure will rarely fire-fang or

burn, and can thus be kept without loss until needed.

See that good paths and roads are made from the

house to the various farm buildings, and from one

stable to another, and to the wood shed and smoke-
house. Let these be elevated above the level of the

adjoining land, so that they may be always dry and
clean. Much of the unpleasantness and dirt so char-

acteristic of the farmyard in winter and spring, may
be obviated by a little attention to the paths and roads

now, and much annoyance and labor may be saved to

the farmers' wives by so doing. Around the house

and to the wood shed and smoke house slatted paths

should be made by nailing 3-inch boards on two

bearers 2 feet 6 inches apart, unless clean gravel is to

be had in sufficient quantity to make dry hard paths.

Let all farm implements and tools not actually in

use be gathered together and brought to the imple-

ment shed or barn, where they can be stored out of

the weather and be kept dry. Clean off all dirt and
grease, and then rub all polished surfaces with a little
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oil or lard free from salt. Later in the winter, when
the weather is too rough for out-door labor, necessary

repairs can be made to those tools wanting these and

a coat of paint be given to all. Farmers could save

themselves thousands of dollars every \ear by adopt

ing this system of care for their implements.

FARMING IN FLUVANNA COUNTY. VA.

From time almost immemorial Fluvanna county has

borne the reputation of being a poor county, and the

farmers of that county have been upbraided with the

taunt that the only crop that they could grow was per-

simmons. That this taunt is undeserved, we know
from what is being done there by more than one of

our subscribers. The fault has been in the man and

the system more than in the land. A strikiug illus

tration of the truth of this is afforded by the farm of

Dr. Stone. This farm is not situate upon the Rivanna

or James, but in the northwest of the county, at Union
Mills, upon high laud. It contains some six hundred

acres of land, and when purchased by Dr. Stone some
ten years ago, was a very unpromising place—looking

better fitted to be made into a game preserve than a

productive farm. Under the wise and careful man-

agement of Mr. Andrew Stone, the brother of the

owner, who, by the way, is a Northern gentleman, the

whole aspect of the place has been changed, and it is

now a fine stock and fruit farm, carrying a large herd

of cattle, many of them pure bred Herefords, and
with large orchards just coming into bearing. In our

live stock columns will be found a record of the gains

made by the Hereford stock on the grass pastures of the

farm, which go to show the nutritious character of the

grasses. It has been the object of Mr. Stone to get as

much of the farm into grass as possible, and this

poliey he is still pursuing. He has forty acres from
which he has this year cut a very heavy crop of hay,

and has some seventy-five acres put down into grass,

seeded from the 1st to the 14th September, which
looks now as though it had been in grass a year. The
whole surface is covered with a thick growth of grass

and clover at least four inches high. This' result has

been attained by deep and careful plowing and per-

fect cultivation of the land, the growing of legumi

nous crops, the keeping of stock, and the application

of the manure made to the land. He has never used

any mixed commercial fertilizer, but supplements his

home-made manure and the humus added to the land

by the leguminous crops pastured on the land and
turned down, with bone meal, when seeding down to

grass at the rate of 250 lbs. to the acre. Mr. Stone

largely attributes his success in securing a good stand

of grass to the fact that he never seeds a grain crop

with the grass. Pursuing this system and seeding in

the fall, he never fails to obtain a good catch, which
does not suffer from the heat of the first summer. He
is careful to kill out all the weeds on the land by
clean cultivation and smothering crops of peas and
soja beans before attempting to grow grass, and thus

the grass secures all the fertility in the land and the

hay is clean from trash of all kinds. He always seeds

a mixture of grasses, such as Tall Meadow oat grass,

Orchard gras«, Red top and clover, and seeds with a
liberal hand. In addition to his hay and grass crops,

Mr. Stone is making fine crops of corn, oats and rye

for feed for his stock, and we have now in this office

seme of the finest ears of Cocke's Prolific corn grown
this year which we have ever seen. Mr. Stone has

had great success in growing soja beans—a crop of

which he thinks highly as a green pasture and im-

proving crop, and also as a grain crop. The success

made on this farm is a fine example of what is possi-

ble under a proper system of cultivation, rotation and
mixed husbandry. The crops and stock are each year

improving the place, and doing this without recourse

to outside help. They are making available the inhe-

rent fertility in the land, demonstrating that even in

what was believed to be one of the poorest counties in

the State, when the right man is found and the right

system followed, success can be assured.

SOJA OR SOY BEANS.

For a number of years past we have strongly urged

upon Southern farmers the importance of growing
soja beans as a forage and grain crop We have takeD

this course because of its value as an improver of the

land, as a crop that can be produced on land too poor

to make a good corn crop, as a crop that can be
planted after the corn crop, as a crop that makes a
splendid hog pasture, more fattening than peas, as a
crop the grain of which is richer in protein (the mus-

cle and flesh-forming element) than almost any other

crop produced, and a crop which is readily and greed-

ily eaten by all kinds of stock, and when fed with corn

silage or corn fodder, makes a balanced ration on

which all stock thrive and fatten. The Kansas Ex-

periment Station has this year experimented with the

crop on a large scale, and makes the following report

on it

:

There are a number of varieties of soy beaus, but
the early yellow soy has proved the best. 'They are
erect growing, with from one to six or more steins

branching out from near the ground and reaching a
height of from 1] to 3j fret ; seldom falling down ex-
cept in very rich, loose land. The branches are thickly
studded with pods fiom the surface of the ground to

to the top; a single plant having sometimes as many
as 200 pods, containing from one to four beans, the
usual number being three. The soy bean is a remark-
able drouth resister, and will do remarkably well on
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'thin land. However, they respond very readily to

plenty of moisture and good soil. Being a legume, if

the bacteria which produce the tubercles on the roots

are present in the soil, they leave the land richer in

nitrogen, the same as clover does. The laud may be
inoculated by getting earth from- a field that has the

bacteria in the soil and planting it in the rows with

the beans. We used a fertilizer attachment to a hose

drill this year with good success. Planting should not

be done until the weather is warm—after corn plant-

ing. They will make a fair crop after rye or wheat if

the season is favorable. The ground should be well-

prepared, and the beans planted near the surface. We
plowed the ground last spring, going over what we
plowed each day with Campbell's Subsurface Packer,
and planted the beans immediately, with a press drill,

stopping holes so as to plant in rows 30 inches apart,

and from one to two inches in the row. This required

30 lb. (i bu.) to the acre.

They may be cultivated as other crops ; keeping the

soil in good shape and the weeds down is all that is

required. We used the spring tooth cultivator, except
in a few places where the weeds obtained a start on
account of the wet weather. The crop can be handled
so it will not be necessary to use the hoe at all. Land
that has been lately manured is liable to give trouble,

as it is usually weedy.
Until this year, the harvesting has been the great

problem, but we found that there are machines manu
factured for the purpose, and have tried several of

them and found them to be successful, so the harvest-

ing no longer stands in the way. The yellow soy does
not shell readily, and so can be let stand until well

ripened. We began harvesting when most of the pods
had turned brown, and a few of the top leaves were
sticking on. The bean harvester has large knives
which cut the stems just under the ground, cutting

two rows at a time and throwing them together in a
windrow. An ordinary one horse hay-rake will take
two ot these windrows at a time, and the horse walks
between them. We raked and- shocked immediately
after the harvester, and left them to cure in the shock.

Threshing was done in the field with an ordinary sep-

arator, using all blank concave and running no faster

than necessary to keep the machine from clogging in

the shakers and riddles, so as not to crack the beans..

The following is the cost of production on the Col-

lege farm this year : The work was couducted as near
ly as possible on a commercial basis, the object being
to find what could be done on a large scale. The 60
acres from which the following is taken comprises sev-

eral fields, which vary widely in many respects from
good land to very poor, on the whole perhaps below
the average of farm land. Labor is computed at $1.25
per day for a man and $2.50 per day for a man and
team. The cost per acre for the various items was as

follows : Preparation of land, $1.35 ;
planting, $0.30

;

cultivating, $2 00 ; hoeing, $0.70, which was confined

to a few patches ; harvesting, $1.40. The harvestifg
is considerably above what it will be when the regular
harvester is used, but we did not receive the harvest-

ers in time to begin, and the old method is much more
expensive.
The threshing required four teams and six men, be

sides the machine force, wliich was hired at $15.00 per
day, board and coal not included. The total expense
for threshing the 60 acres, which took 4* days, aside

from the cost of coal, was $155.25. The yield of the
60 acres was 932 bushels, making the cost of threshing

16^ cents per bushel. The 60 acres of beans averaged
15i bushels per acre, making the cost of production
55 cents per bushel, or about $8.40 per acre.

Soy beans as a feed take the place of oil or gluten
meal, and in composition are richer than oil meal.

In feeding them to milch cows, fattening cows and
hogs, they have given astonishing results. In two ex-

periments carried on last winter in feeding hogs, the

addition of one fifth soy bean meal to kaffir corn gave
practically double the returns from kaffir alone. The
ten hogs fed kaffir meal alone, during a period of 50
days, ate 2,872; lbs., and gained 441 lbs.; the ten fed

kaffir meal | and soy bean meal ^ ate 3,766 lbs. of the

mixture, gained 866 lbs., and sold for 10 cents more on
the hundred than the other lot.

When the beans are let thoroughly ripen in the field

the straw is worthless, but if cut and cured while green
make excellent hay. They make excellent hog pas-

ture, and are a good crop for toiling.

THE ENGLISH WHEAT CROP OF 1899.

According to our custom we publish here the an-

nual report of Sir J. B. Lawes, the veteran agricultu-

ral experimentalist, on the yield of the wheat crop of

Great Britain for this year, as deduced by him from

the experimental plots at Rothamsted. This is the

56th year of the successive growth of the crop on these

plots, and this long series of experiments (the longest

continued of any in the world), with Sir J. B. Lawes'

recognized ability as an agriculturist, and high author-

ity as an agricultural chemist, gives a weight to his

opinion on the total yield of the English crop, as

founded on the yield of these plots, that is universally

recog ized, and has been in the past amply confirmed

by experience and the market records. He says :

In my report on the Rothamsted experimental
wheat crops of 189"$, dated October 19th, I stated that,

owing to very unfavorable weather, which laid the

crops of many of the plots about the time of blooming,

the results could not be taken as representing the

average yield of the country, as in all but very abnor-

mal seasons they had done so remarkably for many
years past. It was further stated that if the estimate

given in the Times of 35 bus. per acre (of indefinite

weight?), and said to be founded to some extent on
the yields of the threshing machines, were confirmed,

the requirements from stocks and imports for the har-

vest year would amount to 21,000,000 qrs. to 22,000.000

qrs. The actual amount of net imports was, according

to the Trade and Navigation Returns, 22,800,148 qrs.
;

and as it is estimated that the increase of stocks

amounted at the end of the harvest year to about 11

million qrs., this would bring the amount of foreign

grain consumed to something over 21,000,000 qrs. The
subsequent estimate of the Board of Agriculture was
34.75 bus. of indefinite weight for the United King-
dom, which, adopting the probable average of 61 i lb.

per bus. for the home crop, would be eq dvalent to

35.6 bus. per acre at the official weight of 60 lb. per

bus. ; and calculation shows that the availa-hle home
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produce, so reckoned, together with the actual imports,

less the inci ease of stocks, would supply the population

with almost exactly 6 bus. per head at 60 lb. per bus.

—

that is, assuming that the consumption of home-pro

duced wheat, old and new, approximately represented

the available home crop.

Character of the Season.

Turning now to the wheat crop of the present year,

let us first consider the character of the season. There

was a great deficiency of rain in September, 1898,

and some deficiency in both October and November,
but au excess in December, January, and February.

The autumn was, therefore, very favorable for work
ing the land and sowing the seed, but the seed-bed

was rather too light. In each of the six months, Sep
teniber, 189.S, to February, 1899, the temperature was

considerably higher than the average, and with this,

and more than average rainfall in December, January
and February, fear was entertained that the wheat
would be what is called "winter-proud." In March
there was a considerable deficiency of rain, with great

fluctuations of temperature, which was, upon the

whole, lower than the average. In April and May,
however, there was again an excels of rain, with fine

tuating temperatures, but upon the whole lower than

the average.

The Rothamsted Yields.

The following table shows, in the. usual form, the

produce of the selected plots in the experimental

wheat field at Rothamsted in 1899, which is the fifty

sixth year of the successive growth of the crop on the

same land. It also gives, for comparison, the average

produce of the same plots over the preceding ten,

thirty-seven, and forty seven years, 1852-^8, inclu-

sive :

Artificial Manures.

Plot Plot
8

Plot
9

(or llij

Mean

Mean
of plots

3, 2 and
7,8,9
(or 1G)

Bushels of Dressed Grain per Acre.

Present yr. '99
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low as 2} tons, aud in the other six it averaged about.

2} tons. The other field has been devoted to experi

nieuts on the ordinary four course rotation of roots,

barley, clover (or beans), and wheat both without
manure and with different descriptions of manure.
The experiments were commenced iu 1848, so that

1899 is the fifty-second year of their continuance, and
the wheat just grown is the fourth crop of the thir-

teenth four yearly course.

Taking for illustration the results obtained on the

plot which has been unmanured from the commence-
ment, and from which the whole of the crops have
been removed from the land the general result (omit
ting that of the first course) is as follows : Under
this exhaustiug treatment the turnips gave practically

no crop at all after the first course. The produce of

barley has also declined very much, the crops averag-
ing cosiderably less than half as much over the last

four as over the preceding eight courses. On the
other hind, the yield of wheat was. in this favorable
season, 301 bus., at 63 2 lb. per bus . which is about
4.bin. more than the average of the preceding eleven
courses. These results illustrate the remarkable capa-

bility of wheat to collect its food from what is, agri

culturally speaking, exhausted soil, provided that the

land is well cultivated and kept clean. This capa-

bility is, iu fact, of great importance to bear iu mind
when we consider the increasing number of the world's
population consuming this grain. J. B LaWES.

Rothamsted, October 5, 1899.

From an examination of the tables, it will be seen

that the plot which has produced wheat for fifty-six

years successively, without auy manure or lertilizer of

any kind being applied aud has solely been aided by

good, clean cultivation, has this year made a yield of

12 bushels to the acre, which is greater thau the aver

age yield of the crop in this country. The average

yield of this plot for forty seven years has beeu 12t

bushels to the acre. Such an experience as this goes

to sh >w how impossible it is to absolutely exhaust the

productive capacity of land which receives deep and

perfect cultivation—at any rate, so far as the produc

tiou of the wheat crop is concerned. The plot which

is annually manured with farm yard manure has this

year produced a yield of 42} bushels to the acre, the

largest yield of any of the plots. The average yield

of this plot for the past ten years has been 40'} bash

els to the acre, which is greater than that of any other

of the plots experimented upon for the same period.

For the past forty-seven years the average yield of

this plot has been 35 1 bushels—a wouderful yield over

so loug a period. The* mean yield of the three plots

which have beeu dressed with commercial fertilizers.

for the whole fifty-six years, is for this year 3G bushels

to the acie. The average mean yield of these plots

for the past ten years has been 34 | bushels to the acre,

whilst for the past forty-seven years the mean average

yield has been 35 J bushels. The superiority iu yield

over the other plots of the plot to which farm-yard

manure has been applied throughout the fifty six years

is evidenced by the figures for this present year, for

the last ten years, and for the last forty-seven years.

We invite special attention to the last paragraph in

the report, giving the results of an experiment made
in growing wheat on land after a series of leguminous

crops, and on land after the same had been cultivated

in a four-course rotation for fifty two years. An>r the

leguminous crops the yield of wheat ranged from 39

bushels to the acre to more than 45 bushels to the acre,

with as high as 21 tons of straw to the acre. After the

four course rotation the yield of wheat in this favor-

able year was only 301 bushels to the acre, and this

yield was about 4 bushels more to the acre than the

average of the preceding eleven courses. The results

attained after the leguminous crops is in complete

harmony with results obtained in this country after

similar crops, and emphasizes most strongly the ad-

vice we have been so continuously giving for years

past to sow cow-peas, clover and the other legumes as

frequently and as largely as possible. Indeed, it w.-uld

seem that with leguminous crops aud deep, perfect

aud clean cultivation and preparation of the laud, the

successful growth of wheat can be secured for an in-

definite number of years without auy other fertilizer.

THE SAND OR HAIRY VETCH.

In the last two or three issues of the Planter, we
have urged the sowing of sand vetch in the fall, as a

most desirable winter and spring forage and hay crop.

Since our last issue, we have received from the Ala-

bama Experiment Station a report upon the experi-

ments made at that Station with sand or hairy vetch,

from which we quote the following summary of con-

clusions reached :

Hairy vetch (.Yicia villosa), sown iu September or

October, alone or with oats, affords nutritious pastur-

age during the following February, March, April and
May. If not grazed too late, it affords a cutting of

hay from April 20th to May 10th. Hairy vetch is dis-

posed of as pasturage, hay or green manure iu time

for quick growing summer crops, as cow peas, sorg-

hum, late corn, etc. It grows only from seed, but

can be so managed as to re-seed the ground continu-

ously.

Hairy vetch was cut for hay at four different stages;

the yield of hay increased up to the time of full bloom,

when the maximum yield of 5,789 pounds of hay per

acre was obtained : chemical analysis showed that at

whatever stage this plant was cut, the hay w<iS nutri-

tious. Considering both quality and quantity of hay,

it was concluded that the best time to cut vetch grow-

ing alonej was three or four days before the period of

full bloom.
Hairy vetch rapidly enriches the soil in nitrogen, if

the plant is plowed in for green manure. It is able to

draw this nitrogen from the air and add it to the soil

only when the roots of the vetch plant are supplied

with enlargements of definite character, aud known as

root nodules or tubercles.
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When sown in the usual way on most poor soils in

Alabama, the vetch plant does not have these
"bumps" or nodules on the roots. If devoid of tu-

bercles, hairy vetch does not enrich the soil, and fails

completely if the land is poor.
Such soils can be made to produce vetch plants con

taining tubercles by sowing, along with the vetch
seed, some of the earth from a place where the En-
glish pea or the wild vetch has been grown for several
years.

The process of employing suitable soil or other ma-
terial containing definite kinds of tubercle producing
germs is called inoculation.

With hairy vetch natural inoculation occurred dur-
ing the second year that the plant was grown on the
same land. Artificial inoculation caused the success
of the first crop of vetch, whereas reliance on natural
inoculation involved the failure of the first crop of
vetch, or else the use of expensive nitrogenous fertil

izers.

In order to have available for use in. future years a
supply of valuable inoculation material, it is important
that prospective vetch-growers should sow at least a
small area of vetch this fall ; the soil from this plot
may be used for inoculating larger areas in subsequent
years.

A very luxuriant crop of hairy vetch, in full bloom,
contained in the roots, stubble, and vines growing on
one acre fully as much nitrogen as is contained in 1J
tons of cotton seed meal. A large proportion of this
came from the air.

By far the greater portion (at least four-fifths) of
the fertilizing material in the vetch plant is in the
top, orpart cut for hay. However, there is consider-
able nitrogen in the stubble and roots, as shown here
both by chemical analysis and by the satisfactory
growth of corn on land where vetch stubble had been
plowed in.

Our tests indicated a larger profit from feeding the
vetch hay, plowing in only roots and stubble, than
from turning under the entire plant for green manure.
Hairy vetch can be advantageously introduced as a

"catch crop" into the ordinary rotations of the cot
ton farm, without reducing the usual area of cotton,

corn, or small grain. Hairy vetch, if properly inoc
ulated, is a profitable crop even if the farmer fails to

utilize its food value and grows it only for soil im-
provement, which end it rapidly effects through pre-

vention of leaching from the soil in winter and through
the stores of nitrogen and vegetable matter added to

the soil.

ADVANTAGES OF GROWING SUGAR BEETS.

Editor Southern Planter :

The fact that the United States is one of the greatest

sugar consuming nations of the world, and that nine-

tenths of the sugar consumed is imported at an annual

cost of about $100,000,000, has given encouragement

to efforts to produce a greater home yield of sugar.

The Department of Agriculture at Washington,
under the able direction of Dr. Wiley, has for many
years made valuable investigations in connection with

the sugar industry; but with the advent of the present

Secretary of Agriculture a general interest in the sub-

ject of a home production of sugar has been renewed,
and the great interest which our farmers throughout
the country have taken in this new industry shows
that the efforts of the Secretary have been well appre-

ciated.

If it will be possible for our farmers to compete
with the sugar producers in the already annexed, and
probably to be annexed islands, Hawaii, Porto Rico,

the Phillippines, and Cuba, where large quantities of

sugar are produced on rich and cheap soil, with cheap
colored labor, if the products are admitted free of duty,

remains to be seen.

What are the advantages of growing the beets?

The advantages resulting from the cultivation of

the beets are manifold. The beets require a suitable

crop rotation, a well-balanced ration of plant food, a
very carefully prepared soil, and therefore more teams'

thus creating a greater demand for heavy horses; good

wagons, good roads, and will with good management,
give employment to a great many farm hands.

To dispose of the extracted cuttings from the facto-

ry, will require more live stock, to which also greater

quantities of forage crops can be fed. The increased

quantity of manure, and the thorough tilling, will not

only produce larger grain crops, but will permit the

growing of crops like barley, this child of high cul-

ture, which could not be advantageously growu here-

tofore. The beet-sugar industry will cause the erec-

tion of costly beet sugar factories, and of factories

which will supply the firmer with the necessary out-

fit, turn out suitable machinery for the cultivation

of the beets, for large farms, such as steam and elec-

tric plows, and will give employment to a large num-
ber of mechanics. The complicated and difficult man-

agement requires a good agricultural education, part-

ly obtained at an agricultural college. To raise sugar

beets, of a high percentage of sugar and an easy clar-

ifying juice, especially on a more or less neglected and

impoverished soil, is an art which requires the closest

study of the soil, of the crop rotation, of the applica-

tion of manures and fertilizers. The successful grow-

ing of sugar beets elevates farming from a primitive

occupation to a more scientific standpoint, which re-

quires, as already stated, a better agricultural educa-

tion and the co operation of the
#
scientist. The some-

times abused Professor of Agriculture becomes at once"

a popular man and the farmer's best friend. The po-

sitions of directors, inspectors, overseers in the fac-

tories, may give employment to many a farmer's son,

who does not like to stay on the farm, and with

whom city life does not agree.

Even if the above is the case, and the direct and in-

direct benefits derived from it are of the greatest value,
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yet certain precautions should betaken before the far

mer rushes into this business.

As already stated, the successful growing of the

beets requires a well prepared soil and carefully se-

lected fertilizers. As long as the soil is comparatively

new and rich in plant-food, no difficulties are met in

the growing of the beets, but they increase with the

decreasing fertility of the soil. To say in spring: now

let us try to grow some beets, is one of the greatest

mistakes that can be made, and I am sorry to say that

it is often made. Hundreds of farmers who can raise

good beets on their soil if it is, properly prepared, are

misled in its preparation by following the example of

others, who easily obtained success because they were

favored by better conditions of the soil, and many of

them get too discouraged to renew their attempt.

As long as the enterprise is comparatively new, and

money is freely invested iu the factories, and the

owners induce the farmers to grow beets and pay a

fixed price per ton, without regard to the quality of

the beets, everything goes well. But how long will

that last? The owners of the factories want to maue
all they can, and as the profits are limited, due to for

eign competition, they will soon commence to pay

graded prices, according to quality. This, of course,

is not only the proper way, but an inducement to grow

only the very best beets, and will be appreciated by

those farmers who have always kept their soil in the

very best condition, or whose soil is especially adapted

for growing them; but it will, for the first four or five

years at least, work a hardship on those who have

somewhat neglected their soil, and who have lately

come into possession of a neglected soil, and those

whose soil requires the very best of care to produce

good beets, and who want to grow the beets partly as

a means to improve their soil. As beets cannot be

grown for years on the same spot, it will take from

four to five years of hard labor to take the beets, as a

regular crop, into the adopted rotation in the different

fields.

The owners of the factories also get into the habit of

finding fault with the beets, and to make little deduc-

tions. They will complain that the beets are either

too large or too small, of bad shape, not well grown,

too dirty, or deficient in sugar and purity, the farmer

being under the disadvantage that he is compelled to

sell his beets. If a well to-do farmer grows corn, or

wheat, or some other grain, he can postpone the dis-

posing of the crop until the prices suit him, but not

so with the beets—they must be sold at the closing of

the campaign.

Another obstacle may be to obtain the necessary

help. In France and Germany, where large quanti-

ties of sugar beets are grown, help can be obtained

during the summer from the thickly populated moun-

tainous regions. The people in these regions carry on

certain industries, as spinning, weaviug, basket mak-
ing, carving toys, etc., but such work is so poorly paid

that the younger members of the families try to obtain

more remunerative work during the summer months,

and swarm from the mountains down into the fertile

lands of the valleys. On some of the large farms in

Germany, from ten to one hundred of these moun-

taineers, and also laborers from other thickly settled

parts of Germany, are employed during the summer,
who return in the fall to their homes or seek employ-

ment in the beet-sugar factories.

With our present population, and aversion of our

boys and girls to work in the fields, it will be, in a

good many localities, a difficult matter to obtain the

necessary help; but it is to be hoped that with Amer-
ican enterprise and ingenuity in devising labor-saving

machines this obstacle will be successfully overcome.

I do not want to discourage sugar-beet growing ; on

the contrary, personal observance, made on large su

gar beet farms, induces me to be decidedly in fav.or of

it ; but I want to see this new enterprise carried out

on a sure and successful basis. The growing of the

beets has come to us not as an experiment to be tried,

but as a new enterprise which is going to stay, aud this

can only be done when every factor, important in the

cultivation of the beets, is given the most careful con-

sideration and attention.

District of Columbia. H. Winkleman.

EXPERIMENTS IN IRISH POTATO - GROWING
AT CURL'S NECK FARH, VA.

Editor Southern Planter:

Complying with your request to give you an article

for publication on the work being done on the Curl's

Neck plantation, permit me to say that the writer has

always been engaged in farming, and has been in the

State of Virginia for nearly fifteen years. The ideas

given and suggestions herein made are based upon

actual experience ; he has not yet, however, reached

that point where he can say he has acquir-d a full

knowledge of the science of agriculture. Nature is

full of questions—life is too short to answer them all.

This short preface I feel I should make before taking

up my subject.

It may be interesting to the readers of the Planter

to know something of what we are doing agriculturally

at Curl's Neck farm, and also to know something of

the farm itself.

The farm comprises 5,100 acres, 2,800 of which

open, arable land. These 2,800 acres are divided

fields growing various crops—wheat, winter oats,

clover and timothy hay, corn, potatoes and asparagus.

About 1,600 acres of this tract are underdrained

lich are\

led into V_
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with tile. The fact that the underdraining is a benefit

is apparent in many ways. DnriDg the past summer,

which was exceedingly dry, the observing eye would

notice that the parts which were uuderdrained did

not show the effects of the drouth to auy such degree

as that part which was not underdraiued. It was also

found that the underdrained land could be plowed

when that which was not drained could not be plowed.

This alone should establish in a large degree the fact

that underdraining is a success. We will not discuss

here the cost of underdraining ; we simply wish to

make a note of the facts as we pass along.

No doubt your readers will be interested in some of

the experimental work which we are doing, and which

we propose to carry on for the benefits which we may
derive from it in our future work.

I will give you the outline of an experiment on

Irish potatoes in the spring of 1S99.

Our eighth-acre plots were marked off on a mode-

rately rich sandy loam soil, not underdraiued. The
laud, prior to the spring of 1S99, had been in corn,

and in the fall had been thoroughly plowed. The

land was badly rooted with wire grass, and this was

the reason for the fall plowing. It was twice replowed

in the spring before planting. After thorough har-

rowiug, the laud was marked off in rows 39 inches

apart, of an average depth of 6 inches, excepting on

the parts where manure was used, where they were 1

•foot deep. After the furrows were opened they were

fertilized in the following manner : On Plot No. 1 com-

mercial fertilizer was used at the rate of 1,000 lbs. to

the acre. On Plot No. 2, commercial fertilizer at the

rate of 800 lbs. to the acre. On Plot No. 3 commer-

cial fertilizer was used at the rate of 500 lbs. to the

acre. On Plot No. 4 thoroughly rotted manure was

evenly placed in the rows at the rate of 20 tons to the

acre. On Plot No. 5 no manure or fertilizer were

used. On Plot No. 6 thoroughly rotted manure, at

the rate of 10 tons to the acre, and commercial fertili

zer, at the rate of 500 lbs. to the acre, were used

After placing in the rows, the fertilizer and manure

were well incorporated into the soil by passiug a cul-

tivator as deep as it would run through the rows six

times.

On the experimental plots the tubers were allowed

to mature and the vines die before digging.

Clark's No 1 second crop potatoes were planted
;

the seed was cut practically to two eyes to the piece.

They received the same cultivation as the rest of the

crop. This consisted of thorough harrowing before

they were out of the ground, running the weeders over

them twice after they appeared. The balance was

done with the cultivators with small teeth, excepting

the last time, when the two back teeth were larger to

received level cultivation practically. It was hoed

between the balk once for the purpose of removing

wire grass and the weeds the cultivators could not

reach. Wire- grass and weeds were not permitted to

grow in the crop, as the writer does not believe in

growing two crops at the same time.

Plot No. 1 yielded 718 lbs. of potatoes, ; 80 per cent,

were marketable, 20 per cent, small. The tubers

were smooth, medium to large in size, no blight on

tops, and no scab. The vines, when growing, were a

very dark, rich green ; when they commenced to die,

th< y died rapidly.

Plot No. 2 yielded 78S lbs. ; 85 per cent, market-

able, 15 per cent, small ; tubers smooth and good size,

no blight or scab during growth, foliage remained

green a trifle longer than No. 1.

Plot No. 3 yielded 783 lbs. ; 90 per cent, market-

able, 10 per cent, small ; tubers large to extra large,

smooth, free from blight or scab, foliage did not re-

main greeu as long as No. 2.

Plot No. 4 yielded (553 lbs. ; 48 per cent, market-

able, 52 per cent, small, scabbed or rotted ; leaf blight

showed a very little during growth, foliage commenced

to die first of all.

Plot No. 5 yielded 382 lbs. ; 26 per cent, market-

able, 74 per cent, small, scabbed, and some rotted ; no

blight, kept green longest.

Plot No. 6 yielded 650 lbs. ; 46 per cent, market-

able, 54 per cent, small, a great deal of scab, more rot

than any ; very little leaf blight, foliage died about as

soon as No. 4.

These plots were gathered separately, sorted care-

fully, and then weighed. They did not have rain for

over sixty days ; this, no doubt, affected the yield

very much. Not one of the plots yielded a large crop,

but it will be noticed that on Plot 3, where commer-

cial fertilizer was used at the rate of 500 lbs. to the

acre, the yield was within 5 lbs. of what it was where

800 lbs. were used, and 65 lbs. more than where 1,000

lbs. were used ; also, that this same plot yielded 130

lbs. more than where manure at the rate of 20 tons to

the acre had been used, 401 lbs. more than where no

manure or fertilizer had been used, and 133 lbs. more

than where 500 lbs. of fertilizer and manure at the rate

of 10 tons to the acre were used.

We are satisfied that the proper amount of commer-

cial fertilizer to be used, where the land is in a good,

fertile condition, is 500 lbs. What the results might

have been with a good season, of course we are unable

to say ; but, as these experiments will continue year

alter year, we shall soon be able to make a better esti-

mate of what amount should be used.

The above experiment was made on a field of pota-

toes containing 150 acres. The land selected fairly

throw a little dirt to the potatoes. The whole crop represented the soil of the whole.
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The potato crop this year, owing to the dry weather,

would not be considered a paying one, but on one

half of the land, after removing the potatoes, corn was

grown, and has fully matured, and will yield 10 bar-

rels (50 bushels) to the acre. The other half of the

laud was planted to corn and rye. German clover

for spring fallow was also planted with the corn. The
corn will be used for feed, and the rye also for spring

fallow. Thus we have the land covered for winter

protection and our fertilizer distributed.

It is a very serious mistake not to cover our land

with some crop for winter. Nature teaches us this.

Why do we not heed her voice? G. W. B.

Henrico County, Va.

WHEAT CULTURE IN THE EXTREME
SOUTHERN STATES.

Editor Southern Planter:

It is generally supposed that wheat growing in

the extreme South is unprofitable, but if properly

managed, it can be made one of the most successful

crops ou the Southern farm. Oats, rye and barley are

apt to get very severely damaged— if not entirely

killed—if au extreme frost should occur, such as we

had last February. But wheat is frost proof, and

after the severe blizzard of the 15th of February last,

my wheat crop was the only green thing on the farm

for a few weeks. It came through that severe weather

in perfect couditioti, and henceforth it shall have a

place amoug the winter crops of the farm every year.

Any one who has once grown it will continue doing

so. Like corn, it is one of those crops that no farmer

can afford to be without. On the sandy soils of the

South it is often affirmed that wheat cannot be grown

that will fill out plump and hard in the grain like the

Northern-grown article ; but if the proper grade of

fertilizer is used, it can he quite as successfully grown

ou the sandy soil of the South as anywhere else.

There are certain varieties that suit our climate best,

and if these are adopted and the fertilization of the

crop along the proper lines, success is sure to reward

the efforts of any one who will give this crop a fair

trial. The farmer that contemplates growing wheat

should plan well ahead, and when he is planting his

spring crop arrange to prepare for the fall planting of

wheat, by sowiug either cow peas or velvet beans ou

that land. My preference would be the velvet bean,

as it is a better nitrogen gatherer than the cow pea
;

but when it comes to plowing under the crop, the cow

pea is the easiest managed. But if the velvet bean is

mowed and allowed to lie on the land where cut, it will

be easily plowed under then. The land for wheat

should be put in the best possible condition by re-

peated workings of the cultivator and harrow until it

is as fine and friable as an ash heap. At the list

working of the cultivator the fertilizer should be ap-

plied broadcast and as evenly distributed on the en-

tire area as possible. This fertilizer should be a com-

plete plant food for wheat ; it should analyze 8 per

cent, of phosphoric acid, 8 per cent, of potash, and 3

per cent, of nitrogen. About 600 lbs. per acre on

ordinary sandy soil will be quite ample. But should

the soil be in a good physical condition and well filled

with humus, a couple of hundred pounds more would

be a good investment. After the fertilizer is applied,

the cultivator should be run as evenly as possible over

the ground so as to leave small shallow furrows for the

seed to fall in. In the absence of a wheat drill, one

has to seed by hand as evenly as possible. A bushel

and a half to the acre is a good average seeding.

After sowing, run a harrow the cross way of the cul-

tivator marks. This will cover it even and cause it

to sprout uniformly. A roller should be run over the

land immediately after, or in the absence of a roller,

a heavy diag. to prevent water standing' in pools ard

eveutually cause washing during a heavy rain. Some

wheat growers apply salt to the crop, claiming it will

produce a bright colored straw, where such straw is

wanted for any special purpose. Salt may be an im-

portant addition, but by usiug kaiuit as the source of

potash in the fertilizer, the same end may be attained.

Early in March, a top dressing of nitiate of soda is

recommended, applied immediately before or during

a rain. Never apply nitrate of soda to a dry soil in

dry weather.

Spring wheat is not a success in the South, as hot

weather is on before it is ready for ripening, and

spring planting is always ripened prematurely.

The best time to sow wheat in this latitude is be-

tween the 15th of October and the 15th of November.

When sowed then, it is ready for harvesting from the

middle to end of May. The best variety for us here

is "Red Turkish ;" it is a bearded wheat, not very

heavy in straw, but has plump round grains aud fills

up very well, and can stand a reasonable amount of

dry weather, such as we get in May and early June. I

can see no reason whatever why every farmer in the

South should not be as much interested in a wheat

crop as in a corn crop, for the one is certainly as

profitable as the other, and it will be so in a few years

that wheat on the Southern farm will be deemed as im-

portant as corn.
C. K. McQuaeeie.

De Funiak Springs, Fla.

At odd times give the farm a general cleaning up,

and burn litter, or use it for mulching shrubbery and
fruit that need protection.
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ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

ehould be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than the loth of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the nest month's issue of the Planter.

Editor Southern Planter :

The fact that I have beea answering letters in The

Southern Planter and other papers has brought me a

flood of letters which the writers wish answered pri

vately, as they say they have no tim^ to wait for an

answer in the papers. Some of these friends enclose

stamp for answer, and one feels obliged to answer.

Others do not even do this and still expect an answer
" by return mail," as they pat it. Frequently there are

several letters from readers of The Planter wishing in-

formation on the same or nearly the same point. Just

now I get letter after letter asking immediate answer

in regard to preparing, sowing and fertilizing the

wheat crop. People who have a light correspondence

fail to realize the tax they are patting on a man who
has a whole day's work to do in college and then fully

20 letters a da>* that his official duties require him to

answer, and that with no help from stenographer or

typewriter. Most of the requests for advice about the

wheat crop could easily have been sent in a mouth
ago and answered in the last Planter, and one letter

would have given reply to several that have to be

written to each now. Hence I am obliged to make a

rule that I have made elsewhere, and decline to an

swer personally letters out of this State that can easily

be answered in The Planter and be of general interest.

and save letters on the same topic from others. It is

not from any wish to disoblige, but from pure physi-

cal inability to comply with all these requests. Let-

ters requesting an answer should in all fairness con-

tain a stamp, since I have to mail the reply. But

what I wish is to accommodate more by one reply than

I could possibly accommodate if I tried to answer all

individually by letter. I have done as much of this

as I ean, and mast draw the line at the State lines,

sinee my official duty requires me to answer letters

from North Carolina farmers.

W. F. Massey.

the weather till early spring. Then sift them oat and
sow them in rows where you can cultivate them. The
second spring, lift them and shorten the tap roots, and

replant at once in the nursery rows. If they are lifted

every spring and transplanted, they will bear their

final transplanting far better than if left to attain a

good size without moving. In that case they would

make a few large roots and be hard to transplant.

Where there is greenhouse room, or even a cold

grapery, it is better to grow them in pots, as it makes
them so easy to transplant with an unbroken ball.

Where broad leaved evergreens of any size are to be

transplanted, they are far more certain to live if all

the leaves are removed. I have seen large hollies

moved from the woods successfully by pulling every

leaf off.

W. F. MASSET.

Sowing Cow-Peas.

How early can peas be sowed to make a good yield,

and what variety will mature earliest and make the
best yield ? I wish to turn my hogs on them. Please
answer in the next issue of Southern Planter, and oblige

Pittsylvania County, Va. W. P. Dix.

There is not much gain in early sowing, for the peas

will not do much till the land is warm. Sown as soon

as the ground warms in May is as early as there is any

benefit. By sowing an early variety, like Warren's

Extra Early, which is ripe the first of July here, and

then plant succession crops at the same time of Whip-
poorwill. Black and Wonderful, which follow each

other very well, you can have peas for hogs from

earlv July till frost

W. F. Masset.

Raising ilagnolia Grandiflora Trees.

I would like a little information about growing mag-
nolia grandiflora from seed. I received some seed
from Judge Mann, of Nottoway, to day, and shall pack
them in damp sand until I hear from you. If the seed
need any further attention before the November nam
ber of The Southern Planter is out, please advise me by
mail.

Xottoway County, Va. W. Fulmer.

Let the seed remain in the sand fully exposed to

Disease Affecting Strawberry Plants—Strawberry
Growing.

Being a subscriber to the Southern Planter. I write

yon for information about treatment for a disease that
killed my strawberry plants. I have raised straw-
ben ies for ten years, and have been very successful

—

raising large crops and very fine ones. After bearing
a good crop this year, the edges of the leave' of the
plants began to turn brown and curl under and brown
spots came on the leaves, and finally the whole plaut
died—leaf by leaf turning brown until all were dead.
I have a sprayer, but did not know what to use on
them. I pulled up a few and found little white
worms at the roots, but did not make a thorough ex-

amination of the whole bed. Please tell me. also, if

there is any remedy for the large white grub- worms in

strawberry beds. Some of my neighbors are very
much troubled with them, and I have wondered if

they coald have killed my plants.

Hardy County. TT. Va. C. B. W.

I think that it is probable that the leaf rust and the

white grubs together are what killed your strawberry

plants. The grubs can be destroyed by soaking the

ground with kerosene emulsion, but whether it will
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pay to do so is a question. The best way to avoid the

grubs is to avoid planting on a sod and avoid the use

of stable manure that may attract the beetles. The leaf

rust may be prevented by spraying the plants with

Bordeaux mixture, beginning early in the spring and

spraying at intervals of three or four weeks. After

the fruit is off, if the old leaves are mown off and

raked up and burned, and tht? patch is then fertilized

and cultivated, there will be a renewed growth that

will put them into good condition to pass through the

winter. Some varieties of strawberries are more sub

ject to leaf rust than others. In fact, some very good

sorts very seldom suffer from this disease. It is best

then, to plant such rather than to attempt to keep the

diseased ones clean. Then, too, the best way is to

plant a new bed every year. If you set a new bed

every July it will give a fair crop the following sea-

son, and can be kept till the second fruiting and then

turned under. In this way you will always have one

bed with its first crop and one with its second, and it

is far better than to try to keep an old bed clean and

productive. I have had a lair crop of fruit the first

season from plants set in November, and in this lati-

tude the most certain time to get a stand of strawber-

ries is to set the plants from the last, of Oc ober till

Christmas. The fall drought is then over and the

ground is warmer than the air, and the rooting takes

place at once. I am planning to set a large number

of plants the last of this month or early in November.

W. F. Massby.

Pruning Pear Trees—Fertilizing Fruit Trees.

I wish you would advise me how to prune some
young pear trees (Leconte and Kieffer). They are

three and four years old, and are very tall and slim

Wouldn't it be best to top them? and if so, how much
and at what time? They had a fine crop of fruit this

year. I would like to know what kind of manure to

use on them, and what time to apply it. By answer
ing the above questions, you will greatly oblige me
and other readers of the Southern Planter.

King and Queen Co., Va. Alonzo Moody.

It will be hard for me to tell you just how to prune

the trees unless I could see them. In the early growth

of a young orchard tree careful attention should be

given to the annual pruning, so as to get the tree into

a good shape. If the pruning is regularly and intelli-

gently done from the start, there will be little prun-

ing needed after the tree gets a good size. But if a

tree has been allowed to grow for four years from

planting without any attention to pruning into shape,

it may require considerable cutting that could have

been avoided by proper pruning from the start.

Trees that, like the Kieffer, are apt to run up tall and

slim, should have a large portion of the annual growth

shortened back every fall, and should always be cut

to a bud on the outside so as to give them a more
spreading shape. All that I can say now in regard to

your trees, is to shorten back about half the growth

they made this year, and to cut to a bud on the out-

side. Then watch the tendency of the shoots next

summer and pinch out if too thick, and also pinch

out the tip of shoots that are inclined to grow too fast

at the expense of the others, and to rub off any sappy

shoots that apppar in the centre of the tree, and not

allow water shoots or suckers to grow. As the trees

seem to be growing well, do not put any stimulating

manure on them. Give the land a coat of lime this

fall, and in the spring, if you can get good hard wood
ashes, there is nothing better that you can give them.

A little raw bone meal every spring will also help

them greatly. Cultivate the trees well till about the

first of July, and then sow crimson clover among them

for a winter cover and plow it under in the spring,

and after the trees have attained a good size, put the

land in grass and keep it cut regularly like a lawn

and let the grass lie where it is cut. Trees are less

apt to take the blight in grass than in well cultivated

land. Then, if you attend to the annual top dressing

of the grass with bone and ashes, you will have the

best possible chance for fruit. W. F. Massey.

Grinding Mill—Corn and Cob-Meal.

Do you think it will pay to buy a mill and crush
corn and cob together, to fatten two or three cattle

every winter, or should I shell the corn and have it

ground? Is there much value in the cob ?

Northumberland Co., Va. Constant Keader.

Feed-grinding mills are now offered at such reason-

able prices that wherever even a small number of

cattle horses and hogs are kept it is desirable to have

one on the farm. The saving in toll and time going

to the mill will soon pay for the feed grinder. They
are made so that they can be attached to a windmill,

so that the pumping of the water and grinding of the

corn go on together, or form part of a sweep horse-

power which grinds the corn and turns other machines

at the same time.

As to the value of corn and cob meal, Prof. Henry,

the leading authority on feeding stock, says " that,

whilst it is true that corn cobs consist largely of crude

fibre, and consequently have a low feeding value, yet

that 'cob goes well with the grain which produces it,

and many cattle-feeders are satisfied with this use of

an otherwise waste product.'" He adds, "reasona-

bly fine corn and cob-meal has been found very satis-

factory for stock-feeding. * * * It is not easy to un-

derstand why this compound meets with general favor,

especially since the cost of grinding is considerably

increased. It has been suggested that fine cornmeal

lies heavy on the animal's stomach, and while in this
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condition is not so readily attacked by the juices of

digestion. On the other hand, the particles of cob,

when associated with the meal, cause the mass to lie

loose in the stomach in condition for easy digestive

action. An experiment was conducted at the Kansas

Agricultural College iu the years 1SS4-S5 to test the

value of corn and cob-meal, as compared with pure

cornmeal. Ten steers were used each year, the trial

in 1884 lasting 140 days, and that in 1SS5 150 days.

In each trial the steers were divided into two lots of

fire each. Corn and cob meal was fed to one lot and

cornmeal to the other, the roughage in both cases con

sistingof oat straw, orchard grass hay, and clover hay.

The following table gives the results :
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH. .

At this season of the year there is l'ttle that can be

done in the garden or on the truck farm beyond com-

pleting the harvesting of the root crops, clearing up

the land, and plowing it and seeding it with rye, to

make a cover and conserve fertility during the winter.

It is too late to sow German clover or vetches with any

certainty of success, though we have known a good

stand of these crops to be secured even when sown in

November.

Cabbages may be set out during this mouth, and if

they get root-hold before the cold weather sets in, will

make an earlier and better growth in the spring than

those set out, say in January or February ; but should

the weather become severe, many plants will be killed.

It is well when planting in this month, or even in

January or February, to set the plants on the; south

side of the ridge or row, so that it may afford_]them

some protection from the cold winds.

Lettuce plants should be set out in cold frames^for

the wiuter and early spring market. Let the sash be

kept off as long as the weather is mild, covering only

at night or on cold days. After the weather becomes

cold, keep the sash on, but give air freely by raising

the sash whenever the sun shines and on mild days.

Asparagus beds should have the old tops cleaned

off and be harrowed down and covered with a heavy

coat of barn-yard manure.

In the small fruit garden raspberry and blackberry

bushes should receive attention. Cut out all the old

canes and shorten back the new ones, leaving them
3 or 4 feet long.

In the orchard and vineyard pruning may com-

mence, and be continued during the winter. Cut out

all interlacing branches of apple and pear trees, and
prune so as to keep an open head. The old canes of

the vines should be cut out and the new canes be cut

back to two or three eyes.

Burn up all pruning leaves and trash, so as to de-

stroy all larvae and fungous spores.

The planting of new orchards may now be com-

menced. Let the land be well broken with the plow,

and then dig out the holes and have the subsoil in

each hole broken loose with a pick before setting the

trees. Plant the trees as deep as they stood in the

nursery rows or a little deeper. Do not put manure
or fertilizer into the holes when setting the trees, but

spread in the bottom a layer of the lop soil taken from
the land, and cover the roots first with this soil, shake

it well amongst them, then fill up with the bottom

soil taken from the holes and tread firm. A mulch of

manure or straw over the top will help the trees to

grow. If in an exposed situation, stake the trees.

Let the heads be cut back freely, so that they may
not make too great a draft on the roots until these

have had time to make new growth. Do not plant

too many varieties.

FRUIT GROWING IN FLUVANNA COUNTY, VA.

A few days ago we had the pleasure of receiving

from Mr. Andrew Stone, the manager for Dr. Stone,

of Stonehurst Fruit and Stock Farm, situate in Flu-

vanna county, a basket of very fine apples and pears,

consisting of Wine Saps and Ben Davis apples and

Keiffer pears. Being struck by the very large and per-

fect character of the fruit, and the fact that it was

grown in Fluvanna county, which has not the reputa-

tion of being one of the best fruit counties in the State,

we wrote Mr. Stone for some information as to the

orchard in which the fruit was grown and the method

of treatment adopted. Replying, he says :
" We have

1,300 apple trees growing on the farm. Of these,

1,200 are Wine Saps. We have also 500 pear trees.

The land on which the trees are planted was cleared

seven years ago and planted in corn one year and the

trees were then set out. Corn was grown for two or

three years amongst the trees and the land was then

sown in cow peas and the year following sown in oats,

which made a good crop. This year nothing has

been grown but the trees. The weeds have been

kept down by mowing, and the land will now be

plowed during the winter. Manure has been given to

the trees twice since they were planted. They are now
eight to ten feet high, with good tops, and have this

year borne a good sprinkling of very fine fruit. The
trees were sprayed two years ago, and will now be

regularly sprayed in the future. The orchard bids

fair to be a most productive one, and is evidence that

Fluvanna high lands can profitably be planted in

fruit." We are glad to notice that Mr. Stone has not

fallen into the error of planting a large variety of

trees, but has confined himself mainly to one variety,

and that one of the best and largest selling varieties

—

the Wine Sap. This will ensure for him a ready mar-

ket for his fruit at the best price, as the large apple

buyers always compete for the fruit of the orchard
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where they can secure a large number of barrels of one

kind and quality. We would suggest to Dr. Stone

that in future he should cultivate his orchard regu-

larly in the spring until June or July, planting no

crops until that time, when he should sow cow peas

or German clover and leave the same on the ground

through the winter, except for light grazing by hogs

or calves. In the spring, turn this crop under and

cultivate until June or July. After two or three years

of this treatment, the orchard might then be put into

permanent grass for three or four years, and then the

same system be again followed. An application of

wood ashes or muriate of potash and acid phosphate,

when seeding the peas or clover, would help both the

trees and the peas or clover.

FALL PLANTING OF IRISH POTATOES.

A correspondent writes us: ''Will you be kind

enough to tell me if I can plant Irish potatoes now for

spring ? I notice where I dug my early potatoes last

year that the small potatoes that were covered in dig

ging came up, notwithstanding the land was seeded

to grass and the winter severe." Another correspon

dent says that he has known good crops of Irish po

tatoes raised in what are termed ''lazy beds," plant

ing in the fall and covering to a depth of one or two

feet with straw. We learn also that there is frequent

enquiry for Irish potatoes for seed at this season of the

year, so that evidently some one is trying the experi

ment of fall planting. We should like to hear from

some one as to their experience in this matter of fall

planting. Personally, we have never tried the exper

iment of either fall planting or planting in "lazy

beds," though we are aware that "lazy bed" plant-

ing in a small way is frequently practiced by those

wanting a few potatoes for home use very early. We
should fear to plant in the fall because of the spring

frosts. Those of the sets that did not rot from the

winter rains would no doubt send up sprouts early,

but the frosts would be certain to cut these off, and

we never knew a crop cut down by frost to make a

good yield. Let us hear from some one on this sub-

ject. If fall planting is feasible, it should be profita-

ble.

I observed what I find others had noticed, that

bruised apples last winter kept nearly as well as per

feet ones—the bruised portion seemed to form itself

into thick pulp, and remained so as long as the other

part of the fruit kept. I hope that this couditiou will

continue for the winters that are to come.

Thomas J. Garden.
Prince Edward County, Va.

APPLE-OROWING IN VIRGINIA.

At the recent meeting of the American Pomological

Society. Prof. Alwood, of the Blaekslmrg Experiment

Station, delivered an address on "The Technique of

Apple Growing in Virginia." which is summarized as

follows in the report in the Country Gentleman :

He claimed that Virginia was the second State on
the Atlantic Coast in the value of her fruit product,
and in the price received for the crop per barrel was
second to none. The culture is becoming more tech-

nical than in almost any other State. Care in the se-

lection of soil and location has led to a wonderful in-

crease in acreage, the growth in ten years being fully

.'-S00 per cent. The State extends 440 miles east and
west, and 200 miles north and south, with a range of

climate from the sub tropical, in the Dismal Swamp,
to the sub boreal on the peaks of the Appalachian
range. The Coast section embraces one-fourth of the

area, and the soil being sandy and the climatic condi-

tions unsuitable, it is not desirable for apple culture,

neither are the central counties, of about the same
area, especially adapted for apple-growing. To the
west of this is the Piedmont region, with considerable

limestone soil in the north, but shading off into gray
and red soils, with granitic soils at the base of the

Blue Ridge. Iu the north, the soil is rather dry. and
is excellent for red apples, and along the base of the

Blue Ridge range are a number of Newtown Pippin
districts, which form almost a continuous strip. Here
the Newtown, or as it is called in the South, Albemarle
Pippin, does wonderfully well, while. ii. other places,

it can only be grown in isolated spots. In other sec-

tions, an excellent quality of red apples can be grown.
The Winesap i i particular is at home here, and York
Imperial and Cannon Pearmain are grown successful-

ly. The Blue Ridge district proper consists, for the

most part, of sandy and rocky elevations, and is not

a good apple section, although Ben Davis, Gano and
York Imperial do well in the southwest. The lime-

stone district, which is next west, has considerable

sand, with some granite, and has a few sections where
fine fruit can be grown, especially what is known as

Apple Pie Ridge. Iu the southwest, in Russell coun-

ty, is another Pippin district, but where the shale

crops out through the limestone good results cannot
be secured. Along the extreme west liue of the State

is a limestone section where sandstone, and occasionally

granite, crops out, and in the granite region is a mag-
nificent apple country.
Although the region is from 2.000 to 4,000 feet high,

the matter of air drainage must still be considered, as

even the high table lauds, if they have a higher land

near them, may be sink holes for the cold air from

the higher levels. There, too, the fungous diseases

are troublesome, but they can be controlled by spray-

ing.

In reply to a question by J. S. Collins, if attention

was paid to planting different varieties, in the large

orchards, in order to secure cross fertilization. Prof.

Alwood replied that although the large orchards of a

single variety had failed to produce a crop, it has in

no case been proved that the failure was due to lack

of pollination. Iu some cases. Winesap has been un-

productive for a number of years, but later on, with

cultivation, 'pruning and spraying have given good
crops.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

HOUSE YOUR CATTLE.

The practice so common in the South of allowing

cattle to stay out in the fields or in open pens all night

during the winter months is one which is productive

of great loss to farmers, and ought not to be continued.

Whilst it is true that the mildness of our climate makes

such a practice less injurious than if followed further

North, yet even here it is the prolific source of loss in

effective results from the feed consumed, both in beef

and milk. When the weather is too cold for a human
being to feel comfortably warm w ithout exertion it is too

cold for an animal to be exposed to it, unless exerting

itself in some work. The food fed to animals is used

first in maintaining life, next in maintaining animal

heat, and only the surplus, after these requirements

are met, goes to the production of increased weight or

the making of milk. If no surplus remains then no

profit on the keeping of the animals can result. The
effect of a fall in temperature to a point where the ani-

mal cannot be comfortably warm, upon the flow of

milk and the consequent loss of profit is forcibly illus-

trated in an experiment made at the Texas Experi-

ment Station by Professor A.. M. Soule. Three cows

were the subject of the experiment. During its con-

tinuance for a few days a severe "Norther" prevailed,

and though the cows were stabled they were inade

quately protected, owing to the high winds prevailing.

The influence of this sudden change and rapid fall in

temperature is shown in the following table :

Group D.
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the eyes, somewhat short, aud with a Roman nose.

The crest, or scrag, should be thick and rising, and
the neck full. A point deserving emphasis is the

depth of the chest. The body should sink deep be
tween the forelegs, and the ribs back of the shoulder
should be deep and round, making the girth large and
the brisket prominent and wide—two features that are

indicative of a strong constitution. A live fleece

—

that is, one that is springy and not dead to the touch,

and especially a dense, thick covering of belly wool,

is also indicative of vigor of constitution. For the
same reason, in those breeds that are wooled about
the head, the more complete and dense this covering
is the better it is liked. The legs of the ram should
be straight, and strong, and short, In movement, the

ram should be bold aud active. This is often influ-

enced by the condition. A ram should never be so

heavy in flesh as to be useless for service, as is too

often the case in the show ring. The flesh should be
even aud firm, and not gathered in masses aud rolls at

any part of the body. It is very apt to gather at the
fore ilauk. leaviug the back bare or raw. Excessive
condition is likely to make the ram unwieldy in ac-

tion, or result in broken down pasterns, which usually
render a ram useless for breeding purposes.
The ewe should be rather loug in the face, with fine

features. The neck should be sleuder, and without
any of the thickness noticeable in the ram. The bodv
should be deep, round ribbed, and especially long, so

as to provide room for the growing lamb. The type
for the good milking ewe verges strongly toward that

which is typical of the good dairy cow. The ewe that
milks well, and consequently rears early maturing
lambs, tends toward the wedge shape, deep in the

chest, large bodied, and wide across the loins and
hips. The condition of the ewe should not be such as

to impair her breeding qualities. Excessive fatuess,

as a rule, is in this way injurious. The flesh should
be evenly distributed, and not gathered in bunches
about the tail head, and it should be firm and not
flabby.

As a result of our consideration of the good and
bad qualities of sheep, there arises the more impor-
tant problem of breeding to reproduce the former and
to remove the latter. I have failed to find, up to this

flay, where success has been obtained by in-and-in

breeding, cross breeding, or any other form, but that

there was a man behind the system who knew well

the merits and demerits of the animals he was breed-

ing. And further, knowing these, he made his selec-

tion to make the best blend.

This is the basis of a method of breeding that arises

from what has gone before. For want of a better

term, I have named it "balanced breeding," and I

believe that this method has the means of developing
and adding to the good qualities and at the same time
lessening and removing the demerits of our domestie
animals.

To follow balanced breeding in sheep would mean
the selection of rams with the leading thought of re.

moving the weakness of the flock. When one realizes

the force of balanced breeding, aud acts on it in the

selection of sires, it is wonderful what strides may be
made toward perfection in a few years. With this sire

we correcr a deficiency of the fleece, and yet retain the

good qualities of form ; with another, we add a little

more bone ; another deepens the flesh on the valuable

parts, and so on. each marking a new advance : while
closer discrimination aud riper judgment keep dis-

closing new features to be attained in each additional
effort.

NORTH CAROLINA A STOCK-RAISING STATE.

Editor Southern Planter:

The late Edmund Ruffin wrote long years ago that

Eastern North Carolina was destined to be the great

stock raising section of the Atlantic Coast, because of

the wonderful luxuriance of the native grasses. But,

alas .' cotton became king, and the farmers went hard

to work to kill all the grass they could. But still,

after a generation or more of this kind of farming,

Eisferu North Carolina has still the capacity inherent

in her soils to grow grass. Last week I attended a

successful Farmers" Institute at Tarboro. iu the rich

conuty of Edgecombe. Riding with a friend over his

farm near the town, I was amazed at the growth of

native grasses that he was mowing on a large field. It

was a general mixture of panicums, paspalums. and

other grasses all over the ground waist hitrh. and as

dense as it could stand. Simply leave that black

peaty soil out without a cultivated crop, and this is

what it will do for the owner. And yet it is still hard

to diminish the area in cotton and get the farmers of

Eastern North Carolina to raise stock, which they can

feed so easily. Said one large land owner near Wil-

mington to me recently, when I was advocating the

stock business as a means of escape from too much
cotton, "Yes, we can grow any quantity of food for

them for winter, but we caunot keep stock, for we have

no pasture." And this man had lowlands that he said

were so rich that manure had no effect on them. Of
course they have no pastures, for they have never

made any. But the laud is there, and all that in that

bounteous land is necessary to make a summer pasture

is simply to let it alone and put the cattle on it after

the grass gets up. Then, too, this is the very soil of

all others on which the Bermuda grass thrives best.

On the black soils of Eastern North Carolina. Bermuda
grass would carry as many cattle, and carry them in

as fine condition in summer, as the Bluegrass pastures

of Kentucky. And yet the cotton idea is so strong

that men say the grass may be all right so long as I

want it for pasture. But suppose I want to put it

in cotton, how would I get rid of the Bermuda. Just

shade it out the year before with a heavy growth of

peas. Bermuda grass will not thrive in the shade.

But when the farmers of Eastern North Carolina once

realize the great advantages they have for stock-rais-

ing, they will not want to break a Bermuda sod for

anything else under heaven. A gentleman in St. Louis

sent me a few days ago a copy of a St. Louis paper

giving a glowing account of the boom in the culture
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of the cow-pea in that State, and he said, "This is all

due to your efforts to get the farmers to try the pea

northward." The stockmen in Missouri, who raise

and fatten beef for the English market, have found

that they can finish off the beeves better on cow

pea hay than any other feed. Another man, who
is a breeder of thoroughbred colts, says that he finds

that cow pea hay gives him better results with his

colts than any other hay he can use. Another says,

that he finds that penned hogs will devour greedily all

the cow- peas he can cut for them and thrive on the

food. The farmers there have found that the land

they thought inexhaustible twenty five years ago now
needs some recuperative agency, and the cow pea is

the thing they can depend upon, for clover has be-

come very uncertain. But the pea grows in all sorts

of seasons, and stands a drought or a hot wind that

will ruin corn and grass. The Director of the Mis-

souri Experiment Station is advising the Missouri far-

mers to grow cow-peas for hay rather than timothy for

all kinds of domestic animals. And yet in Eastern

North Carolina, the very home of the cow- pea, they

have not yet realized what a foi age crop they have.

With Indian corn-silage and cow-pea hay, they can

have a perfectly balanced ration for fattening stock,

and there is no section of the whole country where

more of these things can be grown than in Eastern

North Carolina. The curing of cow- pea hay by the

simple process of wilting and storing seems to pester

some of them, but as hundreds have succeeded, there

is no reason why all should not. If any one wishes to

see good cow-pea hay, we will be glad to show them

some here in the Station barn as green as a leek, but

perfectly cured, and yet here and there I find a man
who says his did not cure well, and he wants me to

tell him the reason for his failure. I cannot of course

say what the reason is that one man cannot do what

hundreds of others have done.

Eastern North Carolina farmers grow peas of course,

but not half as many as they should. They have too

many acres in cotton, and not acras enough growing

food for man and beast. What is true of the Eastern

part of the State is equally true of the West to the

Blue Ridge, for peas and corn flourish all over the

State, and the upland country can grow clover better

than the East, and the meadow grasses popular north-

ward can also be grown profitably. It is true that in

the upper Piedmont country the Bermuda grass be-

comes more of a pest than in the East, and has not as

great value, but other grasses will easily take its place.

Orchard grass and the fescues will thrive on the hills,

and the true blue grass—poa compressa—will make a

sod for a permanent pasture that need never be broken

if dressed with bone dust annually and limed once in

five or six years. I call poa compressa the true blue

grass, as it really has a bluish tint, while poa pretense,

the Kentucky bluegrass, is of the deepest green. Then
in the lowgrounds of the Piedmont section red top

grass is natural, aud there are other native grasses al-

most as abundant as in the black lauds of the East,

but of different vaiiettes. What is still, however, a

striking fact is the great abundance of native grasses

of value where they are simply let alone, and the

wonderful scarcity of grass on the farms. Hill sides

are washed into gulleys from long cultivation, with

no sod to prevent the washing, streams that should be

clear as crystal running to the sea carrying off in their

turbid flood the fertility of the land to fill up the rivers

and choke the harbors on the coast, because men h-.ve

cleared the forest from steep hill sides that never

should have been cleared, and are cultivating the

bottom lands to the water's edge, so that every rain

carries a portion of the soil away, while a belt of wil-

lows along the stream, kept cut low, would prevent

the washing, and grass, instead of corn on the low-

grounds, would give more profit. There is hardly a

section of the State where cattle-raising and feeding

may not be made a profitable part of the farming, and

yet, from the Blue Ridge to the sea, stock have been

ignored for cotton and tobacco, the farmers selling

continually the raw product of the soil, and never re-

alizing that they have right at hand the means for re-

deeming their soils and making money in doing it.

The thoughtful farmers of the South are fast realizing

the great error of single cropping, but the great diffi-

culty is getting the mass of the cultivators of the soil

to realize that there is something for them outside of

mere cropping. If the tenants were taught and re-

quired to farm, instead of merely "making a crap,"

and some pains were taken to help them start in a

right course, it would not be long before they would

see, in the improved condition of the soil and their

increasing crops aud profit, that there was something

for them in all this. I have said nothing about the

part of North Carolina west of the Blue Ridge. That

section is sui generis. It is a section totally apart from

the rest of the State in soil and climate, and all the

practices in modern farming that have been found ap-

plicable to the States North can find in this favored

region all the advantages of the North intensified and

its objectionable features lessened or obliterated. A
land where the mountain sides rival the valleys in

fertility; where land, over 4,000 feet above the sea,

will grow timothy hay for 15 years without re seeding,

as can be done in Watauga and Mitchell, is of course

a stock and dairy country. And when we add to this

the fact that apples and other fruits grow to greater

perfection there, under absolute neglect, than they do

elsewhere with the greatest care, it is the wonder of

the age that the plateaus and valleys of this part of
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the State have been so long a terra incognita to the

rest of the country. Part of this section is already

growing cattle, and all of it should be getting rich

from the golden hoof of the sheep.

We have but slightly sketched the advantages of

the old North State for stock-raising. Any one fa-

miliar with the State can fill in the picture that would

be hers were her thousand hills covered with herds

and flocks instead of washing away in the effort to

compete with the wide plains of Texas in growing

cotton as a sole crop. W. F. Masset.

ON THE ELABORATION OF HILK AND THE
MANAGEHENT OF DAIRY COWS.

Editor Southern Planter:

The following questions were recently received from

E. Winkler, Austin, Texas :

I. Is it true that a large part of the milk is separa-

ted (formed) while one milks ?

Yes, as the following reasons will indicate :

(1.) The milk cistern or reservoir situated above

each teat rarely holds more than one half a pint of

milk at a time ; therefore, when milking commences

there could not be more than from one to two quarts

of milk already elaborated in the udder.

(2.) Dissection of the udder reveals but scant traces

of milk beyond the limits of the milk cistern. How-

ever, some products are found in a transitory condi

tion, which, we believe, capable of forming an emul-

sion under the directive power of the living organism.

Milk is a true emulsion—that is, an oily substance

having the fat in a finely divided condition.

(3.) Dissection of the udder fails to reveal a suffi-

cient number of fat globules to account for even a

small number of those present in the milk, while it

does exhibit atrophy or fatty degeneration of certain

glands from which milk fat is undoubtedly formed.

f4.) Artificial inflation of the udder after death in-

dicates that it is capable of holding but a small por-

tion of the milk that may be drawn at a single milk-

ing.

(5.) Milk must necessarily be formed from the pro-

ducts of the food and blood, either by direct filtration,

transudation, or a combination of both. As the

udder is composed of connective tissue through which

ramify some of the vital arteries and countless lymph

vessels and veins, it is easy to comprehend how, under

the stimulating action of milking, seemingly impossi

ble quantities of milk may be, as it were, instantly

elaborated. This indicates why foods productive of

blood and animals having extraordinarily developed

circulatory systems should be sought for dairy pur-

poses.

II. Does a cow receiving gentle treatment give more
milk than one that is abused ?

I Most decidedly. Milking is a trade. Abuse, as

from dogging, beating, etc., will produce variations

in the yields of from two to ten pounds of milk per

cow per day. If the loss from this source average five

pounds per day, and the milk is sold at 2 cents per

pound, the loss would be 10 cents a day, or for a cow
milking 300 days, $30. This is not a supposed case,

but the result of observation and experiment, and the

moral is apparent. Milking must be done quickly,

quietly, thoroughly, and with regularity. A sphincter

muscle surrounds each opening of the udder, and

these muscles are in turn connected with those of the

abdomen. The opening or closing of these muscles

are involuntary with the cow. Excitement or abuse

cause them to contract ; hence, the misnomer, " hold-

ing up milk." The ability to give milk is the result

of stimulating the transforming and transporting pow-

ers of the circulatory and glandular structures of the

udder, and, therefore, abuse must be avoided.

III. Can a cow be quieted for milking by giving her
feed as well as by simply handling her gently ? Which
is the better way 1

The most effectual way to quiet a cow is to feed her^

Arrangements can be made to do this without any ad-

ditional trouble, and while gentle treatment is essen-

tial at all times, a satisfied appetite is the best guaran-

tee of docilitj and prolonged elaboration of milk.

IV. Is there any difference in the richness of the

milk, the first or the last of the milking ?

There is a difference of from 2 to 10-15 per cent.

The " fore " or first is thus seen to be poor in butter

fat, while the last milk, or " strippings," is very rich.

This makes it apparent why milking must be exhaus-

tive, or else much fat will be lost, besides failing to

stimulate the milk glands to their utmost elaborating

capacity. An example may make the foregoing

statement clearer.

A cow, thoroughly milked, yields 20 pounds of

milk ; a cow, abused or poorly milked, yields 16

pounds of milk ; lost, by abuse and poor milking, 4

pounds of milk. Sixteen pounds "fore" milk, con-

taining 3 per cent, fat, yields .48 of a pound of fat ; 4

pounds " strippings," containing 10 per cent, fat,

yields .40 of a pound of fat. Hence, nearly one half

of the fat was lost in this case.

Three arguments have been advanced to explain

why the "fore" milk is poor in fat and the "strip-

pings," so rich.

(1.) That a partial creaming takes place in the

udder.

(2.) That the fat is retarded in the udder.
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(3.) That the secretion of fat is stimulated by milk-

ing.

A combination of 2 and 3 most likely occurs.

V. What is the best method of feeding milk cows
that can also run on grass ?

Grass is the ideal food for the dairy cow, and on
fresh pastures it does not pay to feed grain. After a

aeries of trials, the Cornell Experiment Station reached

this conclusion regarding the matter : "When grain

is fed to cows on fresh pastures enough more milk
may be produced to pay for the cost of the grain."

As the pastures become poor or dried up, supple
mented food should be supplied liberally in a succu-

lent form. Soiling crops, as rye, sorghum, corn, cow-

peas, etc., should be grown and ready for this pur-

pose. In addition, a ration of from six to ten pounds
of meal may be fed, depending on the season, milk
flow, and price of dairy products.

We prefer to feed the soiling crops in the stable at

the time of milking, aud the grain .should be sprinkled

over the coarse foods to insure thorough mastication

and complete digestion. The meals to be fed will

vary with local conditions. Three to six pounds of

cotton seed meal, combiued with corn, oats, or bran,

will give good results. We prefer the combination
of three meals, when market conditions will permit it,

as a better balanced ration can be secured in this

way.
Andrew M. Soule, Agriculturist.

Tennessee Experiment Station, September 8, 1899.

THE EXPENSE OF KEEPING COWS—THE COST
OF A QUART OF MILK, OR POUND OF BUTTER.
Editor Southern Planter:

The cost of a quart of milk, or pound of butter, or

cheese, depends principally on the other expense of

keeping cows, and cows can be kept cheaper in the

South than in the North, because the winters are

shorter, and the pasturage season longer, and because

some of the valuable feeding stuffs are cheaper there

where they are produced.

The exact cost of a quart of milk or pound of butter

on the farm where made can never be accurately de-

termined. It differs in different States, in different

localities, in the same State, on different farms, in the

same locality, and on the same farm, with different

cows and at different seasons of the year. There are

so many different factors that enter into the account,

and must be taken into consideration, that it makes
the problem a difficult one to solve. The cost will

depend on the value of the land on which the cows are

kept, the value of the cows ; that is, what they cost, or

would sell for ; the value of the calf; the value of the

feed consumed ; the cost of labor, and the value of the

manure.

Some dairy writers have declared that more than

half the cows kept in the United States were kept at

a loss. A Mr. Jennings took a cow census of Ellis-

burg, N. T. He enumerated 5,507 cows, and inter-

viewed the owners. According to his figures, the an-

nual average cost of keeping each of the cows was

$36.30 ; the annual average product from each cow

was ouly §31.74 ; the annual average loss on each cow

was $4.51. It seems to me there must have been some

great mistake in taking that cow-census. Those cows

must have produced more than they got credit for.

Probably no account was taken of the value of the

milk and butter used in the dairymen's families, or

of the value of the skim milk, and buttermilk fed to

pigs, or of calves sold, or of the value of the manure.

The manure from each cow, if carefully saved and ap-

plied, was, according to Professor Robert?' valuation

(as compared with commercial fertilizers), worth

$58.40.

Professor Roberts, of Cornell University, made an

experiment in feeding three large common cows in

full milk on hay, cornstalks, cotton seed meal, corn

meal, and malt sprouts, with the following result

:

The cost of keeping each cow was 23 cents per day,

and the manure from each cow he valued at 16 cents

per day. The value of food required to make one

quart of milk was a trifle less than 1? cents, not count

ing anything for labor of feeding or milking. His

valuation of t n e manure was greater than most farm-

ers would place it, but not greater than its ingredients

would cost if bought in commercial fertilizers. Cows
can be kept in some places much cheaper than Pro-

fessor Roberts kept his, and they can be kept in the

South as cheaply as anywhere. J. B. Phelps, of Con-

neautville, Pa., one of the vice-presidents of the Penn-

sylvania State Dairymen's Association, says :
" I keep

my cows on three cents worth of ensilage, and one

cent's worth of wheat bran, making but 4 cents per

day for the maintenance of each cow, or $14 60 per

year." Dr. C. V. Porter, of Viroqua, Wis., states

that the yearly cost of keeping each cow in his herd of

28 was about $25, or less than 7 cents per day. An
experiment made by Professor L. H. Adams of the

Wisconsin University, gave the following results :

4,960 pounds of ensilage made 1,688 pounds of milk

that churned 62 pounds and 3 ounces of butter. The
ensilage was valued at $2.50 per ton. Counting noth-

ing for labor, and allowing nothing for the value of

skim milk and manure, his butter cost him less than

10 cents per pound. The skim milk and manure

would no doubt pay for the trouble of feeding, milk-

ing, and butter- making. H. C. Crawford, of Venango

county, Pa., says : "Our cows (not in full milk) are

receiving about 30 pounds of ensilage and straw daily,

and they are in better condition than any I see
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through the country, or my own when I fed 25 pounds

of hay daily, costing twice as much. I can place a

ton of ensilage in the silo for feeding, not including

rent or fertilizing of laud, for $1.30 per ton, when I

can grow 10 tons per acre." His ensilage cost him
not quite 2 cents per day for each cow, and if we allow

the same for straw consumed, which could hardly be

sold, the total would be less than 4 cents per day, not

counting anything for interest on capital invested

in land, and cows, or labor of feeding and milking,

and allowing nothing for manure. The skim milk,

manure, and calves ought to be worth enough to pay

the interest on capital and the labor.

If Mr. Phelps and Mr. Crawford kept their cows as

cheaply on pasture as they did on ensilage in the

winter, and their cows averaged no more than 150

pounds of butter each per annum, then their butter

cost them less than 10 ceuts per pound, charging the

cows nothing for labor or interest ou capital, and cred-

iting nothing for skim milk, buttermilk, calves, or

manure. When cows are kept in the stable, and
charged the full farm value of the feed they consume,

it is not right to charge them with any interest ou the

value of the land which produced the food, whether it

be one dollar or one hundred dollars per acre.

Taking the record of 10 dairies in Wisconsin, each

having over 20 cows, and putting them together, we
find that the average earnings of each cow was 864 47,

and the average cost of keeping each cow was $35 per

annnm.

Bradford Co.. Pa. J. W. Ingham.

ROP1NESS IN MILK.

Editor Southern Planter :

The following inquiry was received from a corre-

spondent:

For some time I have noticed a peculiar action of the
milk in my dairy which gives me some uneasiness. I

milk at present thirty cows, from which part of the
milk is made into butter ; the balance sold as milk.
I use a separator for separating cream, and churn
three times a week ; the cream placed in a well venti-
lated cellar until used for churning. But of late I

have noticed when the cream is allowed to stay in the
cellar a layer is forming on the top of the cream, about
an inch or two thick, of a very viscid nature, and
when poured out it draws out like strings. Can you
give me any pointers about it

!

Yon are evidently troubled with ropiness in your
milk. This condition is caused by a set of specific

germs. It has been noted on several occasions in

this country, though it has hitherto always been local

in nature. The germ producing ropiness is taken ad-

vantage of in the manufacture of Edam cheese and

in the making of certain drinks used in Norway

and Sweden. This trouble has arisen spontaneously

wherever observed in the United States, and so far as

known has always been observed at this season of the

year, when the air is generally sultry or surcharged

with moisture, making it very murky, and thus pro-

ducing the best possible conditions for the rapid de-

velopment of abnormal fermentations.

As is well known, there are maiiy species of germs
in milk. Asa general thing, those producing lactic

acid and the desirable fermentations are in the ascend-

ency, and whenever this is so, the normal fermenta-

tions that we are familiar with follow, but for some
unaccountable cause some undesirable getm secures

the ascendency once in a while, and whenever this

is the case an abnormal fermentation appears, as that

noted in this instance.

The cause of ropiuess, as we have stated, is a spe-

cific bacterium which has been isolated and studied.

The source, however, in cases reported in America,

has thus far remained unknown. In experiments

made at the Michigan Agricultural College in an en-

deavor to solve this problem, the source was thought

to be the udder of the cow. Further back than that

the origin of the trouble could not be traced. This

indicates that the udder of the cow in travelling over

the pasture probably comes in contact with this unde-

sirable germ, which is carried to the stable, where it

spreads and enters the milk in large numbers, causing

the trouble indicated. The remedy, therefore, would

be absolute cleanliness. The udder should be brushed

off when the cow enters the stable and sponged very

lightly with a solution of one part of corrosive subli-

mate to two thousand parts of water. As corrosive

sublimate is a deadly poison, it should be used with

the greatest care. Milking should not commence
until the udder is thoroughly dry. All parts of the

stable should be washed and scoured thoroughly with

this same solution. Besides that, the stable should be

thoroughly disinfected by burning brimstone—say,

two to four pounds to every one thousand cubic feet of

space, keeping ap this treatment for as much as sixty

or seventy hours. All milking utensils should be

thoroughly scalded and sterilized with live steam to

free them from contamination. The milker's clothes

and person shouldjbe thoroughly disinfected as a fur-

ther precaution.

Unless the trouble is especially aggravated and

now becomes chronic, the persistent exercise of these

directions will soon free your dairy of this trouble.

Andrew M. Soule, Agriculturist.

Tennessee Experiment Station, August 25, 1898.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.
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INOCULATING AGAINST THE TEXAS FEVER
TICK.

Northern brpeders of pure bred cattle, who are in

terested in seeing the South become a safe market for

the breeding stock they produce, will be glad to learn

that almost complete success in rendering northern

bred stock immune against attacks of Texas fever is

being attained by means of inoculation. The process

seems to be substantially safe when performed under

proper conditions and the immunity secured by it is

practically perfect. Forty four head were inoculated

at the Mississippi Experiment Station without the loss

of a single animal, and of 130 head of pure bred cat

tie inoculated in Illinois there were but two deaths,

and they were ascribed to exposure to cold rains

during the fever period which follows inoculation,

rather than to the inoculation itself. Three hundred
and seventy one cattle inoculated in the North before

being taken to Texas were afterwards exposed to

Texas fever for several months, and, like all cattle in

Texas, became filled with ticks, and the resulting loss

was only 5 per cent., the animals lost being those that

had responded imperfectly to the inoculation.

The virus used in the inoculating process is the

blood of any healthy animal that has in any way be
come immune against the fever, whether it be a Texas
steer that is habitually full of the fever bearing ticks, or

a northern one that has been rendered immune by
artificial tick infestation, as is sometimes practiced,

although it is attended with great risk, or a northern

grown animal made immune by inoculation. There
is practically no difference in the effect of the blood

of any of these several classes of immune animals

when it is used to inoculate others. The blood is

drawn from the jugular vein under proper precautions

to prevent it from taking on any outside impurities,

and it is kept fluid by the removal of the coagulable

fibrin. With this blood young cattle are inoculated

on the side of the neck and thick skinned bulls at a

point just behind the shoulder. The dose that can be
injected into the veins of all animals with safety is

2.5 cubic centimetres. In many animals this dose

produces a very high fever ; in others it will not pro-

duce the necessary reaction at all, for there is a wide
difference in the susceptibility of different individuals

that does not depend on size. The safe course is to

inoculate with the dose named and remove all those

which show a reaction sufficient in degree to secure

immunity. Those that fail to react can then be inoc-

ulated with larger amounts. When the reaction is

distinct enough to secure immunity, a fever sets in

from the eighth to the twelfth day and continues for

from seven to ten days, and during this period the

temperature rises to about 104.5 to 105.5 degrees.

Frequently there is a second but less severe rise in

temperature about the twenty fifth day, which con
tinues for seven or eight days. During the period the

animals are kept quiet, protected from bad weather,

and fed moderately laxative feed.

—

Livestock Indicator.

[Dr. W. C. Stubbs, of the Louisiana Experiment

Station, recently told us that he had successfully inoc-

ulated a number of pure bred cattle from the North,

and that though they had since been with other South-

ern cattle and been infested with ticks, they had never

taken the disease. This means millions to Southern

tock owners.

—

Ed.]

HEREFORDS IN FLUVANNA COUNTY, VA.

Dr. Stone, of Stonehurst Fruit and Stock Farm,

Fluvanna county, Va. , is the owner of a small herd of

Hereford cattle. Desiring to know how they suc-

ceeded in that county, we asked him to give us some

information on the subject. As he has adopted the

rule of weighing his stock on the 22d day of every

month, it was easy for him to give us the most certain

proof of what they were doing. The following table

shows the gains the stock have made on pa-ture alone

up to the 22d of October. For the greater part of the

time since the cattle went to grass they have grazed on
wild common pasture, and the figures given are suffi-

cient proof that Herefords can do well on Fluvan-
na's native grasses, as well as on the better cultivated

grasses.
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The two cows, Gertie and Mollie, calved in Septem-
ber and were not weighed that month.
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The Poultry Yard.

POKEBERRIES.

Editor Southern Planter :

At this season of the year, when fowls are moulting
and when pokeberries are ripe, the failure to get eggs
from hens is generally attributed to their eating poke-
berries, of which they are very fond. Please give me
any information that you have as to what is thought
by poultry men as to the effect of the egg product
from hens eating pokeberries ; and if there is no evi-

dence of harm in pokeberries, then is not the moult-
ing the cause of the decrease in eggs, and are not the
two conditions simply coincidental, and have noth-
ing in common, or are both conducive to the same
end ! If any of your subscribers can throw any light

upon the subject from actual experiment in cutting
down the poke weed before it bears fruit for several

seasons, and see if there is any benefit from so doing,
I would like to know. Thos. J. Gabdex.

[We can find no mention of any observation of the

effect of pokeberries on fowls. Poke weed, the plant

bearing the berries, is undoubtedly poisonous to most

animals when the leaves and stems are eaten, but we
do not find any mention of the poisonous nature of the

berries. Our own observation has convinced us that

they are not poisonous to fowls, nor do we believe

that they are in any way injurious, and certainly do

not think they have anything to do with hens ceasing

to lay at the time when pokeberries are plentiful.

This season is coincident with the time when moulting

Daturally takes place, and a moulting hen never lays

either in this country, where pokeweed is common,

or in England, where pokeweed is unknown. The
vital force of the fowl is insufficient to maintain the

drain of both making feathers and eggs at the same

time. The new coat of feathers is needed to keep the

fowl warm during the winter, and a wise providence

gives the first place to its production at this season.

In a state of nature, eggs are not produced during

the winter months by birds of any kind, as the pri

mary object of the egg is the perpetuation of the spe

cies, and this function is not capable of being then

carried on from the absence of the necessary feed for

the young. Although fowls have had their natural

habits largely modified by domestication, yet they

have not so far been changed as to overcome the ne-

cessity for making feathers instead of eggs in the fall

of the year. Hasten the moulting by suitable feeding

during its continuance, and the hens will then soouer

be able to devote their vital force to the production of

eggs when their surroundings and feed are conge-

nial.

—

Ed.]

Mention the Planter when writing to advertisers.

PROPER CARE OF POULTRY.

There are some things that the Southern poultry-

man neglects to his detriment, and sometimes such

neglect results in his abandonment of the business,

pronouncing it a failure and decrying all papers and
parties who write and claim that poultry is profitable.

To be a success, it must be plain to every one who has

any business capacity, that to neglect anything pertain-

ing to the industry will as surely work disastrous re-

sults in that busiuess as it would in any other.

Just now is the time to avoid some bad diseases by

proper preparation for the winter months, when the

poultryman can expect the best prices for the product

of his laying hens.

Fowls, to produce best results, must not only be fed

a well balanced ration, but must be icarmly and com-

fortably housed, else a large percentage of the food

consumed will be employed in sustaining the animal

heat, and the result will be an empty egg-basket. It

costs but little to properly batten a box hen house or

to cover its sides with Neponset or anj good roofing

paper, and this, exclusion of drafts, is essential to the

health of the fowls. With your house secure from

these drafts and its floor well covered with good dry

sand and all dampness excluded, you will find your
•' biddies " happy and busy the coldest day that comes

and attending strictly to business.

I have taken it for granted that the reader has at

least kept his premises well cleaned, and that he is not

mating up any vermin infested fowls, for if he is,

failure is already his portion unless he resorts to the

heroic use of the whitewash brush, with a goodly pro-

portion of carbolic acid in the wash, giving every

crack and crevice a liberal dose and every fowl a gen-

erous supply of insect powder.

Many progress favorably with fowls until this sea-

son, and then— " My chickens are dying with cholera
;

what shall I do?
-

' is the cry that comes to us from

many sources. Our reply is :
" Filth .' Clean up.'.'''

In nine cases out of ten we have properly diagnosed

the case and given the remedy, for lice and filth cause

many more deaths among the fowls than does cholera,

which is, in fact, a rare though fatal disease.

In a letter received to day, I find this : "My chick-

ens are all sneezing and coughing, and I do not know
what to do for them," &c. I would say, in reply, the

correspondent's chicks are suffering from severe colds

—the result of dampness—and that the symptoms are

premonitory of the roup. The best remedy for them

is to first provide them with warm dry sleeping places,

and give each fowl affected from a half to a teaspoon-

ful of lard and camphorated oil in equal proportions,
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and iDj'ect a few drops of the oil in the nostrils. We
have found this to be an almost sure cure for colds.

Take care of your fowls and they will, I had almost

said, take care of you. Give them such quarters

and such a diet as to cause them to think that the

year is made of one eternal spring, and you will be

gladdened all the year by the perpetual cackle of

" biddy " as she proves to you that she is a profitable

piece of property. H. Sledd.

Poichalan County, Va.

WINTER EGGS.

We are often prone to lay to "the perversity of na-

ture" things which are largely our own fault. We
often complain of bad luck, or calmly accept it with

out complaining, feeling that we must take "the in-

evitable," when the truth is that if we looked about
ns a little, we might very easily remedy that which
troubles us. It often seems to be a hard provision of

nature that our hens should lay plentifully in the

summer, when eggs bring ten cents a dozen, and go
back on us completely in the winter, when eggs are
worth from 25 to 50 cents a dozen. But the truth is

that it is the fault of neither nature nor the hens. The
whole trouble is, that we do not get our hens into the

proper condition to lay eggs. We are not fair to the

hens.

When we send a man to do a piece of work, we are

usually careful to select a man who is in a working
condition, and not a man who ought to be in the hos-

pital. But somehow or other we never seem to think
about that with our hens. Anything that wears feath

•ers, and goes on two legs, seems good enough to us to

lay eggs, no matter what its condition. Here is where
we make mistake No 1.

Then when we send a man to do a piece of work we
are apt to see that he has the tools to work with. We
are not like Pharaoh in demanding bricks without
straw. But how about our hens? Do we not demand
eggs without proper food* We do that very thing over
and over again.

If there is one fact established in henology it is that

the fonduess of fowls for bugs and worms is not an
unnatural taste. The animal matter thus secured sup
plies a most important element in the fowl's food, and
it is largely because the hens cannot procure this food

in winter that they cease to lay eggs.

Another reason for few eggs in winter is that the

hens are not only not in the best physical condition,

but the food they get does not contain the proper ele

ments for egg making, and, as has been hinted, a man
•cannot make bricks without straw. Pood containing

the necessary elements must be supplied if we are to

have full egg baskets.

It is for this reason that the feeding of green cut

bones has become so popular among money making
poultry men and women. Green cut bone supplies

this needed element as does no other food and at a less

expense than grain can be fed. It keeps the fowls

healthy, it makes eggs, and is, in short, an indispen-

sable food. No person who keeps fowls, be they few
or many, can afford to be without a green bone cutter.

—L. A. Woethington, in American Farmer.

CUT BONE.
One pound of cut bone for a dozen hens once a day,

which should not cost over one cent a pound, will

produce more eggs than five times as much grain, be-

cause the cut bone is complete in egg-making sub-

stances, while the grain is largely deficient in many
respects. Some persons affirm that it does not pay to

procure a bone cutter for a small flock. That is a mis-

take. Bone cutters are now cheaper than many ordi-

nary garden tools, and are strong, durable and effi-

cient. The cost of the bone cutter is soon regained

in the increased number of eggs laid. It is almost

indispensable to success, no matter how small the

flock, for no one should keep a flock unless fully de-

termined to secure the largest profit possible. The
great saving of bone9 and meat, and the utilization

of materials that could not be appropriated as food

for fowls without their use, have given green bone
cutters a place on all well-regulated poultry farms.

They are sold at from five dollars to ten dollars—

a

price which places them within the reach of all—and
they have added to the profits of poultrymen, farmers,

butchers, and poultry supply houses.

—

Poultry Keeper.

FLOOR SPACE IN POULTRY HOUSE.

More room is required in the poultry house in win-

ter than in summer, because during the warm season

the fowls can go outside, only requiring sufficient room
for roosting, but in winter they need room for scratch-

ing when the suow is on the ground. It is the space

on the floor that is required, and not on the roost, for

when a hen fixes herself on the roost she will be quiet

until morning, but during the day she should be kept

busy. Ten fowls in a poultry house ten feet square

(making 100 square feet) are sufficient, but most per-

sons endeavor to double, or even treble that number,

and the consequence is that they keep too many fowls

in proportion to the area of floor space.

—

Poultry-

Keeper.

HILLET SEED FOR POULTRY.
Millet seed should be a regular diet for the laying

hens, and it should be kept on hand and in a conve-

nient place for use. When you go into the yards and
the hens run to you for food, which they will do if

fed frequently, even when they are not hungry, scatter

millet seed for them and let them seek the seeds.

Mustard seed, hemp seed, or any small seed, will an-

swer. A tablespoon ful of seed is sufficient, as it is

not intended so much as a portion of the ration as to

keep the hens busy.

—

Poultry Keeper.

We have always cautioned our readers not to over-

look dry dirt for the winter, and to store it away be-

fore the rains set in. We do not refer to road dust,

which is not very clean, but to fresh, dry earth, which
may be sifted and put away under shelter. It is ex-

cellent, not only for the hens in winter, but it is also

one of the best substances to use in stalls for cattle

or as an absorbent of urine. It costs almost nothing,

and is more beneficial on the poultry-house floor than

any other substance.

—

Poultry Keeper..
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The Horse.

PRACTICAL HINTS FOR MORSE OWNERS.
Buyers of horses generally like to see the animal in

motion before deciding whether they should purchase
or not, but as a fact, only when an animal is quite still

can he be properly judged. If he is sound he will

stand squarely upon his limbs without moving at all,

and the legs showing themselves posed in a natural

and plump manner. The feet should not be thrown
forward, the heel should not be raised, or the foot be
lifted from the ground, and the weight thus taken from
it, as in any of these cases tenderness or disease may
be suspected. Many owners desirous of disposing of

an animal do not hesitate to make it trot, or otherwise
to keep it from a standing posture ; hence, intending
purchaser should see the animal in both an activ -and
passive condition.

A poor-working team makes farming operations
more costly. Grooming is essential, as it gives rest to

tired muscles, being second only to proper food. It

has been said that a uood grooming is worth 4 quarts
of oats. Feed liberally, but do not over feed. Feed
regularly, and see that the horse has its breakfast, din
ninner and supper before you have your own. It is a
poor policy to give horses no grain until they are about
to do some job of a hard character or a season's work.
Overfeeding with grain or grass causes derangement
of the digestive apparatus, and impaired digestion
means impaired usefulness in the long run. A horse
will do more work on oats than on maize, ami while
maize will prepare a horse for labor, oats make a bet
ter ration during hard work ; oil and starch in maize
make it an undesirable summer food, as it is heating.
Old hay, cut and mixed with bran, or a little meal,
makes a good working ration, but if old hay is not
plentiful, give newly- cured clover or timothy. Give,
also, an occasional feed of roots, apples, and the like,

as they afford a variety and help digestion. If at all

possible, let the team during hard summer work drink
once in ihe forenoon, and once in the afternoon, be-

sides at their regular meals. See that the breast and
shoulders do not chafe, to prevent which see that they
have well fitting collars, and bathe the shoulders with
cool, but not cold water, in returning from the field.

NOTES.

HOW TO JUDGE MORSE CHARACTER.
Horse phrenology is the latest discovery of the Royal

College of Veterinary Suigeons of England. Accord-
ing to Harold Leeney, a member of the college, it is

easy to tell a horse's character by the shape of his nose.
If there is a gentle curve to the profile, and at the
same time the ears are pointed and sensitive, it is safe
to bank on the animal as gentle, and at the same time
high spirited. If, on the other hand, the horse has a
dent in the middle of the nose, it is equally safe to set

him down as treacherous and vicious. The Roman
nosed horse is certain to be a good animal for hard
work and safe to drive, but he is apt to be slow. A
horse with a slight concavity in the profile will be
scary and need coaxing. A horse that droops his ears
is apt to be lazy as well as vicious. Hard work will

sometimes make a horse which started out properly
let his ears drop, as is illustrated by the animals that
pull the North Side carettes.

—

Chicago Tribune.

The Thirty ninth Annual Fair of the North Carolina
State Agricultural Society, which began at Raleigh
on Tuesday, October 17th, and closed on the following

Friday, was a success financially, while the attend-

ance was the best seen for yeais. President R. H.
Battle, Treasurer C. V. Deuson and Secretary Joseph
E. Pogue, who directed affairs and brought them to a
successful issue, were well pleased with the result.

While probably not so large as on some former years,

the exhibits of live stock, agricultural and mechanical
products were high-class of their kind, and quite at-

tractive in appearance. In the class for best standard-

bred stallion, Mr. L. Banks Holt, of the Alamance
Farm, Graham, N. C, captured the blue ribbon with
Gregorian, the chestnut son of Prince George and Bel-

tina, by Mansfield, while the red went to Gallant C,
2.26}, a stoutly made bay by Red Wilkes, dam by
Belmont, and the white to Melville Chief by Tattler,

out of Lady Simple by Happy Medium, who is past
twenty and shows age plainly. Mr. Holt also got the
blue ribbon with Giles Mebane, a three year old brown,
sou of the famous racer, John R. Gentry and Winnie
D., dam of Hulman, 2:20, by Hannis, one of the hand-
somest and most highly finished colts ever shown in

North Carolina. In the class for best brood-mare, first

prize went to Ruby W., dam of Rubico, 2:24!, by
Maryland Volunteer, owned by Prof. Frank E Em-
ory, and second to Mambrino Girl, 2:30, by Victor
Von Bismarck, whose foal of 1S99, a well formed,
handsome youngster, is from the loins of Paterson
Wilkes, son of Overstreet Wilkes. As usual, the
speed programme foimed a strong attraction, and a
well-filled grand stand daily witnessed the decision of
the different events. Two or more races were decided
each day—one for runners and the others for harness
horses. The most notable contest of the meet was the
victory of Firewood, the bay gelding by King Nut-
wood, out of Medina, by Middletown, owDed by Jo
seph Lassiter, Richmond, Va., and driven by W. L.

Bass in the 2:20 class, over Maggie Carrell, the bay
mare by Jack Dawson, out of Lucy S., by Young Jim,
owned by S. Walton; Falls Mills, Va., and driven by
Thomas Cannon. Firewood won the first heat in

2:191, the second in 2:171, lowering his own record
and that of the track also, when Maggie Carrell cap-

tured the third in 2:181, a reduction of a full second
in her record ; then Firewood won the fourth heat in

2:19?, and the race. Little Stakes, winner of the 2:5Q

class on the first day of the Raleigh Fair, in straight

heats, the fastest being 2:291, and of the 2:30 class on
the third day, also won in straight heats, the fastest

being 2:251, his present record. He is a bay gelding,

five years old, by Great Stakes, dam Bertie Helen, by
Walkill Prince, bred by J. L. Camp, Franklin, Va.
He is owned by R. S. Cromwell, Norfolk, Va., and
was driven in both races by W. R. Steele, a son of
Colin Steele. Little Stakes has been driven a trial in

2:171 by Colin Steele, in whose hands he has been all

during the season, and in 1900, if he keeps right,

Steele looks for the bay gelding to trot low down in

the teens.
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The 2:25 class, trotting, at Raleigh, furnished con-

siderable diversion, as after Lucena, the bay mare by
Wickliffe, owned by B. W. Saunders, Richmond, Va.,
and driven by W. L. Bass, both of whom regarded
her as a sure winner, had taken the first heat in 2:251,

a reduction of a full second iu her record, and finished

first in the second and third heats, iu both of which
she was set back by the judges for repeated breaks and
running, and gave the heats given to Ella Leo—time,

2:21] and 2:25 ; the latter won the fourth heat in 2:26
and was awarded the race. Ella Leo is a bay mare
five years old, by Red Leo, out of Lucy S., dam of
Maggie Carrell, 2:18}. She was bred and is now owned
by Mr. S. Walton, Falls Mills, Va., and the time of

the second heat, 2:21], constitutes her present- record.

The 2:40 class, trotting and pacing, purse $150, on
the last day of the Raleigh meeting, was for horses
owned in North Carolina, and furnished a couple of

recruits to the list of standard speed. Lucena won
the first heat in 2:30, after which Rowdy Bob won the
second heas in the same time, and followed it up by
finishing first in the third and fourth heats in 2:36 and
2:37, which gave him the race. Titania is a bay mare,
five years old by Oberon, son of Messenger Duroc.
dam by a son of Blue Bull. She was bred by W. P.
Bachelor, of Raleigh, N. C. Rowdy Bob is a brown
gelding, five years old, by Gregorian, 2:295, out of
Nina Judson, by Charlie Burlew. and was bred by
Mr. L. Banks Holt, Graham, N. C.

Mr. W. N. Wilmer, Plain Dealing Farm, Scotts
ville, "Va., has recently lost by death, due to conges-
tion of the lungs, the chestnut mare. Barbara, foaled

1S86, by Alcantara, out of Helen, by Daniel Lambert.
She was the most highly prized brood-mare at the
farm. The oldest of her produce owned by Mr. Wil-
mer is a chestnut colt three years old, handsome and
highly finished, that if trained should make a trotter.

This colt has taken several blue ribbons in the show-
ring, and is registered as Plain Dealing. He is by
Virginia Chief, the big black son of Kentucky Prince
and Nina, by Messenger Duroc, that stands at the
head of Mr. Wilmer's stud.

The bay horse Gallant C, 2:26], by Red Wilkes, dam
by Belmont, winner of second prize for best stallion

at the Raleigh Fair, is owned by J. C. Cochran, Char
lotte, N. C. Mr. Cochran also owns a bay filly, three
years old, by Gallant G, out of Lady Jefferson, 2:21],

by Thomas Jefferson, that is regarded as very prom-
ising. Lady Jefferson is now the property of R. J.

Holmes, Salisbury, N. C, who uses her as a roadster.

Mr. Price Neely, Dixie, N. C, has a well formed,
handsome chestnut gelding iu Princetell, the son of
Drextell and Minnie S., by Kentucky Prince, that was
bred by Budd Doble, Terre Haute, Ind., who owned
the sire, a full brother to Axtell, 2:12. Princetell is

a pacer, nicely gaited and level-headed, and with
proper development should learn to go fast.

One of the best prospects owned by Mr. L. Banks
Holt, Alamance Farm, Graham, N. C, is the bay
mare Mattie Holt, four years old, by Baronet, 2:11],

out of Jillis, by Jay Bird. She is gaited right for

speed at the trot, and Mr. Holt looks for her to go
fast with age and development. Her dam, Jillis, pro-

duced the bay mare Flare, 2:261, that, while in foal

to John R. Gentry, 2:00], was sold for export to Ger-

many from Alamance Farm in 1896.

In the stable of Ira C. Nelson, this city, is the game
aud fast brown stallion Eloroso, record 2:181. earned
this season in a six heat winning race. He is by Sim-
mons, out of the great brood-mare Berkshire Belle,

2:22], by Alcyone, second and third dams also in the
great brood-mare list. Eloroso began the season with a

mark of 2:231, and in addition to his rich breeding, is a
horse of tar more than ordinary finish and good looks.

James C Smith, of this city, owner of the giant trot-

ting gelding Mosul, 2:091. has another fast horse in

the bay gelding Roster, by Almomedo. out of Red
Rose, by Red Wilkes. Recently, at Hartford, Conn.,

Roster reduced his record from 2:211 to 2:161, and
when right and fit can chip off a few more seconds.

In the bay gelding Albert C, 2:16J. Mr. A. B. Gwath-
mey, of the New York Cotton Exchange, has one of the

speediest road horses to be seen on the famous Har-
lem River Speedway. The son of Clay, who was bred

at Onancock, Va., recently trotted an easy quarter iu

31] seconds, and, driven by his owner, has defeated

already this fall some of the fastest road horses owned
in New York.

Alix. 2:033, the trotting queen, has been to Direc-

tum, 2:051, holder of the trotting stallion record,

which is the first instance on record where trotting

champions have been mated. The foal of 1899 from

Alix is by Sable Wilkes, 2:18.

Broad Rock.

DRINKIING.

A horse should always be allowed to drink before

feeding, and for this reason : The stomach of the

horse is of such a conformation that if he is given his

food first, and then allowed to drink afterwards, there

is always a probability of portions of the former be-

ing carried away by the passage of the latter through

the stomach, and as a consequence colic is not infre-

quently brought about. Moreover, the animal should

be allowed to drink three or four times a day, and fed

quite as often, in spite of the practice common with

very many grooms. The water has a tendency to al-

lay any feverish symptoms that may arise, and consid-

ering the nature of the work, for example, that a hunt-

er has to perform, and the dry food upon which he is

fed, a little attention should be paid to this matter.

RHEUMATISM

In farm horses is more often present than is sus-

pected. Much depends upon what the malady was

caused by, or rather what upset the system. It not

unfrequently follows influenza and other debilitating

diseases, and in such a case tha object must be to build

up the impaired health of the animal. Tonic medi-

cine and nutritious food must be supplied, and an oc-

casional diuretic may also be given.
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fliscellaneous.

GOVERNMENT DISTRIBUTION OF SEEDS.

We have received the subjoined resolutions from

the American Seed Trade Association with the request

that we will publish the same. We most gladly do

this, as we are in entire sympathy with the tenor of the

resolutions, as we have frequently said in the past.

There is also another bond of sympathy between the

seed association and ourselves, as agricultural pub-

lishers, in that we, like the seed trade, are subjected

to governmental competition. Practically, the seed

trade and the agricultural publishers are the only

men carrying on business in the country who are com-

pelled to pay taxes to enable the Government to enter

into active and daily competition with them. This is

a most unjust position for these men to be placed in,

and is not called for by any public necessity. Both the

seed trade and the publishers are prepared to supply

all the demands of the public, and competition in each

of these businesses is amply sufficient to ensure that

this shall be done at the lowest possible price. The
truth is that there is no demand for the continuance

of this system of free distribution of either seeds or

literature from the public. The farmers scorn to

think that they alone of all the peopl? in the country

are selected to be made the recipients of public charity.

The parties who are to blame for the continuance of

the system are the members of Congress who desire to

be able to send something to those whose support they

have received in the past, or whose help they need in

the future, and they prefer to do this at the expense

of the tax-payers rather than out of their own pockets.

We trust that public opinion will ere long compel

even these shameless individuals to denounce the fur-

ther continuance of the system and leave them to pro

vide "sops" for their supporters, if they need them,

at their own cost. We are glad to see that the present

Secretary of Agriculture has very wisely and properly

reverted to the original purpose for which the appro-

priation was made as to a certain portion of the ap
propriation—viz. : the introduction of new and valua-

ble plants and seeds from foreign countries. This is

legitimate work, and only to the extent to which money
is required for this purpose ought the appropriation

to be continued.

The following are the resolutions referred to :

Tour Committee, to whom was referred the duty of
preparing a suitable expression of the sense of your
body as opposed to the promiscuous free distribution
by the United States Government of common garden
seeds, have the honor to report the following resolu-
tion, and recommend its adoption—viz.:

Whereas no class of merchants in the United States,

in proportion to net returns from their investment, pay
more towards the support of the Government, both
in the form of duties on imported seeds and postage
on seeds and catalogues sent by mail than the seeds-

men, it is therefore manifestly unfair that they should
be singled out for governmental competition by means
of free seeds sent by mail free of postage. It is like-

wise unfair that the whole people should be taxed for

the benefit of the few, it being a well-known fact that

out of the millions of packages annually distributed

by the Government, the great majority are received

by farmers and rural residents who could well afford

to place their individual orders either by mail, or

with their local dealers, and thus obtaia a better grade
of more suitable varieties ; and

Whereas the outside retail value of seed sent by the

government to any one person is. say, twenty-five

cents ; but when this amount is multiplied several

million times, and the fact is also considered that many
others who expert to be recipients of government
seeds withhold their purchases from regular dealers

until the season is past, who would otherwise purchase
of such dealers, some idea is had of the incalculable

detriment thus worked to the legitimate seed trade

;

and
Whereas the original intent of the law was to dis-

tribute for trial new and improved varieties onl.v ; and
as this distribution is now conducted we are sure that

all the more intelligent farmers and country residents

will unite with seedsmen in urging a discontinuance

of this promiscuous distribution free of common seeds,

which is not only an uufair competition with and dis-

crimination against a growing industry, but also an
extravagant outlay of public money which now costs

the government with expense of carriage over $300, 000
annually ; therefore,

Resolved. That the American Seed Trade Associa-

tion, in convention assembled in Cincinnati, June 14,

1S99, again expresses its unaltered opposition to the

free distribution of common garden seeds by the

United States Department of Agriculture ; and fur-

ther be it

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to

the Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture,

and to each senator and member of Congress, together

with the earnest request by this Association that they
will consider our plea that the seed trade of the

United States be relieved from governmental compe-
tition in free standard seeds that are on sale at every
village store.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert McCollough, Ch'm'n, Cincinnati,

W. Atlee Burpee, Philadelphia,

J. C. Vaughan, Chicago,
L. L. May, St. Paul,

F. H. Ebelixg, Syracuse, N. T.

The above resolution was unanimously adopted.

Attest

:

S. F. Willard, Secretary.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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JAPANESE CHESTNUTS.

We have received from Messrs. W. T. Hood & Co.,

nurserymen, of this city, several specimens of Japan-

ese chestnuts, grown on their grounds, near this city,

which are remarkable for their size. The burr of this

nut is the largest we have ever seen, being often from

8 to 12 inches in circumference. This contains two or

three nuts. We have single nuts measuring 5 inches

in circumference in the largest direction, and 4 inches

in circumference in the other direction. The trees

upon which these nuts were grown were imported

from Japan by Messrs. Hood & Co. two years ago,

and stood all through the last severe winter on the

open ground without any protection. They are now
from 4 to 5 feet high, in fine growth and health, and

have as many as 20 nuts upon some of them. This

variety would seem to be likely to be a great acqui-

sition to our nut-bearing trees, and it is evidently a

perfectly hardy tree in this climate.

TEXAS FEVER QUARANTINE.

The Bureau of Animal Industry of the Department
of Agriculture gives notice that from the first day of

November, 1899, to the first day of January, 1900,

the regulations requiring quarantine to be imposed on

the Southern States will be suspended, and that local

State quarantine regulations should be made to con-

form with this. We are given to understand that the

State quarantine regulations in Virginia will be at

once suspended, and that cattle may be freely moved
from all points south of the quarantine line to any
other section from the first November to the first Jan-

uary, 1900.

SCIENTIFIC TRAINING FOR FARHERS.

The following extract from the address of Ex Gov-

ernor Hoard, of Wisconsin, the President of the Farm-
ers' National Congress, made at the recent meeting of

that body in Boston, is deserving of the careful study

of every farmer. It is replete with matter of the

deepest import to every farmer, and the application

of the principles enunciated means increased prosper-

ity to the agricultural interests of the country :

The principal drawback and hindrance to agricul-

tural thought, profit and progress, is a lack of union
and sympathy between scientific theory and the every-
day practice of the farm. As yet there is a wide gulf
between the teacher of agricultural science and the
•working farmer, and our farmers are especially lacking
in appreciation of the great value to them of the scien

tific teacher. A moment's study of the situation will

disclose a reason for this. The farmer knows from
hard experience what he knows. He has worked it

out with his hands. He may not have used his mind

as he ought ; may not have seen what science has to

give him, but it is because he has had but little time
to leave hand work for brain work.
But beyond this is a lack of sureness in his mind of

the truth of what the agricultural teacher is saying.

He is not sure that the facts which environ him are

the same as those which surround the teacher. His
isolation on the farm compels him to be independent
and self reliant. He can depend on no one but him-
self for the soundness of his judgment or a hand to

execute it. He thinks that very much of what is

done at experiment stations, taught at agricultural

colleges, or related in dairy and farm papers, for in-

stance, is nothing but theory. He cannot see how it

is going to help him. And because he does not see he
does not accept. Who cau blame him ! His business

is to make a profit out of farm work, be it ever so

small. He must earn more than he spends, for very
likely there is the interest on the mortgage to satisfy.

If he cannot make a margin in any other way, he must
do it by hard self-denial of many comforts, and still

harder work. It is hard on the wife, on the children

and on himself, but there is no help for it ; he must
pay his debts. No wonder, then, that he cannot
always see that he can follow the advice outsiders give

him. Most meu will not act any further than they
can see. There needs to be instituted a new order of

teaching agriculture in this country, such as is being

done in some of the countries of Europe.
The mountain will not, cannot if it would, go to

Mahomet. There should be established, at various

places in each State, experiment and demonstration
farms carried on by men who can correlate both science

and practice. The Canadian Government, under the

wise direction of Professor Eobertson, has solved this

problem in one line at least. It has introduced dairy-

ing into regions where the industry was unknown, by
building cheese factories and creameries, in the latest

and most approved form, and placing them in charge
of graduates of government dairy schools. These in-

stitutions were maintained until the farmers about
them had learned the way and method of true prac-

tice, when they were aosorbed by local capital. In

this way the farmers learned that what they are too

apt to call "theory" and "book farming" was the

essence of practical method.
The Southern Farm Gazette, in noting the fact that the

German farmers import from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000-

bushels of corn a week to feed their fattening animals,

says:
"It does seem a little strange that German farmers

are able to import American corn for hog and cattle

food, while Southern farmers claim they cannot afford

to raise pork on corn. Where is the difference—in

the stock or the feeders'?"

The German farmer is a scientific feeder. He is a
believer in the balanced ration. He makes large use
of his experiment stations. When a little boy, he
was taught the elements of agriculture in the primary
school. When he became a man, he was a reader and
student of the science of feeding. If any professor,

like Wolfe, had patiently experimented on the feeding
question, the German farmer did not sneer at him and
call it "all book farming and theory." He reached
out after the truth wherever he could find.it. As a
consequence, he can pay the freight on American corn
for 4,000 miles, pay the speculator's profit for it be-
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sides, and make money by feeding it. When our
American farmers evidence a disposition to respect
what science is patiently doing for them, and become
more studious and intelligent, they will make more
money with their farm animals
But something must be done to close up this gap

between the farmer and what agricultural science has
to offer. The Sh< rt Course in the Wisconsin Agricul
tural College, the Dairy School, the Farm Institutes,

the Wisconsin Dairymen's Association, all aided very
greatly hy the agricultural press, are doing what they
can to close this gap in Wisconsin. I speak more
particularly of my own State because I am more con
vereant with the results obtained among the people.
These forces are taking hold of our young men, giving
them a broader idea of what it means to be a farmer,
and how a better study of what science has to give will

lighten their labor and increase the profit of that labor.
Three great ruling objects control here : To make bet
ter farmers, and thus encourage the making of more
farmers. Hard, unthinking, unprofitable farming
drives the boys away from the farm. The farmer must
give his boy a chance to know a little more than he
can teach him about farming in these days, or he will

leave the farm. The third grand result is the building
up of the wealth and agricultural prosperity of the
State, which comes as the crowning result of a wiser
and more practical union of the farm, the farmer and
the teacher of agricultural science.

Education.

God said: "Let there be light." The average
farmer of this country does not yet squarely believe in

that principle as an aid to himself and his farm. He
has too little sympathy for agricultural schools or for

organized methods for a better agricultural education.
This is seen in the fact that, as a class, he spends
thousands of dollars to educate his children to be law-
yers or doctors, where he spends one dollar to espe-
cially fit them to be intelligent farmers. This strange
indifference to the advantages which a trained use of
knowledge imparts is difficult of explanation. But
few farmers believe that there is such a thing as a
science of agriculture. The great mass do not believe
that the thing we call farming can be taught to their

children from books or schools. The American farmer
will admit the necessity of a special intellectual train-

ing to be a lawyer, doctor, preacher, editor, merchant,
or mechanic, and his sacrifice for the education of his

children in everything but farming is without parallel

in the history of any other nation. He sees clearly

that if his boys understand the principles of law, of
medicine, of mechanics, or of banking, he must look
into books and read there the record of the experience
and judgment that have gone before him. That boy's
intellect must be trained to discern a principle on the
printed page, and then, by practice, learn how to

apply that principle to produce material results.

Do you suppose that the farmers who swarmed out
of New Eugland and New York into Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana and the farthest West, would have reduced
the fertility of their lands as they have done, if they
nad been taught in the country schools, when boys,
the meaning and methods of conserving uitiogen,

phosphoric acid and potash as fertilizing agents?

Is there a farmer here that ever heard those agents

of all plant growth mentioned in the studies of his

boyhood ?

I feel deeply on this great lack of primary farm ed-

ucation. I had to face it in my own young life, and
the boasted statesmanship of my country has not yet
provided conditions much if any better in this direc-

tion than those which obtained fifty years ago.

The difference between successful and unsuccessful

men in all callings is not luck, but rather judgment
and energy. Good judgment is an act of the mind,
and one must have a mind well stored with sound
knowledge, and well trained to use it, in order to ex-

ercise the best judgment. I see a ray of hope in the

fact that this great national body of farmers have come
to see the tremendous importance of this question. I

hope you will include it every year in your pro-

grammes until discussion is crystallized into action all

over the nation.

Ideas govern. Wrong ideas, or lack of right ideas,

govern just as rigidly as the best of ideas. Good sound
thought, correct ideas of theory and practice, must
take the place of unsound ones, or there can be no im-
provement in the productiveness and profit of our soil

or animals.
When we see a man farming in a wasteful way, or

with animals unfitted to his purpose, we know con-

clusively that that man lacks right ideas of his busi-

ness.

The outcome of the labor of his hands will depend
not on the strength of the hands, but upon the sound-

ness of the ideas which govern the hands.

This is seen and demonstrated in every community
of farmers in the world.

For instance, dairy farming is essentially a work of

ideas. It is largely governed by force's and conditions

which have sprung into being in the last thirty years.

The creamery, the cheese factory, the centrifugal sepa-

rator, the silo, and refrigerator transportation, are

among these new forces. They are being adopted all

over the world, and the result must inevitably be to

reduce the market price of dairy products. If the

American dairy farmer will use his brains, will study

and post himself, and imbibe the ideas of better soil

management, better ideas of feeding, and improve the

dairy quality of his cattle, he can keep ahead of the

tide, and so, by reducing the cost of his product, con-

tinue to make a good living profit.

The American farmer can produce milk cheaper, if

he will, than any farmer on earth. Yet the farmer of

Holland, with land that is worth from $180 to $500 per
acre, produces milk at less cost per gallon than the

average American farmer. The Dutch farmer is a
hard student of all the latest and best ideas in eco-

nomical production. He sends his sons and daughters

to the dairy schools, and so keeps himself in touch

with all better ideas. The average yearly value of the

product of the Dutch cows is $75, which is 50 per cent,

greater than in England or the United States. What
is true in this respect of specific dairy farming is no
less true of every other branch of agriculture.

Paraffin Wash for Damp Walls.—Melt at a
moderate heat one part of pariffin in two or three of

coal-tar oil. This mixture becomes thick in cooling.

For use it is made fluid in a vessel placed in a water-

bath.
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CENSUS OF DAIRY PRODUCTS.

The law requires the statistics for the 12th census of

•dairy products (farm and factory) to be taken ou sepa

rate schedules.

The Division of Agriculture will take the amounts

of milk and cream produced and sold, and the amount

of money received from their sales ; also the quantity

and value of all the butter and cheese made on the

farm.

On the manufacturer's schedule will be taken the

quantity of butter and cheese made in factories, co

operative and otherwise, together with the quantity

and cost of raw materials (milk and cream), cost of

labor, capital invested, character and value of plant

and machinery, etc.

After the two forms of schedules shall have been

returned to the Census Office in Washington, the like

statistics of dairy products on each will be consolida

ted, and thus show, what never heretofore has been

shown, the total yield of milk in the United States,

and the amounts and values of its several products.

"This asseition is based on the assumption that the

farmers shall furnish to the enumerators, fully and ac-

curately, the information which the schedules may call

for.

In some sections, the records of cheese factory and

creamery operations for the current year are destroyed,

agreeably to previous vote of directors or patrons. For

1S99 they should vote, instead, to have prepared and

preserved, for the use of the census enumerators, who
will appear on June 1st, 1900, the statistics which the

law says shall be gathered.

In many cases, a failure to do this will preveut the

enumerators from securing any returns, because new
managers, or new secretaries, or new boards of control,

may be in charge on June 1st, 1900, who will know
nothiDgof the factory statistics of 1899, and the figures

for 1899 are the ones which the law says shall be

taken.

Farmers who keep no records of their transactions

will find themselves in the same dilemma, on the ar-

rival of the census enumerator, as a factory which de-

stroys its records. Therefore, Chief Statistician Pow-
ers is appealing to all of them to prepare, in writing,

while the necessary facts are fresh in mind, such a

statement of milk, cream, butter and cheese products

as will enable them to reply promptly and accurately

to the inquiries which the law says the enumerators

must make.

If they shall fail to do this, the statistics of dairy

products in their county will be incomplete, and will

compare unfavorably with those of counties in which
accurate accounts have been kept.

THE CARE OF POISONS.

If it were possible to place before the people the loss

of stock in this country from carelessness and igno-

rance I have no doubt the figures would be most aston-

ish ly large, and would, I am sure, make us more care-

ful and more eager for greater knowledge.

What led me to think along this line was an inci-

dent which came under my personal observation, and

also touched my purse to the amount of $25 or $30.

The latter is usually a very good promoter of thought.

I had a fine Jersey heifer, one we had raised from a

calf. She was.a sort of pet about the house, and used

to graze a good deal in the yard. One morning I

heard a darkey, who was cleaning out an old closet in

the back part of the house, say to another outside (of

course not thinking the "white folks" would hear)

"John, what in de name er God is dis here?" I did

not catch the reply, and she continued, " Well, it's

been here so long it's dead ; 'taint got no strength."

That evening, just six hours afterwards, the fine Jer-

sey heifer was dead, and out in the backyard was a

torn package of Paris green, where the darkey had

tossed it, its contents scattered on the grass. Evident-

ly it had been stuck in the closet by some one, expect-

ing to have use for it soon, and forgetting it there it

had been probably for years, getting out just in time

to kill something.

Since then I never have any Paris green left over.

If I must use it on potatoes, &c, and there is the least

remaining, I will walk a mile, if necessary, and bury
the last vestige of it where the hogs don't root and the

cattle don't roam.
Caution.

HEMP-GROWING IN THE SOUTH.
Editor Southern Planter

:

I have been to Washington, and meant to go to

Richmond, but was prevented, so I give you the con-

clusion.

Under my direction, the Division of Botany of the

Department of Agriculture will supervise and over-

see experiments in hemp-growing at Washington, and

with the co operation of two or three farmers in Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia

—

making these experiments official tests of soil, fertili-

zers, and climate, required for the best success of the

crop.

The Department of Agriculture has not sufficient

means available for any larger work now.

The Department will furnish seed of all foreign va-

rieties.

I shall have to work for nothing next year, and for

my expenses I am at the service of the public for that

time, and will visit localities down to Florida, and

plant and care for the experiments.

Tottenville, N. T. S. S. Boyce.
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NORTH GARDEN FARMERS' CLUB.
The North Garden Farmers' Club met at the hospi-

table home of Mr. James G. White on the 7th Octo-

ber. The inspecting committee, after a thorough ex-

amination of this large and beautiful farm, reported

as follows :

About five miles of creek branches nicely cleared

up. Stock of all kinds, including a small herd of Red
Polled cattle, in excellent condition. An extra fine

crop of corn, supposed to be about five hundred bar-

rels (2500 bushels), cut up and well shocked. An or-

chard of about fifteen hundred apple trees in thrifty

condition, and still planting more.

After discussion on the committee's report, the Club

adjourned to the dining-room, where they heartily en-

joyed the elegant repast provided by Mrs. White, who
was assisted by her niece, Miss Mattie Anderson, of

Eed Hill.

After dinner, the subject for discussion, "The Best

Preparation for Wheat Seeding and the Best Time for

Seeding," was taken part in by most of the members.

It was agieed that a thorough preparation by harrow

ing and rolling was essential for the best results.

The Club is trying several new varieties of wheat
this fall—Eclipse and several other varieties.

"Shall We Encourage Our Boys to Remain on the

Farm " was selected as the topic for discussion at our

next meeting, to be opened by J. G. Martin, followed

by J. E. Abell. J. N. Faeis, Cor. Sec'y.

HOW THE FRENCH TEACH AGRICULTURE.
France spends nearly a million dollars a year for

the advancement of agriculture. No doubt this large
expenditure of money has much to do with the won-
derful improvement that has been made of late years
in French farming. Not only have farm methods
been improved, but the position of the farmer socially
and politically as well. Agricultural teaching is now
given in France in seven different stages or degrees.
First, there is the superior instruction of the national
agricultural college ; second, the national schools of
agriculture ; third, the practical schools of agricul-

ture ; fourth, apprenticeship schools, where boys and
girls are taught all the mysteries of general farm-
work, fruit growing, dairying, silk culture, epicul-
ture, and fish culture. Then there are five mixed
schools, with professors of agriculture and agricultu-
ral chemistry; and, sixth, instruction in the fields, for
all of these schools have lands attached. Seventh,
France has carried to great perfection her experiment
stations, which are doing a work similar to what our
own stations are doing.

Thus the farmers of all degrees can find a school
where their children will get the knowledge they re-

quire to fit them for any kind of farm work. By this

means those engaged on the soil are kept abreast with
the best and latest practice in agriculture, and are en-
abled to see and learn such things as tend to the im-
provement of their condition and industry.

—

North-
west Farmer.

DANGER TO CATTLE FROM WILD CHERRY
LEAVES.

Editor Southern Planter:

I see in your October number that it is your belief
that there is danger of having cattle poisoned from
eating wild cherry leaves. If there is any danger in
it, the oldest cattle raisers in this section of country,
as far as I can gather from queries made on the subject,

have never suspected any danger, and their habit is to
turn their cattle where the wild cherry abounds in
great quantities, and no one, as far as I can learn, has
ever heard of a cow or a calf being poisoned by eating
the leaves ; and any one tying a cow out to graze
would not hesitate to tie her to the stump of a wild
cherry tree, where the put up sprouts afford abun-
dance of leaves easily reached. Jf prussic acid
exists in the leaf, it must be found in very small
quantities ; and, certainly, no poison is found in the
bark, as an infusion is made from it by physicians
and people through the country, and the quantity
prescribed and taken is unlimited, and no harm seems
to result from its use.

Thomas J. Garden.
Prince Edward County, Va.

We can only repeat what we said in our last issue,

that the result of careful investigation by the New
Hampshire Experiment Station has shown conclusive-

ly that there is often sufficient prussic acid in the

leaves of the wild cherry to cause the death of cattle

eating them. Farmers should guide themselves ac-

cordingly. Because all cattle that may eat a few

cherry leaves do not die is no sufficient answer to the

scientific demonstration that if sufficient leaves are

eaten cattle will die from the poison.

—

Ed.

THE VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

(Agricultural and Mechanical College.)

It is with feelings of the most intense satisfaction

and commendation of the action of the students of this

College that we publish the following note announcing

the abolition of the senseless and often injurious prac-

tice of hazing. It is an evidence of the manly and
gentlemanly influence exercised so nobly, yet gently

and persistently, on behalf of the best interest of the

students by the present excellent President of the col-

lege, Dr. J. M. McBryde :

The students of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute,

by the joint action of the several classes, have unani-
mously determined to put a stop to the foolish and
childish practice of hazing, which still persists in too
many of our colleges. At the V. P. I. it has lingered
on in a very mild form. The faculty and a large num-
ber of the best students have always been opposed to

it, and the voluntary action of the student body will

now happily put an effectual stop to it. This action
is proof of their recognition of the fact that they are
students of a school of Applied Science, in which
there is no room for this out of-date and most objec-

tionable practice. They are to be commended for the
stand they are now taking against it.
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Address— THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
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PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

To Subscribers.

At this season of the year it is

usual to commence to make selec-

tion of the journals and papers

which it is desired to take during

the coming year, and those who are

wise and desire to lose no issues of

the year make these selections and
send on their subscriptions early

before the great rush commences.

We desire to impress upon every

Southern farmer that he should in-

clude amongst his selection of jour-

SURE CROPS sfiriS: %tW %f I m.Ih ^^ I m.^T I \J low land depends on
proper drainage. Proper drainage depends on the use of drain tile. We would
like to tell you how to install an effective system of drainage, and quote prices on

Farm Drain Tile
Ss?rfe Powhatan Glay Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.

Artistr-:

Front Bricks.

The October Purple Plum,
Luther Burbank's latest and best production. We are

the introducers and can furnish first-class stock at lowest
prices. We have 500 acres in nursery stock—shade trees,
fruit trees, ornamental trees, shrubs and smal! fruit plants, in
fact anything you can ask for. Catalogue, with colored plate
picture of October Purple Plum, free. Write to-day.

STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Box 44, New Canaan, Conn.

nals The Southern Planter. We do
this not simply because we are in-

terested in the success of The Plan-

ter, but because we are still more
deeply interested in the success of

the Southern farmer. If he pros-

pers we have no doubt of our pros-

perity, and that he may, nay, that

he will prosper, if he reads and fol-

lows the advice given in The South-

ern Planter, we have no more doubt

than we have of our own existence.

We say this in no egotistic spirit,

but because we hold hundreds of

testimonials, unsought for and un-

asked, from Southern farmers who
have been and still are prospering,

and who frankly and freely confess

that such prosperity has come to

them from following the advice of

The Planter and that of its able

and numerous corps of contributors.

For sixty years now The Southern

Planter has gone regularly to the

homes of Southern farmers. It has

always had the best farmers of the

South as its readers ; it has made
and sustained a reputation which it

cannot now afford to lose ; it can

therefore be trusted to keep in the

front rank of agriculturel journal-

ism in the future, and to specially

help those who have been its sup-

port in the past—the farmers of the

South Atlantic States. Whilst we
have during the year now drawing

notice:.
If you become a member of The United States

Co-operative Boot and Shoe Purchasing Asso-
ciation you can save 33%> on all boots and
shoes you buy for yourself and family. For
instructions how to join the Association, full
information concerning it, and illustrated
book on shoes, send your address and ten
cents to

E. H. TILTON, Secretary,
105 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

addreyye
t/?o h ay itdf6rmp
foy<?//raddress oar
A'ew 600A ofMesi 'y

and Qpj^s Sfy/ey
afidsamples eati-
t/ed C7^\

£verv/l/a/i or Hbma/i
11/wdays C7of/i//?a/or
Ma/ess/wa/d/tare
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$100 REWARD, $100.

The readers ofthis paper will be pleased

to learn that there is at least one dreaded

disease that science has been able to cure

in all its stages, and that is Catarrh.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive

cure now known to the medical fratern-

ity. Catarrh being a constitutional dis-

ease, requires a constitutional treatment.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,

acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system, thereby de-

stroying the foundation of the disease,

and"giving the patient strength by build-

ing up the constitution and assisting na-

ture in doing its work. The proprietors

have so much faith in its curative pow-
ers, that they offer One Hundred Dollars

for any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of Testimonials.

Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.

8©" Sold by "Druggists, 75c.

to a close added thousands to our

list of regular readers, we desire to

add still more thousands in the

coming year. At the reduced price

of 50 cents per jear no farmer can

say that he cannot afford to take

The Planter, and we would ask that

every one who has taken it in the

past, or is now taking it, will use

his influence to secure for us one or

more new subscribers. Whilst we

offer no premiums, as we know The

Planter to be worth more than the

price asked for it, we can and will

give inducements in our clubbing

arrangements which will more than

compensate any one helping us.

See our clubbing offers in this issue.

Good Results.

We are always glad to note good

results from advertisements insert-

ed in The Southern Planter. We
have had numerous such reports

lately, and publish herewith a let-

ter received from the well known

real estate and banking film of

Geo. E. Crawford & Co., of this

city, showing what a half-inch ad-

vertisement can do :

Richmond, October 16, 1899.

Southern Planter, City

:

Gentlemen,—Kindly renew our " ad"

for six months. We are much pleased

with the results of our advertising with

you, and can trace three of the sales of

farms which we have made recently di-

rectly to your paper.

Mention The Southern Planter wh n

writing advertisers.

Whose Money?

We received on October 10th a

remittance in stamps, renewing a

subscription to the Southern Planter.

The envelope was postmarked
" Brightwood, Va.," but the sender

omitted to sign his name.

THE WATT PLOW CO.

The annual meeting of stockholders of

Watt Plow Co. was held Tuesday, October

10, at the office of the Company. All the

old officers and directors were re-elected,

and the usual annual dividend of 6 per

cent, was ordered to be paid out of the

profits of the past year, and 10 per cent,

on the capital was ordered to be placed to

the surplus fund, making 20 per cent, in

the past two years which has been placed

to this fund.

The business of the year ending Sep-

tember 30th was the largest in the his-

tory of the Company.
The Company has been forced to vacate

their old quarters by condemnation pro-

ceedings on the part of the R., P. & C. R.

R., and have secured temporary quarters

at the corner of Fifteenth and Franklin.

The Company has renewed its adver-

tisement with us for another year, and
hopes for a continuation of the liberal

patronage of our readers.

" CLIPPER" WELL DRILLS.

their claims for superiority have been
well tested.

The catalogue of the Loomis " Clipper"

Well Drilling Machines, made by Loomis
& Nyman, Tiffin, Ohio, will interest every

one who has occasion to drill for water,

oil, gas or coal, or those who may con-

template entering the business of drilling.

The "Clipper" drills have done good

work in all kinds of soil and under all

conditions, and their claims to superiority

are backed up by the testimony of suc-

cessful users of these machines. The
makers claim that the "Clipper" is strong-

est, requires least power, carries the heav-

iest tools, drills faster, lasts longer and
earns more money than any other. Loo-

mis & Nyman make many kinds of drill-

ing machines for use with horse, steam

or gasoline power. They will send their

catalogue anywhere on request.

A PEA. HARVESTER.

The Dixie Pea Harvester Co., Lim., of

New Orleans, La., advise us that it will,

in the near future, place upon the market
an implement that will satisfactorily har-

vest fully 75% of peas, leaving the vines

in good condition for the mower. The
Company sends us certificates of those

who witnessed the field trials, which they

pronounce as successful. The farmers of

the South have long been looking for

such a machine, and will hail its arrival

with delight.

CIMC CADMQ i° the great fruit, grain and
NHL rJlllltlU stock section of VIRGINIA.
Best climate and water in the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

Saji'l E. Woods, Charlottesville, Va.

"A Fair Outside Is

a Poor Substitute

For Inward Worth/ '

Good health, inwardly, of
the kidneys, liver andbowels,
is sure to come ifHood's Sar-

saparilla is promptly used. *

This secures a fair outside, and a
consequent vigor in the frame, with the

glow of health on the cheek, good
appetite, perfect digestion, pure blood.

Catarrh— "I have had no return of the

catarrh which troubled me for years, sine*

Hood's Sarsaparilla cured me." Mrs. Job
Martin, Washington St., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

Dyspepsia - " Complicated with liver
and kidney trouble, I suffered for yeart
with dyspepsia, with severe pains. Hood'*
Sarsaparilla made me strong and hearty."
J. B. Emerton, Main Street, Auburn, Me.

JiccdsSi

> lirer ills ; the i i-initatlng and
only cathartic to take with Hood'8 Sarsaparilla.

Canary Birds
..FOR SALE..

The birds which I offer are of superior

singing qualities and in perfect health,

and are the results of crossing the dark
English Canary with the light Harts
Mountain Canary, the product ranging

in color from creamy white to greenish

yellow.

Price of Male Canary Birds, ftfl Tit

Spring of 1899 hatch, each UL.lIU

Female Canaries, $1.50 each.

The male birds are t he singers ; females

do not sing. Price includes wooden cages

for shipping, and delivery to express

office here. Address,

ASA JOHNSON,
P.O. BOX 922, RICHMOND, VA.

>00M AT THE TOP
Recnpnlting

n ordinary catalogue but tha

320th Century Poultry Book.

-Id renowned Kelluble Incu-

bators »<"! Brooders, u^d all over the U. S. and in 61 foreign

O I i
- rcci'iv" .li-.Tvc.l 'ill. -ill "ti li'.nk mail< <l 'in Y whr-r<_- tnr inc.

RELIABLE INC. & BROODER CO., Box B III Qulncy, III.

THK IMPROVED -

VICTOR Incubator
3atchL--i Ciii.K- 11. bv Steain. AbBolutcly

lelf-reffiilatlns. The slmplesi

GEO. KKTRIj C<>.. QCINCY, ILV,.
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A QUICK, SHARP CUT
hurts much less than a bruise, crush ortear

LPqWWSWnfcQ I tu safest. «nlck, aHarp cot. Cute from four
atdea itoo«.CaniioierarfibndBeortc«r.

^M< k; humane method or rlthi.tra.ng known.
^r».k highest award World's Fair. Write

for fire circulars before buying.

A. C. BROSIUS, COCHRANVILLE, PENN.

CORN FODDER
is equal in feeding value to
the best hay when prepared bv

The Ross
ENSILAGE MACHINERY.

Cuts ensilage, corn fodder,
hay, &c, for Teed, and straw 1"

baling and bedding. Send for

STOP THE WASTE

STAR FEED GRINDERS
are mile. fn*t unit culeie nt. <;iind ear com dry. damp
or frozen. No choking. Thev have the shortest swee
made send for new circulars of Sweep and Power Mill

STAR M'FQ. CO., 30 Depot Street, New Lexington,

ENSILAGE CUTTERS, CORN CRUSHERS,

FEED CUTTERS, CORN THRESHERS.
Best Work, Greatest Capacity,

Cheapest to Operate.

E. A. PORTER a BROS., Bowling Green, Ky.

BOWSHER
Feed
Mills.
fSold with or without Elevator >

Will crush ear corn ."in, ,.r

withoot churl-*
i 3n <i eriml anv

kind of small grain at tlm

proportion.* Hare ConloaJ
-hapetl grinders. Different
from all others.

Lightest Running and Handiest
tfl Onprato \ B*ZE8—2 to 25 horse power.IU Uperaie a Onest>le for windwbeel use,

One style for cotton seed.
(Also make .Sweep Feed Grinders.)

R . N. P. BOWSHER CO.,
South Bend, Ind

A SIMPLE WAY TO SMOKE MEATS.
Krausers' Liquid Extract of Smoke is

Convenient, Cleanly and Economi-
cal.

The old smoke-house is being turned
into a tool-house in many quarters where
the advantages of Krausers' Liquid Ex-
tract of Smoke are becoming known.

The Liquid Extract is

no longer a novelty, and
its use has spread
rapidly to all parts of
the country in the last

few years. It is made from the
finest selected hickory and con-
tains the same ingredients of the
wood that preserves the meat
when it is smoked in the old way.
Liquid Extract of Smoke is made

by E. Krauser & Bro., of Milton, Pa.,

who will send full information to any
one interested. The Extract can be ap-
plied with a brush or sponge. It im-
proves the flavor of the meat, is perfectly
healthful, and is a better protection
against insects than the smoke of the
smoke-house.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found
the advertisement of the Alden Speare's
Sons Co., of Boston, Mass- They employ
this means of directing the attention of
our readers to the merits of Asbestine,
their weather-proof and fire proof Cold

nfP
j
Water Paint. If any further commen-
dation of this article were necessary' be-
yond the mere mention of the firm's
name, we might quote the following bit of
correspondence, which is an exact quota-
tion:

The Boston Terminal Company,
Boston, Mass., July 7, 1899.

Mr. W. -V. Benedict, Mgr. Hie Alden Speare's
Sons Co.:

Dear Sir,—Replying to your favor of
recent date regarding Asbestine Cold
Water Paint on Terminal Station, beg to

J

say I have been much pleased with the
I results obtained. You will remember
when the subject was first brought up of
coloring with your material, there was a
great deal of prejudice in favor of oil

paint and against any experiment with
cold water material, but now those who
were most strongly opposed, are the ones
who advocate it most, and at present
writing you would not have so much up-
hill work to get the work.
The surface is soft and uniform, show-

ing no laps or refracted light, which is so
often objectionable with oil, and the ma-
terial is absolutely water-proof and can
be cleaned with a sponge without any
damage to color or surface of wall.

Yours very truly,

[Signed] D. G. Mitchell, Jr.,

Supervisor of Buildings.

Surely if a paint is good enough to use
on the great new Boston Terminal Sta-
tion, it is good enough to use on our
houses and other buildings. Write these
people for tint cards, circulars, prices, etc.

BLACKEYE PEAS WANTED.
The Globe Pea Co., of Norfolk, Va., are

advertising in another column for Black-
Eye Peas. Farmers who have any to
offer will do well to correspond with the
above firm.

BUY THE BEST.
If you want the best low down wagon you

should buy the Electric Handy Wagon. It is

the best because it is made of the best ma-
terial; the best, broad tired Electric Wheels;
best seasoned white hickory axles; all other
wood parts of the best seasoned white oak.

The front and rear hounds are made from the
best angle steel, which is neater, stronger and
in every way better than wood. Well painted
in red and varnished. Extra length of reach
and extra long standards supplied without
additional cost when requested, This wagon
i8 guaranteed to carry -1000 lbs. anywhere.
Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 146, Quincy,
Illinois, for their new catalogue which fully

describes this wagon, their famous Electrio

Wheels and Electric Feed Cookers.

The Cambridge Corrugated

Land Roller and Pulverizer

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

R. F. HARRIS & SON, Charlottesville, Va.

THE IMPROVED

Chamberlin Mfg. Co., Olean, N. Y., U.IS. A.

RIFE ENGINE CO

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE
•er Automatically by
£R. Place this engine two
below your water supply
and it will deliver a con-
stant stream of water SO
feet high for every foot of
fall.

WITHOUT STOPPINR.
WITHOUT ATTENTION.

Liberty Street. New Tort.

When you write to an advertiser,
mention The Southern Planter.
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After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

Fuel, Kerosene

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 1 7 Frank St.. Rochester. N. Y.

BLACK HAWK Corn Sheller.
Original Original,

4S-Write— A. H. PATCH, Clarksvllle, Tenn.
Sole Maker and Patentee

HEMCH & DROMGOLD'S

SAWMILL AND ENGINES
A wonderful Improvement in Friciion Feeds and
Ciie-Bnck. Back motion oi Carriage ,

"J times as fust
as any other in the market. Friction Clutch Feed,
causing all the feed gearing lo stand still while hack-
ing; great savins in power and near. Cata-
logue and prices free. Also Spring Harrows,
Cultivators, Corn Planters, Shelters, etc.
Mention this paper.
HENCH & DROIUGOLD, Mfrs., York, Pa*

II Successful Pea Thresher.
No more frails. Pea threshers

cheap. Write for particulars. Sat-

isfaction guaranteed. Price, $18.

Weight 200 lbs. Freight cheap.

J. W. HAMILTON, - Houlka, Miss.

_ For POULTRYNIEN !

ArThe "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best in the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill, Farm Feed

Mills, Power Mills.

Se7id for Circular and Testimonials.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.

PAINT TALKS, XXI.

AMATEUR HOUSE PAINTING.

It stands to reason that the professional
painter is a better workman in his own
line than any inexperienced novice can
he. It is therefore reasonable to insist

that if the house owner wants the best
work a professional workman should be
employed to furnish it.

So much for the superiority of the
painter as a painter, but when it conies
down to the question of painting mate-
rials, the most honest painter is not al-

ways the best authority. I have, in this

series, given some information which cer
tain painters may see cause to contradict.
The fact is, however, that the best au-
thorities support my position, and many
of the most advanced painteis apply in
practice the principles laid down in these
articles.

While the painter is always to be em-
ployed for painting when that course is

practicable, it sometimes happens that on
the score of economy, opportunity or for

some other reason^ the alternative for

amateur painting is no painting. Now,
paint is essential to the preservation of
property, and amateur painting, while
not as desirable from an aesthetic point
of view, serves the purpose of preserva-
tion almost as effectively as professional
painting.

When amateur painting becomes ne-
cessary, the color cards issued by the
various paint houses will be found very
helpful in the selection of tints; and if

ready mixed paints, without water or alkali,

can be obtained, they will be found the
most convenient for use Scarcely less

convenient, however, and generally per-
haps safer to use, are the paste paints
manufactured in white and a variety of
tints by many of the leading paint houses.
These require only the addition of lin-

seed oil, and, in some cases, turpentine,
to fit them for use ; and as almost the
whole structure of durable painting de-
pends on the use of pure linseed oil, it

may be safer to rely on procuring pure
oil than pure ready mixed paints.

The essentials of a good house paint
are that it shall contain a fair proportion
of zinc white, pure linseed oil and no
water or alkali ; and the conditions re-

quisite to a good job of painting are that
the surface shall be perfectly dry, that
plenty of time shall be allowed for each
coat to dry before the next is applied, and
that each coat shall be laid on evenly.
With these conditions in mind, even an
amateur can do presentable and durable
work.

Stanton Dudley.

WASHING CROCKS AND MILK
VESSELS.

A great deal depends upon the care of
crocks or pans in which milk is kept.
They should be washed as soon as possi
ble after being used. Rinse first with
cold water, then wash thoroughly inside
and out with hot water, in which enough
of Gold Dust Washing Powder has been
dissolved to make a good suds Finish
by rinsing with scalding water ; wipe dry
and set out, with right side up, in the
fresh air and sunshine, and they will be
clean and sweet.

USE LOOMIS'
LATE IMPROVED

"CLIPPER"
DRILLER
The result of 30 yearB' expe-
rience in Well Drilling.

LOOMIS cV NYHAN,
Tiffin, Ohio.

LIGHTNING WELL MACHY"
IS THE STANDARD}
STfAMPl/MPS, AIR LIFTS. ,.1 //
GASOLINE ENGINES !«$&.
m/rrron circular tta RSyfe-s
mt" AMERICAN WELL WORKS rG~~~~
AURORA.ILL.-CHICAGO- DALLAS.TEX

A Well-Boring

*^ Outfit
Is easy to manage.
Farmers are success-
ful making wells with
it. Send for circular.

CHAS.E. WYMAN,
Martinsburp, Ind.

iii i i ii i i i ii i T
> i ii 7 ffl=F K
s ; '. '. XiS'I 'I 'I 'I -t~T

i i i i -r

Machine $6
that weaves the above
fence and many other
styles. Write for et\t

McFarland Fence Machine Co., Portland, Ind., U.S.A.

One Trial of PAGE FENCE
has always proven lta merits. It lasts so long.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., ADRIAN, MICH.

MACHINE $10
WRITE AT ONCE FOR CATALOO

THE B0WEN CABLE STAY FENCE CO.Norwalk, Ohio.

r*»*»s»i»**'' LnuC .
MAO£

l**«*V«*«V«Vi

STRONGEST
Bull,

trong. Chicken.

'WW********! COILED SPllISU FENCE C07
). » Inrbrslor, Indiana, U. 8. A.

DOULTRYqREAO these prices
Es5S*^§5frc'Jl3li i n . wide, 150 ft. long, roll, $2.25

" " 3.00
" 8.75

Other widths in proportion.
NETTINGrAk-H Dow Wire WorksCo., Louisville, Ky.

and other insects can
be controlled by using

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap, No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as insecticide. 50 lb. keg*, i-'.ji; 100 lb. kegs,
S4.50. Half barrels. l70 lbs., at .'i'ie. per lb.;
barrels, 425 lbs., at 8)£c. Large quantities,
special rates. Bend for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
514 to 518 S. Randolph St., Philadelphia, pa.
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Eureka Harness Oil is the best
preservative of new leather
and the best renovator of old
leather. It oils, softens, black-
ens and protects. Use

Eureka

Harness Oil
on your beat harness, your old har-
ness, and your carriage top, and they
will not only look better but wear
longer. Sold everywhere in cans—all
sizes from half pints to five gallons.

Made t.y STANDARD OIL CO.

t
1 Axle Grease
FRAZER

Best in
the world. 4

Its wearing qualitiesare unsurpassed, ac- £
\ tually outlasting 3 bxs, any other brand. ^V Not affected by heat. fl®~Get the Genuine. ¥
±s%, FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. -%^i

$M5E
KRAUSERS 1

LIQUID EXTRACT OF SMOKE.
I
Made from hickory wood. Cheaper, i-lcaner,

er, and surer than the old way. Krrjd for
ar. E. KIIAl>tlii lliill., Milton, Pa.

LAND DR1 N TILE
(Car-load Orders. I

Lizes. 2, 2>2, 8-inch, and
up to 15-inch.

WM T. LEGGETT & CO..

GRICULTURAL- LIME

A $1.00 PER TON.
FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS,

RFEVES CATT. Agl.. Bodley. Augus'a Co .Va.

Also No. 1 Rock Lime for building. Send
foreird with price-list.

Wood Ashes
Unleachtd. fine screened, strong, cheap, last-
ing. Any quantity. Get circular. Prices
qu 'ted f. o. b. your station.

WM. P PERKINS, 590 10th St, Brooklyn. N. Y.

ADVERTISING^^
tably for Advertisers in mediums every-
where in the civilized world.

M1LBGURNE ADVERTISING AGENCY,

222 and 2?4 E. Baltimore St. BALTIMORE. MD.

J3
1ACKS and JENNETS
FOR SALE.

FINE J.VKS n Specialty.
Write for what you

want. Address,

W. E. KNIGHT &. CO.
Nashville, tenn.

HOW HUSBANDS CAN HELP
THEIR WIVES.

Many husbands who perhaps have a
real affection for their wives deeply con-
cealed within their breasts, let years pass
by without bestowing on them one word
of encouragement or commendation to
lighten the burdens that gradually dim
the bright eyes and ro.-y cheeks of their
helpmates. But affection buried so deep
beneath the surface and manifesting
itself only at some great crisis in life,

confers small benefit, and leaves the
daily life uncheered and unblessed I

suppose some men think it would be a
descent from the pedestal of marital
dignity and masculine superiority if thev
were to tell their wives that they appre-
ciate and commend their efforts for the
good of the household. At all events,
they allow their wives to go through life

uncheered by a word of approbation
from them. I know it is not natural for
men to be as effusive as women, still they
might sometimes say a few words of ap-
preciation and couwuendation to their
wives.

Miss Muloch, in one of her admirable
works, represents the heroine as Paying
to her lover that women are very differ-

erently constituted from men, and that
the omission of one word in a letter will
make a woman's heart ache. This is

equally true of spoken words, and if a
man would pause sometimes, amid the
hurrying ardor of life's action, an 1 take
time to speak a few wordsof tenderness to
his wife, it would help her incalculably
in her bearing of life's burden It would
do more to bring back the old brightness
to her spirit (if not to her cheek and
eye) than the utmost labor he could un-
dertake for her, or the most costly pre-
sents he could make her. " Man doth
not live by bread alone." Every physi-
cal want may be supplied, and yet there
will be an aching void in the heart un-
less affection and sympathy form part of
the daily life, and surely they are the
better and diviner part ! At a Jewish
wedding, a few years ago, the Rabbi who
had officiated, was requested to make a
few remarks at the wedding breakfast.
He arose and delivered an admirable
little address on the matrimonial estate,

in the course of which he gave a piece
of such wise advice to husbands that it

deserves to be written in letters of gold
and deeply pondered by all the husbands
in the land. I cannot give it verbatim,
but it was to this effect : That husbands
should remember that there was one
thing wives dearly loved, and which was
essential to their happiness—viz., a little

praise, now and then, and if the hus-
bands expected to make their married
life smooth and happy, they must not
neglect to administer praise to their
wives, from time to time.

< hie important help a husband can ren-
der his wife is to uphold and strengthen
her authority with the children, and to
assist her in training them whenever he
is at home. In a former article, I have
touched on the common fallacy that the
training of the children should devolve
entirely on the mother. This should not
be the case after the passage of infancy
and the few years immediately succeed-
ing this stage. The father should then

Wood's Seeds.

Seed Potatoes
For Fall Planting.

We have just issued a special cir-

cular " A New Idea about Planting
Potatoes," recommending the wis-
dom of experimenting with planting
Early Potatoes in the Fall. We will
mail circular free to any one in-

terested upon request.

CANADA FIELD PEAS
Sown in November and December
make a large-yielding and most
nutritious forage crop early next
year. Write for circular "giving
price and information.

T. W. WOOD & SONS, Seedsmen,
RICHMOND, - VIRGINIA.

Wood's Descriptive Catalogue for 1900 will be
ready January 1st. It gives full informa-
tion ahout all Seeds adapted [or plant-
ing in the South. Send your name
ami address and we will mail
Catalogue as soon as issued,

CO SOUTH^^
YOUNG MEN!

It is the field for the Agriculturist,
Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un-
equalled by any other poition of the
United States

The James River Vali ey Colonization
and Impbovemdnt Co. offer.-t superior ad-
vantagestointendingaettlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A. PARSONS,
8'9 E. Main St , Ricbmond, Va

For Sale
A MOUNTAIN FARM

OP 100 ACRES.
Three miles from Charlottesville. Soil

particularly adapted to fruits of all kinds.

Excellent location for country home or sum-
mer boarding house. For further Information
address

BOX 225, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy Payments. Catalogue Free.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, Va

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

FOR SALE ^ ^ ^
FRESH GRADE COWS with Oalves.

Standard Bre i RIDING and DRIV-
ING HORSES

C. T. SMITH :<):•)!
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RICHMOND, VA.

ASSETS.
~

$800,000

DIRECTORS :

Wm. H. Palmer, D. O. Davis,

E. B. Addison, Wm. Josiah Leake,

W. Otto Nolting.

WM. H. PALMER,
W. H. MCCARTHY,

President.

Secretary.

PEDIGREES TRACED AND TABULATED. CATA-

LOGUES COMPILED AND CIRCULARS
PREPARED.

..Fine Road and Trotting..

HORSES..
FOR SALE BY

W. J. CARTER (Broad Rock),

Turf Correspondent,

P. 0. Box 929 RICHMOND, VA.

REFERENCES.- L. BANKS HOLT (for-

merownerof John R. Gentrv, 2.0O>„), Grahxm,
N. C; Col. J. S. CARR, Durham, N. <

'. : Maj.
P. P. JOHNSON (President National Trotting
Association), Lexington, Ky. ; Col. B. CAME-
RON, Fairntosh Stud. Stagville, N.C. ; JOS.
BRYAN and H. 0. CHAM1SLIN, Richmond,
Va. ; A. B. GWATHMEY (N. Y. Cotton Ex-
change), New York; Capt. B. P. WILLIAM-
SON, Raleigh, N. C. ; J. F. JACKSON (Editor
Southern Planter). Richmond,Va.; H. A. BUCK
(Editor Spirit of the Times), New York.

milk fever
^ Garget.

SCHMIDT'S TREATMENT IMPROVED.

CURES EVERY TIME.

Breeders will save their best cows by having

this remedy on hand tor instant use-
Necessary apparatus, medicine and full di-

rections for treatment o two cases mailed

for 82.00. Add ess,

STOCK BREEDERS' CO., Knoxville.Tenn

WANTED Dl htf>V EVE DEAC We are in the market for

All ECU, BLAblV-tYC PCAd. 10.0OO bushels good Black

Eye Peas, and prepared to offer highest value for same delivered in your

depot or wharf in Virginia and North Carolina. We pay cash for them and
furnish sacks free when needed. We solicit correspondence, stating quantities to

offer, and samples should be sent representing fair average of the lot you may have

to offer. You can save expenses bv selling direct to us.

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE CO., Richmond, Va.

For Sale
Large PEKIN DTJCKS
of Imported. Stock.

$1.00 PER PAIR.
Miss L'LARA L. SMITH, Croxton, Va.

co operate with the mother in the train-

ing of children, especially the boys. His
indirect influence on them, too, is very
powerful. Boys generally consider their

father the standard of what a man ought
to be, and they catch his tone, partly

from heredity and partly from imita-

tion. The latter is a mirror which some-
times gives melancholy reflections. The
boy in his teens whose tone to his

mother is sneering or irritable, at once
suggests to the bystander the idea that
he has heard the same tone practised on
her by his father, and that he has un-
consciously imbibed it, thereby missing
the attainment of one of the most beau-
tiful traits in human nature—filial rever-

ence—the trait which paves the way for

one entering into a proper relation with
God. On the other hand, I must own I

have also seen daughters treat their father

as a nonentity, from having imbibed
(unconsciously perhaps) their mother's
contemptuous estimate of him. In both
cases it seemed to me there was consid-
erable allowance to be made for the fault

of the young people, and I felt like

quoting the words of Bishop Myriel (in

Bret Harte's excellent travesty on " Les
Miserables"): "On second thought, it is

not their fault. It is the fault of their

immediate progenitors."

To return to the duties of husbands
to wives Whenever the nature of a
man's business renders it possible, it is

better for him to give his wife an allow-

ance, no matter h'.w small, He will find

it a measure of economy in the long run,

as when funds are placed in a woman's
hands, it is a rare case indeed that she

does not disburse them with great pru-

dence and caution, and make them hold
out far better than her husband would
do. If she pursues the ruinous plan of
dealing on account, she will spend twice

what she would if the money were placed

in her hands, and she felt the necessity

of keeping within its limits. She should
be allowed (whenever practicable) not
onlv a little fund for her personal needs,

but the household fund had better be in

her hands also, as she understands the
needs and requirements of the household
better than any man could do. Her hus-
band would save himself great friction

and many petty annoyances by giving

her the disbursal of this fund. It is

harassing to him and degrading to his

wife for her to have to apply to him
every time she wants a letter stamped, or

whenever one of the children or servants

have broken a lamp-shade or piece of
crockery that needs renewing.

Mary W. Early.
Lynchburg, Va.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

WANTED,
BLACK-EYE PEAS

BEFORE SELLING your BLACK-EYE
PEAS, write us, stating lowest price for
same at your station or wharf. We BUY DI-
RECT, saving you all expenses. We make a
specialty of all kinds of peas, and can pay
best prices. Bags furnished when desired.
As to our responsibility and reliability, we
refer you to Bank of Commerce, Norfolk, Va.

THE GLOBE PEA COMPANY,

Exporters, NORFOLK, VA.

SEED WHEAT.
For Southern Farmers.

All the bPst and most improved varieties,
specially selected and ^rown for our Southern
soil and climate. Write for Price List and
Descriptive Fall OtaloRue - ving full infor-

mation about all seeds for Fall sowing.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
SEEDSMEN, -*- RICHMOND, VA.

WANTED TO SELL
The entire, or any portion of the

right, to my

P TENT WAGON AND BUGGY JACK
A simple, cheap and effective de-

vice. Can be seen at the office of

Southern Planter.
A. P. ROUTT.

B. P. R. Cockerels
FOR SALE.

Last spring we purchased B. P. R.
Chickens and Eggs direct from Thomp-
son, Hawkins, Leffel and Conger. We
now have a few choice Cockerels for
sale Eggs in season.

HUMBERT BROS., Box 139, University of Va.

BIRDVILLE POULTRY YARDS,
PETERSBURG, VA.

WHITE HOLLANDS,
Hens, 81.50; Gobblers, 82.50.

WHITE PEKINS (Rankin strain).
Ducks, 81.50: Drakes, $2.50.

BUFF LEGHORNS,
Hens, 81.00; Cocks and Cockerels, 82.50.

BLACK -«**- Cockerels,

LANGSHANSSooEach
New stock and fine E«gs in season.

Stamp for reply.

M. A. OLNEY, Coleman's Falls, Va
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1^ Business Hen
WHITE WYANDOTTES

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BUFF WYANDOTTES
Bred for Eg;gs and Meat.
FIRST ON BROILERS.

SECOND ON BROILERS.
"Any breed," at BOSTON SHOW—
Dressed Poultry Department.

" Incubator " Eggs, $5.00 per 100.

Stock at reasonable prices.

DORSET SHEEP.

GREEN RIDGE FIRM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

I.I.IIIDLET.TS
Breeder of

PIT GAMES,
crossed in the following strains

:

JAPS, TORNADOES,
WAR-HOR ES,

SHAWLNECKS,
IRISH £?. B. R's.

A very fine lot of Stags and Pcllets

ob band.
WRITE FOR PRICES.

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

?or Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Charlottesville, Va.

FOR SALE

!

BERKSHIRE
«fc PICS

From registered stock. If taken at

once, $3.00 a piece, or $5.00 per pair, for

six weeks pigs, crated and delivered
aboard steamboat

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP and

POLAND-CHINA PIGS^
From the greatest prize-winning families
at farmers' prices. Also a few good driving
and saddle HORSES and SHETLAND
PONIES.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,
Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

MAGAZINES.

Perhaps the handsomest number of the

Centurv Magazine ever issued is that

which 'bears date November, 1899. The
cover design includes a portrait of Crom-
well redrawn on stone by Ernest Haskell

and printed in four tints; while the fron-

tispiece—also in tints—is a wood engrav-

ing by T. Johnson, from Cooper's paint-

ing of the Protector in Sidney Sussex

College, Cambridge. The experiment in

color printing is not confined to these

two portraits, nor to the illustrations in

the opening instalment of John Morley's

study of Cromwell : it extends also to the

striking full-page and half-page drawings
and marginal sketches with which Seton

Thompson supplements the work of his

pen in narrating the first part of " The
Biography of a Grizzly." Between these

two contributions comes Gilbert Stuart's

portrait of Mrs. Harrison Gray Otis, en-

graved by Wolf. In Timothy Cole's se-

ries of wood engravings, from the Old
English Masters, appear Lawrence's
"Duke of "Wellington" and "Old"
Crome's "Household Heath," and a
" Windmill." Nor does this exhaust the

list of full-page pictures that add so much
to the handsome appearance and artistic

interest of the magazine. But the main
value of the number lies bv no means in

its illustrations ; for apart from the be-
ginning of Mr. Morley's important Crom-
well series, and Mr. Thompson's bear bi-

ography, there is a hitherto unpublished
poem by the late James Russell Lowell
(" Verses Written in a Copy of Shake-
speare"), which, with its introduction,

fills two pages; the true and terrible

story of the adventures of a boat-load of

castaways on the Pacific is told by Mark
Twain, " formerly Mike Swain ;" Gov.
Roosevelt writes with characteristic force-

fulness of " Military Preparedness and
Unpreparedness." Fiction, in short story

form, is furnished by Abraham Cahan,
Ella D'Arcy, and Seumas MacManus.

St. Nicholas for November, beginning a
new volume, is a number of unusually
var'ed interest, not the least striking of
its contents being the announcement of
the St. Nicholas League, with its motto,
" Live to Learn and Learn to Live," its

conditions of membership, and the prize

it offers in competition. The frontispiece,

by Jay Hambidge. illustrates a true story

by Ian Maclaren, of the rescue of a horse
by one of his father's farm-hands, at the
expense of the gallant rescuer's own life.

"A Little Girl's Glimpse of Tennyson,"
by Mrs. Edith M. Nicholl— the "little

girl of the story," now a middle aged wo-
man living at the antipodes— is illustra-

ted by Harry Fenn. In a characteristic
" Bird Talk," by John Burroughs, the
noted naturalist, essayist, and poet, re-

assures those of us who have heard and
believed that thecommon birds of Amer-
ica are disappearing before the progress
of civilization. "Our Miniature Navy,"
consisting of models of the twenty-three
best ships of the American navy, is accu-
rately described by Whitman Osgood and
George P. Conn. " General Tom Thumb"
is the seventh in the series of " Historic
Dwarfs," whose story Mary Shears Rob-
erts has re-told.

WALNUT DELL FARM,
A. H. WHITE, Breeder of

Jersey Cattle, Southdown Sheep

..and Berkshire Pigs..

ROCK HILL, YORK COUNTY, S. C.

BRIARCLIFF FARMS^»
Youn<? Bulls For Sale

From Imported JERSEY BEAl', A. J. C.

C. 44417. and other choice sires of

TORMENTOR, ST. LAMBERT,
STOKE POGISand PEDRO Blood.

Their dams are all good milkers of rich

quality, the daily average of the 268 cows
now milking being about *20 lbs., while
the butter fat test steadily maintains a
very high standard. The herd is never
forced, and there is no room for a poor

animal.
43~Full particulars on application to

BRIARCLIFF FARMS, Briarcliff Manor.N.Y.

LYNWOOD HERD OF JERSEYS

AT HEAD OF HERD—
OONAN'S TORMENTOR, 22280.

Sire 33 tested daughters. 9 of these hav«
tests of 20 lbs. and over in 7 days. On»
Oonan of Riverside has an official test
34 lbs., 3 oz. in 7 days; test 14 days, 68 lbs.,

6 oz. She is the largest tested cow ever
bred in Tennessee.

also in use—
PRINCE OF TENNESSEE, 20772.

Sire of 19 tested daughters. Grandson
of Oxford Kate ; official test, 39 lbs., 12 oz.

7 days.
Record, 45 tested cows in herd, out of

52 in milk, August, 1898.

M. GARDNER, Prop. shvllle, Tenn.

T.
h
? Filston Farm

Jerseys^-^*

Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

Glencoe, Md.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a little "Book of the Herd "

on request.
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The Forum for November contains a
number of articles of world- wide interest.

Puerto Rico, Spain, Finland, France, Chi-

na and America are touched upon by ar-

ticles representing each country. Among
the thirteen articles of vital interest may
be found " How Shall Puerto Rico be
Governed," by Hon. H K Carroll Spe-

cial TJ. S. Commissioner to Puerto Rico.

Hon. J. L. M Curry, former TJ. S. Minis-

ter to Spain, gives many pungent points

on "Spain, Living or Dying?" ''The
Finnish Question" is discussed in a mas-
terly way by Prof. Rudolph Eucken, of

the University of Jena, the leading spirit

of the Finnish movement in Germany.
Jacob Schoenhof shows, by historical

facts, " What the World Owes to France."
" Civil Service by Special Training," by
Hoffman Atkinson, sheds new light upon
an important subject. Prof. William P.

Trent, of the University of the South,
writes in his most entertaining style an
article on " Mr. McCarthy's Reminis-
cences."

The New Lippincott contains a com
plete novel, by Mark Lee Luther, enti-

tled "The Livery of Honor," and deals
with the capture of Burgoyne. Almost a
novel in its completeness is "A Land-
locked Sailor," by Sarah Orne Jewett.
The story is an Irish one, and very amus-
ing. There are interesting; articles on
" The November Meteors," " The Last Vic-

tory of Old Ironsides," "Old-Age Pen-
sions from a Socialist Stand-Point," and
others.

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly
has articles on " Spider Bites and Kissing
Bugs," " Food Poisoning," ' The Mosquito
Theory of Malaria," " Wireless Telegra-
phy," and " The Real Problems of De-
mocracy."

The Ladies' Home Journal is a fine

issue, and especially interesting to Vir-
ginians, aB it contains two full-page illus-

trations of famous Virginia homes.

Harper's Magazine, the price of which
is now reduced to $3.00 per year, enters
upon its hundredth year of publication
in 1900, and promises richer contents
than ever before in its long history. The
November issue has an interesting article

on " Boston at the Century's End," finely

illustrated from drawings and photo-
graphs. The atticle on " The First Ameri-
can, His Homes and His Households," is

continued by descriptions of Washing
ton's life in Philadelphia and German-
town. " India's Threshold," by Julian
Ralph, illustrated by C. D. Weldon.is full

of interesting matter. " America on the
Pacific and Far East," by Hon. John Bar
rett, formerly minister to Siam, gives
much valuable information on countries
little known, but now attracting atten
tion. There are a number of continued
and short tales of high merit.

Harper's Illustrated Weekly is as full

of interest, both in pictorial and reading
matter, as ever ; indeed, it is at the head
of all the illustrated journals published.

Harper's Bazaar has no peer as a ladies'

paper.

GOLD
DUST

The Best

Washing Powder.
Cleans Everything from Cellar to Garret.

tf

BLi^CEt I^EG VACCINE.
The original, genuine and successful preventive vaccine remedy

for blackleg. In powder form : "Single" application, $1.50 per

packet (10 to 12 head) ;
" Double " application, $2.00 per double

packet (10 to 20 head). Also " BLACKLEGINE"—single

application vaccine ready for immediate use: 10 head, $1.50;

20 head, $2.50; 50 head, $6.00. Beware of substitutes for

and imitations of our well known " Pasteur " Vaccines.

_ _ (712 GARDEN CITY BLOCK, CHICAGO.
PASTEUR VACCINE CO., | 100 EAST 23rd StreeTi new YORK.

A Union of England and America
THE MUCH MOOTED QUESTION SETTLED.

N. BENJAFIELD, at Motcombe, Shaf-

tesbury. England, and THOS. S. WHITE,
of Lexington, Va.. can explain this

Union. N. Benjafield stands at the top-

for thoroughbred English Berksbires in
his country, and as Thos S. White got
his start fiom said Benjafield, then, of
course, the said White has the best blood
in America Fancy Pigs, but not fancy
prices, now before the puplic.

Write to THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

41 Pig? now Eeady for Shipment, Some Ready for Service; Boars and Sows.

/AWWS^V^WAVWVv^^VW^^^W^V

"The Duke
»

IMPORTED HACKNEY STALLION

Will make the fall season at "THE GROVE" STOCK FARM, near

Burkeville, Va. An excellent opportunity for some grand

blood. For terms, etc , address

_T. O. SANDY, Burkeville, Va
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The chief editorial topic in the Ameri-
can Monthly Review of Reviews for No-
vember is the War in South Africa. In
" The Progress of the World" the editor

gives a full exposition of the British and
Boer sides of the quarrel, respectively.

The subject is also treated in the depart-

ment of ' Current History in Caricature,"

and Mr. Stead c mtributes a character

sketch of ''the man of the month" in

South Africa— Cecil Rhodes.

CATALOGUES.
The Geneva Tool Co., Geneva, Ohio,

manufacturers of hay, straw and manure
forks, hoes, garden rakes, scythes, snaths,

etc.

Meridale Farms, Meredith, N. Y., Meri-
dale Jerseys, owned by Ayer & McKinley,
Philadelphia.

Biltmore Farms, Biltmore, N. C. Berk-
shires and Jerseys. This is a beautifully

got-up catalogue of the richest bred Berk-
shires and Jerseys to be found in the
country. Southern farmers can find here
at home, right in their midst, stock which
cannot be beaten in breeding, and thor
oughly acclimated. For particulars and
catalogue write Geo. F. Weston, superin
tendent Biltmore Farms, Biltmore, N. C.

BOOKS.

A. B. C. in butter-making, by J. H.
Monrad, Winnetka, 111. This is a very
useful hand-book, price 50 cents, by a
master in the art of butter-making. We
can supply it.

REPORTS.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C. Bureau of Animal In-

dustry. Experimental Exports of
Butter, 1897.

Bureau of Animal Industry. Blackleg
in the United States.

Report 61. Tea Culture. Tea Experi-
ment in South Carolina.

Report 62. Cultivation of Cigar Leaf
Tobacco in Florida.

Division of Forestry. Bulletin 21.

A Primer of Forestry.

Farmers' Bulletin 70. The Principal
Insects Enemies of the Grape.

Farmers' Bulletin 80. The Peach Twig
Borer.

Farmers' Bulletin 99. Three Insect
Enemies of Shade Trees.

Farmers' Bulletin 103. Experiment
Station Work.

Division of Entomology. Circular 37.

The use of Hydrocyanic Acid Gas
for Fumigating Greenhouses and
Cold Frames.

Division of Entomology. Circular 38.

The Squash Vine Borer.

Division of Entomology. Circular 39.

The Common Squash Bug.

Division of Statistics. Circular 10.

The Brazos River (Texas) Flood of
June, 1899.

Division of Statistics. Circular 11.

The World's Grain Crop in 1899.

Crop Circular for October, 1S99.

WANTED-AGENTS FOR

CREAM SEPARATORS
During the next six months—in conjunction with the

introduction of the improved "20th CENTURY" De
Laval Cream Separators—we shall thoroughly reorganize

our system of Dairy or " Baby " separator local agencies.

Out of 2,000 existing agencies and sub-agencies 1,509 will

be changed, and as many additional new ones created.

1900 promises to be the greatest of separator years.

Centrifugal separation and clarification must soon become
universal. Machines may be sold in every township.

The conceded superiority of the "Alpha" De Laval ma-
chines should give them 85 per cent, of the total trade.

But live aggressive agents are equally essential to getting
it. We have the machines and require more good agents.

Successful separator agents are confined to no particular

class. Applications should give full details.

Mention This Paper In Writing.

The De Laval Separator Co.
Western Offices: Ceneral Offices: Branch Offices :

jolph &, Canal Sts 74 CORTLANDT STREET, 1102 Arch Street,

CHICACO NEW YORK. I PHILADELPHIA

CASTALIA HERD of-

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thrive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102.

SINCE MY ADVERTISEMENT BEGAN . . .

I have sold BULLS and HEIFERS to Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and
Pennsylvania. The demand for good cattle is increasing. Call on or write to

Visitors met at station.

FRANK C. CROSS, Herd Manager
Inquirers are requested not to us

MURRAY BOOCOCK,
Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

: postal cards.

- BACON HALL FARM.
HEREFORD CATTLE—Yearlings and Calves.

DORSET SHEEP \
BERKSHIRE HOCSJ §es

Satisfaction, or don't remit. E. M. CILLET, Verona, Balto. Co., Wld
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Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn,
Ala. Bulletin 105. Winter Pastur-
age, Hay and Fertility Afforded by
Hairy Vetch.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca,
X. Y. Bulletin 172. The Cherry
Fruit Fly.

Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge. La. Bulletin 56. Ticks and
Texas Fever.

Louisiana Board of Agriculture. Crop
Report for June, July and August,
1899.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
Fourteenth Annual Report, 1898.

Bulletin 53. Fertilizer Inspection.

Nebraska Experiment Station, Lincoln,
Neb. Bulletin 59. The Home-made
Windmills of Nebraska.

Bulletin 60. Experiments in the Cul-
ture of the Sugar Beet in Nebraska.

Circular 2. The Fall Armv Worm or
Grass Worm.

New Mexico Experiment Station, Me-
silla Park, M .N. Bulletin 29. New
Mexico Sugar Beets, 1898.

Bulletin 30. The Effect of Spring Frosts
on the Peach Crop, &c.

North Carolina Board of Agriculture.
Bulletin, September, 1898.

Pennsylvania Experiment Station, State
College, Pa. Bulletin 46. Varietv
Tests of Wheat.

The Philadelphia Museum. The World's
Commerce and the United States'
Share of it. American Trade with
Siam. The Republic of Guatemala.

South Carolina Experiment Station, Clen-
son College. Bulletin 47. A Chemi-
cal Study of the Sea Island Cotton
Plant.

Tennessee University, Knoxville, Tenn.
Scientific Engineering.

Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Va. Bulletin 91. Variety Tests of
Strawberries.

Bulletin 92. The Influence of Commer-
cial Fertilizers upon the Quality of
the Irish Potato.

Virginia State Weather Service, Rich-
mond, Va. Report for August, 1S99.
Report for September, 1S99.

Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie,
Wy. Ninth Annual Report, 1899.

SUGAR WITH ONIONS.
Onions are regarded by food authorities

as one of the most valuable vegetables
that we have, and are, unfortunately, also
found by many persons difficult to digest.
A suggestion that has been tested, its

fiver says, by long experience, and tried
y many persons, alwavs with success,

is to add a little sugar to the onion salad
to prevent any discomfort after eating it.

Anything which will encourage the con-
sumption of onions is to be recommended.
Physicians say that they are wonderful
rejuvenators, and possess" as well remark-
able healing powers. The raw Bermuda
onion is the variety that is most palata-
ble and the most e'fficient, and if. with a
little sugar, it is also easilv assimilated,
the knowledge becomes valuable.—Ntu
York Evening Post.

ASBESTINE
YOUR HOME and the surrounding small

buildings will look much bet-
ter ana be better if well

painted. Ii may be that you neglected it on account of the great
cost. Painting." either inside or outside can be done cheaply,
durably and effectively with our

Asbestine Cold Water Paint.
IVs a dry powder. Just mix it with cold water. Anybody can

apply it. It doesn't flow like oil paint and hence does not require
an expert to applj- it. It's fire proof and weather proof—won't
burn or blister and can't wash off. Preserves everything coated
with it. Excels for houses, barns, dairy buildings, cow sheds,
and anything which you wish to make handsome and durable.
Above all else it is low in price, costing 75 per cent less than

ordinary oii paint. Made in white and 16 shades of colors. Ask ,

your dealer for Asbestine and insist on Asbestine, for nothing .'

else is so good. Write for price lists, tint and color cards V,

THE ALDEN SPEARE'S SONS CO. I.
369 Atlantic Ave,, BOSTON. A T4 John St., >i\V YORK. ^^

69 Market St., CHICAGO.

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

..Show and Foundation Stock a Specialty..

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

POLAND-
CHINAS.

Having purchased a part of Mr. S. S.

Bradford's herd, and made several addi-
admiral, 42159. tions to my own from the leading breeders

of Ohio I can furnish select pigs not related to those previously shipped, and
sired by my fine young boars, ••ADMIRAL." 42159, and "COMMODORE," 42747.
Sows in pig and young boars and sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get
the best from the oldest and largest herd of PolanJ-Chinas in the State at one half
Western Prices. Address,

J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Ta.
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" KEEPING COWS FOR PROFIT.''

A Treatise on Up-to-Date Dairying.
'• Keeping Cows for Profit' is the well-

chosen title of the newest work on prac-

tical dairying to come under our notice.

We understand that a large issue of this

little publication is being gratuitously

circulated, with the compliments of The
De Laval Separator Co., 74 Cortland St.

New York, which concern offers to send
a copy to every reader of the Southern

Planter upon request.

The book treats of dairying as a manu-
facturing business and discusses its prob-

lems from the standpoint that every dairy

farmer is just as much a business man as

though engaged in any other manufactur-

ing or commercial undertaking. It if

compiled in a terse, practical manner, is

easily readable, and can hardly fail to be
interesting and instructive to every one
in any way concerned in dairying. It is

splendidly printed, handsomely illustra

ted, and altogether pleasing. The front

cover shows a lithographed milking scene

and the back cover a cut of the Jersey

cow, Ida Marigold, which received first

prize at the Chicago Exposition.

It was current newspaper report a few
months ago that Mark Twain was writing

an autobiography, and that it would not

be published for a hundred years. This
idea, if it ever existed in the mind of the
author, has been given up; but he did

tome work on an autobiography, and one
chapter from it. entitled " My Debut as a

Literary Person." has been secured by
the publishers of The Century, and will

appear in the November numbar.

Dr. Weir Mitchell's new story, which
The Century Magazine will print in serial

form, beginning with November, is called

the "Autobiography of a Quack." Dr.
Mitchell has used his knowledge of the
under side of his profession in a way
which is said to make an unusually at-

tractive psycological study.

It is said that Rudyard Kipling and
Ernest Seton-Thompson met last winter,

and spent an evening telling each other
animal stories The interpreter of the
jungle wanted a story of a grizzly bear.

Mr. Thompson had one ready for him.
It took an hour to tell it. When he had
finished, Mr. Kipling exclaimed :

" That's

fine, Thompson, why don't you write it ?
"

Mr. Thompson has since written it, under
the title of "The Biography of a Grizzly,"

and its publication will be begun in the
November number of The Century Mag-
azine. It is the first long story by the
author of "Wild Animals I Have Known."
Needless to say he will illustrate it him-
self. The decorative arrangement of the
pages will be the work of his wife.

FINDS SCHOOL DUTIES WEARING.
Tappahannock. Va., October 12, 1899.

Miss Mattie E Holmes, of this place, is

enthusiastic in her praise of the well-

known medicine, Hood's Sarsaparilla.

She says that after being confined in

school for a season, she has that tired and
wornout feeling. As soon as she begins
taking Hood's there is a change. It gives
her a good appetite and a clear, healthy
complexion.

HEBEFOR n CATTLE.-Calves, entitled to registration, 850 to 875. Calves by "Sir Edward "
grades, 820 to 830.

**l I li OPSH I RE SHEEP—Bucks, one year old and over, $12.50 to 820. Ewes, one year to three
years' old, S10 to $12. Buck Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15, $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July
1 to 15, 85.50.

POLAND-CHINA. HOGS—Pigs, six weeks' old, 85. Pigs, three months, 86.50. Pigs, five
months and over, 89 to 815.

BRONZE THICKETS—Pairs, $6 ; trios,88.50. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

PLTnOBTH ROCKS Pairs, 82.25; trios, S3; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

MFSCOVT DCCK«S. -Pairs, 81.50; trios, 82.25. Eggs, per sitting, 81.50.

WILLIAM L. Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for 825 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures. Colts by vv illiam L, Jr.,

21058, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

..BARGAINS
The best flock of Shropshire Sheep in

Virginia. A few choice Durham Bull

Calves; 12 Top Jersey Heifers; 100

Head of Poland-China, Chester and
Berkshire Pigs and Hogs at farmers'

prices ; Large lot of B. P. Rock and
S L. Wyandotte Chickens; 150 Pekin
Ducks; 10 White Holland Turkeys.

I will not ask fancy prices. Wrile me
describing your wants.

HIGHLANDS STOCK AND POULTRY FARM,
E. B. WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. • FANCY HILL, VA.

GHSTON STOCK F=HR7VT.

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and

JERSEYS of either sex.

JNO. T. DETRICE, Somerset, Va.

—ROCK HILL HERD.
A Short Corn and a Big Pig Crop
choice of 80 head August and September pigs, all eligible to registery in O. P. C R.

Association. I guarantee stock as represented, or money refunded. Pairs and trios

no kin.
° B. BUCHANAN. BROWNSBURG, VA.

compels me
to sell the

1O. P. C R.
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BLACKLEG VACCINE.
Owing to the remarkable success with

which the original blackleg vaccine had
been used in Europe during the previous
ten years, it was a foregone conclusion
that the same article would meet with
the same success when introduced into
America in 1895 by the Pasteur Vaccine
Company. Since that time, Pasteur Vac-
cine has been successfully u.'ed upon over
one million head of cattle in the United
States, and its value as a preventive rem-
edy proved beyond all question. The
success of Pasteur Vaccine has naturally
brought other blackleg preparations into
the market, but time will show how suc-
cessful they may be, In order to avoid
possible disappointment, it is important,
when ordering, to specify " Pasteur Vac-
cine," and see to it that the original and
genuine preparation is secured. Pasteur
Vaccine for blackleg is supplied in the
form of a powder, to be administered at
one application or at two applications, as
desired. The Pasteur Company's remedy
is also furnished in the form of a cord,
readyfor use. The Cord Vaccine is, for dis-

tinction, called " Blacklegine," and is ap-
plied with a needle, which is the only in-

strument required. For full particulars,
with official endorsements and testimoni-
als from the largest anil most promin<>nt
stock-raisers, who have been using Pas-
teur Vaccine with success during the last

four years, write to Pasteur Vaccine Com-
pany, at their headquarters in Chicago,
or to their branch offices at Omaha, Den-
ver, Fort Worth, or San Francisco.

WHAT TO DO TO ENJOY GOOD
HEALTH.

A New York hygienic journal gives the
following advice for preservation and res-

toration of health

:

1. Be temperate in work, and always
keep the mind calm. Be moderate in
all things; avoid extremes. These are
the essentials for a happy life.

2. Live in the open air as much as pos-
sible—in the sun, at a healthy place.
Avoid damp houses and places.

3. Eat moderately — simple, healthy
food, adapted to your work, season,
climate. Eat slowly, and, when possi-
ble, in company with friends pleasant to
converse with.

4. Take sufficient exercise of body and
mind ; avoid excess ; beware of fatigue.

5. Keep the body clean by baths, fric-

tion, and daily washing.
6. Wear clothes which protect the body

properly without compressing any part,
and which give the limbs perfect free-

dom.
7. Sleep in a well-ventilated room—

a

sleep long enough for complete rest of
body and mind. Never remain in bed
longer than necessary.

8. Drink pure water free from noxious
germs, or any natural non-alcoholic bev-
erage beneficial to the stomach.

9. Let Nature perfortn her functions
regularly, and never leave any deleterious
substance in the organism.

10. Avoid fatigue of mind, feverish ex-
citement, causes of discouragement and
moral depression. Be neither too opti-
mistic nor too pessimistic, and take life

as cheerfully as possible.

" I once knew a man whose hair
changed from black to white in a single
night because he lost his fortune."

" Well, I knew a girl who lost her for-

tune, and her hair changed from auburn
to red in less time than it takes to tell it."

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

HAMPSHIREDQWN K3£T.=:
FOR SALE.

Also Polled Durham Cattle, youDg ones
and cows, for sale. Registered stock. Good
quality.

JNO. I. GORDON, Mercer, Pa.

THOMPSON & TRIMBLE,
SWOOPE, AUGUSTA CO., VA

B^deTs Shorthorn Cattle and

.
j:;- Shropshire Sheep.

. . . CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

FOR SALE.
An extra fine full-blooded 2-year old

HOLSTEIN BULL, and one of the
very best big bone white CHESTFR
BOARS, same age. I sell, not wishing
to inbreed.

W. S. SOUTHALL, Elkton, Va.

WANTED TO BUY^^

ESSEX PIGS

T.W.WOD. Richmond, Va.

FOR SALE.
The Registered SHORTHORN BULL

SIR OLIVER,
Reg. Number, 126390. Calved,

Feb. 16th, 1897.
Address—

J. L. HUMBERT, Box 139, U. of Va.

Thoroughbred Holstein-Friesians

RAILWAYS.

(Netherlands, Pieterjes, and Clothilde) All

rich, heavy milkers, and typical repre-

sentatives of the breed and strains.

REGISTERED - BERKSHIRES.
"MAYOR OF BILIMORE" Heads my Herd.

49" Finest Stock at Reasonable Prices. Also

English Beagle Dog's, Brown Leghorn and
Plymouth Fowls.

WRITE ME FOR PRICES.

T. O. SANDY, Burkeville. Va.

T0/L. ROW^E dte OO
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

JERSEY and GUERNSEY CATTLE, both young and old, male and female,

always on hand and for sale.

BERKSHIRE HOGS—Young sows now ready. Pigs, $10 per pair.

BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA, PLYMOUTH ROCK and BROWN
LEGHORN FOWLS. PEK1N DUCKS.

GREAT DANE=MASTIFF PUPPIES, very large, fine guards, *10 each.

SHEPHERD and FOX TERRIER PUPPIES, $5 each.

PLEASANT VIEW HERD of..

REGISTERED

Chester White r^O. I.C. Swine
Can furnish pairs and trios not related.

Pedigree furnished with every pig sold.
Correspondence solicited.

Archie C Roper
Lock Box 122, CHARLESIOWN, JEFFERSON C0..W. V*.
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THE DOGS AND THE DOOR.

Two of my favorite dogs I called Jack
and Cuffy. Jack was. a great black St.

Bernard, weighing nearly two hundred
pounds. Cuffy was a pure Newfound-
land, with very black curly hair. These
two dogs were the gift of the late Senator
Sanford. With other tine dogs of the
same breeds they soon supplanted the
Eskimo and mongrels that had been pre-

viously used for years about the place.

I had so much to do in my very exten-
sive field that I required to have at least

four trains always tit for service. This
meant that, counting the puppies and all,

there would be about the premises from
twenty to thirty dogs However, as the
lakes and rivers there swarmed with fish,

which was their only food, we kept the
pack up to a state of efficiency at but lit-

tle expense. Jack and Cuffy were the
only two dogs that were allowed the full

liberty of the house. They were wel-
-come in every room. Our doors were fur-

nished with the ordinary thumb latches.

These latches at first bothered both dogs.
All that was needed on our part was to

show them how they worked, and from
that day on for years they both entered
the rooms as they desired without any
trouble, if the donrs opened from them.
There was a decided difference, however,
in opening a door if it opened toward
them. Cuffy was never able to do it.

With Jack it was about as easily done
as it was by the Indian servant girl.

Quickly and deftly would he shove up
the exposed latch and the curved part of
the thumb-piece, and draw it toward
him. If the door did not easily open,
the claws in the other fore-paw speedily
and cleverly did the work. The favorite
resting place of these two magnificent
dogs was on some fur rugs on my study
floor. Several times have we witnessed
the following action in Cuffy, who was
of a much more restless temperament
than Jack : When she wanted to leave
the study she would invariably first go
to the door and try it. If it were in the
slightest degree ajar she could easily draw
it toward her, and thus open it. If, on
the contrary, it were latched, she would
at once march over to Jack, and, taking
him by an ear with her teeth, would lead
him over to the door, which he at once
opened for her. If reason is that power
by which we "are enabled to combine
means for the attainment of particular
•ends," I fail to understand the meaning
of words if it were not displayed in these
instances.—From " Do Animals Reason? "

by the Rev. Egerton R. Young, in Appleton's
Popular Science Monthly for November.

THE WAY TO MAKE SALMON
» SALAD.

Open a can of salmon carefully, turn
out the fish and drain. Have your salad
bowl or dish covered with nice fresh let-

tuce leaves. Remove the bone and skin
from the salmon and place the latter

over the leaves. Dust it lightly with
salt, and pour over it two or three table-
spoonfuls of lemon juice. Put on a thick
covering of mayonnaise dressing and
serve.

—

November Ladies' Home Journal.

St. Lambert Jerseys

ETHEL'S JOHN BULL NO. M5 (
S££;E»f

dam Crocus of St. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Mary Anne of St. Lambert, have an average
butter record of 22 lbs. and 7 ounces in 7 days.

ADMfRAL ST. LAMBERT NO. SI3iK,52£&5&S£
a butter record of 26 lbs., ll%oz., in 7 days, and
a daily milk record of 53 lbs., 8 oz.

Several extra-tine Bulls and Heifers for sale.

Also Indian Games, Barred P. Rock, White
Leghorn and White Wyandotte /owls.

BOWMONT FARMS, SALEM, Va.

^ WHOLESALE
AND

RETAIL.

Headquarters for

Nursery Stock.
We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.

ALL. STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Nectarines, Pecans, Ornamental andApples,

Pears, Cherry,
Peach, Quinces,
Plum, Almonds,
Apricots,

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, for Hedging

Chestnuts, Shade Trees,
Walnuts, Evergreens,
Small Fruits. Roses, Etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

..AGENTS WANTED..

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO., Baltimore, Md.

The People Now Realize It.

A little over a year ago we ad-

vertised that we would sell one
stove of our make to anybody, as

low as a dealer could buy a car-

load. Then, our trade was limited

to Virginia and North Carolina
;

since we advertised this, we have
shipped them to every State from
New York to Florida, and as far

^Bfcwest as Ohio—right in the heart
}f other stove manufacturers.

Nothing but praise comes from
these States for their baking qualities and excellent finish. The cele-

brated FITZ LEE COOK STOVES are destined to be in more
homes and more States than any other stove ever made. WRITE
for Information.

SOUTHERN STOVE WORKS, 815 to 827 N. 17th St., Richmond, Va.
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SOME LITTLE-KNOWX FACTS

Which Show How Little We Know of
Each Other and of OrR Country.

Only 18 per cent, of all the families in

America employ domestic help, leaving
82 per cent, without even one servant.

If all the dressmakers known to exist

in America worked twenty-four hours of
each day for a whole year, without stop
ping for sleep or meals, they would still

be able to make only one dress apiece
for less than seven-eighths of the women
of America.
Not 6 per cent, of all the women in

America spend as much money as fifty

dollars per vear on their clothes.

Out of 12,000,000 American families the
income of 4.000,000 of these families is

less than $400 each per year, and the in-

comes of nearly SO per cent, of the entire
number are less than $1,000 each per
year.

There are scores of places in this coun-
try where only one mail comes every
fourteen days.
Ask the average person where the cen-

tral point of area is in the United States,

and he will fix it somewhere in Illinois.

Tell him it is nearer San Francisco, and
he will be incredulous until he remem-
bers that Alaska is within the boundaries
of Uncle Sam.

—

Edward Bok, in the No-
vember Ladies' Home Journal.

Goldfish are very sensitive, and hence
a loud noise, strong smell, violent or even
slight shaking of the vessel, will some-
times destroy them. Small worms which
are common to the water suffice for their
food in general, but the Chinese, who
bring goldfish to great perfection, throw
small balls of paste into the water, of
which they are very fond. They also
give them lean pork, dried in the sun,
and reduced to a very fine and delicate
powder. Fresh river water must be given
them every day. Care must be taken to

collect the spawn when seen floating
I

on the water, as otherwise the fish

themselves will destroy it. This spawn
should be put into a vessel and ex-
posed to the sun until vivified by the
heat. However, goldfish seldom deposit
spawn when kept in vases.

Feathers can be cleaned by dipping
in soap lather. If they are dirtv. rub
very gently with the fingers. Rinse in
clean water, and shake before a fire to
dry, being careful not to scorch them.
Curl with a blunt pen-knife. Ospreys
and aigrettes are cleaned in the same
way as feathers. If your flowers are
dusty and crumpled, brush first with a

soft velvet brush, picking the leave? into

shape ; then shake gently in the steam
from the boiling teakettle. If you have
chiffon that has lost its freshness, mix a
little melted soap in lukewarm water,
pour this into a wide-mouthed bottle or
jar, and place the soiled chiflon in it.

Cover the mouth of the bottle with a

clean duster or cloth, and shake well.
Remove the chiffon, and if not thor-
oughly cleaned repeat the process in fresh

soap lather. Rinse in clean water and
stiffen with gum arabic. Roll in a clean
cloth, and iron when slightly dry.

rADMrDCI I Manufacture the fol-

T MnlflLnO! lowing Brands of FERTILIZERS
Read these analyses and prices

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE
19.45 (
4.83 )

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE
Phosphoric Acid
Ammonia
Potash

11.39
4.98
2.

Price f.o. b.
cars here,

$25.00.

$25.00.

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.

ODORLESS BASIC SLAG
PHOSPHATE • • •

We have accepted the General Agency for the sale

of the above VALUABLE FERTILIZER, every pound
of which in the ton is warranted by the manufacturer

to be pure available plant food.
Every farmer should try it on Wheat and Oats

this fall.

Every trucker should use it, as it destroys trouble-

some Worms and Insects.
There is nothing so good for Strawberries when

applied in the fall.

For Fruit Trees and Nursery Stock it has no equal.

In order to introduce it, we will fill all orders this

fall at the factory price, $16 per ton, or $2 per bag
for less than a ton, f. 0. b. here.

i A. S. LEE & SON, Gen'l Agents, RICHMOND, VA. |

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &o.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Retiable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write us
if you contemplate planting:. Catalogues tree.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T- HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.
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The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. '»'« «" ,M

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va $5 00 $5 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, '* " 1 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00 4 00

" Round Table 100 135
" Bazaar 4 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

The Washington Post 75 1 05

Breeders' Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman I 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 2 00 2 25

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00 2 25

Southern Churchman, " "... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Lippincott's " 2 50 2 50

Harpers' " 3 00 3 25

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scribner's " 3 00 3 25

Frank Leslies " 1 00 1 25

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " 1 00 1 35

Strand " 1 25 1 65

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan, " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage ot our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of
the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other periodi-
cals.

Seed House of the South.

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS ot

every variety at Lowest Market Rates, included in which
are RAGLAND'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

-WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

GILLETTE HORSE CLIPPING MACHINES.
Over 20,000 Machines sold

in EUROPE.
A Few Foreign References.

The Royal Mews, Royal Stables,
H. R. H. The Duke of York,
His Grace The Duke of Portland,
HisGraceThe r>uke of Wellington,
His Grace The Duke of Bedford,
His Grace The Duke of Buccleuch,
His Grace The Duke of Newcastle.

Extra Cutters, $2. All

OVER 60,000 MACHINES SOLD
IN UNITED STATES.

A Few United States References.

F. W. Vanderbilt, Walter H. Webb,
J. McK. Twombley. Charles Broad-
wav Rouss, Henry HiltoD, C. R.
Flint, W. R. Grace, Henry Seligman.

Send for Catalogue, showing our

different styles.

Kinds of Clippers Ground, 50c.

" **"" GILLETTE CLIPPING MACHINE CO., 110, 112p^ll4 W.32dSt.,New York.

wmmmm^Wfi p res s
" V!\osV durable/ anT^ economic a\

SaUsfaclion ov no sale. TJ
-

_Kansas C'iUjH.aAi Ptess Co,

iM\U Sfc.Kanscvs Giw'Mo,
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PROMISE OF BRILLIANT SKIES
THROUGHOUT NOVEMBER.

The month of November is likely to be
remarkable for its meteoric showers. It
is probable that a brilliant display of the
so-called "Leonids" will occur in the
early morning of November 15 or 16

;

and it is quite possible that there may
be a second shower on the evening of the
23d or 24th, due to an encounter with the
meteoric swarm which follows in the
"track of Biela's lost comet. Whether,
however, both or either of these meteoric
showers will be visible in the United
States is something which cannot be posi-
tively predicted, even leaving out all con-
sideration of the weather. While it is

practically certain that the earth will
pass through some portion of the Leonid
swarm on the 15th or Kith of the month,
the data are not sufficient to determine
the precise hour of Greenwich time when
the encounter will take place, or how
long it will last; so that we cannot say
in just what part of the earth the phe-
nomenon will be visible—whether in
the Eastern or Western Hemisphere.
On the whole, the calculations thus far
published indicate that the favored re-
gions are likely to be those that border
on the Atlantic.

—

Professor C. A. Young,
in the " New Lippincott " for November.

There are various ways in which rib-
bon may be cleaned. The following are
all good : If the ribbon has been made
up into bows, or sewed in any way, unpick
all the stitches first, then brush lightly
with a stiff brush. Lay the ribbon on a
plain, smooth board or table—a board is

preferable. Sponge it well with clean
-water and ammonia. Ammonia varies
very much in strength, but the following
proportion is usually strong enough

:

Two teasponfuls to one breakfast cup of
water. To stiffen the ribbon, sponge it

after it has been cleaned with dissolved
gum arabic and water (two teaspoonfuls
to half pint of water) and leave it on the
board to dry, when it will be found
smooth and ready for use. If the ribbon
is required at once, it may be ironed im-
mediately after the cleaning and stiffen-
ing processes. Lay it on the ironing
sheet, with blanket beneath, and over
the ribbon place either a clean, smooth
piece of muslin or paper, and iron with-
fairly hot iron.

GENERAL LEE AND HIS FRUIT-
FUL HEN.

It was General Lee's custom to leave
his tent door open in the morning for a
sprightly hen that had gone into the egg
business promptly, and thus had saved
her head. When she stepped in, General
Lee would put aside his work and walk
Eost deferentially upon the outside until
er cackle announced the mysteries of

egg laying at an end. She roosted and
rode in his wagon, was an eye-witness of
the battles of Chancellorsville and Get-
tysburg, and was finally sacrificed upon
the altar of hospitality at Orange Court-
house, in 1S64—Norvmber Ladies' Home
Journal.

*"Take time by the forelock." If your
blood is out of order, begin taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla at once and prevent serious
illness.

The Implement Co.
1302-1304 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

The IDEAL Duplex Feed Mill

AND THE

IDEAL Triple-Geared Feed

Mill and Power Combined

Have no equal for efficiency in grinding,

on the farm, all kinds of grain, from 6

up to 60 bushels per hour. We will send
special catalogues and prices on appli-

cation.

Our stock of all kinds of AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS is complete, and
includes the most improved wagons (THE CAPITAL) on earth.

The OHIO Ensilage Feed

Cutters and Shredders

Have proved themselves superior to

all others. All the machines are

made on one pattern and are covered

by U. S. patent. There are so many
points of superiority that we are un-

able to mention them in this adver-

tisement, but we shall have pleasure

in sending to any address a special

catalogue, which will give particulars

of each machine.

We Have a Nearly New . .

io Horse-Power
Mounted Engine

In first-class order, suitable for

running Saw-Mill or other pur-

poses, which we will sell low.

Particulars on application.

All sorts of Plows, Carriages, Harness, Pumps, Corrugated and V-Crimp

Roofing, Wire Fencing, etc. Prices and catalogues on application.

1302-

THE IMPLEMENT CO.,
304 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS^—
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus

;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima,
and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT ^.W.E'i&'ES" ROUTE
To STAUNTON, LYNCHBURG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,

RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & O. Ry., Washington, D. C.
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ARMERS'I
LIBRARY

SOUTHERN PLANTER, - 50

VEGETABLE GROWING
IN THE SOUTH, $1.25

FERTILITY OF THE LAND, $1.25

FEEDS AND FEEDING, - $2.00

TOBACCO

:

How to Raise it, etc., 25

FOOD FOR PLANTS, - - 10

$5.35

All for $4.50.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
RICHMOND. VA,

A carping old woman once said to her
psstor, " Dear me, minsters mak' muckle
adoo aboot their hard work ; but what's
twa bits of sermons in the week tae mak'
up? I could dot myael'."

" Weel, Janet," said the minister, good-
humoredly, "let's hear yon try't."

'Come awa' wi' a text then," quoth
she.

He repeated with emphasis, "It is bet-
ter to dwell in the corner of the housetop
than with a brawling woman and in a
wide house."

Janet fired up instantly.
" What's that ye say, sir? Dae ye in-

tend onything personal?"
"Stop! stop!' broke in her pastor;

" you would never do for a minister."
" And what for no?" said she.
" Because, Janet, you come ower soon

to the application."

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

Wood's Grass
and

Have obtained the highest reputa-
tion for purity, cleanliness and
germination, causing our busi-

ness in the same to become one
of the largest in the United States.
Handling ttiese Seeds in the large

quantities that we do, also n-

ahles us to sell same at the lowest
possible prices, quality considered.———

—

———

—

——— WOOD'S SEEl> BOOK gives
the fullest information about Grasses and Clovers—soils the different sorts
are adapted for—best combinations to give largest results in hay or pas-
turage—care of pastures and meadows, &c, &c. A postal will bring this

book to you. Prices and samples of Grass and CloverSeeds senton application.

T. W. WOOD & SONS, Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

Clover Seeds..

Improved Implements
FOR FALL TRADE.

COMBINED FEED MILL AND HORSE POWER. Indispensable to

every farmer. Grinds ear or shelled corn, grain of all kinds. Is also

a first-class House Power for all purposes.

ENSILAGE CUTTERS. The UNION Cutter and Shredder, the ST.
ALBANS Shredder, the HOCKING VALLEY Cutter.

SUITED TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF ALL

NEW ALLSTEEL,FULLCIRCLE BALING PRESS
With large feed opening and largest plunger

travel of any of Its class. When telescoped for

the road Is nine feet shorter than when In

operation.

STEAM AND HAND-POWER
PRESSES for All

Purposes.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW, guaranteed to give entire satisfaction in any kind of soil and under any condition. THE BUCKEYE GRAIN
AND FERTILIZER DISC AND HOE DRILL sows grain of atl kinds, peas, corn, fertilizer and grass seed. CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS
wlih steel or copper pans CONTINENTAL DISC HARROWS with Patent Roller Bearings, the lightest In draft. Solid steel weight boxes and
centre cut attachment, which leaves no ridge In centre. ALL-STEEL LEVER HARROWS. PLOWS of all kinds. ENGINES, S»W MILLS.
CORN AND FEED MILLS, CORN SHELLERS, HORSE POWERS, SURREVS, BUGGIES, ROID CARTS, FARM, FREIGHT AND LOG WAGONS,
GROCERV AND MILK WAGONS, CARRY LOGS. HARNESS for all purposes.

IMPLEMENTS. MACHINERY AND VEHICLES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

THE WATT PLOW COMPANY.
Office, Cor. Fr nklin and

15th Streets,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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THE FARMERS' SUPPLY CO.
Offers for sale a full line of seasonable IMPLEMENTS and TOOLS as well as

BUGGIES and HARNESS We invite especial attention to the

TORNADO Feed and Ensilage Cutters
These machines, made in nine

siz^s, hand and power, are POSI-

TIVELY THE BEST on the market for cutting, spitting and shredding Fodder, Hay and Straw.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR, GIVING FULL DESCRIPTION.

The Improved TORNADO Disc Harrrow
Is made of iron and steel throughout, is strong, durable and easy of operation. Gangs

can be set at any angle while team is maving. An altogether popular implement.

We are agents for the

MILBURN Wagon
which for years has led all competitors. A
large consignment just received. WRITE FOR PRICES AND CATALOGUE.

FARMERS' SUPPLY CO., 1433 E. Main St., Richmond, Va,

The SYMMES Patent HAY

and GRAIN.CAP.

IDEAL
FEEDMILL^HORSE

__
POWER COMBINED

For all kinds of Corn and
Cob. Write for prices

and Catalogues.

SCOTCH
HARROWS.

Steel Lever Harrows; Spring-tooth Harrows
all sizes, plain and with lever-; Smoothing
Harrows, and anything ' u the Harrow line

always ou hand at bottom prices.

WHEELBARROW SEEDERS,
CAtlOON SEEDERS.

Latest Improved BUCKEYE and
HUTCHINSON Cider Mill.

ROSS Feed Cutters, Pow-

ers, Wood Saws, Corn

and Cob Mills, Corn

Shelters, all sizes.

Write for ROSS 1899 prices.

SPECIALTIES.
The Genuine Oliver

Chilled Plows and
Repairs.

Genuine Farmer's Hriend Plows.
Studebaker and Brown Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies,
Land Rollers and Harrows,
Ross Feed Cutters and

Horse Powers,
Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers,

Superior Grain Drills,

Subsoil Plows,
Champion Mowers, Reapers and

Binders, Hay Rakes,
Iron and Wood Humps,

I. X. L. Wind Mills,
Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn

Huskers and Shredders,
Aultman & Taylor Threshing

Machines, Engines and
Saw-Mills,

Disc Harrows and Disc Cultivators.
Hand Cutters,

Fodder Shredders,
Corn Sheliers,

Tread and Sweep Powers,
Grinding mills.
Corn Huskers,

Wood Sawing Machinery,

ROSS FEED CUTTERS, POWERS
AND CORN AND COB MILLS.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN FARM
WAGONS, CARTS and BUGGIES.

The TIGER All-Metal Disc Harrows
with one and two levers.

Prices ami Catalogues Furnished

of all implements.

ELI PRESSES—38 styles and sizes.

Baling Wire and Bale Ties at
Lowest Prices.

JAMES Q. HENING, of Powhatan Co.. Va., Uen'l Manager.
HOWARD J. JS UCKOLS, of Heunco Co., Va., Salesman. CHA3. E. LUNTER, 1528 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.



Fancy Poultry.
SURPLUS.—Only about three hundred left, and these are the best.

Ducks, Guineas and Cockerels, $1.00 each; Hens, $1.00 to

$1.50 ; Turkeys, $2.00 to $5.00, according to weight.

Any of the following varieties

:

Black Spanish,

Light Brahmas,

B. B. R. Ex. Games,

B. B. R. Game Bantams,

Pit Games,

Black Langshans,

Sherwoods,

White Wyandottes,

Silver Laced Wyandottes,

Silver Spangled Hamburgs,

Barred Plymouth Rocks,

Blue Andalusians,

Brown Leghorns,

White Leghorns,

Black Minorcas

White Minorcas,

Indian Games,

White Guineas,

Bronze Turkeys,

Pekin Ducks.

WRITING, STATE WHETHER OR NOT YOU DESIRE SHOWjfBIRDS.

BEAGLE HOUNDS—You want a pair if you like rabbit

'
. hunting. A nice lot of puppies.

PRICE, $5.00 Each; male or female. A nice lot of BEAGLE HOUNDS,
one year old, and now running with the pack, $10 each.

GEO. T. KING, Jr.,
TELEPHONE 2360. P. O.tBox 1, Richmond, Va.



flOBTBWESTEBH fllOTMIL LIFE llSHWE CO.,
""»*"•

FIGURES FROM 41st ANNUAL STATEMENT, JANUARY I, 1899.

ASSETS $115,000,000.00

LIABILITIES, including surplus accumu-

lations held to meet tontine and semi-

tontine policy contracts (approximate), $19,005, 74.00

$109,085,214.64

GENERAL SURPLUS $6,362,428.52

Insurance in force (196,000 policies) $457,712,738.00

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, General Agent, 1201 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

A Great Offer $
THE SOUTHERN PLANTER and the RICHMOND (twice-a-

week) TIMES for one year for $1 .OO.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, RICHMOND, VA.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits

:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTHJZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

8®»We especiay recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS or

CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Bone, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS. .

S. W. TRAVERS & C0.,Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.

Mention SoutJiem Planter when you write. "^U
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We Bind...
Your Magazines. Southern .

.

Planters, or any other books

Prices Low.
Satisfactory work guaranteed.

i Job Printing Neatly Executed.

S. B. ADKINS & GO,
RICHMOND, VA.

'»—

1

There are cheap and beautiful homes in

the " Sunny South," near the sea, and
near that thriving seaport city, Norfolk,
V»., for thousands of people who want
happy homes in a mjld, healthful, and de-

lightful climate, a hind and productive soil,

the very best markets in the world, the

err lowest freight rates, good social, edu-

cational, and religious privileges, and the

greatest number of other both natural and
acquired advantages, to be found in any
other one section of the Union.

The "Cornucopia " tells you all about

the beautiful section of country aronnd
Norfolk, Va. Send for (free) sample copies.

Address "Cornucopia," 212 Main St.,

Norfolk, Va.

i. Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.,

% APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES. PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES.

QUINCES. CURRANTS, GOOSEBERRIES. RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, ETC.. EVERGREENS.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.
^-•-POLAND CHINA PIGS/*^

IBRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN AND,
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
J. B. WATKINS & BRO„

HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA.

CHARTERED »870.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore

and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

JNO. P. BRANCH,
President.

JNO. K. BRANCH,
Vice-President.

Capital Stock, Saoo.oo*

Surplus and Profit*. $330,00*

JOHN F. GLENN,
Cashier.

DiKKCTOBS.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chas. 8. Strlngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W.Sootl, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. S. Buford, R. C. Morton. Andrew
Plzzinl. Jr., J. P. George.

p(yhe Wheat and Grass Crops
"STAR W BRAND"

GUANO,
McGavock Mixture, Acid Phosphate,

Or DISSOLVED S. C. BONE, Etc.

ALLISON & ADDISON,
BRANCH VIRGINIA-

CAROLINA CHEMICAL CO., Richmond, Va.,

MANUFACTURERS.



The Southern Planter.
DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,

TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.

Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts.—XENOPHON.
Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State.--SULLY.

60th Year. Richmond, December, 1899. No. 12.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The last month of another year (the 60th year of the

Planter's publication) has come around, and with it

there comes much eause for thankfulness and grati-

tude. The year drawing to a close has been marked

by unexampled prosperity for the whole country.

Whilst it is true that some classes have probably

participated more largely in this prosperity than the

farmers have done, yet these very classes have mainly

been those who suffered more severely during the

long years of depression than the farmers, and had

therefore greater need. And yet farmers have great

cause for thankfulness for the measure of prosper-

ity which has fallen to their share. The prices of

the staple crops have at least been maintained, and in

many instances been more than maintained. The de-

mand for them is good, and likely to be still better

;

and, therefore, the probabilities are in favor of higher

rather than lower prices. Live stock of all kinds and
the products of live stock are higher in price than they

have been for many years. Fruits and truck crops

have sold, and are still selling, at better prices. There

is abundant cause for thankfulness in all these respects,

and especially is there cause for thankfulness in that

the year, on the whole, has been a favorable one for

the production and harvesting of the crops, and for

the seeding of the fall crops for another year. Whilst

it is true that the wheat crop was not so large a one

as that of last year or the year previous, yet it was
more than an average one, and will yield a consider-

able surplus for export. The corn crop promises to

be one of over 2,250,000,000 bushels, which, whilst not

a record crop, is yet above an average one. The cot-

ton crop promises to be—whilst a less one by 2,000,000

bales than that of last year—a much more profitable

one for the growers. We in the South have neither

suffered from flood or drouth to any serious extent,

nor has our live stock been visited by any plague or

sickness. All things considered, the Southern farmer

should make preparation for the closing of the year

and the keeping of Christmas with a joyful heart.

Whilst he may not yet have had all the prosperity to

which he thinks himself entitled, yet he should at

least be thankful that he has not fared worse, and that

present indications point to still better times ahead.

Outside the work of plowing and sub-soiling, there

is little that can be done in the way of actual work in

the laud ; but this, at least, ought to be done when-

ever the weather will permit. We have said so much
in the past on the advantages of fall and winter plow-

ingj that we hesitate to say more. Almost daily we
hear from farmers who have acted on our advice to

plow in the fall and winter, and we have yet to hear

from or see the first one who has regretted doing so.

Especially is it important that those who have plowed

shallow in the past, as is so largely the pernicious cus-

tom in the South, should now set about the work of

bringing up some of the unused soil of the farm. There

is underlying every farm a store of fertility which, if
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rightly worked, would largely add to the prosperity

of every owner. Every acre of soil below the few

inches which have been so long relied upon to pro-

duce crops, contains thousands of pounds of phos

phoric acid and potash, only awaiting the ameliorating

influence of the sun and air to become available plant-

food. Prof. Roberts has shown at Cornell Experiment

Station that this is absolutely true, by producing good

crops there year after year in succession without the

use of any fertilizer or manure. This, however, is im

possible unless the new soil is thoroughly worked and

aerated by long exposure to the sun and air. The

same thing has been done in this State, and may be

done on e ,-erv farm. It cannot, however, be doue un-

less the fall and winter are utilized to bring this new
soil to the surfaee. A fall like the one we are now
enjoying is the ideal time to do this work, and we
strongly urge it upon all our readers.

The work of cleaning up land that has been aban-

doned, probably in many cases for years, or laud which

has never been cropped, and which it is intended to

put in crop next year, should have attention at once.

In doing work of this kind, let what is done be done

thoroughly. Do not be satisfied to merely clean up

around the stumps, and then go on plowing around

them for years, but root them out, or blast them out

with dynamite. So long as they remain in the ground

they are harbors for weeds, fungus pests and insects,

and are the cause of constant broken tools and imple-

ments. Let all loose stones be gathered up and be

hauled off the land, and not piled in heaps upon it.

These stones left on the land are a constant source of

annoyance and loss, whilst, if hauled away, can be

used to make or repair the roads on the farm, and

make hauling a pleasure instead of a task. Plow the

land on each side of washed gullies as deeply as pos-

sible, so as to hold the rains and thus prevent further

washing. In this way the gullies will soon be things

of the past.

died one by one, and are often left down when passed

through, because of the trouble, and frequently car-

ried off to be used for some other purpose, whilst a

gate, once hung, will swing for years. .

Posts and lumber should be cut for making and re

pairing fences, and the work of hauling these to the

places where needed, and of setting the fences, should

have attention. When setting out a fence, see that it

follows a straight line as near as possible. The short-

est distance between two points is a straight line, and

hence less material is required. Besides, it is always

easier to work a piece of land enclosed with straight

fences. Set gate-posts and hang gates to every field.

The use of bars instead of gates is a source of constant

trouble, and ought to be done away with. Gates, if

properly hung, will close themselves after being passed

through, or can easily be made to stay open or closed,

as and when required. Bars require always to be han-

The work of putting in drains to dry wet places,

which are now easily to be found, where they exist,

should have attention. Take care to put the drains

in deep enough. It is the underlying water that does

the injury, and not that which falls on the surface.

This, if the subsoil is dry. will soon find its way to the

depths and pass away without injury. Three feet deep

is none too deep to dig a drain, and it should be either

tiled or have planks or poles in the bottom. See that

good fall is given =?nd a clear outlet, or the labor of put-

ting in drains will be practically thrown away. When
draining a hillside, do not run the drains round the

contour of the hill, but lay them straight up and down
the hill. Laid in this way, they will draw the water

from both sides of the drain, whilst, if run round the

contour of the hill, they will only catch the water from

the upper side, and thus only fulfil half their duty.

See that an abundance of feed is drawn to the barns

and sheds, so that it will be convenient to feed to the

stock, if you should happen, as is quite likely, to be,

short-handed at Christmas, and for a week before and

after that date. If all the work of feeding has to be

done by your owu hands at this season, it will be

found a heavy work if feed is to haul far.

See that the wood-shed and pile is well filled with

dry, seasoned wood.

Preparation should be made for saviDg the ice crop

and filling the ice-house, as January is frequently the

only month in the year when ice of sufficient thickness

to be worth storing can be had in the South. See to

it that the pond is cleaned out before storiug the water

to be frozen, and that all sources of contamination of

the water are cut off. Water that is not fit to drink

is not fit to be made into ice. Freezing does not kill

out the dangerous bacteria to be found in polluted

water. When thawed out these germs resume their

disease-producing conditions. The ice house should also

be thoroughly cleaned out and the drainage be made

effective before storing any ice. If you have not a

good ice house no time should be lost in building or

making one if ice is to be saved. Instead of using

pits for storing ice. it is now mostly saved in houses

built above ground, which are more easy of construc-

tion and more convenient for storing and removal.

Such an ice house is practically one room built within

another one, with a dead air space of at least twelve

inches between the inner and outer walls, or if the space
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be less that) this, and even with this space, with the

spacs between the walls packed with sawdust or other

non conducting substance. The building should have

double doors and a double roof, and the space between

the inner and outer roof should be packed with saw-

dust. Provision should be made for ventilation in

the roof, so as to carry off quickly any warm air from

the top of the ice. The floor should be of concrete or

brick, and should slope towards one point from which

a drain should be carried to a lower level to carry off

the water. This drain should have a trap in it. made
by making a bend in the pipe to hold the water, and
in this way prevent the inflow of warm air. The ice

should be carefully and solidly packed, and have three

or four inches of sawdust filled in between it and the

inner wall.

Arrangement should be made for the convenient

slaughtering of hogs, so soon as they are ready and
the weather cool enough. A pan, either of sheet iron

or cast, should be set at a convenient height in which
to heat the water, and a gallows be set up with a lever

fixed to it for lifting the hogs into and out of the water

and on to the gallows. This saves much heavy lift-

ing, and can easily be put up without skilled labor.

If our suggestion made a year ago as to keeping ac-

curate accounts has been attended to, now is the time

when it will be easy to ascertain what the farm has

made during the year, and what has been the cost of

running it. Careful valuation should be made of all

produce, live stock, implements and tools on hand,

and the difference in value of this from that of a year

ago be added, or deducted from the receipts in cash, as

it may be more or less than that on hand a year ago.

Let a copy of this valuation be made in a book and

kept for comparison next year. Do not overlook the

fact that you and your wife and family have been liv-

ing off the products of the farm all the year, and that

you have had a comfortable home to live in. The
value of these should be added to what the farm has

actually produced in cash, whilst the farm should be

charged with the value of the owner's labor and su-

pervision. Whilst the cost of maintaining a house-

hold and family on the farm may not seem much, yet

if a similar family had to be maintained and housed

in a city the cost would be found a large item. The
farm should have credit for this and then not so many
farmers would be found complaining that "farming

does not pay."

See to it that you enjoy Christmas, and that the

whole family has every comfort and luxury that you

can provide within reason, and your competence.

Make every one feel and say, " There is no place like

home."

CANADA PEAS.

Whilst it is too late now to sow any crop except rye
as a cover to the laud, it is not too early to make ready
for the seeding of Canada peas for an early forage crop.

This crop is one which has not yet been largely grown
in the South, but wherever it has been tried, when
seeded at the proper time and in the right way, it has

been a success. Where it has failed it has almost in-

variably been because seeded too late in the spring or

not seeded deep enough. The Canada pea is one of

the hardiest of legumes, and can stand a very con-

siderable degree of frost without suffering. It cannot,

however, stand heat and drouth. These facts being

appreciated, it will be understood why we now advise

preparation for seeding, and that the crop should be
sown in December and January, or at the latest by
February. The proper way to seed the crop is to

plow it down so as to give the seed a good covering
and place it where it can root deeply and thus avail

itself of the moisture in the ground to complete its

growth in the spring after the warm weather has set

in. Like the rest of the legumes, it is an improver
of the soil, gathering its nitrogen from the atmosphere
and requiring only the application of the mineral fer-

tilizers, phosphoric acid and potash, to make it suc-

ceed, even in soil deficient in fertility. An applica-

tion of 300 lbs. of acid phosphate and 200 lbs. of kainit

per acre will usually suffice to ensure a crop, even on
thin land. Where the laud is in good heart it will

do well without any fertilizer. It is a good plan al-

ways to seed oats with the peas, as they not only in-

crease the crop but help to hold the peas from the

ground. The oats, however, should not be seeded

with the peas, but separately, after the peas have been
plowed down, the oats being sufficiently covered by
being well harrowed in. Seed the peas at the rate of

a bushel or a bushel and a half to the acre, with
three quarters of a bushel of oats. The crop may be
used as a pasture crop for hogs or as a green forage

crop for other stock, to be cut as wanted, and also

makes a good hay crop. One great advantage of the

crop is that it can be got off the laud in ample time
to permit of it being followed by a corn crop, for

which it leaves the land in good condition.

ROOT CROPS.

The wonderfully fine fall weather which we have
had has caused all the root crops to make a splendid

growth. Turnips, ruta bagas, mangold wurtzel and
beets are finer and heavier crops than we have ever
known them to be, whilst parsnips and carrots are to be
seen in the markets of extraordinary size. A few days
ago, Mr.W. F. Lewis, ofCentralia, Chesterfield county,
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Va., brought into the office a parsnip measuring sev-

enteen inches in length, although part of the tap root

had been left in the grouud. The average circumfer-

ence was fourteen inches, and the weight of the root

four pounds and half an ounce. Late planted Irish

potatoes have made a splendid growth and should

yield a fine crop of seed potatoes.

A VALUABLE GRASS—PASPALUM DILATATUH.

Messrs. T. W. Wood & Sons. Seedsmen, Richmond.

Va., send us the following communication received

by them :

Four years ago I sowed my first seed, and also

planted a few thousand roots to form a seed bed. My
farm is now practically set with paspalum, and the

more I see of it the better I like it. Of course I mix
other grasses and clovers as a change for the stock,

but paspalum is the basis of the pasture ; it has proved
itself a mainstay for the stock, growing vigorously
when fierce heat had withered up other grasses. I

have carefully observed it in all its stages and varia-

tions, and I have now come to the conclusion that

paspalum dilatatum is the very best grass for the far-

mer to rely upon as a permanent pasture. I say per-

manent advisedly, for after four years' grazing, the
fields are still improving and giving an increased quan-
tity of feed. It is with me carrying one head of stock

to the acre all the year round, and yet, during this sea-

son, I have, in rotation, been able to shut up every
field, allowing the grass to grow and shed its seed. By
this method a perfect turf can be obtained. It does
not spread from the roots and joints like some of the

other paspalum grasses, of which there are a great

variety. It stands any amount of grazing, and the
trampling of the stock does not injure it. In this dis

trict, it grows nearly all the year round. It stands
drought well, the frosts do not kill it, and I hav3 even
cut it down and run a fire over it, and after this severe

treatment it grew as vigorously as ever. There is noth
ing hard or wiry about this grass ; it is soft and sue
culent, and there is no part of it, from the crown to

the seed heads, which stock will not eat.

My observation of grasses has extended over many
countries, but I have never met with any grass for

general purposes which would equal paspalum dilata-

tum.
I have no knowledge as to its value for sheep, but

all other animals are fond of it, and keep up good
condition. Its qualities for dairying purposes are un-

doubted, and every cow is kept in such condition as

to enable her to give her standard of quality in the
milk produced. My average test at the milk-separat-

ing station is amongst the very highest, ranging from
3.6 to 4.3 for butter fat.

In connection with the germination of the seed, and
the ripening of the seed-heads, certain peculiarities

will be noted. The seed, if sown under favorable con-

ditions, takes from 18 to 21 days before it will appear
to have germinated, and during that time it requires

both moisture and heat ; even then it does not all come
tip at one time, but the plants may soon be noticed at

all stages of growth from 3 inches high to those just

breaking ground ; the reason for this is, I think, that

the earliest matured seeds germinate earlier than those
which ripeu on the same head a little later.

The quantity of seed to sow per acre varies with the
requirements—5 to 8 lbs. per acre, on well-prepared
ground, will soon result in a thick set pasture. The
be>r time for seeding is in the months of April, May
and June, so as to catch the spring or summer rains.

(Professor Lamson ^cribner, the Agrostologistof the

Department of Agriculture, says of this grass : It is

a rather coarse, leafy perennial, growing in clumps 2 to

5 feet high, bearing near the summit of the stems two

to ten more or less spreading raeimes or spikes of

crowded hairy spikelets. It is a native of Brazil, and

possibly was introduced into the Southern States

(where it is widely distributed) from that country, al-

though it may be a native here. It ranges northward

from the Gulf to Southern Virginia and Tennessee,

and westward to Texas, growing most abundantly on

low black soils, which are well supplied with moisture.

It is considered an excellent pasture grass, and when

well established endures seasons of excessive drouth

without injury. It is particularly valuable as furnish-

ing excellent late summer and autumn feed, during

which period it makes its principal growth." Messrs.

Wood & Sons inform us that they are prepared to sup-

ply the seed.

—

Ed.)

A PREMIUfl CORN CROP, AND HOW IT WAS
MADE.

120 Bushels Per Acre, and Quite a Considerable

Amount of the Product Sold at Ten Cents Per Ear.

Editor Southern Planter :

Raising corn to sell at ten cents an ear is quite a re-

munerative and delightful occupation ; and the fact

that this liberal price was fixed, not by the raiser of

the corn but by the purchasers themselves, shows that

they appreciate a good thing when they see it, and

that although fairly beaten at one time they were de-

termined not to stay in the rear rank always.

This jumbo corn was a veritable wonder to all be-

holders, and attracted greater notice and provoked

more comment than any other product exhibited

at our County Fair. When the fact is borne in mind

that this corn had to compete with a variety that had

captured the prize medal at the Philadelphia Exposi-

tion, its superiority is more plainly evident.

Some of the ears had 32 rows, were 12 inches in cir-

cumference, 10 inches long, and had upwards of 1,700

grains
;
grains seven-eighths of an inch long. It was

really amusing to hear the different remarks that were

passed on it, but on one point all seemed to be unani-

mous—viz.: it was no poor-land corn, and could not

possibly have been raised of that size on poor land.
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Some would like to have purchased some of it for

seed, but were deterred by the fact that they were sat-

isfied that they had no land upon which they could

raise it.

We were asked our opinion in the matter, and re-

plied that land that would not grow a profitable crop

of corn ought never to be put in corn. We were con-

fronted with another query : suppose all the land we

cultivated should happen to be of that kind ? Then

in that case we would either emigrate to where the

lands were richer, or we would enrich the lands we

already had ; there is no use trying to make big crops

on poor land.

We actually made this crop with less labor than any

crop we ever made in our lives ; but the necessary

plant food for the production of a large crop of corn

was present ; and this was the secret of the large yield

and fine specimens obtained, and this is the secret of

large yields everywhere ; the commentors were right

when they said that no such corn could possibly have

been grown on poor land.

But why plant corn on poor land at all ? Well

would be the reply, If I don't plant corn on poor land

I can't plant corn at all, for I have no other sort but

poor land.

We are well aware that this is a very common ex-

cuse, but it is an excuse that does not excuse ; if land

is not farmed at a profit, it is farmed at a loss ; there

can be no middle ground.

If we farm at a loss, it is just simply a question of

time as to how long we can keep the sheriff from clos-

ing us out.

We are acquainted with individuals who own land

that is so desperately poor that corn cannot be grown

on it at all ; they keep their stock fat, sleek and saucy

all the time, by raising and feeding to them cow- peas,

peanuts, sweet potatoes and chufas.

A liberal dressing of phosphates and potash, cou-

pled with the sowing of cow-peas or clover, will en-

rich lands, let them be ever so poor ; the profit to be

obtained by their use is both immediate and sure, and

no farmer is so poor but that he can use them to both

advantage and profit. It is a trio which forms the

foundation of all successful agriculture.

Now, as to how we made our premium corn : First,

we planted an extra productive variety—Welborn's

Conscience ; second, we planted it on land that was

naturally good to start with, then made it still more

fertile and productive by applying 500 lbs. of a high

grade complete fertilizer, and 100 lbs. of muriate of

potash in conjunction therewith per acre, at a cost of

$7.50 per acre. We usually obtain from 40 to 65

bushels per acre without fertilizer ; hence the increase

in yield of from 55 to 80 bushels must be attributed

to—1st, variety of corn planted ; and 2d, fertilizer em

ployed. It certainly could not be attributed to any-

thing extra favorable about the season, for the season

for us has throughout been most remarkably unfavor-

able for both cotton and corn, as well as all species of

garden vegetables.

Our ground was broken, reduced to fiue tilth, by

free use of harrow, one half of fertilizer distributed in

drill and in two siding furrows ; and corn planted by

hand in rows four feet apart, and one grain every

twelve inches in drill the first week in May, land

creek bottom, alluvial soil.

Bud worms did not pester it but the birds did, in-

terfering considerably with the stand, but decided not

to replant.

June 1st, ran around corn with side cultivator (two

furrows) ; 10th, ran middles out with Planet Junior

(one furrow) ; 15th, gave it a genteel hoeing, and laid

it by ; the three furrows and one hoeing being all the

work it ever got ; the cultivation was done mainly by

thorough preparation before the seed was put into the

ground, though this preparation, fertilization and

planting was all done on the same day ;
no fall culti-

vation or subsoiling.

The second half of the fertilizer was applied in the

middles, broadcast, June 10th, worked into the soil

with the Planet Junior. We prefer this second appli-

cation for the reason that in making a single applica-

tion it oftentimes happens that the nitrogenous part

of the fertilizer becomes completely exhausted in mak-

ing the stalk ; an overgrown stalk is the result, with

but very little plant food left in the soil to form the

ear, hence the final yield is less than if no fertilizer

had been employed.

This is no fault of the fertilizer, but the fault lies

with the individual making the application, in failing

to learn the peculiar characteristics and functions per-

formed by each element employed as a fertilizing

agent.

A corn fertilizer should analyze about : 7 per cent,

phosphoric acid, 7 per cent, potash, 2 per cent,

nitrogen.

In the making of the above crop, we have said little

about tillage, and this for the reason that but little of

it was done—our tillage consisting mainly in thorough

preparation and liberal fertilization, with good seed

and the little amount of work done in the way of cul-

ture, put in at the right time, in the right place, and
in a right manner.
This done, it is much easier, cheaper, more satisfac-

tory and tar more profitable to gather large crops than

it is to gather small ones. It is both easier and cheaper
to furnish plant food direct than it is to undertake to

liberate it by tillage, and this is especially the case

when it is not there to liberate ; but a judicious union
of both plans is still better, and cannot fail to be pro-

ductive of best results, first, last, and all the time.

Burgess, Miss. G. H. Turner.
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CORN-GROWING IN FLUVANNA CO., VA.

One Hundred and Eighty-One Bushels to the Acre.

Editor Southern Planter :

It is with much pleasure I again report to your val-

uable journal my success this season iu testing the pos-

sibilities of the corn-plant. I have just finished shuck-

ing and storing away the proceeds of one acre of land,

and find it to be 36; barrels or 1S1 bushels and a frac-

tion. The land selected for this test was a strip lying

along the bank of the Rivanna river, 490 yards in

length and ten yards in width.

At least twenty years ago the laud was abandoned
from neglect and improper cultivation. Two years

ago it was thickly overgrown with trees and bushes.

The trees were cut down, leaving the tops of the

stumps even with the surface of the land, supposing,

when the overflows came from the river the stumps
would be covered with deposit. The overflows came
last spring, and my purpose was accomplished. The
stumps were entirely co%Tered, and corn grew where
the trees had grown. Fifty years ago the land on

which the test was made was level with the surface of

the water. To-day it is eight or ten feet above, occa

sioned by the silt or deposit left there from the over-

flow of the stream, with its source in the Blue Ridge
mountains. I mention this to show that the land is

now, from its alluvial formatiou, very fertile. The
corn was planted the last week in May. It would

have made more had it been planted about the first or

second week in April. Some of the corn was planted

with the hand, some with the planter. The planter

dropping made the larger yield. It was left thicker

in the drill. After this thicker planted corn had been

planted about two weeks, it had grown so tall we could

only run the Iron Age cultivator once along its rows

over about one-third of the land. The Tron Age cul

tivator was run twice along the rows of the remainder

of the land.

A few bushes were chopped wirh the hoe. Had the

land beeu checked, this would not have been necessary.

All noxious growths, weeds, bushes. &c. . were soon sup

pressed, the corn remaining " monarch of all it sur-

veyed." The turning plow was not used. The land

worked and left level. I have seen corn grown in all

of the noted corn growing sections of America, but I

have never before seen any to equal this. It grew

from fourteen to eighteen feet in height, many stalks

with as many as eight ears upon them. I gathered

forty ears of good corn, varying in length from sis to

ten inches from five hills of corn—iu other words,

these forty ears were produced from five kernels of

corn.

To persons who have never seen such evidences of

the growth and prolific tendency of the corn-plant

such statements will seem incredible. To secure my-
self against skeptics or doubters—in harvesting the

corn, I have uprooted scores of such specimens, and

would be pleased to send them to the office of the

Southern Planter, or any portion of the country, for in-

spection. "Seeing is believing." I would be pleased

also to send to your office some of the handsomest ears

of corn I have ever seen grown. I planted on differ-

ent portions of this acre, along with the prolific corn,

a few grains of excellent one eared highland corn as a

test. I knew the highland corn would pollenize a month
before the pollinization of the Prolific would occur,

and therefore neither could be injured. The result

was the highland corn produced its one ear, while by
its side, and within eight inches of it, stood towering

above it the " Prolific," with its six to eight ears.

I am satisfied there are thousands of acres of land

in Virginia, especially along the water courses, now
yielding five and six barrels of corn per acre, which

would produce double aud treble this yield under a

different system. There are varieties of corn which

will produce more on lowland thau ou highland. Too

much distance is given the corn on rich lowland in

this section for a large yield. The corn reported on

was planted in rows about three feet apart, stalks left

from six to eight inches apart in the hill.

I would not have your readers misled or de-

ceived about this growth of corn. I made this

test attempting to show the possibilities of the corn-

plant—what it will do under favorable conditions.

No one could secure such returns under ordinary con-

ditions.

I will further state that I am not advertising any-

thing, land nor seed corn. I have never sold any of

the corn planted for seed at a price in excess of our

local or neighborhood price, with a few cents added

for hauling nine miles over a muddy road iu the win-

ter season.

I am satisfied had I planted the entire acre with

the one eared variety of corn I planted along with the

Prolific as a test, I would not have harvested more

than ten or twelve barrels of corn. This test was made
with Cock's Prolific corn.

Prof. Massey suggested selecting seed corn from the

under ears on the stalk, and not the top ones, which

would add to its prolific tendency. I am sure he is cor-

rect in his opinion. Never "nub" your seed corn.

I think the " nubbing" has a tendency to shorten the

growth of the ear.

The acre of land reported on was plowed with a

three horse plow, and planted when plowed in a very

rough and unsuitable preparation.

I am very sure eight or ten barrels of corn were de-

stroyed by musk rats.
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While I know not many acres of laud in Virginia

can be relied upou to give such returns as this report

shows, yet it does demonstrate what can be done with

the corn-plant on land well-suited to its growth, which

should serve as a stimulus to us to improve our lands

and not destroy their usefulness by improper and neg-

ligent cultivation. Ou? farmers cultivate too much
land, and the work is hastily aud slovenly done. Our
people, generally speaking, are industrious and ener-

getic enough, but are wanting in system and manage-

ment. I speak from both experience and observation.

It should be the duty of the voters from each county

in our State to instruct their representatives to confer

and co-operate with our Commissioner of Agriculture

in having appropri ltious made for holding Farmers'

Institutes, and other ways and means devised by which

his praiseworthy efforts for the improvement of our

agricultural system can be made effective, so that this

State may be ranked with the very best of our States.

Fluvanna County, Va. H. E. Wood.

FALL MANURING.

Editor Southern Planter :

It is a practice, far too common, to wait until a crop

is about ready to be planted before applying manure

to the soil in which it is to be grown. In some cases

this may be the best way, but in many others it is not.

There are numberless practical tests being made on

the farms of the country every year, and if we can

but learn the lessons they teach, and practice them,

there will doubtless be a great gain to many of us

who till the soil.

There are very few manures of any kind, either

home-made or commercial, that are in an immediately

available condition. Nitrate of soda is one of the ex-

ceptions. It is as soluble in water as common salt,

and the nitrogen is almost at once available, certainly

within two or three days from the time this chemical

is applied to a growing crop (if the soil is not dry). I

have often noticed its effects. In a few days the color

of the oats, corn, or whatever the crop may have been,

takes on a darker cast, showing that the nitrogen is

at work.

It is not so with more than a very few manures of

any kind. They need time to become dissolved and

thoroughly mixed with the ingredients of the soil be-

fore they can be available plant food.

Stable manure, aud all others that are made on the

farm from vegetable matter, must decay before they

can possibly be assimilated by the crops to which they

are applied. If they are hauled out on the field this

fall or winter, and plowed under, they will be worth

twice as much to the coming crops as if they are

left until next spring. I think of a case of exactly

this kind, where one part of a field was manured last

fall and the rest the past spring. The cultivation was

the same all over the field, but the difference in the

corn crop is greatly in favor of the part that was ma-

nured in the fall. It could be told to the very row,

by the color and size of the growing crop, and the

yield of grain was materially better.

For many years past it has been my plan to haul

the manure from the stable and feed lots direct to the

fields while it is as fresh as convenient to handle, no

matter at what time of year it may be. I want no

leaching of the manure in the lots that can be avoided,

but that whatever good there may be in it go directly

into the soil. Piling up manure and allowing it to

heat is very wasteful, because much of the nitrogen is

made volatile aud passes off into the air, where it is

lost to the farm. Any handling of coarse manure that

can be avoided is a needless expense. It is certainly

less work to clean out the stables, directly putting it

on a wagon or sled, and taking it to the fields at once

than to rehandle it a time or two, as must be done

where it is thrown into a heap and afterwards loaded

and hauled away. There might be some old wagon
or sled devoted to this purpose on the farm, leaving

it where the manure cau be thrown on to it at any

time when cleaning out the stables.

Muriate of potash, phosphate rock, and other forms

of chemical manures, containing potash and phos-

phoric acid, are much more efficient, and hence more

economically used if they are applied in the fall.

That is just the time to do it to the best advantage

possible. The chemicals will become dissolved by

the winter rains and be in a far more acceptable con-

dition to the crops than if in a fresh state.

Sometimes these fertilizers are a detriment rather

than a benefit to the crops, because of their action

upon the newly-planted seeds or tender rootlets.

Under some conditions they have a caustic effect. I

know of my nearest neighbor the past season killing

his melon seeds by putting these very materials in the

hills abundantly at time of planting. The second

plauting in the same hills went likewise. He blamed

the seedsman, one of the best in the country, with

sending him poor seeds. In talking with him about

his failures, I asked him about the fertilizers applied

and at once suggested the remedy, which was to mix

in a lot of fresh soil that had not been fertilized.

Upou doing this, and planting from the same lot of

seeds the third time, he had a good stand, but the

melons were very late.

Accomac Co., Va. H. E. Van Deman.

Do not fail to mention the Southern Planter in corre-

sponding with advertisers.
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FERTILIZING AFTER COW-PEAS.

Editor Southern Planter :

The great value of cow peas as a soil renovator is

now too well known to require description here. It is

enough that they are largely grown for their value as

fertilizers, to encourage study of the best way of mak-

ing use of this value. It may surprise some planters

that fertilizers should be used after cow-peas, but it is

a very simple matter when explained. In the first

place, we must keep in mind that plants take up ni-

trogen, potash, and phosphoric acid in certain definite

proportions. For example, a crop of tobacco of 1,600

lbs. of leaf and 1,300 lbs. stems will require, as shown

by chemical analysis, 90 lbs. of nitrogen, 105 lbs. of

potash, and 25 lbs. of phosphoric acid. Now, suppose

the supply of fertilizer in the soil available for the use

of the tobacco crop should be limited to 90 lbs. of ni-

trogen, 50 lbs. of potash, and 25 lbs. of phosphoric

acid ; the result would be a crop of approximately

800 lbs. of leaf. The point is that the value of the fer-

tilizer is limited by the most deficient constituent. If,

in the example given above, the nitrogen only should

be reduced half, or the phosphoric acid similarly re

duced, the crop results would be the same. The point

is that the crop must have certain quantities of nitro-

gen, potash and phosphoric acid, and no excess of any

one, or of any two, will make good a deficiency of any

one.

A fair crop of cow-peas, stubble and roots, such as

would be commonly turned under for manure, contains

per acre about 110 lbs. of nitrogen, 70 lbs. of potash,

and 18 lbs. of phosphoric acid. If this stubble ground

is to be used for tobacco, it is evident that, as com-

pared with the requirements of the tobacco crop as

given previously, there is enough nitrogen for 1,950

lbs. of leaf, enough potash for 1,080 lbs. of leaf, and

enough phosphoric acid for 1,150 lbs. of leaf. From
the laws of plant feeding, as determined by Liebig, it

is evident that the cow- pea stubble and roots will pro-

duce but 1,080 lbs. of leaf, while it contains nitrogen

for 1,950 lbs. As the nitrogen would largely go to

waste, and as fertilizer nitrogen costs about three

times as much as fertilizer potash or phosphate, it is

plain that this loss means a very severe leak in the

profits of the plantation. These conditions are prac-

tically equally true for other crops as well as tobacco.

Of course, in actual planting conditions, such exact

results as are shown in the above computation could

not be realized, but as a proposition for economical

manuring they are absolutely correct. Soil fertilizer

is much like a bank account ; it is inexhaustible until

exhausted, and when exhausted a scanning of the

stubs shows that every dollar drawn out has helped to

quicken the final collapse. From all this it is evident

that fertilizers should be used on cow-pea stubble, and

used liberally. Of course only potash and phosphatic

fertilizers are necessary, and fortunately these two

forms of fertilizer are the cheapest.

Moore Co., X. C. Bryan Tyson.

INTENSIVE CORN CULTURE IN ILLINOIS.

For the past three years, the Illinois Beard of Agri-
culture has offered a substantial premium for the
largest yield of corn upon a single acre of ground.
Each year the crop taking the prize has been larger

than the record of the preceding year, and each year
the prize has been taken by white corn. In the first

two contests, Mr. J. Powers, of Whiteside county, se-

cured second place. This year (1899), with a yield of
196.27 bushels, he secured "first place. In an interview
with a representative of this journal, Mr. Powers de-

scribed his methods of cultivation and general results.

The acre in question was one of a seven-acre field of
upland bottom, black loam. The whole field was
planted to the same variety of corn, but on this record
acre it was planted thicker. For the past six years,

the field was in clover sod and used as a hog pasture.

When it was broken this year, the seven acres were all

fertilized alike. To each acre was applied 16 loads of
stable manure from cattle and horses fed on shredded
corn fodder and grain, the manure being kept under
shed cover until used. In no part of the field was
any commercial fertilizer used, nor has any ever been
used.

In plowing, the ground was well broken to the depth
of seven or eight inches, disked thoroughly and drag-

ged four times with a harrow before planting. Up to

this time, the whole seven acres had the same treat-

ment. Corn on (he record acre was planted with a
dropper so arranged u? to drop as fast as possible, thus
almost drilling the corn in. When the plants were from
four to six inches high, the field was thinned to two to

three kernels to the hill, the hills being about fourteen

inches apart in the row, and the rows three feet six

inches apart. The field was harrowed three times be-

tween planting and the appearance of the corn above
ground, and once after its appearance.
The corn was cultivated four times with riding cul-

tivator, although Mr. Powers walked in handling it.

The first cultivation was deep, reaching to the bottom
of the plowing. At the second cultivation, the inside

shovels were raised ; and at the third and fourth cul-

tivation, all shovels were raised, giving very shallow

cultivation. After cultivation was all over, Mr. Power*
went through the corn once with a hoe, and after that

as much time as was necessary to promptly remove all

suckers and weeds was given it.

The season was in every wav favorable for the crop

until the last four weeks before ripening, when it was
too dry.

It will be noted that practically the only difference

in the cultivation of this field and the ordinary corn

culture lies in the extra amount of personal labor

given in stirring the soil before and after planting.

The soil, which was a black loam with clay sub soil,

was naturally fertile, but not more so than a great deal

of the Illinois corn land.

Mr. Powers kept a record of the amount of labor
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given the crop, and according to his figures, crediting

his time at regular rate of wages and the cost of team
at what it would have cost to hire them by the day,

the cost of producing this acre of corn was about $30,

which included an allowance for interest on the value
of the land. It does not include the offset for the value
of the fodder, which he said, at a low valuation, was
worth $10, making the net cost of producing this

196.27 bushels $20, or about 10 cts per bushel. As the

average cost, including the same items which Mr.
Powers includes, of producing corn in Illinois is not

far from 18 cents per bushel, it follows that intensive

corn culture pays.

—

American Agriculturist.

Commenting on the foregoing report, the Editor of

the American Agriculturist says :

Raising 190 bushels of corn on an acre, at a cost of
only 10 cents per bushel, by J. H. Powers, of White
side county, 111., goes to prove our oft repeated asser-

tion that more and better culture can be profitably

given to this cereal. Mr. Powers' methods are de-

scribed in another column of American Agriculturist,

where it is shown that the only fertilizer added was
16 loads barnyard manure. The soil was naturally
rich, but the extra yield was largely due to deep plow-
ing, thorough pulverization, and careful after culture.

While every farmer cannot raise 196 bushels per acre,

most can increase the yield 10 to 20 bushels without
extra expense. In Lebanon county, Pa., I. S. Long
this year has 90 acres which will average over 100
bushels, some fields averaging 130. Wilson Peerson,
Bucks county, Pa., often raises 140 bushels, and C. C.
Mitchell, of Chester county, produces large yields.

With the exception of the stable manure produced on
the farm, and some lime from their own quarries,
these Pennsylvania farmers owe the.ir success to care-

ful selection of seed, thorough preparation of seed-

bed, an even stand, and intelligent cultivation. If
our corn-growers would give more attention to doing
their work well, there would be less complaint of un-
profitable crops.

What the Editor of the Agriculturist says is exactly

what we have been saying year by year for several

years past, and is as true of Virginia, and the South

generally, as of the West. In this issue, Mr. Wood's
report on his corn crop, grown in Fluvanna county,

Va., goes to prove that we can grow as much corn to

the acre here as can be grown auywhez'e. All that is

needed is that the effort be made in the right way.

—

Ed.

VETCHES.
Editor Southern Planter

:

I see that lately you have had several articles on the

vetch. My experience is that you can't say too much
in its favor, for it seems to suit our land and climate

as well as, if not better than any other nitrogen gatherer

I have tried. It grows freely upon poor sandy soil,

and the knots on the roots are very much more promi-

nent and larger than even on peas.

Henrico County, Fa. J. Cowen.

PREPARE FOR SPRING.

Editor Southern Planter :

A thousand and one things can be done at odd days

in autumu to materially help the spring's work. Very

often it is too wet to plow in early spring, while quite

often before the plowing can be done it will be too dry

to plow, and seeding will be too late for best results.

All the manure that can be put upon the land by the

fall and be plowed under will be ready for spring,

with only the running of a disc to perfectly prepare

for planting. Again, the coarse manures are decay-

ing and dissolving, and as a result the extent of plant

food in the ground is increased, and it is much richer,

will hold moisture better, and suffer much less from

periods of drouth.

Where water is likely to stand upon the ground, the

running of water furrows to a ditch and a little time

spent in opening a way for the water will cause land

to be in much better condition in the spring. A few

furrows along a slope or hillside will prevent the win-

ter rains from washing. All seed or clover land or

weed lauds will be very much better if turned over in

the fall. It is an easy task to plant a field of corn,

potatoes or oats, the first days in spring where every

preparation of the land has been made in autumn,

and at half the expense compared with what it would

be if all the work must be done in the spring. An old

farmer once said : "I can farm one hundred acres in

the autumn as easily as I cau ten acres in the spring,

and I have no worry or anxiety."
S. S. B.

HARVESTING, HOUSING AND SAVING CROPS.

Editor Southern Planter:

In observations of the conditions of farms in late

autumn, nothing seems more unthrifty than to see a

cornfield with the chilly autumn winds blowing

through the dead leaves and stalks, the fodder wasted

which should furnish feed to stock, and the fertilizers

wasted. This serves to call to mind that however

much has been said about How to plow, How to fer-

tilize, and How to plant, very little has been said to

urge the complete harvesting, housing and saving of

the crops after they are grown ; and it seems to me
that a series of articles, exact and scientific in charac-

ter, giving full directions and setting forth the advan-

tages of a systematic harvesting and storing of crops

for winter would be of untold benefit. I suggest that

those of the readers of the Planter who have success-

ful methods that they have practiced should give an

account of them for its columns.

S. S. B.
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AWNLESS BROME GRASS.

The Experiment Station of the Kansas Agricultu-

ral College has received numerous inquiries from vari-

ous localities in the State as to the value of Awnless

Brome Grass as a forage grass. This grass is receiv-

ing so much notice in the agricultural press that a

short account of it is here given for the benefit of our

readers.

Awnless Brome Grass, or Hungarian Brome Grass

(Bromus biennis) is a native of the dry sandy regions

of Europe and Western Asia. It is a perennial about

the size and somewhat the general appearance of

Meadow Fescue or English Bluegrass. It spreads by
creeping underground stems or rootstocks. It has

been tested by many of the experiment stations, from

Canada and North Carolina to Mississippi and Cali-

fornia. All recommend it highly for dry, sterile,

light or sandy soil. It will not succeed well on wet

land, but is one of the best grasses for resisting drouth.

Its chief value is for permanent pasture, though at

many of the stations it has yielded a good crop of hay.

In the South it is sown in the fall for winter pasture,

but in the North it is sown in the spring. This ex-

periment station now has in progress an experiment

testing the relative merits of spriug and fall sowing at

Manhattan. At present we are unable to state posi

tively the value of brome grass for pasture in eastern

Kansas, but from the experience in surrounding States

we can recommend it for trial. The Garden City grass

station reported very favorably upon it when tried

there a few years ago. At a future time we will give

the results of our trials and we should be pleased to

have our correspondents inform us as to the results of

their own trials.

Much of the seed upon the market at present is im-

ported from Europe, aud has not proven as satisfactory

as that grown in this country, as it is not so pure ; but
home grown seed is not now available for general use.

With good seed the amount sufficient to sow an acre is

from fifteen to twenty pounds. It frequently happens
that an apparently poor stand allows the weeds to

flourish the first year, but that nevertheless the second

year's growth is favorable. For this reason judgment
should not be passed upon the success of the trial until

the second season. Ordinarily, it is not best to pas

ture the grass the first season. A weedy field should

be mowed in the summer.

[We have good reports as to this grass from several
places in Virginia where it is being tried. It is better
sown in the (all, but may be seeded in early spring.

—

Ed.]

ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Prof. W. F. Massey will reply to questions on Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Fruit-growing in this column. Enquiries

should be sent to him at the Agricultural College, Raleigh,

N. C, not later than tin- 15th of the month, for replies to ap-

pear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Mention the Planter when writing to advertisers.

Best Location for New Settlers.

1st. Where is the best country for a young man of

35 years of age to locate for profitable farming, grain,

and stock and large fruit, such as the apple, pears,

peach and plum.
2nd. My choice would be one of these three States,

North Carolina, Virginia in the Piedmont section or

Valley, or on the Peninsula.

3rd. Which is the best part of the Peninsula, the

Eastern Shore of Maryland or Delaware?
4th. How much can a man of my age risk in buy-

ing a farm of 200 acres, on which there are 2,000 Kie-

fer pear trees three years old? The farm is located in

Kent county, Del., within one mile of Blackbird Sta-

tion ; 12 acres timber; very good building, and the

price asked for farm is $6,800—5 per cent, interest.

5th. About what is land worth per acre in this sec-

tion, well improved.

AUoona, Pa. H. C. Hull.

(1) There are numerous locations in the upper Pied-

mont country in Virginia and North Carolina where

such a young man would find the conditions which he

seeks. In Virginia, I would give the preference to

Albemarle county, as combining more attractions in

soil, climate, and social conditions, schools, colleges,

and other educational advantages, and an intelligent

aud progressive population. In North Carolina, the

section about Winston Salem, in Forsyth county, and

the high plateau region of Henderson and Transylva-

nia, west of the Blue Ridge, are fine farming and stock

raising sections. The neighborhood of the flourishing

city of Charlotte, N. C, has also many advantages in

a warmer climate than Piedmont Virginia, and a fine

soil near a rapidly growing manufacturing city. In

fact, all over the Piedmont country of both States

there are many admirable locations. In Orange and

Culpeper, Va., along the line of the Southern railroad,

there is a magnificent farming country and a fine pop-

ulation of intelligent men engaged in good farming.

West of the Blue Ridge, in the great Valley of Vir-

ginia, you will get into as fine an agricultural country

as is to be found anywhere.

(2) As to the Peninsula of Maryland and Delaware,

when all the conditions present are considered, near-

ness to the best markets of the country, navigable

rivers near every farm, and railroads between every

river, climate milder than the same latitude west of

the Bay, soil the finest and easiest cultivated in the

United States, and you have a combination of advan-
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tages that I do not think are to be found anywhere

else in the country.

(3) For the purposes you mention, the counties of

Kent and lower Cecil, lower Queen Annes aud Talbot

form tbe garden spots of the Peninsula. The lower

part of Newcastle and the upper part of Kent coun

ties, Delaware, are also fine farming sections, but land

is higher priced and naturally no better than in the

Maryland counties mentioned.

(4) I hardly understand your fourth cpiestion. Un-

less the neighborhood has vastly improved since I was

intimately acquainted with it, the Blackbird neighbor-

hood of Kent county, Del., is not the best in the

county. Most of the land there, in my recollection,

was badly in need of drainage. It is on the edge of

the "big forest." a swampy tract in which the rivers

that flow into the bays rise. There is good land there-

abouts, but unless I knew the exact farm in your mind
and knew its present condition, I could hardly advise

intelligently, for I have not been familiar with the

neighborhood for the past twenty-odd years.

(5) The price, as land now sells on the Peninsula,

would seem a tairly good one. But a young and ac

tive man paying down one-third cash, and with means
to stock and run the place, ought to come out easily.

I have been away from that part of the country too

long to say what the average price of land is. It was

far higher in price when I was a young man on the

Peninsula thau it is to day, as real estate there has

shared in the decline of farm property everywhere.

Twenty-five years ago, the best lands in Kent and

Cecil counties, Maryland, brought anywhere from $75

to $150 per acre, while, at that time, the part of Kent
couuty, Del., to which you refer was rather below par.

Time and the advance in agricultural methods makes
wonderful changes in that length of time. The fine

lands of Kent couury, Md., are far cheaper than they

were, while some parts of the Peninsula, which were

then considered very poor, have been vastly improved,

and the lands have advanced in price to some extent.

If I were going to buy a farm on the Peninsula, I would

take the upper or central part of Kent, or that part of

Queeu Annes county from Centreville to Queenstown

and Wye Mills. W. F. Massey.

Location of New Settlers.

Would you please let me know whether it is best

for a young farmer, who wants to work only in an im
proving way (a man who does not believe in working
poor land, as most people do in the South,) to settle

down in a State where land is in a fine state of fertil-

ity and cultivation, or is it more desirable for him to

settle in a State with a good natural soil and improve
it himself? Which State and section would you, every
thing impartially considered, recommend f

At present, I am working a Virginia farm, but have
no property myself ; and as I intend to settle down

somewhere permanently, a careful, intelligent answer
to this question is of great importance to me. I have
any number of intelligent neighbors, but I am positive

that none of them are qualified to answer this ques-

tion, for I know it takes either an intelligent farmer,

with experience in many States, or a studied man,
whom I expect to find in you. You will, therefore,

oblige me bj giving earnest, practical advice in this

matter.

I promise my best aid to increase the number of

your subscribers, as I believe that any man not read-

ing your valuable paper is careless to his best inter-

ests, for a practical, intelligent application of the ad-

vice there given is bound to succeed.

You will understand that my interest in the ques-

tion lies mainly in the State and section you deem
most advisable. Have I more or less advantage here

in Virginia than somewhere else, or is this State equal

to most all others ?

Lunenburg County, Va. P. Bebnd.

The questions our friend asks have already been

pretty well answered in my reply to Mr. Hull. When
a man has the means to buy a good farm in a highly

improved section, where he will have the advantages

of good society, schools and churches, he had far bet-

ter get 50 acres there than 200 for the same money in

a section without these advantages, and where he

would be deprived of the social privileges that tend

to make life better. A young man just starting in

life may do well to take the low-priced laud and build

up a home amid rather unpromising surroundings, if

there is a reasonable prospect for that particular sec-

tion improving in the near future. A man of means

can afford to buy a large tract of rundown land, and

improve it, so that the investment can be made to pay

in the increased value of the land. But a poor man

is always at a disadvantage in buying poor land. Far

better pay $100 per acre for ten acres of rich land near

a good market thau to buy 100 acres at $10 out of

reach of railroads, schools and churches aud land run

down, while the buyer has not the means to improve

it. There is nothing under the sun that will keep a

poor man's nose to the grindstone as closely as a piece

of poor laud. If a man has means to farm, and has

not the means to buy a farm of his own, he had better

rent an improved farm at a fair rent till he has the

capital ahead to buy with.

Having given my preference as to localities so fully

in the answer to Mr. Hull, there is no need for repeat-

ing it here. There is more in the man himself

usually than in the particular section where he lo-

cates. There are good farms aud good neighborhoods

all over Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina, as

well as in other States, and it would be impossible

here to give a catalogue of the advantages of each.

When we take climate and a soil of good quality com-

bined, and are willing to wait for the increase of pop-

ulation, there are places all over the coast plain of
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Eastern North Carolina that are hard to excel for some
kinds of farming, and particularly for market garden

ing.

Whether you have more advantages in Lunenburg
county than you would have elsewhere, it is impossi

ble for me to say, since unfortunately I have no inti

mate acquaintance with your county. As a rule, if a

man is where he is making a fair living at farming, it

is seldom wise for him to pull up and leave for a new
place and new conditions, to which he may have some
difficulty in adjusting himself.

W. F. Massey.

Fertilizer for Orchard.

I must use fertilizers on our apple orchards, which
are on very steep mountain land, almost impossible to

get farmyard manure put on.

Kindly say if about 20 lbs. for each tree, spread
around, would suffice ; and if a mixture of 1400 lbs..

acid phosphate and 600 lbs. of muriate of potash
would do ?

Your view as to the best mixture will be appreciated.
We are considering about planting about 800 peach

trees next spring. Will you please advise what sorts

would suit in this Piedmont soil; for eight sorts coming
in from July to end of September or October. I think of
planting 100 each of eight sorts, two kinds ripening,
say June, July, two August, two in September, two
latest sorts.

If we manage this, we might have a fair return for

outlay and labor, even if some sorts should fail.

Nelson Co., Va. D. MacGregor.

For an apple orchard I know of nothing better than

good raw bone meal. I think that on your mountain

land this will be all that is needed, though an addition

of potash will do no harm. The red lands of your

section do not need potash, but it may be that the

land you refer to may be of a different nature, though
there is a great deal of mountain land in your section

that has a great amount of decomposing feldspathic

rock, calico rock, as some call it. On such soil I

would use lime aud get all the potash needed through

the action of the lime. I advise the raw bone rather

than the acid phosphate, because of its slower coming
into use and lasting longer. Still, the phosphoric acid

of the acid phosphate would not be lost, and the mix-

ture you name would be a very good one, but if the

soil is the kind I have mentioned the lime will give

you the potash more cheaply. Spread the fertilizer

broadcast if the trees are large. If your trees are small

spread it all around as far as the limbs extend. The
amount will depend on the age of the trees. Adopt-
ing 500 lbs. per acre as the nominal amount for full

grown trees, make the proportion to suit the trees.

If you plant peaches for market, do not plant in your

section the extra early ones. They will come into

market in competition with our finest, and will not

sell. I would there plant none earlier than the Early

York, and not too many of them. But plant mainly

of Lady Ingold, Elberta, Crawford's Late, Oldmixon
Free and Ringgold Heath. Smock is a good Septem-

ber pe.ich, not of the finest quality, but a favorite;of

the cauners and a good carrier. Beer's Smock is best.

Plant your trees on an exposed place and not under
the east slope, for they will there be in more danger

from premature blooming in spring.

W. F. Massey.

Wire-Grass.

Kindly state in the December Planter :

1. How to kill out "Quack"—that is, wire grass.

2. How to kill out trumpet vine.

3. What legume is best to sow after last workiug of
corn iu latitudes where cow-peas will reach height of
only ten inches before it is necessary to turn them in

when preparing the land for wheat f

DeCouroy W. Thom.
Baltimore, Md.

(1). I expect that your wire-grass is the real North-

ern "Quack." At least, that is what I have noticed

in Baltimore county. On the Eastern Shore the wire-

grass is largely Bermuda. The Bermuda is more easy

to kill than the Quack, but both can be subdued by a

succession of smothering crops. Plow the land shal-

low and rake out, after harrowing, all the ruuning

stems of the grass that can be gotten out easily. Do
this in the late fall, and sow the land very thickly

with rye. Plow the rye under in the spring, and sow
cow-peas at rate of one and a half bushels per acre as

scon as the ground is warm. Cut the peas for hay,

and at once plow and harrow the land and sow crim-

son clover—fifteen pounds per acre. Plow this under

the following spring for coin, and sow peas or crimson

clover among the corn at last working, or sow the

land in rye after the corn is off, and repeat another

season if there is any grass left. One season's smoth-

ering will kill Bermuda.

(2). I know of no way to kill the trumpet vine but

persistent chopping off the top as fast as it appears

No plant that bears green leaves can live long with

out them. Grubbing the roots only increases the pest

(3). Whereabouts is your land? I have seen cow

peas waist-high at "Hampton," north of Towsontown

If you are going to follow the corn with wheat, the

cow peas are the best you can do, and I am not sure

that it is not a waste of time and seed to use them un-

der the conditions. For although, as I have said, the

peas, sown in early summer alone, will make a grand

growth then*, if sown as late as July, they will be im-

mature at corn-cutting time, aud the plowing of them

under will do more harm then good to the wheat, by

making the land puffy. If sown in the corn, the best
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would be to mow them before sowing the wheat. I

know of no other legume that will be of any use under

such conditions. W. P. Massey.

Nursery—Pea-Fallow—Sugar-Cane.

Would uurserying on a small scale pay? Say, one
or two acres to begin with. What variety of fruit

trees would you advise a beginner to start with?
Where can I get a book on the subject—Nurserying?
We have a four-acre lot which was sown in peas be

hind wheat—for hogs—which we intend to fallow for

corn nest year. Would it pay to lime the same? We
can get oyster shell lime at 87.50 a ton, delivered. At
what rate should same be applied per acre?
Can real sugarcane be profitably grown in South

side Virginia ? We are told that it can be, and that

it makes a much nicer molasses than sorghum. We
have also been told that real sugar- cane never seeds

or heads. If this be not true, can you tell us where
we can procure seed ? Subscriber.

Mecklenburg Co.

A small local nursery in a good neighborhood ought

to be a profitable enterprise, if the owner is a careful

man and learns all about trees and the methods of

propagation. You can get some information from

books, but the best way would be to employ a man
who has had some experience in a nursery, and at

same time study all you can from books. The kind

of trees grown will depend on what is in most demand
in your section. Better try apples, plums and peaches

first. Bailey's Nursery Book and Puller's book on

the Propagation of Plants and Fuller's Practical For-

estry will give you information in regard to the propa-

gation and care of trees. Begin in a small way and

increase as you learn how and the business extends.

Do everything correctly and grow good trees, and

there is no doubt of final success to the right man.

Use on the pea-lot a ton per acre of the lime after

plowing it for corn, and it will show for itself.

I hardly think that the true ribbon cane will do

anything for you in Southside Virginia. It is grown
very well in the southeastern part of this State and in

the coast country of South Carolina, but I have never

known it tried as fa* north as Raleigh. Down in

Brunswick county, in this State, a gentleman told me
that he made 450 gallons of syrup per acre from the

sugar-cane.

It never seeds, even as far south as Louisiana, but is

grown from cuttings carried over winter in windrows

well covered. The cane is sometimes renewed, I be-

lieve, from seed brought from Cuba. The molasses, or

syrup, is far better than sorghum, but unless very care-

fully made, it sours quickly. In Florida they have

found that filtering the syrup through a barrel of

Spanish moss—the long moss-like Tillandsia, that

grows on the trees near our coast—will prevent the

souring. I saw some a year or more ago in South

Georgia that had been treated in this way, and kept a

year in an open bottle without souring. But I do not

think there is the slightest chance that it will do much
with you. W. F. Massey.

Applying Manure in the Fall.

Would it be advisable to put manure in the rows on
ground intended for potatoes so early as this in the

light soil of James City county ? B Saxders.

James City Co., Va.

We would spread the manure broadcast on the land

hot and during the winter, and not bury the same in

the rows. There is not likely to be much loss from

lpaching, as the soil within the depth to be occupied

by the potato plants will absorb and hold the plant

food which may be washed out of the manure by the

winter rains. It will also, if applied in this way, be

less likely to cause scab on the potatoes, as the germs

of the scab disease, if in the manure, will most likely

be largely destroyed by the frost. Before planting the

potatoe sets, they should be dipped in a mercurial so-

lution, or in a solution of formaldehyde to destroy

any scab infection germs which may be on them

;

otherwise, the crop may be badly scabbed, as farm-

yard manure is very conducive to the propagation of

this disease.

—

Ed.

Cough in Cattle.

My cows have a little cough—so little, that unless

one was continually with them, it would never be
noticed. Kindly tell me what to do.

Albemarle Co., Va. (Miss) Green.

The cough is probably caused by cold, taken by be-

ing exposed to storms, or may be by cold drafts in

the stable. Keep in warm, but well-ventilated stable,

and give once or twice a day for two or three days a

hot bran mash, made by pouring sufficient hot water

on half a bucketful of bran to thoroughly saturate it,

and then add to the mash a quart of flaxseed gruel,

made by simmering a cupful of flaxseed on the stove

in water until it becomes a jelly. As the cough is

so light, this may be sufficient to cure it without

the use of drugs. If not, give in a pint of flaxseed

tea, three times a day, 1} ozs. spirits sether. nit., 2 ozs.

spirits ammon. arom., camphor, powdered, 2 drams.

Let the food be light and nutritious.

—

Ed.

Grass for Name.

I enclose sample of grass which has recently made
its appearance in my meadow. It thrives and does
well on very wet land, where most of grasses fail.

Stock are fond of it, both in the green state as well as

in hay. Please tell me what it is. The sample is of

the second mowing this year ; so you aee that it will

produce two crops a season. The first crop was cut
about the first week in July, and the second in Sep-
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tember. It then put out a good growth for graziDg
before heavy frosts. W. C. Tate.

Pittsylvania Co., Va.

The grass is Herdsgrass, sometimes called Red-top.

It is one of the best grasses known for growth in damp
or even wet land. It is nutritious and makes good

bay, but should not be allowed to become too ripe be-

fore cutting.

—

Ed.

I see in your paper the report of the experiments
made by G. W. B., of Curl's Neck Farm, Henrico
county, Va., in Irish potato growing and the amount
of fertilizer used, but not the analysis of it. Will you
please publish in your next issue the analysis of fer-

tilizer used, for the benefit of a beginner, and possibly
for many others. Drury.
Anne Arundel Co., Md.

We observed the omission when publishing the arti-

cle, but could not get a reply in time to supply it.

We wrote Mr. Bedell for the information, and give it

in this issue.

—

Ed.

Ice-House Above Ground.

Will you please write me in reply to this and give
me the best plan to build an ice house above ground

;

how you would arrange the bottom of it ; whether to

have any rock foundation, or build on the ground ;

would it be best to pack the ice in carefully or not,

when filling, and what is best to cover the top ;
aDd

should it be so the air can pass over the top or not ?

Have they proven a success in this country?
Franklin, Co., Va. J. M. Mullins, M. D.

In this issue will be found a paragraph in ''Work
for the Month ?

' dealing with the question of the sav-

ing of the ice crop, to which the enquirer is re-

ferred.

—

Ed.

Peanut Culture.

I am a farmer of Sussex county, Va., and write for

information which will interest many peanut raisers

of that section.

I have some very valuable land that produces quan-
tities of peanuts, but the sale is injured by the hull
having brownish specks and spots upon them—rang-
ing from the size of a pin-head to half of the hull. It

is a light gray soil. I think the soil needs some spe-

cial kind of guano. Any information upon the subject

would be very highly appreciated. Could I have any
of the soil and peanuts attached to the vines analyzed
free at the State Department of Agriculture? Please
advise me upon the subject.

Ax Old Subscriber.
Sussex County, Va.

We are of opinion that the brown specks or spots

on the hulls are not caused by the absence of some
particular food required by the plant, but rather by

the presence in the soil of some mineral or vegetable

matter which dyes or stains the hulls. It is a well-

known fact that many soils, ordinarily not considered

good peanut soils, will produce heavier crops than the

so-called peanut soils, but these crops are never so

readily salable as those produced on the light sandy

peanut soils, because of the fact that the mineral mat-

ter in the heavier soils stains the hulls, making them
dark colored. This difficulty cannot be overcome by

any system of fertilizing, so far as at present known.

It might possibly be that the spots or specks com-

plained of are caused by some fungoid disease, though

we know of none attacking the peanut. If this be so,

if a few of the freshly gathered nuts were sent on to

the Chief of the Division of Vegetable Pathology and

Physiology of the Department of Agriculture in

Washington, he would be likely to ascertain the na-

ture of the fungus, and what, if any, remedy was ap-

plicable.

—

Ed.

3.8

per cent. 92 per cent

Corn, Cotton-Seed rieal and Cotton-Seed Mulls as

Feed for Cows.

About what is the relative feeding value of corn,

cotton-seed meal and cotton seed hulls for milch cjwsT

Franklin County, Tenn Subscriber.

The composition and digestibility of these feeds is

as follows

:

Protein. Carbohgdrates. Fat.

Corn meal :

Composition ... 9.2 68 7

Digestibility ...60 per cent. 93
]

Cotton-seed meal :

Composiiton...42.3 26.6 27.7

Digestibility ...68 per cent 64 per cent. 93 per cent.

Cotton seed hulls

:

Composition... 4.3 33.4 3.2

Digestibility ... 6 per cent. 34 per cent. 79 per cent.

Protein is the element in food which makes muscle,

flesh and nervous force. The carbohydrates and fat

are heat and fat producers.

The productiou of milk being essentially a nervous

function, a food rich in protein and quickly and easily

digestible, is the most proper one to feed in excess of

the other feeds, but to secure the best results, must be

balanced with a due proportion of carbohydrates to

maintain the heat of the body and the normal health

of the animal. To these, of course, must be added

sufficient roughage to fill the stomach and satisfy the

appetites of the cows. The three foods named may,

therefore, be fed in conjunction, using the cotton seed

hulls simply as roughage and in the place of long fod-

der, silage, straw or hay, which is practically all they

are. Wherever these other long feeds are abundant,

we would prefer to use them in the place of the hulls.

The feeding of some bran or ground oats, preferably

ground oats, with the corn meal and cotton-seed meal,
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would also improve the ration. Equal parts by weight

of corn meal, bran or ground oats, and cotton-seed

meal, usually make a good milk ration.

—

Ed.

Storing Manure—Feeding Fowls for Laying.

1. I wish to know what disposition is best for ma-
nure from my stable and cow sheds during the winter.

It is equally convenient for me to place it all under a
shed out of the weather, or to place it in an open space
between my wagon shed and stables of 15 feet, subject

to the drip from both. Which do you prefer?

2. Will you give me directions as to how I shall feed

fowls in order to aid moulting ?

How can I find out how to feed my fowls in order

to keep them from getting too fat. My chickens are

not laying. I cannot see why. To all appearances,

they are through moulting. But I get no eggs. The
birds seem healthy, are free from vermin, but their

combs are pale and shrivelled. They are fed in the

morning on a mash of meal, shipstuff, bran and mash-
ed oats; at noon, on kale, clover, or turnip tops; at

night, on wheat and oats ; twice a week on ground up
green bone.

I have a flock of Leghorns, Barred Plymouth Eocks
and White Wyandottes. My pens are 10x15, with
scratching sheds 10x10 ; 16 fowls to a pen, with yard
25x125.

Halifax County, Va. H. L. Edmunds.

1. The best disposition of the manure from the sta

bles is one upon which a great variety of opinions are

held amongst agricultural authorities, but the truth of

the matter seems to us to hinge very much upon the

purpose for which the manure is required to be used,

and the facilities for handling it. Where the sole pur-

pose for which the manure is required is the produc-

tion of the staple crops and the facilities for handling

it quickly are available, then the best and least costly

method is to carry it directly from the stables to the

fields, and there at once spread it broadcast. Experi-

ments have clearly demonstrated that in this way none

of its valuable qualities are lost, aud that it is quite as

effective in the production of staple crops when ap-

plied in this way as when more completely rotted by
being first composted in a pile or heap. There are,

however, always times when it is not possible thus to

dispose of the manure. Thus, when the land is so sat-

urated with water as not to be in a condition to haul

on or when covered with snow. At these times, or

when, from other causes, it is not convenient to haul

out the manure directly to the land, there must be

some other method adopted of disposing of it. A heap

made under a shed is, then, the best method of so sav-

ing the manure as to preserve all its valuable contents.

But in order to so preserve it, care must be taken or

it will become fire-fanged, and thus be rendered prac-

tically worthless. To obviate this, the manure from

the different stock should be mixed in the pile as it is

made. In this way, the hot nature of the horse ma-

nure is modified by the cooler and more watery nature

of the cow and hog-pen manure, and this, coupled with

close packing to exclude the air, will generally suffice

to prevent fire fanging. The site under the shed

should be lower in the centre than at the sides to hold

the liquid portion of the manure, and this should

never be allowed to dr un away from the heap, but be

thrown back upon the manure whenever it accumu-

lates around it so as to be in danger of draining away.

The addition of a mixture of acid phosphate and pot-

ash to the heap as it is made by spreading a few

handsful over it every time an addition is made, will

add to the manure the two valuable fertilizing ingre-

dients in which animal manure is most lacking, and,

at the same time, will delay decomposition and conse-

quent loss of nitrogen. The use of plaster also in the

stables will help to fix the nitrogen and improve the

plant- food content'of the manure.

Where the manure is intended to be used for the

production of truck crops and garden vegetables, it

ought always to be composted and rotted, so as to be

in the most readily available condition for plant nour-

ishment. These ciops, to be produced successfully,

must bave an abundance of plant-food immediately

available, and freshly made manure is not in this con-

dition. The staple crops, like corn, grain, and grass,

have a longer period of growth, and do not require all

the plant food to be so quickly assimilable. Indeed,

for these, it is better that it should be in such shape

as to give up its plant sustaining matter over the

whole period of growth.

The very worst place in which to store manure is

where it receives the drip from the roofs. The natural

rainfall alone is often more than sufficient to keep

down any overheating, and, if the manure is properly

mixed and packed, is always sufficient for this pur-

pose. Where manure is placed so as to catch the drip

from the roof, a serious loss of plant-food by leaching

is always an attendant consequence.

2. In our last October issue will be found an article

on the feeding of fowls for laying, to which it would

be difficult for us to add anything usefully—and to this

we refer our enquirer.

The moulting of hens can usually be hastened by
feeding them warm mashes of bran and corn- meal, to

which should be added a good handful of flaxseed meal

every day. The difficulty with your fowls is, we think,

that you are feeding them too well with food of a fat-

tening nature. Give them more green bones and green

food and less corn -meal, and make them scratch for

the grain feed by spreading it amongst the litter in the

scratching sheds.

—

Ed.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
The very mild and open fall which we are having is

permitting the young cabbage, spinach, kale and let-

tuce plants to make good growth and become strong,

stocky plants. Do not seek to push them on too fast

and make them tender, as we are certain yet to have

cold weather. So long as they keep just growing and.

making roots they are doing all that is necessary.

Lettuce plants in cold frames should be given air freely

every day whilst this mild weather continues, but be

prepared to close and cover the frames at a moment's

notice when frost is indicated. As the plants are cut

and shipped or eaten, have other plants set out in the

frames so as to keep up the supply until the out door

crop is available in the spring.

eastern and southern parts of this State and North

and South Carolina. The peas should be planted

deep and covered thickly.

The work of making compost heaps for the ferti-

lizing of the spring sown crops should be taken in

hand at once. All vegetables require their food to be

in an easily assimilable form, as to be good and palat-

able when cooked, they must be quickly grown. This

can only be accomplished by applying the fertilizer

used in such form as that it can be at once utilized.

Fresh barnyard. or stable manure is of no use in grow-

ing fine vegetables. It should be well rotted, sweet

and friable. To become in this condition it should be
thrown up in heaps, with good woods mould or soil,

leaves and other vegetable trash mixed with it, and
these heaps should be turned over once or twice during

the winter so as to prevent overheating and to secure

uniformity of condition. It will also improve the ma-
nure if acid phosphate and potash are added and
mixed in the heaps. These fertilizers will not leach

out, but become more available by being thus treated.

Orchard planting may be continued so long as the

weather continues open, but should be suspended on
the approach of frost, and the trees be heeled in until

spring.

Clean up and burn all prunings, trash and weeds,

and plow up land not in crops, leaving the same rough
for the frost (if it comes) to pulverize and sweeten.

In this issue will be found information as to fall

planting of Irish potatoes, to which we invite atten-

tion. The practice of fall planting is not at all gen-

eral, but we think that experiments might well be
made in the eastern and more southern sections of this

and the adjoining States.

Early sowings of English peas may be made in the

FALL PLANTING OF IRISH POTATOES.

In our last issue we asked for the experience of our

readers in fall-planting Irish potatoes. One gentle-

man, Mr. P. F. A. Thornton, of Henrico county, Va.,

reports to us that he tried the plan two or three years

ago. He planted half a plot in the fall and the other

half in the spring. The land was all of like character,

and the fertilizer the same. Those planted in the fall

started growth earlier in the spring and looked like

making a better crop, the stand being good, but both

plots were practically ready for digging at the same

time. It was possible to get a few good-sized potatoes

from the fall-planted sets earlier than from the spring-

planted ones, but not sufficient to justify digging the

crop earlier. The greatest objection he found was

that the tubers from the fall-planted sets were mis-

shapen and uneven, caused apparently by the soil

having become so compacted by the winter rains as

to prevent the tubers from expanding equally in all di-

rections. They had to pursue the path of least resist-

ance, and hence were not a sightly crop. Probably

this might not be so in light sandy soil. The advan-

tage of fall planting is that it relieves the pressure of

work in the spring, and it may probably be adopted

in the light sandy soils of Eastern Virginia and North

Carolina with advantage. Care, however, will have

to be taken to plant only on dry land or there will be

likely much rotting of seed. If this fine weather con-

tinues, the experiment may be tried during this month.

If the plants should appear likely to come through

the soil before danger of severe frost is past, a light

furrow should be thrown on to them.

Since writing the foregoing, we have received the

following information on this subject from Messrs. T.

W. Wood & Sons, who have it from one of their cus-

tomers, Mr. C. A. Cook, of Warrenton, N. C.

:

"For years I have abandoned the planting of Irish

potatoes in the spring, on account of unfavorable

weather and poor seasons, but have planted in the

fall, from the middle of November to the last of De-

cember, as I could catch the land in proper condition,

and I am greatly pleased with the result, making a

full crop of early potatoes always. I plant them very

deep ; that is, I run off the row with a single plow,

then I bar off that row twice and then run the fur-

row in the middle as deep as I can get it, thus mak-
ing quite a deep trench. Then I sow my fertilizers

about five hundred pounds per acre, and then plant

the potatoes. Then I fill the trench with stable ma-
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nure and cover with the soil as deep, or rather as

high, as the plow can make it. When the potatoes

come up in the spring, or just before they come up, I

scrape off the crust with a hoe, so as to let the pota-

toes eonie through easily."

Messrs. Wood & Sons suggest, and the suggestion is

a wise one, that the fertilizer should be well mixed

with the soil by running a cultivator or plow without

mouldboard through the row before planting the sets,

and that the manure used should be well rotted and

be mixed with the soil.

FERTILIZER FOR IRISH POTATOES.

In our last issue, in the article on Experiments with

Irish Potatoes, Mr. Bedell stated the quantity of fer-

tilizer used, but inadvertently omitted to state the

formula of the fertilizer used. We asked him to sup-

ply this, which he has now done, as follows :

Nitrogen, 3.70 to 4.12; equivalent to ammonia, 4.50

to 5.00.

Total phosphoric acid 8.50 to 10.00

Available " 7.50 to 9.00

Soluble " 6.50 to 8.00

Eeverted " 1.00 to 1.50

Insoluble " 1.00 to 2.00

Potash (actual) 7.00 to 8.00

The nitrogen was derived from sulphate of ammo-
nia, nitrate of soda and animal matter.

The phosphoric acid derived from animal bone.

The potash derived from high grade muriate of

potash.

VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The next annual meeting of this society will be held

at Staunton on Tuesday the 16th day of January, 1900.

We trust that fruit growers all over the- State will

make a note of this and endeavor to be present at the

meeting. The society is doing good work for fruit

growers and shippers, and deserves better support.

Mr. S. B. Woods, of Charlottesville, Va., is the presi-

dent and Mr. George E. Murrell of Coleman's Palls,

Va., secretary.

Analysis shows that pumpkins will compare favor-

ably with any root crop, being about the same as man-
gels and turnips. But aside from the amount of feed-

ing value which the crop will produce per acre, there

is another feature which greatly enhances its|worth for

stock- feeding. I think I am safe in saying that it is

one of the best preventives for worms that can be used
on the farm. The seed has the merit of being vermi-

fuge, and just at this time it is a quality that the flock-

master cannot overlook.

SORTING APPLES—INSECT AND FUNGOID
PESTS.

Editor Southern Planter:

There are two subjects I think it well worth while

for you to call the attention of your readers to. The

one is the handling of the apple crop, and the other

is spraying. There should be an unwritten law that

the sorting of apples should begin when they leave

the basket of the gatherer. The heaping of apples in

the orchard should be looked upon as pertaining to

the "stone age.'' Let any sceptic try sorting apples

as they tumble out of a basket, against picking two or

three grades of apples out of a heap, in the position

of supplication, and he will there and then be a con-

vert to the tumbling out instead of placing in. Until

the crop is sorted all is guess work. If looked at

through pessimistic vision it will be under-estimated,

but if looked at, as is often the case, too sanguinely,

disappointment and surplus barrels are the inevitable

result. Less haste in the beginning means much more

speed in the end. As the wagon leaves the orchard

it should contain an assortment of good, bad and in-

different. The work of sorting thrown on the buyers

would be very much curtailed or might be obviated

altogether, at his discretion, and he certainly ought

to be willing to pay for the small (at any rate compar-

atively) work entailed by the gatherer who sorts

from basket to barrel. Let us suppose an unsorted

heap of apples in the orchard with a little besmatter-

ing of soil by a shower of rain. Then the sorter gets

to work and throws out all the rejected fruit from

basket in which it was placed to separate it. The pile

may contain marketable second class apples, therefore

a repicking is entailed, the refuse thrown out again

and regathered up for the last time, all which I have

gone through for the last time. The only extra ap-

pliances required for sorting from basket to barrel

would be a full relay of baskets. According to cir-

cumstances, one man should sort for a goodly number

of gatherers.

Regarding orchard spraying. California publica-

tions contain advertisements of spraying and fumi-

gating outfits, the owners of which contract to do the

work. Our fruit growers should try and promote a

similar industry in our midst—it not only may be the

saving of but the means of extending the growth of fruit

crops for which some of the soils and climates of this

State are so admirably adapted. Without stopping to

inquire why insect and fungoid diseases injurious to

trees and their fruit seem to have appeared, increased,

and be still increasing all the civilized world over,

our Edens to be kept and dressed, must be defended

from their insidious attacks. W. M.

Albemarle County.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

THE GREAT HEREFORD CATTLE SHOW AND
SALE.

In the last week in October there was held in Kansas

City the greatest show and sale of pure-bred Hereford

cattle which ever took place either in this country or

elsewhere. Nearly 300 head of the finest Herefords ever

bred were gathered together from all the great herds

of the country to compete for valuable premiums and

afterwards to be sold under the hammer. The prices

realized at the sale indicate the wonderful popularity

of the breed. The 289 head offered sold for a total of

$91,620, an average of $317.03 per head. The sensa-

tional sale of the week was that of Armour Eose, the

best advertised heifer of the breed in the West. She

sold for $2,500. The highest priced bull sold was

Aaron, calved October, 189S, which brought $1,950;

131 bulls sold for $46,365, an average of $307.05 ; 138

females sold for $45,255, an average of $327.93.

Amongst the bulls sold was Crusader, owned by Mur-

ray Boocock, of Keswick, Va., which brought $350.

Mr. Boocock also sold a cow, Gipsy Eeal, for

BOVINE DISTEHPER.

Editor Southern Flanter :

Bovine distemper is an infectious and contagious

disease, characterized by an inflammation of the

mucous membrane lining the various cavities of the

body.

Synonyms.—Influenza, catarrhal fever, epizootic of

the ox, pink eye, and various others.

History.

Little has been written about bovine distemper. It

has been variously described by several authors under

different names, and has been confounded with differ-

ent diseases for a good many years.

The writer's attention was first called to the disease

in question during the summer of 1896, and also during

the past summer he has seen several outbreaks in dif-

ferent parts of the State, and has heard of several

others.

Etiology or Causation.

The causes of bovine distemper are divided into

predisposing and exciting or direct. The predisposing

cause is anything that tends to lower the vitality of

the animal—as, exposure to severe weather, lack of

exercise and pure air, sudden changes in temperature

and non nutritious food.

The exciting or direct cause is undoubtedly a micro-

organism. The exact germ, however, has not yet been

determined. It is probably a variety of the bacillus

type.

Symptoms.

The disease seems to make its appearance with little

or no warning, and runs a very rapid course.

The first symptoms noticed are dullness, loss of ap-

petite and rumination. One or more of the various

systems or organs of the animal economy may be

affected, "causing such symptoms as are characteristic

of the respective system or organ in which the lesion

is localized.

The temperature is elevated, varying from 105 to

107 degrees Fahrenheit. It rises rapidly, remains high

for four or five days, and declines almost as rapidly as

it rose.

The pulse is accelerated, and at first full and strong,

but if emaciation is marked the pulse will become
weak. It varies from sixty to eighty beats per minute.

The respiratory tract is usually more or less in-

volved, giving rise to a discharge from the nose, at

first thin and clear, and later becoming thicker and

mixed with pus, and often blood. The throat is in-

flamed, Eswollen and tender to the touch. The above

symptomsjare accompanied by a cough, at first dry,

and later becoming moist and loose. Owing to the

inflamed, and consequently swollen mucous membrane
lining the large bronchial tubes and trachea, the respi-

ration is roughened, labored and accelerated.

The mouth is dry and hot ; swallowing is difficult

;

thirst isjincreased, and the appetite is diminished.

Digestion of food is imperfect ; rumination of food

is greatly diminished or suppressed ; the bowels are

constipated, especially at the beginning of the disease,

but diarrhoea may make its appearance later on.

The bowels are more or less distended with gas, and

colicky symptoms are often present. The urine is

scanty and high-colored.

The mucous membrane lining the eyelids and a por-

tion of the eye is nearly always inflamed, causing a

redness and increased flow of tears. Sometimes the

deeper structures of the eye become involved to such

an extent as to cause temporary blindness. In all

cases the eye is very sensitive to light.

In the majority of cases of bovine distemper there

is a slight disturbance of the nervous system. The
animal appears very much depressed and drowsy, pay-

ing little attention'to what is occurring around. The
head is held very low ; the animal walks with diffi-

culty, and frequently staggers. Sudden noises seem

to increase the nervousness.

The salivary secretion is increased—due, probably,

to stimulation of the nerves supplying the salivary

glands.

The result of the above-mentioned symptoms is a
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considerable loss of flesh and great weakness. Owing

to the weakened circulation, there is often an effusion

of serum from the veins into the subcutaneous connec-

tive tissue, producing swellings. These swellings are

far more common on the extremities and in the dewlap.

Course and Complications.

The average duration of the disease is from four to

six days. When recovery commences, the tempera

tare declines, the pulse becomes slower and stronger,

the eye symptoms disappear, the appetite returns,

rumination reappears, the bowels become normal, the

swellings disappear, and the normal health is restored

in from one to two weeks.

The regular course of the disease may be interrupted

by various complications. These complications may
be caused by extension of the inflammatory process to

some other system, or by infection with some other

form of bacteria.

Pneumonia and encephalitis are the most common
complications. The former is generally of the catarrhal

variety, and caused by an extension of the inflamma-

tion of the mucous membrane lining the small air

tubes, and also the air cells. This phenomenon gives

rise to an even more accelerated respiration, as well

as a more difficult one. The pulse becomes faster and

weaker, and on listening over the region of the lungs,

both dry and moist breathing can be heard, which

breathing is much louder than normal. This compli-

cation may be accompanied by an inflammation of the

pleura, or membrane surrounding the lungs, giving

rise to a collection of serum within the pleural cavity.

In this instance, all respiratory sounds are absent, the

breathing is chiefly abdominal, and on tapping the

sides of the chest with the fingers, a flat sound is pro-

duced, due to the fluid between the lungs and chest

wall.

The second complication occurs when the usual

type of distemper is accompanied by an inflammation

of the brain and spinal cord. When the brain is in-

volved, encephalitis is the term used ; and when the

spinal cord is affected, the phenomenon is called spinal

meningitis.

This complication is possibly due to an infection by
a different type of bacterium from that which caused

distemper. When the brain is chiefly involved, the

animal becomes very much excited. It frequently

paws the earth and bellows, and is often seen trying

to butt objects which may be in its way. The excite-

ment is followed by dullness, which rapidly goes on to

general paralysis.

When the spinal cord is involved, the animal be

comes unable to walk straight. It often staggers and

falls. The urine is passed frequently, and very little

at a time. General paralysis generally follows, espe-

cially in untreated cases, and death is the result.

Pathological Anatomy.

The mucous membranes of the various passages are

found to be congested, swollen and tumefied. The
sub-arachnoid spaces in the brain are filled with a

liquid, which is ordinarily clear, although sometimes

turbid and rich in white blood corpuscles. The vas-

cular plexus may be, and generally is, especially when
the nervous symptoms are prominent, swollen and in-

filtrated. There is generally a collection of serum in

the thoracic and abdominal cavities.

Prognosis.

The prognosis of bovine distemper is generally favor-

able. When complicated by either pneumonia or en-

cephalitis, however, the prognosis is very unfavorable.

In fact, few cases recover.

Treatment.

The treatment may be divided into hygienic and
medicinal. The hygienic treatment consists in allow-

ing the animal plenty of fresh air—at the same time,

however, severe weather or strong "drafts should be

avoided. The animal should have plenty of good, nu-

tritious and easily-digested food.

The medicinal treatment is chiefly symptomatic.

Laxatives, dieuretics, antipyretics, alteratives and
tonics are advocated.

It is well to open the bowels at the onset of the

disease with one (1) pound of common salts (magne-

sium sulphate). If the extremities are swollen, a dose

of two ounces of nitrate of potash, given as drench

twice a day, often relieves the trouble, and at the same
time helps to lower the temperature. Where the tem-

perature is very high, and does not seem to be affected

by the nitrate of potash, quinine may be given in

drachm doses twice or three times a day, dissolved in

a little alcohol and given as a drench. When an ani-

mal is run down, sulphate of iron, two drachms
;
pow-

dered nux vomica, one drachm, and powdered gen-

tian, two drachms—given in a little corn meal night

and morning—tend to build the animal up. . If the

breathing is difficult, frequent inhalations of steam
containing a little turpentine or tar, as a rule, work
very nicely.

When the nervous symptoms are severe, bromide of

potash, four drachms, and tincture of cannabis in-

dica, one ounce, given every three hours, often quiet

the animal. A two-drachm dose of iodide of potash,

night and morning, given either by itself or with the

preceding powder, has an excellent alterative effect.

When the disease is complicated by pneumonia, it

is well to blister the chest with a eantharides blister.

The pulse should be watched very closely, and if it

becomes weak, one-grain doses of sulphate of strych-

nine should be administered hypodermically. Steam
should be applied frequently.
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It may be well to add, in conclusion, that the hygi-

enic treatment is generally all that is necessary in the

mild forms of bovine distemper, and that the more

severe symptoms should be treated as they arise.

Charles McCulloch, Asst. Veterinarian.

Agricultural Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va.

INOCULATION AGAINST TEXAS FEVER.
For many years Texas fever has been the greatest

obstacle in the way of shipping Northern purebred

cattle to the Southern ranges. Heretofore the losses

in cattle shipped from the North by this malady have

rarely been less than 40 per cent. , and frequently 70

per cent, or more. In the nature of the case, Southern

buyers could not pay satisfactory prices and run the

risk of loss from Texas fever. To grade up their herds

they would willingly buy all of the surplus blooded

stock of the North every year at good prices, if by
any means the ravages of this fever could be reduced.

For a number of years Dr. J. W. Oonnaway, of the

Missouri Experiment Station, and Dr. M. Francis, of

the Texas Experiment Station, with the help of the

Missouri Board of Agriculture, have been working on

this problem with the result that a successful treat-

ment has been found and put into operation. Already

over 400 blooded cattle have been inoculated and ex-

posed to Texas fever on the ranches for an entire year,

with a loss of less than 8 per cent. During this time

a loss of 65 per cent, has been reported in one lot sent

without inoculation to an adjoining ranch. The cli

matic conditions and general treatment were similar

in the two cases.

CAUSE AND NATURE OF TEXAS FEVER.

The cause of Texas fever is a micro-parasite, which
is found in the blood of Southern-raised cattle. The
natural method of communication of this germ is by
means of the Texas fever tick (Boophilus bovis), which
abounds in the South. The disease can also be induced

artificially in susceptible cattle by hypodermic injec-

tion of infected blood taken from Southern cattle.

When a susceptible animal is infested with ticks, or is

inoculated with infected blood the germs thus intro-

duced attack the red blood corpuscles and destroy

them in large numbers. This weakens the vital

force of the animal and produces a large amount of

broken down waste tissue which must be eliminated

from the system. Such a condition demands increased

action on the part of the tissues producing the red

blood corpuscles, and larger capacity for carrying off

the waste materials through the liver, kidneys, spleen

and bowels. If the system of the animal is able to suc-

cessfully cope; with these exigencies, it will thereafter

be immune to the disease and able to resist the action

of the fever germ.

HOW IMMUNITY MAY BE ATTAINED.

It appears, so far as experiments have yet shown,

that the only way of producing immunity is through

an actual attack of the disease, in as mild a form as

possible, from either infestatiou with ticks or by inoc-

ulation with infected blood. It is thought that South-

ern-raised cattle become immune while calves, by re-

peated slight attacks of the fever, caused by tick in-

festation. The Missouri Station first made tests with

21 head of young calves by the tick infestation method,

extending over three seasous. Several of the animals

that bad been well infested with ticks at the North

were sent South, and proved to be immune. But on ac-

count of the necessity of maintaining quarantined pas-

tures for using these ticks at the North, and the trou-

ble of hand-feeding calves from non immune cows, this

method will probably not come into general use.

Blood inoculation tests were begun at the same time,

and have thus far proven to be more practical.

METHOD OF INOCULATION WITH IMMUNE BLOOD.

The supply animal may be either Southern raised

or one immunized artificially. The blood is taken

from the jugular vein of the supply animal through a

sterile canula, collected in a clean vessel, and imme-

diately defibrinated by stirring with wire or glass

whipper until the clot is removed. The blood is then

transferred to a hypodermic syringe and injected in

proper quantities under the skin at the neck or shoul-

der of the animals desired to be inoculated. All instru-

ments used in this work are thoroughly sterilized, and

the blood is used while fresh.

Size of dose.—The dose varies from 1 cubic centi-

meter to 2 J or 3 cubic centimeters. Severe fever is

often produced by a dose of 1 c. c, so the best plan is

to give a comparatively small dose at first, and repeat

if necessary.

Age for inoculation.—The best subjects for inocula-

tion are young cattle from 8 to 12 months old, weighing

from 500 to 800 lbs. Young calves may also be inocu-

lated while nursing their mothers. But animals re-

cently taken from the cow and not well accustomed to

grain diet do not do well. Animals more than 12

months old are much more difficult to immunize, and

it is certain that aged bulls and cows cannot be im-

munized as successfully as young stock.

Season of the year.—The most suitable time is at sea-

sons when the animal will not suffer from either ex-

treme heat or cold, although this work has been done

at all seasons of the year with success. If inoculated

in winter, the cattle must be well sheltered. Cattle

should be seut south in December or January, to pre-

vent sudden gross infestation with the ticks there.

FEVER RESULTING FROM INOCULATION.

It must always be kept in mind that the inoculation
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fever is genuine Texas fever, and in some eases death

will ensue. Some animals require very careful atten

tion and nursing through the fever resulting from

inoculation, and some medical treatment. Unless a

fever more or less severe is produced by the inocula-

tion, the animal will probably not become immune.

In some cases as many as three inoculations were made.

After inoculation there is an incubation period of

seven or eight days ; then the inoculation fever begins

and continues for eight or nine days, although in some

cases it may not exceed four days and may be pro-

longed fifteen days. This is"called the primary fever

period, and the temperature of the sick animals will

usually range from 104 to 106 degrees. Maximum
temperatures of 107 to 108 have been noted in a few

cases. At the same time the fever rises, the percentage

of red corpuscles in the blood begins to decrease, fall

ing from the normal (about 35 per cent, or 40 per cent )

to 20 per cent., and in severe cases as low as 10 per

cent, or 15 per cent. At the close of the primary fever

period, about the fifteenth day after inoculation, the

temperature falls rapidly, and in severe cases the

animal may die from collapse. From the 15th to the

29th or 30th days the animal will gain in strength,

aud the percentage of red corpuscles in the blood will

return almost to the normal. About the 30th day

after inoculation a secondary fever period often occurs,

lasting seven or eight days. This period is usually

not so severe as the primary, but the temperature often

shows high elevation and the destruction of red blood

corpuscles occurs again. At the end of 50 or 60 days

the inoculated animals are ready for shipment.

CARE OF CATTLE DUEING INOCULATION.

It is necessary that inoculated animals be well

nourished during the fever, and subsequently, since

there is great lowering of the vitality of the animal,

due to the destructive action of the micro parasites on

the blood corpuscles. In these experiments the food

has consisted of ground oats, bran, crushed corn, lin-

seed meal, clover and timothy hay. The effort is made
to feed in a manner that will maintain a lax condition

of the bowels, since the elimination of the waste pro-

ducts from the liver is mainly through the bowels. It

is sometimes necessary to give salts to induce proper

action of the bowels. Other medicines, such as stimu

lants and tonics, are used as indicated. The animals

are kept warm and comfortable, in clean quarters, and

in every way carefully nursed. They have grass

at the proper seasoj. After sending inoculated

animals south, they are watched during the first

season to prevent relapse, and care is taken to avoid

all conditions that lessen the vitality of the animal,

as over-heating, undue excitement, or too mud? ser

vice.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS NOW IN PROGRESS.

The Missouri Experiment Station is now inoculating

at Columbia about 250 head of cattle, representing the

Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon and Eed Polled breeds.

These will be exposed to the fever in the South next

summer for a further test of the efficiency of this

method of immunizing cattle against this disease. The
success of this method has already had the effect of

greatly increasing the number of blooded cattle bought
in the North by Texas cattle men, and will add much
to the value of all blooded breeding cattle in the

North. Through this means a large and important

market, which has heretofore been practically closed,

is now opened to the Northern breeder. An illustra-

ted Bulletiu, No. 4^, giving full particulars of these

experiments, is now being issued by the Missouri Sta-

tion, and will be sent free to all parties interested

upon application.

HORNLESS DAIRY BREED.

Eed Polled cattle have many advantages over almost
every other breed. First, they are the strongest strain
of cattle in the world. For example, breeding a Eed
Polled bull to auy other breed, insures 95 per cent,

polled calves, and a solid red color. Here is a test that
came under my own observation : 26 pure-bred Hol-
stein cows were bred to a Eed Polled bull that I once
owned, and the 26 calves were polled, and, with but
one exception, were of dark red color ; the exception
had a white udder. Second, I claim that they will

keep fat on a third less food than any other breed.
Third, they are very handsome, and are good milkers

;

my herd averaged 4'> per cent, butter fat. I have one
cow that gives 40 lbs. a day, and, unlike other milk
breeds, keeps fat. I have cows that weigh 1,600 lbs.

and could take on 200 or 300 lbs. more if fattened for

beef. Fourth, when a Red Polled cow has finished

her mission—has given you all the calves and milk
you want—she will make the best beef you ever ate.

—

H. Lee Borden, in Eed Polled Record.

HOW TO FIND THE LIVE WEIGHT OF CATTLe.

I have several methods of finding the live weight of
cattle, and find the following the most correct : Meas-
ure the girth around the breast, just behind the shoul-
der blade, and the length of the back from the tail to

the fore part of the shoulder blade. Multiply the girth

by the length, and if the girth is less than three feet,

multiply the product by eleven, and the result will he
the number of pounds. If between three aud five feet,

multiply by sixteen ; if between five and seven feet,

multiply by twenty-three ; if between seven and nine
feet, multiply by thirty one ; if between nine and
eleven feet, multiply by forty.—F. F. Frantz, in
" ational Stockman.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers
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DAIRYING IN THE SOUTH.

What's the Matter the South Cannot Produce all

the Butter and Cheese it Can Consume?

Editor Southern Planter

:

I apprehend that many Southern people err in sup-

posing that they live outside the natural dairy region,

because, perhaps, clover and timothy do not flourish

quite so well in their latitude as in the States further

north.

Mr. Geo. C. Henning. in the September issue of the

Planter, is "convinced" that at present the dairy

business cannot be made profitable in Northampton
county, on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, for the

following reasons :

First, "because of the competition with the West-
ern and other creameries, the butter from which is re-

tailed at his place for 25 cents per pound." Twenty-
five cents is a fair price, and Mr. Henniug ought to be

able to stand that competition. I have sold butter for

14 cents per pound, and still had a little profit over

the cost of production.

His second reason is, that " many farmers prefer to

buy butterine and similar compounds, because they

do not spoil so readily.'* Those vile compounds of

"renovated butter," and oleomargarine were spoiled

before they were made, and are fit only for axlegrease.

I think good butter will keep as long as necessary in

the South. We have often made a tub of butter in

June, for our own use. and kept it until winter, while

the cows were not in milk, and wheu opened found it

sweet and better flavored than freshly-made winter

butter. Good butter will keep as long as the bogus.

His third reason is "the absence of springs, or run-

ning streams."' from which to obtaiu ice. He has a

good well, which never goes dry, and so undoubtedly

have his neighbors. Mr. Waldo F. Brown cooled his

milk for many years with well water, and without ice.

His fourth reason is "the difficulty of procuring in-

telligent help." I have always milked part of our

cows regularly, and when my hired man was gone,

milked as many as eight, and the women from the

house very kindly came out and milked the remain-

der. Mr. John Gould, of Ohio, the noted writer on

dairy topics, has sometimes milked fourteen cows

when his help was gone. " Where there's a will

there's a way." When we can't get help, we must

help ourselves.

His fifth objection is "the long fly season which

gives the auimals no rest." Cows will fall off a little

in their yield of milk during flytime unless they are

fed something in the stable at night. We feed our

cows a little bean and Indian meal at night to keep

up the flow of milk.

His last objection is "we cannot rely on permanent

pastures." Dairymen in the North do not rely on

permanent pastures. Permanent pastures should otily

be kept where the fields are so full of rocks and ra-

vines that they cannot be plowed. Very much more

pasturage can be grown on fields that are frequently

plowed, cropped and re seeded.

The fact is, that the South has superior natural ad-

vantages for becoming a dairy region, and if her peo-

ple so will they can produce milk, butter and cheese

of jnst as good quality and at less cost than at any

place north of Mason and Dixon's line. If the South-

ern dairyman cannot raise clover, timothy and blue

grass as well as his Northern brothers, he can produce

an abundance of vetches, Japan clover, alfalfa, sor-

ghum, corn, cow-peas, and other plants just as favor-

able for milk production, and as cheaply produced.

In the matter of grain-feeds, cotton seed, cottonseed

meal and hulls, and rice-bran, are feeding stuffs pecu-

liar to the South, and excellent when compounded
with other feeds for milk production.

There is no question that nitrogenous foods for bal-

ancing carbonaceous rations can be produced in the

South as cheaply as anywhere in the United States.

Dr. Stubbs, of the Louisiana Station, has grown on

poor pine lands an acre of Spanish peanuts, contain-

ing 192 lbs. of nitrogen, worth, at commercial fertil-

izer values, $25, an acre of velvet beans, worth nearly

as much, and an acre of cow-peas falling but little be-

hind.

The South has an immense advantage in the short-

ness of her winters, and the avoidance of so long winter

feeding of cows, and in the abundance of winter forage

crops, which can be grown and pastured, while the

Northern dairymen are feeding costly hay and grain.

Even ensilage costs much more than such a pasture.

A farm that is good for general or diversified farm-

ing is good enough for dairying, and a man with the

dairy business in view, and possessing such a farm,

need look no farther.

The first essential requisite for successful dairying

is a good dairyman and dairy woman. Without these

the business might be a failure. Foremen or over-

seers may be intelligent and industrious, but it is

hardly to be expected that they will take the same in-

terest in the business as the owner himself. In dairy-

ing as in farming :

—

" He that by the plow would thrive,

Must either hold, himtelf, or drive."

Much can be learned from dairy publications and

books, but experience is the best teacher. Next in

importance to the good dairyman and his wife (and

scarcely less essential) are good cows, and the only

sure way to obtain these is to raise them, keeping and
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breeding only from the best and disposing of the poor

est. Such cows as the dairyman needs cannot be

bought, but there are always enough common cows in

the market, and the farmer who starts into the dairy

business probably has some of his own. With these

and such as he can buy, with a full-blooded bull from

some of the dairy breeds to head his herd, he in a few

years can have a profitable dairy herd of which he may
well be proud.

Sugar Run, Pa. J. W. Ingham.

DOES IT PAY TO FEED LIBERALLY ?

At a Farmers' Institute, Touganoxie, Kansas, a dai-

ryman gave in his report on producing milk for the

Kansas City market from common cows, picked up
through the country. So far as possible these cows

were fresh in the fall. During the winter they receive

a ration, consisting of a mixture of 14 to 16 lbs. of bran

and corn meal and what clover hay and sugar cane

they will eat. In summer they receive, in addition to

pasture and soiling crops, four to five pounds of bran.

By this system of liberal feeding, a two year's record

shows an annual income per cow of $70.99, the milk

being sold at an average of 8 cents per gallon.

Last year, at the Agricultural College, our best cow
cost us $32.80 for feed, the highest of any cow in the

herd, and about $3.50 above the average of the herd,

and yet the profit from that cow over the cost of feed

was $21.12 above the average of the herd. Does it pay
to feed liberally? With a good dairy cow it surely

does. Had the herd referred to above, or the best cow
at the Agricultural College, been stinted in feed, it

would have been an extravagant piece of economy that

would have resulted in a diseased pocket book. The
dairy cow is a hard-working animal, and should be fed

accordingly.

D. H. Otis.

THE RATIONANL FEEDING OF DAIRY COWS.
The profit in dairying, as in any other business, de-

pends upon the margin between the product and the cost

of production, and it is therefore of primary importance
to provide feedstuffs at the least cost, and when grain is

relatively high it may become necessary to discard our
farm grains entirely, sell them and buy mill feed. This
winter we are feeding ten parts of bran to two parts of
oil meal, and use fodder corn exclusively for rough-
age. The standard ration is ten parts of the bran
and oil meal mixture to fifteen parts in weight of the
cut fodder corn. The cows are fed all they will eat
up clean, but the proportion between the roughage
and the grain is always maintained—once and a half as
much roughage as grain. The reason cows are fed all

they will eat is because we must first provide the food of
maintenance, and the more they will eat over and above
this the more they will have available for converting

into milk or meat. Each cow is fed twice a day, half
the grain feed and roughage in the morning and half
in the evening. That generous feeding pays is clearly

illustrated in our record for the five years ending De-
cember 30, 1897. During the years 1893, 1895, 1896
and 1897 cows were led all they would take, while
during the year 1891 they were fed light.

1893
1894
1895
1896

j
7,454

1897

Milk.
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The Poultry Yard.

TURKEY RAISING.

Editor Southern Planter :

As Mrs. Payne and Mr. Samuel B. Woods gave

some valuable hints and suggestions on turkey raising

last spring I will give my experience with some. I

have been satisfied for many years that young turkeys

were kept too closely confined, in other words were

killed by kindness. I decided this season to try the

experiment of giving all the range they wanted as soon

as hatched. I gave them the customary grain of black

pepper and fed them for two days on the yolk of hard

boiled eggs. I then took them from the yard to a field

some distance away and contiuued to feed them on the

hard boiled egz with a little meal sprinkled over it

until about two weeks old, when I stopped the feeding

entirely, nor were they ever permitted to come to the

yard until about three months old. From a brood of

fifteen not one ever moped or died from disease. Forty

or fifty others, kindly cared for and which came to the

yard daily and eat what they could consume, com-

menced and continued to weaken and die. Up to this

date about one-half of these have died. The fifteen

which roamed the fields ad libitum, feasting on grass

hoppers and other destructive insects and bags, soon

doubled the others in size, and hold that advantage to-

day. I made my turkey raising this season profitable

in two ways—they proved of incalculable value in

catching worms from the tobacco. They kept the

worms caught almost entirely from two acres of to-

bacco. I would frequently drive them to the tobacco,

and would be amused to see with what anxiety they

would catch and devour the worms. I succeeded last

season in breeding a domesticated wild male bird on

a bronze hen which I am sure will make a most desira-

ble cross. They are now much larger than the ordi-

nary turkey and of unusually handsome appearance.

A turkey hen should never be allowed to brood more

than fifteen young ones, as they caunot shelter more

from the wind-storms or rain. Breeders should never

permit eggs to be set when they have cause to think

that either the male or female birds, from which the

eggs come, have cholera or roup in the system, as the

disease will surely be transmitted through the eggs to

the young when hatched. In conclusion, raise your

young turkeys as much as you can in a state of nature,

feed but little and give all the rauge they want.

Fluvanna County. H. E. Wood.

DIVIDE THE POULTRY YARD.

Editor Southern Planter:

Hens one and two years old should be specially kept

and specially fed for the purpose of laying eggs. To
have them do so they should be in a yard by them-

selves, and especially fed the scraps of meat and bones

from the table, or specially obtained and ground up,

together with grass, cabbage leaves or other green

food. Corn may be within their reach, but they

should eat but little of it. Laying hens must be well

fed with scraps, etc., but not with fattenning food.

Hens over two years old should be placed by them-

selves and fattened for market. They need no meat,

but corn and cooked vegetables and grains. The
chickens should be kept by themselves and left to

scratch for their living, to a large extent, until wanted

to furnish eggs or for market.

The breeding hens should be selected for valuable

characteristics, and, together with a rooster for each

six or eight hens, be kept by themselves. When ready

to set, if au incubator is not used, the hen should be

removed entirely away from contact with other fowls,

and be fed and watered regularly, not on the nest, but

away from it, and with very little meat or bone scraps.

Ungrouud corn is the best food. A dust bath of fine

dry dirt with a little sulphur mixed in it, especially

in warm weather, should be accessible to them. Take

care of the hens and they will make ample returns,

but no animal or fowl is of great use when starved

and cold. S. S. B.

The fact that so much poultry is sold is prima facie

evidence that poultry-raising is profitable. Poultry,
too, brings quick returns.

WINTER EGGS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I have five hens, ordinary young fowls, fifteen

months old, which have averaged five eggs each a week

since May last, with the exception of three times at-

tempting to set, which lasted four to six days each, and

they are now giving me five eggs a day. The secret is

meat scraps. A mixed diet of meat and shrunken

grains and green vegetation is the secret of eggs in

winter. Kill the dogs, huut the rabbits and save all

meat scraps and feed them raw to the hens. If the

ground is frozen and green vegetation scarce, feed the

heus outside cabbage leaves or cooked turnips, pota-

toes and almost any other vegetables convenient. The
scraps and bones from the butcher's shop are inval-

uable for poultry when the bones are pounded up or

ground. Fresh bones are much better from having

the marrow and some meat with them.

Si KSCBIBEB.
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OLD HENS OR PULLETS.

Some Points of Comparison Between Old Mens and

Pullets as Layers.

The practice of hatching out pullets every year to

take the place of hens is not always a good plan. Bear
in mind that before a pullet becomes serviceable she
must be raised. It is the first cost that must be met
before she will give a profit. A large number of farm-
ers who raise pullets to take the places of their hens
make the point that they must get more eggs from
pullets than from hens, but they overlook the fact that

they have the hens on hand, and have to feed the pullets

until they reach maturity. It is just the same as if

one raised a heifer at every opportunity, and sold the

cow. Now, a hen will give just as many eggs when
she is five or six years old as when younger, and the rea-

son so many prefer pullets is that while pullets are
growing they do not so readily become fat. The hens
fatten quickly, hence the mistake has been in over
feeding them, and not because the hens are not equal

to pullets. The use <f pullets every year leads to de-

generacy. Eggs from hens are larger, and the hens
produce stronger chicks. Keep your old hens as long
as they are proving serviceable.

If pullets are hatched too early they may molt in

the fall, and for that reason it is not the practice to

hatch them before March. This molting in the fall,

instead of beginning to lay at that season, is the ex-

ception, and not the rule, but it is better not to hatch
earlier. Keep in view the fact, also, that the large

breeds require a longer time during which to grow
than the small breeds, and that only the pullets of the
large breed should be hatched early. They are in-

tended to come into service next fall, and then lay

through the winter. Light Brahmas, Cochins and
Plymouth Rocks should be hatched in March ; Lang-
shans, Wyandottes and Minorcas by April 10th, and
Leghorns, Hamburgs and other small breeds by May
1st. The small breeds sometimes begin to lay when
only five months old, and it is not always desirable for

them to do so, as it is at the expense of vigor. The
pullet that does not begin to lay until November, and
then starts at work, will probably lay during the
whole winter.

It is a fact that the late chicks sometimes fail to

make any progress in growth, especially during the
warm months. This is due to the farmer being busy
and compelling the chicks to sustain themselves to a
certain extent.; and also because the more chicks
hatched, the more they are crowded, the early ones
having more room and fewer drawbacks to encounter.
The main cause, however, is lice, which the very early

chicks escape. As the weather becomes warm there
is a greater multiplication of lice, and they swarm in

every place inhabited by the chicks. The early ones,

being large and vigorous, cau better withstand their

ravages ; but the later ones, being more feeble, will

not thrive and grow. When the chicks do not grow,
especially in pleasant weather, and with an abundance
of food, it is, in nine cases out of ten, due to lice, both
the head-lice and the mites ; and when the cause is

removed, the difficulty will be removed also.

—

Poultry

Keeper.

THE CAYUGA DUCK.

American tradition tells us that the Cayuga duck is

descended from a species of wild duck that is often

found on Cayuga Lake, in the State of New York, and
on Seneca River, while it is also k nown as the Big Black

duck and the Lake duck. It is very similar in color

to the East Indian duck, being of a deep and brilliant

black throughout, with lustrous green bronze reflec-

tions on the head, neck and wings. Both male
and female have a bright purple or claret brown
tinge on the back and wings, and the secondaries are

more blue than green, but the male is more strongly

tinted with green than the female. The drake's bill

is greenish yellow, but not so yellow as that of the

Roueu drake. It has a clear black bean at the tip.

The bill of the duck is hlack at the base, and tipped

with greenish slate color ; thus, like that of the Rouen,
changing at different seasons of the year. Their legs

are a smoky orange color. Like East Indians, and
other breeds of black poultry, however pure they may
be, the Cayugas show after their first year a few white
feathers at the base of the bill and elsewhere. It may
be taken as certain that they are a distinct breed, al-

though it has been asserted that they are the result of

a cross with the East Indian and Aylesbury or Rouen.
The bill of the Cayuga differs entirely in shape from
that of the Roueu or Aylesbury, in that it does not

come straight from the skull as in those birds, but
curves down to the centre and up towards the tip,

being, as it were, "dished" out, as I have seen it de-

scribed. These birds are extremely hardy and prolific

layers, and arrive at maturity at an early age. Their
flesh is dark, and higher in flavor than that of the

common wild duck, and if well fed they fatten quickly.

They are not given to roaming or taking to wing, so

that they can be well accommodated on a limited run.

By careful feeding they can be brought up to between
8 lbs. and 9 lbs., but the average is about 7 lbs. The
ducklings commence laying in January, but the old

birds are four or five weeks later, and they sometimes
lay in the autumn. They lay every day, their total

being between sixty and eighty eggs, these being of a
darkish green color. They are not to be recommended
for sitting.

W. N. B.

POULTRY SUGGESTIONS.

Study poultry from a practical standpoint, just as

other stock upon the farm is studied.

There is no fear of losing anything by sending clean

eggs and nice-looking poultry to market.
Moulting is a strain on the system, and the bird

should have good feed and protection from cold

winds.
A wet hen is not a comfortable hen, even in warm

weather ; and she ought to have protection from
storms.

Breeders who do not wish to winter all the stock

on hand are anxious to sell, and it is a good time to

buy.
The farmer's family should consume more poultry

and eggs and less pork. They are among the most
valuable foods.
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The Horse.

GIVING A DRENCH OR BALL.

To give the horse a drench or bolus requires both
j

3kill and patience with exceeding gentleness. AH
solid medicines should be first reduced to powder and '

then rolled in some viscid material to form a paste in

an oblong or cylindrical mass about two and one-half
i

inches long. ' ' Place the right hand flat over the bones
of the animal's nose, grasping each side, thus to steady i

the head, while with the left hand the operator seizes

the tongue, drawing it outward to the off side, the fin-
j

gers resting on the lower jaw for support. This will

secure the tongue from being drawn out too far. The
j

bolus should be grasped between the first, second and
third finger tips of the right hand and carried over
the tongue to the back of the mouth." Withdraw
the right hand quickly and also release the tongue, in-

stantly closing the horse's mouth and holding his jaws
together. In giving a draught, or drench, which is

the liquid form of administering medicine, use a horn
or a perfectly clean tin bottle Stand on the off side

of the horse and "insert the fingers of the left hand
within the angle of the mouth," drawing away the
animal's cheek in order to form a suitable pouch into

which the fluid is poured ' in small and successive
doses as the creature permits it to pass down the gul-

let. The neck of the bottle, therefore, does not enter
the mouth, and injuries from that source are entirely

avoided. The tongue must be left entirely free, as it

is a most effective agent in carrying fluids onward to

the gullet, and its action greatly facilitates the opera-
tion of drenching."

—

Our Animal Friends.

NOTES.

PROGRESS IN BREEDING.

A. man need not be very old to remember when a
1,400 to 1,500 pound horse was a heavy draft horse, or
a three- minute trotter, a speedy roadster. Times have
changed, however, and the heavy draft horse must
weigh 300 to 500 pounds more, and the roadster go a
good many seconds faster to be classed as good ones of
their kind. It takes a better horse to be a good one
nowadays than it did ten or twenty or thirty years
ago. The ideals of those days will not serve. The
breeder must aim to get the kind that ranks high to-

day, and this is the only kind that is going to pay for

his oats hereafter.

The thirty-first annual fair of the State Agricultural
and Mechanical Society ofSouth Carolina, which began
at Columbia on Monday, the 6th, and closed on the fol-

lowing Friday, was a big success. Favored by superb
autumn weather, the attendance was good throughout,
espec.atly on Thursday, which was a record breaker, as

probably 20,000 persons passed through the gates.

President T. J. Cunningham, Col. Thomas W. Hollo-
way, who, as secretary, has grown gray in the service

of the Society, and Col. A. W. Love, general superin-

tendent, and others of the management wore broad
smiles daily.

As usual the exhibit of show horses was one of the

main attractions of the fair, and thousands gathered
around the spacious arena to witness the awards.
With O. A. Bowen, of Pendleton, as superintendent,

and D. F. Efird, of Lexington, as assistant superin-

tendent of this department, the programme was well

arranged, and from ten o'clock till one on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday the judges were kept busy.

In the classes for best stallion shown to harness and
for best stallion three years old and upward, the blue

ribbons went to the bay horse Egwood, owned and ex-

hibited by James Stackhouse, Marion, S. C. Even in

the palmy days of Whitby Farm, when that well-

known breeding establishment ranked among the fore-

most in Virginia, this grand looking son of Egbert and
Lucille Blackwood never appeared to better adva< -

<

tage. Second to Egwood came Peerless Ben, the good-
looking chestnut sou of Ben Franklin, owned by Maj.
Augustin T. Smyth, of the Woodburn Farms, Pendle-
ton, one of the largest breeders of trotters in South
Carolina. The competition was strong in the light

harness classes, a number of the rings being unwieldy.
The speed programme as prepared and carried out
under the supervision of Capt. S. J. McCaughran, of

Newberry, furnished the best sport seen in Columbia
for many years, epecially the harness racing.

The track record of 2:22', held by the pacer Pal-

metto Prince, was twice lowered during the week,

first by the bay pacing mare Lady Phillips, by Cuckoo,
dam by Brown Hal, who was driven by Geo. F. Dyer,

of Lynchburg, Va., stepped the second heat of a win-

ning race in 2:191, when two days later D. H. Kelty
lauded the bay gelding Walter F., by Madwood, a
winner of the free for all class, pacing the third heat

in 2:15*.

It seems safe to advise the early purchase of stallions

on the part of those who are anticipating investing in

draft horse sires for next season. The supply in this

country does not seem nearly adequate to the demand,
and prices are apt to be higher along in the height of
the selling season than they a re just at present. Reports
-continue to come of activity in the trade and it is alto-

gether likely that stocks will be entirely cleaued up
long before the season opens.

Mention the Planter when you write to advertisers.

At Acca Farm, near the city, William L. Bass is

wintering quite a large stable of trotters and pacers,

some of which are being jogged daily over the fine

roads in that vicinity, while others are allowed to run
in paddocks during the day in good weather and taken
up at night. The stable includes Branchwood, 2:22i,

pacing, by Woodburn Hambletonian ; Lucena, 2:221,

bay mare, by Wickliffe, dam Happy Princess, 2:23J,

by Happy Medium; Redlight, 2:31i, chestnut mare,

by Red Wilke's Jr., dam by Twilight; Marie, bay
mare, by Jolly Friar, dam by Sam Purdy ; Princetell,

chestnut gelding, pacer, by Drextell, dam Minnie S.,

by Kentucky Prince Joyful Maiden, bay mare, pacer,
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by King Nutwood, dam b> Petoskey ; Medioawood,
bay mare, full sister to Firewood, 2:171, by King Nut-
wood, dam Mediua, by Middletown ; Serpentine, bay
mare, by Mambrino Boy, dam Serpentine, dam of El

Baueeia, 2:201, by George Wilkes ; Spectacular, black

mare, by Spectator, dam by Volunteer; Crow, 2:30,

black gelding, by Bupee, dam by Dictator, and others,

among them being some well-bred youngsters by promi
nent sires for speed. During the past season Bass
drove Firewood to his record at Baleigh, N. C, where
he landed the bay gelding a winner of the best race of

his career, at the State Fair in October there, lower
ing the track record, and the State record as well.

The veteran road rider, owner and breeder, James
C. Smith, of this city, has plenty of speed in his pri-

vate stables here. The most prominent member of the
stable is the giant trotter Mosul, 2:09V, by Sultan,

out of Virginia Maid, by Sam Purdy, who trotted to

his record at the Grand Circuit Meeting, at Columbus,
Ohio, in 1897, but who has been in retirement since

the close of that season. The big bay gelding has a
great turn of speed, and when right can show a two-

minute gait. After Mosul comes the stoutly- made
bay gelding Roster, by Almomedo, out of Red Rose,
by Red Wilkes, who won several good races this sea-

son, and reduced his record from 2:211 to 2:161. In
addition to Mosul and Roster, Mr. Smith owns, among
others, Virginia Cooper, four years old. by Bourbon
Baron, aud an unnamed bay filly, by Willis, both out
of Virginia Maid, dam of Mosul.

Mr. W. N. Wilmer, of the law firm of Wilmer &
Canfield, New York City, owner of Plain Dealing
Farm, Scottsville, Va., has lost by death, due, to con-

gestion of the lungs, the valuable brood mare Barbara,
a chesnut daughter of Alcantara, dam by Daniel Lam
bert.

Three other foals, all by Mr. Wilmer's stallion Virgi-

nia Chief, son of Kentucky Prince and Nina, by Messen-
ger Duroc, are owned at the Farm—viz : Plain Deal-
ing, a chestnut colt, three years old ; Barbaric, a bay
gelding two years old, and a chestnut filly, foal of 1S99.

Plain Dealing, the oldest of the trio, is a very hand-
some colt, a winner in the show ring, and with proper
handling, should learn to trot fast.

Among the best bred horses in the State is the hand-
some brown stallion Eloroy, in the stable of Ira C.

Nelson, of this city. This horse won several good
races this season, aud a new record of 2:1SI, which
was earned in a closely contested winning race of five

heats at Baltimore this fall. Eloroy is by Simmons,
out of Berkshire Belle, 2:22*, dam of three in the list

by Alcyone, second dam Belle Brasfield, 2:20, by Vi-
ley's Cripple, and third dam famous old Sally Choris-

ter, dam of Proteine, 2:18, and grand dam of the noted
sire Baron Wilkes.

IDLE HORSES IN WINTER.

To keep idle horses or young and growing colts over
a year old in the stable during the winter season is not
only very expensive in feed and labor, but is fre-

quently of positive injury to the horses themselves.

The horse requires a great deal of exercise, and when
this exercise is not given in the way of work, they should
be allowed to take it in the open fields. The cheapest
and best way of caring for horses, whether idle or

young, through the winter season, is to turn them out

on a blue grass pasture which has not been pastuied
down closely in the fall. This, with a shed to run
under during severe storms, a hay or straw stack, and
access to salt and water, is all that this class of horses

need, and they thrive much better under it than if

kept up in the stable. Much of the vigor and stamina
of the range horses is due to their free life and abun-
dant exercise.

We do not recommend this method for weaneing colts.

They should be fed a good ration of corn and oats and
allowed free access during the daytime to open yards
or fields. A colt stunted the first year, as many are,

by insufficient feed and shelter, is stunted for life, and
will lose at least 100 pounds in mature weight, which
is worth anywhere from ten to fifty cents a pound.
There is no more short-sighted economy than that of

stinting the grain feed of colts the first winter. When
you are laying the foundation, get it as large as you
can, provided it is made of good material.— Wallace's

Farmer.

The man who gives his young horses a little extra at-

tention at this time is certain to save by it. The fall

has made a great record for glorious weather, with the

exception of that early " sn«p " that it gave us the last

week of September, and all colts should have been
pushed along into nice condition for the winter when
a goodly portion of their feed need not be taken for

warming purposes. Winter we will have in abun-
dance, and it may break at any time, and when it

comes farmers will be obliged to feed against the cold

as well as against the growth of the colt. By getting

stock well started toward good winter condition in the

pleasant fall months a saving of feed is clearly effected.

W. J. Carter, of this city, has sold to Price Neeley,
Dixie, N. C, the speedy brown mare Lunette. 2:251,

by Lumps, 2:21, out of Lady K, 2:291, by General
George H. Thomas, who will drive her on the road.

Broad Rock.

The fall horse show campaign has opened brilliantly.

Kansas City scored even a greater success than its most
sanguine supporters imagined lay within their grasp,

and the St. Louis Show opened this week in a blaze of

glory. It is a fair statement that more money has been
invested in horses, carriages and harness in the West
this past summer for horse-show purposes than ever

before in the history of such institutions. It would
seem that the horse show is just entering upon its

greatest period of development.

A well-known horse dealer told us the other day
that he could sell, at a good price, every good horse

he could lay his hands on. At that time he had an
inquiry for eight head of road horses suitable for the

saddle. B. M. S,
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fliscellaneous.

THE SALE OF WHEAT ON THE RICHMOND
MARKET.

It has come to our knowledge that a practice of

cleaning wheat bought by millers on the Richmond
market, or from country farmers by sample, before

weighing and accounting for the same, has recently

become common. The injustice and illegality of such

a practice is so palpable that we could not have sup-

posed that it would have been attempted to be justi

fied or maintained when once challenged. We are,

however, given to understand that the Directors of the

Corn Exchange have shown themselves unable to check

the evil, notwithstanding that their attention has been

pointedly drawn to it. It remains, therefore, for us to

invite the pressure of public opinion, and if this fails,

then for the action of the Legislature, which is about

to meet, to put an end to so great an evil. How great

the injustice is can be readily seen when the facts are

stated. A farmer offers on the Exchange, through his

agent, or directly to the miller, a sample of his wheat,

stating at the time the quantity, or thereabouts, of the

bulk which he has to sell. After examination of the

sample, the buyer offers a price and a bargain is made.

What are the terms of that bargain ? They are that

the seller shall deliver to the buyer so many bushels

of wheat of standard weight of like quality to the sam
pie shown. This sample is the crux of the bargain or

contract. If the bulk fails to grade up to the sample,

the buyer may reject the whole or claim compensation

for want of quality or condition. It may be that the

sample is full of weed seeds or of shrunken grain, but

if the bulk is not worse than the sample, the buyer

must accept and pay for it. When he bjught the

grain on the sample, he in fixing the price he was pre

pared to give is taken to have made allowance for the

weed-seed and defective grain. This is the position in

the eye of the law. What the Richmond buyers, or

some of them, are now doing, and claiming to do, as

of right, is to clean out the weed-seeds and shrunken
grain before accepting and paying for the bulk. This

means that they thereby improve the bulk as a salable

commodity and make it worth more per bushel than

they gave for it, whilst, at the same time, they reduce

the measure and weight to be paid for at the price

agreed on. The seller did not contract to deliver

wheat of the quality which the buyer offers to pay for.

If he had done so, he would have required and de-

manded a higher price per bushel. No such claim

to clean and regrade before payment can be sus-

tained at law unless by custom long established and
universally recognized on the particular market, which

certainly not the case in Richmond. The securing

of a remedy without the necessity for a lawsuit in each

case may perhaps be best met by the appointment of

a public grain weigher duly appointed by an indepen- •

dent authority. At present, each buyer weighs for

himself, and however much his weight differ" from
that of the farmer from whom he bought, claims to

pay only on his own weight. Whilst we should be

sorry to impute wilful carelessness in weighing to any
buyer, yet it is possible for mistakes to be made by
the most careful, and there should be some authority

to avoid this. We have had cases brought to our

knowledge recently where the difference between the

weight of the grain, as weighed by the farmer, and as

weighed by the buyer, has varied as much as 10 per

cent, against the farmer. Such a difference in weight

can hardly have arisen from mistake, but from the

fact that the buyer recleaned and graded the wheat

before weighing, and this, we understand, was admit-

ted. To compel the farmer to accept this reduced

weight is an injustice done him, and certain to result

in avoidance of Richmond as a market, and the Rich-

mond Grain Exchange owes it to itself, and to the city

as a commercial city, to see that such a practice is stop-

ped, and that a duly authorized weighmaster be ap-

pointed to weigh all grain on behalf of both parties

to the sale, as delivered from the cars or wagons. Fail-

ing this being done, the Legislature should be asked

to appoint such an officer and to fix his remuneration,

to be paid by the parties employing him.

THE CENSUS.

On the 1st June, 1900, the persons appointed to take

the census will call upon every farmer to make out

and return to them a statement showing the acreage

and produce of all crops grown on the farm in the

year 1899. Such a return can be much better made
out now, when work does not press and the facts are

fresh in the memory than next June. In the interest

of accuracy, which is most desirable and important, if

the returns are to be of value, we would suggest that

each farmer make out now and enter in a book a full

statement of crops raised this year. It will then be

ready when called for.

COLORED LABOR IN RELATION TO THE PROS-
PERITY OF THE SOUTHERN FARMER.

Editor Southern Planter:

The last few years have been noted for the great

amount of discontent among all laboring and produc-

tive classes. The agriculturist has complained much,

and with good reason, for he has suffered much. The
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poor returns had by him have been sufficient grounds

for outcry. He has appealed to legislation for relief,

but his cry has been unheard. The futility of further

appeal is evident to every one. The farmer must be

his own best friend. All of the suggested remedies

have been tried and have failed. He is as much the

victim of combinations and trusts to-day as before he

established the "Grange," or left the old political

parties to form a third. It is so because capital is so

much more easily combined than labor, and especially

this form of labor, which is so evenly distributed, and

can, from its very nature, have no great centres.

These conditions are not temporary, but permanent.

The farmer need not hope ever to be able to cope

successfully with all the varied forms of combined

capital, nor to find relief from them by law. His only

hope for larger profits on the farm lies in his ability

to make the farm yield more in proportion for what

he spends for his product, and then to sell that product

in the best market he can find. In other words, larger

returns for the same expenditures will help the farmer

and this alone will.

The farmer's expense account is principally made
up of interest on the original investment, fertilizers,

farming implements, aud labor. Of these, the most

fixed in price, and most variable in quality, is labor.

Some laborers are the best investment at high prices.

Other is a loss, however cheaply employed.

Labor affects the farm itself. Any farm can be im-

proved or injured by poor labor or good. The quali-

ty of the labor affects the expense of the farming im-

plements. Improper use of these results in breaking

or damaging them and rendering them useless. Espe-

cially is this true of the more costly labor-saving ma-

chines. Also good care of these when not in use will

prolong their period of service, while unskillful treat-

ment will allow them to be eaten up with rust, and

shorten their term very decidedly.

But the most important thing to ihe farmer is the

product of the farm. Labor affects this, first, in the

proper or improper preparation of the ground for the

seed ; in the careful or negligent planting of the seed

or setting of slips ; in the skilful or unskilful plow-

ing or hoeing of the growing plant ; in the frugal or

wasteful harvesting of the matured product ; in the

attention paid to it while awaiting the time for its

sale, and the attractive or unattractive way in which

it is prepared for market. Thus, every day of its

history, the product of the farm is influenced by the

labor employed, and all will agree that it is better for

the fanner to pay a good price for trained labor than

a smaller one for a poorer quality.

The Southern farmer's labor supply is the colored

population. That this will be the case for a long time

there is little reason to doubt. That this labor at

present is very unsatisfactory all farmers testify. To

improve the quality of this labor is a task to which

every farmer in the South should address himself.

How may this be done?

As for that great army of laborers in our Southern

fields already, hardly any answer can be returned. As

for the future supply of laborers, the question is more

easily answered—viz : Give the young colored people

a training in agricultural and industrial schools, and

thus equip them fully to do this better class of work.

It is a good sign that at this time so much attention is

being paid to this kind of education for colored people.

Could these schools be so multiplied as to include a

much larger per cent, of the colored population in the

circle of their influence, the labor on our farms would

in two or three years begiu to improve. A school in

which a young colored man is taught how to farm

skillfully ; how to produce the most at the smallest out-

lay; how to utilize everything about the place ;
where

to attain, as nearly as possible, to that ideal of farm-

ing where all of the varied operations complete one

great circle where nothing is lost—a school like this is

a fountain of blessing to both the farmer and laborer

of this land. This kind of school does not educate

away from labor, as so much of the education given to

the colored man has done, but educates for labor, for

any man loves to do what he can do well, and what

he can command good wages for doing.

The good results of these schools is evident to all

who have any knowledge of them. But they are, as

yet, reaching such a small proportion of the colored

population that their influence is comparatively small.

A large increase in the number of these schools would

greatly hasten the result of an abundant supply of

first- class labor for the farm.

These schools are the least expensive of any form of

training. They can be made, in large measure, self-

supporting, since an individual's labor can nearly al-

ways be made to defray his necessary expenses. One

competent superintendent, who can be had for a small

salary, and a medium-sized farm of good arable land,

upon which is a house roomy enough for use as a dor-

mitory for the colored boys, with some mess arrange-

ment, together with necessary stock and implements,

would be a sufficient equipment for a good training

school. The plant should not be too well equipped.

No expensive preparation is necessary. The boys are

to learn to be practical and resourceful.

It is a good investment of money to put in such

work as this. It is a blessing to the laborer. A better

quality of labor would most surely make better times

for the farming interests. It would improve the farm.

It would stop the leaks in farming operations. It

would conserve wealth. It would increase the amount

of taxable property. I do not doubt that if Legisla-
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tares would invest some of the farmer's money, which

he pays in the way of taxes to the State, in such

schools, that they would not only confer an immeasu-

rable blessing on the farmers, but would increase the

revenues to the State by making the farming lands

much more valuable.

The surest basis of prosperity is in good returns

from the farm. The best way to secure this is in the

use of a better grade of labor.

D. Clay Lilly,

Secretary Colored Evangelization, Presbyterian

Church in United States.

CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR SUCCESSFUL
AGRICULTURE.

Editor Southern Planter :

Three conditions are absolutely essential for success

upon the farm. With these, there can be no failure.

These conditions are as ready to hand to the farmer as

are the proper conditions necessary to be observed in

any other branch of business, while the assurance of

success is much greater than with any other pursuit.

When once provided, there can be no failure. Nature
works while human nature sleeps, and her demands,
requirements and results are unalterable.

1. A Well-Contjitioxed Soil.

This—the first requirement—is the basis upon which
all operations are carried on—a well-conditioned piece

of grourd. Some lands lie ready to hand, in condi-

tion, location and opportunity. Others are more or

less favorable, more or less requiring modifications

and preparation.
To he of proper condition and of most favorable

location for cultivation, the slope of the land must be
an exceedingly gentle one. but slope it should, and
toward the east and south.

The reason why this slope is desirable is that the

soil-water and juices of the laud may tend to circulate

horizontally as well as perpendicularly. Also, that

the seasons of crop-growth be rendered longer by the

increased warmth, early and late, of the soil surface.

A soil in which the soil juices circulate is sweeter, the

plant food riper and more uniformly well-adapted to

the uses of the plant. In proportion as the land is

favorably located, the tasks of the farmer will be
lighter, although land perfectly fiat, or of greater

steepness, can be made serviceable.

If lying perfectly flat, the horizontal circulation of

the soil juices must be aided by deeper tillage and
" bedding up" to secure the action of the atmosphere
and prevent sourness. The cause of a soil being
"sour" is that it lies too compactly together, or has
too much moisture to allow the air to penetrate.

Light, heat and air are absolute essentials to a healthy
crop growth.
When too steep, the horizontal circulation of the

soil waters is too pronounced, and apt to be all toward
the downward circulation, with but little horizontal-

ity. or towards the surface, while the surface is apt to

be too warm and too dry.

Such soils in such position require much deeper til-

lage, more moisture, more humus, in the shape of de-
caying animal and vegetable matter, and a bedding

[

up at right angles with the slope, or a terracing of the
surface, or a deep furrow or subsoil tilling each three

' or four feet, leaving a foot of undisturbed hard soil

between to hold or retard the circulation of the soil

juices toward the base of the slope. One of the sim-

]

plest methods of finely fertilizing a piece of bottom
land is to liberally fertilize the slope above it. While

1 these horizontal subsoil farrows hold fertility, they
also serve to hold moisture and cool the soil by open-
ing it to the penetration of the atmosphere.

Besides the properly located soil, it must be in a
proper condition for the home of the plant and the
germinating of the seed. No less than what a man
requires for health and happiness does a plant require
for successful growth. Care and gentleness, and the
provisions of comfort, nutriment and protection in

infancy, and an abundance of food, exercise and at-

mosphere in which to grow and mature.
Seed which is sown in conditions of dry. hard and

stony places, or in a soil too cold and soar, rarely pro-
daces fine plants. The soil mast be deep to give
sweet atmosphere, hold a uniformity of moisture and
temperature, give room for root expansion and an am-
ple supply of plant food under the varying atmospher-

i ical conditions of heat and cold and drouth and mois-

ture. None but a fertile soil holds these conditions.

|

No soil is fertile unless fine and the particles soluble

to the sucking in of the infinitesimal, delicate and ten-

der rootlets of the plant.

Deep plowing is the most read\ method of pro-

ducing the best conditioned soil for the home of the
plant. A thorough pulverizing of the soil five inches
deep by a disc harrow, harrowed and cross-harrowed,

and then the soil turned over to the depth of ten inches
by a plow cutting a 14 to 16-inch furrow, will make a
soil seed-bed most perfectly adapted to plant growth.
Such a preparation of the soil is a good means of

nsing the fertility in the soil by enabling the atmos-
phere and soil moisture to operate upon it. If this

ground is so plowed before the winter frosts come, and
is again harrowed by a disc at time of seeding, it is in

a most perfect mechanical condition, and in propor-
tion as there was an abundance of hunios in the ground
at the beginning, the soil is in a perfect condition for

plant growth.

2. Soil Fertility.

One great secret of success in agriculture is to pro-

duce those things which the farmer consumes, or at

least, all that can be so profitably produced, that is

produced cheaper, or more economically, than it can

;
be purchased, or something else grown by which to

.purchase.
Another secret of success is to employ your own

[labor and your own appliances, which cost nothing in

I a direct outlay in money.
Another, still, is to employ all means practicable to

be obtained in an economical exchange, and to use the

means which furnish by products, or which can be used

;
doubly.
The purchase of fertilizers is attended by several

considerations as to its practicability and desirability.

If fertilizers cannot be produced, then they must be
purchased. But when a man and his teams and tools

are idle, it were better to earn half wages at work for
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yourself than nothing at all, principles of political

economy to the contrary notwithstanding.
Deep and repeated tilling of the soil is one source of

fertility. The atmosphere is itself a fertilizing ele-

ment. Carefully saving everything of vegetable waste

or of animal and of human excrement, properly com-
posted or mingled in the soil, is a source of fertilizers.

The feeding of the products of the farm to poultry,

sheep, swine or other stock, and a careful preservation

of all droppings, by absorbents and composts, is an
other very important source of obtairiing fertilizers.

Nothing upon the farm should be burned or left to be
washed away, nor be borne off by the atmosphere.
The highest product of agriculture is that which has
required the most of the farmer's unoccupied atten-

tion, and the best fertilizers are those produced upon
the farm. Keeping stock and producing crops to feed

and produce fertilizers has the double profit of pro-

ducing what you consume and of having something
to sell besides.

The greater the fertility, the higher the condition of

the farm in the scale of value as a permanent possi-

bility of profit.

Everything properly done upon the farm makes to-

ward the increase in its condition of value— the in-

creasing productiveness ; and a farm is valuable in

proportion to the dividends it pays..

To conserve the fertile condition, the ground should
never be idle. "Nature abhors a vacuum," and the

other maxim that "the devil finds some mischief still

for idle hands (lands) to do," is as applicable to agri-

culture and the ability of the soil to be employed as

to man.
The soil should never be idle, but employed in

growing roots in the soil and crops above it, the waste
of which should be returned. A winter green crop
doubly pays for itself, while the filling iu of the inter-

vals between other crops by cow peas, lupines, buck-
wheat, soja beans, rye or vetches, gives double value
in a crop, by furnishing roots to put the soil in

condition for other crops. E^ery crop that is grown
should be harvested and fed or turned into the soil.

Nothing of animal or vegetable, frnit or foliage char-

acter should be left to dry and be borne away in the
atmosphere.

3. Warmth and Moistuhe.

Warmth and moisture are equally necessary to

healthy plant growth, but the supply of these essen-

tials is largely vouchsafed to the farmer by the pro
cess of the sun in Nature's handiwork. Not always
regular in times and amounts, and it is here that

man's intelligence comes to his assistance. The pre-

paration of the soil does much to the regulation and
supplementing of the warmth and moisture supplies

which nature furnishes.

By deep tilling, careful pulverizing, and an ample
fertilizing of the soil the farmer does much to prepare
the soil to stand cold and drouth and to guard it

against the evil effects of an over-supply of either

heat or moisture.
When the soil is thus prepared, very little can be

done to moderate the temperature, only as wind and
weather breaks may be planted upon the west and
north sides of a field with very little injury from
shade. As the cold snaps come from the northwest,

a field may be thus materially guarded.

Not so with the effects of too little moisture, condi-

tions confronting the farmer constantly. A regular

supply of soil moisture for different plants is the most
vital problem of the day. Too much rain fall is in no
wise a serious evil in a well-regulated farm practice.

Properly prepared, the surplus which falls upon a field

goes down into the soil, or, with the water furrows,

readily provided, runs off with very little injury.

The question is to be able to carry over the surplus

which falls to the periods of drouth so often occurring,

and from which crops not only suffer, but to add to

this supply, for it is rare that more than one-half the

rainfall which a crop would take to advantage is re-

ceived.

At the same time the earth is full of water—streams

and living springs and artesian wells are to hand in

every locality, and it is an easily demonstrated fact

that the cost of watering the crops would be met by
a valuable return in increased profits.

In hundreds of instances the water supply may be
had as simply and cheaply as the over supply is con-

ducted away from the soil by surface drainage of water
furrows and a deeper ditch. The farmer has but to

reverse the process ; conduct the water from stream or

spring or reservoir by a ditch to his land and distrib-

ute it by the water furrows, made to carry away the

surplus from heavy rainfalls.

This work is exceedingly simple. If the supply is

small, it may be conducted in an open plank spout to

the water furrows, one or more of which may be filled

at a time, and afterwards the water conducted to the

next.

A system of irrigation in which the water furrows
are fifty feet apart and running any distance will with
one inch of water irrigate an acre a day, while a
stream of two inches square will water four acres each
day, and a stream four inches in diameter water six-

teen acres per day.
As once in ten days will generally be sufficient, it is

readily seen than an inch stream will supply water for

ten acres, a two inch stream for forty acres, and a four-

inch stream for 160 acres, for the season.

S. S. Boyce.

JIMSON WEED.
Editor Southern Planter :

It will doubtless be interesting to those farmers who
are not already aware of the fact to know that the

Jimson weed is highly poisonous to all kinds of stock,

and he who allows this useless (apparently) and pesti-

ferous plant to infest his premises runs a risk of some
day losing a fine cow or hog. It seems to delight in

rich well manured ground, and grows most luxuriantly

and persistently about the pig-sty and other feeding

places. It triumphs over the trampling of stock, and

when every thing else has been killed shoots up its

rank unwelcome stalk and flowers in the face of ad-

versity. Of course, it is the duty and intention of all

good farmers to keep all weeds down over his entire

farm, and yet how often do we find, despite our care,

the bending stalk of some matured weed scattering its
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seed. It is well that we should know and especially I once noticed in Illinois that when a heavy rain

guard against those of a poisonous nature. began falling the water would, in about two hours, be-

Last year I had a patch of artichokes into which I giu running out of the tile drain, and that it was hard

turned a litter of seven pigs, the food was supple- and required a large amount of lye to soften the water,

mented by grain and waste matter from the kitchen Why?
garden. One evening I threw over an armful of col I ask the consideration of this matter in connection

lard leaves, after eating greedily (which is character- with the fact that where irrigation is to be practiced,

istic, one of the pigs lay down and seemed very un- there must also be preparation for drainage.

comfortable, I could not imagine what was the matter

with him until I noticed that in the hustle for food the

leaves had been knocked off some young Jimson weeds

that had passed unnoticed before and become mixed

with the collards. This pig in his hurry evidently

Subscriber

WILL USE ANOTHER LAW.

The Illinois Dairy Union has commenced twelve

ate up a leaf of the poisonous plant, mistaking it civil suits against William Broadwell, dealer in oleo-

probably for a collard leaf, which it somewhat re margerine and dairy products, at Fifth avenue and

sembles. He very soon became motionless, seemed to Madison street, to recover fines to the amount of $2,400

be in a stupor, eyes dilated and apparently sightless, for alleged violations of the State butterine laws. The

I have no doubt that in this case I would have lost

a fine four-months old shoat had I not given it prompt

attention.

Dairy Union has met obstacles in bringing criminal

prosecutions against violators to conclusions, and has

adopted civil procedure. If the plans are carried out

I don't suppose any animal would knowingly eat a '
it will cost accused dealers tidy sums of money to carry

Jimson weed (not even a goat), but, as in this case, it
|

on the sale of butterine in a manner which the dairy

sometimes unintentionally may become mixed with people call illegal.

their food. I have heard of its being cured in hay, Heretofore the Dairy Union has always gone into

also being mistaken and eaten for Poke-weed—a plant
j

court with criminal cases. There are now several de-

' cisions pending, and efforts are being made to send one

employee of a big local butterine firm to the peniten-

tiary. The change of method on the part of the Union

came as a surprise to the butterine men to-day.

One of the results will be a final test of the "anti-

color" law. If beaten in criminal prosecutions, the

Dairy Union has no risjht of appeal, but in the civil

suits, on the other hand, it intends to carry the cases

up to the Supreme Court, if necessary, before they are

sometimes used by the poorer classes for salad.

Caution.

EFFECTS OF RAINFALL AND DRAINAGE UPON
FERTILIZERS.

Editor Southern Planter :

A question yet to be solved is the effect of rainfall

upon plant-food in the soil. Where is it washed to,
,

.. ^ , , . . .. ... . ,, , dropped. The suits against Broadwell are claimed to
if washed down T Another view of the matter is. that r

*, , , , .. . . . A . M_. .

impure water is purified—filtered, by passing through !

earthy matter. In this case, the water must leave its

impurities in the soil.
f . , ,,. -,,-j . involving three counts. The violation of butterine
Again, where land is underdrained, and a heavy I

« ,,,„„. „_„.*»„*_* *o™ „„-i „„

be only the forerunners of many others to be instituted

by the pure butter men.

There are four charges against Broadwell, each one

rainfall occurs, the outflow from the tile drains par-

takes of the character of the soil, and where sour, or
,

, . . , .,.*? -V.JT amount being sued for is $2,400. The suits have just
having an abundance of lime, the water is hard. Is

. , , . , .. „ ,

\
laws makes the defendant liable to a fine of $200, and as

as there twelve allegations against him, the aggregate

this the leaching out of the lime in the soil, or the re-
been commenced before Justice Underwood.

Broadwell is the man who informed Senator Ma-
sult of subs_il water coming up from the decay of the , __ _ , „ .. . __. . „.._ _

. , .
~

. „
J

son's Pure-Food Commission, which sat in Chicago
underlying limestone formation ?

, .. . .... . ... . .. ,, , . t
r, \ . „ a . . , , ., ,. last spring, that " millionaires with plug hats bought
If water is allowed to run through ashes, the result ,

r °. ... -j^u n,„ u„ c„ij k„*„ _ .. Zr. '
. , ., oleomargarine of him. He denied that he has sold but-

is well known. Hence, Is the effect or result of the . ° a v t K ,.

water from a heavy rainfall, percolating downwards,
ferine and represented it to the customer as butter,

and that he sold butterine colored to resemble butter.
dependent upon the chemical composition of the soil?

|
He also hag a di8C iaimer for the allegation that he kept

If the rainfall carries down some portion of the butterine in his possession with the intention of sell-

plant-food, then the soil is sufficiently porous to allow ing it as butter.

the long tap roots and rootlets to follow. If the rain- "Some day," said Broadwell, speaking of the crimi-

nal and civil prosecutions against him, "I am going

to make all this bother impossible by hanging up awater carries down a part of the plant-food from some

soils, then tile drainiug must be wrong, as the fertiliz-

ing elements will be leached out.
sign in my shop stating that nothing but oleomarge-

rine is sold here. I do not deceive my customers."
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

The Southern Planter is mailed to sub-
scribers in the United States and Canada at
60c. per annum ; all foreign countries, 75c.

Remittances should be made direct to this
office, eitber by Registered Letter or Money

t

Order, which will beat our risk. When made
otherwise we cannot be responsible.

Alwavs grive the N»iue of the Post Office
to which your paper is sent. Your name can-
not be found on our books unless this is done.

I

The pate on your Label shows to what
|

time your subscription Is paid.

Subscribers failing to receive their paper
promptly and regularly, will confer a favor
by reporting the fact at once.

We Invite Farmers to write us on any
agricultural topic. We are always pleased to
receive practical articles. Criticism of Arti-
cles, Suggestions How to Improve The
Planter, Descriptions of New Grains, Roots,

|

or Vegetables not generally known, Particu- i

lars of Experiments Tried, or Improved
Methods of Cultivation are each and all wel-
come. Contributions sent us must not be fur-
nished other papers until after they have ap-
geared in our columns. Rejected matter will
e returned on receipt of postage.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

RICHMOND. VA.
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I DRAIN YOUR I AND and «» agricultural
Urt/-%IM I UUK L/-%lll/ LIME. You will double your

» crops. We sell all sizes

! Farm Drain Tile,
TERRA COTTA PIPE. LIME, CEMENT, PLASTER, FIRE-BRICKS, &c
Write for prices. WARNER MOORE & CO., Richmond, Va.

PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

Our January, 1900, Issue.

With this number of The Planter

the journal completes 60 years of

publication. To commemorate this

unique fact in agricultural journal

publication in this country, for we
believe we are correct in saying

that no other agricultural journal

in the country has been so long is-

sued under the original name, and

without change of place of publica-

tion (there are one or two others,

which are consolidations of journals

which, in their original form, and

under their original names, have

long since ceased to exist, which

claim as long a life, but, to do this,

have to fall back on the journals

they absorbed or succeeded), we
propose to issue a special number
in January, 1900. This number will

have a finely illustrated cover in

colors, and will be full of matter

showing the advancement of agri-

culture in the South during the past

60 years. We are promised a num-

ber of articles by gentlemen who
have been familiar with the agri-

cultural work of the South for the

past half century or more, and who
will speak with authority on the

subject. In this way, we expect to

make the number one of especial

attraction to all farmers and others

interested in the progress of the

South. The edition will be a very

large one, and will be sent not only

to our own large list of subscribers,

but to hundreds of the best people

throughout the South in every walk

of life. In this way it will, we hope,

be the means of largely increasing

our list of subscribers, and it will

also afford to advertisers an oppor-

tunity of reaching a greatly in-

creased number of probable buyers.

We commend this fact to the atten-

tion of advertisers, and ask that they

LAND DRAIN TILE
(Car-load Orders, i

Sizes, 2, 2%, 3-inch, and
up to" 1.5-inch.

WM.T. LEGGETT&CO.,
1025 LIBERTY AVENUE.

PIT Pa.
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HOW'S THIS!
We ofier One Hundred Dollars reward

for any case of Catarrh that can not be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

F.'.T. CHENEY & CO., Prop's,

Toledo, 0.

We, the undersigned, have known F. J.

Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions, and financially able to carry
out any obligation made bv their firm.

Wbst <v Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists,

Toledo, 0.
Warding, Rinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, ().

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system Price 75c.

per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testi-

monials free.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

will let us have their copy not later

than the 20th of December. Al-

though the edition is intended to

be very largely in excess of our

regular edition,we make no advance

in our rates. We would ask our

subscribers to bring the journal to

the notice of their friends, and let

us have their assistance in making
the number of new subscribers in

December and January the largest

ever received in those two months.

Only those new subscribers whose

subscriptions are received in De
cember and January can expect to

receive the special January issue.

STOCK WANTED.
We have had inquiries recently

for Essex Pigs, Cotswold Sheep and
Red Polled Cattle. Parties having

any of the above breeds of stock

will certainly do well to advertise

same in the Southern Planter.

Whose Money ?

We received on October 10th a

remitance in stamps, renewing a

subscription to the Southern Planter.

The envelope was postmarked
"Brightwood, Va.," butthesender
omitted to sign his name.

SEEN IN WESTERN FEED LOTS.

The Breeder' x Gazelle, of Chicago, has
dispatched one of its staff correspondents,
Mr. Joseph E. Wing, on a tour of exami-
nation of some of the leading feeding es-

tablishments of the corn belt. He carries
a camera, and the results of his observa-
tions, accompanied by special illustra-

tions, will be published in the columns of
the Gazelle during the next two months.
Mr. Wing has instructions to visit a large
number of the more prominent feeders of
the territory extending all the way from
Central Illinois to the fringe of the west-
ern range, and we believe that his studies
of cattle and sheep-feeding in Kansas,
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa, and Illinois

will not only be of much interest, but of
practical value to all who follow them,
from week to week, as they will appear
in the pages of the Gazette.

We can furnish the Gazette, in connec-
tion with the Southern Planter, for $1.75 a
year.

A SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Experiment Station and
Department of Agriculture of
the University of Tennes-

see, Knoxville.

A Short Course in Agriculture for far-

mers, dairymen, stockmen, and fruit-

growers, from January 4, 1900, to March
28, 1900, will be offered by the Agricul-
tural Department of the University of
Tennessee.
A twelve weeks' course.

No entrance examination is required.
Tuition is free.

The objects of the Short Course are—
1. To present, in a practical way, the

results of scientific investigation in agri-

culture.

2. To educate students as dairymen,
stockmen and farm superintendents. The
demand for competent men is keen, and
the Bupply is limited.

3. To bring the student in touch with
the Agricultural College and Experiment
Station.

4. To inculcate habits of study and re-

search.

5. To give knowledge (the power of
comprehension and discrimination), an
understanding of the law of supply and
demand, and, as a result, intelligent and
profitable agricultural practice.

Write for further information.

Andrew M. Soule,
University of Tennessee.

Knoxville, Tenn.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.

The annual meeting of the American
Guernsey Cattle Club will be held on
Wednesday, December 13th, 1899, at the
Fiftli Avenue Hotel, New York City, at

10:30 A. M.
This will be a meeting of great inter-

est to every one interested in breeding
the Guernsey. The Committee chosen to

formulate a new Scale of Points will sub-
mit a report, which will bring before the
meeting a "standard of excellence" for

the breed that will merit careful conside-
ration.

Wm. H. Caldwell, Secrvtary,
Peterboro, N. H.

FIMF TARMQ ln the great fruit, grain and
rinu i unmo stock section of Virginia.
Best climate and water in the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

Sam'l B. Woods, Charlottesville, Va.

"Every Well Man
Hath His III Day."

A doctor's examination
might show that kidneys,

liver andstomach are normal,

but the doctor cannot analyze

the blood upon which these

organs depend.
Hood's Sarsaparilla purifies, vitalizes

and enriches the blood. It cures you
when "a bit off" or when seriously
afflicted. It never disappoints.

Dyspepsia—" My husband had dyspep-
sia and Hood's Sarsaparilla cured him.
Our little boy was nervous and the baby
had ulcerous sores. It cured both." Mrs.
Emma Bebe, Portage, Pa.

Indigestion-" I could not eat for some
months on account of distress and indiges-
tion. Hood's Sarsaparilla cured me so that
I can eat and sleep well." Mrs. G. A. Guntz,
Taylor and Walnut Sts., Wilmington, Del.

%wdA&
_ Hood't PHI* cure- l iv.'r ill< : the nnn-irritatinp and
only cathartlb to take with Hond'a Sitraaijarni*.

The Improved BOSS FEED MILL.

Needs no praise—speaks for itself. Will grind
all kinds of grain, tine or coarse, wet or dry,
with more speed and less power than any
other mill manufactured. Sales doubled every
year for the past eight years. C talogue free.
Prices reasonable. Eyery mill guaranteed.
WOODCOCK FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS,

CHIULICOTHE, OHIO.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads

For Churning,
Cutting* Grind-
ing Feed, Filling
Siioes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all
Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

Fuel, Kerosene

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 17 Frank St., Rochester, N. Y.
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NEW 20TH CENTURY
CREAM SEPARATORS

Sept. 1st marked the
introduction of the Im-
proved 20th Century
** Baby" or "Dairy" sizes

Of I>e Laval Cream Sepa-
rators and these newest
** Alpha'* disc machines
are simply unapproach-
able by anything else in

the shape of a cream sepa-
rator. Overwhelming as
has been the conceded su-
periority of the De Laval
machines heretofore their

standard is now raised still

higher and they are more
than ever placed in a Class

by themselves as regards all

possible c<»m pe t i t i on.
Send for new catalogue.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.

BRAND NEW
TINNED STEEL,

are /me ROOFING ARETflE

>. w,»k, ..COMPLETE STOCK OMIL IUN6S ,-„». t
OF UERlimDIM: \Mb MATtlU\L BOUGHT AT

|nULJ
5nE0irF3.RECtlVER3'4Nll TRUSTEE; MLtS. YOU

eltir Free Catalogue So.
__ NEED

Pricfs a re V; oT Otliei-s.

/v'/ tfllCAOO HOUSE WREC.WN0CO.,
=&f WEST 35™. & IRON 5TJ.,

CniCACiO

A FAST GRINDER

V' STAR
(

>»-,' STEAM POWER

GRINDER

STAR MAN'F'G. CQ. 30 Depot St., NEW LEXINGTON, 0.

Established 1S~1.

,Sr IRON MEASURES,
I initialed for »at ih>ss. < on-
venieuce and Durability.

Warranted Correct.
| For sale by Hardware Dealers

Stites & Co., M'fs ,

CI>
o
c
J.1'5

ATI-

Get the Best. Take no Substitute.

BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT OF ALL.

In choosing a Christmas gift for a friend
what can afford more present or lasting

pleasure than a subscription to the Youth's

Companion f The delight with which it

is welcomed on Christmas morning is re-

newed every week in the year. The charm
of it is disclosed little by little as the
months run their course. There is no
household in which it will not prove an
inspiration.

Those who wish to present a year's sub-
scription to a friend may also have the
beautiful new Companion Calendar for

1900 sent with it. This Calendar is a re-

production in twelve color printings of
three exquisite designs by a celebrated
American artist, a member of the Amer-
ican Water-Color Society. In addition to

this, all the issues of the Companion for

the remaining weeks of 1899 are sent free

from the time subscription is received for

the new volume.
Illustrated Announcement Number,

containing a full prospectus of the vol-

ume for 1900, sent free to any addresR.

The Youth's Companion,
303 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

The Forty-Second Annual Meeting of
the Missouri State Horticultural Society
will be held in the Sheets' Opera House,
Princeton, Mo., December 5, 6, and 7,

1899.

One Hundred Dollars will be given in

Premiums on Apples.
All Hotels will give a rate of $1.00 per

day.
. Hotel Buren will be headquarters.

N. F. Murray, President, Oregon,
Mo.

D. A. Robnett, 1st Vice-President,
Columbia, Mo.

Sam'l Miller, 2d Vice President,

Bluffton, Mo.
L. A. Goodman, Secretary,

Westport, Mo.
A. Nelson, Treasurer, Lebanon, Mo.

The Southern Railway Company has
just issued a Canadian edition of the
Southern Field, a, special number issued in

Montreal by the Land and Industrial De-
partment of the Southern Railway for

circulation in Canada. An examination
of it will show you that it is a splendid
exposition of the attractions, resources,

opportunities and developments of the
South, and especially that portion tribu-

tary to the Southern Railway. The issue

of this Canadian edition of the Southern
Field is an undertaking which shows the
character of the work of the Southern
Railway in building up the country along
its lines, and is worthy of note.

Home Pork Making, the Art of Raising
and Curing Pork on the Farm. By A.
W. Fulton, Commercial Editor of the
American Agricidturist and Orange Judd
Farmer, Assisted by Pork Specialists in

the United States and England. Illus-

trated. 12mo. 144 pp. Cloth. Orange
Judd Co., New York. Price, postpaid,
50 cents.

This new and intensely practical book
is a complete guide for the farmer, the
country butcher and the suburban dwell-
er, in all that pertains to hog slaughter-

BUY THE BEST.
If you want the best low down wagon you

should buy the Electric Handy Wagon. It is

the best because it is made of the best ma-
terlal; the best broad tired Electric Wheels;
best seasoned white hickory axles ; all other

wood parts of the best seasoned white oak.

The front and rear hounds are made from the

best angle steel, which is neater, stronger and
in every way better than wood. Well painted

in red and varnished. Extra length of reach

and extra long standards supplied without
additional cost when requested, This wagon
is guaranteed to carry 4000 lbs. anywhere.
Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 146, Quincy,
Illinois, for their new catalogue which fully

describes this wagon, their famous Electric

Wheels and Electric Feed Cookers.

BOWSHE
Feed
Mills.
Vl
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ing, curing, preserving, and storing pork
product—from scalding vat to kitchen ta-

ble and dining room. There are chapters
on pork-making on the farm, finishing off

hogs for bacon, slaughtering, scalding and
scraping, dressing and cutting, what to do
with the oifal, the fine points in making
lard, pickling and barreling, care of hams
and shoulders, dry-salting bacon and
sides, smoking and smoke houses, keep-

ing bacon and hams, side lights on pork-
making, packing house cuts of pork, mag-
nitude of the swine industry, discovering

the merits of roast pig. The many recipes

foreookingand servingpork are the favor-

ite dishes of the best cooks. Every detail

connected with the raising of porkers and
the proper management and best and
most satisfactory methods of utilizing

pork are so clearly and fully presented
that, even without experience or special

equipment, any intelligent person can
readily follow the instructions.

MISTAKEN UNSELFISHNESS.

M. W. EARLY, LYNCHBURG, VA.

Miss Muloch, in her admirable work
entitled "Sermons out of the Church," de-

votes a chapter to "the sin of unselfish-

ness," uttering a protest, with her usual ex-

cellent judgment and good common sense,

against morbid and ill-judged forms of
self-sacrifice. It is in mothers chiefly that

we find this trait, though we sometimes
see it also in wives, and in both cases it

is exercised to the moral and spiritual

detriment of the recipient. It goes with-
out saying that unselfish parental love

is one of the highest traits in human na-

ture, and the one which gives us the
clearest conception of the divine father-

hood ; nevertheless, the self-abnegation,

which is one of its phases, when exer-

cised without judgment, may injure both
parent and child.

To give a homely illustration of my
meaning, one way in which maternal un-
selfishness shows itself, is for the mother
to deny herself every delicacy in the way
of food and heap it on the child. Now, I

hold this to be wrong, unless thechild be
very delicate and unable to eat the fare

provided for the rest of the family, in

which case his separate fare, with its

tendency to foster selfishness, will have
to be taken as one of the evils of delicate

health. I will suppose a case, the like of
which often occurs in real life. A lad

goes out hunting on a holiday and brings

in great glee and triumph enough birds

in his bag for each member of the family

to have one, and especially does he de-

sire that his mother shall have the en-

ioyment of eating one. They are served

at supper, and every one around the table

eats one with great relish except the
mother, who secretly slips hers off her
plate and puts it away for the breakfast

of her youngest girl—a rosy, chubby
chilil of seven, far more robust and better

nourished than the pale, fagged out
mother. Presently her boy notices she
is not eating the bird he had taken so

much pains to procure for her, and he re-

marks, with a shade of disappointment
on his brow, " Why, mother, you are not
eating your bird." "No, my son," she

replies, blushing at being dectected, " I

thought it would be so nice for little Su-

sie's breakfast in the morning." " But I

would a great deal rather you should eat

it yourself," he replied, ruefully. " Su-

sie has had one already, and I would
have saved my own bird for her break-
fast if I had known you were going to do
so." He said nothing more, but a sort of
shadow and sense of discomfort fell on the
little circle, and the question arises, would
not the mother have better performed
her duty in taking her share of the dainty
dish provided by her son rather than
pain him by her abstinence and foster in

the little girl the lowest form of selfish

ness ?

The type of mother I have described
above is one who is never known to eat

an orange. Her husband will come in of
a warm spring morning with a little bag
of fine Florida oranges, one apiece for his

wife and children, and what could be
more tempting and refreshing at that
season of the year, when one begins to

weary of all solid food! The children
eagerly devour their part, and the next
day the mother's orange is divided out
amongst them. They learn to expect
this so confidently that they would be
astonished and disconcerted if she were
ever to eat her own orange and leave
them without a sequel to their original

feast. To do them justice, they have no
idea that involves any self-denial on her
part. If they think of the matter at all,

it is to suppose that mother doesn't care
for oranges or anything else more pleas-

ant or dainty.
The kind of unselfishness described

above is not confined exclusively to

mothers. I have known families in which
some morbidlv unselfish member felt

such compunctions about eating any deli

cacy when there was any sick person to

whom it could be sent that the rest of the
family were almost deprived of all relish

in the dainty. Before the meal was over
a servant would be sent off with the un-
selfish lady's portion ofthe delicacy, while
she made her dinner off some inferior

article. It gave her sincere and very amia-
ble pleasure, but the question arises would
it not have been better, except in some
few special cases, to have partaken of the
delicacy along with the rest of her family,
instead of marring their satisfaction by
her abstinence ?

After childhood is passed there are
many other ways besides gratifying the
palate, in which young people may be un-
wisely indulged by their parents. For
instance, a mother may (and frequently
does) spare her children tasks for which
their young vigor is much better fitted

than her waning strength. She may have
her pantry table piled with fruit to pre-

serve, or vegetables to can, and she will,

say to herself, " I could get through this

job in half the time if I had Nellie here
to help me peel the fruit or skin the to-

matoes, but I hate to break up her nap
this hot afternoon, or to stop her from
reading that interesting novel," and so

the mother will toil through the sultry

afternoon, while the young sirl takes a
siesta, or follows the fortune of some hero
and heroine of romance, not even know-
ing, perhaps, that her mother has need
of her services; and I ask the candid
reader whether either the mother or the
daughter is really benefitted by this

transaction. I have frequently noticed
that the children of morbidly unselfish
and very active mothers are more apt to
grow up selfish and indolent than others,
and therefore I say that mothers do not
consult the highest good of their chil-
dren in stripping themselveB of every-
thing for them, and sparing them exer-
tions it is proper they should make. The
mother should take her due proportion
of nourishment, rest and recreation, if
only for the utilitarian purpose of keep-
ing herself in better working order. Many
a woman who has nervous prostration, or
perhaps dies before reaching middle age,
might have lived to be a blessing, help
and comfort to her family had she at-

tended half as closely to her own needs
as she did to theirs ; but neglecting these
things in her own behalf from mistaken
unselfishness, her usefulness has been
marred or cut short by invalidism or
death.

I will now say a few words about the
effect an excessively unselfish wife is apt
to produce on her husband. It would
no doubt produce a salutary effect and
make him more considerate of her than
ever, if mankind was in a more regener-
ate state, but as an actual matter of fact,

it does not produce this effect. The only
reward (in this life) that a woman re-

ceives for suppressing and denying all

her wants and wishes is that after a while
her husband will become oblivious of the
fact that she has any, and will be sur-

prised and perhaps annoyed if she should
on some rare occasion venture to assert
herself. He will forget to ask if she has
any preference about anything. It will
gradually fade from his mind (if he has
no reminder) that she sometimes needs
rest, change and recreation.

Jean Ingelow strikingly remarks, "No
one likes us any better for giving up what
is clearly our right, not even those in
whose favor we give it up" ; and this is

eminently true of the self effacing wife.

The woman who ceases to make any
claim but an absolutely necessary one
on the time, the attention, or the purse
of her husband is doing injustice to him
as well as to herself, and is narrowing his
life along with her own. It is her hus-
band's duty to watch over and care for

her comfort, her health and her general
welfare, and to provide her with every
indulgence within his means. She is

wrong to check him up in doing this, or
to let him get in the habit of thinking
that anything (or nothing) will answer
for her. However, I will not further ex-
patiate on this subject, because the self-

effacing wife is becoming a rarer type
than formerly, and it may altogether dis-

appear from the landscape under the tu-

toring of Mrs. Sarah L. Grant, Charlotte
Perkins Stetson, and others of that sis-

terhood. But " the new woman " and
the old type, although so different in

most respects, have this much in com-
mon. They both make only slight de-
mands on the husband ; the old type
from a principle of self-sacrifice, and the
new, because she is so self-reliant and
sufficient for herself.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.
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Not "One of the Best" but Positively

THEBEST
"The Best Farm and Live Stock Paper in the World."

#

#

TheBreeder's

% Published at Chicago, every Wednesday, has been so pro-

{(Jd
nounced by the United States Secretary of Agriculture*

Mr. K. B. Armour of The Armour Packing Com=
pany, Kansas City.

"THE BREEDER'S GAZETTE is a journal which
baa forced itself through pure merit to the position of
the foremost of its kind in existence. I take pleas-

lire in recommending it

Hon. John T. Cowan, Cowan's Mills, Virginia.

"On all subjects relating to the farm, herd and flock,

THE GAZETTE is every where known ami recognized
as standard authority, and should he in the hands of all

enlightened agriculturists. I could not do without it."

Hon. A. n. Bowman, Salem, Va.

"For a quarter of a century. I have been an extensive
reader >d' agricultural and live stock journals published
in our own and foreign countries, and I unhesitatingly

state that the BREEDER'S GAZETTE contaii
valuable information for the farmer anil breeder than
any other paper ^ have ever read."

Gen. John B. Castleman, Louisville, Ky.
"I know of no other paper which combines in ils

agricultural and livestock features so much to make
it valuable to the farmer as does THE BREEDER'S
GAZETTE. There is no issue in which is not some
article on agriculture worth many times the
the annual subscription."

Mr. Geo. Campbell Brown, Spring Hill, Tenn.
"I consider THE GAZETTE the most practical and

best informed journal of its kind published. Every
department is ably conducted and full of goodand use-
ful information."

Uu/ The Gazette is the only paper in the United States that maintains a regular department de-
wvj voted exclusively to the discussions of questions relating to the

{($ Feeding of Animals.
n/j/J It is the only paper that makes a specialty of collecting ami publishing the experiences of
„V. those who top the market at leading stock yards of the country. *

Its weekly review of the

^Qj markets is reliable and complete. If is taken and read by more of the successful breeders ami
l\° feeders of high-class cattle, sheep and hogs than any other paper published.

W A GRAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER GOES FREE
ll(j// TO ALL YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS.
rCA^j Single subscription price, $2.00 a year. Greatly reduced rates in clubs. Agents wanted in all unas =

^vi; signed territory. Sample copy of regular issues s ent free to all applicants

Address. Sanders Pub. Co. Chicago, Illinois.
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jlron Age Work]

HENCH & DROMGOLD'S

SAWMiLLAND ENGINES
A wonderful improvement in Friction Feeds an-1Feeds an-1

;._. :{ timcsasiMst
on Clutch Feed,

nderful improvement:
Giff-Back. Back motion of Ct
as any other in the mark*
causing all the feed gearing to Btand >tiU wblle back-

ing; great savinc in power niul wenr. t'ata-

Inuiie mid prices tree. Also Sprine Ilnrrows,
CnltiTators, Corn Planters, Shelters., etc.

Mention thU paper.
HENC11 & JDK03IGOLDj lUfrs., York, Pa.

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM.
Runs 24 hours a day and 36s days

Water for House,
Water for Stock.
Water for Irrigation.

40 year's experience.

Once started c<>~s,s one
cent per month. As sim-
ple as a wheelbarrow and
as efficient as a 1 lorllsa

Engine. Information
and instruction in plain
terms. Priceson Ram <>r

complete outfit by return
mail. Address
PRYCE W. BAILEY,

EXPERT Seneca Falls, W.Y.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE
Willpui

I

Kike Enqime Company, 128 Liberty St.,

AJORDMHIBSSES5-

Etoli both ways. ^v
Agents Wanted. Aslc for Catalogue R

FAMOUS MFC. CO., CHICAGO, ILL

GRICULTUS1L-LIME
A „....,..
W^k Fellsworth Lime Works,

REEVES CATT, Agt.. Bodley. Augusta Co..Va

Also No. 1 Rock Lime for building. Send
for card with price-lisl.

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE IN 1900

Novelty in literary ami art feature*

Printing "in colors. The best illustral i> us.

with Cole's engravings and GaalaigueV

drawings.
A new and superbly illustrated I if "I

Cromwell, by the Right Hon. John Mnr-

ley, M. P. The conductors of The (en
tu'ry take especial pleasure in announcing
this as the leading historical serial of the

magazine in 1900. No man is more com-

petent than John Morley. who was pe

lected by Mr. Gladstone's family to write

the biography of Gladstone, to treat

Cromwell in the spirit of the end of th-

nineteenth century.

The illustrations will be remarkable
Besides original drawings, there will lie

valuable unpublished portraits lent by
Her Majesty the Queen, and by the own
era of the greatest Cromwell collections.

Other features include

:

Ernest Seton-Thornpson's " Biography
of a Grizzly," delightfully illustrated by
the artist-author—the longest and most
important literary work of the author of
" Wild Animals I Have Known."

Paris, illustrated by Ca=taigne. A se-

ries of papers for the Exposition year
by Richard Whiteing. author of "Ni
John Street." splendidly illustrated w
more than sixty pictures by the fam
artist Castaigne, including views of the
Paris Exposition.

London, illustrated by Phil May. A
series of papers on the East End of Lon-
don, by Sir "Walter Besant, with pictures

by Phil May and Joseph Pennell.
Literary reminiscences. Familiar ac-

counts of Tennyson. Browning, Lowell,
Emerson, Bryant, Whittier, and Holmes.
Important papers by Governor Theo-

dore Roosevelt, President Eliot of Har-
vard University, Thomas Bailey Aldrich,

Woodrow Wilson, John Burroughs, and
others.

American Secret History. A series of
papers of commanding interest.

The Art. Work of the Century. It is

everywhere conceded that the Century
has ied the world in art. Timothy Cole's

unique and beautiful wood blocks will

continue to be a feature, with the work of

many other engravers who have made the
American school famous. The fine half-

tone plates—re-engraved by wood-engrav-
ers—for which the magazine is distin-

guished, will appear with new methods
of printing and illustrating.

Begin new subscriptions with Novem-
ber. Price $4.00 a year. Subscribe through
dealers or remit to the publishers.

The Century Co ,

Union Square, New York.

The superintendent of a city Sunday-
school was making an appeal for a collec-

tion for a Shut in Society, and he said :

"Cm any boy or girl tell me of any
shut in person mentioned in the Bible?
Ah, I see several hands raised. That is

good. This little boy right in front of

me may tell me. Speak dp good and
that all will hear you, Johnnie."

"Jonah!" shrieked Johnnie,

—

Har-
per' 3 Bazar.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

ForPOULTRYMEN !

The "DAISY" BONE CUTTERS
The Best in the World.

"Gem" Clover Cutter. The $5
Shell and Corn Mill, Farm Feed

Hills, Power Mills.

Send for Circular and Testimonials.

WILSON BROS., Easton, Pa.

SIIL1GHTNING WELL MACHY-
IS THE STANDARD.
STfAMPUMPS, AIR LIFTS.&, //
CAS0L1NE ENGINES ^I<
wmrrrori circular aaja^.n
JHE AMERICAN WELL WORKS ;b~~
I AURORA, ILL.-CHICAGO.- DALLAS.TEX

A Well-Boring

^Outfit
is easy to n
Farmers are Bi

ful making wells with
it. Send for circular

CHAS.E.WYMAN,
Martinsburg, Ind.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE
... Qua and w ater. <"""i js new.

and coop-

lengthn I"':" feel

ALL SIZES. WRITE FOR PRICES.
Wrtl-A far l.i .

'
- '

HOME, FARM AlvD FIELD--
S b .

'
I .,,

|
:..

I Is, i:

,1 rial, Hard*
a 1 e a

..('loll,.

AT HALF PRICE.

Chicago House Wrecking Co. "
"nil: IS

Enables the farmer to Uy oil' rows either

. xtra draft or any loss of time, New
... t patented. State rights for sale.

Address INVENTOR,"
Care SoLTIIKKN 1'I.ANTE
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CHOICE Vegetables

will always find a ready

market—but only that farmer

can raise them who has studied

the great secret how to ob-

tain both quality and quantity

by the judicious use of well-

balanced fertilizers. No fertil-

izer for Vegetables can produce

a large yield unless it contains

at least 8% Potash. Send for

our books, which furnish full

information. We send them

free of charge.

GERMAN KALI WORKS,

i Nassa St., New York.
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VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy P«vments Otalogue Free.

<iE0. K. CRaWFIIRLi & 0(1.. Richmniitl. Va

YOU CAN MY A FARM WITH YOUR RF.NT.
V.'c will sell you a farm of 40 acres, B ro.jm

house and barn in ourgreat Chicory Colony in

the South, on a cash payment of 1250, balance
15, raonthlv. Send for particulars, and our
Real Estate Journal fre -. D. L. Ki-lev, .'11 S.

10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

WANTED TO EXCHANGE A
GOOD RESIDENCE

PROPERTY, right in town of 2000 inhabi-

tants, consisting of one acre, fitted for

a poultry plant, fruit, Ac, buildings in good
shape, for a good small FARM in Virginia
near town. Address with price and full

particulars, h. E. BRUNER.
GIBSONSURG, OHIO.

WANTED TO RENT for a^11 # term of yeais. with
opportunity to purchase, a pleasant
country home, south of Washington,
with from 500 to 1000 acres strong land,
naturally adapted to grass and hay. and
well watered, suitahle for raising high-
class stock Would require a good and
commodious dwelling, and must be in a
good neighborhood and easy of access.
Address, giving full particulars,

" C. A. B." Care Southern Planter

ft

for sale:.
Of\^.C n'lW " An el«garj t estate of 005KUJta *"* acres (400 open) in Mid-

dlesex County, Va., on the Rappahannock
River. Splendid land ani forests of oak
chestnut and' pine. Oyster front, fishing and
game. Ten-room mansion with portico on
four sides. Necessary barns ard out-houses.

A paying grain mill goes with the farm. Balti-

more and Norfolk steamers pass daily.

Liberal terms and a low price. A prospectus
"w.th fuller information and references mailed
on request. Apply to

G G TEMPLE.
DANVILLE, VIRGINIA

A Gentleman's
Home

Near Richmond, Va., with raiload

depot within -iOu yards of the house :

100 acres. First-class improvements
;

hot and cold water; bath and closet

in house. Water in barn-yard and
I
len Kine orchard of all kinds

of fruit. Well stocked with sheep.
Plymouth Rock and game chickens,
Pekin Ducks, and a superior pair of
large mares; wagons, etc , all new.
Place complete, with furniture, etc ,

»6000.

Address "M." Care Southern Plaster.

storvof New York'- East Side 'The Kid
I Ian'-- up His Stocking.'' Dr. Weir Mitch-

ell's poem, " King Christmas and Master
New Year." the reproduction of Alden
Weir's "A Christmas Tree," in the Amer-
ican Artists series, and Thomas A. Jan-

vier's "A Provencal Christmas Post-

script," being further legendary lore of

Provence, derived at first hand from the

poets and peasants among whom the au-

thor has passed several recent years.

Conspicuous art features of the number
are Cole's engraving of Sir Thomas Law-
rence's Lord Derby, and a full-page repro-

duction of the bust of French's equestri-

an statue of Washington.
In this number, Sir Walter Besant be-

gins a series of papers on life in East

London, a subject that no writer knows
more intimately. In telling the story of

an imaginary girl of the tenement-houses,
he is aided by the pencils of Joseph Pen-
nell and Phil. May, the best known of pic-

torial interpreters of the London slums.

Attention will be attracted to Marian
Warner Wildman's poem, " A Hill

Prayer," by its decorative designs by
Maxtield Parrish, and the editorial note

that it won the first prize in the Centurv
College Competition this year—and will

be held by its poetic quality and artistic

finish. A famous name, but one unfamil-

iar in the pages of American magazines,
is that of Henryk Sienkiewicz, author of
" Quo Vadis," who contributes a prose-

poem, " The Judgment of Peter and Paul
on Olympus.''

As might be expected, the Christmas
spirit pervades the December St. Nicho-
las. " The Children Danced Around it

"

is the frontispiece, and the title refers, of

course, to a Christmas tree—one that was
used afterwards as the mast of a ship, a

bear's cave, and all sorts of things that
grown folks would never have thought a

Christmas tree fit for. Then there is

"The Doll that Santa Claus Bought,"
"Ermee's Christmas Doll," and "Christ-
mas on the Home Station"—a naval sto-

ry. The Rev. Dr John Watson, popular-
ly known as Ian Maclaren, holds "After-

noon Service" in God's first temples, the
groves: and Marie von Yorst admits us

to the home and studio of the " painter

in ordinary to children." the extraordi-

narily clever and successful French artist

Boutet de Monvel. Short stories, verses,

and pictures, crowd each other in the

teeming pages of this magazine, which
has been enlarged by eight pages, and
will not he diminished in size during the

coming year.

In the December number of the Amer-
ican Monthly Ram wqf /,'• views, there is an
editorial summary of the results of the
elections, with a discussion of their im-
port as an indorsement of the adminis-
tration's policy. The editor also de-

scribes the progress of the Philippine
campaign, the war in South Africa, and
many other matters of international in-

terest.

Dr. Albert Shaw writes on "The School

City -A Method of Pupil Self-Govern-

ment." This is a system now in opera-
tion in many public schools throughout
the country, by which training is given
in the practical duties of citizenship. Dr.

CO SOUTH^^
YOUNG MEN !

It is the field for the Agriculturist,

Horticulturist and Manufacturer, un-
equalled by any other portion of the
United States

Toe James River Vali ey Colonization
and Improvemdnt Co. offers superior ad-
vantages to intending settlers. Send stamp
for Hand Book and list of lands. Address

W. A. PARSONS,
819 E. Main St., Richmond, Va

Virginia Polytechnic institute
(State A. A M. College.)

At blacksburg, va.
30 instructors. Thorou jhly equipped Shops,

Laboratories, and Infirmary. Farm of 400
>team Heat and Electric T.iiilits in

Dormitories. Degree courses in Agriculture ;

Horticulture: Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering; Applied Chemistry and cieneral
Science, shorter courses in Practical Agricul-
ture and Practical Mechanics.
Total cost of session of nine months, includ-

ing tuition and other fees, uniform, board,
washing, text-books, medical attendance, etc.,

about $195.00. Cost to Stale students. SltH.OO.

Session began Sept. -1st. 1899. For catalogue
apply to

J. M. M BRYOE. Ph. D . LL D.. President.

MILK FEVER
p^ GARGET.

SCHMIDT'S TREATMENT IMPROVED.

CURES EVERY TIME.

Breeders will save their best cows by having

this remedy on hand for instant use.
Necessary apparatus, medicine and full di-

rections for treatment o two cases mailed

for S2.00. Add

STOCK BREEDERS' CO., Knoxville.Tenn.

OPOANIZEDiiS3$

j{ F I R E SMARINE)j

RICHMOND. VA.

ASSETS. $800,000.

OIRECTORS

:

Wm. H Palmer, D. O. Davis,

E. B. Addison. Wm. Josiah Leake,

\V. QUO Nolting.

WM. H. PALMIER,
W. H. MCCARTHY.

President.

Secretary.

Mention The Sot titers- Planter when
writing advertisers.
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Wood's Seeds.

Seed Potatoes
For Fall Planting.

We have just issued a special cir-

cular " A New Idea about Planting

Potatoes," recommending' the wis-

dom of experimenting with planting

Early Potatoes in the Fall. We will

mail circular free to any one in-

terested upon request.

CANADA FIELD PEAS
Sown in November and December
make a large-yielding and most
nutritious forage crop early next

year. Write for circular giving

price and information.

T.W.WOOD & SONS, Seedsmen,
RICHMOND, = VIRGINIA.

Wood's Descriptive Catalogue for 1 900 will be
rj 1st. It gives full informa-

od&pted for plant-
ing in the South. Sena your
and nddn -- and we will mall
Catalog issued.

WANTED,
BLACK-EYE PEAS

BEFORE SELLING your BLACK-EYE
PEA.S, write us. statins: lowest price for
same at your station or wharf. We BUY DI-
RECT, saving you all expenses. We make a
specialty of all kinds of peas, and can pay
best prices. Bags furnished when desired.
As to our responsibility and reliability, we
refer you to Bank of Commerce. Norfolk, Va.

THF GLOBE PEA COMPANY,

Exporters, NORFOLK, VA.

..DUCKINGTON FARM..

Second Crop Seed Potatoes
Henderson's "BOVEE," CROWN
JEWELS, EARLY THOROUGH-
BREDS. EARLY NORTHER,
EARLY ROSE. ..FOR SALE.

M. F. REESE,
NORTHAMPTON CO., EASTVILLE, VA.

White Corn Wanted.
We want to purchase CHOICE WHITE

HORSE-TOOTH orSHOEPEG CORN, or any
choice lots of LONG-GRAIN WHITE CORN,
either in car-load lots or less quantities. Par-

ties who have same for sale are requested to

communicate with us.

T. W. WOOD & SONS, Richmond, Va.

BLACK — «**- Cockerels,

LAHGSHANSsi.ooEach.
New stock and fine Eggs in season.

Stamp for reply.

M. A. OLNE Y\ Coleman's Falls, Va.

Shaw sets forth the working principles

on which the system is based, and gives

many interesting facts of actual experi-

ence in the schools which have developed
these principle? in practice. The article

is illustrated.

The Forum has articles on "A British

View of the Transvaal Question," by J.

Catlett Hopkins ;
" The Status of Puerto

Rico," by the Hon. H. G. Curtis; "The
Trust Problem—Its Real Nature," by
Prof. E. W. Bemis; "Africa—Present and
Future," by O. P. Austen; "Recent De-
velopments in the South," by Leonora
Beck Ellis ;

" Responsibility in Munici-
pal Government," by Prof. Jas. H. Hys-
lop; "The Commercial Relations of the
United States and Germany," by Prof.

Jas. Howard Gore and others. This
magazine is an excellent one for the
thinking man who desires to know more
of the problems confronting the people
at this time. It is published by the Fo-
rum Company, New Y'ork. Price, $3 per
year.

The first place in Appleton's Popular
Science Monthly for December is given
to a carefully written article on Exact
Methods in Sociology, by Franklin H. Gid-
dings. Reviewing the aims and methods
of sociology, the author considers the ap-

plication of statistics in it and the value
of their results, and suggests means of

making them more exact. In Vinland
and its Ruins, Miss Cornelia Horsford
presents, with several illustrations, the
proofs, from geographical, topographical,

and archaeological data, that lend support
to the theory of the late Professor Hors-
ford that one of the principal settlements

of the Northmen colonists of North
America was on Charles river, Mass.
President David Starr Jordan, who likes

nothing better than to show up windy
nonsense exploiting itself in the name of

science presents in The Education of the
Neministan admirable and very amusing
satire upon the pretentions of the Chris-

tian Scientists. A history of the Devel-

opment of the American Newspaper dur-

ing the past one hundred years is con-

tributed, with numerous illustrations, by
Walter L. Hawley, an experienced jour-

nalist of the New York Sun. In Agri-

cultural Education in Foreign Countries,

Mr. W. E. De Rienier gives brief accounts
of what is being done in this line in the
European States, Great Britain and its

colonies, Japan, Mexico, and South
America.

The December "New Lippincott"
breathes the Christmas spirit throughout.
The complete novel by Ernest Rhys in

the December " New Lippincott," under
the stiiking title of "The Whistling
Maid," is a romance of rushing interest

and weird beauty, surpassing anything
yet achieved by a writer of far-reaching

fame. It exhales the very breath of the

Welsh land in which the scene is laid,

and brings back the charm of love and
martial glory which characterized the

days of Celtic Knighthood.
Of almost equal importance with the

longer novel is a brief one by William D.

Howells, called "The Magic of a Voice,"

a bright and amusing tale of upper New

H. W. HUNDLEY,
BURKEVILLE,

...VIRGINIA.

PIT GAMES,
crossed in the following strains:

JAPS, TORNADOES,
WAR-HORSES,

SHAWLNECKS,
IRISH B. B. R's.

A very fine lot of Stags and Pullets

on hand.
WRITE FOR PRICES.

BIRDVILLE POULTRY YARDS,
PETERSBURG, VA.

WHITE HOLLANDS,
Hens, $1.50; Gobblers, 82.50.

WHITE PEKINS (Rankin Strain),
Ducks, $1.50; Drakes, $2.50.

BUFF LEQHORNS,
Hens, $1.00; Cocks and Cockerels, $2.50.

WHITE AND BARRED P. ROCK,
LT. BRAHMAH, S. C. B. LEG=
HORN and W. WYANDOTTE

Chickens, SO cents and $1.00 each.

M. B. TURKEYS, $5.00 a pair.

C. H. BENNETT,
McDonalds mills, va.

For SfllP MAMMOTH
I Wl JUI^ BRONZE TURKEYS
Roosters and Pullets of the following

pure-bred varieties: B. P. ROCK, S. C.

B. LEGHORN, S. L. WYANDOTTE.
Will sell cheap for 30 days, to make
room. Mrs JOHN F. PAYNE

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.

Sherwood Chickens...
FOR SALE.

SI. 00 each. Eggs in season, $1.25 per

fifteen. Also a "PRAIRIE STATE" In-

cubator in good condition, cheap. For
particulars apply to

MlSSBELLE BROOKE,
Box 618, Staunton, Va.

Collie Dogs...
Of all ages, also COACH DOGS.

PIT GAMES. BARRED PLYMOUTH
BOCK and WHITE LEGHORNS,
PEKIN DRAKES 200-Egg INCUBA-
TOR for sale.

JOHNSON & G00DE, Boydton, Va.

Sheep, Ewes and
Yearling- Rams

FOFt SALE.
Also Polled Durham Cattle, young ones

and cows, for sale. Registered stock. Good
quality.

JNO. I. GORDON, Mercer, Pa.
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Dorset Sheep
Have a few choice rams
and ram lambs left. Only
good stock sold.

Poultry Plant f° r

f
le at

.r...«. about one
half cost. 60 acres good
land ; new and convenient

buildings; capacity, 1000
hens and 5000 chicks.

Wishing to devote entire

time to other departments
and matters, I offer a great

bargain to insureaquicksale.

GREEN RIDGE FARM, Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

..FOR SALE..

Dorset Horn Ewes,
BRED OF THE BEST
QUALITY AND TYPE.

. . . QIFFORD & NASH, Tipton, Ind.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP and

POLAND-CHINA PIGS^»
From the greatest prize-winning families
at farmers'prices. Also a few ^ood driving
and saddle HORSES and SHETLAND
PONIES.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM,
Sam'l B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville. Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

?or Sale. R. J. HANCOCK,
Charlottesville, Va.

WALNUT DELL FARM,
A. H. WHITE, Breeder of

Jersey Cattle, Southdown Sheep

..and Berkshire Pigs..

BOCK HILL, YORK COUNTY. S C

FOR SALE
A choice lot

of bull calves

from a large and splendid herd of cows
and the best Scotch bulls—one of them
for sale.

W. W. BENTLEY, Pulaski City, Va.

York State, where the undercurrent of
marvellous penetration is evident in an
unusual degree, as well as Mr. Howell's
keen sense of humor.
An attract vely subtle story, "The Per-

fume of the Rose," by Flora Annie Steele,

describes the visit of an Englishman and
his sweetheart to a distiller of roses in
India, where they seek the "secret" of
the perfume.

" Mr. DooleyV neighbor. "Molly Don-
ahue," makes her debut in the Christmas
Ladies' Home Journal. She is ambitious
to reign as social queen of Archey Road,
and is quite as interesting and witty as
" Mr. Dooley," the philosopher of her au-

thor's creation. Rev. Cyrus T. Brady
draws on his experiences as missionary
to write of " What Christmas Means in

the Far West," giving pictures of rare

pathos and of irresistible humor. The
letter- that passed between Gail Hamil-
ton and Whittier are published for the
li r~t time. They give some delightful

glimpses of the social side of "the
Quaker Poet." Ian Maclaren w-ites on
"Shall the Old Clergyman be Shot?"
and Albert W. Smith (the American
Lewis Carroll) contributes more of
his wonderfully funny nonsense verses.

Dan Beard interests the boys with a
( Ibristmas novelty, and an exquisite carol

rge W. Cable is timely for Christ-

mas rendering. There a'e two notable
page pic'orial features. "The Nativity,"
from the brush of W. L. Taylor, and
"

1 loming Home for Christmas." by A. B.
Frost. The holidays are considered in all

their phases, and the wants of the home
and home-makers are anticipated. By
The Curtis Publishing Company, Phila-

delphia. One dollar a year; ten cents a

copy.

The Southern Form 'Magazine, which is

of great value and interest to town and
country people alike, covering, as it does,
every phase and feature of genera!
ern interests, makes the remarkable offer

that during December it will receive sub-
scriptions at _'o cents a year, the regular
price being $1. The Magazine covers a

field not touched by any other Southern
publication. It is not a regular farm pa-
per, telling about the crops and pi

farm products, but a general magazine,
dealing with the best features of agricul-

tural fife, crop diversification and
ern capabilities. The merchant, the bank-
er, the professional man, as well as the
intelligent reading fanner and his family,
all alike find tl

of value and interest. You can send cur-
rency or postage stamps to the extent of
25 cents to the Southern Firm Ma
Baltimore. Md.

REPORTS.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C. Bulletin No. 105. Ex-
periment Station Work Nil.

Farmers' Bulletin 106, Breeds of Dairy
Cattle.

Division of Forestry. Bulletin 26.

Practical Forestry* in the Adiron-
dacks.

Division of Soils. Circular No. 3. The
- : the Pecoe Valley, X. Mexico.

Division of 'n'tiir.i: :•-. Crop Circular
for Novembei

T.
h
? Filston Farm

Jerseys^-^-
Have been bred for milk

for many years.

If you are desirous of improving

the yield of your herd by the ad-

dition of a thrifty bull calf, hand-

some and fashionably bred, write

to

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

Glencoe, Mo.

The bulls from this farm have been

sold to the very best breeds in the

South.

We mail a Utile "Book of tl„ II,

on rf,

LYNWOOD HERD
jf

JERSEYS

AT HEAD OF HERD—
OONAN'S TORMENTOR, 22280.

laughters. 9 of these have
! of 20 lbs. and over in 7 days. One

Oonan of Riverside has an official test
-.. ::<>-/.. in 7 days; test II days, 88 lbs.,

6oz. She is the largest tested cow ever
bred In Tennessee.

also in use—
PRINCE OF TENNESSEE, 20772.

Sire of :

of Oxford Kat* ; official test, :SH lbs., 12 oz.
7 days.
Record. -15 tested cows in herd, out of

52 In milk, August, 1888.

M. M. GARDNER, Prop., Nashville, Tenn.

BRIARCLIFF FARMS^
Youn? Bulls For Sale

From Imported JERSBY BBAI . A. J. C.
C. 44417. and other choice sires of

TORMENTOR, ST. LAMBERT,
STOKE POGISand PEDRO Blood.

Their dams are all good milkers of rich
quality, the daily average of the 26S cows
now milking being about 20 lbs., while
the butter fat test steadily maintains a
very high standard. The herd is never
forced, and there is no room for a poor
animal.

49~Full particulars on application to

BRIARCLIFF FARMS, Briarcliff Manor.N.Y.

J3
FOR SALE..

JACKS, JENNETS and
PONIES. Fine JACKS a

stamp
for new catalogue.

W. E. KNIGHT &. CO.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
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Arkansas Experiment Station, Fayette-
ville, Ark. Bulletin 58. An Experi-
ment in Grazing a Corn and Cow 1\ a

Field with Steers. Experiment with
Peanuts, Legume Manuring, Cotton
Meal, etc.

Delaware Experiment Station, Newark,
Del. Bulletin 45. The Pruning of

Young Fruit Trees.

Georgia Experiment Station, Experiment,
Ga. Bulletin 44. Wheat and Oats,

Rye and Barley.
Bulletin 45. Some Important "Insect
Enemies of Cucurbits.

Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 57. Immuniza-
tion against Texas Fever by Blood
Inoculation.

North Carolina Experiment Station. Ra
leigh, N. C. Bulletin 166. Butter.

its Composition, Artificial Imitation
and Adulterant. Butter Adultera-
tion in North Carolina.

Rhode Island Experiment Station, King
ston, R. I. Report of the Directors.

South Dakota Experiment Station, Brook-
ings, S D. Bulletin 63. Pig Feed-
ing in South Dakota.

Bulletin 64. Ferns and Flowering
Plants of South Dakota.

Bulletin 65. Root Killing of Apple
Trees.

Virginia Weather Bureau, Richmond, Va.
Report for October, 1899.

ST. NICHOLAS, FOR YOUNG FOLKS.

A monthly magazine edited by Mary
Mapes Dodge.
For 1900 a splendid programme of Art,

Literature and Fun.
Ten Long Stories, by Ruth MeEnery

Stuart, Mary Mapes Dodge, Elizabeth B.

Custer and other writers. Each complete
in one number.
A Serial Story by the author of " Mas-

ter Skylark." a tale of Old New York.
A Serial Story by the author of " Denise

and Ned Toodles," a capital story for girls.

A Serial Story of Athletics A Serial

Story for Little Children. Stories of Rail-

road Life.

An Important Historical Serial of Colo-

nial Life in America, by Elbridge S.

Brooks, author of ''The Century Book
of the American Revolution," etc.

Theodore Roosevelt, Governor of New
York and Colonel of the " Rough Riders,"

promises to contribute a paperon " What
America Expects of Her Boys."
Ian Maclaren, John Burroughs, and

many other well known writers will con-

tribute.

Nature and Science for Young Folks

will soon be begun as a new department.
St. Nicholas League. Badge and mem-

bership free. Send for instruction leaflet.

Fun and Frolic, both in rhyme and
stories, pictures and puzzles, will be, as

always, a striking characteristic of St.

Nicholas.
Everything illustrated. A free sample

copy on request.

November begins the new volume.
Price S3.00. All dealers and agents take

subscriptions, or remittances may be made
direct to the publishers

The Century Co.,

Union Square, New York.

Scrubbing Floors

can never be made

a pleasing pastime,

but one - half the

labor will be saved

and the results im-

proved by using

Gold Dust Wash-
ing Powder.

Send for fr«« bookUt—" Golden Rul«i

for Housework."

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Chicago SI. Louis NewVork Boston

"PASTEUR" BLACK LEG VACCINE.
The original and genuine preventive vaccine remedy for blackleg. Officially

endorsed in all the cattle raising State*. Successfully used upon 1,500,000 head in

the U. S. A. during the last 4 "years. Write for official endorsements and testi-

monials from the largest and mos't prominent stockraisers of the country. " Single "

treatment vaccine for ordinary stock; ''Double" treatment vaccine for choice

herds,

Registered " g LAGKLEGINE." Trade Mark.

" P\STEUR " single treatment Blackleg Vaccine ready for use (no set of instru-

ments required). No. 1 (10 head), $1 50; No 2 ('20 head), $2.50; No. 3 (50 head) $6.

Easily applied. No experience necessary.

PASTEUR VACCINE COMPANY,
2:jnt Street and 4th Avenue, 71i3 Garden City Block,

NEW YORK CITY. CHICAGO.

BIG ENGLISH
BERKSHIRE

PIGS
FOR SiFOR SALE

3 months old Dec. 22d.

Purebred and eligible to
registry. Sired by Biit-

more's Longfellow, 44675;

. dam England's Beauty,
( 7876. A splendid oppor-

tunity to get the best
hlond ofthe large English
Berkshire for a small
amount of money.

Address J. SCOTT MOORE, "County News" Office, Lexington, Va.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.— This is to Certify, That we are personally acquainted with Mr.
.1. Scott Moore, breeder of Berkshire hogs. Know him to be a reliable and responsible gentle-

man, and persons will And it a pleasure to do business with him. A. T. .shields, Clerk Rock-
i ountv Court; R. R. Witt, Clerk Rockbridge Circuit Court ; Thos. A. Sterrett, Sheriff of

Rockbridge Co.; 8. R. Moore, Treasurer Rockbridge Co. ; Robert Catlett. Commonwealth's At-
torney Rockbridge Co. ; J. S. Sa ville, Supt. of Schools, Rockbridge Co. ; T. E. McCorkle, Mayor
of Lexington.

^ROCK HILL HERD.
A Short Corn and a Big Pig Crop \r£Z
choice of 80 head August and September pigs, all eligible to registery in 0. P. C R.

Association. I guarantee stock as represented, or money refunded. Pairs and trios

_B. B. BUCHANAN. BROWNSBURG, VA.
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PAINT TALKS—XXII.

The Real Paint Argument.

In some recent paint advertisements,

doubtless many readers have run across

the argument that since sand does not
improve sugar, zinc, barytes. etc., cannot
serve any good purpose in paint. The
argument is ingenious, but entirely mis
leading, since the first proposition has no
possible relation to the statement deduced
from it. Quite as reasonably might one
assert that sand has no place in sugar,

nails are useless in wood, lime in mortar,
juice in orangesor fillings in teeth ; where-
as the fact is that while sugar is not im-
proved but ruined by the addition of sand,
nails are useful when wood is to be join-

ed to wood, oranges would be very poor
fruit without juice, mortar would not hold
without lime, and decayed teeth are saved
by filling.

But all such argument proves nothing
as regards paint. The only sure test of
the value of any paint, or any component
of paint, is the test of service. Now, the
test of service—the experience of centu-
ries—has shown that pure white lead
makes a very poor and a very expensive
paint, in that it perishes very rapidly, re-

quiring constant renewal, that it becomes
porous and absorbent of moisture even
before it really begins to powder off, and
that it is very subject to attack by atmos-
phere and other influences.
On the other hand, experience shows

that zinc white and the so called inert
pigments (barytes, gypsum, etc.) are not
subject to deterioration.

Of the pigments just mentioned, zinc
white is the only one which is, proper
ly speaking, a paint pigment—the others
serve merely to dilute the lead, and thus
retard its deterioration. Zinc white, how-
ever, not only dilutes but protects the
lead, and it is a fact universally recog-
nized among paint manufacturers that no
durable white or light tint can be made
without zinc white.

Every village in the land possesses
practical illustrations of this truism

; on
tfte one hand, houses painted with pure
lead, lustreless, discolored, and in a short
time paintless ; on the other hand, houses
painted with good combination, based
on zinc white, on which lustre, color and
material are good long after lead and
the poorer ready mixed emulsion paints
have outlived both beauty and useful-
ness.

The paint user, after all, is the one
most interested in good paint. It will
be money in his pocket to remember that
pure oil and zinc white are its essentials.
One beautiful, durable job of painting is

worth, as an argument, a thousand "sand
and sugar" perversions.

Stanton Dudley.

The Kansas City (Mo.) Hay Press Co.
advise us that they have recently pur-
chased the stock, patents and good will

of the celebrated " Boss" and Cyrus Rob-
erts Corn Shellers, heretofore made by
Roberts, Thorp & Co., Three Bivers, Mich.
They consider this a valuable addition to
their well and favorably-known line of
Hay Presses, Rakes, Stackers etc.

Biltmore Jerseys

Biltmore Berkshires

Biltmore Poultry

All Standard for Individuality, Breeding and Price

This is too large a breeding establishment to

give details in an advertisement. Write for

price lists and state exactly what is needed.

..Show and Foundation Stock a Specialty..

apply to GEO. F. WESTON,
Superintendent Biltmore Farms, BILTMORE, N. C.

St. Lambert Jerseys

II Wn OfinnC whose clam, Ethel of
_ _LL NU. ZaUuJ, Shelburne, grand-

dam Crocus of St. Lambert, and her sister, the
great Mary Anne of St. l/.imbert, have an average
butter record of 2a lbs. and 7 ounces in 7 days.

ADMIRAL ST. LAMBERT NO. m,l£3i£SSiE$Z
a butter record of ai lbs.. II 1

.. oz., in 7 days, and
a daily milk record of 53 lbs., 8 oz.

Several extra-line Bulls and Heifers for sale.

Also Indian Games, Barred P. Hock, White
Leghorn and White Wyandotte fowls.

BOWMONT FARMS, SALEM, VA.

RAILWAYS.

Holstein-Friesians
(Netherlands, Pieterjes, and Clothilde) All

rich, heavy milkers, and typical repre-

sentatives of the breed and strains.

REGISTERED - BERKSHIRES.
"MAYOR OF BILTMORE" Heads my Herd.

«3-Finest Stock at Reasonable Trices. Also

English Beagle Dogs, Brown Leghorn and
Plymouth Fowls.

WRITE ME FOR PRICES.

T. O. SANDY, Burkeville. Va.

PLEASANT VIEW HERD or. .

REGISTERED

Chester White Tm
t
ousO. I.C. Swine

Can furnish pairs and trios not related.
Pedigree furnished with every pig sold.
Correspondence solicited.
A.iaoalii ter of s< (

« itch COLLIE PUPS.
archie C. Roper,

Lock Box 122, CHARLESTOWN, JEFFERSON CO., W.VA.
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DEHORNING—PUBLIC SENTIMENT.
We can all remember when public sen-

timent was overwhelmingly opposed to

the dehorning of cattle and when the
practice was regarded as unnecessary and
extremely cruel. In looking back over
the early efforts in this direction and
taking into account the crude instru-

ments then in use, we must agree that the
last conclusion was in a measure correct.

Since then, however, the dehorning of
cattle has come in for its share of study
and experiment by intelligent men of
inventive genius and this more modern
and humane instrument is the result. It
is not unfair to assume that this Keystone
Dehorning Knife has had much, very
much, to do with the marked change in
public sentiment on the dehorning ques-
tion.

This knife, which has been regularly
advertised before our patrons for several
years, was invented and is being manufac-
tured by Mr. A. C. Brosius, Cochranville,
Pa. Its strongest feature is in the pecu-
liar shape of the cutting edges or blades,
which, as will be observed from the cut
here shown, are so formed as to cut evenly
on four sides at once. The form of knife
together with the powerful levers are re-

sponsible for a quick, clean cut, obviating
entirely the cruel and painful operation
of the straight, rotary or shear principle
knives, which always result in more or
less crushing and bruising of the horn.
This was the dehorner that took highest
award at the World's Fair at Chicago in
competition with the best similar devices
then made. Write the inventor, as above,
for catalogue, prices, etc.

CARE OF LAMPS.

Many housekeepers think there is noth-
ing to learn about the care of lamps ; but
if the little details here mentioned are
adhered to, there will be a great differ-

ence in the light.

First, a lamp must be cleaned and filled

every morning; the burners should be
cleaned once a week, and the best way is

to boil them in water in which Gold
Dust Washing Powder has been added.
Put a teaspoonful into a quart of water,
and boil ten minutes. The flues should
be put in a pan of cold water, and heated
slowly until they boil, then take off and
let them cool gradually—this toughens
the glass.

Calves by " Sir Edward

'

OFFERS \/F0R SALE:
HEBEFOKI) CATTLE.-Calves, entitled to registration, $50 to $75.

grades, $20 to $30.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP—Bucks, one year old and over, $12.50 to $20. Ewes, one year to three
years' old, $10 to $12. Buck Lambs, delivered July 1 to 15, $7.50. Ewe Lambs, delivered July

Pigs, three months, $6.50. Pigs, five

1 to 15, $5.50.

POLAND-CHINA. HOGS—Pigs, six weeks' old,
months and over, $9 to $15.

BRONZE TURRETS—Pairs, $6 ; trios, 88.50. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

PL.TMOITTH ROCKS—Pairs, $2.25; trios, $3; Eggs, per sitting, $1.

MUSCOVY DUCKS—Pairs, $1.50; trios, $2.25. Eggs, per sitting, $1.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr.. No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, is now in the stud, and will serve limited
number of mares for $25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures. Colts by \\ illiam L, Jr.,
2105S, one, two and three years' old, for sale at lowest cash prices.

CASTALIA HERO of —

Registered Herefords
The Ideal Cattle for the South.

Will thrive on less feed than any other breed. Can be profitably crossed on the native cows

FOR SALE—BULLS, COWS, HEIFERS and CALVES.
See February advertisement, page 102.

SINCE MY ADVERTISEMENT BEGAN . . .

I have sold BULLS and HEIFERS to Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and
Pennsylvania. The demand for good cattle is increasing. Call on or write to

Visitors met at station. MURRAY BOOCOCK,
Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

Inquirers are requested not to use postal cards.

—BACON HALL FARM.
HEREFORD CATTLE—Yearlings and Calves.

DORSET SHEEP
BERKSHIRE HOGS

Satisfaction, or don't remit. E. M. CILLET, Verona, Balto. Co., Md.

All Ages.

HENS ToT LAYING
PLYMOUTH ROCK (barred) INCUBATOR EGGS,

highly fertile, for

vigorous chicks

—

a specialty. Instead of adding other breeds, I have for years bred this strain in addition
to our noted show birds of the same breed. Interesting illustrated catalogue free. Fine
references. Moderate prices. Improve your flock and make it pay.

GEO. HARRISON MORRIS, Ashland, Va.
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THE MAX WHO SINGS.

By E. C. Mead.

Give to me the man who sings,
As the sledge or maul he swings.

With all lii« might,
"From morn till night,

While the dripping brow it brings;
For the man that's mum
Is always glum

;

To whom sorrow will show its wings

<iive to me the man that joys
With tools as if with a toy";

Who laughs and crows
O'er labor's woes,

And feels he is yet but a boy

;

For the man that's dumb
Is always glum,

And one that I never employ.

Give to me the man who smiles,
And the long day's work beguiles,

As the furrows roll

From the plow-beam's mould,
(-riving hope of bounteous piles ;

For the man that oft frowns
Will balk at " ups and downs,"

As he thinks that yards are miles.

Give to me the man who whistles
As he runs his hand in thistles,

Or feels the rack
Of an aching back,

O'er some hard task he thus belittles;
For the man who always whines
O'er life's sharp thorns and vines

Is one not fit to earn his victuals.

Give to me the man that's jolly

—

Flouts at sorrow and melancholy

;

Sings and crows
O'er labor's blows,

And feels that gloom is but folly
;

For a joyful heart
Will always impart

A zest for the work whate'er it may be,
And that is the man for me.
Keswick, Va., 1899.

BEAUTIFUL CALENDAR FREE.
Fairbank's Fairy Calendar for 1900 is a

beautiful six-piece art calendar, 10xl2f
inches in size, on heavy plate stock. There
are six different designs (one on each
sheet), elegantly lithographed in colors,
and tied with silk ribbon. These designs
are original water-color paintings by one
of America's best artists, and show pretty
children in the uniform of our navy, cav-
alry, artillery, infantry, etc. They are
strikingly beautiful, and will please every-
body. This calendar is equal to those
usually retailed for 50 cents to $1 in the
leading art and stationary stores through-
out the country.
By sending your name and address to

The X. K. Fairbank Company, Chicago,
111., ami enclosing five (5) Fairy Soap
Wrappers, or in cents in stamps to cover
expense of wrapping and mailing, you
will be able to obtain a copy of this beau-
tiful calendar.

FINEST FARM IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA;
its on Roanoke River: well watered

and timbered
; splendid buildings; good or-

chard ; fine cloverand grass; healthy climate;
mild winters. Terms accomodating.

GEO. LAND. I'hillis, Va.

GHSTON STOCK FHRR

Holstein-Friesian I Jerse Cattle.
Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of,

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

containing the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JXO. IT. DETRICK, Somerset, Ta.

A Union of England and America
THE MUCH MOOTED QUESTION SETTLED.

N. BEN.JA FIELD, at Motcombe, Shaf-
tesbury. England, and TIIOS. S. WHITE,
of Lexington. Va.. can explain this
Union. N. Benjafield stands at the top
for thoroughbred English Berkshires in
his country, and as Thos S. White got
his start fiom said Benjafield, then, of
course, the said White has the best blood

Mjtff
in America. Fancy Pigs, but not fancy

'

^***^
"

" prices, now before the puplic.

Write to THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

41 Pig3 now Eeady for Shipment. Some Ready for Service; Boars and Sows.

ILVX. L RO^WE c*? OO.
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

JERSEY and GUERNSEY CATTLE, both young and old, male and female,

always on hand and for sale.

BERKSHIRE HOGS—Young sows now ready. Pigs, $10 per pair.

BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA, PLYMOUTH ROCK and BROWN
LEGHORN FOWLS. PEKIN DUCKS.

GREAT DANE-MASTIFF PUPPIES, very large, fine guards, *10 each.

SHEPHERD and FOX TERRIER PUPPIES, $5 each.

POLAND-
CHINAS.

ADMIRAL, 42159.
I can furnish select

Having purchased a part of Mr. S. S.

Bradford's herd, and made several addi-

tions to my own from the leading breeders
pigs not related to "those previouslv shipped, and

my fine vonng boars, "ADMIRAL," 42159, and "COMMODORE," 42747.

pig and young boars and sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get

from the oldest and largest herd of PolanJ-Chinas in the State at one-half

Prices. Address,
J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Va.

~~ THE LOSS OFANEYE
cjsa' »

'

tli' 1 i m- .(iiii'klv and

The tip of a horn
up cuttle. Cut oft"

Triple cat

n does It 11. ...

__ KeystoneDEHORNING Knife 335 ^c™h-
IlichMt Award Worl.1'. Fair. Fl'I.LY KVARANTKKU. Write

a. prices", etc. A. C. BROSIUS, COCHRAN V ILLE, PENN.
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THOROUGHNESS.

Thoroughness is a most inexhaustible
theme, but it is one that too much can-
not be said about ; for the lack of it is

the greatest hindrance to human pro-

gress to-day.

On every hand we see the failures that
thoroughness would have averted. Men
and women going through the world sat-

isfied with work half done, yet blaming
fate for being always poor and depend-
ent, saying, " Good luck comes to our
neighbors, but never to us. We were
born to be poor and unlucky ;

" when
the truth is, they never do anything
right, and do not realize that in their

very carelessness lies the secret of their

ill luck.

The labor question is getting to be one
of great concern to all intelligent farmers.

It is next to impossible to get a man or
woman who can be trusted at any post of
duty that requires care and responsi-

bility.

We have almost decided, to get any-
thing done right, we must do it ourselves,

as the lack of thoroughness shows itself

so constantly in what we have done.
The continual moving from place to

place only proves more and more that
children are sadly neglected in this im-
portant lesson. Parents should inquire
into the cause of this state of affairs, and
begin to teach lessons of thoroughness,
which will grow in a child and teach him
to be self-reliant, while it establishes his

future with regard to good luck.

There is no such thing as luck. What
seems so is only the just reward of energy
and pluck, such as comes to those who
work for and with a purpose—devoting
their time carefully to the work in hand,
which they do thoroughly, never being
satisfied with anything but their best
efforts.

The little things in life, which we at
times are inclined to go over hastily, need
the same care and thought, lest we allow
ourselves to get into careless habits. "A
thing that is worth doing at all, is worth
doing well," is a lesson we should learn
well and always remember.
This question of thoroughness, upon

which I believe all agree, is one that we
find often neglected in the schools of to-

day, and it is one parents would do well
to mention to the teachers. Little chil-

dren are easily influenced, and they
readily imitate one whose habits are at-

tractive to them. They love to be sys-

tematic in their work, and need only to

be encouraged to be thorough in it to
show to their elders what their capabili-

ties are. Indeed, through the coming
generation must these happy conditions
be brought about, for as the twig is bent
so the tree 's inclined. " Train up a child
in the way it should go, and when it

grows old it will not depart from it."

Emma S. Payne.
Albemarle Co., Va.

"What's in a name?" Everything,
when you come to medicine. When you
get Hood's Sarsaparilla you get the best
money can buy.

When you write to an advertiser,
mention The Sottthern Planter.

BARGAINS..
The Best Flock of SHROPSHIRE SHEEP in Virginia.

A few choice Durham Bull Calves ; 12 Top Jersey Heifers ;

100 Head of Poland-China, Chester and Berkshire
Pigs and Hogs at farmers' prices; Larsre lot of B. P.

Rock and S L. Wyandotte Chickens; 150 Pekin
•-^•:

r
' Ducks; 10 White Holland Turkeys.

I will not ask fancy prices. Write me describing your

..-X* wants.

HIGHLANDS STOCK AND POULTRY FARM,
WILSON, Owner and Proprietor. FANCY HILL, VA.

APPLE, PEACH, PEAR, PLUM, &c.

Grape Vines, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

ALL THE DESIRABLE STANDARD AND NEW VARIETIES.

Headquarters for Tennessee Prolific Strawberry.
The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write us
if you contemplate planting-. Catalogues* free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. 7. HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.

:;,::::.: '

-

:'

Headquarters for

Nursery Stock.

< WHOLESALE
< AND

j
RETAIL.

We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.

ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Nectarines, Pecans, Ornamental andApples,

Pears, Cherry,
Peach, Quinces,
Plum, Almonds,
Apricots,

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, for Hedging

Chestnuts, Shade Trees,

Walnuts, Evergreens,

Small Fruits. Roses, Etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

..AGENTS WANTED..

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO., Baltimore, Md.

^^The 20!" CENTURY POULTRY BOOK
be very latest, up-to-date authority on the poultry business in thiseouii'

reats the entire subject in a masterful way drawn from years of ripe __ .

mce ic conduL-tini: tbr hrc'.'!-! pure blood jioultrj- plant in the country. Treats im-i.Um,.;ly
:
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REVISED

The following list of papers and periodicals

are tbe most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. "« """

The Dispatch, Kicnnioud. Va 85 00 $5 25

The Times, " " 5 00 5 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The Times, " " 1 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harpers' Weekly 4 00 4 00

Round Table 100 135
Bazaar 4 00 4 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

The Washington Post 75 1 05

Breeders' Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 2 00 2 25

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va... 2 00 2 25

Southern Churchman, " "... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 2 00 2 25

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 S 25

Llppincott's " 2 50 2 50

Harpers' •' 3 00 3 25

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scrlbner's '" 3 00 3 25

Frank Leslies " 1 00 1 25

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Muusey " 1 00 1 35

Strand „ 1 25 1 65

McClure's •• 1 00 1 35

Puritan, " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from " our price with the Planter." It

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage oi our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other perlodl
cals.

Seed House of the South.

KKKWIIKAT
OATS and

CANE REF.I»

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AM> GARDEN SEEDS el

every variety at Lowest Market Kates, included in which
are RAGEAXD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

-WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pare Raw-Bone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, # 1016 Main Street
LYNCHBURC. VA.

GILLETTE HORSE CLIPPING MACHINES.
OVER 20,000 MACHINES SOLD

IN EUROPE.
A Few Foreign References.

The Roval Mews. Royal Stables,
H. R."H. The Duke of York.
His Grace Tbe Duke or Portland,
HisGraceTbe 'ukeof Wellington.
Bis Grace The Duke of Brdfbrd.
His Grace The Duke of Buccleuch,
His Grace The Duke of Newcastle.

OVER 60,000 MACHINES SOLD
IN UNITED STATES.

A Few United States References.

F. W. Vanderbilt. Walter H. Webb,
J. Hole. Twomblev. Charles Broad-
wav Rouss, Henry Hilton, C. R.
Flint, W. R. Grace, Henry Seligman.

Send for Catalogue, showing our

different stvles.

Extra Cutters, $2. All Kinds of Clippers Ground, 50c.

; CO , 1 10, 112^114 W. 32d St.. New Ynrk.

fEI*TN»;HAY PRESS _
Wvosb: larabVe ou\(Y tLououuaA

ciaUsiiu.cUoi\ eve (vo sale. ^~
VausasC'dy Huaj Press Co.

SiKiU .Sb.Kuuias C'twMo.
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PREPARE TREES AND SHRUBS FOR
WINTER.

At the North begin to prepare trees and I

Bhruba for winter at least by the last of]

October. At the South this should not

!

be delayed longer than November. To
protect from the ravages of rabbits, mice,

etc., clear the ground around the stalks

of all rubbish, either by hoeing or mow-
j

ing off close to the ground. Apply the

protection to the body of the tree. This
can be done by wrapping with paper,

rags, corn-stalks, screen wire, or wood
veneering. The wood veneering is the

most complete, durable, and cheapest in

the end. If made of white poplar it will

last for five or six years. When put on,

the ends should be sunk one to two inches
,

in the ground. This will prevent insects

crawling under and finding shelter. Trees
j

set one, two and three years and those

planted this fall should have root pro-

tection. This is best secured by covering !

the roots with eight to twelve inches of

soil and firming with the foot. Round !

off the top so it will shed water. On top
of this heap of earth put the wrappers.
With the more tender trees, such as peach,
Japanese plum, quince, and all others of
this order, put on the wrappers, and then

;

mulch with stable manure, leaf mold, or

well-rotted straw, having the layer thick
enough to completely shade the ground

]

as far out as the limbs or beyond the cir-

cle of the hole dug in planting. With
shrubs and vines of the hardier varieties,

the same mulch may be applied, using
caution to protect the stems against mice.
The tender varieties are best laid down
and covered with earth just before freez-

\

ing. After cold weather has come to stay

put on a layerof stable manure or rakings
from the yard. Leave in this condition
until after all danger of freezing is over,

then uncover and level the soil down
even with the surface,

These rules, carefully observed, will

give good results and leave the grower
well paid for his labor. I wintered six
fine fig trees in open ground the past se-

vere winter when the thermometer went
to 32 below zero. By a special effort it is

possible for us to grow many of the semi-
tropical trees and plants in our northern
climate. Some of the fine, tender grapes
may be grown in open ground by taking
down and covering the vines to protect
them from the extreme cold.

—

S. H. Lin-
ton, in American Agriculturist.

FINELY-BRED JACKS.
We have received from W. E. Knight

& Co., Nashville, Term., a circular descrip-
tive of several fine Jacks. Parties inter-

ested are invited to send for it.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

is the only fence you can afford to put on your farms,
plantations or ranches. Anything less than the best
means continued trouble for you.

The Ellwood Steel Fences
are made of spring steel especially drawn for this fence.

Galvanizing and weaving are perfect, insuring longest life

to the fence. Costs no more than makeshifts. Sold by
our agents in every town. If you fail to find an agent
in your town write to the manufacturers.

American Steel and Wire Co.,
CHICAGO, NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO.

The People Now Realize It.

:,*

A little over a year ago we ad-

vertised that we would sell one
stove of our make to anybody, as

low as a dealer could buy a car-

load. Then, our trade was limited

to Virginia and North Carolina

;

since we advertised this, we have
shipped them to every State from
New York to Florida, and as far

west as Ohio—right in the heart

j of other stove manufacturers.

Nothing but praise comes from

these States for their baking qualities and excellent finish. The cele-

brated FITZ LEE COOK STOVES are destined to be in more
homes and more States than any other stove ever made. WRITE
for Information.

SOUTHERN STOVE WORKS, 815 to 827 N. 17th St., Richmond, Va.

EXCEL GRINDING MILL
Grind yourowncorn.com-

ears, oats, millet, anything
you like. This mill does as

good work as can be done.

We prove it by best of testi-

monials. At least let us tell

you about it.

PRICE. FROM $17 UP.

INDIAN CHIEF Sheller.

INDIAN SQUAW Sheller.

Either shells 1 bushel of
corn in 4 minutes; does it

clean, and separates cob
from corn. Cannot break.
The most durable and satis-
factory. PRICE: •Chief."
$2.26; 'Squaw." $1.75. Re-
pairs furnished free. Write
for booklet.

EXCEL HAND MILL
A perfect mill for dry

bones, crockery, grain,
etc., for poultry; or for
corn-meal, coffee, spices,
etc., for household. Made of choicest
material and guaranteed the best made.
Orlnds coarse or fine. Thousands now
in use. Write to

EXCEL MFG. CO. , Pottersvillc, N.J.
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MARK TWAIN'S HAT.

At the Fourth of July celebration in

London Mark Twain spoke. He said the

previous speakers had left him little to

say, but he noticed that they had con-

sidered the day from one side—its senti-

mental, patriotic and poetic side. That
was all right : but it had another side.

It had a commercial side, a business side,

and that side needed reform. (Laughter.)

He then told a story about a hat. He
was reminded, he said, of an incident at

luncheon the previous day. A great

Church dignitary went away half an
hour before anybody else, and he carried

off his (Mark Twain's) hat. (Laughter.)

Of course, in going out first, he had the
choice of hats. (Laughter.) It was an
innocent act, and was. perhaps, due to

heredity. (Laughter.) His head was no
doubt fall of ecclesiastical matters. He
was absorbed in something that would
benefit the Church, and when a man was
in that condition he would take any-
body's hat. (Laughter.'1 It was just an
occurrence of a long-abandoned habit of
an ancestor, and he would not trust an
ancestor with a hat or anything else.

(Laughter.) For five hours he .Mark
Twain) was under the influence of the
clerical hat. and during that time he
could not tell a lie. ^ Laughter.) In con-
clusion, the speaker said he hoped that
the time would come when, wherever
English and Americans found themselves
together, they would feel that they were
not aliens or strangers, but kinsmen of
the same blood.

"A HEART AS STURDY AS AX OAK."

But what about the blood which the
heart must pump at the rate of 70 times
a minute? If the heart is to be sturdy
and the nerves strong, this blood must
be rich and pure. Hood's Sarsaparilla
makes sturdy hearts, because it makes
good blood. It gives to men and women
streng:h, confidence, courage and endur-
ance.

Hood's Pills are non-irritating, and the
only cathartic to take with Hood's Sarsa-
parilla.

THE HOUSEKEEPER SHOULD RE-
MEMBER

-

That salt should be kept in a dry place.
That melted butter will not make good

cake.
That veal should be white, dry, and

close-grained.

That the colder eggs are the quicker
they will froth.

That nutmegs should be grated at the
blossom end first.

That the best poultry has firm flesh,

yellow skin and legs.

That lemons will keep for years if cov-
ered with cold water.

That to make good pastry the ingredi-
«nts must be very cold.

That pork shou'd be fine, close-grained,
and the rind smooth and thin.
That the best beef is moderately fat,

and the flesh of a bright red color.

Mention the Soither.v Planter when
corresponding with advertisers. .

The Implement Co.
1302-1304 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

FEED HILLS.
FOR GRINDING CORN
AND COB

To be fed to all kinds of stock, includ-

ing horses and hogs. They are the most

economical machines on the farm. The
same horse power will cut feed and saw

wood. They are so cheap that no farm

can afford to be without these money
and labor-saving machines.

THE OHIO ENSILAGE

FEED CUTTERS and

SHREDDERS . .

.

Are superior to all others. These

machines are all made on one

pattern and are covered by U.

S. Patent- The pointsjofsuperi-

ority are^mentionedjinjcatalogue,

which fwe will have pleasure in

mailing to any address.

All kinds of AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, including \\ AGONS, CAR-
RIAGES, HARNESS, PUMPS, CORRUGATED and V-CRIIP ROOFINO,

WIRE FENCING, Etc. Prices and catalogues on application.

THE^IMPLEMENT CO.,

1302-1304 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

FARMERS!
I Manufacture the fol-

lowing Brands of FERTILIZERS
Read these analyses and prices.

PURE GROUND ANIMAL BONE Price to. b.
care here,

j $25.00.

FLESH, BLOOD AND BONE
Phosphoric Acid _ 11.39 > $25 00Ammonia.- <.9S
Potash _ „ _ 2. J

Good lor oil crops and Permanent improvers ol me soil.

JAS. B. BICKERSTAFF, - Richmond, Va.
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PEDIGREES TRACED AND TABULATED. CATA

LOGUES COMPILED AND CIRCULARS

PREPARED.

..Fine Road [and Trotting..

* HORSES..
FOR SALE BY

W. J. CARTER Broad Rock).

Turf Correspondent,

P. 0. Box 92Q RICHMOND, VA.

REFERENCE9.-L. BANKS HOLT (for-

merownerof John R. Gentry, 2.00>X), Graham,
N. C. : Col. J. S. CARR, Durham, N. i '. ; Maj.
P. P. JOHNSON (President National Trotting
Association), Lexington, Ky.; Col. B. CAME-
RON, Fairntosh Stud. Staeville, N. C. ; JOS.
BRYAN and H. C. CHAMBLIN, Richmond,
Va. ; A. B. GWATHMEY (N. Y. Cotton Ex-
change). New York; Capt. B. P.WILLIAM-
SON, Raleigh, N. C ; J. F. JACKSON (Editor
Southern Planter). Richmond,Va.; H. A. BUCK
(Editor Spirit of the Times), New York.

SOMETHING IN SEASON.
Our illustration of one style of the well known Bowaher Feed Mills suggests a very

seasonable subject for consideration, and one for wide interest, as the grinding of
grain is now universally recognized as a part of economical feeding.

The Bowsher Mills have
always been kept in the
front rank. For ten years
the trade has grown stead-

ily, and the Bowsher Com-
pany write us that they
now have machines for

every variety of work, and
for use with all kinds of
power. We cannot here
enter into the details of the
construction of these mills,

but the m a n u fa cturera
claim that their mills are
the lightest running, are
the most convenient to op-
erate, and have many novel
features of great practical

value in actual service.

They use a conical shaped
grinding surface, which is

different from all others,
and has the advantage of
not wearing the grinders if

the mills run empty, and
are known to do more work

with the same power than any other mill. In every respect the Bowsher Mills are
calculated to please practical men who want a substantial mill for business purposes.

At no other time in the year is the information in the Bowsher catalogue so inter-

esting and valuable as now to our readers. It is " boiled down " for busy people, and
will be mailed free on request to the R. N. P. Bowsher Co., South Bend, Ind.

Improved Implements
FOR FALL TRADE.

COMBINED FEEO MILL AND HORSE POWER. Indispensable to

every farmer. Grinds ear or shelled corn, grain of all kinds. Is also

a first-class Horse Power for all purposes.

ENSILAGE CUTTERS. The UNION Cutter and Shredder, the ST.

ALBANS Shredder, the HOCKING VALLEY Cutter.

SUITED TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF ALL

NEW ALLSTEEL.FULLCIRCLE BALING PRESS
With Ilarge feed opening and largest plunger

travel of any of Its class. When telescoped for

the road Is nine feet shorter than when In

operation.

STEAM AND HAND-POWER
PRESSES for All

Purposes.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW, guaranteed to give entire satisfaction in any kind of soil and under any condition. THE BUCKEYE GRAIN
AND FERTILIZER DISC AND HOE DRILLJsows grain of all kinds, peas, corn, fertilizer and grass seed. CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS
with Bteel or copper pans. CONTINENTAL'DISC HARROWS with Patent Roller Bearings, the lightest In draft. Solid steel weight boxes and
centre cut attachment, which leaves no;ridge in centre. ALL-STEEL LEVER HARROWS. PLOWS of all kinds. ENGINES, SAW MILLS.

CORN AND FEED MILLS, CORN SHELLERS, HORSE POWERS, SURREYS, BUGGIES, <R0AD CARTS, FARM, FREIGHT AND LOG WAGONS,
GROCERY AND MILK WAGONS, CARRY LOGS. HARNESS for all purposes.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHIKER.Y AND VEHICLES
OF" EVERY DESCRIPTION.

THE WATT PLOW COMPANY,
Office, Cor. Franklin and

15th Streets,

RICH MOND, VIRGINIA.
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THE FARMERS' SUPPLY COMPANY
Offers for sale a full line of IMPLEMENTS
and TOOLS as -well as BUGGIES and HAR-
NESS. We invite special attention to the

TORNADO Feed and Ensilage Cutters. These ma-
chines, made in nine sizes, hand and power, are POSI-
TIVELY THE BEST on the market for cutting,
splitting and shredding Fodder, Hay and Straw.
Send for circular, giving full description.

The Improved TORNADO Disc Harrow is made of
iron and steel throughout, is strong, durable and easy
of operation. Gangs can be set at any angle while
team is moving.

An altogether popu-
lar implement.

We are agents for the MILBURN Wagon
which for years has led all competitors. A
large consignment just received.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND
CATALOGUE.

FARMERS' SUPPLY COMPANY, 1433 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.

GHAS. E. HUNTER, 1528 EAST MAIN STREET,
RICHMOND, VA.

inril FEED MILLAHORSE
I ULflL POWERS COMBINED

For all kinds of Corn and

Cob. Write for prices

and Catalogues.

HAND POWER
CUTTER.

These machines sell at
sight. They have heavy
flywheels and make
three ruts to each turn of
the crank. They will cut
bay, straw or fodder, and
will cut from J^ to 2 in.
They are shipped K. D..
securing the lowest possi-
freight rates.

LITTLE GIANT CORN
SHELLER.

The frame is made of thor-
oughly dry hard wood. The
Joints are mortised, tenoned
and bolted. The bearings
are bolted on to the frame
instead of screwed. The iron
work Is made from the very
best material, and every
Siece is carefully inspected
efore being put on. This

machine Is high-grade all
the way through. Ills hand-
somely painted, striped and
varnished.

SPECIALTIES.
The Genuine Oliver

Chilled Plows and
Repairs.

Genuine Farmer's
Friend Plows.

Studebaker and Brown Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies,
Land Rollers and Harrows,
Ross Feed Cutters and

Horse Powers,
Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers,

Superior Grain Drills,

Subsoil Plows,
Champion Mowers, Reapers and

Binders, Hay Rakes,
Iron and Wood Pumps,

I. X. L. Wind Mills,
Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn

Huskers and Shredders,
Aultman & Taylor Threshing

Machines, Engines and
Saw-Mills,

Disc Harrows and Disc Cultivators,
Hand Cutters,

Fodder Shredders,
Corn Shellers,

Tread and Sweep Power*,
Grinding Mills,
Corn Huskers,

Wood Sawing Machinery.

-"" Library
N. C. Stats noll««r»

ROSS FEED CUTTERS, POWERS
AND CORN AND COB MILLS.

STUDEBAKER and BROWN FARM '

WAGONS, CARTS and BUGGIES.

The TIGER Ail-Metal Disc Harrows
with one and two levers.

Prices and Catalogues Furnished

of all implements.

ELI PRESSES—38 styles and'sUe*.
Baling Wire and Bale Tiesfat

Lowest Price*.



SACRIFICE SALE
OF

Fancy Poultry
On account of removal, I must sell my entire stock of FANCY

POULTRY, consisting of about

of the following varieties

:

Black Spanish, Black Langshans, Brown Leghorns,

Light Brahmas, White Wyandottes, Buff Leghorns,

B. B. R. Ex. Games, Silver Laced Wyandottes, White Leghorns,

B. B. R. Game Bantams, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Black Minorcas,

Pit Games, White Plymouth Rocks, White Minorcas,

Indian Games, Barred Plymouth Rocks, R. C. B. Minorcas.

White Sherwoods, Blue Andalusians,

These are my choicest specimens and the result of years of careful mating

and breeding. None better can be had any where at any price. They must

all be closed out by December 15th, and in order to do so quickly, will sell

the Cockerels @ 75c. each, and Pullets and Hens @ $1.00. Among them are

many show specimens, worth from $500 to fiooo each. White Guineas, 75c.

each; Pekin Ducks, $[ 00 each (Rankins Strain) ; Mammoth Bronze Turkeys,

$2.50 each; Grown Belgian Hares, $*.00 each; Young, 50c." Finest pack of

Beagle Hounds in the South , Broken Dogs, $10.00 ; Pups, $5.00, either sex.

Write at once and secure bargains—they won't last long at these figures

GEO. T. KUNG, JR..

10,000 feet Poultry Netting, 4 feet high, best quality, good as new, lc. per running foot.

P. O. Box 1, Richmond, \/a



CONDENSED STATEMENT OF 40 YEARS BUSINESS OF THE

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company,
Since the Company commenced business it has paid to representatives of deceased

policy-holders for death losses $45 910,042.11
And to living policy-holders for dividends, matured endowments, surrendered policies, etc. 52, 66,062 79

Total payment to policy-holders $98 276 104 90
Add present assets U5 445 643.16

Amount paid to policy-holders and held for them $213 722 748.06
Deduct total premiums received 100 758 489.17

Excess of assets and payments to policy-holders over premium receipts $22,964 258.89

The interest earnings of the Company HAVE PAID ALL EXPENSES and leave a margin of profit to the
policy-holders of nearly Twenty-three millions of Dollars. For information as to

plans and rates, address

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Ceneral Agent, 1201 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

A Great Offer $
THE SOUTHERN PLANTER and the RICHMOND (twice-a-

week) TIMES for one year for $1.00.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, RICHMOND, Va.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits

:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,
"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTILIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

fl®"We eepecia'-y recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS or
CLOVER. It makea it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Bone, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich,

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.

Mention Soulktrn Planter when you write.
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